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BRAVE DEFENCE OF THE COCKADE CITY.

Fight at Rives' Farm, in Prince Edward County, with the

Sufferings in the Northern Prison/of those who
Fell into the Hands of the Enemy.

ADDRESS BY JOHN F. GLENN.

Mr. John F. Glenn delivered the following address before

R. E. Lee Camp, Confederate Veterans, on the 9th of June,

1906, and subsequently before A. P. Hill Camp, Petersburg, Va.,

on the defence of Petersburg in 1864, and is full of interest. It

is now printed from a revised copy furnished by the author.

In essaying to give an account of some personal recollections

of the affair of the 9th of June, 1864, between the small force of

militia and second-class reserves, under Colonel Fletcher H.

Arthur, and an overwhelming force of cavalry and artillery under

the Federal General August V. Kautz, at the Rives Farm, in

Prince George county, and some reminiscences of prison life, it

is foreign to my purpose to give anything more than a skeleton

outline of conditions existing and leading up to the events of that

day, which marked an epoch never to be forgotten in the annals

of the city of Petersburg.

To do more would be a work of supererogation, as the subject

has been fully and exhaustively treated by Colonel Archer, in

an address delivered before the A. P. Hill Camp of Confederate

Veterans on the 6th of June, 1889, and published in Mr. George
S. Bernard's book of ''War Talks of Confederate Veterans." To
Mr. Bernard's industrious researches I am also indebted for

some extracts I have made use of from the published "Records

of the Rebellion."
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When, on the 5th of May, 1864, the disturbing news was

brought to the city of Petersburg that a formidable army, with

General Benjamin F. Butler as its commander, had landed at

City Point and Bermuda Hundred, within a few hours' easy

march of the town, the greatest consternation prevailed. The

practically defenceless situation of the town, guarded, as it was,

by a few hundred regular soldiers, and about the same number of

untried and raw militia, was well calculated to excite the worst

apprehensions. The reputation and character of the Federal

general enhanced the universal feeling of alarm.

EVERYBODY TO HELP.

In the emergency every man capable of bearing arms was

called upon to aid in the general defense. In a few hours I

found myself with several hundred citizens reporting for duty

on Bank Street, opposite the provost marshal's office. As speed-

ily as possible, we were supplied with such arms and accoutre-

ments as were then available. The muskets were chiefly old

United States Army flint-locks, which had recently been altered

to percussion. They had, in all probability, seen service in the

War of 1812, for although percusion caps had been invented by
a Scotch parson and patented by him in 1807, they had not been

generally adopted by the armies of the world until about 1840.

They were dangerous weapons at close quarters, but at modern

rifle range, to use the late A. M. Keiley's suggestive similitude,

"not worth a tinker's imprecation."

Armed with these antiquated firearms, we marched down the

City Point Road to Jordan's Farm, some two or three miles

below the city. We were a motley crew. No uniforms, battle-

flags, or shimmering bayonets invested us with the pomp, pride

and circumstance of war. There were wanting even the shrill

tootings of the fife and the taps of the drum to excite our

martial enthusiasm, but there existed in the breasts of all, not

that ardor which seeks only the "bubble reputation," but what

was better, the earnest and determined resolve at all hazards

and at all odds to defend their homes, their altars and their

firesides.
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GETTING IX TRKNCIIKS.

Arriving at Jordan's Farm, we entered upon an open field

extending from some hilly ground on our right over towards

the river. A line of entrenchments thrown up at an earlier period

of the war ran across this open space till they touched the river-

side. It was now apparent we had to defend this line of works.

As yet we had seen no sign of cannon or regular soldiers to

reinforce our band of untried men, but we prepared ourselves

for the worst that might happen.

It was understood that a night attack might be made, and as

the shades of night drew on we were formed into line, and the

command given : "Forward, men, into the trenches." It was

the first signal to us to contribute our mite in deadly earnest to

the war that was waging. That night we slept on our arms.

Overcome by fatigue, our slumbers were profound.

During the night I heard the calm, authoritative voice of

some general officer giving orders, but nothing happened to

disturb our dreams. Fortunately, it was the balmy month of

May, and which we had no canopy over our heads, save the blue

vault of heaven, with its pyramids of stars looking down upon

us, we suffered no ill effects from the exposure, though many
had passed the meridian of life.

The enemy had not put in an appearance, and many succeed-

ing days passed before we heard the sound of his guns. We
were now told off into companies, and were regularly installed

into camp life, drilled in company evolutions and exercised in

the manual of arms. In the organization thus effected I found

myself attached to Company B, Captain James E. Wolfe, second-

class militia.
v9

BEAUREGARD TOO MUCH FOR BUTLER.

General Butler, however, made Richmond his objective point

of attack, and not Petersburg. He soon found he had caught a

Tarter in General Beauregard, and after the severe defeat he

sustained at his hands, the military nerves of our modern Achilles

were so unstrung that he had no stomach for any further fight-

ing at that time. The "Richmond Examiner" of the day indeed
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aptly compared Butler to a ''turkey buzzard matched against a

great gyr falcon," and the result proved the truth of its prognos-

tications.

Finding that the enemy did not appear to be disposed to

molest us, many went back to their various occupations, but

ready to be called upon at a moment's warning, and so it hap-

pened that on the fateful day our force was considerably dimin-

ished. During this time, however, we were marched from one

point to another on the lines, finding ourselves at last doing

duty on the farm of Mr. Timothy Rives, on the Jerusalem Plank

Road, south of the town.

During the interim we were employed in the usual avocations

of camp life drilling, doing guard and picket duty; when not

thus engaged, amusing ourselves as best we might. Quoit

throwing was a favorite pastime. I do not remember that cards

were indulged in our company at least, as there was amongst us

quite a sprinkling of elderly men, deacons and elders of churches,

not usually given to such worldly recreations.

News regularly reached us, of 'course, of the heroic deeds of

that noble Army of Northern Virginia, whose wonderful vicr

tories against tremendous odds excited our unbounded admira-

tion and the wonder of the civilized world.

We had an oracle in camp whose fertile brain found ample

scope for the exercise of his peculiar talents. He could draw

diagrams, locate armies, make flank movements, and show to a

very sympathetic audience how Lee would whip them again.

Indeed, many believed that that peerless commander would hurl

back his enemies once more to the Potomac.

One night when on picket near the railroad, sitting around

a blazing camp-fire, our oracle exclaimed with unwonted en-

thusiasm : "I could take a dozen of you fellows over to your
breastworks and keep back a whole regiment of Yankees." This

was very amusing, but it seems something like prophecy as to

what did occur later on.

The fateful day at length drew near. Butler, aroused from

his inertia and fully appraised of the weakness of our defenses,

made an effort to redeem his reputation, and adopted the plan of

assailing Petersburg at two points simultaneausly. The Federal
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( ieneral Gilmore, with a force of forty-five hundred men, was

directed to move upon the defenses of the city on the east along
the City Point Road, while General Kautz, with a force of

cavalry (stated in the Federal reports at thirteen hundred men
and four pieces of artillery), was to attack on the south of the

town on the Jerusalem Plank Road.

As General Kautz had some fifteen miles to travel, and Gen-

eral Gilmore only four, the latter was to time his movements

so that they could attack as nearly simultaneously as possible

upon hearing the sound of the other's guns.

I'KTKKSI'.riKi TO BE CRUSHED.

Thus, with a combined force of about six thousand men

arrayed against a few hundred men, mostly raw militia, defend-

ing the long line of works encircling the city, operating as

stated at two separate points, Petersburg was to be crushed like

an egg-shell between the prongs of this military forceps, and
the city swept with the besom of destruction.

That the very safety of the homes of the people of Petersburg
was imperiled, if not their lives, the following extract from orders

given to the Federal General Hicks by General Gilmore will

abundantly prove : "Should you penetrate the town before

General Kautz, who is to attack on the Jerusalem Road, the

public buildings, public stores, bridges across the Appomattox,
depots and cars are all to be destroyed." Whether the destruc-

tion was to be accomplished by the torch or by explosives, it is

evident that a universal conflagration might have ensued during
the general distress and confusion.

This movement was originally devised by the Federal general
to take place on the 29th of May, but was postponed on account
of other movements. It was doubtless intended to be the fore-

runner of Grant's subsequent move upon Petersburg. The

inspiration evidently came from General Grant, for in a bitter

letter written by General Butler to General Gilmore after the

operations of the day, censuring him in unmeasured terms for

his failure, he mentions the fact of an officer of General Grant's

staff being present when instructions were given to him. Gen-
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eral Gilmore failed to carry out his instructions, and wrote the

following letter to General Butler:

"HEADQUARTERS.

ELICK JORDAN'S, June 9, 1864, 12 :30 P. M.

MAJOR-GENERAL BUTLER :

"I found the enemy prepared for me to all appearances. A
prisoner says our movement was known at I :oo this morning,

and that reinforcements arrived by railroad. General Hinks,

on the Jordan's Point road, says he cannot carry the works in

his front, and that since he arrived there, at 7:30 A. M., two

more regiments have been added to the intrenchments coming
from the city. In Hawley's front the works are as strong, I

should think, as our own on Terry's front. In my opinion, they

cannot be carried by the force I have. Distant firing on my
extreme left has been heard for the last hour and a half. I

therefore judge that Kautz finds himself opposed. I am about

to withdraw from under fire in hopes of hearing from him.

Very respectfully,

Q. A. GILMORE,

Major-General''

If he had executed his commission with sufficient energy and

penetrated within the confines of the city, and bearing in mind

that his object was not only to capture, but practically destroy,

the town, it is easy to conjecture what an important bearing it

might have had on the fortunes of the war. It is not my pur-

pose, however, to dwell upon that feature of the day's events,

and I hasten on with the narrative of events connected with

the conflict on the Jerusalem Road.

DAY FOR FIGHTING.

Entirely unconscious of the impending danger, not a cloud

appearing on our military horizon, the morning of Thursday, the

9th of June, 1864, found us setting about our usual avocations,

when suddenly the camp was aroused by the advent of a courier

with the startling news that a heavy body of cavalry, accom-

panied by artillery, was rapidly approaching by the Jerusalem
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Road, and only then a few miles distant. The camp was immedi-

ately in commotion, and by the orders of our commandant,

Colonel Fletcher IT. Archer, the men quickly fell into their

places. As they were forming, Captain Jas. K. Wolfe handed

me a list of the members of my company who were absent, and

directed me to proceed with all possible expedition into the

town and summons them to "report at once to the front. As I

left the camp on my mission there was an ominous note in the

beating of the long roll sounding in my ears, which told me that

earnest work was on hand. The crisis had arrived, and our

mettle was to be put to the crucial test.

Proceeding into the town by the shortest route known through

the fields and woods, I passed up the Delectable Heights, where

I met Mr. Charles F. Collier, Mr. Robert A. Martin and Mr.

James Boisseau returning to the camp, to whom I announced

the news. I passed on down Sycamore Street. The news had

reached the city ahead of me; the bells had just ceased ringing

the tocsin of alarm and the city was being thoroughly aroused,

but as we had often been deceived by false reports, some were

disposed to treat the matter lightly, and while some believed and

hastened to put their armor on, others believed not. It was

then about eleven o'clock.

Among the first I summoned was Mr. Charles Campbell, well

known as the author of the History of Virginia. He was at that

time principal of the Anderson Seminary, on Washington
Street. Mr. Campbell was an ardent patriot, and although

exempt by reason of age and profession from military duty, at

the first news of Butler's landing he shouldered his musket with

the alacrity of youth and fell into ranks with those who were

rushing to the defence of the city.

For several weeks he and his youthful assistant, Mr. Branch

T. Archer (late of Richmond), had done faithful duty on the

lines. In common with many others, they had returned to their

professional duties, ready to be called upon at a moment's notice.

School was in session, and as I approached the house, I heard

the sound of busy voices within, and when the next moment I

stood at the open door, gun in hand, reciting the news, every

boy and girl was hushed into silence as they craned their necks
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to hear what was being said about the war. After seeing others

whose names I do not now remember, and getting some refresh-

ments, I started back to camp, feeling assured that every man
was needed there.

Among those I noticed already on their way out was Mr.

William C. Bannister, whom I remember well, as on that fateful

day, erect as a Mohawk chief, with rifle in hand and blanket

slung across his shoulders, he seemed the personification of the

Southern cause. In company with (I think) Mr. George B.

Jones, he marched steadily out to the fray. Mr. Bannister was

full of patriot fire, and no man fought or fell that day whose

devotion to the Confederate cause was more conspicuously dis-

played than his.

On the way I met two Confederate soldiers. From them I

derived the information that an attack already had been made

and repulsed. I asked them why they didn't stay to help; they

gave me as a reason that it was not their company that was

engaged. I suspected that, being old veterans and probably

foreseeing the result, the real reason was they had no stomach

for the fight.

] tE IXFO FtCEMEXTS WAX TED .

Further on as I reached the cedar lane leading from what was

known as the Ragland House, to the Plank Road, a few hundred

yards in the rear of the works, I saw galloping towards me a

youth mounted on a fine-looking mare, and leading by the bridle

a large heavy-built, dark horse, with foreign-looking accoutre-

ments. The contrast between the spirited animal he was riding

and the other lumbering, clumsy animal, was quite striking.

This, I understood afterwards, was gallant young Wales Hurt,

lieutenant in Captain Jarvis' Junior Reserves, on his way for

reinforcements. As he passed he shouted that they already had

had a brush with the enemy, and the horse he was leading was

one which had been captured from them. This was the last I

saw of him. After fulfilling his mission, and no doubt returning

to participate in the affray, he fell in with the advancing enemy
and was slain, his body -being found afterwards in the road,

where they had ridden over him. Colonel Archer states in his
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paper that the marc belonged to ( leneral Colston, who after-

wards recovered it. It has been stated to me that the Federal

trooper who killed Wales Hurt, possessed himself of the mare,

and was himself afterwards killed, and the horse subsequently

restored to its lawful owner.

The news considerably excited me, and I pushed on. It was

now very near the middle of the day. On turning" into the main

road and nearing our camp, which was immediately on the Plank

Road, and a short distance in the rear of the breastworks, I

saw our attenuated line of about one hundred and twenty-five

men spread out along the trenches from the salient, or redoubt,

in front of or near Timothy Rives' house on our left, across the

Jerusalem Plank Road, to a short distance on our right, in front

of a pine grove.

There was no artillery then in position, and I instinctively felt

it was a forlorn hope. I found a Mr. Grigg, formerly of Dan-

ville, on guard at the camp, and ascertaining from him the posi-

tion of my company, which was on the extreme left near the

Rives' house, I joined it.

I found the men considerably elated at the result of the first

attack, as they described with what beautiful precision the

attacking party of cavalry had advanced in front of our works,
wheeled and retreated on being fired into. However, the fiery

ordeal had yet to come. It was apparent that our commandant,

Major Fletcher H. Archer, had nevertheless, the utmost we
could hope to accomplish was to hold our position until rein-

forcements arrived. At that moment we were the only barrier,

feeble as it was, between the city and destruction. The enemy,
now finding we were not be frightened off by the mere brand-

ishing of the weapons of war, proceeded to invest our position

according to the most approved military methods, and now

opened upon our centre at the Jerusalem Road, shelling us

vigorously. At this movement we had no gun in position where-

with to respond to the Rives' salient. Presently the commandant
came over and asked for volunteers to help defend the centre of

our position, as he expected a fresh dash of the enemy would
be made there, which was cheerfully compiled with. A dozen or
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so sprang up and went with him. This brought me close to

the Plank Road.

We now observed with feelings of considerable relief one gun
of Sturdivant's battery approaching to our assistance. It took

position to the right of the Plank Road, and it was with much

satisfaction we saw its shells exploding in the midst of the enemy.

In order to barricade the roadway more effectually, a number

of rails taken from a fence just outside the lines had been placed

in and across a wagon drawn across the road at the opening

through the works. Through the gap thus made by the dis-

mantling of the fence some of the enemy's cavalry had ridden

at the first attack. One man, wounded by our fire, was unable

to control his horse, which sprang forward over the ditch into

our midst. Lieutenant George V. Scott ordered him, with

vehement language, several times to stop and surrender, which

the poor fellow, who was shot through both arms, was too help-

less to do. At length he was brought to. Doubtless this was

the dark horse which Wales Hurt was leading when I met him,

as before related.

In order to prevent the recurrence of this break, Young
Archer with a few volunteers went out and patched up the dis-

mantled fence as well as they could. This \vas done in full view

and easy range of the enemy. The enemy having thrown out

a line of sharphooters in our front, where they had ample pro-

tection behind the bushes and fences, kept our men busily em-

ployed. With one or more of these, Professor Godfrey Staubley

(who was one of the few who had a rifle), who was stationed a

few feet from me beside the wagon barricading the roadway,

kept up a kind of duel until he received his death wound.

We very shortly noticed the enemy running out to overlap us

on our left. It is well known, and has been well described, what

the results of this movement were
;
how our men at the Rives'

salient had to stand a murderous fire upon them on their flank

and rear, while facing the enemy in front. It proved a "bloody

angle" for those devoted men who held that position. Mr. John
E. Friend was among the first to fall. He had behaved with

great coolness and bravery, he was shot dead by a man stationed

behind a tree in Rives' vard.
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Others showed no less bravery. I was informed that Mr.

W. C. Bannister, who was very deaf, on being summoned to

surrender, either not understanding or showing fight, was shot

dead. Mr. James Kerr, a staunch and true man who had already

done good and faithful service, determined to give them a part-

ing shot before he retreated. He got down on one knee and,

taking deliberate aim, fired into the Yankees, who were clustered

like bees in Mr. Rives' front porch. Fortunately he escaped with

only a slight wound. But the enemy having gotten completely

around kept pouring in such a merciless fire that one after

another fell until fourteen were killed outright or mortally

wounded, and the earth that day was crimsoned with the life

blood of some of the noblest and purest of the citizens of

Petersburg.

The fight had now assumed such a character that Major
Archer ordered us to fall back. I had scarcely gotten twenty

yards from the breastworks when I received a shot in my right

wrist. Being exposed to the fire which was sweeping across

the field from our left, I took refuge in a little ditch near by.

The tide of the battle swept by.

I caught Major Archer's eye for a moment as he stood to the

last, giving orders. Events succeeded each other rapidly and

in a few minutes all was over and the enemy in full possession.

The firing in a measure having ceased I got up to make my
escape, but hearing some one roughly ordering me to halt I

looked around and noticed two troopers a short distance off,

who covered me with their carbines. Up to this moment I sup-

posed I was the only man who had fallen into the hands of

the Philistines, but was speedily deceived. I was marched down
to the low ground that. lay between our camp and the breast-

works and there found quite a number of our men, some

wounded, Lieutenant G. V. Scott among the latter, having a

dreadful wound in his face, having been shot through both

cheeks. Among the wounded was a Federal trooper shot

through the calf of the leg. Including killed, wounded and

captured our loss was just about one half of our force engaged.

In the old colonial church in Blandford, a marble tablet com-
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memorates the names of those patriot citizens who received their

death wounds on the fatal field. It reads thus :

18611865.

In loving memory of the Citizen Soldiers of Petersburg, the gray

haired sires and beardless youths, who on

June 9, 1864,

laid down their lives near this venerable church in successful

defence of our

Altars and firesides.

Adjutant C. Guy Johnson, John Crowder,

Lieutenant Wales Hurt, J. W. Bellingham,

Wm. C. Bannister, Godfrey Staubly,

George B. Jones, William Daniel,

John E. Friend, George R. Conway,
W. H. Hardie, W. F. Johnson,

Henry A. Blanks, E. P. Brown.

Erected by

Petersburg Chapter United Daughters of the Confederacy,

June 9, 1904.

After the action was over the Federals collected their prisoners

to the number of about thirty-six and putting us in charge of a

Lieutenant Bird we commenced our weary march towards a

Federal prison.

ACTIOX OF GRAHAM'S BATTERY.

While we were thus on our way to prison the most stirring

events were taking place in the town. The result of the fight

was quickly known, coupled with the tidings of those citizens

who had fallen, and the news of the approach of the enemy.
Intense feeling prevailed. The great heart of Petersburg was

stirred as it never was before. The cry passed from lip to lip:

"The militia have been cut to pieces. The Yankees will be here

directly." Those who had kept up with the events of the day

fully expected the streets to be swarming in a few moments with

the bluecoated squadrons of the enemy, bent on their mission of

havoc and destruction.

But deliverance was at hand. Captain Edward Graham com-
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manded a battery stationed on the line of the railroad between

Richmond and Petersburg. He was the son of a British army
officer and his martial instinct was an inheritance. He had

been a Lieutenant in the old Petersburg Artillery and went into

the war at its commencement with his company. He was a

brave, energetic and faithful officer and a strict disciplinarian.

He had been attached to several commands and had seen much

service at various points in eastern North Carolina and southern

Virginia. At this time he was attached to the forces in front of

General Butler, north of the Appomattox. He was noted especi-

ally for the admirable condition in which he kept his battery,

attracting the attention of the great Commander-in-chief, who

had an eye for everything from the spoke of a wagon wheel up.

He sent for him and complimented him on its prime condition

and praise from him was certainly a compliment.

Receiving orders early on the morning of the 9th to move his

battery to the east of the city on the City Point Road, he pro-

ceeded to carry out his instructions with his accustomed promp-
titude. Crossing the river he turned down Bollingbrook Street,

but was halted more than once by contradictory orders. Finally

the imperative order reached him to turn back and move to the

south of the town.

Retracing his steps he moved rapidly up Sycamore Street,

but as yet not fully appraised of the imminence of the danger.

As he had reached nearly half way a courier dashed down

towards him with an urgent message. The Captain turns swiftly

in his saddle and gives command. The men jump from the

guns and whip up the horses and now commences a race for

the heights, which for rapid movement of guns has rarely been

equalled. The horses are strained to their utmost, but there is

need of haste for the enemy this moment is standing on the

inner threshold of the city. He has stopped to water his horses

at Lieutenant Run and to reconnoitre. On with the guns ! They
move so swiftly that the caissons may explode any moment,

but what of that, every chance must be taken. A lady attempts

to cross in front of the flying battery. The wrathful Captain

roars out an anathema on womankind in general : "If they don't

get out of the way, ride over them," is his command.
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SCHOOL GIRLS CHEER.

They pass the Female College on Sycamore Street at a sweep-

ing gallop. The porch is full of women waving their handker-

chiefs
;

citizens on the roadside are bidding them Godspeed.

They reach the heights, but not a moment too soon. Right

gallantly do the foam-flecked horses pull up the incline. The

Captain rides in front to locate the position of the guns, and

ere the whirlwind of dust over the roadway over which they

have traveled had well nigh settled to its mother earth, the

welcome sound of the first gun is heard as it throws its shell

into the head of the enemy's column. Another shell falls in their

midst. They waver, confusion reigns in their ranks, and the

enemy turned and fled.

The successful charge of Graham's battery was followed up
in gallant style by the small body of cavalry under General

Bearing, who attacked the retreating enemy, taking a number

of prisoners and capturing one piece of artillery and two caissons

abandoned by the enemy, which he brought to Captain Graham.

The gun proved to be a superior howitzer and was attached to

his battery to the end of the war.

COX FEDERATE SWEAIUXCi.

I much regret that the truth of history compels me to admit

that the gallant Captain did use an imprecation on the occasion

referred to, but it served to show, I am afraid that under stress

of circumstances the average Confederate could swear quite

as hard as the army in Flanders. As I am informed the young

lady who was a friend of the Captain's condoned the offence in

consideration of his gallant conduct on that day.

And may we not hope that when the oath flew up to the

Chancery of Heaven, that as in my Uncle Toby's case, the

recording angel dropped a tear upon the record and blotted it

out forever.

But to resume my personal narrative, Mr. Timothy Rives was

among the captured. He drove up in his buggy after the fight

was over, and was immediately taken prisoner. His buggy was

used to carry off the body of a Federal, who I think was an
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officer. Mr. Rives was known as a man of strong Union senti-

ments, but was a non-combatant. He was known in ante-bellum

times as the "War Horse" of the democracy, and was in great

repute among those who liked his peculiar style of oratory. He
had an opportunity of displaying his power of invective, when,

meeting with a fellow who had piloted the enemy, he let him

feel the full power of his tongue in the presence of the Federals,

who were silent witnesses.

As we marched out we passed the body of poor Staubly lying

where he had been shot, pierced through the forehead by a

bullet. What our feelings were as we marched along with sad

hearts, it is needless to describe. The main body of the enemy
had pushed on. Petersburg was at their mercy and we knew not

what to expect. We were not without hope, indeed, that rein-

forcements were on the way to save the city, but the uncertainty

filled our minds with gloomy forebodings. When, however, we
had marched for several miles the whole body of Federal Cavalry

overtook us and passed at a rapid rate. Later in the day we
understood that the attack on the city had failed and our minds

were relieved from the tension and suspense.

We made a long detour, crossing the Norfolk & Petersburg
Railroad sometime during the afternoon. During one of the

rests Lieutenant Bird brought up a surgeon who dressed our

wounds. He informed us he was a nephew of the late Henry D.

Bird, of Petersburg, hailing from Philadelphia. His full cousin,

the late Henry Van Luvenay Bird, was one of the bravest sol-

diers the Confederacy produced.

FAMILIES SEPARATED.

One incident which occurred on the journey I remember well.

A farmer was taken forcibly from his home and, despite the

distress and entreaties of his wife and children, made prisoner
and carried off. Alas, there were many such sad partings in

those days !

It recalls to my mind a touching scene I witnessed at the

beginning of the war. While watching the arrival of troops
from the interior at one of the depots I noticed a company just

arrived, brilliant in their new uniforms and burnished weapons,
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accompanied by many friends who had come to see them off.

I observed a very young girl bidding a youthful soldier good-

bye. With one hand grasping his musket, his head resting on

her shoulders and hers on his regardless of surroundings, they

sobbed as if their hearts would break. I have often wondered

if he passed through the war scatheless, or if his mortal remains

were laid to rest, perhaps in some lonely field, perhaps by some

bank
"Whereon the wild thyme blows

And the nodding violet grows,"

while for the return of her soldier boy the one faithful heart

watched and waited for in vain.

We halted for a considerable time somewhere near the Appo-
mattox towards nightfall. We crossed the river at night on a

pontoon bridge strongly guarded, and covered with pine tags

very thickly to deaden the sound. A line of horsemen on either

side, wedged closely together, effectually prevented any attempt

to escape. Every few steps as we passed down to the river and

over the bridge was a sentinal. The gloominess of the forest,

the darkness of the night and the perfect stillness prevailing were

oppressive to our spirits. To me it looked as if we were ap-

proaching the gates of the Inferno, over whose forbidding

portals was written "Who enters here leaves hope behind."

Completely broken down, dirty and miserable, on reaching the

enemy's camp we were shut up in a dirty negro cabin, where

we spent a wretched night. There was not even enough room

for all to lie down upon the hard floor, and those who were

wounded suffered a good deal, having to lie in a constrained

posture all night. When the morning came we were allowed

to come out and wash our faces and otherwise refresh ourselves

as best we could. Our breakfast consisted chiefly of fat pork,

hard tack, a few miserable Irish potatoes and sour krout. Some

got coffee, others less fortunate went without. How we longed
for some old Virginia corn bread and bacon ! but alas, we might
as well have wished for the heavens to drop manna.

XOT AFRAID OF YANKS.

However we resigned ourselves to our hard lot as philosophi-
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cally as we could. Little Joe Peebles, who was captured in his

shirt and pants, was the only one who kept his spirits up. His

lively sallies and impudent retorts amused the Federal soldiers

immensely and he was made quite a pet of.

During the day we were taken up to Butler's headquarters.

Along with two lads, mere boys, who were severely wounded,

I was assigned to a tent immediately opposite the General's

luxuriously appointed quarters, and we were brought some very

excellent vermicelli soup. As we had had but little to eat for

twenty-four hours, excepting the aforesaid fat pork and hard

tack, it was to us as nectar brewed in the garden of the gods,

and refreshed us greatly. The rest of our company did not

fare so well. They were kept in an open field all clay with the

hot sun beating down upon them, and I truly commisserated

their lot.

In the same tent with us were two ill-favored looking chaps,

deserters from Wise's brigade. They informed me they had

"come over" two days before. Doubtless Butler derived much
information from them as to the defenceless condition of the

town.

During the day Butler sent for some of our party and Mr.

A. 31. Keiley, B. T. Archer and one or two others came up to

his tent, where he interviewed them. Mr. Keiley in his book

"In Vinculus," has given a full account of his conversation with

the general.

Butler in his letter to General Gilmore thus refers to this

interview : "You made no such demonstration as caused any
alarm in Petersburg until nine o'clock, as is evidenced by the

fact that General Kautz's command captured a school-master

whom I have examined, who was in his school in Petersburg
after nine o'clock when the first alarm was given." It is an

interesting coincidence that the school-master to whom Butler

refers in his letter was young Archer, who was teaching in his

school at the Anderson Seminary the day before, when I sum-

moned him to report for duty at the front, as I have already
related.

You will notice that Butler used the word "examined" in his

letter to Gilmore. It is a term that a military man to the manner
born and bred would hardly use. In truth, he was more at home
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in "examining" witnesses than in commanding armies, and

doubtless many an unlucky wight has quailed before the search-

ing interrogatories of the astute Massachusetts lawyer and

pseudo warrior.

During the day a piece of artillery was brought up before

Butler's tent for his inspection, and I recognized it as the gun
of Sturdivant's battery which was captured the day before.

Late in the afternoon we were taken down to Bermuda Hun-

dred, where our quarters for the night were in a small frame

house, subjected to the humiliation of being guarded by a com-

pany of negro cavalry. The next day we were put on board a

steamboat on our way to Fortress Monroe. There was great

activity at City Point
;
a steamboat had just arrived with a com-

pany of infantry. As we passed by they made a great show of

brandishing their guns, drawing out their ramrods and sending

them home with a loud, ringing sound. This was done, doubt-

less, for the purpose of impressing us with the fact of their being

awful fellows to encounter, and what short work they were going
to make of the rebels in the field.

Arriving at the fort we remained there over Sunday. The

wounded were assigned temporarily to hospital quarters. I do

not know how the rest fared, but our bill of fare consisted of a

thin decoction of rice and molasses. It reminded me no little

of the famous dish served up by the excellent hostess of Do-

the-Boys' Hall.

In the afternoon our entire company was ordered out in line

to participate in religious services conducted by the Post Y. M.

C. A. We did not present a very Sunday-go-to-meeting appear-

ance. The dudish Federal officers, who turned out in their

brand-new paper collars, then coming into vogue, serveyed us

with high disdain. Remarks might be heard as they passed by.

"That's a hard looking crowd you have got there, Captain."

Of course we were a shabby-looking set. Yet among us were

men of the best social position in Petersburg. Captured in our

old clothes, in which we had been on duty day and night, is could

hardly be expected we would have been attired as on dress-

parade.
"XAIL-KAG HAT/''

One of our party was conspicuous by being the proud pos-
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sessor of a high-crowned beaver. He was the grenadier of the

party. Mr. Keiley, in his book, makes mention of an amusing
circumstance connected with the owner of the headgear in

question. He had incautiously stepped over the "dead line" of

the prison pen, when he was hailed by the negro guard from the

parapet, "White man, ef you don't get back over dat line I'll

blow dat ar nail kag offen top of you head." It is hardly neces-

sary to say the proprietor of the "nail kag" beat a hasty retreat.

The following morning we were again placed on board a

steamer, arriving late in the afternoon at Point Lookout. We
disembarked on the wharf, where we remained all night without

any shelter, exposed to the bitter blast coming up the bay, cut-

ting into our very vitals. It was by long odds the roughest
treatment we received. Though it was the month of June, it

was very cold and we suffered much
;
sometimes we would lay

down close together and get up to walk about to keep our blood

in circulation. It would have taken a Mark Tapley to be "jolly"

under such circumstances.

The Federal officer into whose custody we were delivered was

a cross-looking customer. He carried a curious-looking grape-
vine stick, and with much roughness he had us all examined for

money or articles contraband of war, preparatory to our being
ushered into the prison pen which was to be our post office ad-

dress for a long time to come.

THE PRISON PEX.

The place appeared to be about the size of what was then

called Poplar Lawn Park, surrounded by a high board fence,

outside of which, on a platform, was the guard. Those prisoners
who had been there during the previous winter suffered much,
the tents they occupied being but a poor protection against the

icy breath of winter, the men being allowed only one blanket

apiece. The water was procured from wells sunk within the en-

closure. It was brackish (said to be impregnated with copper),
and must have received a good deal of surface drainage.
Twice a day the men formed in line to receive their rations,

consisting principally of a loaf of bread or six crackers (hard

tack) once a day, a piece of meat sprinkled over with vinegar,
and a tin cup of canned vegetable soup. Coffee had formerly
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been allowed, but, as a measure of retaliation, was not forbidden

them. I remember M. James Kerr coming one day to me in his

usual earnest way with the remark, "John, I found just one bean

at the bottom of my tin cup to-day."

WAR-TIME GRAFT.

The wounded in our party had been assigned to hospital

quarters where, for the time being, we had much better fare.

Scurvy, dysentery and fever were rife in the camp, many dying

from those diseases, the number increasing as the summer wore

on. Frequently it happened that those who had friends at the

North would have money and clothes sent them. The money
was always taken from them and entered in a book, which they

were allowed to trade out at the sutler's.

However greenbacks would occasionally get in in various

ways. With the money in hand they could drive a better trade.

The man who could shake a dollar bill in a sutler's face received

distinguished consideration, and he was certain not to blab. It

was surmised that there were others, probably high in authority,

who were interested in the business, and the money was pure

profit to the sutler.

LOYAL COLORED MAX.

Among the prisoners who had been a good while in the place

was an old colored man, who had been captured and held as a

prisoner. I understood he had been cook at one time at the

Bollingbrook Hotel and noted as a good caterer. I forgot his

name. Being thoroughly attached to the people among whom

Bollingbrook Hotel and noted as a good caterer. His name was

Dick Poplar. Being thoroughly attached to the people among
whom he was raised, and being a hardened dyed-in-the-wool

rebel, he obstinately refused to take the oath of allegiance to the

Federal Government. It was a curious sight to see this old man

preferring to suffer the pain of imprisonment rather than to

accept his freedom at the hands of those who were fighting for

his deliverance.

He was a good hand at making corn bread, and being fur-

nished by the sutlers with some fine white Southern corn meal,

he used to make some, which he sold at five cents a pone, and

in that way he added much to his material comforts.
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He occupied a small house built of cracker-box boards. In

front of his doorway he had a table built of the same material,

on which he exposed his various wares for sale, such as pieces

of tobacco, cornbread pones, with maybe a pipe or two, orna-

ments and bric-a-brac made of bone arranged to make the best

show possible under his limitations, just as a shopkeeper in

Vanity Fair would arrange his goods in his shop window to

catch the eye and deplete the pocket of the unwary passerby.

Many a pone I did purchase, finding it an agreeable change from

baker's bread. Many of the prisoners realized goodly sums of

money from the Federal officers in making chessman, rings,

breastpins and other articles, out of wood, pieces of bone,

and mother-of-pearl.

In about ten days we received an addition to our company of

some more Petersburg men among them, Mr. William B.

Egerton, taken prisoner in the attack made upon our line a

week after, following the affair of the 9th of June. From these

prisoners we learned the full particulars of the results of the

fight on the 9th of June, and how the city had been saved by

Captain Graham's battery and General Hearing's cavalry reach-

ing the heights in time to check General Kautz's advance, and

how the city had been stirred up by the deaths of the patriot

citizens who had fallen that day in its defence.

LIM1TKD XKAVS SKiiVK'K.

Our company shortly after this was divided. The Federals,

finding the place was in too crowded a condition, sent off a con-

siderable number of the prisoners to Flniira, in New York State.

including the greater part of our people. We parted, as may be

supposed, with many expressions of regret. We had been thrown

together so much under very trying circumstances that we felt

the separation a good deal. It was with intense feeling that

those of us who remained heard, from time to time, from new

prisoners coming in, of the varying fortunes of the war. A stray

copy of the New York Herald or other Northern journal would
find its way in. News would also be communicated by the

Federals themselves, and though reports coming in this way had

to be received cum yrano sal is we could form a tolerable accur-
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ate idea of what was being done in and around Petersburg. The

news of the battle of the Crater reached us in due season. The

Federals humorously said it had failed because, though the Con-

federates were indeed blown up, they came down in the position

of "charge bayonets." Of course, false reports would be circu-

lated that Petersburg had fallen, but when these died away it

was seen to our great relief that the "thin gray line" still stood

a line of fire between the city and the enemy.

WHY THEY GOT SICK.

The summer wore away in this way. Occasionally we would

be excited by news of an exchange of prisoners, only to find our

hopes blasted. But towards the end of September it was reported

that the Federals had determined to send home the sick and

wounded. We' understood that the order was for none to be

exchanged who would be able within sixty days to bear arms.

It was supposed that the Confederacy would be crushed in that

time. The report was soon confirmed and the tidings flew

throughout the camp. All the convalescents in the hospital im-

mediately took to their beds. It was amusing to see with what

alacrity the men got into their bunks and covered up. I put

my arm back into a sling and followed the general example.

Expectation was high and the hope of seeing our friends and the

"stars and bars" made us feel happy.

However, there were many poor fellows sick whose condition

was such that it could hardly be expected that they would live

to get inside our lines, but while it was apparent that the Angel
of Death was slowly waving over them his dread pinions, a pale

gleam of hope would pass over their white faces that perhaps

they would yet be restored to home and friends.

In due time the examining surgeons made their appearance.

Passing rapidly from one to another, they made their selection.

The surgeon who came up to me addressed me in very gentle

manner, "My poor fellow, what is the matter with you?" His

manner was so tender and compassionate that my conscience

smote me for even appearing to be worse off than I really was.

I held up my wrist in mute response. My heart jumped to my
mouth when I heard him say to the sergeant following him,

"Put this man down."
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HO MK AGAIN.

In two or throe clays we Avere shipped on board the boat which

Avas to carry us back to freedom, and in due time AVC arrived at

Aiken's Landing, on James River, but while en route some

eighteen or tAventy poor felloAvs died and were buried at Old

Point.

Permission Avas given us to go on shore, which we did Avith

much alacrity, spending the night under a haystack, which AVC

pulled to pieces to sleep on. Next morning, we needed no bugle

call to summon us to take up the line of march, which was made

across the country, with a detour, so as to avoid the batteries on

the river, where an active cannonade was going on. The works

were filled with Federal soldiers, who crowded to the top of the

breastworks to view us as we passed in the distance.

The Federal agent of exchange headed the procession without

any guard. He was very humane in his bearing towards our

men, and I might say here tKat, while we suffered many hard-

ships incidental to prison life, there were many acts of kindness

exhibited to us by both officers and men among the Federals.

Very soon to our great joy, we hove in sight of the flag of

truce boat at Varina, where we were met by the Richmond Am-
bulance Committee, headed by that pure and patriotic gentle-

man, Mr. Robert P. Richardson, of Richmond, whose beautiful

white flowing beard, kindly and dignified bearing, will be long
remembered by the many who in those times that tried men's

souls came in contact with him.

About a month or so afterwards those of our party captured
on the 9th of June, who had been sent to Elmira, as well as those

left behind at Point Lookout, with the sad exception of two or

three who died while in prison, among the number Mr. Wm. B.

Egerton, were happily.restored to freedom.

REMINISCENCES.

Many years after I stood upon the ground made memorable

by the thrilling events of the Qth of June, as well as by the gallant

stand, for many months immediately succeeding that day, by the

heroic Army of Northern Virginia as it wrestled in mortal strife

with the overwhelming forces of the enemy ;
but Avhat a change
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was there ! No screaming shells were rushing through the air

like demons released from the abyss profound, bent on their

mission of destruction
;
no din of direful war rivalled the fury of

the elements in their fiercest rage, but all around was serene and

still. Undisturbed by the clash of war the birds twittered forth

their evening gossip, the mocking-bird sang his sweetest lay

the well cultivated fields, the tinkling of the cow-bells in the

distant pasture, all proclaimed that Peace was queen.

And yet while the direful war has passed away, and the ani-

mosities and acerbities engendered by it are fast being buried in

the grave of Oblivion where is the gray-headed Confederate

whose eye does not kindle at the remembrance of those four

heroic years ? Does he not feel like re-echoing the glowing
words which the great dramatist puts in the mouth of Henry
the Fifth the night before Agincourt, "This story shall the

goodman teach his son.

He that shall live this day, and see old age,

Will yearly on the vigil feast his neighbors,

And say. To-morrow is Saint Crispin ;

Then will he strip his sleeve and show his scars,

And say, These wounds I had on Crispin's day."

And does not his heart burn while he tells with pride of the

days when with unfaltering steps, though weary and hungry, but

with the light of battle in his eye, he followed in the lead of those

illustrious captains and masters of war, A. P. Hill, Jackson,

Hampton, Stuart, Mosby, Johnston, Kirby Smith and a host of

other gallant spirits and last, though not least, of Robert Ed-

ward Lee.
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OFFICERS OF GEN. R. E. LEE'S STAFF.

"COLUMBUS, Miss., October 18, 1907.
C()L. T. M. \l. T

MY DI;AI; COL. TALCOTT, I liave before me your revised, cor-

rected and added list of "Officers of General R. E. Lee's Staff,"

with the data furnished by General Marcus J. Wright, of the War

Department in Washington. As far as I know, it is now the

most correct list extant, and you can safely have it published.

With kind wishes, your comrade and friend,

(Signed) STEPHEN D. LEE."

General Lee's first service was in the western part of the State

of Virginia, where he was attended by two aides-de-camp,

Colonel John A. Washington and Captain Walter H. Taylor.

Colonel John Augustine Washington was killed at Valley

Mountain, September, 1861.

During his three month's service in South Carolina, Georgia
and Florida, he had with him in addition to his aide. Captain
Walter H. Taylor, Lieutenant Colonel Wm. G. Gill, Ordnance

Officer
; Captain Thornton A. Washington, A. A. & I. General ;

Major A. L. Long, Chief of Artillery; Captain Joseph C. Ives,

Chief of Engineers ; Captain Joseph Manigault, Vol. A. D. C. ;

Captain John N. Maffitt, Naval A. D. C.

In March, 1862, when under a special act of Congress, General

R. E. Lee was assigned to duty at Richmond, a personal staff

for the "Commanding .funeral" was authorized by said act, and

the appointments made by him under it were as follows :

Colonel A. L. Long, Military Secretary Brigadier General of

Artillery, September 21, 1863-April 9, 1865.

Major Walter H. Taylor, A. D. C., Lieutenant Colonel A. A.

A. & I. General, November 4, 1864-April 9> X 865.

Major T. M. R. Talcott, A. D. C, Lieutenant Colonel July 25,
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1863, Colonel First Regiment Engineer Troops, April 4, 1864-

April 9, 1865.

Major Charles S. Venable, A. D. C, Lieutenant Colonel A.

A. & I. General, November 4, 1864-April 9, 1865.

Major Charles Marshall, A. D. C., Lieutenant Colonel A. A.

& I. General, November 4, 1864-April 9, 1865.

After the battle of Seven Pines, June i, 1862, in which General

Jos. E. Johnston was severely wounded, General Robert E. Lee

was assigned to the command of the Army of Northern Virginia,

and took with him his personal staff as above named, to-wit:

Long, Taylor, Talcott, Venable and Marshall. He also retained

Captain A. P. Mason, A. A. & I. General, of General Johnston's

staff, who in March, 1863, was at his own request transferred

elsewhere, and Major Walter H. Taylor assumed his duties.

Colonel Thomas Jordan, A. A. & I. General, who had served as

Adjutant General of the Army of Northern Virginia under

General Joseph E. Johnston, voluntarily retired with him, and

was replaced by Colonel R. H. Chilton, A. A. & I. General, who

was promoted Brigadier General in December, 1863, and Colonel

Walter H. Taylor then became Adjutant General of the Army of

Northern Virginia, which position he held until the surrender,

April 9, 1865.

The Chiefs of Departments who served under General Lee

were as follows :

Lieutenant Colonel E. Porter Alexander, Chief of Ordnance,

June i, 1862, to November, 1862, Brigadier General Artillery to

April 9, 1865.

Lieutenant Colonel Briscoe G. Baldwin, Chief of Ordnance,

November, 1862, to April 9, 1865.

Lieutenant Colonel Robert G. Cole, Chief Commissary, June i,

1862, to April 9, 1865.

Lieutenant Colonel James L. Corley, Chief O. M., June I,

1862, to April 9, 1865.

Surgeon Lafayette Guild, Medical Director, June 25, 1862, to

April 9, 1865.

Brigadier General W. N. Pendleton, Chief of Artillery, March

6, 1863, to April 9, 1865.
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Colonel George W. Lay, A. A. & I. General, March 6, 1863,

to April 9, 1865.

Major Henry E. Peyton, A. A. & I. General, November, 1862,

to November 4, 1864, Lieutenant Colonel A. A. & I. General to

April 9, 1865.

Lieutenant Colonel E. Murray, A. A. & I. General, September,

1863, to November 4, 1864.

Major Giles B. Cooke, A. A. & I. General, November 4, 1864,

to April 9, 1865.

Captain Henry E. Young, Judge Advocate General, Septem-

ber, 1863, to November 4, 1864, and Major A. A. & I. General to

April 9, 1865.

Lieutenant Colonel Win. P. Smith, Chief of Engineers, Sep-

tember, 1863, to -
, 1864.

Colonel W. H. Stevens, Chief of Engineers, , 1864, and

Brigadier General in April, 1865.

Captain Samuel R. Johnston, Engineer Officer, November,

1862, and Lieutenant Colonel in April, 1865.

Others in the Medical Department:

Surgeon Joseph E. Claggett, in charge of Hospital.

Surgeon E. J. Breckinridge, Medical Inspector.

Surgeon T. H. Wingfield.

Surgeon James C. Herndon.

Surgeon Samuel M. Bemiss.

Surgeon E. D. Newton.

Others who served on General Lee's Staff :

Allen, John M., Captain and Assistant Forage Q. M., A. N. V.

Bell, R. S., Assistant Q. M. of Forage.

Bernard, J. T., Captain in charge of Ordnance Train.

Brook, John W., Lieutenant Virginia Navy, A. A. D. C., May,
1861.

Gary, W. M., Captain Assistant Issuing Q. M.

Crenshaw, Joseph R., Lieutenant Colonel A. A. G., June, 1861.

Galize, John, Captain Forage Q. M.

Garnett, R. S., Colonel A. A. G., 1861.

Garber, A. M., Assistant to Forage Q. M.

Harman, John A., Major Forage Q. M.

Harvie, Edmund J., Colonel I. General, 1861.
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Heth, Henry, Lieutenant Colonel Acting Q. M.

Janney, E. H., Major Issuing Q. M., A. N. Va.

Latham, Wooclville, Captain A. D. C, September, 1862.

Land, A. L., Major Assistant to Chief Q. M.

Marrow, N. C., Captain Paymaster.

Page, Thos. J., Lieutenant Virginia Navy, A. A. D. C., 1861,

Richardson, W. H., A. A. G., May, 1861.

Smith, P. W., Captain Military Secretary, May, 1861.

Somers, S. M., Captain Q. M. Ordnance Train.

Shell, G. W., Q. M. Army Supply Train.

Thompson, George G., Captain.

Thomas, W. F., Captain Depot Q. M.
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DEDICATION OF A BRONZE TABLET IN HONOR
OF BOTETOURT BATTERY

In Vicksburg National Park, November 23, 1907

With the Ceremonies Incident, including the Graphic Historical

Address of Miss MARY JOHNSTON.

A bronze tablet in honor of the , Botetourt Artillery, which

served through the siege of Vicksburg, was dedicated in the

Vicksburg National Military Park, November 23, 1907. It was

the first Confederate dedication since the establishment of the

park. Virginia had but one command at the battle-field in 1863.

There are now only 16 surviving members of the Botetourt

Artillery, and several of them were present.

The ceremony was held at night, in the First Baptist Church,

and despite inclement weather the edifice was filled.

The audience was called to order by Mr. John T. Anderson,
son of the first commander of the battery, who introduced Gov-

ernor James K. Vardaman, who delivered the address of wel-

come. Mr. Anderson followed tendering the tablet to the United

States Government, and it was received by Captain Wm. T.

Rigby, Chairman of the Vicksburg Park Commission.

The tablet bears the following inscription :

"Virginia Botetourt Artillery, Stevenson's Division,

Army of Vicksburg.

Captain John W. Johnston,
Lieutenant Francis G. Obenchain."

It is located on Confederate Avenue, on Virginia Circle, near

Stout's Bayou Bridge, and is erected on a granite pedestal.

The touching story of the battery graphically given by Miss

Mary Johnston, the distinguished authoress, daughter of the

second commander of the battery, was made by General Stephen
D. Lee Miss Johnston and Mr. Anderson had been warmly
welcomed at Hotel Carroll the preceding day, the 22nd, by Vicks-
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burg ladies of various organizations, the occasion being one

highly enjoyable.

Captain J. C. McNeilly, who served gallantly in Lee's Army,
in Virginia, the editor of the Vicksburg Herald, in an editorial

in his issue of November 23rd, glowingly eulogizes Miss Johns-
ton's address, which he entitles "A Confederate Iliad," an epic

with lasting value depicting a type of the action and feeling that

characterized the Confederate soldier to be valued and treas-

ured as a tribute to his courage, constancy, fidelity and forti-

tude, in facing and enduring peril and privation.

T]|E ADDRESS.

This is the history of the only Virginia troops engaged in the

defense of Vicksburg, upon the battleground preserved in the

amber of this great military park. Fighting for the South were

many gallant Mississippians, and regiments from Alabama and

Georgia, from the Carolinas, Tennessee, Arkansas and Missouri,

Texas and Louisiana. On the other side, fighting for the North,

were Massachusetts and New York, Illinois, Indiana and Iowa,

Wisconsin, Ohio, Minnesota and Michigan. These hundred or

more men, this company known as the Botetourt Artillery, were

the only Virginians. It is to them that this stone is raised, and

it is to their war song that we listen to-day.

They were born, these men, in the State of Virginia, in the

County of Botetourt, in a region of wheatfields and orchards, of

smiling farms and friendly villages, of high blue mountains and

clear flowing rivers. It is a county in which Mississippi should

take an interest. Formed just one hundred and thirty-eight years

ago, this November, in the tenth year of our Sovereign Lord,

King George the Third, it was named Botetourt in honor of

Norborne Berkeley, Baron Botetourt, then governor of the

colony. The county seat was called Fincastle, after Lord Bote-

tourt's home in England. The county was a frontier one, and

included the present state of Kentucky, with a fair claim to Ohio,
Illinois and Indiana. You upon the Mississippi should feel a

stirring of the heart when the old county of Botetourt is spoken
of, for apparently once you belonged to it. In this same month
of November, the following act was passed by the General

Assembly, sitting in Williamsburg, in Virginia : "And whereas
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the people situated on the waters of the Mississippi, in the said

county of lintetmirt, will be very remote from the court house,

and must necessarily become a separate county as soon as their

numbers are sufficient, which will probably happen in a short

time. Be it enacted, That the inhabitants of that part of the said

county of Botetourt which lies on the said waters of the Missis-

sippi, shall be exempted from the payment of any levies to be

laid by the said county court for the purpose of building a court-

house and prison for the said county of Botetourt."

I think, after all, we must be Virginia cousins.

In the war between the States this county of Botetourt sent

out from farm and village, from forge and mill, from lonely

cabins in mountain clearings, and goodly houses set in rose

gardens ;
from Craig Creek, and Back Creek, and Mill Creek,

and Jennings Creek
;
from Roaring Run and North Mountain ;

from Fincastle, Amsterdam and Buchanan
;
from every nook

and corner, twelve full companies to the service of Virginia and

the South. The. greater number of these, during the four years

of the war, fought within the bounds of their mother state. They

fought at Manassas and at Seven Pines, at Chancellorsville, and

on many another stricken field. They charged with Pickett at

Gettysburg. They surrendered with Lee at Appomattox. Others

of these Botetourt men, fought, as the saying is, "all over." Like

Sir Philip Sidney, when they heard of a good war they went to

it. They fought in Virginia, in Kentucky, in Tennessee, the

Carolinas, Georgia and Mississippi. The command known first

as the Mountain Rifles, then as Anderson's Battery, and then as

the Botetourt Artillery, fought "all over."

On the banks of the James, a few miles from Fincastle, lies

the village of Buchanan. Across the river rises abruptly a great
and high mountain named Purgatory. Below the town the

river forces its way through the Blue Ridge; above, the valley

widens into smiling farmlands. To the west the sun sets behind

the Alleghenies. From this village and its neighborhood came
the majority of the men whose deeds in Mississippi as com-

memorated by this stone.

On the seventeenth day of April, 1861, Virginia seceded. The
Mountain Rifles, an infantry company, organized in 1859, at the

time of the John Brown raid, at once offered its services. Its
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captain was Joseph Washington Anderson
;

its first lieutenant,

Philip Peters
;
the senior second, John William Johnston ;

the

junior second, Henry C. Douthatt, and the orderly-sergeant,

William H. Norgrove. All were young men, all were friends, all

were to face a baptism of fire and blood. Behind them were four

score of their neighbors, friends and kindred, bound for the

same baptism.

Will you look at these village streets, in the month of May, in

the year 1861 ? Virginia has seceded. We are going to the front.

Recruits are hastening in
;
new companies are forming ;

all the

country is aroused. We drill. We camp. Uniforms and arms

are on the way to us from Richmond. In the meantime we wear

linsey shirts, and big black hats, tucked up on one side with a

rosette of green ribbon. The muskets come. The companies
are constantly under arms. We have no parties now

;
we are all

Virginians, we will fight in defense of our mother, and side by
side with our brethren of the South ! Sermons are preached to

the soldiers. The preachers pronounce our cause a just one, and

encourage us on to victory or to death. Our people are a unit,

our cause is that of liberty, we cannot be overcome. We hear

many rumors. The Lexington companies are ordered off. A
town meeting is convening. Everything is excitement. Our
business is war, and we are attending to it. The ladies give us

our flag it is made of the wedding gown of the captain's wife.

Hourly we expect the order to march. There is little sleeping.

Our knapsacks are made of oilcloth, and in them are the needle

cases that our sweethearts made, and the small New Testaments

that mother gaA^e. The fifteenth of May is here, soft, warm and

bright. The locust trees are all in bloom
;
the air is heavy with

them. We parade in our new uniforms, and the people weep and

cheer. That night we spend in serenading. The spring dawn

finds us singing before the old Exchange Hotel, in Main Street.

We are singing Annie Laurie. Suddenly, through the morning

air, rings out the cry, ''Fall in men !"

The Mountain Rifles marched away. The flag blew free in

the morning wind. The band played "The Girl I Left Behind

Me." When they reached the summit of the Blue Ridge the men
turned their heads and looked back to the green hills of old
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Butotourt, then, through the May weather, they went marching
down the mountain.

< )n the sixteenth the Mountain Rifles reported at Camp Davis,

in Lynchburg, and were mustered in as Company H, 28th Vir-

ginia Infantry, Cocke's Brigade. A fortnight's drill, and they

marched into Camp Pickens, near Manassas Station. There was

battle in the air. The Federal troops were on Virginia soil,

possessors of Arlington Heights and Alexandria. Ten thousand

Confederates were massing to meet and drive them back. Johns-
ton and Beauregard took command, and Lee came for several

days to look things over. Day and night the men were at work,

throwing up breastworks. There was poor water, and there was

disease, but every soldier was in spirits, and anxious for the fight.

They had what they wanted. McDowell came to Bull Run.

Johnston and Beauregard waited for him there, and in the first

battle of Manassas, Company H, 28th Virginia, had its baptism
of blood and fire. It bivouacked in the wood before Ball's Ford
on the 1 7th of July, and it remained, uncovered, in position until

after the battle, on Sunday, July 2ist. Its part was to hold this

ford, and also the approaches to the Island Ford, and it did its

part. "The courage, energy and obedience of the Twenty-

eighth," say the reports. All day the battle raged, and it was a

battle of two to one. But Jackson stood like a stone wall, and

Lee's men listened to their leader, and the 2nd and nth Missis-

sippi did gallantly, and all the troops as well, and victory was to,

tthe South, and Manassas her first trophy of war.

Manassas was won. For the balance of the summer Company
H, 28th Virginia, rested on its laurels, observed the enemy,,
drilled unremittingly, and did heavy picket duty at Munson's
and Mason's Hill. In May it had volunteered for the very short

time necessary to drive the North from the South
;
in the autumn

it volunteered anew, "for the war." About this time also, it fell

in love with the artillery. Upon recommendations of the generals .

in command, Captain Anderson obtained an order from the War
Department, authorizing him to change his arm of the service

from infantry to artillery. The Mountain Rifles, now Anderson's

Battery, went home on furlough for Christmas.

In January, 1862, Captain Anderson and one hundred and

fifty men the old Mountain Rifles and a number of recruits
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gained at Centreville reported at Camp Lee. "When this young
and favorite officer reported," says the colonel in command,
"it was seen at a glance that in Captain Anderson, his lieutenants

and men, could be found, the most trustworthy auxiliaries in the

work of speedily preparing the men under instructions, and the

numerous companies that were rapidly reporting. Captain An-

derson and his lieutenants were immediately qualified as in-

structors. Special orders were issued authorizing Captain An-

derson to draw a battery of six brass guns with all necessary

equipments, and as he was now entitled to four lieutenants, two

first and two second, Lieutenants Johnston and Douthatt each

went up one step, and William P. Douthatt was elected junior

second lieutenant/'

The Tredegar works had nearly completed their armament.

Captain and men were in high spirits, anticipating early and

brilliant service with that loved Army of Northern Virginia.

But upon the chess board, in the field of war, and in the Cosmic

Plan, the pawns go, not where they would, but where they are

sent. The affairs of the Confederacy in East Tennessee, were

not in a satisfactory condition. The department issued an order

directing the company in the most forward state of preparation

at Camp Lee to move at once, regardless of outfit, to Tennessee.

It fell to the lot of Anderson's Battery to go. It was the ad-

vanced company ; the compliment was great ;
forth trudged the

pawn. Anderson's Battery left behind the guns and equipment
it had so fondly counted on

;
left behind the comrades besides

whom it would have liked to fight ;
left behind its home and its

mother State but took with it the affection and the respect of

all with whom it had come in contact. With its flag flying, with

drum and fife playing Dixie, it marched away to Tennessee.

In Dixie land I take my stand,

To live and die for Dixie.

Away, away !

Away down South in Dixie !

This is not a history of campaigns. Many a writer upon the

war has told the large events of that year of 1862, in the Tennes-

see mountains. This is but the story of a handful of men,
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gathered from the letters they wrote home, and the worn and

yellow diaries they kept meagre records penned by tired men,

in the light of camp fires. Let us see a little what they did in

1862.

"April 5th. Arrived in Knoxville at night. Next day the

command was equipped with guns and horses. While there the.

Alabama boys showed us the proper way to cook rice. Here,

too, we had our first battery drill with horses in the foreground.

Today we marched with Barton's Brigade, and crossed the Clinch

at Clinton. Our camp is on a green side and we have christened

it Botetourt. It seems there didn't any of us have measles and

mumps when we were children. Marching nearly all night very

dark, drenching rain. The company in fine spirits. May ist.

Camped in orchard at lower end of Powell's Valley. Stayed in

the valley, guarding the gaps in the Cumberland Mountain until

the 7th of June. Left Powell's Valley (without any regrets) to

reinforce General Leadbetter at Chattanooga. On the tenth

marched to Bridgeport, to engage gunboat ferrying troops

around Battle Creek, but had to march back, gunboat having

disappeared down the river. June I9th. Went into position. to

cover the retreat of General Stevenson from Cumberland Gap.
Marched to Rutledge, and camped for a month. Had a fine

time there. Captain Anderson gave the company a big Fourth

of July barbecue. We baked about sixty pies. The company
is entirely destitute of money. On the night of the second we
heard that McClellan's whole force had surrendered. It wasn't

true. There is much sickness among us. William Burkholder

and young Allen are dead both noble fellows. August Qth.

Battle of Tazewell fought to-day. The enemy fell back to Cum-
berland Gap. August 1 5th. Marched out of camp in the direc-

tion of Cumberland Gap. Next day moved up within range of

enemy's siege guns. Considerable firing during the day, but few

casualties on our side. Went into camp and remained until

Morgan evacuated the Gap, then moved in. August 2Oth. Left

the Gap for Kentucky with General Stevenson's Division. Next

day camped at Muddy Creek. Water scarce. Country moun-

tainous, wild and barren. The march very toilsome. Water not

to be found. Men and horses in dreadful suffering. September
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'26th. Moved "at dawn to creek at the foot of Big Hill to get

water to cook with. Here was received orders to join General

Bragg. On the 28th marched from Lancaster to Danville. Staid

over the 2Qth to allow the men to wash. Passed in review before

General Bragg. Marched on to camp at Salt river, near El

Dorado. Passed through Salvisa, and camped at Lawrence-

burg, where we spent the entire night serenading the ladies. At

Rough-and-Ready, we heard that the enemy was moving out

of Louisville, and we promised ourselves a fight. But after run-

ning the wagons back to the rear, it all turned out to be nothing
a mere cavalry report ! We reached Frankfort on the evening

of the second of October. This is the blue grass region a

lovely country and everything in the way of food for man and

horse very plentiful. The one article of water we found scarce

and indifferent everywhere in Kentucky. Our march was an

ovation. The people crowded to the roadside. Ladies (and very

pretty are the Kentucky ladies) waved flags, huzzaed, took us

by the hand, pressed us to go home with them, called us their

friends, deliverers, sweethearts ! Altogether the march was re-

lieved of much of its tedium. Never was an army in such

gl'orious spirits !"

"Alas ! the army's spirits were short-lived. The army's retreat

from Kentucky was ordered. Letters and journals break into

hot protest. Small use in that. Orders are orders and the

army turned its face towards Tennessee. On the fourth of Oc-

tober we left Frankfort. When we had crossed the river the

bridge was fired. We marched all night. On reaching Harrods-

burg we were immediately thrown into position. Saw all of

Kirby Smith's corps go into line of battle a very pretty sight.

The rain drenched us. Camped in a barn. Expected to meet

the enemy next day, but did not as he was trying to flank us.

Fell back and again formed line of battle. A long march. Had
a goose stew for supper, and bread made up with beer. Three

days later camped at Reed's on the Holstein. It snowed on us

all day. Bitter hard marching. ... At Knoxville we had

orders for middle Tennessee. Marched through Kingston and

forded the Clinch. Next day to White Creek. Xext day to Clear

Creek. Nest day to top of Waldren's Ridge. Next day down
into the Sequachie valley, where James Mathews was left with
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fever and died. Hitter weather, and the men are hare-foot. The

new guns from Richmond are two Xapoleons and two Howitzers.

A six-days march over rough mountains. The most wearisome

march we have ever had. Four miles in sixteen hours, over

Cumberland mountain. .Fourteen horses hitched to each car-

riage. Caisson in second detachment broke, going down the

mountain. Camp late at night. March continued. We have

had as hard marching as ever was. Cold and hunger. Bare-foot

and ragged men, toiling through wind and snow. Reached

Manchester. . . . Stevenson's division is ordered to Mis-

sissippi."

Anderson's Battery arrived in Jackson three days after Christ-

mas, 1862. Here its centre rested for a few days, but the right

and left sections were at once ordered to Vicksburg with two

Napoleons and two Howitzers. They reached Vicksburg at

dark, in the midst of the battle of Chickasaw Bayou. Through

deep mud and driving rain they were marched at once into posi-

tion. Their horses were yet upon the road from Tennessee, and

so the guns were hauled by mules. The enemy was about three

hundred yards away. There was a continual zip, zip, of minies.

The negro drivers became demoralized, and left before the guns
were in position. The men had to dismount the ammunition

chests under fire. It was very dark and cold, and the mud was

up to the axletrees. Gunner No. 4, Adam H. Flecker, says :

"My gun was the last to start from the city. Only one gun had

arrived at the proper point. I think it was No. i . As I came up

Captain Anderson was sitting on the trail of that gun. He said,

'Flecker, where is the balance of the battery?' From his tone

I knew that he was much depressed and worn out, there in the

drenching rain, and dark as pitch, and mud everywhere. It wras

the only time I ever saw him in that spirit."

The remaining guns came up. Breast works were hastily

raised. At 3 o'clock in the morning the enemy opened fire.

All day Anderson's Battery lay still under a storm of shot and

shell. On the night of the 3oth it moved at dark to a safer and

stronger redoubt named by General Barton the Virginia Re-

doubt. So closed for Anderson's battery the second year of the

war.
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It remained at. the Virginia Redoubt on Chickasaw Bayou
until the 5th of January, then camped for a time in Vicksburg,

then, on the I5th, moved with the entire brigade below the city.

In this month Captain Anderson was announced in general

orders as Chief of Artillery, Stevenson's Division, and a little

later, as Major of Artillery. First Lieutenant Philip Peters de-

clining promotion in favor of Junior First Lieutenant John
William Johnston, the latter officer was announced in general

orders as captain of Anderson's Battery henceforward known as

the Botetourt Artillery.

In March the Botetourt Artillery moved down to Jett's gin

house, and remained there until the middle of April, doing picket

duty at Warrenton, at Barton's headquarters, and at Glass gin

house. During these spring weeks below Vicksburg life seems

to have been sweet to the toil-worn, ragged, hope-on, hope-ever
sons of Botetourt. "When the Howitzer section reached Glass'

gin house for picket duty, Mr. Glass came in full tilt from his

house to tell us not to kill his big snake. Being a Virginian he

knew what a Virginian would do with a snake on sight. The

snake was one of those large kinds that are kept down here in

corn-cribs to kill rats. We had a lot of rabbit hunts all the men
in a circle around a patch of briars, with sticks and stones, and one

or two to drive the rabbits out. . . . Here was the place we

caught the large fish seven feet long and rationed it out to

the company. . . . There is an old woman from whom we

buy mince pies. . . . The flowers in this country are lovely.

Now and then we are waked up by the heavy firing of

our siege guns. They are trying to send some Yankee gun boat

to the bottom of the Mississippi."

On the 28th came the order to break camp and march with

Tracey's Alabama brigade to reinforce General Bowen below

Vicksburg. Grant's audacious and consummate generalship had

succeeded. From up the river he had run not only gunboat but

transports past the Confederate batteries. This done he marched

an army down the western bank of the river, crossed it over, and

landed at Bruinsburg. If he could not take Vicksburg from the

north, the east or the west, he would take it from the south.

General Bowen commanded the Confederate forces at Grand

Gulf, and observed the Federal movement down the river and
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the landing" at Bruinsburg. l
:

])on the instant he sent a dispatch

to General Pemberton at Yicksburg, asking aid. Tracy's Brigade
took the road for Grand Gulf.

Marching on the evening of April 2(jth, the Botetourt Artillery

reached I Jig River about midnight. The country was difficult

in the extreme. From midnight to daylight they marched a

mile. A swamp was crossed in which the guns sank to the axle-

tree, and the horses mired so they could not pull. The ammu-
nition chests were taken off and the guns and caissons drawn by
hand. By daylight of the 3Oth the battery was ferried over the

Big Black, and the men moved on towards Grand Gulf without

stopping to feed the horses. Bayou Pierre was reached at sun-

down. The order to move .into line of battle came at once.

There was no time for food. The line was reached at 10 o'clock

the road between Bruinsburg and Port Gibson, four miles

from the latter place. Here Green's and Tracy's Brigades were

encountered and attacked by the four divisions of McClernand's

corps, which had crossed the river in the day and night of the

3Oth of April, and had at once moved forward. There ensued

the battle of Port Gibson, a battle of five to one, fought with

determination from dawn till dusk.

At 2 o'clock in the morning of the first of May, the pickets

began firing. On the extreme left, commanded by General Green,
of Missouri, the artillery of both sides became engaged. The

firing was incessant and deadly. Says General Green's report :

"The enemy pressing heavily upon me, I sent to General Tracy
for reinforcements. He sent me the 23rd Alabama Infantry and
a section of Anderson's Battery. They came up under heavy
fire, took position, and fought bravely. The opposite force was
at least eight to our one, and double our number of pieces. The
section of Anderson's Battery stood manfully to its guns until

half the men were killed and wounded. All their horses except
two were killed, and the guns were lost. . . . They did all

that the most sanguine could expect."

Lieutenant Norgrove commanded that detachment of the

Botetourt Artillery. The order came at 6 in the morning. They
were to support Green's Missourians, and at every hazzard they
were to hold their position. They took position under a wither-

ing fire from the enemy, a stone's throw awav. The first to be
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wounded was James Dollman, shot through the breast before

the guns were placed. The next was F. Phillips, the next James
L. Burks. There was a force, seen dimly through the smoke,
that they thought to be Confederate. J. J. Smith, Gunner No.

8, was sent to the roof of a negro cabin to observe these friendly

troops. The smoke lifted and it was only the smoke that was

grey. The men in blue fired upon Gunner No. 8, and brought
him down desperately wounded, whereupon the Botetourt men

gave them a double charge of canister. The firing became

general a thunder of guns beneath a roof of smoke. Men reeled

and fell. Never more would they return to their mountains !

The shells struck and killed the horses. The men tried to drag
the guns back to the next ridge, but could not. The enemy
charged, took the guns, and went over the living, the wounded
and the dead of that detachment like a wave of the sea. Let us

hear Gunner No. 8's relation of Lieutenant Norgrove's death.

Gunner No. 8 was himself lying hardby, desperately wounded
and waiting for death. He says : "Lieutenant Norgrove often

said that he would never be taken prisoner alive. He was taken,

but not until he was shot down. The man who shot him repeat-

edly commanded him to surrender, but he would not. This

was when they had charged and taken our guns and turned them

on our men. We had no infantry support. It had been drawn

off to cover a break in our line to the right. The order was :

Move guns to the ridge in your rear ! We could not do it the

horses were all killed. We' tried to drag the guns ourselves, but

there was no time. Norgrove did not seem to know that they
had broken our line, and taken our support. He jerked the

trail from the gun and started to strike the man who was calling

to him to surrender. The man was loading the gun. He had

to shoot or be struck. Norgrove fell, mortally wounded. The
battle went on over us. . . . When it was all over he and I

were found by the Yankees and taken to Magnolia Church, a

little way off. We were placed on the outside of the church-yard
to die. Norgrove died Monday, three days after he was wounded.

He and I were laid on planks, one end on the fence, the other

down the hill. There was a space of twelve to eighteen inches

between us. When dying he pulled me off my plank, and fell

on top of me, crying, 'Come on ! Come on !' His one thought till
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then had been for me
;
felt he wanted to take care of me

; worried

because I was neglected. On account of his courage when shot,

the Yankee officers were very courteous to him and often

brought someone to show the bravest man they had ever seen.

The man who shot Norgrove was from Illinois. Doubtless he,

too, was a noble soldier, for his words and acts, at the time and

afterwards, so impressed me. It was he that helped to take Nor-

grove from where he fell to the old church-yard. Xorgrove told

the men to take me first. They promised to come back for me,

which they did."

So Gunner No. 8, who wouldn't die, but still lives, I believe, in

Kentucky. War is cruel, and not infrequently it is mean ; but

from the earliest days, the red light that plays above the battle-
'

field has shown us the generous and the high. That light, I

think, dwells upon Lieutenant Norgrove !

While this detachment did its duty upon the left, the remainder

of the battery, fighting upon the right, stood to its guns under a

most withering fire. The men fought with dogged pertinacity

and devotion against overwhelming odds. A shell exploded and

killed Lieutenant Peters, a very gallant officer, "the coolest man
I have ever seen under fire." Lieutenant Douthatt fell mortally

wounded. Orderly-Sergeant David Leips was shot through the

head, and, rammer in hand, died beside his gnu. Many were

killed, and many wounded. The ammunition was exhausted.

Above the roar and rattle rose the scream of the war horse. The
horses were shot, the gun carriages cut down, and the two

Napoleons lost. As with Norgrove's men. so with Johnston's.

They tried to drag the piece off the field by hand. Fresh troops
were hurled against them, and they went down. Late in the day,

Captain Johnston was disabled and borne from the field. Second

Sergeant Francis B. Obenchain, afterwards made lieutenant for

"valor and skill," took command as ranking officer of the Bote-

tourt Artillery, brought off the two six-pounders, and covered

the retreat to the other side of Bayou Pierre. In the battle of

Port Gibson the total loss of the Botetourt Artillery, killed,

wounded and captured, was forty-five officers and men, fifty-three

horses, and four guns. "The bloody encounter in front of Port

Gibson," says General Pcmberton's report, "nobly illustrated the

valour and constancy of our troops, and shed additional lustre
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upon the Confederate arms. Confronted by overwhelming num-

bers, the heroic Bowen and his gallant officers and men main-

tained the equal contest many hours, with a courage and ob-

stinacy rarely equalled. And though they failed to secure a

victory, the world will do them the justice to say they deserved

it."

At sunset the Confederates drew off to the other side of Bayou
Piierre. Under the cover of the night hasty breast-works were

thrown up, and the troops, hungry and exhausted, slept upon
their arms. Next day commenced the long march to Vicksburg.

The Botetourt Artillery, with its two six-pounders and its

decimated ranks, went into camp between Warrenton and Bald-

win's Ferry. On the I2th of May it moved with Stevenson's

Division to the support of Generals Loring and Bowen, near.

Big Black bridge. On the fifteenth General Pemberton, with a

column of seventeen thousand men, marched from Vicksburg
towards Edwards Depot, his object being to cut the enemy's
communication, and to force an attack. That night the troops

bivouacked in the order of march, near Edwards Depot. The

next morning came a dispatch from General Joseph E. Johnston,

then at Benton road, near Jackson. General Johnston's instruc-

tions were that General Pemberton should join him at once at

Clinton. The countermarch was at once ordered.

The reverse movement had hardly been begun when the

Federals attacked, drove in the cavalry pickets, and opened at

long range on the head of the column on the Raymond Road.

The battle that followed is known as both Baker's Creek and as

Champion Hill.

The Confederate line was formed on the cross-road from the

Clinton to the Raymond Road Loring on the right, Bowen in

the center, and Stevenson on the left. To Stevenson's men was

entrusted the protection of the wagon train, then crossing Baker's

Creek. The Federals first attacked the Confederate right, but

after an hour's heavy firing this attack was relinquished, and a

large force thrown against the Confederate left. At noon the

battle began in earnest along Stevenson's entire front a line,

necessarily ''single, irregular, divided, and without reserves."

The left rested on Baker's Creek, near the bridge. A portion
of Waddell's Battery defended the Clinton and Raymond Roads,
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and the remainder took position on the left of Cummings
Brigade. Here also, to the left of Cumming's was posted Captain

J. W. Johnston's Battery, the Botetourt Artillery. To the left of

General Barton were Ridley's and Corput's batteries. At about

half past ten the Federals attacked Lee and Gumming. They
were repulsed. Reinforced, they made an impetuous attack

upon the whole front. This was bravely met, and the unequal
conflict maintained with stubborn resolution. Finally over-

whelmed by numbers, a portion of Cumming's Brigade gave

way, and was pressed back upon the regiments covering the

Clinton and Raymond Roads. Here they were in part rallied.

The fighting became very heavy. At half past two arrived

Bowen's Division of Missouri and Arkansas troops, General

Green on the right and Colonel Cockrell on the left. Supported

by Lee and by a part of Cumming's Brigade, these charged the

enemy and drove them back beyond the original line. The

enemy, continuing the movement to his left, fell upon Barton

in overwhelming numbers. He charged them gallantly, but was

forced back and cut off from the rest of the division. "Nothing,"
continues General Stevenson's report, "could protect the artillery

horses from the deadly fire of the enemy. Almost all were killed,

and along my whole line the pieces, though fought with despera-
tion on the part of both officers and men which I cannot too

highly praise, almost all fell into the hands of the enemy. In

this manner the guns of Corput's, Waddell's and Johnston's
Batteries were lost. Double-shotted, they were fired until the

swarms of the enemy were in upon them. Officers and men
stood by them to the latest moment, and to all I desire to return

the thanks which their gallantry has made their due. It was in

Burton's charge that the lamented Major Anderson, my chief of

artillery (formerly commanding the Botetourt Artillery), fell in

the fearless discharge of his duty." "The guns were served,"

says General Pemberton's report, "to the last extremity. Major
Anderson, Chief of Artillery, fell in the full and gallant dis-

charge of his duties. Captain Ridley, ist Mississippi, fell fight-

ing his guns singlehanded and alone. Captain Corput of Cor-

put's Battery, and Captain Johnston of the Botetourt Artillery,

fought their batteries to
t
the extreme moment."

The fraction of Virginia in Mississippi stood by those guns
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from Richmond, loaded with coolness, and fired them with effect.

The battle deepened. Smoke enveloped it, shot with the red fire

from the guns and the exploding- shells. Sometimes the blue

was dimly seen, sometimes the gray, sometimes the blue and the

gray locked in a death grapple. Through the cloud the flags

looked small and distinct, riddled and blood-stained rags. The
voice of war rose in a mighty crescendo. The ammunition be-

come exhausted. The horses were all shot down. The enemy
charged impetuously and in overwhelming force. The two

Virginia guns, fought to the dying breath, were at last taken.

At this moment Ridley's Battery thundered up from another

quarter of the field. Major Anderson and Captain Johnston
under a heavy fire, aided to place it in position on Barton's left.

Their own guns gone, the gunners of the Botetourt Artillery

volunteered to serve with Ridley's men. When the battery was

placed, Barton's Brigade, under cove of Ridley's fire, advanced

to the charge. The two friends, Major Anderson and Captain

Johnston, went down into the charge together. The one came
out unhurt, to strive to the uttermost, of a nature singularly

dauntless, determined and devoted, to rally the broken lines and

inspire his men. The other fell, and having fought a good fight,

and finished his course, and kept his faith, passed on to victory.

General Barton, writing to Virginia, to the broken-hearted

father of a noble son says, ''The enemy had forced back the

troops to my right, and it became necessary to charge and check

his victorious columns, or we were lost. In overwhelming force

he came on, three lines deployed, extending far to the right and

left of our position. Our little band charged with fury, broke

through the first line, throwing it back in confusion; then

through the second, which in turn fell back upon the third. Your

son, leading with cap in hand my right regiment, the 4Oth

Georgia, cheered them on through the first and second lines to

fall at the third. I never saw him after he passed from my
sight at the head of the gallant 4Oth, cap in hand, cheering them
on to victory. I like best to think of him thus the gallant

soldier, the noble gentleman, the exalted patriot. Virginia has

made sacrifices of no loftier spirit on the altar of liberty."

"He was found by Dr. Vandyke about five in the evening,

under the shade of some bushes, and was carried to the field
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hospital. He died about two in the morning of May i7th, 1863.

Conscious to the last, he said to Dr. Vandyke that he was

resigned to his fate and prepared to die. He had been religiously

educated from early youth." Thus lived and thus died Major

Joseph Washington Anderson, a gallant Virginian, perishing

far from home, on a stricken field, for his belief, his flag, his honor

and his country. In the December of that year his body was

taken from the battleground by his father. He lies among his

kindred in the graveyard at Fincastle, in the old county of

Botetourt.

About four in the afternoon of that disastrous day Buford's

Brigade of Loring's Division arrived to the support of General

Stevenson, but too late for effective service. The battle was

lost. In the late afternoon the Confederates withdrew in good
order, crossed Baker's Creek at sunset and bivouacked near

Bovina. The next day saw the march back to Vicksburg.
Another day and the siege of Vicksburg had begun.
The Confederate line of defense was five miles in length.

Barton occupied the river front and the fortifications on the

right centre
; Gumming the left centre, and Lee, reinforced by

Waul's Texas Legion, the extreme left. The position of the

Botetourt Artillery was to the right of Hall's Ferry Road, in

a saliant angle, on a narrow ridge that sloped to the west. It

had two guns Parrotts, I believe and the men were armed

with Enfield rifles. Captain Johnston, named for marked and

distinguished gallantry by Generals Pemberton, Stevenson, Bur-

ton and Lee, became chief of artillery, Stevenson's Division, and

the Botetourt men served in the trenches under the command of

Lieutenant Francis G. Obenchain, a brave and able officer.

In this world-famous siege of Vicksburg ;
in these forty-seven

days and nights of heat, hunger, sleeplessness, disease and death
;

against continued assault, attack from gunboats and mortars,

enfilades from sharpshooters, attempts of sappers, mines, ex-

plosions ;
under a bitter rain of shell, grape and canister from

eighty-six batteries, the men of the Botetourt Artillery fought
like heroes and that is to say they fought no better and no

worse than their comrades in those trenches. Four redan,

lunette, redoubt and riflepit; from behind those ditches, abatis,

stockades, entanglements of pickets and telegraph wires, earthen
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embankments and rain-washed parapets, they answered, with

infinite courage and the scantiest supply of ammunition, the

fire from two hundred and twenty siege guns. The trenches

were narrow; in the rifle-pits the men could not extend their

limbs. There was no relief. The same men labored day and

night. The fatigue was unutterable. The midsummer sun of

the South fell upon soldiers exhausted with endless watching,
endless attack. In every trench there was fever

; every day had

its list of dead and wounded. At the first the men were on

half rations
;
towards the last on one-fourth. "All the unripe

half-grown peaches, all the green berries growing on the briars

were carefully gathered, simmered in a little water and used

for food." They had maggot-filled water for drinking, and no

water at all for cleanliness. They had no change of clothing.

When the sun did not bake down upon them, they fought and

watched, shelterless in the rain. "Tired, ragged, dirty, barefoot,

hungry, covered with vermin, hand to hand with the enemy, be-

leagnred o.n all sides, with no prospect and but little hope of

relief when I think of their cheerfulness and buoyant courage,"

says one of their commanders, "it seems to me no commenda-
tion of these soldiers can be too great."

The guns of the enemy rarely ceased firing, the smoke never

lifted, the uproar was never stilled. The Confederates faced the

nightmare of exhausted ammunition
; they saved their fire for

advancing columns of infantry, or for the new batteries that

the enemy ceaselessly planted. At dawn began the thunder of

the eighty-six opposing batteries; at dusk the mines were still

whirring overhead ; under the stars there were alarms, incur-

sions, magnificent and murderous outbursts from the two hun-

dred and twenty guns. The Confederates answered when they

could, and stood silent when they must
;
wore out the long day,

ate with equanimity their supper of two ounces of musty meal,

and lay down upon their arms. For an hour, perhaps, they

might dream of home and loved ones, then the impatient thunder

recommenced. Turn out turn out, men !

Then men neither faltered nor complained. Cramped in the

narrow trenches, parched by the sun, chilled by the night dews,

without covering, without food, without rest, without ammuni-

tion, without hope, they endured with a Roman and Stoic forti-
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tmle, and they fought not merely with indomitable courage, but

with gaiety. They sunk the Cincinnati. They repelled the great

assault of May the 22nd, five charge's in all, supported by a

furious cannonade
;
and the assault of June the 25th, made

through a breach caused by the explosion of a Federal mine.

They fought their guns until they were disabled. They fought

with rifles, with bayonets, and with hand grenades, and with fire

balls. For forty-seven days and nights they fought, until their

ammunition was all but spent, until starvation was upon them,

until all their strength was gone. They were surrounded and out

numbered, and help was far, far away. On the Fourth of July,

the city surrendered.

At ten in the morning the troops marched out of the trenches

by battalion, stacked arms, and returned to their old quarters in

the town. Men and officers were paroled and permitted to return

to the Confederacy . The officers retained their side arms and

their personal baggage. "When the 2nd Texas Infantry," says

the colonel of that regiment, ''marched through the chain of

the enemy's sentinels, the spirits of most of the men were even

then at the highest pitch of fighting valor. Released from the

obligation of their parole, and arms placed in their hands, they

would have wheeled about, ready and confident/' What was

said of the 2nd Texans may be said with truth of each command

engaged in that heroic defense.

So ended the siege of Vkksburg. With the long march to

Enterprise, the exchange of the troops, their fortunes in the last

years of the war, this paper cannot deal. The Botetourt Artillery

all that was left of it was exchanged at Enterprise. Ragged,
worn and cheerful, it marched away to old Virginia. Its Captain,

John William Johnston, becoming Major of Artillery, left the

company. Through the remainder of the war he commanded

Johnston's Battery of light artillery. He fought at Dalton,

Resaca, Columbia, Franklin and Nashville, and surrendered at

Salisbury, N. C, two days after the surrender of his kinsman,

Joseph E. Johnston. He was a soldier all his life, and a much
loved man. In this paper I have more than once quoted Gunner
No. 4, Adam H. Flecker, who lives now at Lynchburg, in Vir-

ginia. Gunner No. 4 has this to say of his old captain: "I

have two pictures in my mind. When we camped at Manassas
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orders were issued for all the men who wished to do so to as-

semble just before taps for prayer service. A number gathered.

Then while we soldiers stood with bowed heads, the prayer was

led by a young lieutenant, straight as an arrow, dressed in his

uniform of gray, he raised his hand to heaven and poured forth

prayer to his and our God. On the second day's march from

Vicksburg, after the surrender, the army was halted at noon
to rest, I was lying, very sick, to one side of the road. Major

Johnston he was captain then came riding up with some
officers. He left the company sitting on their horses and came
over to me, and asked me how I did, and if I could hold out

until we reached the railroad. He was interested in us all. I see

him there now, smiling down at me ! As long as he lived he

loved the old company. The boys called him 'John Billy.' We
loved him and he loved his men."

The men of the Botetourt Artillery, under the command of

Captain Henry C. Douthatt, fought bravely in Virginia. The
war ended, and they went home that is, some of them went
home to the green hills and flowering waters of old Botetourt.

Worn, crippled and impoverished, they entered bravely upon
the new order of things, and fought patiently with fate. The
old South was gone ; they have helped to make the new South.

Not many of the company not many of the Mountain Rifles

who marched to war in bounding hope and pride, through the

flowers of May, under the streaming flag made of a wedding

gown, to the sound of fife and drum playing "The Girl I Left

Behind Me" not many of them are left in this year of nine-

teen hundred and seven ! They lie beneath Virginia battlefields,

In Kentucky, in Tennessee, and on the banks of the Mississippi ;

and they lie at home in the graveyard above the river, under the

shadow of the everlasting hills.

"How sleep the brave, who sink to rest

By all their country's wishes blest !

When spring, with dewy fingers cold,

Returns to deck their hallowed mould,
She there shall dress a sweeter sod,

Than fancy's feet have ever trod.
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"By fairy hands their knell is rung,

By forms unseen their dirge is sung;
Their honouc comes a pilgrim gray,

To bless the turf that wraps their clay,

And freedom shall a while repair

To dwell a weeping hermit there!"

It is forty-four years since the siege of Vicksburg. The war

is dead. The men who fought are going fast, are vanishing
from the face of the earth like leaves before the blast of autumn.

They were they are heroic. We see them so; and through
the haze of time and distance, our children's children and all

the generations to come will find them still heroic. From the

time of Troy to the time of Vicksburg, from the time of Port

Arthur to the time of some mighty siege to come, the man of

war, no less than the man of peace, has wrought for that great,

white peaceful and supreme temple which, above the smoke of

all wars, the Infinite in us shall yet raise to greet the Infinite

above us. Upon those temple walls, how many friezes of

fighting men ! The hundred men, to whom we do honor this

November day, have their place in those still and deathless ranks,

in that procession, vast as is the procession of the stars. "A
fragment of antique sculpture," Yes, but the past instructs the

present, and is the bed rock of the future.
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AN INCOMPLETE ROSTER OF THE BOTETOURT
BATTERY.

From a Memorandum by Gunner Adam H. Flecker and the

Address of Miss Mary Johnston.

Joseph Washington Anderson, Captain. Killed at Baker's creek.

Philip Peters, First Lieutenant.

John William Johnston, Jr. Second Lieutenant.

Henry C. Douthatt, Jr. Second Lieutenant.

William P. Douthatt, Jr. Second Lieutenant. Killed.

Wm. H. Norgrove, Orderly Sergeant. Promoted Lieutenant,

killed at Port Gibson.

Allen, B. Dead.

Allen, J.

Billew, W.

Biggs, J.

Bevel, G.

Blant, C.

Blunt, J.

Boone, S.

Bringer, H.

Bryant, A.

Bryant, C.

Bryant, J.

Burkholder, W. Dead.

Burks, J. C. Killed.

Burks, T.

Camper, C.

Camper, R.

Coles, J.

Daylong, B.

Deel, J.

Delman, J. Killed.

Dennet, J.

Donohue, F.
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Drinkard, J. Killed at Baker's Creek.

Druming J.

Fagan, J. S.

Fink, G.

Fink, J.

Finney, N.

Finney, W.
Fulniher, R.

Givens, J.

Haney, O.

Rollins, J.

Hooke, G.

Houts, J.

Hunter, A.

Irvin, J.

Kenell, R.

Lemon, P.

Linkenhoger, G.

Lypes, D. Killed at Baker's Creek.

Lypes, J.

Livingston, A. B.

Livingston, C.

McCartney, W.
Markham, J.

Matthews, James. Dead.

Miller, M. S.

Mitchell, J.

Moreley, G. R.

Moeleck, J.

Murset, J.

Newall, R.

Nofsinger, C.

New, J. N.

Nowell, G.

Obenchain, F.

Obenchain, J. Killed.

Painter, F.

Plecker, Adam H., gunner.

Rady, P.

Ribble, L.
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Richardson, D.

Richardson, M.

Robertson, P.

Robertson, S.

Shank,

Smith, J. J., gunner.

Stennet, H.

Stennet, R.

Thomas, W.

Walkup, A.

Ware, G.

Watson,

White, C.
,
color-bearer.

White, G.

Woltze, F.

Zimmerman, J.

A. H. Flecker includes in his list, Wm. Mayo and Albert Ander-

son, negro servants.
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THE CONFEDERATE DEAD BURIED IN THE
VICKSBURG CEMETERY.

Notes Furnished by Capt. William T. Rigby.

Undertaker J. Q. Arnold buried 1,593 soldiers (nearly all Confed-

erate), from February 15, 1862, to July 4, 1863, as shown by his

record book.

Of these, Captain Rigby has made notes of the following, because

many of the names furnish information to him, and others he wishes

to look up data concerning, and many of which belong to commands

which will add materially to his records. They are as follows:

^Extracts from the records of Undertaker Arnold, of burials in the

Confederate cemetery at Vicksburg, Miss:

1863.

May 19 Major J. B. Anderson (officers' lot).

May 20 Soldier of 2jth Louisiana, killed at breastworks.

May 20 J. P. Herndon, of Deboise Battery.

May 20 Green W. Willis, Company D, ist Miss. Light Artillery.

May 20 Sergt. Fatherie, Company D, ist Miss. Light Artillery.

May 21 Lieut. W. Lewhart, Company I, 38th Mississippi.

May 21 W. J. Boyce, Company D, 4yth Ohio.

May 22 Lieut. Fonley (Finley D. Ong), 4th West Virginia.

May 23 James Owens, Company D, Matthews' Artillery.

May 31 Capt. Self (Capt. W. A. Selph), 38th Mississippi.

May 31 H. A. Gilmore, Waul's Texas Legion.

June i Capt. James R. Burge, 5th Regiment Miss. State troops.

June i J. W. Hart, Benton's Battery.

June i Sergt. Oliver C. Campbell, Waddell's Battery.

June 2 Dr. H. R. Benedict, (was on duty at city hospital).

June 2 Unknown Federal soldier.

June 4 Capt. H. M. Walsh, Company E, 35th Mississippi.

June 4 C. G. Dean, Company I, 2ist Ohio (probably 2ist Iowa).

June 4 Lieut. Yancey, Company K, 6th Missouri.

June 6 J. M. Boyd, of Capt. Tobin's Battery.
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June 8 T. Harper, Company B, 22d Ohio, (probably 220! Iowa).

June 8 Lieut. W. W. Dunbarr, Company F, 56th Georgia.

June 9 Major Hoadley, ist Tennessee Heavy Artillery.

June 9 John D. Robertson, interred at Mrs. Roach's residence.

June 10 Lieut. J. Casto, Company A, 47th Ohio.

June 14 Wm. Teracy, Company G, 4th (West) Virginia, a

prisoner.

June 14 Lieut. Lace, iyth Louisiana.

June 15 Lieut. Sam Bates, Company I, 22d Iowa.

June 17 Col. Garrott, interred by his friends.

June 19 C. B. Hooper, Company K, 99th Illinois.

June 20 Lieut. J. H. Langston, Company B, 5th Regiment,

Mississippi S. T.

June 22 R. Kenell, Botetourt Artillery.

June 24 Lieut. Col. McLaurin, (officers' lot).

June 26 J. J. Banks, Partisan Rangers.

June 27 Major (Brigadier.) Gen. Green, of Missouri. Buried

on Geo. Marshall lot.

June 27 Prisoner, unknown.

June 27 Lieut. Col. Griffin, of 3ist Louisiana.

June 28 Five soldiers from Washington Hotel.

June 30 G. R. Moreley, Botetourt Artillery.

June 30 Sergt. E. Jones, Company D, 38th Mississippi.

July 2 Lieut. J. Kelsey, Company A, 6ist Tennessee.

July 3 J. N. New, Botetourt Artillery.

July 4 Lieut. V. M. Stevenson, Company F, ist Arkansas.

July 4 J. Brown. Buried by his friends.
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From tin- < >])dik:i /Vs7. Ala., .Jammry 4, 1908.

YOUNGEST GENERAL OF THE CONFEDERATE
ARMY.

Something of the Life of Gen. George Paul Harrison, Jr. ,

as a Citizen and Warrior.

Reading" a war story about General George Paul Harrison in

a Western paper, the editor of The Post called on General Har-

rison a few days since and had an interesting talk with him on

the war and his experiences.

General Harrison was born twelve miles from Savannah, on

Monteith plantation, on the Georgia side of the river, and was

reared by well-to-do blue-blooded parents, his father being re-

lated to Benjamin Harrison, of Virginia, whose name was

attached to the Declaration of Independence, and whose de-

scendants included the ninth and twenty-ninth Presidents of

the United States.

The boyhood days of General Harrison were spent on the

plantation, and he became an expert rider and marksman, with

a soldierly tendency. This being true, he was sent to the

Georgia Military Institute, at Marietta', where he remained till

January 3, 1861, when he laid aside school books and took up
the rifle and sword, the South having cut loose from the United

States. He took part with the Georgia troops in the seizure of

Port Pulaski, a few days later enrolling as second lieutenant in

the ist Georgia Regulars. He made for himself such a record

at Port Pulaski that Governor John Brown made him military

commandant of his school, the Marietta Institute, where ,he

remained till May, when he graduated and received a diploma.

Again he joined his regiment and went with it to Virginia, where

he was made adjutant.

(During this time his father, George Paul Harrison, Sr., had

joined the army. He served during the war, reaching the dis-

tinction of brigadier-general)
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[Colonel Charles C. Jones, Jr., in his "Confederate Roster,"

gives the "date of appointment" and "date of rank" of George
Paul Harrison, Jr., as "February 7, 1865," and to report to

G. M. Hardee.]

In the winter of 1861-62, General Harrison was made Colonel

of the 5th Georgia Regiment, which he commanded for six

months. He then organized and was made Colonel of the 32nd

Georgia Infantry, serving in that rank, but commanding a brig-

ade for about fifteen months, in 1863-64, after brilliant service

in the battle of Olustree, Fla., where the Federals suffered

defeat. In the defense of Charleston he was an important factor,

and during the Federal assault upon Fort Wagner, on July 22,

1863, he arrived with his regiment just in time to reinforce the

garrison and crush the Federals.

When Fort Wagner later had to be given up, he went to

Christ Church Parish with his command and assisted the gar-

rison at Sumter until 1865.

After reaching the rank of Brigadier General, he continued

to command a brigade of A. P. Stewart's corps during the cam-

paigns in the Carolinas. At this time he was only 23 years of

age, and was the youngest Brigadier-General in the Confederate

Army. He was wounded three times, twice at John's Island and

once at Olustree, where his horse was shot from under him.

For some time he was in command at Florence, S. C., where

he built a stockade for Federal prisoners and had charge of

about 25,000. He made many friends among the captives for

his humane and kind treatment of them, and on the fall of Savan-

nah, where his family resided, the Federal commander gave
orders that they be permitted to remain in the city and their

material wants supplied, in appreciation of his kindness to their

comrades.

General Harrison was 24 years old at the close of the war,

and he returned to Savannah for a short time, moving to Opelika,

where he has since resided, living a very active life. He was a

member of the Constitutional Convention of 1875, the State

Senate from 1876 to 1884, and in Congress at Washington a part

of the Fifty-third, and all of the Fifty-fourth Congress.
He is a prominent member of the Methodist denomination,
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and ranks high in the Masonic fraternity, and is Major-General
of the Alabama Division of the In ted Confederate Veterans.

General Harrison has a case containing a number of relics

of the cruel war, among which are to be seen a well-preserved

flag of the 32nd Georgia Regiment, made of the silk dresses of

two young ladies, and presented to General Harrison by Miss

Fannie Cohen (now Mrs. Taylor, of Savannah). To keep this

flag from being captured it was substituted and sewed to the

General's saddle blanket and concealed from the enemy.
General Harrison is in perfect health and looks to be a man

several years younger, and every indication points to his being

among us many years to come, and that such will be the case,

The Post and his many friends sincerely trust.

[The merit of General George Paul Harrison, Jr., is cordially

conceded, but there may have been other officers with the rank

of Brigadier-General as young as he was. It has been claimed

that General Thomas M. Logan, of South Carolina, commis-

sioned Brigadier-General of Cavalry, February 23, 1865, to

report to General Robert E. Lee, with rank to date from Feb-

ruary 15, 1865, was the youngest officer of the rank in the Con-

federate States Army. Another youthful commander is in evi-

dence, General William R. Johnson Pegram, whose signature

was "W. J. Pegram." He was born in Petersburg, Va., in 1841 ;.

grandson of General Wm. R. Johnson, "the Napoleon of the

turf," son of General James W. Pegram, and nephew of Colonel

Geo. H. Pegram, the Confederate commander of the battle of

Rich Mountain. W. J. Pegram left the study of law at the

University of Virginia in April, 1861, and enlisted as a private

in "F" Company, of Richmond, Va. "Willie" Pegram was of

small stature and wore glasses, but he was every inch a soldier,

and born to command.

While in camp at Fredericksburg, Va., in May, 1861, he was

elected a lieutenant of the Purcell Battery of Artillery, com-

manded by Captain R. Lindsay Walker (subsequently Brigadier-

General), and distinguished himself by conspicious gallantry at

Manassas, Cedar Run, Chancellorville and Gettysburg, attaining

the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel of Artillery. Under an act of

the Congress of the Confederate States he was appointed to the
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provisional rank of Brigadier General, in March, 1865, and

ordered to report to General R. E. Lee. He was assigned to

the command of a brigade, and was killed in front of Petersburg,

Va., April 2, 1865. EDITOR.]

MISSISSIPPI TROOPS WHO SERVED IN

VIRGINIA, 1861-1865.

2nd Mississippi Regiment, nth Mississippi Regiment, 26th

Mississippi Regiment, 42nd Mississippi Regiment, comprising

the Brigade commanded by General Reuben Davis, who survived

the war now dead. (A relative of President Davis.)

1 2th Mississippi Regiment, i6th Mississippi Regiment, igth

Mississippi Regiment, 48th Mississippi Regiment, comprising

the Brigade commanded by General W. S. Featherstone, who
was transferred to Mississippi, now dead.

General Carnot Posey, killed at Bristow Station.

General N. H. Harris, who survived the war, now dead.

This Brigade suffered severely at the ''Bloody Angle," battle

of Spotsylvania, but was able to recover it from the enemy.

1 3th Mississippi Regiment, I7th Mississippi Regiment, i8th

Mississippi Regiment, 2ist Mississippi Regiment, comprising
the Brigade commanded by General Richard Griffith, killed at

Savage Station.

General William Barksdale, killed at Gettysburg.

General B. G. Humphries, who survived the war, now dead.

Ward's Madison County Mississippi Battery.

Jeff Davis Legion of six Companies of Cavalry, commanded

by General James G. Martin. General Martin is still living at

Natchez, Miss.

Another Regiment of Infantry, the 2Oth Mississippi, served a
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short time in West Virginia, under General John B. Floyd, but

was transferred to the Southern Department early in the war.

All the -above information was furnished by Captain J. C.

McNeily, editor of the Vicl'slun/ 1 1 cm Id.

The only regimental commanders I am sure of, were those of

the 2nd Mississippi Battalion, afterwards the 48th Mississippi,

to-wit: Lieutenant-Colonel Taylor (a nephew of President

Zachary Taylor), killed at Frazer's Farm
; Major Wilson, killed

at Sharpsburg, Md.
;
Lieutenant-Colonel Thos. B. Manlove,

who survived the war, now dead, and Colonel Jos. M. Jayne. He
was promoted Brigadier General just before the conclusion of

the war, which he survived
;
now dead. The last two were

wounded several times.

THOMAS M. FOLKES,

Of the 48th Mississippi Regiment (who served in Virginia from

the battle of Williamsburg to the surrender at- Appomattox
Court House.
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From the X. O. Picayune, October 13, 1907.

THE NEGROES AS SLAVES.

Paper Prepared by Capt. James Dinkins, of New Orleans.

The following paper by Captain James Dinkins, of New Or-

leans, was read at the recent Reunion of Confederate Veterans

at Shreveport, La. :

MR. PRESIDENT AND COMRADES, I have long thought that I

would make record of the character and virtues of the negroes

before and during the war, and I take advantage of the oppor-

tunity afforded me as a member of the History Committee to

do so as far as I am able.

Should I leave the task undone^or rather did I fall to bear

testimony in a public way to the fidelity of the negroes to their

masters' familiar at all times, and specially during those dreadful

days of the war I would not fulfill an obligation to a loyal

and devoted people. My own experience and that of my father

and family and friends was so closely associated with the negroes,

and those experiences were so satisfactory and pleasant, I feel

impelled by every sense of duty, appreciation and love for my
dear old black mammy, as well as for many of the other negroes,

old and young, to record such facts as I can. I think it is but

simple justice, because I do not believe that any people at any
time ever proved themselves more loyal than the negroes did

under the temptations that beset and tried them. I do not intend

to say that all the negroes were good, but in most cases where

they were unfaithful they were either wrought up by harsh and

cruel treatment by heartless owners, or were incited by evil-dis-

posed, envious, intermeddling incendiaries from the Northern

States.

There was a natural desire, too, upon the part of some of the

more intelligent negroes to throw off the yoke of slavery and be

free, but as a rule the negroes were loyal to their masters' families

and respected and loved them. The masters were, as a rule,
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considerate and just to their slaves, and no stronger proof could

be desired than was afforded by the conduct of the slaves gener-

ally during the war.

For months at a time there were numerous families of women
and children wholly dependent on the negroes for support and

protection. Those women and children were cut off from their

male relations and friends, and yet from the beginning to the

end of the war no such thing as an insurrectionary movement

was known or heard of, nor the use of any incendiary language
whatever charged, reported or hinted against the negroes. As a

matter of fact the commands of the smallest child in the master's

family were obeyed without a murmur.

True, a number of them left or were carried or enticed away
and many who went enlisted in the Federal Army, but on the

other hand, a large majority of them remained at home and

-actually hid themselves and the stock of their masters whenever

they heard the cry, "Yankees coming!"
This is positively true. I could cite numerous instances and

name 'parties were it necessary. Not only did a large majority

of the negroes remain at their homes, but they took care of the

property and families of their masters, raised crops, and did

all other customary and necessary work just as they had before

the war, when owners and overseers watched over them. I per-

sonally know instances where the negro men alternately slept

on the gallery or before the door of their master's home in order

to protect the family against all harm.

These are facts that flatly contradict and give the lie direct to

the oft repeated assertions of the Abolitionist (slanders on the

negroes) that the negroes hated the whites of the South and only

worked for and obeyed them because they were compelled to

do so.

These are facts, and no matter what may be the outcome of

the developing of the future, as a race the negroes by their con-

duct and their fidelity in times and under circumstances that

might well have and did put their allegiance and fidelity to the

severest test, earned and entitled themselves to the kind con-

sideration, the friendship and love of our people.

True, after the war had ended and they became free their

ignorance was imposed upon and many of them allowed them-
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selves to be duped and misled into a feeling of distrust and a

course of antagonism to their former owners, and the people of

the South generally, which came very near causing a rupture
tliat might have resulted in the destruction of all confidence, the

severance of all ties and creating a permanent animosity between

them.

I do not envy the men, or fiends, who could take advantage
of the ignorant negroes and turn them against the white people
and expose them to the possible dangers and evils of a bloody
race conflict. The infamies practiced by the carpetbagger engen-
dered the feeling of hatred in the negro's breast, and I firmly

believe that but for this we would not have felt the horrors of

the so-called "Reconstruction," and that we would have no

negro question now. I do not believe that the effect those teach-

ings had on the negroes then will ever be eradicated from the

present or future generations, but whatever the future may de-

velop, we must remember the loyalty of our good slaves.

I cannot better explain or illustrate what I desire than by

repeating a conversation I had just after the great reunion at

Richmond with *a distinguished citizen and gentleman, whom I

met at the Exposition, Dr. W. S. Christian, of Urbana, Va.

Dr. Christian was colonel of the 5ist Virginia Infantry, and

was captured after the battle of Gettysburg, while the army was

crossing "Falling Waters," and sent to Johnson's Island, where

the officers from Port Hudson were also imprisoned. Said the

Doctor :

"My recollection is that there were thirteen negroes who spent
the dreadful winter of 1863-4 with us at Johnson's Island, and

not one of them deserted or accepted freedom, though it was

urged upon them time and again.

"You remember that Port Hudson was compelled to surrender

after Vicksburg had fallen. The officers were notified they would
not be paroled as those at Vicksburg had been . They were told,

however, they could retain their personal property.
"Some of the officers claimed their negro servants as personal

property, and took them along to prison with them.

"Arriving at Johnson's Island, the Federal authorities assured

the negroes they were as free as their masters had been, and
were not prisoners of war

; that they would give them no rations
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and no rights as prisoners of war if they went in the prison, but

they all elected to go in, and declared to the Yankees they would

stick to their young masters to the end of time, if they starved to

death by doing so.

"Those Confederate officers, of course, shared their rations and

everything else with their servants.

"When we went in prison in August, 1863, there was a sutler's

shanty in the grounds, where those who had money could pur-

chase what they wanted to eat. Most of the Port Hudson men
had money, and for a time they and their negroes fared well,

until late in the fall, when the Yankees shut down on us. They
had failed to influence the negroes, and decided to confine us

strictly to prison rations, which were very scant.

"It was then that the devotion and fidelity of the negroes was

put to a test, but without exception, master and servant clung

together in heroic sacrifice, and no more wonderful magnetic
tie ever existed than that between those Southern officers and

their slaves.

"One of those gentlemen was my intimate friend and com-

panion and roommate, Colonel I. G. W. Steadman, of Alabama.

I do not recall his regiment. His brother, a lieutenant in the

same regiment, was also a prisoner there. Colonel Steadman's

negro was named 'George.' He waited on us and was untiring

in his efforts to do anything in his power for our comfort.

"Frequently, to my knowledge, George was sent for to go
before the commanding officer outside. We often said: 'We
have seen the last of poor George,' but at night George would

be escorted back by a guard. I asked George what they said

to him. He told us that Mister Pearson (he was the Yankee

Major in command of the prison) would tell him he was a free

man; that he had but to say the word and he would be taken

out and given work at $2 a day, and good clothes to wear, and

go and live anywhere he wanted told him he was a fool, that

his master would never be exchanged or get out of prison that

if he stayed with the Rebel officer he would starve in prison. He
said Pearson told him all this and more. I then asked George
what he said in reply, and what George said was : 'Sir, what you
want me to do is to desert. I ain't no deserter, and down South,

sir, where we live, deserters always disgrace their families. I'se
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got a family down home, sir, and if I do what you tell me, I will

be a deserter and disgrace my family, and I am never going to

do that.'
" 'What did Pearson say ?' I asked.

'

"Get out of here, you
d - fool nigger, and rot in prison," and now, master, here I

am, and I am going to stay here as long as you stays, if I starve

and rot.'

"The officers captured at Port Hudson were from Louisiana,

Mississippi and Alabama, I think.

"There were thirteen negroes, all of whom remained faithful

to the end, and although we had barely enough to eat to keep
us alive, we divided equally with our servants.

"I am glad to be able to record the name of 'Pen,' who was

one of the faithful servants among the thirteen. He belonged to

Lieutenant" Coleman, of Robert's Mississippi Battery, also Dave

Jackson, who belonged to James W. Maddox, of Abbey's Bat-

tery. 'Dave Jackson' and 'Pen,' like George, refused numerous

offers from the Yankees and returned home with their masters.

I have information also of a most devoted servant, who belonged
to the Schnexnaydres, of St. James Parish (who were members

of Watson's Battery). This negro stated to the Yankees, at the

surrender of Port Hudson, T love my white folks above the

freedom you talk about, and if I am ever free it got to come from

them.'
'

Dr. Christian was unable to remember the names of the offi-

cers from Port Hudspn, which is to be regretted, but I submit

that no stronger proof of the loyalty of the negroes is needed

than is given in the history of the Johnson Island prisoners.

It may not be out of place to relate a few instances which

came under my own observation. The first two years of the war

I served with Griffith's-Barksdale's Mississippi Brigade. In the

company I belonged to was a gallant fellow, Kit Gilmer, who was

badly wounded at Sharpsburg. Our wounded were placed in a

large stone barn, near the battlefield. When the army recrossed

the Potomac, on Friday, September, 19, 1862, I ran into the

barn, as we passed by, to see my wounded friends. I bid Kit

Gilmer and others good-by, believing I would never see them

again.

After remaining a day or so near Shepardstown, we fell back
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tu Winchester, and among the first to greet us when we reached

there was "Ike," Kit Gilmer's "nigger," who said, "Mars Kit is

in dat house, I ain't gwine let derh Yankees git Mars Kit." Ike

had appropriated a horse belonging to the old farmer, placed

Kit on him, and, mounting behind, carried him to safety. Ike

is living now, a respected citizen of Madison county, Miss., but

poor Kit died many years ago.

My grandmother left me, at her death, a negro boy, "Jim,"
and stipulated in her will that she wanted him to be my play-

fellow, and not to work. Jim was two years older than I, and

was my black mammy's eldest child. We were boon companions
as boys. While playing near a pond one day (I was about 9

years old), I said to Jim, ''Let's go to the watermelon patch."

Jim always assented to any proposition I made. We plugged
two or three melons, and finally found one to suit us, which we
carried into the bushes and ate, reaching the house afterwards

just as my father rode up from a round of the plantation. He
said: "Jim, tell Tom to take my horse to the barn." Then,

turning his attention to me, he discovered a melon seed in the

fold of my jacket. With a frown he inquired, "Where did this

watermelon seed come from?" Jim heard the question, and,

running quickly up to my father, said: "Master, I put that

watermelon seed on Bud." "Well," my father said, "I shall whip
you for telling me a lie and whip Bud for allowing you to do

so." So he switched both of us. As soon as the cloud had

passed, Jim and I were the same happy chums, but Jim was

curious to know how master found out he told a lie.

Often times when I imagined an injustice had been done me

my black mammy, noticing my lip trembling, would take me in

her arms to her house. Many, many times I have sobbed my-
self to sleep with my head on her dear old fat shoulders. I wish

so much she could know'how now I appreciate her love, and how
I revere her memory. It would be such a happiness to be able

to tell her, but she died soon after the war. My dear old mammy
was a. type, there were others like her, and all of them were

loved and respected by their master's children.

I remember a circumstance regarding my friend, Captain Sam
Henderson, and his servant, Henry, which illustrates also the

love for the master the negro always showed.
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Captain Henderson commanded the scouts, which were so

valuable to General Forrest.

On one occasion he was in camp near Byhalia, Miss., with

about twenty of his men, while the others were watching the

enemy. Suddenly and unexpectedly a regiment of Yankees sur-

rounded the party and all were made prisoners, except Captain

Henderson, who escaped on foot.

They were all taken to Germantown, Tenn., not far distant,

and confined in a house. During' the night Henry slipped out

with both of his master's horses, and the following day rode into

the Confederate lines. Of course, Henry was cordially received,

and it is needless to say remained faithful to the last.

Another instance among thousands occurred in Bedford

County, Va. Judge Micajah Davis, an honored citizen of the

county, was Collector of Internal Revenue, under appointment

by President Davis. Judge Davis, like all his extensive family,

was an ardent Confederate. When the Yankee General Hunter

began his march of devastation down the valley, it became neces-

sary for Judge Davis to keep out of his reach in order to pre-

serve the records of his office. After making the necessary

preparations for departure he called up one of his faithful old

servants, and said: "Billy, I shall be obliged to leave home

before the Yankees come, I am sorry to go, but I shall leave

everything in your charge with confidence that you will do the

best you can. There are some valuables in the house which your
mistress will give you to hide; do what you think is best with

them, but be sure the Yankees do not find them."

When Judge Davis returned, after Hunter had been hurled

back by Early, he found everything safe, due to "Uncle Billy's"

diplomacy with the Yankees.

The Judge said : "Billy, I think we may safely bring the silver

back now." "Well," said Uncle Billy, "come with me, master,

and we will measure for it." A short distance from the house

Uncle Billy halted by a tree, to which he tied a line, and asked

his master to hold the other end at a certain point ;
then fasten-

ing another line to a sapling he stretched it across the one held

by the Judge. "Right there, master, where the lines cross," and
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soon Uncle Billy had removed the sod and dirt, and brought
forth the big box.

Uncle Billy remained faithful as long as he lived, as a matter

of fact not a single negro belonging to Judge Davis ever deserted

him.

The first, and so far as I know, the only memorial to the good
old negroes was erected in Fort Mill, South Carolina, by Captain
Samuel E. White. It is a beautiful shaft and stands near the

Confederate Monument in Fort Mill.

It was erected "In memory and in gratitude of those faithful

slaves who kept the trust laid upon them to guard the homes, the

property and the honor of their masters who were serving the

South in the field."

Captain White was a gallant Confederate officer, and is a

distinguished citizen, and this work adds to his fame. He also

erected the first monument to Southern women.

When I recall to mind how the negroes conducted themselves

before and during the war, and how faithful they were, my
earnest hope and prayer is that the present and coming genera-
tions of negroes will yet try to emulate them, and so regain the

confidence of the white people.

It is said that man improves from generation to generation.

The negroes' progress since the Confederacy has scarcely borne

out the promise of the days of mutual interest when the white

master felt his responsibility and was fast christianizing his

trusting servant in spirit as well as in name. Schools and all

the other civilizing influences cannot overcome the selfishness

and suspicion planted in the soul that would have been saved

if the South had been left alone.

Love does not grow tinder the lash. Freedom is and should

be evolution, and more than an emancipation proclamation is

needed to fit a race for liberty.

These few stories of the war reveal a negro little known to-day,

a negro whom fanaticism robbed of the kindest masters the

world has held, a negro who found sweet content in the sunshine

of God and human nature. A negro who cherished the home of

which he knew himself a welcome part until worthy of his own.
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A negro whose heart-strings vibrated to the music of duty and

devotion.

A tear and a tribute to his memory, for he is lost to us
; only

out of the shadows comes the old refrain :

"Old missus, she feel mighty sad,

And de tears run down like de rain,

And old massa he feel very bad,

Case he never see old Ned again."
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THE BATTLE OF DRANESVILLE, VA.

The " First Federal Victory South of the Potomac "
in the

War Between the States Fought Before Christmas

1861, Between Five Regiments of Federals and

Four Regiments of Confederate Infantry.

By WILLIAM S. HAMMOND, Lexington, Va.

Dranesville, a small Virginia hamlet, is situated in Fairfax

county, about twenty miles from Washington, and about four-

teen from Leesburg. On a commanding hill at the eastern edge
of the village the Leesburg and Washington and the Leesburg
and Alexandria Turnpikes form a junction. The confluent roads

form a single highway from this point to Leesburg. From the

point of junction this road dips into a small valley and crosses

a smaller hill, on which stands the village church in a grove
of massive oaks. The view westward from the church towards

Leesburg commands a rolling, open country of farm and wood-

land. The turnpike, crossing this tract, may be plainly seen

until lost in a piece of woodland in the distance.

This roadway, before the railroad paralleled it some four

miles away, was a main line of travel and commerce. Long
caravans of "schooner" wagons with white canvas tops, droves

of horses, sheep and cattle, stages well loaded with passengers,

gave life to the old highway and brought thrift to every wayside

village and hamlet. This \vas the golden age of the "wagon
stand" and "tavern." With the march of progress and the

coming of the railroad, "wagons, stage coaches and taverns were

relegated to the limbo of things that were. The jangling music

of the wagon bells, the footings of the stage-drivers horn, the

noisy commotion of the wayside inn are only echoes that faintly

survive in the memories of very old men. Progress has her

victims no less than grim-visaged war.

Dranesville in other clays was a recipient of the bounty that

flowed from the old-time commerce. With the passing of the
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turnpike traffic an unbroken quiet settled upon the village until

the stillness was rudely broken on a memorable winter after-

noon of 1861. The roar of cannon and the rattle of musketry
announced to the village and the surrounding country that the

tide of war, which had rolled at a distance, was now right at

hand.

COMPARATIVE ESTIMATES.

Compared with the mighty engagements of the after conflict,

this so-called "battle" of Dranesville is but an insignificant inci-

dent in the War Between the States. Measured by the slaughter

of such conflicts as Antietam, Gettysburg or Spotsylvania, it

assumes little more than the dimensions of a hotly contested

skirmish. Yet in that first year of the war it was called a "bat-

tle," and to it, at the time, there was attached an importance
that at this day scarcely justified.

The press of the North proudly pointed to it as "the first

Federal victory south of the Potomac." Secretary of War Simon

Cameron wrote General McCall a few days after the battle :

"It (the battle of Dranesville) is one of the bright spots that

give assurance of the success of coming events, and its effects

must be to inspire confidence in the belief that hereafter, as here-

tofore, the cause of our country will triumph. . . . Other

portions of the army will be stimulated by their brave deeds,

and men will be proud to say that at Dranesville they served

under McCall and Ord."

Small was the victory if victory it was at all yet the

semblance of success went far towards relieving the gloom of

the disastrous rout at Manassas and the bloody repulse at Ball's

Bluff, which had occurred earlier in the year. The collision of

five regiments of Federal with four of Confederate Infantry

December 20, 1861, constitutes this battle.

The first Christmas of the war was approaching, and the

joyous memories of this happiest festival of Christendom but

emphasized the sorrow in countless homes, North and South,

where anxious hearts awaited its coming oppressed by the

lengthening shadow of the great national tragedy which had

already begun. Already two deadly engagements had claimed

their victims, and many a hearth was desolate.
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Tin- Federal army, disorganized and routed at Manassas on

the 2 ist of the preceding July, had retreated to the defense of

Washington. A line, stretching from the Chain Bridge to

Alexandria, along the south bank of the Potomac, formed a

living bulwark between the capital and the victorious Confeder-

ates encamped at Centreville, some thirty miles away. McClellan,

called from West Virginia "to save the capital," had spent

the summer and autumn in the task of transforming a uniformed

mob of citizens into a well-disciplined army of soldiers. The

guns of Manassas had given a quietus to the clamorous cry of

"On to Richmond," and the North was awaking to the fact that

the road to the Confederate capital, if traveled at all, must be

traveled by a well-trained army, and was not to be attempted by
a heterogeneous mob.

The Federal right, encamped at Langley, a few miles in ad-

vance of the Chain Bridge (three miles above Washington),
consisted of the First Pennsylvania Reserves, commanded by

Brigadier-General George A. McCall, a West Pointer, who had

seen active service in the Mexican War. The Reserves were

formed in three brigades the First, commanded by Brigadier-

General J. F. Reynolds; the Second, by Brigadier-General

George G. Meade; the Third, by Brigadier-General E. O. C. Ord.

The Confederates were at Centreville, a small village in Fair-

fax, a few miles in advance of the line of Bull Run.

THE ARMY SPIRIT.

The spirit pervading the two armies at this time afforded a

striking contrast. The Federal Army, beaten disastrously in

July at Bull Run, and even more completely discomfited in

October at Ball's Bluff, had no precedents of victory to inspire

it as a military organization. However great the bravery of

the individual soldier may have been, the lack of confidence in

the army as a fighting machine had assumed an all-pervasive

form of panicky timidity. The battle of Dranesville did timely
service in removing to a degree this feeling of distrust.

Inspired by two signal victories the Confederates were in fine

fettle. The men in gray had gone to the front possessed with

the idea that the South could "whip the world." Bull Run and

Ball's Bluff were but anticipated confirmations of this bold con-
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fidence. The successful issue of these initial combats beckoned

to greater glories and the final triumph of the newly-established

Confederacy. This feeling animated the entire Confederate

camp, and the army of Johnston stood boldly and confidently

awaiting the first hostile move of McClellan from his entrench-

ments along the Potomac.

Thus were matters posed when the battle of Dranesville was

fought. The tedium of winter quarters was relieved in both

camps by the sending out of parties to forage and gather infor-

mation of the doings of the enemy. The arena of thee sporadic

operations was that portion of Fairfax lying between Washing-
ton and Centreville. This strip of territory for months was

debatable ground a region where terrifying rumors and dire

alarms were continually afloat.

The citizens whose homes stood between the lines of the two

opposing armies were divided in political sentiment. A few

remained "Union" to the core, while the greater majority were

heart and soul with the Confederacy. This division of senti-

ment filled the hours, clay and night, with a turmoil of excite-

ment. Credence was given to the most improbable rumors, and

accurate information was at a decided discount.

A report, which upon the face of it seemed to bear some de-

gree of probability, reached the ears of General McCall at Camp
Pierpoint (Langley, the right of the Federal line) that a con-

siderable body of Confederate cavalry was between Dranesville

and the Potomac, menacing the Federal picket line and greatly

harassing Union citizens residing in that locality. In fact, it

was known that two "loyal" citizens had been arrested and had

been sent on to Richmond to enjoy the not overly lavish hos-

pitality of Libby Prison. Stirred to action by this rumor, on

December I9th General McCall issued an order to General Ord,

commander of the Third Brigade of Pennsylvania Reserves

(Sixth, Ninth, Tenth and Twelfth Regiments), to proceed the

next morning at 6 o'clock with his brigade on the Leesburg

pike, in the direction of Dranesville. Kane's famous "Buck-

tail" Regiment, Faston's Battery (Battery A, First Pennsylvania

Artillery), and two squadrons of the First Pennsylvania Cavalry

were directed to accompany this expedition.

The object of this demonstration as indicated in McCall's
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order, was two-fold "to drive back the enemy's pickets from

their advanced position'' and "to procure a supply of forage."

The latter was to be procured, according to the orders of the

day, "at (lunneH's or any other rank secessionist's in the neigh-

borhood." The band of marauders between Dranesville and the

river was not to be neglected.

MOVEMENTS OF THE TROOPS.

The First Brigade, commanded by General Reynolds, was

ordered to move to Difficult Run, a small stream that crossed

the road between Dranesville and Langley, so as to be in sup-

porting distance should Ord need assistance. A touch of humor

attaches to McCall's serious caution to Ord that he should bring

his troops back to camp before nightfall without fail. It was

evidently considered dangerous at this period to leave small

bodies of troops out over night.

Pursuant to orders, the expedition started at 6 A. M., Decem-

ber 2Oth. The day was cold, bright and clear. On the march

Orel learned that the Confederate marauders had decamped, but

that there was a respectable picket at Dranesville, which might
be captured. Moving forward cautiously he entered Dranes-

ville about midday. He was accompanied by his cavalry and

artillery, the infantry moving up at some distance in the rear.

Upon Ord's approach the Confederate Cavalry picket stationed

in the village fled and scattered, but remained in the distance,

watching the movements of the Federals.

Ord placed two guns of Easton's Battery on the hill near the

church. From this point of vantage he scanned the open country

lying before him in the direction of Leesburg. The scurrying

of the Confederate pickets along a road in the distance and their

return as for observation convinced him that a considerable

body of the enemy was near at hand.

Nor was he mistaken in this conjecture. General Johnston
had sent out from his camp at Centreville nearly all the wagons
of his army into upper Fairfax and lower Loudoun to gather
much needed supplies. The protection of this wagon train was

entrusted to Colonel J. E. B. Stuart, who afterwards immortal-

ized himself as the Prince Rupert of the South. As a guard for

the wagons he had under his command four regiments of
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infantry the loth Alabama, 6th South Carolina, nth Virginia,

1st Kentucky; one battery of four guns, the Sumter' Flying

Artillery, of Georgia, Captain A. S. Cutts, and about 150 cavalry.

The two combatants, thus unexpectedly fronting one another,

were both seized with consternation. Ord came to the conclu-

sion that the Confederate force in his front had been sent out

to intercept his retreat to camp and capture his command. Stuart,

on the other hand, could only interpret the presence of such a

large body of the enemy as an attempt of the Federals to capture
his wagons and forage.

He fully realized the danger of his position, as his wagons
were scattered about the country gathering hay and corn, while

the enemy could easily interpose between him and Johnston's

camp at Centreville.

Thus both commanders, misconceiving the purpose of the

other, immediately took steps to avert the imagined danger.
These precautionary measures brought on the collision which is

dignified by the name of the battle of Dranesville. After the

battle both sides laid claim to the victory. This is now easily

understood, for Ord felt that the battle had saved his command
and Stuart felt that it had saved all the wagons of Johnston's

Army and a valuable amount of supplies. Each accomplished
what he conceived to be the main purpose of the battle, which,

after all, was a misconception on the part of both, as Ord was

not in pursuit of Stuart's wagon train, and Stuart had no designs

against Ord's line of retreat.

ORD^S ARTILLERY.

Ord, in entering the village and placing a section of his

artillery on the church hill, had passed the junction of the two

roads on the higher hill some 600 yards in his rear. This emi-

nence, known as the Drane Hill, is pre-eminently the military

key of the situation, as it commands al} of the surrounding

country. Stuart knew this position well, and immediately started

to gain it by a circuitous march through the woods around Ord's

flank. Stuart afterward stated that, had he gained this point

with his four regiments, he could have held the whole Federal

Army in check.

Ord surmised, and surmised correctlv, that the Confederates
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were moving around to his rear in the hope of seizing this

coveted position. He immediately ordered the section of artil-

lery which had taken its position near the church, to withdraw,

and, with the other guns of the battery, to take position on the

Drane Hill, near the junction of the two roads.

This was done with commendable expedition, the guns went

at a sweeping gallop to the top of the hill and took a new posi-

tion with muzzles pointing south. In this direction the advance

of the Confederates was driving in the Federal skirmish line.

The Centreville Road enters the Alexandria pike a short distance

from the junction of that road with the Washington pike. The

Confederate advance was along this Centreville Road, and

Easton's Battery arrived in the nick of time to cover this im-

portant approach. Ord's foresight and promptness had secured

for his troops an overmastering superiority of position. The

Confederates, owing to the length and many difficulties of their

circuitous march had failed to reach the crest of the hill in

advance of the Federals. Finding the enemy in secure posses-

sion of the coveted position, Stuart placed his battery in the

Centreville Road some five or six hundred yards distant from

the Federal Artillery. This battery was placed behind a slight

swell of ground, the muzzles of the guns just clearing this

slight elevation. It came into action at once and poured a

heavy fire into the ranks of the Federals, but this fire did little

execution, being aimed too high.

Captain Easton, in command of the Federal battery, had no

other target than the rising smoke, yet training his guns on the

point where he thought the opposing battery ought to be, at

the third fire he completely disabled the enemy's guns. One

gun was put out of action, a caisson was exploded, and many
men and horses of the battery were killed, while many more

were dangerously wounded. General Stuart, in his report of

the battle, wrote: "Every shot of the enemy was dealing de-

struction on either man, limber or horse."

The two batteries thus engaged marked the centres of their

respective lines. The loth Pennsylvania was placed in support
of Easton's Battery, and rendered effective aid in protecting the

Federal left. The other four regiments were placed in advan-
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tageous positions. The famous "Bucktail" Regiment held a

position around a brick house, near Easton's Battery, known as

the Thornton House. The "Bucktail" sharpshooters took posses-

sion of this building, and from every door and window poured
a destructive fire into the ranks of the Confederates. Lieutenant-

Colonel Kane, of this regiment, was a brother of the noted

Arctic explorer, Dr. Elisha Kane, and during this engagement
was severely wounded.

The ground on either side of the position of the Confederate

battery was covered with woods and dense undergrowth.

STUART'S WORK.

Stuart placed two of his regiments on either side of the Centre-

ville Road, facing north. The 6th South Carolina and the ist

Kentucky were to the left, and the loth Alabama and the nth

Virginia to the right of the road. The South Carolina and the

Kentucky regiments, in moving to their assigned positions by
different routes, came into collision and through mistake poured
a destructive volley into eath other a mistake that occurred

with tragic frequency in the first battles of war.

When moving forward to attack the enemy, Stuart sent a

few of his cavalrymen scurrying about the country to gather
the wagons and hurry them towards Centreville. The teamsters

needed no further incentive to action than the startling infor-

mation that the enemy might swoop down upon them at any
moment. The fun grew fast and furious. Wagons swept along

the roads from every direction, the loads of hay rocking and

swaying over the rough frozen ground while the air grew
resonant with the vehement cries of the teamsters urging their

horses to their utmost speed. Residents now living, who wit-

nessed the event, aver that the driving done that day by the

Confederate Jehus was a sight not to be forgotten.

While the teams were heading tumultuously for Centreville,

the opposing legions on Drane Hill were becoming more hotly

engaged.

The Qth Pennsylvania, as it came into position on the Federal

right, was confronted by troops partly concealed by the under-
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brush on their front and right. To avoid the fatal mistake of

firing into friends, an injudicious member of the 9th called out,

"Are you the T>ucktails'?" ''Yes, we are the 'Bucktails'," came

the ready response from the brush. -Almost instantaneously

with the response came a hot volley of musketry. The troops

surmised to be "Mncktails" by the Pennsylvanians were "bred

in Old Kentucky," being the first Confederate regiment of that

State. The confusion caused by this blunder was soon allayed

and the 9th held its ground until the end of the fight.

Stuart, seeing his battery partially, if not wholly, disabled by
the Federal fire, ordered the 6th South Carolina and the roth

Alabama to charge forward towards the brick house held by
the "Bucktails." He hoped, by a vigorous charge upon their

centre to dislodge the enemy from their strong position. These

two brave regiments responded with alacrity, but the forward

movement brought them into the open field where they became

an easy target for the sharpshooters in the Thornton House,
the battery on the hill, and the opposing lines of infantry.

This destructive fire was too much for the intrepid South-

erners, so they retired to their original position near the disabled

battery.

About this time a report reached Stuart that a large force was

moving on the Washington pike to Ord's assistance. This report

was correct, for General Reynolds, with the First Brigade, had

started for Dranesville at the sound of the first firing.

Stuart, being outnumbered and hard pressed, and knowing
that his wagons were now safely beyond the reach of the enemy,
determined to withdraw. This he did without any further loss,

his disabled gun being carried off by hand. The enemy made
no serious attempt at pursuit, and Stuart went into camp for

the night at old Fryingpan Church, about six or seven miles

from the field of battle. It is true that Stuart left the field in

possession of the enemy, but had he delayed his withdrawal until

the arrival of Reynolds, he would have found himself confronted

by at least 10,000 troops, and his situation would have been,

extremely hazardous. Ord and Reynolds, gathering their dead

and wounded, returned to Camp Pierpont at night. On the

morning of the 2ist, Stuart, reinforced by the 9th Georgia and
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the 8th Virginia, returned to Dranesville, but, finding the

Federals gone, he gathered those of his wounded and dead that

remained and returned to Centreville.

The same uncertainty that attaches to the statistics of other

battles of the war confronts us when we attempt to sum up the

numbers engaged and the killed and wounded at Dranesville.

Ord reported his loss as 7 killed, 61 wounded, and none

missing; total, 68.

Stuart reported 43 killed, 143 wounded, 8 missing ; total, 194.

The Federal forces must have numbered at least 5,000; the

Confederates between 2,000 and 2,500. The engagement lasted

about two hours. The colors of the Federal regiments here

engaged were taken to Washington, and on each flag "Dranes-

ville, December 20, 1861," was painted in golden letters.
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THE CAREER OF GENERAL JACKSON.

Circumstances Under Which He Received His Sobriquet

of Stonewall Disappointed His Critics Inte-

resting Paper Read Before Massachu-

setts Historical Society.

In March last, Rev. Dr. J. William Jones, of Virginia, read

the following paper before the Massachusetts Historical Society

on "Stonewall Jackson, the Soldier:"

I used to hear the cadets of the Virginia Military Institute

speak of a grim professor whom they called "Old Jack," who
was very eccentric, and upon whom they delighted to play all

sorts of pranks. Stories were told of his having greatly dis-

tinguished himself when serving in the regular army in the

Mexican War, and of his steady promotion for "gallantry and

meritorious conduct" from brevet second lieutenant to brevet

major. But this gallant record had been overlooked or for-

gotten in the odd stories that were told of his conduct at the

Institute, and when Governor Letcher, his neighbor and friend,

nominated him as colonel in the Virginia volunteers in May,
1861, there was very general surprise, and many expressions of

regret, especially among old cadets and people about Lexing-
ton who knew him. When his confirmation by the Virginia Con-

vention was under consideration, a member arose and inquired,

"Who is this Major Jackson anyway? And what are his qualifi-

cations for this important position?" It required all of the

powers of the Lexington delegation and the influence of Gov-

ernor Letcher to secure his confirmation by the convention.

He was soon sent to the command of Harper's Ferry, then

popularly regarded as one of the strongholds of the Confederacy,
and those of us who were stationed there eagerly inquired,

"What is this newly made colonel?"

Some of the Lexington soldiers, and some of the old cadets,
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sneered at his appointment ;
made all manner of fun of him, and

told various anecdotes of his career at the Virginia Military

Institute to disparage him. I remember one of them said to

me : "Governor Letcher has made a great mistake in promot-

ing 'Old Jack.' He is no soldier. If he wanted a real soldier,

why did he not give the place to Major - "
mentioning the

name of a worthy gentleman, who afterwards served in the

army, but made no reputation as a soldier.

But when "Old Jack" took command, we were soon made to

see the difference between his rule and that of certain militia

officers who had been commanding us, and were made to feel

and know that a real soldier was now at our head. He soon

reduced the high-spirited mob who rushed to the front at the

first call of their native Virginia into the respectable "Army of

the Shenandoah," which he turned over to General Joseph E.

Johnson wrhen he came to take command of the department.

Jackson won some reputation in several skirmishes in the

lower valley, and at this time very small affairs were magnified

into brilliant victories.

WlfEX HE BECAME FAMOUS.

But it was on the plains of first Manassas, July 21, 1861, that

he first became famous.

General McDowell had ably and skilfully outgeneraled Beau-

regard, and crossing the upped fords of Bull Run, had moved

down on the Confederate flank, driving before him the small

Confederate force stationed there.

General Bee, in the agony of being driven back, galloped up
to Jackson, who, in command of a Virginia brigade, was sta-

tioned on the Henry House hill, and exclaimed : "General, they

are beating us back !"

Jackson's eyes glittered beneath the rim of his old cadet cap,

as he almost fiercely replied : "Sir, we will not be beaten back.

We will give them the bayonet."

Bee rushed to his own decimated ranks and rallied them by

exclaiming : "Look ! there stands Jackson like a stone wall !

Rally on the Virginians ! Let us determine to die here, and we

will conquer !"

Jackson not only stood the shock of the heavy attack made
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on him, but did "give them the bayonet," checked the onward

tide of McDowell's victory, and held his position until Kirby
Smith and Early came up on the flank. "Jeb" Stuart made a

successful cavalry charge, Johnston and Beauregard had time

to hurry up other troops, and a great Confederate victory was

snatched from impending disaster.

The name which the gallant Bee, about to yield up his noble

life, gave Jackson that day, clung to him ever afterwards, and

he will be known in history not by the name Thomas Jonathan

Jackson, wJiich his parents gave him, but as "Stonewall" Jack-

son. And yet the name was a misnomer. "Thunderbolt,"

"Tornado" or "Cyclone" would be more appropriate to Jack-

son's character as a soldier.

I cannot, within the proper limits of this paper, give even an

outline of Jackson's subsequent career as a soldier that would

be to sketch the history of the Army of Northern Virginia, while

he remained in it. But I propose rather to give and illustrate

several salient points in his character as a soldier.

First, I notice Jackson's rapidity of movement.

N. B. Forrest, "the wizard of the saddle," when asked the

secret of his wonderful success, replied : "I am there first with

most men." Stonewall Jackson always got there first, and while

his force was always inferior in numbers to the enemy, he not

infrequently had "the most men" at the point of contact.

When General Banks reported that Jackson was "in full

retreat up the Valley," started a column to join McClellan east

of the Blue Ridge, and was on his own way to report at Wash-

ington, Jackson (on a mistaken report of the number left in the

Valley) suddenly wheeled, made a rapid march and struck at

Kernstown a blow, which, while the only defeat he ever sus-

tained, brought back the column which was crossing the moun-

tains, and disarranged IVtcClellan's plan of campaign.
He then moved up the Valley, took a strong position in Swift

Run Gap, and after Ewell's Division joined him, he left Ewell

to watch Banks, made a rapid march to unite with Edward

Johnson, and sent (May the 9th) his famous dispatch : "God
blessed our arms with victory at McDowell yesterday." Order-

ing Ewell to join him at Luray, he pushed down the Valley,
drove in Bank's flank at Front Royal, cut his retreating column
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at Middletown, marched all night by the light of the burning

wagons of the enemy, and early the next morning drove Banks

from Winchester and pursued him to the Potomac.

Learning that Shields, from McDowell's column at Fred-

ericksburg, and Fremont, from the West, were hurrying to form

a junction in his rear, he marched his old brigade thirty-five

miles, and one of the regiments, the 2nd Virginia, forty-two miles

a day, and safely passed the point of danger at Strasburg, carry-

ing his immense wagon train loaded with captured stores, his

prisoners and everything, "not leaving behind so much as a

broken wagon wheel." He then moved leisurely up the Valley

until at Cross Keys and Port Republic he suffered himself to

be "caught," and proved beyond question that the man who

caught Stonewall Jackson had indeed "caught a Tartar."

THE VALLEY CAMPAIGN.

Here is a brief summary of this Valley Campaign of Stone-

wall Jackson : In thirty-two days he had marched nearly 400

miles, skirmishing almost daily, fought five battles, defeated

three armies, two of which were completely routed, captured 26

pieces of artillery, 4,000 prisoners, and immense stores of all

kinds, and had accomplished all of this with a loss of less than

1,000 men killed, wounded aijd missing, and with a total force

of only 15,000 men, while there were at least 60,000 men opposed
to him. No wonder that this campaign is studied in the Military

Academies of England and Germany as an example of able

strategy, rapid marching, and heroic fighting.

In his march from the Valley to seven days around Richmond,

his flank movement to Pope's rear at Second Manassas his

capture of Harper's Ferry, and march to Sharpsburg his march

from the Valley to Fredericksburg and his last great flank

movement to Hooker's rear at Chancellorsville, Jackson showed

the same rapidity of movement.

An able critic said of him, "he moved infantry with the celerity

of cavalry." His men won the soubriquet of "Foot Cavalry,"

and it was glorious to see the cheerful alacrity with which they

responded to every call of their loved and honored chief. Many
of them with bare, and bleeding feet, would limp along the
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march, with song and jest, when the word was passed back:

"Old Stonewall says that it is necessary for us to march further

to-day." I remember one brave fellow an old college-mate of

mine who, when I tried to persuade him to fall out of ranks,

and let me get him a place in an ambulance, or wagon, replied :

"No! I cannot do that, there are poor fellows worse off than I

am, who need all of the transportation that can be had. Besides,

I think from appearances, we are
going-

to have a fight up yonder

presently, and if I can't march *I can shoot, and I am in good
condition now to go into line of battle

;
I would be obliged not

to run if I wished to do so."

And thus the gallant fellow limped to the front to "take his

place in the picture near the flashing of the guns."

He was afterwards killed, bravely doing his duty, and sleeps

in the cemetery at Lexington, Va., hard by the grave of his

chief, Stonewall Jackson.

Second, Jackson was noted for the secrecy with which he

made and executed his plans. He is reported to have said : "If

my coat knew my plans, I would burn it at once."

He concealed his plans from even his staff officers and sub-

ordinate generals, and was accustomed to say, "If I can keep

my movements secret from our own people, I will have little

difficulty in concealing them from the enemy."

COLONEL WALKER'S STORY.

My old Colonel, J. A. Walker, afterwards made brigadier-

general and put in command of the Stonewall Brigade, told me
this incident : While Swell's Division was occupying Swift Run

Gap, and Jackson had gone to meet Milroy at McDowell,
Walker went up to Ewell's headquarters one morning to see

him on some important matter, when Ewell passed him, and

merely gave him the "military salute," and went on to the front

of the yard, where he spent some time walking back and forth

in evident impatience. The chief of staff told Walker that he

had better not say anything to Ewell about his business then,

as "the general was in a very bad humor that morning." After

a time Walker started back to his own quarters, when Ewell

stalked across the yard, planted himself in his front, and e -
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claimed : "Colonel Walker, did it never occur to you that Gen-

eral Jackson is crazy?" "No," replied Walker, "we cadets at

the Virginia Military Institute used to call him 'Fool Tom Jack-

son,' but I never thought that he was crazy." "Yes, he is sir !"

rejoined Ewell, "he is as mad as a March hare
;
here he has gone

off, I don't know where, and left me here with no instructions

except to watch Banks, and wait until he returns, and when that

will be I have not the most.remote idea. Now, Banks is moving

up the Valley with a large force, and I do not purpose to remain

here and have my division cut to pieces at the behest of a crazy

man. I will march my people back to Gordonsville, if I do not

hear from him very soon." That afternoon Ewell received from

Jackson the famous message I have given in reference to his

victory at McDowell, with the additional order: "Move down
the Luray Valley, and I'll join you at Luray."

It may be added that Ewell afterwards became Jackson's

enthusiastic admirer; was accustomed to say: "I know nothing
of this movement, but Jackson knows, and if the enemy are as

ignorant of it as I am, then, old Stonewall has them." He said

at this time, "I once thought he was crazy, now I know he is

inspired !"

He became Jackson's "right arm" in his famous campaigns,
until he lost a leg at Second Manassas.

Not long after the close of the Valley Campaign, when we

were resting in the beautiful region around Port Republic, I got
a short furlough to go to Nelson County to see my family, and

my uncle. Colonel John Marshall Jones, EwelFs Chief of Staff,

told me that if I would come by headquarters he would ride with

me as far as Staunton. Accordingly, I rode by Swell's head-

quarters, and just before we left the grounds, General Ewell

came out and said to us in a confidential tone : "If you gentle-

men wish to stay a little longer than your leave it will make no

difference
;
we are going to move down the Valley to beat up

Banks' quarters again."

I did not overstay my brief furlough, for I was hurrying back

in hope that our rest near Port Republic would give the chap-

lains especially good opportunities for preaching to the men,
but when I reached Charlottesville, I found Jackson's troops

marching through the town. Asking Colonel Jones afterwards
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"Why General Evvcll wished to deceive us," he replied: "Gen-

eral Ewcll did not mean to deceive us, he was deceived himself.

He never knows what Jackson is going to do."

Jackson was anxious 'to be reinforced and move down the

Valley again, but General Lee wrote him, "I would be glad for

you to make that move, and will give you needed reinforce-

ments
;
but you must first come down here and help me drive

these people from before Richmond."

Reinforcements were sent Jackson, and pains taken to let

the enemy know, and Jackson so completely deceived them as

to his plans that at the time he was thundering on McClellan's

flank before Richmond, they were entrenching at Strasburg,

some two hundred miles away, against an expected attack from

him.

I remember that on this march we were in profound ignorance
as to our destination. At Charlottesville we expected to move
into Madison County, at Gordonsville we expected to move to-

wards Washington, at Louisa we expected to move on to

Fredericksbnrg, at Hanover Junction we expected to move up
the railway to meet McDowell's Column, and it was only on the

afternoon of June 26th, when we heard A. P. Hill's guns at

Mechanicsville, that we fully realized where we were going.

DISCLOSED BY A PREACHER.

I remember that at Gordonsville, Rev. Dr. Ewing, pastor of

the Presbyterian Church, with whom Jackson passed the night,

told me as a profound secret, not to be breathed, that we would

move at early dawn the next morning on Culpeper, and intimated

that he '"had gotten his information from headquarters."

We did not move at "early dawn'' the men used to say that

"Old Stonewall" always moved at "early dawn" except when
he started the evening before" but instead of moving on Cul-

peper, we moved on Louisa.

At Frederick's Hall Depot, General Jackson had his head-

quarters near the beautiful home of Mr. Nat Harris. Mrs.

Harris sent to invite the general to take breakfast with her the

next morning, and he replied: "If I can, I will be glad to do
so." Being asked what hour would suit him, he said: "Let not
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Mrs. Harris change her usual hour for me, but send for me when
her breakfast is ready, and if I am here I will be glad to break-

fast with her."

When she sent the next morning to call him to breakfast, Jim,
his servant, said: "Surely you did not spec to find de gineral

here at dis hour. He left 'bout 12 o'clock last night, and I spec
he is on his way to fight General Banks in the Valley again."
He had really started, accompanied by a single staff officer,

to ride 53 miles to Richmond, have an interview with General

Lee, and receive instructions on his part in the proposed attack

on McClellan. On this ride he rode up before day to the home
of Mr. Matthew Hope, in the lower part of Louisa County, and

arousing him from his bed, asked if he had two good saddle

horses, saying that they were going to Richmond on very im-

portant business, and as their horses were exhausted, they
wished to leave them in the place of his, and would send them

back on their return.

Mr. Hope replied : "Yes, I have two good horses, I always

keep good horses, but I am not green enough to let them go
off with any straggling cavalrymen, who may represent them-

selves as being on important business."

Jackson cut the colloquy short by saying in emphatic tone:

"It is a case of necessity, sir, we must have the horses, and you
had as well saddle them up at once." Mr. Hope indignantly

replied : "I will not do it. I am not in the habit of saddling

horses, I keep servants for that purpose, and I will certainly not

saddle them for you. If you will take them, you must saddle

them yourselves."

Thereupon Jackson and his staff officer saddled the horses

and were soon galloping on their way. When several days later

the horses were sent back, with General Jackson's compli-

ments," Mr. Hope exclaimed : "Why did he not tell me that he

was General Jackson, I would have let him have every horse on

the place, and saddled them myself."

But Jackson did not mean for anyone to recognize him on that

ride, which was made so secretly that he had his interview with

General Lee, and returned to his command before any of us

suspected his absence.

It was reported that on this march Jackson met a Texas
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soldier straggling from his command, and the following conver-

sation ensued :

"What command do you belong to, sir?"

"I do not know."

"What State are you from?"

"I do not know, sir."

"What do you know, then, sir?"

"Nothing at all, sir, at this time. Old Stonewall says that we

must be know-nothing until the ne-<t battle, and I am not going

to violate orders."

On the campaign against Pope, General Ewell rode up one

day to the house of a friend of mine and asked : "Doctor, can

you tell me where we are going?"
"I should like to ask you that question, general, if it were a

proper one," was the reply.

"Oh ! it is perfectly proper to ask the question, but I would

like to see you get the answer. General Jackson ordered me
to be ready to move at 'early dawn,' and my people, as you see,

have been lying there in the road ever since, but I pledge you my
word I do not know whether we are to march north, south, east

or west, or whether we are going to march at all. And that is

as much as I generally know about General Jackson's move-

ments."

In the second Manassas campaign, Jackson conducted his

movements to Pope's flank and rear so secretly that just before

he captured Manassas Junction, with its immense stores, Pope

reported to Washington that Jackson was in "full retreat to the

mountains."

So at Chancellorsville he moved to Hooker's flank and rear

so secretly that he struck Howard's corps entirely unprepared
for his attack.

My accomplished friend. Rev. James Power Smith, D. D., the

only surviving member of Jackson's staff, gave me an incident

the other day, illustrating how he concealed his plans from even

his staff.

After the return of Lee from the first Maryland campaign,

Jackson and his corps were left for a time in the Valley, while

the rest of the army crossed the mountains to Eastern Virginia.

After lingering around Winchester for a time. Jackson's whole
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command was moved one day on Berryville, and it seemed very
evident that they were about to ford the Shenandoah, and cross

the mountains to join Lee.

Captain Smith went to his general and said : "As we are

going to cross the mountains, general, I should like very much
to ride back to Winchester to attend to some matters of im-

portance to me personally, if you can give me a permit."

"Certainly I will give you the permit." was the reply, "and if

we cross the mountains you will be able to overtake us to-

morrow."

Captain Smith rode into Winchester, and started early the

next morning to overtake, as he supposed, the moving column.

He had only ridden several miles when he met Jackson at the

head of his corps moving back to Winchester, and was greeted

by the salutatibn, "I suppose Mr. Smith that you are on your

way to cross the mountains."

It was then currently believed that Jackson would spend the

winter in the Valley, with headquarters at Winchester, and a

vacant house was selected for the general and his staff. After a

day or two, Captain Smith and Colonel Pendleton, as a com-

mittee of the staff, waited on the general, and said: "As it is

understood that we are to spend the winter here, we called to

ask permission to get some necessary furniture."

"That would add very much to our comfort, but I think we
had better wait until to-morrow, and decide definitely on what

we need," was the reply. The next day Jackson started on his

famous march to join Lee in time for the battle of First Freder-

icksburg.

Secrecy was a strong element in his character as a soldier.

Third. His stern discipline was another important element

in Jackson's character as a soldier. He put General Garnett

under arrest at Kernstown for ordering a retreat of his brigade
when they were out of ammunition, and almost surrounded,

saying, "He ought to have held his position with the bayonet."
Garnett was still under arrest when Jackson died, when Gen-

eral Lee released him, and put him in command of one of

Pickett's Brigades, the gallant gentleman being killed in the

charge at Gettysburg; while leading his men.

On the Valley campaign I chanced to witness a scene in which
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Tackson rode tip to a gallant colonel, commanding a brigade,

and said : ''Colonel, the orders were for you to move in the

rear of General -
to-day."

The colonel replied in a rather rollicking tone : "Yes, I knew

that General, but my fellows were ready to march, and Gen-

eral - was not, and I thought that it would make no differ-

ence which moved first, as we are not going to fight to-day.

But if you prefer it, I can halt my brigade, and let General

pass us." Jackson replied, almost fiercely: "How do you
know that we are not going to fight to-day? Besides, colonel,

I want you to distinctly understand that you must obey my
orders first, and reason about them afterwards. Consider your-

self under arrest, sir, and march in the rear of your brigade."

In one of his battles, a brigadier rode up to him and asked :

"General, did you order me to move my brigade across that

plane, and charge that battery?" "Yes, sir, I sent you that

order," said Jackson, "Have you obeyed it?"

"Why, no ! General, the enemy's artillery will sweep that

field, and my brigade would be literally annihilated if I move
across it."

Jackson replied, in tones not to be mistaken : "General, I

always try to take care of my wounded and bury my dead.

Obey that order, sir, and do it at once."

It is needless to add that the order was obeyed, and the bat-

tery captured.

At one time he put every commander of a battery in A. P.

Hill's Light Division under arrest for some slight disobedience

of orders.

He put A. P. Hill under arrest several times, and there were

charges and countercharges between these accomplished soldiers,

until General Lee intervened to effect a compromise.

HIS STRICT DISCIPLINE.

Jackson probably put more officers under arrest than all other

Confederate generals combined. He was probably sometimes

too severe. I have reason to believe that General Lee thought
that he was too severe both on Garnett and A. P. Hill. But

there can be little doubt that if there had been more stern dis-
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cipline in the Confederate Army, it would have been more

efficient.

But Jackson was always ready to obey himself orders from his

superiors. General Lee once said of him : "I have only to

intimate to him what I wish done, and he promptly obeys my
wishes."

My friend. Dr. James Power Smith, who served so heroically

on Jackson's staff and has twice appeared before this society,

gives a striking incident illustrating this : General Lee sent

Jackson, by Captain Smith, a message to the effect that he

would be glad if he would call at his headquarters the first

time he rode in that direction, but that it was a matter of no

pressing importance, and he must not trouble himself about it.

When Jackson received this message he said : "I will go

early in the morning, Captain Smith, and I wish you to go
with me/'

The next morning when Captain Smith looked out he saw

that a fearful snowstorm was raging, and took it for granted

that Jackson would not undertake to ride fourteen miles to

General Lee's quarters through that blizzard.

Very soon, however, Captain Smith's servant came to say,

"The general done got his breakfast, and is almost ready to

start."

Hurrying his preparations, the young aid galloped after his

chief through the raging storm. On reaching Lee's quarters,

the general greeted him with, "Why, what is the matter, general ;

have those people crossed the river again ?"

"No, sir; but you sent me word that you wished to see me."

"But I hope that Captain Smith told you that I said it was

not a matter of pressing importance, and that you must not

trouble yourself about it. I had no idea of your coming such

weather as this."

Bowing his head, Jackson gave the amphatic reply :

"General Lee's slightest wish is a supreme order to me, and

I always try to obey it promptly."
He certainly acted upon this principle.

Fourth. Attention to minute details was very characteristic

of Jackson. He had an interview with his quartermaster, com-

missary, chief of ordnance and surgeon-general every day, and
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kept minutely posted as to the condition of their departments.

This was so well understood throughout the army, that I once

heard a quartermaster say to his sergeant: "Have that horse

shod immediately, or there will come an order down here from

'Old Jack' wanting to know why the gray mare is allowed to

go with a shoe off of her left hind foot."

He kept the most minute knowledge of the topography of the

country in which he was campaigning, and the roads over which

he might move, and often when his men were asleep in their

bivouack, he was riding to and fro inspecting the country and

the roads.

But when he began to ask me which side of certain creeks

was the highest, and whether there was not a "blind road"

turning off at this point or that, and showed the most perfect

familiarity with the country, -and the roads, I had to interrupt

him by saying : "Excuse me, General, I thought I knew not

only every road, but every footpath in that region, but I find

that you really know more about them than I do, and I can give

you no information that would be valuable to you."
I can never forget another interview I had with him on the

Second Manassas campaign. His corps had crossed the South

Fork of the Rappahannock River, General Ewell's Division had

been formed on the bank of the North Fork, and the rest of the

corps were marching up between the two rivers to Warrenton

White Sulphur Springs, where it was General Lee's purpose to

cross his whole army, and plant it in General Pope's rear at

Warrenton. In bringing a wounded man of my regiment the

1 3th Virginia back from Ewell's Division to our surgeon, and

returning, I saw a skirmish line of the boys in Blue who had

crossed at the forks of the river below, and were moving up in

General Ewell's rear between him and the moving column of

Hill's Division. I waited to satisfy myself that they were real

Blue Coats, and becoming fully satisfied by their firing at me,
one of the bullets cutting off the extreme end of my horse's ear,

I had, of course, important business elsewhere, and was gallop-

ing to find General Hill, who commanded that part of our

column, when I ran up against old Stonewall himself
;
I approach-

ed him, trying^ to be as calm as possible, and the following

colloquy ensued:
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''General, are you aware that the enemy have crossed at the

forks of the river, and are now moving up in the rear of Gen-

eral Ewell, and between him and A. P. Hill's column?"

"No ! have they?"

"Yes, sir, I have seen them."

"Are you certain they are the enemy?"

"Yes, sir, I am."

"How close did you get to them?"

"I suppose about 1,000 yards, I could plainly see their blue

uniforms and the United States flag which they carried. They
shot at me, and cut the ear of my horse, as you see, and then I

got away from there as fast as my horse would bring me." I

expected that he would now send staff officers in every direction

with orders to meet this new movement, but Jackson coolly

replied : "1 am very much obliged to you, sir, for the informa-

tion you have given me, but General Trimble will attend to

them. I expected this movement, and ordered Trimble posted

there to meet it."

He rode off, seemingly as unconcerned as if nothing had hap-

pened. Trimble did "attend to them," and after a severe fight

drove them back.

General Lee was prevented by a sudden rise of the river from

a severe storm from crossing at Warrenton White Sulphur

Springs, but the next day Jackson forded the river higher up,

and made his famous movement to Pope's flank and rear.

OTHER ILLUSTRATIONS.

I have noted other illustrations of this point, but I find I am
in danger of making this paper too long, and must omit much

that I might say.

Fifth. Jackson was noted for the quickness of his decisions,

and his short orders on the battlefield.

At Winchester on the Valley campaign he said to Colonel

Patton, who commanded a brigade : "The enemy will presently

plant a battery on that hill, when they do you must seize it at

once
; clamp it immediately, sir !"

During one of the battles around Richmond a staff officer

galloped up to him and reported : "General Ewjell says, sir, that

he cannot well advance until that battery over there is silenced."
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Turning to one of his staff, he said : "Gallop as hard as you
can, and tell Major Andrews to bring sixteen guns to bear on

that battery, and silence it immediately."

Soon Andrews was in position ;
his guns opened, and before

long the battery was silenced. When this was reported to Jack-

son, he said, with a quiet smile : "Now, tell General Ewell to

drive them."

In the afternoon at Gains' Mill, June 27th, 1862, the progress
seemed not to have been as rapid as he expected, as gallant

Fitz John Porter made a heroic defense, and Jackson exclaimed

to one of his staff : "This thing has hung fire too long ; go
rapidly to every brigade commander in my corps and tell him
that if the enemy stands at sundown he must advance his

brigade regardless of others, and sweep the field with the

bayonet."

It was this order that won the day despite the gallant defense.

I chanced to be near and heard the order he gave General Early
at Cedar Run (Slaughter's Mountain) in the fight with our old

friend, General Banks ("Stonewall Jackson's quartermaster,"
our men facetiously called him), who commanded the advance

of General Pope's Army. We had been skirmishing all of the

morning, and Colonel Pendleton, of Jackson's staff, rode up to

General Early and said quietly: "General Jackson's compli-
ments to General Early, and says that he must advance on the

enemy, and he will be supported by General Winder."

Grim old Early replied in his curtest tones : "Give my compli-
ments to General Jackson, and tell him I will do it."

It was on this field that several of Jackson's Brigades were

broken, and it looked as if Banks was about to win, when Jack-
son dashed in among them, and rallied the confused ranks by-

exclaiming, "Rally on your colors, and let your general lead you
to victory. Jackson will lead you." His presence acted like

magic, the broken troops were rallied, the lines restored and
the victory won.

FITZ LEE'S STORY.

General Fitz Lee gives an exceedingly interesting account of

an interview he had with Jackson on his flank movement at

Chancellorsville. Fitz Lee had been covering the movement
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with his cavalry, when he discovered that from a certain hill a

full view of Hooker's flank and rear could be seen. He galloped

back until he met Jackson, and conducted him to the spot, ac-

companied by a single courier. Jackson swept the scene with his

glasses, decided at once that he should move further on the

flank and rear than he had intended, and turning to his courier

said: "Tell the head of my column to cross that road, and I'll

meet them there."

Fitz Lee said that he made no reply to his remarks, but after

gazing intently for a few moments longer at the enemy's exposed

flank, he lifted his hand in that position which indicated that he

was engaged in prayer, and then galloped rapidly down the hill

to hurl his column like a thunderbolt on Hooker's flank and rear.

Fitz Lee facetiously said that Hooker was in imminent peril

when the "Blue-light Presbyterian" was praying on his flank

and rear.

I might quote at length the opinions of many distinguished

men as to Jackson's ability as a soldier, but I give only that of

Colonel Henderson, of the British Army,, Professor of Military

Art and History in the Staff College. In his able "Memoir of

Stonewall Jackson" he gives the highest estimate of his ability

as a soldier all through his history of his campaigns, but I quote

only from his comparison of Jackson and Wellington. He says:

"If his military characteristics are compared with those of so

great a soldier as Wellington, it will be seen that in many re-

spects they run on parallel lines. Both had perfect confidence

in their own capacity. 'I can do,' said Jackson, 'whatever I

will to do,' while the Duke, when a young general in India, con-

gratulated himself that he had learned not to be deterred by

apparent impossibilities. Both were patient, fighting on their

own terms, or fighting not. at all. Both were prudent, and yet

when audacity was justified by the character of their opponent
and the condition of his troops, they took no counsel of their

fears. They were not enamored of the defensive, for they knew
the value of the initiative, and that offensive strategy is the

strategy which annihilates. Yet, when their enemy remained

concentrated, they were content to wait until they could induce

him to disperse. Both were masters of ruse and stratagem, and

the Virginian was as industrious as the Englishman. And in
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yet another respect they were alike. In issuing orders or giving"

verbal instructions Jackson's words were few and simple, hut

they were so clear, so comprehensive and direct that no officer

could possibly misunderstand, and none dared to disobey. Ex-

actly the same terms might be applied to Wellington. Again,

although naturally impetuous, glorying 'in war, they had no

belief in a 'lucky star'
;
their imagination was always controlled

by common sense, and, unlike Napoleon, their ambition to suc-

ceed was always subordinate to their judgment. Yet both, when
circumstances were imperative, were greatly daring. On the

field of battle the one was not more vigilant nor imperturbable

than the other, and both possessed a due sense of proportion.

They knew exactly how much they could effect themselves, and

how much must be left to others. Recognizing that when once

the action had opened the sphere in which their authority could

be exercised was very limited, they gave their subordinates a

free hand, issuing few orders, and encouraging their men rather

by example than by words. Both, too, had that most rare faculty

of coming to prompt and sure conclusions in sudden e -igences

the certain mark of a master-spirit in war. At Bull Run Jack-

son was ordered to support Evans at the Stone Bridge. Learn-

ing that the left was compromised, without a moment's hesita-

tion he turned aside and placed his brigade in the only position

where it could have held its ground. At Groveton, when he

received the news that the Federal left wing was retreating on

Centreville, across his front the order for attack was issued

almost before he had read the dispatch. At Chancellorsville,

when General Fitzhugh Lee showed him the enemy's left wing

dispersed, and unsuspecting, he simply turned to his courier,

and said: 'Let the column cross the road,' and his plan of

battle was designed with the rapidity as Wellington's at Sala-

manca."

Lee called Jackson his "right arm," and wrote him when he

was wounded at Chancellorsville :

"Could I have dictated events I should have chosen, for the

good of the country, to have been disabled in your stead."

I had the privilege once of hearing General Lee, in his office

in Lexington, Va., pronounce a glowing eulogy on Jackson, in

which he said, with far more than his accustomed warmth of
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feeling: "He never failed me. Why, if I had had Stonewall

Jackson at Gettysburg I should have won that battle; and if I

had won a decided victory there we would have established the

independence of the Confederacy."

It was, on the other
j^and,

beautiful to see how Jackson recip-

rocated Lee's high opinion. He said : "General Lee is a pheno-

menon. He is the only man whom I would be willing to follow

blindfolded." And it was glorious to see the cheerful alacrity,

the splendid skill and the terrific energy with which he executed

the orders, or even the slightest wish, of his chief.

GENERAL T.EE^S ORDER.

On Jackson's death, Lee issued the following order:

"HEADQUARTERS, ARMY OF NORTHERN VIRGINIA,

"May n, 1863.

''General Orders No. 61 :

"With deep grief the commanding general announces to the

army the death of Lieutenant-General T. J. Jackson, who ex-

pired on the loth instant, at 3 P. M. The daring, skill and

energy of this great and good soldier, by the decree of an all-

wise Providence, are now lost to us. But while we mourn his

death we feel that his spirit still lives, and will inspire the whole

army with his indomitable courage and unshaken confidence in

God as our hope and strength. Let his name be a watchword

to his corps, who have followed him to victory on so many fields.

Let his officers and soldiers emulate his invincible determination

to do everything in the defense of our beloved country.

E. E. LEE,

General."

General Lee wrote Mrs. Lee from camp near Fredericksburg.

May IT, 1863:

"In addition to the death of friends and officers consequent

upon the late battle, you will see we have to mourn the loss of

the good and great Jackson. Any victory would be dear at such

a price. His remains go to Richmond to-day. I know not
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how to replace him, but God's will be done. I trust He will

raise up some one in his place."

To his son Custis he wrote :

"You will have heard the death of General Jackson. It is a

terrible loss. I do not know how to replace him. Any victory

would be dear at such a cost. But God's will be done."

I have confined myself to speaking of "Ja kson, the Soldier,"

and have not spoken of him as the humble, active Christian,

whose life in Lexington and in the army was "a living epistle

and read of all men."

I cannot go into that now, except to say the negro Sunday

school, which he taught with such devotion, exerted an influence

on the negroes of Lexington which is felt to this day among the

negroes of that whole region.

The first contribution made to the fund which has placed at

his grave the beautiful statue, which is the work of Edward

Valentine, and is a veritable Stonewall Jackson in bronze, was

made by the negro Baptist Church at Lexington, Va., whose

pastor had been a pupil at the negro Sunday school.

And there has been placed recently a beautiful Stonewall

Jackson memorial window in the new negro Presbyterian

Church in the city of Roanoke, through the influence of the

negro pastor, who was a member of Jackson's Sunday school.

UNVEILING OF THE MONUMENT.

After a prayer there followed the other exercises an able

oration on Jackson, by General Fitzhugh Lee, an eloquent

eulogy by ex-President Jefferson Davis, who was unquestionably

one of the greatest orators of this land of orators
;
the unveiling

of the monument by little Julia Jackson, the only child of the

great soldier; the firing of artillery and small arms, and the

enthusiastic cheers of the vast crowd. Father Hubert being

now called on to pronounce the benediction uttered a few sen-

tences of eloquent eulogy on Confederate soldiers in general

and, Jackson in particular, and made this his climax: 'Thou

knowest, O Lord, that Stonewall Jackson was the greatest sol-
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dier of the century, always and all the time excepting our peer-

less leader, Robert Edward Lee."

There are many old Confederates who believe that with Lee

to plan, and Jackson to execute, that the Army of Northern

Virginia was simply invincible. And it was beautiful to behold

the mutual confidence which these great leaders had in each

other. They were, indeed, par nobile fratum, and it seems very

appropriate that in their graves they would sleep so near each

other Lee beneath the chapel he builded at Washington and

Lee University ; Jackson in Lexington's beautiful cemetery,

hard by.

They were born, Lee on the iQth of January, and Jackson on

the 3 ist of the same month. Cavalier and Puritan, but brothers

in arms, brothers in faith, and brothers in glory, they will shine

forever in the world's gala y of true patriotism, stainless gentle-

men, great soldiers and model Christians. "They were swifter

than eagles ; they were stronger than lions
; they were lovely

and pleasant in their lives, and in their death they were not

dividpd."

From all parts of the world pilgrims come to visit their tombs,

and loving hands bring them fresh flowers, immortelles and ever-

greens, fit emblems of the fadeless wreaths which now deck

their brows. The blue mountains of their loved Virginia sentinel

their graves, and young men from every section throng the

classic shades of Washington and Lee University and the Vir-

ginia Military Institute, and delight to keep watch and ward at

which flow along their emerald streams that seem to murmur
their praise and roll on their fame to the ocean.
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GENERAL R. E LEE'S WAR-HORSE.

A Sketch of Traveller by the Man who Formerly Owned
Him.

It has been incorrectly stated some time ago that General

Lee's famous war-horse "Traveller," was formerly owned by

Captain "John S. Brown." He was owned by Major Thomas
L. Broun, of Charleston, W. Va., and the following sketch of

the horse, written by that gentleman for the Richmond Dispatch,

in 1886, is worthy of reproduction:

GEN. R. E. LEE'S WAR-HORSE.

In view of the fact that great interest is felt in the monument
about to be erected to General Lee, and many are desirous that

his war-horse should be represented in the monument, and as

I once owned this horse, I herewith give you some items re-

specting this now famous war-horse, "Traveller."

He was raised by Mr. Johnson, near the Blue Sulphur Springs,

in Greenbrier County, Va. (now West Virginia) ;
was of the

"Gray Eagle" stock, and, as a colt, took the premium under the

name of "Jeff Davis" at the Lewisburg Fair for each of the years

1859 and 1860. He was four years old in the spring of 1861.

When the "Wise Legion" was encamped on Sewell Mountain,

opposing the advance of the Federal Army, under General Rose-

crans, in the fall of 1861, I was major of the 3rd Regiment of

Infantry in that Legion, and my brother, Captain Joseph M.

Broun, was quartermaster to the same regiment. I authorized

my brother to purchase a good, serviceable horse of the best

Greenbrier stock for our use during the war. After much

inquiry and search he came across the horse above mentioned,

and I purchased him for $175 (gold value) in the fall of 1861,

of Captain James W. Johnson, son of Mr. Johnson first above

mentioned. When the Wise Legion was encamped about Mea-

dow Bluff and Big Sewell Mountain, I rode this horse, which

was then greatly admired in the camp for his rapid, springy walk,
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his high spirit, bold carriage and muscular strength. He needed

neither whip nor spur, and would walk his five or six miles an

hour over the rough mountain roads of West Virginia, with his

rider sitting firmly in the saddle and holding him in check by
a tight rein, such vim and eagerness did he manifest to go right

ahead soon as he was mounted.

When General Lee took command of the Wise Legion and

Floyd Brigade that were encamped at and near Big: Sewell

Mountain in the fall of 1861, he first saw this horse and took a

great fancy to it. He called it his colt, and said he would need

it before the war was over. When the general saw my brother

on this horse he had something pleasant to say to him about

"my colt," as he designated this horse.

As the winter approached, the climate in West Virginia moun-

tains caused Rosecrans' Army to abandon its position on Big
Sewell and retreat westward. General Lee was thereupon

ordered to South Carolina. The 3rd Regiment of the Wise

Legion was subsequently detached from the army in Western

Virginia and ordered to the South Carolina coast, where it was

known as the 6oth Virginia Regiment under Colonel Starke.

Upon seeing my brother on this horse, near Pocotaligo, in South

Carolina, General Lee at once recognized the horse, and again

inquired of him pleasantly about his colt. My brother then

offered him the horse as a gift, which the general promptly de-

clined, and at the same time remarked: "If you will willingly

sell me the horse I will gladly use it for a week or so to learn its

qualities." Thereupon my brother had the horse sent to General

Lee's stable. In about a month the horse was returned to my
brother, with a note from General Lee stating that the animal

suited him, but that he could no longer use so valuable a horse

in such times unless it were his own; that if he (my brother)

would not sell, please keep the horse, with many thanks. This

was in February, 1862. At that time I was in Virginia on the

sick list from a long and severe attack of camp fever, contracted

in the campaign on Big Sewell Mountain. My brother wrote

me of General Lee's desire to have the horse and asked me what

he should do. I replied at once : "If he will not accept it, then

sell it to him at what it cost me." He then sold the horse to

General Lee for $200 in currency, the sum of $25 having been
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added by General Lee to the price I gave for the horse in Sep-

tember, 1861, to make np for the depreciation in our currency

from September, 1861, to February, 1862.

In 1868 General Lee wrote to my brother stating that his horse

had survived the war and was known as "Traveller" (spelling

the word with a double T in good English style), and asking for

its pedigree, which was obtained as above mentioned and sent

by my brother to General Lee.

THOMAS L. BROIX.

CIIAULKSTOX. \V. Y.\., August, 1886.
*

i-KO.M GEN. I ITZttUGII LEE^S BOOK OX GEX. ROBERT E. LEE, 1894.

"Traveller," the most distinguished of the General's war-

horses, was born near Blue Sulphur Springs, in West Virginia,

and was purchased by General Lee from Major Thomas L.

Broun, who bought him from Captain James W. Johnson, the

son of the gentleman who reared him. General Lee saw him

first in West Virginia and afterwards in South Carolina, and was

greatly pleased with his appearance. As soon as Major Broun

ascertained that fact the horse was offered the general as a gift,

but he declined, and Major Broun then sold him. He was four

years old in the spring of 1861, and therefore only eight when
the war closed. He was "greatly admired for his rapid, springy

walk, high spirit, bold carriage and muscular strength." When
a colt he took the first premium at the Greenbrier Fair, under

the name of Jeff Davis. The General changed his name to

Traveller. He often rode him in Lexington after the war, and

at his funeral Traveller followed the hearse. He was appraised

by a board in August, 1864, at $4,600 in Confederate currency.
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From the Jackson Clarion-Ledger, December, 1907.

SEED COVER OF THE CONFEDERACY.

The Famous Boy Company of Richmond, Commanded by

Captain W. W. Parker The Confederate Women
Their Encouragement and Efforts Were Behind

the Movements of the Men in the Field.

In the Great War Between the States, from 1861 to 1865, the

Confederate States, because of the great odds in numbers and

resources of every kind, including recruits from Europe enter-

ing the armies of the Union, had to have in the Confederate

armies every musket available in its defense. It was a common
remark during the war that the South was "robbing the cradle

if not the grave," and this was nearer true than is commonly
believed, when we consider what is generally recognized as the

"arms-bearing population of the country," from eighteen to forty

or forty-five years of age, even when in extremity the greatest

drafts are made to fill the ranks of armies in wars. The Con-

federate armies had in its ranks many boys from fourteen to

sixteen, and men as old as sixty-five in great numbers before

the close of the war.

This condition of affairs necessarily brings out the fact that

the women of the South were so patriotic that their encourage-

ment, and indeed, their efforts, was behind such movements in

ours, the most bloody and costly war of the centuries. In my
reading of history I learn that in all great and patriotic up-

heavals "women have always risen to the highest ideals of

courage and devotion," and perform their duty and part in equal

earnestness and sacrifice as the men who fill the ranks of the

armies of war. This was the case in ancient Judea, in Sparta,

in the Netherlands, in Spain and Germany, in our own Revolu-

tionary War, and, in fact, with women all over the world. Their

courage and moral heroism generally surpasses that which ani-

mated the soldiers in the front; but none in any age, in no
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country, surpassed the patriotism, sufferings, sacrifice, devotion

and Ions suffering of the women of the South during the Civil

War. These splendid traits were more conspicuous immedi-

ately after the war, amid the ruin, desolation and despoiling

legislation which followed its close.

OLD .\rijr.\1.\TAXCKS.

At the recent reunion at Richmond, Va., of the United Con-
federate Vetrans, the writer had vividly recalled to his memory
and met many of the young Confederate soldiers, whose heads

were just beginning to grow gray, belonging to a company of

artillery from Richmond, composed nearly entirely of beard-

less boys from fourteen to eighteen years of age. The company
was known as the "Parker Battery," commanded by Captain
W. W. Parker, a very religious member of one of the leading
Methodist Churches of Richmond, Va. It was also known as

the "boy company" because only the officers were of age, and

possibly a few other members. It was organized in the late

spring or summer of 1862, when General McClellan with the

Union Army was hammering at the very gates of the city. At
the time the conscript law was being agitated, and parents could

scarcely hold the boys in hand. To meet the situation several

churches asked Dr. Parker to form a company of boys, and

when he consented nearly every boy who could, or felt he could,

be a soldier tried to enlist, and this, too, generally with the con-

sent of their parents, for otherwise the boys would have been

likely to have run off and enlisted anyway. The company was a

pretty green one, including the captain, lieutenants, drivers and

all the members of the battery ; they had had little or no experi-

ence in drilling, in caring for the horses attached to the guns,
and in every respect was a very crude organization.

After General Lee had driven General McClellan from the

gates of Richmond and began to move towards Maryland in

the first campaign of invasion across the Potomac, the "boy

company" reported to Colonel S. D. Lee, who had a battalion of

three batteries of artillery, all of whom had seen service in battle.

When on the march towards the battlefield of Second Manassas

the "boy company" reported to make the fourth battery of the
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battalion. When the battery reported Colonel Lee was shocked

that such a company of immature boys should be sent to him

while on the march against the enemy. He, however, took the

situation in at once, took hold of the company and drilled and

disciplined it in season and out of season, nearly exhausting-

officers, men, drivers and horses in whipping them into shape

for service. The strictest discipline was continuously enforced,

and the colonel soon saw he was not very popular with the new

company in fact, he saw he was greatly condemned by officers

and the entire company ;
but there was no let-up in his effort to

prepare the company for the battle to take place in the near

future. In ten or twelve days after the "boy company" joined

the battalion it was facing the army of General Pope on the

battlefield of Second Manassas, but the strenuous attention given

the company had fitted them by drill in the handling of their

guns. The colonel nursed them all the time
;
his post of duty

was with them as much as he could spare the time. On August

30, 1862, the battalion of artillery was in the centre of the Con-

federate line of battle, General Longstreet's corps being on its

right and General Jackson's on the left. The eighteen guns
were all together during the battle, and the "boy company" was

carried by the colonel close up to the enemy, firing on the flank

of the troops attacking General Jackson in the famous railroad

cut. The company of boys acted splendidly and did as well as

any veteran battery in General Lee's army, but only a few of

them were wounded in the battle.

CAPTAIN PARKER'S PIETY.

As stated, Captain Parker was a very religious man, and he

often held prayer-meeting in the camp at night after a day's

march. In the great roar of the battle of Second Manassas, when

every gun on both sides, artillery and infantry, were being fired

rapidly by the contending forces, the columns of the enemy upon
which the battalion of artillery was playing began to waver, and

to retreat, and finally were driven routed off the field. As the

enemy broke, a little fourteen-year-old boy in the "boy company"
was in the act of ramming a shell down his gun. The sight of

the fleeing enemy was too much for him; he stopped pushing
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the cartridge home, and ran up to Captain Parker exclaiming:

"Captain, the Yankees are running, let us give thanks." The

Captain replied: "Xo, ram that shell down and let 'em have it,

and we will thank God after awhile." The colonel, who was near

the gun, and who was at that time a religious man, went up to

the Captain and putting his hand on the Captain's shoulder

said, "Captain,, was not that remark rather disrespectful to God?"

He replied, "You wicked man, I would rather have had any
man in the Southern Confederacy have, heard me make that

remark than you." I was proud of my "boy company," but did

not relax in my drilling or discipline on the march ; and while

I could see a partial change toward their commander, I could

see that I still had their dislike and that they thought I was too

partial to their company, and would prefer that I would be more

attentive to the other three batteries of the battalion. President

Davis said of Colonel Lee in this battle : "I have reason to be-

lieve that at the last great conflict on the field of Manassas, he

served to turn the tide of battle and consumate the victory." It

was not of Colonel Lee, but his splendid battalion of artillery,

including the "boy company," that turned the tide of battle.

Not long after the battle of the Second Manassas came Sharps-

burg, for one day the bloodiest battle of the entire war. Here,

as at the battle of the Second Manassas, the battalion of artil-

lery was in the thickest of the battle, near the Dunker Church,

close to the bloody cornfield and the "bloody angle." The artil-

lery was in the open field, and besides facing the battle of the

enemy in front, was enfiladed by heavy Parrott guns far across

Antietam Creek. The battalion of five batteries was almost

wrecked on the bloody field, fully one-third of the men and

horses were killed and wounded; over 85 men and 100 horses

lying around the guns. The "boy company" were real heroes ;

notwithstanding 30 of their number were dead or wounded

around their guns, they never flinched. With difficulty the bat-

talion of artillery was relieved early in the morning of Septem-

ber 1 7th, and moved a short distance to the rear to refit and

replenish with ammunition. While refitting, my heart went out

to the brave boys, whose nerves I could see could not be other-

wise than shocked and rattled; after refitting I found that only

two guns out of the four carried into battle in the morning could
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be carried into battle again. I addressed the "boy company" as

follows : "You are boys, but you have this day been where men

only dare to go! Some of your company have been killed and

many have been wounded, but recollect, that it is a soldier's fate

to die ! Now, every man of you who is willing to return to the

field, step two paces to the front!" The brave boys responded
at once, described by another as follows : "Weak, almost dazed

by the scenes of horror through which we had passed, stern duty
calls and we obey. The significant 'two paces' is stepped and a

volunteer section, led by Lieutenant J. Thompson Brown, return

and moves to confront the now exultant enemy."

LASTING TIES.

After the bloody battle of Sharpsburg, Colonel Lee let up on

the "boy company." He and they were ever afterwards friends.

The little fellows loved their commander, and never failed to

divide with him anything they had gathered in foraging which

they might have on hand ; he was the recipient of fruit, eggs,
and even more substantial luxuries when there was any among
the boys- of Parker's Battery. Now he treasures the precious

memory of that noble company of boys, and the survivors love

him, and he also loves them as only men can love each other

who have been through the scenes in battle of a great war. Re-

cently at the Richmond reunion he met six or eight of the "boy

company," who live in Richmond, and he was deeply touched

as they came around him, and put their hands and arms about

him and recalled the scenes and incidents of the great battles of

Second Manassas and Sharpsburg. Not long after this Colonel

Lee was promoted and moved for service to the West. He was

assigned to duty at Vicksburg in November, 1862, but he ever

afterward followed with pride the gallant and true "boy com-

pany" (Parker's Battery) which served to the close of the war

and surrendered at the general collapse at Appomattox.

The "boy company" (Parker's Battery) was but one of many
such companies of boys organized during the great war, and I

will now mention one company, composed entirely of Mississippi

boys, the captain of which was Captain W. A. Montgomery,
now of Edwards, Miss., who was only about eighteen years of
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age. This company, after the fall of Vicksburg, served under

my command for a long time. Captain Montgomery had about

thirty dare-devil boys who lived almost all the time inside of the

lines of the enemy. They were invaluable as scouts. The only
trouble with them was that they were always too anxious to fight

and follow their dare-devil captain in a charge. They never

counted the odds as a rule, but were as reckless as reckless boys
could be. During the war I learned to trust boys as soldiers as

reliantly as men in battle. In fact, there was scarcely a regiment
or company in the Confederate Army towards the close of the

war that did not have nearly a score of boys under eighteen years

of age in their ranks. I glory in the boys of our Southland, for

I learned this during the great war, and they stand only second

to my love and veneration for the women of the South. Our

splendid Southern women, Confederate women and their daugh-

ters, never tire in their patriotism. They are now all over

the territory of the ex-Confederate States, placing monuments

at every county seat to commemorate the valor, patriotism and

sacrifice of the Confederate soldier. In overcoming almost in-

surmountable difficulties they have erected and have lately un-

veiled the splendid monument in Richmond to our beloved

President Davis. It did my heart good when the veterans of

Mississippi recently in reunion at Meridian passed a resolution

to ask the Legislature of Mississippi to erect a monument to

commemorate the unsurpassed patriotism of the Confederate

women during the bloody Civil War.
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From the X. (). Picayune, September 15, 1907.

BOY SOLDIERS.

Captain Dinkins Asks Each State to Count Her Young
Heroes Lads Who Went from Schoolroom and

Playground to the Grim Work of War.

Having read a statement recently that one county in Virginia

gave nine boys under seventeen years of age to the Confederate

cause, I am induced by every feeling of pride and patriotism for

my native (Madison) County, State of Mississippi, to make

record, as well as comparison of the boys who volunteered from

that county, and I tender my thanks to the Canton Picket and

Canton Times for kindly aiding in the matter.

It will be noted that six entered the service at fifteen, twenty-
nine at sixteen, and five at seventeen years of age.

It is almost certain the list is incomplete, but I am only able

to give the following:

Richard Courtney, fifteen
;
Landon C. Cheek, fifteen

;
Mat

Chambers, fifteen
;
W. L. McKee, fifteen

; Joseph Tucker, fifteen
;

Charles Vanhouten, fifteen; Leon Bailey, sixteen; A. B. Cole-

man, sixteen
;
Horace Coleman, sixteen ; W. F. Dancy, sixteen

;

Addison Dancy, sixteen; James Dancy, sixteen; James Din-

kins, sixteen
;
W. Scott Field, sixteen

; Wesley Drane, sixteen
;

Richard Denson, sixteen; David Galtney, sixteen; J. M. Graf-

ton, sixteen; W. H. Howcott, sixteen; J. P. Hickman, sixteen;

Charles Handy, sixteen; Junius Mahoon, sixteen; Robert M.

Mosby, sixteen; H. D. Priestley, sixteen; Wm. Priestley, six-

teen; John H. Rogers, sixteen; Winter Shipp, sixteen; Samuel

Shipp, sixteen; P. R. Sutherland, sixteen; Ludlow Smith, six-

teen; Alonzo Sims, sixteen; Theophrastus Sims, sixteen; Jacob
Troutman, sixteen; John Willis, sixteen; Wallace Wood, six-

teen
; James L. Finley, seventeen ; Harry Field, seventeen

;

George Harvey, seventeen; V. H. Kyle, seventeen; David Sad-

ler, seventeen.
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Doubtless there are eounties or parishes which can show

as good a record, and I beg to suggest that it would be a grace-

ful act on the part of each State historian to compile the names

of the boys and file them in their State rooms, Confederate

Museum, at Richmond, and in Memorial Hall, New Orleans,

where it is my purpose to place this paper. I would like to see

as much truthful history written as can be done, and full credit

should be given to the boys for their courage, endurance, patriot-

ism and soldiery qualities. No matter from what county or State

he hails, his record is a proud heritage for the South and should

be preserved. As time passes, people, even in the North, begin

to wonder at the character of those boys, and I believe the time

is not far distant when all the people will join in doing justice

to their virtues.

I urge every newspaper in the South, and those of Mississippi

in particular, to record the names of the boys, and let the banner

county have the glory and distinction of having furnished the

greatest number in proportion to population.

JAMES DINKINS.
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From the N. O. Picayune, October 13, 1907.

FOLLOWING MORGAN'S PLUME THROUGH
INDIANA AND OHIO.

Recollections of the Last and Greatest Campaign of the

Famous Confederate Chieftain.

By GEORGE DALLAS MOSGROVE.

"There lived a knight, when knighthood was in flower,

Who charmed alike the tilt-yard and the bower."

Gen. Basil W. Duke.

The soldiers of the Civil War are ever ready to recite reminis-

cences of camp and field. They forgive, but they cannot forget.

Fresh in memory are scenes of life and light, of courage and

death, of rollicking gayety and abject despair, of music and

dancing, of the piteous cry of the wounded, the exultant shout

of the victor and the imprecation of the vanquished.
A mere boy, I left my old Kentucky home to follow the plume

of General John H. Morgan, the beau sabreur who rode far

into the enemy's country, greeting the sons of the morning with

a strange new flag.

In person General Morgan was notably graceful and hand-

some. Six feet in height, his form was perfect, a rare combina-

tion of grace, activity and strength. The prince of Kentucky
cavaliers, Morgan was the peer of the immortals Stuart and

Hampton, Forrest and Wheeler. Associated with him, always
second in command, was Basil W. Duke, the Baron Henry of

the youthful cavalrymen the flower of "old Kentucky."

TACTICS AND STRATEGETICS.

While Morgan was bold in thought and action, he neglected
no precaution that would insure success or avert disaster. His

rapidly formed plans, promptly and brilliantly executed, sur-

prised his friends and confounded his foes. He was the origi-
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nator of the far-reaching raid, and the author of a system of

tactics and strategy that was novel and effective. When invad-

ing a "far country," preferably when

"The bloom was on the alder

And the tassel on the corn,"

he marched swiftly and continuously, much of his success being

due to his possession of a faculty that enabled him to move with

as great facility and confidence without maps and guides as with

them. When advancing he rarely declined to fight, believing

that then a concentration of superior forces against him was

more difficult, the vigor of his enemy being somewhat paralyzed

by the celerity of his own movements and the mystery that in-

volved them. When retreating, however, he would resort to

every strategem to avoid battle, fearing that while fighting one

enemy another might overtake and assail him.

THE OHIO RAID.

Lee was marching toward Pennsylvania and Bragg, in danger
of being overwhelmed by Rosecrans, directed Morgan to create

a diversion by marching into Kentucky and threatening Louis-

ville. Being essential a free lance, accustomed to independent

action, Morgan determined to cross the Ohio River, General

Bragg's order to the contrary notwithstanding. Hitherto the

career of the cavalry chieftain had been brilliantly successful

but the contemplated long ride from the sunny hills of Tennes-

see through Kentucky, Indiana and Ohio was to end in grave
and almost irreparable disaster.

In high feather and in full song Morgan's gallant young

cavalrymen formed in column, looking toward Kentucky. There

were two brigades, the one commanded by Colonel Basil W.

Duke, the other by Colonel Adam R. Johnson. Following the

cavalry were four pieces of artillery a section of three-inch

Parrott guns and two twelve-pound Howitzers. When General

Morgan, tastefully dressed and superbly mounted, rode along
the column, going to the front, the men cheered and sang their

song:
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"Here's the health to Duke and Morgan,
Drink it down;

"Here's the health to Duke and Morgan,
Drink it down;

"Here's the health to Duke and Morgan,

Down, boys, down, drink it down."

To this ovation General Morgan, hat in hand, smilingly bowed

his acknowledgement and appreciation. When Colonel Duke,

with flashing eye and flowing plume, appeared there were more

cheers and another song, "My Old Kentucky Home." When
the bugles again sounded the cavaliers, two thousand four hun-

dred and sixty effective men,

"With all their banners bravely spread,

And all their armor flashing high,"

moved from Alexandria, Tenn., June n, 1863, toward the Cum-
berland River.

THROUGH IvEISTTUCKY.

When the raiders arrived at Burkesville, on the Cumberland

River, the river was at flood tide, and a detachment of Judah's

formidable cavalry was on the opposite shore. No commander

less resolute or more timorous than Morgan would have at-

tempted to cross the swollen stream in the face of a threatening

enemy. As visual, however, he deceived the Federals by doing
what was least expected of him. Having crossed the river and

dispersed the opposing troopers, he boldly and swiftly marched

due north, leaving a strong force of Federal cavalry in his rear.

Adhering to his policy of fighting, instead of avoiding, all troops

that opposed him when advancing, Morgan was unfortunate on

this great raid, even in Kentucky, where on former occasions he

had been signally successful. On the Fourth of July he under-

took to capture a small force of Michigan infantry occupying
a naturally strong and skillfully-fortified position in a bend of

the Green River. Replying to a demand for his surrender, the

Commander, Colonel H. Moore, said : "This is Independence

Day. I shall not lower my flag without a fight." Having re-

peatedly assaulted the position, and lost in killed and wounded
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nearly one hundred of his most gallant men, the discomfited

Morgan made a detour and marched away, leaving his dead and

wounded comrades to the tender mercies of the Federal Com-

mander, who was no less humane than he was brave.

Marching to Lebanon, the raiders captured the garrison, about

three hundred men, but not without the loss of fifty of their

comrades, among the killed being Lieutenant Tom Morgan, the

general's brother, a mere boy, the idol of the command.

At Springfield Morgan began to send detachments in various

directions, and to further mystify the pursuing and environing

Federals he resorted to the telegraph, a resource that had often

served him on former daring expeditions. Attached to his staff

was an expert telegraph operator named George A. Ellsworth,

whom the men called "Lightning." Having cut a wire, Ells-

worth would connect his own instrument with the line and take

off the dispatches. If none of interest came his way he would

place himself in communication with the Federal commanders.

If Morgan had 1,000 men, "Lightning" would gravely inform

them that he had 2,000. Locating the detachments promis-

cuously, he would have the main column and detached squadrons

marching in directions contrary to their objective points.

Leaving Springfield, Morgan deflected from the straight

northward route, hitherto pursued, and marched westward to

Bardstown, threatening Louisville. By this time the "rough
riders" had become weary and sleepy. While the column was

making the night march from Springfield to Bardstown, the

brilliant Colonel Alston, Chief of Staff, sought "nature's sweet

restorer" on the veranda of a roadside residence, and awoke to

find himself in the hands of the pursuing Federal cavalry.

From Bardstown the Confederates marched rapidly to Brand-

enburg, on the Ohio River, forty miles below Louisville.

CROSSING THE RIVER.

When the column reached Brandenburg, early in the morn-

ing of July 8, General Morgan was delighted to find two good
steamboats lying at the wharf, the transports having been se-

cured by two of his most adventuresome captains, Sam Taylor

and Clay Meriwether, who had been sent in advance for that

purpose.
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Impatient of delay, Morgan made immediate preparations to

cross the river. A dense fog prevented his seeing what was on

the other side, but he knew that a strong force of determined

Federal cavalry was close upon his rear. A shot from a rifled

cannon and a volley of musketry announced the presence of an

unseen enemy on the Indiana shore.

The disappearing mist, however, soon revealed a small force

of combatants, presumably militia, and one piece of artillery,

mounted upon two wheels of an ordinary road wagon. The

first shot from one of the Parrott guns made the patriotic Indi-

anians, unused to war's alarms, nervous, and the second induced

them to abandon their "battery" and flee to the wooded hills,

six hundred yards from the river.

When two dismounted regiments had been transferred to

the opposite shore, a small gunboat appeared and viciously

threw shells at the Confederates on both sides of the river. For

about an hour there was an interesting duel between the belli-

cose steamer and the Parrott guns planted on a high bluff on

the Kentucky shore. To General Morgan it was a supreme
moment a time to try his soul. Two of his best regiments
were separated from their comrades by the intervening river,

and General Hobson's strong column of fine cavalry was closely

pressing his rear. To his great relief, however, the saucy and

disquieting little gunboat suddenly and unexpectedly withdrew

from the combat, and, standing up the river, disappeared from

view. By midnight Morgan's entire command had crossed to

the Indiana shore. Duke's merry cavaliers, strangers in a

strange land, singing

"Here's the health to Duke and Morgan,
Drink it down,"

marched to a point six miles from the river and went into camp
for a brief rest. The rear guard of Johnson's Brigade, the last

to cross the river, stopped on the margin of the stream long

enough to burn the transprts and to wave their hats, bidding
Hobson's pursuing cavalry, then on the other shore, good-by.

Then, following the column, they sang:
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"The race is not to them that's got
The longest legs to run,

Nor the battle to that people
That shoots the biggest gun."

At Corydon, fifteen miles north of the river, a force of militia,

or home guards, formidable in numbers only, attempted to delay
the march, but when the advance guard charged their barricade

of fence rails in front and a regiment threatened their flank,

they unhesitatingly fled.

At Salem, thirty miles further north, there was a similar occur-

rence. Apparently the whole of Indiana was in arms, one

blast upon a native's horn being worth a thousand men. The
home guards were patriotic and commendably brave, but their

inexperience and lack of discipline rendered them ineffective

when opposing the march of Morgan's veteran cavaliers.

From Salem the column moved eastward to Vienna, where

Ellsworth captured the telegraph operator and put himself in

communication with Louisville and Indianapolis, sending the

usual fiction regarding Morgan's movements and receiving de-

sirable information as to those of the enemy.
As the invaders advanced, marching rapidly day and night,

the needlessly alarmed people fled from their homes, leaving
doors wide open and cooked "rations" invitingly displayed in

kitchen and dining hall, the quantity being great and the

quality good. If the fleeting horsemen from Dixie fared sumpt-

uously every day and night in a land where they had no friends,

what must have been the abundance that greeted the swiftly

pursuing cavalry, composed largely of Kentuckians, Ohioans

and "Michiganders."
At Vernon Morgan found himself confronted by the usual

hostile multitude. Having thrown out detachments to threaten

and deceive, he sent a truce flag to the commandant, courte-

ously requesting him to capitulate. This overture the Federal

officer declined, asking, however, for an armistice of two hours

that the non-combatants might be removed beyond the zone

of danger. Always humane, the Confederate chieftain readily

granted the request. While the non-bellicose people were be-

ing removed from the town, the wily Morgan adroitly aban-
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doned the siege, and, making a detour, marched away, leaving

the warlike force at Vernon unmolested.

What especially impressed the thoughtful men of Morgan's

raiders was the dense population, apparently untouched by the

demands of the war. In one day they encountered at least ten

thousand home guards. Plainly the invaders were facing a con-

dition, not a theory. The Morgan men, pardonably I think,

point with pride to the fact that in a land swarming with their

enemies, they burned only one private dwelling, and even that

one would have been left uninjured had not a hostile band made

a fortress of it. Their sins were many, but burning houses,

making war on women and children and mistreating prisoners

were not among them.

THE MARCH AROUND CINCINNATI.

Dispersing or eluding all hostile forces, cutting telegraph

wires and throwing out detachments to deceive the Federal

officers, Morgan marched swiftly on and on, day and night, night

and day, until he reached Harrison, Ohio, where he began to

maneuver to mystify the commanding officer at Cincinnati. He
had reason to believe that the city was garrisoned by a strong

force under General Burnside, and that a supreme effort would

be made to intercept and capture him when he should attempt

to cross the Hamilton and Dayton Railroad.

After two or three hours' halt at Harrison the column moved

directly toward Cincinnati, all detachments coming in before

nightfall. Hoping that his previous demonstrations would in-

duce a concentration of Federal troops up the railroad, and

that if any were left at Cincinnati his subsequent threatening

movements would cause them to withdraw into the city and

remain on the defensive, permitting him to march around it

without attacking him. General Morgan sought to approach as

near the city as possible, without actually entering it, and involv-

ing his command in a conflict with any garrison that might be

there. Having started that morning, July 13, from a point

fifty miles from Cincinnati, and reaching the vicinity of the city

in the night, he had found it impossible to obtain any definite

information as to the location or strength of the enemy. More-

over, of the two thousand four hundred and sixty effective
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troopers with which he had started from far-away Tennessee,

he had scarcely two thousand left. He could find sufficiently

strenuous employment for this force without running into a

labyrinth of unfamiliar streets and among houses, every one of

which might be made a fortress from which an unseen enemy,
soldier or citizen, could shoot his men from their horses, causing

confusion, if not irretrievable disaster.

The men in the ranks and the officers as well, were worn and

demoralized by the fatigue of continuous marching and the loss

of sleep. Besides, General Morgan had given himself a par-

ticular work to perform. He was going to Buffington Island

before attempting to re-cross the river as planned before start-

ing on the long raid.

The night march aroung the city was extremely difficult and

hazzardous. The many suburban roads were confusing, especi-

ally as the night was intensely dark. Small bonfires of paper
and such inflammable material as could be found were used to

light the way. The danger of taking the wrong road was al-

ways imminent, the rear battalions often being at a loss to

ascertain which one of the many roads had been taken by those

in advance, from whom they had been separated by reason of

much straggling and the confusion incident to the darkness of

the night, the horses' tracks on the much-traveled roads furnish-

ing no clew as to the route taken by General Morgan, who rode

in front. The direction in which the dust "settled or floated*'

was the most reliable guide, as when the night is calm, as on

this occasion, the dust stirred up by a column of cavalry will

remain suspended in the air for a time, moving slowly in the

same direction that the horses which have disturbed it are

traveling.

Strong men fell from their saddles, and at every halt the

officers, themselves exhausted, were compelled to use heroic

measures to arouse .the men who, having fallen from their

horses, were sleeping in the road. Not a few crept off into the

fields and slept until they awoke to find themselves in the hands

of the enemy. When day dawned the column had passed

through Glendale, a beautiful suburban village, within sight of

the city's spires, and was near the Little Miami Railroad, the

last point where Morgan thought he would encounter serious
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opposition. Having crossed the railroad unopposed the column

halted, and the horses were fed within sight of Camp Dennison.

That evening the weary Southerners were at Williamsburg,

twenty-eight miles east of Cincinnati, having marched more than

ninty miles in thirty-five hours, the greatest march that even

Morgan had ever made.

EXCHANGING HORSES.

On an expedition such as the "Ohio Raid" the exchanging,
or impressment, of horses is a military necessity. When Morgan
crossed the Ohio River his men were riding fine Kentucky

horses, many of them thoroughbred, peculiarly adapted to ser-

vice on a long and exhausting raid into an enemy's country,

but they had their limitations. Traveling rapidly and continu-

ously a distance of a thousand miles was too much, even for

horses that were "bred in Old Kentucky, where the meadow

grass is blue." When the Kentucky cavalryman exchanged his

faithful equine freind for an Indiana or Ohio farm horse, he did

so reluctantly, even tearfully, and felt that he had made a bad

"trade." Some of the raiders necessarily "swapped horses"

three or four times within twenty-four hours. To the cavalry-

man who is far from his base, and dismounted, visions of prison
life appear, and if a horse is anywhere within reach he will

"capture" it, peacefully if he can, forcibly if he must.

MUSIC BY THE BAND.

Relieved of the depressing suspense incident to the march

around Cincinnati, and having enjoyed a night's rest at Williams-

burg, the invaders resumed their merry ways. Looking toward

the bordering little hills beyond the river they began to sing,

"The Old Kentucky Home." Among them were many mu-

sicians, white and colored. Somewhere, en route, they had "con-

fiscated" two violins, a guitar and a banjo. The sentimental

guitarist was softly singing "Juanita," when he was interrupted

by a rollicking fiddler who played "The Hills of Tennessee."

Simultaneourly another gay violinist broke one of his three

strings in an attempt to play "The Arkansaw Traveler," and then
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inconsiderately threw away the fiddle and the bow. A home-

sick little darky took possession of the banjo and sang :

"All up and down the whole creation,

Sadly I roam,

Still longing for the old plantation,

And for the old folks at home."

TO CAPTIVITY LED.

Bugle sounds interrupted the inharmonic musicale, and soon

the cavaliers were in their saddles, bound for the ford at Bufring-

ton Island. On this march the fighting was almost continuous,

not only with the militia that industriously barricaded the roads,

but with encompassing regular troops. Even the women

frowned, their voluble speech being uncomplimentary. Neither

in Indiana nor in Ohio did Morgan's "Rough Riders" see any

"bright smiles to haunt them still."

Unfortunately for Morgan his column did not reach Buffing-

ton Island until after nightfall, July 18, too late to attempt the

crossing of the river, especially as the night was very dark. His

scouts informed him that the ford was guarded by three hun-

dred infantry, protected by an earthwork, and two heavy guns.

The delay was fatal. Early on the following morning, however,

about five hundred men succeeded in crossing the river, despite

the dense fog and the rising tide, unprecedented at that time of

the year. Unknown to Morgan, the infantry guard at the ford

had abandoned the earthwork some time in the night. At an

early hour the troops that had not crossed the river were at-

tacked simultaneously by Hobson's pursuing column and by

Judah's forces that had come up the river. At the same time

the gunboats appeared and promptly began to throw shells and

grapeshot into the ranks of the Confederates who, for a very

short time, made a gallant but hopeless fight. The ensuing

melee and demoralization I cannot describe. It is sufficient to

say that the combat ended in the dispersion and capture of

nearly the whole of Morgan's command.
In the early morning General Morgan rode into the river, but

when about half way across, seeing that the greater number of
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his men would be forced to remain on the Ohio shore, lie

turned and rode back to that side of the stream, resolved to

share the fate of his men.

Accompanying the raiders were a number of active and in-

telligent colored boys serving their young masters, to whom
they were singularly devoted. Among them was a little fellow

named "Box," a privileged character, whose impudent airs

were condoned by the cavaliers in consideration of his uniform

cheerfulness and enlivening plantation melodies. When Gen-

eral Morgan had returned to the Ohio shore he saw Box plunge
into the river and boldly swim toward the other side. Fearing
the little fellow would be drowned, the General called to him

to return. "No, Marse John," cried Box, "if dey ketch you dey

may parole you, but if dey ketch dis nigger in a free State he

ain't a-gwine ter git away while de wah lasts." Narrowly miss-

ing collision with a gunboat, Box crossed the river all right and

escaped southward to the old plantation.

With about one thousand gallant but hopeless men, General

Morgan withdrew from the melee at Buffington Island and rode

eastward, closely pursued by Hobson's indefatigable cavalry.

Weary and harassed, the Confederate chieftain continued to

elude his relentless pursuers for six days, when, his followers

reduced to two hundred men, he surrendered, July 26, to a de-

tachment of Hobson's Kentucky Cavalrymen Greek against

Greek. The sensational escape of Morgan and six of his cap-

tains from the Ohio prison is another story.
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MALVERN HILL.

Some Reminiscences of One of the Survivors of That

Famous Engagement.

All that the survivors of the "Lost Cause" have left are our

memories and our monuments. Our memories perish with us.

Soon our campfires will die out, the last reveille be sounded, as

one by one we answer the final roll-call. Our monuments we

bequeath to posterity as a perpetual legacy to commemorate the

sacrifices made to principles that are imperishable constitu-

tional government !

As one of the survivors I read with interest the reminiscences

of the veterans of the late Civil War. The perusal of the recent

articles in your Confederate Column has brought to mind my
experience at the battle of Malvern Hill, the culmination of the

Seven Days' Battles around Richmond. General Stephen D.

Lee, then Colonel of Artillery, in his report to General Mag-
ruder, says : "The enemy's artillery was admirably handled in

this action, and is admitted to have been the most terrible artil-

lery fire during the war."

Some conception of this terrible fire may be formed when it

is stated that the captain of one of the Federal batteries engaged

reports that his battery alone exploded four hundred rounds of

shell, five hundred and fifteen rounds of spherical case and sixty-

six rounds of canister, add to this the fire of other batteries and

the thousands of muskets engaged and the fire from the gun-

boats, some idea of the din may be formed. This famous battle

occurred over forty-five years ago, and yet the impressions made

on that fateful day were so impressible that the lapse of time has

failed to erase them.

This battle occurred July i, 1862. Our regiment, the i5th

Virginia, was encamped within about two miles of Richmond.

The night before my old comrade, C. A. Richardson, who has

contributed so much interesting matter to your columns, and the
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writer, "ran the block" to attend a "starvation party" given by
some ladies in our honor in the city. We reached camp in the

wee hours of the next morning. We found the camp deserted,

but our blankets and rifles were in our brush tents and only a

few sick and lame comrades to point out to us the route the

regiment had taken. We knew that if we did not catch up and

get in line before the battle began we would be liable to arrest

and court-martial for being absent without leave, so we struck

out before the sun was up, in the direction indicated, and

marched through the hot sun and the clouds of dust raised by

the wagons and artillery that thronged and obstructed the roads

to Malvern Hill.

We caught up with our comrades just before they reached

the battlefield of the day before Frazier's Farm and were ap-

palled by the sights, sounds and odors of that fearful contest.

Hundreds of dead Federal and Confederate, as well as horses,

were mingled together just as they fell, and under the fervid

heat of the summer sun began to emit most sickening odors
;

the wounded were groaning in temporary hospitals. We were

with Semrnes' Brigade, consisting of the I5th and 32nd Virginia,

5th and loth Louisiana, loth and 53rd Georgia, moved up within

1,200 yards of the enemy's batteries and held in reserve in a

ravine, and were subjected to a shelling unsurpassed for severity

in any conflict during the war. The concentration of our forces

was not completed until late in the day, and it was between 3

and 4 P. M. before the advance was made by Mahone's and

Wright's Brigades, which met with a terrible repulse. Such

was the accuracy of the fire of the enemy that the field was swept
clean. One of our batteries that went in with the above named

brigades did not have an opportunity to unlimber
;
the horses

being killed and the caissons blown up and guns dismounted

before they could get into action.

Soon the reserve was called for. We moved towards the right

and were ordered to charge with fixed bayonets through a

meadow, at a distance of about 500 yards, in full view of the

guns of the enemy. Before attaining the meadow we moved

through a body of woods and over a fence, the limbs from the

trees cut by the shells dropping on us and the rails of the fence

knocked from under us as we got over. In this body of woods
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were trees as large as a telegraph pole cut almost in two by
musket balls. On debouching into the meadow General Semmes'

coat was cut by a fragment of a shell and our colonel (Thos.

P. August) was severely wounded in his leg, but the colonel

was plucky. When the stretcher-bearers were about to bear

him from the field he made them halt, and amidst the storm of

lead and the shriek of shells, delivered this impassioned address :

"Boys, remember you belong to the old I5th Virginia, remem-

ber you are fighting for your homes and your firesides. Give

them h 1, d n 'em." The words were scarcely out of the

colonel's mouth before the stretcher-bearers were struck down
and the colonel, still bleeding, was tumbled ingloriously into a

ditch.

We continued to move obliquely until we reached the base of

the hill upon which was concentrated probably fifty or sixty of

the enemy's guns, belching grape and canister from their livid

mouths into our very faces, it being not over two hundred yards

from the base to the crest of the hill. The sun was nearly down.

Had the Rev. John Jasper been present at this point, his cele-

brated sermon "the sun do move" would never have been

preached, for, notwithstanding we prayed most fervently that

it would set, it hung in the heavens and seemed perfectly sta-

tionary for what appeared under the circumstances and excite-

ment of the occasion to be hours. About one hundred and fifty

of our regiment reached the base of the hill, in command of

Major John Stewart Walker, formerly captain of the Virginia
Life Guard, of Richmond (Company B), who assumed command
as soon as Colonel August was placed hors de combat. Here

we rested, under severe and continuous fire that did not admit

of our raising our heads from the ground. As twilight was

deepening into the shades of night, the word was passed down
the line to prepare to charge the crest of the hill. Major Walker

stood up with drawn sword and flashing eye and gave the com-

mand, "Forward, charge!" It was the last word this gallant

officer ever uttered. He fell, and was dragged into the little

branch which flowed at the foot of the hill and expired in the

arms of his brother, Captain Norman Walker. Thus perished
as brave a soldier as ever flashed his sword in any cause !

It was now quite dark, the sky clouded by the coming storm,
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and the muttering of thunder and the flash of lightning added

to the wildness of the scene, which was grand and terrific. The

fire of musketry and artillery now raged with great fury. The

hill was clothed in smoke and darkness, relieved only by the

.flashes of the guns. Complete darkness soon settled upon this

bloody field, but once in a while the hill would again become

a living flame, to which there was no reply from our side, for

those who were on the field had to hug Mother Earth to

escape death. Soon the storm of wind and rain was upon us,

adding to our discomforts, until about 9 o'clock the firing on

both sides ceased, the enemy having retreated to their gunboats,
and we retired to the woods to seek such shelter as the pro-

tecting branches afforded. The Federal loss in this battle was,

killed, wounded and missing, three thousand. The Confederate

loss was fully double this.

The battle of Malvern Hill was a disaster of a serious nature.

The demoralization of the brigades engaged was beyond con-

ception; regiments and companies were so mixed, mingled and

scattered that it took a day or two to get them together. The
loss of this battle was doubtless due to lack of concert of action,

misconception of orders and refusal in some instances to obey
them. What ought to have been the grand Confederate sequel
to the Seven Days' fights was a Federal victory, due to the con-

summate skill shown by McClellan in concentrating a last stand,

upon an almost impregnable position.

A portion of Semmes' Brigade (5th and loth Louisiana), who
were to the left of the I5th Virginia Regiment, charged through
the enemy's lines, and some of them were found dead fifteen or

twenty yards within the Federal lines the next morning. The
lines of the contending forces the next day could be traced and

defined by the dead who fell on each side as they stood in battle

array. Thus ended one of the fiercest battles of the war.

J". STAUNTON MOORE,,

Company B, I5th Virginia Infantry.
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BATTLEFLAG OF THE SOUTH FLIES ON
ENGLISH LAWN.

Singular Devotion of a Foreigner to Lost Cause Arouses

Interest of Veterans Wished to Serve in War
Banner Has Been Raised and Lowered

Every Day for Nearly Forty Years.

To Gerald Smythe, Esq., of England, Lee Camp, of this city,

has paid merited tribute in recognition of singular devotion on

the part of a foreigner to the Lost Cause, so dear to the hearts

of the veterans of the South. The appreciation of the camp is

expressed in a letter to Mr. Smythe informing him of his election

as an honorary member of the body a signal honor, rarely

bestowed.

The matter was brought to the attention of the camp in a

letter from Captain W. Gordon McCabe to Judge George L.

Christian. During the summer Captain McCabe spent several

months abroad, and while in England he became acquainted with

a most unusual circumstance, which he communicated to the

veterans at length through the letter to Judge Christian. The

incident is best described in the words of Captain McCabe him-

self.

A writer in the London Times, in reviewing, in October, Sir

George Trevelyan's 'American Revolution,' had made a bad

blunder touching the ancestry of General Charles Lee, con-

founding the Cheshire family with that from which sprung 'the

Lees of Virginia.'

THE DAYS OF OLD.

"I wrote a letter to the Times correcting the blunder, and,

fortunately, dated it from my London club, 'The Athenaeum.'

On the afternoon of the day on which it was published came to

me a most cordial letter from Gerald Smythe, Esq., one of the

solicitors for the London and Northwest Railway, stating that

he would greatly like to meet me, and proposing that I should
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at once come to his home at Putney for luncheon or dinner, or,

as they say in England, to 'dine and sleep.'

"He wrote me that he was an ardent 'Confederate' ;
had long

been a correspondent of Captain Robert E. Lee, of 'Roman-

coke/ and added that, if I would come he could promise me a

sight that would vividly recall to me 'the days of old/

"Within a few days I accepted his invitation, and you can

imagine my immense surprise, when, after a hearty hand-shake,

he led me on to his lawn and pointed to a tall flagpole from

which dallied the old 'battleflag' consecrated to us by so many
fond memories. He told me that his family had been soldiers

for generations ;
that his father had been a captain in the Eng-

lish Army, and that he had longed as a boy to quit school, cross

the ocean, and share the fortunes of the Confederacy. But from

that time he had remained a sturdy and steadfast 'Confederate/

and every day for nearly forty years has flown the Confederate

flag on his lawn. The flag is regularly raised at sunrise, lowered

at sunset, and placed at half-mast on April Qth, October I2th,

the anniversaries of the surrender and of General Lee's death.

"I found his library full of books relating to our war, and was

amazed at his minute knowledge of our Virginia campaign.
"Such invincible and romantic devotion to the 'Lost Cause'

merits, I think, proper recognition on the part of us old Con-

federates, and it has occurred to me that it would be eminently

fitting that Lee Camp should honor him with honorary member-

ship in that veteran organization.

"I need not say that not in the remotest manner did I ever

hint to Mr. Smythe that I should propose such a thing, and if

he is so elected the honor will come to him as a complete sur-

prise. But I know that it would also prove an immense gratifi-

cation to him."

The letter aroused the greatest interest among the veterans,

and the camp, as stated, unanimously elected Mr. Smythe an

honorary member, and a letter was at once drafted by the secre-

tary, to be mailed to him in England.
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From the Now Orleans, La., Picayune, October 27, 1907.

REMINISCENCES OF THE CONFEDERACY.

J. U. Payne, of New Orleans, La. His Devotion to, and
Sacrifices for, the Cause.

By C. H. COFFIN.

In the year 1892 I bought from Mr. J. U. Payne, of New Or-

leans, his summer home, Rosehart, Pass Christian, Miss. It

had been closed for some years. The grounds were grown up
with cane and weeds to a colossal height and were impenetrable.

The place fronts 250 feet on the Shell Beach Boulevard, from

which a beach lot sloped down to the Gulf of Mexico. From
this lot a pier 1,080 feet long extended to the channels in the

gulf. At the end of it was an octagon house containing eight

rooms, for tearooms and bathrooms, surrounded by a gallery.

About fifty yards beyond the bath-house was a dance platform
in the lake. In the olden times a negro band played on the plat-

form. In the evening the boats rowed up 'to the pier, which was

lighted, and guests were received and entertained there. During
the yachting season yachts were anchored along the channels

off the pier. On the shore was an old boathouse, with some de-

cayed boats as relics.

The house itself was built in three sections, having pavilions

around an open square called the "Plazita." The central section

was copied exactly in the building of Beauvoir, which was for

years the home of ex-President Davis, and about sixteen miles

east of Rosehart. The gallery, about fifteen feet wide and fif-

teen feet high, extended around the central pavilion, which was

on elevated pillars above the ground. The two side pavilions

contained bedrooms, kitchen, etc., a two-story gallery extend-

ing around them. In the rear were a windmill and deep well,

a laundry cottage and a bachelors' cottage, which was used for

housing bachelors over Sunday, and for card games at night.
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Between the plazita and the bachelors' cottage was an orange

grove containing seventy-five trees, from twenty to thirty feet

high, yielding the luscious Louisiana oranges, now nearly ex-

tinct, yet they were certainly the best oranges in the world.

These trees were in bloom nearly all the time, and we bitterly

lamented their loss by the great freeze of 1896. Back of these

were the vegetable gardens and stables, and on Second Street,

or Rear Road, were the long negro quarters. Behind these

quarters we owned a broad stretch of pine forest, extending back

beyond a beautiful bayou. We set the bayou in aquatic plants,

and built among the solemn pines a log resthouse for our many
invalid guests who needed "pine air." It took a large force of

men many months to dig out, replant and put this place in

order; but it made us a beautiful home for fourteen years and

was beloved by us all. It had been built by educated slaves

owned by Mr. Payne, out of timber cut on his ground and

thoroughly dried, in the year 1846, and the main part of the

house remains as sound to-day as then, although, owing to the

extremely damp climate, the life of lumber and timber there is

short.

Mr. Payne had used this house as a summer house
;

I bought
it for a winter home. He was at that time eighty-four years old,

and one of the most charming men I ever met. He told me it

would require seventeen servants to properly run the place, as

it had seventeen bedrooms. We got along, however, very nicely

with from seven to nine. His winter home in New Orleans

was one of the largest houses on this side of the ocean, con-

taining a great number of large rooms, and was built of brick

with ample grounds.

Prior to the war Mr. Payne was a strong Union man. His

most intimate and valued personal friend was Jefferson Davis.

They disagreed as to secession. Mr. Payne at that time owned

many sugar plantations in Louisiana and cotton plantations in

Mississippi. He also had offices and warehouses in New Or-

leans, .and was the largest exporter of cotton and sugar and the

greatest creator of foreign exchange. He owned 300 or 400

slaves, who were well cared for, contented and happy. He had

a large capital invested in business, and hundreds of planters
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were indebted to him for the supply of corn, bacon and house-

hold articles, it being the custom to.obtain these in advance from

their merchants and to pay when they sold their crops of cotton

and sugar. Nearly all the great planters were thus in debt. Mr.

Payne himself carried a considerable debt, and also carried a very

large cash balance.

When the seven States which first formed the Confederacy at

Montgomery, Ala., had passed their secession ordinances and

organized their Government by electing Jefferson Davis Presi-

dent, they seem for the first time to have thought about finances.

There is nothing more astonishing now than to look back and

see with what utter disregard of consequences and lack of plans

for the future that war was entered upon by the South. The

South had no store of arms and ammunition, except as nearly

every individual was the owner of a rifle or shotgun. They had

few small factories capable of making cannons, guns or powder,
and almost no clothing or shoe factories, and practically the

Southern States were given over to the growth of cotton. Their

leaders were highly intelligent people and held the "free trade"

doctrines taught by Mill and others, and in forming their Consti-

tution inserted a free trade clause, thus depriving themselves

of the benefit of custom revenues. They also, of course, main-

tained the doctrine of "State rights," and, therefore, did not

authorize their newly-created Government to collect the direct

tax necessary for carrying on the wr

ar; and when they had cre-

ated a president and cabinet, these officers found themselves

without any money or any provisions for setting in motion the

wheels of the new Government.

Mr. Davis telegraphed from Montgomery to Mr. J. U. Payne,
at New Orleans, announcing the formation of the Government

and saying: "Your State calls upon you to do your duty and

to come at once to Montgomery and bring with you all the

money you can raise.". Mr. Payne had been fortifying himself,

owing to the ominous outlook, and succeeded in raising and

took with him to Montgomery a large sum in gold coin, which

he turned over to Mr. Davis. The latter insisted that he should

have Government bonds for it, and there were accordingly

printed at the old printing office in Montgomery 750 bonds of

$1,000 each, roughly gotten up and promising "to pay sixty days
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after the declaration of peace or recognition of the Southern

Confederacy." These bonds remained in Mr. Payne's hands,

becoming, of course, entirely worthless, and long after the war

he gave to his favorite granddaughter enough of them to paper

her bedroom or boudoir. What became of the rest I do not

know. Mr. Payne's export business was, of course, stopped at

once by the Federal blockade. The planters who owed him were

unable to pay. The Federal troops later on seized his planta-

tions and destroyed most of the sugar, cotton press houses, and

even the fences. His great home in New Orleans, which was

crowded with works of art and vertu accumulated by years of

traveling and careful selections in Europe, was seized by the

Federals and used as a residence by some of the officers. Much
of the silver, paintings and bric-a-brac was shipped to New

England by Butler and other officers to their homes. This is

probably the origin of the story of General Butler and the

spoons. They were never recovered, and it was many years be-

fore Mr. Payne regained possession of his home in New Orleans.

Within the two years after the beginning of the war Mr.

Payne found himself stripped of every earthly possession of

value and in debt over $700,000. He bravely went to work to

pay this debt off, and after some sixteen or eighteen years of

hard work he succeeded in paying it all. When I last saw him

he was ninty-four or ninty-six years old, and was at his office

and dealing in cotton every day. I went in to pay my respects,

and told him I had come to New Orleans to buy a team of

horses. He at once jumped up and took his cane and, with

the beautiful manner which he had, insisted on going with me
to see that I fell into the hands of the right man and was properly

treated. He was a man of the purest life and most beautiful

spirit, and his manners were quite perfect. He died quietly in

his own home in the care of his daughter at the age of ninty-

seven, and out of debt. He was probably at the outbreak of the

war the second richest man in America, certainly the richest

man in the Southern States, his slave property alone having been

valued at $4,000,000.

Rosehart was named from a great heart-shaped rose bed be-

tween the house and the boulevard some seventy-eight feet in

diameter and containing 300 rosebuds, in which we took great
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pride. My wife, being a botanist, by extensively corresponding
and e changing with other rose-lovers in Florida, California, and

even Europe, contrived to restore and keep up the reputation of

the place for roses, so that we had at one time 700 or 800 bushes

in bloom. The roses there are fragile and cannot be shipped,

but are beautiful in texture, form and color, and all fragrant,

quite in contrast to the California roses. Some of the rare roses

we brought from California, which were without fragrance in

California, later assumed that quality in Rosehart.

Mr. Payne retained his friendship for Mr. Davis, who died in

his New Orleans home; but, of course, like all other old

Southerners, would have made great sacrifices for the old flag

long before he died.
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From the Times-Dispatch, January 5, 1908.

FITZHUGH LEE.

An Address Delivered on Fitzhugh Lee Day at the

Jamestown Exposition.

By Major ROBERT W. HUNTER.

On account of the insistent demand from people in the North,

South, and abroad, The Times-Dispatch prints in full the speech

delivered by Major R. W. Hunter at the Jamestown Exposition

on General Fitzhugh Lee upon the occasion of the day set apart

to honor the first president of the exposition. The address was

received with the greatest enthusiasm by those who had the

privilege of listening to it, competent critics have declared that

nothing that has so far been written about General Lee ap-

proaches the masterly paper presented, as follows :

Gentlemen of the Jamestown Tercentennial Exposition, Mr.

President, Ladies and Gentlemen:

In an address at a memorial meeting when General Fitz Lee

died, I said : "He fell with his harness on, overtaxed by the

strenuous work he had clone to make the coming Jamestown
celebration a grand success.

"Ulysses has gone to the Hesperides and there is none left

in Ithaca to bend his matchless bow."

There is reason to suppose if General Albert Sidney Johns-

ton had not been mortally wounded as he was riding forward

victoriously at Shiloh, that with the setting sun Grant would

have been crushed before Buell's reinforcements could have

saved him.

With a magnanimity unknown to smaller souls, General Rob-

ert E. Lee assumed the entire responsibility for the failure at

Gettysburg, although he knew, and the records remain to prove

it, that the fault was not his. Nothing that -can fairly be con-

strued as criticism of his subordinates ever escaped his noble
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lips, except what may be implied from his remark, made after

the war : "If General Jackson had been with me I would have

won a victory."

There was a time during the Revolutionary War when its fate

seemed to depend
'

upon a single man George Washington.

Fortunately, he survived to see the independence of his country.

The fall of the commanding general after the opening of the

battle assuming that he has all the requisites of leadership

has a paralyzing effect, from which it is hard, and generally im-

possible, entirely to recover. This is true, not only of contests

of hostile armies, but also of the great enterprises of peace in

the commercial and social world.

When, therefore, I express the opinion, very generally enter-

tained, that if Fitz Lee had lived this exposition would have been

more largely attended, and its financial results more satisfactory,

it must not be understood as in any wise a reflection upon the

able, devoted and public-spirited men who have administered its

affairs since his untimely death. Nay, more! When. all the

delays, difficulties and discouragements for which they were

not responsible, but with which they had to contend are con-

sidered, their achievement is marvelous.

An entertainment has been given to the country and the

world of greater educational and historic value, and upon a more

elevated plane, than has been afforded by any of the great ex-

hibitions of the past.

The strangers who have come within your gates have been

most cordially welcomed by the exposition officials, and the

courtesies which were extended to them at the Virginia and

other buildings will ever be a delightful recollection. What they
saw and learned here enlightened their minds, broadened their

views and expanded their patriotism, and impressed them "not

only with the sense of present pleasure, but with the pleasing

thought that in their .visit there was life and food for future

years."

For those who did not come we have profoundest pity, be-

cause they have lost the opportunity of their lives, so graciously
offered by the mother Commonwealth, of visiting, under the

most favorable and attractive conditions, the sacred places

within her borders, which ought to be dear to all our country-
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men, where the fires of liberty were first lighted and the founda-

tions of free representative government first laid upon this con-

tinent.

But why all this prologue? Why talk of "what might have

been"? To some, perhaps, the contemplation may not be one

of unalloyed satisfaction. But this is "Fitz Lee Day," and his

name and connection with this memorable exhibition can never

be dissociated.

Then, again, it affords the opportunity of grouping the con-

stituent elements of his splendid equipment "elements so mixed

in him" as to proclaim him the man of all others for the great

work to which he was called.

His selection as president of the Exposition Company was an

inspiration. It could not have been successfully launched with-

out him. There was no man then living in all the broad land

with such magnetic qualities none who blended so harmoni-

ously the essentials of success in a somewhat hazardous enter-

prise whereof patriotic sentiment was so large a factor.

Fitz Lee's prestige was unique. In his veins ran the blood

of heroes and statesmen who were among the foremost and most

famous in the Colonial Revolutionary and constructive periods

of our history. He bore a name dearest and most inspiring of

all names to the heart of our Southland, which had then become

recognized the world over as the synonym of the highest and

noblest attributes of humanity as exemplified in his near kins-

manthe greatest general of the English speaking race.

His military career had been exceptionally resplendent. In

nominating him for Governor, General William H. Payne, a

kindred spirit and devoted friend, in an address as classic and

elegant of its kind as I have ever heard, said of Fitz Lee : "As

a soldier he can stand unbonnetted to as proud a claim as the

most enthusiastic friendship dares assert for others.

"From the rising of the sun at Manassas even unto the going
down of the same at Appomattox, his place in every picture was

near the flashing of the guns.

"For four years his life was a battle and a march, and never

ending, restless, he drove across the war-convulsed iand. He
was like the Knights of Branksome Hall
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"\Ylio ahvavs wore' their armor bright

During the day and through the night;

\Yho carved at their meals

In gloves of steel,

And drank red wine through the helmet barred."

When the shattered remnant of the Army of Northern Vir-

ginia the goodliest fellowship of famous men whereof this world

holds record since the round table was broken, and its knights

were dispersed was dragging its slow length to Appomattox,
the post of honor, the post ever assigned to the bravest of the

brave, was allotted by our great hero to Fitz Lee, and here upon
this floor are living witnesses to the fidelity and skill with which

he discharged his perilous task.

And when the curtain fell at Appomattox upon the last act

of our splendid tragedy ;
when the flags were all furled and the

was drums ceased to throb along the broken line, under the

leadership of the gallant Gordon, he illuminated that dark hour

by one act of splendid chivalry,- which soothed its anguish and

effaced its shame
;
the flag of truce had entered the Confederate

line, and passing down the ranks was quenching the firing as it

came.

The men in wrath were breaking their muskets, or in tears

were parting their old battle flags among themselves. Turning
their backs upon the approaching messenger, as Nelson turned

his blind eye upon the retreat signal at Copenhagen, they rushed

down upon a still spiteful battery of the enemy and swept it from

the field. The messenger of peace found them standing over

their conquered spoil. The weapons they surrendered that day
were those they had just wrenched from the enemy

"It was not war, but it was splendid

As a dream of old romance."

Later on, in another connection, if I have the time, I will state

briefly the battles and operations under General Fitz Lee's

direction, which fix his place in our military annals not only

with the bravest and most dashing of our generals, but also

among the ablest and most skillful.

As farmer, fisherman and dairvman, he had made himself dear
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to the agricultural heart, and also to that of the working man
;

but these pursuits were too tame for his ardent, enterprising

spirit, and he sought the excitement and prizes of the political

arena.

His ambition was gratified by his elevation to the highest

office of the gift of our people the governorship of our grand
old Commonwealth which had once been filled by his grand-

father, "Light Horse Harry," a special favorite of Washington,
whose brilliant exploits in command of his Partizan Legion, and

splendid gifts as orator, author and statesman invest his memory
with enduring lustre.

Fitz Lee was one of the very best of our Governors. He

proved himself wise in counsel, upright and tactful in civil ad-

ministration, as he had been among the bravest of the brave in

those terrible days "when the grapes were of iron and the

vintage was of blood." This civic renown supplanted his firmly

established military fame.

No one who saw the grand procession down Pennsylvania

Avenue, or rode on the staff of General Fitz Lee, as I did, when
Cleveland was first inaugurated, need be told that there was that

indescribable magnetism in our Fitz, which captivated the

crowding thousands who lined the sidewalks and stirred the

multitudes there gathered from all parts of the country with

wildest enthusiasm.

President Cleveland jocularly called him to account for taking

the largest share of the cake, which had been baked for himself.

What a glorious thing it would be if the Jamestown Exposi-
tion Company could issue a clearing-house certificate, pay off

the paltry million or so that remain unsatisfied, sell the plant to

the government for a grand naval station, and then erect a

magnificent equestrian statue upon the parade ground named
in honor of its first president. It would be "a thing of beauty,"
of inspiration "and a joy forever." Then, indeed when the

taps are sounded and its lights put out it could well be said,

"Finis coronat opus."

Passing over minor matters we come now to the time, in the

career of Fitz Lee, when the eyes of the world were focused

upon him.

He was appointed consul-general at Havana by President
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Cleveland. Yellow fever was prevailing there, and the prospect

uninviting'. Some of his friends and family were apprehensive,

and to satisfy them he called a council of those closest to him.

When it met it was known at once that his mind was already

made up. With that quick apprehension the genius of far

discernment, characteristic alike of prophet, poet and great

soldier he had mentally reconnoitered the situation, and saw

the exposed flank of a rare opportunity. We wished him God-

speed, and drank with him 'a stirrup-cup.'

So clear had he been in his great office. With such consumate

tact, wisdom and firmness had he discharged the delicate, diplo-

matic functions devolved upon him, in the then highly inflamed

state of the Spanish mind, that President McKinley, recognizing

the eternal fitness of things, and the unanimous sentiment of

the country, kept him at the post of duty, which also at that time,

when treachery and conspiracy not only did their dark deeds in

the nighttime, but brazenly stalked abroad at noonday, was em-

phatically the post of danger.

As he stood there, calm and resolute, mens equa in arduis,

"as far from rashness as from fear," with the fate of nations in

his hand for the time, and the world's gaze upon him, he was

indeed "a sight for gods and men." Gloriously did he rise to

the height of the great argument, and meet the full demands

of the crisis.

I never felt so glad and so proud in all my life that "the right

man was in the right place," to uphold the country's highest

ideals and most sacred traditions, and that that man was a Vir-

ginian and Confederate soldier.

At length a point was reached when forbearance ceased to be

a virtue. Treaty obligations were scornfully violated, and our

country's honor was at stake. The circumstances were these:

Consul-General Lee called on Governor-General Weyler to ask

the release of an American citizen, who had been thrown into

jail on some trivial charge. Lee was courteous, and then, as

always, the gentleman. Weyler was the braggart, arrogant, con-

temptuous in tone and manner, and said to Lee : ''You must

understand, sir, that Cuba is now under martial law, and my
word is the supreme law of the land." The lion-heart of Lee

was aroused by his insolence, and looking him straight in the
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eyes, said: "I want you to understand, sir, that, martial law

or no martial law, the rights of American citizens must be and

shall be respected, and I demand the immediate release of this

American citizen, whom you have no right to hold."

Lee immediately returned to his office, put his demand in

writing, cabled the situation to Washington, and asked for a

war vessel to enforce it, if necessary. Our State Department
cabled him to know "why he had changed his policy.' Lee re-

plied : "I have made no change of policy.

"I am simply demanding that the rights of American citizens

shall be respected. If you approve of my course, send me a

war vessel. If you do not, accept my resignation, which goes

by to-day's mail."

Weyler reconsidered, released the prisoner, and Lee cabled

that the vessel was not needed.

Some time afterward the department informed him that the

Maine would be ordered to make a friendly visit to Havana. Lee

remonstrated; his common sense convincing him that the visit

of a war vessel to Havana, in its then excited state, would prob-

ably be disastrous. Unfortunately, the war vessel had sailed,

and was beyond the reach of recall. You know the result. What
was left of the Maine, after it was blown up, lies undisturbed in

the harbor of Havana, but still remains a vivid memory. I re-

call this matter because of the erroneous, popular belief at the

time, and to some extent since, that the Maine was sent at the

request of General Lee.

The war soon came on, and General Fitz Lee returned to head-

quarters at Washington, where, upon arrival, he received the

most genuinely spontaneous and heartfelt ovation ever accorded,

I believe, to an American citizen by the rather blaze residents of

our capital city.

He had fairly won the hearts of the country, and from that

time became its most popular citizen, and so remained until

death cut short his brilliant career, to which, I firmly believe,

fresh laurels would have been added if he had been spared to

gather them.

So manfully and triumphantly had he maintained the rights
and interests of American citizens on foreign soil, as the repre-
sentative of the United States, that all prejudice against him as
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a Confederate had vanished. And if a primary election could

have been held, or there had been an initiative and referendum,

Fitz Lee would have been chosen the commanding general for

tin- Spanish War. As it was, he was made major-general of

volunteers, and commanded the 7th Corps, which was made up

of regiments from North and South, and East and West, and

Blue and Gray (our friend, William Jennings llryan at the head

of one of them) all of whom, "in mutual, well-beseeming ranks,

marched proudly all one way to the music of the Union, under

the old flag, and Fitz Lee, whose fame as a fighter surpassed

that of any other general in the army.

Applications poured in upon him from all parts of the country

for places upon his staff. One of them, I have heard, came from

the then Assistant Secretary of the Navy, Theodore Roosevelt,

who thought General Fitz would certainly be where the fighting

would be fiercest and most glory would be won.

President McKinley had promised General Fitz if Havana

was attacked he should lead the forces, but the politicians feared

if such a chance was given him that the presidency would fol-

low in the wake of the glory he would gain as the hero of the

war, and he was side-tracked in Florida.

Shafter was chosen for the chief command because it was

thought perhaps he would probably be even less formidable in

peace than in war.

The scene shifted to Santiago, which became the chief seat

of war. Mr. Roosevelt, we remark in passing, with that quick

penetration for which he is so noted, foresaw the plans of the

politicians, and sought glory with the Rough Riders from the

ranches of the 'West. If these same politicians had known all

(esse et posse] that there was in that young man, they would

have switched him off long before he ever reached the famous

hill of San Juan.

As it was, he only ^ot there, as a smart paragraph er told us

at the time, by swimming his horse from Key West to Cuba,

with his sword in his mouth.

What followed you all know. What remains to he adminis-

tered (de loms non) of the spoils of that Spanish War is known

only to Him, who understandest man's thoughts afar off.

I fear I am too fond of episode for an occasion like this, where
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compression is so essential for even a passing glance at the rich

and varied materials which our dear friend's life so amply furnish.

My idea is that General Fitz Lee, by reason of his brilliant

reputation as a soldier, both at home and abroad
;
his eclat as

the representative of the United States in Cuba, when the

hearts of the people went out to him with enthusiastic admira-

tion and warmest approval ;
his widespread popularity, coex-

tensive with the bounds of the country ;
his extraordinary per-

sonal magnetism, which drew all hearts to him
;
and the fact,

perhaps the most important of all, that through his agency
and the epoch-making events in our recent history with which

he was so closely connected, and was so large a part, the rela-

tions between the sections became more cordial, and the people
more united by the bonds of mutual respect and friendship than

they had been for more than half a century.

These were the considerations and factors which made him

"the man of the hour" for Jamestown. His bugle-call would

have been heard along the mountain sides, through the valleys,

across the vast plains, along the rivers and by the sounding sea.

It would have been "as the shout of Achilles from the ramparts."
Fitz Lee was rather a lively youth he never was "good

enough to go in the missionary box." While a cadet at West

Point, unlike his distinguished uncle who never received a de-

merit, Fitz managed to get the maximum allowance just short

of dismissal. His name was not very near the head of the list

of graduates, but he was the most popular cadet at the Academy,
and took first honors in horsemanship, which secured him a

commission in the famous 2nd Cavalry, of which Albert Sidney

Johnston was colonel, Robert E. Lee, lieutenant-colonel, and

Hardee and George H. Thomas, majors nearly every one of

the officers of that regiment became distinguished soldiers in

the Confederate or Union Army.
He was quick and bright as a dollar, and while never what

may be strictly termed a student, he absorbed information in-

tuitively, and could read men and things "like a book." He
became a captivating public speaker and lecturer, and his "Life

and Campaigns of General Lee" is exceedingly interesting and

valuable, not only to the student of military affairs, but to the

general reader.
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His address on "Chancellorsville," a battle the most illustrative

of what the highest military genius and audacity can accomplish

with greatly inferior numbers and resources, is an admirable

contribution to history.

He was a born soldier. Early became famous in conflicts with

the Indians. General Scott, in published orders, says : "Major
Van Dorn notices the conspicuous gallantry and energy of Sec-

ond Lieutenant Fitzhugh Lee, adjutant of the expedition, who

was dangerously wounded." Contrary to the expectations of

his physicians, he recovered, and we find him mentioned again

the next year by General Scott as having, in command of a

part of his company, had a fight with the Indians, in which

rapid pursuit, recovery of stolen property, and a personal com-

bat with one of the chiefs, are all highly commended.

In 1860 Fitz Lee was at West Point as an instructor of cavalry.

Promptly resigning his commission when Virginia seceded, he

served first as staff officer of General Ewell, and shortly after

was appointed lieutenant-colonel of the ist Virginia Cavalry,

and at the reorganization in April, 1862, was elected its colonel.

His regiment was with Stuart in the famous raid around M'c-

Clellan, which blazed the way for Jackson's subsequent flank

movement. After the battles around Richmond Stuart was

made major-general, and Fitz Lee succeeded to the command
of his brigade, consisting of the ist, 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 9th Regi-

ments of Cavalry and Breathed's Battery of horse artillery.

His services in the campaign against Pope were recognized in

highly complimentary terms by the commanding general. Just

before the second battle of Manassas a chivalrous incident oc-

curred. General Fitz Lee had surprised and captured a squadron
of the 2nd United States Cavalry (regulars), and discovering

some old comrades among the officers, he merely took their

word that they would not escape, and kept them at his head-

quarters as guests. They rode with his staff and himself during

a few days' subsequent operations, and were occasionally under

the fire of their own men. Through the intercession of General

Lee these captives were made an exception to the retaliatory rule

against the officers of Pope's Army, and were paroled and fur-

nished with horses to ride to their own lines.

His relief of D. H. Hill's pickets at South Mountain Pass,
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then in close proximity to the enemy, so that Hill, who was

being hard pressed, might withdraw undiscovered, was a very

difficult and dangerous operation, and the bold strokes by which

he retarded the advance of the enemy until Hill's Infantry could

get south of the Antietam elicited the highest commendation,

But, perhaps, the most difficult and hazardous service in that

line he ever rendered, was in relieving, after the battle of

Sharpsburg, the pickets of our army, which was withdrawn

across the Potomac under cover of night. When day dawned

on the 1 9th of September, 1862, Fitz Lee's Brigade of Cavalry

was the only force confronting the whole army of McClellan.

It was soon in the saddle, and before McClellan recovered from

his surprise, it had safely crossed the river, after a parting salute

to the enemy's advance. One must visit that battleground to

appreciate how important, from a military standpoint, this ser-

vice was. The commanding general, in his official report, says :

"The vigilance, activity and courage of the cavalry were con-

spicuous, and to its assistance is due in a great measure some of

the most important and delicate operations of the campaign."
One of the hardest fought cavalry battles of the war, in pro-

portion to the numbers engaged, was that between General

Averill's Division of nearly 3,000 men, and Fitz Lee's Brigade
of not more than 800 (many having been sent home to recruit

their horses) at Kelly Ford on the i/th of March, 1863. The
Confederates were victorious, and Averill recrossed the Rappa-
hannock. Breathed's horse artillery covered itself with glory.

It was here that the "gallant Pelham," as General Lee spoke
of him, in his report of Fredericksburg, was killed, a loss deeply

deplored by the whole army.
I refer again to Chancellorsville only to say that I do not

think the value of Fitz Lee's service in screening and protect-

ing Jackson's great flank movement, and by his quick and close

reconnoisance, ascertaining and pointing out to Jackson where

his lines could be formed to strike the enemy's rear and flank at

the greatest advantage, is generally appreciated.

With Stuart in the Pennsylvania campaign he saved the day
in the fierce fight at Hanover, Pa., by coming in on the enemy's
rear and routing Kilpatrick's Division, and did good work at

Gettysburg, and on our withdrawal into Virginia.
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In 1863, he was promoted to major-general, Stuart having

been advanced to the command of the corps. By this time his

skill, activity and brilliant courage had won for him one of the

first reputations in the army. General R. E. Lee, writing to

him, said : "Your admirable conduct, devotion to the cause of

your country and devotion to duty, fill me with pleasure."

The importance of Spotsylvania Courthouse in the campaign
of 1864 was vital, and it was Fitz Lee's Cavalry that held the

ground against the advances of Grant's Army, until the Con-

federate Infantry arrived.

"Yellow Tavern," which saved Richmond, where our superb

Stuart fought his last battle, was won by his old and favorite

division, now commanded by Fitz Lee. The dying chieftain

said, while his life was ebbing away: "Go ahead, Fitz, old

fellow, I know you will do what is right," which Fitz ever re-

garded a "most precious legacy." General Bragg, in a letter

to him, after the battle, said : "The resistance there had enabled

him to withdraw troops from Drewry's Bluff to man the works

on that side of the city."

Stuart and Fitz Lee were very like in temperament, and de-

voted as brothers. Both were full of fun, and their gaiety never

forsook them even amid the darkest and most trying ordeals.

On the march they generally rode together, and their songs
and peals of laughter could often be heard far down the column,

above the trampling of the horses and the clanking of the sabres,

and were a solace to many weary and homesick hearts.

Ream's Station was one of General Fitz's best fights, when
his division, with two of Mahone's Brigades, struck Wilson's

two Divisions of Federal Cavalry, stripped them of their spoils

and put them to ignominious route, capturing all the ;r wagons,

eighteen pieces of artillery, their ambulances and 800 negroes,

who had been abducted from their homes.

In the battle of Winchester, September 19, 1864, Sheridan's

first success over Early in the Valley, Fitz Lee did all that was

possible to stem the adverse tide. Three horses were shot under

him one his favorite, Nellie Gray and then he himself was

brought to the ground by a minie ball in the thigh.

In the spring of 1865 he was placed in command of the cavalry

corps of the army, and followed its fortunes till the end came
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at Appomattox, fighting- daily and desperately. The self-sacri-

ficing, heroic and faithful body of men infantry, cavalry, artil-

lery and engineers who composed the remnant of that glorious

army, and fought constantly and courageously to the last, fur-

nish to the world an example of devotion to right, duty and

country, which has few, if any, parallels in history.

General Fitz was always free-handed and ready to divide his

last dollar. On the morning of the 9th of April, 1865, when

what was left of Gordon's 2nd Corps of Infantry and Fitz Lee's

Corps of Cavalry had driven back Sheridan, and Ord's Infantry

came up to his support, and it was seen that surrender was in-

evitable, General Fitz escaped with his cavalry towards Lynch-

burg, but becoming convinced that the war was virtually over,

he rode to Farmville, and reported to General Meade, who ad-

vised him to return to Appomattox and be paroled. This he

did and became the guest of General John Gibbon of the United

States Army, under whom he had been at West Point, and whose

family he knew well. In his ''Personal Reminiscences of Appo-

mattox," General Gibbon says : "That night Fitz, lying on the

floor, slept as soundly as a child after, he said, having had no

sleep for a week. Nothing could dampen his high spirits. With

grim humor, he took from his pocket a $5 Confederate note and

writing across its face, 'For Mrs. Gibbon, with the compliments

of Fitz Lee,' he said: "Send that to your wife and tell her it's

the last cent I have in the world."

"His was no hard, ascetic temper, which substituted harsh-

ness for courage, and reserve for wisdom, but a light and buoyant

spirit/' a warm and merry heart that spread sunshine all around.

Mr. President, you will believe, I know, when I express my
sincerest regret that I have not been able to pay the tribute to

our dear friend that my heart prompts and the occasion demands.

His life was so full of great and brilliant exploits in the outer

world, so brimful of all that was charming in the inner social

world, where heart goes out to heart and smile answers smile,

and the sweet offices of genial humor and heartfelt sympathy

prevail, that the task was impossible within appropriate limits

and upon so short a notice. A volume of no small dimensions

would be needed for a career so eventful and so picturesque.
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Let me say, in conclusion, that it was not because of Fitz

Lee's fame as soldier, diplomat or eminent civillian, not because

of his high birth and rare distinction that we love him most,
but because his noble life and nature gave new meaning to

noblesse oblige and the finest illustration that

"Kind hearts are more than coronets

And simple faith than norman blood."
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From the New York Herald, Dec. 29, 1907.

GENERAL SAM HOUSTON.

Explanation of Causes Which Led the Soldier-Governor

To Forsake the Three-Months' Bride to Live

With Cherokee Indian Tribe.

AUSTIN, TEX., Saturday, December 28, 1907.

The mystery of that chapter in General Sam Houston's life

which caused him to suddenly resign as Governor of the State

of Tennessee and go into the wilds of the West, where he joined

the Cherokee Indians, leaving behind a bride of three months,

has been an ever fruitful subject of discussion among the people

who are familiar with the life of that strange man, who did so

much in later years to win for Texas her independence.

That there was a romance behind his mysterious withdrawal

from civilization is well known and many have been the sur-

mises as to the details. Thomas Boyers, an aged resident of

Gallatin, Tenn., who was a friend of both Houston and his bride,

has just thrown new light on the romance. He says :

"In the life of the celebrated Sam Houston, which is as roman-

tic as any in the annals of fiction, there is no event of deeper
interest than his first marriage.

"In every man's history there is a time when woman's in-

fluence is the determining force that makes or mars it. And in

the life of Houston his meeting with Miss Allen and his subse-

quent marriage with her are the influences that turned the whole

course of after events. At first the change brought the lawyer
and statesman to the condition of a barbarian living in forest

wilds, but finally the liberty loving barbarian became the patriot

who devoted his best energies to obtaining the freedom of Texas

and the upbuilding of this great State.

MARBIAGE CAUSE OF FLIGHT.

"From facts in my own memory and others obtained from
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contemporaries now long dead I believe that this marriage and

the mysterious separation that followed are easily explained by
a single analysis of the physical and spiritual natures of Hous-

ton and his bride, rather than the wild rumors and exaggerations
current at the time it occurred.

"General Houston, as I remember him, was a man powerfully

built, wonderful in animal strength and vitality and of an ardent

and romantic temperament, revelling in the ideal. He idolized

his wife extravagantly; to him she was the fairest woman that

ever the sun shone on. He gave her admiration and devotion

and expected the same from her.

"Their courtship reads like an old romance. There was a

stately house three miles from Gallatin, Tenn., on the bluffs of

the Cumberland River. Here lived John Allen, an old fashioned

country gentleman, whose daughter was at once the delight and

despair of the young cavaliers. Beautiful and queenly, the lily

was not purer nor marble colder than this stately lady. She

was a Greek in her repose, perfect in feature and figure, but

with a spiritual something that the Greeks never possessed.

ALT. ARE TURNED AWAY.

"The wooers came from far to woo. She listened to them

patiently; said 'no' gently, but decidedly, and then turned away
unmoved by their entreaties, never even looking around as they

galloped off. She was well educated and her conversation, like

herself, was at once sensible, graceful and dignified.

"In her train was one who never spoke of his love, feeling that

his suit was hopeless. And him she loved, as she confessed to

one of her bridesmaids on the eve of her wedding. Who the

unknown suitor was, why he never spoke, there are only con-

jectures ;
his name never passed her lips.

"Meanwhile Houston came to Gallatin Houston the soldier,

friend and comrade of General Andrew Jackson ;
Houston the

Governor, and always Houston the cavalier, booted and spurred,
'the glass of fashion and the mold of form/

"Surely there was never a lover whose honors clustered as

thick around him; no wonder the unknown suitor hung back
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when such a gallant entered the list. He wooed and won and

wedded the beautiful Miss Allen in January, 1820.

One of the bridesmaids, who died only a few years ago, de-

scribed to me all the details of the wedding. For weeks before

she said, the bride was in a state of melancholy, openly ac-

knowledging that she acceded to the Governor's suit only at

her parents' solicitation. But it was not until the wedding day

came, and they were decking her in her bridal finery, that she

confessed that although many had addressed her, the one whom
she loved had never spoken, yet she knew he loved her.

"It was too late then, for soon there was a clatter of hoofs,

and the Governor and his cavalcade of friends came galloping

up on gayly caparisoned horses, with spurs jingling. The Gov-

ernor, the bridesmaid told me, was faultlessly arrayed in a

magnificent suit of black over which was thrown a voluminous

Spanish cloak lined with scarlet. Shortly afterward the mar-

riage ceremony was performed.
"The Governor took his bride to the capital, and there the

honeymoon was passed amid great festivities. The citizens of

every rank vied in attention to the distinguished couple; never

before had the executive mansion been so graced.

PART AT MANOR HOUSE.

"After three months of what was to outward appearances a

happy honeymoon, the bride went home on a visit. The Gov-
ernor followed in a few days, and there at the manor house,
where they were married, husband and wife parted forever.

What passed no one knows, as the lips of both were ever after-

ward sealed on the subject.

"Governor Houston returned to Nashville and sent his resig-

nation as Governor to his old comrade, General William Hall,

Speaker of the Senate, who succeeded him. After resigning
he went into the forest, and, forsaking civilization, lived with

his old friends, the Cherokee Indians. The nation was startled

to learn that in a day the Governor of a flourishing common-
wealth had been transformed into an Indian brave.

"
'Eliza stands acquitted by me/ General Houston said in a
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letter to a friend. 'I received her as a virtuous and chaste wife,

and as such I pray God I may ever regard her; and I trust I

ever shall. She was cold to me, and I thought did not love me.'

"This is the true explanation of the seeming mystery. To a

man like Houston, all fire and passion, the constant rebuffs of

a cold nature like his wife's were unbearable.

"After the Governor had abandoned civilization many wild

rumors were rife, and to repel any blame that might attach to

his wife, a public meeting of prominent citizens of the town and

county was held, at which strong resolutions were unanimously

adopted upholding the good name of his wife.

CALLED IN DISGUISE.

"Here I wish to present a chapter in the narrative that has

not before been known to the world, which was given to me by
the bridesmaid mentioned before, who received it from Mrs.

Houston herself. One day, while in the garden of the manor

house on the river bluff, the housemaid came and announced to

Mrs. Houston that a stranger, tall man, was in the reception

room, asking to see her. ^

"On entering the room, with her woman's instinct, she saw at

a glance that the stranger was the late Governor Houston, art-

fully disguised. He arose and made his old time courtly saluta-

tion, which alone might have betrayed him to a less shrewd per-

son than his wife. She requested him to be seated.

"He did not suspect that his disguise was detected, nor did

he during the interview give any explanation of the object of his

visit. He conversed in a commonplace manner about the

weather and condition of the river. Neither did she in any way
hint that she knew him, but all the time the visitor was gazing

intently at her as if to fasten her features more surely in his

memory. Then he arose, made another profound bow and

passed out, going down the river by a difficult passage in the

high bluff.

"There he entered a canoe, which had been tied by his own

hands, paddled to the opposite bank, and disappeared in the

thick forest.
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"General Houston's subsequent career, his life among the

Indians, leading him finally to the West; his eventful course in

Texas, fighting for the independence of the State
; rising to the

rank of commander-in-chief, and driving out the Mexicans; his

election to the Presidency of Texas, and, after the annexation

to the United States, his serving as Governor, and later as United

States Senator, are all matters of history.

"In the early months of 1853 I met him at Washington, and

was invited to his room at his boarding house. Very adroitly,

after more than one interview, he led me to speak of his wife,

and then succeeded question after question, many of them of

the most trivial character, in regard to her.

"Mrs. Houston finally obtained a divorce on grounds of

abandonment, and was afterward married to Dr. Elmore Doug-
las, of Gallatin. She met her death in the winter of 1862 in the

opera house at Gallatin. She was there with her children, who
were rehearsing for private theatricals. A trapdoor, having been

carelessly left open, Mrs. Houston fell through it, suffering a

fracture of the hip. She died shortly afterward."
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REMARKABLE RECORD OF THE HASKELLS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA.

(T. C. DE LEON, ix "TOWN TOPICS," November, 1907.)

The South Carolinians were notable during all the war, in the

field, the council and in society. Tall Jim Fraser and classic

Sam Shannon divided the vote feminine for "the handsomest

man in the army," and cultured Frank Parker, adjutant-general

to that unfortunate commander, Braxton Bragg, was no bad

second. At dances and theatricals, as in the red sport of war,

all three were in the front rank. All have passed across the

border, the first two years ago, and Shannon wasting intellect

and elegance in a new home in the far West. Parker settled in

Mobile, married Miss Troost, of the old Battle family, and has

grown children. One year ago all representative classes of his

adopted city followed the bier of this true old cavalier.

It was Barnard E. Bee who christened Stonewall on Manassas

field, just before his brave spirit went upward "in the arms of the

white-winged angels of glory." And Wade Hampton, wounded
at Bull Run, and again severely on the retreat from Gettysburg,
he was the same high-natured patriot in war and peace. One
battle sadly proved the mettle of that race. Both of the general's

boys were in his legion. Wade, his first-born, and handsome,

sunny-hearted Preston, his very Benjamin. The latter rushed

recklessly into the hottest of the charge, far in advance of the

line. The father called to Wade: "Bring the boy back!" The
elder brother spurred to the front, saw the other reel in the

saddle and caught him as he fell, mortally wounded. At the

moment a bullet tore through his shoulder and the father rode

up to find one son dead and his bleeding brother supporting him.

The general took the body tenderly in his arms, kissed the

white face, and handed it to Tom Taylor.
"Care for Wade's wound," he called. "Forward, men !" All

through that long and bitter day the soldier fought with lead
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whirring by his ears and lead in his heart. It was not until the

doubtful fight was ended that he knew that the other son still

lived. Brutus of old was no more true than Hampton.
The women of the Prestons, the Chestnuts, and many another

Carolina family proved the truth of good old blood. One gentle
old Carolina lady, calm and tender of heart, was as heroic as

Hampton. A veritable "mother in Israel," she was as Roman as

he. What one in Judea or the seven-hilled city sent seven spears
to victory for Joshua or David for Scipio or Caesar? Yet this

Christian mother of the South hear the thunder of hostile guns
without one tremor, nursed her children, torn by their shells,

without repining, but with perfect trust in the hand of the One

Dispenser.

Mrs. Charles Thompson Haskell (Sophia Langdon Cheves,

daughter of Colonel Langdon Cheves) had seven sons in the

army around Richmond when I met her at Mrs. Stanard's, in

one of the several visits she made to tend their wounds. All of

them had been privates in the army before the firing on Sumter.

She was ever quiet, but genial, hiding what suspense and anguish
held her, making, unknowingly, great history for her State and

for all time.

The eldest son was Langdon Cheves Haskell, who served on

the staff of General Maxey Gregg, later on the staff of General

A. P. Hill, and surrendered at Appomattox as captain on the

staff of "Fighting Dick" Anderson, of his own State. He mar-

ried Miss Ella Wardlaw, of Abbeville, dying in 1886, and leav-

ing three sons and one daughter, all adults.

Charles Thompson Haskell was the second son, a captain in

the First Carolina Regulars, and was killed on Morris Island

when Gilmore landed to attack Charleston in July, 1863. He,

happily, left no widow.

The next was William Thompson Haskell. He was captain of

Company H, First South Carolina volunteers, and died at the

charge of that corps at Gettysburg while commanding under A.

P. Hill.

Alexander Cheves Haskell lived through the day of Appomat-
tox. He was colonel of the Seventh South Carolina Cavalry,
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of ruddy record, and still lives at Columbia. His first marriage

was one of the most touching romances of the war. Miss Re-

becca Singleton was a dainty and lovely, but high spirited, daugh-
ter of that famed old name. In the still hopeful June of 1861

Mrs. Singleton and her daughter were at the hospital at Char-

lottesville, crowded so that Mrs. Chestnut (as her diary tells)

took the young girl for her room-mate. "She was the free

chronicler of records. Miss Singleton and Captain Haskell

were engaged, and he wrote urgently for her consent to marry
him at once. All was so uncertain in war, and he wished to

have all his own while he lived. He got leave, came up to the

hospital, and the wedding took place amid bright anticipations

and showers of April tears. There was no single vacant space

in the house. So Mrs. Chestnut gave up her room to the bridal

pair. Duty called
;
the groom hurried back to it the day after the

wedding. That day one year later the husband was a widower,

with only the news from his far-away baby girl to solace the

solitude of his tent. After the war Colonel Haskell married

Miss Alice Alexander, sister of General E. P. Alexander. She

died after becoming the mother of ten children, six of whom are

daughters.

A very marked favorite in society and a gallant officer was

John Cleves Haskell, lieutenant-colonel of light artillery when

he surrendered with Lee. He married Miss Stella Hampton,
who died two decades ago, leaving one daughter and three sons,

all now grown up.

About seven years ago Colonel Haskell married Miss Lucy

Hampton, daughter of Colonel Frank Hampton, who was killed

at Brandy Station. They now live in Columbia.

Very much alive is the sixth brother, Joseph Cleves Haskell,

now a resident of busy Atlanta and popular in his new home.

When he gave up his sword at Appomattox he was captain and

adjutant-general of the First Artillery Corps, on the staff of

General E. P. Alexander. He married Miss Mary Elizabeth

Cheves and the pair have a grown famly of three sons and a

daughter.

Last in this remarkable family roster comes Lewis Wardlaw
Haskell. He was but a youth when paroled with the remnant
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of the Army of Northern Virginia, having already served one

year as lieutenant of reserves on the South Carolina coast. This

he gave up to go to the front and serve as a private soldier and
later as a courier to Colonel John C. Haskell.

Such were the exceptional sextet of brothers, whose noble

mother sent them to the field and hid her parting tears. The

good old blood of the noted strains that course through the

veins of all her name made them stalwart, loyal and leal, and

ready when duty called. They had but one sister, her mother's

namesake. She is now Mrs. Langdon Cheves, of Charlotte.
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From the Confederate Veteran, Dec., 1907.

THE BATTLE OF NEW MARKET, VA.

Account of the Famous Engagement by the Captain Who
Witnessed It Took Note of the Cadets Never

Saw Veterans Show Greater Courage
Or Do Better Fighting.

By D. H. BRUCE, of Joppa, Tenn.

Having seen a few articles about the battle of New Market,

Va., fought in May, 1864, written by those who claim to have

seen it, some of which I believe to be erroneous, I give my ver-

sion as I saw it, believing that history should be correct. As

the captain of an infantry company A, Fifty-first Virginia I

could not see all the field of battle, of course, and can give only

part of it.

We were stationed about the centre of the line of battle on

the left of the pike and some little distance from it. When we

got our lines formed after our regiment had run in the rain

through a field freshly planted in corn and tramped it into a

"loblolly" of mud, we were on level land in a wheat field, where

the growing grain was about knee-high. The Yankees were in

a meadow, from seventy-five to one hundred yards off, without

protection to either side. Our regiment was in or near the

centre. Next to us on our right was the Cadet Corps from

the Virginia Military Academy ;
on their right was Imboden's

Brigade. On our left I recall Edgar's, Clark's, and Derrick's

Battalions. There were others, but I cannot recall them.

Our regiment lay down and the Yankees stood up. We were

facing down the valley to the east, and we stayed in that position

and fired as fast as we could load for one hour and fifteen min-

utes, according to a man who was not in the battle and noted

the time.
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THE ARTILLERY.

In front of the left wing of our regiment, a little over a hun-

dred yards from us, was a battery of artillery, which played on

us with shell, grape, canister, and shrapnel. After we had fought
for a considerable time I saw Imboden's men giving way, and

also saw that the cadet boys were confused and giving way. I

had been noticing the cadet boys (and boys they were at that

time) on the right of our regiment, right out of school, and we
were old veterans. I was curious to see how they would stand

fire, and I saw them stand and fight like regulars. I never saw

soldiers fight better than they did. They stood up and took

it in military style, while we, who had been there three years

in many battles and knew the danger of Yankee lead, lay as flat

on the ground as we could get.

When the cadets gave way, Lieutenant-Colonel Wolfe, com-

manding our regiment, standing behind me, said : ''Captain,

what had we better do?" I answered, "You are the colonel,"

meaning that he was my superior and it was his place to com-

mand the regiment. I did not think our regiment would run,

as I had never seen it driven off a field in three years. I didn't

see Colonel Wolfe any more in the battle
; suppose he went to

the head of the regiment. My company was doing fine work.

It was made up of boys out of the mountains of Wise county,

Va. all good shots and not excitable. I could see the Yankees

in front of us falling right and left. I said to the boys : "Draw
low and fire at their knees; don't overshoot; keep steady; we
will whip them." I seemed to feel that we would whip them.

THE FOUR COMPANIES.

There were four companies of our regiment on our right. My
company was A, and belonged at the head of the regiment;
but when on the march we walked so fast that the command
could not keep up, and General Wr

harton put us back in the

right centre. Those companies on our right gave way one at a

time, slowly falling back; they dropped down to try to stay

under the shot and shell from the enemy that seemed to keep
the air blue. I called to the company next to mine to stand firm,
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as I was not going to run. My men always told me they never

would run until I did, and I believed them. The officer tried

to hold his company, but could not. I saw something had to

be done, and saw no officer of higher rank than myself. The

time had come for no foolishness; at least half our command

was giving way.
A few steps behind us there was a little lane with low fencing

an old worn rail fence. Behind this lane was the cornfield,

tramped into a "loblolly." I thought that if I undertook to run

my company through that muddy field we would all get killed,

so I concluded to fall back in the lane and get behind the fence

and the right would rally on us. I dropped my company back

and tried it, but the other men failed to rally. Corporal John

Wampler, of my company, a six-footer, got up and looked over

the field and exclaimed : "Captain, the Yankees are running on

the left." I saw some two or three hundred yards off Derrick's

Battalion going toward the enemy. I gave the command, "At-

tention!" which brought my company to their feet; then I told

them to "Forward ! Double-quick ! Charge !" My company and

the whole left raised that old rebel yell, and at them we went.

The right, when they saw us going forward, turned and came

back with a yell. When we got half-way to them, 1 saw they

had their horses to the artillery and were starting. I gave the

comman to "Fire left oblique into that artillery !" It seems that

I can still see the guns of my company turned in a left oblique

direction and firing. All the riders on the artillery horses who
were not hit jumped off and struck the ground on a run. They
turned everything loose. My company went straight forward

to the right of the artillery. By the time we got half-way to

the Yankee line they were running, going their best, but shoot-

ing back and hitting a good many of our men. They had a

reserve line behind, but the first line ran through it and tangled

it so badly that it went too.

A FIGHTING PARSON.

After we had run them a good way, Sergeant Wampler, than

whom a better soldier never fought, now a Southern M,ethodist

preacher, threw his hand to his shoulder and said : "Captain, I
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am wounded." I answered, after placing my hand on my right

thigh : "I am wounded, too
;
both of us are badly wounded." I

told my first lieutenant, Kennedy, to take charge of the com-

pany, and I stood and watched them go out of sight on a run.

Our men captured, so I understood, about 1,500 prisoners.

Our regiment went into battle with about 500 men, 5 per

cent, of whom were killed and wounded. I have seen it stated

in papers that the Cadet Corps captured that artillery. If they

captured any artillery, it was not the six pieces that my company
fired left oblique into. That battery was left oblique from my
company, and the cadets were beyond four companies to our

right. I have thought that maybe after we had run the Yankees

off they came across the artillery and took possession of it and,

like boys, thought they had captured it. I would not take any
honor from them, for they were brave.

An article sometime ago in the Richmond Times-Dispatch, I

understood, stated that Edgar's Battalion ran over our regi-

ment and captured the artillery. No battalion or regiment ever

ran over our regiment and took our front in any battle.

The cadets and Edgar's Battalion did not both capture it.

I have given this account as I saw and understood the battle.
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THE SURRENDER OF GEN. R. E. LEE.

He Did Not Offer His Sword to General Grant,

During my sojourn at the Yellow Sulphur Springs, Virginia,

last summer, as resident physician, I interviewed a number of

our Southern people, both young and old, as well as a few North-

ern and Western people, as to whether General Robert E. Lee

offered to surrender his sword to General U. S. Grant on the

9th day of April, 1865, at Appomattox, Va., and have been

surprised to find that nine out of ten, including some old Con-

federate veterans, positively state that Lee did offer his sword

to Grant, and that the latter was magnanimous enough to re-

fuse it. The following, taken from the Confederate Veteran,

Vol. VIII, May, 1900, page 204. J. F. J. Caldwell, of Green-

wood, S. C, says :

"I wish to call attention to the story of General Grant's re-

fusal to accept the surrender of General Lee's sword at Appo-

mattox, a story without a particle of foundation in fact and ut-

terly unreasonable, yet widely circulated by Northern speakers

and writers, and credited by a good many people in the South.

"The account of the ceremonies attending the return of the

flag of the Eighth Texas Cavalry, in the Veteran of December,

1899, reports Governor Sayers as saying: 'And finally Appo-
mattox came and General Lee surrendered

;
the great, heroic,

magnanimous Grant refuses to take his sword.'

"Colonel Charles Marshall, who was, I believe, the only officer

accompanying General Lee on the occasion, has disclaimed that

anything of the kind occurred.

"Dr. J. William Jones, in 'Personal Reminiscences of General

Robert E. Lee,' at page 303, reports General Lee as making a

similar statement during a conversation with a company of

friends, as follows :

"
'General Grant returned your sword, did he not ?' asked
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one of the company. The old hero straightened himself up
and replied: 'No, sir, he did not. I was determined that the

side-arms of officers should be exempt by the terms of the sur-

render, and, of course, I did not offer him mine. All that was

said about swords was that General Grant apologized to me for

not having his own sword, saying that it had been taken off in

his baggage, and he had been unable to get it in time/

"General John B. Gordon, in his 'Reminiscences of the Civil

War,' page 462, says, in speaking of General Grant :

"
'In his "Memoirs" he has given a quietus to that widely cir-

culated romance that he returned to Lee his proffered sword.

I do not doubt that he would have done so; but there was no

occasion for Lee's offering it, because in the terms agreed upon
it was stipulated that the Confederate officers retain their side-

arms.'
"

I have seen a Northern history in which Lee was represented
as presenting his sword to Grant. Correct history is all we
ask for no prevaricating on either side. And I would ask

that our young people especially be taught the truth of this

matter.

Respectfully,

Atlanta, Ga.

W. B. CONWAY, M. D.,

Late Corporal Co. C, 4th Va. Cav.
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From the Richmond, Va., Times-Dispatch, Sep. 15, 1907.

COMPANY G OF THE i8th VIRGINIA CAVALRY.

Roll of a Company That Did Valiant Service

In the Dark Days.

The following is the roll of Company G, Eighteenth Virginia

Cavalry :

W. D. Ervin, captain. Captured at McConnellsburg, Pa. Now
dead.

W. C. S. Jordan, lieutenant. Captured at McConnellsburg,
Pa. Now dead.

George H. Payne, lieutenant. Dead.

John T. Byrd, first lieutenant. Living; address, Williams-

ville, Va.

J. N. Potts, lieutenant. Living; address, Huntington, W. Va.

Drumright, Richard-Ord, sergeant. Know nothing of him

now.

Ptillin, George W., sergeant. Dead.

Hodge, Joseph, sergeant. Kansas City, Mo.

Lange, John A., sergeant.

Moore, Brice, sergeant. Killed in battle at McConnells-

burg, Pa.

Clark, Adam, corporal. Know nothing of him.

Wallace, John S., corporal. Living at Highland county, Va.

Wood, Frank M., sergeant. Dead.

Armtrout, J. C., private. Know nothing of him now.

Anthony, D. B., private. Know nothing of him now.

Anthony, James, private. Know nothing of him now.

Alestock, Simon, private. Dead.

Angus, Z. P., private. Know nothing of him now.

Airheart, C., private. Dead.

Beaty, John, private. Dead.

Beaty, George, private. Living at Mingo, W. Va.

Bright, John E., private. Know nothing of him now.
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Bright, D. F., private. Know nothing of him now.

Burns, J. W., private. Dead.

Burns, W. W., private. Killed in battle, December 23, 1864.

Burns, Muggart M., private. Living; Bath county.

Burns, Crawford, private. Living; Bath county.

Brent, J. W., private. Know nothing of him.

Blagg, J. H., private. Living ;
Doe Hill, Highland county, Va.

Bishop, J. A., private. Dead.

Beck, Alex., private. Living; Marble Valley, Va.

Bennett, Jonathan, private. Know nothing of him
;
think he

was killed.

Corbet, Muscoe, private. Living; Highland county, Va.

Coyner, William, private. Living; Clifton Forge, Va.

Coyner, R. A., private. Living; Clifton Forge, Va.

Coff, J. B., private. Living; Beverly, W. Va.

Cupp, Henry, private.

Cupp, J. B., private. Not known.

Carpenter, J. W., private. Living; Burnsville, Va.

Carpenter, George D. A., private. Died in prison 1863.

Carpenter, John M., private. Died in prison.

Caricoff, John, private. Dead.

Chandler, S. W., private. Living.

Chandler, Sam., private. Living; West Virginia.

Carter, Mark, private. Dead.

Carter, Thomas, private. Dead.

Courtney, Thomas, private. Pocahontas, W. Va.

Curry, Amos, private. Dead.

Cobb, John, private. Dead.

Campbell, Charles, private. Living.

Cobb, John, private. Dead.

Clark, Addison, private. Dead.

Daggy, D. B., private. Dead.

Dever, Jasper, private. Western Hospital, Staunton.

Douglas, Cal., private. Killed in battle.

Douglas, R. B., private. Living; Sittington, Va.

Dunlap, R. B., private. Living; Augusta county.

Drumright, R. C., private. Know nothing of him.

Edmond, J. J., private. Know nothing of him.

Evick, Michael, private. Dead.
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Ervin, J. S., private. Dead.

Ervin, James, private. Not known.

Ervin, Milton, private. Not known.

Ervin, T. C, private. Not known.

Erwin, J. W., Private. Not known.

Ervin, Dr. James, private. Dead.

Eubank, John T., private. Dead.

Forbes, J. A., private. Know nothing.

Fry, James, private. Know nothing.

Gillet, Thomas, private. Know nothing.

Gilliland, Sydney, private. Dead.

Gibson, Stephen, private. Dead.

Ginger, Sam, private. Living; Hively, Va.

Greever, James, private. Living ; Staunton, Va.

Griner, George, private. Know nothing.

Gay, Paul, private. Know nothing.

Garrison, John, private. Died in prison 1863.

Hive, Peter J., private. Dead.

Hoover, Henry, private. Know nothing.

Hoover, Jacob A., private. Know nothing.

Harrouff, James H., private. Living ;
West Virginia.

Hiner, Byrd, private. Dead.

Hickman, William A., private. Know nothing.

Hicks, John, private. Dead.

Hicks, David, private. Know nothing.

Hepler, Sam, private. Living; Goshen, Va.

Hook, Newton, private. Dead.

Hodge, William, private. Living; Williamsville, Va.

Hodge, Joseph, private. Dead.

Hodge, Ruben, private. Dead.

Jack, David, private. Know nothing.

Johns, Dave, private. Killed in battle.

Jordan, John, private. Living; Highland county, Va.

Jack, John, private. Died in prison 1864.

Kramer, Philip, private. Know nothing.

Kirkpatrick, Charles, private. Living; Bath county.

Kincaid, Floyd, private. Living; Williamsville, Va.

Kyle, David, private. Dead.

Kyle, George, private. Dead.
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Lindsey, William H., private. Dead.

Lindsey, Robert D., private. Living ;
Green Valley, Va.

Lindsey, Paul, private. Not known.

Lysle, James, private. Died in prison, 1863, with fever.

Lysle, Thomas, private. Died in prison.

Lysle, Ben, private. Living; Bath county, Ya.

Leach, Sylvester, private. Not known.

Lawrence, William, private. Dead.

Lair, John, color-bearer. Living; Bath county, Va.

Lange, William. Living ; Augusta County, Va.

Lange, John S. Living; West Virginia.

McElwee, William D., private. Living; Elkins, W. Va.

McClung, John A., private. Died in prison 1863.

McAllister, J. W., private. Living; McClung, Va.

McCray, Thomas, private. Dead.

Matheng, O. P., private. Dead.

Mclnian, James M., private. Dead.

Nott, Markwood, private. Dead.

Potts, L. G., private. Living ; Elkins, Wr

. Va. A minister now.

Propps, James, private. Dead.

Pritt, Jim, private. Died in prison, 1864, of smallpox.

Pulle, G. W. D., private. Died in prison, 1864.

Powell, Wash., private. Know nothing.

Rhea, J. S., private. Living; Millboro, Va.

Robson, John, private. Dead.

Right, Tyler, private. Dead.

Right, James, private. Dead.

Syple, Samuel, private. Living; Pendleton county, W. Va.

Shelton, Thomas, private. Killed in battle.

Shelton, Dave, private. Know nothing.

Shelton, Jim, private. Know nothing.

Swearingin, John, private. Not known.

Stinespring, Henry, private. Dead.

Siple, Sam, private. Living; West Virginia.

Stewart, Fred., private. Know nothing.

Stewart, Ned, private. Dead.

Stewart, Henry D., private. Living; Huntington, W. Va.

Stewart, Ferdinand, private. Died in prison, 1864.

Sheetz, Andrew, private. Not known.
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Swearingin, William, private. Not known.

Tuning, B. F., private. Died in prison, 1863.

Timing, A. W., private. Living in Illinois.

Thomas, John, private. Not known.

Vint, Josiah, private. Know nothing.

Vint, Esau, private. Know nothing.

Vint, George, private. Living; Doe Hill, Va.

Vint, Hamilton, private. Dead.

Vance,. John, private. Know nothing; was dangerously
wounded.

Wallace, John S., private. Highland county, Va.

Wallace, William H., private. Wliliamsville, Va.

Wallace, C. R., private. Living; Williamsville, Va.

Williams, James T., private. Know nothing.

Williams, Jeff, private. Know nothing.

Williams, Erastus, private. Living; Bath county, Va.

Williams, Robert, private. Dead.

Wright, James H., private. Dead.

Wright, Tyler, private. Dead.

. Woods, F. M., private. Died in prison, 1863.

Whitmore, James, private. Parnassus, Va.

Walton, John, private. Living.
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From the Times-Dispatch, October 20-27, 1907.

THE RIGHT OF SECESSION A REVIEW OF
BLEDSOE'S ABLE WORK.

An Epitome of the Views of Webster, Calhoun and

Other Famous Statesmen.

By FREDERICK WILMER SIMS, Louisa, Va.

"Is Davis a Traitor, or Was Secession a Constitutional Right,
Previous to the War of 1861 ?" By Albert Taylor Bledsoe,

A. M., L. L. D., late professor of mathematics in the University
of Virginia. Republished by Mary Barksdale Newton, in mem-

ory of her husband, Virginius Newton, of Richmond, Va. The

Hermitage Press, Inc., 1907, Richmond, Va.

As expressed in its preface :

"It is not the design of this book to open the subject of

secession" (but merely to discuss that subject from the standpoint
of abstract right), "in order to vindicate the character of the

South for loyalty, and to wipe off the charges of treason and
rebellion from the names and memories of Jefferson Davis,

'Stonewall' Jackson, Albert Sydney Johnston, Robert E. Lee
and all who fought and suffered in the great war of coercion."

The recent Confederate Reunion at Richmond, Va., where

gathered once again the survivors of the historic struggle of

1861-5, makes timely the republication of the work under review;

and, as a valuable contribution to the history of this subject, this

work should be included in all public libraries and generally read.

It is true that it cannot be claimed for this work that it is a

dispassionate summary of the arguments which have been ad-

vanced on both sides of the great question which it discusses.

It was written too close to the culmination of the deadly strife

in arms for this to be expected. It does not contain altogether
a complete statement of the arguments which have been ad-

vanced in support of the position taken by the author; and it
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fails to bring out the full force of the opposing arguments. It,

however, presents many of such arguments, pro and con, in a

new and forceful way, and no student of the subject should lose

the benefit of the reasoning and of the historic research dis-

played in this work.

PREAMBLE TO THE CONSTITUTION.

The history of the authorship of the initial clause of our

Federal Constitution, "We, the people of the United States, in

order to form a more perfect Union ... do ordain and es-

tablish this Constitution for the United States of America" ; and

of the writing of it by Gouverneur Morris, the draftsman of the

"committee on style" ;
and of its adoption by the whole con-

vention in absolute silence, is peculiarly instructive and inter-

esting reading.

In this connection will be remembered Mr. Calhoun's sugges-

tion, in his debate with Mr. Webster in 1833, that this phrase-

ology "We, the people," etc. was used as expressing only the

condition of the people under the old Confederacy and before

the adoption of the Federal Constitution, as it speaks gf a time

before such adoption, and was not intended to express the con-

dition in which the people would exist after the adoption of such

Constitution. The historical explanation of the use of this lan-

guage, disclosed by the work under review, is much more

satisfactory.

The reasoning of the author, based on the Federalist, the

Madison papers, the debates of the convention and on what was

at the time of such convention know of the history, compacts

between, and confederations of, sovereign States, seems con-

clusive of the proposition that the Federal Constitution was

formed by a compact between the original acceding States, in

their capacity as sovereign States, acting for themselves and for

the people of the several States, respectively; and that such

Constitution was not formed by the people of the United States

as a whole, acting individually and nationally, with respect to

the nationel powers delegated.

It will be remembered that Mr. Calhoun brought all the

weight of his great character and fervid eloquence to maintain
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the affirmative of that proposition ;
and that Mr. Webster corn-

batted such affirmative in that epoch-making speech of his in

1833 even more memorable and able than that delivered by
him in his perhaps more famous debate with Mr. Payne. In-

deed, it seems to have been assumed by Mr. Calhoun, as an ele-

mental and unassailable proposition, and conceded by Mr. Web-
ster (strange as it may seem now, reviewing the question from

his standpoint), that it would inevitably result from this that,

whatever sovereign States may have bound together, they could

put asunder.

But did this conclusion necessarily follow?

Viewing the question in the light of past histor) alone, it

would seem that it did. Assigning to sovereign States the at-

tributes therefore considered as inhering in the very nature of

sovereignty, it would seem that the States of 1/87 could not,

"in order to form a more perfect union," or for any other pur-

pose, yield and surrender any portion of their sovereignty in

such a manner as to bind posterity.

VIRGINIA'S ACTION.

Virginia, indeed, that there might be left no doubt as to her

conception of this matter, acting for her people, in her ordinance

of ratification of the Federal Constitution, expressly reserved

the right to resume the powers delegated to the Federal Gov-

ernment, "whenever the same shall be perverted to their injury

or oppression."

The idea of the individual citizen having surrendered, abso-

lutely, certain natural rights, in order that civil society or gov-
ernment might be formed, under the theory of rhe "original con-

tract," the "social contract," the "social compact," or the "im-

plied social compact," discussed by numerous European writers,

some treating such "contract" or "compact" as having been

in fact made, some as wholly imaginary and some as implied,

was familiar to the framers of our Federal Constitution. But

the conception that a sovereign State could make such sur-

render, absolutely, of certain sovereign rights, in order to form

civil society or government, was, at the time of the formation

and adoption of our Federal Constitution, wholly new.
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Pelatiah Webster, in 1783, first expressed the idea that a I-Vd-

eral Government could be formed that "should act, not on the

States, but directly on individuals." (To him Dr. Bledsoe refers

in note on page 52 of the work under review, but inadvertently

gives the credit of the idea mentioned to Noah Webster.) The

former, it is true, conceived the idea of the possibility of a

divided sovereignty ; but even by him, the idea that the States

could surrender, absolutely, certain sovereign rights as individ-

uals might surrender certain natural rights seems not to have

been clearly defined. He saw as but "through a glass, darkly"

on this subject. In truth neither he nor any of his contempo-
raries had any aid toward reaching the conclusion that a divided

sovereignty might be made absolute, from any historic light upon
the matter.

IIANNIS TAYLOR'S VIEW.

As we now know, as expressed by many modern writers and

speakers, but by none more clearly and suscinctly than by the

learned author, Mr. Hannis Taylor, in his article in the North

American Review (Vol. 185, No. 8, pp. 816-7) :

"From the days of the Greek Leagues down to the making of

the present Constitution of the United States, all Federal Gov-

ernments have been constructed upon a single plan, at once

clumsy and inefficient. The most perfect of the Greek Leagues
was the Achaian, of which the founders realy knew nothing . . .

"The only Federal Governments with whose internal organiza-

tions the builders of the Federal Republic were really familiar,

and whose histories had any practical effect upon their work,

were those which had grown up between the Low-Dutch com-

munities, at the mouth of the Rhine, and the High-Dutch com-
munities in the mountains of Switzerland and upon the plains

of Germany. Down to the making of our present Federal Con-

stitution, the confederation of Swiss Cantons, the United Prov-

inces of the Netherlands, and the German Confederation, really

represented the total advance made by the modern world in the

structure of Federal Governments. Such advance was embodied
in the idea of a Federal system made up of a union of States,

cities, or districts, representatives from which composed a single
Federal Assembly, whose supreme power could be brought to
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bear, not upon individual citizens, but upon cities of States of

such. The basic principle upon which all such fabrics rested

was the requisition system, under which the Federal head was

simply endowed with the power to make requisitions for men and

money upon the States or cities composing the league for Fed-

eral purposes ;
while the States alone, in their corporate capacity,

possessed the power to execute and enforce them. The first

advance made by the English colonies in America in the path of

Federal union ended with the making of our first Federal Con-

stitution embodied in what is known as the Articles of Con-

federation. Up to that point nothing new had been achieved
;

the fruit of the first effort was simply a confederation on the old

plan, with the Federal power vested in a single assembly that

could deal only through the requisition system with the States as

States."

The same author last quoted then clearly shows that the idea,

first conceived by Pelatiah Webster, that a supreme Federal

Government might be formed "acting directly upon the subject
or citizen, and not upon the cities of States composing the

league," was an original contribution by our Federal Constitu-

tion. He says (Idem p. 822) :

"When the final analysis is made, it appears that our career as

a nation has so far given birth to only three basic political ideas,

which may be considered as original contributions to the science

of politics :

"(i) Constitutional limitations on legislative power, a State

creation, from which resulted the power of courts to declare

legislative acts null and void

"(2) Interstate citizenship, . . . which originated in the

Articles of Confederation . . .

"(3) The idea of supreme Federal Government strictly organ-
ized and operating directly on the citizen, and not on the States

composing the federation . . ."

The idea of a supreme Federal Government, such as that

formed by our Federal Constitution, being, therefore, an abso-

lutely new contribution by it to the science of politics, without

any precedent in history, and the basic principle upon which it

rests being that of the possibility of a divided sovereignty a
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thing therefore by all and since by many, deemed an impos-

sibility the Federal Government to be supreme with respect to

certain sovereign powers delegated to it and surrendered by the

States
;
and the State Governments, or the people thereunder, to

remain sovereign and supreme with respect to certain powers

not delegated to the States, or to the people thereof it needed

no Cassandra to foretell that long years of debate, and, per-

chance, the trial by wage of battle, would be needed to define

and fix the resultant effect of so momentous an innovation in

matters of government.
And this indeed has come to pass.

Was the delegation and surrender by the States of a portion

of their sovereign power to the Federal Government absolute

irrevocable? Upon this pivotal question the decision turned.

That it was not so intended by the framers of the Federal

Constitution, or, if so intended, that they did not dare avow such

an intention, is matter of historic knowledge. That if such an

avowal had been made, the Federal Constitution would not have

been ratified or adopted by the necessary number of three-

fourths of the States, is matter of like knowledge. That for many

years following the adoption of such Constitution such an in-

tention found no advocates, but that the contrary view prevailed,

both north and south, is equally demonstrated by history. Mr.

Webster (Daniel) himself, when, in one of his later speeches, he

said : "I do not hesitate to say and repeat that if the Northern

States refuse wilfully and deliberately to carry into effect that

part of the Constitution which respects the restoration of fugi-

tive slaves, the South would be no longer bound to keep the

compact. A bargain broken on one side is broken on all sides"

(see page 101 of Dr. Bledsoe's work), appears not to have had

clearly defined in his mind the idea for which he had in former

years so strenuously contended, that the States entering into

the Federal compact had surrendered absolutely and irrevocably

the sovereign powers delegated to the Federal Government.

There was, indeed, up to the very commencement of hostilities,

no settled conviction on this subject, even in the North, contrary

to the historic view of it, which prevailed almost unanimously

in the South. As Mr. Henderson, in his most admirable work

(Stonewall Jackson, Vol. I., page 117), says:
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"Mr. Lincoln's predecessor in the presidential chair had pub-

licly proclaimed that coercion was both illegal and inexpedient;
and for the three months which intervened between the secession

of South Carolina and the inauguration of the Republican Presi-

dent, the Government made not the slightest attempt to inter-

fere with the peaceable establishment of the new Confederacy.
Not a single soldier reinforced the garrisons of the military posts
in the South. Not a single regiment was recalled from the

Western frontiers, and the seceded States, without a word of

protest, were permitted to take possession, with few exceptions,
of the forts, arsenals, navy yards and custom-houses which stood

in their own territory. It seemed that the Federal Government
was only waiting until an amicable arrangement might be ar-

rived at as to the terms of separation.

"If, in addition to the words in which she had assented to the

Constitution, further justification were needed for the belief of

Virginia in the right of secession, it was assuredly to be found

in the apparent want of unanimity on so grave a question even in

the Republican party, and in the quiescent attitude of the Federal

Government."

It remained, therefore, for the stern arbitrament of war to

decide what was before undecided, namely, that the framers of

the Federal Constitution had builded stronger than they knew,

or, at least, than they had avowed
;
and that they had indeed con-

tributed to posterity a new principle of political science, to-wit :

that sovereignty may be divided, and that a sovereign State

may yield and surrender absolutely and irrevocably certain of

its sovereign rights, even as an individual may yield and sur-

render absolutely and irrevocably certain of his natural rights,

in order to form civil government.

Meanwhile, until this momentuous decision was so made, it

was but following the dictates of the highest patriotism and

loyalty to truth, as Dr. Bledsoe clearly demonstrates, for "all

who fought and suffered in the great war of coercion" to hazard

their all, as they did in that great struggle, with an unselfish de-

votion that in itself is a priceless heritage to posterity.

As so admirably said by that inimitable historian (Mr. Hen-

derson) last quoted (Vol. I. p. 123) :

"The North, in resolving to maintain the Union by force of
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arms, was upheld by the belief that she was acting in accordance

with the Constitution. The South, in asserting her independence
and resisting coercion, found moral support in the same con-

viction, and the patriotism of those who fought for the Union

was neither purer nor more ardent than the patriotism of those

who fought for States' rights. Long ago, a Parliament of that

nation to which Jackson and so many of his compatriots owed
their origin, made petition to the Pope that he should require

the English King to respect the independence of Scotland, and

mind his own affairs. So long as 100 of us are left alive, said

the signatories, 'we will never in any degree be subjected to the

English. It is not for glory, or for riches, or for honor that we

fight, but for liberty alone, which no good man loses but with

his life.' More than 500 years later, for the same noble cause

and in the same uncompromising spirit, the people of Virginia

made appeal to the God of Battles."

The whole of this admirable summary, by an impartial his-

torian, is applicable to the South as a whole, and forecasts, if it

does not indeed itself pronounce, the final judgment of history.
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From the Times-Dispatch, December 28, 1907.

HOW MOSQUITOES PREVENTED CAPTURE OF
FARRAGUT.

ORLEANS, LA.,. December 22, 1907.

That a mosquito bite once stood between Admiral Farragut
and death, and that ninety bodies now moulder in the old mon-
itor Tescumseh, lying in the gulf off Fort Morgan, Ala., are

facts discovered by Rear-Admiral E. E. Roberts, U. S. N. (re-

tired), who is here for the first time since 1862, when, as a lieu-

tenant of engineers, attached to Admiral Farragut's Squadron,
he was in all the notable naval operations along the Southern

coast and came up the Mississippi River and captured New
Orleans. Admiral Roberts was with Admiral Farragut in the

battle of Mobile Bay. He was at the capture of Fort Fisher, at

the mouth of Cape Fear River, and at that time was a messmate

of Admiral Dewey, who was then a lieutenant-commander.

Admiral Roberts recently visited the old forts near Mobile, Ala.

"I have learned," said Admiral Roberts, "that in the summer
of 1863, before the attempt was made to run by Forts Morgan
and Gaines, mosquitoes prevented the death or capture of Ad-
miral Farragut. The mortar fleet of Admiral Farragut, while

anchored in Mississippi Sound, within shelling distance of Fort

Powell, at Grant's Pass, was bombarding that stronghold. Ad-
miral Farragut was on one of the blockading vessels at Sand

Island, in the gulf off Mobile Bay. In order to personally look

after the shelling operations the admiral would run down the

island on the gulf side, land in a small boat opposite the mortar

fleet, and cross Dauphin Island, which was very narrow at that

point. He would meet a small boat on the sound side, which

conveyed him to the mortar fleet.

"On these trips he was usually accompanied by one man, his

secretary or aid, and as the crossing was made within a mile of

the woods, which extended not much over a mile from Fort

Gaines, a party of Confederates, stationed at Fort Gaines, decided

to make an effort to capture Admiral Farragut.
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"This party included Sergeant Wiley \Yagner, Corporal Wil-

iam Foster and Private Harry Savage, of Company E, 1st Con-

federate Georgia Regiment. Taking with them three days'

rations and water, they went at night to the place where the

crossing was usually made and secreted themselves in the marsh

grass. Their idea was that if they could capture Admiral Far-

ragut and his companion they could reach the woods in safety.

They did not think they would be fired upon because of fear

of the bombarding fleet of striking the admiral. The Confeder-

ates planned to capture the admiral if possible and hold him as

hostage, but to kill him if he resisted and run the risk of injury

to themselves.

The three Confederates remained hidden in high marsh grass

on Dauphin Island for two days and three nights, but for some

reason Admiral Farragut did not make his regular daily visit

to the mortar fleet. Dauphin Island has a reputation for mos-

quitoes equal to that of Jersey, and the Confederates suffered

tortures as they lay exposed to hordes of the fierce insects. On
the morning of the third day the three men, more dead than alive,

crawled back to Fort Gaines and abandoned the plan to make
Admiral Farragut a prisoner. They were on the sick list for a

week.

"The very day the attempt was abandoned Admiral Farragut
resumed his visits to the mortar fleet.

"The monitor Tecumseh," continued Admiral Roberts, "still

lies in the harbor off Fort Morgan, and ninety bodies are yet

in the old war vessel. The Tecumseh was sunk by a submarine

torpedo, which blew in the bottom. As the only means of exit

was the turret, through which only one man could pass at a

time, the ninety fighters aboard went down with the ship."
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CHAPLAIN MATTHEW O'KEEFE OF MAHONE'S
BRIGADE.

A Famous Priest Sketch of his Noble and
Beneficent Career.

Towsoir, MD., January 28. 1906.

Rev. Matthew O'Keefe, pastor of the Roman Catholic Church

of the Immaculate Conception, died of pneumonia, contracted

while responding to calls to attend the sick. He was seventy-

eight years old and a native of Waterford, Ireland.

The oldest priest in the diocese, Father O'Keefe was the last

surviving brigade chaplain of the Confederate Army, he having

been chaplain of Mahone's Brigade of the Army of Northern

Virginia, and a close personal friend of General Robert E. Lee

and Jefferson Davis.

Father O'Keefe made himself famous throughout the South

by his work during the outbreak of yellow fever at Norfolk and

Portsmouth in 1855, and in 1869 won the red ribbon of the

Legion of Honor by his attendance upon the officers and crew

of a fever stricken French frigate that put in at 'Hampton Roads.

He is said to have died practically penniless, having devoted his

large fortune to Church work.

WAS MAHONE'S CHAPLAIN.

Rev. Matthew O'Keefe, the chaplain of General Mahone's

famous brigade of the Confederate Army ;
the warm personal

friend of Jefferson Davis and General Robert E. Lee, yellow

fever hero and member of the Legion of Honor of France, was

born in the city of Waterford, Ireland, on May n, 1828, and in

January of 1902 celebrated the golden jubilee of his ordination

as a priest. For thirty-five years he was stationed at Norfolk,

Va., where he built the finest church edifice south of Baltimore.

He had been a priest of the Catholic Church for fifty-four

years, and was one of the most widely known clergymen of the

archdiocese. He was a ready debater and a quick, clear thinker.
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He was educated at St. John's College, at Waterford, Ireland,

where, after his graduation, he served three years as professor

of theology and philosophy. In his native town, when he was

in the twenty-fourth year of his age, he was ordained a priest

by Bishop Foran. Several months afterward he came to Balti-

more and was assigned to Frostburg, being the first pastor of

that parish. He was there only a short time, and although his

work promised rich results, he was recalled and sent to assist

in the Diocese of Richmond, then under Bishop John McGill.

He was placed in charge of the work at Norfolk, where he

remained for thirty-five years.

In 1855 the yellow fever broke out in Norfolk and Portsmouth,

just across the river. It was during this plague that Father

O'Keefe did the work that made his name famous throughout
the South. He worked among the people like a hero, nursing
the sick, administering the last rites of the Church to the dying,

and burying the dead. He buried more than half his congre-

gation during the epidemic.

In 1856, the year after the yellow fever plague, his church (St.

Patrick's) was burnt down, but he rebuilt it, and also commenced
the present St. Mary's Church of the Immaculate Conception.

TIIS GIFT FROM XAPOI/EOX.

An incident occurred in his career in 1869, which was recog-
nized in the most substantial manner. A French frigate arrived

in Hampton Roads from the Spanish Main with yellow fever on

board. Father O'Keefe was sent for to attend the sick. He

responded immediately, and remained on board the frigate sev-

eral clays, only going ashore to bury the dead. He buried

twenty-two or twenty-three of the officers and crew of the frigate

at Sewell's Point, near Newport News. The dread of the fever

was still in the town, and Father O'Keefe was forbidden to return

to Norfolk, it being feared that he would bring the terrible dis-

ease with him. He took all proper precautions to prevent the

fever spreading and came to Baltimore, where he remained two

weeks, and then returned to his parish. In the meantime the

admiral of the French fleet arrived in Hampton Roads looking
for the fever ship.
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He was informed what Father O'Keefe had done, and when

the priest returned there were two letters for him from the

French admiral. One was a private note, in which the admiral

expressed his personal thanks for what the priest had done
;
the

other was an official letter thanking him, in the name of the

Government, for his services to the navy when in distress.

In the following spring Father O'Keefe received, through
Hon. Hamilton Fish, the Secretary of State, a magnificent gold

watch and chain from the Emperor Napoleon, with a letter ex-

pressing his gratitude for Father O'Keefe's services. The value

of the watch and chain is not less than $500. The watch is

elaborately chased, bearing the imperial crown. On one side

is engraved, in bold relief, this inscription : "Presented by the

Imperial Government of France to Rev. M. O'Keefe, cure of

Norfolk, Va., for services rendered to the Imperial Marine, 1869."

He was also enrolled as a member of the Legion of Honor of

France.

Father O'Keefe served as chaplain of Mahone's Brigade, hav-

ing been appointed to the position by the Confederate Secre-

tary in 186 1.

In 1887 Father O'Keefe returned to Baltimore and was ap-

pointed by Cardinal Gibbons to the chaplaincy of the Notre

Dame Convent and pastor of St. Francis' Church Towson. In

addition to his pastoral ruties, he had taken great interest in

parochial schools, and was until recently superintendent of

schools for the Archdiocese of Baltimore.

CKOWXIXG WORK OF LIFE.

It was at Towson that Father O'Keefe performed the crown-

ing work of his notable life. He erected there the Catholic

Church of the Immaculate Conception, a magnificent marble

building, trimmed with finest brownstone, and considered by

many the most beautiful church in Maryland. It was built largely

out of Father O'Keefe's private purse. The interior of the walls

of the building are adorned with frescoed steel panels. There are

a number of fine stained glass windows, and in the front of the

church a mammoth window, on which there is an artistic repre-

sentation of the Reserrection of Christ. There are five beautiful
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marble altars. The main altar cost $20,000, and is made of

the finest Italian marble. The church is of the Gothic style of

architecture, and is located on a beautiful slope over 600 feet

above the level of the sea and overlooking the beautiful Du-

laneys Valley and the surrounding country, and can be seen

for many miles. In this beautiful church, the second of the

kind which he erected, will be the tomb of the venerable priest.

Father O'Keefe lived a most austere life, and spent his

large private fortune for religious and charitable purposes. For

some time at Townson he lived in a building which had been

formerly used as a shop.

The furniture in his room was of the most simple kind. Most
of his meals consisted of bread and water or milk. After the

new church was built Father O'Keefe occupied a room over the

sanctuary. He gave up the parochial residence to the Sisters

of the Notre Dame, who teach the parochial school, founded

and endowed by him, so as to be forever free. He frequently

taught classes in school, and was regarded as having a natural

talent for teaching.

In appearance Father O'Keefe was handsome and of robust

build. He had deep blue eyes and an abundance of gray hair.

Despite his austerity, he was fond of company and an entertain-

ing host.

Father O'Keefe was proud of his connections with the Con-
federate Army, and bore an intense love for the Southern people
and the leaders of the Confederacy, with whom he had been so

closely associated, both as a friend and as an adviser.

VISITED DAVIS IN PRISON.

When Jefferson Davis was a prisoner at Fortress Monroe, he

was visited daily by Father O'Keefe, who consoled the leader

of the Lost Cause during the bitter hours that he was im-

prisoned. He was invited by the widow of Mr. Davis to ac-

company the body of the latter to Richmond to be entombed.

It is stated that it was the desire of Father O'Keefe that he

should be buried with all the simplicity possible, but with the

regulations in accord with his position in the Confederate Army,
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as he wished it to be known that he died as he lived, an unre-

constructed Confederate.

Cardinal Gibbons holds Father O'Keefe's memory in the

highest esteem and says that he always did the work of two

priests. At one time Father O'Keefe, besides performing his

pastoral duties, acted as superintendent of parochial schools of

the Archdiocese of Baltimore, and as editor of the Catholic

Mirror.

Death found Father O'Keefe engrossed with great plans for

the future, including the building of a magnificent Catholic high

school at Towson, which would rival any institution of the kind

in the country. Father O'Keefe modeled his parochial school

after the public schools, using, whenever possible, the same text-

books. The only difference was that Christian doctrine is taught

in the former school.

MAN OF COURAGE. .

Father O'Keefe was a man of rare personal courage and a num-

ber of times in his notable career he was brought face to face

with possible death amid the carnage of battle, the ravages of

yellow fever, and the enmity of the Know Nothings, who had

marked him for death.

One night during the time the Know Nothing party was at

the height of its popularity in Virginia, two men came to the

residence of Father O'Keefe and informed him that they were

sent to row him across the river to Portsmouth to visit a dying
man. Father O'Keefe went with them, and when the other side

of the river was reached the two men told him that the sick man
lived in a house some distance away. Father O'Keefe said that

he then realized that he was to be assassinated, and made up
his mind to fight for his life. He covered the two men, holding

a revolver in each hand, and compelled them to walk ahead of

him until the principal streets of Portsmouth were reached, where

he caused them to be arrested. It was afterwards discovered that

the two men had been selected to kill Father O'Keefe, but the

timely action of the brave priest had taken the nerve of the two

would-be assassins.

At the outbreak of the Civil War Father O'Keefe applied to
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Bishop McGill for permission to take up arms in defense of the

South. This permission was denied by the bishop, who enjoined
Father O'Keefe tinder his sacerdotal vows not to bear arms, but

stipulated that if Norfolk was attacked he could exercise the

natural right of self-defense in defending his home city.

Thereupon Father O'Keefe went to Richmond and offered to

lead a night attack with 500 picked men on the Federal camp at

Point Lookout, below Norfolk. President Davis consented, but

stipulated that a Confederate colonel must accompany the ex-

pedition. The officer arrived in Norfolk, but became intoxi-

cated, and when he became sober again heavy reinforcements

had arrived at the camp, and, much to Father O'Keefe's disap-

pointment, the expedition had to be abandoned.

Father O'Keefe urged President Davis to set the slaves free

and to allow them to take up arms in defense of the South. The
latter is said to have declared, after the war, that if Father

O'Keefe's advice had been heeded the result of the conflict would
have been different.

HIS ONE SORKOW.

Those who knew Father O'Keefe intimately were aware that

one sorrow had overshadowed the latter years of his life. It was
his removal from the pastorate of St. Mary's Church at Norfolk.

The then ordinary of the diocese, it is said, did not approve of

the elaborate improvements Father O'Keefe had in hand, but

he showed his appreciation of the high personal esteem in which

he held the latter by offering him the pastorship of the most im-

portant church in Richmond.

Father O'Keefe, however, left the Diocese of Virginia forever

and returned to the Archdiocese of Baltimore, where he was

warmly welcomed by Cardinal Gibbons and assigned to import-
ant work. Father O'Keefe was devoutly attached to the people of

Norfolk of all denominations, and they warmly reciprocated his

feelings. He was frequently urged to visit that city again and to

be tendered a public reception, but he declined, and passed
the remaining days of his life without ever again seeing the city

he so dearly loved.
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DEFIED GENERAL, BUTLER.

One Sunday during the Civil War, while engaged in instruct-

ing some children, Father O'Keefe received the following tele-

gram from General Benjamin Butler:

"General Butler sends his compliments to Father O'Keefe and

desires to know if he prays for the Federal authorities at the

vesper service."

Father O'Keefe's reply is characteristic. He wrote the follow-

ing on the back of General Butler's note :

"Father O'Keefe does not return his compliments to General

Butler. I do not pray for the Federal authorities at the vesper

service, nor do I intend to do so. Furthermore, I never heard

of such a thing."

Of course, it was thought by every one that on the receipt of

the reply from Father O'Keefe General Butler would immedi-

ately order his arrest. However, he did not. Years afterwards

General Butler and Father O'Keefe met, and the interchange of

telegrams between them was referred to.

"I would have arrested you," said the General, "but on ac-

count of the charitable works you were performing."
"I was anxious that you should arrest me," replied the priest.

"I wanted to get to the front, but the vow of obedience to my
bishop prevented me. If I had been arrested I might have had

an opportunity to have gone there."
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HAMPTON AND RECONSTRUCTION.

By EDWARD L. WELLS,
Author of " Hampton and His Cavalry in '64," Columbia, S. C., 1907.

The value of this faithful presentation of a period so full of

menace to all, held dear in the South, has been attested in

numerous commendatory notices.

Those who suffered and endured, during this darkest era of

wanton oppression, and who resisted all-encompassed with cir-

cumstances in every way depressing with a patriotism not to be

overwhelmed, respond in every fibre to the stirring depiction.

Mr. Wells served with Hampton in his famous Legion, and his

previous work is the authority on the resplendant military career

of the great Carolinian. As to the scope and purpose of his

work the author justly says in his preface :

"This sketch is part of the biography of a people, the American

people, at a most important period of its life.

'The past is the parent of the present and of the future of a

people's life, as it is with every man's life.

"Hereditary inclinations, good and evil, influence a people's

career, just as they influence that of an individual, and they
should be equally subject to the guidance and restraint that ex-

perience imposes through conscience. Although this is an ac-

count of events happening many years ago, yet the causes pro-

ducing them, at present in the background, are as full of vitality

now as then they are sleeping lions. Where treasure is, near at

hand will always be lurking thieves.

"Because you may be sailing on summer seas, free of care and

with no thought of tempests, you do not doubt that the ocean,

now so harmless looking, will some time or other be lashed into

angry waves mountain-high, by blasts at present slumbering in

the caves of the winds.

"So will the demon of storm reappear from time to time in

your political summer seas.

"You cannot prevent this by ignoring it, but you can save
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yourself from ship-wreck by profiting by the experience of

others. The miseries of Reconstruction were rendered possible

only by the subversion of representative government, 'the con-

sent of the governed/ without which all government is simply

despotism, however disguised. This thing can never again take

place at the South under the same pretext the negro for that

humbug has been exploded by the unanswerable logic of the

reductio ad absurdum. But wily, unscrupulous politicians, hung-

ering for plunder, will sooner or later manufacture other pretexts

to 'fool the people.' Next time the North or West may become
the scene of such planned wholesale burglary. When that time

comes the afflicted section will sorely need a political heir of

the qualities of Hampton, and also sorely stand in need of the

experience taught to the Southern people by their affliction.

"It is often said that the history of an epoch is best written by
some one living after it, or at least outside of its noise, bustle,

stir and confusion, but this is not always true. A little reflection

will convince any one of its error. The keen interest that ani-

mates an absence of contemporary events stamps on his mind
exact impressions of facts, and these impressions are durable

as brass. If he be fairly intelligent and educated, and becomes

an earnest, conscientious, life-long student of the subjects in-

volved, with the facts grown on his mind, he is liable to arrive

at approximately correct conclusions."

In narrating so important a story it was necessary to sketch

briefly the youth and early manhood of Wade Hampton to give
an idea of the heroic mould of the man. His brilliant record

in the War between the Sections, made evident the grand ex-

emplification that dominated and redeemed the State of South

Carolina in its most desperate hour. "It will be made clear,"

the preface concludes, "how the State's reconstruction from the

grave was brought about by Wade Hampton, and that in the

pacification of the entire country, in the restoration of fraternal

feeling, no man's handiwork was so widely beneficent as his
;

that he was in the truest, most patriotic, most exalted and most

all-embracing sense of the term, a Union man."

The book is a handsome 8vo. of 238 pages, prefixed with a

portrait of General Hampton as he appeared in 1876.
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GENERAL HOOD'S BRIGADE.

Brave Texans Left their Native State and Achieved

Undying Fame in Virginia.

Address of DON. E. HENDERSON at Galveston Reunion in 1901.

On the occasion of the thirty-first annual reunion of Hood's

Texas Brigade at Galveston, Judge Don E. Henderson, of

Bryan, a former member of Company E, 5th Texas, Hood's

Brigade, made the response to the address of welcome of Major
Hume. He spoke as follows :

LADIES, GENTLEMEN, AND COMRADES, The survivors of

Hood's Texas Brigade at the behests of the citizens of Galveston

have met in annual reunion to do honor to their dead comrades

and to the memory of the Lost Cause. A year ago your city

was selected for this reunion. Your condition at that time was

far different from the present. Then you numbered a popula-

tion of more than 40,000 souls. This was the beautiful "Ole-

ander City" ;
the commercial emporium of Texas

; industry

stimulated trade and enterprises ;
faith in the future girdled your

loins, and hope smiled and waved her golden wand. Since that

time your Island City has been devastated by the most dis-

astrous storm in the annals of time. Your homes have been

swept away, and nearly one-fourth of your population has been

destroyed. It does not need to say that on receipt of the sad

intelligence of your condition, we hesitated to accept your

courtesy not that we believed it would not be graciously ex-

tended, but the fear was less we should become a burden and

trespass on your hospitality. But I beg to state that this hesita-

tion was only momentary, for we reflected that this had been the

home of many of our dead comrades, who had gone forth with

us to battle
;
that here lived, before and after the war, the gallant

Sellers, of whom General Hood said, "He was the bravest of

the brave," and who, though only a lieutenant-colonel and a
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staff officer, led the brigade to one of the most brilliant victories

of the war
;
and when we remembered that this was still the resi-

dence of Rogers, Humes, the Settles, Goree, Vidor, and others

of our surviving comrades, we knew that you would take it ill

should we change our resolution
;
and we are here to-day to ac-

cept of your hospitality and to mingle together in social reunion.

We are glad to find your city not prostrate and despairing, but

still strong and self-reliant. Like Neptune, you have taken your
bath in the sea

;
and though your locks may be dishevelled, you

are full of hope and faith in the future
;
and with such determina-

tion as is yours, you will yet scale the walls of adversity, and,

like the Venice of old, the city of the Adriatic, Galveston, the

metropolis of the new Mediterranean, will receive into her lap

the riches of the Orient and rival in wealth and splendor the

most renowned cities of ancient or modern times.

FOUR DECADES AGO.

Forty years have passed since the three regiments of Texans,

who subsequently became known as "Hood's Brigade," left

their native State and went forth to meet the invader and to do

battle for the cause they believed to be just on the historic fields

of the Old Dominion years full of events
;
some of sorrow,

some of joy, but all filled with hope as our country forged for-

ward in the race of progress. So rapid has been the advance of

the achievements of civilization, such the rush and hurry incident

to a money-making age, while the old generation has been pass-

ing away, and new men, who knew not our fathers of 1861, have

taken their places, it is to be feared that we are unmindful of

much that added glory to our Commonwealth
;
we are forgetting

much that contributed luster to the name and fame of the Texas

soldier. But amid all this change, to us, the survivors of the

Lost Cause, nothing has occurred to diminish our pride or dim

our eyes to the prowess and splendor of the noble heroes who
offered their lives a willing sacrifice upon the altar of their

country. I trust I shall be pardoned if I recall on this occasion,

at the risk of being considered prosaic and perhaps boastful,

some of the events which made the name of the Texas soldier

the synonym of heroism throughout the world. And to-day my
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theme shall be, How Hood's Brigade Won Its Spurs in Virginia.

To tell all of its achievements would make a book, and would

worry your patience. I shall, therefore, undertake a glimpse of

the campaign of 1862 the first real campaign of the war, and

one in which that band of heroes carved for themselves and their

State immortal fame. Had I the gift of genius or the skill of

the literary artist, I might weave a romance that would set at

nought the march of Xenophon and his Grecian band into the

heart of Asia, or that would pale into insignificance the deeds of

chivalry and valor which characterized the days of knight erran-

try, when Richard the Lion Hearted led the chivalry of Europe

against Salladin and his hordes of Moslems in the Holy Land.

But, as it is, I must content myself with cold facts, and let his-

tory speak for itself.

Some of you here remember the Texas of 1861. The Lone

Star State was then a marvel of beauty, interspersed here and

there with farms and hamlets, and towns and villages, the cheer-

ful homes of men. The hand of civilization had as yet scarcely

marred the fair face of this Empire State. Only one or two

short lines of railway were then in existence. Beyond these the

stage coach was the public conveyance between places, while

in all our borders we only had 600,000 or 700,000 people, one-

fourth of whom were negroes. But our white population con-

stituted a robust and vigorous race an honest yeomanry, the

sons of pioneers, the progeny of the early settlers of this vast

domain. But to-day how changed ! The beauty of the wilder-

ness has given place to the wonders of civilization. The whole

country is dotted with farms and ranches, towns and cities have

sprung up on every hand, and more than 10,000 miles of rail-

way form a network of travel and communication between our

most distant points, while an enterprising population of three

and a half million souls indicate the material progress we have

accomplished.

When the call to arms was sounded the authorities at Rich-

mond were appealed to, and Texas was grudgingly allowed to

send three regiments to Virginia, the anticipated arena of the

contending armies. These were raised in an incredibly short

space of time, the counties vicing with each other in an effort to

get into the regiments. As fast as they were ready they were
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sent forward to the front. In the early fall of 1861 all three of

the regiments, comprising about 3,000 troops, had arrived at

Richmond, were organized and armed, and afterwards went into

winter quarters along the Potomac in the neighborhood of Dum-

fries, some thirty miles below Washington. Shall I pause to

describe to you this splendid body of men, as they stood for the

first time on dress parade on the banks of the Potomac? Wig-
fall, McLeod and Rainey, of the ist; Hood, Marshall and War-

wick, of the 4th, and Archer, Robertson and Botts, of the 5th,

composed the field officers of the regiments, and thirty as gallant

captains as ere commissions bore commanded the thirty com-

panies. As far as the eye could reach was a long line of gray.

Three thousand bright Te>:as boys, mostly from eighteen to

twenty-five years of age, with Enfield rifles and bayonets glitter-

ing in the sun, they presented a spectacle for the admiration of

all beholders. The farm, the ranch, the storehouse, the school-

room, and the cottage, throughout the length and breadth of

our Empire State, had all contributed their quota to swell the

ranks of this remarkable body of men. Do you doubt for a

moment that as they stood there, a solid phalanx, a thousand

miles from home, surrounded by the troops from every State

of the Confederacy, as the sole representatives of the Lone Star

State, they realized Texas had committed to their care and keep-

ing her fair fame, and they were determined to bear aloft the

sacred honor of their State upon the points of their bayonets to

victory or to death? Their lips were yet warm with mother's,

or wife's, or sweetheart's kiss, and with the parting benedictions

to come home with their shields on them, they were inspired by
the deeds of the illustrious heroes of the Alamo, Goliad, and San

Jacinto, and they pledged their faith to carve a name for them-

selves and for Texas equal to the Tenth Legion of Caesar or the

Old Guard of Napoleon.

HOW THE FEARFUL DRAMA BEGAN.

But enough of this. The fearful drama of 1862 is about to

begin. In the early spring the Federal Army, some 200,000

men, under McClellan, changed its base from the Potomac to

the Peninsula at Yorktown of historic memory. They were
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confronted by Magruder with some 10,000 or 15,000 troops,

who held the vast horde of Federal troops at bay until the arrival

of General Johnston, who rapidly marched from the line of Ihe

Rappahannock to reinforce Magruder. After confronting him

for several days, our army began its retreat toward Richhiond

Hood's Brigade, then belonging to Whitingis Division, cover-

ing the retreat to Williamsburg, passing through that town,

while the battle of Williamsburg was in progress. The division

was moved rapidly to Eltham's Landing, on York River, in

order to cover an anticipated movement calculated to intercept

the retreat of the army. Here, for the first time in the campaign,
the Texas troops engaged the enemy, in a densely wooded

country along the York River. The 4th and 5th did but little

fighting, but the ist Texas encountered the enemy in strong
force and a severe engagement ensued, in which that regiment
drove at least double their number of Federal troops under

cover of their gunboats. The entire brigade lost some forty or

fifty killed and wounded, while the enemy's loss was at least

twice that number. Here it was that Captain Denny, of the 5th,

and Lieutenant-Colonel Black, of the ist, were killed, and Lieu-

tenant-Colonel Rainey, of the ist, was severely wounded. I

mention this battle, not so much on account of its importance
as compared with others which ensued, but because it was the

first contact the Texas troops as a brigade had with the enemy,
and in that engagement it performed its part so well as to re-

ceive the encomium of General Gustavus W. Smith, the com-

manding officer. Hear what he says in his official report : "The

brunt of the contest was borne by the Texans, and to them is

due the largest share of the honors of the day at Eltham." And

again he says : "Had I 40,000 such troops I would undertake

a successful invasion of the North."

AN AGGRESSIVE CAMPAIGN.

I pass by the battle of Seven Pines, as the Texas Brigades were

merely passive spectators in that engagement. Shortly there-

after General Robert E. Lee took command of the Confederate

forces in Virginia, and thenceforward that army ceased to

retreat from the foe, and began an aggressive campaign which
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crowned our cause with victory after victory until the name of

the Confederate soldier became illustrious wherever heroism is

admired. As soon as General Lee assumed command of the

army he undertook a campaign for the relief of Richmond and

for the purpose of driving the Federal invaders from the soil of

Virginia. I shall not stop here to relate the splendid strategy

which re-enforced Jackson, who was operating in the Valley, with

the division of Whiting, to which the Texas Brigade then be-

longed, and how all these troops were immediately transferred

from the Valley to the rear of McClellan's right flank at Mechan-

icsville. Suffice it, the battle of the 26th of June at Mechanics-

ville ensued, in which the Federals were driven from their works,

and the two wings of our army, that on the north bank of the

Chickahominy under Jackson and that on the south bank under

Lee, were reunited.

On the morning of the 27th of June, to-day thirty-nine years

ago, at early dawn, the Confederates began seeking the enemy ;

Longstreet and A. P. Hill pursued the routes on our right near-

est the Chickahominy, and came soonest on their lines, while

the troops under Jackson, composed of the divisions of Whiting,
Ewell and D. H. Hill, having to make a detour further to our

left, came later upon the field, approaching the enemy in the

neighborhood of Cold Harbor. Our lines on the right were

formed about 12 o'clock, and later on the left, and conformed to

the enemy's in shape, but our position, aside from their fortifica-

tions, was far inferior to theirs. Our line of battle, as formed, ex-

tending from right to left, was as follows : Longstreet on the

right, A. P. Hill to his left, then the divisions of Ewell and

D. H. Hill to his left in the order stated. Whiting's Division,

composed of Hood's and Law's Brigades, did not form in line,

but were held in reserve near Cold Harbor. The battle began in

earnest a little past 12 o'clock, and soon raged with fury on our

right where Longstreet was posted. About 3 o'clock our left

became engaged, and in the still, hot evening air the rattle of

musketry and the roar of artillery was fearful all along our lines.

We knew, from our position of safety, that a terrible conflict was

going on, in which the blood of the best and bravest on both

sides was being poured out like water. Still we were being held

in leash, and the Texas Brigade, like the bedridden knight in
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"Ivanhoe," felt that they were destined to stay where they were

while the game was being played which should bring us victory

or defeat. At this juncture the Texas Brigade was ordered to

the front, and never did men obey such order with more alacrity.

A HOT JUNE AFTERNOON.

At about 4 130 o'clock on that hot June afternoon the Texas

Brigade, under the eye of Lee, led by the gallant Hood, swept

forward to storm the centre of the enemy's position. The 4th

Texas on the right, to its left the i8th Georgia (then forming a

part of the brigade), then the ist and 5th Texas, and on the ex-

treme left of the brigade Hampton's Legion, then also a part of

the command. From the nature of the ground the 4th Texas

had far the more difficult task of any regiment in the brigade,

for in addition to the fortified position of the forces across the

branch, which they were to storm, they were to make the attack

across an open field, in front of the Federal position, while the

balance of the command moved to the assault under cover of

the thick woods in their front.

As we moved into the fight each soldier of the brigade felt

that the crisis of the battle had come; that the hour of destiny

had struck. We knew that assault after assault had been made
all along our lines from 2 to 4 o'clock, only to be repulsed with

terrible loss, and around and before us were evidences of a

fearful struggle, for the dead and dying of the commands which

had preceded us lay thick upon the ground, while the remnant

of that advance column, demoralized and beaten, was retiring

through our ranks in disorder and confusion, telling the soldiers

of the brigade, as we neared the enemy, "not to go in there
;
that

it was death
;
that the enemy's position could not be taken." But

this only added to our determination to break the lines of the

enemy or perish in the attempt. And undismayed, the citizen

soldiery of Texas moved steadily forward with the majestic

tread of trained veterans. The ist and 5th Regiments, with the

1 8th Georgia and Hampton's Legion, as stated before, charged
the enemy through the woods, and their task was not as severe

as that of the 4th, which charged across an open field under a

murderous fire of the enemy's infantry and artillery for near
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half a mile. But led, as they were, by the immortal Hood, they

did it beautifully, grandly.

A SHOWER OF SHOT AND SHELL.

In the language of General Hood himself: "Onward we

marched under a constantly increasing shower of shot and shell,

whilst to our right could be seen some of our troops making
their way to the rear, and others laying down beneath a galling

fire. Our ranks were thinned at almost every step forward, and

proportionately to the growing fury of the storm of projectiles.

Soon we attained the crest of the bald ridge, within about 150

yards of the breastworks. Here was concentrated upon us from

batteries in front and flank a fire of shell and canister, which

ploughed through our ranks with deadly effect. Already the

gallant Colonel Marshall, together with many other brave men,
had fallen victims in this bloody onset. At a quickened pace
we continued to advance without firing a shot, down the slope

over a body of our soldiers lying on the ground, and across Pow-

hite Creek, when amid the fearful roar of musketry and artillery,

I gave the order to fix bayonets and charge. With a ringing
shout we dashed up the steep hill, through the abattis and over

the breastworks upon the very heads of the enemy. The Fed-

erals, panic-stricken, rushed precipitately to the rear upon the

infantry in support of the artillery. Suddenly the whole joined
in flight toward the valley beyond."

While the 4th was making this glorious charge, equal to any
in the annals of war, the 1st and 5th, with the i8th Georgia and

Hampton's Legion, were nobly fighting and charging in their

front, and simultaneously with the breach made by the 4th, they

swept the Federals from their front, and the enemy's centre once

pierced, they soon gave way all along their line, and as our vic-

torious forces emerged upon the high plateau lately held by the

enemy, as the shades of evening were gathering fast, we beheld

the Federal Army, broken in every part, in full retreat towards

its bridges on the Chickahominy. The coming night alone saved

that wing of McClellan's Army from utter ruin. As it was, our

victory was complete, and although our own losses were heavy,

they were not heavier than the enemy's.
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As stated before, night put an end to the battle and to our

pursuit, and the remnant of Fitz John Porter's Corps, under

cover of darkness, escaped across the bridges of the Chicka-

hominy and joined McClellan's forces south of that stream. Gen-

eral McClellan calls this a meditated change of base. Be that

as it may, the truth remains that if such was his previous inten-

tion, the result of the battle of Games' Mill greatly expedited

that change.
BATTLE OF GAINES* MILL.

The battle of Games' Mill was the battle of all others which

inspired our troops with confidence in themselves and their great

commander, General Lee. It was the battle which taught the

Confederate troops in Virginia how to win victory, and the

forerunner of the series of splendid achievements which hence-

forth attended Lee's Army.

Others have claimed the credit of being the first to break the

Federal lines at Games' Mill, notably General D. H. Hill, who
commanded the extreme left of the Confederate Army. Fortu-

nately, the claim of the Texas Brigade to this honor does not

depend solely on the testimony of themselves, for in addition we

have as witnesses General Lee, who commanded the Confederate

Army, and General Jackson, who commanded on our part of the

field; and, besides, we have the evidence of the Federal com-

mander, General Porter. Here is what General Lee says :

About 4 130, when General Hood was preparing to lead the 4th

Texas to storm the enemy's works, he met General Lee, who
announced to him that our troops had been fighting gallantly,

but had not succeeded in dislodging the enemy. He added this

must be done, and asked General Hood if he could do it. To
which General Hood replied he would try. General Jackson,

with reference to this charge of the 4th Texas, says officially:

"In this charge, in which upward of 1,000 men fell, killed and

wounded before the fire of the enemy, in which ten pieces of

artillery and nearly a regiment was captured, the 4th Texas,

under the command of General Hood, was the first to pierce

their strongholds and seize the guns. Although swept from

their defences by this rapid and almost matchless display of

daring and desperate valor, the well-disciplined Federals con-
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tinned in retreat to fight with stubborn resistance." And he

further remarked "that the men who carried this position were

soldiers indeed."

General Fitz John Porter, the Federal commander, says : "As

if for a final effort, as the shades of evening were coming upon
us and the woods were filled with smoke limiting the view therein

to a few yards, the enemy again massed his fresher and reformed

regiments and turned them in rapid succession against our

thinned and wearied battalions, now almost without ammuni-

tion, and with guns so foul that they could not be loaded rapidly.

The attacks, though coming like a series of irresistible ava-

lanches, had thus far made no inroads upon our firm and dis-

ciplined ranks. Even in this last attack we successfully resisted,

driving back our assailants writh immense loss, or holding them

beyond our lines, except in one instance near the centre of Mor-

rell's line where, by force of numbers and under cover of the

smoke of battle, our line was penetrated and broken." Mor-

rell's line of battle was opposite the position carried by the

Texas Brigade.
AT SECOND MANASSAS.

I pass hurriedly to the second battle of Manassas, where the

Texas Brigade was again destined to turn the tide of war. It

is not necessary to recount how we arrived upon that field,

further than to state that the seven-days' battles around Rich-

mond had driven McClellan to seek a new base, and he had taken

a boat and gone to the neighborhood of Washington, and Lee

was merely seeking him out. Meantime, McClellan had been

superseded, and Pope was in command of the army. On the

same battlefield which had witnessed the first great shock of

arms between the Federal and Confederate forces in 1861 on

the 29th of August, 1862, General Pope, with about 150,000 Fed-

eral troops, confronted General Lee, in command of about 75,000
Confederates. During the greater part of the 2Qth a fierce con-

flict raged between the forces of Jackson, on the Confederate

left, and the Federal troops opposite him, but nothing appears
to have been gained on either side, except the loss of many lives.

The morning of the 3Oth dawned bright and clear, the atmos-

phere was heavy, and every man felt that to-day the decisive
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battle would be fought, but somehow the morning passed and

the real struggle had not begun. In the evening the fighting

again began on the left of our line.

At about 4 o'clock the battle was taken up along our centre

and right, and at 4 130 the Texas Brigade was ordered to charge.

The troops moved at a rapid pace some 300 or 400 yards before

the enemy was encountered, and here a strange scene occurred.

The 5th and roth New York Zouaves, clad in their splendid red

uniforms, opposed the advance of the 5th Texas Regiment. They
were posted in the edge of a wood, with an open country sloping

to a creek some 200 yards in their rear. As the regiment neared

the enemy in a rapid charge, they delivered one deadly volley,

and then, before they could reload, the Texans were upon them,

and the Federals turned and fled, and it is no exaggeration to

say that hillside was strewn thick with the flower of those two

regiments. An observer said that it was possible to walk on

corpses from the edge of the wood to the creek, so thickly were

they strewn. Our troops did not pause, but swept forward

like a cyclone. They passed the creek pursuing the Federals

up the hillside beyond, and when they neared the crest, they

found themselves confronted by a line of blue, standing in a

declivity, and beyond them and over their heads played upon
the Confederates shot and shell from a battery. There was no

time to pause in such a crisis, he who hesitates is lost, and

the regiment pressed boldly forward. Time after time the flag

of the regiment went down, but as fast as one standard-bearer

fell another seized the colors, and the regiment pressed bravely

on until this line of battle was broken and fled incontinently

from the field, and the battle was ours. And still another line

of battle of the enemy was broken, until this regiment, which,

as General Hood says, "Slipped the bridle and pierced to the

very heart of the enemy," found itself almost surrounded, when

it had to make a flank movement in order to shelter itself in

the timber. To show how severe and deadly was this conflict,

the regiment lost seven standard-bearers killed; the flag-staff

was shot in two, and the flag itself was pierced with twenty-

seven bullets, and had three bomb scorches on it.

It is not claimed here that the 5th Texas was the first to

breach the enemy's lines, as is claimed for the 4th at Games'
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Mill, as the movement on our part of the field seemed to have

been general, and the enemy gave way all along the line, though
if any other regiment accomplished any greater results than the

5th at the Second Manassas, the annals of the war fail to show it.

THE FIGHT AT SHAKPSBURG.

At Antietam, or Sharpsburg, seventeen days later, the Texas

Brigade materiality aided Lee to repulse and hold the enemy at

bay, thus winning another victory. At this time, by the long

marches of the campaign, and by the casualties of battle, the

effective force of the three regiments, all told, was about 850.

On our part of the field, which was the left, we constituted both

support and reserve.

On this battle-ground about 35,000 Confederate troops con-

fronted about 140,000 Federals, under General McClellan, who
had again resumed command of the Army of the Potomac. The

conflict on our part of the field began about sunrise, and soon

raged fiercely in our immediate front. The word came that the

brigades of Lawton, Trimble, and Hays were being hard pressed,

and Hood's Division, composed of an Alabama Brigade, under

Law, and the Texas Brigade, under Colonel Wofford, of the

1 8th Georgia, were ordered forward. When the troops emerged
from the timber and passed the old church and into the open
corn field, a herculean task lay before them. Down the slant

of the hill stood the remnant of the division before mentioned.

They still held their position, but were unable to advance. Be-

yond them in the open and in the timber stood a solid field of

blue, at least three columns deep. To an observer it looked as

if the whole of Hooker's Corps was there.

As we occupied a position on the hill, and above the Con-

federate line in front, the fire of the enemy played havoc in the

ranks of the supporting column. In vain did the officers in

charge of Hays' and Trimble's Brigades urge them to charge,

and in vain did the Texas Brigade add its entreaties to theirs.

The line would neither advance nor retreat
;
its ranks were deci-

mated, and its fire was ineffective. Suddenly, as if moved by
a single impulse, the Texans, unable to be restrained longer by
their commanding officers, charged over the line of our own
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troops and swept upon the advancing foe like an irresistible

avalanche. In the twinkling of an eye the enemy wavered,

turned, and fled still the brigade pressed forward until two

other lines of the enemy were broken and driven from the field

and through the wood, and were routed from behind a stone

wall, where they sought shelter. Not receiving an expected

support, it was beyond human endurance to advance further;

but here the line rested, and was held through that bloody day,

resisting assault after assault of the enemy. But for this terrific

and successful assault on the part of Hood's Division, our left

centre would have been broken, the left wing of the army turned,

and the fords on the Potomac captured by the enemy, and Lee's

army shut in between the Antietam and the Potomac. By mem-
bers of the brigade who were engaged in nearly every battle in

Virginia and Maryland, Sharpsburg, on account of its sanguin-

ary and protracted character, has been characterized as the

hardest-fought battle of the war.

TWO LITTLE GIANT BRIGADES.

General Hood, who won his rank of major-general for gal-

lantry on that day, speaks of this charge in the following lan-

guage: "Here I witnessed the most terrible clash of arms by far

that has occurred during the war. Two little giant brigades of

my command wrestled with the mighty force, and although they
lost hundreds of their officers and men, they drove them from

their position and forced them to abandon their guns on our left."

This battle completed the campaign of 1862, and established

for the Texas Brigade a reputation for bravery and courage
which was not excelled by that of any troops in General Lee's

Army, and their noble example was an inspiration, not only in

Virginia, but throughout the West, and caused emotions of joy
and pride to thrill the hearts of our countrymen throughout the

entire South. The brigade had thus won its spurs, but at the

cost of the best and bravest in its ranks; and the task hence-

forth devolved on the survivors to sustain the reputation which

they had so heroically won. Though the task was difficult I

am proud to say, they sustained the glory of their achievements

on almost every battle-field in which the Army of Northern Vir-
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ginia was engaged. At Gettysburg, at Chickamauga, and in the

Wilderness they added new lustre to their name, and they kept

their fame untarnished until the end of the struggle at Appo-
mattox.

Hitherto I have told of their deeds
;
but I will here quote what

some of the illustrious soldiers, under whose eye they fought,

said of them, so that it may be seen in what estimation they were

held in that army.

BRAVEST OF THE BRAVE,

Here is what General Hood, who, if he does not stand so high
as some others as a tactician or strategist, takes rank with the

bravest of the brave as a soldier and a fighter. He says : "So

highly wrought were the pride and self-reliance of these troops

that they believed they could carve their way through almost any
number of the enemy's lines formed in an open field in their

front." And again he says : "Long and constant service with

this noble brigade must prove a sufficient apology for a brief

reference at this juncture to its extraordinary military record.

From the hour of its first encounter with the enemy at Eltham's

Landing, on York River, in 1862, to the surrender at Appomat-
tox Courthouse, in almost every battle in Virginia, it bore a

conspicuous part. It acted as the advance guard of Jackson
when he moved upon McClellan around Richmond, and almost

without an exceptional instance it was among the foremost of

Longstreet's Corps in an attack or pursuit of the enemy. It was

also, as a rule, with the rear guard of this corps, whenever falling

back before the adversary. If a ditch was to be leaped, or forti-

fied position to be carried, General Lee knew no better troops

upon which to rely. In truth, its signal achievements in the war

of secession have never been surpassed in the history of nations."

And hear what the greatest military chieftain of modern times,

General Robert E. Lee, addressing General Wigfall, on the 2ist

of September, 1862, just after Sharpsburg, writes : "General, I

have not heard from you with regard to the new Texas regiments,

which you promised to raise for the army. I need them very
much. I rely upon those we have in all our tight places, and fear

I have to call upon them too often. They have fought grandly
and nobly, and we must have more of them. Please make every
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possible exertion to get them on for me. You must help us in

this matter. With a few more regiments such as Hood now

has, as an example of daring and bravery, I could feel more con-

fident of the campaign."

ONLY DID TIIETK DUTY.

I have thus dwelt on some of the events of the campaign of

1862, in which the Texas Brigade participated, not for the pur-

pose of unduly boasting nor of drawing a comparison between

the achievements of these troops and those of other Confederate

troops, or of other Texas troops who may have fought in John-
ston's Army or on this side of the Mississippi. They only did

their duty as soldiers
;
and if this little band of Texans was more

conspicuous or accomplished greater results than their brothers

on other fields, it was doubtless because they were better dis-

ciplined and better led. In other words, they were afforded a

better opportunity to display their courage, and simply demon-

strated what, under the same conditions, other Texans would

have done. All no doubt did their best in the great struggle

which taxed the courage and energies of the people of the

South. And how near we came to achieving success in the

mighty struggle, none but the God of Battles, who shapes the

destinies of nations, can ever know. No doubt it was He who,
on Shiloh's bloody field, directed the unconscious aim of the

Federal soldier who fired the shot which struck down the great

commander of the Western Army, Albert Sidney Johnston, and

thus turned victory for our arms into defeat. Evidently it was

the guiding hand of the great unseen Architect of Nations who

brought the Monitor into the waters of the Chesapeake to

grapple in deadly conflict with the Merrimac for the supremacy
of the seas. And we concede that it was He who delayed Ewell's

coming until the heights of Gettysburg were crowned with the

Federal Army under General Meade, and thus pitted the im-

pregnable mountains against the fierce assaults of the cohorts

of Lee under the gallant and daring Pickett. It was never in-

tended by the Divine Hand that this nation as a nation should

perish from the earth. On the contrary, cemented by the blood

of its bravest and best, it was foreordained that it should continue
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to live, to bless and guide the nations of the earth. And I have

no doubt that the time will come when this great republic as a

nation will feel proud of the courage and achievements of the

Southern soldier, and will revere the names of Lee and Jackson
as it now reveres the names of Grant and Sheridan.

I am not unmindful that there be those who would rob us of

our title to courage and honor all that remains to us as a result

of the war. But of this rest assured, they are not of the soldiers

who fought in that struggle. These, if they would, could not

afford to disparage our courage or bravery, for on this pedestal

rests their own powers and fame. For, take notice of this fact,

no nation will discredit its own deeds of heroism. All men love

glory, and all men admire courage, and without courage and

love of glory a nation is doomed.

While the harvest of death throughout four long years of ter-

rible war enriched our soil with the blood of our purest and

noblest, it was not shed in vain, for in that martyrdom which

tired men's souls our people coined a reputation for courage and

duty, for patriotism and love of country, which glorified them,

and of which nothing can ever rob or despoil us. That honor and

courage henceforth is consecrated to the preservation of the

nation, and we will transmit it as a precious legacy to our

children. May they not forget the immortal dead; may they

emulate their example.
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From the Columbia State, May, 1901.

IF WE HAD THE MONEY.

Colonel Gibbes Went to England to Negotiate the

Cotton Bonds.

Some people are wont to console themselves with the thought

that the Confederacy might have won if

That "if" embraces many reasons. If Albert Sidney Johnston

had lived to pursue his victory over Grant at Shiloh. If Pember-

ton had not surrendered too hastily at Vicksburg. If Stonewall

Jackson had not yielded his life at Chancellorsville, if

But there is one sordid consideration which is little thought

of, "if" the South had had the money! Colonel James G.

Gibbes, of this city, the present Surveyor-General, recalls an

interesting fact bearing on this "if."

In 1862 he was sent out by the Treasury Department of the

Confederacy to negotiate the famous "cotton bonds." Mr.

C. G. Memminger, of this State, was Secretary of the Treasury,

but Colonel Gibbes was sent at the advice of Mr. Judah P. Benja-

min, Attorney-General, who had, while an attorney in New Or-

leans, been a legal adviser of Colonel Gibbes.

The latter ran the blockade out of Charleston the first week in

November (parenthetically, Colonel Gibbes remarked that block-

ade running was far from an impossibility. John Frazier & Co.

were famous blockade runners, and made 60 trips before a single

vessel was attacked. However, pilots were paid fabulous prices,

and a captain received $5,000 in gold for each trip).

Arrived at Nassau, Colonel Gibbes spent a month waiting to

get over to Liverpool. When he arrived at the latter place, he

conferred with James Spence, an Englishman, financial agent
of the Confederacy. For several weeks they worked hard and

without success in the endeavor to dispose of the bonds at a

fair figure. Colonel Gibbes carried over with him $15,000,000
of these bonds. These bonds proposed that the amount on the

face be paid to the holder, in specie or in cotton at 10 cents a

pound within six months after peace should be declared.
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Finally the whole issue was taken by Baron Erlanger, a

wealthy German with banking houses at Frankfort, Paris, and

Amsterdam. (After the war Erlanger built a number of railroads

in the South which he styled the "Erlanger system.") Baron

Erlanger ridiculed the idea of the South, issuing $15,000,000 in

bonds, when a much larger figure could have been negotiated.

For it is a fact that at that time cotton was bringing from 60

to 80 cents a pound in Liverpool, and these bonds provided for

the redemption of the money with cotton at 10 cents a pound.
Colonel Gibbes is not positive what Erlanger gave for the bonds,

but thinks the price was over 80 cents on the dollar.

This was a speculation for the wealthy foreigner, and he adver-

tised for proposals for the bonds. He put the minimum price to

be bid at 90 cents. The actual bids were even higher. Mirdbile

dictu\ There were but fifteen millions of dollars represented by
the bonds, yet the bids aggregated $625,000,000. It is evident

that more than $15,000,000 could have been gotten.

Erlanger came to this country and from President Lincoln at

Washington obtained a pass to Richmond for Lincoln did not

know Erlanger or suspect his mission. The foreigners com-

municated with President Davis and Mr. Memminger and urged
them to make a larger issue of cotton bonds. He was received

indifferently by Mr. Davis, who had learned to rely on Mr. Mem-

minger s excellent judgment. The latter declared that the Con-

federate Congress authorized him to borrow but $15,000,000 and

he could not exceed its instructions.

Erlanger was thus unseccessful. He declared that the South

should get all the foreign money possible. "Get them interested

financially in your success or failure, and they will force their

government to recognize the Confederacy as a government, and

its subjects as belligerents." This would have meant peace, for

the South starved to death because of the fact that foreign powers
would not recognize her government.

In Capers' life of Memminger, the distinguished Secretary of

the Confederate Treasury is excused for not taking advantage of

this opportunity on the ground that he could not exceed his in-

structions. But Colonel Gibbes says the Confederate Congress
was almost constantly in session and it would not have been a

difBcult matter to have gotten authority.
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After the war, in 1869, a very strange thing happened. The

Confederacy had gone to pieces, and the bonds were worthless

were not on the market. However, curio collectors began to

buy them. This gave rise to a report that money had been found

on deposit in London to the credit of the Confederacy. Natur-

ally holders of bonds could claim any such funds. The price

of these cotton bonds then went up as high as 10 cents on the

dollar, due to this foolish rumor. In the cellar of his home,

Colonel Gibbes had stored hundreds of thousands of dollars in

ordinary Confederate bonds and in "cotton bonds." The paper

was heavily "sized" or starched, and had been a toothsome find

for mice and roaches. However, from the barrels of shreds of

paper which had once been valuable bonds, Colonel Gibbes man-

aged to find one bundle in a fair state of preservation. This he

forwarded to Branch & Sons, Richmond, and secured $1,800

for his bonds.

While Colonel Gibbes was in England trying to place the

"cotton bonds," he was accorded a privilege which few then

enjoyed, and from which he now derives an unique distinction.

He was in a semi-official capacity permitted to witness the mar-

riage of the Prince of Wales, now King Edward of England.
The marriage took place at the chapel of Windsor Castle, and

there were few permitted to enter the church, as the Queen,
Victoria, was in deep mourning for her husband. However,

200,000 people crowded the streets leading to the chapel. Al-

though it was a private marriage, there was a great deal of style

and pomp about the ceremony. The Queen attended and viewed

the ceremony from a balcony. Colonel Gibbes saw her as she

parted the curtains of the balcony to look down upon the mar-

riage. Colonel Gibbes is, perhaps, the only living American

who was invited there. He was then staying wfth Mr. James M.

Mason, "Commissioner," or Minister, from the Confederacy to

England. The Confederacy had never been recognized, and Mr.

Mason was not by the Queen regarded as an official, yet there

was in Great Britain a great deal of sympathy for the Southern

Cause. In this way Mr. Mason was given entree to the highest

circles, and so was Colonel Gibbes during his visit.
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From the New Orleans, La., Picayune, Aug. 31, Sept. 7, 1902.

THE BATTLE OF SHILOH.

The First Great Battle of the Civil War Undisciplined
Confederate Levies Rout Twice Their Numbers

The Opening Day of an Historic Combat.

By GENERAL THOMAS JORDAN, C. S. A.

Despite the minute precautions urged in the order for the

day against all courses calculated to divulge to the enemy the

approaching danger, there had immediately prior to the battle

of Shiloh really been little circumspection on the part of the

Confederate soldiery, one-third of whom were fresh levies, wholly
raw and undisciplined. Fires had been kindled, drums, too,

were lustily beaten in a number of regiments, and scattering dis-

charges of small arms had been kept up all night in most of the

brigades, the men being apprehensive that otherwise the charges
of their guns, possibly wet, would fail them when needed. These,

with other noises, ought to have betrayed to the Federal generals
on the first line the presence in their front of more than a recon-

noissance force.

By 3 o'clock Tuesday morning, however, the Confederate

Army was all astir, and, after a hasty, scanty breakfast, the lines

were formed.

The 3rd Corps, under Major-General Hardee, 6,789 artillery

and infantry, augmented by Gladden's Brigade, 2,235 strong, of

Withers' Division, 2nd Corps, constituted the first line of about

8,500 bayonets, deployed in battle order on the grounds upon
which they had bivouacked.

The second line, 500 yards rearward, of some 10,000 bayonets,
was formed of Ruggles' and two brigades of Wither's Division

of the 2nd Corps, under Major-General Bragg, composed of

Anderson's, Gibson's, Pond's, Chalmers' and J. K. Jackson's

Brigades.
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The artillery of both corps followed their respective lines by
the Pittsburg road.

The ist Corps, of not more than 8,500 bayonets, under Major-

General Polk, was drawn up in a column of brigades deployed

in line about 800 yards to the rear of Bragg. It was subdivided

into divisions of two brigades each, Clark's Division, formed of

Russell's and A. P. Stewart's Brigades ;
Cheetham's Division, of

B. R. Johnson's and Stevens' Brigades, and, with the special

reserve of three brigades under Brigadier-General Breckinridge,

about 6,000 bayonets, constituted a reserve for the support of the

attacking lines as might be needed on either flank.

The cavalry, about 4,300 strong, was distributed for the most

part to guard the flanks. With the exception of Forrest's and

Wharton's (8th Texas) Regiments, lately regimented, insuf-

ficiently armed and wholly without drill, the nature of the scene

of operations rendered the cavalry almost valueless, and only

the two regiments mentioned took any material part in the

actions of either day.

About sunrise, accompanied by their respective staffs, Gen-

erals Johnston and Beauregard met, in their saddles, at the

bivouac of the former, near Hardee's line, just about to move
forward. It was not near 6 o'clock, and a few moments later

about 34,000. Confederate Infantry, with some fifty guns, were in

movement, with a bearing never surpassed, to fall upon their

enemy an enemy as yet undeveloped, but known to be en-

sconced near at hand in the fog and forest, superior in numbers

and equipments, for their many drums the evening before had

plainly told their formidable strength.

At first a heavy white mist hung low in the wooded valley

between Hardee and the supposed quarter of the enemy, and into

it plunged his sturdy men, not knowing nor caring what hostile

force and appliances lay ready within to receive their onset. To
find that force as speedily as possible and overwhelm it was the

errand upon which they and their emulous comrades were afield

so early.

Here a topographical sketch of the theatre of war may serve

to make more readily intelligible the occurrences and vicissitudes

of the battle. Two streams, Lick and Owl Creeks, taking their

rise very near each other, just westward of Monterey, in a ridge
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which parts the waters that fall into the Mississippi from those

which are affluents of the Tennessee, flowing sinuously with a

general direction, the latter to the northeast and the former south

of east, finally empty into the Tennessee about four miles asunder.

Between these water courses is embraced an arena of undulat-

ing table land, some five miles in depth from the river bank,

from three to five miles broad, and about one hundred feet above

the low-water level of the river. Intersected by a labyrinth of

ravines, the drainage is into Owl Creek, as the land rises highest

and ridgelike near Lick Creek.

Adjoining the river, these ravines, deep and steep, have a

water-shed in that direction. Recent heavy rains had filled them

all with springs and small streams, making the soil boggy and

hence difficult for artillery for much of their extent. A primeval

forest, cumbered with a great deal of undergrowth, covered the

region, except a few small farms of fifty or seventy acres, scat-

tered occasionally here and there.

Pittsburg landing, a warehouse and a house or two by the

water's side, lay three miles below the mouth of Lick Creek.

Two roads leading from Corinth, crossing Lick Creek about a

mile apart, converge together about two miles from the landing.

Other roads also approach from all directions, one crossing Owl
Creek by a bridge, before its junction with Snake Creek,

branches, the one way trending westward toward Purdy, the

other northward toward Crump's landing, six miles below Pitts-

burg. Another road nearer the river bank, crossing Snake Creek

by a bridge, also connects the two points.

Though completely veiled at the moment from the sight of

their approaching enemy, it appears a Federal force of five strong

divisions occupied the space we have described, and were thus

disposed :

Three brigades of Sherman's Division, or nine regiments, sup-

ported by eighteen guns and eight companies of cavalry, stood

directly across the upper Pittsburg road, facing southward. One
of the three brigades rested its right at the crossing of Owl
Creek on the Purdy road, and the other two lay, the one with

its right and the other with its left near a rustic log ''meeting

house," called Shiloh.

There, also, were established the headquarters of Sherman.
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In front of this position were a ravine and rivulet, which gave

some natural strength if merely held with soldiery circum-

spection.

As these regiments had but lately come from the depots and

cantonments of Ohio and Illinois, their ranks were doubtless

full and did not fall short of a total of 7,000 infantry, with eigh-

teen guns and 450 cavalry.

A fourth brigade of the same division, by an anomalous ar-

rangement, was posted on the extreme Federal left, at the cross-

ing of the road from Pittsburg to Hamburg, and only about

a mile from, the former landing.

The space thus left was filled by the division of Prentiss, of

some eight or nine regiments, which we assume to have mustered

as many as 6,000 bayonets, one-third of which, however, at the

moment of attafck, may have been detached at the landing.

Another division, that of McClernand's, of twelve regiments,

ten of which were entitled to wear "Fort Donelson" on their

banners, were in supporting distance of Sherman at the con-

fluence of the two Corinth Roads. It assuredly did not fall below

7,300 men.

A second line, to the rearward, was composed of Hurlbut's and

W. H. L. Wallace's (C. F. Smith's) Divisions, the first of which

was stretched across the Corinth Road and the other extended

to the leftward in the direction of Stuart's Brigade, on Lick

Creek.

Five of Hurlbut's regiments had fought at Fort Donelson.

This division, in the studious absence of official data, we may
safely set down at 7,500 bayonets. Six of Wallace's regiments
also had assisted at Fort Donelson, and not less than 7,000

effectives did he command. In fine, to recapitulate :

Sherman's Division, 9,200 men, eighteen guns ;
Prentiss' Divi-

sion, 6,000 men, twelve guns; McClernand's Division, 7,300

men, eighteen guns ; .Hurlbut's Division, 7,500 men, eighteen

guns; Wallace's Division, 7,000 men, eighteen guns. Minimum
Federal infantry force, 37,000 men and eighty-four guns.
We find in the official reports the names of at least sixteen

light batteries present and engaged, also four or five battalions

of light cavalry, which would swell the Federal Army, about to

be assaulted in their very camps, to 40,000 men of all arms,
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with not less than 37,000 infantry, full forty per cent, of whom
were flushed with their recent success at Fort Donelson. Nor
was this all. Not more than four or five miles from Tecumseh

Sherman was Lew Wallace's Division, over 7,000 strong and

twelve guns.

It is bruited that both Generals Grant and Sherman felt and

expressed premonitions of the attack. Indeed, some feeling

of that kind may have been in their minds, for the great poet

says :

"By a divine instinct men's minds mistrust

The danger; as, by proof, we see

The waters swell before a boist'rous storm."

But in that event it is passing strange they did not take even

the ordinary precautions which habitually hedge an army in the

field. Instead of that, in sooth, there was no line of infantry

pickets in advance of the ordinary chain of sentinels
; apparently

no cavalry exterior either to Sherman or Prentiss, and that in-

vading army lay drowsily in its cozy encampment, as if su-

premely confident no harm threatening and no disaster could

befall it. Many as yet were in their blankets, fast asleep ; many
others washing and dressing; others cooking their morning
meal. Some were eating leisurely at bounteous mess chests,

and the arms and accoutrements of all were spread around in

the orderless fashion of holiday soldiers.

Meanwhile, swiftly forward through the woods strode the

Confederates.

With an elastic tread, inspired by hope and the fresh April

morning air, they surged onward and forward, until, the mist

gradually lifting, the sheen of the white tents, their goal might
be seen through the trees. On poured the living current of the

Confederates. By a mischance, their left had not been thrown

sufficiently near to Owl Creek, so when the collision came it

was only with the left brigade (Hilderbrand's) of Sherman's

Division ; but it fell with overwhelming force upon Prentiss

from flank to flank. Their sentinels, taken by surprise, were

run in, with barely time to discharge their pieces. Just at

their heels came the Confederates, cheering heartily; and so

complete a surprise of an army has not the like in history.
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Officers and men were killed or wounded in their beds, and large

numbers had not time to clutch either arms or accoutrements.

Nevertheless, few prisoners were taken, nor were many either

killed or wounded in the first stage of the battles. Hilderbrand's

Brigade of Ohioans, swept by the violence of the onslaught from

its campaign, scattered, and was heard of no more as a belliger-

ent organization on that field. Prentiss' Division, rallying, was

formed in good time on a neighboring, ridge, but, little able to

stand the torrent that streamed after it, was swept further back.

Meanwhile, Sherman's rightward brigades, which escaped col-

lision with Hardee, he had had time to form, and with them right

manfully did he strive to make head against Ruggles' Division

of Bragg's Corps, that by this time had come upon the scene

and bore down vehemently upon them. As we have said before,

the position held by Sherman was one of natural strength ;
with

a small watercourse in front, it afforded a converging fire upon
the approaching Confederates.

McClernand, appraised of the attack, was also advancing to

support him. Such, however, was the vigor of the assault that

Sherman, with the loss of five or six guns, was forced back just

as McClernand came up. They were both then swept rearward,

near the line of the crossroad from Hamburg to Purdy. There

Sherman, with McClernand, gained a foothold, and, with several

batteries favorably posted, made another stand on a thickly-

wooded ridge with a ravine in front. But, speedily assailed by

Ruggles and some of Folk's Brigades, with a fury not to be

withstood, the Federal line again yielded, losing several pieces

of artillery, and receding to the position of McClernand's en-

campment.
About forty minutes past 7 A. M., hearing the uproar in front,

Hurlbut also sent Veach's Brigade of his division to support

Sherman, and with his other two brigades moved swiftly to the

succor of Prentiss, who had called for aid. With these went

forward eight companies of cavalry and three batteries. Pren-

tiss' Division was met, however, in broken fragments, which

filtered through his lines as Hurlbut formed in the edge of a

field, sheltered by timber and thick undergrowth, near the Ham-

burg Road, south of the position last taken by Sherman and

McClernand. There Hurlbut was also speedily assailed by the
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Confederates, now re-enforced in that quarter by Chalmers' and

Jackson's Brigades of Bragg's Corps ;
and such was the vehe-

mence of the attack that he was soon swept back with the loss of

some artillery.

Thus the whole front line of Federal encampments was left

in the hands of their adversary, rilled with equipage and bag-

gage, the most abundant and luxurious that ever encumbered

any except an Oriental
'

army. (The tents were full of new

capacious trunks
;
in many instances were furnished with stoves,

and the ground around was thickly strewn with a species of vest-

armor, of sheet steel, whose owners had not time to don.)

By this time both Cheatham's and Clark's Divisions, Folk's

Corps, were also strenuously engaged, mainly on the left, where

Sherman was making able, desperate efforts to redeem the

losses of the morning. Several of his positions, as the Federals

drifted riverward, were quite strong, fronted by tangled ravines

and affording thick cover, from which they poured a desolating

fire, that more than once checked the ardent press of their ad-

versaries. But gathering volume and resuming the onset with

fresh spirit, the Confederates still drove their enemy nearer the

river.

Wallace (W. H. L.) had soon become involved in the battle.

Manifestly a gallant soldier, he fought his division men, who
had been at Donelson, with decided stamina. Stuart's Brigade,

Sherman's Division, had also been attacked, and the Federal

line of battle was pushed back to within a mile of the landing,

and to the ground of their last encampments. There were massed

what remained of their artillery and the fragments of Sherman's,

Prentiss', McClernand's and Hurlbut's Divisions, as well as

Wallace's and Stuart's.

In the meantime, from the nature of the field the network

of ravines, the interlaced thickets and wide scope of forest the

Confederate organization had become greatly disordered. Not

only divisions and brigades had been dislocated, but regiments

also; and the troopers of all three corps, in fact, were inter-

mingled. For the most part, confident of the issue and bent

on pressing toward the enemy, there was yet a lack of har-

monious movement. Superior officers led, with notable courage,

regiments or parts of brigades, and doubtless stimulated their
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men not a little by their example, but at the same time lost sight

of the mass of their commands, which were thus not infrequently

left at a halt without orders and uncertain what to do.

And this was the case with batteries also, which, moreover,

were too often employed singly. (General Beauregard, through
the writer, had given special orders to chiefs of artillery to mass

their batteries in action and fight them twelve guns on a point.)

General Johnston, the Confederate commander-in-chief, was

now in the very front of the battle.

Assured of a great victory after the marvelous success of his

well-planned surprise, he now stimulated the onslaught by his

personal presence on the right, where the press was fiercest, the

resistance the most effective. More than once brigades that

faltered, tinder the inspiration of his leading bore back the enemy
and wrested from the foe the position fought for.

As far as can be ascertained, General Grant was not upon the

immediate field earlier than midday. On Saturday afternoon

he had gone to Savannah and slept there. The sound of many
cannon at Shiloh was his first tidings of a hostile junction at

Pittsburg Landing; but even that was scarcely regarded as the

announcement of a serious battle, for one of Buell's Divisions

(Nelson's) lay at Savannah, and as he was leaving for Pittsburg,

General Grant merely ordered that division to march thither by
the nearest road.

However, as the Federal general steamed toward the scene,

the banks of the river were soon found alive with his men, flee-

ing from the danger which so early that morning had routed

them from their comfortable beds.

When, too, he reached Pittsburg, it was to find his whole

front line surprised, overwhelmed, routed and the ravines and

river bank adjacent packed with thousands of crouching fugi-

tives. These were not to be rallied nor reorganized, not to be

incited to return to the side of their imperiled comrades, who
still battled manfully, and by co-operation make an effort to

recover the fortunes of the day.

Within the hollows and on the slopes and flat ridges of that

circumscribed Tennessee woodland at least 60,000 muskets and
rifles were now at the dire work of carnage in the hands of

60,000 men, in whom burned all the
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"Fierce fever of the steel,

The guilty madness warriors feel."

The sun had dissipated the fog, and shone bright and warm

through the young budding foliage.

But the continuous roll, roar and blaze of small arms, the

hirtle, shriek and crash of rifled projectiles through the trees,

the explosion of shells, the louder discharges and reverberations

of more than a hundred cannon, and the hoarse cheers and

shouts of the Confederates filled every nook of the forest with

the varied, commingled clamors of one of the bloodiest of

modern battles.

Earlier, General Gladden, at the head of his brigade, in the

'"?< Hne, had fallen mortally hurt. A merchant in New Orleans

- 1 -- n the revolution began, full of martial instincts, as well as

love of the section of his birth, A. H. Gladden was among the

first to take up arms. Wtih some soldierly experience as an

officer of the gallant Palmetto Regiment of South Carolina in

the war with Mexico, his military worth was soon apparent, and

he had risen to the command of a brigade. This he disciplined

in such a fashion as to show in what soldierly shape the splendid

war personnel of his countrymen could be readily molded by
men fit to lead them.

Soon after Gladden was cut down in the rich promise of his

career, his brigade faltered under a desolating fire. Its new com-

mander, Colonel Daniel W. Adams, seizing a battle flag, placed
himself in front of his staggering ranks and rode forward upon
the enemy. His men, animated by the act, grew steady, resumed

the charge and carried the disputed ground, with seven stands

of colors taken from Prentiss' Division.

In another part of the field similar examples were multiplied.

Brigadier-General Hindman, about 10 A. jVL, pressing his brig-

ade forward, with notable nerve, constantly close upon the

enemy, drew down an overwhelming storm of fire, under which

he was severely wounded after conspicuous conduct, and the

brigade for a time wavered and recoiled.

There was abundant intrepidity in leading everywhere; but,

unfortunately for the Confederate cause, too little knowledge of

the right way to handle regiments, brigades, divisions, even
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corps, to secure that massing of troops, those weighty blows

which achieve decisive victories. Though, indeed, there were

far too many stragglers who ignobly shrunk from the victorious

edge of battle, many going back even to Corinth that night, yet

everywhere there was the largest measure of steady fighting

by regiments, brigades and parts of divisions. Notwithstanding

the wreck of Sherman's, Prentiss' and McClernand's Divisions

now crowded back upon the line of Wallace's (W. H. L.) and

Hurlbut's Divisions that is to say, a short line scarcely a mile

from the river and though the corps of Hardee, Bragg and

Polk, with Breckinridge not far off, were in their immediate

front, there was no concerted concentration of these triumphant

corps respectively, much less of the whole mass, for a well-timed,

overwhelming blow at the now sorely crippled, dispirited enemy.
And as a consequence, with Sherman among them doing all

possible in the exigency, the Federals were enabled to protract

their defense against the desultory onsets with which thy were

assailed for the next hour or two.

During the occurrences which we have related, Colonel N. B.

Forrest had thrown his regiment of cavalry, as soon as he heard

the inauguration of the battle, across Lick Creek, and, pressing

up, held it on the Confederate right flank, ready for orders, for

which he sent at once to the commander-in-chief.

About 1 1 o'clock the enemy, as we have seen, having been

forced back to their second line, he received an order to move
his regiment onward to the front. This he executed at a gallop.

Not finding the general there, or further orders, he pushed ahead

to the point where the infantry seemed most obstinately en-

gaged. It was near the center of the line, and on reaching the

scene, Forrest found that Cheatham's Division had just received

a temporary check.

With his wonted impatience of the least delay, Forrest at

once proposed to Cheatham to join in an immediate charge
across an open field in their front. To this, Cheatham, whose

men for several hours previously had been breasting a tempest
of artillery and musketry fire, demurred for the moment, as his

men required some rest. Forrest's men, being mounted, were

nearly as much exposed to an annoying fire where they stood

a fair mark as in a charge, and Forrest determined to make one.
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Forming in a column of fours, th'e order to charge was given,

and on they dashed, at a splendid pace, full in the face of a

withering fire of small and large arms. A number of horses

fell in a few instances, and several of the men
;
but on they sped,

heedless of the breaks in their column, up to within forty paces
of the Federal line, when the advance became entangled in an

impracticable morass across their path, from which it became

impossible to extricate some of the horses. The boldness of this

movement, however, appeared to produce some effect upon the

enemy, and Cheatham, advancing with his indomitable division

at this time, the Federals, after some resistance, were borne rear-

ward again in a good deal of confusion.

Forrest now, having made a detour around the marsh, gal-

loped through the infantry and threw his regiment upon the

disordered mass of Federals, with the effect to scatter them a

good deal more and hurry their pace, manifestly toward the

river.

Meanwhile, to the rightward, the Confederate general-in-chief,

taking part at a critical juncture in the charge of a brigade, and

by his intrepid presence giving a resistless momentum to the

onset, received a rifle wound in the leg a mortal wound, as

it proved, presently, for the want of timely surgical aid. The

Governor of Tennessee, by his side when struck, caught the

fainting soldier in his arms as he sunk from his saddle, ex-

hausted by an apparently painless loss of blood. A moment

after, his aid-de-camp and brother-in-law, Colonel William Pres-

ton, of Kentucky, came up, and Sidney Johnston, with scarce

a murmur, died in his arms. The scene of this untoward death

was a wooded, secluded hollow, and the loss of their chief was

not known to the Confederate Army until that night, nor even

generally then.

About the time of this calamity the reserves, under Breckin-

ridge, were thrown vigorously into action. Bragg had applied,

through his aid, Colonel Urquhart, for a diversion to his right-

ward against some batteries which were distressing his front and

keeping his men at bay.

Breckinridge's Brigades were drawn up on the gentler part

of the slope of a ridge when the order for their advance was

given. Clad in a dark blouse, the general himself sat on his
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horse, surrounded by his staff, more like an equestrian statue

than a living man, except the fiery gleam in his dark eyes as he

received the order.

In front was to be seen a Federal camp in the open woods,

apparently quiet and without an inmate.

Indeed, the stillness seemed omnious, and just ahead was an

open field bordered by a dense thicket. Through the camp

pressed the Kentuckians, and into trie open field, and still there

was silence; but not long, for a few steps beyond a hissing

stream and a flame of musketry burst at their breasts, mowing
their ranks fearfully and heaping the ground with the dead and

wounded. There was a momentary check, and they gave back

to the woods, while a storm of bullets rattled through the trees

far behind, reaching in profusion even a battery posted in

another encampment a half of a mile to the rear. But only for

a little while did the Kentuckians recede. Closing their thinned

ranks and animated by their officers, they retook the advance,

and their adversaries were forced back, yet with not a little stub-

bornness and desperate fighting, on favorable ground.

By this time Wither 's Division of Bragg's Corps, as well as

Breckinridge's reserves, mingled with portions of Hardee's men,
were all massed on the Confederate right in the quarter of Lick

Creek. General Bragg also, as he tells us, was there in person
and assumed command.

Giving, he says, "a common head and a common purpose to

the whole," he launched them with a resistless weight at the

enemy, who now gave way, and on all side^ were forced from

the line of Wallace's and Hurlbut's encampments, leaving be-

hind more of their artillery and 3,000 prisoners, chiefly of Pren-

tiss' Division, in the hands of their assailants. At the same time,

on the center and left, Folk's Divisions, with Ruggle's Divisions

of Bragg, and some of Hardee's also, made no less strenuous

efforts to close the battle. Those of the routed Federals who
were not killed or captured dropped back in great confusion to-

ward the landing. Some were rallied upon the ridge immediately

overhanging the landing, but large masses were added to the

already dense mob of fugitives huddled below the bank.

But, meanwhile, Colonel Webster, chief of the Federal staff,

an officer of the regulars, who knew his profession, observing
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the mortal peril of his people, had gathered upon that ridge all

the guns available, including some 32-pounders and a battery

of 2O-pounder Parrotts, or in all twenty-two pieces, which he

manned with gunners from the least demoralized of the run-

aways. Soon, too, the remains of the field batteries were added,

and some fifty guns were massed upon this eminence about 5

Pi. M., with a field of fire sweeping all the approaches to the

river. The position was strong ;
timber and undergrowth gave

shelter for the artillery and their support, while a deep ravine

separated it from the table land over which it dominated
; tangled

brushwood obstructed its steep slopes, and on or behind this

position, as we have said, took final refuge the entire Federal

force except the remains of one of Sherman's Brigades, which

appear to have drifted off with their general to the vicinity of

the bridge across the Snake Creek, on the road to Crump's Land-

ing, and, not being followed, he established them there undis-

turbed, with rear open for retreat, in an emergency, northward.

The air now resounded with hearty shouts of natural exulta-

tion on the part of the victorious Confederates, and, having
established his headquarters in advance of Shiloh, General

Beauregard, through his staff, urged the forward propulsion of

the whole force upon the shattered fragments of the enemy.

Unfortunately, however, the Federal encampments were

plethoric with food most tempting to hungry men, as well as

with clothing and other alluring spoil ;
the thick woods, too, had

greatly disintegrated almost every regiment, so that none of

the divisions confronted in an embodied form the last position

that remained between them and the deep, broad waters of the

Tennessee.

The superior officers present, howbeit, collected the men im-

mediately around them, of whatsoever corps.

Tired, hungry and exhausted as were the Confederates, never-

theless a number of determined separate efforts were made by
them during the remaining hour of daylight to wrench their

last foothold from their elsewhere beaten adversary. But mean-

while, at 5 P. M., Ammen's Brigade of Nelson's Division had

been thrown across the river and established by Buell as a sup-

port of Webster's powerful battery ;
and the Federals, like a

rat brought to bay in a corner from which there is no escape,
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fought with all the desperation of that animal under similar cir-

cumstances, knowing, moreover, that night with its shield of

darkness and ample succor were close at hand.

The character of these last assaults on the part of the Con-

federates, and their fruitless results, with the causes which

wrought their failure, may be best illustrated by what befell

Colonel Mouton and the i8th Louisiana Infantry.

After 4 P. M. he was ordered to charge "a battery on a hill,"

some 600 yards in his front.

Advancing "unsupported,"
'

the regiment soon became un-

covered and exposed to a cross fire from the battery and its sup-

ports. Nevertheless, these dauntless Louisianians, well led,

pressed up to within seventy yards of the Federal guns, but

were then beaten back, leaving 207 of their numbers either dead

or hors-de-combat on the ground.

Another characteristic essay was made on the extreme Con-

federate right by General James R. Chalmers, with his own and

a part of J. K. Jackson's Brigade, to press forward to the landing.

But in attempting, as Mouton had done, "to mount the last

ridge," they were met by a "fire from a whole line of batteries,

protected by infantry, and assisted by shells from the gunboats."
The Confederates, however, strongly persisted in storming the

steep hillside, despite the impediments with which it bristled, and

"made charge after charge without success, until night closed

hostilities."

This tells the story of the closing scene tells how a series

of disjointed attacks at that late hour upon a battery of over

fifty pieces by fragmentary bodies of men who had already been

embattled for ten hours without respite, failed necessarily.

General Beauregard, in the meantime, observing the ex-

hausted, widely-scattered condition of his army, directed it to

be brought out of battle, collected and restored to order, as far

as practicable, and to occupy for the night the captured encamp-
ments of the enemy. This, however, had already been done in

chief part by the officers in immediate command of the troops

before the order was generally distributed.

Foremost in the pursuit that followed the defeat of the Fed-

erals at their second line, it remains to be said, were Forrest

and his regiment. They assisted in the capture of Prentiss' men,
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and being mounted, as well as comparatively fresh, led the ad-

vance upon the ridge where the battery was established. Despite

the efforts of the Federal officers, such was the confusion pre-

valent as Forrest began to skirmish vigorously that he sent a

staff officer to report to General Polk (from whom he had last

received orders) that by a strong, rapid forward movement the

enemy might be driven into the river. Soon, however, the bat-

tery on the ridge opened with a general salvo, and the gunboats
threw their ponderous shells in the thick of the upcoming mass

of Confederates with such profusion that General Polk ordered

the cavalry to take shelter in the wooded ravine which, beginning
at the river just above the landing, extends around the battery

ridge and for more than a mile westwardly. Here, however,

they were exposed to a raking fire from the gunboats, and the

artillery of both sides playing over their heads until night

brought the cessation of the conflict.

All the encampments that had been occupied by the fine

Federal Divisions were now in possession of their adversary.

They were full of rich, opportune spoils of war, including many
thousand stands of arms, all the blankets and baggage of the

whole force, their subsistence, their hospital stores, means of

transportation to a great extent, and large stores of ammuni-

tion. But so great was the lassitude and fatigue of the Con-

federates that all that could be done was to glean food sufficient

for their supper, for which, indeed, all were dependent upon
what they could thus find. The prioners, however, were collected

together during the night not far from Shiloh Church, where

Generals Beauregard and Bragg established their headquarters.

There, after a time, the former had an interview with his corps

commanders, and received brief oral reports of the operations of

the day.

Among the prisoners was General Prentiss himself, who had

much to say touching the ultimate issue of the affair, which he

asserted was by no means terminated with the disasters of that

untoward day, for Buell, he stated, would effect a juncture that

night, the fight would break out the next morning with renewed

vigor, and all losses would be recovered. At the moment, how-

ever, this was regarded as idle talk, for an official telegraphic

dispatch, addressed to General Johnston from near Florence,
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was forwarded to the field from Corinth, announcing that Buell

was moving with his whole force upon Florence.

Emanating from a reliable officer placed there in observation,

whose scouts had doubtless mistaken the movement of Mitchell's

Division for the whole of Buell's Army, it was credited, and

Buell's timely junction with General Grant was accordingly

deemed impossible. Therefore, the capture of the latter was

regarded at Confederate headquarters as inevitable the next day,

as soon as all the scattered Confederate reserves could be

brought to bear for a concentrated effort.

Meanwhile, night had shrouded the bloody field in darkness
;

a deep silence had settled upon the scene of so much carnage a

silence only broken through the night by the regular exchanges
of the heavy naval guns, the explosions of the shells, and by
the low wails and moans of the wounded, of whom more than

ten thousand, of both armies, were spread over the battlefield.

Such, however, of the Confederate soldiery as could find

shelter from a heavy rain, slept undisturbed and hopeful of the

fullest fruition of a great victory on the morrow.

On withdrawing from the ravine in which the nightfall had

left him, Colonel Forrest, finding no superior at hand from

whom to seek orders, with his habitual self-reliance looked at

once for forage and food, and happily found both in a Federal

camp nearby. Afterward he threw out a squadron as pickets,

confronting as close as possible those of the enemy on a stretch

of a mile to Coal Creek. He also dispatched Lieutenant Sheri-

dan, of his regiment, with a squad of scouts in Federal over-

coats, to reconnoiter within the precincts of the enemy's lines.

Completely successful, in an hour Sheridan returned and re-

ported that, reaching the landing, he had seen heavy re-enforce-

ments coming rapidly by water. Also, in his opinion, such was

the disorder prevailing that if an attack were made in full force

at once, they might be readily pushed into the river.

Forrest, ever a man of prompt action, mounted his horse

instantly to convey this startling intelligence to the nearest corps

commander, and soon coming upon Generals Hardee and Breck-

inridge, made known what his scouts had announced. He also

bluntly added his opinion that either the Confederates should
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immediately resume the battle or quit the field to avoid a damag-

ing conflict with overwhelming odds.

Hardee directed him to communicate his information to

General Beauregard, and with that object he rode forth again ;

but after a diligent search through the woods and darkness,

unable to find that general, he became so deeply solicitous that

he hurried back to his pickets. Finding all quiet, he again dis-

patched his scouts within the Federal lines.

It was 2 o'clock A. M. before they returned and reported the

continued arrival of fresh troops. Again Forrest repaired and

reported to General Hardee the state of affairs, but was instructed

to return to his regiment, keep up a vigilant, strong picket line

and report all hostile movements. All the while every few min-

utes through the night two gunboats had been sedulously throw-

ing their dread ''bolted thunder" directly over Forrest's bivouac,

murdering sleep, weary and drowsy as all his men were.

By 7 P. M. Nelson's other brigades had crossed the Tennessee,

and, with the one that so materially helped, with Webster's op-

portunely posted battery, to save the Federal Army from utter

overthrow, were at once thrown forward by General Buell as

a shield between General Grant's Army and the Confederates.

Crittenden's Division likewise came up from Savannah by water

not long after, and was promptly established in the same man-

ner on Nelson's right. Moreover, Lew Wallace, strangely un-

able to find the road battleward amid the thunder peals of more

than a hundred cannon within six miles of him, as soon as the

dusky shadows and the quiet of night had supervened, found a

way to the south bank of Snake Creek and to a position there

commanding the bridge, and by chance, too, in the neighbor-
hood of Sherman, with the shreds, or odds and ends of his own
and other divisions that had rallied around him. One of Mc-
Cook's Brigades (Rousseau's) also reached the scene about

sunrise, and the other two were near at hand.

Thus were marshaled there, or near at hand, ready to take

the offensive against the victors of the day before 25,000 fresh

Federal troops, three battalions of which were regulars.

On the Confederate side, to meet such an onset, there was not

a man who had not fought steadfastly for the greater part of

Sunday. In addition to the many stragglers incident to all
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battles, the casualties did not fall short of 6,500 officers and men,
so that not more than 20,000 Confederate Infantry could have

been found to answer to their names that morning.
Scattered widely, the regiments of the brigades of Bragg's

and Hardee's Corps had slept here and there among the cap-

tured encampments, wheresoever they could find subsistence.

Folk's Corps had been embodied to some degrees and led during
the night by their general rearward at least a mile and a half

beyond Shiloh toward Corinth.

In haste to efface the tarnish of the arrant disaster inflicted

on his army on Sunday, with all the attending completeness of

the surprise, General Grant did not await the advent of Buell's

other divisions, but directed the offensive to be assumed at

dawn. An accomplished soldier, martial by nature, acquainted

with the theory of grand operations, and well practiced as a

staff and line officer, General Buell had known how to make
soldiers of his men formidable soldiers to the scorched, battle-

jaded Confederates whom they were about to engage.
From his line of observation Forrest discovered the first

movement of the enemy just before day, a tentative advance of

some pickets, as if to feel for an enemy. His men were now

generally clothed in Federal cavalry overcoats, found in their

encampment of the night. These misled the Federal pickets,

some fifty of whom were presently captured. About half-past

5 A. M., however, a swarm of skirmishers were flung boldly

forward by Nelson. These Forrest engaged as he fell back

slowly upon the infantry, then being collected somewhat rear-

ward, and behind whom, at 7 A. M., General Hardee directed

him finally to retire.

The sound of so much musketry at the front by this time had

announced, plainly enough, the advent upon the theatre of war

of Buell's Army, and a desperate struggle for the fruits of yes-

terday's hard-earned triumph. All, as we have said, were greatly

fatigued, and under the influence also of that extreme lassitude

which follows every great exaltation
; nevertheless, the reaction

was immediate, and with the utmost alacrity the Confederates

sprang once more into serried ranks, bent on a manful effort to

hold what they had won.

Chalmers Brigade, with a part of J. K. Jackson's, under
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Wheeler, in advance, in front of Nelson, were the first to become

engaged. Nelson came out with vigor, and the Confederates

retired slowly to concentrate their strength. By 8 o'clock, Har-

dee, however, had massed in that quarter a number of his own

corps, as well as Withers' Division of Bragg's, and the combat

began in good earnest. Nelson now found a lion in his path,

but Hazen's Brigade pushed forward with decided pluck, and

the Confederates were driven from their position with the loss

of a battery. A well-timed concentration, however, enabled the

Confederates to hurl Hazen back from his prey, and in turn

pressed Nelson so sorely that by 9 A. M. he was calling lustily

for aid. In this affair the Confederate officers led their ranks

notably. Chalmers, seizing the colors of a regiment as his

brigade wavered, rode forward in a storm of missiles, waving
the flag above his head

;
his men rallied, and quickly resuming

the offensive, carried the contested point. There has been no

grander display of courage on any field. At the same time,

Colonel Wheeler did the like with the flag of the iQth Alabama
;

and Lieutenant-Colonel W. A. Rankin, of Mississippi, lost his

life, giving a conspicuous example of determined courage to

his regiment.

Nelson was re-enforced by Terrell's Battery (regulars), and

an obstinate struggle for the mastery of this part of the field

raged until about i P. M. But neither party gained any ma-

terial advantage, except that Terrell's Battery was so cut up that

he had to assist as a gunner at one of his pieces, and the bat-

tery narrowly escaped capture.

Crittenden by this time was likewise hotly engaged in the

immediate center, and on his right were arrayed several thou-

sands of Grant's troops under McClernand.

The Confederates on his front, at first retiring to concentrate

at his advance, finally rebounded, as upon Nelson with as great

ardor and cheering as heartily as the day before in the full tide

of their brilliant success. And as Nelson was borne back, so

was Crittenden by the same refluent wave.

One of McCook's Brigades, under Rousseau, leavened by
three battalions of regulars, had been on the field as early as

daylight, on the right of Crittenden, neighboring Sherman and

Lew Wallace. His other brigades reached and took position
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about 10 o'clock
;
and just about the same time Folk's Corps,

coming up from the rear, on the Confederate side, entered the

battle in splendid order and spirit.

Grant's shattered forces on Sunday night had been reorgan-

ized into three divisions, of a decidely composite character, under

Sherman, McClernand and Hurlbut. Four or five thousand of

these men were brought up under McClernand, as we have said,

between Crittenden and McCook, and about 10 o'clock several

thousand more that hitherto had been collected and held near

the river were also added under Hurlbut, who, however, fusing

them with McClernand's command, repaired rearward again, at

McClernand's request, to seek further support.

Lew Wallace, it will be remembered, bivouacked near the

river and Snake Creek bridge, and so did Sherman. No con-

siderable portion of Confederates had slept in that quarter of

the field, so Wallace and Sherman, advancing for a while without

difficulty, took up a strong position on a wooded ridge, afford-

ing shelter for Wallace's two batteries, with its right protected

by the swamps of Owl Creek. However, by the time Nelson

was well at work on the Federal left, the Confederates opened
a light fire upon Wallace and Sherman, who, encouraged by its

feebleness, adventured the offensive. But their speedy greeting

was a sheet of flame, lead and canister from the woods in their

front, when portions of Ruggles' and Breckinridge's Divisions

stood in wait. The Federals reeled and rushed rearward, fol-

lowed nearly a mile by the Confederates
;
but here, re-enforced

by McCook, Sherman attempted to resume the advance.

Now the fight waxed obstinate, and the firing, says Sherman,
was the "severest musketry" he had ever heard. Rousseau's

Federal Brigade here was pitted against Trabue's Kentuckians.

Both fought with uncommon determination to win, but the

Federals were repulsed, and Wallace was so pressed that his

situation became extremely critical.

McCook's other brigade had joined in the action meanwhile,
and in that part of the field, including Grant's forces under

Sherman and McClernand, there were fully 20,000 Federals op-

posed by not half that number of battle-battered Confederates.

The impetus of the Confederate attack was, therefore, slack-

ened in the face of such odds. Yet several brilliant charges were
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made, in one of which, to the left of Shiloh, General Beaure-

gard himself led in person, carrying the battle flag of a Louisi-

ana regiment; and Trabue's Brigade, having carried an emi-

nence near Owl Creek, repulsing every effort to dislodge him,

held the position until the retreat was ordered.

Here, as on the right, the Confederate troops were animated

by the greatest intrepidity on the part of their superior officers.

It was now after I o'clock. The battle, kindled soon after

daylight, had raged furiously from right to left for more than

five hours. And notwithstanding the odds of fresh troops

brought up against them, despite their long-continued engaga-

ment, the Confederates had not receded from the ground upon
which they had been concentrated as soon as it was apparent that

the battle was on their hands. But they were being fearfully

depleted meanwhile. Beginning the combat with not more than

20,000 men exclusive of cavalry, less than 15,000 were now in

the Confederate ranks. General Beauregard, seeing the un-

profitable nature of the struggle, determined not to prolong it.

Directing his adjutant-general to select a position and post

such troops as were available to cover the retreat, he dispatched

other staff officers to the corps commanders, with 'the order to

retire simultaneously from their several positions, ready, how-

ever, to turn and fight should it become necessary. And ac-

cordingly, about 2 o'clock the retrograde movement of the Con-

federates was inaugurated and carried out with a steadiness

never exceeded by veterans of a hundred fields.

During the various stages of the conflict General Beauregard
tried to use his cavalry, but so dense and broadspread were the

woods that they proved altogether fruitless of results. Colonel

Forrest, with ever-useful instincts, however, was able to render

effective service during the morning in repressing straggling,

until about n o'clock he was ordered by General Breckinridge,
in whose vicinity he happened to be, to place his regiment on

the right flank, where he soon became engaged in a brisk skirm-

ish. Three times the enemy endeavored to break that part of

the Confederate line, but was repulsed, as we have related, until

near I o'clock, when on an order from General Beauregard,
Forrest carried his regiment to the center, where it was dis-
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mounted and took part there in repulsing the last onset made

by the Federals in that quarter before the retreat began.

The retreat had now commenced in earnest, but so stunned

and crippled was the enemy that no effort or pretense to pursue

was made. The line established to cover the movement com-

manded the ground of Shiloh Church, and some open fields in

the neighborhood. Thence keeping up a vigorous play of artil-

lery on the woods beyond, there was no reply, nor did any enemy
become visible.

That line was then withdrawn about three-fourths of a mile

to another favorable position. Meanwhile, the retreat had been

effected in admirable order, all stragglers falling in the ranks,

and that line was abandoned with no enemy in sight.

Breckinridge, assigned to the duty of covering the retreat

with his division, was ordered to bivouac for the night at a

point not more than four and a half miles from Pittsburg Land-

ing. The other corps were now en route for Corinth, by a road

which that night was made almost impracticable for wheels by
a heavy rainfall.

The losses of the Confederates in the two days' combat are

accurately and officially stated by General Beauregard at 1,728

killed, 8,012 wounded and 959 missing, or an aggregate of

10,699.

The Federal commander, in his brief report of the battle,

estimates his own losses at only 1,500 killed and 3,500 wounded,
an evidently large under-statement, for in the official reports of

three of his division generals we find their losses foot up in

killed and wounded as high as 4,614, with 1,832 reported miss-

ing, a number of whom must have been killed, as only 3,000
were captured, and most of them were of Prentiss' Division.

What the real loss of Grant's army was, those who could best

estimate it have not be.en at the pains to ascertain. The divisions

of Buell engaged lost 3,753, much the heaviest part of which fell

upon McCook's Division in the obstinate struggle against the

Confederate left and center.

Of trophies the Confederates carried from the field some

twenty-six stands of flags and colors, and about thirty of the

guns captured on the 6th.

The guns which figure in Federal subordinate reports as cap-
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tured from the Confederates, with few exceptions, were those

lost on Sunday by the Federals, which, for want of horses to

draw them from the field, had been left by the Confederates

where they had been taken.

COMMENTARIES.

First The delay of the Confederate Army in making the

march from Corinth is a signal illustration of the truth of

Napier's proposition:

"That celerity in war depends as much on the experience of

the troops as upon the energy of the general."

Nevertheless, there were grave faults in the handling of sev-

eral of the corps on the march. Moreover, several of these did

not quit Corinth as early in the day as they might have done.

We know General Johnston was profoundly disappointed and

chagrined that his just expectations of delivering battle on Sat-

urday morning were thus baffled.

Second The precise terrene occupied by the Federal Army
was unknown to the Confederate general, who therefore adopted
the parallel order of battle rather than the oblique, which has

generally been employed by great captains since Frederick the

Great restored it to the art of war. Had General Johnston
known the actual position occupied by the Federal front line,

he surely would have attacked by the oblique order
; massing

upon the Federal right (Sherman), so as to force it back south-

eastwardly into the cul cle sac made above Pittsburg Landing

by the junction of Lick Creek with the Tennessee River. As

the attack was made, the shock of the onset only affected Sher-

man's left brigade. Had it fallen with full force upon his entire

division, it is manifest that that which happened to Hilderbrand's

Brigade would have befallen it. The entire division must have,

been swept away as that brigade was, and been driven rearward

so rapidly upon McClernand's, Hurlbut's and Wallace's

(W. H. L.), as to give them little or no time to form their divi-

sion, and make the stand which Sherman's obstinate resistance

with two of his brigades, near Shiloh, enabled them to do.

Third Both sides have claimed the advantage. The Con-

federates found their pretension upon the fact of the heavy
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capture of men and artillery, and colors which they carried from

the field, the complete rout inflicted on the Federals on Sunday,

and their ability on Monday to hold the ground upon which

they had concentrated and made the battle until 2 P. M., when

General Beauregard withdrew from an unprofitable combat;

withdrew in admitted good order, taking with him all the cap-

tured guns for which there was transportation.

Moreover, his enemy was left so completely battered and

stunned as to be unable to pursue.

The Federals claim the victory, upon the grounds that on

Monday evening they had recovered their encampments and

possession of the field of the battle from which the Confederates

had retired, leaving behind their dead and a number of wounded.

In this discussion it should be remembered that after the Con-

federates concentrated on Monday, or from at least as late as

9 o'clock A. M. up to the time of their retreat, they uniformly

took the offensive and were the assailants. All substantially

claimed in reports of Federal subordinate generals is that, after

having been worsted between 9 A. M. and 2 P. M., they were

then able to hold their own and check their antagonist.

After that, manifestly, there was a complete lull in battle until

about 4 P. M., when, and no sooner, do the Federals appear to

have advanced.

Fourth General Beauregard has been blamed unjustly for

withdrawing his troops just as they were being launched on

Sunday evening against the Federal position with such num-

bers and impetus by generals on the spot as must have insured

complete success. The reports of brigade and regimental com-

manders completely disprove this allegation. His order really

was not distributed before the greater part of the Confederate

troops had already given up the attempt for that day to carry

the ridge at the landing. The true reason why the battle of Sun-

day fell short of the most complete victory of modern war by
the capture of the whole Federal Army is simply this : After

the combat was at its height, about midday, those superior

officers who should have been occupied with the concentration

of their troops in heavy masses upon the shattered Federal

Divisions, were at the very front and "perilous edge" of the bat-

tle, leading forward regiments, perchance brigades, into action,
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with great individual intrepidity and doing a great deal, no doubt,

by their personal example to impel small bodies forward. But

meanwhile, to their rear were left the masses of their respective

commands without direction, and thus precious time was lost.

The Confederates were not kept continuously massed and em-

ployed, either corps or divisions
;
mere piecemeal onsets were

the general method of fighting after 12 o'clock, with this conse-

queice, that Sherman was enabled to make several obstinate

powerful stands, by which he protracted the battle some hours.

Had the corps been held well in hand, massed and pressed con-

tinuously upon the tottering, demoralized foe; had general

officers attended to the swing and direction of the great war

engine at their disposition, rather than, as it were, becoming so

many heads, or battering rams of that machine, the battle as-

suredly would have closed at latest by midday. By that hour,

at most, the whole Federal force might have been urged back

and penned up, utterly helpless, in the angle formed between the

river and Lick Creek, or dispersed along under the river bank,

between the two creeks, we repeat, had the Confederate corps

been kept in continuously, closely pressed en masse upon their

enemy after the front line had been broken and swept back.

In that case the Federal fragments must have been kept in down-

ward movment, like the loose stones in the bed of a mountain

torrent.

Fifth In a remarkable letter from that distinguished soldier,

General Sherman, which we find in the United States Service

Magazine, he virtually asserts that, even had General Buell

failed to reach the scene with his re-enforcements, nevertheless

the state of the battle was such at 5 P. M. Sunday as justified

General Grant in giving him orders at that hour to "drop the

defensive and assume the offensive" at daylight on Monday
morning. This to be the order of the day, irrespective of the

advent of Buell. In other words, Grant had resolved to become

on the morrow the assailant, forsooth, wii.ii Lew Wallace's Divi-

sion, which, having found it so hard for the last ten hours to find

the road across "four miles" of country, with the sound of a

great battle (and comrades in dire peril) to "quicken" its steps,

was not yet on the field, and with such of his own "startled

troops as had recovered their equilibrium." That is to say, with
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7,000 fresh troops, not yet in hand, added to such commands as

Sherman's, which he confesses in his official report was now of

a "mixed character" without any of three of his four brigades

present and such of the mass then huddled, demoralized and

abject, under the river bank since 10 o'clock, as might have their

"equilibrium" re-established. That this was the purpose General

Sherman is sure, from a story then told him by General Grant of

what had happened at Fort Donelson on the I5th of February;

and, furthermore, he is very positive that he did not know Buell

had already arrived. Now here the spirit rather than the letter

of the renowned general's paper is to be weighed.

To be relevant to the question, he steps into the arena not to

discuss but settle, he must mean this : that the offensive was to

be taken by the Federal forces then west of the Tennessee, if

Buell did not come to their assistance
; further, when the order

was given to him to that end, he did not know General BuelFs

forces were in such proximity as must insure their advent upon
the field in large, substantial force to make the projected attack.

This must be the substance, "bolted to the bran," of what he

utters, for it were not pertinent to the issue, nor frank to say

merely that Buell was not there, when he knew that Buell must

be in due season with the requisite troops.

We have great respect for the genius, the tenacity and the

shining courage of General Sherman
;
we admit his well-won

fame. We have a long personal knowledge of the man, but,

nevertheless, we are constrained, in the interest of history, to

point out facts, as "plain as way to parish church," that show

he wrote hastily, inconsiderately.

Saturday night General Grant slept at Savannah, when both

General Buell's and Nelson's Divisions had arrived. Before the

general-in-chief left for the battlefield he ordered Nelson to

march thither, which, by a forced march, was done in four hours,

or which by an ordinary march might have been effected at most

in six. General Sherman says he -saw General Grant as early

as 10 A. M. at a moment of sore distress. When General Buell

reached Pittsburg Landing, not later than 3 o'clock, General

Grant was at the landing, and the two commanders met there.

By 5 P. M., the hour Sherman alleges the order for the offen-

sive was given, Nelson had been long enough in sight at the
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landing to throw a brigade across, and upon the last ridge ;
and

at that hour the last assaults of the Confederates had not taken

place, nor until Nelson was in position to help to repel them?

Very well.

Would General Grant, knowing that Buell must be up that

night, be likely, even at 10 o'clock, to omit communicating such

important intelligence to his doughty, right-hand lieutenant

the very "sinew and forehand" of his army not only to inspire

him to still more obstinate righting, but as a solace, a relief of

inestimable value at the instant ? Or would he at 5 o'clock have

failed to acquaint that lieutenant of Buell's presence at the land-

ing, and Nelson's on the other bank?

Finally, at a moment when the Confederates were swarming
down to make their crowning assault upon the last foothold of

his fighting wreck, with but a few hundred yards between it and

a wide river, and when, from what had already happened, he

could scarcely hope it would not be a concentrated, terrible onset.

Could General Grant, as yet ignorant of that issue, be in con-

dition to give orders looking to the offensive on the next morn-

ing? We are sure not, as well as that General Sherman's mem-

ory has deceived him.

The feet is, the order of which he speaks was really given

later; that is, when Generals Grant and Buell visited him to-

gether. All who weigh evidence must come to this conclusion.

Were further proof necessary, it is found in the fact that neither

Sherman's nor Lew Wallace's, nor any of Hurlbut's troops be-

came really engaged on Monday before 10 A. M.
;
and that after

that hour even Hurlbut, turning over to McClernand such men
as he had been able to collect, was sent back to the river to

glean and assemble the still scattered fragments of the five dis-

membered divisions.
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THE BATTLE OF NEW MARKET, VA., AGAIN,

With Further Account of a Volunteer Night Attack

at Newport News.

The editor finds that there are exceptions to the article, pp.

155-158, and counter statements. He yields to no one in due

admiration for the signal display of valor and veteran soldiery

demeanor of the boy cadets at New Market an exemplifica-

tion which Napoleon himself would no doubt have acknowledged.

The article for the volume had already been printed, but the

following corrections made in the Times-Dispatch of January

19, 1908, must be given :

"Ch. M. W., Co. B., V. M. I. Cadet Corps," thus corrects the

statement made by Captain Bruce, that "the Cadets gave way,"
and gives tribute to his martyred boy comrades, Cabell, Atwell,

McDowell, Steward, Jefferson, Jones, Crockett and Wheelwright.

Further, the Cadet Battalion fired directly into the battery,

while Captain Bruce states his regiment, the 5ist, fired "ob-

liquely" into
;
and that the Cadets did capture it.

As to the percentage of loss of the 5ist Regiment, which

Captain Bruce states as "five per cent." the Cadet percentage
was twenty-five per cent.

As to halts of the Cadets, charged by Captain Bruce one is

accounted for by an intervening ravjne, when "the line of the

Cadets becoming necessarily disarranged." Colonel Scott Shipp,
in command, gave the order to halt and dress into line. "The

second halt was somewhere about one hundred yards in front

of the six-gun battery," spoken of by Captain Bruce.

"Following the ord^r to halt the order was given to charge,
and soon after, in this charge, Colonel Shipp was wounded.

In the same issue of the Times-Dispatch appeared the follow-

ing corroboration of the above, with some further matters of

interest :

BRUCE'S ERRORS.

Not meaning to detract one scintilla from the glory of Captain
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Bruce -or his men, he errs in the statements that the Cadet Bat-

talion was immediately to the right of the 5ist, whereas the fact

is that the Cadets' Battalion was at the extreme left end of the

second line of battle, with the exception of Edgar's Battalion,

which was upon the immediate left of the Cadets' Battalion.

Captain Bruce is positively wrong in his assertion of the break-

ing of the corps in the outset or in the engagement. The cap-

tain also claims that his regiment was to the right of the six-

gun Federal Battery, with the exception of the extreme left

wing of his regiment, the 5ist. He (Captain Bruce) further-

more asseverates that his company was the fifth in his (Fifty-first)

regiment from the right of this aforesaid, that the men developed
a backbone and an esprit de corps which responded with alacrity

and enthusiasm to General Magruder's call for volunteers on

a memorable occasion. Information had been received at head-

quarters that just outside of the main line of fortifications at

Newport News was a gun redoubt of two or three field pieces,

supported by only a small body of infantry. It was believed that

by a well-planned and rapidly executed night attack this redoubt

might be stormed and the guns captured. At any rate, the

scheme seemed so feasible that a picked body of men was formed,

the volunteers being ignorant of their destination and being

only forwarned that they were composing a "forlorn hope."

As my memory serves me, these volunteers were taken from

the following commands, at the rate of six or eight from each:

Edgecombe Guards, Charlotte Grays, Hornet's Nest Riflemen,

Orange Light Infantry, Lafayette Light Infantry, Burke Rifles,

Independent Light Infantry, Enfield Rifles, Southern Stars,

Bertie Light Infantry, Chowan Light Infantry, Stuart's and

Montague's Virginia Light Infantry, twelve dismounted men of

Douthat's Virginia Cavalry.

After this lapse of time my recollection is indistinct, and I

can recall by name of these volunteers only J. B. Smith, R. M.

Orrell, James T. Rose, Theodore Wardell and J. W. Hurlst, of

my own company, the Lafayette ;
Charles Haigh, W. E. Kyle,

Jarvis Lutterloh and John B. McKellar, of the Independent

Company. All were killed during the war or have died since

except Haigh, Kyle and the writer.

General Magruder placed at the head of this expedition Cap-
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tain J. B. Starr, commanding Company F, or Lafayette Light

Infantry, a man of that stubborn, bulldog courage which is

never exalted by victory or depressed by defeat. An officer of

the Virginia Cavalry, Lieutenant Goode, I think, who was

thoroughly acquainted with all the country of the Yorktown

peninsula, was selected as guide through the woods and swamps
to the scene of action.

The men were ordered to equip themselves in light march-

ing order that is, without blankets or knapsacks and to cook

one ration. In the early afternoon, in the month of August,
the command marched out of camp, with no sound of trumpet
or tap of drum. I remembere that the morning had been mild

and beautiful, but the clouds gathered in the afternoon, with

threatening of heavy rain.

After proceeding from Bethel Church for some distance the

column wheeled sharp off to the left, traversed a byroad for

about half a mile, marched through a piece of dense woods,

then into an old field, overgrown with small oak and gallberry

bushes, and halted. The men were told to rest at ease, eat their

ration if they felt so disposed, and were cautioned to secure any
buckle or other piece of metal which might jingle in walking;

also, to rub wet earth on their bayonets and gun barrels, in

order to dull their glint and shine. Then Captain Starr and the

cavalry lieutenants, plunging through the undergrowth, disap-

peared, and were gone so long that the men ate their rations,

smoked their pipes, and some of them were asleep by the time

the officers returned.

The command was called to attention and the march was

resumed, through a broken country, with thick undergrowth,
and the signs of an approach to tidewater. Once again there

was a halt, and the muskets of eight or ten men were replaced

by axes, with which to cut away any obstructions in the dash
on the redoubt. On the right of this squad stood Charles

Haigh, a stalwart young soldier, now Major Charles Haigh, a

gallant ex-Confederate officer, and one of the prominent busi-

ness men of Fayetteville. Dark night was now upon us; but

here and there through the openings of the trees the dim light

showed, towering through the gloom and stalking on behind
us gigantic centaurs of the days of mythology, as weird and
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terrible as the famous mysterious horse of Albert Durer. They
were the teams and drivers brought along to carry away the

captured guns, and they must have been harnessed in cotton

or velvet and shod with straw, for they came on as noiselessly

as the spectres of a dream.

And now, under thick darkness, headed by our morning

guide, Lieutenant Goode, we broke our way through bush and

briar, splashed water, stole quickly across some open patch of

ground, descended into a steep gully, then climbed a hill, and

the redoubt was right in front of us. Just above me, not twenty

feet away, I could see a sentinel, seeming to be peering down
into the cavernous gloom.
There was a moment's breathless pause. The man awaited

the clarion command, "Charge !" Then lights flashed along

the line of embankment, soldiers rushed to the front, a bugle

sounded, drum beat, and a random shot rang out here and there.

The night attack had failed. Either the garrison was larger

than we had been given to understand, or the enemy had been

informed of the expedition, and had sent reinforcements to the

redoubt. Our retreat was a crawling on hands and knees to the

first sheltering thicket, and then a run for it, with the uneasy

feeling of a probable volley in the back at any moment.

It is said that "there is but a step from the sublime to the

ridiculous." In camp, while volunteers were falling into line

for the expedition, W. E. Kyle called to a relative, J. K. Kyle,

to come up to the front. "Go on, Emmett, my boy," cried the

latter; "I glory in your spunk, but I have a wife and a stake in

the country." A young fellow in the Chowan Light Infantry,

when informed that we were about to charge the redoubt at

the point of the bayonet, exclaimed in all the proud conscious-

ness of a big tidewater plantation and hundreds of negroes,

"Hell ! if the Confederacy is so bad off for guns I'll get father

to buy half a dozen cannon for it."

I doubt not that there are some survivors of that expedition

among the old soldiers of Virginia and North Carolina, who can

corroborate my account, I may be repeating a story, but I have

never seen it in print.

J. M. H.
FAYETTEVII/LE. ^N". C. December 26th.
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THE CRUISE OF THE SHENANDOAH.

The Stirring Story of Her Circumnavigation of the

Globe and Many Conquests on the High Seas.

From the Pen of Her Executive Officer,

Captain William C. Whittle.

The following is taken from the Confederate Column of the

Portsmouth Star, conducted by Colonel William H. Stewart,

published in serial issues of March 13, April 3, 1907:

We are pleased to announce that the marvelous story of the

Confederate States ship Shenandoah, from the pen of her ex-

ecutive officer, commences with this issue of The Star and will

be continued until finished.

On May i, 1863, the Confederate Congress adopted the de-

sign of the second national flag with the battle flag for the union

and a pure white field. The first flag made was sent by Presi-

dent Davis to enfold the body of Stonewall Jackson, and from

this fact it was sometimes called ''Jackson's flag.'' Its other

name was "Stainless Banner."

This was the only Confederate flag that circumnavigated the

globe and waved on every ocean except the Antarctic. It was

carried at the peak of the Shenandoah in the most wonderful

cruise that the world has ever known and was hauled down in

Liverpool on the morning of November 6, 1865, six months

after the war was over.

That gallant naval officer, William Conway Whittle, who has

made this most valuable contribution to Southern history, was

born in Norfolk, Va., in 1840. In 1854 he entered the United

States Naval Academy, from which he was graduated in 1858
and was ordered to the flagship of the Gulf squadron, at Key
West. In part of 1858, 1859 an(l 1 ^6o he served on the frigate

Roanoke and sloop-of-war Preble in the Carribbean Sea and

Gulf of Mexico.

In December, 1860, he was ordered to Annapolis for examina-

tion, and upon passing was promoted to passed midshipman and
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sailing master, respectively. Upon the secession of Virginia he

resigned and tendered his services to Governor Letcher and

was commissioned a lieutenant in the State navy, and later in

the Confederate States Navy.
In 186 1 he was stationed at a naval battery at West Point,

York River, Va., and there reported to General Magruder at

Yorktown to drill soldiers at the navy guns covering the Wil-

liamsburg Road. Later he was ordered on similar duty at a

naval battery on Spratley's farm, on James River, and thence

to Charleston, S. C., as the third lieutenant of the C. S. S. Nash-

ville, and made her cruise to England and back to Beaufort,

N. C., where he was left in command of the vessel until her

purchasers could send a crew to her. Upon the capture of New-

berne by the Federals he ran the ship through the blockade and

into Georgetown, S. C., and there delivered her to her pur-

chasers.

He was, in March, 1862, ordered to New Orleans as third

lieutenant of the Confederate States Steamer Louisiana and com-

manded her bow division in the desperate fight with Farragut's

fleet in passing Forts Jackson and St. Philip. After this con-

flict, when the Louisiana was destroyed to prevent her falling

into the enemy's hands, he was captured and sent to Fort War-

ren, at Boston. He was exchanged in August, 1862, and ordered

as first lieutenant of the gunboat Chattahoochee, on the Chatta-

hoochee River. Later he was ordered abroad to join a Con-

federate vessel. While awaiting her, he was selected to take

dispatches from the Confederate commissioners in England and

France, and Captain Bulloch, in charge of equipping cruisers,

to the Richmond government. These dispatches were taken

through the blockade and delivered, and he was sent back to the

commissioners with return dispatches.

In October, 1864, he was ordered as executive officer of the

C. S. S. Shenandoah, and after her unique cruise surrendered to

the British Government in Liverpool, Eng., in November, 1865.

In December, 1865, he went to Buenos Ayres, and remained in

the Argentine Confederation until 1867, when he returned to his

home in Virginia.

In 1868 he was appointed captain of one of the Bay Line

steamers between Baltimore and Norfolk and Portsmouth. He
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served in that capacity until 1890, when he resigned to become

superintendent of the floating equipment of the Norfolk and

Western Railroad Company. After this fleet was sold, in 1901,

he assisted, in 1902, in organizing the Virginia Bank and Trust

Company, of which he became cashier, and is now a vice presi-

dent and a director. W. H. Stewart.

From time immemorial one of the most effective and damag-

ing means resorted to in wars between nations and peoples has

been an attack upon the commercial marine of an adversary. It

was a mode of warfare legitimatized by being resorted to all

through the ages. It was adopted by our colonial cruisers

during the revolutionary war, and during the war of 1812, 1813

and 1814 seventy-four British merchant vessels were captured

by the United States Navy under direct orders from their Navy

Department and President Madison. Such depredations only

became "piratical," in the minds of the Federal Government,

when their own interests were jeopardized during our late war.

Situated and conditioned as we were when that war began and

during its continuance, such means of warfare were peculiarly

alluring and suggestive of many and great results. The South-

ern Confederacy had no commerce and was at war with the

United States, which had a large commercial marine. To attack

it was not only to inflict heavy pecuniary loss from vessels

destroyed, but to force upon them great expense in insurance

against these ravages and marine war risks.

Nor was this all. The United States had a formidable navy
with every facility to increase it; utilized most disastrously to

the South by blockading its ports and closing the doors through
which to receive, from the outside world, materials and mu-

nitions of war, so greatly needed, and, too, in attacking its sea-

board cities and towns. Every cruiser put on the ocean must

and did have the effect to divert a force to protect as far as might
be their threatened commerce.

But the South had no vessels of war, nor such as could be

converted into cruisers. The quickest, best and well nigh only

way to procure them was by purchase abroad, from the pro-

ceeds of sale of their cotton. Early in the beginning of the war
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this was seen and the course adopted. To manage this difficult

and important work a man of professional ability, clear business

capacity, wise judgment and discretion in selecting and dealing

with men, a knowledge of maritime and international law, calm

equanimity and great sagacity was needed. To find such a man
meant such a measure of success as all the difficulties and

counteracting efforts would admit of. To select the wrong man
meant foreign entanglements, prejudice of cause and failure.

For this work the Confederate Government selected Captain

James D. Bulloch, formerly an officer in the United States Navy,
from Georgia, who, when the war began, commanded a merchant

steamer running between New York and a Southern port. They

might have searched the world over and would have failed to

find another combining all the qualifications needed, as pre-

eminently as he did. His heart was thoroughly in the cause

and he threw his whole body and soul into his work. To his

judgment, sagacity, energy and tact, was due the possession and

fitting* out of the Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Rappahannock,

Stonewall, Shenandoah, and the building of the ironclad rams

at Liverpool and the vessels in France.

Such of these vessels as took the sea, took it not as privateers,

as they were called by some
;
not as pirates, as our enemies op-

probriously spoke of us, but as armed government vessels of

war, commanded and officered by men born in the South and

holding commissions in the Confederate States Navy, of a gov-
ernment whose belligerent rights were acknowledged by the

kingdoms of the earth commissions as valid as those held in

the United States Navy.
The Confederate States had, as I said, no naval vessels and

none or very few that could be converted into cruisers. They
had, however, a fine, loyal, able and true personnel, composed
of officers educated and commissioned in the United States

Navy before the war. They were Southern-born men, who

represented their respective States in the United States Navy,

just as their representatives in Congress and other governmental
branches represented them in their respective spheres. The

expense of educating and qualifying them for their positions was

borne from the general fund collected from all the States, their

respective States bearing their just proportion for the qualifying
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of their quota. These men were not politicians, but when the

war clouds gathered felt bound by every sense of duty, love and

devotion, many of them against their judgment as to the judi-

ciousness of disruption, and all of them against the professional

hopes, aspirations and pecuniary interests, when their mother

States withdrew, to rally to their standard, resigned and tendered

their services. They were accepted and given commissions

properly signed by the executive and confirmed by the Congress
of the Confederate States. No more loyal men lived on earth.

Let no slanderous tongues or libelous pens impugn their motives.

Let not their reputation for purity of purpose, as to their duty,

be handed down to posterity with any stain, but let their children

have perpetuated in their minds and hearts the fact that their

fathers were neither knaves, fools, cowards nor traitors. These

men were ready and anxious to serve their country in her hour

of peril, in any honorable field that they might be called to by
her. These men officered the cruisers of the Confederate States.

The Confederate States Steamers Sumter, Alabama, Florida,

Tallahassee, Nashville, Georgia, and others, had gone out and

done damaging service against the United States merchant

marine. There was, however, one branch of that marine, a large

and remunerative interest, prolific with gain and profit, against

which no special expedition had been sent. That interest was

the whaling fleet of the United States.

The conception of the judiciousness of such a special expedi-

tion came, I think, primarily from Lieutenants John Mercer

Brooke and the late Robert R. Carter, two distinguished officers

of the United States Navy, who, upon the secession of their

native State, Virginia, had resigned and joined her cause. Cap-
tain Brooke is now, and has been for years, a professor at the

Virginia Military Institute at Lexington. They had, as mem-
bers of a scientific expedition fitted out by the United States,

become acquainted with the extent and cruising grounds of the

whaling fleet. Lieutenant Carter, afterwards associated with

Captain Bulloch, talked the matter over with him, and to him
it was due, from his knowledge of the field, that a comprehensive
letter and general plan was formulated for such a cruise.

Of course it could only be an outline of an expedition which

constant and unavoidable emergencies and exigencies must
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qualify, shape and control. But the sequel to its general observ-

ance by Commander Waddell, of the Shenandoah, proves with

what masterly hand it was drawn up. Captain Bulloch also

procured from the distinguished Commodore Matthew F. Maury,
"the pathfinder on the ocean," who had likewise followed the

standard of Virginia, a full set of "whaling charts." This expe-

dition was to be the work of another vessel. It was to operate

in distant and extensive fields and against vessels whose voyages
were not finished until they were filled with oil. For such work,

remote from every source of supply of coal or other stores, a

cruiser of peculiar construction, etc., was needed. She must

have good sail power and sailing qualities to economize coal,

and she must have auxiliary steam power to carry her through
calms of the tropics and to get her out of any peril in which

Arctic ice might place her. She must have a propeller that could

be, when not in use, detached and hoisted out of water, so as

not to impede her headway under sail. She must have a means

of condensing steam into fresh water, for drinking purposes.

She must have comfortable and healthy quarters for her crew

and strength of construction to carry her battery.

The very vigilant professional eyes of Captain Bulloch and

Lieutenant R. R. Carter, who was associated with him at that

time, fell upon the trim new British steamship Sea King, when

just on the eve of sailing from the Clyde for the East Indies on

her first voyage. They, as far as circumstances permitted, pos-

sessed themselves of thorough knowledge of her. She was built

for an East Indian trader, with capacity, etc., to carry govern-
ment troops, if desired. They were greatly impressed by her

fine lines, sail power, deck capacity, arrangement of machinery,
her hoisting propeller, etc., and Captain Bulloch saw in her the

very vessel he wanted to convert into a cruiser against the

whaling fleet. He kept track of her, laid his plans for purchase
and quietly awaited her return to carry them out, making, ad

interim, all. arrangements to speedily equip and dispatch her.

This and all his work required great caution, tact and judg-

ment, for a sharp system of -espionage surrounded him all the

time.

The Sea King was a composite built vessel. That is, had iron

frame and teak wood planking about six inches thick. She was
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220 feet long, 35 feet breadth of beam and was of about 1,160

tons. She had a single, detachable and hoisting propeller. Di-

rect acting engines; two cylinders of 47 inch diameter and of

two feet nine inch stroke
;
of 850 indicated horse power. She

had three masts, the lower masts and bowsprit being of iron

and hollow. She was a full rigged ship, of full sail power with

royals, rolling, self-reefing topsails and royal topgallant, top-

mast and lower studding sails, with all proper fore and aft sails.

By October 6, 1864, the officers of the Confederate Navy who
were to go on her had been quietly collected at Liverpool, Eng.,

by Commodore Samuel Barren, commanding Confederate Navy
officer abroad, to hold themselves in readiness, without a clear

knowledge of for what, but simply at Captain Bulloch's call.

On October 6, 1864, I was ordered by Captain Bulloch to take

the 5 P. M. train from Liverpool for London, and on arrival to

register at Wood's Hotel, Furnival Inn, High Holborn, as Mr.

W. C. Brown. I was to appear the next morning for breakfast

in the restaurant of the hotel, and while reading a morning paper
to have a napkin passed through a button hole of my coat. So

seated, I would be approached by a stranger with, "Is this Mr.

Brown?" to which I was to reply, "Is this Mr. - ?" Upon an

affirmative reply I was to say "Yes," and Mr. - - and I, after

finishing breakfast, were to retire to my room.

All this was done, and on October 7, A. M., Mr. - and I

were in my room arranging for my getting on board the Sea

King, which was then in port ready to sail. I went with Mr.

,
and at an unsuspicious distance viewed the ship, and later,

at a safe rendezvous, was introduced to her captain, Corbett.

The ship was loaded with coal and cleared for Bombay by the

captain, who had been given a power of attorney to sell her, at

any time after leaving London, should a suitable offer be made
for her. As I had beeto selected to be her executive officer after

her transfer, naturally much, in every way, would devolve upon'

me, in the transformation of the vessel and her equipment, it

was deemed expedient that I should observe her qualities, see

her interior arrangements of space, etc., and formulate and devise

for a utilization and adaptation of all the room in her. Captain
Bulloch wisely deemed it best that I should thus have all oppor-
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tunity of familiarizing myself with her, and hit on the plan of

letting me join her in London.

On the early morn of October 8, 1864, I crawled over her side,

at the forerigging, and the ship in a few moments left the dock

and went down the Thames. To everybody on board except

Captain Corbett, who was in our confidence, I was Mr, Brown, a

super-cargo, representing the owners of the coal with which she

was laden. We were fully instructed to proceed to Madeira,

where we were to call, a fact only known on board to Captain

Corbett and myself, and not to exchange signals with passing

vessels en route. On the voyage, with judicious caution and

Captain Corbett's assistance, I possessed myself of much infor-

mation that served a good purpose afterwards. No one on board

suspected anything out of the usual course.

By preconcerted arrangement, on the same October 8, 1864,

the propeller steamer Laurel, J. F. Ramsay, Confederate States

Navy, commanding, sailed from Liverpool for Havana, with

passengers and general cargo. The Laurel was to call also at

Madeira and get there sufficiently ahead of the Sea King to

enable her to coal up. The Laurel arrived at Madeira on Octo-

ber 15 and coaled all ready for moving, upon the appearance of

the Sea King. The "general cargo" of the Laurel consisted, as

afterwards found, of the guns, carriages, ammunition, etc., and

stores for the future cruiser, and her passengers were the com-

mander, officers and small nucleus for her crew. On the early

morn of October 18, the Sea King arrived off Funchal, Madeira,

and running in sight of the harbor, displayed a private precon-

certed signal. This was answered by her little consort and the

two moved off successively to the Desertas, a rocky, uninhabited

island not far from Madeira. There the Sea King anchored and

her consort was secured alongside. It was perfectly smooth and

a sequestered place, where there was little chance of observation

or interruption. A rapid transfer of everything from the hold

of the Laurel to the deck and hold of the Sea King was made,
on October 19.

Her officers were : Lieutenant Commanding James I. Wad-

dell, C. S. N., from North Carolina; W. C. Whittle, Virginia,

first lieutenant and executive officer
;
Lieutenants John Grim-

ball, South Carolina; Sidney Smith Lee, Jr., Virginia; F. T.
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Chew, Missouri, and D. M. Scales, Tennessee
;
Irvine S. Bulloch,

Georgia, sailing master
;
C. E. Lining, South Carolina, surgeon ;

Matthew O'Brien, Louisiana, chief engineer; W. B. Smith,

Louisiana, paymaster; Orris A. Brown, Virginia, and John T.

Mason, Virginia, passed midshipmen, all regular officers in the

Confederate States Navy, and F. J. McNulty, Ireland, acting

assistant surgeon, and C. H. Codd, Maryland, acting first assist-

ant engineer; John Hutchinson, Scotland, acting second assist-

ant engineer; E. Mugguffiny, Ireland, acting third assistant

engineer; Acting Master's Mates John F. Minor, Virginia;

C. E. Hunt, Virginia; Lodge Cotton, Maryland; George Har-

wood, England, acting boatswain
; John L. Guy, England, acting

gunner; H. Alcott, England, acting sailmaker; John O'Shea,

Ireland, acting carpenter, were given the said acting appoint-

ments in the Confederate States Navy by proper authority.

These twenty-three men were the officers who were transferred

to the Sea King, all except myself and two engineers who joined

from the Sea King, went out on the Laurel.

Captain Wadclell read his commission and addressed both

crews, calling for volunteers. Only nineteen men, including the

small nucleus from the Laurel, volunteered, making, with the

twenty-three officers, forty-two in all. Captain Wacldell had the

Confederate flag hoisted at the peak, received a bill of sale and

christened the Sea King the C. S. S. Shenandoah. I do not

know why the name Shenandoah was chosen, unless because of

the constantly recurring conflicts, retreats and advances through
the Shenandoah Valley in Virginia, where the brave Stonewall

Jackson always so discomforted the enemy, causing, it is said,

one of the distinguished Federal generals to say of that valley

that it must be made such a waste that a crow to fly over it

would have to take its rations. The burning there of homes
over defenseless women and children made the selection of the

name not inappropriate for a cruiser, which was to lead a torch-

light procession around the world and into every ocean.

Guns, carriages and their fittings, ammunition, of powder,
shot and shell

;
stores of all kinds, all in boxes, were transferred

from the Laurel to the Sea King. All was confusion and chaos.

Everything had to be unpacked and stored for safety. No gun
mounted, no breeching or tackle bolts driven, no portholes cut,
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no magazine for powder or shell room for shell provided. All

was hurriedly transferred and in a lumbering, confused mass

was on board. Every particle of work, of bringing order out of

chaos and providing for efficiently putting everything in a con-

dition for service, and of converting this ship into an armed

cruiser at sea, amidst wind and storm, if encountered, stared us

in the face.

The entertained and expressed hopes, that from the two

crews a sufficient force would be induced to volunteer, were

disappointed. Only nineteen men volunteered, which, with the

twenty-three officers, made forty-two men for this stupendous

work, and to man and care for a ship whose crew, with her bat-

tery, etc., as a cruiser, should be at least 150 men.

Captain Waddell, though brave and courageous, accustomed

as a naval officer, to step on the deck of a man-of-war fully

fitted and equipped at a navy-yard, where every facility aided

to make everything perfect, was naturally discomforted and

appalled. He conferred with Captain Corbett, late commander,
and Lieutenant Ramsay, Confederate States Navy, who com-

manded the consort Laurel, both experienced seamen, and he

told me that they both said they considered his taking the ocean,

in such a condition, and so shorthanded, impracticable. As his

executive officer, he naturally consulted me, saying that it was

his judgment that he should take the ship to Teneriffe, communi-

cate with Captain Bulloch and have a crew sent to him. I knew

every one of the regular officers personally. They were all "to

the manner born."

With the fate of the C. S. S. Rappahannock (which about a

year before had gone into Calais, France, for some such object,

had been held there inactive ever since) before me, and a posi-

tive conviction that our fate would be the same and result in

ignominious failure, I 'strenuously advised against it. I said,

"Don't confer, sir, with parties who are not going with us. Call

your young officers together and learn from their assurances

what they can and will do." They were called together; there

was but one unanimous sentiment from each and every one,

"take the ocean," and so it was, be it ever said with credit to

them, and to the zeal and courage of the now lamented Waddell,

we did take the ocean, as we were, and steered clear of Teneriffe
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and every other port not in our cruise. Let those who hear the

sequel judge of the wisdom of the decision..

The battery consisted of four eight inch smooth bore guns of

55 cwt., two rifled Whitworth 32-pounder guns and the two

i2-pounder signal guns belonging to her as a merchant ship.

The two vessels parted company at 6 P. M., October 20, 1864,

and left the Desertas, we on our southerly course and the Laurel

for Teneriffe, to report progress. Every officer and man "pulled

off his jacket and rolled up his sleeves," and with the motto "do

or die" went to work at anything and everything. The captain

took the wheel frequently in steering to give one more pair of

hands for the work to be done. We worked systematically and

intelligently, doing what was most imperatively necessary first.

In twenty-four hours we had mounted and secured for sea,

two eight inch guns and two Whitworths, and the next day the

other half of the battery was similarly mounted and secured.

We cleared the holds and stored and secured everything below,

and in eight days, after leaving the Desertas, had all portholes

cut and guns secured therein. Under our instructions we had

to allow sufficient time for Captain Corbett to communicate with

England and have the custom house papers cancelled and all

necessary legal steps connected with the bona fide sale taken

before any overt act.

On October 30, 1864, we captured the first prize, the bark

Alina, Captain Staples, of Searsport, Maine, from Newport,

Wales, for Buenos Ayres, with railroad iron. There was no

notarial seal (required under law to establish ownership) to the

signature of the owner of the cargo, and so she was, as an Ameri-

can vessel, with her cargo a legal prize. An order was given that

nothing on any prize should be appropriated by any officer or

man without permission from the commander through me. We
determined to scuttle the prize, and after transferring her crew

and effects and saving such furniture as was on board, sorely

needed for comfort, such as basins, pitchers, etc., we sunk her.

Seven men of her crew of twelve shipped on the Shenandoah.

On November 5 we made our second capture, the LTnited

States Schooner Charter Oak, from Boston for San Francisco,

Captain Gilman, who had his wife and wife's sister, Mrs. Gage,
and her little son Frank on board. Captain Gilman surrendered
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$200 he had on board, which Captain Waddell gave to Mrs.

Gilman and her sister! The schooner, after transferring a good

supply of canned fruits and vegetables, was burned.

November 8, captured the American bark D. G. Godfrey, Cap-

tain Hallett, from Boston for Valparaiso, which was burned.

Six of her crew shipped on the Shenandoah.

November 9, overhauled the Danish vessel Anna Jane and

sent the prisoners from the Alina and Godfrey on her, giving a

full supply of provisions for them and a chronometer (captured)

as a present to the Danish captain.

November 10, captured the American Brig Susan, Captain

Hansen, of New York, with coal from Cardiff for Rio Grande

do Sul, Brazil. This cargo was wanting in the notarial seal to

the signature of the owner. She was sunk. Three men shipped

from her on the Shenandoah (two seamen and one boy).

November 12, overhauled the splendid American ship Kate

Prince, of Portsmouth, N. H., Captain Libby, from Liverpool

for Bahia, Brazil, with coal. She had notarial seal to establish

a neutral cargo, and we bonded the vessel for $40,000 and put
on her all prisoners remaining with us. Captain and Mrs. Gil-

man and Mrs. Gage, of the Charter Oak, were profuse in their

thanks for kindness while on board.

November 12, overhauled the bark Adelaide, Captain I. P.

Williams, of Mathews County, Va. The vessel was under the

Argentine flag, but there was everything to show a bogus sale.

Learning, however, positively that she belonged to a Southern

sympathizer, after preparations (crew and effects removed) to

burn her, we bonded her.

November 13, captured and burned the schooner Lizzie M.

Stacey, Captain Archer, from Boston for Honolulu. Four men
out of the seven, shipped on the Shenandoah.

CROSSING THE EQUATOR.

On November 15, 1864, at 11:30 A. M., we crossed the

equator, or "crossed the line," and an amusing break in routine

and monotony occurred. There were many officers and men on

board who had never before gone into the Southern hemis-

phere, I among the number. I was approached, as executive
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officer to know if I had any objection to King Neptune's coming
on board to look after and initiate those on board who had

never crossed his domain before. I did not object. It was nearly

calm. At 7:30 P. M. a loud hail was heard from under the

bows and a brilliant light shone, asking permission from King

Neptune to visit the ship. It was granted. A giant-like figure

came over the bow, with an immense harpoon in his hand, and

a chafing mat for a hat, and came aft, followed by a well dis-

guised retinue or suite, to look after King Neptune's new sub-

jects.

Lieutenant Chew was first seized. The first question was,

"Where are you from?" Woe to the man who opened his mouth

to answer. It would be filled with a mixture of soap, grease and

molasses. If no answer was given your face was lathered with

a mixture and you were shaved with a long wooden razor, and

then the pump was started, which nearly drowned you, to wash

it off. Dr. McNulty, on being asked where he was from, replied

"Ireland; and his mouth was filled with the mixture. This was

too much for his Irish blood and he knocked the barber full

length on the deck. I, as executive officer, for that reason

thought I would be let off, particularly as I had given permission
for the fun, but I was shaved also. The sport all went off very

well and was a break in the shipboard life.

We now, from enlistments from our several prizes, had in-

creased our crew from nineteen to thirty-nine, or, including the

officers, had all told sixty-two souls, so that we felt quite com-

fortable. With such a mixture of nationalities the most rigid

discipline had to be, and was, maintained, and the happiness of

all was promoted by prompt punishment of all offenders. This,

of course, devolved on me. Justice was tempered with humane
and kind treatment, to the general good and as necessary to

success.

On December 8, sighted the Island of Tristan da Cunha, and

while sailing for it captured the first whaler, the bark Edward,

Captain Worth, of New Bedford, Mass. Got from her a quantity
of ship's stores, beef, pork, sea biscuits, etc., and after everything
we needed at the time, or prospectively, was removed, the vessel

was destroyed. Her crew consisted of captain, three mates and

twenty-two men, or twenty-six all told. The whale ships, from
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the nature of their work, have very large crews. With the three

left of the crew of the schooner Stacey we now had twenty-nine

prisoners on board, which, when the number of our own force

and the manner in which it was made up, was considered, was

more than we wanted to watch. So we landed them at Tristan

da Cunha, sending off an abundant supply of stores from the

last prize to maintain them until called for by some passing
vessel.

The Island of Tristan da Cunha taken its name from the Portu-

guese discoverer. It was when Bonaparte was a prisoner at St.

Helena, occupied by the British as a naval station. When 'we

were there there were thirty-five souls on the island, divided

into seven families. The island is about seven miles each way
and very high. One side of it, on the northwest, is productive

and had fine beef cattle, chickens, eggs, milk, butter and sheep.

It is a good point to call for .such stores, but while the water is

bold and deep, there is a "kelp/' or sea weed, growing up from

the bottom and so covering the surface, and so strong that it

is hard to get through, and endangers the disabling of a steamer

by winding up the propeller wheel. The island is under English

protection. When we were there old Peter Green, a Dutchman
from Holland, who was the oldest man on the island, had been

there twenty-five years and seemed to be the leading man among
them. The island is about 37 degrees south latitude and 10

degrees west longitude.

On December 29, while laying to in the Indian Ocean, after

a heavy gale, which had lasted two days, and just before making
sail, saw a trim bark running down towards us. As she passed
she hoisted the United States flag and we fired a shot across her

bow. She hove to and we sent a boat on board and captured

the American bark Delphine, Captain Nichols, of Bangor, Maine,

from London for Akyab, in ballast. Going as she was, had the

captain the nerve he could have saved his vessel and been out

of reach of our second shot and before we could have made sail

would have been beyond our power to catch her. The captain

came on board with his papers. She was a legitimate prize, but

he said his wife was on board and not in good health, and that

to remove her would be dangerous. It was suggested by me to

Captain Waddell to let our surgeon look into that. The result
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was that she was found in splendid health. She came off in a

boat, and as it was rough, a whip and a boatswain's chair was

gotten from the yard arm, and she, with perfect self-possession,

got into it and told the men when to hoist. She was very irate

with her husband and told him that he should have saved his

ship by keeping on. We burned the ship.

An amusing incident I will here relate. Captain Nichols was

very much depressed at the loss of his vessel and was moodily

pacing the deck. It was Lieutenant Chew's watch. Chew was

a good, kind hearted fellow and he wanted to comfort the poor

captain, and approaching said some cheering words. Poor Cap-
tain Nichols was not to be comforted. Chew, very scientific,

then said, "captain, upon what small actions important results

depend. Just think that if at daylight this morning you had

changed your course one-quarter of a point you would have

passed out of our reach or sight." The captain turned and said,

'That shows how darned little you know about it, for this morn-

ing at daylight I just did change my course 'a quarter of a pint,'

and that's what fetched me here." Chew retreated but it was

heard, and it was a long time before he heard the last of that

comforting conversation. Mrs. Nichols and her little son,

Phineas, six years old, with her husband, had a comfortable

cabin, but she was always bitter and never appreciated our kind-

ness.

January 25, 1865, arrived at Melbourne, Australia, and our

prisoners, after being paroled, went ashore in shore boats with

their effects. Mrs. Nichols' last words were to express a hope
that we would come to grief. I cannot blame her much.. The

Shenandoah needed caulking and docking to repair the shaft

bearings. We were given permission to do the work necessary
for safety at sea. The population were generally kind and hos-

pitable and treated us with marked courtesy. They came on

board by thousands. Soon, however, enemies attempted to draw

our men from us, but generally failed.

We had myriads of applications to enlist, but we had had

notice given us not to violate the Queen's proclamation of

neutrality, forbidding shipping men, and we refused all. Men
of their own volition, or, as we were persuaded at the time, in

many cases were secreted on board, to entrap us into some viola-
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tion of neutral laws and get us into difficulty with the local gov-
ernment. We hauled out on the marine railway or slip, and at

one time our enemies so far succeeded, despite our constant

efforts to keep all men not belonging to the ship from getting on

board, that one man was reported as on board and the authori-

ties demanded to search the ship. This was positively and firmly

refused, we saying that as a vessel of war we would not allow

it, but would search her ourselves and send anyone, not on the

vessel when we came in, ashore. This did not satisfy them, and

pending reference to the law officer, the slip or railway was

embargoed and all of her majesty's subjects forbidden to launch

or work on the vessel.

A formal demand, in the name of our government, for the

removal of the embargo was being drawn up when the law

officer decided in our favor and our work continued. She was re-

paired and launched, and notice as requested given of when we
would sail. At request of the authorities I was ordered to have

her thoroughly searched for any stowaways. I selected several

of the best officers, who made a conscientious search, and re-

ported that they had examined carefully and could find no one

not on the vessel when she came. In the meantime, however,

when we gave our men liberty, the American consul or his

emissaries persuaded several of our crew to desert. Application
for assistance to arrest them was made to the authorities, but

denied. Thus it is clear that the Victorian Government treated

us badly.

We got some 250 tons of coal, and on February 18, A. M.,

sailed. We had received an intimation of a suggested plot among
some Americans to go on board, go to sea and capture the vessel,

but we were on the alert and never saw anything to cause us to

think that they did more than to talk of this desperate attempt.

We were numerically weak, but it would have been fatal for all

who had entered into any such plot.

Getting well to sea, outside the jurisdiction, after discharging
the pilot, forty-two men, who had stowed themselves away,
some in the hollow bowsprit and some in the coal, all where the

officers of the ship could not find them, came on deck

and wanted to enlist. We wanted men after our losses in Mel-

bourne, but we were suspicious, after the intimated plot. The
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men were black with dirt. We drew them up in a line, took their

names and nationality. Thirty-four claimed to be Americans

and the other eight of various nationalities. We shipped them

all, but watched them closely. They turned out to be good,

faithful men. These gave us seventy-two men on deck. Some

were from New England. One, George P. Canning, said he

had been aide-de-camp to General (Bishop) Leonidas Polk,

C. S. A., who had been discharged as an invalid. With him as

sergeant, a marine guard was organized.

Sighted Drummond's Island and learned from natives in

canoes that no vessels were there. Sighted Strong's Island and

near enough to see no vessels in Chabrol Harbor. Sighted Mc-

Askill Island. Sighted Ascension (Pouinipete or Ponapi Island)

of Carolina group, about six degrees north and longitude 160

degrees east, and on April i, looking into "Lod Harbor" of that

island, found four whalers there. Took a pilot (an Englishman,
named Thomas Harrocke, from Yorkshire, who had been a con-

vict, and had lived on this island thirteen years) and anchored

in the harbor.

Sent off four boats and boarded each vessel and made prizes

of American whalers Edward Carey, of San Francisco; Hector,

of New Bedford
; Pearl, of New London, and Harvest, from New

Bedford, nominally from Honolulu, but really an American

under false colors, having an American register, having no bill

of sale, and being under her original name. All four of the

captains had gone on a visit to a missionary post near by. As

they returned in their boat we intercepted them and brought
them on board. It was no April fool for them, poor fellows.

We transferred everything needed from the prizes, and taking
them to a point indicated by the King where no harm could be

done the harbor, destroyed them.

King Ish-y-Paw visjted the ship with his suite in a large
fleet of canoes. His royal highness drank freely of Schiedam

Schnapps. He became very friendly and communicative through
the pilot as interpreter.

Before firing the prizes we furnished the King with muskets
and such things as he desired, and also sent ashore large quanti-
ties of provisions for the prisoners, who were, on the day of our

sailing, sent ashore with the King's permission. The prisoners
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preferred to be landed there. We shipped eight men from the

prizes. Sailed on April 13, leaving the Ladrone Islands, Los

Jardines, Grampus and Margaret Islands to the westward, and

Camira, Otra and Marcus Islands, to the eastward, we steered to

intercept vessels from San Francisco and West Coast of South

America for Hong Kong. WT

e cruised in these tracks, but saw

no sail. Before reaching the forty-fifth parallel of north lati-

tude had heavy typhoons. Above that the weather settled.

On May 21, passed Moukouruski Island, and going through

Amphitrite Straits, of Kuril Islands, entered the Ohkotsk Sea.

The most beautiful optical illusions I ever witnessed were in the

mirage in this latitude, about Kamchatka. When not foggy the

atmosphere was a perfect reflector. We saw prominent points

seventy miles distant. We would see a snow clad peak direct,

and above it, inverted, the reflection, peak to peak, with perfect

delineation, or we would see a ship direct, and above it, the

reflection of the same ship, inverted, masthead to masthead.

Just as <if you put your finger to a mirror you would see the

finger and reflection, point to point.

We were in the Arctic and contiguous regions during their

summer. It was most interesting, as we went north towards the

pole, to mark the days grow longer and longer, and to experi-

ence the sun's being below the horizon, a shorter and shorter

period each twenty-four hours in its diurnal circuit, until finally

we went so far that the sun did not go out of sight at all, but

would go down to the lowest point, and without disappearing
would rise again. In short, it was all day.

In the Okhotsk we encountered thick fogs and heavy ice.

On May 27, in latitude 57 north, longitude 153, captured the

American whaler Abigail, of New Bedford, which was burned.

We took her crew of thirty-five men on board. Went up as far

as Ghifinski and Tausk Bays, but could not enter for ice from

fifteen to thirty feet thick.

June 10 and 12 twelve of the Abigail's crew enlisted. June

14 we went out of Okhotsk Sea, through Amphitrite Straits.

June 1 6 two more men enlisted, and on same evening entered

Bering Sea, through the Aletuian Islands, going north towards

Captain Navarin.

June 23, captured whalers William Thompson and Susan
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Abigail, which left San Francisco in April, and brought papers

of April 17, giving correspondence between Generals Grant and

Lee and a statement of the surrender of the latter to the former

at Appomattox, but they also contained President Davis' procla-

mation from Danville, Va., stating that the surrender would only

cause the prosecution of the war with renewed vigor. We felt

that the South had sustained great reverses, but at no time did

we feel a more imperative duty to prosecute our work with vigor.

Between June 2 and June 28, inclusive, we captured twenty-

four whaling vessels, viz. : William Thompson, Euphrates, Milo,

Sophia Thornton, Jireh Swift, Susan Abigail, General Williams,

Nimrod, Nye, Catherine, General Pike, Gipsey, Isabella, Waver-

ley, Hillman, James Murray, Nassau, Brunswick, Rowland,

Martha, Congress, Nile, Favorite and Covington, of which

three, viz. : Milo, James Murray and Nile, were bonded and the

others burned, and all prisoners put on board the bonded vessels,

with ample provisions taken from the vessels destroyed for their

support. Eleven of the enumerated vessels were captured on

June 28. These were our last prizes. Some of the prisoners

expressed their opinion, on the strength of the papers brought

by the Susan Abigail, of General Lee's surrender, that war

might be and probably was over, but as an evidence that such

was not believed to be the case, eight men from these vessels

enlisted on the Shenandoah.

On June 29, at I A. M., passed the Behring Straits into the

Arctic Ocean. At TO A. M., finding heavy floes of ice all around

ahead of us, we turned to the southward and re-entered, through

Behring Straits, Behring Sea, being at noon, or two hours after

we turned around, in 66 degrees 14 minutes north latitude. En-

countered very heavy ice on July I. On July 5 passed through
Amukta Pass (172 degrees west longitude) of the Aleutian

Islands, from Behring^ Sea into the Pacific Ocean. One of

the islands by which we passed in coming out was volcanic, for

smoke was seen coming out from its peak.

This was the last land which we were destined to see for a

long time. Our course was shaped towards the coast of Cali-

fornia, Lower California and Mexico, with the hope of falling

in with some trans-Pacific vessels, or some of the steamships
from San Francisco to Panama.
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On reaching the i2Qth meridian of west longitude we ran

down parallel with the coast. On August 2, when in latitude

1 6 degrees 20 minutes north, longitude 121 degrees n minutes

west, we made out a vessel, a sailing bark, which we chased

under steam and sail and overhauled and boarded at 4 P. M.

It proved to be the English bark Barracouta, from San Fran-

cisco for Liverpool, thirteen days out from the former port.

The sailing master, I. S. Bulloch, was the boarding officer, and

after he had examined her papers, to establish her nationality,

he asked the captain for the news about the war. The English

captain said "What war?" "The war between the United States

and Confederate States," Bulloch replied. Wlien the English-

man replied, "Why the war has been over since April. What

ship is that?" "The Confederate steamer Shenandoah," Bulloch

replied.

He then told of the surrender of all the Confederate forces,

the capture of President Davis and the entire collapse of the

Confederate cause, and when Bulloch returned he not only told

all this, but, too, that Federal cruisers were looking for us every-

where and would deal summarily with us if caught. Files of

recent papers confirmed everything. The information given

by the captain of the Barracouta was appalling to the last degree.

Coming as it did from an Englishman, we could not doubt its

accuracy. We were bereft of country, bereft of government,
bereft of ground for hope or aspiration, bereft of a cause for

which to struggle and suffer.

The pouring of hirelings from the outside world had at last

overpowered the remaining gallant Confederates. That inde-

pendence for which our brave people had so nobly fought, suf-

fered and died, was, under God's ruling, denied us. Our an-

guish of disappointed hopes cannot be described. Naturally our

minds and hearts turned to our dear ones at home. We knew

the utter impoverishment of those who survived, for surrender

proved that, but what of the fate of each and all who were dear

to us. These were the harrowing thoughts which entered into

our very souls, the measure and intensity of which can never be

portrayed. Then, too, by comparing dates, we found that most

of our destruction was done, unwittingly, after hostilities had

ceased at home. We knew the intensity of feeling engendered
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by the war, and particularly in the hearts of our foes towards

us. We knew that every effort would be made for our capture,

and we felt that if we fell into the enemy's hands we could not

hope, fired as their hearts were, for a fair trial or judgment, and

that the testimony of the whalers, whose property we had

destroyed, would all be against us, and that the fact that we had

been operating against those who had been nearly as much cut

off from channels of information as we were ourselves, would

count for naught. Even during the war we had been oppro-

briously called "pirates," and we felt that if captured we would

be summarily dealt with as such.

These were disquietudes which caused no demoralization, or

craven fear, however, but were borne by true men with clear

consciences, who had done their duty as they saw it, with the

powers given them by God. It was a situation desperate to a

degree, to which history furnishes no parallel. Piracy is a

crime, not against any one nation, but against all. A pirate

is an enemy to mankind, and as such is amenable to trial and

punishment, under the laws of nations, by the courts of the

country into whose hands he may fall.

The first thing was to suspend hostilities and to proclaim such

suspension. Captain Waddell promptly ordered me to disarm

the vessel and crew. This was done immediately and our guns
were dismounted and stowed and secured below in the hold of

the ship. The captain addressed his crew and told them unre-

servedly the situation and declared all warlike operations

stopped.

The next step was to go into the hands of some nation strong

enough to maintain the rulings of the laws of nations and re-

sist anv demand, from our enemies, for. our surrender, that we

might have a full, fair trial. There were various opinions ad-

vanced as to the best course to pursue to promote the general

safety. Our captain decided and made known his decision :

that we would proceed to England, learn the true situation, and

if all we heard was true, surrender to the British Government.

We steered for Liverpool. Our coal supply was short and was
needed for ballast and for emergency of pursuit, and for the last

home stretch of our gauntlet of about 17,000 miles. So our long

voyage must be under sail.
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The admirable discipline, sedulously enforced and maintained

all through, now, on our changed condition, brought forth good
fruit. The crew, from here, there and everywhere,* many being

from our prizes, behaved splendidly and with a high loyalty to

general safety. No serious disorders arose, but every man did

his duty in the effort to safely reach our selected destination.

It was a long, weary and anxious voyage, with its share of gales

and storms. We rounded Cape Horn on September 16, 1865,

under top gallant sails, but on getting to the eastward of it

had heavy adverse gales, which threw us among icebergs. We
passed many sails, but exchanged no signals we were making
no new acquaintances.

We crossed the equator, for the fourth time, on October n,

1865. On October 25, P. M., when about 500 miles southeast

of Azores Islands, we sighted a supposed Federal cruiser. Our

courses converged. The stranger was apparently waiting for

us, but to avoid suspicion we did not change ours, until night-

fall, and then we made a short detour and the next morning

nothing more was seen of her. We on that occasion got up and

used steam, for the first time on a voyage of over 13,000 miles.

On November 5, 1865, we entered St. George's Channel,

making Tuskar lighthouse, which was the first land we had

seen for 122 days, after sailing 23,000 miles, and made it within

a few moments of when it was expected. Could a higher proof

of the skill of our young navigator, Irvine S. Bulloch, be de-

sired? That night we took a Liverpool pilot, who confirmed

all the news we had heard. He was directed to take the ship to

Liverpool.

On the morning of November 6 the brave ship steamed up
the river Mersey with the Confederate flag at her peak, and was

anchored by the pilot, by Captain WaddelFs order, near H. B. M.

guardship Donegal, Captain Paynter, R. N., commanding. Soon

after a lieutenant from the Donegal came on board to learn the

name of our vessel and advised us officially of the termination

of the war. At 10 A. M. November 6, 1865, the last Confederate

flag was hauled down and the last piece of Confederate property,

the C. S. S. Shenandoah, was surrendered to the British nation

by letter to Earl Russell, from Captain Waddell, through Cap-
tain Paynter, royal navy, commanding H. M. S. Donegal.
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The gallant little ship had left London thirteen months before

as the Sea King ,
and had, as a Confederate cruiser, defied pur-

suit, for twelve months and seventeen days, had captured thirty-

eight vessels valued at $1,172,223, bonding six and destroying

thirty-two second only to the C. S. S. Alabama in number;

had circumnavigated the globe, carrying the brave flag around

the world and into every ocean on the globe except the Ant-

arctic
; traveling over a distance of about 60,000 miles, without

the loss of a single spar.

Captain Waddell's letter to Earl Russell set forth the unvar-

nished facts and work of our cruise and surrendered the vessel

to the British nation. The Shenandoah was placed under cus-

tody of British authorities, the gunboat Goshawk being lashed

alongside.

United States Minister Adams, on November 7 addressed a

letter to the Earl of Clarendon, Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs, requesting that necessary steps be taken to secure the

property on board, and to take possession of the vessel with

view to her delivery to the United States. Minister Adams'

letter, with that of Captain Waddel, with other documents re-

lating to the Shenandoah, were referred to the law officers of

the Crown on November 7, 1865, who advised in substance as

follows :

"We think it will be proper for her Majesty's government, in

compliance with Mr. Adams' request, to deliver up to him,

in behalf of the government of the United States, the ship in

question, with her tackle, apparel, etc., and all captured chronom-

eters or other property capable of being identified as prize

of war, which may be found on board of her. . . . With

respect to the officers and crew ... if the facts stated by
Captain Waddell are true, there is clearly no case for any

prosecution on the ground of piracy in the courts of this country,
and we presume that her Majesty's government are not in pos-
session of any evidence which could be produced before any
court or magistrate for the purpose of contravening the state-

ment or showing that the crime of piracy has, in fact, been com-
mitted. . . . With respect to any of the persons on the

Shenandoah who cannot be immediately proceeded against and
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detained under legal warrant upon any criminal charge, we are

not aware of any ground upon which they can properly be pre-

vented from going on shore and disposing of themselves as

they think fit, and we cannot advise her Majesty's government
to assume or exercise the power of keeping them under any
kind of restraint."

The law officers who gave this advice and these opinions, and

whose names were attached thereto, were Sir Roundell Palmer,

Sir R. P. Collier and Sir Robert Phillimore.

In consequence of these opinions of the law officers of the

Crown, instructions were sent to Captain Paynter, of her majes-

ty's ship Donegal, to release all officers and men who were not

ascertained to be British subjects. Captain Paynter reported on

November 8 that, on receiving these instructions he went on

the Shenandoah, and being satisfied that there were no British

subjects among the crew, or at least none of whom it could be

proved were British subjects, he permitted all hands to land

with their private effects.

Thus ended our memorable cruise grand in its conception.

Grand in its execution, and unprecedentally, awfully grand in

its sad finale. To the four winds the gallant crew scattered, most

of them never to meet again until called to the Bar of that

Highest of all Tribunals.

The ship was handed over to the United States agents, a

Captain Freeman was appointed to take her to New York, but

going out and encountering high west winds, lost light spars

and returned to Liverpool. It was not tried again. The noble

vessel was put up and sold to the Sultan of Zanzibar. She

finally was lost on a coral reef in the Indian Ocean in 1879
fourteen years after the last Confederate flag was hauled down.

[The flag of the Shenandoah, reverently preserved by the

late Colonel Richard Launcelot Maury, C. S. A., son of Com-
missioner Matthew Fontaine Maury, was recently deposited

with the Confederate Memorial Literary Society, and is pre-

served in the Museum Building at Richmond, Va. Ed.]
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From the Lexington. Ky. Herald, April 21, 1907.

THE ELEVENTH KENTUCKY CAVALRY, C. S. A.

By ANDERSON CHENAULT QUISENBERRY.

On August 14, 1862, General E. Kirby Smith left Knoxville,

Tenn., with an army of some 11,000 men, about 1,000 of whom
were cavalry. This army, by forced marches, passed rapidly

across the intervening mountainous country, subsisting to a

great extent upon the roasting ears growing in the fields along

their route
;
and on August 30 its "advance brigades, about

5,000 strong, hungry and pugnacious, struck the Federal Army,
under General William Nelson, some 16,000 strong, at Rich-

mond, Ky., and destroyed it. It has been said that in no battle

in the Civil War was an army so completely destroyed as

Nelson's was in this fight. At the same time General Braxton

Bragg entered Kentucky from another direction with a strong

force and advanced upon Louisville
;
and thus, for the first and

only time during the war, nearly the whole of Kentucky was

within the Confederate lines. During the six weeks it was so

situated, a number of Confederate regiments was recruited in

the State.

On Sunday, August 31, 1862, the day after the battle at Rich-

mond, Mr. David Walter Chenault, a prominent citizen of

Madison County, then about thirty-six years old, went to Rich-

mond from his country place, and on arriving at the town found

that a great many young men of Madison and some of the neigh-

boring counties were there, and anxious to join the Confederate

Army, and that Messrs. Carey Hawkins, John D. Harris, Clifton

Estill, Dr. Jennings, and several other prominent and influential

citizens of the county, of Southern sentiment, had united in

recommending him (Chenault) to General Kirby Smith as one

of the most suitable men in Kentucky to recruit and organize
a regiment of Kentuckians for the Confederate service. As Mr.

Chenault's sympathies were already deeply engaged in the

cause, he was easily persuaded to accept the commission ;
and
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Joseph T. Tucker, of Winchester, and James B. McCreary, of

Richmond, were named and commissioned, respectively, as lieu-

tenant-colonel and major of the proposed new regiment.

Ten days later (September 10, 1862) the regiment, then con-

sisting of nine companies and 800 officers and enlisted men,
was mustered into the service at Richmond, and assigned to

General J. H. Morgan's Cavalry Brigade. It was the first regi-

ment of Kentucky soldiers mustered into the service after Bragg
and Kirby Smith advanced into Kentucky ; and, properly speak-

ing, it should have been designated the 1st Kentucky Cavalry,

for it was mustered in before the regiment that was designated
the First (Colonel D. Howard Smith's), and in fact before any
of the other regiments of cavalry raised in Kentucky, after the

Fourth. Chenault's Regiment was first called the Seventh, by
which designation it was known for several months. But Colonel

R. M. Gano claimed the designation of "7th" for his regiment,
and was given it

;
after which Chenault's Regiment was known

as the nth Kentucky Cavalry.

General Adam R. Johnson's book, "The Partisan Rangers,"
commanded by Colonel William Hollis, of Webster County,

gives a roster of another nth Kentucky Cavalry, C. S. A.,

where, and in the adjoining counties, this regiment of 410 men
was recruited. On June 22, 1863, this regiment was defeated

in a fight with the 35th U. S. Cavalry, and Colonel Hollis was

killed. The regiment then disbanded and the men joined other

organizations.

So Chenault's Regiment had the distinction of having borne

two numerical designations first the 7th Kentucky Cavalry,

and second, the nth Kentucky Cavalry when there were

already other regiments claiming these designations and bear-

ing them,

Chenault's nth Kentucky Cavalry was composed altogether

of ten companies. Companies A and C were recruited in Clark

County ; Companies E, B and F in Madison County ;
Com-

pany D in Estill County; Company G in Bourbon County, and

Company H in Madison, Estill and Montgomery Counties.

I do not know where Company I was recruited, though prob-

ably it was in Estill County. Company K was recruited in

Clinton and Wayne Counties, Ky., while the regiment was
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doing outpost duty in that section of the State early in 1863.

After the accession of this company the regiment had a strength

of more than 900 men. Some of the companies were con-

solidated and their letter designations changed, while the regi-

ment was in Tennessee.

That the nth Kentucky Cavalry was intended for real use

rather than for ornament is shown by the fact that on the very

day that it was mustered into the service (September 10, 1862),

orders were received from General Kirby Smith, then at Lexing-

ton, for one of its companies to go on an expedition to Irvine

and Estill Counties to find out whether there had been any
movement of the Federal General George H. Morgan's forces

from Cumberland Gap, in that direction; and to remain upon
the scout until they had found out something definite about

his movements, in whatever direction. Another order, received

on the same day, directed that part of the regiment should

operate with General John H. Morgan in one of his scouting

forays in the mountains. On September 15 four companies of

the nth were sent into the Fox or Sugar Hill Country, in Gar-

rard County, to hunt up, disperse or capture a little army of

home guards and bushwhackers under the command of a man
named King, who was giving a great deal of trouble in that

direction. On the same day Lieutenant J. L. Wheeler was as-

signed to the command of Winchester and Clark County with

his company (C) and directed to suppress all bushwhacking
and break up all communications with the enemy, and to take

away the arms of the Winchester home guards and parole the

men.

It was in such arduous and perilous work as scouting, fight-

ing bushwhackers, etc., that the young regiment of raw recruits

received its baptism of fire, as well as its first military training,

before .the men were even instructed in the manual of arms or

the simplest rudiments of drill and the school of the soldier;

and in such work it continued until the retreat from Kentucky.

Although assigned to Morgan's Brigade, the regiment as a

whole, did not join him before the retreat, and did not go out

of Kentucky with him on the retreat. Morgan went out of the

State by way of Versailles, Lawrenceburg, Bardstown, Eliza-

bethtown, Hopkinsville, etc., to Gallatin, in Sumner County,
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Tenn. Chenault's Regiment, which was the largest in Mor-

gan's command, and perhaps the largest that ever went into

the Confederate service from Kentucky, left Richmond on Oc-

tober 1 8, 1862, and retreated with the forces of General Kirby
Smith by way of the Big Hill route across the mountains of

Tennessee, and so had no opportunity to engage in the battle

of Perryville. However, they had plenty of skirmishing with

bushwhackers, as well as other rough experiences by the way.

The regiment remained with Smith until the latter part of

November, when it joined Morgan's Brigade (to which it be-

longed) near Lebanon, Tenn. On November 20, 1862, the

Confederate War Department issued an order assigning Chen-

ault's Regiment to General Abram Buford's Cavalry Brigade,

which was to be dismounted. This was done by instigation of

General Bragg, whose hatred of all Kentuckians was notorious,

and who did everything in his power to annoy and humiliate

them. He was constantly endeavoring to have Morgan's whole

force dismounted and made infantry, and it required great

vigilance on the part of General Morgan and his friends to pre-

vent this being done. Notwithstanding the fact that Chenault's

Regiment was officially assigned to Buford's Brigade as early

as November 20, 1862 (at which time its designation was changed
from 7th Kentucky Cavalry to nth Kentucky Cavalry), Mor-

gan had sufficient influence to keep the regiment under his own

command, and it never was a part of Buford's Brigade, only

nominally.

Soon after joining Morgan, the Eleventh was prominently en-

gaged in the biggest fight it ever took part in the battle of

Hartsville, Tenn. one of Morgan's greatest and most brilliant

victories. This battle was fought on December 9, 1863 Chen-

ault's Regiment having then been in the service exactly three

months. Numerous accounts of the battle have been published,

and it is not my intention to add another. Chenault's Regiment
was posted in a prominent position and took a very important

part in the fight, where his men behaved like veterans and con-

tributed materially toward securing the victory. The regiment,

attacking obliquely on the flank, drove the enemy, who were

greatly superior to them in numbers, for nearly half a mile,
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without a check, until the Federal right wing was forced back

upon their owrn left wing.

General Morgan, in his official report on the battle says :

"Colonel Chenault led on his men with the most determined

bravery, encouraging them by voice and example." Colonel

Joseph T. Tucker used to say that General Morgan promised
to have Colonel Chenault made a brigadier-general for his ser-

vices in the battle of Hartsville; and no doubt he intended to

do so. But Morgan himself was at that time (December 9,

1862) still only a colonel acting as brigadier commander.

General Basil W. Duke, in his "History of Morgan's Cavalry,"

says : "The most valuable capture (at Hartsville) was of boots

and shoes, for some of the cavalrymen, especially of Cluke's

and Chenault's Regiments, had no other covering for their

feet than rags.

Soon after this battle, and on account of it, Morgan received

his long delayed commission as brigadier-general ; and, on

December 18, 1862, his forces were organized into two brigades,

which he commanded as acting major-general. The nth Ken-

tucky Cavalry was assigned to the 2nd Brigade, which was

commanded by Colonel W. C. P. Breckinridge, of the 9th Ken-

tucky Cavalry, as acting brigadier-general.

On December 22, General Morgan started on what is known
as his "Christmas Raid" into Kentucky the greatest of all his

numerous forays into the enemy's country, except the one

known as the "Ohio Raid." Starting from his camp at Alex-

andria, Tenn., he marched as far as Shepherdsville, Ky , before

beginning his retreat, fighting nearly every day. He destroyed
the L. & X. Railroad from Munfordsville to within eighteen

miles of Louisville, rendering- it impassible for at least two

months; captured 1,8/7 prisoners, including 62 commissioned

officers
;
killed and wounded a large number of Union troops,

and destroyed more than $2,000,000 worth of United States

property. His own loss on the raid was two killed, twenty-four
wounded and sixty-four missing. His command was back in

Tennessee, in camp at Smithville, on January 5, 1863, having

spent just two weeks on the raid. He and his men received a

vote of thanks from the Confederate Congress for their brilliant

services on this raid.
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The nth Kentucky Cavalry was conspicuous for the part it

took in this raid. It daily did its full share of the hard and

bloody work cut out for the whole command by its daring and

brilliant leader, General Morgan. On December 29, Colonel

Chenault and his regiment were sent in advance to burn the

stockade and trestle at Boston, in Nelson County. This work

they successfully accomplished, capturing and paroling the

garrison at Boston, as well as destroying the bridge and trestle,

and that night they rejoined General Morgan at Bardstown.

On December 31, as Morgan was slowly retreating across

Muldraugh's Hill, Captain Alexander H. Tribble, of Chenault's

Regiment, and Lieutenant George B. Eastin, of Duke's Regi-

ment, were loitering behind the column, and were attacked in

a hand-to-hand conflict by Colonel D. J. Halisy, of the 6th Ken-

tucky Cavalry (Union) and two of his aides, who were riding

far in advance of their own column. Lieutenant Eastin killed

Colonel Halisy, and the two aides surrendered to Captain Trib-

ble, who engaged them both, and would have slain them, ex-

cept for their surrender.

On January 14, 1863, Morgan's command went into camp
at McMinnville, Tenn., and Chenault's Regiment was immedi-

ately ordered to Clinton County, Ky., to guard against a dash

of the Federals from that direction. On the next day (January
15) the regiment started in a pelting rain for Albany, the county
seat of Clinton. It marched through rain and snow for five days,

swimming both the Collins and the Obie Rivers, and reached

Albany on the morning of the 22nd, much exhausted, and many
of the men dismounted, the hard riding having thoroughly dis-

abled their horses. On the 24th Major McCleary went on a

scout to Monticello, twenty-five miles from Albany, and drove

a company of Federals, commanded by Captain Hare, out of

Monticello and across the Cumberland River.

It will be remembered that Chenault's Regiment, though

operating (as it always did) under Morgan's commands, was

still officially a part of Buford's Brigade. About January 20,

1863, Colonel Chenault got leave to go to Richmond, Va.,

where he saw Mr. Davis, the President of the Confederacy, as

well as the Secretary of War; and, as the result of his confer-

ences with them, Special Orders No. 25, dated January 30, 1863,
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were issued, which rescinded the order of November 20, 1862,

assigning his regiment to Buford's Brigade. The order con-

cluded with these words : "This regiment will remain, as here-

tofore, with the brigade under Brigadier-General John H. Mor-

gan. Colonel Chenault will immediately proceed from this city

to Tullahoma, Tenn., and report accordingly."

It was during this visit to Richmond that Colonel Chenault

had the portrait made of which the cut accompanying this sketch

is a reproduction. According to his orders, he proceeded from

Richmond to Tullahoma, and reported what had been done to

General Morgan, and then rejoined his regiment at Albany,

Kentucky.
From January 25 until February 15 the regiment scouted and

picketed the roads in every direction. The men had good
rations and forage, with comfortable quarters, but the duty was

heavy and severe, the whole regiment being on guard duty

every two days. "Tinker Dave" Beatty annoyed them so much

that' a chain picket had to be established around the entire town

every night. Colonel Jacobs' Regiment (Federal) was at Creels-

boro, twelve miles distant, and Wolford's Brigade was at Burks-

ville, fourteen miles distant. The nth Kentucky then had

about 600 effective men, the others being sick or dismounted,

and was 120 miles from support. It was only by the greatest

vigilance and activity that they could maintain their position

and do the immense amount of scouting and picketing that was

required of them.

On February 10, 1863, tne scouts brought in some news-

papers from which it was learned that Colonel Frank Wolford

would make a speech in Burkesville on the I2th. Early on the

morning of that day Major McCreary started from Albany with

two companies; and, on approaching Burkesville, formed his

men behind a hill, and from the bushes near the river watched

the assembling of the crowd at the courthouse to hear the speak-

ing. There was a guard of soldiers at the ferry, within 400

yards of the courthouse. Major McCreary charged with his

men, on foot, to a school house immediately on the banks of

the river, and from there drove the dismounted pickets away
from their horses, and broke up the speaking in tremendous

disorder. Seven of the Federal troops were killed or wounded.
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The boys christened the school house "Fort McCreary," but it

did not last long, for the Federals crossed the river that night

and burned it.

On February 19 Colonel Cluke passed near Albany, starting

on his raid to Eastern Kentucky. He delivered orders from

General Morgan for Colonel Chenault to furnish him two com-

panies from the nth Kentucky, to go on the raid; and Captain

Terrill's and Captain Dickens' companies were detailed for that

purpose.

After that date the field of picket duty for the nth Kentucky

Cavalry was extended so as to include Wayne County, as well

as Cinton. On March 7 Colonel Chenault, with a great part of

his regiment, went to reinforce General Pegram at Beaver Creek,

marching by way of Maynardsville and Racoon Valley; and

on the loth they rejoined the regiment at Monticello, in Wayne
County. At this time and place Colonel Chenault mustered

into his regiment a company of men who had been recruited

for it during the time it had been in Clinton and W^ayne Counties.

On March 19 Major McCreary crossed the Cumberland River

in a horse-trough, with a few men, and marched two miles

through the rain to capture a Federal picket. He took two men,

and lost one of his own.

After taking station in Kentucky on January 22, and up to

April i, 1863, a period of about sixty days, the regiment lost

seventeen men by "brain fever," among them Captain Willis F.

Spahr and Lieutenant Charles H. Covington. In this disease

of brain fever, the men were suddenly seized with intolerable

pains in the back of the head
; and, after suffering intensely for

a few hours, they invariably died. A case of recovery from it

was unknown.

About this time General Pegram made an unsuccessful raid

into Central Kentucky, going as far as Danville. He was badly

defeated at Somerset, as he was retreating. The Federal forces

were pressing him sorely; his troops were much scattered and

demoralized, and many were captured. It is probable that nearly

all of them would have been captured, except for the fact that

(April n) Colonel Chenault marched his regiment to the Cum-
berland River and protected the crossing of Pegram's fugitives.

General Pegram never forgave Colonel Chenault for this kind-
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ness, and from that date never lost an opportunity for annoying
him.

On April 18 the two companies of the Eleventh that had gone
with Colonel Cluke on his raid in Eastern Kentucky, rejoined

the regiment. They had suffered much loss on the raid. Cap-

tain Robt. B. Terrill and Lieutenant Seth Maupin, of Company
E, were both severely wounded in the hot fight at Mt. Sterling

(March 21, 1863), and had to be left there. Captain Terrill, who
was shot through both legs, did not recover from his wounds

until several years after the war was over.

April 19, 1862, Colonel Chenault wrote from Monticello to

General Morgan as follows : "I hasten to give you all the news

we have. There is a rumor here that our forces have been at-

tacked at Big Creek Gap, whether true or not, I do not know.

Captain Joseph Chenault has just got in from a scout across

the river
;
he crossed at Creelsburg, went to Jamestown, recrossed

at Rowena, found no enemy nor heard of any. Colonel J. J.

Morrison has moved his command to Albany, which leaves us

a very long and heavy picket duty to perform from the mouth
of South Fork to Burkesville, but with the assistance of Major
Bullock I hope to be able to hold the enemy in check. Captain
Chenault was within a short distance of Burksville, heard of no

force there. There are three regiments (Union) at Columbia.

There is, beyond doubt, a large force on the north side of the

river, with their headquarters at Danville. What their move-

ments will be I am unable to ascertain. From various reports
I have received, I should not be surprised if the enemy were

moving on East Tennessee. I shall hold myself in readiness to

move at a moment's notice."

On April 20, the Cumberland then being fordable. the Fed-

erals crossed in large force at Mill Springs," and also at the

mouth of Greasy Creek. Lieutenant-Colonel Tucker met them
on the Mill Springs Road, and Major M,cCreary met them on

the Greasy Creek Road. Colonel Chenault, with the remainder

of the regiment, remained at Monticello. However, as the Fed-

eral force was overpowering in numbers, the three sections of

the regiment were reunited at Monticello, which place they
were compelled to evacuate that night, falling back in the direc-

tion of Travisville, but they re-occupied Monticello again in a
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few days. From this place Colonel Chenault wrote (April 24)

to General Morgan : "I have the honor to report to you that

we are yet on this side of the Cumberland, and safe from the

Yanks. Colonel Morrison moved on Sunday without giving

me any notice, and left the front unprotected. I immediately

sent out pickets and found that the enemy had crossed the river,

but found the ford too deep for artillery, and consequently re-

crossed before my pickets reached the river. I learn from

Colonel Morrison that there are three regiments of Yanks at

Burkesville, and that they are scattered all along down the river.

I sent a scout across the river night before last
; they went eight

miles, but found no enemy. I will give you all the news we get.

My impression is that the enemy intends to cross the river soon."

On April 28 he again wrote to General Morgan, from Monti-

cello : "I have just returned from Mill Springs. The enemy
have crossed at Morrins', and I have been skirmishing with

them all day. I have just received a note from Major McCreary
that they have crossed at Green's Creek, and he is skirmishing

with them in that direction. We will fall back to the forks of

the road, at Mr. Schull's, tonight, and await their movements.

General, if possible, help us."

On April 29 General Pegram reported to General Joe Wheeler

that he had "assumed command of the regiments of Colonels

Cluke and Chenault whilst they remain in Clinton and Wayne
Counties." On tne same day Colonel Chenault reported to Gen-

eral Morgan, from camp on Jimtown Road, eight miles from

Monticello : "As previously reported, the enemy crossed the

Cumberland in force yesterday at two points. We skirmished

wjth them until dark last night; lost no men except four sick

and four pickets. I will fall back to a point near Albany where

they cann6t flank me from Burkesville, as I learn from Colonel

Morrison that there was heavy cannonading at Celina on the

25th. He is still at Albany. Major R. S. Bulloch is with me,
with Cluke's Regiment."
On May i Colonel Chenault sent two dispatches to General

Morgan, who was then at Sparta, Tenn. The first was from

Mionticello : "The enemy are on this side of the river, and press-

ing hard upon me three regiments of infantry and one of

cavalry. Without help I shall not be able to hold this point
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long. I have written to Colonel Morrison for reinforcements.

Do not know whether I will get them or not. I have only about

600 men and Colonel Scott's two bull pups." The second dis-

patch was from "twelve miles from Monticello, on Jimtown
Road Sundown," and was as follows: "I hasten to inform you
that the enemy have driven me to this point. Early this morn-

ing Colonel Morrison moved up from Albany to my relief, with

Pegram's Brigade. They ambushed him, and have taken all

his artillery except the two bull pups I had with me. His forces

are much demoralized. I shall move with all dispatch to

Livingston."

On May 2 he was in camp near the Obie River, twelve miles

from Livingston, to which point the Federal troops, some 5,000

strong, had driven him with his 600 men, and the Federals were

then camped within twelve miles of him. On the next day they

had come up to within four miles of him, and were pressing him

hard. General Morgan then sent Colonel Adam R. Johnson's

Regiment (roth Kentucky Cavalry) to Colonel Chenault's relief,

and a few days later General Bragg sent Palmer's Brigade also,

and all these constituted so strong a force as to save the situation.

One of the hottest little fights that Morgan's command ever

engaged in was that at Greasy Creek (sometimes called "Horse-

Shoe Bend") in Wayne County, on May 8 and 9, 1863. On
account of the fact that the nth Kentucky Cavalry bore the

brunt of this battle, as well as for the reason that Colonel

Chenault's report on it is the only one of his offiical reports I

have been able to find, it is here given in full, viz :

IN THE FIELD, May 12, 1863.

SIR, In accordance with your order, I have the honor to

report that on Saturday last I moved my regiment from Wolf

River early in the morning, in the direction of Greasy Creek,

on the Cumberland. When near Mr. Alcorn's, some eight miles

from the river, I received orders from you to come at a double

quick. I did so, and found that you had engaged the enemy.

They having divided their forces, and moving on two different

roads, I immediately ordered Lieutenant J. T. Tucker, with

four companies of my regiment, to support you, and with the

rest I pressed upon the enemy on the main Greasy Creek Road.
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I drove them three miles, not, however, without the loss of one

of my most gallant and efficient officers, Captain Joseph Chen-

ault, of Company B, who was shot through the body and died

almost without breathing again. Captain A. J. Bruner, of Com-

pany C, was shot through the foot about the same time. This

was all my loss on this part of the field. That portion of my
command sent to your assistance sustained some loss. Corporal

John McClay was killed, and Orderly Sergeant B. F. McCoy
was shot through the body and thigh, and had his leg amputated.

Early on the following morning I received an order to move
with four of my companies to the front and engage the enemy,
which order was executed by Major J. B. McCreary, who moved
down and engaged them about 8 A. M. The remainder of my
regiment was ordered in line to the extreme right of the whole

command. About this time the enemy opened upon us with

their artillery. My men, although they had been under fire

eight or ten hours, without water or anything to eat, stood firm,

and, when overpowered and compelled to fall back, did so in

good order, and when the command was given to rally and

charge, they did so with the most perfect coolness and gallantry,

and were among the first to charge the enemy, and pursued them

in advance of the whole column, until called in, near the river,

by General Morgan.

My loss was one man killed in Sunday's action, and four

wounded. My loss in both days' actions foots up three killed

and six wounded. I have to regret the wounding of Captain
Thomas B. Collins, of Company F, who behaved most gallantly

during the entire day, refusing to leave the field (although shot

through the fleshy part of the thigh) until the conflict was closed.

I can not close this report without expressing my thanks to

Colonel Tucker and Major McCreary, who rendered most ef-

ficient service. To Adjutant William L. Hickman I am also

under lasting obligations. In fact, where all did their duty so

well, it is impossible to distinguish, and therefore, I return my
thanks to all.

I am, most respectfully, Your Obedient Servant,

D. W. CHENAULT.

By May 25th Colonel Chenault's Regiment had permanently
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evacuated Clinton and Wayne Counties ; and, although the send-

ing of it back there was discussed and advised, it was never

sent back. The irksome tour of picket duty along nearly a

hundred miles of the course of the Cumberland River was over

for good and all. On May 26 the regiment was ordered into

camp at Alexandria, Tenn., where Morgan's forces were mobil-

ized in preparation for the Ohio raid. Here the regiments were

re-brigaded, thft light being again assigned to the 2nd Brigade,

which was to be commanded (at least during the raid) by Colonel

Adam R. Johnson. Colonel W. C. P. Breckinridge, who had

commanded the 2nd Brigade up to this time, was not ordered

with his regiment (the 9th Kentucky Cavalry) to go on the

Ohio raid, having been assigned to other important duty with

Bragg's Army.
On June n Morgan's command started on their great and

disastrous raid by moving out of camp at Alexandria, Tenn.

All of the nth Kentucky Cavalry did not go on this raid, per-

haps two hundred of them remaining in Tennessee on other

duty. They crossed the river near the village of Rome; and,

fighting and skirmishing incessantly, went into camp at Burkes-

ville, where they remained for several days. On the night of

July 3 they bivouaced at Columbia, in Adair County. Early
on the morning of July 4, 1863, the command reached Green

River Bridge, in Adair County, where they found Colonel Or-

lando H. Moore, of the 25th Michigan, strongly intrenched with

his regiment. In attempting to dislodge him from his position,

General Morgan had probably the most disastrous engagement
of his entire military career. He never made an official report of

this battle for the reason that he was taken prisoner before he

had an opportunity to do so. General Adam R. Johnson, who
commanded the Confederate forces that were actively engaged
in this fight, gives the following brief description of it in his

interesting book, "The Partisan Rangers" :

"After a close and careful examination, I found a short and

heavy earthwork thrown up around an abattis, a deep ravine

on one side and precipitous bluffs on the other, which prevented

any approach except by the direct road to the bridge; the dis-

tance between the ravine and the bluff was not more than 150

yards, and was so well and skillfully fortified that I deemed it
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impregnable against any dismounted cavalry, but believed we

might use our artillery so as to induce a surrender. Captain

Bennett was sent to the right to a point where he could enfilade

the earthworks, and I sent Cluke with his regiment and a part

of Owen's Regiment to cross the river at a ford below the

bridge, and make a demonstration in the rear. Bennett's en-

filading fire soon drove the enemy from the earthworks in front

of the abbattis, and I was moving my artillery /with the inten-

tion of opening fire upon the fortifications, when General Mor-

gan joined me in the Federal earthworks, and gave orders not

to use the artillery, and sent in a summons to surrender. The

reply soon came back from Colonel Moore: 'The ^th of July

is a bad day for a Federal officer to surrender.' Morgan immedi-

ately ordered me to take the remnant of my brigade left on that

side of the river, about 400 strong, and storm the stronghold.

I begged the General not to attempt it, as I had but seven

rounds of ammunition, and we could easily flank the place, but

he insisted, and I led the charge. By the time we reached the

abattis our ammunition was exhausted, and about fifty of my
men were killed and wounded, including the brave Colonel

Chenault. Duke's charge on my right met a similar fate, he

losing the gallant Brent, and other valuable officers and men."

General Duke says (History of Morgan's Calvary) : "Colonel

Chenault was killed in the midst of the abattis his brains blown

out as he was firing his pistol into the earthwork and calling

on his men to follow. He was an officer who had no superior

in bravery and devotion to the cause for which he fought."

It is said that Private E. Waller Combs, of Company A, killed

the soldier who killed Colonel Chenault. Combs shot him just

as he was in the act of shooting the colonel, and both men fell

dead at practically the same instant. Major McCreary assumed

command of the regiment after Colonel Chenault was killed.

Colonel Moore, the gallant defender of the stockade, states

in his official report of the affair that the battle raged for three

and a half hours, and that the Confederate loss was fifty killed

and 200 wounded, among the killed being one colonel, two

majors, five captains and six lieutenants. He probably did not

overstate the loss, especially of the killed. He concludes his

report as follows : "The conflict was fierce and bloody. At times
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the enemy occupied one side of the fallen timber, while my men

held the other, in almost a hand-to-hand fight. My force was a

fraction of my regiment, consisting of 200 men, who fought gal-

lantly. Our loss was six killed and twenty-three wounded.

After the battle I received, under a flag of truce, a dispatch ask-

ing permission to bury their dead, which request was granted,

promising to deliver them in front of our line."

After burying his dead at Green River Bridge, General Mor-

gan marched away without making further attack upon the

stockade. He promoted Lieutenant-Colonel Joseph T. Tucker

to be colonel, and Major James B. McCreary to be lieutenant-

colonel of the nth Kentucky Cavalry, after the death of Colonel

Chenault, and they later were approved by President Davis and

confirmed by the Senate and received their commissions.

The next day the command had a hot fight at Lebanon, Ky.,

where Colonel Charles H. Hanson was intrenched with his

regiment, the 2Oth Kentucky Infantry, and had no alternative

but to surrender, being overpowered by numbers. He and his

men were paroled, and Morgan proceeded on his way, after

destroying a vast amount of United States property that was

stored at Lebanon. Colonel Tucker and Colonel Hanson were

law partners at Winchester for years before the war, and were

still so when the war began.
To give an account of the further deeds of the nth Kentucky

Cavalry would be merely to rewrite the history of the Ohio raid,

with which nearly everybody in Kentucky is familiar. This

regiment took full part and share in all the dangers and fatigues

of that wonderful foray into an enemy's country, where Morgan's
men, encompassed by an ever increasing array of hostile hosts,

fighting every foot of the way, riding almost incessantly, and

eating and sleeping in the saddle, established the world's high-
water mark for distance accomplished in daily march, as well

as for soldiery fortitude and endurance.

Most of Chenault's Regiment were taken prisoners at Buffing-
ton's Island, Ohio, on July 17, 1863. About two hundred of this

regiment made a charge under Major McCreary and escaped
at Buffington Island, but were surrounded by a large force of

Federal cavalry the next day, and surrendered. A few of the

men of the Eleventh were among the band of 300 troops who
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got safely back to Dixie by swimming the Ohio river on their

horses, on the evening of July 16, under the leadership of the

indomitable Adam R. Johnson ;
and a few more escaped capture

at Buffington Island only to be made prisoners a few days later

(July 26), when the intrepid Morgan made his last stand in

Columbia County, Ohio, and surrendered with the remaining
remnants of his gallant command. At that time Second Lieu-

tenant Rodney Haggard, of Company A, was the ranking officer

of the fragment of the nth Kentucky Cavalry that still remained

with Morgan, whose forces then were about 300, all told, and

were surrounded by about 80,000 Federals, including regulars,-

volunteers, militia, home guards, and "squirrel hunters," who
had flocked from all quarters to beset him. The point where

they surrendered was "the farthest north" attained by any Con-

federate force marching directly from the South during the war.

The St. Albano, Vermont, raid was made by twenty Confederate

soldiers, mostly escaped prisoners of war, from Canada.

After their capture the prisoners were sent to Cincinnati,

where they constituted quite a rare show for the populace ;
and

from thence they were sent to Camp Chase, Ohio, Camp Mor-

ton, Ind., and Camp Douglas, 111.
; though eventually most of

them were assembled at Camp Douglas. The officers were

imprisoned at various places the Ohio penitentiary, at Colum-

bus
; Johnson's Island, Ohio

; Allegheny penitentiary, Pa.
;
Point

Lookout, Md., and Fort Delaware, Del. It was claimed that

the officers were confined for a while in the Georgia penitentiary.

While Major McCreary was a prisoner at Fort Delaware, 600

Confederate officers including him, were put on a steamer, with

a Federal gunboat as a convoy, and sent to Morris Island, op-

posite Charleston, S. C., and put under fire as retaliation because

a number of Federal officers had been imprisoned by order of

President Davis at Charleston while that city was being bom-

barded by Federal batteries, and the women and children and

non-combatants compelled to flee for safety to the woods. It

was believed by Mr. Davis that if he placed Federal officers in

Charleston the Federal batteries would cease to bombard the

city, and permit women and children and non-combatants, who
had been suffering from disease and exposure to return to their

homes, but the Federal authorities, as a retaliation, sent the 600
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officers to whom reference has been made to Morris Island,

which is a small, barren island of the shape of a sugar loaf,

about 1,200 yards from Charleston, and between Charleston

and the Federal batteries
;
and the shells and shots from the

Federal batteries passed over the inclosure where the Confederate

officers were confined and guarded by negroes.

The steamer on which Major McCreary and the six hundred

were being transported to Morris Island was out on the ocean

four days and nights in making the trip from Fort Delaware

to Charleston, and on the third night was, by a sudden gale,

driven out of her course and stranded on the coast of South

Carolina, but was afterwards pulled off by the bunboat which

was acting as convoy, and went into Port Royal Harbor for

repairs. The Confederate officers were finally landed at Morris

Island, where they remained during the terribly hot months of

July and August, and Major McCreary, Captain David Logan
and Lieutenant Crow, of Morgan's command, and a few other

officers were exchanged with the sick and returned to Richmond,

Va., and the other officers of the six hundred were sent back

to Fort Delaware.

At Richmond, Major McCreary was given his commission as

lieutenant-colonel and granted a furlough for thirty days, and

then he was placed in command of a battalion of Kentucky

troops and South Carolina troops, and did service in Virginia,

participating in several engagements, and doing considerable

scouting until the surrender at Appomattox.

A few months before the surrender many of the soldiers of

Chenault's Regiment and hundreds of the men belonging to

Morgan's Cavalry, were exchanged with the sick, and those fit

for duty were assigned to Lieutenant-Colonel McCreary's com-

mand. After the surrender of General Lee at Appomattox,
Lieutenant-Colonel McCreary went with what was left of Chen-

ault's Regiment to Kentucky, and reported to General Hobson,
at Lexington, and were ordered to disband, and Colonel Mc-

Creary returned with his Madison County comrades to Rich-

mond, Ky., terms of peace having been arranged by those in

command of the contending armies.
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THE REGIMENTAL FIELD AND STAFF OFFICERS.

The field and staff officers of the nth Kentucky Cavalry

during its career were as follows :

Colonels David Waller Chenault, Joseph T. Tucker.

Lieutenant-Colonels Joseph T. Tucker, James B. McCreary.

Major James B. McCreary. (It is believed that no major
was appointed from among the captains of the regiment after

Major McCreary was promoted to lieutenant-colonel. Captain

August H. Magee was the senior captain of the regiment.)

Adjutant Captain William Lewis Hickman.

Surgeon Dr. G. M. Webb.

Assistant Surgeons Dr. Aylett Raines, Dr. B. Washington

Taylor.

Quartermaster Captain Buford Allen Tracy.

Commissary of Subsistance Captain R. Williams.

Chaplain Rev. William L. Riddle.

Sergeants-Major John Henry Jackson, James Royall Price.

COLONEL CHENAULT.

David Waller Chenault was born in Madison County, Ky.,

February 5, 1826, the son of Anderson Chenault and Emily

Cameron, his wife. Through his father he was descended from

Estenne Chenault, a native of Languedoc, France, who, in

company with many other Huguenots, was obliged to leave

France after the revocation of the edict of Nantes, and in 1700

settled in Virginia. Colonel Chenault's grandfather, William

Chenault, a soldier of the Revolutionary War, was among the

first settlers of Kentucky and lived and died on a farm near

Richmond that he bought in 1878, from George Boone, a brother

of Daniel Boone. Through his brother, Colonel Chenault was

descended from Robert Cameron, of Inverness, Scotland, who

fought under his chieftain, Cameron of Lochiel, at the battle

of Culloclen, in 1745, after which he made his way to Connecti-

cut, whence his descendants, much later, made their way to

Kentucky, stopping for a generation or so in Pennsylvania, en

route.

Colonel Chenault was a prosperous farmer in Madison County,

and active locally in politics as a Whig, though he was never a
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candidate for any political office. He served in the Mexican

War as a subaltern in Captain J. C. Stone's company of Colonel

Humphrey Marshall's First Kentucky Cavalry. He married

Tabitha Phelps, of Madison County, but they never had any

children. After his death his widow married William Todd,

formerly of Missouri, who had been a captain in OuantreH's

command.

Colonel Chenault was buried on the battlefield at Green

River Bridge, but in a few days his remains were taken up by
his brother, Dr. R. C. Chenault, and carried to Madison County
and reinterred in the old family burying-ground. In 1901, thir-

ty-nine years later, his remains were again exhumed, and re-

interred in the Richmond Cemetery. On this occasion the

undertaker opened the coffin and found that, owing to some

peculiarity of the soil in which it had been buried for nearly

forty years, the body was still perfectly preserved, as though
death had ensued only the day before, and the features of the

face were still as perfect as in life, and plainly recognizable.

COLONEL TUCKER.

Joseph T. Tucker was born in Boston, Mass., in 1824, the son

of Dr. Eben Tucker and Mary White Hunt, his wife. Dr.

Tucker was educated at Harvard University, and was a leading

physician in Boston
;
his wife was a descendant of Peregrine

White, who came to America in the Mayflower, in 1620. Joseph
T. Tucker was educated at Yale University, and soon after grad-
uation went to Kentucky, and settled in Winchester to practice

law. There he married Miriam Hood, daughter of Dr. Andrew

Hood, one of the most famous physicians that ever lived in Ken-

tucky. At that time there were fifteen lawyers at the Winchester

bar, and it is said that all of them were Whigs, except Mr. Tucker

and Charles Eginton, who were States Rights Democrats. After

his capture in the Ohio raid Colonel Tucker was imprisoned in

the Ohio penitentiary, but was afterwards taken to Fort Dela-

ware. From this place he was taken on June 26, 1864, in com-

pany with fifty other Confederate officers, and placed on the

steamer Dragoon to be carried to Charleston, S. C., to be placed

within range of the Confederate guns, in retaliation, for the act
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of Confederates in placing Union officers in points of danger
while that city was under the fire of the Union Army. But after

being kept prisoners on the Dragoon for five weeks, Colonel

Tucker and his companions were exchanged, and he entered

active service again under General John C. Breckinridge, in

West Virginia, and served there until the war closed, in command
of what was called the "Kentucky Battalion." At the close of

the war he led his men through the mountains of Kentucky to

Mt. Sterling, where he surrendered on May I, 1865. Being de-

barred from practicing law in Kentucky on account of having
served in the Confederate Army, he went to Georgia, where he

remained until 1869, when his disabilities having been removed,
he returned to Winchester and resumed the practice of law. He
served as County Attorney for Clark County, and in 1871-2 he

represented the county in the State Legislature, where he was

recognized as one of the abest members of that body. He died

in Winchester on September 28, 1906, in his eighty-third year.

His wife and two children, Miss Nannie Tucker and Mr. Hood

Tucker, survive him.

COLONEL M'CREABY.

James B. McCreary was born in Madison County, Ky., July

8, 1839; graduated when eighteen years old at Center College,

in 1859 graduated in the law department of Cumberland Uni-

versity, Tenn., with first honors in a class of forty-seven members,
and at once began the practice of law in Richmond. After his

capture at Cheshire, Ohio., he was incarcerated in the Ohio peni-

tentiary, and afterwards at Fort Delaware, Del., and later at

Morris Island, S. C. In 1868 he was elected a delegate to the

National Democratic Convention, held in New York
;
elected a

member of the House of Representatives of Kentucky in 1869,

1871 and 1873, and was Speaker of the House in 1871 and 1873;

elected Governor of Kentucky in 1875, and served to 1879; was

appointed, under an act of Congress, by the President of the

United States, and served as a delegate to the International

Monetary Conference held at Brussells, Belgium, in 1892, where

twenty nations were represented ;
was elected to represent the

Eighth Kentucky district in the Forty-ninth Congress in 1884,

and re-elected to the Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third
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and Fifty-fourth Congresses ;
was elected a delegate from the

State-at-large to the National Democratic Convention held in

Kansas City in 1900, and was chairman of the State Democratic

Committee in the campaign of that year ;
was elected delegate

from the State-at-large to the National Convention held in St.

Louis in 1904. He was elected to the United States Senate in

1902 for the term beginning March 4, 1903, and ending March

3, 1909.

CAPTAIX HICKMAN.

William Lewis Hickman, adjutant of the nth Kentucky Cav-

alry, was born in Winchester, Ky., in 1824, the son of William L.

Hickman and Sarah Pearson, his wife, both of whom were

born in Virginia. He was the grandson of Richard Hickman,
who was Governor of Kentucky during the war of 1812.

Through his mother he was American "Rebel," the leader of

what is called "Bacon's Rebellion," in Virginia in 1676. "Billy"

Hickman, as his friends fondly called him, was educated in the

Winchester schools, and went into the mercantile business there

at an early age. In 1847 ne was partner with Henry Bell in a

mercantile house in Lexington. A few years later he went to

St. Louis. He was the founder of the Lodge of Odd Fellows

in Winchester, which is called Hickman Lodge, in his honer.

When the war began he was in St. Louis, and enlisted in a body
of Confederate troops that was raised there, but he was captured

by General Seigle, and imprisoned. He escaped from prison
and made his way to his home in Winchester, where he was again

arrested, and paced in prison in Lexington, but escaped from.

that prison also. When the nth Kentucky Cavalry was re-

cruited he joined it, and was made adjutant, with the rank of

captain, and served gallantly until his capture on the Ohio raid,

after which he was imprisoned in the Ohio penitentiary, John-
son's Island, Allegheny penitentiary, Pa., and Point Lookout,

Md., remaining a prisoner until the close of the war, when he

was released, reaching there on May I, 1865. About 1875 ne

left Winchester for the West, and has never been heard of

since. No man ever had more friends, or more devoted ones,

than he.
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ROSTER OF THE COMPANIES.

COMPANY A.

John Henry Jackson was largely instrumental in recruiting

this, the first company raised for Chenault's Regiment. It was

recruited in Clark County, at a meeting and barbecue given on

the farm of Mr. Jackson's mother, at Jackson's Ferry, on Friday,

September 2, 1862, where Colonel Tucker and Major McCreary
made speeches. An eye witness of the scene writes : "When
Colonel Tucker and Major McCreary spoke at Jackson's Ferry,

they stood on the balcony of the residence of the venerable Mrs.

Anna Jackson. A beautiful daughter of this historic family,

Miss Mary Virginia Jackson, waved over their heads a Con-

federate flag. Full of life, beauty and enthusiasm, her cheering

voice would ring out 'Fall in boys, the South needs you,' and the

boys fell in. Mrs. Jackson and her lovely daughter were after-

wards arrested for giving aid and comfort to the Rebellion, and

were incarcerated in a military prison. On their release they

were put under heavy bonds." Miss Mary Virginia Jackson
married the late William H. Eaton, of Winchester, where she

now lives. It is said that she practically raised Company A.

John Henry Jackson had good reason to expect to be elected

Captain. He was made sergeant major of the regiment, which

he soon resigned to serve in the ranks.

There is only one known roll of this company in existence,

and it covers the period from September 10, 1862, to December

31, 1862. Information given below of a later date than Decem-
ber 31, 1862, has been gathered from various sources. The fol-

owing is the roll :

Captain Gordon C. Mullins. Froze to death in the Ohio peni-

tentiary, January I, 1864, the coldest night of the war.

First lieutenant, Allen Armstrong Rankins
;
second lieutenants,

Sidney P. Cunningham (afterwards Adjutant of the Second

Brigade), Rodney Haggard, Wm. W. Baldwin, killed at the

battle of Green River Bridge, July 4, 1863.

Sergeants First, Joel Tandy Quisenberry; second, John Da-

vid Reid; third, John Doyle, died of camp fever, November 25,

1863.
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Corporals First, Wm. A. Tolliver; second, Josephus Oliver;

third, Robert Quisenberry; fourth, Ellis G. Baxter.

Teamster Joe R. Ackerson.

Privates Richard Ackerson, Thos. Baber, died of camp fever,

October 10, 1862; Pleasant Baber, Stanley Baber, Allen Brock,

Wm. Brock, Clifton Busch, John W. Baldwin, W. W. Baldwin,

Sr., Samuel Baldwin, Henry Brown, Hardin Brown, Luke Bax-

ter, Thomas Callicutt, died in Camp Douglas, November 15,

1863, of smallpox ;
E. Waller Combs, John Cooper, died in Camp

Douglas, March 6, 1864, of smallpox; Wm. Chisholm, Edward

Collins, McGowan Cooper, John Collins, Dr. Cummins, Wm.
Dixon (or Dickson), Thomas Eads, Wm. Eads, James Freeman,

died in Camp Douglas, February 25, 1864, of smallpox; John

Glover, David N. Gordon, Ezekiel Hampton, Jesse Hampton,
died in Camp Douglas, December 19, 1864, of smallpox; Joseph

Hampton, wounded November 17, and died November 30, 1862;

W. L. Haggard, Edward Haggard ("Hunker"), James P. Hag-
gard, Sanford Haggard, - Haybrook, John Henry Jackson,

promoted to sergeant major; James Johnson, Robt. D. King,

Jeff C. King, James Kelley, wounded and prisoner at Harts-

ville, Tenn., December 9, 1862, lost leg; Wm. C. Kearney, J.

Braxton Lyle, Joseph C. Lyle, James Henry Mullins, died in

Camp Douglas, September 18, 1864, heart disease; Henry S.

Meredith, James Oliver, died in Camp Douglas, November 17,

1864, chronic diarrhoea; Minor Perkins, Colby Pardo, John
Pardo, died in Camp Douglas, August 26, 1864, dysentery; Wm.
J. Quisenberry, Elkanah Ragland, Nathanial Ragland, died in

Tennessee, of brain fever; Thomas Ragland, Milton Ragland,

Harry Ragland, A. Clay Rash, David Railsback, promoted to

sergeant; Edward Railsback, James Rutlidge, Andrew Rogers,
Richard Simpson, Solomon Stevens, Benj. Stevens, Michael

Berry Stevens, Edward Stokely, John Schooler (or Schuyler),

Hiter Shockley, Rizen Sympson, Nep. Thomas, died January

n, 1863, of brain fever; Lewis Trussell, Dr. G. Wash. Taylor,

promoted as assistant surgeon ;
Wm. Waller, Lewis Woolsey,

Wm. Wickerson. 92 officers and enlisted men.
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COMPANY B.

Company B was recruited in Madison County. There are two

known rolls of this company, covering the period from September

10, 1862, to April 30, 1863, as follows :

Captains Joseph Chenault, killed at battle of Grassy Creek,

Ky., May 8, 1863; Alexander H. Tribble, killed at Green River

Bridge, July 4, 1863.

First lieutenant, Isham A. Fox
;
second lieutenants, Charles

Stone, Dudley Tribble, Jr.

Sergeants First, Ja.mes P. White
; second, Robert Samuells

;

third, Andrew McCord
; fourth, Squire Turner Trevis, escaped

from Camp Douglas and went to Canada, where he was in the

St. Albans, Vt, "Bank Raid."

Corporals First, Michael Hennessee
; second, T. B. Shearer;

third, James Davis; fourth, John Jones.

Forage Masters Robert Rice, William Berry.

Company Farriers Edward Baxter, Alexander Pence.

Privates H. K. Anderson, died in Camp Douglas, March 24,

1864, of smallpox; John Azbill, died in Camp Douglas, Novem-
ber 25, 1864, of consumption ;

Samuel Berry, died in Camp
Douglas, August 18, 1864, of dropsy; Wm. Biggerstaff, Wm.
Berry, Charles Coley, James Cosby, John Cosby, killed at Green

River Bridge, July 4. 1863; Oliver W. Cosby, killed at Green

River Bridge, July 4, 1863; A. S. Cosby, killed at Green River

Bridge, July 4, 1863; Weston Deboe, Nathan Deatherage, James

Davis, Wm. Dickerson, Thompson Duerson, Peter Dozier,

Thomas Fowler, Zack Ferrell, John Ferrell, captured at Spring-

field, Ky., December 30, 1862; Anderson Ferrell, Wm. Fox, John

Fox, Wm. Farris, Chas. Garrett, Dan Griffith, Wishfred Good-

man, Leroy G. Haden, James Hugeley, Squire Hugeley, David.

Hill ("Old Pap"), died at Camp Douglas, February 18, 1864, of

smallpox; Anderson Jones, Andrew Jones, James Jones, Wm.
Jones, G. R. Kester, Benj. Lear, Newton Later, G. E. Mussel-

man, W. E. Mattinkly, John Newby, Cyrus Newkirk, Meredith

Perkins, J. W. Parmetier, Alexander Rossell, John Rice, died in

Camp Douglas, April 12, 1864, of smallpox; Thomas Rice, Dr.

Aylett Raines, promoted to assistant surgeon, 1862; Tillman

Shanks, Wesley Smithheart, John Shearer, Joseph P. Simmons,
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orderly to Colonel Chenault ;
Ira W. Scudder, commissary ser-

geant; Sidney Shaw, Harrison Shaw, James Shearer, Anderson

Terrill, died in Camp Douglas, March 10, 1864, of smallpox;

Reuben Turner, Robert Turner, James Turner, Wm. Turner,

John Turner, James Trimble, Robert Trevis, Valentine Tillett,

Jacob White, James Wade, Richard Williams, Hiram Wood,
Ezekiel Walcott, James Wilson, died in Camp Douglas, Febru-

ary 18, 1864, of old sores. 91 officers and enlisted men.

COMPANY C.

Company C was recruited in Clark County, and most of its

members enlisted in one day Saturday, September 6, 1862. The

following is a copy of the only official roll of the company known

to be in existence, and this is supposed to be 15 or 20 names

short :

Captain Andrew Jackson Bruner, wounded at the foot of

Greasy Creek, Ky., May 8, 1863. Some weeks later, when the

command started on the Ohio raid, his wound was unhealed, and

he unable to ride astride on account of it, but unwilling to be

left behind, he went with his men anyhow, and rode more than

600 miles (going day and night) on a side saddle, carrying his

crutches.

First lieutenant James Levi Wheeler. He took an active

part in recruiting the company and came within a few votes of

being elected its captain, and was captain before the close of the

war. General Kirby Smith placed him in command of Clark

County, with orders to suppress bushwhacking, etc., and to dis-

arm and parole the Home Guards. Died in Winchester, April

2, 1894.

Second lieutenants Thomas Birch, died February 6, 1863,

near Monticello, Ky. ;
Thomas Jefferson Haggard, Taylor Tracy,

transferred from General Humphry Marshall's Army, November

5, 1862, wounded at Bull's Gap, November 13, 1862; James

Royall Price, promoted from sergeant major.

Sergeants First, John W. Gordon
; second, W. S. Hogan ;

third, John A. Kelly ; fourth, John Flynn, died in Camp Douglas,

January 8, 1864, of congestive chills
; fifth, Milton Vivion.

Corporals First, J. S. Gamboe
; second, Wm. B. Willis ; sec-

ond, J. H. Carter, died February 24, 1863, near Monticello, Ky.,
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of brain fever; third, Benj. H. Jones; fourth, F. M. Cottman.

Privates J. H. Adams, discharged December i, 1862, dis-

ability; J. N. Aldridge, died in Camp Douglas, October 21, 1864,

of typhoid fever; Lewis Ballard, George Birch, Aaron Blythe,

Henry Charles, R. H. Chisholm, David Clark, D. W. Clark,

Wildie Clark, Wm. Clem, William Craig, John Daniel, F. M.

Dority, John Dority, Samuel Dority, Wm. Dority, John Dough-

erty, died in Camp Douglas, October 2, 1864, of pneumonia;
Charles B. Ecton, now a member of the Kentucky Senate

;
Cass-

well Epperson, John Fields, Wm. French, John Goode, John

Gruelle, deserted October, 1862, and joined the Federal Army;
Michael Haggard, Robert Hogan, Joe S. Hood, Henry Hugeley,

James Hugeley, John Jones, Robert Knox, died in Camp Doug-
las, October 21, 1864, of chronic diarrhoea; David Larison,

Robert Lawrence, George Leslie, James Logan, Alfred Martin,

Elisha Ogden, Thomas Parris, Archie Piersall, J. H. Reed, pro-

moted to assistant quartermaster sergeant ; John Shay, Willis F.

Spahr, promoted to quartermaster sergeant ; John Stivers, F. M.

Stone, Raleigh Sutherland, regimental farrier; T. B. Stuart,

John Tate, Wm. Tate, Wm. Taylor, Obadiah B. Tracy, died in

Camp Douglas, February 17, 1864, of chronic diarrhoea; Henry
Turner, Wm. Taylor, Howard Watts, J. A. Watts. seventy

officers and enlisted men.

COMPANY D.

Company D was recruited in Estill County. There are no

known rolls of it in existence. It was one of the largest com-

panies in the regiment.

The following are the names of the officers and eleven men
who died in Camp Douglas :

Captain, J. N. L. Dickens
;
first lieutenant, W. Wiseman

;
sec-

ond lieutenants, J. M. Riddle, W. Winburn.

Enlisted men who died in Camp Douglas John Allen, Feb-

ruary 24, 1864, of smallpox; Joseph Glowers, October 7, 1863,

of brain fever; N. P. Bell, November 10, 1863, of measles; Wm.
R. Barton, November 10, 1864, of typhoid fever; John Franklin,

December 29, 1864, of smallpox; S. W. Frost, March 26, 1864,

of general debility; Henry Rigner, December 24, 1864, of chronic

diarrhoea; George Tiviford, March 27, 1864, of smallpox; Emer-
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son Turpin, March 27, 1864, of smallpox ; John Wade, November

12, 1863.
COMPANY E.

This company ~was recruited in Madison County and there are

no known rolls of it in existence. It was a large company. The

following list of its officers and a few of its men was gathered

from several sources :

Captain, Robert B. Terrill, severely wounded at Mt. Sterling,

Ky., March 21, 1863; first lieutenant, G. W. Ranson, supposed
to have been killed at the battle of Mission Ridge ;

second lieu-

tenants, G. W. Maupin, Seth Maupin, severely wounded at Mt.

Sterling, Ky., March 21, 1863.

Enlisted men Ive Adair, died in Camp Douglas, November 4,

1863, of measles
;
Anderson Chenault, escaped from Camp Doug-

las, recaptured, and tried by General Burbridge as a spy, but

acquitted; Cabell Chenault, died at Monticello, Ky., 1862; Da-

vid Chenault, escaped from Camp Douglas, but recaptured ;

Robert Chenault, T. J. Filmore, died in Camp Douglas, January

2, 1865, of smallpox ;
Wm. Huse, died in Camp Douglas, October

20, 1863, of measles
; George McDaniel, died in Camp Douglas,

October 7, 1863, of measles; George Vaughn, died in Camp
Douglas, November 20, 1863, of smallpox.

COMPANY F.

Company F was recruited in Madison County. There are two

known rolls of it in existance, covering the period from Sep-
tember 10, 1862, to February 28, 1863. The following roster of

its officers and men is believed to be some fifteen or twenty
names short :

Captain Thomas Bronston Collins, wounded at Greasy Creek,

Ky., May 9, 1863, escaped with Colonel A. R. Johnson at Buf-

fington Island, Ohio, by swimming the Ohio river, afterwards

went to Canada in the secret service of the Confederacy, and was

one of the twenty Confederate soldiers who made the celebrated

"Bank Raid" at St. Albans, Vt.

First LieutenantJ. F. Oldham
;

second lieutenants, R. J.

Parks, C. H. Covington, died of brain fever at Albany, Ky.,

April i, 1863; James H. Trevis.
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Sergeants Ordnance, Joseph Collins
; first, James Trevis,

second, James Caldwell
; third, Thomas Dejarnett; fourth, W. B.

Benton
; fifth, J. K. Sams.

Corporals First, J. T. Jones ; second, R. Caldwell
; third, A. G.

Fife; fourth, Robert Miller.

Farriers James Miller, Thomas Oldham.

Privates John Asbell, John Benton, died at Monticello, Ky.,

March 25, 1863, of brain fever; Van Buren Benton, died in Camp
Douglas, March 14, 1864, of smallpox; T. C. Broaddus, George

Butler, Peter Beck, Jacob Creath Bronston, W. B. Benton,

James Cosby, James W. Coulter, Chas. Covington, James G.

Cochran, H. W. Coldiron, Joseph Collins, Joel Embry, Wm.
Grubb, David Giltner, John Hutchinson, Elisha Hall, Wiley

Horn, Anderson Harris, Thos. Hamilton, died in Camp Douglas,

September 27, 1863, of fever; Joseph Jones, Meredith Jones,

M. B. Judy, Jacob Kurtz, Arch. Kavenaugh, J. B. Mize, Owen
McKee, Travis Million, Samuel Meeks, James P. Norman, died

in Camp Douglas, October 26, 1864, of pneumonia; J. R. Old-

ham, Preston Oldham, Richard Oldham, James Oldham, Q. R.

Oldham, J. P. Oldham, Thomas Portwood, Benjamin Price,

Silas Pearce, Robert Rowan, J. K. Sams, John Semonis, Andrew

Turpin, Samuel Turpin, died in Camp Douglas, November 26,

1864, of smallpox; Harris Thorp, Granville Troxwell, Durrett

White, Daniel White, Joel W. Watts, died in Camp Douglas,

February 25, 1864, of pneumonia; Wm. Wilder, Alex. Woods,
died in Knoxville, Tenn., November 13, 1862; C. F. Wright 72
officers and enlisted men.

COMPANY G.

This company was recruited in Bourbon County. There is

only one known roll in existence, covering the period from Sep-
tember 10, 1862, to December 31, 1862, and it is supposed to be

very incomplete. It is as follows :

Captains James Mitchel, Thomas Wells. First Lieutenants

G. W. Bowen, Alfred Williams. Second Lieutenants Thomas

J. Current, W. A. Bedford, D. H. Glowers, Milo Wells, killed

November 13, 1864, at Bull's Gap, Tenn.
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Sergeants First, Charles C. Rule
; second, Charles R. Shaw-

han
; third, Win. Kendall

; fourth, Wm. C. Current.

Corporals First, Thomas J. Howard
; second, Gano Leer

;

third, Wm. H. Current; fourth, L. Lair.

Privates Thomas Bedford, A. W. Bedford, John Bowman,

James Batterson, F. M. Breedon, J. C. Clay, N. Current, Jesse

Current, John Davis, J. H. Demmitt, J. W. Demmitt, L. J. Fret-

well, R. F. Goodman, George Gregory, B. Hanly, R. J. Hoover,

Jesse Haney, Joseph Hinton, Sam Hamilton, James Kelley,

Emerson Neal, John Penn, Wm. Phillips, W'illiam Ross, P. C.

Sullivan, Sam Smizer, George Shawhan, N. D. Smith, James
Tate, Cyrus Turner, Charles Talbott, David Wilson, James Wil-

son, R. Wilson 50 officers and enlisted men.

COMPANY H.

Company H was made up of men from Madison, Montgomery
and Estill Counties, and perhaps had scattered members from

other counties. It was in service under General Humphry Mar-

shal for a year before Bragg's and Kirby Smith's invasion of

Kentucky, about which time the term of the men's enlistment

with Marshal expired, and they re-enlisted in Chenault's Regi-
ment. There were also some new recruits in the company.
There is only one known roll of it in existence (supposed to be

25 or 30 names short), covering the period from September 10

to December 31, 1862, viz. :

Captain Augustus H. McGaee was one of the six officers who

escaped from the Ohio penitentiary with General John H. Mor-

gan. He was killed in battle November 13, 1864.

First Lieutenant Frank A. West, killed at Green River

Bridge, Ky., July 4, 1863. Second Lieutenants F. M. Louder-

back, captured at Springfield, Ky., December 30, 1862; Cassius

M. Taylor, died in prison, 1863.

Sergeants First, E. C. Elliott
; second, W. M. Newby ; third,

Sidney Knatzer; fourth, Milford Jackson.

Corporals First, John McClay, killed at Greasy Creek, Ky.,

May 8, 1863; third, Thomas Smarr; fourth, Reuben Munday,
captured at Springfield, Ky., December 30, 1862.
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Privates Lewis Ashcraft, Jacob Alexander, Philip Breakhill,

James Browning, John Browning, Benjamin Browning, John
Benson, E. C. Claypoole, Thos. Chisholm, Amos Coats, Isaiah

Coates, Robert Cusik, Robin Cocks, W. H. Coldiron, John
Fitch, died in Camp Douglas, December 13, 1864, of chronic

diarrhoea; John Fraley, Pat Hamilton, Adolphus Hamilton,

George Hayes, William Hunt, Jacob Hurst, died in Camp Doug-
las, March 9, 1864, of smallpox ;

Thomas Kelley, John Judd,
Charles Jenkins, William Lewis, Wm. Louderback, V. B. McCoy,
Wesley Meadows, captured at Springfield, Ky., December 30,

1862; Henry McMahon, George M'addox, William Maden, died

in Camp Douglas, January 31, 1865, of heart disease; Josiah

Maddox, William Maden, Jesse Newby, James K. Newby, died

in Camp Douglas, March 27, 1864, of smallpox; Daniel Rice,

Marion Rice John Ryan, Merritt Roberts, Mack Roberts, Squire

Roberts, George Sims, John Simons, Shelby Taylor, Pope Wade,

James Webb, Augustus Wood, J. M. Wood, Sam Wood, Vince

Wood, James W. Woods, died in Camp Douglas, October 31,

1864, f inflammation of the bowels; John Woods, died in

Camp Douglas, December 15, 1864, of chronic diarrhoea 64
officers and enlisted men.

COMPANY I.

I have been unable to learn where Company I was recruited,

though it was probably in Estill County. There are no known
rolls of this company in existence. Its officers were :

Captain Jack May, shot and killed while a prisoner of war.

First Lieutenant T. Corbin. Second Lieutenant M. Rein.

COMPANY K.

Company K it is believed was recruited in Clinton and Wayne
Counties, during the time the regiment was doing scouting and

picketing duty in that section. There is no known roll of the

company in existence. Its officers were :

Captain B. S. Barton. First Lieutenant Harrison Moles,
killed in September, 1863. Second Lieutenant T. B. Corbett.

The following roster of the nth Kentucky Cavalry does not
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by any means give a full statement of the casualties of the regi-

ment, it merely gives the few that I have been able to ascertain

so far.

It has been my intention to write a full history of this regiment
and publish it in book form, but so far the survivors of the regi-

ment have not responded to my appeals to furnish me full state-

ments of their own experiences in the war, and such other mat-

ters concerning the regiment that are of historical interest.

Should they do so I believe I might get up a fairly good and

extensive history of the nth Kentucky Cavalry, and I should

like to do that, since its commanding officer, Colonel D. W.
Chenault was my uncle.
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From the Richmond, Va., Times-Dispatch, June 30, 1907.

THE CONFEDERATE STATES NAVY.

It Was Not Strong, But It Made a Very Good Record-

Partial List of Survivors Names of the Men Who
Served Faithfully on the Briny Deep.

Many people are living to'-day who do not know that the Con-

federate Government had a navy, and yet there were men who
served gallantly on the water and suffered as many hardships as

did the brave men who fought on land. Below will be found

a partial and perhaps a very inaccurate list of the survivors of

the Confederate Navy.
Richard F. Armstrong, Halifax, N. S. Born in Georgia ;

midshipman, U. S. N.
;
lieutenant C. S. N.

;
served on cruiser

Sumter, Alabama, Battery Buchanan and Fort Fisher.

M. Bynes, private Marine Corps, Corinth, Miss.
;
served at

Drewry's Bluff.

Mortimer M. Benton, Louisville, Ky. Born in Kentucky;

midshipman U. S. N. ; lieutenant C. S. N.
;
served Kentucky

State Guard
;
steamer Gaines, Harriet Lane, Webb

;
commanded

steamer Roanoke
;
served on the steamer Tallahassee at Drewry's

Bluff; captured at battle of Sailor's Creek.

F. L. Blume, Nashville, Tenn. Midshipman C. S. N.
;
served

on Patrick Henry.
Richard H. Bacot, Clarkesdale, Mo. Born in South Carolina

;

midshipman U. S. N.
;
second lieutenant C. S. N.

;
served on

ram Arkansas Chicora
;
at capture of U. S. S. S. Underwriter

at Newbern, N. C.
;
served on steamer Neuse.

George D. Bryan, Charleston, S. C. Born in Virginia; mid-

shipman U. S. N.
;
master C. S. N.

;
served on cruiser Florida

and abroad.

Clifton R. Breckinridge, Pine Bluff, Ark. Midshipman C. S.

N.
;
served on steamer Patrick Henry and staff of General Breck-

inridge.

Eugene H. Brown, Baltimore, Md. Second assistant engineer
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C. S. N.
;
served on ram Arkansas, cruiser Florida, brig Clarence,

bark Tacony, schooner Archer, cruiser Chickamauga, steamer

Richmond and Semmes Naval Brigade.

Otey Bradford, San Francisco, Cal. Born in Virginia; lieu-

tenant C. S. N.
;
served on cruiser Florida, Johnson Island ex-

pedition, steamer Savannah, Richmond, and Hewlett's Battery.

Frank D. Brown, Phillipsburg, Mon. Born in Virginia;

served in Twenty-fifth Battalion Virginia Volunteers
;

trans-

ferred to C. S. N. as landsman
;
served on steamer Patrick Henry

and at Drewry's Bluff
;
transferred back to old command in army.

J. P. Claybrook Midshipman U. S. N.
;
lieutenant C. S. N.,

Louisville, Ky. ;
served with Missouri State Guard

;
abroad and

captured at battle of Sailor's Creek.

William W. Carnes, Tampa, Fla. Born in Tennessee; mid-

shipman U. S. N.
;
lieutenant C. S. N.

;
served with army as cap-

tain of light artillery until 1864; while on navy rolls rejoined

navy and reported for duty at Savannah.

W. H. Collins, Birmingham, Ala. Born in Virginia ; midship-
man C. S. N.

;
served steamers Chattahoochie, Roanoke and

Patrick Henry.
W. F. Clayton, Florence, S. C. Born in Georgia ; midshipman

and passed midshipman, C. S. N.
;
served on receiving ship

United States; steamer Patrick Henry, in battle of Hampton
Roads

;
at naval battle of Drewry's Bluff

;
steamer Richmond,

steamer North Carolina
; special duty Charleston

; school-ship

Patrick Henry; commanded boat at capture of United States

gunboat Underwriter
;
commanded boat Lieutenant Minor's ex-

pedition to Plymouth, North Carolina; steamer Samson; cruiser

Peedee, and steamer Macon.

Clarence Carey, New York City Born in Virginia; midship-
man and passed midshipman, C. S. N.

;
served steamer Nashville

;

steamer Palmetto State, Patrick Henry, Virginia, No. 2, and

cruiser Chickamanga.

Henry S. Cook, St. Louis, Mo. Midshipman U. S. N.
;
master

C. S. N.
;
served on steamers Nansemond, Fredericksburg, Pat-

rick Henry; assisted in capture of United States steamers, Sat-

telite and Re 1

iance, Wilmington Station; Charleston Station*,

and Semmes Naval Brigade.

Francis O. S. Curtis, Dillon, S. C. Surgeon's steward cruiser
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Pee Dee
;
Tucker's Naval Regiment ; captured at evacuation of

Richmond.

Peter P. Carthy, New Orleans, La. Engineer C. S. N.
;
served

on Charleston Station; flagship Charleston.

G. W. Fisher, Louisville, Ky. First assistant engineer C. S.

N.
;
was assigned to duty in naval works.

B. F. D. Fitch, Louisville, Ky. Enrolled at Louisville, re-

union, no record of service was given; was an enlisted man.

Robert C. Foute, San Francisco, Cal. Born in Tennessee;

midshipman U. S. N.
;
lieutenant C. S. N.

;
served steamer Vir-

ginia, battle of Hampton Roads, steamer Georgia abroad and

steamer Savannah.

Arthur C. Freeman, New York City Master's mate
;
served

steamer Georgia and assisted in capture of U. S. steamer Water

Witch.

Marian C. Filberti, Charleston Enlisted man; served on

Charleston Station.

W. B. Fort, Pikesville, N. C. Clerk paymaster's department
C. S. N.

;
served at Charleston, S. C., and in blockade service.

Robert H. Fleming, Lynchburg, Va. Midshipman C. S. N.
;

served on school-ship Patrick Henry.
E. F. Gill, Radford, Va. Born in Virginia ;

second assistant

engineer C. S. N.
;
served in 6th Virginia Regiment ;

left army
after battle of Malvern Hill

; served on Richmond Station,

Charleston Station, and in Semmes Naval Brigade.

John Grimball, Charleston, S. C. Midshipman U. S. N.
;

lieutenant C. S. N.
;
served on ram Arkansas, steamer Baltic

and cruiser Shenandoah.

Bennett W. Green, Richmond, Va. Assistant surgeon U. S.

N.
; surgeon C. S. N.

;
served at the Naval Hospital, Richmond,

Va., and on the ironclad cruiser Stonewall.

J. T. Game, Florence, S. C. Landsman ; served on steamer

Albemarle in battle of Plymouth, N. C., and in battle with U. S.

fleet in Sound.

Thomas S. Garrett, Washington, D. C. Born in Alabama;

midshipman U. S. N., and midshipman C. S. N.
;
served on

receiving ship St. Philip and steamers Pamlico, Gaines and Mor-

gan.

Robert Hunt, Louisville, Ky. Seaman, served on cruiser
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Florida and on barks Tacony, Archer and Clarence, land bat-

tery, James River.

John R. Hamilton Born in South Carolina; lieutenant U. S.

N., and lieutenant C. S. N.
;
served in batteries around Charles-

ton and abroad.

Benj. S. Herring, Tallahassee, Fla. Engineer U. S. N.
;
en-

gineer C. S. N.
;
served on steamer Virginia, battle of Hampton

Roads
;
naval works, Columbus Ga.

;
steamer Tennessee, and

Mobile squadron.

Wilbur B. Hall, Charleston, S. C. Midshipman U. S. N. ;

lieutenant C. S. N.
;
served on steamers Huntress, Savannah ;

participated in naval battle of Port Royal, S. C.
;

steamers

Charleston, Tuscaloosa, Harriet Lane, Webb, Patrick Henry
and Chicora.

L. W. Hodges, Forence, S. C. Signal Corps C. S. N.
;
de-

tailed and did service as signal officer in C. S. N., on James
River Station.

J. W. Hollywood, Louisville, Ky. Engineer C. S. N.
;
served

on steamer Morgan.

Haywood, Atlanta, Ga. Served on steamer Morgan.

George E. Hazelhurst, Charleston, S. C. Served as secretary

to Flag Officer Duncan Ingraham, at Charleston, S. C.
;
delivered

naval record of station to Lieutenant Geo. H. Ingraham, at

Cheraw, S. C.
; captured by Sherman, and drew lots for life or

death act of retaliation
;
Miller drew and was shot.

Geo. H. Ingraham, Charleston, S. C. No record given.

Bartlett S. Johnson, Baltimore, Md. Midshipman C. S. N.
;

served on school-ship Patrick Henry, steamer Virginia No. 2,

and Tucker's Naval Regiment.

John M. Jolly, Marlin Tex. No record of services.

Geo. A. Joiner, Talladega, Ala. Midshipman C. S. N., and

passed midshipman C. S. N.
;

served on schoolship Patrick

Henry, and Mobile Station.

Lucien C. Jones, Savannah, Ga. Assistant paymaster C. S.

N.
;
served on Savannah Station, steamer North Carolina and

cruiser Tallahassee.

J. E. V. Jervey, Charleston, S. C. No record of services.

E. A. Jack, Baltimore, Md. Engineer C. S. N.
;
served on

steamer Virginia in batte of Hampton Roads
;
ram Arkansas,
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battle with Farragut's and Davis' combined fleets
;
steamer North

Carolina ; expedition to rescue Point Lookout prisoners ;
steamer

Columbia, wrecked on her trial trip; steamer Palmetto State,

steamer Richmond
; prisoner on Johnson's Island.

Hardin B. Littlepage, Washington, D. C. Born in Virginia;

midshipman U. S. N.
;
lieutenant C. S. N.

;
served on steamer

Virginia, in battle of Hampton Roads
; Drewry's Bluff naval

battle; steamer Chattahoochie, steamer Atlanta; abroad steamer

Virginia No. 2.
;
Semmes' Naval Brigade.

James C. Long, Tiskilva, 111. Born in Tennessee; midship-

man U. S. N., master C. S. N.
;
served on steamer Virginia, bat-

tle of Hampton Roads, steamer Richmond, Savannah Station,

steamer Albemarle.

Daniel M. Lee, Fredericksburg, Va. Midshipman C. S. N.,

and passed midshipman C. S. N.
;
born in Virginia ;

served on

receiving ship United States, on steamer Jamestown, battle of

Hampton Roads, battle of Drewry's Bluff, steamer Richmond,
steamer Chicora, schoolship Patrick Henry; at the capture of

the U. S. gunboat Underwriter; in Minor's boat expedition to

Plymouth, N. C.
;
cruiser Chickamauga.

M. W. McCoy, Evansville, Ind. Sergeant of marines, served

on C. S. cruisers Sumter and Alabama.

A. F. Marmelstien, Savannah, Ga. Enrolled at Louisville

Reunion
; signal officer Confederate States steamer Alabama,

also second officer privateer Tuscaloosa.

Windom R. Mayo, Norfolk, Va. Midshipman U. S. N.,

master C. S. N.
;
served on Norfolk Station, on steamer Chatta-

hoochie, on Wilmington Station.

James W. McCarrick, Norfolk, Va. Master not in line; served

on steamer Seabird
; captured at Roanoke Island; served at

Selma, Ala., and Savannah Ga.

James M. Morgan, Washington, D. C. Born in Louisiara;

midshipman C. S. N., and passed midshipman C. S. N.
;
served

on steamer Georgia and schoolship Patrick Henry.
Thomas L. Moore, New York City Born in North Carolina;

midshipman U. S. N. lieutenant C. S. N.
;
served on Mississippi

defenses and abroad.

H. H. Marmaduke, Washington, D. C. Midshipman U. S.

N. lieutenant C. S. N.
;
served on steamer Virginia, battle of
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Hampton Roads, Drewry's Bluff naval battle, steamer Chatta-

hoochie, abroad, steamer Samson, steamer Richmond.

Dr. J. Edward Moyler, Petersburg, Va. Assistant surgeon

C. S. N.
;
served on steamer Virginia No. 2.

J. G. Minnigerode, Louisville, Ky. Served on Mobile Station.

William Pinckney Mason, Rockville, Md. Born in Virginia;

midshipman U. S. N., lieutenant C. S. N.
;
served on receiving

ship United States, steamer Jamestown, battle of Hampton
Roads, battery at Hardy's Bluff, naval battle of Drewry's Bluff,

steamer Richmond, abroad, steamer Virginia No. 2
;
wounded

by piece of shell.

S. Marco, Darlington, S. C. Landsman, served in 2nd North

Carolina Regiment ;
transferred to navy, served on steamer

Raleigh and at yard, Wilmington, N. C.

W. D. Olivera, Goodall, Fla. Seaman, served on steamer

Resolute.

Roger Pinckney, McPhersonville, S. C. Midshipman C. S.

N., and passed midshipman C. S. N.
;
served on Savannah Sta-

tion, Drewry's Bluff, schoolship Patrick Henry and steamer

Virginia No. 2.

Thos. C. Pinckney, San Francisco, Cal. Midshipman C. S.

N., and passed midshipman C. S. N.
;
served with 5th Regiment

South Carolina troops ;
served on receiving ship United States

at capture of U. S. gunboat Underwriter, on James River, and

captured at battle of Sailor's Creek.

R. L. Page, commander in both U. S. and C. S. Navies, Nor-

folk, Va. (have heard, but can't verify, that he is dead). Served

at Savannah, Ga., Charlotte, N. C.

Samuel Reynolds, Savannah, Ga. Enrolled at Louisville Re-

union
;
record in the privateer service was prize-master of the

privateer Jeff Davis.

Francis M. Rody, Bakerfield, Cal. Lieutenant C. S. N.
;

served naval battery Fort Hindman, Johnson Island expedition,
steamer Raleigh, steamer Albemarle in fight at Plymouth, and
in the sound, cruiser Chickamauga.

Dabney M. Scales, Memphis, Tenn. Midshipman U. S. N.,

lieutenant C. S. N.
;
served on Savannah Station, ram Arkansas,

and in battle with U. S. fleets; in battery at Port Hudson, on

steamer Atlanta, aboard steamer Shenandoah.
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Clarence L. Stanton, Cincinnati, Ohio Lieutenant C. S. N.
;

served at Charleston, on cruiser Chickamauga, at Fort Fisher;

captured at battle of Sailor's Creek.

Benj. R. Sheriff, Baltimore, Md. Seaman; served on steamer

Virginia in battle of Hampton Roads, afterwards at Charleston.

Julien M. Spencer Midshipman U. S. N., lieutenant C. S. N.
;

served at Drewry's Bluff, steamer Baltic, Mobile Station.

Savage Smith, Richmond, Va. Captain's clerk to Lieutenant

John H. Parker; served at Richmond.

A. L. Smith, Charlotte, N. C. Seaman
;
served on steamer

Albemarle, in engagements at Plymouth and in the sound.

Daniel Trigg, Abington, Va. Born in Virginia ; midshipman
U. S. N., lieutenant C. S. N.

;
served on receiving ship United

States, on steamer Jamestown, battle of Hampton Roads, bat-

tle of Drewry's Bluff, steamer Chattahoochie, abroad, steamer

Virginia No 2.

Jas. H. Tombs, St. Louis, Mo. (think he is now in Jackson-

ville, Fla.) Chief engineer C. S. N.
;
served steamer McCrea,

steamer Louisiana, steamer Chicora
;
was engineer of the cigar-

shaped torpedo boat David when she exploded a torpedo under

the U. S. steamer Ironsides.

Geo. W. Tennant, City of Mexico Chief engineer C. S. N.
;

born in Pennsylvania ;
served on steamer Huntress

; captured
at Fort Pulaski as a member of the Oglethorpe Light Infantry ;

prisoner at Johnson's Island
;
on steamer Atlanta, at capture of

U. S. gunboats Satellite and Reliance, on C. S. steamer Fred-

ericksburg; special duty; surrendered with Lee's Army.
Dan M. Varden, Sparks, Ga. Served on Virginia No. 2, as

messenger boy.

W. H. Wall, Sardis, Miss. Lieutenant C. S. N.
;
served on

steamers Atlanta, Chicora, Drewry and Webb.

James K. Wood, Oxford, N. C. Seaman
;
served on steamer

North Carolina, and with Captain Woods in the capture of

United States gunboat Underwriter.

Augustus O. Wright, Jacksonville, Fla. Born in Alabama;

midshipman U. S. N., passed midshipman C. S. N.
;
served on

Savannah Station, and schoolship Patrick Henry.

Elsbury V. White, Norfolk, Va. Engineer C. S. N.
;
served

on steamer Virginia, battle of Hampton Roads.
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W. H. M. Washington, North P. O., Mathews County, Va.

Surgeon C. S. N.
;
served on ram Arkansas, steamer Chatta-

hoochie and steamer Fredericksburg.

W. F. Wilson, Hillsboro, Texas Midshipman C. S. N., also

passed midshipman C. S. N.
;
served at Savannah, steamer Mor-

gan, Mobile, schoolship Patrick Henry, steamer Virginia No 2,

Charleston Station, and Battery Cook, James River.

Mike Wade, Florence, S. C. Ordinary seaman; served on

Wilmington Station.

George S. Waterman, Chicago, 111. Midshipman C. S. N.
;

served on steamer St. Mary's, Fenner's Louisiana Battery, light

artillery ;
steamer Gaines, Battery Buchanan.

N. C. Whittle, Norfolk, Va. Lieutenant C. S. N.
;
served on

steamer Nashville, steamer Louisiana; prisoner, steamer Chatta-

hoochie and cruiser Shenandoah.

Edwin P. Weaver, New Orleans, La. Engineer C. S. N.
;

served on steamer Gains and Mobile Station.

John T. Walker, New York City Midshipman U. S. N.,

lieutenant C. S. N.
;
served on steamer Ellis, steamer Patrick

Henry, battle of Hampton Roads, at naval battle of Drewry's

Bluff, steamer Chicora, abroad, and steamer Georgia.
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THE WARREN BLUES EXTRA BILLY'S MEN.

Roll of Officers and Men of a Famous Band of Veterans.

Company roll of the officers and men of the Warren Blues,

Company E, and afterwards Company D, of the 49th Virginia

Infantry, Extra Billy Smith's Regiment, Pegram's Brigade,

Early's Division, Stonewall Jackson Corps, Army of Northern

Virginia :

This company was mustered into service at Front Royal, Va.,

on the 1 7th day of June, 1861, with the four first commissioned

officers, to-wit :

Wheatley, Manley T., captain and promoted to major in

October; died in December, 1861.

Jacobs, Bayley S., first lieutenant and captain ;
was killed at

Gettysburg.

Updike, John B., second lieutenant and first lieutenant, cap-

tain; wounded at Spotsylvania, I2th of May, 1864, and retired.

Funkhouser, Robert D., Jr., second lieutenant, first lieutenant,

captain and acting lieutenant-colonel
;
wounded at Winchester,

19th of September, 1864, and captured at Fort Steadman, near

Petersburg, 25th of March, 1865.

Boyd, Emory V., orderly sergeant and second lieutenant;

killed below Richmond, 25th of June, 1862.

Brown, John G., color sergeant and second lieutenant; cap-

tured at Cold Harbor, June 3, 1864; was sent with the famous

600 Confederate officers to Morris Island, off South Carolina,

under the so-called retaliation act; living.

Updike, Abraham, elected second lieutenant in October, 1864;

was captured at Fort Steadman, 25th of March, 1865 ;
dead.

Atwood, Luther, private, killed at Seven Pines, May 31, 1862.

Atwood, Samuel, private, died in hospital, Richmond.

Allen, John, private, wounded September 17, 1862, Sharps-

burg (dead).

Allen, Arch, private, wounded.
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Barbee, Joseph T., private, died in Richmond hospital, 1862.

Barber, John S., private, wounded at Seven Pines.

Baker, Lewis D., orderly sergeant, wounded (living).

Bennett, John, private, killed at first battle of Manassas.

Bennett, Henry, sharpshooter, captured at Fort Steadman

(living).

Bolen, Newton, private, wounded (living).

Bolen, Franklin H., sergeant, wounded and captured.

Beatty, W. A., private, captured.

Brown, Henry J., private, wounded (living).

Brown, Benjamin, private, wounded at Seven Pines (dead).

Burner, James, private, wounded at Seven Pines (dead).

Blackwood, Robert, nurse in hospital and died on duty.

Cornwell, Alpheus, private, wounded at Seven Pines (dead).

Cornwell, Inmann, private, wounded at Seven Pines (dead).

Coulter, William, private, supposed to be killed in battle.

Compton, James B., sergeant, transferred to cavalry.

Compton, William A., corporal, the man who led General

Lee's horse to the rear at Spotsylvania.

Claig, John T., private, wounded (dead).

Claig, Parkinson, private, wounded.

Cave, Elijah N., .private, died in battle of Spotsylvania.

Cook, James, private, lost both feet by exposure.

Corder, Simeon, private, killed at second battle of Manassas.

Darnell, Jameson, private, wounded at second battle of Fred-

ericksburg.

Day, Samuel, private, captured at Sharpsburg.

Darr, Scott, private, wounded at second battle of Fredericks-

burg.

Davis, Alman, private (dead).

Easthman, John J., private, honoraby discharged September

3rd (dead).

Eshleman, Samuel P., detailed on special service, and was
faithful to the end.

Funk, Jesse T., private, wounded at the Wilderness and went

to the cavalry.

Fox, John, private, killed at first battle of Manassas.

Fox, George W., was a corporal; lost a leg at Seven Pines

(dead).
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Fox, Thomas L., private, wounded.

Fox, Anthony, private, captured.

Fletcher, Addison, private, wounded and missing.

Fish, James W., private, died at Manassas, December, 1861.

Fristoe, Thomas M., private, killed at Seven Pines.

Foster, John R., private, wounded (dead).

Foaley, Noah, private, missing (dead).

Grove, William, private, killed at first battle of Manassas.

Garrett, Newman, private, wounded (living).

Gore, Dewitt C., private, wounded (living).

Green, Bushrod R., private, deserted to the enemy.

Gordon, Oliver R., private, killed at Seven Pines.

Garmong, Theophilus H., private, killed at Cold Harbor,

June 3rd.^

Hoskins, Daniel H., private, killed at the Wilderness.

Hough, Alpheus, private, wounded (dead).

Hall, John, corporal, died at Manassas, 1861.

Hall, George W., private, killed at Fisher's Hill.

Henry, John J., private, wounded.

Henry, Marcus, private, wounded at the Wilderness (dead).

Henry, John W., private, wounded at Winchester, 1864.

Henry, Gibson E., private, killed at first battle of Fredericks-

burg.

Henry, Moses, private, wounded (dead).

Henry, George W., killed.
v

Hoffman, John W., private, killed.

Hoffman, George, private, died at Manassas in 1861.

Holder, William, private, wounded and missing.

Holder, Richard, private, captured at Seven Pines.

Jett, Luther, private, wounded at the Wilderness (dead).

Johnson, John J., private, captured at Belle Grove (living).

Jones, WT

illiam, private (dead).

Leach, Wr

illiam, sergeant, killed at Cold Harbor.

Loveless, Richard, private, wounded and captured at Sharps-

burg (dead).

Lewis, William O., private, wounded and captured at Hatcher's

Run (living).

Mauck, Wiliam F., private, wounded and disabled, Gettys-

burg (dead).
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Mills, Marcus, private, surrendered at Appomattox (dead).

Mills, James W., private, missing.

Mills, Alexander, private, missing.

Mills, Charles, private, missing.

Mills, Henry, private, wounded (living).

Manks, Horace, private, killed at second Fredericksburg.

Martin, William S., private (living).

Martin, George S., corporal ;
the only man out of seventeen

who came out safe at Cold Harbor, June 3, 1864 (living).

Mathews, James M., private, wounded at Seven Pines, badly

(dead).

Mathews, Robert, private, wounded desperately, May 6, 1864

(dead).

Maddox, James.

McFarland, William A., sergeant, wounded and captured June

3, 1864 (living).

McFarland, Robert M., private, wounded at Spotsylvania

(dead). .

Pomeroy, Thomas M., private, killed at Spotsylvania.

Rinker, John W., private, wounded June 3, 1864, and died.

Ridenour, John W., private, wounded and captured (dead).

Ridgeway, William H., private, killed at Spotsylvania.

Robertson, Daniel, private, wounded and never returned.

Rudacelle, Isaac, private, wounded June 3, 1864, captured

(living).

Rudacelle, George W., private, killed at Gettysburg.

Rudacelle, John W., private, went to the cavalry after the

Rudasill, Philip, private, went to the cavalry.

Santmyers, John B., private, wounded (living).

Snapp, Morgan, private, wounded (dead).

Santmyers, Isaac, private, wounded (living).

Stokes, James W., private, captured (dead).

Stokes, Richard, private, wounded and captured.

Stokes, John W., private, killed at Sharpsburg.

Sumntion, John, private, lost an arm at Seven Pines (dead).

Sealock, C., private, captured (dead).

Sealock, James, private, captured (dead).

Vaught, George, private (dead).

Vincent, William M., private, killed at the Wilderness.
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Vincent, Richard, private, wounded at Spotsylvania (dead).

Walker, James H., private, wounded and disabled at first

and September 19, 1864 (living).

Manassas
;
then a minister of the gospel (dead).

Wharton, Walton G., sergeant, a Mexican War veteran
;
went

to artillery (dead).

Williams, David R.

Walters, John W., orderly sergeant, wounded May 6, 1864.

James Dickerson (colored), the officers' cook (living).

The following soldiers were from Albemarle County, Va., who

joined Company D, 49th Virginia Regiment, at Harrisonburg,

Va., October 25, 1864, and were brave and dutiful men, and

fought February 6th at Hatcher's Run and the 25th of March,

1865, at Fort Steadman, in front of Petersburg, Va.

Abell, Caleb, private, captured on retreat to Appomattox

(dead).

Burnley, Horace B., private, captured at Fort Steadman (dead).

Brown, J. Mannis, private, surrendered at Appomattox (dead).

Bailey, John, private, captured (dead).

Coleman, James T., private, killed at Hatcher's Run, 1864.

Catterton, George Newton, orderly sergeant, wounded and

captured at Fort Steadman.

Catterton, Elijah N., captured at Fort Steadman (dead).

Chapman, N. T. (Bose).

Carr, James, captured on retreat.

Coles, Thomas S., sick and died in a Petersburg hospital.

Farley, Jerry A.

Elliott, M. D., captured at Fort Steadman (living).

Fry, J. N.

Harris, James O., sergeant, surrendered at Appomattox (dead).

Harris, Henry, captured at Fort Steadman.

Hurt, Morris, captured on retreat to Appomattox (dead).

Hill, Joseph, captured (dead).

Jarman, J. L. (living).

Kirby, J. S., wounded at Hatcher's Run.

Kirby, Edward, captured.

Maupin, Gabriel, captured.

Mayo, William P., captured.

Moore, Shepherd, captured.
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Madclox, James, captured.

Michie, Lucien A., captured at Fort Steadman.

Mayo, J. R., wounded at Hatcher's Run.

Munday, Castello, captured.

Owens, Crede, captured.

Powell, William, captured at Fort Steadman.

Shelton, Austin.

Shackleford, John.

Snead, N. S.

Shifflett, George M., surrendered at Appomattox.

Tillman, Overton, captured.

Woodson, Benjamin, wounded at Hatcher's Run.

Wood, Ira G., wounded at Hatcher's Run.

Wood, John W., wounded at Hatcher's Run.

Walton, Rice, wounded at Hatcher's Run.

Ward, Samuel, wounded at Hatcher's Run.

Lieutenant John G. Brown and Sergeant William A. Comp-
ton, of Front Royal, Va., and John L. Jarman, Lucien A. Michie,

of Albemarle County, Va., and myself, have made out the fore-

going roll as accuate as possible, as no roll of the last recruits is

in our possession, but one made out November i, 1864, is in

Washington, D. C., I am informed by General Ainsworth, of

which I failed to get a copy.

R. D. FUNKIIOUSER.
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From the New Orleans, La., Picayune, August 10, 1902.

FEDERAL ATROCITIES IN THE CIVIL WAR.

General Smith's Ferocious Policy in the Philippines Antici-

pated by Sherman in Tennessee and Mississippi
Cold-Blooded Murder Near Memphis in

1862 Other Typical Incidents.

By Hon. J. P. YOUNG,

Judge of the Circuit Court, Memphis, Term.

Judge Young served as a private soldier in the 7th Tennessee

Cavalry, and shared the memorable campaigns of the great

Forrest, although he was only nineteen years of age when the

war closed. Ed.

Mr. Sibley, of Pennsylvania, in criticising General Jacob H.

Smith, of the American Army in the Philippines, during a recent

debate in Congress for cruelty to noncombatants, said : "When
I have read, as I have within the past forty-eight hours, that

a general wearing the uniform of the United States Army, one

who stands under the shadow of our flag, issues orders not to

conciliate a province, but to leave it a howling wilderness, and to

kill all above ten years of age, then it seems to me that humanity
must have marched backward for eighteen centuries."

Mr. Sibley must have read American history to very little

purpose if he wound go back more than a half century to find

prototypes of Ge.neral Smith wearing the uniform of the United

States and issuing orders to kill noncomba*tants and burn their

homes.

Nor were they criticised in Congress nor 1 court-martialed for

those acts of violence. But the victims in these cases were only

white citizens of the southern part of the United States, and not

brown-skinned Filipinos.

It is not for the purpose of reopening old sores, now happily

healed, but to show that General Jacob H. Smith is not the only

modern Duke of Alva, that these facts are recited.
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General Smith had an illustrious example. General W. T.

Sherman said : "War is hell"
;
and General Sherman knew, for

he certainly endeavored to make it so. On October 29, 1864,

General Sherman issued the following official order, viz. :

''HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE MISSISSIPPI,

IN THE FIELD,

KOME, GA., October 29, 1864.

BRIGADIER-GENERAL WATKINS, CALHOUN, GA., Cannot you
send over about Fairmount and Adairsville, burn ten or twelve

houses of known secessionists, kill a few at random and let them

know that it will be repeated every time a train is fired on from

Resaca to Kingston?
W. T. SHERMAN,

Major-General Commanding."

That order is printed in the war record, serial volumn No. 79,

page 494, and each of the instances hereinafter mentioned are

likewise not legends, but taken from the same official publication.

On October 19, 1864, he wrote to General James H. Wilson

from Summerville, Ga. : "I am going into the very bowels of

the Confederacy, and propose to leave a trail that will be recog-
nized fifty years hence."

To Colonel A. Beckwith he wrote of same date: "I propose
to abandon Atlanta and the railroad back to Chattanooga, and

sally forth to ruin Georgia, and bring up on the seashore." To
General Grant he wrote on that date : "I am perfecting arrange-
ments to break up the railroad in front of Dalton, including the

city of Atlanta, and push into Georgia, break up all its railroads

and depots, capture its horses and negroes and make desolation

everywhere."
All these promises he literally fulfilled, as witness the pages

of history. But coming back to Memphis, we find General

Sherman issuing the following special orders, No. 283, as shown
in war record, No. 17, part 2, page 280:,

"HEADQUARTERS FIRST DIVISION,

DISTRICT OF WEST TENNESSEE,

MEMPHIS, October 8, 1862.

The 46th Ohio, Colonel Walcutt, will embark to-night on
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board the steamboat, and before daylight drop down to a point

on the Arkansas shore, about fifteen miles below this, near Elm-

grove Postoffice, and there disembark. He will then proceed
to destroy all the houses, farms and corn fields from that point

up to Hopefield.

This is done to let the guerrillas, who attacked the Catahoula,

feel that certain destruction awaits the country for firing on

steamboats. By order of Major-General Sherman.

J. H. HAMMOND,
Assistant Adjutant-General."

But a darker chapter yet remains to record. On September 7,

1862, a detachment of the 6th Illinois Cavalry, under Major
Reuben Loomi's, appeared at a point on the Hernando Road,
twelve miles below Memphis, where a skirmish had occurred the

day before. Two aged men, Alfred Hutchinson and Mr. Gilles-

pie, together with a frail young man named William White,
were then burying a Federal officer who had been killed in the

skirmish near the latter's house. The house was fired, and when
the ladies screamed, young White came on the scene. Major
Loomis ordered his men to shoot White in the presence of his

wife and mother. The men hesitated to commit the butchery,
and the major threatened them with death unless they fired.

Several of them then fired, but with faltering hands, slightly

wounding White, who ran and caught an apple tree for support.

The major, despite the entreaties of Miss Linnie Hutchinson,
who put her arms around the young man's neck and told the

major that he was a unionist and helpless, deliberately shot young
White to death right before his wife and mother's eyes with his

own pistol. He then ordered his men to shoot the two old men,
but they flatly refused and they escaped.

After burning all the houses in the vicinity the detachment left.

Colonel Benjamin H. Grierson, of the 6th Illinois, in report-

ing the affair to General Sherman the same day, said: "Here

(Hernando) I arrested twelve men, and having fifteen of my
command whose horses were unfit for further rapid travel, I

sent them with the prisoners, under Lieutenant Nathaniel B.

Cunningham, of Company G, to Memphis, who, however, were
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subsequently fired upon when within about twelve miles of

that place.

"Lieutenant Cunningham was immediately killed, but his

death was avenged by a detachment sent out under Major
Loomis by your order." War Record 17, part i, page 55.)

On August 8, 1862, General Granville M. Dodge writes from

Trenton, Tenn. : "I believe our policy is to burn up those

counties (Dyer, Lauderdale and Hickman). They pay no atten-

tion to the oath and feed and guide the rebels." (War record

No. 17, part i, page 30.)

On August 28, 1862, General Gordon Granger reports from

Rienzi, Miss. : "Two things are most necessary and important :

First, there must be some definite and fixed policy on our part

to combat and break up this infernal guerrilla system of theives.

"It is bound soon to waste an entire army away, and for no

equivalent. We must push every man, woman and 'child before

us, or put every man to death found in our lines.

"We have, in fact, soon to come to a war of subjugation, and

the sooner the better." (War Record No. 17, part i, pages 40
and 41).

The records are full of these instances, but the above are suf-

ficient for illustration. General Jacob H. Smith is undoubtedly

cruel, but why should Congress make a scapegoat of him for

the sins of the army?
The above-named generals were not only not court-martialed,

but were promoted, and one at least received a vote of thanks

by Congress.
If we are going to humanize the methods of warfare pursued

by our army, let us do it. Beyond question, it ought to be done.

But if the old order of things is to continue, then in administer-

ing condemnations to the soldiers let us begin at the beginning
and condemn all down, the line. We need not go back to the

tragic scene on Calvary, as stated by Mr. Sibley, to find a single

example in General Jacob H. Smith.

J. P. YOUNG,

MEMPHIS, August 1, 1902.

EDITOR CONFEDERATE COLUMN, PICAYUNE, Among the

incidents mentioned in the article sent you a few days ago was
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the tragic killing of young White, about twelve miles south of

Memphis, in the border land between the lines. I have just

found an old letter written by an eye witness, in the person of

Miss Mary Hutchinson, who graphically describes the occur-

rence and bloody deed. Believing that you will appreciate the

time-worn letter, and in printing it illustrate the heroism of our

Confederate girls under the most trying situations, I send it to

you, I will add that Mr. Alfred Hutchinson and Squire Gillespie

were both Presbyterian elders, and their great faith and determi-

nation, in the face of deadly peril, are worthy of the iron pike-

men of Cromwell. I have been told that they looked their

would-be murderers calmly in the eye and said :

"We are old men, and have no means with which to defend

ourselves. If it be 'God's will' that we shall be slain, we are

ready."

This staggered their tormentors, and one man in the column

replied to the order to fire, "I will be d d if I will do it."

The heroism of Miss Linnie Hutchinson, a frail, beautiful girl

(whom I knew well), in throwing herself between the leveled

guns and young White, and peading for his life, was superb.

When they reached her father's house and fired it, she was per-

mitted to bring out her trunk and a few articles, all of which

were then burned in the yard by order of Major Reuben Loomis,

of the 6th Illinois Cavalry, and, comparing with that fellow, Gen-

eral Jacob H. Smith is an angel of light. But retribution finally

overtook him, he being slain by one of his captains. Here is

the letter :

MY DEAR MR. YOUNG, In 1862, about the ist of September,

a company of cavalry, about fifteen men, were sent out to Her-

nando, Miss., where they found a young lady on the eve of

leaving the place with a large Saratoga trunk, well packed with

her own wearing apparel.

The soldiers took possession of the trunk and arrested a

citizen (I have forgotten his name), took also a wagon and team

on the place, put the prisoners and trunk in it, and started to-

wards Memphis. About 5 o'clock P. M., one mile from the

state line, on the Widow White's plantation, and about 200 yards

beyond her house, they were fired into by some of Blythe's
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Scouts, thought to have been John Mayfield, a Mr. Clinton and

Ed Fort. The lieutenant in charge of the company and the

citizen prisoner were both killed. The Federals, not knowing

how strong their enemy was, fled in confusion, leaving their

dead in the road. Mrs. White's family was composed of herself,

a daughter about eighteen years of age, and a son, who had

married a few days previously a beautiful and wealthy girl. Mr.

White was a strong Union man, and refused to go into the Con-

federate Army or to give the Confederacy any aid.

The Yankee officer, having been killed near Mrs. White's

house, and young White being in sympathy with the Federals,

he decided to bury the officer, and requested my father (Esquire

Hutchinson) and Esquire Gillespie, both very old men, and the

only immediate neighbors left in the country, to assist him.

After holding a consultation, it was agreed to bury the citizen

first and hold the Federal officer a short time until his friends

could have an opportunity to claim his body if desired.

My father's family consisted of himself, my sister Linnie, and

the writer. Whilst the men were filling the grave where the

citizen was buried, say 200 yards distant from Mrs. White's

house, and in her private burying ground, the Federals returned

in considerable force, and finding them, began to curse and abuse

the rebels with language and threats too horrible to mention.

My sister Linnie was at Mrs. White's at the time. Leaving the

grave, a company of soldiers dashed towards the house, yelling

and cursing and acting in a manner which frightened the ladies

very much. The officer in charge ordered the house to be

burned. Esquire Gillespie, Willie White and my father hurriedly

filled the grave. My father, however, advised Willie White to

get out of their way, because he being a young man and also

having his horse saddled, might cause them to do him harm.

He followed the advice and rode away to the rear of his resi-

dence, but when the house had been fired and he heard the

pleadings and screams of the ladies, he quickly dismounted and

returned to them, leaving his horse hitched in the woods. Un-

fortunately, he entered the yard from the direction the scouts

had fired on and killed the lieutenant, which seemed to infuriate

them, because the officer in command ordered him to be shot

down. Willie White explained his connection with the affair
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and pleaded his loyalty to the Union and begged to have a

chance to prove it all.

My sister Linnie ran in between Willie and the guns, telling

them how faithful he had been to their cause, and how he had

disgraced himself by being a Union man and refusing to go into

the Confederate Army. They would not listen to her, however,

and the officer cursed her, saying: "If she does not get out of

the way, kill her, too."

"Nothing but blood and ashes will satisfy us for killing Lieu-

tenant Cunningham." Before they fired, the captain ordered

a part of the soldiers to go back to the grave and kill every

d n man to be found. My sister, dreadfully alarmed for the

safety of our father, ran with all her might, begging the men
not to kill him. Immediately after she left, Willie White was

shot and wounded in the shoulder, which cut an artery, but

he jumped over the fence and attempted to escape. His mother,

wife and sister, on their knees, begged and pleaded for his life

to be spared, but the Yankees followed and killed the poor boy
as he stood by a tree holding on for support.

The house was a two-story frame building, and while it was

burning the soldiers compelled the ladies to remain in the yard.

They complained of the great heat, and begged to be allowed to

get out of the yard, but they said, "No
; stay there and cook."

After they had slaughtered Willie White they returned and told

his wife and mother of the horrible cruelties they had inflicted, and

told her if anyone buried him or gave her a shelter they would

be treated likewise. Before the squad which had been ordered to

kill my father and Esquire Gillespie reached them, my sister

Linnie called to them and explained their purpose, and begged
them to get away; but both of the old men stood erect with

their hands on their spades, and with a short prayer committed

themselves into the hands of Almighty God. The soldiers were

ordered to get ready, but when the command was given to fire,

not a gun went off. The officer cursed the men and threatened

to have them all shot, but one bold, manly fellow said, "I will

be d d before I shoot these helpless old men." Nor were they

hurt. When the rest of the company joined the squad from the

yard and found the dead lieutenant not buried, they began curs-

ing again and said it was the purpose to leave his body for the
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hogs, and for that reason they would see^that the hogs ate Willie

White's body. With repeated threats against anyone who
wanted to bury his body, they ordered the two old men to move

off as prisoners. A squad was sent to burn my father's house.

As they marched along towards Memphis they met a regiment

of infantry, when squads were set to work burning houses and

killing stock and chickens.

When they reached Horn Lake depot, the stores and depot

and the beautiful Mayfield home were burned. They awoke Mrs.

Mayfield and her little children about midnight, and after the

house was in ashes, said : "We will kill anyone who gives you
shelter/'

In the meantime Mrs. White had been hunting a place of

shelter, and after walking about four miles through fields and

creek bottoms, expecting every moment to be overtaken and

probably murdered, she and her daughter and Willie White's

widow and Linnie reached the home of a relative just before day-

light, but in a state of exhaustion and collapse.

Before arriving at Memphis, the Federals released my father

and Esquire Gillespie, and they returned home on foot. My
father found his home in ashes, and my sister being cared for

by the old family servants. They admonished my father and

Esquire Gillespie "to be very careful, and not let any more 'rebels'

shoot their men
;

if they did, no excuse would spare their lives."

Notwithstanding their threats, my father called to his aid one

of his old negro men and went in search of young White's body.

They found him lying by a tree, where he had been horribly

murdered. He had six bullet holes in his head, one in each eye,

and six saber cuts on his body, besides wounds on his shoulders.

Fatiier and the old servant brought him home and kept him

until his brother-in-law came out from Memphis under a flag

of truce, when the three dug a grave and laid him to rest.

MAEY L. HUTCHINSON.

Horn Lake, Miss., November 4, 1886.
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ROSTER OF COMPANY E, NINETEENTH
VIRGINIA INFANTRY.

Brief Story of War Life.

HEADQUARTERS Goss-GftiGSBY CAMP, No. 93,

CONFEDERATE VETERANS,

STONY POINT, VA.
Editor of The Times-Dispatch:

SIR, I send to your Confederate column muster roll of

officers and men of "E" Company, I9th Virginia Regiment.
In March, 1902, Colonel Charles S. Peyton, now of Ronceverte,

W. Va., who assisted in the organization of the company, and

was its first captain, whilst on a visit to his old home, Stony

Point, Va., with the assistance of the late John W. Goss, and my-
self commenced this work. When Colonel Peyton returned to

West Virginia he requested me to complete the roll. Now, after

many unavoidable hinderances, I hand you an official war record

of the company, for not a name, not a remark by "memory."
The roll is verified by first sergeants' books, now in possession

of the families of descendants of these officers, and of four

muster rolls of the company in my possession. There may be

some names left out. I do not know. I know as far as this roll

goes it is correct.

LYNN L. Goss.

This company was organized April, 1860, and known as "The

Piedmont Guards," with headquarters at Stony Point, Albemarle

County, Va. On the
.

loth of May, 1861, at Culpeper Court-

house, Va., it was mustered into service by Lieutenant-Colonel

John B. Strange. The first colonel of the regiment was Philip

St. G. Cocke; the first lieutenant-colonel, John B. Strange, and

the first major, Henry Gantt, Lieutenant C. C. Wertenbaker, of

Company A, was detailed adjutant. He was afterwards promoted
and assigned regiment's adjutant. In the fall of 1861, Colonel

A. T. M. Rust was assigned to command the regiment. At
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the reorganization in 1862 Lieutenant-Colonel Strange was

elected colonel. (He was killed at Boonsboro, South Maryland,

September 14, 1862). Major Gantt was elected lieutenant-

colonel, and after Strange's death was promoted colonel. He

was badly wounded July 3, 1863, at Gettysburg. Captain Charles

S. Peyton was promoted major, September 14, 1862. (He lost

his left arm August 30, 1862, at Second Manassas). He was

wounded July 3, 1863, at Gettysburg, and was promoted to

lieutenant-colonel in early fall of the same year.

The brigade was formed of the following Virginia Regiments.

The i8th, igth, 28th and 56th. In the fall of 1861 the 8th Vir-

ginia Regiment was assigned to the brigade.

The brigade commanders were : First brigadie-general, Philip

St. G. Cocke; second brigadier-general, George E. Pickett;

third brigadier-general, Richard B. Garnett. He was killed July

5, 1863, at Gettysburg. Fourth and last brigadier-general, Eppa

Hunton, to the close of the war. The brigade belonged to

Pickett's Division.

Peyton, Charles S., captain, wounded in Second Manassas bat-

tle, August 30, 1862
;
left arm amputated ; promoted major Sep-

tember 14, 1862; wounded in left leg July 3, 1863, in battle of

Gettysburg. Major Peyton was the only field officer left in the

brigade Garnett's which he took command of and brought
off the field. He was the only officer of Pickett's Division who
made a report of this battle. He was promoted lieutenant-

colonel early in the fall of 1863, and assigned to post duty and

served to the close of the war.

Pritchett, William R., first lieutenant; promoted captain in

the fall of 1862
;
died of smallpox in Richmond Hospital, March

3, 1863.

Goss, William Walker, second lieutenant
; promoted first lieu-

tenant in the fall of 1862
; promoted captain early in 1863 ;

mort-

ally wounded in the battle of Gettysburg, July 3, 1863; died

there in field hospital, July 18, 1863.

Thurman, Benjamin W., third lieutenant
;
not re-elected at

the reorganization.

Taylor, Albert G., first sergeant; accidentally shot at Manassas,

June 10, 1861, and died twelve hours afterwards.
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Foster, Anthony, second sergeant ; discharged by conscript

act of 1862; over thirty-five years of age.

Barksdale, Franklin, third sergeant; captured at Yorktown,

April 26, 1862; exchanged August 5, 1862.

Bragg, James Y., fourth sergeant; promoted through dif-

ferent grades to first lieutenant; captured July 3, 1863, at Gettys-

burg; exchanged March 10, 1865.

Salmon, James, fifth sergeant, promoted through different

grades to first lieutenant; wounded in shoulder July 3, 1863, at

Gettysburg; commanded the company from July 5, 1863, to

his death in battle at Hatcher's Run, March, 1865.

Gilbert, Robert M., first corporal; promoted third sergeant;

wounded in battle at Boonsboro, Md., September 14, 1862; con-

cussion of abdomen in battle of Cold Harbor; died March 15,

1865.

Edwards, Samuel W., second corporal; promoted first ser-

geant; surrendered the company April 9, 1865, at Appomattox.

Sandridge, James J., third corporal; wounded at Games' Mill

June 27, 1862; killed in battle of Gettysburg July 3, 1863.

Ferguson, Reuben P., fourth corporal ;
wounded in the mouth

in battle of Seven Pines June i, 1862; transferred to 2nd Regi-

ment, Virginia Cavalry.

PRIVATES.

Byers, David H., arm shattered in battle of Seven Pines, June

I, 1862; honorably discharged by reason of fifth wound.

Bowles, John W., detailed brigade blacksmith.

Bellomy, Andrew J., enlisted August 22, 1862.

Brockman, Butley, severely wounded in face in Second Man-
assas battle, August 30, 1862.

Brockman, James P., enlisted August 22, 1862.

Butler, Jacob W., killed August 30, 1862, in second battle of

Manassas.

Brockman, Walter D., died at home, August 21, 1861, of

typhoid fever.

Beck, T. J., died September 15, 1861.

Bramham, John H., transferred to other service.

Bramham, James G., promoted first sergeant ; severely
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wounded in second battle of Manassas, August 30, 1862; right

arm paralyzed.

Garden, William B., killed in battle of Gettysburg, July 3, 1863.

Garden, R. E.

Garden, John A., wounded in left leg in battle of Hewlett

Lawn, November 17, 1863.

Garden, A. J.

Carpenter, John F., killed in battle of Gettysburg, July 3, 1863.

Condrey, Jerry, joined by transfer, August I, 1862.

Carver, James C., died December 25, 1861, at Manassas, of

typhoid fever.

Dowell, Major M., wounded August 30, 1862, in Second Man-

nassas battle; killed July 3, 1863, at Gettysburg.

Dunett, Thomas D., captured April 26, 1862, at Yorktown;

exchanged August 5, 1862; wounded in hip July 3, 1863, in bat-

tle of Gettysburg, and captured; exchanged August 28, 1863.

Dowell, R. E., wounded in hip in battle at Brook Church,

May 12, 1864; little finger shot off in battle at Cold Harbor.

Dowell, Ezekiel, enlisted August, 1863.

Duncan, J. B.

Draper, John, discharged on regular detail.

Edwards, Tazewell S., discharged by conscript act, over thirty-

five years of age ;
re-enlisted and promoted fourth sergeant.

Edwards, Brice J., wounded in head in battle of Games' Mill,

June 27, 1862; discharged by conscript act, over thirty-five years

of age.

Eastin, Granville, wounded in battle of Seven Pines, June I,

1862; killed in battle at Boonsboro, Md., September 14, 1862.

Eastin, Henry, killed at Yorktown April 26, 1862.

Eheart, Adam G., wounded in left arm August 30, 1862, in

Second Manassas battle
;
wounded in right leg July 3, 1863, at

Gettysburg and captured.

Eastham, David C., promoted fifth sergeant.

Ferguson, Charles M., made corporal ;
died at home of typhoid

fever February 21, 1862.

Flynt, James T., wounded badly in right hand June I, 1862, in

battle of Seven Pines
;
never fit for duty afterwards.

Flynt, William D., wounded in right arm in second battle of
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Manassas August 30, 1862; detailed October 20, 1862, by order

of Secretary of War.

Flynt, O. K.

Gilliam, James L., detailed government tanner, afterwards

transferred to 5th Regiment, Virginia Cavalry.

Gilbert, Beverly, wounded May 12, 1864, in battle at Brook

Church.

Gerold, Garland F., wounded in battle at Games' Mill, June

27, 1862, left leg amputated; honorably discharged October 7,

1864, for this cause.

Garnett, William J., wounded in right arm, at Games' Mill,

June 27, 1862.

Garnett, Milton, transferred to 39th Battalion Virginia Cavalry,

December 19, 1864.

Gregory, Benjamin F., enlisted March 15, 1862.

Goss, John W., transferred Company K, 2nd Regiment, Vir-

ginia Cavalry, and from there to 39th Battalion, Virginia Cavalry.

Gore, James, discharged 1862, "by conscript act," over thirty-

five years of age.

Goss, Ebenezer, enlisted October 10, 1864; exchanged with

H. T. McCune to 39th Battalion, Virginia Cavalry, November

23, 1864.

Harlow, Samuel M.

Herring, Henry A., detailed brigade teamster.

Herring, John Henry.

Hill, William H., wounded in hand, Second Manassas, August

30, 1862.

Hall, Henry J., killed in battle at Gettysburg, July 3, 1863.

Hall, William S., wounded in right shoulder, Games' Mill,

June 27, 1862.

Hall, Joseph M., enlisted March 28, 1862.

Hall, E. B., honorably discharged and detailed to other

service.

Harris, William, honorably discharged and detailed to other

service.

Harlow, Lucian M., enlisted May 10, 1861.

Johnson, W. W., died Chimborazo Hospital, typhoid fever,

June 27, 1864.
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Johnston, William W., captured at Yorktown, April 26, 1862;

exchanged August 5, 1862.

Jones, B. C.

Kendricks, J. M.

Kite, William H., enlisted October 30, 1864; transferred to

39th Battalion, Virginia Cavalry.

Leake, William J., enlisted May 10, 1861.

Leake, John W., wounded May 5, 1862, in battle of Williams-

burg; mortally wounded in battle of Seven Pines, June i, 1862;

died in Richmond Hospital, June 3, 1862.

Lane, Nemiah, detailed to other service.

LeTellier, Joseph C., wounded at Gettysburg, July 3, 1863.

LeTellier, William B., promoted second lieutenant, April 13,

1863; wounded in the face, July 3, 1863, at Gettysburg and cap-

tured; died there in field hospital, August i, 1863.

Mundy, Johanthan B., wounded at Gettysburg, July 3, 1863.

Mundy, Isaac L., enlisted May 10, 1861.

Mundy, Thomas W., promoted second sergeant; wounded

August 30, 1862, in battle of Second Manassas
;
killed July 3,

1863, at Gettysburg.

Mundy, Henry B., died November 3, 1861, in hospital at

Charlottesville.

Mooney, Madison, wounded in battle, Frazer's Farm, June

30, 1862; wounded November 17, 1863, at Hewlett House; evi-

dently shot June 8, 1864, and died from effects of wound.

Meeks, Henry M., captured at Yorktown, April 26, 1862; ex-

changed August 5, 1862.

Mahanes, Tavenor O., promoted fourth corporal; captured
at Yorktown, April 26, 1862; exchanged August 5, 1862;

wounded in battle of Gettysburg, July 3, 1863, and captured.

Minor, Peter H., captured at Yorktown, April 26, 1862
;
ex-

changed August 5, 18^2; killed July 3, 1863, in battle of Gettys-

burg.

Madison, James A., captured at Yorktown, April 26, 1862;

exchanged August 8, 1862.

Mitchell, W. F.

Martin, Timothy, by exchange with N. T. Routt, March 24,

1865.

McCue, H. T., exchanged with E. Goss, November 23, 1864.
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McCue, W. M., exchanged with Milton Garnett, December

19, 1864.

McAllester, William T., honorably discharged on account of

physical disability.

Norvell, Joseph B., captured at Yorktown, April 26, 1862;

exchanged August 5, 1862; killed July 3, 1863, in battle of

Gettysburg.

Nimmo, Hiram, enlisted March 15, 1862; deserted April 6,

1862.

Pritchett, Bellfield, wounded at Sharpsburg, Md., September 7,

1862; wounded July 5, 1863, at Gettysburg; wounded March,

1865, at Hulcher Run.

Pritchett, James D., wounded in head June 27, 1862, at Games'

Mill.

Preddy, Obediah, discharged by "conscript act," 1862, over

thirty-five years of age.

Routt, A. P., exchanged with T. Martin to 5th Virginia Regi-

ment, cavalry, March 24, 1865.

Simms, William J., captured at Yorktown, April 26, 1862;

exchanged August 5, 1862; discharged by "conscript act," 1862,

over thirty-five years of age.

Smith, James A., enlisted May 10, 1861.

Sampson, George W.

Salmon, Thomas B., detailed at Chimborazo Hospital, June
8, 1862.

Thomas, Tazwell S., died August 3, 1862, in hospital.

Taylor, John R., killed at Gettysburg, July 3, 1863.

Twyman, Travis J., promoted third corporal; captured at

Yorktown, April 26, 1862; exchanged August 5, 1862; wounded
in battle at Brook Church, May 12, 1864.

Teel, Lewis, discharged under age, July, 1861.

Vaughan, William J., detailed teamster.

Vaughan, Cornelius G., detailed teamster.

Wood, James F., wounded in right side, July 3, 1863, at

Gettysburg.

Wood, Alfred T., enlisted May 10, 1861.

Wood, Robert B., badly wounded, June I, 1862, at Seven

Pines.
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Wood, Marian, badly wounded, June 27, 1862, at Games' Mill.

Wood, W. M., detailed brigade teamster.

Wood. W. L.

Wood, C. T., enlisted October 16, 1864.

Wood, William C., killed at Games' Mill, June 27, 1862.

Wood, Lemuel E., promoted second lieutenant ;
died at home,

February 17, 1863, of typhoid fever.

Wood, Washington, enlisted May 10, 1861.

Zibinia, Antaino, killed August 30, 1862, Second Manassas

battle.
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BRAVE CAROLINIAN FELL AT GETTYSBURG.

How Colonel Henry King Burgwyn Lost His Life.

EALEIGH, N. C., May 13, 1906.

The presence at Raleigh, N. C., of Colonel William H. S.

Burgwyn, of Northampton County, who delivered the memorial

address May 10, called attention to the fate of his brother,

Colonel Henry King Burgwyn, the gallant young commander

of the 26th North Carolina Infantry, who lost his life at Gettys-

burg. It happened that among the Confederate veterans who
attended the Memorial Day exercises was William M. Cheek,

of Lundley, Chatham County, who was a private in Company E,

of the 26th Regiment, and who saw Colonel Burgwyn when the

latter was shot. Mr. Cheek said : "It was in the first day's

fight at Gettysburg. Our regiment had been formed in line of

battle and advanced a considerable distance towards the Federal

lines. Our colors were very prominent in the center. Time after

time they were shot down by the hot fire of infantry and artillery,

and in all they fell fifteen times, sometimes the staff being broken

and sometimes a color-bearer being shot down.

"The color-sergeant was killed quite early in the advance and

then a private of F company took the flag. He was shot once,

but rose and went on, saying, 'Come on, boys !' and as the words

left his lips was again shot down, when the flag was taken by

Captain McCreary, who was killed a moment or two later. Then

Colonel Burgwyn himself took the colors and as we were ad-

vancing over the brow of a little hill and he was a few feet in

advance of the center of the regiment, he was shot as he partly

turned to give an order, a bullet passing through his abdomen.

He fell backwards, the regiment continuing its advance, Lieu-

tenant-Colonel John R. Lane taking command and at the same

time taking the flag from Colonel Burgwyn. In a moment, it

seemed, he was shot, and then Captain W. S. Brewer, of my
company, took the flag and carried it through the remainder of
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the advance, Major John Jones having then assumed command

of the regiment. Our regiment was recalled and retired. I was

knocked down by the explosion of a shell, which injured my
eyesight somewhat, but soon rose, and as myself and some com-

rades went back I saw Colonel Burgwyn being carried off the

field by two soldiers, named Ellington and Staton, who were

using one of their blankets for that purpose.

"Colonel Burgwyn asked me, whom he recognized as being a

member of his command, to help carry him off the field, and I

at once gave my aid. We carried him some distance towards

the place where our line of battle had been formed, and as we

were thus moving him a lieutenant of some South Carolina

regiment came up and took hold of the blanket to help us.

Colonel Burgwyn did not seem to suffer much, but asked the

lieutenant to pour some water on his wound. He was put down

upon the ground while the water was poured from canteens upon
him. His coat was taken off and I stooped to take his watch,

which was held around his neck by a silk cord. As I did so the

South Carolina lieutenant seized the watch, broke the cord, put

the watch in his pocket and started off with it. I demanded the

watch, telling the officer that he should not thus take away the

watch of my colonel, and that I would kill him as sure as powder
woud burn, with these words cocking my rifle and taking aim

at him.

"I made him come back and give up the watch, at the same

time telling him he was nothing but a thief, and then ordering

him to leave, which he did. In a few moments Colonel Burgwyn
said to me that he would never forget me, and I shall never for-

get the look he gave me as he spoke these words. We then

picked him up again and carried him very close to the place

where we had been formed in line of battle. Captain Young,
of General Pettigrew's, staff, came up and expressed much

sympathy with Colonel Burgwyn. The latter said that he was

very grateful for the sympathy, and added, 'The Lord's will be

done. We have gained the greatest victory in the war. I have

no regret at my approaching death. I fell in the defense of my
country.'

"About that time a shell exploded very near us and took off

the entire top of the hat of Captain Brewer, who had joined our
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party. I left and went to search for one of our litters, in order

to place Colonel Burgwyn upon it, so as to carry him more

comfortably and conveniently. I found the litter with some

difficulty, and as the bearers and myself came up to the spot

where Colonel Burgwyn was lying on the ground, we found

that he was dying. I sat down and took his hand in my lap.

He had very little to say, but I remember that his last words

were that he was entirely satisfied with everything, and 'The

Lord's will be done/ Thus he died, very quietly and resignedly.

I never saw a braver man than he. He was always cool under

fire and knew exactly what to do, and his men were devoted to

him.

"He was the youngest colonel I ever saw in all my experience

as a soldier. If he had lived he would have been given high

rank, I feel sure." After Mr. Cheek had given this interesting

story, now told for the first time of the fate of his gallant colonel,

he was shown, and viewed with much emotion, the sword, sash

and gauntlets which Colonel Burgwyn wore during the terrible

first day at Gettysburg, that greatest of battles of all the Civil

War, which marked what came to be known as the "highwater-
mark of the war/' and in which the 26th Regiment suffered a

greater loss than any other regiment, either Federal or Con-

federate, during the entire four years' struggle.

FRED A. OLDS.
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From the Times-Dispatch, September 24, 1905.

ROSTER OF M'NEIL'S RANGERS.

The following is republished from the Staunton Spectator, by

request, and published with pleasure, that it may be preserved

along with other Confederate history that finds its way from

"Our Confederate Column" to the scrap-books of the old boys

who "fit" under "Marse Bob."

The Confederate Column takes it as it finds it in the Spectator,

adding only the little story at the bottom.

We have been furnished by one of McNeil's men, Corporal

D. M. Parsons, with a complete list of Captain John H. McNeil's

Partisan Rangers, which next to Mosby's Battalion, was the

most noted command of scouts that operated in Virginia during

the war. Many of them will be recognized as gallant Augusta
and Rockingham boys. There are 187 of them, all being Vir-

ginians except nineteen, who were from Maryland, and are

marked Md. in the list.

OFFICERS.
V

McNiel, John H., captain; McNeil, J. C, first lieutenant;

Welton, I. S., second lieutenant; Dolan, J. B., third lieutenant;

Taylor, Harrison, first sergeant; Vandiver, J. L., second ser-

geant; Dailey, James, third sergeant; Seymour, Able, fourth

sergeant ; Hopkins, David, first corporal ; Judy, I., second cor-

poral ; Oats, L, third corporal ; Parsons, D. M., fourth coropral.

PRIVATES.

Acker, John, Alexander, M. S., Allen, George M., Allen Her-

man, Ala.
; Anderson, Nathan H., Athey, William, Allen, J.,

Albright, James, Armentrout, Sol., Bobo, Jackson, Bean, Fred,

Bierkamy, William, Brathwaite, Newton, Blakemore, William,

Bowman, Jack, Barnula, Joseph, Bare, William, Baldwin, H.,
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Blakemore, George, Branson, William, Bennett, Henry, Brown-

ing, E. R., Md.
; Boggs, Gus, Md.

; Crawford, James, Contey,

Jack, Carson, John W., Cleaver, William, Clutter, J. W., Cain,

Thomas, Cowger, David A., Coleman, Jack, Cokeley, John,

Cokeley, George, Cooper, J., Clarey, L., Md.
; Clarey, Thad.,

Md.
; Clarey, Rich., Md.

; Chisholm, Wallace, Md.
; Cresap, Van,

Md.
; Cosner, Wayne, Carle, George, Coffman, Joseph, Childs,

Ben, Cunningham, John, Daugherty, Sam, Davis, R. C., Duffy,

J. W., Duval, H. R., Md.
; Davis, Frank, Dyer, Robin, Dyce,

Sam, Devectman, P., Md.
; Enright, E. C., Fay, J. B. Md. ;

Fisher, J. G., Frederick, Lewis, Gray, S., Grady, George, Har-

ness, G. S., Halterman, J., Harvey, J., Hevener, J., Hoy, William,

Harness, W. W., Hill, L, Houck, William, Houseworth, J.,

Hess, James, Hunter, John, Hutter, C. R., High, J. W., Hoad,

H., Hack, A. C., Md. ; Hutton, John, Hopkins, William, Harper,

John, Judy, D., Jones, H. C., Johnson, Charles, Jacobs, George,

Jones, Sam, Johnson, Fisher, Johnson, John, Kiracoffe, Nelson,

Ketterman, H., Lobb, Robert, Lynn, John, Md.
; Lynn, Sprigg,

Md.
; Long, J. R., Larey, M., Luke, William, Md.

; Logan, Loyd,

Liggett, Robert, Mason, J. H., Markwood, John, Martin, Taylor,

Maloney, William, Marginnis, J., Mountz, J. D., Md.
;
Mark-

wood, George, Magalis, William, Michael, J., McKaig, John,
Md.

; Moore, Sam, Miller, Simon, Moupin, Lincoln, Mace, John,

Mason, J. H., Miller, Charles, Martin, William, Miller, Rader,

Miller, James, Mills, Reuben, Miles, William, Michael, Isaac,

Neville, Thornton, Norris, William, O'Haver, Martin, Over-

man, John, O'Rouke, John, Parker, Joseph A., Poole, William,

Painter, N. B., Pennybacker, J. E., Pennybacker, Isaac, Reed,

John, Ritter, Henry, Richardson, John, Rinker, William, Rogers,

John, Rhodes, O. L., Richards, B. F., Robinson, I. N., Rosser,

Robert, Shaffer, Sam, Smith, John, Showalter, John, Senman,

William, Stewart, F., Md.
; Seymour, Henry, Seymour, William,

Stickley, S., Steele, John, Showalter, D. H., Shipman, J., Saun-

clers, James, Scott, F., Shoemate, William, Shryock, J., Spauld-

ing, William, Shore, H. W., Shitagger, William, Temple, J. M.,

Tabb, Harlan, Tabb, P., Trumbo, M. G., Tucker, E., Tucker,

Sam, Truehart, H. M., Tex.
; Triplett, John, Triplett, Joseph,

Taylor, G. R., Tevebaugh, L, Vandiver, George, VanPelt, John,
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Vallandingham, J. L., Md.
; Whitmore, John, Watring, Ben,

Welch, James, Welton, S., Westmoreland, M., White, Charles,

Williamson, J. B., Md.
; Watkins, O. U., Wilson, J.

Among this company's many daring exploits was the raid of

1864 into Cumberland, Md., which was occupied by over ten

thousand Federal troops, and their successful capture of Gen-

erals Crook and Kelly, whom they brought safely through the

lines to Richmond.
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From the Times-Dispatch, May 19, 1901.

POLIGNAC'S MISSION.

An Interesting Chapter in Confederate History Defence
of President Davis.

The Story of the Proposed Cession of Louisiana to France Exploded
An Interview With the Emperor Foreign Aid and Slavery.

The following throws interesting light on an incident of Con-

federate history, which has been greatly distorted :

VILLA JESSIE, CANNES, FRANCE, April 17, 1901.

GENERAL MARCUS J. WRIGHT:

My Dear General, I enclose the narrative of my journey
to France in 1865, intended to refute the suggestions of the

Washington Post, and beg that you will kindly, in defence of

the honor of President Jefferson Davis, General Kirby Smith,

and my own self, give my explanations the widest publicity.

You will observe that on page 6 I have the military rank of

Governor Allen as colonel, written in pencil; the reason is that

I do not remember whether he was then colonel or general, and

I wish you would kindly correct the rank and the initials to his

name. Had I been able to refer to clippings and memoranda
notes I could have supplied more precise dates.

I hope you received my telegram of 2nd instant, worded:

"Will answer your letter, meanwhile I deny emphatically sug-

gestion of Washington Post."

Should you be able to find in print the speech of Hon. Jeffer-

son Davis, to which I allude, please substitute the exact word-

ing into my manuscript.

Hoping that you will do me the favor of acknowledging the

receipt of my manuscript, believe me, my dear General, ever

your friend,

C. J. POLIGNAC.
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The letter was printed in the Washington Post, and is repro-

duced here:

THE LAST CHAPTER IN CONFEDERATE HISTORY.

In two editorials of the Washington Post, March 14 and 19,

1901, the suggestion is made and repeated that toward the

close of the war of secession, in 1865, I was sent to Europe by
President Jefferson Davis on an important mission, the object

of which was to offer to the Emperor of the French a retro-

cession of the State of Louisiana in exchange for armed inter-

vention on behalf of the Confederacy.

This startling discovery was intended to fill a gap in history,

and I wonder that even the love of fiction inherent to mankind

could have led any minds so far astray as to give the slightest

attention, far less attach any credence, to a wild, sensational

suggestion the offspring of an overfertile imagination.

The plain truth is that I had no mission at all, or, if for want

of another word it must needs be called so, its conception in-

volved nobody but myself. The genesis of it and its develop-

ment are set forth in the following narrative :

After the successful issue of the Louisiana campaign in 1864,

there being no prospects of a speedy renewal of hostilities, and

the division I then commanded being in the highest state of

efficiency, it occurred to me that I might do some good by con-

veying information abroad. Letters which I received about that

time, having strengthened this opinion, I repaired to Shreve-

port in the winter of 1865, and suggested to General Kirby
Smith the advisability of granting me a six months' leave of

absence for the purpose of going abroad and of availing myself
of the curiosity and interest which the presence of an active

participant in the great struggle now going on could not fail

to awaken in foreign parts, in order to enlist sympathy with

the Southern Cause. Nor was my purpose as vague and indefi-

nite as might appear thus far. There was one circumstance

which gave it substantiality one man who was, so to say, the

pivot of my self-imposed task. This man was not the Emperor
of the French, far less Lord Palmerston, but the Duke of

Morny, an intimate confidant and devoted friend of the Em-
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peror. As a statesman, he was credited with some shrewdness

practical, self-possessed, as devoid of enthusiasm as free from

prejudice. I had some acquaintance with him. I had met him

privately several times before leaving France. I had introduced

to him one of the delegates whom, at an early stage of the

conflict, some of the Southern States had sent abroad (I believe

it was the delegate from South Carolina), and had noticed on

every occasion his readiness to receive information and the

unbiased, practical view he took of the conflict. With him I

could talk without hindrance. I could see him privately, in-

formally. He could listen to me day after day without in any
manner committing his government, ask any questions he liked,

and elicit every information more freely from a mere eye-witness,

bearing no credentials, than he could do from an authorized

representative of the Confederate Government. Here, then,

was an advantage which I intended to turn to account during
a temporary absence from the field.

FOR "MODIFICATION OF SHAM NEUTRALITY/'

General H. W. Allen, an accomplished gentleman and dis-

tinguished officer, still suffering from a wound received in the

field, was then Governor of Louisiana. I enjoyed his friendship

and confidence. He honored me with his esteem, and had

lately offered me a presentation sword in the name of the State

of Louisiana. To him I also imparted my purpose, and the

question was fully discussed in all its bearings between him,

General Kirby Smith, and myself. It is true that as to the

intrinsic nature and merits of the conflict I could only repeat

what others had said, yet both Governor Allen and General

Kirby Smith concurred in the opinion that my acquaintance
with the Duke de Morny was an interesting feature, which I

might well try to turn to good account during a period of an-

ticipated calm, in which my presence among my troops did not

appear of absolute necessity. None of us three was over san-

guine about the result of my undertaking, and in our wildest

flights of fancy never looked to an armed intervention as within

the range of human possibilities ;
but it did not seem impossible

to obtain a modification of a sham neutrality, which worked
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entirely in favor of the North, to which a stream of mercenaries

from all parts of the world was constantly flowing, and to secure

something like equal treatment to the Confederate States, especi-

ally as regarded their navy. French commercial interests, I

well knew, made the mercantile world lean toward the South,

and in fact, it is difficult for me even now to comprehend how

England and France could, from the first, submit to a mere

paper blockade, in direct opposition to some of their most im-

portant commercial and manufacturing interests, when they

might have set it aside by a mere stroke of the pen, without

probably ever firing a gun over it.

My journey was, after due consideration, finally decided on.

In order to give more weight to my presence abroad I asked

General Kirby Smith to allow my chief-of-staff, Major T. C.

Moncure, to accompany me
;
and Governor Allen said he would

avail himself of this opportunity to write a letter to the Emperor
of France, of which his aide-de-camp, Colonel Ernest Milten-

berger, should be the bearer. It lay within the sphere of author-

ity of General Kirby Smith to grant Major Moncure and my-
self a leave of absence of six months. Neither the chief of the

War Department nor President Davis had to be consulted in

the matter, and in point of fact they were not.

I did not read the letter which Governor Allen wrote, and,

therefore, cannot speak "de visu" of its contents, but in a letter

addressed to the editor of the Washington Post, bearing date

Washington, March i6th, and published in that paper under the

heading, "Lost Chapter in History," I note the passage:

"A paper was prepared, which I read, to be presented to

Napoleon III, quoting the third article of the treaty of Paris,

ceding Louisiana to the United States," etc., etc.

There was no other paper prepared than Governor Allen's

letter, and since the correspondent of the Washington Post has

read it, he knows as well as I do that it contained no such bar-

gain as that suggested by the Washington Post viz., the retro-

cession of Louisiana to France in return for armed intervention,

nor does he assert it verbatim.

GOVERNOR ALLEN'S CONFIDENTIAL SCHEME.

I have said I enjoyed Governor Allen's confidence. This is
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not a mere commonplace sentence. In fact, before our departure,

Governor Allen imparted to me a scheme of his of a somewhat

surprising nature, and which, at the time, might well have borne

the stamp "Confidential." I shall disclose it further on, and it

will serve to dispose of some other assertions of a speculative

character which have appeared in the Washington Post. Mean-

while, I go on with my narrative.

Having no memorandum notes at my disposal at the time I

write, I cannot give precise dates, but I believe it was in March,

1865, that Colonel E. Miltenberger, Major Moncure, and my-
self left Shreveport on what may have appeared a special mis-

sion of some kind. Of us three, Colonel E. Miltenberger alone

was invested with an official character, confined, however, to

the State of Louisiana, not emanating from the Confederacy as

an aggregate of States.

Our path lay through the breadth of Texas, and the news of

my passage having preceded me, I was met at every stage of

our journey by a deputation of citizens, who came to welcome

me
;
nor was I allowed to settle any hotel bill, but everywhere

was received and considered as the guest of the State. In

recalling these incidents, I am only impelled by the desire of

conveying to the State of Texas my deep and lasting sense of

gratitude for the well-remembered and highly-appreciated court-

esy extended me on that occasion.

We travelled by stagecoach, and our progress was slow. At

length we reached Matamoras, where we crossed the Rio Grande

into Mexico territory. Here we had to wait for steamer to take

us to Havana, and at the latter place another delay occurred,

when finally we were able to embark on board a Spanish ship,

one of a line of steamers plying between Havana and Cadiz,

which port we reached after a stormy passage of at least four-

teen days.

From Cadiz we went on to Madrid, partly by stagecoach.
From Madrid, however, we could travel on by rail to Bordeaux

and Paris.

On the last day of our journey, in looking over a newspaper,
the first news that met my eye was that of the Duke de Morny's
death. It seemed like the irony of fate that the fulcrum so to

speak of my efforts should fail me just as I was reaching my
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destination. From that moment I knew that whatever sympathy
I might meet with it could lead to no practical results. I did not

even seek an audience from the Emperor. But it happened that

among the former friends and acquaintances who, on the news

of my return, hastened to meet me, there was an officer of the

French army, Major De Vatry, half-brother to the then Duke

of Elchingen, a descendant of the famos Marshal Ney, at that

time on the Emperor's military staff. He was very anxious

to secure an interview for me, which he did without any diffi-

culty, the Emperor having, as he informed me, expressed at

once his perfect willingness to receive me.

INFOEMAL AUDIENCE WITH EMPEROR.

I had thus an informal audience, not obtained through the

regular official channel, and was received by the Emperor with

the greatest courtesy. He bade me sit opposite him, and during

the conversation which ensued evinced much interest in the

progress of the war, made many remarks on details connected

with the operations in the field, but the political side of the

contest was never touched upon. All I could do was to assure

him that the people of the South were determined to fight to

the last in defense of the political doctrine of State-rights handed

to them as an heirloom by their forefathers, and that in doing so

they were only upholding the principles of Washington, and of

the other founders of the first Union of States established with

the aid of the French nation. To this the Emperor made no

reply. In taking leave of him I asked permission to introduce

an aide-de-camp of the Governor of Louisiana, the bearer of a

letter to him. The Emperor hesitated a moment, asking (I well

remember his words) : "Que me dit il dous cette lettre?" (What
does he tell me in that letter?) I replied that I had not read

the letter, but that it surely recalled the fact that Louisiana had

originally been a French settlement, adding that the ties of blood

had ever since kept alive a natural sympathy with France among
the descendants of the first settlers. The Emperor granted my
request, but more I think from courtesy to me than from any
other motive, for it struck me at the time how guarded he had

become the moment we approached the boundary of official
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ground. However, the next day I introduced Colonel Milten-

berger. He handed Governor Allen's letter to the Emperor, who,

without opening it, laid it on a table near him. He received us

standing and our conversation lasted only a few minutes.

This was my last interview with the Emperor. The news of

General Lee's surrender reached us almost immediately after-

ward, and the briefness of the interval would itself suffice to

disprove the allegations contained in the first editorial of the

Washington Post on "A Lost Chapter of History" (March 14,

1901), from which I quote the following extract:

"At all events Polignac, accompanied by Moncure, went to

Paris via Galveston, we think and though their mission was

barren of result, so far as concerned the Confederacy, it leaked

out when Moncure returned that Louis Napoleon had frequently

consulted with Lord Palmerston and that so far from refusing

to consider the proposition at all whatever it may have been

the latter had given it a great deal of his time, and had finally

dismissed it with reluctance. We have since been told that the

Queen herself intervened, but we rather think that the appear-
ance of the Russian fleets at New York and San Francisco

with orders, as afterward transpired, to place themselves at the

disposal of the United States Government cut at least some

figure in Lord Palmerston's philosophy."
So much for history! The wonderful array of political in-

trigues, negotiations, conflicting efforts, and warlike demon-

strations, supposed to have taken place in the space of a few

weeks, perhaps only of a few days, does infinite credit to the

dramatic imagination of the author, as well as to the spirit of

enterprise which distinguished this dramatic personage. Indeed,

the tenor of the whole article, with the Queen and the Russian

fleets thrown in, appeals so strongly to one's sense of humor
that it seems a pity to mar by any commentaries the comical

foundation of the scene.

Nor are the afterthoughts intended to supply motives for

these imaginary facts less ingeniously contrived. I quote again
from the aforementioned letter to the Editor of the Washington
Post (March 16, 1901) :

. . . "There was a strong feeling at the time west of the

Mississippi River that the Confederacy was doomed, and the
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effort was to preserve the part of the United States west of the

river to the Pacific Ocean as a slaveholding Confederacy. Of

course, if the European nations adopted the plan, it was certain

that the vast majority of the negroes from the Carolinas to the

river would be moved across it and that section would be an

agricultural free-trade community. It was, of course, an irides-

cent dream, but some of the ablest men in the South were

dreaming it."

SLAVERY A BAR TO FOREIGN AID.

I should feel inclined to think that it is the dream of a dreamer,

and that the correspondent of the Washington Post has dreamed

it, for I have known all the most prominent men of the South

and many others who might well come within the designation of

"some of the ablest men," and never heard any one of them as

much as hint at such a venture. Indeed, many of them knew

too well that the institution of slavery proved the greatest bar

to every hope of foreign assistance, and that the establishment

of a new slaveholding community with the aid of a foreign

power an absolute impossibility. But apart from this negative

objection, I am able to give information of a positive nature

which will point to the same conclusion.

I have said that while I was at Shreveport, preparing for my
journey, Governor Allen had imparted to me a scheme he was

then revolving in his mind. I will now disclose it. Seeing that

the South could not replace its fallen combatants, whereas the

North disposed of an ever-increasing army of foreign mercen-

aries
; moreover, that whenever the Federals obtained temporary

possession of Southern soil, they kidnapped the negroes and

pressed them into military service, Governor Allen's idea was to

arm the negroes, and as a consequence to give them their free-

dom. I remember his very words : "Of course," he said, "we

must give them their freedom." Suclra plan is obviously incom-

patible with the notion of a retrocession of Louisiana as a slave-

holding community, and some interesting conclusions can be

drawn from it.

In the first place, it shows that a prominent Southern man,

thoroughly acquainted with all the conditions of political and

social life in the Southern States, felt a perfect confidence in the

loyalty of the black population. Many Northern men would,
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no doubt, have considered the arming of the slaves as a risky

undertaking on the part of the South.

But the history of the war bears out Governor Allen's con-

fidence. During the four years the contest lasted no. negro out-

rage or disturbance arising out of the circumstances has to my
knowledge been recorded, nor is it possible to deny that the

total want of effervescense in the black population in times where

every facility for revolt was afforded them bears testimony to

and throws light upon the way in which the institution of slavery

was understood and put into practice in the Southern States.

On the other hand, it is impossible to admit that Governor

Allen should have brooded over such a scheme as I have stated

had he not conceived at least the possibility of its adoption, and

this points to the conclusion that the leading minds in the

South were, to his knowledge, very far from identifying slavery,

in the abstract, with the Confederate cause. In corroboration of

this inference I would recall:

1. A proclamation of President Abraham Lincoln, issued at

the beginning of the war. In it he tried to bribe the Southern

States back into the Union by the promise of the maintenance

of slavery, and failed.

2. A speech by President Jefferson Davis, delivered, I believe,

in 1864, and at Atlanta, Ga. In it he expressed the following

sentiments (I quote from memory) : "There are some who talk

of a return to the Union with slavery maintained, but who
would thus sacrifice honor to interest."

With this quotation I will close my narrative. The plain

statement of facts it contains will, I have no doubt, convince

any unbiased reader that the supposed scheme of a retrocession

of Louisiana never had any foundation in fact. Indeed I should

not have thought it necessary even to contradict such a myth
were it not that my silence might have been misinterpreted and

allowed some cloud of suspicion to hover over the memory of

departed friends. Their unsullied honor and untarnished fame

are, however, in themselves proof against attacks which, be

they base or futile, must inevitably recoil upon their authors,

exposing them to ridicule or contempt.
C. J. POLIGNAC.

Villa Jessie, Cannes, France, April 17, 1901.
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From the Times-Dispatch, July 8, 1906.

COMPLETE ROLL OF FAMOUS COMPANY.

Company A, Seventh Virginia Cavalry, Army of Northern

Virginia But Few Survivors Now.

Editor of the Times-Dispatch :

Sir, I enclose a correct roll of Company A, 7th Regiment,

Virginia Cavalry, Rosser's Brigade, which I hope to see pub-
lished in your Confederate column.

Ashby, Turner (Capt), killed near Harrisonburg, June 6, 1862.

Ashby, Richard, was killed, or rather wounded, at Kelley's

Island in 1861, and died of his wounds soon after at the house of

Mr. Washington.

Ashby, Vernon, dead.

Ashby, Luther R. (third lieutenant), still living.

Athey, W. Scott (was Baptist preacher), dead.

Anderson, Edward, died since the war.

Barnes, Jacob S., living in Baltimore, Md.

Blackmore, Robert, died since the war.

Burnes, Milton, living in Fairfax County.

Brent, Warren, killed at Upperville, June 27, 1863.

Brent, \Vm., wounded at Buckton in 1862; died October 3,

1904.

Brent, Hugh, wounded at Buckton in 1863, through his neck;

living in Baltimore, Md.

Bruce, Charles, killed at Sappony Church in 1863, Wilson's

Raid.

Buckner, Dick, living near Delaplane, Va.

Cochran, T. B., died since the war.

Crane, Major, died since the war.

Cornwell, Silas, died 1862, typhoid fever.

Carter, George, died since the war.

Carter, Pitman, killed in the Wilderness in 1864 (Friday).

Clem, A. W., blacksmith, dead.
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Chancellor, George, still living in Fauquier, near Delaplane.

Diffendaffer, George, lost sight of.

Donnelley, John B., died since the war in Washington, D. C.

Dean, Thomas, was drowned in Missouri after the war.

Darnell, J. B., living at Waynesboro, Va.

Dawson, lives in Baltimore, Md.

Engle, Bub., Upperville, Va., still living.

Eastham, Henry, lost sight of (dead).

Flynn, Henry, died since the war.

Fletcher, John (Capt.), was killed at Buckton in 1862.

Fletcher, Joshua C. (Second sergt.), was badly hurt in a

charge in November, 1864.

Fletcher, Clinton, killed at Greenland Gap (West Virginia

Raid).
-

Foster, Wm., still living; was a captain in Mosby's Battalion

at the close of the war.

Francis, George W., living in Moundsville, Va.

Foley, Oswald, killed at Kelley's Island, 1861.

Geiman, Jess C. (Ord. Sergt.), lives at Bloomfield, Va.

Gibson, Gurley, still living in Alabama.

Glasscock, Robt., died since the war.

Grigsby, Bushrod, died since the war.

Glasscock, Samuel, died since the war.

Glasscock, Alfred (Third Lieut.), died since the war.

Glasscock, Thomas, still living at Paris, Va.

Garrison, Bushrod, lost a foot in threshing machine, and

died since the war.

Garrison, Tip, died since the war; was wounded at Kelley's

Island.

Grigsby, Nat, wounded at Upperville, Va., June 27, 1863, and

died.

Gilmore, Howard, lost sight of as joined other commands.

Gilmore, Harry, lost sight of as joined other commands.

Gilmore, Dick, lost sight of as joined other commands.

Holmes, Chas., killed at Greenland Gap, W. Va.

Hitt, blacksmith for the company, lost sight of (dead).

Harman, Dr., died since the war at Hamilton, Va.

Harrison, Daniel B., wounded several times, but still living

near Marshall (dead now).
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Hawks, from Texas, killed accidentally by W. Hoffman.

Hathaway, H. C, died during war.

Horner, Dick, lost sight of (dead).

Hoffman, Wesley, died since war at Linden, Va.

Hughes, Chas., lost sight of him.

Hatcher, D. C. (Capt.), was badly wounded, but is still living.

Hatcher, Harry (Sergt. Maj.), was wounded many times;

died since the war.

Hatcher, Wm., was badly wounded, but is still living (dead).

Hawbaw, George, lost sight of him (still living).

Herndon, John, living, Hamilton, Va.

Jacobs, L. T., living, Hamilton, Va.

Jones, Scott, killed at Bolivar Heights in 1861.

Jones, Henry, living.

Jones, Philip, living.

Jeffries, James A., living.

Keys, wounded in hand at Buckton, 1862.

Kincheloe, John W., living at Rectortown, Va.

Kidwell, Evan, died since the war.

Ladd, John A., badly wounded at Kelley's Island and lost

sight of.

Leslie, Thomas, died since the war.

Long, Pendleton, died since the war.

Lawler, Robert, died since the war.

Lake, F. Marion, living in Missouri.

Lake, Bladen, died with typhoid fever in 1862.

Larkin, Richard, living in Prince William.

Marlow, Richard, lost sight of him.

Marlow, John, lost sight of him.

Massey, Edward, died since the war.

McClenigan, S. B., died since the war.

Marshall, R. C., wounded at Trevillian's Depot.

McArthur, Hickerson, living in Texas.

Marshall, Tom, joined I2th Regiment.

Marshall, Polk, joined I2th Regiment.

Marshall, James, lost sight of him.

Martin, Gibson, died since the war.

Middleton, John, died since the war.
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Middleton, Campbell, living at Plains, Va.

Milter, Proff, lost sight of; I think he is dead.

Mitchell, James, killed in the Wilderness.

Mitchell, John H., living at Plains (died in 1902).

Maddox, Webster, living at Oak Hill, Va. (died in 1905).

Maddox, Weadon, killed at Salem, now Marshall.

Owens, Morgan, died since the war.

O'Forton, Dr., killed at Kelley's Island.

Price, John H., living at Hillsboro, Va.

Price, James Polk, died since the war.

Porterfield, W. H. T., killed near Brandy Station, Va.

Porterfield, Thos. L. (Orderly Sergt.), lives at Lovettsville, Va.

Known as the "Payne Legion" :

Payne, Thos. H. (Orderly Sergt.), died in prison (Point Look-

out).

Payne, Richard, living near Orleans, Fauquier County, Va.

Payne, Robert, living near Orleans, Fauquier County, Va.

Payne, Robert (B. B.), living near Orleans, Fauquier County,
Va.

Payne, Wallace, living near Orleans, Fauquier County, Va.

Payne, Edward, killed in the Wilderness at Parker's Store.

Payne, Wilson, killed at Haw's Shop.

Payne, Lafayette, living at Orleans, Va.

Payne, John T., killed at Beverly, W. Va.

Payne, Upton, living at Orleans.

Payne, Mason, living at Orleans.

Payne, Rice, living at Orleans.

Peyton, Robert E., living near the Plains.

Pendleton, David, captured at Ream's Station and lost sight of.

Phillips, Evan, living in Fairfax County, Va.

Phillips, Chas., lost sight of.

Phillips, John E., lost sight of.

Packard, Wm., died since the war.

Reed, Joseph H., died since the war at Luray, Va.

Rector, Wm. F., dead.

Rector, Howard, died since the war.

Rector, Abner, living near Rectortown, Va.

Rector, Columbus, living near Plains, Va.
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Rector, Asa, living near Rectortown, Va.

Rust, H. Clay, died since the war.

Rust, John R., living near Ninevah, Va.

Robinson, (Bear), lost sight of him; wounded at Brandy

Station, 1863.

Rogers, Wm. (Wagoner), died in time of the war.

Scanlon, Dade, lost sight of him.

Skinner, Wm. Jeff., died in 1901.

Skinner, Charles, was dreadfully wounded at Buckton; is still

living at Rectortown, Va.

Stewart, John W., living in Iowa.

Sutton, James, died since the war.

Silcott, Landon, died since the war.

Selix, Tom, killed at Stevensburg in 1863.

Smith, Golden H., died since the war.

Smith, Seldon, living in Baltimore.

Smith, Horace, living near Rectortown, Va.

Smith, O'Connel, died during the war.

Smith, Granville, killed on the cattle raid (First Lieut.).

Smith, Sullivan (Second Lieut.), died since the war.

Settle, Dr. T. L., Paris, Va.

Smith, Thomas, lost sight of him.

Taylor, Rufus, living near Rectortown, Va.

Templeman, James, living near Markham, Va.

Triplett, Leonidas, lives at Mt. Jackson, Va.

Templeman, Robert, lives at Orleans, Va.

Templeman, Dr. James, died in Baltimore since the war.

Turner, Wm. F. (Capt.), died since the war.

Turner, Thomas, died in time of the war.

Turner, Hezekiah, died since the war.

Tibbetts, Albert, killed in the year 1864.

Utz, J. J., wounded^ at Orange Courthouse.

Violet, Elizah, killed at Reams' Station in 1863.

Wingfield, Wm., living.

Wingfield, James, living.

Wiggonton, Isaac, living.

Welsh, F. R. (Third Sergt), living at Plains.

Welsh, Bogue, living at King George County, Va.
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Wigginton, James, lost sight of him.

Wilson, William, lost sight of him.

Wigginton, Isaac, lost sight of him.

One hundred and fifty-nine on this roll.

JOSHUA C. FLETCHER.
Bluemont, Va.

(Parties above designated both as ''living" and "dead" prob-

ably died in the time intervening between the making out of

this roll and the placing of it in hands of editor.)
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From the Times-Dispatch, December 9, 1906.

DEMONSTRATION ON HARPERS FERRY,

May 29, 1862 How Jackson Eluded Fremont and Won
Three Fights in Four Days Scouting in the Dark-

nessFamous Valley Campaign of 1862

Well-laid Plans That Worked Well.

During the last week of May, 1862, my regiment, "the 2nd

Virginia Cavalry," commanded by Colonel T. T. Munford (after-

ward General Munford) was doing duty around Bolivar

Heights, near Harper's Ferry.

During the night of May 2Qth I was aroused by Colonel Mun-

ford, who ordered me to take my company (Company B, the

Wise Troop, of Lynchburg), and move down the pike to the

neighborhood of Halltown, which is near the Baltimore and

Ohio Railroad, to establish a picket.

As I was entirely ignorant of the country, having come there

in the night, the colonel proceeded by the light of a Con-

federate candle to outline the route he wished me to take with

pencil on a small piece of paper. He directed me to pass our

infantry pickets, and not to go into Halltown, but to be sure

to stop before the town and establish a picket, and to await

future orders. I aroused my men they grumbled very much
about being waked so soon after going to rest, but they soon

got saddled up and off. We started with positive instructions

from Colonel Munford, not to go into Halltown. I suppose
that place was looked on as being in the Yankees' lines, or too

far from ours.

SCOUTING IN THE DARK.

On we rode in an entirely new country. None of us had

ever been there before. We passed infantry in the road. Some
were asleep by the side, while others were sitting around camp
fires. Muskets were sometimes stacked, but not always by a

good deal. Then the artillery the guns were in the road, the

horses fastened to the fences
;
some of the men awake

;
others
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asleep, as the infantry ;
but there were no signs of anybody being

on duty that I could see. From the condition of the troops, I

had no idea we were near the enemy. They were completely

worn out, and most of them enjoying a well-earned rest in sleep.

After leaving these troops all behind we continued our ride,

expecting every few minutes to come upon our infantry picket,

but none appeared. We passed some houses on the road, but

not a single living soul did we see. We finally came to several

houses together, stretched along the pike for a distance of two

hundred yards. It was still dark, and everything seemed to be

perfectly still in these houses, no lights, no chickens crowing.

As it was getting on towards morning I concluded this village

must be deserted. This was the first impression we had that

we must be nearing the enemy's lines, having seen no pickets

and nobody on duty, even in the bivouac, I could hardly con-

ceive of our being so near as it turned out to be.

PASSED HALLTOWN UNAWARES.

As I with my men approached the last houae in the pike in

a group of houses, I saw a man dodge behind the back of the

house. This was the first man we had seen since we left the

sleeping soldiers in the pike. I hurried my horse through the

open front gate and overhalued him before he could get away.
It was still dark, and he evidently was not sure who we were.

I took him around to where my men were, and after his seeing

them, I convinced him as to our identity, and he seemed willing

to talk. In reply to my first question to him asking what village

this was, to my great surprise he answered "Halltown," and

there now, we had disobeyed the most positive order not to go
into Halltown, and had ridden entirely through it. I expressed
no surprise to him, nor did I have any idea of giving him a

chance of getting away, although I believed him all right, and

inquired what side he was with. As it turned out afterwards he

was a rebel, in sympathy with us, but not in the army.

THINGS LOOKED UGLY.

I next asked him were there any Yankees about, he replied,

"Oh, yes." "Where are they?" I asked. "A little way down the
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pike, where the railroad crosses." "Who are they, and how

many?" He said it was a cavalry picket at the railroad crossing,

and their reserved forces were some distance in the rear of the

picket in a stone house on the right-hand side of the pike. All

this I found to be true afterwards. The position of things

looked a little ugly, so I thought the best thing I could do was

to send the man back to General Jackson, so I told the soldier

who had charge of him to arouse the first troop he found and

tell the officers commanding that there was nothing between

him and the enemy except a small company of cavalrymen,

only about thirty men. Then to go to Jackson's headquarters,

wherever they were, and turn the man over to him and ask for

instructions for me.

It was now 'getting towards daylight, and the man before I

sent him off a prisoner to Jackson, asked me to wait a few min-

utes, and he would show me the Yankee picket. I then sent

the main body of my men back through the village. I and one

man remained with the prisoner to watch the Yankee pickets

as it became day.

ENEMY'S PICKET AND A CAPTIVE.

We had not long to wait, for very soon we saw a cavalryman
in blue mounted, watching intently in our direction. I then

immediately dispatched him with his guard to the rear or to

wherever General Jackson was, I and one man remaining at

the far end of the village next to the Federal picket. I watched

him closely to see if he communicated with his reserves, as I

was uneasy about the status of our forces. I made no demon-
stration as long as the Yankee made none. While we watched

each other a man came out of the woods to our left approaching

us; we divided our attention with him. He continued to come
on. I rode towards him, and took him in. He claimed he was
a deserter from the Yankees. He did not seem to know much,
but I sent him back to General Jackson also. All this occupied
some time, and it was now sunrise, and the man I sent with

the first prisoner (Mr. John T. Smith, of Lvnchburg), returned

with orders from General Jackson for the officer in charge of the

picket to report to him at once.
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FIRST GLIMPSE OF JACKSON.

I had never seen General Jackson, though we had come down

the Valley with him.

I at once turned my picket over to the next command and

hurried to my first sight of the general commanding, T. J. Jack-

son. I had not very far to go, as Jackson always kept well up
to the front. I found the different commands all awake, having
been aroused by my first courier sent back. John T. Smith,

with the prisoner, had no difficulty in finding the general's head-

quarters under a tree on top of a high hill. I rode up, saluted,

and asked was this General Jackson. On receiving an affirma-

tive reply, I told him I was the officer in charge of the picket

at Halltown
;
had received order from him to report at once.

His first question was, "What is your rank?" (I had no marks

on me, in fact had no coat on). My reply was, "first lieutenant,

Company B, 2nd Virginia Cavalry." "How many men have you
in picket with you?" "Thirty," I replied. "Are you acquainted

with the country?" "Never was here until last night," was my
reply. He expressed no surprise at there being no one on duty
that night on picket before I came. After a moment or two

he told me to go back to Halltown, to take a man with me and

make a reconnaissance to the left of the Federal picket, going

through a farm road up a rather steep hill (this hill was out of

view of the Federal picket at the railroad crossing), not to

threaten the picket, but watch closely, and to return to him and

report what I saw.

RECONNOITEEI^G THE ENEMY.

I immediately returned to the picket post, took one man, and

started on my scout. I passed to the left of Halltown, the

Federal picket still in the same position, mounted, as we first

saw him at daylight, took the farm road up to near the top of

the hill. My man and myself dismounted, tied our horses in the

woods, and crept very cautiously to the edge or summit of the

hill, which was now an open field of wheat well grown. I knew

we were on dangerous ground, and we were both careful to
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conceal ourselves as best we could in the wheat and bushes at

the fence on the top of the hill.

I was surprised to find I was so close to the Yanks on the

heights. I could see the men in the fort, the sentinels on guard,

the embrasure with guns pointing in our direction, and we were

almost in rear of the Federal picket at the railroad. I was very

uneasy about our situation, but I saw nothing to report until

I got almost on them. I felt I must go on until I saw something,

and I was soon entirely satisfied with what I saw. After noticing

closely the ground in front, as well as the work, we crept back

to our horses, rode down the hill, and passed in front of the

Federal picket we first saw. He had not moved his position.

ANOTHER INTERVIEW WITH JACKSON.

I hurried to General Jackson to report, finding him at the

same place. The infantry troops were called to attention, and

forming in column in the pike, the artillery all hitched up and

the men at the guns ready to move at a moment's notice, I saw

we were on the eve of something very important. I hastened

on to General Jackson and made my report of the situation as

I saw it. He listened very attentively. The first question he

asked in regard to the farm road was, "Could you get artillery

up it?" "Oh! yes," I answered, "easily." "Could you get it

back," was the next question. "Certainly," I replied, "easy

enough." "But if you were in a great hurry, could you do it

so easily?" Now I told him I did not know so well about that.

He then asked me how many guns I saw in the fortifications.

On my reply to him for I had counted them he asked me
how did I know they were real cannon or "shams." I told him

I could not be sure of that, but they looked exactly like real

ones. It struck me that he was examining me as much to see

if I had really been where he sent me, so as to determine how
far he could use me in the future, for General Jackson knew all

that country thoroughly. After I was through' with my report,

almost immediately he said, "We will not go that," meaning,
of course, up the hill road.
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"DRIVE IN THE FEDERAL, PICKET."

He then told me to go back to my pickec, form my men in

columns of fours and drive the Federal picket in, "I will support

you." I returned immediately to Halltown, rinding the troops

all on the pike in the same direction. I moved my reserve up
to where my one man was on duty facing the Federal picket,

he joining us, and without more ado charged the picket. He
fired his carbine and fled for his reserves, we followed him so

closely that we did not give the reserves time to form, and scat-

tered them in all directions in the woods, some leaving their

horses and arms in and around the stone schoolhouse. We
gathered up the arms and accentrements, blankets, etc. I halted

to consider what next. I had done what General Jackson

ordered, driven the picket in on the reserve and also driven

off and scattered the "reserve," breaking up the station, captur-

ing horses and arms.

I wanted to hear of our support, when I caught the welcome

sound of tramp, tramp, tramp, which I knew was infantry, and

soon old Stonewall, at the head of his old brigade, came up on

quick time. I reported to the general what I had done and

showed the result to him. His only reply was, "I wish you and

your men to stay with me as couriers, and assigned me with

four men to go with Colonel Baylor, commanding the Stonewall

Brigade, who was to make the advance on the works.

We advanced through the woods to the top of the same ridge

I had been on in the morning, but further to our right, and came

in full view of the heights, threw our troops in line of battle,

with skirmishers out well to the front, and reported to Stonewall

(who was back hurrying up troops) that we were ready to ad-

vance. The order came, "Advance." Colonel Baylor gave the

order, "Forward !" The skirmishers moved across the field,

the line of battle following. The enemy were not yet seen, but

we expected to meet them in the next field. Not a shot was

fired. Just as our skirmishers got over the fence, and as we
with line of battle got to the fence, here came a courier to Colonel

Baylor from Jackson to halt. There we stood possibly fifteen

minutes, when another courier came from Jackson ordering the
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line of battle to fall back to the ridge on which we had first

formed, and the skirmishers to fall back over the fence. We
remained during most of the day and built fires as if we were

going into camp. That night the army was in full motion up
the Valley.

I did not get back to my regiment until I got to Strasburg.

Jackson slipped by Fremont a few days later, fought the bat-

tles of Harrisonburg, Cross Keys and Port Republic inside of

four days, winding up his memorable Vallev campaign of 1862.

This was the opening of that great campaign, and led to the

movement to Richmond.
A. D. WARWICK,

Late First Lieutenant 2nd Virginia Regiment.
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From the Times-Dispatch, September 30 1906

THIRTY-SECOND VIRGINIA INFANTRY AT
SHARPSBURG.

Graphic Story of Work Done on One of the Bloodiest

Fields Forty-Five Per Cent Lost -Shot at

from Behind a Stone Fence Samples
of Personal Courage.

Editor Times-Dispatch :

Sir, On December 10, 1905, you published in the Confederate

Column an acount of the part the I5th Virginia Regiment took

in that awful battle of Sharpsburg on September 17, 1862. It

was written by that noble and gallant gentleman, Colonel E. M.
Morrison.

The hope was then expressed that some soldier who was there

would do for the 32nd Virginia Regiment what Colonel Mor-

rison had done for the I5th Virginia. I have waited for nearly

one year to see if some one more competent than I would

respond, but so far I have seen no account of the 32nd Virginia,

and the old regiment was there, and did her full duty, having
lost 45 per cent, in killed and wounded. If our noble Colonel

Edgar Bunn Montague, Lieutenant-Colonel W. R. Wills, Major
Baker P. Lee, or several captains, Samuel Armistead, Octavius

Coke, O. P. Johnson, Segar Green, Adjutant Pettit, and other

true and brave men were alive, they could and would give a

good account
;
but I will try and do the best that I can, and tell

what I saw and did from my standpoint, which was not very far

right or left of our colors. Bob Forrest was the color-bearer.

John Cose, of Company I, was on his right front rank, and I

was on his left front rank. Captain Octavius Coke, of Company
C, on my left.

Our brigade (Semmes') left Maryland Heights on the after-

noon of the 1 6th of September, 1862. We crossed the river at

Harper's Ferry on pontoon bridges. Late in the day saw plenty

of Federal prisoners. I got a good supply of crackers and maple
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sugar. We camped just outside of the town, and rations were

issued with instructions to cook at once. It was then about

dark. We marched until about 10 o'clock, and then filed off

into an open field to rest for the night, as I thought. Most of

us lay on the ground to sleep and rest, but many, as usual, went

off foraging for something good to eat. At about 12 o'clock,

I reckon, we were awakened by that very unwelcome, everlast-

ing long roll, and our colonel, mounted on his old sorrel, riding

about the men, saying, "Hurry up, men ! Hurry ! Everything

depends on being at the ford by daybreak." That word,

"Hurry !" and "Steady, men ! steady !" were his favorite com-

mands (brave and true soldier he was
;
he ought to have been

a general). It looked then as if we were going back to Mary-
land. About that time Leonard Taylor, of Company C, said,

"Boys, we are going to catch thunder to-day, for I have been

dreaming that we were in the hardest battle yet." His dream

came too true, for before sunset on that day, the I7th of Sep-

tember, our regiment, the 32nd Virginia, had lost in killed and

wounded 45 per cent. (The poor boy was afterwards killed at

Second Cold Harbor.) After a hard march we reached the ford

(Boteler's, just below Shepherdstown) at daybreak and crossed

the Potomac, and marched up the river opposite Shepherds-

town, halted, and two men from each company detailed to fill

our canteens. At that time General Jackson rode up and directed

General McLaws to strike McClellan about Dunkards' Church

and drive him back. Kershaw's Brigade rested near the

church. Barksdale's next, Semmes' next, Cobb's Legion next,

I think, and Fitz Lee's Cavalry next on the river. I think that

was about the formation of the line about where we went in

the battle. I will say just here that Captain R. L. Henley (after-

ward judge of James City County), as we were on the way to

the field procured a musket, and, as was his custom, went in the

fight with his old company, C. He was at that time commissary
of the regiment. He was wounded three times before leaving
the field. We went on at quick time until halted ancTordered

to unsling knapsacks and all baggage (except "war-bags," haver-

sacks, and canteens) ;
and then on to the field at a double-quick

through fields, woods, creeks, fences and most everything. I

thought as we came out of a piece of woods to the field I saw
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General Jackson. I think the loth Georgia was on the right

of our brigade (which was in echelon with Batksdale's Brigade),

the 32nd next, the I5th next, I think, and the 53rd Georgia on

extreme left. As we emerged from the piece of woods, Colonel

Montague gave command, "By company into line !" as we were

marching by the flank; but the regiment came into line at one

movement and started across that terrible, bloody field. Look-

ing to my right, I witnessed one of the most magnificent sights

that I ever saw, or ever expect to see again. It was Barksdale's

men driving the enemy up into and through a piece of woods

in their front. Their fire was so steady and severe that it looked

like a whirlwind was passing through the leaves on the ground
and woods. I remarked to Captain Coke, on my left, to look;

was not that the grandest sight that he ever saw. He said,

"Yes, John, it is grand; but look in front, my boy, and see

what we have to face." At that time the field in our front was

being literally plowed and torn up by shot, shell and minie balls.

Colonel Montague gave command that captains should take

their positions in the center and rear of their companies. Cap-
tain Coke said that he was going to stay by my side, on the right

of my company. I said to him it was a very dangerous place,

so near the colors. He said, "Yes, everywhere is dangerous
here." In a few moments he was shot above the knee and fell.

The ambulance corps took him off the field, and he recovered

to join us again before we got to Fredericksburg, in December,
1862. On we went until we reached a rocky knoll about, I

should judge, seventy-five or one hundred yards from a stone

fence, which the enemy were behind, pouring a shower of minies

at us. At that point our loss was terrible. The ranks were so

scattered, and the dead and wounded so thick, it seemed as if

we could go no further. Our rear rank was ten or more paces

in our rear, and we were in danger of being shot by our own
men. Our flag was shot through seventeen times, and the staff

cut in two. I don't think our color-bearer, Bob Forrest, was

hurt. I was slightly wounded in the wrist and foot, and it

seemed to me that most everybody near the flag was either

killed or wounded. Both of my jacket sleeves were bespotted

with blood and brains of my comrades near me. At about this

time General Semmes came to our colors, and saw me still shoot-
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ing away as fast as I could load, and asked where the enemy was

located. I told him behind that fence in front. He said, "Yes,

and they will kill the last one of us, and that we must charge

them." He gave the command to charge. Bob Forrest went

forward several paces in front and waited for the line of battle

to come up, and Lieutenant Henry St. Clair, of Company I, ran

up to him and said, "Bob Forrest, why in the h 11 don't you

go forward with the flag; if you won't go give it to me," and

started for it. But Forrest, as brave a man as ever lived, said to

him, "You shan't have it. I will carry this flag as far as any man ;

bring your line up and we will all go up together." They did

come up, and took the fence and drove the enemy up the hill.

This practically ended the fighting in our front during that

awful day. This is the best account I can give. I well know
that the old 32nd Virginia did her full duty on that terrible,

bloody day.
JOHN T. PAIUIAM,

Late Ensign 32nd Virginia Infantry.

P. S. I omitted to state that Captain W. S. Storrs, of Com-

pany I, the color company, and Sergeant-Major Joseph V. Bid-

good were present and did their full duty, and are both now alive,

and could give a good account of the battle. Joseph V. Bid-

good's father was our chaplain. I have heard that Major Willis,

chaplain of the I5th Virginia, had his coat shot all to pieces and

he did not receive a scratch. He was one of our many fighting

chaplains would fight with his men during the day and preach
and pray with them at night.

J. T. P.
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From the Times-Dispatch, June 17, 1901.

COMPANY G, TWENTY-FOURTH VIRGINIA
INFANTRY.

A List of Its Members and a Brief History of Them.
/'

Following is the muster-roll of Company G, 24th Regiment,

Virginia Infantry, William R. Terry's Brigade, General Pickett's

Division, Longstreet's Corps :

Winton Absheir, died in hospital, 1862.

Raleigh T. Austin, killed September 30, 1864, at Drewry's
Bluff.

David M. Alvis, died at home, 1897.

Isaac Alvis, killed at Williamsburg, Va.

Ed. Bailey, killed at same battle.

G. C. Bailey, died at home, 1894 or 1895.

Robert H. Bailey, living.

Granville F. Bailey, living.

Nicholas B. Bailey, living.

Festus Bailey, died at home, 1892.

William Bowling, supposed to be dead.

Jesse Bowling, living.

Charles Burroughs, killed at Gettysburg.

John Brown, killed at Williamsburg.
Thomas C. Brown, lost a leg in 1862 at Frazier's Farm; yet

living.

William McH. Belcher.

George P. Belcher, wounded at Seven Pines; living.

Bluford W. Bird, living.

Robert Bacheldor, living.

L. A. Cooper, captured at Williamsburg and never returned.

R. C. Cooper, living.

Squire Cook, killed at Gettysburg, 1863.
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C. W. Cooper, lived through the war; now supposed to be

dead.

John Coburn, living; wounded at Frazier's Farm and second

battle of Manassas.

Second Lieutenant William Me. Calfee, died 1861, of fever, at

Camp Ellis, near Manassas.

H. Milton Calfee, killed at Frazier's Farm, 1862.

Henderson French Calfee, killed at Gettysburg, 1863.

William T. Carbaugh, living; wounded at Trent River, N. C.

James Calloway, killed at Drewry's Bluff, 1864.

Jordan Cox, wounded at Gettysburg, and, I think, died since

the war.

John F. Deeds, died in hospital in 1862.

John A. Douglass, living.

Alexander East, wounded at Williamsburg ; living.

John Easter, killed at Williamsburg, 1862.

David French, died since war at home.

B. P. French, killed at Gettysburg, 1863, or second battle of

Manassas.

Zachariah Fellers, wounded at Seven Pines
;
died at home

since.

Marshall Foley, captured at Williamsburg and never returned.

Hugh M. Faulkner, wounded at Seven Pines
; yet living.

William Farley, died at home since the war.

John M. N. Flick, captured at Williamsburg and never re-

turned.

Robert A. George, wounded at Gettysburg ;
now dead.

B. P. Grigsby, living.

Peter Grim, captured at Williamsburg and never returned.

Granger H. Gore, killed at Seven Pines.

William H. Herndon, wounded at Seven Pines
;
died at home

since.

L. H. Heptinstall, died in hospital, 1863.

Andrew Hearn, living.

Andrew J. Holston, wounded at Frazier's Farm and Gettys-

burg; yet living.

James Hearn, living.

James T. Hopkins, living; captured at Williamsburg and
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transferred to the cavalry.

George Hill, died with fever, 1861.

Joseph H. Hambrick, died since the war.

James Holt, supposed to be dead.

L. C. Hale, living.

George A. Harris, wounded at Seven Pines and yet living.

James H. Johnston, living.

Dennis Johnston, captured at Williamsburg and died since

the war.

Addison Johnston, captured at Williamsburg and died since

the war.

Henry D. Justice, died in 1862.

James Kenney, killed at Gettysburg.

Isaac Karnes, died since the war.

First Lieutenant B. G. McNutt, died at home since the war.

John W. McNutt, living.

N. H. McClaugherty, living.

Albert McClaugherty, died 1861, of measles.

William Mahood, dead.

F. W. Mahood, died since the war.

R. D. Motley, living.

F, M. Mullins, killed at Drewry's Bluff.

James H. Mills, wounded at Williamsburg and died two years

ago at home.

Tobias Manning, killed at Williamsburg.

James Monroe, died in 1861.

Isaac A. Oney, captured at Williamsburg ;
now dead.

William O'Daniel, living ;
wounded at Williamsburg.

Thaddeus Peters, wounded at Williamsburg; since died.

B. Wallace Peck, killed at Gettysburg.

George W. Parker, wounded at Seven Pines
;
died at home

since the war.

Stephen Prillaman, wounded at Williamsburg; now dead.

James A. Perkins, supposed to be dead.

Jesse Parson, killed at Gettysburg.

Captain Robert A. Richardson, died at home since the war.

Manley Reese, killed on train in 1863.

William M. Reynolds, living.
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R. F. Rowland, wounded at Williamsburg in 1862, and Get-

tysburg in 1863 ; living.

Herailes Scott, wounded at second battle of Manassas, and

Gettysburg; living.

G. L. Saunders, wounded at Williamsburg; living.

M. B. Saunders, died at home.

Allen Smith, captured at Williamsburg and never returned.

John M. Smith, captured at Williamsburg and never returned.

William M. Smith, died at home.

Joseph Stovall, killed at Drewry's Bluff.

George W. Smiley, killed at Drewry's Bluff.

P. H. Shumate, died at home.

George B. Schmitz, died in 1862.

James Snead, wounded at Gettysburg and died since.

William Stuart, captured at Williamsburg and never returned.

George W. Toney, captured at Williamsburg and never re-

turned; living.

James M. Thompson, died in 1861.

H. C. Thompson, living.

John Pres. Thomas, killed at Gettysburg.

Jeff. Thomas, living, but lost a leg.

James Thomas, died in 1862.

William H. Turner, wounded at Fredericksburg and died.

Levi V. Vermillion, killed at Gettysburg, 1863.

Crawford Vest, killed at Boonsborough, Md., 1863.
'

John Wright, died in 1861.

H. G. White, wounded at Drewry's Bluff, May 16, 1864; living.

H. M. White, living.

A. J. Whittaker, wounded at Williamsburg and died since

the war.

William M. Whittaker, living.

This company was made up in Mercer County, Va. (now West

Virginia), and was the first company from the county. It was

continued as a part of the 24th Virginia Regiment throughout
the war, and belonged to the 'First Brigade of the First Division,

commanded by General George E. Pickett, of Longstreet's

Corps.
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The brigade was commanded by various brigadier-generals,

as follows : J. A. Early, S. P. Garland, J. L. Kemper, and W. R.

(Buck) Terry.

The company participated in several battles, and lost from

death in battle, death from wounds and disease, about 35 per

cent, of its members.

H. G. WHITE,

A Member of the Company.
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From the Richmond, Va., Times-Dispatch, July 1, 1906.

THE ELEVENTH AT FIVE FORKS FIGHT.

Graphic Story of Daring Deeds Performed on Hopeless
Field of Battle "Had Pickett Been There" The
Sad Story of Five Forks Told for the First Time.

Colonel J. Risque Hutter, of the nth Virginia Infantry, was

one of three brothers who participated in the war. Major Ed-

ward S. Hutter, a distinguished graduate of the Virginia Mili-

tary Institute, and a civil engineer of great talents, served for a

time on General J. E. B. Stuart's staff, and then in the Ordnance

Department of the Army. Captain Ferdinand Hutter was an

officer of the Quartermaster's Department, and Colonel J. Risque

Hutter, the younger of the three, went from Lynchburg as cap-

tain of the Jeff Davis Guards. He served from Bull Run to Five

Forks
;
was wounded and captured in Pickett's charge at Gettys-

burg; was a well-trained officer, a fine tactician, and rendered

valuable, gallant and efficient service.

Colonel Hutter lives in Campbell County, Va., near Lynch-

burg, at the old home of his father, Major Hutter, who resigned

his commission in the United States Army to go South when the

war began.
In the following paper he gives an interesting sketch of the

last days at Five Forks.

Very respectfully,

JOHN W. DANIEL.

The movements and experience of my command, the nth

Virginia Infantry, Terry's Brigade, at Five Forks, I have often

been asked to write.

That battle removed from further action in battle array the

Army of Northern Virginia, "that noblest army that ever trod

this globe," as General Hampton called it. With the solidarity

of that army gone, the life of the Southern Confederacy was

flickering and low, and soon extinguished. Hatcher's Run, the

3 ist of March, 1865, found Pickett's Division on the march,
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detached from General Lee's Army, and co-operating with

General Fitz Lee's Division of Cavalry. The brigade of William

R. Terry, of Bedford "Buck" Terry, as we called him was

composed of the 1st, 3rd, 7th, nth and 24th Regiments of Vir-

ginia Infantry. Amongst its previous commanders were James
L. Kemper, A. P. Hill and James Longstreet. That morning
it was leading the division, and the 24th Infantry (Major Bentley

commanding) was leading the brigade. It was a beautiful morn-

ing. Everybody was in fine spirits. The 'esprit du corps/ so

characteristic of Pickett's Division, marked it as a body of men
of which any commander might be proud. "Enemy in front,"

holding ford over Hatcher's Run, came from one of our scouts.

The division was at once halted, and General Pickett rode up
to me (my regiment was next to the 24th) and told me that Terry
would take the 24th Regiment and drive the enemy from the

ford in our front. General Pickett said he would accompany
him

;
that there were troops on the march in the rear of his

division, but I should permit none of them to pass me. He also

said if Major Bentley needed help he would send for my regi-

ment and that I should transmit my orders to Colonel Joseph

Mayo, commanding the 3rd Infantry, and next behind me. Soon

after Bentley engaged the enemy, Generals Rosser and Dearing
rode up at the head of Rosser's Cavalry Division, of which Dear-

ing commanded one of the brigades.

WOULD STAY IS" FIGHT.

I halted them, and told General Rosser of Pickett's orders,

that no troops should pass the head of his division. "Well,"

said General Rosser, "my division may halt, but Jim Dearing
and myself are going down to help Terry." I knew Rosser and

Dearing well, for they were both from my county of Campbell,
and I knew that objection on my part would be useless. They
both had rather be in a fight than out of it. Braver men I

never knew. They galloped to the front. Just then a courier

from Pickett summoned me down.

I transmitted my orders to Mayo, and moved rapidly to the

ford. As the enemy saw our approach he evacuated the ford,

and hid himself on the eminence just beyond. Bentley had

crossed when I got there, and I rode across and sought General
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Terry and asked for orders. "Follow this road until your rear

company crosses the stream, then march by the right flank and

charge them." I said to him : "General, I am marching right

in front; do you remember the move indicated by your order

will throw my rear rank in front and put the left of each of my
companies where the right should be?"

"Yes, yes, but it is quicker. Bentley is ready to charge, and

has orders to close dress on your left. You must close on the

creek." I rode back to the creek, about six: of my companies

had crossed, when General Rosser rode up and ordered me to

move at once by the right flank and charge them. I told him I

would do so as soon as I had crossed my whole command
;
he

was very impatient and rode off. As my last company crossed,

I moved by the right flank, charged and immediately engaged
the enemy, and soon got them on the run

;
we captured there

just seventeen horses. As I had heard that General Terry had

just had his horse killed under him, I sent him a horse, but

learned from my courier that the General's leg had been broken

and he had relinquished command to Colonel Mayo.
We pursued fche enemy that day to Dinwiddie Courthouse, and

had been continually on the run, when to our surprise, we were

ordered to halt, although we could see the enemy still fleeing

before us. We were kept there until late in the night, probably
until long after midnight, when we were again put on the march,

and to our surprise, were taken on the back track, until we
reached the Dinwiddie Courthouse Road, which road we followed

until we reached Five Forks, where we were halted and ordered

to entrench ourselves. We felled trees and by noon had made a

substantial breastwork. We could plainly hear a heavy and

continuous fire some distance to our left
;

all sorts of rumors

were afloat. At that time General Pickett was absent and no

one seemed to know where he was. 'Twas said that General

Bushrod Johnson, on our left, was being beaten back, and was

calling for aid; again that General Munford, with two cavalry

brigades, had reinforced Johnson, and in turn was driving the

enemy, &c. Joe Mayo came to my headquarters and complained
that as far as he knew, there were no picket's in our front. I

told him there were none from my command, but that I knew
there were troops in our front, and I believed the enemy, but
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possibly General W. H. F. Lee's Brigade of Cavalry, as he had

been operating with us the night before.

GLOOMY OUTLOOK.

Mayo said that Ransom, on our left, was appealing for aid,

but that in Pickett's absence no one would assume the responsi-

bility of weakening his division. General Geo. H. Steuart

(known as Maryland Steuart), the senior brigadier, refused the

responsibility. I urged Mayo to throw a picket in our front;

our men in the works had been on the march and battlefield

continuously for forty hours, and they would sleep in the

trenches. He said he thought so, too, but he feared more of

an attack upon our left, as the firing from that direction was

continually getting nearer and nearer. Just then a courier in

great haste and much excited, rode up to Mayo ;
from whom he

came or what was his communication I do not know. Mayo
only said to me, ''Ransom still asks for help," and rode off, but

a moment later rode back and ordered me to cover my 'front

with one company, and to order that company to cover one-half

of the brigade front as outposts. I immediately .sent Lieutenant

Whit Lazenby with Company B to execute this order. There

was now a general feeling of uneasiness among our officers and

men ! we had seen so much service, that something in the wind

told when things were going wrong. I felt very anxious as to

Lazenby and his company. I knew that he (Lazenby, would

fight them as long as he had a cartridge in his box, but I thought

possibly he might lack discretion. I rode a short distance in

my front and met one of Lazenby 's men (I had forgotten his

name, but that gallant old comrade, Ned Ewart, came to my
rescue a day or two since, and in conversation with him I was

informed that this man was Ned Farmer), mounted upon a

splendid horse and marching a prisoner beside him. Ned said

he had captured him on the lines. The prisoner stated that he

belonged to General Merritt's Cavalry Division. I sent Farmer

with his horse and prisoner to Colonel Mayo. Farmer telling

me that Lazenby was all right, I felt assured. Soon after that

I heard firing along Lazenby's line; he was evidently engaged.
I called the regiment at once to arms, and awaited developments.
The firing on Lazenby's line soon ceased, but I had no report
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from him. Soon Lieutenant Clarence Haden, of Company B,

came in and reported that Lazenby and his whole command

had been captured by the enemy. I at once advised Colonel

Mayo. I received no reply from him, or to my communication,

but instead, an order to march my regiment by the left flank

down our line of works and report to General Ransom, and

place -myself and command under his orders.

WANTED A DIVISION.

In the forgetfulness of forty years I cannot say how far I

marched, but I do not think more than a fourth of a mile, when I

met General Ransom and reported to him, giving my name and

rank. "What command have you, colonel?" he asked. I replied,

"The largest and best regiment in the army." His reply was,

"I want a division," and then said, "You march here," pointing

immediately to our rear, "and strike him wherever you find him,

if possible hold him until I join you." On my march I en-

countered my old schoolmate, Will Early, commanding a sec-

tion of artillery. He told me they were driving us, but that he

had a good position and would give him grape and canister as

soon as he got in sight. (Dear, gallant Early died there.) I

moved rapidly through the dense pines and soon caught glimpses
of the enemy's colors. They were marching rapidly by the

flank. I immediately sent, at short intervals, three couriers (one

of whom was Captain Ro. Mitchell), with orders to report to

General Ransom or Colonel Mayo or General Steuart, and tell

them a large body of the enemy was in our immediate rear. I

would engage him at once and they could direct their march

by my guns. They were between us and our wagon and ammu-
nition trains, and I advised that the division be faced about, and

cut our way through and save the trains. I never heard any-

thing from any of my couriers. Just here I met a Captain Hub-

bard, a gallant fellow; I forget his command. We agreed to

close on each other and attack at once. We advanced and

opened fire, and, although I saw his colors fall several times, so

intent was he upon his move that he continued his march by
the flank. I determined to stop him and did so, but I found to

my sorrow I had stopped a monster. Hubbard and myself were

being enveloped, so I undoubted my ranks so as to present as
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long a front as possible, and, expecting every moment the whole

of Pickett's Division to my relief.

GETTING OUT OF A HOT PLACE.

As the enemy advanced I continued my fire, but began to

march backwards. The pines were so thick I had to dismount,

but kept my face to the enemy, watching his movements, when

suddenly I heard a man in my rear, some ten or twenty steps,

say: "Oh, I surrender!" I turned and saw Yankee Cavalry
in or about our works that we had recently left, and where I

expected to find Pickett's Division. I called for my horse and

mounted him, and said to my men that I was but a short while

out of prison, and I would not go back, but that I advised them

to surrender, and told Jake Friar, my adjutant, my intention to

get out, if possible. I laid flat on my horse and galloped down

my line to the left. I saw one of my companies get through

just before I got there, but the cavalry and infantry, as I thought,
but it proved to be dismounted cavalry (Chamberlayne's Divi-

sion), came together. I rode rapidly back to my colors and

ordered a surrender. "Sic transit gloria mundi." We had

fought our last battle. Twas Chamberlayne's Brigade of dis-

mounted cavalry that I had been fighting in my front, and Pen-

nington's Brigade of mounted cavalry in my rear.

I cannot close without adding that when I ordered, in a loud

tone, my regiment to surrender, several of Pennington's cavalry

made a dash for my colors. That brave and glorious man,

Hickok, my color sergeant, drew his pistol and began firing on

them, asking : "What did you say, Colonel Hutters ?" I repeated

my order, but Hickok, dear fellow, had been shot down, and I

thought killed, but God be praised, I hear he still lives, an

honored citizen of Botetourt, his native county. No braver

man ever bore the colors of his country on the field of battle,

and even at this late day I waft him a "well done." I have not

seen him since Five Forks.

His division loved him and would have followed him any-
where.

J. RISQUE HUTTER,

Formerly Colonel nth Virginia Infantry.
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HANOVER GRAYS.

A Roll of This Gallant Organization A Long Death List.

The following is the roll of Company I, i5th Virginia Volun-

teers Infantry (Hanover Grays), Corse's Brigade, Pickett's Divi-

sion, Longstreet's Corps, Army of Northern Virginia. This

company was organized at Old Church, Hanover County, Va.,

in December of 1859, and mustered into the service of the Con-

federate States at Richmond, Va., April 23, 1861, and continued

in service until the surrender at Appomattox Courthouse, in

April, 1865.

Captain, B. W. Talley, served from April 23, 1861, to April,

1862; now dead.

First Lieutenant, Thaddeus Foster, served from April 23, 1861,

to April, 1862; now dead.

Second Lieutenant, William Boyd, served from April 23, 1861,

to April, 1862
;
now dead.

Captain James D. Waid, served from April 23, 1862, to 1865.

First Lieutenant, George P. Haw, served from April 23, 1862,

to 1865 ;
lost an arm.

Second Lieutenant, John W. Davidson, served from April 23,

1862, to 1865.

Third Lieutenant, William N. Parsley, served from April 23,

1862, to 1865.

Allan, James B.

Allan, Robert (dead).

Atkins, H. C.

Atkins, William T. (dead).

Batkins, Cornelius (dead).

Bowles, William.

Boyd, George G. (dead).

Boyd, William (dead).

Brown, Lucian.

Brown, P. H. (lost arm and leg; dead).

Burch, E. T.

Burton, Marcus.

Butler, John M. (dead).

Carlton, Charles.
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Cook, Lawrence (dead).

Corbin, John G.

Cosby, John O. (wounded and dead).

Christian, Horace (dead).

Christian, R. A. (detailed; dead).

Crump, Edward.

Curtis, Armistead (dead).

Dunn, John H. (killed at Drewry's Bluff).

Dunn, Charles (killed at Drewry's Bluff).

Dunn, Robert S. (wounded; dead).

Dunn, Henry C.

Ellett, Thaddeus (wounded).

Ellerson, Thomas H. (wounded).

Gaines, William (detailed).

Gray, John (wounded and dead).

Gardner, R. E. (discharged; dead).

Gibson, John T.

Gibson, Robert H.

Griffin, R. R. (wounded).

Harwood, John W. (detailed).

Haw, Edwin (dead).

Haw, John H. (sergeant).

Haw, Richardson W. (twice wounded; dead).

Haw, William (wounded).

Hazelgrove, Andrew (died in prison).

Hogan, William (dead).

Home, Robert R. (died in prison).

Home, Ralph R.

Hott, William (wounded).

Hughes, P. H. (wounded; dead).

Johnson, P. L.

Jones, Washington (killed).

Jones, William Wingfield (wounded and dead)

Kelley, James S. (dead).

Kent, George W. (wounded).

Lipscomb, Henry (wounded).

Lorgan, Benjamin (dead).

Mantlo, William (twice wounded).
Mantlo, Cornelius (wounded).

Mills, John T. (detailed; dead).
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Mosby, John S. (dead).

Norment, William E. (dead).

Nunnally, L. M. (dead).

Otey, Thomas (wounded).

Otey, William (wounded and dead).

Pate, John W. (transferred and dead).

Pate, William B. (dead).

Richardson, Bowling (dead).

Richardson, John (wounded).

Richardson, Henry (dead).

Richardson, Peter (dead).

Short, William Neander.

Smith, William H. (wounded and dead).

Smith, William C. (killed near Ashland, Va.).

Southard, John (wounded and dead).

Snyder, Stephen (discharged; dead).

Taliaferro, William (discharged; dead).

Talley, George T. (discharged).

Talley, John A. J. (killed at Sharpsburg).

Talley, Ezekiel S. (killed at Sharpsburg).

Talley, Wr

alter (wounded and dead).

Talley, Williamson (dead).

Talley, Charles A. (dead).

Talley, William E.

Thacker, Philip (dead).

Thomas, Richard A.

Thomas, R. H. (dead).

Timberlake, Junius (dead).

Tomblin, John H.

Tyler, Davis.

Via, Andrew (discharged).

Via, William H.

Warren, James B. (dead).

White, Lee (killed at Drewry's Bluff).

Wicker, William (killed at Sharpsburg).
Wright, George W.
Wright, Gus. W. (wounded).
Wright, Joseph (dead).

Wright, Silas (dead).

Wyatt, Charles.

Wyatt, William (dead).
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From the Times-Dispatch, October 21, 1906.

FROM MANASSAS TO FRAZIER'S FARM.

Recollections of a Soldier in Many Battles General

Lee to the Rear.

Sir, I read in the Confederate Column of The Times-Dis-

patch some time ago Corporal Tom's article, in which he gave
some intensely interesting accounts of his close calls and other

experiences in the War of the Sixties. This has encouraged me
to offer a few of my own experiences, and other incidents that

have never found their way in print.

I was a native of Warren County, and in the early days of

1 86 1, when I was just a plain farmer, twenty-four years of age,

I assisted in organizing an infantry company of eighty-four men.

The organization was completed on the I7th day of June, 1861,

and M. T. Wheatley, a graduate of Lexington, was elected cap-

tain
;
B. S. Jacobs, first lieutenant

; J. B. Updyke, second lieu-

tenant
;
R. S. Funkhouser, junior second lieutenant

;
E. V. Boyd,

orderly sergeant; John G. Brown, color sergeant. Later Boyd
was made second lieutenant

; Brown, junior second lieutenant,

and Private A. Updyke was elected second lieutenant. Captain

Wheatley was promoted to major in October, and died of

typhoid fever in December, 1861.

We remained at Front Royal, drilling and having our uni-

forms made, until July, 1861, when on the i6th day of that

month we reported to Colonel William Smith (Extra Billy) at

Manassas Junction for duty.

BATTLE OF MANASSAS.

On the morning of the 2ist of July, 186 1, we were bivouacked

near the Lewis House, and within four hundred yards of the

Henry House, which was destined to become the key to the

great strategic move of that day, although I think it was a sur-

prise to our generals, for they expected the conflict to take

place about five or six miles to the right of it. We were, through
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sympathy occasioned by our awkward appearance, sent there to

be out of harm's way, rather than as an outpost. We had just

received our guns since our arrival at Manassas, and were with-

out cartridge boxes or bayonet scabbards, and had to carry the

cartridges in the men's pockets, with the bayonets fixed on

the end of the guns. I have often thought what a ludicrous ap-

pearance we would have made to the New York Zouaves (the

red breeches fellows), who had been drilled and equipped to per-

fection, and were Uncle Sam's, or Abe's, especial pets ; but,

fortunately for us, they did not wait to observe us long at that

Henry House hill when we charged into them and took Rickett's

Battery, which they were supporting, or rather, the Stonewall

Brigade, took the battery, and we paid our respects to the

Zouaves
;
and a great many of them stayed with us in killed and

wounded. We went into the fight with only two other com-

panies of what afterwards became the 49th Virginia Regiment,
to-wit: Captain Ward's, afterward Randolph's, from Warren-

ton, Va., and Captain Charles B. Christian's, from Amherst

County, Va., and temporarily brigaded with Brigadier-General

Philip S't. George Cooke. We were formed, when the crisis

of the battle had come, on the left of the 39th Virginia Regiment,
which was the left wing of the Stonewall Brigade. We lost

four men killed and eighteen wounded out of our company that

day. This was my first battle, and I wish I could describe my
feelings on that occasion

;
but I can only say that it was a

terrific change from a peaceful, quiet and happy home, the home
of my youth, where we worshipped on the Sabbath day, and none

dared to molest us or make us afraid.

SINGULAR COINCIDENCE.

And here I wish to mention that it was a singular coincidence

that our company and regiment were thrown into the balance

when the crisis had come at the first battle of Manassas, as

already described, and also on the ever-memorable I2th of

May, 1864, at Spotsylvania Courthouse, when General Lee

offered to lead us to retake the works just after General Edward

Johnson's Division was captured, of which the writer and many
others have minutely described in the columns of The Times-

Dispatch, for it seems that no other incident of the war has
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attracted more attention than that. Methinks that I can see

General Lee yet, and hear the "rebel yell," that was raised when

his horse was led back and we charged, and, as in the charge
at Manassas, we won.

The night after the battle at Williamsburg, the 6th of May,

1862, our regiment was standing in line of battle in front of the

winter quarters of some of General Magruder's troops, and it

was pouring down rain. We were wet as water could make us,

even with good overcoats on, and it was very dark, so Lieu-

tenant J. B. Updyke and myself groped into one of the huts and

found something soft to lay our heads on, and soon we were

both fast asleep. A cannon-ball crashed through our shanty,

and the rattle of shingles and shower of daubing and debris

woke us up, and when we started to decamp in a great hurry,

Lieutenant Updyke said, wofully : "I've lost my hat. Have you

got a match ?" When I struck one, lo and behold ! there was

a large Newfoundland dog, which had served as our pillow, lying

there dead ; but we did not hold a post-mortem to ascertain the

cause of his death, because another cannon-ball came shrieking

close over our heads.

My first close call was at Seven Pines, the 3ist of May, 1862,

when we were going into the fight and wending our way through
that impenetrable swamp and abattis, sluiced with water after a

big rain. I was following in the wake of Corporal G. W. Fox,
a file closer, it being my position in line of battle as lieutenant.

When Fox was stepping around a tree he hesitated to push some
briers to one side, and after I stepped with my right foot for-

ward, I withdrew it and pushed by the other side of the tree,

instead of waiting for him to get out of my way. Just then a

cannon-ball came along and took one of Fox's legs off. We
went in that fight with forty-six men, and only twenty-two came
out unharmed. Captain B. S. Jacobs was wounded and Lieu-

tenant L. V. Boyd was killed.

We were in General George B. Anderson's Brigade, with

the 4th North Carolina and two Georgia Regiments there, and

in the entanglement of brush and felled trees we became mixed

up, but still trying to go forward. I noticed Colonel, after-

wards General, Bryan Grymes, of the 4th North Carolina, riding

near me, carrying the flag of his regiment, the bearer having
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been shot down. When I called to him to let me carry the flag,

saying, too, that he would be killed, he replied, calmly : "Lieu-

tenant, your life is worth as much as mine." I did not think of

the awkward looks of a Virginian carrying a North Carolina

flag for them, and I do not know whether the General did or not.

The morning after the battle of Frazier's Farm, June 30, 1862,

I was detailed to take command of forty-five skirmishers to

charge the bluecoats out of a barn, and when we started at

double quick it looked like going into the jaws of death. We
were greatly relieved when the enemy hoisted the white flag

and surrendered, sixty-two of them, for the whole Yankee Army
had left the night previous for Malvern Hill.

R. D. FUNKHOUSER.

Maurertown, Shenandoah Co., Va., 1906.

From the Times-Dispatch, July 15, 1906.

THE FIRST CONFEDERATE MEMORIAL DAY.

How many of our States claim the first memorial organiza-

tion? What matters if there are no records to prove it? New
Orleans claims it; Georgia claims it; Portsmouth, Va.

;
Rich-

mond, Va., claim it. But the little village of Warrenton, Va.,

claims, and can prove it, the first Confederate Memorial Day.
Killed in skirmish at Fairfax Courthouse, June i, 1861, Cap-
tain John Quincy Marr, Warrenton Rifles, I7th Virginia Regi-

ment, buried in the little village graveyard, June 3rd, with mili-

tary honors
; wept over by the old and young ;

flowers strewn

on his grave, and the first Confederate Memorial Day was ob-

served. After the first battle of Manassas, July 21, 1861, the

dead and mortally wounded, numbering many, were brought
to this same little village, and again memorial day was observed

by the women and children. Was this, the women's work, dis-

continued? No, organized; no, but the spontaneous outburst
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of the Rachels throughout the land weeping for her children

and would not be comforted. The graves of these dead after

the battle of Manassas were hastily marked on mere headboards.

The living had to be cared for, and only a little band of women
to do it. Women, tenderly raised and sheltered, went to the bed-

side of the wounded and with their own hands dressed the

wounds, fed and cared for those men. There were no trained

nurses, and only a very few doctors. When the spirit left the

body they were buried in the same little graveyard, and the

memorial work went on. The names on the boards being al-

most obliterated, a band of children, none of them over sixteen,

determined to replace these boards. A kind carpenter- offered

to give the smooth plank and make into markers. My mother's

long black porch became the paint shop. One of the boys, now
an artist, Mr. Richard N. Brooke, of Washington, cut out let-

ters, which we traced on the white headboards, and repainted as

we finished them at the graves, and the memorial work went on.

We felt very proud of our work, but in the winter of sixty-three,

I think, the Yankees made a raid through our town and camp-

ing near the graveyard, they burned the headboards to make
their camp fires; but as soon as the spring flowers came, we

placed the blossoms on these graves, and each year continued

our memorial work. After the war the bones of these dead were

placed in one common grave, and a beautiful monument erected,

which bears this inscription : "Virginia's Daughters to Vir-

ginia's Defenders." And so, I claim for Warrenton, Va., the

first memorial day, dating it June 3, 1861, when we laid to rest

the remains of Captain John Quincy Marr, killed by the invaders

of our Southland, June 1st, Fairfax Courthouse, 1861.

R.
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I N VI EIMORI AM.

RICHARD L. MAURY,
Ex-Member of the Executive Committee and Life Member.

WILFRED E. CUTSHAW,
Member of the Executive Committee.

At a meeting of the Executive Committee of the Southern

Historical Society, held December 27, 1907, the following was

presented and adopted :

Since the last meeting of the Executive Committee of the

Southern Historical Society, it has lost by death two of its highly

valued members, who not only in signal service in the field, in

the Army of the Confederate States, but in enkindling reverence

for the just cause since, have commended themselves by their

example, not alone to us, but world-wide to those who hold

truth and fidelity in regard.

RICHARD LAUXCELOT MAURY, Colonel Confederate States

Army, born in Fredericksburg, Va., in 1842; died at Richmond,

Va., October 14, 1907; son of Commodore Matthew Fontaine

Maury, the "Pathfinder of the Seas," and by double line of that

fugitive Huguenot band of exiles for conscience sake, whose

influence is so marked in families of their extraction he

promptly gave allegiance to the South, enlisting in "F" Company,

of Richmond, Va.
; promoted to the rank of lieutenant, he was

assigned to the C. S. Navy, and for daring service therein was

further promoted to the rank of major of the 24th Virginia In-

fantry, and surrendered at Appomattox Courthouse with the

rank of colonel. Since the war he has been a successful practi-

tioner of law at Richmond, Va.
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WILFRED E. CTJTSHAW, Lieutenant-Colonel of Artillery Con-

federate States Army; born at Harper's Ferry, W. Va., January

25, 1838; died at Richmond, Va., December 19, 1907; of sturdy

Scotch and steadfast English blood his mother being Martha

J. Moxley, born in Alexandria, and who died at the age of

ninety-two years.

He served with conspicuous valor and efficiency in the C. S.

Artillery, losing a leg and receiving other wounds. In Septem-

ber, 1866, he was appointed Assistant Professor of Mathematics

in the Virginia Military Institute, a post once held by Major,

subsequently, General T. J. Jackson.

In the fall of 1873 ne was elected City Engineer of Richmond,

Va., and among his recommendations filed was a letter from

General Robert E. Lee, in which he pays high tribute to the

character, efficiency and attainments of our lamented associate.

The admirable work achieved by this "man of ideals" in his

thirty-four years of service in building up our beautiful city, is

manifest at every point.

Resolved, That in the death of these, our so useful and in-

fluential associates, the society experiences a distinct loss, and

we feel that their places may scarcely be filled by others animated

with greater zeal and constancy.
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ANDERSONVILLE PRISON.

A Northern Witness for Captain Wirz.

Immediately after the surrender of the relics of the Southern

armies that had fought the war of secession to the end and had

laid down their arms upon guarantees given by General Grant,

who commanded all the United States armies and was univer-

sally recognized as the savior of the Union, the leading poli-

ticians in the North, infuriated and enraged against the South-

ern people, sought some pretext upon which the Southern leaders

could be put to ignominious death and their property confiscated

and divided out among the robbers, while portions of the confis-

cated lands were to be allotted to the emancipated negro slaves.

Such was the programme marked out by the South-haters in

both houses of the United States Congress. Fortunately they

were prevented from carrying out their nefarious and mur-

derous schemes by several circumstances which may well be con-

sidered providential interventions.

One of these was the declaration by General Grant that no

policy of violence and outrage could be perpetrated upon the

military officers and soldiers who had laid down their arms and

surrendered to him as long as the prisoners regarded their

paroles and kept faith upon which they had ceased fighting.

General Grant was at that time universally popular, and so com-

plete was his hold upon the regard of the people that nothing

could be done towards persecuting _the surrendered Southern

Soldiers contrary to his will.

Another circumstance which also contributed to save the

Southern people from wholesale massacre and confiscation was
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the fact that President Lincoln, just before his tragic and to

the South most calamitous death, had begun to put in operation

a plan to rehabilitate and restore to their places in the Union

the several Southern States, and after his death the task was

recommenced by his successor, Andrew Johnson.
Whatever might have been the disposition of the Northern

politicians toward Lincoln's movements for Southern reinstate-

ment, when it was undertaken by Andrew Johnson, it created

such a state of fury and hate that his impeachment and, expul-

sion from office was immediately attempted by Congress. In a

trial of impeachment a committee from the House of Represen-
tatives makes the accusations, while the Senate sitting as a

court under the presidency of the Chief Justice, hears the evi-

dence and votes upon the guilt or innocence of the accused. A
two-thirds vote is required to convict, and in this ease one vote

was lacking to secure conviction. Thus, by,the narrowest possi-

ble margin President Johnson escaped impeachment, and he

constantly stood as a stern and unflinching opposer of all the

radical schemes attempted by Congress against the Southern

States and people, so that although he could not prevent the

legislation that imposed the infamous Reconstruction measures

upon the South, he was able at least to prevent the wholesale

enslavement of the white people of the South and the plunder

of their property.

Being unable to wreak their hate in mass upon the Southern

people there still remained the possibility of resorting to indi-

vidual outrages. One of these expedients was to try Jefferson

Davis for treason and to condemn him to death and execute

him. When all the great lawyers of the North had vainly

searched the Constitution and laws for some warrant to make

Davis a traitor, the bloody inquisitors, determined to have a

victim at last, were reduced to the expedient of making one of

Captain Henry Wirz, the Commandant of the Confederate prison

at Andersonville, Ga.

In August, 1865, a special order was issued from the War

Department, summoning a court martial to try Captain Henry
Wirz and other prisoners. That military court made a report,

of which the following is an extract :
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Washington, D. C, Nov. 6, 1865.

Before a military commission, which convened at Washington,
D. C., Aug. 23, 1865, pursuant to Paragraph 3, Special Order

No. 453, dated Aug. 23, 1865, and Paragraph 13, Special Order

No. 524, Aug. 22, 1865, War Department, Adjutant General's

Office, Washington, D. C., and of which Major General Lewis

Wallace, United States Volunteers, is President, was arraigned

and tried Henry Wirz.

Finding The Commission, after having maturely considered

the evidence adduced, find the accused guilty, as follows:

Of specification to Charge I, guilty, after amending said

specification as follows: In this, that the said Henry Wirz did

combine, confederate and conspire with them, the said Jeffer-

son Davis, James A. Seddon, Howell Cobb, John H. Winder,

Richard B. Winder, Isaiah H. White, S. Reed, R. R. Stephen-

son, S. P. Moore, - - Keer (late hospital steward at Ander-

sonville), James Duncan, Wesley W. Turner, Benjamin Harris,

and others whose names are unknown, maliciously and traitor-

ously and in violation of the laws of war, to impair and injure

the health and to destroy the lives of a large number of Federal

prisoners, to-wit, 45,000 soldiers, etc.

The court implicated with Wirz, President Davis and mem-
bers of his Cabinet and other high officials of the Confederate

service, but the others mentioned were never brought to trial.

On Nov. 6, Wirz was sentenced to death, and four days after-

ward he was executed by hanging. It will be noted that the

trial and execution of Wirz was resorted to as a means of impli-

cating the heads of the Confederate Government, and it is

known that Wirz was offered life and liberty if he would charge
the treatment of the prisoners on President Davis, but he scorned

such knavery and went to his death a brave and innocent man.

In this connection a volume of extreme interest and import-

ance has appeared in the form of "A defense of Major Henry

Wirz," by two Northern soldiers, James Madison Page, late

Second Lieutenant, Company A, Sixth Michigan Calvary, and

M, J. Haley. Mr. Page was captured by the Confederate troops

Sept. 21, 1864, and was sent to Andersonville Confederate prison.

Says Mr. Page in his book:
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Touching my treatment on the whole, I cannot recall a soli-

tary instance during the fourteen months while I was a pris-

oner of being insulted, browbeaten, robbed, or maltreated in any
manner by a Confederate officer or soldier.

The books written by other Union soldiers who were pris-

oners in the South teem with accounts of brutality, insults, and

suffering heaped upon them by Rebel officers and guards seem-

ingly for cruelty's sake. I cannot question the veracity of those

Northern writers
;
but I can and will speak for myself as far

as I was concerned and as to my experience and as to what

came under my observation. With all due respect to my late

brethren-in-arms and in prison life, I cannot but think that to

some extent they were instrumental, if they state facts, in bring-

ing it upon themselves. Did they give the "soft answer
5* when

questioned? I do not hold that the prisoner when questioned
should be obliging to the extent of giving information. O, no

;

but he can be courteous in his refusal to do so.

He thus describes Andersonville :

Visions of exchange were dispelled when we left the cars and

stood in line before the south gate of Andersonville Prison. This

was the 27th of February, 1864, between 10 and n a. m. I

spent the remainder of the day exploring the camp to find a

favorable place for our habitation.

The camp was situated on what had been heavy pine timber

land, but the trees had been cut down. There was a stream of

clear water running east through the prison grounds. The stock-

ade was built of pine logs cut twenty feet long and hewed to the

thickness of one foot and set in a trench five feet deep, making
a wall fifteen high, on the top of which were sentry boxes about

thirty-five feet apart. The stockade was not quite completed
when we arrived there, but a strong force of men was at work

at it. When completed, it would comprise about eleven acres.

There were only about 2,000 prisoners confined there upon
our arrival.

We were guarded by the Twenty-fifth Alabama Infantry, vet-

eran troops, who knew how to treat prisoners. And I said then

and have ever since said in speaking of our guards the Twenty-
fifth Alabama Infantry that I never met the same number of
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men together who came much nearer to my standard of what

I call gentlemen. They were respectful, humane, and soldierly.

We were organized into squads of ninety, and I soon discov-

ered that the young sergeant in charge of our squad was a fine

young fellow. I shall refer to him more explicitly farther on.

I have read Richardson, Kellogg, Urban, Spencer and Grisbv,

on Andersonville, the most of it recently, and I was and am

surprised at the free-lance recklessness of description.

Let us first discuss the topographical selection of the Ander-

sonville site for a prison camp. I realize that this phase of the

question has been reverted to and minutely described every five

or six years, since Richardson first gave his views to the pub-

lic, early in the autumn of 1865. The selection of the site was

excellent. I do not propose to dilate on the beauties of a prison.
: * I wouldn't advise any one to seek a prison as a place at

which to spend a vacation.

Of course there was suffering, hunger and misery among the

prisoners at Andersonville. I had my share of it. There was

also hunger, misery and suffering at Salisbury and at Rock
Island and Elmira, the two latter places right in a land of plenty.

The Confederate officer who selected Andersonville gave evi-

dence of his being an engineer of no mean caliber. I don't

believe that in the whole State of Georgia a better choice could

have been made. The place was healthful and salubrious and

the water was good. The ground within the inclosure was not,

as has been described by an unfriendly chronicler seemingly
with malice aforethought, wet, boggy, miry, and a swamp.

Captain Wirz has been so often characterized as a monster of

cruelty that one recalls with surprise this description of him by
the Union officer:

Meeting him in one of his rounds of the prison, I approached
and saluted. "Captain Wirz, I believe," said I. "Yes, sir."

"May I speak with you?" "Certainly." "Captain, there are a

number of the prisoners adjacent to my quarters, several of

whom are immediate comrades, who are sick. We have no fuel

with which to cook our rations. The meal issued of late is poor
in quality. I think that there is part of the cob ground with it.

I am here on a begging mission to see if something cannot be

done to remedy matters, I trust that you will pardon my pre-
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sumption." "Yes, sir; you are certainly excusable and justifia-

ble in coming to me. I realize that situation. I am doing all

I can to remedy matters and to relieve the deplorable condition,

but I am hampered in many ways. We are building a bakery,

working day and night to complete it. There will be a change

very soon. The men will soon get bread." I heartily thanked

him.

He impressed me as an unassuming, kind-hearted man with a

somewhat sad expression of countenance.

Within a day or two after this meal of a better quality was

served us, and a day or two later still we received corn meal

mush and later bread.

And this was the man who was charged with putting a

deadly poison into vaccine matter that was used in vaccinating

the prisoners, as a result of which "one hundred and twenty
died by vaccine poisoning one week !"

The interview produced upon me a complete revolution of

opinion relative to the man. I went to him with fear and

trembling, looking for the worst.

Everybody who has any knowledge of the conditions in the

Northern military prisons during the Civil War knows that the

Southern soldiers imprisoned in the North were treated with

extreme cruelty and were made to suffer the most unnecessary

privations, and the Federal authorities strenuously opposed any

exchange of prisoners of war. General Grant, commanding the

United States Armies, wrote the following on the subject:

"City Point, Va., Aug. 21, 1864.

"Hon. Edwin M. Stanton, Secretary of War:

Please inform General Foster that under no circumstances will

he be authorized to make an exchange of prisoners of war.

Exchanges simply reinforce the enemy at once, whilst we do not

get the benefit for two or three months and lose the majority

entirely. I telegraph this just from hearing that some five

hundred or six hundred prisoners had been sent to General Fos-

ter.

U. S. GRANT,
"Lieutenant General.'

7
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The following from the official statistics of prisoners on both

sides is of particular interest:

Whole number of Federals in Confederate prisons 270,000
Number of Confederates in Northern prisons 220,000

Excess of Federal prisoners 50,000

Confederates died in Northern prisons 26,436
Federals died in Southern prisons 22,570

Excess of Confederate deaths 3,866

Thus the death rate of Confederates in Northern prisons was
over 12 per cent., while that of Federal prisoners in Southern

prisons was under 9 per cent.

The Northern official record with regard to the treatment and

exchange of prisoners in the war of 1861-65 was shameful, and

the murder of Captain Wirz to divert public attention from

the real authors of the sufferings of the prisoners on both sides

was one of the greatest atrocities of modern times.

Mr. Page's book is published by the Neale Publishing Com-

pany, New York and Washington.
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TWO IMPORTANT LETTERS BY JEFFERSON
DAVIS DISCOVERED.

They Prove that He Was in No Way Responsible for

Conditions at the Andersonville Military Prison.

Prof. W. L. Fleming Shows that the Confederate Chieftain Never

Saw the Chandler Report until after the War.

The two letters below, which were written by Jefferson Davis

to Colonel R. H. Chilton, of Richmond, make certain the con-

tention of the Southern historians of the war that a report made
in August, 1864, by Colonel Z. T. Chandler on conditions in

Andersonville Prison was not forwarded to Mr. Davis and that

he did not know of the report until after the close of the wai.

Chandler, who had been sent by the Confederate War Depart-
ment to inspect Andersonville, reported that conditions there

were bad, chiefly on account of the lack of proper sanitation and

the crowding of too many prisoners into the stockade. He re-

commended that numbers of the prisoners be removed to other

places.

This report, the records show, reached the Confederate War

Department, where it was read by Colonel R. H. Chilton, who

forwarded it to Judge J. A. Campbell, Assistant Secretary of

War. Campbell was much impressed by the contents of the

report, and is said to have declared to Chilton that he intended

to see President Davis about the matter. The report then went

to the Secretary of War, by whom it should have been forwarded

to Davis. It was not forwarded, however, and Campbell did

not carry out his intention of seeing Mr. Davis. The prisoners

were soon moved, but they would probably have been moved

earlier had Davis seen the Chandler report.

In 1865 when Wirz, the Commandant at Andersonville, was

tried and hanged, a strong effort was made to prove that Mr.

Davis had known of this report and that he had deliberately
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caused the Andersonville prisoners to suffer. Wirz was even

offered his life, it is said, if he would implicate Davis, but he

withstood the temptation. The Northern historians have gen-

erally asserted that Davis had seen the Chandler report, and

consequently have held him responsible for the suffering that

resulted after the date of the report. James Ford Rhodes, the

most liberal of the Northern historians of the war, does not

quite accept the Southern contention that the report was never

forwarded to Davis.

In explanation of the matter, it has been suggested that Chand-

ler and Winder, who had charge of all Federal prisoners, were

so unfriendly that Chandler's report, which attacked Winder,
was somewhat discounted by Secretary Seddon and turned over

to Winder for explanation. Further, the record shows that

Seddon had, before the Chandler report reached him, issued

orders to move some of the prisoners from Andersonville.

In the first letter, in saying that the "United States authorities

are to blame," Mr. Davis was referring to the refusal of Gen-

eral Grant to exchange prisoners with General Lee. Grant said :

"If we commence a system of exchange which liberates all

prisoners taken we shall have to fight on until the whole South

is exterminated. If we hold those caught, they amount to no

more than dead men."

In regard to Stanton's report, Mr. Davis had in mind those

statistics which he later gave in his book, "The Rise and Fall

of the Confederate Government." Federal prisoners held by
the Confederates 270,000, of whom 22,576 died; Confederate

prisoners held by the Federals 220,000, of whom 26,245 died.

Colonel Wood mentioned in the second letter was John Taylor

Wood, the grandson of Colonel Zachary Taylor. He was one of

President Davis' aids de camp.
The original of these letters were furnished me by Mrs. Chil-

ton, who lives in Richmond. They have never before been

printed, and, so far as known, contain the only statement ever

made by Mr. Davis in regard to the Chandler report.

WALTER L. FLEMING,

Professor of History, Louisiana State University.
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Memphis, Sept. 2, 1875.

General R. H. Chilton:

My Dear Sir, Accept my thanks for your kind letter of

the 3Oth tilt. I did not know of the document to which you re-

fer of the attempt to make Colonel Chandler implicate me in

neglecting the sufferings of prisoners. I had heard of offers

made to Wirz the night before his execution, to give him a par-

don if he would criminate me. I would be glad to have such

a statement as you offer to make, and if Colonel Chandler would

state the facts of his examination by the Wirz Court, as well

as any others bearing on the question, I would be obliged not

only for my own sake, but also for others, who, being innocent,

have nevertheless suffered from the charge of cruelty to pris-

oners.

That was the excuse for torturing me when in prison, and

that is the burthen of anonymous letters yet occasionally sent to

me. Though it is true that the United States authorities are,

as you say, to blame for any suffering by prisoners, in that

they
1 alone prevented prompt release under the cartel, they have

boldly charged us with the death of everyone who died in prison,

and our people have been dumb as sheep brought to the shearing.

The fact is, as a general proposition, we showed humanity,

and though we could not provide for the prisoners as well as

we would have wished to do 3 we did the best we could. They,

not embarrassed as we were, treated prisoners with brutality, and

as shown by Secretary Stanton's report, the percentage of deaths

in Northern prisons was greater than in ours.

Please give my special regard to Mrs. Chilton. I am sorry

to learn that you have been visited by that tormentor, neuralgia,

and hope before this reaches you that you may have been

relieved. As ever, truly you-r friend,

JEFFERSON DAVIS.

Memphis, Tenn., Dec. 9, 1875.

General R. H. Chilton:

My Dear Sir, Accept my thanks for your kind letter of

the 1 4th ult. and for your valuable defense against the whole-

sale slander of the writer for the ''Radical" paper of St. Louis,
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the Globe-Democrat. If Judge Campbell should be moved by
such impulse as caused you to overcome your aversion to news-

paper notoriety, he could contradict the statement that he said

"I will make it the subejct of a special interview with the Pres-

ident." His official position and personal relations render it

unlikely that he said so
;
and if he did his declaration was cer-

tainly never carried into execution.

As to Colonel Wood, the statement amounts to nothing, as it

does not even pretend to relate what Colonel Wood said, or

show that he even knew of the existence of Chandler's report,
as he probably did not. We all knew of the disease and fatal-

ity among the prisoners at Andersonville, and I remember it was
attributed to the climate and corn meal diet, and the absence

of the proper medicine for such diseases as existed. It was
under those circumstances that I sent General Lee to hold an

interview with General Grant, and press on him the necessity

for resuming the exchange of prisoners according to the cartel.

He failed to awake any of that tender regard for the prisoners

which is now assumed for the purpose of maligning me. A short

time since W. S. Winder, the son of General Winder, wrote to

me in urgent terms, asking me to vindicate his father's memory.
I informed him that the report of Colonel Chandler had not been

submitted to me, and that I had but recently learned of its exist-

ence from you. That to its specific allegations I could only offer

in reply the confidence I had entertained in General Winder as

a gentleman and a soldier, and the conviction I had felt that

he was too gallant to have oppressed anyone when at his mercy.
In the same letter W. S. W. stated that the report of Colonel

Chandler had been sent to General Winder for explanation, and

that he had answered; also sending replies to special points by
the quartermaster, the commissary and surgeon.

These I pointed out to him would be the best possible defense

of his father, and if he could not get access to the captured

archives, that the Secretary of War and the Adjutant, General

S. Cooper, would no doubt remember the substance of those

reports. I have never believed the Northern accusations against
us in regard to the treatment of prisoners, and have contended

that we did as well as our means permitted. It is another sad
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loss to me to have my faith in the -knightly bearing of our

army shaken even in a single instance. God grant that those

reports of the officers of the Andersonville Prison may satisfac-

torily explain whatever seemed inhuman or neglectful. Our

enemy, I hoped, would have all the shame of torturing the help-

less.

Like you, I regret that the report of Colonel Chandler was not

laid before me. It is probable that the explanation of General

Winder was satisfactory to General Cooper, for I have never

known a man who more directly walked in the path of duty,

regardless of personal bias, than General Cooper. Though he

and General Winder had been cadets together and were friends,

I think he would have notified me of the fact, if he had thought
there was valid objection to W/s promotion. As you do not

refer to the replies from Andersonville, I infer they did not

come under your notice.

Please give my kindest remembrance to Mrs. Chilton.

Having been for many years a sufferer by your present tor-

mentor, neuralgia, let me suggest to you to diminish your office

hours, increase your outdoor exercise and eat at regular hours.

Like many quack prescriptions, this may be recommended as

not injurious, if not beneficial. I am, as ever, truly your friend,

JEFFERSON DAVIS.
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From the Danville, Va., Bee, April 20, 1JI07.

THE LAST CHARGE

Of the I4th Virginia Cavalry at Appomattox C. H., Va.,

April 9, 1865, and its Battle Flag.

Interesting Incidents of the Retreat.

[Captain Bouldin is a well-known member of the Virginia

Bar, and has contributed to past volumes of this serial. ED.]

In his address to the veterans and "daughters" here Thursday

night, Captain Morton, their Inspector General, referred to the

battle flag of the i/j-th Virginia Cavalry, which is among those

returned by the Government. Yankee Sgt, J. Donalson, Com-

pany L., 4th Pennsylvania Cavalry, who had turned over the

old war worn banner to the United States Government, claimed

that he captured it on the 9th of April at Appomattox and pinned

a paper on the flag to that effect, which was found by Captain

Morton, when he took the flags out of their care for exhibition

in the Capitol. The interesting local feature about the flag is

that it was Captain E. E. Bouldin's regimental flag, and he says

it was not captured, but picked up after the color-bearer, James

Wilson, was killed and the regiment left the field. There was

no capture at all. This statement was vouched for by two let-

ters produced by Captain Morton, one to him by Sgt., J. Scott

Moore, of Lexington, Va., and the other by W. L. Moffett, of

Augusta County, Va., in a very interesting letter to Captain

Bouldin, which was referred to by the speaker and is reproduced
here:

Steels' Tavern, Augusta Co., Va.

April 6th, 1899.

Captain E. E. Bouldin,

Co. B., 14th Va. Cavalry.

Dear Sir, I note your letter in the Rockbridge News of

recent date, asking members of the I4th Va. Cavalry, to write
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you at Danville what they remember of the last charge of the

I4th at Appomattox C. H.

The ever memorable day of the surrender of the Army of

Northern Virginia by Gen. R. E. Lee, to Gen. U. S. Grant. Let

us go back in the history of the regiment for a time. * * :

After a few days the retreat from Petersburg and Richmond

was commenced, the battles of Butterwood Creek and Dinwiddie

C. H., and Five Forks, and they were hot and we had it all the

way to Appomattox C. H. skirmish, picket, scout with very
little to eat and no forage for our horses, scarcely. It was an

awful retreat. Yankees, by the thousand, after us, and on our

flanks. The day and night before we reached Appomattox we
were covering the retreat of Lee's Army about ten or eleven

o'clock the bugle sounded "Mount your horses," and we passed

the whole of our army to the front and formed into line of bat-

tle, were dismounted and ordered to stand and hold horses and

keep awake. You were in command, having joined the regiment
a few clays before from Camp Chose, Ohio, where you went the

previous July from Alorefield, without your own consent. You

never will forget Morefield, will you? I won't.

Just as the daylight was dawning a shell from our front

shrieked over our heads, and to mount was sounded by our

bugler. At the same time Col. W. T. Poague's regiment of

artillery just to our left opened (he told me afterwards) sixteen

guns on the woods in our front and the shells passed over our

heads, as we went by fours down the little slope towards the hill

from where the shell had come that started us. As I now remem-

ber we went slow at first, then at a trot and as Poague's guns

ceased firing we charged the woods and captured the batterv, four

brass howitzers, and horses and men. The battery belonged at

Philadelphia, and was a light battery with a cavalry brigade that

had reached our front. We captured a lot of prisoners in the

charge and brought them out. I was ordered to guard them fel-

lows, and when I got rid of them, the regiment had gone some-

where, I did not know where. But I did know I was left with

some yankees, and could only see the dust you all were making to

my right and to the Yankee's left. General W. H. F. Lee came

along my way as I stood with the prisoners, and I asked him

where the command was. He answered me: 'It has gone;
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you turn them fellows aloose and come with me," and I came.

As I looked over my shoulders, as I went down the hill we had

charged up, I saw a regiment of Yanks riding by front of line

with their carbines slung, and carrying a white flag in the mid-

dle of the regiment and gradually expanding around our camp.

The battery we had captured was moving back towards their

lines, and one fellow said to me as they passed, "Guess you

did not keep us very long, Johnny, did you.'' I followed General

Lee down and back the way we came and found Generals R. E.

Lee and Gordon and Pendleton and Pickett and Longstreet at

the apple tree where General W. H. F. Lee joined his father,

and I was told it was all over.

There I was ;
not a I4th man to be seen, and I felt like I was '

in a strange land, hungry. Pretty soon Captain Bill Smith who
had as you may remember been in charge of the picket line, the

night before, and we had not been relieved where we came from

rear to front of Lee's army up to me and said: "Moffett, where

is the regiment: what are you doing here,'' all in the same

breath, to which I answered ''I don't know, do you?" "They

say we have surrendered," he said. I said, "Well I am not

going to surrender." Just then Gen. R. E. Lee, passed near us

and Smith said to him, "General, what is the matter? I am
not going to surrender; can't I leave here?" Gen. Lee said, "I

have surrendered this army ;
I cannot give you permission to

leave, and captain you ought not to leave ; stay with the rest of

us." But Bill Smith said, "I am going to get out of here or die,

and he did leave and got out and lives to this day, the same
brave, daring and every inch a man. He was at the regiment as

I came back with those prisoners. I came by where Sam Walker
was lying wounded in charge of John Whitmore who said he
was mortally wounded. He died that evening. Near him was

James Wilson, our color sergeant, and he too, poor fellow, had
seen his last on earth. His beautiful bay mare stood near him,

and the colors of our old regiment were furled and leaning
against a tree never again to be unfurled. I do not remember
who was with him, but I think it was his brother. I knew he
was dying; my heart sunk within me when he said to me, "Mof-
fett, it is hard to die now just as the war is over. But it was his
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fate. I think the colors fell into the hands of the enemy, as I

never heard of them afterward.

In due time those of us who were left got home, many and

many changes since the surrender that Sunday morning, April

10, 1865. But those who were there will never forget it and

never ought to. Then after the dark days of reconstruction we
must be good fellows down South to have stood it all. But we

did, and when the next war came our Fitzhugh Lee and Wheeler

and a host of others joined the lines again to fight for the flag

we fought from 1861 to 1865.

Yours truly,

W. L. M'OFFETT,

Private in Co. D., I4th Va. Cavalry.
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BARKSDALE'S MISSISSIPPI BRIGADE AT
FREDERICKSBURG.

Read At Seventeenth Annual Reunion Louisiana Division U. C. V. t

Monroe, October 15, 1908, By Captain JAMES D1NKINS,

Member of the History Committee.

[The gallant Captain Dinkins has contributed frequently from

his experience in the field to the newspaper press. Many graphic
articles from his pen have appeared in the New Orleans

Picayune. ED.]

After the first Maryland campaign the Army of Northern Vir-

ginia rested for a short time in the beautiful Shenandoah Val-

ley.

About the I3th of November we received orders to march,
and hurried with all speed towards Rapidan station. Burnside

had moved from Warrenton, destined for Richmond. Then

began a race between the two great armies which ended at Fred-

ericksburg. McLaws' Division, composed of Kershaw's South

Carolina, Semmes' Georgia, Cobb's Georgia and Barksdale's

Mississippi Brigades, was under Jackson at that time. It was

not a question if we could reach Fredericksburg ahead of Burn-

side
; we were obliged to do so. The weather was very severe.

Before reaching Rapidan we crossed two rivers, the North Anna
and South Anna, which formed a junction about a mile below

where we crossed. Arriving at the North Anna, the men re-

moved their shoes and stripped off their trousers. We were

told that the south fork was but a short distance ahead
;
there-

fore, all decided to carry shoes and pants under their arms

until they had forded the South Anna.

The Eighteenth Regiment was leading. Soon after crossing

the first river, the road wound around a hill
; through a skirt

of woods, we entered a cut in the hill and the road changed
direction to the right. Suddenly the head of the column came

running back, the men in fits of laughter, and seeking places to

hide.
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The Colonel and his staff were left without followers
; they

rode back also, their faces wreathed in smiles.

Those of us who had not emerged from the cut had no idea

what the cause was, but soon the word was passed along: "Put
on your breeches, quick." Between the two rivers there is an

elevated plateau, about fifteen acres in extent, which rises some

ten feet above the surrounding surface.

It was almost square. On the plateau stood a little village,

the most picturesque place the writer remembers ever to have

seen. Around the bluff of the little village there was a plank

fence, along which the entire population stood, waiting to see

Jackson's foot cavalry pass. Therefore, when the head of the

column came in view of the people, the boys fled in disorder.

We finally arrived at Rapidan and crossed the river. I think

it was the I5th of November. After reaching the south bank

the brigade halted in a scrubby woods, and stood on the roadside

tyhile a brigade of cavalry passed. The Mississippians indulged
in every species of exasperating criticisms, and declared there

were no Yankees ahead, otherwise the cavalry would not be

marching to the front.

The men were in a laughing mood, notwithstanding sleet was

falling and the ground was covered with snow.

After the troopers had gone, we resumed the march. White

watching the cavalry pass our clothing was freezing. It may
seem strange how men endured the cold, but they did. The

march was kept up almost constantly until we reached Frecter-

icksburg, where Barksdale's Brigade went into camp along the

edge of a woods, but were not allowed to build fires. It was a

desperate night. The ground was covered with snow to a depth

of several inches and the trees with sleet. Very few men had

blankets, and the boys huddled together in piles to prevent freez-

ing.

A few days after reaching Fredericksburg, Barksdale's Bri-

gade moved into the city and picketed the river from a little

place called Falmouth to a point below, where Deep Run creek

empties into the Rappahannock. The Federal army was camped

on the opposite shore.

It has been said that "Military history is the repository of in-

spirations and of genius, and also of excessive follies." It may
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also be said, therefore, that it would be difficult for a com-

mander to commit a blunder which cannot be matched by pre-

cedent.

What General Burnside expected to accomplish by taking up

position opposite Fredericksburg we do not know, but certainly

he did not anticipate such a result as followed. It may be that

he expected to cross the river before the arrival of the Con-

federates, and doubtless could have done so under cover of his

200 cannon when he first reached the scene, because the river

was low and fordable, but from prudential reasons, or otherwise,

he did not attempt it.

About December 8th the river rose, and he decided to bridge

it. During the delay, our forces were actively engaged building

earthworks and rifle pits which crowned the heights and sur-

rounding country by the loth of the month. Burnside, however,

made strong demonstrations above and below the city, which

necessarily called to each point a part of General Lee's force.

Burnside evidently expected to surprise General Lee at Fred-

ericksburg and defeat us before A. P. Hill and Jackson could

reach Fredericksburg from their positions above and below the

town, but the obstructions in his pathway were sufficient to delay

his passage until they were there.

Fredericksburg is not a strategic point. On both sides of the

Rappahannock there are hills which run parallel with the river.

On the south side there is a valley from 600 to 1,500 yards wide

before the hills are reached, while on the north shore the ridges

are near the river. Stafford heights on the north side com-

mand the city, and also the river, for two miles in each direc-

tion. It will, therefore, be understood that the Confederates

could not prevent the crossing of Burnside's army, but what they

could do and did do, after he had crossed, constitutes a bright

page in the world's history. As before stated, Barksdale's Bri-

gade occupied the citt and built rifle pits along the outskirts.

Lieutenant Colonel John C. Fiser, of the Seventeenth Mississippi,

with his own regiment, four companies of the Eighteenth and

three or four from the Twenty-first Regiment, occupied the im-

mediate river front as a picket line, where he also dug rifle pits.

It was the evident purpose of General Burnside to make his

main attack on the city. Major General Lafayette McLaws, with
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his division, was assigned to that important position, and Barks-

dale was given the post of honor for the division.

During the night of Dec. 10, the enemy began to lay his pon-
tons. We could distinctly hear the noise .of launching the boats

and laying down the planks. The work was prosecuted with

wonderful skill and energy, and by 3 o'clock a. m. of the nth,
we could hear them talking in undertones. General Barksdale

directed us to remain quiet, and offer no resistance until the

bridge approached our shore. About 4 o'clock a battery posted
on the ridge back of the town fired a few shots at the bridge,

then the Mississippians poured a concentrated fire on it. The

bridge was doubtless crowded with engineers and workmen who
suffered severely. The pickets immediately along the river,

under the gallant Fiser, from their rifle pits maintained such

a destructive fire that the enemy was compelled to abandon the

work. Very soon, however, they returned and made repeatecT

efforts to complete one bridge, but the fire of the Mississippi

boys was too deadly, and the enemy was forced to withdraw.

When daylight dawned a heavy fog hung over the scene, and

the vision was obscured as much as it had been during the night.

About 10 o'clock of the nth, Burnside, annoyed because a few

skirmishers were able to prevent the completion of his bridges,

and, therefore, delay his passage of the river, ordered his chief

of artillery to batter down the city. His purpose was to drive

the Mississippians from their rifle pits and hiding places.

Assuredly General Burnside knew the wide destruction which

would follow his order. Several thousand women and children

sat in their homes, exposed to that storm of iron. Looking back

upon the event of nearly forty-six years ago, it seems that the

necessities did not warrant the destruction of that city, and we

now regard it as a savage act, unworthy of civilized war. But

Burnside concentrated 200 cannon on the city. Suddenly, as it

was unexpected, the flash of these guns, followed by the explo-

sions, hurled at the same instant 10,000 pounds of iron into the

city. The shells exploded in and over the town, creating the

greatest consternation among the people. The bombardment was

kept up for over an hour, and no tongue or pen can describe

the dreadful scene. Thousands of tons of iron were hurled

against the place, and nothing in war can exceed the horror of
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that hour. The deafening roar of cannon and bursting shells,

falling walls and chimneys, brick and timbers flying through

the air, houses set on fire, the smoke adding to the already heavy

fog, the bursting of flames through the housetops, made a scene

which has no parallel in history. It was appalling and indescrib-

able, a condition which would paralyze the stoutest heart, and

one from which not a man in Barksdale Brigade had the slight-

est hope of escaping.

During that hail of iron and brick, I believe I can say that

there was not a square yard in the city which was not struck

by a missile of some kind. Under cover of the bombardment,
Burnside undertook to renew his efforts to complete the bridges,

but the matchless men of Barksdale's Brigade, acting under the

immortal Lieutenant Colonel Fiser, concealed in their pits along

the river bank, poured a volley first and then a concentrated fire

on the workmen and drove back all who survived their deadly

aim. During this time the flames were blazing from every quar-

ter, and ladies and children were forced to flee from their cellars

to escape death by fire, even at the risk of being stricken down

by shells and bricks.

The horror of the occasion was heightened by the veil of fog,

which obscured all objects 50 yards distant. About half an

hour after the bombardment had ceased, the fog cleared away,

leaving a picture which riveted every eye and sickened every
heart. Mansions that for years had been the scene of a bound-

less hospitality and domestic comfort, lay in ruins and smolder-

ing ashes. Blackened walls and wrecked gardens were all that

were left of numerous happy homes. The memory of those

scenes will be hard to efface.

Defeated at every turn, the Federal commander abandoned

his bridges for the time and began to cross in boats. He directed

a destructive rifle fire against the Mississippians along the river

bank, and also against those in the city. Colonel Fiser con-

tinued to dispute this passage, and many of the boats were forced

to return to remove their dead and get others to take their places.

After a large force had been landed above and below, Col-

onel Fiser was ordered to rejoin the brigade in the city. The

enemy soon formed line and dashed at the Mississippians, deter-
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mined to drive them from their rifle pits and other places of

shelter. They moved forward in splendid style, and perfect mil-

itary order. Soon the advance was followed by a second and

third line. It was a magnificent sight, which won the admira-

tion of the Mississippians. There was no nervousness nor hesi-

tation. They may have thought that all the troops in the city

were killed, but, matters not, they were a fine body of men.

Barksdale's Brigade watched them from their liiding places

and awaited their near approach. Suddenly, when within about

75 yards of our line, as if by common impulse, a volley rang out

from the rifle pits on the cold air, which sounded almost like

one gun, and hundreds fell dead in their tracks. The front line

of the enemy, paralyzed and dismayed by the shock, fell bacK

in confusion. In the meantime the Mississippians were firing

on them as they ran. It was a dreadful slaughter, which might
have been considered a retaliation for the dreadful bombardment
of two hours before. Quickly the second line advanced, firing

as they came, and was met by a deadly aim from the Confed-

erates. The column halted in front of Barksdale's men, when

the third line rushed to their support and charged headlong into

the city.

Whole companies of Barksdale's men were concealed in cellars,

where they remained even after the enemy had passed, and'

emerging, fired into the rear of the Federal line from behind

corners of houses and stone walls. The Mississippians began to

retire slowly, fighting as they retreated. It was a grand sight

which was witnessed by both armies. Hundreds of brave officers

. and men fell ere they could reach the city.

General McLaws ordered Barksdale to fall back to our main

line on the crest of the hills, which he did soon after dark. The

fighting lasted until about that time. The brigade occupied a

cut in the side of the hill until 10 o'clock the following day,

'December I2th. During the night of the nth the enemy crossed

over two divisions, and other troops crossed during the I2th.

Barksdale had been engaged continuously for forty-eight hours,

and was ordered back for rest and food. We went into camp
in a woods behind Marye's Heights, where we remained until

the morning of the I3th. General Thos. R. R. Cobb, with his
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brigade of Georgians, took position in the sunken road, or cut,

at the foot of Marye's Hill, in front of the city.

When the Mississippians who had thus far stood the brunt

of the attack, inarched over the ridge to rest, carrying their

guns at a right shoulder, cheer after cheer rang out from along

the line. Little hope was entertained that any of them would

escape that dreadful bombardment, and when they held their

ground after the bombardment had ceased, driving back line

after line of the enemy, the other troops were struck with amaze-

ment and wonder, and felt a pride in their comrades which

they could not conceal.

When daylight dawned on the I2th, the city and valley were

again veiled in fog. It was so dense no object could be distin-

guished 50 yards distant, and this condition lasted until nearly

midday. During the afternoon a heavy skirmishing was kept

up, but nothing of a serious nature occurred.

Saturday the I3th, the earth was again enveloped by a fog,

which did not clear away before 10 o'clock. The whole country

was covered with sleet and *snow, and the men stood to their

places without fires, and with very scant clothing.

McLaw's division was posted from the foot of Marye's Hill,

where Cobb occupied the cut, extending towards the south, with

Kershaw on his right, and Barksdale on the right of Kershaw,

while Paul J. Semmes was held in reserve. The Washington

Artillery was posted on Marye's Hill, just in the rear of Cobb,

and behind Kershaw and Barksdale were two batteries of the

Richmond Howitzers and the Rockbridge Battery of rifled guns.

Soon after the fog had cleared away Federal officers rode

boldly out and examined the ground between the two armies.

They rode within a hundred yards of our fine, but were not fired

on. No one seemed disposed to kill such bold, brave fellows.

Not long after they had retired, a strong line moved towards

the right of Barksdale's Brigade, but were surprised and driven

back by the fire of the batteries just behind us.

Line after line of infantry stood along the valley, and we

could distinctly see immense columns of troops on the opposite

side of the river waiting to cross on the bridges. We were in
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a woods, our rifle pits concealed by underbrush, which also ob-

scured our artillery above us.

About ii o'clock the enemy moved forward, and halted about

one hundred yards from the cut where Cobb was concealed.

The line was dressed, and every man stood in his place. It

was a formidable column, out for a desperate encounter.

Everything in readiness, they advanced about thirty yards
when the artillery back of us opened, throwing grape and shell

into their ranks. The Georgians, resting their guns on the bluff,

fired a volley which almost destroyed the alignment. The enemy
fell back, leaving their dead and wounded. The color bearers

threw down their flags, and numbers of the men dropped their

guns and fell, outstretched on the ground.

Quickly another line advanced and met the same disaster. A
third and fourth line rushed forward, and were driven back with

equal slaughter. Charge followed charge until night relieved

the scene. The enemy acted with great gallantry, and rushed

into our works to meet defeat and death, but others took their

places and suffered likewise. There was no occasion during the

war when the Federal troops displayed such determination and

behaved with greater credit.

During that dreadful engagement, General Cobb was seriously

wounded, and died soon afterwards. General Cobb was a dis-

tinguished man in peace, and could have won even greater fame

in war had he lived.

Soon after he was wounded, General McLaws observed the

enemy massing for a final effort, ordered General Kershaw to

move his brigade into the cut also. Hardly had he done so,

when the enemy rushed at our line; then it was that hundreds

of them fell almost in front of the cut, and numbers fought their

way to our line, to be driven back in defeat.

When the last charge was made the dead and wounded were

lying so thick in our front that the enemy stumbled over them

in their desperation.

The enemy retired to the river and remained along the bank

until the I5th then recrossed, leaving 15,000 dead and wounded
behind. The Confederate loss did not exceed 5,000.

Looking back on the scenes of Fredericksburg, and remem-
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bering the conduct of General Barksdale and his men, we are

forced to believe that the defense of the city was one of the

greatest achievements of the war, and the behaviour of the men

unsurpassed by any troops of any field.

Their courage and endurance challenges comparison with any
soldiers in history. No one who did not participate in the de-

fense of Fredericksburg can form an idea of the terrible scenes

of destruction and terror, and if hell be more dreadful than

that bombardment, men had better halt and consider.
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From the Times-Dispatch, July 10, 190^.

ROSTER OF THE ALSTADT GRAYS.

Owing to the large number still living in Chesterfield county,
and to the relatives and families of many who are no more, Mr.

W. B. Ashbrooke has compiled a roster of the famous Alstadt

Grays, who were mustered in and about Manchester. The Grays

belonged to Mahone's Brigade, of Anderson's Division, of A.

P. Hill's Corps, of the Army of Northern Virginia.

They were mustered into service on May 24, 1861. They sur-

rendered at Appomattox. They took part in the charge of Ma-
hone's Division at the battle of the Crater.

The membership of the company, as compiled, reads as fol-

lows : Captain, E. H. Flournoy ;
First Lieutenant, Charles

Friend
; Second Lieutenant, Samuel Flournoy ; Third Lieuten-

ant, David M. Goode
;
First Sergeant, Charles Fossey ;

Second

Sergeant, Samuel Woodfin
;
Third Sergeant, J. W. Jones ;

Fourth

Sergeant, George Woodfin
;

First Corporal, Cornelius Wilkin-

son ; Second Corporal, Wesley Rudd
;
Third Corporal, Joseph

Dorsett ; Fourth Corporal, Calhoun Hawkins
; Privates, J. H.

Ashbrooke, W. B. Ashbrooke, Thomas Bailey, Joseph Bailey,

James H. Bailey, John A. Bailey, William E. Bailey, Robert H.

Bass, Joseph Bass, John Bass, Aaron H. Branch, Lucius Branch,

Merritt Boatwrights, R. M. Cheatham, A. A. Cheatham, John F.

Cheatham, William E. Cheatham, Julius C. Condrey, Lewis Dor-

sett, William Dorsett, A. A. Ellett, C. C. Ellett, Richard Ellett,

Joseph Elam, Richard Elam,, Abner E. Fossey, David Fossey,

Samuel Fossey, A. A. Ford, M. W. Ford, Samuel Flournoy, T.

C. Farley, William F. Fuqua, David H. Franklin, James B.

Goode, E. C. Goode, Robert Godsey, John E. Goode, J. W.

Goode, W. D. Goode, Lemuel J. Goode, Charles Hancock, New-
ton Horner, William S. Hobson, William A. Harris, Richard

Jones, John D. Jones, Samuel J. Jones, Henry Lee, John F.

Martin, George O. Markham, G. A. Morris, James A. Morrissett,

John Moody, James Moore, Wilson Moore, Edgar Nunnally,
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Edward T. Osborne, Eddie Phaup, William Pinchback, Coleman

Purdie, John E. Porter, Lewis Porter, William Rudd, Samuel

Rudd, Richard Stratton, R. O. Stratton, John W. Simes, J. B.

Simes, T. M. Simes, Alexander Simes, A. C. Wilkinson, John

Wilkinson, Samuel Wilkinson, Richard Wilkinson, William C.

Woodfin, James F. Woodfin, Charles Worsham and Marcellus

Williams.

COUGHED UP A BULLET.

Out of the many wounded of the Alstadt Grays, two notable

instances yet survive in the persons of Julius Chesterfield and

Lewis Dorset, of Richmond.

Air. Condrey was so desperately wounded in the neck by a

minnie ball that his surgeons advised against an operation, and

he carried the ball in his neck for twelve years.

One Sunday, after attending church, he returned home and

lay on his bed. He leaned far over and coughed. The bullet

fell out on the floor.

'Squire Cheatham, of Oak Grove, vouches for this incident,

which he related yesterday afternoon.

In the case of Mr. Lewis Dorset, who was wounded in a

fight below Petersburg, the soldier was left on the field to die,

remaining on the ground for many hours.

The ball which struck Mr. Dorset entered the left breast just

above the heart, penetrated the lung, and tore away the anterior

portion of the right shoulder blade.

Mr. Dorset has been refused by practically every insurance

company in the country; he nevertheless enjoys good health at

an advanced age.
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THE VIRGINIA CONVENTION OF 1788.*

An Address Delivered to the Virginia Society of the Sons

of the American Revolution, at the Westmoreland

Club, February 22, 1908, Richmond, Va.,

By JOSIAH STAUNTON MOORE.

The writer of this thoughtful paper, a retired merchant and

capitalist, is now in the due enjoyment of the result of his enter-

prise and sagacity. He was born in Richmond, Virginia, June

18, 1843. His course of education was at the Jefferson Male

Academy, which he left in April, 1861, to join the Confederate

States Army, serving in Pickett's Division, Army of Northern

Virginia. He was engaged in the battle of Bethel, the first,

and Five Forks, the last pitched battle of the Civil War, and

was captured at the last, and imprisoned at Point Lookout, until

released, June 16, 1865.

He has proven himself constantly alive to the various inter-

ests and progress of his native city and State.

Among his representative connections, the following may be

cited :

Past President of the Wholesale Grocers' Association of

Richmond and Past Masters' Association of Masons of Virginia,

President of the Masonic Home of Virginia; of the I5th Vir-

ginia Infantry Association; of the Board of Governors of the

Prison Association of Virginia; Vice-President of the Vir-

ginia Society, Sons of the American Revolution; member of

the Virginia Historical Society; of the Society for the Preserva-

* Reference may be made to the finished and glowing address of the late

Hon. Hugh Blair Grigsby, LL. D., delivered before the Virginia Historical

Society, of which he was the President, and which was published by the

Society in 2 vols. Svo., 1890-1891, with a biographical sketch of Dr. Grigsby,

and notes by R. A. Brock, then Corresponding Secretary and Librarian of

the Society, forming Vols. IX and X of "Virginia Historical Collections,"

New Series.
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tion of Virginia Antiquities ; of the Board of Public Interests

of Richmond, Virginia, of the Virginia Club, and of the South-

ern Historical Society. In politics he is a Democrat and has

been constant in his allegiance to the party.

His pen has not been idle and he has not only contributed

to the secular and religious press on timely topics, but has pre-

pared and published a number of works of interest and value,

among them being the following: A Trans-Atlantic Steamer,

1900; Reminiscences, Letters and Miscellanies, 1901; History

of Henrico Parish, and Old St. John's Church, 1903 ;
From

Gotham to Jerusalem, 1906.

COMPATRIOTS:

At the last annual meeting of our Society a resolution was

passed requesting me to prepare a paper to be read at this gath-

ering on the Constitutional Convention of 1788, which assem-

bled in the city of Richmond in June of that year. The Conven-

tion held its first sittings in what was known as the Old Capitol,

a wooden building situated at the southwest corner of Cary and

Fourteenth Streets. This building was erected in 1780 for the

temporary use of the government until the building on Capitol

Hill was completed. In 1855 the Old Capitol was torn down
and the stores known as Pearl Block were erected by Hugh
W. Fry on its site. The Convention later held its sessions in

the New Academy on Shockoe Hill. This building stood on

the square bounded by Broad and Marshall and Twelfth and

Thirteenth Street, where Monumental Church now stands. The

scope of your resolution, as I understand it, embraced brief men-

tion of some of the distinguished members of the Convention,

questions debated, interesting incidents, and some of the char-

acteristics of the personnel of this august body. In my judg-

ment, no more interesting theme could have been selected for

the entertainment of those whose forbears helped to achieve the

independence of the American Colonies, which culminated in

the establishment of this great nation. The part that Virginia
sustained in the heroic struggle will ever be a source of pride

and congratulation to her sons. I approach the task assigned

me with extreme diffidence and with a serious mistrust of my
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ability to do justice either to the occasion or the subject, fully

aware that your partiality and a mistaken conception of my
powers caused you to favor me a mere layman in such matters

to undertake a task that has engaged the ablest minds of

those learned in the law, schooled in politics and experienced

in statesmanship. Of course, in a paper of this character, I

shall be enabled only to touch upon these matters in a cursory
and extemporaneous manner.

You are all familiar with the historic events that led up to

the assumption of sovereign powers by the thirteen Colonies and

caused them to throw off their allegiance to the Mother Coun-

try the casus belli the last straw that broke the back of the

patient camel that had borne many heavy and unjust burdens,

imposed by a tyrant King and an inconsiderate Parliament, was

taxation without representation. This was the touchstone that

consolidated opposition, this the spark that aroused the fires of

resentment and kindled the flame of liberty that smouldered in

every patriotic breast.

Our ancestors justly regarded the right of local self-govern-

ment as an inalienable and self-evident right. They looked

upon it as a fundamental or constitutional law, just as the prin-

ciples of Magna Charta were regarded by their forefathers as

the fundamental law of England. Our "struggle was for char-

tered rights, English liberties for the cause of Algernon Syd-

ney and John Hampden."
The thoughts, opinions, sentiments and determination of the

people of Virginia were epitomized in those soul-stirring words

uttered by Patrick Henry, almost within the sound of our voice,

when, from the hallowed precincts of old St. John's on yonder

hill, he exclaimed in impassioned and inspired eloquence, "Give

me liberty or give me death." Virginia may be justly called the

Cradle of Liberty and Patrick Henry its apotheosis.

It was in Virginia that was first heard the tocsin call that

aroused and united the Colonies "The cause of Boston is the

cause of all." Bancroft, the historian, truthfully says, "Vir-

ginia rang the alarm bell for the continent." Recognizing the

gravity of the situation Virginia was the first to suggest the

Convention of all the Colonies that met in Philadelphia in Sep-

tember, 1774.
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It was on the 5th of this month that delegates from twelve of

the thirteen Colonies assembled, and Peyton Randolph, a Vir-

ginian, was called upon to/ preside over its deliberations. It is

not my purpose to recapitulate the stirring events of the period

that flashed across the horizon like the shifting scenes in a

kaleidoscopeic panorama the Boston massacre, the battle of

Concord, Lexington and other events that resulted in the ap-

pointment of Washington to the command of the armies of the

embryo republic. On the fourth of July, 1776, the Declara-

tion of Independence was proclaimed. Eight days thereafter

the committee appointed for that purpose reported the articles

of confederation, under which the war of the Revolution was

waged and independence achieved. The war of the Revolution

itself is an interesting theme and well worthy of a separate

paper at some future date. The struggles, sufferings, the heroic

sacrifices, the patriotism displayed, all call for admiration and

evince the devotion of our forefathers to the principles they
avowed and so strenuously maintained.

But whilst the sufferings of the Colonial troops at Valley

Forge and throughout the struggle were great, I question if they

were more severe or more heroically borne than the ordeal

through which many of us passed during the second struggle

for constitutional liberty during the trying period of i86i-'65.

At the termination of the struggle for independence the

Colonies weref confronted with chaotic conditions. Bills of

Credit had been emitted known as "Continental Money/' not

including what was termed the "New Emission," amounting to

two hundred millions of dollars a vast sum for those days and

values at that time and the poverty of the young republic. Pub-

lic credit was exhausted
; general stagnation existed ; commerce

was languishing ;
discontent prevailed ;

the confederation was

inadequate to properly conduct the government or enforce the

laws. The system was about to dissolve in its own inanity and

imbecility. Congress had made requisitions upon the States for

their quota to meet the public debt, some had paid in part, others

refused to pay there existed no adequate power to enforce

payment. Large sums were due France and Holland upon
which even the interest had not been paid. The individual

indebtedness to the English merchants was over ten million
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dollars. The country had been devastated, the property of the

planters, in slaves and cattle, carried off
; cities plundered, towns

burned. The value of the currency
1

had fallen to almost noth-

ing. In December, 1778, one thousand dollars in Continental

bills was worth about $150 in hard dollars. In December, 1779,

it was worth $38. In 1780 it took $1,000 in Continental bills

to buy $25 in hard dollars. The following accounts, copied from

original vouchers printed some years ago in the Historical Mag-
azine, will, perhaps, give a better idea of the depreciation of the

currency then in use, than could be done otherwise, as they

exhibit the real difference in business 'transactions between

Continental paper and specie in 1781 :

The United States

1781. To Sam'l Martin, Dr.

M'ay 28. To shoeing two wagon horses belong-

ing to the Continental 60 pounds

Received the above sum this day of Mr. Thomas Pitt

(Signed) SAMUEL MARTIN.

The United States

Sept. 2. To Wm. Hansill, Dr.

To 1^2 pounds Brown thread at 88

shillings per pound. Depreciation at

at 600 per i 360 pounds

Staunton, Va., 27th Sept., 1781. Received payment.

(Signed) WM. HANSILL.

The United States

1781. To Richard Mathews, Dr.

Oct. 1 7th. To 1,000 wt. of Bar Iron at six-

pence per pound ,
the depreciation

at 600 per 1 15,000 pounds

Staunton, Va., I7th Oct., 1781. Received payment.

(Signed) RICHARD MATHEWS.
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The United States

1781. To Alx. St. Clair, Dr.

Sept. 20. To four Quires writing paper 2-6

per quire, 10 shillings. Depreciation

1 7th Nov., 1781, at 1,000 per i 500 pounds

Staunton, Va., Nov. 3Oth. Reed, payment of Capt. Thos.

Hamilton.

(Signed) ALX. ST. CLAIR.

The United States

1781. To Robt. Baggs, Dr.

Sept. 9. To my pay, as a wagon master, from

July 24th last, to this day, inclusive,

being 47 days at 48 shillings per day,

pounds 9-8-0.

Sept. 27. By cash received pounds 3 950 cur-

rency at 600 pounds per I 6. n. 8.

By ditto pounds 2, 21, 13 at 1,000

per i 2. 16. 4.

Pounds. ... 9. 8. o.

Staunton, Va., 3Oth November, 1781. Received payment
of Capt. Thomas Hamilton the sum of six thousand, seven hun-

dred and sixty-pounds, thirteen shillings and four pence, cur-

rency, in full for the above acct.

(Signed) ROBT. BAGGS.

The above accounts read like a page from the history of the

days of the ill-fated Southern Confederacy of i86i-'65.

At the date of the assembling of the Convention (1788)
the State of Kentucky was an integral part of the Old Dominion

and was known in the geography of the State as the District of

Kentucky, and was divided into seven counties, and was repre-

sented in the Convention as follows: Bourbon County by

Henry Lee and Notlaw Conn; Fayette County by Humphrey
Marshall and John Fowler; Jefferson County by Robt. Breckin-

bridge and Rice Bullock; Nelson County by Mathew Walton

and John Steele; Mercer County by Thomas Allen and Alx.
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Robertson
; Lincoln County by John Logan and Henry Pawling ;

Madison County by John Miller and Green Clay.

Virginia at this time was an empire not only in territory,

but her population had reached over 800,000 souls. Her popula-
tion was over .three-fourths of all that of New England. It was

nearly double that of Pennsylvania. It was not far from three

times that of New York. It was three-fourths of all the popula-
tion of the Southern States. It exceeded by 60,000 that of

North Carolina (including what was afterwards Tennessee),
of South Carolina and of Georgia, and it was more than a fifth

of the population of the whole Union. The great problem to be

solved by the Convention of 1788 was, should we continue as

thirteen Colonies or States, under a loose and undefined confed-

eration, united together with a rope of sand or become a nation,

riveted together with bands of steel and the indissoluble bonds 01

a permanent Union, under a consolidated government so far as

national affairs went, with local self-government as to personal
or domestic matters. The issue was thus joined the lines

drawn, the forensic battle begun, the war of words waged, the

victory won. The Convention was an imposing body. "There

were giants in those days," physically as well as intellectually.

Many of its members were over six feet in height. Virginia

was noted for large men Washington, Randolph, Henry, Pen-

dleton, Richard Henry Lee, Bland and Harrison were six feet,

their average being over six feet, and their average weight

over two hundred. The longevity of some of the members of

this Convention was also remarkable; numbers lived to be over

three score and ten, and the following lived to be over four

score: William Dark, of Berkeley; Henry Lee, of Bourbon;

Edward Winston, of Buckingham ; Humphrey Marshall, of

Fayette, whilst Paul Carrington, of Charlotte, lived to be ninety-

three and James Johnson, of Isle of Wight, survived the adjourn-

ment of the Convention fifty-seven years, dying at the ripe old

age of ninety-nine.

The Convention of 1788 presented as proud a galaxy of

genius, worth, patriotism and public spirit as had ever shone in

the councils of a single State. Its representatives were chosen

from different pursuits in life the judge, the merchant, the

planter, the lawyer, the physician, the divine, the soldier made
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up the complement of its members. All added the luster of

their names, their experiences and talents to this illustrous body.

Paul Carrington nominated Edmund Pendleton as President,

and notwithstanding the fact that the opposition to the adoption

of the Constitution was strong, and it was known that Pendle-

ton was its warmest advocate, he was elected not only without

opposition, but as though his eminent fitness for the position

was generally recognized. It may have been, and doubtless was,

owing to the sagacity of the opposition in not caring to risk the

chances of defeat at the start an unwillingness to test their

strength. The chief advocates of the Constitution were Edmund

Randolph, George Nicholas, Edmund Pendleton, James Madison
and John Marshall. The opponents were Patrick Henry, George
Mason, William Grayson, James Monroe. These were the prin-

cipal debaters. For the first week Henry stood pretty much
alone in opposition to the solid phalanx of its advocates, except
for a short speech by George Mason. Henry was the orator of

the people the great objector. He fought the Constitution,

line by line, clause by clause, article by article, section by sec-

tion in detail and as a whole. The chief objections raised by
Mr. Henry, and sustained by his side, were that the Constitu-

tion was a consolidated government and subversive of the rights
of the people, a surrender of the sovereignty of the States. He
objected strenuously to the expression in the preamble, "We,
the people," instead of "We, the States." He plead for the

rights and liberties of the people; contended for amendments
before ratification. He grew eloquent on the Bill of Rights;
denounced the tax-gathers under the proposed Federal law;
he brought up the navigation of the Mississippi; dwelt on the

dangers of the system; objected to the powers of the judiciary,
the authority of Congress. In fact, Mr. Henry raised every

objection to real and imaginary dangers that a fervid imagi-
nation and a patriotic heart could devise. The other side, of

course, took the opposite view, depreciated the cry of alarm,

urged the necessity for the Constitution. Pointed out in force-

ful language, and with telling effect, the imbecility of the con-

federation; defined, with logical force, the difference between

the Federal and State governments, the autonomy of the State

.and the defined powers granted by the General Government.
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contending that the Union was necessary for the people of

Virginia, for her protection, growth and prosperity. The rights

and liberties of the people were more secure under a Constitution

than under the confederation, they claimed. These were briefly

the contentions of the two parties, contending for and against

the proposed measures upon which they were called to deliberate

and determine.

In the time and space allotted, I shall endeavor to give a brief

sketch of some of these characters. The material is ample, the

subject prolific, but time will not permit me to trespass upon

you sufficiently to be more prolix.

PATRICK HENRY.

The most conspicuous character in the Convention was,

unquestionably, Patrick Henry the Demosthenes of America,

the seer of the Revolution. He had made himself popular and

famous by the resolutions offered declaring the Stamp Act

unconstitutional; had served in the public councils for year*;

and was the first Governor of the Commonwealth in the Revolu-

tion.

Henry was the first to use the magic words, in his letter of

acceptance of the Governorship of Virginia, "The Common-

wealth of Virginia," now so familiar to us all. He was the

orator and the idol of the people and was regarded by them

as the champion of their liberties and the defender of their

rights. He was at this time just past fifty and should have been

in the vigor of life, but Vie had encountered many hardships and

had endured much trouble as a man and as a patriot. There

was a stoop in his shoulders and he wore glasses. His hair

had disappeared in early life and its place was supplied by a

brown wig. His attempts to adjust it, in his forensic efforts,

caused it to assume many curious and ludicrous positions. But

his voice had not lost its magic and his intellectual powers
knew no decline. He displayed in this assembly a splendor of

eloquence which swept all before him, surpassing all his pre-

vious efforts, and yet one, calmly and dispassionately, reading

the debates, would say he was rather rhetorical than logical ;

he appealed to the passions rather than to reason. He fre-

quently, it would seem, "talked to the galleries." His language
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and appeals sound very much like the modern demagogue. He
was a splendid orator, a good debater, but I should hardly rank

him as a logician or a statesman. In his first effort he declared

"I consider myself as the servant of the people of this Common-

wealth, as a sentinel over their rights, liberty and happiness."

In fervid tones he inquired, ''what right had they to say, 'We,

the people/ instead of We, the States?" States are the charac-

teristics and soul of a confederation, he asserted. His reply

to the speech of Henry Lee, of Westmoreland, is said not only

to have been his longest, but the most eloquent and pathetic he

had ever made. He was a man of wonderful personal magne-
tism and could play upon the chords of the hearts of his hearers

like some inspired minstrel of old

"Like that wild harp, whose magic tone

Is waken'd by the wind alone."

He was a prominent character from the time his star rose

above the horizon at Hanover Courthouse in the famous "Par-

son's cause" to the time of his death. Here, Wirt says, "Was
first witnessed that mysterious and almost superhuman trans-

formation of appearance which the fire of his eloquence never

failed to work in him." He was noted for his winsomeness of

speech. His voice was rich, strong and clear. It has been said

of him, "With that voice of his, Patrick could make love in a

corner or call a hound a mile away." "Henry's traits,"

included the captivating gesture, a smile that played about the

mouth and a splendid use of the eye "the Patrick flash." Judge
Roane says : "His voice, countenance and gestures gave an

irresistable force to his words which no description could make

intelligible to one who had never heard him speak." As a

speaker he was a man of extraordinary persuasiveness. It is

said "his irresistable charm was the vivid feeling with which

he spoke and which was communicated to his hearers."

His reply to Lee is full of beautiful hyperboles, lofty senti-

ments, touching appeals, flights of fancy, patriotic devotion.

Such was the effect of his eloquence that General Thomas Posey,
an officer of distinction in the army of the Revolution, and

warmly in favor of the Constitution, declared to a friend that he

was so overpowered by Henry's speech on this occasion as to
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believe that the Constitution, if adopted, would be the ruin of

the liberties of the people, as certainly as he believed in his

own existence; that subsequent reflection reassured his judg-
ment and his well-considered opinion resumed its place. Another

gentleman who heard the fervid description which Henry gave
of the slavery of the people, as he imagined would be wrought
by the Federal executive at the head of his armed hosts, declared

that so thrilling was the delineation of the scene that "he invol-

untarily felt his wrists to assure himself that the fetters were
not already pressing- his flesh." Indeed.

"His words were like a stream of honey fleeting,

The which doth softly trickle from the hive,

Able to melt the hearer's heart unweeting
And eke to make the dead again alive."

Not only was Henry powerful in his eloquence, but he

employed sarcasm as well, and could shoot a Parthian arrow
that not only wounded, but rankled in the wound. In his reply
to Governor Randolph he said : "It seems to me very strange
and unaccountable that that which was once the object of his

execration should now receive his encomiums" alluding to his

shifting course, his inconsistency as shown by his letter of recan-

tation, Randolph had in his speech claimed to be "a son of the

Revolution," and Henry raised a laugh, at his expense, by reason

of this expression. Randolph became very much exasperated at

these thrusts, and a personal difficulty was only averted by the

timely interposition of mutual friends. Henry dwelt very much

upon the "American spirit" and the "genius of America" in his

forensic debates, and these favorite expressions were ridiculed

by his opponents as being vain, impractical and visionary.

But he threw a bomb of consternation into the camp of his

opponents when he sprang upon them the alleged scheme to

turn over, by treaty, the navigation of the Mississippi River to

Spain, as was then being negotiated by order of Congress. The
Northern States, from purely selfish motives, attempted to bar-

ter away the navigation of the Mississippi. Henry declared,

says John Marshall, "he would rather part with the confedera-

tion than relinquish the navigation of the Mississippi." He
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placed Monroe and Madison, who were in Congress when this

matter was discussed, in the most embarrassing predicament,
which they were called upon to explain. His effort on this occa-

sion won the approval and sympathy of the delegates from the

District of Kentucky, who. being more directly interested in

rhe matter, were bitterly opposed to the treaty. His efforts

on this occasion were spectacular and dramatic, and produced
so profound an impression that it is said had the vote then

been taken that the Constitution would not have been adopted.
But it is impossible on this occasion to do justice to this great
character.

Of Henry, as of so many of our public men, it can be said

"tempora mutantur nos et mntamur in illis." Consistency is a

rare and precious jewel, and the Old Man Eloquent die1 not

possess this rare gem. In his old age and full of honors show-

ered upon him by a grateful and appreciative people, he turned

to other gods than those he worshipped in his younger days.

Patrick Henry, the man of the people, he who declared him-

self "the servant of the people of this Commonwealth, a sentinel

over their rights and liberty and happiness," and denounced

the Constitution as subversive of these priceless boons
;
the bit-

terest foe to the proposed instrument, the uncompromising anti-

Federalist, went back upon his record in 1778. The great con-

test was on for the supremacy of the Republican party, for the

control of the State, led by Jefferson, Monroe and Madison,
and opposed by Washington, Hamilton, Lee and other leaders

of the Federal party. It was a battle of the giants. Washing-
ton recognizing the man for the occasion Patrick Henry
wrote and requested that he would be a candidate for Repre-
sentative in the General Assembly of the Commonwealth. Wash-

ington's appeal touched a responsive chord in the heart of the

grand old man, the lambent fires were once again kindled into

a fervid glow of his wonted eloquence. The General Assembly
had declared the Alien and Sedition Laws passed by Congress
unconstitutional and had accused the Federal government of

trespassing upon the rights of the States, all of which grew out

of the imbroglio with France that came near culminating in a

war with the sister republic. Jefferson and his party were for

yielding to the unjust demands of France; Washington and
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Lee were for sustaining the rights and dignity of our govern-
ment, they unfurled their banner to the breeze. Emblazoned on
its folds were the magic words of Pinckney: "Millions for

defense, not a cent for tribute." The people rallied to this

inspiring cry. The effort of each side was to secure for their

respective party the control of the Virginia Legislature to back

up the Federal government or to cause it to recede from its

position towards France. Each party recognized the potency
of Henry's eloquence and his influence with the people and

both made overtures for his favor. The Jefferson faction, in

control of the Legislature, elected him, for the third time, Gov-

ernor, which honor he declined. The other side bid for his

influence by offering him the position of Minister to France.

What determined the great commoner to change and become
an advocate for measures he had so long and so strenuously
resisted is a mystery. By some it has been ascribed to old age

and disease. By others attributed to a desire on Henry's part

to secure the good opinion and friendship of Washington. It

had been reported to Henry that Washington, while speaking of

him on several occasions, considered him a factious and sedi-

tious character.

This was the dead fly that caused his pot of ointment to be

unsavory. It rankled in his breast
;

it saddened his susceptible

heart; it made life unendurable, for not only he, but all men
wished the good will and opinion of he, who was "first in war,
first in peace and first in the hearts of his countrymen."

Whatever may have influenced Henry, whatever may have

been his motive, we find that he, who in 1789 had said, "I want
to crush that anti-Federal champion," in 1799 had veered round

to the support of doctrines he had previously condemned. And
so we come to his last public appearance the last speech of his

life in defense of principles and opinions he had formerly
denounced.

We have seen the rising of the sun
;
we are now to behold its

setting. At Charlotte Courthouse; March court, 1799, Henry
addressed the people for the last time. From far and near they

came; thousands to hear their favorite. Old and feeble with

disease he appeared, but his eye lit up with its wonted fire and

his clarion voice rang out clear and resonant as of old
;
but such
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was his physical condition that when he ended he sank exhausted

into the arms of his friends. Notwithstanding age and decrepi-

tude, this speech, as reported in Wirt's Life of Henry, does not

indicate any diminution of mentality or oratorical powers. He
plead as fervently for the maintenance of those principles he

now advocated as he had in opposition ten years before. So

affected was the audience by the emphasis of his language, the

solemnity of his voice, the fervency of his utterance that they

wept like children, and when he closed one of his most ardent

admirers, as he sank into his arms, exclaimed, "The sun has

set in all his glory."

This speech was replied to by that remarkable and eccentric

genius, John Randolph of Roanoke. Henry's sun was set, but

Randolph's on this occasion rose above the horizon in match-

less splendor.

EDMUND PENDLETON.

While Henry was the orator of the Convention, Pendleton

was its master spirit. His dignity of mien, his venerable age,
his carefulness in dress bespoke him no ordinary man. He had

some years previously been thrown from his horse and had bis

hip dislocated and neither stood or walked without assistance.

By unanimous consent he was called to preside over the delib-

erations of- this august body.

"With, grave

Aspect he rose, and in his rising seem'd

A pillar of state; deep on his front engraven
Deliberation sat, and public care,

And princely counsel in his face yet shone

Majestic."

The occasion of the Convention was to ratify or reject the

Constitution prepared and recommended by the General Federal

Convention of the States, held at Annapolis, convened at the

request of the Assembly of Virginia some five years previously.

Virginia was the first of the Colonies to instruct her delegates

(in 1776) to declare independence, the declaratory resolutions

adopted by Congress and offered by one of her representatives
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and the public appeal to the world, in the form of a declaration

of independence, was drawn by another Virginian.
It was in the Convention of 1776 that the first written consti-

tution ever framed by an independent political society was

adopted. In importance to the world' it far exceeded the signifi-
cance of Magna Charta granted by King John at Runnymede.
The delegates ip the general convention from Virginia were

George Washington, Patrick Henry, Edmund Randolph, John
Blair, James Madison, George Mason, George Wythe. Henry
declined the appointment and Richard Henry Lee was appointed
in his stead, but he also declined, and Dr. James McClurg, who
lies buried in St. John's churchyard, was then appointed. This

constitution was signed and recommended only by Washington,
Blair and Madison, a minority of the delegation. During the

debates in the Convention, when Henry was twitted for shirk-

ing this responsibility, he made the undignified reply that "He
smelt a rat." Pendleton was a man of pure and benevolent

character, was known and honored throughout the Common-

wealth, had been in the public councils for years. He subse-

quently filled the chair of Speaker of the House of Delegates and

presided for a quarter of a century on the bench of the Court

of Appeals. Jefferson, in his Memoirs, says : "Taken all in all,

he was the ablest man in debate I have ever met; he was cool,

smooth and persuasive ; his language flowing, chaste and embel-

lished; his conceptions quick, acute and full of resource. Added

to this he was one of the most virtuous of men, the kindest

friend, the most amiable of companions." Notwithstanding

his inability to stand, except upon his crutches, he presided

with an ease and dignity rarely surpassed. Owing to his infirm-

ity he was allowed to preside by sitting, not rising in addressing

or putting the question to the house.

He met the objection of Henry to the words in the preamble

of the Constitution, "We, the people," in this wise: 'An objec-

tion is made to the form. The expression, 'We, the people/

Permit me to ask the gentleman who made this objection, who

but the people can delegate powers? Who but the people have

a right to form government?" He further said: "On the

subject of government, the worthy member (Henry) and myself

differ on the threshold. I think government necessary to protect
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liberty. He supposes the American spirit all sufficient for the

purpose. I differ from the gentleman in another respect. He
professes himself an advocate for the middle and lower classes

of men. I profess to be the friend of all classes of men, from
the palace to the cottage, without any other distinction than
between good and bad men.'' His speeches were a complete
answer and refutation of Henry's impassioned utterances, and
were generally so happy and masterful that he was congrat-
ulated on all sides. He was regarded as the Nestor of the body.
His opponents, as well as his friends, frequently crowded

around him to do him honor. He pointed out the imbecility of

the confederation and the urgent necessity for a government in

conformity to the Constitution. Said he: "It is the interest of

the Federal to. preserve the State government; upon the latter

the existence of the former depends." His speeches on the

tariff feature of the Constitution, the judiciary and other sub-

jects were ingenious and conclusive, and a complete refutation

of the arguments of Henry. Pendleton had the happy faculty

of analyzing his subject with inimitable tact, scorned the defects

or eulogized the perfections with a masterly hand and the

attributes of a consumate debator. To appreciate Pendleton it

is necessary one should read his speeches inextenso in Elliott's

Debates.

EDMUND RANDOLPH.

Of this distinguished Virginian it may be truly said

;<His life was gentle; and the elements

So mixed in him that Nature might stand up
And say to all the world, 'This is a man.'

''

When Randolph took his seat in the Convention of 1788 he

was in the flower of his manhood, being thirty-seven years old.

His figure was portly, his face handsome, his hair long. He
had already achieved distinction by his forensic efforts in the

deliberations of the Convention at Philadelphia. His acquaint-
ance with the English language was perfect; his voice finely

modulated; his periods stately; his gestures graceful.
He was recognized as the most accomplished statesman of

his age in the Convention. His father, during the Revolution,
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adhered to the standard of England. The son, undaunted by the

conduct of his father, who is said to have disinherited him for

refusing to follow his example, but impelled by patriotic motives,

hastened to the Continental army, then encamped on the heights
of Boston, and offered his services in her defence. This manly
course tendered to his advantage and he was looked upon with

great iavor and pride by the people. He was elected from

Williamsburg to the Convention of 1776. He 'was successively

elected Attorney-General and to Congress, and in 1787 he was

sent to the General Convention which framed the Federal Con-

stitution. He was at this time (1788) Governor of the Com-
monwealth. He was, at one time, opposed to the Constitution,

and as one of the delegates from Virginia to the General Con-

vention, refused to sign. He was now an advocate for its adop-
tion and was placed in a delicate and embarrassing position,

which Henry at once seized on and twitted him with. A spirited,

and at times an acrimonious debate ensued, in which the Gov-

ernor lost his temper and Henry rather got the better of him.

Randolph was both argumentative and logical in his discourses.

To Henry's inquiry, already adverted to, why, "We, the people?"
he replied: "I ask why not? The government is for the people,

and the misfortune was that the people had no agency in the

government before * * * What harm is there in consulting

the people on the construction of a government by which they
are to be bound? Is it fair? Is it unjust? If the govern-
ment is to be binding upon the people are not the people the

proper persons to examine its merits or defects? I take this ta

be one of the least and most trival objections that will be made

to the Constitution." The bold and sarcastic tone in which he

answered the inquiries of Henry told that he defied the attacks

of the orator of the people. The personalities indulged in came

near culminating in a hostile meeting. Randolph ended a long

and brilliant debate in repy to Henry's charge of his inconsis-

tency in opposing the Constitution at one time and advocating

it at another. In a touching valedictory in justification of his

conduct, said he: "But although for every other act of my life

I shall seek refuge in the mercy of God, for this I request jus-

tice only. I went to the Federal Convention with the strongest

affection for the Union; that I acted there in full conformity
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with this affection; that I refused to subscribe because I had,

as I still have, objections to the Constitution, and wished a free

inquiry into its merits, and that the accession of eight States

reduced our deliberations to the single question of Union or no

Union." But though Governor Randolph was in favor of the

Constitution, in referring to the proposed method of ratifica-

tion, he said: "It is demonstrably clear to me that rights not

given are retained." Edmund Randolph's memory is dear to the

people of Richmond, because for years he was identified with us

as a citizen. He was one of the twelve vestrymen of St. John's

church, elected March 28, 1785. At the following meeting of

the vestry he was chosen church warden and his autograph as

such appears in the vestry book of the old church. He also rep-

resented St. John's church in the convention of the reorganized
Diocese of Virginia, held at Richmond in June, 1785. He was
a prominent Mason, having been Grand Master of Masons in

Virginia in 1786. Richmond Randolph Lodge, No. 19, was

named in his honor, he having assisted in laying the cornerstone

of Mason's Hall in 1785.

JOHN MARSHALL.

The poet has drawn the following picture of

"A judge a man so learned,

So full of equity, so noble, so notable
;

In the process of his life, so innocent;

In the manage of his office, so incorrupt;
In the passages of state so wise, in

Affection of his country so religious ;

In all his services to the King so

Fortunate and exploring, as envy
Itself cannot accuse or malice vitiate."

Had the poet, the person or portrait in his mind's eye, he

could not have drawn John Marshall more truly than in the

above lines. When this distinguished jurist appeared in the

Convention of 1788, he was quite a young man, being only

thirty-three, but destined to fill the office of Chief Justice of the

United States.
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During the Revolutionary war he served as captain and dis-

tinguished himself at Brandywine, Germantown and Mon-
mouth. His chief eminence, however, was in civic life and in

the practice of his chosen profession, which he devoted himself

to at the close of the war. His manners had been formed in

camp and were in strange contrast to those of Randolph and

Grayson. His habits were convivial and he was careless and

indifferent in regard to his deportment and dress. He was
doubtless saved from his amiable temper and social proclivities

by his wife, who was the guardian angel of his earlier life.

John Marshall and his wife lived happily together for fifty-three

years, the tribute to her memory, written by himself and pub-
lished in Meade's Old Churches, etc., is one of the tenderest

and most affecting ever written. His intellectual powers are

best shown in his judicial opinions, which to this day are quoted

and referred to by those learned in the law. He found time in

the midst of his official duties to write his well-known life of

Washington. He was of high character thar spiritual and

moral attribute and quality that distinguishes men amongst their

fellows. His manners were simple and unassuming. He was

extremely affable and easily accessible to the young as well as

the old, by the poor as well as the rich, by the fair sex as well

as the manlier. His face was kind and the expression benig-

nant
;
his eye, black and piercing, never let the image of a friend,

any more than the semblance of an organism, escape his vision.

His lofty figure, clothed in the plainest dress, mingled, with-

out ostentation with his fellowmen everywhere. He had less

mannerism as a public speaker than any of his contemporaries.

He was unaffected, plain and simple, yet he rose to flights of

eloquence that excited the admiration of his listeners.

As a statesman he is justly entitled to rank with Jefferson,

Hamilton, Madison and their compeers. He was nineteen years

old when in the battle at Lexington. He was appointed lieuten-

ant of a military company and walked ten miles with his gun
on his shoulder to the muster grounds. The captain was ab-

sent; he took charge of the company and drilled it. He
was dressed in a blue hunting shirt with pantaloons of the same

cloth. His hat was ornamented with with a deer's tail in lieu

of a cockade. After he finished drilling his militia He in-
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clulged in pitching quoits and running foot races. He was in

the army at Valley Forge during that terrible winter when the

soldiers were tracked in snow by the blood on their feet.

When Marshall declared himself a candidate for the Conven-

tion to vote upon the adoption of the Federal Constitution, the

majority of his constituents were opposed to it and he was in-

formed that there would be no opposition if he would vote

against its adoption. This he refused to do, and his election was

warmly contested. His personal popularity secured his elec-

tion, and it is generally conceded that but for his efforts

and Mr. Madison's that it would unquestionably have been re-

jected. Judge Story has pronounced his speech in defense of

the President for his conduct relative to the extradition of

Jonathan Robins "one of the most consumate judicial argu-
ments that was ever pronounced in the halls of legislation."

It was response sans replique an answer so irresistible that

it admitted of no reply. His Supreme Court decisions are now
the law of the land and are monuments of fame and wisdom.

His figure was a familiar one on the streets of Richmond,
where he resided for many years. It is said he always made
his own marketing, and that on one occasion a well dressed

young man asked him to carry home a turkey for him, which

he did. The young gentleman offered him a shilling for his

services, which he declined, and on inquiring who the plainly

dressed countryman was was told he was Judge Marshall, Chief

Justice of the United States. Judge Marshall was an enthusi-

astic Mason and was Grand Master of Masons in Virginia in

1793, and a member of Richmond Randolph Lodge No. 19, and

the last sad tribute of respect was paid to him by this lodge,

July 9, 1835, when his remains were interred in Shockoe Ceme-

tery.
"The great, the good, the wise."

JAMES MADISON,

The fourth President of the United States, justly called "the

Father of the Federal Constitution," commenced his public ca-

reer early in life. He entered the Convention of 1776 at the

age of twenty-five. He was naturally modest and diffident, but
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his long service in the House of Delegates and in Congress
had made him one of the most thorough debaters of that age.
Madison was the ruling spirit in the Convention. He knew

that great opposition would be urged against the adoption of

the Constitution. He, Alexander Hamilton and John Jay wrote

many explanatory articles, to prevent misconstruction of its pow-

ers, which were collected and published as the Federalist. His

figure was below the middle stature. Owing to this he was

called "the Great Little Mr. Madison," but was graceful and

well proportioned, his manners and address most pleasant. He

appeared arrayed in blue and buff, and at his breast and on his

wrists he wore ruffles. His hair was worn low on his forehead

to conceal partial baldness, and ended, according to the custom

of that day, in a long cue. His face was clean shaven. In fact,

hirsute appendages in those days were not in form, and the bar-

bers did a thrifty business. Neither mustache nor whiskers was

ever seen on the face of Washington, Madison, Jefferson or

Monroe. Madison was credited with possessing the faculty of

debate in such a degree that he exhausted every subject he dis-

cussed. He possessed an intimate knowledge of the men with

whom he was associated, and to whom he was opposed. He knew

their strong and their weak points and governed himself ac-

cordingly. He was temperate in debate and always appealed to

common sense. By his enemies he was rated as a mere closet

philosopher an able logician, but a weak and timid statesman.

In response to Henry's animadversions against the expression,

"We, the people," he said : "The people, but not people as com-

posing one great body, but the people as composing thirteen

sovereignties," was referred to. As favoring the Constitution

he made this sensible remark: "A government which relies on

thirteen sovereignties for the means of its existence, is a sole-

cism in theory, and a mere nullity in practice."

Madison was noted for his purity of character, his morality

and devotion to civil, political and religious liberty. He has been

condemned for urging in the old Continental Congress a treaty

of peace with Great Britain, acknowledging the independence of

all the States except the Carolinas and Georgia, which were to

remain British provinces. The only justification he ever offered

was that Georgia and the Carolinas had been conquered and
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subdued by the armies of Great Britain. The true explanation

is supposed to be that Mr. Madison thought that the free navi-

gation of the Mississippi had to be relinquished or the conquered

territory surrendered, and he doubtless thought the surrender

of the conquered territory the lesser of the two evils. His re-

ply to Henry on the subject of the navigation of the Mississippi

is considered the most adroit made in the Convention an ex-

quisite specimen of the test and skill with which a statesman

may appear to walk steadily over the ground that was quaking"

beneath him. Henry had him in a tight place. Madison labored

under two difficulties his low stature made it difficult to be seen

from all parts of the house and his voice was so weak it was

impossible to hear him at times. He had a habit of rising to

speak, with his hat in his hand and with his notes in his hat,

and when he warmed up his body had a kind of see-saw motion.

Yet such was the force of his genius that one of his warmest

opponents in the Convention declared that he listened with more

delight to his clear and cunning arguments than to the elo-

quence of Henry.

"His tongue

Dropped manna, and could make the worse appear

The better reason, to perplex and dash

Maturest counsels."

Chief Justice Marshall, who was the chief of the opposition,

when asked which of the various speakers he had heard was the

most eloquent and he had heard all the great orators of Amer-

ica replied : "Eloquence had been defined to be the art of

persuasion. If it includes persuasion by convincing, Mr. Madi-

son was the most eloquent man I ever heard." He was noted

for the respect and courtesy with which he regarded the motives

and treated the arguments of his opponents. He had great
blandness of manner, conciliation and forbearance. He seldom,

if ever, gave offence to any one in the most exciting political

debates. From the most diffident of men, when he commenced
his public career he could not speak at all, he became perfect
in the art. Madison's diary or journal of the Convention, com-

prised in the "Madison Papers," is a valuable contribution to

American history of that period.
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Madison possessed, to a wonderful extent, an exquisite sense

of humor, which though felt and admired in conversation, was
so effectively controlled as never to appear in his written com-

position or his public discussions. It was reserved for social

intercourse exclusively. He thought that truth and reason were
the proper weapons for the forum. His love of humor did not

forsake him even in old age. During his last days, when visited

by two of his friends he rose and greeted them ; as he resumed
his recumbent position on his couch he apologized for so doing,

observing with a smile, "I always talk more easily when I He."

He had a great many jokes on his friend, Jefferson, which he

told with great glee. He died in his eighty-fifth year, in 1836.

GEORGE MASON

Was one of the most striking figures in the Convention. By his

admirers he was regarded as at once the Solon and the Cato, the

law-giver and the uncompromising patriot in the age in which

he lived. In the Bill of Rights drawn by him, occurs the fol-

lowing sentence : "That no man, or set of men, is entitled to

exclusive separate emoluments, or privileges from the commu-

nity, but in consideration of public service, which not being- de-

scendible, neither ought the offices of magistrate, legislator or

judge to be hereditary." Here is a volume of truth and wisdom.

This truth is accentuated when we behold our trust-ridden coun-

try under an infamous and unjust tariff, under which one class

of citizens are made hewers of wood and drawers of water for

another class, and indiscriminate plunder permitted. The pro-

tected is allowed to exact separate emoluments and to enjoy

privileges from the community at large under class legislation.

George Mason was a Virginian, not only by birth, but in senti-

ment, in affection and devotion. He was a Virginian first, last

and all the time ; secondarily, he was an American.

The views of Washington were the antithesis of Mason's.

Washington believed in a strong centralized government; he

knew the utter futility of the confederation. He regarded the

Union not only as paramount, but perpetual. He was a patriot,

an American. In his farewell address so pathetic, so full of

tender love and devotion he writes as would a father to his

children. He speaks of "the unity of the government, which
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constitutes you one people." He says: "The name of Ameri-

can, which belongs to you in your national capacity, must always
exalt the just pride of patriotism more than any other appella-

tion derived from local discriminations." He deprecates sec-

tional feelings and jealousies and warns the people against politi-

cal factions and party strife. In his letter addressed to the

Governors on his retiring from office, he uses the expression,

"the citizens of America," and speaks of the country as "a

nation;" and amongst other things he dwells upon as essential

to the well-being of our country, aye, to its very existence as

an independent power, "And indissoluble Union of States under

one Federal head."

He seemed to hold the view that the tie between the Colonies

and Great Britain were irrevocably broken by the Revolution

and their acknowledgment of independence by the world, the

autonomy of the States were in like manner surrendered, except

so far as domestic or local relation and regulations went, when
the people, through their duly accredited representatives of their

respective States, adopted and ratified the Federal Constitution

for the declared purpose of forming "a more perfect union" for

common defense and protection, each State, in all its depart-

ments, to be subservient to the supreme law of the land the

acts of Congress.

Mason regarded Virginia as an empire within herself, a

sovereignty, and was utterly opposed to a consolidated govern-

ment and the surrender of her rights to a central power. He
was in favor of a union for mutual defense and welfare only.

He wished Virginia to be a free Commonwealth, not to alienate

beyond recall her powers, her liberty. He was as great an ob-

jector as Henry himself to the Constitution. These objections

were radical and extended to every department of the proposed

government. He particularly objected to the connection be-

tween the President and the upper house, what he called "the

marriage between the President and the Senate," and the extra-

ordinary powers conferred on the latter. When Mason first

arose to address the Convention the audience was hushed and

the eyes of all men fixed upon him. His once raven hair was

now as white as snow, his commanding figure attired in deep

mourning, still erect, his black eyes lit up with the flame of in-
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telligence, his voice calm, deliberate and full. His reputation as

the author of what was regarded as the palladium of our liber-

ties the Declaration of Rights and of the first Constitution of

the Commonwealth, together with his known opposition to the

ratification of the Federal Constitution, which he had refused to

sign in the Federal Convention, as a delegate from Virginia, was

calculated to attract attention. He was now past three score,

but had only been in the public service about twelve years, but

he was confessedly the first man in every assembly. He bitterly

opposed unconditional grants to the General Government. He
insisted upon amendments and conditions which he regarded as

essential to secure the rights and liberties of the people. He
wished these rights guaranteed in the instrument before its rati-

fication and adoption. Throughout the session of the Conven-

tion he was an admirable coadjutor to Henry. One was the

orator appealing to the sentiments and passions ;
the other the

statesman invoking judgment and reason. He was not a broad

man in his views
;
in fact his statesmanship appears to have been

rather narrow and contracted, as evidenced by this question

asked in debate:

"Does any man suppose that one general national government
can exist in so extensive a country as this?" If living to-day

he would doubtless have opposed the acquisition of Porto Rico

and the Philippines.

"He was not of that strain of counselors

That, like a tuft of rushes in a brook,

Bends every way the current turns itself

Yielding to every puff of appetite

That comes from majesty, but with true zeal

He faithfully declared all."

JAMES MONROE.

Attended a country school with John Marshall, with whom he

traveled his eventful career, in war and peace, a long and hon-

ored course. He spent a term at William and Mary, but his ele-

mentary stock of knowledge was small, his real education was

on the stage of life. He entered the army of the Revolution at

the age of eighteen as a cadet, became a lieutenant and captain
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and finally an aide to General Lord Stirling. He was in active

service nearly the whole war, and fought in the battles of Har-

lem Heights, White Plains, of Princeton and Trenton wftb La-

fayette, in which last he was wounded
;
of Brandywine, German-

town and Monmouth. At the end of the war he was elected to

the House of Delegates. At the age of twenty-four he was de-

puted to Congress and was the youngest member which the As-

sembly had ever elected to that body. He was tall and erect in

person, his face, with its high cheek bones, betokened his Cale-

donian origin ;
his manner kind and affectionate, but of martial

stiffness. His demeanor was marked by gravity whfch concealed

from the common observer a warm and generous heart. He
was noted for the concentration and sincerity with which he de-

voted his talents to the business in hand and his truthfulness.

He was entirely devoid of those accomplishments that assure in-

terest and adorn the social sphere. He lacked the charm in

conversation of many of his compeers. He was slow in compre-

hending a subject, but he was, as Henry remarked, "slow, but

give him time and he was sure." His mental faculties were

neither large nor bright, not much enriched by art or learning

drawn from books, yet vigorous and practical. The secret of

his unparalleled success is attributed to his industry, integrity

and personal intrepidity, which he displayed amid the clashing

of arms or the more fearful and wonderful clashing of tongues.

He possessed in a pre-eminent degree common sense. He was

neither a graceful nor an accomplished speaker. Pronuncia-

tion, elocution, emphasis, gesture, the art and charm of diction,

style, never crossed his mind; he looked at the staple or the

matter of the speech as the paramount object and he went at

it in a truly matter of fact way. In the Convention he pro-

pounded the question, "What are the powers which the Federal

government ought to possess ?" and proceeded to answer it de-

liberately and with consumate tact, shorn of sophistry and rheto-

ric. Monroe's name is more conspicuously connected with, and

his fame rests more prominently on, the famous "Monroe Doc-

trine" than any other event in his life. Briefly stated, this doc-

trine is that "the American Continents should no longer be sub-

jects for new European colonial settlement." His argument, as

reported in Elliott's Debates, while not oratorical, is candid,
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lucid and cogent. Monroe succeeded Mr. Madison as President

of the United States in 1817, and was re-elected in 1820. Mon-
roe's life teaches that

"Industry,

To meditate, to plan, resolve, perform,

Which, in itself, is good as surely brings

Reward of good no matter what be done."

And his success exemplifies the fact that

needs no flowers of speech."

He died on the anniversary of American independence, July

4, 1831, and he rests on the banks of the noble James, whose

waters sing his requiem as they pass on to the sea.

His obsequies were performed under the direction of Richmond

Randolph Lodge No. 19, his funeral oration delivered by Robert

Stanard, Esq.

I have, in a desultory and imperfect manner, briefly sketched

the characters of some of the most distinguished members of ihe

Convention of 1788. In review we have seen displayed the

matchless eloquence of the immortal Henry ; the masterful argu-

ments of the learned Pendleton
; Randolph with his classic reas-

oning and harmonious periods;' Marshall with his simple and

unassuming manners, but wise and conservative statesmanship ;

the Roman energy and Attic wit of George Mason; Madison

with his incomparable powers of persuasion ;
Monroe with his

sophistry and rhetoric. In regard to each of these great men
it might be said there was

"A combination and a form indeed,

Where every god did seem to set his seal

To give the world assurance of a man."

But I feel that while the heavens are encompassed with this

bright galaxy of stars men known in history to us all, whose

names have come down the corridors of time there are a few

others, now almost forgotten and whose names are passed into

oblivion, who should be mentioned and who were active in the

debates of this Convention. Of this pregnant list I have selected

George Nicholas and William Grayson.
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GEORGE NICHOLAS.

Wihilst Henry was par excellence the orator of the Conven-
tion of 1788, Colonel Nicholas was, for his wonderful ability in

debate, termed the Ulysses and the Ajax Telamon of the host

which upheld the Constitution. His logic was clear, his reas-

oning sound, his illustrations apt, his arguments forceful and

convincing. He bore the brunt of the contest of debate. There
was a prestige in the name of Nicholas, which placed him in

the front rank of the members of this august body and of those

who had attained distinction during the Revolution. He was
the son of the venerable patriot who was the watch dog of the

Treasury during the war. He was born in Williamsburg and
matriculated at William and Mary. Leaving college he entered

the army and soon won the highest honors, having been pro-
moted from captain to colonel. He was elected to the General

Assembly, in which he held a prominent position. His stature

was low, ungainly and deformed with fat, his brows shaggy.
His voice unpleasant, but with all these deformities his address

was polished. He was thoroughly acquainted with local legis-

lation, was well versed in history, and, withal, entirely self-pos-

sessed. Without fancy or rhetoric, without action or gestures,

save the use of his right hand and forefinger, yet so forceful

were his arguments, so sound his reasonings, analytical his de-

bates, so consumate his conclusions that he held the Convention

in rapt attention for hours. His arguments could not be met

by his opponents and they sometimes resorted to carricature.

He was once pictured as a plum pudding with legs to it.

He was also pictured as broad as he was long. He was said to

be the fattest lawyer since the days of his namesake, Sir Nicholas

Bacon, of rotund me/nory. Of all the friends to the Constitu-

tion he was the most formidable to Henry. His perfect acquaint-

ance with the whole system of legislation ; his connection by de-

scent and affinity with the old aristocratic families
;
his physical

qualities, which were entirely fearless
;

his civic and military

career
;
his great powers of minute and sustained argumenta-

tion, made it difficult to evade or repel his attacks.

Neither oratory or sarcasm or ridicule availed in a contest
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with him who was as potent in the war of wit as he was irresisti-

ble by the force of logic.

Referring to Henry's question, "Why, we the people?" He
said: "The gentleman objects to the expression, 'We, the peo-

ple/ and demands the reason why they had not said, 'We, the

United States of America?' The expression, in my opinion, is

highly proper; it is submitted to the people, because on them
it is to operate; till adopted it is but a dead letter and not bind-

ing on any one; when adopted it becomes binding on the people
who adopt it." Henry had almost carried the day against the

Constitution by one of his mighty outbursts of eloquence when
he called attention to the proposed scheme of the surrender of

the Mississippi to Spain by the confederation the day was lost,

but, like Blucher at Waterloo, Nicholas came to the rescue of

the demoralized advocates of the Constitution.

In a splendid arraignment of facts and logic, Nicholas soon

marshaled his forces and gained the sympathy and confidence

of the house, then turning suddenly to Henry he became the

accuser and the aggressor. He exclaimed with impassioned
force: "By whom was this fearful surrender of the naviga-
tion of the Mississippi contemplated? By the gentleman's (with

his index ringer pointing to Henry) favorite Confederation."

After the formation of Kentucky as a State, Nicholas made

his home there. He devoted his time and attention to politics

and farming as well as to political economy. He took great

pride and interest in preparing young students in law by his

lectures and advice. He was the writer of the Constitution of

the State of Kentucky. In the graces and courtesies of social

life he was unexcelled and was noted for his generous hospi-

tality. He believed that

"Without good company all dainties

Lost their true relish, and, like painted grapes,

Are only seen, not tasted."

His familiarity with all the great questions of the day, his

intimacy with the most prominent men of the period made him

a most interesting and instructive conversationalist.

He died in Kentucky at the age of forty-four. It is said the

mourning and grief of his slaves, by whom he was dearly be-
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loved, as his coffin was lowered into the grave was a strange

and pathetic scene.

WILLIAM GRAYSON.

If George Nicholas was the Ajax Telamon who supported the

Constitution, William Grayson may justly be regarded as the

Cicero in opposition. He was a

"Statesman, yet a friend to Truth ! Of soul sincere,

In action faithful and in honor clear !

Who broke no promise, served no private end,

Who gained no title and who lost no friend."

His arguments were powerful and logical. He declared

that "the greatest defect" in the Constitution "was the opposi-

tion of the component parts to the interests of the whole." He
had not the fire and rhetoric of Henry, but he far surpassed him

in reason and logic. To those interested in these debates I refer

to Elliott and Robertson.

Alluding to Washington's well-known partiality and advocacy
of the Constitution, Grayson concluded one of his eloquent

speeches by saying: "We have one ray of hope. We do not

fear while he lives, but we can expect only his fame to be im-

mortal. We wish to know, who besides him can concentrate

the confidence of all America !" Grayson was both a soldier and

a statesman. His military career began with the dawn of the

American Revolution and was chiefly under the eye of Wash-

ington himself, for whom he liad the most profound respect and

admiration. He was a member of Washington's military family.

With the affairs at Valley Forge his name is intimately con-

nected. He was at the battle of Long Island, of Brandywine
and Germantown and "Montgomery, and is said to have com-

manded a Virginia regiment on that field. In early life he in-

dulged in the popular sport of fox-hunting with Washington
over the moors of Westmoreland and whose esteem he enjoyed
to the end of his life. Whilst his military career was brilliant

it was lost sight of in his civic accomplishments. He was edu-

cated at Oxford, was a ripe scholar and particularly well versed

in the classics and in history. He was also a student of political
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economics and applied himself to that generous fountain of in-

formation and inspiration Smith's Wealth of Nations with
the same assiduity that a student of theology would to the

study of the Bible. His life was marked by enterprise, intre-

pidity and success. When the regulation of Virginia commerce
was discussed, in connection with the Constitution, a favorite

expression of his was "Let commerce alone, it will take care of

itself." On his return to Virginia after the war he continued

the practice of law. He was in 1784 elected to Congress. He
was regarded as a most elegant gentleman as well as the most

accomplished debater of his age. In dialectics he was thoroughly
versed and equipped. It is said his powers of humor, wit, sar-

casm and ridicule, prolonged and sustained by argument and

declamation, were unrivalled. He had that happy faculty of

making

''Wise things seem foolish and rich things but poor."

Grayson's speeches in the Convention abound in passages of

humor and sarcasm. He was also noted for his physical quali-

ties as well as his mental endowments. He was considered the

handsomest man in the Convention. His person was imposing
- his stature over six feet and though in weight over two hun-

dred and fifty pounds, such was the symetry of his figure that

the beholder was struck more with its height than its magni-
tude. He had a majestic head forehead high and broad, eyes

black and deep-seated, nose large and curved, lips well formed,

disclosing white and regular teeth.

It is related that his body was exhumed after it had lain forty-

six years in his coffin and when the lid was lifted there was

his majestic form as if it had been recently wrapped in the

shroud, the features were fresh and full, the hair long and black

the growth of the grave every lineament perfect and distinct.

The address of Grayson was said to be winning and courteous,

his conversation playful, sparkling and profound as the time or

topic called for or the mood prompted, but withal there was

a dignity about him which the ablest and the bravest men would

have been the last to trench upon.

He died in 1790 and is buried at Dumfries, Va.

So zealous were our ancestors for our liberties and so dis-
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trustful of the Federal government that in the ratification of the

Constitution Virginia expressly stipulated and asserted that

"the powers granted should be resumed whensoever the same

should be perverted to her injury or oppression, and that every

power not granted thereby remains with them and at their will.'"

And even under these conditions it was only adopted by a re-

corded vote of 89 to 79, a majority of ten only in its favor. Had
the advocates of the Constitution declared their intention to cre-

ate a centralized government, from which the States could not

withdraw when their rights were jeopardized, of which the peo-

ple of each State were to be the judges, the Constitution would

never have been ratified by the States, certainly not by Vir-

ginia. Mr. Madison, "the Father of the Federal Constitution,"

would never have voted for it, for in the Convention he de-

clared that "the use of force against a State would be more like

a declaration of war than an infliction of punishment, and w^ould

probably be considered by the party attacked as a dissolution of

all previous compacts ; a Union of States containing such an

ingredient seemed to provide for its own destruction."

In one of the debates in the New York State Convention,

Hamilton, the great Federalist, said : "To coerce a State would

be one of the maddest projects ever devised." And yet we have

lived not only to see the attempt, but the complete consumation.

The cause the ill-fated Confederacy undertook to defend was

that of constitutional liberty and fidelity to law and covenants.

Slavery was not the cause, but only the occasion, of the late

Civil War. The existence of the institution was always the oc-

casion of grave alarm. Jefferson prophesied that slavery would

be the "rock upon which the old Union would split." Mr.

Lincoln declared in 1858 that "this government cannot endure

permanently half slave and half free." Mr. Seward asserted

that the antagonism between freedom and slavery was "an ir-

repressible conflict." The concensus of opinion of the best men
North and South was that it was a great evil, both morally and

politically.

Nearly a century and a quarter has elapsed since these de-

bates occurred, which eventuated in the adoption of the Fed-

eral Constitution. Let us, with retrospective eye, glance down
the pages of history and we shall see that with prophetic ken
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many of our troubles were pointed out and foretold. Mr. Henry,

during the debates asked this pertinent and pregnant question :

"Suppose the people of Virginia should wish to alter their gov-

ernment, can a majority of them do it? No, because they are

connected with other men, or in other words consolidated with

other States. When the people of Virginia at a future day shall

wish to alter their government, though they should be unani-

mous in their desire, yet they may be prevented." Again he

asked: "What is to become of your country? The Virginian

government is but a name." He asserted, "When you give

power you know what you give." He declared, "Among ten

thousand implied powers which they may assume, they may, if

we be engaged in war, liberate every one of our slaves if they

please ! May they not pronounce all slaves free ?" Did he

with the discernment of a Daniel see and interpret the hand-

writing on the wall as embodied in Lincoln's emancipation pro-

clamation? In the event of war he asks, "May not Congress

say that every black man must fight?" Did he, with the vision

of an Isaiah, look into futurity and see the war clouds on the

distant horizon that swept away every semblance of sovereignty

and that desolated the Southern States in the crime of i86i-'65?

Did he, in his mind's eye, see the black cohorts, led by our

Northern brethren (?) committing, during Reconstruction days,

rapine and desolation against the people of the South? Was
he, indeed, endowed with the Spirit of Divination? No, I do

not believe that with all of his opposition to the Constitution;

with all his love for Virginia and the South, with all his distrust

of the Northern people Mr. Henry ever conceived of the dia-

bolism of arming and inciting our slaves to plunder and murder

their masters. He never for one moment thought it possible

that a government formed for the protection of the people wou|d
be turned into an instrument for their slavish oppression. His

fervid imagination never supposed the horrors and injustice of

the Civil War or the abominations of the Reconstruction period,

and we are glad he did not, for his great heart would have

broken and his tongue palsied in his efforts to have averted these

calamities. Mr. Henry was not the only member of the Con-

vention with a discerning mind and who was distrustful and

apprehensive of the future. Grayson declared that under the
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proposed Constitution ''he conceived the State governments to

be at the mercy of the generality." On another occasion he

made this observation, that "so extensive was the power of leg-

islation in his estimation that he doubted whether, when it was
once given up, anything was retained." He gave a forecast of

what might occur when the election of President was close,

which was realized in the famous Tilden-Hayes election.

The fears of George Mason gave him perception into the

future. He pointed out with marked ability imperfections, dan-

gers and defects of the sixth article of the Constitution. He
dwelt with force upon the insecurity of our rights and privi-

leges "as they depended on a vague, indefinite and ambiguous

implication." With an insight into the future he said, speaking
of slavery, "there is no clause in the Constitution that will pre-

vent the Northern and Eastern States from meddling 'with our

whole property of that kind."

Monroe objected particularly to giving the Federal govern-
ment unlimited power of taxation and insisted that our great

unalienable rights ought to be secured, either by a Bill of Rights
or an express provision in the body of the Constitution itself.

The centralization of power assumed by the President, the

assumption of legislative authority, the dictation of law-making

power, the encroachments by the Federal judiciary upon the

rights of the States have nearly extinguished their sovereignty.

Were the apprehensions of our forefathers without reason? Did

they hesitate without cause? Were they right or wrong those

who opposed the adoption of the Constitution? If the object

and aim of government be the founding of a great nation
;

if

laying the foundation for -a great empjre, the desire to become

a world power; if the acquisition of foreign territory; if the

accumulation of vast wealth in the hands of a few individuals

or combines ;
if the importation of millions of immigrants and

vast increase in population be the desideratum of the republic

then we have succeeded beyond all expectations. But a student

of history may reasonably fear that these vaunted acquisitions,

these proud acquirements, instead of perpetuating our govern-

ment may be the means of its downfall and disintegration. We
are the heaviest taxed people, per capita, upon the face of the

globe. We have a greater proportion of the foreign element in
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our midst in proportion to native born than any other nation on
earth.

The storm signals are up. There are unmistakable signs of

unrest among the masses. The war between capital and

labor, the dissatisfaction existing between employer and em-

ployee. The vast increase in the necessaries of life without a

corresponding increase in the daily wage. The gradual absorp-

tion of enterprises heretofore conducted by individuals, by the

trusts and combines, who, with their vast aggregations of capi-

tal have driven to the wall so many less favored. The destruc-

tion of personal initiative. The covetous and inconsiderate spirit

displayed by those engaged in various manufactures, out of

which they have amassed wealth through the faithful labor of

their employees and the loyalty of their patrons in selling out

to these 'combines regardless of interests other than their own,

has alienated this class of the community, to a great extent,

from those \vho looked to them, not only for employment and

for their support, but for sympathy and encouragement. But

one by one these old concerns have hauled down their flags,

folded their tents and, like the Arab, stolen silently away, car-

rying the swag of the trust with them. Many thousands of

workmen in this city and throughout the country have thus been

deprived of the means of livelihood, in which they have labored

for years and have been compelled to work for less wages at

other occupations. In their old age they have had the doors

closed in their faces and seen posted on the portals "Sold out

to the trust." This may be business ; it is legitimate, but is it

carrying out the divine injunction "love thy neighbor as thy-

self?" There used to be a pride in the transmission of a reputa-

ble business from sire to* son, and the employee's sons took the

same pride and interest in the business as their fathers did be-

fore them. There existed a loyal, genial, friendly vassalage

between the employer and the employee, born of respect, friend-

ship and appreciation, but "corporations have no souls" and

this kindly sentiment no longer exists. The question arises,

should business be conducted entirely along selfish lines? Should

not a vein of sentiment, like a golden thread in the woof of a

garment, enter into business transactions and influence its opera-

tions? In every large business the good will includes the result
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of faithful and efficient labor, the confidence and support of

patrons of many years. Have these people no rights that should

be considered?

Dissatisfaction, alienation, distrust, feelings of suspicion, re-

sentment and discontent have resulted from this method of doing
business. Lynching bees, the beastly cruelties of the mob, riots,

night riders, indifference to human life, contempt of authority,

disregard of law, the miscarriage of justice, the barbarism of

greed all these things have to be reckoned with.

In feudal days in England and prior to the French Revolu-

tion strong men dealt with arms and force* and lorded it over and

oppressed the masses. Looking upon them as their natural

prey and as subservient to their will, the same class of men in

this day and generation deal with money, stocks and combines

and the manipulation of vast properties and business and the

corruption of lawmakers. These strong men and corporations

claim they are above the law that they are a law unto them-

selves ! The conduct of business by a favored few, regardless

of obedience to statutes, to the detriment of those who are re-

quired to comply with the law. The inequality of punishment
for crime. The power and immunity of wealth from correction

are signs of decadence and warnings of approaching danger,

promoting socialism and fostering the growth of anarchy. The

sky is calm, the waters still as they ripple in the passing breeze,

but the faint rumbling of the thunders of unrest upon the quiet

air portend a storm that will darken the sky of prosperity and

lash the quiet waters into a seething rage of ungovernable fury,

that like a besom of destruction may sweep away old land-

marks and lighten the heavens with the fires of revolution.

I am not a pessimist nor an alarmist, but it behooves us to

look at facts and conditions squarely in the face and not, like

the ostrich, stick our heads in the sands and imagine we are

immune to danger.

The Constitution -ratified by the Convention of 1788 so pleased

Washington that he styled it "the most perfect system ever be-

fore established by the wisdom of man." De Tocqueville, the

great political philosopher of France, declared the theory of

government embodied in the instrument "a great discovery in

modern political science." Lord Brougham, the distinguished
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English statesman, was so charmed with it that, he said: "It is

the very greatest refinement in social policy to which any age
has given birth." Under these favorable commendatory auspices

the ship of State was launched upon the untried waters of popu-
lar government, and while the good old ship has had compara-
tive smooth sailing, she has encountered many adverse winds

and stood the storm of many conflicts, both external and inter-

nal wars without and wars within and yet

"The star spangled banner continues to wave,

O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave/'

In every foreign war and in conflicts with the Indians, our

government has been victorious. The first domestic or internal

trouble encountered was under Washington's administration in

1792, and is known in history as "The Whiskey Insurrection/*

in Pennsylvania, which was quelled without bloodshed upon the

proper display of authority and determination by the Chief exe-

cutive.

In 1797, when John Adams was President, the famous retalia-

tory measures known as the "Alien and Sedition Acts," were

passed, resulting in great distress and discontent, and the coun-

try was brought to the verge of civil war, but this crucial test

was passed in safety.

The next trouble, during Mr. Jefferson's term, was a threat

by the New England States to withdraw from the Union on

account of the Embargo Act. This measure was repealed by

Congress and the malcontents became reconciled.

Again, in 1832, the Nullification Ordinance was passed by
South Carolina, and disruption threatened. This critical trial

was gotten over by the commendable firmness and decision of

Andrew Jackson and the Tariff Compromise of 1833. The

supreme test to which our government has been subjected was

the war between the States, and the usurpation of powers not

granted to the Constitution. The Federal authorities in their

efforts to preserve the Union destroyed the government, so far

as many of the rights of the States are concerned. It was the

fond delusion, the basic idea of the founders of the republic,

that it depended upon the States for its very existence. Who
holds such ideas now? The man at Washington with "the big
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stick" decides matters to suit himself. A territory knocking at

the door for admission into the sisterhood of States has first to

get his permission. We find the Federal Executive so far for-

getting the dignity of his exalted position as to exert the weight
and influence of his office in behalf of his favorites, even in

the election of municipal officers in the States. Not content with

these dangerous assumed prerogatives and meretricious innova-

tions he attempts to foist "his policies" upon the nation in pre-

suming to dictate the naming of his successor to the presidential

office itself. A State cannot decide as to its public school policy

without consulting him. The city of Richmond cannot regu-

late its street-car service, operated under a charter of its Coun-

cil, without the ultimatum of a Federal judge the ukase of

an imperial order. The control of chartered corporations is no

longer permissible by the power that created them. Our gov-
ernment is undergoing, in fact has undergone, many radical

changes in its polity. The Constitution, by implication has

been interpreted and construed until it yields to interpretations

with the elasticity of a rubber band. The people rule, or should

rule, the country. How long will they submit to these imposi-

tions, these encroachments, these hardships? How will all this

end? Some day the man on horseback may succeed to the man
with "the big stick" and at his back will be the minions of his

will and power. There is an increasing number of people m
this country who believe that life and property would be safer

under a strong than a weak government ; they favor a centralized

power. Our population has been vastly increased by the dis-

orderly elements of Europe, with their inborn hate for all author-

ity, who regard license as liberty. Universal suffrage has

proven, in spite of Mr. Jefferson, the idol of Democracy, a uni-

versal curse. It may be necessary that power be concentrated

in a centralized government to preserve our liberties and our

property. It is a recognized and admitted fact that the law

most respected and feared to-day is the Federal law
;
constant

appeals are being made to it from the decisions of State tribu-

nals, because it does not depend, to the same extent, on public

opinion, local environments, sectional prejudices, individual

sentiment as do State municipal enactments. In many communi-

ties of the different States it is impossible to convict for mob
or lynch law crimes.
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In some States peonage exists, and but for the fear of the

Federal judiciary, slavery might be re-established by unscrupu-
lous individuals. For many crimes it is only when arraigned be-

fore a Federal judge that conviction is possible. In this tribunal

''the unwritten law" is an unknown factor in its jurisprudence,
and has no place in its instructions and decisions. A convic-

tion is gaining ground that human life is more secure under

law than license or laws laxly administered.

The generation now growing up, unschooled in the old doc-

trine of States rights, are inclined to look upon the government
as conceived by our forefathers as an exploded idea of Utopian
transcendentalism. They know nothing _of old conditions and

care still less. They are living in a materialistic age ;
commer-

cialism is the ruling spirit, and when those who fought in the

Confederate and Federal armies shall have passed away, not

only, will all animosity between the sections be eliminated, but

the nation will be bound together, with no bone of contention

such as existed before the late Civil War, but will be cemented

into a perpetual Union. Whether these are mere vagaries of

the mind, figments of the fancy or draughts of deep philosophy,
the results of sound reasoning and logical deductions, time alone

can determine.

If the question had been asked thirty years ago, aye, even

within a less period, would it have been best for the Confeder-

acy to have succeeded ? Would it have been better for two gov-
ernments to have been established on this continent? It would

have been regarded as disloyal to the memories of the past, an

insult to the dead, sacrilegious.

The question of secession was one on which statesmen North

and South differed. The history of the country shows there

has been a continuous struggle between two opposing factions

of political thought and schools of construction, one faction con-

tending that in adopting the Constitution we became a nation,

one sovereignty, and the indissolubility of the Union; the other

that it was a confederation of sovereign States, bound together

by a Constitution, from which each State could secede or with-

draw at its own will.

By the Democratic party Mr. Jefferson is considered the father

of the doctrine of States rights, and yet in his first inaugural ad-
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dress he says: "If there be any among us who would wish to

dissolve this Union or to change its republican form, let them

stand undisturbed as monuments of the safety with which error

of opinion may be tolerated, where reason is left free to combat

it." Calhoun believed in the right of secession. Henry Clay
declared in the Senate chamber in 1850: "In my opinion there

is no right on the part of any one or more States to secede from

the Union." He depicted with horoscopic certainty the results

that would ensue upon its consummation. Webster asserted "the

people of the United States have declared that the Constitution

shall be the supreme law." He denied both the right of nullifi-

cation and secession. Benjamin Rush, one of the signers of the

Declaration of Independence, declared "No individual State,

as such, has any claim to independence. She is independent

only in a union with her sister States in Congress." Andrew

Jackson was of the opinion that in adopting the Constitution

the States "were no longer sovereign," and that the people "be-

came American citizens and owed primary obedience to the Con-

stitution and to laws made in conformity with the powers vested

in Congress." He was a States right man so far as local con-

cerns go, but for Federal sovereignty so far as the Constitution

ordained. Secession was never a constitutional right, but, like

any other revolutionary act, may be morally justified by unjust

oppression. Its exercise by the South was utterly without justi-

fication until the Southern States were called upon to furnish

troops to invade their sister States. This act of the President

was unconstitutional and forced Virginia out of the Union, both

against her wishes and her interests. The election of Mr. Lin-

coln, per se, was not a casus belli or a justification of secession.

He declared in his inaugural address: "I have no purpose,

directly or indirectly, to interfere with the institution of slavery
in the States where it now exists. I believe I have no legal right
to do so, and I have no inclination to do so." And in the platform
of the party that elected him occurs this language: "Resolved,

That the maintenance inviolate of the rights of the States, and

especially the right of each State to order and control its own

domestic institutions, according to its own judgment exclusively,

is essential to the balance of power on which the perfection and

endurance of our political fabric depend, and we denounce the
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lawless invasion by armed force of the soil of any State or terri-

tory, no matter under what pretext, as among the gravest of

crimes." In view of these facts, and in the light of subsequent

events, the conclusion is inevitable (even conceding the right)

that secession was a great mistake, a stupendous political blunder.

Secession could not effect or change geographical boundaries,

it could not "bind the sweet influence of Pleiades or loose the

bands of Orion." It could not remove sections from each other

nor build impassable barriers between them or destroy propin-

quity.

When we come calmly to look at conditions that would have

prevailed and confronted us had the Confederacy succeeded, we
are brought face to face with the fact that it would have im-

plied the perpetuation of the national blot, the crime against

civilization human slavery. To have maintained this institu-

tion would have required a cordon of forts along the borders

of the frontier States bristling with artillery. There would have

been standing armies with the menace of impending conflict

military rule; separate navies to protect our peaceful rivers and

intervening waters with attendant costs of onerous taxation,

jealousies, strife, friction, bloody conflicts with our neighbors.

Restrictions .against interstate commerce espionage, a passport

system, a lack of free communication that would have not only

delayed the development of the South, but would have retarded

progress and discouraged material growth. We would have

had a confederation of petty principalities, with their rival in-

terests, like those existing before the unification of the Teutonic

races into the great Germanic empire. We would have had to

concede to each of these States or petty kingdoms the right to

secede or withdraw from the confederation whenever they con-

sidered themselves aggrieved.

When the border States ceased to be slave States, as they

undoubtedly would have done in the course of time, they would

have doubtless formed an alliance with the free States or set

up separate governments of their own, with its attendant bur-

dens and taxes, civic and military. The escape of slaves from

the slave to the free States would have involved pursuit by their

owners and repulse by their sympathizers, and war would have

blazed all along the line. Such complications, border wars and
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bickerings would have prevailed as would have resulted in con-

fusion worse confounded and would have, in all likelihood, de-

generated into military despotism. I am of the deliberate con-

viction that the success of the Confederacy would have been the

greatest calamity that could have befallen not only the South,

but the entire country. There are thousands who admit these

facts in their hearts, but from a false pride refuse to make the

acknowledgment by word of mouth. Slavery was a curse as

well as a crime. It was a curse because it was the instrumental-

ity of so many of our young men, who could not compete with

slave labor, forsaking their homes expatriating themselves.

The Commonwealth was thus drained of its most energetic,

thrifty and useful sons.

Its criminality is now generally admitted even by those who

formerly believed it had divine sanction. Of course, under the

Constitution, slavery was legally right, but never right in ethics.

Both North and South were equally responsible for the crime.

Whilst the South was apparently the beneficiary, in many par-

ticulars it was the greatest sufferer. No matter how sore and

disappointed we who participated in the war between the States

may have felt at the result, the downfall of our hopes, the fail-

ure of our cherished cause, we should accept the result philo-

sophically, in good faith and in the firm belief that the Supreme
Ruler of events in His superior wisdom so ordained it for our

good. To believe otherwise would be disloyal to Him. What
we at first looked upon with feelings of acute anguish and de-

spair ;
what we first regarded as an untold calamity, an irrepara-

ble disaster, has been softened and soothed by the ameliorating

touch of time, and the truer perspective of distance, and we
come now to regard them as blessings in disguise, as providen-
tial sequences. The passions and prejudices existing before the

strife and engendered by the war, have cooled and are fast dis-

appearing. Social, business intercourse, personal contact, the

exhibition of heroic courage and fortitude on many a well-con-

tested battlefield has evoked mutual admiration and respect and
have dissipated these conflicting elements. The inhuman, brutal,

passion-bred acts and doings under the Reconstruction period
have been repealed and we trust repented of, never again to be

called into being. We are a reunited people. We are now citi-
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zens of America and as proud of it as when we claimed prior

allegiance to our mother States. We have become nationalized!

The arbitrament of arms and the God of battles to whom we

appealed, has resulted in the extinguishment of sectional feel-

ings. Never, since the foundation of the republic, has the en-

tire country been so firmly united in blood, sentiment and loyalty

as at present. In the only conflict that has arisen since the Civil

War, those who wore the blue and those who wore the gray
stood shoulder to shoulder under the same old flag, under the

joint command of officers who were opposed to each other in the

war between the States. In a contest where victor and van-

quished alike displayed such heroic courage, such patriotic de-

votion, such loyalty to duty, as each saw it, there is no occasion

for shame.

We can console ourselves with the reflection, the assurance,

that it is not a "lost cause." The conflict is not without result
|

It has cemented the people East, West, North and South in a

common and indissoluble bond of union and patriotic devotion.

If the vote were permissible and taken to-morrow the late se-

ceded States would not withdraw from this Union they are

in the house of their fathers to stay. The consummation of

these objects, the attainment of this result, the achievement of

this end, in the life of a nation may be well worth the sacrifice

the blood so freely shed in their behalf !

I am optimistic in my belief, and the Ruler of Nations and

their destinies may have called us to blaze the way, to point out

the path of liberty and civilization to people yet unborn, for if

we are true to ourselves, true to our principles and traditions we

have a great future before us, and are destined to be the great

world power.
I have thus briefly and imperfectly attempted an exegesis of

the genesis of our government, looking over the pages of history

and our own experiences, since these debates occurred, what is

our verdict? Wte can but admit that the fears expressed by

the patriots of the Convention of 1788 were well founded.

Nearly every anticipated trouble predicted has materialized. The

States attempted to resume their respective sovereignties but

were compelled by the government they created to remain un-

willingly in a Union they wished to withdraw from. A fratri-
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cidal war resulted in which millions were expended and thous-

ands lost their lives, but out of the clash of arms, the smoke of

battle, the blood-stained soil, the smouldering ashes of cities de-

stroyed, Phoenix-like, has arisen the nation.

The proud boast of Great Britain that "night never mantles

her domain," is answered by the exultant shout of America

"that the sun never sets on her flag !" When God wishes in His

plans of civilization to form a great nation, He cements the ties

with blood. This has been His method since "the morning stars

sang together and all the sons of God shouted for joy." Sacra-

fice, atonement, expiation, blood letting have ever been the pre-

cursors of nationality. It is a costly sacrifice, a royal price to

pay, because it is life.

"God moves in a mysterious way,
His wonders to perform."

The wars of His favorite people show this, the expurgation of

their sins, their nationalization was in blood letting. It was by
the effusion of blood that the King of Macedon confirmed the

alliance that bound Thrace, Illyria, Greece, Egypt and Persia

to his throne and. secured him the title of Alexander the Great

the world conqueror.

It was in the shedding of blood that Rome, the greatest na-

tion of ancient times, forged those ties that made her the em-

press of the world and her legions invincible. It was in a holo-

caust of blood that the Cross was carried by Spain into the halls

of the Montezumas and they christianized and became a part
of this ancient people. In English history the Wars of the Roses

culminated in the union of the two factions, the blood shed knit-

ting them together in allegiance to a sovereign in common. It

was through blood that Cromwell ascended to the Lord Protec-

torship and through regicide that his power was secured. It

was at Marston Moor, and at Nasby, at Drogheda and Dunbar
that the blood of England, Ireland, and Scotland commingled,

cementing the three people in the indissoluble bond that con-

stitutes the Kingdom of Great Britain. The process of blood

assimilation has produced the dominant race the Anglo-
Saxon.
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Just as the blood of the martyr is the seed of the Church, the

blood of the patriot is the germ of nationality "it is for the

healing of the nations." Are the thoughts I have uttered, the

sentiments expressed, the suggestions offered, the facts ad-

vanced, the questions asked, the conclusions aimed at, disloyal to

the Lost Cause, false to the memories of the past, in forgetful-

ness of the trying period of i86i-'65? I apprehend not!

Those who fought under the banner of the Confederacy have

no excuses to make or apologies to offer. Their splendid achieve-

ments, their heroism and fortitude was unsurpassed in ancient

or modern warfare. The Confederate volunteer army was the

greatest, grandest and most self-sacrificing ever aligned under

any flag or fought in any cause. They believed their first alle-

giance was due to their respective States, and when their mother

called it was their duty to obey. This idea of fealty and loyalty

was "My country, may she ever be right, but right or wrong,

my country !" When their country was invaded they fought in

defence of their homes and friends.

To the survivors of the heroic struggle, the sentiments of fel-

lowship engendered by the touch of elbows, the companionship
of the camp, the familiarity of the bivouac, the admiration ex-

cited by deeds of chivalry, the association of common danger,
the friendship formed by mutual sufferings, the feelings kindled

by courage and fortitude will endure as long as life lasts. All

these things are but tributes to the prowess* and sensibilities of

the English-speaking race. Our reunions imply no disloyalty

to the flag we live under we would not lower it and substitute

our furled banner in its stead if we could. These reunions called

for by former associations are a tie between the living and the

dead, mystic chords of memory uniting the present with the

past, a tribute to departed comrades, a hand-shake with those

who are left, heart echoes, shadows of long ago, cemented by

tears, prayers and blood, gradually fading beneath the horizon

of time and soon to disappear. Our camp-fires will soon die

out, the last reveille soon be sounded, as one by one we answer

the final roll-call.

To thus meet in the course of years is now our only privilege,

to mingle together at our camp-fires and fight our battles over

again our sole heritage. There are revived memories, incidents

of the past long dormant, for
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"Lull'd in the countless chambers of the brain,

Our thoughts are link'd by many a hidden chain;

Awake but one, and lo, what myriads rise,

Each stamps its image as the other flies !"

Of that vast host that followed the fortunes of the Confed-

eracy, the ranks are thinning daily. All that the survivors have
left are their memories and their monuments. Our memories
and their monuments. Our memories perish with us, but our

monuments we bequeath to our descendants as a perpetual

legacy to commemorate sacrifices made to principles that never

die, a cause that is imperishable constitutional government and

liberty for which, our forefathers contended in the Convention

of 1788 and for which their descendants fought in '6i-'65.

It is conceded that our banner is forever furled, but whilst

the "Stars and Bars" are a cherished memory "Old Glory" is

a living reality. Whilst "Dixie" and "Virginia" still make our

hearts throb, and, mayhap our eye to moisten, "America" and

the "Star Spangled Banner" stir our pulses in patriotic beats.

It was worth the shedding of much blood to have evolved such

characters as Robert E. Lee and Stonewall Jackson and to

have proven to the world the valor of a nation.

God has given us a great country, a priceless heritage ;
He has

clothed us with corresponding duties and responsibilities. Our

freedom, happiness and prosperity will endure so long as we
are a God-fearing and a deserving people.

In a spirit of patriotic devotion let us exclaim

"Great God, we thank Thee for this hour,

This bounteous birthland of the free,

Where wanderers from afar may come

And breath the air of liberty !

"Still may her flowers untrampled spring;

Her harvest wave, her cities rise,

And yet, till Time shall fold his wing
Remain Earth's loveliest paradise.'"
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From N. O., La., Picayune, December 6, 1908.

THE REAL JEFFERSON DAVIS IN PRIVATE
AND PUBLIC LIFE.

Some Facts Never Before Printed Concerning the Confed-
erate President and His Lineage, Family

and Descendants.

Physical Likeness to His Great Antagonist Abraham Lincoln, TheyWere Born in Adjoining Kentucky Counties Both Were of
Welsh Parentage; Both Fought in the Black Hawk War.

By T. C. DeLEON.

On the anniversary of the great Southern leader's death, at

New Orleans, Dec. 6, 1889, and at the ending of the centennial

year of his birth it is fitting- that the remnant of the people he

wrought and struggled for should teach their children what man-
ner of man he really was. And it is with regret that some of

us see the year closing and the loving and practical suggestion
of Mrs. Cornelia Branch Stone, U. D. C., unfulfilled and almost

unheeded.

Engaged, at the opening centenary year of Jefferson Davis,

upon a somewhat important work of Confederate chronicle, I

was absolutely amazed at the dense and very generous ignorance
of polite and well-bred people of the South regarding the most

patent details of the Southern President's career.

In one of his piquante and meaty addresses Hon. Champ Clark,

of Missouri, paralleled the manner in which noted Northerners

and Southerners were treated in the histories, cyclopedias and

biographical dictionaries of the last half century. He instanced

among many that Robert Toombs an important national factor

on both sides of the supposititious ''line" of Mason and Dixon

received a quarter-column comment and William H. Seward

three columns; that Abraham Lincoln in several books averaged

five columns, while Jefferson Davis soldier, Senator, Cabinet

minister and leader of a new nation has one column.
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In his premise the brilliant and well-equipped Missourian was

exceptionally correct; but his deduction from it seems scarcely

tenable : that the disproportion was the fault of the North. Mr.

Clark left an important factor out of his calculation: that the

histories and fact books have almost invariably been left to North-

ern men to write; that they, naturally and properly, write for

the Northern schools, libraries and public. To all three of these

the details of Southern prowess and of Southern progress were

as antipathetic, where not absolutely terra incognito. These

Northern writers merely gave the Northern readers what wai

most to their taste. No public caterer, knowing that the vast

bulk of his patrons doted on pumpkin pies, would insist upon

offering them imported plum pudding. But the South had her

skilled cooks, and plums for their cooking galore.

Should not Congressman Clark lay the blame at our own

proper door? We boast, and with good show of justice, that

we have scholars, writers and teachers in the South unexcelled

on the planet ;
that we have more universities in many States than

can be profitably and effectively conducted, and that their alumni

embrace great and world-acknowledged scholars.

Why do these men who write theology, science, philosophy,

fiction and poetry not write history as well? Why do not the

universities, colleges, schools and school boards which they con-

trol use books that bear false witness of any kind against their

neighbors? Why do they not sprinkle the Southern historical

Sahara with at least a passing shower of historical facts ? Doubt-

less Southern-built histories and geographies of Southern actions

and biographies would sell rapidly and become universal South-

ern textbooks
;
and that would pay the writers "for, revenue

only" far better and more lasting than the most interesting

romance.

There is a certain servility in the Southern acceptance of

Northern product, material, mental and moral
; and that accept-

ance is not new, but harks back to the days when the South

vaunting that, while only the tail, she wagged the national dog

got all her books, periodicals, fashions and most of her bibu-

lants from the North. That the then differing systems of the

two halves of the Union may have condoned, if not necessitated.
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But, in this twentieth century, of wireless telegrams, inhuman

phonographs and mental searchlights, the almost universal igno-

rance of the most fecund, and most unique, epoch in national his-

tory, is at least inexcusable !

It was cause for sorrow that the gentle, but determined head

of the U. D. C. found need for her proclamation, urging the

Chapters to promote the knowledge of Davis and Lee. It was

cause for shame, that in a long centennial twelvemonth, the small

molehill of vis inertiate was never surmounted by the foot of

action; and that its closing days see the schoolboys and girls of

the South, reading of the executive of Confederate laws, and

of the leaders of Southern armies, from books bearing an imprint

far from their own.

LINEAGE AND BIRTH.

The Davis family comes of Welsh descent ; and it is singular to

recall that the tough-fighting little State that so puzzled Edward

Longshanks to conquer, lend forbears to so many notable factors

in our Civil War. Another Davis family of Wales emigrated to

South Carolina and intermarried with the Canty and other lead-

ing people of that State. Strangely, too, they went to Mississippi,

and Robert, of the third generation, married the President's

youngest sister, his "Little Polly/'

The most French of Confederate Generals, and one of the

most famous the Preux chevalier of Louisiana Creole fighters

was also Welsh. Pierre Gustave Toutant de Beauregard came

down in direct descent from Tider, the Young, a famous Welsh

chief and last to yield "to proud England's power."

Strangest of all
;
the Great President who opposed, overthrew

and would never have imprisoned Jefferson Davis was also from

Welsh stock
;
his progenitors, like the Confederate's, having come

to America from Wales and sat down among the people of Penn.

In the earlier half of the eighteenth century three Welsh

brothers, named Davis, sailed from Wales to settle in Pennsyl-

vania. They were young men of the better farming class; not

of the gentry, but said to be well-to-do and intent upon taking

uplands. Singularly enough, their numerous descendants have

no positive record of their advent, or even certainly of their

names. Their most famous descendant in the third generation
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was an aristocrat in instinct, and education; yet he had an utter

contempt for what he called frippery (meaning genealogy) and

never alluded to his progenitors. Even to his devoted and adored

wife, he was wholly reticent upon this point; and she so states

in her biography of him. That simply records that his grand-
father and two brothers came from Wales and that the first was

named Evan.

My eldest brother was Colonel Davis' comrade in the Mexican
War and his friend later

; and my second brother was his con-

fidential ally in the Southern Press editorship at Washington;
and later his personally appointed and instructed Commissioner

to the Cabinets and press of France, England and Germany. I

was at one time constructively his ward; and later acted as his

secretary and was intrusted with confidential correspondence.

Still, no one of us three ever heard him speak of his grand-

father, or uncles; though he spoke of his father, and with deep

and warm affection of his eldest brother, Joseph. And as those

who know him will recall, Mr. Davis was not the kind of man
to be curiously questioned upon matters he did not volunteer.

After long and careful tracing through records, correspond-

ence and personal query, I have learned but few, though very

interesting details of his immigrating forbears. The eldest of

the three Welsh brothers, said to be named Samuel, was drowned

from the ship that bore Joseph and Evan Davis to these shores.

They settled in Philadelphia, taking up lands for farming; but

the elder thought better of the South and went to Georgia and

settled there, after stopping in Virginia a while.

It was this halt that made slender foundation for the claim

that the President of the Confederacy was a Virginian, by de-

scent.

After Mr. Davis' death, a Virginian gentleman of the same

name wrote to his widow and urged that his grandfather had

settled in Virginia, instead of Pennsylvania or Georgia; basing

the claim on the fact of numerous land patents to an Evan Davis

(doubtless the Welsh incomer) ;
and to John and Thomas Davis

(claimed to be his brothers), between the years 1650 and 1662.

This is very flimsy basis for a claim
; and it is disproved by the

traditional fact that one of our three Davises was drowned at

sea, and that the other did not come to Georgia with Evan.
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Moreover, there is no John, or Thomas in all the Davis descent,

as there would have been, had the brothers of Evan been so

named.

After he settled in Georgia and took up lands there, Evan
Davis married a widow named Williams, whose maiden name
had been Emory. She was of a Carolina family, and had two

sons of her first marriage. Her son by the Davis alliance his

father named Samuel, presumably in memory of his lost elder

brother.

In the Revolution, the two elder half-brothers of Samuel Davis

went into the Continental Army; and later his mother sent that

youth to their camp to carry clothing and home comforts to them.

The fighting Welsh blood flamed into patriotism and Samuel ran

away from home, after his return
; joined the army and made a

good soldier. When the effort was made to raise the siege of

Savannah, he was in command of the company recruited by
himself and made a good record. Thus the family of the Con-

federate President is triply American : continental, revolution-

ary and "rebel."

Samuel Davis married Miss Jane Cooke; a Georgia girl of

good North Carolina family and connected with if not closely

related to the Hardins, who moved early to "the Dark and

Bloody Ground" and for whom a Kentucky County was named.

The pair had eight children during their Georgia life and then

Samuel Davis seeing larger and quick returns for the planter

in newer and less crowded territory followed his wife's friends.

He had no inheritance, as his widowed mother lost her all in the

trying days that followed the Revolution
;
so he removed to Ken-

tucky and began life anew on a tobacco plantation in Christian

County. There Ellen M'ary was born, two years later followed

the subject of this sketch.

THE DAVIS FAMILY ROSTER.

The eldest child of Samuel Davis and Jane Cook, was Joseph

Emory Davis, born in Georgia but a lawyer and planter, resid-

ing at the "Hurricane" Plantation, Warren County, Miss. He

married Miss Eliza van Benthysen. He was a great stay and

aid to his father and, after his death, became its head and parent,
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rather than guardian, of the younger children. Little Jeff was

devoted to him, and the later statesman never forgot to express
his love and admiration of his elder. Joseph Davis rose to great

influence and regard in his State and section; and acquired
wealth.

The next brother was a doctor and planter: Dr. Benjamin
Davis, of St. Francisville, La. He married Miss Aurelia Smith,

of that parish, and died at an advanced age after a quiet, re-

spected and useful life.

Samuel Davis, Jr., was the next in age. He was a planter

and resided near Vicksburg, Miss. His wife was Miss Lucy
Throckmorton and their only living child is Mrs. Helen Carey,
of Rapides Parish, La. There were three sons: Benjamin,
Samuel and Robert; the eldest of whom left six children in

Idaho.

Isaac Davis, the fourth son, was also a planter and resided

at Canton, Miss. He married Miss Susan Guerly, and left one

son, General Joseph R. Davis, of the Confederate Army; and

two granddaughters.

The fifth brother and youngest child was Jefferson Davis, the

President.

Anna Davis, the eldest daughter, married Luther Smith, of

West Feliciana, and had a family of six, two of whom were

daughters ; Joseph Luther, Gordon, Jedediah, Lucy and Amanda.

Amanda, her next sister, married Mr. Bradford, of Madison

Parish, La. 'Her living children are Jeff Davis Bradford, an

engineer now stationed at Fort Moultrie, in Charleston Har-

bor; Elizabeth Bradford White, widowed, and residing in New
Orleans in winter and Kentucky in summer, and Mrs. Lucy

Bradford Mitchell, widow of Dr. C. R. Mitchell, of Vicksburg,

Miss.

Lucinda Davis, the next sister, married Mr. William Stamps,

of Woodville, Miss. Her children are all dead and her grand-

children are Mrs. Edward Farrar and" Mrs. Mary Bateson, of

New York, and Mrs. William Anderson; Hugh, Richard and

Isaac Alexander, and one great grandchild, Miss Josie Alexan-

der.

Matilda, the fourth sister, died in childhood, and the youngest

and next in age to the later President, was his boyhood's com-
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panion and delight, "Little Polly.'' She was Mary Ellen Davis,
who married without changing her name Robert Davis, of

South Carolina, and left one daughter, who is still living, Mrs.

Mary Ellen Davis Anderson, of Ocean Springs, Miss.

It is another coincidence in the parallels of the lives of the

two great leaders in the Civil War, that the Christian County
birthplace of Jefferson Davis was in the adjoining one to Hardin

County, in which Abraham Lincoln first saw the light, a few

miles only separating the spots and only eight months the arrival

of those famous stars ifi the great dramas of politics and war.

Strange is it, too, that the two young men caught their first

glimpse of war in the Black Hawk War. Davis as Lieutenant

in the United States Army, and Lincoln as the Captain of a

company of volunteers he had raised and proffered, but which

was never in actual conflict.

It might be an odd study for the psychologist to observe

whether some innate characteristics of both men, acting upon
circumstance or acted upon by it may not have led to sim-

ilar aspirations, and whether they were not shadowed out in the

strange, yet unmistakable, likeness in their faces. Looking at

their portraits in manhood's prime, it needs no Lavater to read

that similar early surroundings, softened the coarser lines of

the one, hardened the more delicate tone of the other into abso-

lute similiarity. And it is not less curious that the same causes

drove the parents of one to the North and of the other to the

South from similar points and at no long interval' apart.

In 1811, when his youngest born was but 3 years old, Samuel

Davis decided that Kentucky was not yielding him the returns

hoped for when he left Georgia. He proposed to locate in Louis-

iana
; but, finding the climate unhealthful for a young family, he

decided upon Mississippi, and bought there his final family home.

This was named
"
Poplar Grove" from its splendid growth of

those stately trees was a picturesque and extensive site about

a mile and a half from Woodville, in Wilkinson County^
Miss.

There most of the younger family were reared, the daughters

were married and some of their children reared by their vener-

able grandmother, Mrs. Jane Cook Davis. Of these was Ellen

Mary, who never changed her name, and her early orphaned child
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and namesake, Mrs. Anderson, to-day recalls the delight of her

life at the "Poplars."

It was with this sister, "Polly," that the 5-year-old Jefferson

first went to school, at a loghouse half a mile away, Two
years later, when not 7 years old (in 1815) he was sent on a

ride through virgin forests of nearly 900 miles, to attend the St,

Thomas Academy at Washington County, Ky. In three years
more he was at Jefferson College, Adams County, Miss., and

in 1821, when but 13 years old, was sent to Transylvania Col-

lege, Lexington, Ky. He was an earnest and intelligent pupil r

but gave little promise of the brilliance, acumen and erudition

that illustrated his later career.

After their father's death, his brother, Joseph Davis, became

the real head of the family, and it was he who gave special at-

tention to the rearing of the youngest boy, and who directed his

education. And by that time, Joseph Emory Davis had be-

come a power in the law and politics of his section. So in 1824,

he obtained, through Congressman Rankio, a West Point cadet-

ship for his 1 6-year old brother.

At the Academy the youth was esteemed as a careful, studious

and dignified cadet, rather than an ambitious and dashing one;

yet he missed no branch of useful acquirement, and came out a

fine rider, swordsman and tactician, as well as a courteous and

dignified officer. He graduated twenty-fifth in a class of thirty-

three, going into the brevet lieutenancy in the Twenty-first In-

fantry, then, under Colonel Zachary Taylor, afterwards Gen-

eral and President.

This was in 1828, and before his majority. At the Point his

intimates were Joseph E. Johnston, Robert E. Lee, Prof. Alex.

Dallas Bache, Albert Sydney Johnston and others, with whom
he held lifelong friendships, or in fare cases undying enmi-

ties.

Lieutenant Davis served with credit at Fort Crawford, in what

is now Illinois
;
then at the lead mines near Galena, and at Fort

Winnebago, in Wisconsin. He made his first campaign against

the Indians in the closing of the Black Hawk war in 1831-33.

Then, when service needs created more cavalry, the First Dra-

goons was organized, and its Adjutant was Jefferson Davis, now
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promoted to first lieutenant, in 1834. But he held the post only

a few months, resigning in June of the next year.

For some reason, never explained, "Old Zach" Taylor had

taken a strong dislike to his subaltern
;
but the latter was deeply

and seriously in love with the fair young daughter of his chief

Miss Knox Taylor. To the surprise of everyone and none more

than her sire Miss Taylor married the young soldier almost im-

mediately on his resignation. Her father never forgave her, and

he never saw her again. She went as a bride to the home of

her sister-in-law, Mrs. Anna Davis, at West Feliciana, La. Three

months later she was buried there, after a brief illness, and the

shock broke down completely the health of the young husband,

already undermined by hard frontier service.

On his recovery, Mr. Davis made a tour of the West Indies ;

thence paid a long visit to his old friends in Washington and

made many new and useful ones, who were loyal to him until

the end. Then he settled in Mississippi, by his brother's advice,

becoming a planter in Warren County, Miss., but devoting really

more attention to reading law and managing local politics. The

latter proved the more congenial and successful. He was elect-

ed to the Legislature in 1842; was Elector for Polk and Dallas

two years later, and gained high repute as a debater in a tilt

with the famous Sergeant S. Prentiss. In February, 1845, ne

married Miss Varina Banks Howell, daughter of Colonel Wil-

liam Burr Howell, native of New Jersey, who had moved to

Mississippi and wedded the daughter of the Virginia settler.

This marriage was a most congenial and helpful one to the

already rising young statesman. No woman of her day proved

a more potent factor in the semisocial and semipolitical govern-

ment at Washington in the Davis' long sway at the Capitol. To-

day, in both sections of the Union and abroad their names have

gone down the aisles of time linked in one.

In the autumn after his marriage Mr. Davis was elected to

Congress by a handsome majority, promptly taking a prominent

stand and gaining quick recognition for vigor and eloquence in

championing the ultra pro-slavery and states rights wing of the

Democracy. Hearing his maiden speech in the house, John C.

Calhoun said :
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"Keep a \vatch on that young man
;
he will be heard from."

In 1846 the Mexican War brought his resignation, to accept

command of the regiment of Mississippi Rifles, soon attached

to General Taylor's Army of the Rio Grande. There it gave
such good account of itself and its commander as to warrant

special mention in orders for Monterey, and Davis' splendid

charge at Buena Vista in which he was severely wounded

brought another flattering report to Washington, whether or not,

his first father-in-law's personal feelings had changed.
In the session of 1847, Mr. Davis first took his seat as Senator

of the United States, having been appointed by Governor Albert

Gallatin Brown to succeed Hon. Jesse Speight, who died thai

year. The next session of the Legislature elected him to fill

the unexpired term; but, in 1851, he resigned to accept the nomi-

nation for Governor of Mississippi, when he was defeated by that

archmanipulator, Henry S. Foote, who ran on the Union ticket.

But he remained a power in politics, and was especially active

in the election of President Pierce, who made him Secretary of

War in March, 1853. At the close of his term in the Cabinet

he was again elected to the Senate, and again became the leader

of the ultra Southern Party. It was at this time that he made
his famous Faneuil Hall speech on the rights of the States and

the powers of the Central Government. Then, in January, of

1861, Jefferson Davis made his farewell speech in the Senate,

withdrew from that body and went to Mississippi to carry his

home people into the incubating Confederacy.

At the birth of the new nation, he was popularly accepted as

its chief. There were as was inevitable in an infant coalition

of the disjecta membra of an old one cliques, cabals and office

greed. At Montgomery, other candidates were spoken of.

Alexander H. Stephens was often mentioned; Toombs was talked

of, and what was known as the "South Carolina clique in

which were Louis T. Wigfall, Lawrence M. Keitt, William W.

Boyce and others advocated Howell Cobb, late of the Buchanan

Cabinet. But Mr. Davis was unanimously chosen Provisional

President and was inaugurated with wild acclaim, at the Capitol,

on Feb. 18. 1861. When the permanent Government went into

power, he was re-elected without opposition, and was inaugurate'd
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at the Washington statue, in the Richmond Capitol grounds, on

Feb. 22, 1862.

At this time, Mr. Davis was the idol of the people and almost

equally of the army. This is no time and place even did limits

permit to dissect the bickerings, jealousies and spites that

fomented unjust judgment of this man and of his motive. Some
of them are contentions that can never be settled; all of them

had best be buried in his grave, to lie untouched forever by
either prying, itching or loving hands. The bitterness of the past

has lost its pungency; the respect and good will and love of

second thought has replaced that. To-day, and I honestly be-

lieve, even through that North which once hated and longed to

hang him the verdict of the world is that here is a just man
who has gone to sleep.

Neither is there space were there need to rehearse the long
and bitter search of the unhorsed knight for another saddle.

Released from prison, after durance too vile and needless not

to raise a national blush at its memory, he went abroad, returned

and was made President of an unsuccessful insurance company,

the debts of which he assumed and struggled for years to pay,

by hard, if congenial, labor at his Beauvoir home. The result

of this was his autobiographic history. "Rise and Fall of the

Confederate Government," in 1881. Of this, the financial result

was not flattering ; probably because of lack of money among
those most interested, and from the richer North having grown
somewhat weary of war views at short range. Then, on the

6th of December, 1889, the worn and weary man of many sor-

rows and hopes and disappointments died in New Orleans, while

visiting an old and proved friend. He was laid to rest in the

State he had battled for so long and well in two centuries.

Shortly after, his body was claimed by the State which had volun-

teered him home and castle, eighteen years before; and many
people recall the triumphal progress of that draped catafalque

through the States of his late Confederacy. And, at last, a noble

monument has been reared in the city of his burial; mainly by
the efforts of that helpful and loyal band, the Daughters of the

Confederacv.
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HIS IMMEDIATE FAMILY.

Jefferson and Varina Banks Howell Davis had six children;

the eldest, Samuel Emory Davis, dying in Washing-ton in 1854,

when not 3 years old. The second was Margaret Howell Davis

named for her grandmother, and now Mrs. Joel A. Hayes, of

Colorado Springs. She is the only living one of the six and has

had five children, of 'whom four are living, and two grandchil-

dren.

The second son, Jefferson Davis, Jr., had almost reached his

majority when he died in Memphis in the yellow fever epidemic
of 1878.

Joseph Evan Davis was born in 1859, and was killed by a fall

over the balusters of the White House, in Richmond, when 3

years old.

William Howell Davis was born in the White House, Rich-

mond, in 1862. He died, almost as suddenly as Joe had done,

from diphtheria, in Natchez, Miss., in October, 1874, when
nearer to manhood than any of the sons save "Little Jeff." But

the other birth in the White House was that of the famous and

widely-loved "Daughter of the Confederacy," Varina Anne

Davis, petnamed "Winnie." She was her mother's companion
in their northern home, shared her literary tastes and died in

the full promise of noble womanhood on Sept. 18, 1898.

The lonely and constant mother lingered to complete her work

of love and life, the embalming of her husband's memory, until

the autumn of 1906. Then she took her burthen and bore it to

the Throne's foot.

T. C. DELEON,
Mobile, Alabama, December i, 1908.
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From the News Leader, January 7, 1909.

HISTORY OF CHIMBORAZO HOSPITAL, C. S. A.

(Abstract from address of Dr. J. R. Gildersleeve, president of

the Association of Medical Officers of the Army and Navy of

the Confederacy, at Nashville, Tenn., June 14, 1904.)

This is another very interesting paper in the series on local

history which we have been publishing. It is furnished the

School Bulletin for the teachers and children of Richmond and

the public generally through the courtesy of the history com-

mittee of the Richmond Education Association. Ed.

I have selected as the subject of this paper, the most noted

and largest military hospital in the annals of history, either an-

cient or modern, "Chimborazo Hospital," at Richmond, Va.,

1862 to 1865, and in connection therewith, the commandant and

medical director, Surgeon James B. McCaw, and his staff.

East of the city of Richmond, whilom capital of the Confed-

erate States, and separated from the city proper by the historic

.Bloody Run Creek, is an elevated plateau of nearly forty acres,

commanding from its height a grand view. On the south, the

river, spanned by many bridges, ships in harbor, Chesterfield

and the town of Manchester
;
on the east, a long stretch of coun-

try, cultivated fields, forests, hills and dales, and the tawny

James on its tortuous seaward way; and on the west, the city

of Richmond, its churches and spires, the capitol, public build-

ings, dwellings, and manufactories, the whirling, seething, rush-

ing falls of the river, and beautiful Hollywood, "the city of our

dead."

On this high and picturesque point, so well adapted to hos-

pital purposes, in the year 1862, when the Federal troops moved

in force on Bull Run, and the real campaign began, General

Joseph E. Johnston reported that nine thousand men would
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have to be sent back to Richmond for admittance to hospitals

before his army could proceed.

That grand old Roman and Chief, Surgeon-General S. P.

Moore, at once went to see Dr. James B. McCaw, of Richmond

(who was not then in the medical service, having enlisted in a

cavalry company,) and as the result of conference held and at

the suggestion of Dr. McCaw, Chimborazo Hill was selected as

the most favorable site, and early in 1862 the hospital was opened

and in one week two thousand soldiers were admitted, and in

two weeks' time there were in all four thousand.

The surgeon-general had only twenty-five hundred beds when

General Johnston made his report. Work was at once com-

menced, and one hundred and fifty well-constructed and venti-

lated buildings were erected, each one hundred feet in length,

thirty feet in width, and one story high, though not all built at

one time, but as needed to furnish comfortable quarters for the

sick and wounded. Five large hospitals or divisions were or-

ganized ; thirty wards to each division. These dimensions al-

lowed of two rooms of cots on each side of central aisle; the

capacity of each ward from forty to sixty. The buildings were

separated from each other by wide alleys or streets, ample spaces
for drives or walks, and a wide street around entire camp or hos-

pital. The hospitals presented the appearance of a large town,

imposing and attractive, with its alignment of buildings kept
whitened with lime, streets and alleys clean, and with its situation

on such an elevated point it commanded a grand, magnificent

and pleasing view of the surrounding country for many miles.

The divisions of this immense hospital were five, or five hos-

pitals in one, and five surgeons, each one of the five in charge
of a division

;
also a number of assistants and acting assistant

surgeons (forty-five to fifty), each in charge of several wards

or buildings, and subject to surgeons of divisions, and all sub-

ject to Surgeon James B. McCaw, in charge of executive head.

With natural drainage, the best conceivable on the east, south

and west ; good water supply ;
five large ice houses

;
Russian bath

house; cleanliness and excellent system of removal of wastes,

the best treatment, comforts and result in a military hospital in

times of war were secured.
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In 186 1 there was on what 'is now known as Chiniborazo Park

or Hill one house, owned by a Richard Laughton, and a small

office building.

For the purpose of making the hospital an independent insti-

tution, the secretary of war made Chimborazo hospital an army
post, and Dr. McCaw was made commandant; an officer and

thirty men were stationed there, and everything conducted "selon

de regies.'
5

As the commandant, Surgeon McCaw was not in the regular

army of the Confederacy, the surgeon-general said: "I do not

know what name to give the hospital or its chief." Not wish-

ing to call it a general hospital, at Dr. McCaw's suggestion it

was given a distinctive name and called Chimborazo, and Dr.

James B. Mccaw was made commandant and medical director in

chief.

When possession was taken of the hill it was separated from

Church Hill on the western side by Bloody Run gully. (After
the war a street was built across the ravine connecting the two
hills and completing the extension of Broad street.) A large

house north of the hospital was occupied as headquarters by the

medical directors and chiefs of divisions, with a clerical force.

These five hospitals, or divisions, were organized as far as

possible on a State basis
; troops from the same State being

thrown together and treated and cared for by officers and at-

tendants from their own States.

In addition to the one hundred and fifty buildings, there were

one hundred "Sibley tents," in which were put from eight to ten

convalescent patients to a tent; these tents were pitched upon
the slopes of the hill, presenting a very imposing sight.

Oakwood cemetery, which up to that time had been com-

paratively a small graveyard, was created by the hospital. It

was near, suitable, and accessible, and is sacred to the memory
of many brave soldiers who gave their lives for our cause. The

loyal women of Oakwood Memorial Association erected a beau-

tiful shaft on a grassy mound, midst the graves of the "boys that

wore the gray," with the following inscription on the four sides

of the base:
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In Memory
of

Sixteen Thousand

Confederate Soldiers

From Thirteen States.

Erected by the Ladies

Oakwood Memorial Association,

Organized Mav 10, 1866.

Maryland,

Virginia.

North Carolina,

South Carolina,

Tennessee,

Arkansas,

Florida.

The Epitaph of

the Soldier who falls with his Country
is written in the Hearts of those

who love the Right and

Honor the brave.

Kentucky, Georgia, Texas,

Alabama,

Mississippi,

Louisiana.

As soon as the hospital was opened, the large tobacco factories

of the Grants, Mayos and others were secured, their business

being practically at an end for the period of the war, and the

boilers from these factories were utilized in making soup in

the soup houses, and the large supply of splendidly seasoned

wood, used in making tobacco boxes, was fashioned into beds and

other furniture. The hands employed in factories were put to

work in doing manual labor, incident to building, etc., in our

hospital construction. A guard house was erected separate from

other buildings, for unruly convalescents, attendants, et als., and
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sometimes in use. In addition the hospital built five soup houses,

a bakery, a brewery, and five ice houses.

Mr. Franklin Stearns lent the hospital his celebrated farm,

"Tree Hill/' for the pasturage for from one hundred to two

hundred cows, and from three to five hundred goats. The lat-

ter proved to be the best subsistence we had in supplying the

hospital with "kid" meat, a most palatable and nutritious food

for sick and convalescent patients. Some idea of the dimen-

sins of the bakery may be found from the fact that from seven

thousand to ten thousand loaves were issued per diem, a loaf

per man and attendant would not go around.

Soap was made out of grease taken from the soup houses;

the lye was imported through the blockade.

An additional fact is that the hospital never drew fifty dollars

from the Confederate States government, but relied solely upon
the money received from commutation of rations. The medical

departments and subsistence departments were organized all to

themselves, and the money from commuted rations was used to

buy what was necessary.

The hospital trading canal boat, "Chimborazo," Lawrence Lot-

tier in command, plied between Richmond, Lynchburg and Lex-

ington, bartering cotton, yarn, shoes, etc., for provisions. This

was only one of the hospital's many resources.

At the close of the war, the Confederate government owed

the hospital three hundred thousand dollars, which Mr. M'em-

minger, secretary of Confederate States treasury, agreed to pay
in gold on the 2Qth of March, and on the 3rd of April the city

of Richmond was surrendered. Alas ! it was not paid.

I now call your special attention to the fact that the total num-

ber of patients received and treated at Chimborazo Hospital

amounted to seventy-six thousand (out of this number about 17,-

ooo were wounded soldiers), and that it was the first military

hospital in point of size in this country and in the world, the

next largest hospital in this country being the "Lincoln," at

Washington, D. C, which reported a total number of forty-six

thousand patients; and the next largest in the world at large

was the Scutari hospital, in the Crimea, which reported a total

of thirty thousand to forty thousand patients. The percentage of
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deaths at Chimborazo was a fraction over nine per cent. Com-

plete records were kept, and are still in existence in the office of

the surgeon-general at Washington, D. C., upon which the name
of every patient can be found when wanted, and the cause of

his death.

The organization of Chimborazo hospital was as follows:

Surgeon James B. McCaw, commandant and medical director.

First Division, Virginia Surgeon P. F. Brown, of Accomac,
Va.

Second Division, Georgia Surgeon Habersham, of Atlanta,
Ga.

Third Division, North Carolina Surgeon E. Harvey Smith.

Fourth Division, Alabama Surgeon S. N. Davis.

Fifth Division, South Carolina Surgeon E. M. Seabrook,

Charleston, S. C.

The medical staff numbered, or averaged, about forty or forty-

five in all.

There was also a medical examining board, composed of the

surgeons of divisions, to pass on questions of furloughs and dis-

charges. The subjoined roster is not complete, but includes some

who are alive and still in active work:

First Division Assistant Surgeon George Ross, of Richmond,

Va., assistant medical director A. P. Hill corps; vice-president

National Association Railroad Surgeons, etc.
; commanded com-

pany of University students, April, 1861, at Harper's Ferry.
Assistant Surgeon James C. Watson, of Richmond, Va., in charge
first division at surrender; ex-surgeon of State penitentiary, etc.

Assistant Surgeons John G. Trevillian, of Richmond, Va. ; J.

Prosser Harrison, of Richmond, Va. ; George F. Alsop, W. H.

Pugh, John G. Baylor, of Norfolk, Va. ; Board Woodson, of Vir-

ginia; Samuel Smith, of Farmville, Va.

Second Division Assistant Surgeon H. Cabell Tabb, 01 Rich-

mond, Va., medical L. I. Co., of Virginia; ex-president Medical

Director's Association of the United States, Canada, etc. Assis-

tant Surgeons Edward Adams, Amelia county, Va. ; J. C. Vaiden,
New Kent county, Va.

; Jack Harrison, Bremo Bluff, Va. Stew-

ard in charge dispensary, Joseph A. Gale, now chief surgeon
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Norfolk and Western railroad, and president M'edical Society

of Virginia, 1903-1904.

Third and Fourth Divisions Assistant Surgeons John Malby,
South Carolina

; Shirley Carter, Virginia ;
Field

; Holderby ;

Chapman ; Wlall, Florida
;
Edward Wiley ;

Thomas E. Stratton,

Richmond, Va.

Fifth Division Assistant Surgeon W. B. Gray, of Richmond,

Va., ex-vice-president Medical Society of Virginia, Richmond

Academy of Medicine, Richmond Microscopic Society, etc. As-

sistant Surgeons Charles Lee Dunkly, William A. Hardee, C.

Jerome Cherry, of Portsmouth, Va.
;
Moss

; White, of Ports-

mouth, Va.
; Acting Assistant Surgeon J. R. Gildersleeve, of

Richmond, Va. ; Apothecaries Jett T. West and , Sursdorff, of

North Carolina.

Among the staff were the following named gentlemen: John
H. Claiborne, commissary; Colonel A. S. Buford, quartermaster;
Paine and Kent, our commission merchants, and many others.

Every man did his whole duty, and everything went on without

a hitch. The total staff was one hundred and twenty.

Mrs. Dr. Minge was chief matron. There were many inter-

esting characters among the matrons, and one in particular was

Miss Mary Pettigrew, who was chief of the Virginia division.

She was a sister of General Pettigrew, of North Carolina, and

was about twenty years of age. Also a Mrs. Pender, Mrs.

Baylor, Miss Gordon, et als forty-five in all. Rev. Mr. Patter-

son, a Greek by birth, was chaplain; he came to this country

when a grown man, and was a very valuable officer.

The city of Richmond was surrendered Monday, April 3,

1865 ;
General Weitzel's brigade in the van of the advancing

Federal army. The general rode up the hill, and when he came

through the post was received by the corps of officers in full

uniform. Dr. McCaw asked General Weitzel for a general per-

mit for him and his officers ; this was promptly granted. Gen-

eral Godfrey Weitzel gave a free pass to the commandant and

his entire medical corps, took them under his protection, and is-

sued a verbal order that all Confederate soldiers there should

be taken care of under all circumstances. Furthermore, he

offered to put the commandant in the general service of the
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United States, so that lie might issue requisitions, etc., and have
the same filled as any other medical director in the United States

army. As General Lee had not then surrendered, Dr. McCaw
respectfully declined the proffered appointment, but voluntarily

continued to perform all the duties incident to the position he

held, and never solicited anything at all from them other than

the passes in and out of the lines.

When we consider the size of this great military hospital, the

number of soldiers admitted, treated, furloughed, discharged

and buried ; its successful work for nearly four years ;
the per-

fect discipline, order and harmony that existed from its estab-

lishment to its close ;
the immense amount of work done

;
the

difficulties always attending the securing of supplies for such a

large body of invalids, especially towards the closing days of the

Confederacy, and also the generous rivalry between other posts

or hospitals located in Richmond; and lastly, the comparatively

low mortality, we cannot but accord to Dr. James B. McCaw,
medical director of the five Chimborazo hospitals, and its efficient

commandant, the highest praise, and concede that he was in fact

and in deed "primus inter pares." It is my greatest pleasure to

offer this tribute to my chief, and to one of the grandest men in

our profession, "Clarum et venerabile nomen." Towering phy-

sically and mentally above his associates, and quoting from one

of his admirers, he was "Princely Dr. James B. McCaw, sweet,

gentle, tender, and true/' and I shall add, "brave, generous, and

loyal; just, honorable, and upright, an exemplar worthy of emu-

lation ;" teacher, philosopher, scientist, editor, and physician, over

'sixty years devoted to the acquisition of knowledge and present-

ing the truth as acquired to his beloved pupils in class and lec-

ture-rooms; a magnificent physique, graceful and polished in

manner, with a great amount of personal magnetism ;
in speech,

clear, happy in illustration, chaste, humorous, and pathetic, some-

times epigrammatic, a boone comrade around the social board,

an ardent admirer of the beautiful, together with high, culti-

vated, artistic taste. His masterly handling as editor of advances

in all branches of medicine, editorials, reviews, and original ar-

ticles, the midnight research and investigations in new scientific

fields, his active professional life for six decades as surgeon, ob-
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stetrician, and in general practice of medicine in a large, wealthy
and exacting private practice, is in itself a proof of the high
estimation in which he was held. Such a grand, noble, and self-

sacrificing nature, so optimistic, sunshiny, and happy is seldom

seen blended in one man. A beautiful loving cup was presented

to him in 1901 at a banquet given by the Academy of M'edicine

of Richmond and friends on his retirement after fifty-seven

years from the active practice of medicine, in honor of this

nestor of the profession. In responding to toast from Dr.

George Ben Johnston, of the Medical College of Virginia, said:

"This event has a greater significance to me than the gathering

of a multitude to welcome a victorious general ;
Dr. McCaw has

always been my example/' Dr. J. Allison Hodges, of North

Carolina, said: "The grandest sight I have ever witnessed is the

sight of a noble and beautiful life, wrapping itself around the

destinies of the sick and suffering children of men, and finding

its blessed reward in the benediction of everlasting love and

peace ;
and such a sight I have witnessed displayed in the long

and honorable life of my friend, Dr. McCaw."
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From the Richmond Dispatch, July 8, 1900.

HUNTER'S RAID, 1864.

A Charge Through Harrisonburg A Ride to the Rear.

In Search of Gallant McNeil Gen. Win. E. Jones and the Telegraph

Operators Gen. John C. Breckinridge at Meechum's River Depot.

(One evening, not long ago, several comrades of the Confed-

erate war were sitting quietly together in Harrisonburg, Va.,

relating in turn little incidents of war experiences. It was ar-

gued that these minor experiences, while felt by every one to

be of little value, and almost always told for the pleasure one

seems to have in living the days over again, and in bringing up

images of persons and things endeared to memory by association,

yet that they do form parts of a great tragedy of history; and

that if the personal recollections of every veteran, Confederate

and Federal, could be secured, and properly edited, and chrono-

logically arranged, a vast series of volumes could be produced,

possessing universal interest. The following recollections afford

some glimpses of things in the Virginia Valley at the particular

time, and were related by one of our number, who was the last

two years of the war out-post military telegrapher in the Valley.

We set them down as spun out to us in this reminiscent way
in his own words, just as told ) X. Y. Z.

The day before General Hunter advanced on Harrisonburg,

and when he was lying quietly at New Market, where he had

apparently come to a stop, taking my office watchman, Atchison,

with me, I left Harrisonburg and went as far down as Yate's

blacksmith-shop, four miles south of New Market, and tapped

the wire, fastening my keyboard and magnet in the iron vise.

Picking our way wearily by private lanes and through fields,

we succeeded in reaching Professor Joseph Salyard's residence

and other points east of New Market, procured information of

value concerning the enemy's forces and plans, and late New
York newspapers brought out from New Market that morning.
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Returning to the improvised office at the shop, after penetrating
still nearer the town on the westside of the Valley 'pike, report

was wired via Staunton to Richmond. Hunter was preparing
to move to the upper Valley, and all seemed in perfect readiness.

This was the most formidable movement yet made to sweep
the Valley formidable and serious in appearance, because the

Confederate commander could not at the moment spare a force

adequate to meet it, because of the press of things in Eastern

Virginia. Up to this date no Federal force had yet been able to

penetrate the Valley as far as Staunton, on the Virginia Central

railroad, the principal feeder of the Confederate capital. Banks,

Fremont, Seigel, and others had in turn been driven back. The
news- matter wired that evening from that blacksmith vise to

the Richmond papers proved several days ahead of the eastern

blockade runner's route, causing comment in Richmond. But

that reporter could not continue these favors. He had other

work to do.

Our outpost picket all that day was near Lacey Spring, a point

nine miles south of New Market, and midway between, New
Market and Harrisonburg. General Imboden lay nearer Harri-

sonburg with a small cavalry force. Nine miles, therefore,

stretched out between the enemy's lines and ours, and it was to

get some news from Hunter through this deserted space that I

received orders that morning from Richmond to push as far

down the Valley with a field magnet as I could and find out all

I could.

What deserts these spaces between the lines of armies are !

In that nine miles not one traveller was met; not a human being

anywhere visible. The inhabitants do not show themselves

often. You must call to bring them from the houses. No cat-

tle in the fields along this great highway. No laborers in the

fields work waits. The dwellings have a lonesome, abandoned

air about them. The very look of things suggests a moral

apathy, paralysis, slow dying.

I have been behind the enemy's lines. The sensations, the

sights, the sounds are depressing enough. But between the lines

there is scarcely sound or sight. Awful silence ! A silence, too,

that presages a storm coming or tells of one that is past. War's
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desolations seem already done the whole world is sick and one

thinks only of a desert a land to be uninhabited evermore !

We returned to Harrisonburg at night. Next day (Friday)

Hunter entered Harrisonburg, halting overnight, and proceeding

without opposition up the Valley on Saturday by the Port Re-

public road.

CHARGE THROUGH HARRISONBURG.

All day Friday the air was full of flying reports. All felt the

enemy was at the doors. But men knew nothing. A single

cavalryman in the afternoon reported Hunter at Lacey Spring.

At this time a small squad of volunteer scouts Captain G., Lieu-

tenant M., B. F. R., I. N. B., T. J. A., and the telegrapher rode

down the pike to observe their approach. On reaching the Lig-

gett place, a half mile below town, the head of the enemy's
column rose black over Gambill's hill, a little further on. They
continued to pour over the hill in solid columns as we returned

towards Harrisonburg, and came on quietly, their horses at a

walk. Staunton was quickly warned
;
the Harrisonburg office

closed, and our little squad on horseback waited their coming at

the court-house and corner of east Market street, not wishing
to leave till the last moment.

In a few minutes a squad of cavalry appeared on the little

eminence, where the United States court-house now stands,

halted a moment, began firing upon us, and drove upon us at

break-neck speed.

One of our party \vas dismounted at the moment girthing his

saddle when this little episode began. These men were dressed

in gray, and not thinking of Jesse Scouts, we were saying to

one another these were some of our own men just come in on

some side road, 'when we observed them elevate their pistols and
fire. And as we put spurs to our horses, our visitors, having

already lessened the distance between us, pressed at our very
heels, firing wildly 'and shouting, and receiving fire in return.

As all went down the street like a roaring tide, we saw the brick-

dust fly out of the Masonic building from random balls
; the town

was full of bluecoats in the time it takes to tell it, and as we
neared a thin line of troops Imboden had drawn up at the edge
of town, our unmannerly pursuers drew reins and retired.
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This line, composed of barely more than a battalion, with

some Rockingham reserves, rested its left on the Valley pike,

where Captain Patterson's house now stands, and extended east-

ward to the crest of the hill.

A regiment of dismounted men is soon thrown out in front of

this line
;
a staff of officers, with glasses, is seen observing us

from the old Methodist church hill
;
some firing ensues

;
our

cavalry becomes hotly engaged with theirs on the hill at our

right, driving the enemy back along the crest, and being in turn

driven back. But the whole encounter is but a skirmish, one or

two being wounded, a single piece of artillery a half mile to our

rear sending only a shot or two into the enemy as we fall back.

Our men retired sullenly towards Mount Crawford and Hunt-

er's whole force went into camp at Harrisonburg.

A RIDE TO HUNTER'S REAR.

It was now night. What was worse, none knew what to think

of the fate of the Valley. We felt we were about to be driven

out of it. Loving dearly our old hills, and wishing to be among
the very last to leave them, four comrades crossed over to Day-

ton, and finding the road open, rode on northward, passing Dale

Enterprise. On approaching New Erection church, about mid-

night, we observed the blaze of a smith's forge a half mile away,

and upon investigating, found two of McNeill's men having their

horses shod.

McNeill's Company of Rangers lay that night asleep and snug
in a small strip of timber, which then stood in the fields a little

east of New Erection church. Before sunrise next morning

(Saturday) Hunter was stirring. Lloyd C, a young Mary-

lander, the picket on the hilltop east of us, rode rapidly into the

little hidden bivouac and shook the old war horse, Captain John
H. McNeill, wrapped in his buffalo, fast asleep in the leaves in

a fence corner.

In an instant he mounted and led his men to the crest of the

wooded ridge, near and a little south of the Eversole place.

From this point, the hill being cleared to its crest on its east

side, the enemy was plainly seen with his glass.

McNeill was puzzled. Moving towards Staunton out of the
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southern edge of Harrisonburg they went in a steady flow.

"There they go," said he. Every ear was catching his words.

He would not permit a single man to show his head above the

crest, though at so great distance from the enemy. After gazing
at the scene, with sundry ejaculations, he exclaims, "Where do

they go to? They do not appear on stretches of the Valley pike

visible further south, yet they keep agcin' out of the edge of the

town."

It was suggested by one standing near that he throw his glass

on the Port Republic road and see if they were there.

No sooner done that "Ah ! there go the rascals horse, foot,

and dragoon/' he cried. Taking the glass myself I could plainly

discern the whole movement; here a body of infantry, then see

the artillery horses tugging up the hill beyond the Butler house,

now and then a horseman, no doubt an officer, spurring up the

hill at one side of the moving column, in a full trot towards their

front.

A courier was now dispatched in haste to Imboden via Bridge-

water with a message McNeill dictated to me warning him he

was being flanked in this way by the entire force of Hunter.

What its effect was upon that officer we shall see a little further

on in my story.

Hurrah for John McNeill, a prompt and gallant fighter, al-

ways hanging on the flanks and rear of an advancing enemy.
Down from that hill, first northward to the Green mount road

at Tom Harrison's pushing right into Harrisonburg on one

side as Hunter's rear guard pressed out on the other stragglers

scattering here and there as they recognized the dreaded gray

coats, "Men must not break ranks to take these stragglers now,

keep well in hand," was his stern command. Out up the Valley

pike he swept, eagle-eyed, fierce, daring everything. Harrison-

burgers stared with wide-eyed wonder, what few were at their

doors, and plucked up hope again to see that Hunter was "sur-

rounded."

What would be next?

I see yet, turning about as he saw us sweep up and pass him,

swinging his hat and shouting to the boys. Colonel Algernon S.

Gray, that man of noble spirit and most kind heart, who opposed
the war of separation, but who loved the boys to the last.
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About five miles south of town cavalry on Hunter's right en-

gaged McNeill. After some manoeuvering we were about to be

involved in some crooked, high-fenced lands by a second force

emerging from the woods a little further south. The men be-

came much mixed up, but were speedily brought to order and
led out by that cool, brave man in language more forcible than

graceful.

Entering Mt. Crawford, McNeill met Imboden on horseback,

coming to meet him at the edge of town.

"General," cried McNeill, "you are flanked; you are almost

surrounded by Hunter's whole army."
"Where is Hunter?" Imboden asked.

"On the Port Republic road, and yonder," pointing east or

southeast, rejoined McNeill. "Did you not receive my mes-

sage?" "I did, but I could not believe it," was the reply.

The parley was ended. "About face, march !" The Valley

'pike here was strewn with wagons and cavalry, many of them

facing towards Harrisonburg. Almost instantly it seems to

me now it was so literally instantly everybody, everything was

turned about and moving quick, and sometimes double-quick,

and for a time with much confusion, southward towards Staun-

ton.

GENERAL WILLIAM E. JONES TO THE RESCUE.

Jones, a good fighter, but sometimes severe in his manner, had

been ordered to hasten up and oppose Hunter and protect the

railroad at Staunton. Unadvised yet of Hunter's route and

marching down the Valley pike northward, he met Imboden and

McNeill not far from Mt. Sidney at nightfall, and bivouacked

there. This was Saturday night, and it rained all night, and

Hunter was on ground new to Jones. Jones felt himself without

sufficient force
; and, more, he was in an ugly humor, as the

sequel will show.

About dark or later a courier galloped up to the little chicken-

coop of an office in which three telegraph operators lay, two of

them trying to sleep : "General Jones's orders are one of you

go at once and open an office at Meechum's River Depot, in

Albemarle county.'"
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Mounting my horse, I galloped over to see the General, and

found him seated at the foot of a giant white oak tree, appar-

ently intent on some map of the country, and alone. Approaching
in company with Captain Alexander Baker, quartermaster of

the post at Harrisonburg, "General Jones, I come for specific

orders," I said. "We have three men here, which is to go?"
* 4

"I don't care which," he jerked out, "but one of you go instant-

ly, or I'll put you all in irons."

I believed my contention reasonable, and so expressed myself,

adding, however, that if he would order me then and there to go

I would go without delay, although I briefly referred to my ser-

vices the last three days ;
also that my eyes had scarcely had

sleep at the Harrisonburg office since Hunter's advance first be-

gan in the lower Valley, while the other two men were now

several weeks off duty.

Nothing prevailed. Once more he repeated, and with very sug-

gestive movement and emphasis, without varying in the least

the form of his order: "If one of you don't go immediately I'll

put you all in irons/'

Captain Baker was alarmed for me, and taking me by the

arm, told me I had said enough ; that the General was cross that

night. I had about concluded I had said enough, too. I went

away from there, as Bill Nye once said in a situation that was

threatening.
* * * # * * # * * ' * *

Taking a watchman along with me, I was in Staunton before

morning, and applied to my good friend, William A. Burke,

depot agent, for a hand-car. Not one to be found. Try at Fish-

ersville. None there. And as we pressed on on horseback,

followed by my one-horse wagon with office supplies, the

sun shone forth brightly after the all-night rain; the streets

in Staunton were filled with church-goers looking very pretty;

then a little later, as we approached Waynesboro', the continuous

boom of cannon away to our left was heard! On over Rock
Fish Gap, and then the Valley was lost to view !

The peaceful homes I saw in that corner of the world, West

Albemarle, which, as I mused, I said had never felt war; the

little darkies in their white cotton shirts dancing on the back

porch to a sort of crooning rhyme, and tune of their own heard
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never before nor since, has never left my mind. But no doubt

the husband or the brother went out from that home, too; and i

wondered what a story of long suspense and aching hearts, and

perhaps of anguish at the last, I might hear if I had time to rest

a moment on the cool veranda with the fair women who looked

out upon me as we passed, saluting kindly.

Reaching Meechum's River Depot long after nightfall, we

crept into a box-car on the siding and slept. Next morning I

caught the wire and called Staunton. Reply: "Staunton is no

more its depot burned Jones routed and killed Vaughn in

command I am at Rock Fish Gap. Signed, Operator."

At this critical juncture General Braxton Bragg was in high
command in Richmond. All telegrams came from him and went

to him referring to movements in the Valley. Hourly inquires

after Hunter were received from Richmond.

GENERAL BRECKINRIDGE AT MEECHUM'S.

A little later, Generel John C. Breckinridge arrived at Meech-

um's with a long train filled everywhere and on top with troops.

Boarding the train as it came to a stop, report was made to

General Breckinridge that Hunter was now south of Lexington,

pressing on. He at once gave order to reverse engine and return

to Charlottesville, so as to hasten to Lynchburg to intercept

Hunter.
^

While in the coach a small cloud passed overhead, and for a

few minutes it hailed hard, driving many of the soldiers under

the cars. I knew General Breckinridge, having been most kindly

treated by him during his short Valley campaign in reward for

what he chose to term the prompt and efficient service of my
office before and during the battle of New Market; and I took

advantage of the hail-storm, which kept me in his coach, to ask

that I be given order to return to the Valley and open the Valley

line again. He thought it better to wait. I ventured to sug-

gest that that section was now in the rear, the raid having swept

on. "It is in the rear now," returned the General, "but it may

very soon be in the front again."

Perhaps a week later came an order from the War Depart-
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ment: "Repair Valley line at once." I broke my wire next

moment.

I can never forget the kindness of Jacob Y. Good, depot agent
at Meechum's, a Rockingham man, and of Uncle Jimmie Woods,
as we called him, who made us stop and dine with him on our

way towards Brown's Gap, returning- to Harrisonburg. Lieu-

tenant Vance Bell, of near Winchester, a splendid fellow, who

had lost an arm in the service, returned that day with me. Mr.

Wood's dinner, attended by two negro boy waiters, white-

aproned and nimble-footed, was a marvel of variety for those

days, and made Bell and me wonder where he kept his good

things. A favorite dessert of the old gentleman was Jight-roll,

butter, apple-butter, and milk! Kind old man true south-

erner he is dead now, I know
; but of such was the kingdom of

"Old Virginny" in the happy days "before the war."

Further on towards Brown's Gap we pass Mountain Plain

church Baptist brick, and in passing find the Rev. John E.

Massey in the act of tying his horse to a swinging limb. He had

just arrived. He had eaten many a bowl of mush and milk at

my mother's table, but, of course, he did not recognize the

youngster until I pronounced my name. He had an appointment

at 3 o'clock to preach there, though not a hearer was then visi-

ble. It was mighty lonesome-like in the country districts "them

days." And I remember Bell observed to him he didn't think

there were enough people about to scare up a congregation.

At any rate, we rode on, and never found out how many hear-

ers he had on that June day in 1864.
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GENERAL ALBERT SIDNEY JOHNSTON.
A Tributary Epitaph to.

[The editor is indebted for the following to his friend Col. T. M.
R. Talcott, the able civil engineer, who writes:

"
I found a manu-

script copy of the enclosed epitaph among my papers. I do not

remember having seen it anywhere in print." It merits preserva-
tion in these pages.]

IN MEMORIAM.
Behind this stone is laid

For a season

ALBERT SIDNEY JOHNSTON,
A* General in the Army of the Confederate States

Who fell at Shiloh, Tenne.

On the 6th April, 1862;

A man tried in many high offices

And critical enterprises,

And found faithful in all.

His life was one long sacrifice'of interest to conscience;

And even that life on a woeful Sabbath

Did he yield as a holocaust to his Country's need.

Not wholly understood was he while he lived;

But, in his death, his greatness stands confessed

In a people's tears.

The cause for which he perished is lost;

The people for whom he fought are crushed;

The hopes in which he trusted are shattered;

The Flag he loved, guides no more the charging lines;

But his fame, consigned to the keeping of that time, which,

Happily, is not so much the tomb of virtue as its shrine,

Shall in years to come, fire modest worth to noble ends.

In honor, now, one great Captain rests;

A bereaved people mourn him.

Three Commonwealths proudly claim him;
And History shall cheiish him,

Among the choice spirits, who holding their consciences unmixed

with blame,

Have been in all conjunctures, true to themselves, their Country
and their God.

A lady from New Orleans found this epitaph pasted upon a rough
board attached to the tomb.
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From the Times-Dispatch, November 15, 22, 29, 1903.

GENERALS IN THE CONFEDERATE STATES
ARMY FROM VIRGINIA.

The list of general officers from Virginia in the Confederate

service was published in this column some years ago, but it did

not give the dates of their appointment and promotion, or their

commands. These are here given for the first time. We suggest
to our comrades, and to the "Sons" and "Daughters" to pre-
serve it in their scrapbooks. Many letters have come to our

office asking for information, which this list will supply. To our

friend, General Marcus J. Wright, whose faithful service has

been of inestimable value to our Confederate history, we are

largely indebted for assistance in this compilation. If any errors

are found we ask for their correction.

R. W. H.

Joseph R. Anderson, brigadier-general, September 3, 1861. Re-

signed July 19, 1862, to take charge of the Tredegar Works;
died at Isle of Shoals, N. H., September 7, 1892.

Commands Brigade composed of the Fourteenth, Thirty-

fifth, Forty-fifth and Forty-ninth Georgia Regiments, Infantry,

and the Third Louisiana Battalion, Infantry, A. P. Hill's Light

Division, Army of Northern- Virginia.

Lewis Addison Armistead, major corps of artillery, Confed-

erate States Army, March 16, 1861
; colonel Fifty-seventh Vir-

ginia Infantry ,
1861

; brigadier-general, April i, 1862; killed

at Gettysburg, July 3, 1863, in charge of Pickett's Division.

Commands Brigade "composed of Ninth, Fourteenth, Thirty-

eighth, Fifty-third and Fifty-seventh Virginia Regiments, Infan-

try, Army of Northern Virginia.

Turner Ashby, lieutenant-colonel Seventh Virginia Cavalry,

July 17, 1861
; brigadier-general May 23, 1862; killed near Har-

risonburg, Va., June 6, 1862.

Commands Original command of twenty-six companies of

cavalry subsequently organized into the Sixth, Seventh and
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Eleventh Virginia Regiments, and Colonel Funsten's Sixteenth

Battalion, Virginia Cavalry, Army of Northern Virginia.

Seth M. Barton, captain corps of infantry, Confederate States

Army, March 16, 1861 ;

* * *
brigadier-general March n, 1862.

Commands Brigade composed of Ninth, Fourteenth, Thirty-

eighth, Fifty-third and Fifty-seventh Virginia Regiments, Infan-

try, Army of Northern Virginia; died at Fredericksburg, Va.,

April n, 1900.

Richard Lee Turberville Beale, colonel Ninth Virginia Cavalry,
October 18, 1862; brigadier-general, February 6, 1865.

Commands Brigade in Major-General W. H. F. Lee's Cav-

alry Division, Army of Northern Virginia, composed of Ninth,

Tenth and Thirteenth Regiments, Virginia Cavalry, and Four-

teenth Regiment, Virginia Cavalry, subsequently added; died in

Westmoreland county, Va., April 19, 1893.

W. L. Cabell, major Quartermaster-General's Department,
Confederate States Army, March 16, 1861

; brigadier-general,

January 20, 1863.

Commands Commanding First Brigade, Second Division,

Army of the West, 1864.

John Randolph Chambliss, colonel Thirteenth Regiment, Vir-

ginia Cavalry, July 13, 1861
; brigadier-general, December 19,

1863; killed in action below Richmond, August 16, 1864.

Commands Commanding brigade of cavalry in Major-Gen-
eral W. H. F. Lee's Division, Army of Northern Virginia.

R. H. Chilton, lieutenant-colonel, adjutant-general's depart-

ment, Confederate States Army, March 16, 1861
; colonel, adju-

tant-general's department, October 13, 1862; brigadier-general,

December 21, 1863; resigned April I, 1864.

Commands Chief of staff, Army of Northern Virginia; in-

spector-general, Army of 'Northern Virginia, October 28, 1862;

died at Columbus, Ga., February 18, 1879.

Philip St. George Cocke, * * *
brigadier-general, October 2T,

1 86 1
;
died at Belmeade, in Powhatan county, Va., December 26,

1861.

Commands Brigade composed of Eighteenth, Nineteenth,

Twenty-eighth and Forty-ninth Regiments, Virginia Infantry;
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subsequently composed of Eleventh, Eighteenth, Nineteenth and

Twenty-eighth Regiments, Virginia Infantry.

Raleigh Edward Colston, colonel Sixteenth Regiment, Vir-

ginia Infantry, May 21, 1861
; brigadier-general, December 24,

1 86 1 ; died near Richmond, Va., July 29, 1896.

Commands Brigade composed of Third Virginia and Thir-

teenth and Fourteenth North Carolina Regiments, Infantry, with

unattached artillery and cavalry. In 1862, brigade composed of

Thirteenth and Fourteenth North Carolina Regiments, Infantry,

and Manley's light battery of artillery. At battle of Chancel-

lorsville brigade composed of Tenth, Twenty-third and Thirty-

seventh Regiments, Virginia Infantry, and First and Third North

Carolina Regiments, Infantry ;
Trimble's Division, Army of

Northern Virginia.

John R. Cooke, appointed from North Carolina, but of Vir-

ginia parentage, commanded light artillery along the Potomac;

major, February, 1862, and chief of artillery, Department of

North Carolina; colonel Twenty-seventh North Carolina Regi-

ment, Infantry, April, 1862; brigadier-general, November i,

1862; brigade composed of Fifteenth, Twenty-seventh, Forty-

sixth, Forty-eighth and Forty-ninth North Carolina Regulars,
A. P. Hill's Light Division; died in Richmond, Va., April 10,

1891.

Samuel Cooper, general, C. S. A., May 16, 1861
;

died at

Cameron, Alexandria county, Va., December 3, 1876; adjutant

and inspector-general, C. S. A., May 16, 1861, to close of war.

Montgomery Dent Corse, colonel, Seventeenth Virginia In-

fantry, May-June, 1861
; brigadier-general, November i, 1862;

died at Alexandria, Va., February n, 1895.

Commands Brigade composed of Fifteenth, Seventeenth,

Twenty-ninth, Thirtieth and Thirty-second Virginia Regiments,
Pickett's Division, Longstreet's Corps, Army of Northern Vii-

ginia.

James Dearing, major, Thirty-eighth Battalion Virginia Artil-

lery, 1861
; brigadier-general, 1864; killed at High Bridge, April

6, '1865.

Command Commanding Brigade of Cavalry, Army of North-

ern Virginia.
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Jubal Anderson Early, colonel, Twenty-fourth Virginia Regi-

ment, Infantry, May, 1861
; brigadier-general, July 21, 1861 ;

major-general, January 17, 1863; lieutenant-general, May 31,

1864; died at Lynchburg, Va., M'arch 2, 1894.

Commands As colonel, brigade composed of Seventh Louis-

iana and Seventh and Twenty-first Virginia remiments, infantry;

brigade composed of Fifth and Twenty-third North Carolina

Regiments and Twenty-fourth Virginia Regiments; subsequent-

ly Twentieth Georgia Regiment added
; subsequently brigade

composed of Twelfth Georgia and Thirteenth, Twenty-fifth,

Thirty-first, Forty-fourth and Fifty-fifth Virginia Regiments,

Infantry; division composed of Hays's, Gordon's, Smith's and

Hoke's brigades ; army corps composed of Rodes's, Gordon's and

Ramseur's divisions, and five battalions of artillery, commanded

by Brigadier-General Long and Col. Thomas H. Carter. Com-

manding in 1864 in Maryland and Shenandoah Valley.

John Echols, colonel, Twenty-seventh Virginia Infantry, ,

1862, brigadier-general, April 16, 1862; died at Staunton, Va.,

May 24, 1898.

Commands Brigade composed of Thirty-seventh, Fiftieth,

sixtieth and Sixty-third Regiments, Virginia Infantry, and Ed-

gar's and Derrick's Virginia battalions of infantry ; commanding

Department of Southwestern Virginia, October, 1862
;
com-

manding Trans-Alleghany Department, 1865.

Richard Stoddart Ewell, lieutenant-colonel corps of cavalry,

C. S. A., March 16, 1861
; brigadier-general, June 17, 1861

;

major-general, January 24, 1862; lieutenant-general, May 23,

1863; died at Spring Hili, Tenn., January 25, 1892.

Commands Brigade composed of Fifth, Sixth and Twelfth

Alabama and Twelfth Mississippi Regiments, Infantry, Army
of the Potomac

; subsequently brigade composed of First, Seventh,

Eleventh and Seventeenth Regiments, Virginia Infantry, A. N.

Va., division composed of the brigades of Elzey and Taylor, A.

N. V.
; commanding Second Army Corps, A. N. V., May 10,

1863 ; commanding Department of Richmond.

John Buchanan Floyd, brigadier-general, May 23, 1861
;
died

August 26, 1863.

Commands Commanding forces in Kanawha Valley, August
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12 to September 19, 1861
; brigade composed of Twentieth Mis-

sissippi and the Thirty-sixth, Fiftieth and Fifty-first Regiments,

Virginia Infantry ;. commanding division at Fort Donelson, Tenn.,

February, 1862.

Samuel Garland, Jr., brigadier-general, May 23, 1862; killed

at South Mountain, September 14, 1862.

Commands Brigade composed of Fifth, Twelfth, Thirteenth.

Twentieth and Twenty-third Regiments, North Carolina Infan-

try, A. N. V.

Richard Brooke Garnett, major corps of artillery, C. S. A.,

March 16, 1861
; brigadier-general, November 14, 1861

;
killed

at Gettysburg, July 3, 1863, in the charge of Pickett's Division.

Commands Commanding Stonewall Brigade, composed of

Second, Fourth, Fifth, Twenty-seventh and Thirty-third Regi-

ments, Virginia Infantry, Jackson's Corps ; commanding brigade

composed of Eighth, Eighteenth, Nineteenth, Twenty-eighth and

Fifty-sixth Regiments, Virginia Infantry ; Pickett's Division

Longstreet's Corps, A. N. V.

Robert Selden Garnett, lieutenant-colonel corps of infantry,

C. S. A., March 16, 1861
; brigadier-general, June 6, 1861 ;

killed at Garrick's Ford, July 13, 1861
; while in command of

forces in Western Virginia opposing McClellan.

Henry Heth, major corps of infantry, C. S. A., March 16,

1861
;
colonel Fourth Virginia Infantry, June 17, 1861

; briga-

dier-general, January 6, 1862; major-general, May 24, 1863;

died in Washington city, September 26, 1899.

Commands Brigade in 1862, composed of Fortieth, Forty-

seventh and Fifty-fifth Virginia Regiments, Infantry, and

Twenty-second Virginia Battalion, Infantry, A. P. Hill's Divi-

sion, A. N. V., division composed of Pettigrew's, Archer's,

Davis's, Cooke's and Brotkenbrough's Brigades, Third Corps, A.

N. V.

Ambrose Powell- Hill, colonel Thirteenth Virginia Infantry,

,
1861

; brigadier-general, February 26, 1862; Major-general,

May 26, 1862; lieutenant-general, May 24, 1863; killed at Peters-

burg, Va., April 2, 1865.

Commands Brigade composed of First, Seventh, Eleventh

and Seventeenth Regiments, Virginia Infantry; and Roger's
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Light Battery of Artillery, A. N. V.
; division composed of

brigades of Fender, Heth, Archer, Lane, Thomas and McCowan,
A. N, V. ; commanding- Third Army Corps; A. N. V., com-
posed of divisions of Anderson, Heth and Fender, February 19,

1863 to , 1864.

Eppa Hunton, colonel Eighth Virginia Infantry, May 8, 1861 :

brigadier-general, August 9, 1863.

Commands Brigade composed of the Eighth, Eighteenth,
Nineteenth and Twentieth Va. Regiments.

Julius DeLagnel, captain corps of artillery, March 16, 1861
;

major Twentieth Battalion Virginia Artillery, July 3, 1862; bri-

gadier-general, April 15, 1862; declined appointment.

Edwin G. Lee, major Thirty-third Virginia Infantry, 1861 :

colonel Thirty-third Virginia Infantry, 1861
; brigadier-general,

September 20, 1864; died -
.

Commands Commanding at Staunton, Va., reserve forces,

Valley District, 1864.

Fitzhugh Lee, first lieutenant, corps of cavalry, C. S. A., March
]6, 1861

;
lieutenant-colonel First Virginia Cavalry, August,

1861; colonel First Virginia Cavalry, March, 1862; brigadier-

general, July 24, 1862 ; major-general, August 3, 1863.

Commands Brigade in August, 1862, composed of First,

Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth and Ninth Virginia Regiments,

Cavalry and Breathed's Battery of Horse Artillery, A. N. Va.
;

division in August, 1863, composed of cavalry brigades of W.
H. F. Lee, Lomax and Wickham ; subquently assigned to com-

mand of Cavalry Corps, A. N. Va., composed of divisions of

W. H. F. Lee, Rosser and Munford.

George Washington Custis Lee, captain Corps of Engineers,

C. S. -A., July i, 1861; colonel and aide-de-camp to the Presi-

dent, August 31, 1861 ; brigadier-general, June 25, 1863; major-

general, October 20, 1864.

Commands Commanding brigade of local troops for defense

of Richmond; as major-general commanding troops for defense

of Richmond, consisting of Barton's Brigade, the brigade of

Confederate States' employees and several battalions of heavy

artillery.

Robert Edward Lee, major-general, commanding Virginia
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State forces 1861
; brigadier-general, C. S. A., May 14, 1861

;

general, C. S. A , June 14. 1861
; general-in-chief, January 31,

1865 ; died at Lexington, Va., October 12, 1870.

Commands In command of operations in Trans-Alleghany

Department, 1861 ; in charge of defenses on coast of South Car-

olina and Georgia, 1861-1862; commanding Army of Northern

Virginia, June, 1862; assigned to duty at Richmond, 1862,

charged with the conduct of all military operations of the Con-

federate States army, under the direction of the President
; com-

manding Army of Northern Virginia from June I, 1862, to April

9, 1865.

William Henry Fitzhugh Lee, captain corps of cavalry, May
6, 1861 ; major, corps of cavalry, May, 1861

; lieutenant-colonel,

Ninth Virginia Cavalry, December, 1861
; colonel, Ninth Vir-

ginia Cavalry, March. 1862; brigadier-general, September 15,

1862; major-general, April 23, 1864; died at Ravensworth, Fair-

fax county, Va., October 15, 1891.

Commands Brigade in 1862, composed of Ninth and Thir-

teenth Regiments, Virginia Cavalry, and Second Regiment,
North Carolina Cavalry, and McGregor's Battery of Artillery,

Fitzhugh Lee's Division, Army of Northern Virginia; division

in June, 1864, composed of the cavalry brigades of Chambers,

Barringer and Roberts, and two batteries of artillery, Army of

Northern Virginia.

R. D. Lilley, major Twenty-fifth Virginia Regiment Infantry,

January 28, 1863 ; lieutenant-Colonel, Twenty-fifth Virginia Reg-
iment Infantry, August 27, 1863; brigadier-general, May 31,

1864; died at Staunton, Va., November 12, 1886.

Commands Brigade composed of the Thirteenth, Forty-ninth,

Twenty-fifth, Fifty-second and Fifty-eighth Virginia Regiments

(formerly Pegram's brigade) ;
Ramseur's Division, Early 's corps,

Army of Northern Virginia.

Lunsford Lindsay Lomax, colonel Eleventh Virginia Cavalry,

February 8, 1863; brigadier-general, July 23, 1863; major-gen-

eral, August 10, 1864.

Commands Brigade composed of the Fifth, Sixth and Fif-

teenth Regiments, Virgina Cavalry, and First Regiment, Alary-

land Cavalry, Army of Northern Virginia; division composed
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of the cavalry brigades of Johnston, Jackson, Davidson, Imboden
and McCausland, Army of Northern Virginia, commanding Val-

ley District, March 29, 1865.

Armistead Lindsay Long, major of artillery, C. S. A., July 19,

1861; colonel, military secretary, April 21, 1862; brigadier-gen-
eral of artillery, September 21, 1863; died at Charlottesville, Va.,

April , 1891.

Commands Commanding artillery, Early's Corps, June 13 to

August 30, 1864; commanding artillery, Swell's Corps, Army of

Northern Virginia, commanding artillery, Valley District, No-
vember 15, 1864; assigned to artillery command Dutch Gap to

Appomattox River, March 12, 1865.

John Bankhead Magruder, colonel, corps of infantry, C. S.

A., March 16, 1861
; brigadier-general, June 17, 1861

; major-

general, October 7, 1861
;
died February 19, 1871.

Commands Commanding District of Yorktown, Department
of the Peninsula, May 21, 1861, to February i, 1862; command-

ing District of Texas, Trans-Mississippi Department, October

10, 1862; commanding District of New Mexico and Arizona,

Trans-Mississippi Department, August n, 1864, to March 31,

1865.

William Mahone, colonel. Sixth Virginia Regiment, Infantry,

.

,
1861

; brigadier-general, November 16, 1861
; major-

general, June i, 1864; died in Washington city, October 9,

1895.

Commands Brigade composed of the Third Alabama, the

Sixth, Twelfth, brigade, A. N. Va.
; commanding Valley Six-

teenth and Forty-first Virginia and Second (afterwards Twelfth)

North Carolina Regiments, Infantry, Anderson's Division, A. -P.

Hill's Corps, A. N. V.
;
division composed of Wright's (Gen-

eral Mahone's old brigade), Weisiger's, Saunder's (Alabama),

Harris's (Mississippi), and Finegan's (Florida) Brigades; sub-

sequently brigade composed of Sixth, Twelfth, Sixteenth, Forty-

first and Sixty-first Regiments, Virginia Infantry.

Dabney Herndon Maury Captain, corps of cavalry, C. S. A.,

M&rch 15, 1861
;
assistant adjutant-general, army at Manassas,

July, 1861 ;
colonel of Virginia State forces, March 16, 1861 ;
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brigadier-general, March 12, 1862; major-general, November n,
1862; died at Peoria, 111., January n, 1900.

Commands *
Commanding division composed of brigades

of Moore, Ross and Cabell
; commanding division composed of

brigades of Dockery, Moore and Phifer, Army of the West
;
com-

manding Army of the West, June 27, 1862; commanding De-

partment of East Tennessee, April 15 to March 12, 1863; com-

manding District of the Gulf. May, 1863 ; commanding Depart-
ment of Alabama, Mississippi, and East Louisiana, November 22,

1864; commanding at Mobile, March to April, 1865.

John McCausland, colonel, Thirty-sixth Virginia Infantry,

July 1 6, 186 1
; brigadier-general, May 18, 1864.

Commands Brigade composed of the Fourteenth, Sixteenth,

Seventeenth, Twenty-first, Twenty-second Regiments, Virginia

Cavalry, and Jackson's Battery of Artillery.

Patrick T. Moore, colonel First Virginia Infantry, ,

1861
; brigadier-general, September 20, 1864.

Commands Assigned to organization of reserve forces in and

around Richmond.

Thomas T. Munford, brigadier-general, assigned to duty as

such by Major-General Fitzhugh Lee; colonel, Second Regi-

ment, Virginia Cavalry, April 25, 1862.

Commands Brigade composed of the First, Second, Third,

Fourth and Fifth Regiments of Virginia Cavalry, A. N. V. ;

commanding Fitz Lee's Division.

Richard L. Page.
* * *

brigadier-general, March I, 1864 (ap-

pointed commander Confederate Navy, June 14, 1861, and com-

manded naval stations, Charlottesville, N. C. ; Savannah, Ga.,

and commanding Fort Morgan and outer defenses of Mobile

Bay) ;
died at Hagerstqwn, Md., August 9, 1901.

Commands Brigade composed of Twenty-first Alabama Reg-

iment, Infantry; First Battalion Alabama Artillery; First Bat-

talion, Tennessee" Heavy Artillery; four companies, Seventh

Regiment, Alabama Cavalry, and a portion of the P^irst Alabama

Confederate Regiment.

Elisha Franklin Paxton, major, adjutant-general's depart-

ment, August 15, 1862, staff of General T. J. Jackson; brigadier-
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general, November i, 1862; killed at Chancellorsville May *

1863.

Commands Brigade composed of Second, Fourth, Fifth,

Twenty-seventh and Thirty-third Regiments, Virginia Infantry,
Trimble's Division, Jackson's Corps, A. N. Va.

William H. Payne, captain Black Horse Troop, , 1861
;

major Fourth Virginia Cavalry, September 12, 1861
; lieutenant-

colonel Fourth Virginia Cavalry, June 9, 1862; colonel Fourth

Virginia Cavalry, September 3, 1863 ; brigadier-general, Novem-
ber i, 1864; died in Washington city, March 29, 1904.
Commands Brigade composed of Fifth, Sixth, Eighth and

Fifteenth Regiments of Virginia Cavalry and Thirty-sixth Bat-

talion Virginia Cavalry, Fitzhugh Lee's Division, A. N. Va.

John Pegram, captain corps of cavalry, C. S. A., March 16,

1861
;

* * *
brigadier-general, November 7, 1862; major-general.

; killed at Hatcher's Run, Va.. February 5, 1865.
Commands Brigade composed of Thirteenth, Thirty-first,

Forty-ninth, Fifty-second and Fifty-eighth Regiments, Virginia

Infantry. A. N. Va. ; commanding Early's Division, A. N. Va.

John Clifford Pemberton, lieutenant-colonel corps of artillery,

C. S. A., March 16, 1861
; brigadier-general, June 17, 1861

;

major-general, January i, 1862; lieutenant-general, October 10,

1862; died at Penllyn, Pa., July 13, 1881.

Commands Commanding Confederate forces north of the

Nansemond, east bank of the James River, , 1861
; brigade

composed of Third Virginia, Thirteenth and Fourteenth North

Carolina Regiments, Wilson's Battalion and Manley's North

Carolina Battery of Artillery ; commanding Eighth Military Dis-

trict, South Carolina, 1861-62; command consisting of Donelson's

and Gregg's Brigades; commanding Department of South Caro-

lina, Georgia and East and Middle Florida, 1862
; assigned, Oc-

tober 4, 1862, to command of Department of Mississippi and

East Louisiana; assigned, October 10, 1862, to the command and

relieve Major-General Van Dorn of command of Army of Ten-

nessee
; resigned as lieutenant-general M*ay 18, 1864, and served

the remainder of the war as lieutenant-colonel.

William Nelson Pendleton, captain R.ockbridge Battery, corps

of artillery, C. S. A., July 19, 1861
; colonel and chief of artil-
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lery, A. N. Va., July 21, 1861, to April 9, 1862; brigadier-gen-

eral, March 26, 1862; died at Lexington, Va., January 15,

1883.

George Edward Pickett, major corps of artillery, March 6,

1861
;

* * *
brigadier-general, January 14, 1862; major-general,

October 10, 1862; died at Norfolk, Va., July 30, 1875.

Commands Brigade composed of Eighth, Eighteenth, Nine-

teenth, Twenty-eighth and Fifty-sixth Virginia Regiments, In-

fantry, A. N. Va.
;
division composed of brigades of Garnett,

Armistead, Corse, Kemper, Longstreet's Corps, A. N. Va.
;
com-

manding Department of North Carolina, September 23, 1863.

Roger Atkinson Pryor, colonel Third Virginia Infantry, ,

1861
; brigadier-general, April 16, 1862; resigned August 18,

1863. ;

Commands Brigade composed of Fourteenth Louisiana and

Fourteenth Alabama, Second Florida and Third Virginia Regi-
ments of Infantry and Coppen's Light Battery of Artillery, sub-

sequently composed of Third Virginia, Fourteenth Alabama,

Second, Fifth and Eighth Florida Regiments, Infantry, A. N.

Va.

George W'ythe Randolph,
* * *

brigadier-general, February

13, 1862; Secretary of War, March 17 to December 18, 1862;

died April 4, 1867.

Alexander W. Reynolds, captain corps of infantry, C. S. A.,

March 16, 1861
; colonel Fiftieth Virginia Infantry, July 10,

1861
; brigadier-general, September 14, 1863 ; died May 26,

1876.

Commands Brigade composed of the Fifty-fourth and Sixty-

third Virginia Regiments, Infantry, and Fifty-eighth and Six-

tieth North Carolina Regiments, Infantry, Stevenson's Division,

Army of Tennessee.

Beverley tL Robertson, captain corps artillery, C. S. A., Sep-
tember 14, 1861

;
colonel Virginia Volunteer Cavalry, August 21,

1861
; captain, assistant adjutant-general, December 24, 1861 ;

brigadier-general, June 9, 1862.

Commands Brigade composed of Second, Sixth, Seventh and

Eleventh Virginia Regments and Lieutenant-Colonel Funston's

Sixteenth Virginia Battalion; commanding at Goldsboro, N. C.,
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1862; commanding at White Hall, on Neuse River, December

16, 1862; assigned to command of S. E. Jones's Brigade, -
,

1863^ assigned to command of forces operating between Charles-

ton and Savannah
; commanding cavalry under General Hardee

;

commanding at John's Island, S .C, June 9, 1864; commanding
cavalry forces at Honey Hill,

-
, 1865.

Thomas Lafayette Rosser, born in Campbell county, Va., Oc-

tober 15, 1836; captain Washington Artillery (Louisiana), July

21, 1 86 1
; lieutenant-colonel of artillery, June 16, 1862; colonel

Fifth Virginia Cavalry, June 20, 1862
; brigadier-general and

assigned to Ashby's "Laurel" Brigade, composed of Seventh,

Eleventh and Twelfth Regiments and White's Thirty-fifth Bat-

talion, Virginia Cavalry, and Chew's Horse Artillery; major-gen-

eral, November, 1864; division, "The Laurel" and Payne's Bri-

gade.

Daniel Ruggles, lieutenant-colonel, Virginia Volunteers, April

22, 1861
; brigadier-general, Virginia Volunteers, April 23, 1861,

and assigned to Department of Fredericksburg ; brigadier-gen-

eral, August 9, 1 86 1
;
died at Fredericksburg, Va., June i, 1897.

Commands Brigade at Pensacola, Fla., composed of Ninth

and Tenth Mississippi, First and Seventh Alabama Regiments,

Infantry and Littlepage's Battalion of Georgia Infantry, the

Quitman Battery of Light Artillery, the Vicksburg Battery of

Artillery; in October, 1861, commanding troops and defenses

under General Lovell ; February 17, 1862, commanding brigades

at Corinth, Miss., composed of Sixteenth, Seventeenth

Eighteenth, Nineteenth and Twentieth Louisiana Regiments In-

fantry, Company A. Miles's Artillery, and Higgins's Battery of

Artillery; February 20, 1863, assigned to command of all troops

near cut of Memphis and Charleston Railroad
; commanding divi-

sion, March 29, 1862, composed of the brigades of Gibson, Pat-

ton, Anderson and Colonel Pond
; assigned to command of Spe-

cial Department of East Louisiana and Mississippi, May 18,

1862
; assigned to command of Second Division, Breckinridge's

command, July 29, 1862; assigned to command of First Dis-

trict, Department of Mississippi, February 10, 1863, assigned to

duty as commissary of prisons, March 25, 1865.

T. E. Slaughter, captain Corps of artillery, C. S. A., March 16,
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1861 ;

* * *
brigadier-general, March 8, 1862; died in City cf

.Mexico, January i, 1901; inspector-general, Department No. 2,

Army of the Mississippi and Army of Tennessee.

William Smith, colonel Forty-ninth Virginia Infantry, ,

1861
; brigadier-general, January 31, 1863; major-generai

August 30, 1863, resigned December 31, 1863, having been

elected Governor of Virginia; died at Warrenton, Va., May 18,

1887.

Commands Brigade composed of Thirteenth, Thirty-first,

Forty-ninth, Fifty-second and Fifty-eighth Virginia Regiments,

Infantry, and subsequently of the Thirteenth, Forty-ninth, Fifty-

second, Fifty-eighth and Thirty-first Virginia Regiments, Early's

Division, A. N. V.

Walter Husted Stevens, major, corps of engineers, C. S. A.,

tober 10, 1862; died August 15, 1888.

March 16, 1861
;

colonel corps of engineers, C. S. A., ,

1862; brigadier-general, August 28, 1864; died at Vera Cruz,

Mexico, November 12, 186,7.

Commands In charge of defensive works around Richmond,
1862 and 1863 ; commanding troops and defenses of Richmond,

1863 to 1864; chief engineer, A. N. V., August, 1864, to end of

the war.

Carter L. Stevenson, lieutenant-colonel, corps of infantry, C.

S. A., March 16, 1861
;
colonel Fifty-third Virginia Infantry,

; brigadier-general, February 27, 1862; major-general, Oc-

Commands Commanding garrison at Cumberland Gap; divi-

sion composed of brigades of Brown Gumming, Pettus and

Reynolds, and light batteries of Anderson, Rowan, Corput and

Carnes, Army of Tennessee
;
division composed of brigades of

Pettus, Palmer and Gumming, Army of Tennessee.

James Ewell Brown Stuart, captain, corps of cavalry, C. S.

A., March 16, 1861
;

* * *
brigadier-general, September 24, 1861

;

Major-general, July 25, 1862; died of wounds received at Yel-

low Tavern.

Commands Lieutenant-colonel of infantry of Virginia State

forces, 1861'; colonel of cavalry in Virginia State forces, 1861
;

division composed of the brigades of Hampton, Fitzhugh Lee and
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W. H. F. Lee; commanding Second Corps, A. N. V., at Chan-

cellorsville
;
chief of cavalry. A. N. V., January 31, 1864

William Booth Taliaferro, colonel, 1861
; colonel, Twenty-third

Virginia Regiment, Infantry; brigadier-general, March 4,- 1862;

major-general, January I, 1865; died in Gloucester county, Va.,

February 27, 1898.

Commands Commanding post and troops at Gloucester Point,

May i, 186 1
; commanding at Carrick's Ford, January 13, 1861,

to August, 1861
; brigade composed of Twenty-third, Thirty-

seventh and Forty-fourth Virginia Regiments, Infantry, and

Rogers's Battery of Artillery, December, 1861
;

colonel com-

manding brigade composed of Twenty-third and Thirty-seventh

Virginia, Third Arkansas and First Georgia Regiments, Infan-

try; brigade March, 1862, composed of Tenth, Twenty-third and

Thirty-seventh Virginia Regiments, Infantry, Army of the Val-

ley, August, 1862, brigade composed of Tenth, Twenty-third anA

Thirty-seventh Virginia and Forty-seventh and Forty-eighth

Alabama Regiments, Infantry; August 9, 1862, to January,

1863, commanding division composed of Stonewall Brigade and

brigades of Campbell and Stark; March, 1863, commanding Dis-

trict of Savannah, Ga. ; July, 1863, commanding defenses and

troops on Morris Island, S. C.
; August, 1863, commanding at

James Island, S. C.
; February, 1864, commanding divisions in

Florida composed of the brigades of Finegan, Colquitt, Wise

and Page; May, 1864, commanding Seventh Military District,

South Carolina; December, 1864, commanding District of South

Carolina; January, 1865, commanding division composed of

brigades of Elliott, Rhett and Anderson.

James Barbour Terrill, major, Thirteenth Virginia Infantry,

,
1861

;
lieutenant-colonel and colonel, Thirteenth Virginia

Infantry,
-

,
1861

; brigadier-general, May 31, 1864; killed

at battle of Bethesda Church, March 31, 1864.

Commands Brigade composed of Thirteenth, Thirty-first,

Forty-ninth, Fifty-second and Fifty-eighth Virginia Regiments,

Infantry, Army of Northern Virginia.

William Terry, major, Fourth Regiment, Virginia Infantry,

, 1862; colonel, Fourth Regiment, Virginia Infantry, Sep-
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tember n, 1863; brigadier-general, May 19, 1864; died near

Wytheville, Va., September 12, 1888.

Commands Brigade composed of Second, Fourth, Fifth,

Tenth, Twenty-first, Twenty-third, Twenty-fifth, Twenty-seventh,

Thirty-third, Thirty-seventh, Forty-fourth, Forty-eighth and

Fiftieth Regiments, Virginia Infantry; being parts of brigades

formerly commanded by General T. J. Jackson, John M. Jones
and George H. Steuart, Army of Northern Virginia.

William Richard Terry, colonel, Twenty-fourth Virginia Infan-

try, September 21, 1861
; brigadier-general, M'ay 31, 1864; died

at Richmond, Va., March 28, 1897.

Commands Brigade composed of First, Third, Seventh,

Eleventh and Twenty-fourth Regiments, Virginia Infantry,

Army of Northern Virginia.

Henry E. Walker, captain, corps of infantry, C. S. A., March

1 6, 1861
; lieutenant-colonel, Fortieth Virginia Regiment, ,

1861
; brigadier-general, July I, 1863.

Commands Brigade composed of Fortieth, Forty-seventh and

Fifty-fifth Regiments, Virginia Infantry, and Twenty-second

Virginia Battalion, Infantry, Army of Northern Virginia; com-

manding Archer's Brigade, Army of Northern Virginia.

James A. Walker, lieutenant-colonel, Thirteenth Regiment,

Virginia Infantry,
-

,
1861

; colonel, Thirteenth Virginia In-

fantry,
-

,
1861

; brigadier-general, May , 1862; died

, at Wytheville, Va.

Commands Commanding the Stonewall Brigade, Second,

Fourth, Fifth, Twenty-seventh and Thirty-third Virginia In-

fantry; commanding Pegram's Division, 1865.

Rueben Lindsay Walker, captain, Purcell Battery, Virginia

Artillery; colonel, March 14, 1863; brigadier-general, February
1 8, 1865 ; died at Richmond, Va., -

, 1890.

Commands Commanding artillery of General A. P. Hill's

Corps, Army of Northern Virginia.

D. A. Weisiger, colonel, Twelfth Regiment, Virginia Infan-

try, January, i, 1861
; brigadier-general, May 31, 1861, died at

Richmond, Va., February 23, 1899.

Commands Brigade composed of Sixth, Twelfth, Sixteenth,
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Forty-first and Sixty-first Regiments, Virginia Infantry, (for-

merly Mahone's Brigade), Army of Northern Virginia.

Gabriel C. Wharton, major, Forty-fifth Regiment, Virginia

Infantry, June 17, 1861
; colonel, Fifty-first Regiment, Virginia

Infantry, July 17, 1861
; brigadier-general, July S, 1863.

Commands Brigade, composed of Fiftieth, Fifty-first and

Sixty-third Regiments, Virginia Infantry, and Thirtieth Bat-

talion, Virginia Infantry, Army of Northern Virginia ;
command-

ing Breckinridge's Division.

Williams Carter W'ickham, captain Hanover Dragoons, Fourth

Virginia Cavalry, May, 1861
; lieutenant-colonel, Fourth Vir-

ginia Cavalry, September, 1861
; colonel, Fourth Virginia Cav-

alry, June 9, 1862; brigadier-general, September i, 1863, re-

signed, November 9, 1864; died at Richmond, Va., January 23,

1888.

Commands Brigade composed of the First, Second^ Third

and Fourth Regiments, Virginia Cavalry, Fitzhugh Lee's Divi-

sion, Army of Northern Virginia.

Henry Alexander Wise, brigadier-general, June 5, 1864; died

at Richmond, Va., September 10, 1876.

Commands Brigade composed of Twenty-sixth, Thirty-

fourth, Forty-sixth and Fifty-ninth Regiments, Virginia Infan-

try, and the light batteries of Captains McComas and Armistead,

Army of Northern Virginia.
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SOLDIER'S STORY OF J. E. B. STUART'S DEATH.

Simple But Vivid Account of Yellow Tavern From a

Man in the Ranks.

The New York Sun of Sunday, December 27, 1908, contains

the following communication from an ex-Confederate soldier,

now of Virginia :

To the Editor of The Sun:

Sir, An article in the Literary Digest, with the title "Stuart's

Last Battle" and credited to The Sun, is so wrong as to the facts

leading up to the engagement of Yellow Tavern and so imagina-

tive as to the circumstances of the wounding and death of Gen-

eral Stuart that I, who happened to be there in the humble capac-

ity of a corporal in the ranks of the First Virginia Cavalry,

feel impelled to state the truth about the wounding and death

of our general. My own opinion has always been that his reck-

less bravery led to his untimely death.

I suppose there are reports in the proper archives, both Federal

and Confederate, of this action of Yellow Tavern and of the

movement of troops preliminary to it, but I know nothing of

them. I state what came under my observation and hearing as

a soldier in the ranks.

It was not at the beginning of the Wilderness campaign that

the movement of the cavalry culminating at Yellow Tavern took

place, but in the campaign more than a year later (May, 1864),
in which the terrible battle near Spotsylvania Courthouse was

fought. It was the current talk of our army that that conflict

was by far the most desperate of the war. I have heard

our men say that so near did the Yankees come that

they could look into their eyes and even club them
with the butts of their guns. It was in this battle that trees were
torn and cut through and fell from the steady hail of minie bul-
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lets. So desperately did Grant's men press their assaults that,

as the gossip in our army was, a portion of our line faltered and

was giving way when General Lee himself rode up, but his

men made him go to the rear with cries of "Lee to the rear!"

and they soon drove the enemy off.

The morning following this desperate battle and repulse of

Grant, our cavalry, which had been only partially engaged, was

put in motion and headed south toward Richmond. We in the

ranks did not know what for, but as we became extended on the

way south word came along the line that the Yankee cavalry

had been despatched on a raid to Richmond, that city being, as

it was supposed, but weakly defended. We were to follow up
the Yankees and put them out of business before they got to

Richmond. I will say here, to dispel any idea that we were worn

down by Sheridan's troops, "hanging on us like a troop of

wolves," that Stuart's cavalry was at that time in the best of con-

dition. We were well clothed, well fed and well mounted. For

many of our horses we were indebted to our friends the enemy,
to whom we looked when in need. I myself was then on my
third mount derived from that source.

I remember this march after Sheridan as a very pleasant one,

our only fear being that he would get away, as usual. That

we would not whip him if we caught up with him did not enter

our minds. I remember that we pressed the rear so closely that

in Louisa county we came on a detachment of the enemy. I

being in the leading column joined in the pursuit with visions

of a fresh mount
;
but alas ! there were others who wanted those

horses more than I did, and they were soon appropriated, while

their riders were sent to the rear. As I remember, the enemy's

cavalrymen were an insignificant looking set of men, but their

horses and equipment were excellent. I would like to empha-
size a fact not sufficiently dwelt on by the Southern historian:

that is, the contempt in which Stuart's men held the Federal

cavalrymen and the great respect the Southerners had for the

horses and equipment of the enemy.
Our command neared Richmond, and soon we knew from the

booming of cannon that an engagement had begun between the

two cavalry forces. Now, as to this engagement, i' can say
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little, because I saw little of it. When a soldier from the ranks

undertakes to tell about a battle extending over a mile or two

in wooded country you can set him down as a man "talking

through his hat." I did see a battery or two or ours located on a

hilltop firing away, and did see squadrons of our cavalry moving
forward near those batteries, but I saw none of our forces re-

treating. When our regiment reached the field the squadron to

which I was attached was ordered to dismount and to deploy as

sharpshooters, which we did, one hundred or more of us scat-

tering along the edge of a wood. I heard rifle firing to the right

and left and in front
;
this firing did not approach our position,

but rather receded. What the dispositions of the forces severally

were I never knew.

What I did see, after being in the position say twenty or thirty

minutes, was a solitary horseman approaching us through the

thicket. He was riding slowly. We soon knew from his black

plume that it was our general, and the exclamation came from

four or five of us : "That is General Stuart and he is wounded."

As he rode slowly toward us we of course rushed up to him. It

was but too true; he was wounded, and mortally, as we knew

when we saw where the bullet had entered his side and torn his

gray jacket. He spoke not a word nor uttered a groan as we

assisted him from his horse to the ground. He was borne away
on a stretcher or blanket, I forget which, some of the more

stalwart of my company doing that duty. Charles Wheatly, of

Georgetown, and Bob Bruce, of the Relay House, near Balti-

more (both now dead), were two of the men. Ours was a

Maryland troop. The writer of this article was from Howard

county. The troop was commanded by Captain, afterward Col-

onel, Gus Dorsey, of Montgomery county, Md.

I remained in the line of skirmishers a short time and we
were ordered to mount and return to our regiments. I remem-
ber that we joined the main command on the Telegraph road not

far from Yellow Tavern. The battle was over; in fact, so far

as I could see or hear, it was not much of a battle anyhow. Of
course, as soon as the Federal command realized that we had

caught up with him his raid was at an end.

We went quietly into camp near Atlee Station, a few miles
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from the field of battle that night, grieving for our dead general.

He had died a few hours after being carried from the field.

How General Stuart got his death wound was never learned, I

believe. That he must have been alone was evident, for not a

single staff officer or orderly was with him when he came

through our line. In this respect his death wound was similar

to that of General Jackson at Chancellorsville.

W. W. BURGESS.

Orange, Va., December 23.
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From the Times-Dispatch, July 31, 1908.

TRIBUTE OF LOVE TO HER NOBLE DEAD.

Impressive Memorial Services in Old Blandford in Honor
of Those Who Sleep There.

The memorial services held in Blandford Cemetery this after-

noon, under the auspices of that noble body of women, the

Ladies' Memorial Association, attracted a large gathering of

people, which would have been much larger but for the marked

inclemency of the weather. As always on these interesting oc-

casions, the patriotic ladies of the city, unmoved and undeterred

by adverse circumstances, and ever faithful to the memory of

the heroic dead of the Southland, were present in large num-

gers. The ceremonies of the day possessed peculiar interest be-

cause the memory of the Petersburg soldiers who fell in battle in

the War of :86i-'65 was to be especially commemorated. The

program of exercises was simple, but very beautiful.

The ladies of the Memorial Association met in the Mechanics'

Hall at 5 o'clock P. M., to proceed in a body to the cemetery.
The A. P. Hill Camp of Confederate Veterans met at their hall,

Commander Homer Atkinton in charge, and paraded up Syca-
more to Wythe street, where they took cars to the cemetery.
The Petersburg Chapter, Daughters of the Confederacy, and

the A. P. Hill Camp, Sons of Confederate Veterans, and the

children of the public schools, bearing bunches of evergreens
and flowers, united in the exercises, and the scene was both beau-

tiful and impressive.

INTERESTING EXERCISES.

Mayor William M. Jones presided, and the exercises were

opened with prayer by the Rev. Dr. J. S. Foster. The feature

of the ceremonies was the dedication of the beautiful stone and

iron pagoda stand, erected by the Ladies' Memorial Associa-

tion in memory of the Petersburg soldiers slain in battle, and

around this incident great interest centred. The dedicatory ad-
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dress was delivered by Hon. Charles T. Lassiter, the able and

eloquent young Senator from Petersburg, and his address was

worthy of his fame as an orator.

And here it may be stated that the Confederate memorial ex-

ercises in Petersburg have always heretofore been, and will

always hereafter be,, held on the 9th of June, a day made ever

memorable in the annals of the city. This year they were omitted

on that day on account of improvements being made in the sol-

diers' section in Blandford Cemetery by the Ladies' Memorial

Association, and which have just been completed. The ladies

then selected to-day, July 3Oth, the anniversary of the battle

of the Crater, in which Petersburg soldiers took such glorious

part, for the annual exercises. Among these improvements is

the beautiful stand, which was formally dedicated this afternoon.

SENATOR LASSITER'S ADDRESS.

Senator Lassiter, on being introduced, said:

Ladies of the Petersburg Ladies' Memorial

Association, Veterans, Ladies and Gentlemen'.

The Ladies' Memorial Association of Petersburg has the

honor of having been first in point of time to undertake the

sacred task, which has been theirs for so many years, of pre-

serving the memory of the soldiers who wore the gray and who

gave their lives during the momentous conflict of i86i-'65.

Now, more than forty years since the association was or-

ganized, we come once more to pay our annual tribute of love

and veneration to the soldier dead, who sleep so quietly in old

Blandford, awaiting the resurrection.

Never has a loving task been more faithfully accomplished

than has the work of this association. Beginning when these

fields still bore the marks of recent battle, and when the people

of the South had just turned to recreate their social life, this

work of caring for our dead has never been permitted to be

forgotten.

Some, indeed many, of the original members have themselves

answered the last roll call, but the survivors, with the spirit of

the Old Guard, have closed up their ranks, and have carried on

the work until to-day. George Eliot makes one of her charac-
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ters say that the reward of one duty done is the power to do

another. The reward of the duty so nobly performed in the past

is that now you ladies have had the power to erect this monu-

ment of enduring iron and stone "to the memory of the hero

soldiers of Petersburg, who sacrificed their lives for our South."

MORE SOLDIERS THAN VOTERS.

Who were these heroes? Every school boy knows that when

the final call to arms came, Petersburg sent more soldiers to the

field than she had voters on her poll books. The roll of com-

panies speaks well for the martial spirit of the town, and em-

braces all of the different branches of the service
; twelve com-

panies of infantry, three of cavalry, two of artillery and last,

but not least, that immortal home guard of boys and superan-

nuated men, whose names have been inscribed in loving remem-

brance upon the walls of old Blandford Church, and who un-

der the gallant Archer won imperishable fame on the Qth of

June, 1864.

Who were these men? They were the flower of the youth
of this old city. They were the representatives of all that was

of the best in the civilization of their time and country. Al-

most every home had its soldier, and the proudest boast of those

of later day is that they come from the lineage of those who
went from the Cockade City to wear the gray, and to fight under

the starry cross.

Who were these soldiers? The history of their achievements

is the history of the Lost Cause. On every stricken field from

Manassas to Appomattox through all the long years of civil

strife hemmed in by superior numbers, without shoes, without

clothes, without medicine, without food, these are the men who

kept their powder dry and their weapons bright by constant use,

whom no odds could unnerve, and who were overpowered, but

never knew defeat.

Who were these veterans? From the Appomattox to the

Monocacy, from the mountains to the sea, through the Valley

campaign with Jackson, or in the Army of Northern Virginia
with Lee, the slogan: "This way,, Mahone's Brigade!" guided
the Petersburg boys to battle under the Stars and Bars, charg-

ing to victory, "while all the world wondered."
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And of him whose body rests in yonder vault, as in the head-

quarters tent of this great army of the dead, what should be said

when we assemble in these after years to pay tribute to the hero

soldiers of old Petersburg? It is fitting to remember that, of all

the great leaders of men which Virginia has produced, few have

equaled, and fewer yet have excelled, Major-General William

Mahone. Trained as an engineer, with a wonderful ability to

see and take advantage of the topography of a field of battle, it

may be said of him that he never recklessly exposed the men of

his command to unnecessary danger, nor failed to meet danger
when necessity required it. To paraphrase the words of

another: Few men served in that war with more glory than he;

yet many served, and there was much glory.

BATTLE OF THE CRATER.

It is not for me to attempt the role of a historian. Not for me
nor for this occasion, to describe even that great battle of the

Crater, when seven of our regiments with two batteries of ar-

tillery held as many divisions of the enemy in check until the

arrival of Mahone's Division. Not even of the splendid and

successful charge of that division which recaptured our

works and won the Crater fight, shall I pause to speak.

Other tongues, more eloquent, have described that day. But

upon the anniversary of that great fight, standing upon the

hill which was the objective of the Federal assault, and speak-

ing of the deeds of Petersburg soldiers, I pause to lay a sprig

of rosemary upon the graves of those twenty-two officers and

men of Pegram's Battery whose bodies were covered by the

debris of Elliott's salient. These men, in the discharge of duty,

held the post of honor. To them had been intrusted the defense

of an advanced portion of our lines at a time when it was known
that the enemy was attempting to undermine them. Not to?

them was the excitement of the thrilling charge. Not for them
to face danger amid the pomp and circumstance of war. But

calmly, in the discharge of routine duty, quietly and fearlessly

they met death that morning, while the summer birds were

singing their hymn of praise and thanksgiving that "Not a

sparrow falleth but its God doth know/' No formal monument
records their deeds or enrolls their names as yet, They live en-
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shrined in the hearts of their countrymen. But so long as the

memory of Pegram's Battery survives among our children, we

need not fear lest they lack for inspiration in deeds of patriotic

service and heroic daring.

STORY OF THE WAR.

When the historian of the future seeks to write the impar-
tial story of the great War between the States he will be inter-

ested to inquire, "What were the principles for which an un-

trained citizen soldiery became the unmatched infantry of

modern times and endured for four years the horrors, the suf-

ferings and the privations of war?"

He will find that the Southern soldier not only fought for

home and fireside, to repel invasion and to resist usurpation, all

of which are, in a sense, what may be expected of any animal

in the defense of his home
;
but that the seeds of the great con-

flict were sown in the compromises by which the Federal Con-

stitution itself was adopted. That the South fought for the pre-

servation of State sovereignty, for local self-government, and

for that kind of individual liberty of which Patrick Henry had

said, "Give me liberty or give me death !"

It is not my intention within the brief time at my disposal to

attempt to investigate the arguments advanced by the parties to

this discussion. The people of the South have long since con-

ceded that the war has settled for all time that the United States

are a nation, to use the constitutional phrase. More than this,

I venture to assert that in no section of our country are the peo-

ple any more ready to-day to serve in the nation's army or navy,
or to maintain an indivisible union of indestructible States than

are the people of the South.

Practically the surrender at Appomattox ended the conflict,

and, contrary to the history of other civil wars, there was no

guerrilla fighting to add its horrors to the great war. The people

of the South returned from the field of war to the field of agri-

culture, and began at once to build up their waste places, to

repair the ravages of war, and to create on the ruins of the old

a new social system.

That the South to-day is admitted to be the most progres-

sive portion of the country; that the material prosperity of this
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section is such that it felt the recent panic less than some other

sections, is evidence of the fact that the thoughts and energies
of her people have been well directed in the last forty year?,.

But the building up of waste places is a very engrossing occu-

pation, and when there was added to our other burdens the

evils which followed in the train of the constitutional amend-

ment enfranchising the negro, it will be seen that our people
have never had since the war much opportunity for considering
abstract principles of government.

It is true that we admit that the United States are a nation,

but our people are, as yet, I am glad to say, unwilling to con-

cur in the style assumed by the dominant party at Washington
that the United States is a nation.

NATION'S POWER INCREASING.

The growth of the power of this national government of ours,

and the consequent diminution of the power of the State gov-
ernments is a matter which should attract the attention of our

people. The increase of the power of the nation at the expense
of the power of the people makes it natural to inquire whether

the powers that be have forgotten the tenth amendment to the

Constitution, which declares that the powers not delegated to the

United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the

States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the peo-

pie.

My countrymen, if the dead heroes in whose honor we assem-

ble here every year could by their lives teach us no lesson for

our present guidance I would feel that the sacrifice so will-

ingly made by them of their young lives had indeed been in

vain.

The last forty years has been a period of transition, a period

of marvelous growth, of commercial resurrection. These things

are well, and may even be said to be necessary to the attainment

by our people of other things which are better. But from these

soldier boys of a former generation we should learn anew fun-

damental lessons of civil liberty. We should learn that when the

people of a republic begin to look to a distant capital for gov-
ernmental favors, and cease to rely on their own individual
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energies, the hours of the life of civil liberty are already num-

bered.

I trust the time will never come again when the people of our

country will have questions to settle among themselves which

may not be settled by the ballot. But "eternal vigilance is the

price of liberty." Like these veterans around us here, we should

learn to keep our weapons bright and our powder dry. We
should take such an active pride in this great country of ours

that we will not only entitle ourselves to vote, but see to it

that the privilege of voting is exercised as the dearest privilege

of a free citizen. In a proper sense, all of us should be poli-

ticians, for unless we take an active interest in public affairs,

we should not complain if the affairs of the public are not man-

aged to suit us.

Let us all take an honest pride, both in our national and State

governments, but let us see to it that these governments are

managed as public trusts, efficiently and economically adminis-

tered. Let us renew our faith in the immortal principles of

the Declaration of Independence, let us strive to secure that

liberty or freedom of action which is limited only by the Gol-

den Rule or by the right of all others to a like freedom; and,

at the graves of those who gave their all for freedom, let us

dedicate once more upon the altar of civil and religious liberty,

our goods, our lives and our sacred honor.

THE MEMORIAL STAND.

The stand is designed for the accommodation of speakers, the

Ladies Memorial Association and guests on memorial occa-

sions. It stands on the site of the old frame stand, which had
seen service for many years, on the apex of "Memorial Hill,"

and commands a broad view in all directions. It is within a few

yards of the splendid granite monument erected by the ladies'

association to the Confederate dead in Blandford Cemetery,

numbering many thousands and representing every State of the

Confederacy. It is also within near view of the massive granite
vault in which rest the mortal remains of that brave and gallant

soldier of the Confederacy, Major-General William Mahone, in

whose immortal brigade the Twelfth Regiment of Petersburg
soldiers fought.
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The stand is octagon in shape and of very handsome appear-

ance. It is an iron pagoda, the corruscated roof supported by

eight iron columns resting upon a concrete base eighteen feet

in diameter and four feet high; the floor of the base enclosed

by a neat iron railing. Steps of granolith, with iron railing,

lead up to the floor. The concrete is of a bluish tinge, and the

memorial tablet, inserted in its front, is made of Kentucky blue-

stone, to correspond. This tablet is 7 feet 8 inches long by I

foot 8 inches wide, and bears the following inscription :

"Erected by the L. M. A.,

In memory of Petersburg's Soldiers

Who Fell in Battle,

i86i-'6s.

The tablet is the work of Burns and Campbell, of this city,

the concrete base is the work of Perkinson & Finn, of Peters-

burg and cost $300. The iron pagoda was furnished by the

Champion Iron Company, of Kenton, Ohio, and cost $500.

The Ladies' Memorial Association has spent recently about

$2,500 in the improvement of Memorial Hill, most of this mone^

having been appropriated by the State. The surface of the hill

is as smooth and green as a well kept lawn. All through its

grounds, running in different directions, are granolithic walk-

ways, and around its boundaries has been planted a hedge of

California privet or box, whose beauty will be seen later. Under

the wise expenditure of this money there has been a wonderful

improvement, marked by taste and beauty.

The exercises at the cemetery were concluded by the reading

of a poem, composed by Fred A. Campbell, of Oakland, Cal.,

and dedicated to the Ladies' Memorial Association of Petersburg ;

the singing of the doxology and the benediction, pronounced by

Rev. Dr. J. M. Pilcher, chaplain of A. P. Hill Camp.
The pagoda stand is a beautiful work of art and a worthy

memorial in itself. It is much admired by all who see it. Busi-

ness was generally closed this afternoon during the hour of

the exercises.
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From N. O., La., Picayune, August 23, 1908.

OFFICERS AND SOLDIERS OF THE WAR 1814-1815.

Interesting Manuscript Discovered That Gives New De-

tailsRoster of the Famous Battalion of Orleans

Volunteers.

It^Contains Many Names Still Prominent in This State Credit Given

to the Intrepid Corsairs Under the Command of Lafitte.

One of the episodes of the battle of New Orleans is narrated

in a manuscript in the possession of Mr. J. B. Pelletier, the

Bourbon Street collector of antiques. The document treats of

the part taken in the brief yet decisive combat against the Brit-

ish invaders by the Battalion of Orleans Volunteers, and gives

a full roster of officers and men. It also comments on the valor,

splendid appearance and patriotic service of the soldiers, and

mentions, in special manner, the bravery of Lafitte, the buc-

caneer, and his intrepid French sailors, who helped Jackson, with

their artillery, in repulsing the enemy. There are some kind

appreciations of the battalion of colored freemen, whose intre-

pidity is commended.

The manuscript is wholly written in French, and is supposed

to have been drafted by L. M. Raynaud, Adjutant of the Bat-

talion of Orleans Volunteers.

The translation is as follows:

Roster of the Battalion

of

The Volunteers of Orleans

Which Took Such a Glorious

Part in the Defense of

New Orleans Against
the English

In December, 1814, and January, 1815.

"The Battalion of Orleans Volunteers distinguished itself by
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its bravery and patriotism during the invasion of Louisiana by
the English Army in 1814 and 1815, participated in all the skir-

mishes and in the final battle, and by its discipline and the

promptness of the maneuvers turned the tide of fortune in favor
of the American arms, in the bloody fight of the 28th to 3Oth
December, 1814, and the combats of Jan. I and 8, and aided in

the entire defeat of that powerful and numerous British Army
that had dreamed, in advance, the conquest of this country and
the acquisition of the wealth it possessed,

"That splendid body of Volunteers of Orleans, clad in bril-

liant uniforms, and perfectly disciplined, was composed, for the

most part, of men who had seen war in Europe as French sol-

diers. The noble conduct of those brave strangers was the more
commendable for the reason that they were not compelled to take

arms in defense of Louisiana, notwithstanding the proclama-
tion of martial law by General Jackson, December I4th. It was,

therefore, with generous spontaneity that these French warriors

offered their services to General Jackson in spite of the French

Consul, who would have resorted to the plea of neutrality, his

government being at that time at peace with Great Britain."

(Note by the translator: This statement of the narrator is

greatly at variance with the account given by Martin in his

"History of Louisiana," which shows the French Consul in an

entirely different light, and instead of speaking of him as a

quasi-enemy, states that he had taken part in the Revolutionary

War on the side of the Americans. Martin says : "There were

in the city a very great number of French subjects, who, from

their national character, could not have been compelled to per-

form military duty ;
these men, however, with hardly any excep-

tion, volunteered their services. The Chevalier de Touzac, the

Consul of France, who had distinguished himself and lost an

arm in the service of the United States during the Revolutionary

War, lamenting that the neutrality of his nation did not allow

him to lead his countrymen in New Orleans to the field, encour-

aged them to flock to Jackson's standard.")

THE NARRATIVE CONTINUED.

"The battalion of free colored men from San Domingo, which

was under command of Major Louis D'Aquin, subject to the
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orders of Colonel J. B. Plauche, had an adjutant Major Louis

Chatry, and for captain, Bayou Savary. It numbered 260 men,

divided into four companies, as follows : One company of gren-

adiers, one company of chasseurs, and two of ordinary infantry.

That colored battalion was posted at the left of the Orleans

Volunteers the night of December 23, and shared all its perils

during the invasion.

"The colored Louisiana Battalion, composed of free men of

color, was commanded by Major Pierre Lacoste, under orders

of Colonel J. B. Plauche, and had as adjutant, Major Fauche

Colson, and was composed of five companies, of which one was

grenadiers and another chasseurs, and a band of music, a total

of 382 men. That colored battalion having been detailed at

Chef Menteuf, could not participate in the preliminary skir-

mishes, and reached the fortified camp on the 29th of December

and was posted between the Orleans Volunteers and the San

Domingo Battalion.

THE ORLEANS RIFLEMEN.

"This company was commanded by Captain Beale. It was an

active participant in the bloody nocturnal engagement of Decem-

ber 23, and numbered seventy-eight men. Not wishing to join

the Orleans Volunteers, but preferring to retain its independence

of partisan company, the corps of Orleans Riflemen followed a

company of Tennesseans that had just arrived, under command
of a general of militia named Coffee, who proposed surprising

the right wing of the British Army, and failed in the attempt,

losing part of the attacking column. Captain Beale fared very

ill. His company was ambushed by the enemy and most of his

men were killed or taken prisoners, except eighteen who escaped

in the darkness and spent all of the next day wandering in the

marshes and reached the American camp the succeeding night,

almost perishing from hunger and lassitude."

The newspapers of the North are censured for having pub-

lished that the militiamen from Tennessee and Kentucky fought

in all the engagements.
"The truth is," says the narrator, "that those soldiers reached

New Orleans on the fifth day of January, 1815, two weeks after

the first skirmish, and that the Orleans Volunteers, the colored
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battalions, and the French corsairs faced the British army, day
and night, and bore the brunt of the successive attacks of the

enemy. The militiamen from upriver were in the big battle of

January 8th
;
so that the principal share of the glory must be

given to the brave men, who were constantly occupied since

December in fighting for their country. Louisianians should

not forget that Major H. de St. Geme is justly entitled to the

distinction of having saved this country from the enemy. His

services and his feats of arms were invaluable, and it was the

Major who directed the work of making a fortified camp which

proved our salvation.

THE FRENCH CORSAIRS.

"The Orleans Volunteers received most valuable aid on

December 29, when the crews of the corsair vessels, and their

officers offered their services to commandants Plauche and de

St. Geme. General Jackson was greatly pleased at that unex-

pected re-enforcement, because he was not only short of men,

but needed artillery.

"He engaged the Frenchmen as artillerists, and they imme-

diately erected formidable batteries along the line of defense,

and those valorous men served their guns with such coolness,

activity, and promptitude that they silenced and dismantled all

the English pieces, of whatever caliber, and cannon and can-

noneers were seen to fly high into the air. It is but just to pay
a tribute to the bravery of those intrepid sailors, who aided, so

effectively, in saving our country from the enemy. The Ameri-

can nation owes them a debt of eternal gratitude.

"Two strong detachments of the corsairs were sent, the one

to Fort Plaquemines and the other to Fort Coquilles, and they

victoriously defended the forts against the British fleet, and

compelled the enemy's ships to retire.

"The leaders of those intrepid French sailors, who by their

valor were like the famous filibusters of the time of Louis XIV,
were : Captains J. Beluche and Dominique You, and Jean Lafitte,

who commanded the detachments of artillery in the fortified

camp; Captains J. Lajau, La Maison and Colson, at Fort St.

Philip, and J. L. Songy, P. Liquet and Pierre Lafitte, at Fort

Coquilles."
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(Fort St. Phillip is on the Mississippi River, below the city

of New Orleans, and Fort Coquilles was on the Rigolets, be-

tween Lake Borgne and Lake Pontchartrain, on the present site

of Fort Pike.)

THE STAFF, RANK AND FILE.

The chronicler gives a complete list of the staff, company

commanders and of the soldiers who took part in the battle of

January 8th. Many of those names are still extant in these

times, and are borne by worthy descendants of brave and patrio-

tic ancestors. No one can peruse the appended lists of names

without immediately recognizing the name of some prominent

and respected family of Louisiana.

Roster of the Orleans Battalion of Volunteers: Staff Gen-

eral J. B. Plauche, Commander; L. M. Raynaud, Adjutant;

Garrigues \Flaujac, Secretary; Emile Sainet, Quartermaster;

Yves Le Monnier, Surgeon.

Company of Carbineers: Pierre Roche, Captain; Coeur de

Roy, First Lieutenant; Barthelmy Grima, Second Lieuten-

ant; Chas. Roche, Third Lieutenant; A. Tourla, Sergeant

Major ;
P. Soubercaze, Jean Desvignes, Jean Guadix, J. B. Tur-

pin, J. P. Lanaux, Alex Chopin, Sergeants; Felix Leternod, T.

B. Marchand, B. Tremoulet, G. Belaude, S. Guesnard, E. J.

Forstall, J. Huard, F. Rondeau, Corporals.

Company of Foot Dragoons: Jean St. Jean, Lieutenant, com-

manding as captain; Francois Beneteaud, L. Dulhuquod, L. P.

Huet, Lieutenants
;
Vincent Gautier, Nicholas Mioton, Louis

Dubignon, J. J. Hecke, Brigadiers.

Company of Sharpshooters: Jean Hudry, Captain; Eugene

Fremont, Etienne Berthel, Lieutenants
;
A. Chevalion, Sergeant

Major; Jerome Tourne % Francois Girodeau, Antoine Robert,

Sergeants ; Jean Touchet, Eusebe Sperrier, N. Vassal, Jean

Guerin, Corporals.

Company of the "Louisiana Blues :" Maunsell White, Captain ;

F. S. Girault, First Lieutenant; Nicholas Thompson, Second

Lieutenant; John Phillipps, Richard Nesbit, Wm. Garlick, Ser-

geants; Dan Scott, Peter Gofforth, Louis Robertson, Corporals,

Company of "Chasseurs": Auguste Guibert, Captain; T. C.
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St. Romes, First Lieutenant
;
Louis Pilie, Second Lieutenant

;

J. J. Cuerrouhard, Sergeant Major; Vic Pidou, J. D. Couvertie,

Louis Couvertie, J. B. Lamothe, L. S. St. Cyr, Sergeants ;
Alex

Nadau, Nicolas Pessou, J. B. Ducayet, Chas. Bouny, Corporals.

Recapitulation: Staff, 8; sappers, 6; drummers, 10; musi-

cians, 18; carbineers, 127; dragoons, 132; sharpshooters, 68;

Louisiana Blues, 48; Chasseurs, 100. Total military force, 517.

NOTES OF THE TRANSLATOR THE ROLL OF HONOR.

Dr. Yves Le Monnier, surgeon on the staff of General Plauche,

was an ancestor of Dr. Yves R. Le Monnier, who was not many
years ago Coroner for the Parish of Orleans and is an eminent

practitioner.

Among the officers of carbineers may be mentioned the fol-

lowing whose descendants are honored citizens of New Orleans:

B. Grima, Second Lieutenant; J. B. Turpin, Sergeant; Alexan-

dre Chopin, Sergeant ;
T. B. Marchand, B. Tremoulet, E. J.

Forstall, J. Huard, Corporals.

In the Foot Dragoons Alex Bonneval, Quartermaster; Vin-

cent Gautier, Nicolas Mioton, Brigadiers.

In the Sharpshooters Jerome Tourne, Antoine Rober, Jean

Guerin, Corporals.

In the Louisiana Blues, which was almost entirely composed
of native Americans or naturalized Americans of the Anglo-
Saxon race, was Maunsell White, Captain, who was a natural-

ized American of Irish nativity, and who, it is said, invented the

famous "sauce" named after him.

Among the officers of the Louisiana Blues were: F. S.

Girault, John Phillips, Dan Scott, Louis Robertson.

The company of Chasseurs was composed chiefly of French-

men, or of Louisianians of French descent. Among the officers

we find: Auguste Guibert, Captain; T. C. de St. Romes, Lieu-

tenant
;
Louis Pilie, Lieutenant

; J. B. Couvertie, Louis Couver-

tie
; Sergeants ;

L. S. St. Cyr and Valsin Cavalier, Sergeants ;

Nicholas Pessou, J. B. Ducayet, Charles Bouny, Corporals.

Among the private soldiers who fought well and nobly there

were: Ant Barbarin, J. B. Castant, Francois Duplessis, J. L. St.
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Cyr, Vincent Moreau, Michel St. Avide, J. B. Durel, Jean

Bozant, Germain Musson, Etienne Laborde, Justin Turpin, L.

Pellerin, Drausin Fagot, Neuville Durel, Henri Mercier, Ful-

gence Trepagnier, J. H. Sheppard, Alex Prieur, Louis Garidel,

Pierre L. Morel, Henry McCall, Manuel Garcia, J. B. Latour,

J. B. Ducayet, J. Jacques Desforges, Baptiste St. Amand, Jean

Bacas, Paul Labarre, P. Ed Foucher, J. L. Morin, Auguste Tete,

L. T. Jourdan, Vincent Nolte, Eugent Marchand, Jul Hardy,

Philippe Lanaux, Philippe Pedesclaux, J. F. Generelly, Charles

Lanaux, Fulgence Perilliat, Philippe Vienne, Hilaire Courcelle,

Theophile Legendre, Achille Rivard, Sebastien Ganuchaux,
Celine Chamette, William Mitchell, Ludoisky Hollander, all of

the Carbineers.

J. Louis Arnault, J. P. Ducoing, Theodore Diplantier, Vincent

Charleville, Jean Mouton, Alexis Le Gros, Charles Lauzun,
Drausin Riviere, Francois Camus, J. L. Duperron, Pierre L.

Dubois, Joseph Massicot, Francois Correjolles, Marius Michel,

Marin Le Beau, Rocheville Menard, Paul Maurin, Constant

Michel, Hyacinthe Ferrier, J. J. Durand, Fanfan Ferrier, F. C.

Pelletier, Henri Ramel, J. P. Raymond, Cadet Lavergne, Jules

Dreux, Pierre Lambert, Edmond Dreux, Celestin Durand, Vic-

tor Barbot, Prosper Fleury, Jean B. Davis, Jules Dauphin, of the

Dragoons.

Robert Guichard, Thomas Fourcade, Gabriel Toledano, Ber-

trand Frederic, Raphael Toledano, Valere St. Germain, Laurent

Le Vasseur, Lionis Mortimer, Joseph Toledano, Paul Hoffman,
Alexis Guillemin, Georges Boullemet, Pierre Landreaux, Louis

Lafite, Hippolite Lagan, Pierre Rousseau, Ant. Dicharry, Desire

Barthelmy, of the Sharpshooters.

John Hagan, Philip Laidlaw, James Prior, Josiah Whitney,

John Sharp, Chas. Dameron, Arthur O'Neall, James Hall, Chris-

topher Hays, Jere Lambert, Dan Jourdan, John Arstrong, Alfred

Moore, H. William Palfrey, Ralph McCracken, Lynster O'Don-

nell, J. C. Nicholls, Wm. McClelland, John McClelland, Thad-

deus Nicholls, William Smith, Simon White, C. Ralph Jones.

Lee Whitehead, Pat O'Meara, of the Louisiana Blues.

Alexandre Shomerg, J. Baptiste Lepretre, Gabrie! Monta-

mat, Auguste McCleHand, Fabre Daunoy, Bernard Dupuy,
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Michel Meilleur, J. S. Lamothe, Francois de La Mothe, Charles

Maurian, Regnault Drouet, Sylvain Peyroux, Jacques C. Nicaud,

Antoine Gravier, J. B. Blanchard, Antoine Richard, Denis Bon-

nabel, Lucien Lafferranderie, Valentin Lefebvre, J. Bapt. Gilly,

Alexandre Guerin, Cyprien Bourke, Christophe Maurin, Onesime

Lambert, Bernard Ducham, Ambroise Meunier, J. Baptiste Des-

dues, Jean Longpre, Poincy Desbunes, Francois Calogne, Lucien

Leclerc, H. Meridier, L'Amoureux Meilleur, Roucheville

Menard, J. B. Laporte.

JAMES M. AUGUSTIN.
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From the Times-Dispatch, February 17, 1907.

PRESIDENCY OF THE CONFEDERACY OFFERED
STEPHENS AND REFUSED.

Colonel David Twiggs Hamilton, of Georgia, tells this story

of why Alexander H. Stephens was not elected President of

the Southern Confederacy:

"The subject was broached to Mr. Stephens on the way to

Montgomery," says Colonel Hamilton. "Mr. Toombs took the

train with us at Crawfordville, and we found Mr. Chestnut, of

South Carolina, aboard. He came over and took the seat in

front of Mr. Stephens and me. Mr. Toombs was in the seat

behind.
*

'Mr. Stephens,' said Chestnut, 'the delegation from my
State has been conferring and has decided to look to Georgia
for a President.'

"
'Well, sir,' Mr. Stephens replied, 'we have Mr. Toombs, Mr.

Cobb, Governor Jenkins and Governor Johnson. Either will

suit
;
I will give my vote to either.'

' 'We are only looking to you and Mr. Toombs, Mr. Stephens,'

Chestnut answered positively. 'No other names were men-

tioned, and the majority of the delegation favors you.'
'

'No, that can never be, that can never be,' Mr. Stephens re-

plied excitedly. And I thought his face turned a little pale.
' 'What is it, Alec ?' Toombs asked, leaning over the back

of our seat.
"
'Come over here/ Stephens told him.

OPPOSED TO SECESSION.

"I started to get up to give Toombs my seat, but Mr. Stephens

put a hand on my knee, and Mr. Toombs took the place beside

Mr. Chestnut, who repeated the proposition, very candidly say-

ing that a majority of the South Carolina delegation favored Mr.

Stephens.
"
'That settles it, Alec/ said Toombs. 'You are the choice of
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the Georgia delegation; \ye have talked it over, so you must

let us present your name to the convention.'
"
'No,' repeated Mr. Stephens. 'No, I have not been in this

movement. I was opposed to secession. I cannot take any
office under the government. It would not be judicious; it would

not be good policy to put me forward for any position.'

"'Alec
'

Mr. Toombs began; but Mr. Stephens would not

let him speak, so he laughed and changed the subject.

"That was the last of it on the train, but we hadn't been an

hour in Montgomery when Willy P. Harris and Colonel A. M.

Cambe called. Harris was the first spokesman, and he went

straight to the point.
"
'The Mississippi delegation prefer you for President, Mr,

Stephens,' said he. 'And we have come to ask if you will allow

us to present your name.'
'

'Gentlemen. I cannot be a candidate for the Presidency of

the Southern Confederacy,' he replied. T was opposed to seces-

sion. You must eliminate my name as a candidate for all offices

under the government. It would be bad policy for you to pre-

sent my name.'

"Campbell bent forward, listening to Stephens earnestly. The

instant the last words fell from his tongue he spoke.
" 'You are mistaken, sir!' he cried. Tt would be good policy.

The very best policy, sir. You opposed secession. You had

good reasons weighty reasons, sir. The whole country North

and South the whole world, knows your reasons. You are the

only man to whom the Unionists will give their cordial support.

You are the only man who can take away from this movement

the character of a rebellion.'

ARGUES THE POINT.

"Mr. Stephens had by this time recovered from his irritation,

and appeared more willing to argue the point.
"
"I think you do the Unionists injustice, Colonel Campbell,'

he replied. 'While they earnestly opposed the movement, when

the ordinance of secession was passed they bowed to the will

of the majority and have all expressed their determination to

sustain and defend their State.
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" 'You understand, of course, that I speak only of the party

in my own State. I am told that the Union feeling was not so

strong in Mississippi. Conditions are doubtless different with

you.'
"
'No, about the same

;
about the same,' Colonel Campbell

rejoined. The Union feeling is just as strong, though their

votes are not so numerous as they were when they elected Henry

S. Foote and defeated Jeff Davis for Governor.
"
They acted in Mississippi just about as they did in Geor-

gia. They declared their willingness to sustain and defend
;

but for success in this movement we must have more than their

willingness; we must have their enthusiasm.
" 'We need and must have the enthusiastic support of the

Unionists of the Southern States. It is our best policy, Mr.

Stephens, and you are the best man for furthering that policy,

sir.'

"After arguing for about two hours they got him to the. point

of saying he would consider, then very wisely withdrew.

THE OFFER REPEATED.

"The next day Judge Chilton and Colin McRea, of the Ala-

bama delegation, called for the same purpose. Their shadows

had hardly left Stephens' door, when Keitt, of South Carolina,

and Mr. Toombs made their appearance at least Toombs didn't

make his appearance. He sat out in the passageway, and when
I let Keitt in Toombs put his finger to his lips and shook his

head.

"Well, Keitt talked and talked and talked. I never knew a man
who could beat Keitt talking.

"
'You are the preference of the South Carolina delegation for

President, Mr. Stephens, and I am sent to ask if you will serve

if elected?' was what it all amounted to.

"Mr. Stephens listened thoughtfully to all he had to say. When
Keitt stopped, waiting for his reply, there was a moment's silence.

I don't believe I ever was more anxious in my life. I knew
what Mr. Stephens' inclination was, and I had heard his prayer
the night after the secession of Georgia.

'

'If I am the unanimous choice of the delegates, as well as

the States, and can organize a cabinet with such concert of
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ideas and ability as will justify the hope of success, I will take

it/ said he, 'But on no other conditions/

"Mr. Keitt left satisfied, and Mr. Toombs was jubilant. When
I returned to the room Mr. Stephens was smoking.

"At the time Montgomery was full to overflowing. Besides

the accredited delegates from the six seceding States, there

were many politicians and delegates unofficial, of course

from Virginia, from Maryland, from North Carolina, Texas,

Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri and Arkansas.

"All represented the radical secessionists of their States, and

all were rabid for war. We knew what work had to be done,

but Mr. Stephens never opened his lips. Never once was the

matter mentioned between us.

"On the evening of February 8th, after the adoption of the

Constitution, a motion was made to go into the election of the

chief officers. Somebody, I forget who, moved that the election

should take place the next day at 12 o'clock, and in the meantime

the delegations should consult separately. That was decided on

and the meeting adjourned.

"We had hardly reached our hotel when in walked Toombs
and Keitt, followed by Judge Chilton, Willy Harris, General

Sparrow and Henry Marshall, of Louisiana; Morton and Owen,
of Florida, and the whole Georgia delegation. Toombs was the

spokesman, and I never saw him in a better humor or looking

handsomer.
'

'Alec/ said he, 'you are the choice of every man in Congress,
and all of us are ready to pledge ourselves to help you form

your cabinet. There is only one point those fellows from Vir-

ginia and the border States want you to promise to strike the

first blow.'

"For a moment there was perfect silence. I believe every man
in the room held his breath. Mr. Stephens made no reply and

Mr. Toombs went on.
"
'Those fellows say their States are hanging in the balance,

ready to turn with the first blow. They know Buchanan will

never dare to strike us
; they believe Lincoln will be as cowardly.

" 'Now they want the question settled in their States, and they

want you to promise when the first opportunity offers, say if
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the Administration should attempt to reinforce or provision

Sumter, you will strike the first blow.'

"For about two heartbeats they faced, that magnificent speci-

men of manhood and that fragile, emaciated little man.

WOULD NOT STRIKE THE FIRST BLOW.

"
'No, I will never never strike the first blow at the Union/

said Mr. Stephens, speaking slowly and distinctly.
"
'Alec !' cried Mr. Toombs.

"They gazed into each other's eyes. Then, without a word,
Toombs turned and walked out of the room, with the other

delegates at his heels.

"I afterward understood that many of the delegations sat up
all night caucusing ;

that Toombs was the second choice with the

members of Congress, but the delegates from the undecided

States did not consider him radical enough.

"They said he would make Mr. Stephens his premier, and

be guided by his advice. Cobb and Rhett's names were both

considered, but the radicals would not accept either. After

further skirmishing Jeff Davis' name was presented, and the

radicals made no objections.

"For the sake of harmony, the other delegates fell into line,

and the next morning, February 9, 1861, the Hon. Jefferson

Davis was unanimously elected President of the Confederate

States of America."
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THE KEYSVILLE GUARDS.

The Keysville Brigade, of which I was a member, took part

in about twenty-five engagements, the least of which would be

reckoned as a battle. I will proceed to give a few facts con-

nected with our career as a company, and to make a few remarks

on our experience during that time which "tried men's souls."

We began our service in West Virginia, June 15, 1861, under

General Robert Selclen Garnett, who was killed at Carricks Ford,
Cheat River, on our retreat from Laurel Hill. Later we served

under General H. R. Jackson at Greenbriar River, in Pocahontas

county, thence to the Valley of Virginia with the great "Stone-

wall" as our leader. Beginning with Hancock, Bath and Romney,
we took part in all his strategic moves, and followed him through
this entire campaign. General Banks was our objective point

at all times. He was famous for carrying a good stock of

provisions a fact which we appreciated and enjoyed almost as

much as his own men for it was a joke commented on by the

newspapers of the country at the time, both North and South,

"that Banks was Jackson's commissary."
As well as I can recollect, the last work we did while in the

Valley was when we defeated him and Milroy at Cross Keys and

took possession of some of their provision wagons, sending them

back towards Winchester wiser for their severe lesson in the art

of war, and sadder for the loss of many men and a good part of

their commissary train. For our part, we continued our course to

Port Republic, where Jackson fell upon Shields with such force

that his army was completely demoralized, and he forced to

flee in confusion down the Valley over the same ground he

marched his men so confidently a few days before. Jackson was

now master of the situation in this part of the State.

After giving us a few days rest at Weyer s Cave, he brought
us by forced marches face to face with McClellan, who had just

begun seriously to threaten Richmond. Then followed the

fighting around Richmond, that resulted in our turning McClel-

lan's right flank and forcing him back upon his gunboats.
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By this move the siege of Richmond was raised, McClellan

was disposed of, and we were ordered to Culpeper county to

meet General Pope, who had just found a new way to Rich-

mond.

At Cedar Mountain, Pope lost his way, his enthusiasm for

Richmond, and ultimately his command in consequence of an

unfavorable meeting with Jackson's army at this point. Much

might be said of this vain Federal officer and his behavior on

the occasion of this battle, but as he is not here to defend him-

self, and has passed to the other side of the river where all of

us good soldiers must assemble ere long, I pass by in silence

what would not be complimentary to relate.

Second Battle of Manassas, Gaines's Mill, Harper Ferry and

Sharpsburg came along in a few days of each other, all resulting

favorably to our side, except Sharpsburg, which is conceded by
both sides to have been a drawn battle.

Next comes Fredericksburg, with Jackson on the right driv-

ing his adversary General Franklin, back over the river to Staf-

ford Heights. This was about December 13, 1862, and the win-

ter practically put an end to further operations in Virginia for

this year. We went into winter quarters at Skinker's Neck, and

remained here inactive till late in April, 1863.

The next battle in which we were engaged was the one which

in my mind, was the greatest of all the battles fought in the Civil

War the battle of Chancellorsville, May 2, 1863.

Here Jackson, by one of his rapid, unobserved movements

like the tiger's in springing upon his prey, fell suddenly upon
General Howard's German troops, throwing them into such con-

fusion that the battle was lost to "Fighting Joe," and he, too,

had to come out of the wilderness and fall back across the Rap-

pahannock River. This move has been discussed a great deal,

and just where the credit for the success of it belongs I do not

know, but it is generally conceded to Jackson. To say the least

of it, it was a grand idea marvelqusly carried out, and many of

the old "foot cavalry" who are alive to-day are proud to say they

took part in a movement which was such a grand success against

much great odds. But alas, it was a dear victory, for it was

here that Jackson lost his life and the Confederacy one of its

most substantial pillars. Our leader was taken from us to the
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other side of the river, leaving us to mourn his loss as a man
and a soldier, and to emulate the virtues that raised him to

the first rank among the generals of the world. But for his

genius as a soldier he could not have won the recognition and

praise of the world as he did, and but for his private virtue as a

man he could not have left us in his death so priceless a treasure

of regret.

We were also at Gettysburg, where heavy strokes were deliv-

ered and prodigies of valor performed by Lee's repulsed army
during the three days' fight there; but when the order came to

charge the heights and the strong rock lines on Gulp's Hill, I

felt in my soul that if only Jackson were here all would be well,

for it was always his polic}' never to assault strongholds or

storm positions as impregnable as these. He always found a

way to move the enemy, and at the same time save his own
men.

The last battle we took part in was the battle of Spotsylvania

Courthouse, one of the bloodiest of the war, and the only one in

which I remember seeing General Lee lose his head on being

repulsed; but he did on this occasion, and to the extent of at-

tempting to personally lead a charge to recover his broken line.

This fight ended our war career, for the whole of Johnson's

Division, to which we belonged, was captured at the Bloody

Angle on the I2th of May, 1864. We were taken to the north-

ern prison at Fort Delaware, where we spent the next thirteen

months till the close of the war.

I have written these few thoughts from memory, which is

very vivid as to some of the events of this stormy period, and

have done so for the purpose of showing the honorable career of

the company to which I belonged, and that I am proud of being

a member of it.

ROLL OF KEYSVILLE GUARDS.

Organized at Keysville, Va., Charlotte county, May 2, 1861,

and mustered into the service of the Confederate States of Amer-

ica at Richmond, Va., May 20, 1861. Assigned to the Twenty-
third Virginia Regiment, of Virginia Volunteers, William B.

Taliaferro, colonel commanding, and designated as Company K.

A. W. Bailey, captain. Died since the war.
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G. N. Rails, first lieutenant. Died since the war.

S. T. Walton, second lieutenant. Killed at battle of Mine

Run
;
lieutenant-colonel of regiment.

X. A. Bass, third lieutenant. Whereabouts not known.

W. H. Gregory, first sergeant. Killed at battle of McDowell.

J. H. Pettus, second sergeant. Wounded at Kernstown; liv-

ing in Charlotte county.

A. B. Crawford, third sergeant. Lost left arm at Sharpsburg;

living in Charlotte county.

H. G. Fore, fourth sergeant. Died in hospital in Highland

county, Va.

Mike Shellings, first corporal. Died at Pikesville, Md., Sol-

diers' Home.

Joseph Robinson, second corporal. Died since the war.

R. S. Ward, third corporal. Lost left arm at McDowell
;
liv-

ing near Keysville, Va.

P. A. Booth, fourth corporal. Killed at Brandy Station.

John A. Tucker, company commissary. Living at Rocksboro,

N. C.

PRIVATES.

Anderson, C. B. Wounded and died.

Ashworth, W. A. Dead.

Ashworth, A. W. Wounded at Second Battle of Manassas : liv-

ing in Lunenburg county.

Atwell, Wm. Missing at battle of Laurel Hill.

Burke, J. A. At Soldiers' Home, Richmond, Va.

Brooks, I. P. Dead.

Berry, Jerry. Missing.

Barry, John. Wounded; died in hospital.

Bentley, David. Died in hospital.

Cox, Richard. Killed at battle of Chancellorsville.

Cox, C. H. Living in Prince Edward county.

Cole, J. D. Dead.

Cole, Henry. Killed at battle of the Wilderness.

Cook, Josiah. Lost left arm at battle of McDowell
;
dead.

Cassada, W. H. Dead.

Couch, Wm. B. Dead.
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Crawford, J. M. Dead.

Crenshaw, J. D. Died in hospital during the war.

Crenshaw, G. O. Wounded at Carrick's Ford; died.

Crenshaw, J. N. Dead.

Creed, Daniel. Missing.

Davenport, W. J. Killed at Drakes' Branch, Va.

Dixon, Wm. Missing on Laurel Hill retreat.

Evans, W. S. Killed, 1864.

Eubank, W. L. Transferred
;
dead.

Eubank, James F. Living in Lunenburg county.

Eubank, Philip. Killed at Kernstown.

Estes, James. Died in hospital.

Fleming, Ned. Discharged as British subject ;
dead.

Fleming, Wm. Wounded at Greenbrier River; dead.

Fore, James. Transferred to artillery; dead.

Foster, W. D. Wounded at Sharpsburg; living in Charlotte

county.

Foster, J. T. Living in Charlotte county.

Goode, W. O. Dead.

Hankins, Ed. Died at Fort Delaware.

Hankins, T. C. Wounded at Kernstown
;
dead.

Hankins, L. A. Wounded
;
dead.

Hankins, J. H. Living in Charlotte county.

Howard, John. Died at Fort Delaware.

Haley, J. E. Wounded at Second Battle Manassas
; living in

Charlotte county.

Harris, J. H. Dead.

Keeling, A. W. Dead.

Lee, J. H. Transferred to cavalry; dead.

Lock, Thomas. Killed at Mine Run.

McLean, George. Missing.

Morris, M. C. Living at Strasburg, Va.

Morton, James. Killed at Strasburg.

Mayes, Moseley. Soldiers' Home.

McCargo, John. Living near Reedsville, N. C.

Mahoney, Cain. Killed at Carrick's Ford.

Palmore, N. C. Soldiers' Home.

Pettus, J. O. Killed at Kernstown.
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Purcell, W. E. Died in hospital.

Roberts, B. A. Living at Chase City, Va.

Robinson, John. Dead.

Robinson, M. Wounded at Second Battle of Manassas; dead.

Robinson, C. T. Dead.

Robinson, Win. Died in hospital.

Rosser, E. L. Dead.

Rawlins, M. Died in hospital at Winchester, Ya.

Sharp, Moses. Died in hospital.

Shannon, James. Missing.

Smith, W. P. Living at Amelia Courthouse, Va.

Tatum, S. C. Died at Fort Delaware.

Ward, Taylor. Wounded
; living near Keysville, Va.

Ward, Wm. Dead.

Webb, Wyart. Living at Boydton, Va.

Weatherford, John. Died in field hospital.

Willis, S. M. Living near Keysville, Va.

Williams, A. H. Wounded at Bloody Angle, Spotsylvania

county, living near Charlotte Courthouse.

B. A. ROBERTS.

Third Orderly Sergeant.
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From the News Leader, May 6, 1908.

HOT NIGHT FIGHT AT STONY CREEK.

Virginian Guided a Flank Attack at Farm He Was Born
On Movement Which Broke Wilson's Great Raid.

Working Through & Swamp in the Dark With Talk of " Dominecker "

Which Was Found to Be Unfounded.

Captain W. R. Brooks, of the Hampton Legion, now a resi-

dent of Abbeville county, S. C, is publishing a series of ex-

tracts from his forthcoming book on scout services with Hampton
in the Civil War. In one of these articles, recently published
he tells a story of special interest to people in this part of Vir-

ginia. After describing the return from the fight with Sheridan

at Trevillian's, and General M. C. Butler's interview with Gen-

eral R. E. Lee in the latter s tent at Petersburg, he says:

We moved in a column of fours through the city of Petersburg
and after clearing the city struck out in a southerly direction,

skirting the Petersburg and Weldon railroad. After getting out

about seven miles we halted for the night and bivouacked in a

field filled with shocks of bearded wheat. The bearded wheat

was the forage for our horses (would kill the average horse now)
but our poor tired animals appeared to enjoy it. How the men
were provided with rations I cannot now recall, but in those days
we were young and did not quail before hardships. Well, we

spent the night in the wheat-field and bright and early by day-

light the twenty-eight day of June, we were mounted and set

our for Stony Creek, thirteen miles away, reaching there in time.

Meantime General Hampton had come down from Richmond

on the train and joined us, our vigilant and restless scouts (God
bless them) kept us informed of Wilson's whereabouts and move-

ments. On the strength of their information General Hampton
posted the Holcombe Infantry Legion (in which my old friend

Dick Anderson, now from Edgefield, S. C., was a private, youth-

ful but a first class gallant soldier) and the cavalry dismounted

with our right and left resting on a swamp, about two or three
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miles from Stony Creek Station on the Petersburg and Weldon
railroad and a short distance from Sappony church.

Wilson undertook to break through our lines shortly after

dark by making a most determined assault with his dismounted

cavalry and horse artillery. We gave him a warm reception

and drove him back. He renewed the -attack at intervals

throughout the night, always with the same result; when we
would lay down behind the line of breastwork thrown up on

the shortest notice of fence rails, logs, rocks or any old thing
in reach that would stop bullets and relieved each other with

naps of sleep, always, however, with their guns ready to fire

at their sides. Up we would jump on the approach of Wil-

son's lines and pour a volley from the Enfield rifles into their

ranks in the dark, which Wilson's men could not stand. This

was kept up all night a most remarkable combat.

Now let me give the facts of an incident that came within

the knowledge of the couriers, for we were active participants.

Some time after midnight General Butler rode down our lines

to the right to reconnoitre. He came upon the Thirteenth Vir-

ginia cavalry, commanded by that slendid specimen of a sol-

dier, Lieutenant-Colonel Phillips. Colonel Phillips informed

General Butler that the Yankees had one of their batteries in

the yard of the mother of one of his men, Young Eppes. That

the young man, born and raised there, was thoroughly familiar

with the locality, and could pilot a column on the west side of

the swamp, pass Wilson's left and get in his rear. General

Butler sent for the young man and learned from him that a

flank movement was practicable. General Butler reported this

to General Hampton, saying that if he was furnished with

one hundred picked men he would get in Wilson's rear before

daylight. General Hampton rather reluctantly consented but

directed General Butler to select his men and undertake the

movement.

The selecting and organization of the 100 men was the

of a very short time. We moved off with young Eppes by
General Butler's side at the head of the column, with officers

and couriers immediately at their heels. Passing down the

swamp as quietly as mice, protected from view by the dark-

ness and dense thicket, we moved through a level broom sage
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old field which muffled the tread of the horses and got beyond
Wilson's extreme left. We could hear the officers in charge
of the battery in Mrs. Eppes's field, giving orders for the firing.

After getting some distance beyond Wilson's left, the guide

thought the crossing through the swamp was sufficiently firm

to get us over, consequently we turned in, but had not proceeded
far when the young man suggested he was afraid it -would not

be safe on account of the boggy condition of the swamp. He
said there was another crossing lower down, so we pulled out

and proceeded further down, made a second attempt and again
the guide thought it was too boggy. We could hear the old sol-

diers in the rear saying "the dominecker has struck that boy,

but the old general will sit up -with him until he finds a way
over."

The sequel will show how unfounded were their criticisms.

When we pulled out a second time General Butler remarked

with some impatience, "Is there any other place we can cross,"

"Yes, sir," replied the guide, "there is a better crossing lower

dowr

n, still." Well, we proceeded to the third crossing, started

in and the guide suggested that he was afraid that was not

safe, General Butler then turned to him and said, "Now young

man, if you do not conduct this column over this swamp I

will have you tied to your horse and send you in front." The

result was we moved rapidly across, rather boggy in some

places, dismounted, sent the horses back and deployed in open

order, as far as a hundred men would reach. With that forma-

tion we were immediately in Wilson's rear.

Daylight was near at hand when we moved up and opened
fire before the enemy had any knowledge of our presence. The

scene that followed baffles description ; as Old Bill McKinley

says, the "fur flew." When General Hampton heard our fire

in Wilson's rear he pushed forward to the main line and our

friends, the Yankees, were literally between two fires. There

was but one thing for them to do get out of that "neck of

woods," and they did so without ceremony or leave.

They were completely demoralized ; they would rush through
our thin line of skirmishers in squads of twenty or thirty, deco-

rated with all kinds of paraphernalia they had stolen from the

people on their raid. It was not uncommon for our boys to
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have personal encounters with them, when the butts of oui

rifles served a good purpose. When we formed and moved

up to attack it, it was discovered that the "dominecker" had not

struck our gallant young guide, Eppes, who was among the

foremost in the fray. He was more familiar with the swamp
than any of us, and may have been over cautious as a pilot

across it, but it was not fear or timidity, as his subsequent con-

duct proved.

Instead of crossing the Petersburg and Weldon railroad at

or near Stone Creek Station, as the Yankee general, Wilson,

evidently intended, he took a long circle with his demoralized

troopers. How or when he reached Grant's lines this deponent

sayeth not, but that he had about the roughest time of his life

I think it will not be denied.

The Yankee raiders lost 1,200 prisoners, and besides there

were numerous dead and wounded left on the fields and by-

ways. But this, though bad enough, was not the worst of it

for Wilson, for the demoralization produced by the mode of

their escape was even more damaging to his troops than the

losses.
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From the News Leader, January 1, 1909.

THE LOCATION OF THE BATTLE ABBEY
DECIDED.

Mrs. Anne S. Green, of Culpeper, who has returned from

Georgia, where she attended the United Daughters of the Con-

federacy convention, put before that body the following cor-

respondence, showing how the movement to have the Con-

federate Battle Abbey placed -in Virginia first took form,

twelve years ago :

Editor of the Times: The Battle Abbey of the Confederacy
should be upon Virginia soil, not necessarily in Richmond, for

want of space. God's acres of Confederate blood and bones,

which lie under the soil along the Chickahominy, at Cold Har-

bor, Malvern Hill, and innumerable other points, all speak elo-

quently for Virginia to be chosen this State, where the seven

days' fight in McClellan's "On to Richmond" occurred; where

the flower of Southern chivalry made their pyres' of mortal

remains, blood spilled then which has now become with the

soil indigenous the most fitting place to choose to make this

Battle Abbey. No need to choose towns or cities, upon which

to place this great corporation, which is to be the Mecca for

future generations to reverentially journey to. Virginia has an

inalienable right to be selected. Her appeal is the just, high,

holy sentiment of patriotism, which must be invoked, before this

decision can be righteously and justly made. The selection of

this site should not be a matter of dollars and cents of course,

such will be needed to perform their legitimate functions at the

proper time. But first, we should be careful to make the proper

selection, from the right motives, and then we can the better

invite and invoke aid from those who will give of their sub-

stance only upon the broad appeal of justice. All Confeder-

ates now living should have their say in this matter. The sub-

ject should be put before them intelligently. They came with
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their commands from North, South, East and West
; many of

them fell for this Lost Cause on Virginia battlefields, many
dear ones now living, were nursed to health and returned home,

they can testify 'whether Virginia bore her part heroically; they

cay testify how she loved and suffered for this cause. The
soldiers from Tennessee, Missouri, North Carolina, Maryland
and all other States, who were gathered in Virginia they can

speak and tell how Virginia knew in this cause no locality,

but only as Confederate soldiers, fighting in defense of a com-

mon cause, they were met and cared for. In Virginia they were

fed and nursed; they can testify how her fields were green and

forests full and how, after the war was over, she stood among
the States naked, barren and scarred, deprived of her means,

despoiled by the invader, for she was the great battlefield for the

States, the camping-ground for both armies. Not one battle

gave Virginia a claim to this abbey, but hundreds. It is these

claims which makes for Virginia the greater plea. Let some of

those veterans tell the story.

The proprietors of the land adjacent to these battlefields will

give the land for this Battle Abbey. They who own
the ground where the seven days' fight was fought, when
the whole Confederate army in battle array, before the

paid soldiers of a Federal invader, met, and where the fatal

heroism fought to death the youth and flower of our hearts and

homes. That vista of retrospective suffering appeals to those

living and dead. That period when Virginia was mantled in

the dark garb of sorrow, when every other house was a hos-

pital, when Virginia matrons and maids vied with their faithful

sisters from all sections, to alleviate the suffering of these dying

sons, her own and those who came to Virginia to do their duty.

Virginia was the home and birthplace of Robert E. Lee

another great and just appeal. Confederate veterans! do not

let the want of a golden bid from Virginia wrest from her the

right claim, to have this abbey built upon her soil, and as near

to Richmond as reasonable space for those Confederate God's-

acres can be procured. There will be a great mistake if any
State than Virginia is selected. Truth and justice are the

underlying strength of continued successs. Stifle them, and
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sooner or later your cause will weaken. We should build this

Battle Abbey upon a safe foundation, if we would preserve it

as an object lesson to teach our children the principles for

which these heroes, of whose lives and death this abbey is a

memorial, would we make it; of imperishable interest and

reverence for future generations?

A CONFEDERATE MATRON,
Culpeper, Va., July 3, 1896.

My Dear Mrs. Green; Thanks for the copies of your appeal

to the people in the matter of the Battle Abbey. For myself,

I cannot see the reason why the Confederate executive man-

sion is not the most fitting place for the memorials of our strug-

gle. It is quite large enough for the purpose, and if not, there

is ample ground around the house for an annex. It seems to

me but preposterous to think of Washington city as a site for

such a museum.

Your article is very well considered and should have a good
deal of weight, coming as it does from the daughter of a gal-

lant soldier, whose name was the synonym of honor and patriot-

ism.

Believe me, very sincerely yours,

V. JEFFERSON DAVIS.

New York, Aug. 17, 1896.

The Buckingham.

My Dear Mrs. Green; Yours came safely and read with much

interest.

As I have written you already, I am with you in the Rich-

mond view, and will help in any way I am able. But it is not

possible for me to write for it. I am forging my way to the

front slowly, I hope. But I must not impede that progress by
work of any sort.

My correspondence is large, and all that I can do is to respond

to my friends brieflv in a few words.
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But I will keep your views and wishes in mind and do what

I can to make them prevail.

Charley Rouss wrote to me, in the beginning of his then pro

posed donation of the $100,000, as he had done in all his bene-

factions. I replied, that I had nothing to say of his gift. It was

exceeding beneficent, and I begged him to have nothing to do

with its location and construction. He had already worn out

his sight in building up an enterprise. He ought to risk no

more in another.

He replied he would take my advice he would give the money
and leave to others its establishment. He has told me frequently

that this he had consistently done. He was in town on the 4th

of July and called to see me. In our conversation the Battle

Abbey, of course, was talked of, and I told him I thought
Richmond was its proper site.

I am unable to write more.

Most kindly yours,

FRED. W. M. HOLLIDAY.

Winchester, July 27, 1896.

Mrs. Green, whose effective agency in having the Battle Ab-

bey placed in Virginia is justly established, in a comrrfunication

published in the News-Leader of January 22d, 1908, urged that

"the proper site for the Southern Mecca should be adjacent to

the Confederate Museum, the home of the president of the Con-

federacy." However, after prolonged debate and voting down
several substitutes, R. E. Lee Camp, Confederate Veterans, held

the same night, adopted by a vote of 27 to 15, the resolution

of Adjutant J. Taylor Stratton, recommending that the Confed-

erate Memorial building' or "Battle Abbey," be located at the

intersection of Monument Avenue and the Boulevard, or at some

point along the Boulevard in that general locality. A sugges-
tion of Attorney General William A. Anderson, that the next

legislature be petitioned for a part of the grounds of Lee Camp
Soldiers' Home, as a Confederate Memorial Park, with the Ab-

bey in the centre, brought down prolonged applause.
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Mr. St. George T. C. Bryan spoke of the difficulty of secur-

ing a foundation on the lot offered by the Memorial Literary

Society, stating that "It is on a hillside overlooking the railroad

and manufacturing hollow of the city. All of these hills have

a tendency to slide, and it would require the most careful en-

gineering and expensive work to insure permanent foundations,

even were the building located on the central school lot."

Lieutenant-Governor J. Taylor Ellyson, president of the Con-

federate Memorial Association Trustees of the Battle Abbey

fund, told of the formation and work of that association, and re-

ported the fund for the erection of the building as now in hand.

He reminded the camp that it was the women of the Confederate

Memorial Literary Society who had pushed to conclusion the

move to insure the erection of the Abbey by making a munici-

pal appropriation of $50,000.

Judge Geo. L. Christian and Lieutenant-Governor Ellyson,

as members of the Battle Abbey Board of Trustees, were upon
their request, excused from voting. ED.
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From the Birmingham Age-Herald, February 4, 1906.

BRILLIANT PAGE IN HISTORY OF WAR.

Eye Witness Describes Bloody Battle of the Crater

The Losses Were Heavy.

Gallant Conduct of Alabamians in Wilcox Brigade Related by Man
Who Took Part at Petersburg.

By Captain JOHN C. FEATHERSTON, 9th Alabama Regiment,
now of Lynchburg, Va.

On the night of the 2Qth of July, 1864, Wilcox's old bri-

gade of Alabamians, at that time commanded by Gen. J. C. C.

Saunders, which was one of the five brigades composing Ma-
hone's (formerly Anderson's), division, was occupying the

breastworks to the right of Petersburg, at a point known as the

Wilcox farm. The division consisted at the time of Wilcox's

"old brigade" of Alabamians, Wright's Georgia brigade, Har-

ris' Mississippi brigade, Mahone's Virginia brigade, and Perry's

Florida brigade (by whom commanded at the time I fail to re-

member). All was quiet in our immediate front, but an inces-

sant and rapid fire was going on to our left and immediately in

front of Petersburg, where the main lines of the hostile armies

were within eighty yards of each other. There was a rumor

that the Federals were attempting to undermine our works, and

were keeping up this continuous fire to shield their operations.

The Confederate army had dug counter mines in front of our

works at several points, but failed to sink them sufficiently deep
to intercept the enemy .and thwart their efforts, as was subse-

quently proven.

During the night of the 2Qth '(I think about 2 o'clock), we
received orders to get our men under arms and ready for action

at a moment's notice, which convinced us that General Lee had

important information. We remained thus until between day-
break and sunrise of the 3Oth of July, when suddenly the quiet

and suspense was broken by a terrific explosion on our left.
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The news soon reached our lines that the enemy had exploded
a mine under a fort then known as "Elliott's Salient," subse-

quently named the "Crater," from its resemblance in shape to

the crater of a volcano, and during the terrible struggle one

in active operation, caused by the smoke and dust which ascended

therefrom.

Mahone's was the "supporting division" of the army while

in front of Petersburg, and consequently whenever the enemy
was making serious attacks this command, or a part of it, was

sent to reinforce the point assailed. Hence it was in many
hard-fought battles while the army was in front of Petersburg.

WAS A BLOODY FIGHT.

Of the many battles in which this command engaged, how-

ever, none will equal or even approximate in bloody and

stubborn fighting the battle of the "Crater," where the loss on

the Federal side was five thousand and on the Confederate side

one thousand eight hundred, out of the small number engaged,

and all on about two acres of land. For quite awhile after the

explosion all was quiet, but then commenced a severe cannon-

ade by the Yankees, which was promptly replied to by the Con-

federate artillery.

Soon orders were received for two of our brigades to move

to the point of attack. The Virginia and Georgia brigades,

being on the right of the division, were withdrawn from the

works in such a manner as not to be seen by the enemy, who
were entrenched in strong force immediately in our front, and

dispatched as directed. This occurred about 8 or 9 o'clock.

About ii o'clock an order came, delivered by that gallant offi-

cer, R. R. Henry, of Mahone's staff, for the Alabama (Wil-
cox's old) brigade. We were quietly withdrawn from the

works, leaving the space which the three brigades had covered

unoccupied except by a few skirmishers one man every twenty

paces commanded by Maj. J. M. Crow, a brave officer of the

Ninth Alabama regiment.

By a circuitous route \ve arrived at Blandford cemetery, and

then entered a "zigzag," or circuitous, covered way, through
which we had to pass in single file in order to shield ourselves

from the fire of the enemy. We soon came out of the covered
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way into a slight ravine which ran parallel with the enemy's
line of fortifications and also our own, in which was the fort,

now famous as the "Crater," and then occupied by the enemy."

SITUATION EXPLAINED.

As we came out of the covered way we were met by Gen-

eral Mahone, himself on foot, who called the officers to him,

explained the situation, and gave us orders for the fight. He
informed us that the brigades of Virginians and Georgians had

successfully charged and taken the works on the left of the fort,

but that the fort was still in the possession of the enemy, as

was also a part of the works on the right of it, and we of the

Alabama brigade were expected to storm and capture the fort,

as we were the last of the reserves, it being necessary to retain

our other two brigades in the main trenches. He directed us

to move up the ravine as far as we could walk unseen by the

enemy, and then to get down and crawl still farther up until

we were immediately in front of the fort, then to lie down on

the ground until our artillery, in the rear, could draw the fire

of the enemy's artillery, which was posted on a ridge beyond
their main line and covering the fort. When this was accom-

plished our artillery would cease firing, and then we should

rise up and move forward in a stooping posture at "trail arms,"

with bayonets fixed, and should not yell or fire a gun until we
drew the fire of the infantry in the fort and the enemy's main

lines, and then we should charge at a "double-quick," so as

to get under the walls of the fort before the enemy could fire

their park of some fifty pieces of artillery stationed on the hill

beyond their works. He further informed us that he had

ordered our men, who then occupied the works on either side

of the fort, to fire at the enemy when they should show them-

selves above the top of the fort or along their main line, so as

to shield us as much as possible from their fire.

As we were leaving him he said: "General Lee is watching
the result of your charge."

BRIGADE MOVES FORWARD.

The officers then returned to their places in line and ordered
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the men to load and fix bayonets. Immediately the brigade

moved up the ravine as ordered. As we started a soldier, worse

disfigured by dirt, powder and smoke than any I had before seen,

came up to my side and said : "Captain, can I go in this

charge with you?" I replied: "Yes. Who are you?" He said:

"I am - -

(I have forgotten his name), and I belong to

- South Carolina regiment. I was blown up in that fort,

and I want to even up with them. Please take my name, and

if I get killed inform my officers of it." I said : "I have no

time now for writing. How high up did they blow you?" He
said : "I don't know

;
but as I was going up I met the company

commissary coming down, and he said : 'I will try to have break-

fast ready by the time you get back.'
'

I have often since wished that even under those desperate

circumstances, I had taken his name and regiment, for he was

truly a "rough diamond," a brave fellow. He went in the

charge with us, but I do not know whether he survived it or

not. I never saw him again; but if he is alive and this page
should ever meet his eye, I trust he will write to me.

Wilcox's old brigade, then commanded and led by the gallant

and intrepid brigadier general, J. C. C. Saunders, as above

stated, with Capt. George Clark, another brave office, assistant

adjutant general, was composed of the following regiments:

Eighth Alabama, Capt. M. W. Mordecai commanding; Ninth

Alabama, Col. J. H. King commanding ;
Tenth Alabama, Capt.

W. L. Brewster commanding ;
Eleventh Alabama, Lieut. Col.

George P. Tayloe commanding; Fourteenth Alabama, Capt.

Elias Folk commanding.

NINTH ALABAMA IN FRONT.

The Ninth Alabama, being on the right of the brigade, was

in front as we ascended the ravine, or depression, to form line

of battle. I copy from the Petersburg Express the names of

the officers who commanded the companies of this regiment,

and would include a similar list of the officers of the other regi-

ments but for the unfortunate fact that their names were not

given. They are as follows : "Company A, Captain Hayes

commanding; Company C, Sergt. T. Simmons commanding;
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Company D. Capt. J. W. Cannon commanding; Company E,

Lieut. M. H. Todd commanding; Company F, Capt. John C.

Featherston commanding; Company H, Lieut. R. Fuller com-

manding ; Company I, Lieut. B. T. Taylor commanding ;
Com-

pany K, Lieut. T. B. Baugh commanding.

By the report of Capt. George Clark, assistant adjutant gen-

eral, this brigade of five regiments carried into the battle of the

"Crater" 628 men, and of this number it lost eighty-nine. The

brigade early in the war had numbered about five thousand. It

will be observed that such had been our losses in former battles

that regiments were commanded by captains and companies by

sergeants, some of the companies having been so depleted that

they had been merged into other companies.

After we had crawled up in front of the fort and about two

hundred yards therefrom, we lay down flat on the ground, and

our batteries, in the rear, opened fire on the enemy's artillery in

order to draw their fire. This was done that we might charge
without being subjected to their artillery fire, in addition to

that of the fort and the main line, which latter was only eighty

yards beyond the fort. But the enemy appeared to understand

our object, and declined to reply. Our guns soon ceased firing,

and we at once arose and moved forward, as directed, in quick

time at a trail arms, with bayonets, fixed.

CRUEL SPECTACLE PRESENTED.

In a short distance we came in view of the enemy, both in-

fantry and artillery, and then was presented one of the most

awfully grand and cruel spectacles of that terrible war. One

brigade of six hundred and twenty-eight men was charging a

fort in an open field, filled with the enemy to the number of

over five thousand, supported by a park of artillery said to

number fifty pieces. The line of advance was in full view of

the two armies and in range of the guns of fully twenty thous-

and men, including both sides. When we came within range
we saw the flash of the sunlight on the enemy's guns as they
were leveled above the walls of that wrecked fort. Then came
a stream of fire and the awful roar of battle. This volley

seemed to awaken the demons of hell, and appeared to be the
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signal for everybody within range of the fort to commence

firing. We raised a yell and made a dash in order to get under

the walls of the fort before their artillery could open upon us,

but in this we were unsuccessful. The heavy guns joined in

the awful din, and the air seemed literally filled with missies.

The Virginians, Georgians and South Carolinians commenced

firing from the flanks at the fort and at the enemy's main line,

as did our artillery, and the enemy's infantry and artillery from
all sides opened upon us.

On we went, as it seemed to us, literally "into the mouth of

hell." When we got to the walls of the fort we dropped down
on the ground to get the men in order and let them get their

breath. While waiting we could hear the Yankee officers in

the fort trying to encourage their men, telling them, among
other things, to "remember Fort Pillow." (In that fort For-

rest's men had found negroes and whites together, and history

tells what they did for them).

NOVEL METHODS OF FIGHTING.

Then commenced a novel method of fighting. There were

quite a number of abandoned muskets with bayonets on them

lying on the ground around the fort. Our men began pitching

them over the embankment, bayonet foremost, trying to har-

poon the men inside, .and both sides .threw over cannon balls and

fragments of shells and earth, which by the impact of the ex-

plosion had been pressed as hard as brick. Everybody seemed

to be shooting at the fort, and doubtless many were killed by
their friends. I know some of the Yankees were undoubtedly

so killed.

In almost less time than I can tell it we were in condition to

go in. Col. H. H. King ordered the men near him to put their

hats on their bayonets and quickly raise them above the fort,

which was done, and, as he anticipated, they were riddled with

bullets. Then he ordered us over the embankment, and over

we went, and were soon engaged in a hand-to-hand struggle

of life and death. The enemy shrank back, and the death grap-

ple continued until most of the Yankees found in there were

killed. This slaughter would not have been so great had not
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our men found negro soldiers in the fort with the whites. This

was the first time we had met negro troops, and the men were

enraged at them for being there and at the whites for having

them there.

The explosion had divided the pit into two compartments.

As soon as we had possession of the larger one, the Yankees

in the smaller one cried out that they would surrender. We
told them to come over the embankment. Two of them started

over with their guns in their hands, but, their intentions being

mistaken, they were shot and fell back. We heard those re-

maining cry : "They are showing us no quarter ;
let us sell

our lives as dearly as possible." We then told them to come

over without their guns, which they did, and all the remainder,

about thirty in number, surrendered and were ordered to the

rear.

YANKEES KILL YANKEES.

In the confusion and in their eagerness to get from that

point they went across the open field, along the same route

over which we had charged. Their artillery, seeing them go-

ing to the rear, as we were tcld, under a subsequent flag of

truce, thought that they were our men repulsed and retreating,

so they at once opened fire on them, killing and wounding quite

a number of their own men. One poor fellow had his arm
shot off just as he started to the rear, and returning said: "I

could bear it better if my own had not done it."

This practically ended the fight inside the fort; but tne i\\-*

armies outside continued firing at this common center, and it

seemed to us that the shot, shell and musket balls came from

every point of the compass and the mortar shells rained clown

from above. They had previously attacked from below. So
this unfortunate fort was one of the few points in that war, or

any other the history of which I have read, which had the

unique distinction of having been assailed from literally every

quarter.

The slaughter was fearful. The dead were piled on each

other. In one part of the fort I counted eight bodies deep.
There were fut few wounded compared with the killed.

There was an incident which occurred in the captured fort
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that made quite an impression on me. Among the wounded
was the Yankee general, Bartlett. He was lying down and

could not rise. Assistance was offered him, but he informed

those who were assisting him that his leg was broken
;
and so

it was, but it proved to be an artificial leg made of cork. One
of our officers ordered a couple of negroes to move him, but

he protested, and I believe he was given white assistance. The

general, afterwards, so I have been informed, became an hon-

ored citizen of Virginia, though at that time, I must say, I never

would have believed such a thing possible. One of our soldiers

seeing the cork leg and springs knocked to pieces, waggishly
said: "General, you are a fraud. I thought that was a good

leg when I shot it."

As the dust and smoke cleared away the firing seemed to

lull, but there was no entire cessation of firing that evening.

Indeed, by the sharpshooters it was continued for months.

FORT RECONSTRUCTED.

After dark tools were brought in with which we reconstructed

the wrecked fort. In doing this we buried the dead down in

the fort by covering them with earth, as the fire of the enemy
was entirely too severe to carry them out. We were therefore

forced to stand on them and defend our position while we re-

mained in the fort, which was until the following Monday night.

As we went over the embankment into the fort one of my
sergeants, Andrew McWilliams, a brave fellow, was shot in the

mouth, and the ball did not cut his lips. It came out of the

top of his head. He was evidently yelling with his mouth wide

open. He fell on top of the embankment with his head hang-

ing in the fort. We pulled him down in the fort, and that

night carried him out and buried him.

During the night, in strengthening the wrecked fort, we un-

earthed numbers of Confederate soldiers who were killed and

buried by the explosion. I remember in one place there were

eight poor fellows lying side by side with their coats under

their heads. They seemed never to have moved after the ex-

plosion. We buried them in the fort, in the excavation, "Crater,"
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made by the explosion, fifty-four negroes and seventy-eight Yan-

kees, exclusive of those buried in the trenches.

That night after the work was done we slept in the fort over

those who slept "the sleep that knows no waking" and with

those who slept that sleep caused by exhaustion. The morning
came as clear and the day as hot and dry as the preceding one.

The sharps-hooters were exceeding alert, firing every moment,

each side momentarily expecting active hostilities to be re-

newed. While the wounded in the fort and our trenches had

been removed during the night and were being cared for, the

ground between the main lines of the two armies was literally

covered by wounded and dead Federals, who fell in advancing
and retreating. We could hear them crying for relief, but the

firing was so severe that none dared to go to them either by

day or night.
FLAG OF TRUCE RAISED.

About noon or a little later there went up a flag of truce im-

mediately in our front. The flag was a white piece of cloth

about a yard square on a new staff. General Saunders ordered

the sharpshooters to cease firing. Then a Yankee soldier, with

a clean white shirt and blue pants jumped on top of their works,

holding the flag, and was promptly followed by two elegantly

uniformed officers. General Saunders asked those of us near

him if we had a white handkerchief. All replied : "No." A
private soldier near by said to the men around him: "Boys,
some of you take off your shirt and hand it to the general/'

to which another replied: "Never do that; they will think we
have hoisted the black flag."

The general finally got a handkerchief, which answered the

purpose, though not altogether suitable for a drawing room.

He and Capt. George Clark, assistant adjutant general, tied it

to the ramrod of a musket, and Captain Clark, with one man

carrying the improvised flag, went forward to meet the Yankee

flag. (I have frequently thought that the "get up" of these

flags of truce graphically illustrated the condition of the two

armies). They met half way, about forty yards from each line.

After a few minutes' interview, the Yankee officer handed to

Captain Clark a paper. They then withdrew to their respective
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sides. In handing this communication to General Saunders,

Captain Clark said : "They are asking for a truce to bury their

dead and remove their wounded."

TERMS AGREED ON.

The communication was forwarded to the proper authorities,

and proved to be from General Burnside, who commanded the

Federal troops in front; but, not being in accordance with the

visages and civilities of war, it was promptly returned, with the

information that whenever a like request came from the general

commanding the Army of Northern Virginia, it would be en-

tertained. Within a few hours the Federals sent another flag of

truce, conveying a communication, which was properly signed

and addressed, and the terms of the truce were agreed on.

These terms were that they could remove their wounded and

bury their dead in a ditch, or grave, to be dug just half way
between the two lines. They brought in their details, includ-

ing many negroes, and the work was commenced and continued

for about four hours. In that ditch, about one hundred feet

in length, were buried seven hundred white and negro Federal

soldiers. The dead were thrown in indiscriminately, three

bodies deep. When this work was commenced I witnessed one

of the grandest sights I ever saw. Where not a man could be

seen a few minutes before, the two armies arose up out of the

ground, and the face of the earth was peopled with men. It

seemtd an illustration of Cadmus sowing the dragon's teeth.

Both sides came over their works, and, meeting in the center,

mingled, chatted, and exchanged courtesies, as though they had

not sought in desperate effort to take each other's lives but

an hour before.

During the truce I met Gen. R. B. Potter, who commanded,
as he informed me, a Michigan division in Burnside's corps.

He was extremely polite and affable, and extended to me his

canteen with an invitation to sample its contents, which I did,

and found it containing nothing objectionable. He then handed

me a good cigar and for a time we smoked the "pipe of peace.
"

GENERAL FERRERRO POINTED OUT.

In reply to a question from me as to their loss in the battle
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on Saturday, he replied that they had lost five thousand men.

While we were talking a remarkably handsome Yankee gen-

eral in the crowd came near us. I asked General Potter who

he was, and was informed that he was General Ferrerro, who

commanded the negro troops. I said: "I have some of his

papers which I captured in the fort," and showed them to Gen-

eral Potter. He then said: "Let me call him up and introduce

him, and we will show him the papers and guy him." I replied,

however, that we down south were not in the habit of recog-

nizing as our social equals those who associated with negroes.

He then asked me to give him some of Ferrerro papers. He
wanted them for a purpose. I did so. The others I kept, and

they are lying before me as I write. He also asked me to point

out to him some of our generals, several of whom were then

standing on the embankment of the wrecked fort. (I noticed

that none of our generals except Saunders of the Alabama bri-

gade, who had harge of affairs, came over and mingled with

the crowd). I pointed out to him Generals Harris, of Mis-

sissippi, and A. P. Hill, and finally pointed out General Ma-

hone, who was dressed in a suit made of tent cloth, with, a

roundabout jacket. Be it remembered that General Mahone
was quite small, and did not weigh much, if any, over one hun-

dred and twenty-five pounds. Potter laughingly said: "Not

much man, but a big general."

When the dead were buried each side returned to its en-

trenchments, and soon the sharpshooters were firing at each

other when and wherever seen. True "war is hell."

Saunders' Alabama brigade continued to occupy the "Crater,"

which they had captured on Saturday about 2 o'clock, until

Monday night, August I, when under cover of darkness, we
were relieved., by another brigade, as was also the gallant Vir-

ginia brigade, which had, by a charge, captured the intrench-

ments on the left of the "Crater." The two brigades returned

to their former positions at the Wilcox farm. I do not remem-
ber when the Georgia brigade was relieved.

HISTORY IN LETTERS.

I am not writing this alone from memory, but in addition
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thereto from letters contemporaneously written to my wife,

whom I had but a short tim before married, which letters, as

well as extracts from Richmond papers of that date, as con-

temporary records, will probably prove of sufficient interest to

publish herewith.

The Petersburg correspondent of the Richmond Dispatch of

July 30, 1864, after describing the charge made by the Virginia

and Georgia brigades, says:

"About this time General Mahone, having ordered up Saund-

ers' Alabama brigade, sent it forward to recapture the rest of

the works. Led by their gallant brigadier, they moved forward

in splendid style, making one of the grandest charges of the

war, and recapturing every vestige of our lost grand and other

lost guns and capturing thirty-five commissioned officers, in-

cluding Brigadier General Bartlett, commanding first brigade,

first division, ninth corps, three hundred and twenty-four white

and one hundred and fifty negro privates, and two stands of

colors."

Under date of Sunday, 31, the Richmond Dispatch reports:

"All quiet today. Our wounded are being cared for, and the

dead on both sides in our lines are being buried.

"Still they come. Saunders of the Alabama brigade has just

sent in another battle flag, thrown away by the enemy yester-

day and picked up by General Saunders's men this morning.
"General Saunders reports that he has buried in the mine alone

fifty-four negroes and seventy-eight Yankees, exclusive of the

men buried in the trenches/'

The following extract is from the Dispatch of August 3, 1864:

"For five hours the work of burying the dead went vigorously

forward. The Yankees brought details of negroes, and we car-

ried their negro prisoners out under guard to help them in

their work. Over seven hundred Yankees, whites and negroes,

were buried. A. P. Hill was there with long gauntlets, a slouch

hat and round jacket. Mahone, dressed in little boy fashion

out of clothes made from old Yankee tent cloth, was beside him-

self. The gallant Harris of the Mississippi brigade, and ihe

gallant intrepid Saunders, who but forty-eight hours before had

so successfully retaken those works, the best looking and best
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dressed Confederate officer present, was sauntering- leisurely

about, having a general superintendence over the whole affair.

SOLDIERS FRATERNIZE.

"Whilst the truce lasted the Yankees and the "Johnny Rebs"

in countless numbers flocked to the neutral grounds, and spent

the time in chatting and sight-seeing. The stench, however,

was quite strong, and it required a good nose and a better stom-

ach to carry one through the ordeal. About 9 o'clock, the

burial being completed, the officers sent the men back to the

trenches on each side. The officers bade each other adieu and

returned to their respective lines."

CONGRATULATORY ORDERS FROM GEN. A. P. HILL.

Headquarters Third Army Corps, August 4, 1864.

General Order No. 17: Anderson's division commanded by

Brigadier General Mahone, so distinguished itself by its suc-

cesses during the present campaign as to merit the special men-

tion of the corps commander, and he tenders to the division, its

officers and men, his thanks for the gallantry displayed by them

whether attacking or attacked. .Thirty-one stands of colors, fif-

teen pieces of artillery and four thousand prisoners are the

proud mementos which signalize its valor and entitle it to the ad-

miration and gratitude of our country.
A. P. HILL.

Major Etheredge of the Forty-first Virginia regiment, an eye

witness, wrote of the event: "General Mahone then ordered

up the Alabama brigade; they formed; the command was given,

and when they reached the point where the Georgians suffered

so severely they too met with a heavy loss
; but, unlike the

Georgians, as soon as they received the shock, every man that

was left standing started in a double-quick, and before the

enemy could reload the Alabamians were on them. A. hand-to-

hand fight took place, and in a few minutes the gallant Ala-

bamians had driven out and killed those who couldn't get out,

and were masters of the situation."

The reapture of the "Crater" restored our lines in statu quo
and gave to history one of its most brilliant pages.
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From the Times-Dispatch, November 12, 1908.

MANY PROMINENT PERSONS PRESENT.

Unveiling of Monument at Fredericksburg to Humphreys'
Division Largely Attended.

Fredericksburg, Va., November n. The unveiling of the

monument in the National Cemetery here today to General An-

drew Atkinson Humphreys, Third Division, Fifth Army Corps,

and Pennsylvania Troops, attracted a large number of people to

this city, including about 1,500 Pennsylvanians, many of them

being Federal veterans who took part in the battles of the Civil

War here in 1862, and members of General Humphrey's divis-

ion, which made its heroic charge against Marye's Heights, but

was repulsed by the Confederates with a heavy loss of men.

NOTABLES PRESENT.

Prominent. among the visitors were Captain George F. Baer,

president of the Fredericksburg Battlefield Memorial Commis-

sion, of Pennsylvania ;
Governor Edwin S. Stuart, of Pennsyl-

vania and staff, and Admiral Winfield Scott Schley. The parade
formed at the courthouse, under command of Major Clay W.
Evans, of Pennsylvania, chief marshal, and Captain M. B. Rowe,
of this city, assistant marshal, headed by Tansil's band of six-

teen pieces, followed by Washington Guards, Captain T. M.
Larkin

; M'aury Camp of Confederate Veterans, Major A. B.

Bowering; R. S. Chew Camp, Sons of Confederate Veterans,

W. H. Hurkamp ;
members of the Battlefield Memorial Commis-

sion of Pennsylvania, in carriages ;
Governor Edwin S. Stuart,

of Pennsylvania, and staff, in carriages ; invited guests, veter-

ans in regimental formation.

The line of march was through the principal streets to the

National Boulevard, up the boulevard to the National Cemetery.
The Parade was over one mile long and over 1,500 men were

in line. At the monument, President George F. Baer presided

over the exercises. The invocation was pronounced by Rev..
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J. Richards Boyle, D. D., of Pennsylvania, and an address of

welcome was delivered by Major Robert W. Hunter, represent-

ing Governor Swanson, of Virginia.

An address of welcome was made in behalf of the Confederate

veterans by Judge John T. Goolrick, of this city, and response to

these addresses was made by Governor Edwin S. Stuart, of

Pennsylvania. Major George F. Baer, president of the com-

mission, made an address and transferred the monument to

Governor Stuart. Miss Letitia A. Humphreys, pulled the cord

which unveiled the monument. Governor Stuart transferred

the monument to the care of the United States government. It

was accepted in behalf of the United States government by

Acting Secretary of War, R. Shaw Oliver.

MR. M'CLURE'S ADDRESS.

Mr. McClure said in part:

"Mr. President and Union Veterans of Pennsylvania:

"The world has ever worshiped the heroic, alike in war and

in peace. It is the heroic who achieve and only, the memories

of the heroic are reverenced. In all the histories of the varied

peoples of the world, the decay of heroism has dated the decay
and final destruction of government. True, heroism has often

been prostituted to the infamy of wanton conquest and oppres-

sion, but nonetheless heroism has given the world all its wonder-

ful and beneficent progress, and it will be worshiped until the

last syllable of recorded time.

"Forty-six years ago the sullen thunders of the Confederate

artillery proclaimed the disastrous repulse of two brigades of

Pennsylvania soldiers who were ordered to the hopeless task

of storming Marye's Heights. They consisted of the First Bri-

gade of General Humphrey's division of the Fifth Army Corps,
commanded by Brigadier-General Tyler, embracing the I34th

Regiment, commanded by Colonel O'Brien; the I39th, com-
manded by Colonel Frick; the I26th, commanded by Colonel

Elder, who fell early in the movement, leaving the command of

the regiment to Lieutenant-Colonel Rowe, and the Ninety-first

Regiment, commanded by Colonel Gregory. The Second Bri-
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gade was commanded by Colonel Allabach, leaving his regiment,

the 13 ist, to be commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel Shabt; the

1 33d, commanded by Colonel Speakman; the I35th, commanded

by Colonel Clark, and the 15 5th, commanded by Colonel Allen.

TWO NOTABLE CHARGES.

"The advance charge was made by Colonel Allabach's bri-

gade, closely followed by the First Brigade, under General

Tyler, the whole commanded in person by General Humphreys.
The aggregate number of the two brigades engaged in this as-

sault was about 4,000 men, and fully one-fourth of them were

numbered among the dead and wounded, although neither was
in action over thirty minutes. Hopeless as it seemed to the sol-

diers who made this assault with the officers in advance of the

men, either to gain the heights or to hold them if gained, these

Pennsylvania brigades started with hearty cheers to face the

grim reaper of death. Next to Pickett's charge at Gettysburg,

it was the most bloody and disastrous assault of our Civil War.

"We are not here to discuss the wisdom of army command-
ers. Only what were accepted as supreme military necessities

made Pickett's charge at Gettysburg and Humphrey's charge
at Fredericksburg, but they both stand in history, and will ever

so stand, as high-water marks of the heroism of American

soldiery.
MEET AS FRIENDS.

"Veterans of the Blue and the Gray, we are here to-day to

unveil a monument which shall for all time commemorate the

heroism and sacrifice of Pennsylvania soldiers in the memo-
rable battlefield of Fredericksburg. The Union veterans of

Pennsylvania meet the veterans who bore the Stars and Bars,
not as enemies, but as friends, with equal interest and pride in

a common country. When peace came after four years of

bloody conflict it left the fierce passions of fraternal war in a

tidal wave throughout both sections of the country. Nearly

every home in the land, North and South, had been shadowed

by the angel of sorrow, and it was hard for either section to

make the advance toward a reunited American brotherhood,
but there were brave men in both sections who earnestly and
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eloquently pleaded the cause of peace and fellowship, and among
the first was the great war Governor of Pennsylvania. Recon-

struction with its blotted record, long hindered the restoration

of sympathetic relations between the North and South, and

kept aflame what should have been the dying embers of sectional

tiate ; but we are here to-day with a restored Union, not merely

a union in form, but a Union of hearts, of sympathy and of

patriotic fellowship, and the veterans of the Blue will to-day-

point will pride to the monuments erected to the heroes of the

Gray who won the victory in this bloody struggle.

''It was not the soldiers of either side on the front of the

firing-line who hindered the restoration of our common brother-

hood. Politicians played upon the prejudices and passions to

serve political ends, but the veterans of both sides were the

faithful advocates of generous and lasting peace. The veterans

of the Gray will not shudder at the monument we are here to

unveil. There are like monuments on every important battle-

field of the Civil War, many erected to the heroic soldiers of

Lee, and many erected to the heroic soldiers of Grant. They
no longer stand as monuments for triumph for either the Blue

or the Gray, but are accepted by every veteran of the North

and South as monuments to the heroism of our American sol-

diery.

SHOW CONSUMMATION OF PEACE.

"The day is not far distant when the statue of Lee, the most

beloved of all Southern men, who stands in history to-day

abreast with the few great soldiers of the nineteenth century.

will grace the streets of our national capital along with that of

Grant as a tribute of the nation to the greatness of American

commanders, and I hope at an early day to see Virginia and

Pennsylvania unite in placing on Seminary Hill, at Gettysburg,
an equestrian statue of Lee, with the right conceded to the

South to embellish that memorable field with statues of her

heroic leaders.

"A few years ago I made an earnest appeal to the Pennsyl-
vania Legislature to inaugurate such a movement, and it was

delayed rather than refused for the reason, as then given, that
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it was not yet the time for so pronounced a declaration from our

State that peace with sectional brotherhood had reached its

consummation. We are here to-day unveiling a monument to

Pennsylvania's fallen heroes on one of the great Virginia bat-

tlefields, and there is welcome on every hand by the veterans

who won the victory and the citizens who sympathized with
*

the Gray, and I would give equal welcome to the statues of the

Confederate heroes on the Gettysburg battlefield,. and thus ena-

ble the visitor to that historic ground to read, by the statues and

tablets on both sides, the complete history of the decisive con-

flict of the war.

LIBERTY AND UNION.

"The veterans of both sides have long been teaching the

country that peace and brotherhood have been restored to it.

There is not a grave of a veteran of the Gray in any cemetery
in the North, where the graves of Union soldiers are made
beautiful and fragrant on Decoration Day, that is not decorated

with equal care, and the veterans of the Union thus pay equal

respect and honor to the fallen on both sides of the conflict;

and the veterans of the Gray never fail to decorate the graves
of the fallen Union veterans when that tribute is paid to their

fallen brethren.

"A Confederate soldier was a Cabinet officer under Grant;

a Confederate soldier was a Cabinet officer under Hayes, and

a Confederate soldier is a Cabinet officer under Roosevelt. Surely

the time has come, after forty-three years of a reunited nation

when all the terrible asperities should be only a shadowed mem-

ory, and when all the grand attributes of generous and affec-

tionate brotherhood should be visible in every section of our

great republic. Here, standing among the graves of the heroic

dead of both the great armies that were engaged in deadly

struggle, all will unite in the patriotic utterance of the great

expounder of the Constitution when he replied to the early ad-

vocacy of secession by one of South Carolina's great statesmen:

'Liberty and Union ;
now and forever, one and inseparable.

"

Many of the Pennsylvanians will remain here several days

visiting the historic points and battlefields at and near Fred-
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ericksburg. President Baer came in a special train of three

coaches, composed of an engine, private car "Reading," sleep-

ing car "Atlas," dining car "Pennsylvania," with a number of

prominent people as his guests. Two special trains brought
Governor Stuart and staff, and many of the Federal veterans.

THE MONUMENT.

The monument is twenty feet high, the statue being nine feet,

and pedestal and base eleven feet. On the front of the monu-

ment is the following inscription : "Erected by Pennsylvania
to commemorate the charge of General Humphrey's Division

of Fifth Army Corps on Marye's Heights, Fredericksburg, Va.,

December 13, 1862; i34th, i29th, I26th, gist, 1333d, I55th

Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry." It is a beautiful piece of

work of Stony Creek, Conn., granite, hone finish.
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From N. O., La., Picayune, December 15, 1901.

THE CAPTURE OF MEMPHIS BY GEN. NATHAN
B. FORREST.

Captain Dinkins Recalls a Thrilling Incident of the Civil

War The Great Confederate Cavalry Leader Out-

generaled an Army Larger than His Own.

A few days after the battle of Brice's Crossroads General For-

rest addressed a communication to Major General Washburne at

Memphis, in which he stated that it had been reported to him

that the negro troops in Memphis took an oath on their knees

in the presence of Major General Hurlbut and others to avenge
Fort Pillow, and that they would show no quarter to the Con-

federates. He also advised that he had heard on indisputable

authority that the troops under General Sturgis, on their march

to Brice's Crossroads, publicly in many places, proclaimed that

no quarter would be shown our men, and that when they moved
into action, on June 10, their officers appealed to them "to re-

member Fort Pillow."

Forrest also informed General Washburne that the federal

prisoners in his possession voluntarily stated that they expected

us to murder them
;
otherwise they would have surrendered in

a body rather than take to the woods exhausted. The federal

prisoners condemned their officers for telling them to expect no

quarter.

Forrest further said that in all his operations since the cam-

paign began he had conducted the war on civilized principles,

and still desired to do so, but that it was due to his command
that they should know the exact position they occupied, and the

policy the federals intended to pursue, etc.

On June 10 General Washburne replied to the letter and stated:

"I believe it is true that the colored troops did take such an

oath, but were not influenced to do so by any white officer, but

because of their own sense of what was due to themselves and

their fellows, who had been mercilessly slaughtered.
* * * The
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affair at Fort Pillow justified that belief; and I believe it is

true, as you say, they proclaimed on their late march that no

quarter would be shown your men. * * * Your statement that

you have always conducted the war on civilized principles is

not borne out by the recent indiscriminate slaughter of colored

troops at Brice's Crossroads. * * * I am left in doubt by your
letter as to the course you and the Confederate government
intend to pursue hereafter in regard to colored troops. If you
do not intend to treat such of them as fall into your hands as

prisoners of war, but contemplate their slaughter on their re-

turn to slavery, please so state, that we may have an under-

standing hereafter. If the latter is the case, then let the oath

stand."

General Washburn also wrote to General S. D. Lee, the de-

partment commander, a letter in which he stated that he had
been told by colored soldiers who were fortunate enough to es-

cape, that the massacre of Fort Pillow had been reproduced at

Brice's Crossroads, and that, "if true, the consequences would
be fearful to contemplate," and asked "to be informed without

delay if it was the intention of the Confederate government to

murder colored soldiers."

This letter was referred to Forrest, who wrote an answer to

General Washburne on June 23, in which he said, in part:

"I regard your letter as discourteous to the commanding officer

of this department and grossly insulting to myself. You seek

by implied threats to intimidate him, and assume the privilege
of denouncing me as a murderer, on the testimony of your
friends, the enemies of myself and country. I shall not enter

into the discussion of any of the questions involved, nor under-

take any refutation of the charges you make. Nevertheless, as

a matter of personal privilege alone, I say that they are un-

founded and unwarranted by the facts, but whether true or false,

the questions you ask are matters which the governments of the

United States and the Confederate States are to decide, and not

their subordinate officers.

"It is not the policy of the south to destroy the negro; on the

contrary, to preserve and protect him, and all who have sur-

rendered to us have received kind and humane treatment. You
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speak of your forbearance in not giving to your negro troops
instructions as to the course they should pursue in regard to

Confederate soldiers who may fall into their hands, which clearly

conveys to my mind two distinct impressions: First, that in

not giving them orders, you have left the matter entirely to

the discretion of the negroes as to how they should dispose of

Confederate prisoners. Second, an implied threat, 'to give such

orders as will lead to consequences too fearful for contempla-
tion.' You seem disposed to take into your own hands the set-

tlement which belongs to and can only be settled by your gov-

ernment, but if you are prepared to take upon yourself the re-

sponsibility of inaugurating a system of warfare contrary to

civilized usages, the onus, as well as the consequences, will be

chargeable to yourself. Deprecating as I should do, such a state

of affairs; determined as I am not to be instrumental in bring-

ing it about; feeling and knowing, as I do, that I have the ap-

proval of my government, my people and my own conscience,

as to the past, and with the firm belief that I will be sustained

by them in my future policy, it is left with you to determine

what that policy shall be."

Let it be remembered that in the battle of Brice's Crossroads

the federal forces exceeded the Confederates nearly six to one;

therefore, when the federal general talks about "murdering the

negro troops," he confesses his own inability and imbecility. If

six men could not defend themselves against one man, certainly

Forrest and his followers were wonderful soldiers.

After the return of Forrest's cavalry from the pursuit of what

was left of General Sturgis' army, the men were employed for

some days in burying the dead and providing for the wounded;

also in gathering the spoils and trophies. For some weeks sub-

sequently the general was looking into all matters for the good
of his command. He personally visited the different regiments,

examined the horses and looked after the wagons and all other

matters of detail. If he found a wagon without a feed, trough,

or any evidences or neglect or carelessness on the part of any

one, there was serious trouble. It was well understood by offi-

cers and men that nothing short of a full standard would be ac-

cepted by General Forrest. The rehabilitation of the command.
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therefore, was rapid. The horses were rested and freshly shod,

an ample supply of ammunition for cannon and small arms pro-

vided and the morale of the men kept up to the highest point.

Suffering from a slight but painful would in the foot, Forrest

turned over the command to General Chalmers, and the latter

wrote to the department commander on Aug. i, a-s follows:

"Our scouts report that the enemy is making preparations to

move from Memphis, Vicksburg and north Alabama at the

same time, and, if successful, to concentrate at Selma. There

are now 14,000 infantry at Lagrange, a brigade moving from De-

catur and other troops arranging for departure from Mem-

phis. Some troops, number unknown, have been sent down the

river to Vicksburg. If the enemy moves in three columns, as

expected, it will be impossible for us to meet him, and after

consultation with Major General Forrest, we have concluded to

recommend a consolidation of the troops in this department to

meet one column. The northern column will be the largest.

If we can defeat it, the others may be easily overtaken and

crushed. Our effective force is 5,357, but we are very much

crippled in officers. My brigade commanders are wounded, also

a brigade commander of General Buford's division," etc.

In the meantime orders were issued to distribute ten days'

rations, one hundred rounds of ammunition per man and two

hundred for each cannon.

On Aug. 2 General Chalmers ordered McCulloch's Brigade
from Tupelo to Oxford, and followed the next day with his staff

and escort and Thrall's Battery. On the 4th Neely's Brigade
was also sent to Oxford. At this time General Forrest resumed

command, and wrote to Major General Maury, commanding the

department, in part as follows:

"I will do all that can be done to drive the enemy back. At
the same time I have not the force to risk a general engage-

ment, but will resort to all other means in my power to harass,

annoy and force the enemy back."

It was well known to the federal authorities that the prairies

of Mississippi and Alabama furnished bread to the Confederate

armies. It is easy, therefore, to understand how anxious they
were to lay waste that section, but having repeatedly failed to
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penetrate further south than West Point, Miss., by the Mobile

and Ohio Railroad, it seemed to be the purpose now to send a

force sufficiently strong to overcome all the Confederate forces

in Mississippi, even if they should be concentrated against either

of the three columns moving.
General A. J. Smith, with three divisions of infantry and

thirty-eight pieces of artillery, numbering all told little more
than 20,000 men, besides a brigade of cavalry 3,700 strong, after

repairing the old Mississipi Central Railroad from Grand Junc-
tion to the Tallahatchie river, moved to that point, near the little

town of Waterford, which is some fifteen miles north of Oxford.

General Chalmers was instructed to impress every able-bodied

negro in the country, fortify the south bank of the river and

make the best possible defense against the enemy's effort to

cross, but, if forced back, to destroy the bridges along the rail-

road as he retired.

The situation was desperate; there seemed to be no hope of

defeating the superb army of General Smith. Forrest wrote to

Governor Clark, of Mississippi, expressing the opinion that the

enemy intended to follow the Central Railroad and that the Con-

federate force was inadequate to meet him, and stated that un-

less all Mississippians should come to the defense of their homes,
the State would be devastated.

The Eighteenth Mississippi Cavalry, not over 300 strong,

commanded by that brilliant young Colonel Alexander H. Chal-

mers, was holding the line of the Tallahatchie in front of Abbe-

ville. His position was a very unfavorable one. The south

bank of the river wras much lower than the north bank, and

furthermore the timber had been cut from the south bank for

a distance of half a mile, while the north bank was thickly wooded
to the river. The enemy forced the pickets from the river bank

with his big guns, but Colonel Chalmers formed a line on a

ride in the edge of the woods, about half a mile back, and soon

got together rails and timbers which he used as breast-works.

The enemy threw several regiments across the river and moved

against the Mississippians, but were driven back. Colonel Chal-

mers held his position until late in the evening of August 9,

and then retired to Abbeville, where he was re-enforced by
General Chalmers with McCulloch's brigade.
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During the night General Smith crossed with a division of

his army, and on the morning of August 10, sent 10,000 in-

fantry against McCullouch's brigade of cavalry, 1,500 strong.

The enemy closed column and moved around and in front of

Chalmers, expecting evidently to overpower and capture him.

Chalmers had but four guns, while the enemy used twenty. Like

hungry wolves they charged the little "game cock," but were

twice repulsed: When Chalmers fell gack to Hurricane creek,

six miles north of Oxford, the enemy did not advance further

and made no attempt to pursue.

Chalmers then fell back to Oxford, where he received advice

from Forrest that he had left Pontotoc with Bell's Brigade and

Morton's Battery and would pick up Neeley's Brigade, hoping
to reach Oxford by midnight. Chalmers was ordered to fall

back slowly, and if possible draw the enemy's cavalry out south

of Oxford. The federal cavalry did follow, but hearing that a

Confederate force was approaching from the east, fell back on

the infantry column, before Forrest reached Oxford, at n
o'clock.

Chalmers returned with McCulloch's and Mabry's Brigade,

the latter having joined him south of Oxford. The following

morning Forest advanced with his entire force and drove the

enemy back across Hurricane creek. Here the two forces faced

each other for two days, during which time savage picket firings

were going on. On the morning of the I3th the enemy attacked

the left of the Confederate line, which was held by Mabry's

Brigade and the Eighteenth Mississippi. It was a determined

effort, and but for the promptness with which Colonel Chalmers

took his regiment into action, the whole command would almost

surely have been forced back in disorder. The gallantry of this

brave Mississippian, whose tenacity against great odds saved the

situation and won the hrghest encomiums from General Forrest

and the undying admiration of the other regiments, should not

be forgotten by the people of the south
;
while Mississippians of

all classes and degrees should strive to perpetuate the memory
of their heroic conduct. Those Mississippi boys (75 per cent,

of them were under 20 years of age), held their place against

ten times their number long enough for the balance of the troops

to get in position.
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Attached to that regiment was a New Orleans boy. He was
the adjutant of the regiment, and was always to be seen in

front of the line. During the numerous battles in which they
were engaged, Sam. F. Green was always at his post, and on
the many occasions when Colonel Chalmers charged into the

enemy's ranks, Sam Green was always by his side.

Handsome as a picture, brave to recklessness, he was as mod-
est as a girl. The men of his regiment loved him devotedly,
and although he and Colonel Chalmers survived the war, both

passed to the realms above many years ago. The writer was inti-

mately associated with them, and feels the greatest pride in

speaking of their glorious deeds.

"Requiescat in pace."

Very soon the engagement became general along the entire

line, and finally, by might of numbers, we were pressed back.

The enemy, however, did not improve his advantage, and the

Confederates took position on a wooded ridge, three miles north

of Oxford, where we remained several days.

On Monday, August 15, General Chalmers took about 200

men, including his escort, and moving around the enemy's flank,

dashed into Abbeville, where two brigades of infantry were

camped, throwing them into confusion. They fled precipitately,

and were pursued until we saw a large force in line of battle.

Then General Chalmers withdrew, without the loss of a man.

The enemy evidently thought they were being attacked by
Forrest's whole force.

Forrest realized the great responsibility resting on him, and

knowing his inability to successfully oppose such a large force,

resolved to make a counter movement by threatening Memphis,
and possibly thereby force General Smith to retire. After dis-

cussing the matter with General Chalmers he decided to take

certain regiments of Bell's and Neeley's brigades, and two rifled

guns of Morton's Battery, under Lieutenant Sale, and make the

attempt. Without further parley he led the little column of 1,500

men and two guns away, while General Chalmers endeavored

to conceal the movement from the enemy. Forrest left Oxford

about 5 P. M'., Auguust 18, in a hard rain, which had been

falling for two days and nights. The streams were all bankfull,

and it was necessary for him to go to Panola before he was
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able to cross the Tallahatchie, forty miles out of the direct course.

Arriving at Panola, about 100 of his horses were so fagged that

animals and riders were sent to Grenada.

Forrest rested the command a few hours, and then set out

for Senatobia, where he arrived about dark, and decided to rest

the horses. Before leaving Senatobia he found it would be neces-

sary to bridge Hickahala creek. Never at a loss for means to

carry out his purpose, he sent the men to every ginhouse in the

neighborhood to take up the flooring and carry it on their should-

ers to the crossing, about four miles distant. The woods were

full of grape vines, which were twisted together, making two

cables as thick as a man's body. These were stretched across

the creek and fastened to trees on both banks. Other details

were cutting down telegraph poles which were tied together

with grape vines also, and rolled into the river to serve as pon-

toons. They were run under the cables and fastened to them.

Poles were then put across these, and on them the ginhouse

flooring was laid. Within an hour the command began to cross,

the men leading their horses, while the artillery was pulled over

by hand.

Six miles further north, Cold Water river was also found to

be full, and a second bridge had to be built, twice as long as

the one over the Hickahala, which was accomplished in three

hours, and the command arrived at Hernando, twenty-five miles

from Memphis, before night. Here scouts who left Memphis
that day with information of the position of the enemy in and

around the city, stated that everything was quiet, and no expec-
tation or intimation of any trouble was heard. The horses were

very tired from the forced march in deep mud, and had to be

rested a few hours, but about 3 o'clock Sunday morning, August
21, 1864, we arrived in the suburbs of Memphis.
Some trusted scouts had been sent ahead to learn the exact

position of the enemy's pickets, who reported that there were

some 5,000 troops in the city, a great many of whom were ne-

groes and hundred-day men. Forrest ordered the troops to be

closed up, and the regimental commanders were called together
and each given definite instructions as to what he was expected
to do. Captain W. H. Forrest, a brother of the general, was
sent in advance with forty men to capture the pickets, if possi-
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ble, but in any event to dash into the city by the nearest route

to the Gayoso Hotel, where it was known a number of federal

officers were quartered. Colonel Neely was ordered to charge
into the camps of the hundred-day men with the Second Mis-

souri, Fourteenth Tennessee and the Eighteenth Mississippi,

while Colonel Logwood, with the Twelfth and Fifteenth Ten-

nessee, followed Captain Forrest to the Gayoso Hotel.

Colonel Jesse Forrest charged through Lauderdale street to

Union, with special orders to capture General Washburne, while

the Second Tennessee and Russell's regients and the parrot guns
were left in the rear to cover the retreat. Every man was told

to keep perfectly quiet.

Captain Forrest moved slowly and almost noiselessly. He
rode about 50 yards ahead of his company with ten picked men,
when suddenly a picket called out: "Who comes there?" It

was about 3 130, and as dark as could be. Captain Forrest very

coolly and deliberately answered : "A detachment with rebel

prisoners." The answer was, "Advance one." Captain Forrest

whispered to his men to follow closely behind him. He then

met the federal picket, mounted and in the middle of the road.

As soon as he was in reach, he struck the picket a deadly blow

with his pistol, which sent him to the ground. At the same

instant his men dismounted and captured the other pickets, who
were sent to the rear. About a quarter of a mile further on he

encountered another guard, who fled and ran.

By this time General Forrest was close behind the advance,

and knowing the alarm would be given, ordered the men to dash

forward. Away they went, forgetting the orders to keep quiet,

yelling like wild people. Forrest called on Gans to sound the

charge, and all the other buglers took it up. The sharp, shrill

notes reverberated along the line, and cheer after cheer burst

forth as the men swept forward in the impetuous charge. Neely
dashed into the infantry camp ; Captain Forrest rode into an

artillery camp, shooting down about twenty of the gunners and

driving the rest away. Captain Forrest did not halt until he

reached the Gayoso and rode into the office. His men, quickly

dismounting, ran through the halls, bursting open doors, search-

ing for General Hurlbut. They created the greatest panic. Some
of the federal officers, disturbed by the noise and confusion,
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rushed out and attempted to arrest the intruders. They had no

idea of the situation. Several were killed, while many others

sought safety under their beds. General Hurlbut was not found.

Fortunately for him, he spent the night with a friend on Shelby
street.

Colonel Logwood, in the meantime, followed Forest, and ran

into a line of infantry posted along Mississippi avenue. He
pushed ahead without halting, but as he turned into Vance
street he saw a battery in position and the gunners charging the

pieces. There was but a moment to act, but Logwood, quick
as a flash, ordered a charge, and his men rushed forward with

guns raised above their heads and knocked down every man in

their reach. The rest of the enemy fled. The rammers were

left in the cannon. Quickly getting his men together, Log-
wood galloped along Hernando street to Beal, thence to the

Gayoso. The men went wild with excitement. Women and

children were screaming with fright. Others were shouting and

clapping their hands as they recognized the muddy rebels. Mem-
phis was the home of many of Forrest's daredevil riders, and as

they dashed by, women, young and old, regardless of their cos-

tumes, threw open their doors and windows and ran forth with

cheers, giving every evidence of delight. Numbers of them

rushed out into the streets in their nightrobes, forgetful of every-

thing except the excitement of the moment.

After Logwood reached the Gayoso he posted a company at

the intersection of Main and Beal, and one at Union and Main,
and with the others renewed the search for General Hurlbut.

But he was not there. After remaining in the vicinity until 10

o'clock, Logwood retired along Front street to Beal, thence to

De Sota.

Captain Forrest, with that recklessness and indifference to op-

position and danger which characterized him at all times, rode

to Union, thence in the direction of De Soto. He was advised

that the enemy was moving along Beal, Gayoso, Union and Mon-
roe streets, but that made no difference to him and his heroic

band of forty men. Leaving the hotel, he moved through Gay-
oso street to Main, and up Main to Union. Turning into Union

he saw a column of infantry double-quicking turn out of Second

street with guns at a trail. Captain Forrest dashed ahead re-
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gardless of nurribers, his men firing into the column, killing sev-

eral, and before the federals had time to "carry" their guns, the

horses were trampling them down. Captain Forrest continued

to shout, "Put down your guns !" The head of the federal

column wheeled about, and coming in contact with those fol-

lowing, caused the greatest confusion. Forrest, taking advant-

age of the mixup, galloped out Union to De Soto and joined

Logwood, who, in turn, joined Colonel Jessie Forrest, and re-

turned through Mississippi avenue to the State Female College,

where General Forrest awaited them.

Colonel Jesse Forrest captured the members of General

Washburne's staff, but the wily old general escaped in the

woods. Neely met with strong resistance, but drove the federal

infantry from the camps, and captured the horses of a cavalry

regiment.

Forrest, finding that the enemy had recovered somewhat from

the shock, had the telegraph wires cut east of the city, so that

no further news could reach General Smith. He knew that the

fact of his presence in Memphis would be flashed to him, and

he determined to leave Smith under the impression that he had

possession of the city, and, as he afterwards learned, the opera-
tor promptly notified General Smith that the rebel Forrest, with

10,000 men and 20 pieces of artillery, was in possession of Mem-

phis. General Smith got no further news, and began a hurried

retreat.

Leaving the city, numbers of men loitered behind, to bid rela-

tives and friends good-by, and also to obtain such articles as the

stores afforded. Finally a long column of federal cavalry was
seen galloping after some twenty stragglers who had lingered
in the city, Forrest determined at once to check them. He was

riding his favorite charger King Philip, a magnificent white

horse with black mane and tail, presented to him by the ladies

of Columbus, Miss. He called on Colonel Chalmers, of the

Eighteenth Mississippi, and Colonel M'cCulloch, of the Second

Missouri, to get in motion, and as the federal column came in

reach, the two regiments dashed forward, Forrest leading the

Second Missouri. The enemy halted and began to give way,
when a federal colonel named Starr rushed at Forrest with saber

"en carte." Forrest met him with his long blade and unhorsed
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him quicker than I can write it. Colonel Starr was no more

in the hands of General Forrest than a butterfly would be in

the claws of an eagle. Forrest ran his saber entirely through his

body and forced him off his horse. The federal officers acted

with great bravery and tried to rally their men, but could not

do it.

Having attained the objects of the expedition, Forrest retired

with the prisoners and captured horses to the south side of a

creek about three miles distant, and gave the men time to ex-

change their jaded horses for the captured ones. There were

about six hundred prisoners, a majority of them officers, who
were captured in their night clothes. Finding they could not

keep up on the march, he sent his aid-de-camp, Captain C. W.
Anderson, back with a flag of truce, and with him he sent a

member of General Washburne's staff, to say to General Wash-
burne that the prisoners were in a wretched condition, without

shoes or clothing, and as an act of humanity he would exchange
them for such of his men as might be prisoners. He stated to

Captain Anderson: "Should General Washburne reject the pro-

posal, then suggest that he send clothing for them." Forrest

added that he would await the answer at Nonconnah creek, six

miles south.

General Washburne stated, in his answer, he had no authority

to exchange prisoners, but would gladly accept the proffered

privilege of sending a supply of clothing. In a short time Col-

onel Hepburn and Captain H. S. Lee arrived with a wagon load

of clothing (Colonel Hepburn is now a member of Congress
from Iowa), which was distributed under the direction of the

federal officers.

General Forrest then directed his surgeons to examine the

prisoners, and such as were unfit to undergo hardship were sent

back with Colonel Hepburn and the wagon, with the promise

they would not bear arms against the Confederate cause until ex-

changed. The remainder, about four hundred, were mounted

on the extra horses and the march taken up to Hernando.

Including the prisoners, Forrest had about two thousand men

without rations. He knew he could not obtain any before reach-

ing Panola. With characteristic promptness, and with the match-

less resource, which always met every emergency, he decided to
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draw on General Washburne. He wrote him and stated his ina-

bility to feed the prisoners, and suggested that inasmuch as he

would not receive them in exchange, that the least he could do
would be to send them something to eat that night. He added
that he would remain at Hernando until he answered. At day-

light the following morning the same officers reached the camp
with two wagons loads of flour, hams, coffee, sugar, etc. Two
days rations were issued to all men, prisoners and Confederates,

and there was ample left for several days' rations. We then

began the march to Panola.

Persons in Memphis who heard the sharp call of the buglers
and the crack of the rifles that Sunday morning said : "It was
the most awful and ringing sound they ever heard. No one

save Forrest and his men had any idea what it meant." One
old man, in speaking of it, said: "I wondered if Gabriel was

sounding the last call." The thunderous yells, the rush of the

horses in the mud, the clanking of sabers and the rattle of spurs
added horrors to the awful situation. The caravan which For-

rest marched out of Memphis Sunday, August 21, 1864, was in

deep distress. The men in underclothes, many of them in their

night shirts, barefooted and without hats, besmattered with mud,
as they struggled along up to their knees, were the most wretch-

ed-looking people I ever beheld. Officers who had been in the

habit of parading the streets in Memphis with gay uniforms,

some of them staff officers, ordinarily mounted on fine horses,

with elegant saddles, were now in a sad and pitiable plight as

they trudged along in the mud, their gowns wet and dragging.

But that was part of war.

The command reached Pancla in safety, and after resting a

few days moved to Water Valley, where several days were spent

reorganizing.

We will now return to Oxford and note how successfully and

skillfully General Chalmers handled his command. His force

was small, including not more than three thousand effective men,

and yet he concealed from General Smith any idea of the move

to Memphis. It was an important duty, one on which our suc-

cess rested, but was accomplished in the most creditable manner.

The day following General Forrest's departure, General Chal-

mers made vigorous attacks against all of General Smith's out-
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posts, creating the impression that the Confederates would take

the aggressive. Confronted by an army of 22,000 veterans, it

seems remarkable that he could have so disposed his small force

as to completely deceive the federal commander.

Too much praise cannot be given to General Chalmers for

his brave, bold, wise and persistent generalship in that campaign.
It was important that he should not be drawn into an engage-

ment, and yet it was necessary to keep constantly in front of the

enemy.
Late in the afternoon of August 19, General Chalmers moved"

his whole force forward, driving back the federal outposts, and"

made a sharp attack against the main line. His troops, wet and

hungry, knowing the great disparity in numbers, they did not

hesitate. General Smith was startled. He felt sure that Forrest

had been re-enforced. On the 2ist General Chalmers decided to

draw the federal commander further away from his base. He
fell back to the south bank of the Yocona river. The federal

forces, therefore, marched into Oxford on the morning of the

22d, and, finding no Confederates at hand, scattered over the

town, indulging in the most disgraceful acts of arson and rapine.
The force was under the immediate command of Brigadier Gen-

eral Hatch, who gave order to burn all public buildings and all

unoccupied houses. The splendid courthouse and other hand-

t

some buildings were destroyed, and of what was an attractive

little city on the morning of August 22d, there only remained at

night skeletons of houses and smoldering ruins. Nearly every
business house in the town was burned. Nor was this destruc-

tion confined to the voluntary action of the private soldiers.

Brigadier General Edward Hatch, commanding the division of

cavalry, established his headquarters at the beautiful home of

Mrs. Jacob Thompson, about a mile south of town, and while

a guest (uninvited and unwelcome) in the house, allowed his

soldiers to plunder every article of value about the place. Mrs.

Thompson appealed to General Hatch to protect her belongings
from theft and destruction.

Seated in an elegantly-upholstered chair, he leaned back, plac-

ing his muddy boots on another chair, and said, in the most

supercilious and insolent manner, "Madam, my men are at liberty
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to take anything they wish except the chair I sit in." This

man, wearing a brigadier general's uniform, but without the in-

stincts of a brave man or the manners of a gentleman, wheft

he departed from the home, had his ambulance filled with sil-

verware, paintings, rare china and such other articles as struck

his fancy, many of them of great value.

But the burning of the beautiful home was the special work
of Major General A. J. Smith, who sent one of his staff officers,

with a detail of men, for that purpose. He performed the duty
in accordance with General Smith's most approved idea. Mrs.

Thompson appealed to him and made a dignified protest, but

he told her to get out, and if there were any articles she desired

especially to save, he would allow her fifteen minutes to do so.

The members of the family and a few faithful servants went

hurriedly to work to save a few articles, which were placed in

the yard, and when the torch was applied, the federal soldiers,

who clustered around, took possession of every article and car-

ried them off.

Nor was this an exception ; houses everywhere were broken

into and robbed of every article of value, and while a few subal-

tern officers seemed greatly chagrined, and made an effort to re-

strain the men from such disgraceful acts, no officer of rank or

authority was heard to interfere or in any way attempt to sup-

press the disorder. But the scene changed. About 5 p. m.

everything was in confusion, staff officers galloped here ana

there with orders to move. The federal commander had re-

ceived the dreadful news that Forrest was in possession of

Memphis, and doubtless felt some little concern for his personal

safety. Very soon his entire force was hurrying towards the

Tallahatchie river. The following morning General Chalmers

was in hot pursuit. Leading Mabry's Brigade in person, he

assigned to General Buford the other two. McCulloch's Bri-

gade was commanded by Colonel William Wade. Do not forget

that the federal forces had been guilty of the harshest and most

inhuman excesses, and that numbers of our men lived in the

country traversed by Smith's army. Every species of outrages

and humiliation were inflicted upon those defenseless citizens,

old men, women and children. It cannot be said that General
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Smith was ignorant of the facts. The path of his army was

marked by heaps of ashes, blackened walls and solitary chim*.

neys. Not an animal or fowl was left in his wake. After he

departed from Oxford the people were without food.

Reaching Oxford, Colonel Wade was in advance. He rode

at the head of the Fifth Mississippi. A few miles north of Ox-

ford he overhauled the federal rear guard. He formed his men
in columns of platoons and dashed into the infantry column,

using guns as clubs, and riding down two regiments. Colonel

Wade had relatives in Oxford, and as he dashed through the

enemy's ranks, his saber cutting right and left, he called on his

men to do their duty.

In the meantime Buford struck the retreating column in the

flank with the Kentucky Brigade, driving the enemy through the

woods in great confusion, killing and capturing about 200. Chal-

mers, with Mabry's Brigade, supported Wade. The artillery

performed the most conspicuous service. Captain Ed S. Walton,
with his battery, was in the thickest of the fray. In fact, it was
difficult for the cavalry to keep abreast of him. Whenever the

enemy fell back he went thundering after them, every horse and

every man doing his utmost, and, finding the enemy in position,

he pushed his guns almost in their ranks and sent grape and

canister, crashing and tearing them to pieces. His guns were

ever in the front. The conduct of Walton and his men was

glorious. Walton was reckless and brave. His men followed

him with a desperation seldom equaled and never surpassed.

Night coming on, General Chalmers ordered a halt. The fol-

lowing day he harrassed the enemy as long as his ammunition

lasted.

General Smith crossed the Tallahatchie, burned the bridge
and returned to Memphis. Chalmers went into camp in the

vicinity of Oxford and had soldier's rations issued to the citi-

zens. For a week those people who had never before known

hunger lived on the small allowance which we were able to give
them.

After the command had gone into camp, General Chalmers
took occasion to compliment Colonel Wade on his impetuous
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rush. W&de answered : "D m them ! They ran us for two

or three days. I wanted them to know we are not afraid of

them."

Forrest having defeated Smith and his finely-equipped army,

the federal authorities never afterwards attempted to penetrate

Mississippi. Had it been possible for Forrest to have command-

ed 20,000 well-equipped men, I firmly believe he would have

been invincible.
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From the Richmond, Va., Dispatch, July 23,

ON HISTORIC SPOTS.

A Visit to the Battlefield Around Fredericksburg Days
of War Vividly Recalled.

Marye's Heights Salem Church, Chancellorsville The Wilderness-

Recollections of Officers The Monuments Notes.

A correspondent of the Washington Post, who recently ac-

companied an inspecting party on a visit to the battlefields

around Fredericksburg, writes as follows :

On the morning of December 13, 1862, the Union forces were

encamped on the northern shore of the Rappahannock, where

their batteries commanded the heights, and were also in posses-

sion of the town, which had been shelled. On the heights on

the other side of the town were the Confederates, in a long line,

which extended several miles from Hamilton's Crossing on the

right to Beck's Island upon the left. Almost in the centre of

the line was Marye's Heights, a hill about 200 feet high, with a

fine mansion at the summit of its grassy slope, and with a stone

wall and a sunken road at its foot. From the wall to the river

there stretched a practically unbroken field, and when the mist

was driven away by the rays of the rising sun, the Confederates

saw a portion of the Union army, under Hancock and French,

drawn up in line of battle.

As the party stood in the sunken road last Wednesday morn-

ing .beginning its travels over memorable ground, it was re-

marked that the open field had disappeared, and that it was now
the site of many pleasant homes. A considerable section of the

wall against which the Union army charged, and behind which

the Confederates were protected, has been taken away and now
forms the walls of the residence of the keeper of the National

Cemetery, on the very heights which the Union forces sought
to gain. Eighteen thousand soldiers now sleep in this cemetery,

all of whom lost their lives either upon or within rifleshot of the

place where they lie buried. Some of the wall, however, is still
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intact, the stone now green and gray with age, while the old

Marye mansion, on the summit, is the residence of Captain
Rowe. The columns of its spacious porch are still perforated
with bullet-holes, its walls are chipped where shell and shrapnel

struck, and the outbuildings are bored in numerous places with

the small, round hole of the minie-ball.

THE SLAUGHTER BELOW THE HEIGHTS.

As the party stood upon the hill top, the story of the awful

slaughter at the foot of Marye's Heights was retold. In the road

below was the monument which marked the spot where General

Cobb was killed, with the house still standing over which came

the shell that struck him. Longstreet's dtscription was re-

called. "A fifth time the Federals formed and charged and were

repulsed," he says. "A sixth time they charged and were driven

back, when night came to end the dreadful carnage and the

Federal withdrew, leaving the battle-field literally heaped with

the bodies of their dead. Before the well-directed fire of Cobb's

Brigade, the Federals had fallen like the steady dripping of rain

from the eaves of a house. Our musketry alone killed and

wounded at least 5,000, and these, with the slaughter by the ar-

tillery, left over 7,000 killed and wounded before the foot oj

Marye's Hill. The dead were piled sometimes three deep, and

when morning broke the spectacle that we saw upon the battle-

field was one of the most distressing I ever witnessed. The

charges had been desperate and bloody, but utterly hopeless. I

thought as I saw the Federals come again and again to their

death, that they deserved success if courage and daring could

entitle soldiers to victory."

"It was a wonder to me," said Congressman Jones, "that any

man escaped alive. I was a boy of twelve then, and I went on the

field with my father the morning after the battle. I remember

seeing a peach orchard, every tree of which had been literally

stripped of its branches by flying bullets. The field was covered

with the dead, and the sight was so terrible that I have never for-

gotten it. I remember, too, a story of the battle which my father

told me. He had met in a North Carolina regiment a man whom
he had known years ago, and they were standing talking one
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on each side of a tree when a cannon ball came along and

cut the tree down between them."

THE BATTLE OF SALEM CHURCH.

Down the hill and out upon the road over which Sedgwick's

Corps marched, the visitors passed, the horses' heads being

turned toward Salem church. At some little distance from Fred-

ericksburg, Captain Rowe pointed out a frame, two-story house.

"My father," he said, "placed all his furniture in that house for

safe-keeping, and there it remained until one day a shell came

along, struck the house, and burst in the room in which the fur-

niture was stored. After that," said the Captain laughingly,

"it wasn't worth much, even for firewood."

Cattle were grazing on the hills, the farmers were harvesting

their wheat, and the sun was shining with golden splendor as

the party rode along. The contrast with the days when regi-

ments tramped wearily along, when the roads and fields were

filled with dead horses, and when bursting shells made dreadful

music, was very vivid. At Salem church, an old-fashioned brick

building, the party stood beside the old earthworks and listened

to the story of Sedgwick's fight, with the maps spread under

the shade of a large tree, upon some tables which had evidently

been constructed for a picnic party. The walls of the church

plainly showed the marks of bullets and cannon balls. Within

the edifice is a memorial altar built by the contributions of

New Jersey and South Carolina men, and a Grand Army post

in the former State, composed of survivors of the fight, has

supported the Salem church Sunday-School for thirty years.

"When Sheridan marched through to Washington in 1865,"

said Colonel Bird, "he saw many bodies still unburied, and

reported that fact. I came down here to bury them." As he

spoke he also pointed out many places where bodies had been

exhumed in order that they might be taken to the cemetery at

Fredericksburg.

ON THE CHANCELLOR FIELD.

The large pine tree under which Lee and Jackson held their

last consultation the one at which Jackson suggested the move-

ment by which he flanked and routed Howard's Eleventh Corps
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is still standing at the junction of the Furnace and Plank roads,

out in the country, en the way to Chancellorsville. The road

down which Jackson rode toward his command winds in and

out among the pines, and was examined with interest by the

party. In the meantime, however, some earthworks had been

passed. "There was where Lee waited for Hooker," said some
one in the party.

The Chancellor house is not far from the pine tree already

mentioned. It is not wholly the wartime house, which was
burned a good many years ago, but the western end is nearly
intact. The present porch is not the one upon which General

Hooker was standing when he was struck by a piece of shell,

but the broad steps of stone are the remnants of the old struc-

ture. In the olden days of stage-coach traveling the Chancel-

lor tavern was a half-way house, and every morning and evening
the stage coaches stopped there, no less than thirty-six relays

of horses being kept in the spacious stables. In wartime there

was a great deal of open field in front of the house, but of late

years this has been covered with a growth of stubby pines, so

that the appearance of the landscope is somewhat changed. It

would take too long to rehearse the whole story of the Chancel-

lorsville fight. It is sufficient to say that when the field becomes

a part of the National Park and is dotted with monuments to

mark the positions of the various forces it will be fully as inter-

esting as Gettysburg. There still remain many of the earth-

works thrown up by the armies, and the sites of graves are

still visible in the woods. The party drove along a road which

followed the trenches dug by men of the Twelfth Corps, over

to Hazel Grove, which was a conspicuous point during the

battle. It is not a settlement, as its name implies, but a solitary

farm house on a hill, which was the position of a battery. The

magnificent spring which was so useful to the army still remains,

giving forth a splendid flow of delicious water.

THE STORY OF KEENAN^S DEATH.

It was very near this farm house that Keenan's Eighth Penn-

sylvania Cavalry was stationed. The story of the charge of this

regiment and Keenan's death is known to every reader of the

Chancellorsville campaign, and as generally related is intensely
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dramatic. The version with which I was most familiar told

how Major Keenan, who as commanding the regiment, was

directed to charge the advancing column of Jackson's men as

they came down the road. With a smile upon his face, he re-

plied: "It is death, but I will do it," and then, at the head of

his column, he plunged into the seething mass of Confederates,

like a second Arnold Winkelried, and was slaughtered with his

entire command. The short time which the charge occupied,

however, was sufficient for the Union forces to get a battery

into position and thus protect to some extent the rear of

Howard's retreating column.

But Major Morris says that this story, although so thrilling,

Is not true. "Keenan was over there," he said, pointing a short

distance away, "and was ordered to go out and stop stragglers

of Howard's corps who were coming* down the road. The

route of the corps was not then known. He moved in columns

of twos out that road yonder, which leads into the main 'pike.

When he emerged from the woods he fond himself surrounded

by Confederates. There were only two things to do, either to

retreat or charge. He chose the latter, and rushed pell-mell

into the enemy, thinking to cut his way in and then out again.

He had no idea that he was attacking the whole of Jackson's

army. No order was given him to charge. The story is all

romance."

Whether romance or not, there was something particularly

stirring as we came to the road where the cavalry encountered

the enemy, to think of that gallant and desperate effort which

the Pennsylvania men made. Very few of them, if any, escaped.

Major Keenan was killed and many of his officers. "The enemy
were as thick as bees, and we appeared to be among thousands of

them in a moment," was- the description which one of the officers

afterward wrote of his experience.

WHERE STONEWALL JACKSON FELL.

The resinous odor of pines filled the air as the party stood

by the simple shaft on the roadside that marks the spot where

Stonewall Jackson fell on the night of May 2, 1863, shot by his

own men as he was returning from a reconnoitering expedition.

It is a granite column, with inscriptions on each of the four
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sides. One of these repeats Jackson's last words "Let us

pass over the river and rest under the shade of the trees" and

another gives Bee's famous sentence at Mannassas. "There

stands Jackson like a stonewall." The third inscription is Lee's

tribute to the dead commander, and the fourth is the name
and date of death. Nearby in the woods is the monument

erected to the memory of the dead members of the Collis Zou-

aves, a stone shaft with a copper tablet containing the names of

the heroes.

A mile up the road is the house of a man named Tally, who
was Jackson's guide during the flank movement upon Howard.

Talley is a well-preserved man, of rotund build, with a white im-

perial beard. As he stood on the lawn of his home, while the

party waited lunch, he pointed out the hill not far away, to the

top of which he guided Jackson, so that the latter might look

down upon the Union army. Talley was with Jackson at the

last conference with Lee, and brought the army around by field

and road until it had flanked Howard. In simple language he

told the story of the day, "but/' he said, "I was not with Jack-
son when he was shot. I had been sent by him with a message
to General Stuart."

"Who was in your house at the time?"

"It was occupied by General Devens as his headquarters. From
the hill over there Jackson and I could see the Yankee officers

out on this lawn. They did not seem to be aware that we were,

in this neighborhood."

PRIVATE SOLDIERS EXPECTED TROUBLE.

"If the officers did not know it," said a Federal officer, "there

was not a private soldier in the ranks who did not expect the

corps to be smashed. They had heard from many sources that

the enemy was marching upon us, but the officers seemed to

think that there was no danger. You know they thought that

Jackson's army was in retreat. Instead of that it was march-

ing upon us. We were just getting supper at the time, and were

not prepared to resist an attack."

"I remember," said Talley, laughing, "Our men snatched up

pieces of beef from, the frying-pan as they rushed by. The

meat was so hot that they could hardly hold it."
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Curiously enough, on the lawn was also a man named Haw-
kins, who lived in the house across the road. Hawkins had car-

ried some mail that morning over in the direction of the Rappa-
hannock, and had been warned that the Union army was in

the neighborhood. In trying to get back home he was captured
and made a prisoner in his house, where there were about twen-

ty-five women and children who had fled there for shelter. His

home was General Carl Schurz's headquarters.

"One of Schurz's staff officers," said Hawkins, as he placed
a chew of tobacco in between his grizzled beard, "came in the

house, and, throwing down his sword, said he would go out

and see the fun. He had heard some firing, and thought it was

a skirmish. He never thought to get his sword. I had been in

the Confederate army, had been discharged, but as I stood in

the door of my house, my old company came rushing right

across my garden. This was too much for me, and, picking up
a gun, I went off with them down the road, yelling with the

rest of them1

. I heard all the officers as they talked during the

day, and not one of them knew that they were going to be

attacked."

A NIGHT IN THE WILDERNESS.

A few miles beyond Talley's house the party entered the Wil-

derness. Never did name seem more misfitted. The valley of

Wilderness Run is beautiful. The fields stretch away to the

forests on every side and are as green as a well-watered, fertile

soil can make them,. Instead of wilderness the country seems a

paradise.

It was only when, a few miles farther on, after the Lacy
house had been left in the distance and Palmer's field, which

was once covered with dead bodies, had been passed, that the

procession of carriages, turning into the woods, encountered a

real wilderness. In the midst of an indescribable tangle of trees

and undergrowth, the old trenches could still be seen, although
how men fought under such circumstances was then and is still

a wonder. In the clearing was the house of a man named Hall,

an old farmer, with a typical long, white beard, who had his

story to tell of escaping from Union Cavalry while he was try-

ing to carry his family and his household goods into the forest
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by hiding behind a rock. At night the Chewning house was

reached, a building conspicuous on the military maps, for all

around it were the Confederate works. In the morning the line

of march was taken up along a private road which led into the

Orange turnpike.

There are said to be about 20,000 acres in the Wilderness.

In olden times it was practically a trackless forest, but now there

are farms scattered through it, and it is only in occasional locali-

ties that primeval nature is seen. The demand for railroad ties

have been the principal cause of the cutting down of the enor-

mous trees that were once the pride of the Wilderness.

A SIMPLE MONUMENT TO LEE.

Across the fields on each side of the turnpike Longstreet's
men came, after an all-night march to relieve A. P. Hill. 'There

is Tapp's field," said Major Biscoe. "I was in Hill's Division,

and we had fought through the 5th of May. I was lying down
in that field on the morning of the 6th, when Longstreet's men
came rushing over us on their way to meet the Union Army."
"As I came along with Longstreet," said Mr. Hume, "the

woods were all on fire. It was an awful sight. Both the dead

and wounded were being burned. The woods were full of bodies.''

"Yes," said Captain Quinn, "we were charged with setting

the woods on fire, but we did not do it. We tried hard to ex-

tinguish the flames, but it was impossible to do so."

Every inch of the read was now fuli of historic interest. The

point where Longstreet was wounded, where Jenkins was killed,

and where General Wadsworth was fatally shot, were all pointed
out. Then, a few minutes later, the party stood around a rough
shaft of granite a hundred feet from the road. The stone stood

upon some smaller rocks beneath a tree. It marks the spot

where a soldier grasped the bridle of General Lee's horse. There

had been some wavering on the part of the Confederates, and

Lee rode forward, intending himself to lead a charge. He

placed himself at the head of a Texas regiment. His evident

purpose changed the spirit of the men. "If you will go back

we will go forward," said they, and when Lee hesitated one of

them seized his horse's bridle and turned the animal around.
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Then they hastened to the front and Lee went back. The sol-

diers placed the improvised monument on the spot, and there

it stands to this day, in all its solitude and simplicity, the mute
reminder of a war-time episode.

ARTILLERY WORKS PRESERVED.

It was one of the many curious coincidences of this battle-

field region that the very road over which Jackson marched to

flank Howard known as the Brock road was also the point

which a year later Hancock told General Getty to hold at all

hazards. It was then the line of communication for the Union

army, when Grant was moving toward Spotsylvania. The point

where the Orange turnpike crosses the Brock road was reached

in a few minutes after passing the point where Wadsworth was
killed. There was desperate fighting along here between Han-

cock and Longstreet. The Brock road is still lined with the

defensive works built by the Union army, while the artillery

works erected by Barlow, on Hancock's extreme left, were found

in a wonderful state of preservation. They could even now be

used at a moment's notice. They stand in a small field on the

brow of a hill, with woods surrounding. "I remember," said

Major Hine, as he pointed across the field, "that I was sent

with two regiments to cut down about 500 acres of oak over

there, so as to give ample play to our guns."

The trenches are in the deep woods and are covered with a

carpet of pine needles. They are nearly all still waist-deep.

The forest is very thick -very much as it must have been when
the trenches were built, and when Hancock reported that his

men could not see a hundred yards ahead.

WHERE SEDGWICK WAS KILLED.

Still on and on. Slowly the carriages made their way along

the Brock road, passing the narrow-gauge railroad, in the cuts

of which Mahone formed his men, until Todd's Tavern was

reached. It is no longer a tavern not even the old house is

standing. The present house is a plain, frame dwelling. Its

occupants did not even live at the place during the war.

The party was now well out of the Wilderness, and was
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entering the locality made famous by the battle of Spotsylvania

Courthouse, the beginning of Grant's cam'paign against Rich-

mond. Passing the Alsop house, which is still standing, and

which was a hospital during the war, the carriages soon halted

in front of the monument which marks the spot where General

Sedgwick was killed. It is a more pretentious affair than the

Stonewall Jackson shaft, but is not as impressive. It stands at

the junction of a by-road with the pike, overlooking the wide

field, at the other side of which were the Confederate works.

Against the advice of his officers, General Sedgwick came out

upon the open space at the junction of the roads, although the

Confederate sharpshooters had found its range with deadly

effect. The General laughed as the men dodged the bullets.

"They couldn't hit an elephant at this distance," he said, as he

encouraged his men to stand upright. A moment later, how-

ever, there came another whistle of a bullet, and General Sedg-

wick fell, with a wound in his head under the eye. He died

instantly.

"I met his body on this by-road," said Major Hine. "I hacl

been at work down the road strengthening a bridge for ar-

tillery to pass over. General Grant came by. I had seen him

before, but had never spoken to him. He told me that he hoped
I would hurry my work, as there were some other places in the

road he wanted repaired as quickly as possible. When I had

finished I went up the road to report to General Sedgwick, but

met some soldiers with his body, and they told me how he had

been killed."

THE STORY OF BLOODY ANGLE.

From Sedwick's monument to Bloomy Angle was a short

journey. As the carriages drove through the woods, the Con-

federate trenches were plainly discernable, but at Bloody Angle

itself the works were not so well preserved. Standing on the

brow of the hill, where the fiercest fighting occurred, Colonel

Bird, who was on General Barlow's staff, pointed out where he

had helped to form the army assigned to attack the Confederate

works at the angle thereafter to be known by its sanguinary

title.

"I was busy all night," he said. "As we were very near to
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the enemy, and as absolute quiet was necessary, we ordered the

soldiers to throw away the caps of their guns, so as to provide

against even the accidental explosion of a weapon. I can re-

member the pitiful look some of the men gave while obeying the

order, for they knew that they would be helpless if attacked,

and, at any rate, something desperate was being planned. We
made every man hold his canteen, so that it should not rattle.

In the morning we moved forward. The Confederates had

placed an abattis of rails stuck in the ground on end as their

first line of protection, and then had piled the ground with tim-

ber. It took several moments to clear these obstructions away,
so that the enemy had some little notice of our coming. They
were in pens of logs and could not get out to fight, so that we

captured them after a brief conflict, and then we bagged a

whole division, including General Johnson, whose headquarters
had been established in the McCool house. We could not ad-

vance, however, because our line had become disorganized. For

twenty hours the fighting continued, re-enforcements coming up
on both sides."

The Landrum house, near which Hancock's men were massed

by Colonel Bird, still stands, and is occupied by the Landrum

family. "We had 500 bodies in and around our house," said

Mr. Landrum, as he told of his experiences during the fight.

MILES AND MILES OF EARTHWORKS.

The hill back of Bloody Angle is literally plowed into earth-

works. The trenches are so close together that a man can step

from one to the other for a great distance. Like all the other

works, they are covered with brown pine needles, while the

woods in which they are situated look today as they did during
the hours when they were the centre of hand-to-hand fighting.

Many of the trenches were made to serve as graves, the raised

earth being simply turned back over the dead which filled the

excavated line.

On the hill near the Landrum house, where Hancock's artil-

lery was stationed, the lunettes in which the guns were placed

stand today just as they appeared in 1864. There are eight

or ten of them in a row, looking brown and sombre with their

carpet of pine needles, and the sun filters down upon them
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through the pine branches. Although now silent and deserted,

one can easily imagine the thunderous terror of the guns 011

that eventful day, when the Blue and the Gray were struggling

together from early morning until long after nightfall for the

possession of the strategic point. Looking from these fortifica-

tions over to Bloody Angle, the woods and fields seem again alive

with men fighting like madmen, the atmosphere is again heavy
with rain and smoke, and the cries of the soldiers and the

shrieks of the wounded are again resounding upon the air.

It was at the Bloody Angle that the firing was so severe as

to actually cut in two an oak tree twenty-two inches in diame-

ter. From the top of the tree Mr. Landrum took twenty-nine

pounds of bullets, while the stump is still preserved in Wash-

ington.

Writing to General Halleck on the nth of May, before the

heaviest day's fighting had occurred, General Grant estimated

that he had then lost 20,000 men in six days' fighting around

Spotsylvania Courthouse. It is said that in thirty days he lost

32,500 men actually killed. The Confederate loss was also

enormous. Even nowadays bodies are plowed up every time

the ground is turned in the spring, while bullets are as number-

ous in the soil as stones. Mr. Landrum said to me that he had

found so many corpses on his place that the keeper of the Na-

tional Cemetery at Fredericksburg grew tired of coming after

them. This, it is to be remembered, is thirty-five years after

the battles occurred.

It was at his headquarters just in the rear of the Union lines

that Grant wrote the historic line, saying that he proposed "to

fight it out on this line if it takes all summer." The site of his

headquarters is, of course, included in the boundary of the pro-

posed park.

The interest of the old soldiers all over the country in the

present appearance of this locality is shown by the large number

of letters which Mr. Landrum receives. He had one in his

pocket the other day. It had been addressed rather indefinitely

to "Landrum House, Spotsylvania Courthouse, Va.." and asked

for some particulars as to the condition of the Bloody Angle

and its contiguous fighting ground at the present day. There

is no doubt that when the proposed park is established, and its
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battle-fields made easily accessible by good roads and electric

lines, the number of veterans who will revisit these scenes will

be almost beyond computation.

CONFEDERATE SUPREME COURT.

William L. Yancey's Speech Urging Its Establishment.

To the Editor of the Dispatch :

Referring to the recent communication of General Bradley
T. Johnson with reference to the Confederate Supreme Court,
I suggest that the files of the Richmond papers of the i8th and

I9th of March, 1863, if accessible, will probably throw some

light on the subject, as on the I7th of that month St. Patrick's

Day I heard William L. Yancey deliver an elaborate speech in

the Confederate Senate on a bill then pending for the establish-

ment of a Supreme Court. I sat near Mr. Yancey while he was

speaking, and during a pause, I heard him ask the stenographer
whether he was able to keep up with him. He said that he had

tried to be more deliberate than usual, as he was anxious to have

a full and correct report of his speech.

J. R. SATTERFIELD.
Salem, Ala., July 14, 1899.
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A REFUGEE'S STORY.

How a Rebel Gave the Yankees the Slip.

The following story was related by the chief actor long

after the war was over, in almost these words:

It was on a cold, gray morning that we started on that

trip. I was exempt from service on account of age, but the

Yankees were pouring into Tennessee and making raids into

Virginia, sweeping the whole country as they went, carrying off

horses, destroying grain and cattle, and killing the planters on

the slightest provocation. I had eleven fine horses, and know-

ing my life as well as property was in jeopardy, I determined

to attempt to get them to a place of safety if possible. We
went through byways and woodlands as much as we could,

thereby meeting few persons, and these, like ourselves, fleeing

from the^Yankees and carrying with them their most valuable

effects.

The same eager question was the first asked by all: "Where

are the Yankees?" It was the one absorbing thought of all.

I rode my saddle mare, Fannie, and Black Jim rode Grav

Charlie and led the children's pet pony, Dixie. The other

negroes took care of the remaining eight horses, carrying with

them our supplies for camping.

My equipments were in all respects first class. I was espe-

cially proud of a fine pair of holsters and army pistols. A snow-

storm blew up about noon, and it was cold and tiresome riding,

but about sundown we were at the foot of White Top mountain,

and near the home of two widow-ladies, from whom I got

provisions for the negroes and bedroom for myself. Leaving

my saddle-bags, blanket, etc., in the house, I went out to super-

intend the boys as they fed and got supper. It did not take long

to get a big fire started, and the bacon and corn bread were

soon cooking, for our long, cold ride had given us good appe-

tites. I had carried with me some roasted rye, that was used

to make coffee. 'I was lying back on a high pile of wood, that

broke the wind off of us, when the boy Jim ran up before me,
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his teeth chattering, and pale with fright, as he cried : "Marsa,

de Yankees done got us."

I sprang to my feet, and at the same instant a heavy hand was

laid on my shoulder and a pistol thrust into my face, while the

terrible words, "You are my prisoner," fell on my ear like a

death sentence.

We were literally surrounded by the Yankees. Guards were

immediately put over us and the premises.

I was allowed to go into the house at night, but I tell you
I did not sleep much. If one of those guards had left the back

door of that house I would have taken French leave in a hurry.

Before they went into camp for the night one burly officer came

up and took my gold watch from my pocket, turned it over and

over, opened the lids, and examined the works, and then, very

unexpectedly, put it back. He turned up the cape of my heavy

army overcoat, commented on the quality very emphatically,

looked at my new cavalry boots, asked the number of them, and

chuckling to himself, finished his inspection. I knew very well

that in the morning I would be stripped of my outfit and given
some filthy old rags, so I determined to get away from them,

for besides my watch and clothes I had several hundred dollars

in a belt around my waist.

At daybreak we were /called up. My boys cooked the break-

fast, but were watched too closely to exchange a word with me.

Having finished the meal the order was given to bring around

the horses, and the guard was called from the house. Now was

my chance. Requesting permission to get my blanket and

saddle-bags from the house, I entered just as the guard was

disappearing from the rear. Snatching my baggage, I made a

bee line through the back door, across the yard, and escaping
notice in the confusion of the moment, I managed to get the

stable between me and the troop, and succeeded in getting to

a thicket of scrub pine, where, dropping behind a dead log, I

lay in the snow until nearly 3 o'clock in the evening. Feeling
sure the coast was clear, I crawled out and worked my way
up the mountain and found a sheltered place where the snow

was so thin I could kick it off with my boots. Here I tramped
all night to keep from freezing. I was almost famished, and

when day dawned tried to make my way to a cabin near the
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foot of the mountain, hoping to be able to get something to eat.

I kept close to the bushes, however, until I was abreast of the

cabin, and after watching for some time I was convinced that

there would be no danger in making my request. There was
no one in the house but an old woman and two young girls, and

they soon had a substantial meal before me and informed me
that the Yankees had gone north. I paid for my breakfast, and

feeling vastly more comfortable, began my walk home a dis-

tance, I was sure, of at least twenty-five miles. But luck fav-

ored me. I had not gone more than two miles when, follow-

ing a footpath through the fields, I saw one of my boys going
down the main road on old Charley. I called, and Dave was

the gladdest boy you ever saw. He was asleep on the horse's

back and had neither saddle nor bridle. He had slipped away
in the night and the horse had instinctively taken the road home,
with the sleeping negro on his back.

I got a scrap of rope for a halter and begged an old piece of

carpet, after which I mounted, taking Dave up behind me, I

was not afraid to stay in the roadway now, and when we
were within twenty miles of home everybody knew us and I

was obliged to tell time and again the story of my capture and

escape. The old women would cry and wonder where their

boys were, and ask eagerly if I had seen any traces of them.

Four miles from home we came to the farm-house of 'Squire

Ray, and there I found my Dolly hitched at the gate, which was

a great surprise, for the negro riding her was the meanest

boy I had, and I knew he would be glad to run away if the

opportunity presented itself. He had gotten separated from us,

and falling in with the 'Squire's horses, had gone on with them

and escaped capture.

I quickly transferred his saddle to my horse and comfortably
finished by journey, reaching home to find myself the possessor

of only two horses, but grateful that my family had escaped

indignities at the hands of the enemy.

MRS. KATE GUMMING STARRITT.
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CATLETT'S STATION RAID AGAIN.

King William Courthouse, June 12, 1899.

To the Editor of the Dispatch:

Somt time ago I sent to the Dispatch, a communication en-

titled "My Recollections of General J. E. B. Stuart's Raid on

Catlett's Station." In that communication I endeavored to

state nothing but what came under my personal observation,

and what were actual facts. Since writing I have read "Anoth-

er Account of that Raid on Catlett's," in which the writer, L. M.

Redd, says I wrote both "fact and fiction." Had my name been

signed to the piece when it was printed, I am sure my old com-

rade and friend would never have accused me of writing "fic-

tion." The scenes and events of that night do not call for

fiction. The realities were too numerous and exciting to be

enlarged upon. And, really, I don't see a great deal of difference

between my recollections and his. The only difference appears

to be (i) as to who the man was who climbed the telegraph

pole, and (2) whether the man came down with a "thud" when
fired on, or whether he backed down, bear fashion, "'slowly."

I maintain that the man belonged to the Gloucester Cavalry,

and that he did come down with a "thud," and I mean no dispar-

agement to him when I say so. Nor do I mean any reflection

upon him. Most soldiers would have done likewise. Nothing
could be accomplished by staying up there. My friend Redd

says the man who volunteered to climb the pole was a member
of Company G. I should be the last man of my old company
to detract anything of praise from any member of that old

company. I love them all too much for that. They were all

brave soldiers, and would go wherever ordered
;
but I often ob-

served during the war that where the danger was great and

little could be accomplished the officer in command would call

for volunteers, thereby leaving it to the soldier to perform the

duty as he best saw how.

Had Captain Newton that night ordered any man in his com-
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pany to climb a pole his order would have been obeyed, even

at the risk of death.

E. M. Redd does not disclose the name of the man from

Company G who, he says, climbed the pole. I know that

modesty forbids him. He was as true and as brave a soldier as

there was in the service. He may have gone up half a dozen

poles that night, so far as I know; but I did not see him. The
writer says "Captain Newton took his whole company down to

the railroad." That may have been so, but this member was not

with it. He only had the first set of fours, if I remember aright,

when I went with him. I could have mentioned many of the

incidents that E. M. Redd mentioned, but it would have made

my article too long.

I should be very much pleased, Mr. Editor, if you would pub-
lish this communication, for I dislike very much that any mem-
ber of my old company should think I would cast any reflection

upon him, or withhold from him any measure of praise to which

he is entitled.

Yours respectfully,

J. CHURCHILL COOKE,

Company G, Fourth Virginia Cavalry.
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VIRGINIA BATTLEFIELD PARK.

Fredericksburg's Effort in This Direction Concentration

Necessary.

The Richmond Dispatch,, after alluding to the proposition that

the United States Government shall establish a national mili-

tary park at or near Fredericksburg and Richmond, says:

"We should like to see the vicinity of Richmond chosen for

the site of the park ;
but if we can't have our wish about that

we shall be glad to support the next best proposition looking
to practical results. Of course, we old Confederates cannot

hope to have things all our own way. To get any scheme

through Congress it must be backed strongly by veterans of the

gray and blue both."

The Dispatch in this matter seems to have quite naturally, as

the oldest paper at the State capital, a very proper touch of

State pride, and the Free Lance proposes to tell the Dispatch
and through it the people of Virginia what has been done in

the Fredericksburg and adjacent National Battle-Fields' Park

matter, and to ask the Dispatch if it does not, as a State organ,

believe that the Fredericksburg park matter is "backed strongly

by veterans of the gray and blue both."

The Fredericksburg Battle-Field Park matter was taken up,

first, by our City Council, in February, 1896, and a committee

appointed to inaugurate it. Thereafter, in April, 1896, a meet-

ing was held in our Opera-House, at which Congressmen Jenkins

(Republican), of Wisconsin; Walker (Republican), and Tones

(Democrat), of Virginia, were present, and gave the matter

hearty approval.

I. Then provision was made for a joint commission, a volun-

tary unincorporated body, to consist of members from Freder-

icksburg, Orange, Spotsylvania, and Stafford, and gentlemen
from each of the counties named and Fredericksburg weu-

selected to push the proposition. These gentlemen at once saw,

following in the footsteps of Chickamauga, that an incorpora-

tion was not only desirable, but necessary, and thereupon
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II. The Fredericksburg and Adjacent National Battlefields

Memorial Association of Virginia was chartered February 12,

1898, Abraham Lincoln's birthday, and organized February 22,

1898, Washington's birthday. Among the incorporators a, .

over two hundred gentlemen, ex-officers and soldiers of the war
of 186 1 -'5, from thirty-eight States of the Union and the Dis-

trict of Columbia. In these incorporators are many of the

leaders on each side of the war of i886i-'5, such as General

Horatio C. King, its president, and for twenty-five years the

secretary of the Army of the Potomac; General Orland Smith,
the present president of the Army of the Potomac; General

Daniel E. Sickles; Governor W. A. Stone, of Pennsylvania, and

ex-Governor Beaver, of that State; ex-Secretary of the Navy
Tracy ;

General Felix Agnew, of the Baltimore American; Gen-

eral F. D. Grant, Charles Broadway Rouss, ex-Governor Cham-

berlain, of Maine; Congressman Amos Cummings, ex-Senator

Faulkner, of West Virginia; Judge Walter James K. Jones, of

Arkansas; General M. C. Butler, of South Carolina; General

James Longstreet and Congressman Livingston, of Georgia;
Chief Justice Woods, of Mississippi: ex-Senator Blackburn, of

Kentucky ;
Senator CafTery, of Louisiana

;
Senator Bate and

Congressman Richardson, of Tennessee
; Congressman Lanham,

and ex-Congressman Culberson, of Texas
;
besides very many

more equally as prominent. All of these gentlemen not only

consented to become members of the association, but are warmly
in favor of the Fredericksburg- park.

III. Virginia has, through her Legislature, taken up the

Fredericksburg Park proposition as a State matter. Her Legis-

lature has endorsed it, and Governor Tyler is of the opinion that

it is the one park that should be first established, and that other

propositions should stand in abeyance pending action on that

by Congress. In the list of incorporators from Virginia are

Colonel James D. Brady, of Petersburg, a gallant Union officer,

than whom no one has a better war record, who is a member of

the Executive Committee of the association, and there are over

fifty Virginia incorporators, including Congressman Lamb, of

Henrico, and Captain B. C. Cook, of Richmond .city ; Speaker

Ryan, Dr. J. W. Southall, and others.

IV. The Fredericksburg Park proposition is earnestly en-
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dorsed by the Grand Army of the Republic. General Edgar
Allan has brought the matter to its notice, and is chairman of

the committee of the Grand Army of the Republic to secure the

favorable action of Congress, and as chairman of this committee

has presented to the last Congress a very strong, indeed, unan-

swerable, memorial in its favor.

V. The United Confederate Veterans, at their Richmond

meeting in 1896, warmly endorsed the Fredericksburg battle-

fields project, and General John B. Gordon, Grand Commander,

has issued a ringing order to all the Confederate veterans, urg-

ing their help in the establishment of this park.

VI. The Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania battlefields were

most carefully gone over by a committee of the Grand Army
people, of which General Allan was chairman, before the Grand

Army of the Republic endorsed the project.

VII. Recently the War Department has sent a detail from

the Quartermaster-General's Department to these fields at the

suggestion of the Military committees of the two houses of

Congress to report upon the practicability of establishing this

park, and it is an open fact that a favorable report will be made

in favor of the establishment of this park.

VIII. There is every assurance that the strong society of the

Army of the Potomac at their meeting in September will mem-

oralize Congress in favor of this park, accurate maps of which

have been made by our Fredericksburg Association, and these,

with slight modifications, have been accepted by the War De-

partment officers as the proper guide for establishing the parks.

IX. Senators Daniel and Martin and Congressman Hay, after

full consideration, have determined to make an earnest effort

to establish this park. It was in the great battle of the Wilder-

ness that Senator Daniel received his wounds.

X. Senator Daniel is quoted as saying that on these fields

more men were engaged and more casualties resulted than Eng-
land has lost during the present century.

XL The Fredericksburg National Cemetery and the Confed-

erate Cemetery contain more buried dead than can be found

elsewhere in any war cemeteries as near together in the land,

and all were slain on this soil. Arlington and Vicksburg ceme-
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teries may have more, but those dead were brought from many
far-off fields.

XII. There clusters around Fredericksburg a wealth of mem-

ory and sentiment. It was the home of Governor Spotswood,
the Tubal Cain of America; it was the playground of George
Washington, and here is the ashes of his venerated mother.

Not only do the memories of i86i-'65 here abide, but as a Revo-

lutionary war spot it will ever be hallowed by all Americans.

The Free Lance, in view of the thirteen colonies, has no super-
stition about the No. 13. And so if a thirteenth reason is needed
for the establishment by Congress of the Fredericksburg park,
the Free Lance calls upon the Dispatch to supply it, and it does

not believe that it will call in vain on the Dispatch to yield Rich-

mond's claims for the present, at least, and give old Fredericks-

burg, which, during the war of i86i-'65, stood as a bulwark for

Richmond, its best help at this time, to the end that the Freder-

icksburg, Chancellorsville, Wilderness, and Spotyslvania Court-

house battlefields may be established by Congress into one great

memorial park, a credit alike to Virginia and to the nation.

(The Dispatch favors a concentration of the efforts of all

Virginians upon the scheme which seems most likely to succeed.

Our Fredericksburg friends need not fear that we will play the

part of the dog in the manger. Furthermore, we must say that

Spotsylvania seems ahead in the race, and unless other com-

petitors pick up a great deal in the course of the next few

months, it will distance them all. The Dispatch.)

ROSTER OF CHURCHViLLE CAVALRY.

The following is the muster-roll of the Churchville Cavalry,

of Augusta county, Va., from the iQth day of April, 1861, to

the 3Oth day of June, 1861. This company was commanded

by Captain Franklin F. Sterrett, who was prior to the war colo-

nel of the i6oth Regiment of Virginia Militia, having succeeded

Colonel John B. Baldwin, of Staunton. Captain Sterret died sud-
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denly of apoplexy at his home, in Augusta county, on Sunday,

June 1 8, 1899. This company was enrolled in active service at

Ohurchville from the I9th day of April, 1861 :

Franklin F. Sterrett, captain.

Robert R. Ruff, first lieutenant.

George A. Hanger, second lieutenant.

James Cochran, third lieutenant.

Joseph A. Wlilson, first sergeant.

John T. Eubank, second sergeant.

Henry H. Hanger, third sergeant.

Hugh F. Turk, fourth sergeant.

John L. Hill, fifth sergeant.

John B. Wynant, sixth sergeant.

Charles L. Francisco, sixth sergeant.

Abraham Hoover, first corporal.

Jacob A. Hanger, second corporal.

William R. Hodge, third corporal.

Robert Cochran, fourth corporal.

James M. Lickliter, bugler.

Privates William F. Allen, David H. Bear, James H. Bear,

James E. Bell, Charles L. Campbell, James Kenney Campbell,
Addison C. Crawford, William W. Donaghe, Edward Augustus

Dudley, Elijah Dull, Robert B. Dunlop, Daniel Falls, James A.

Frazier, Calvin J. Fuller, David F. Gilkeson, Thomas E. Gilke-

son, William A. Hanger, James F. Heizer, John Henry Hite,

Henry S. Hogsett, Benjamin B. Houseman, Francis E. Irvin,

Andrew Jackson Johns, John Keller, Noah Knopp, Robert Love,

John G. Massincup, William L. Massincup, John G. Mann,
William D. Mills, Isaac Myers, Williams F. Myers, John O.

Ramsey, William S. Ramsey, William W. Ramsey, David L.

Reid, John Roudabus'h, Silas Rubush, George Sellers, James

Sheets, John H. Sheets, George E. Sherman, George F. Smith,

George M. Speck, Albert R. Whitmore, Jacob Henry Whit-

more, and James B. Wilson.
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From the Times-Dispatch, October 13, 1908.

DESPERATE PICKET FIGHT AGAINST
SUPERIOR FORCE.

Fisher's Hill Scene of Battle Royal in Civil War When
Two Hundred Old Confederates Oppose, With Honor,

Federal Force of Over 2,000.

Late in March, 1863, General William E. Jones, going on a

raid into West Virginia, left in the Shenandoah Valley, Company
C, Seventh Virginia Cavalry. Captain John E. Myers, and Com-

pany E, Eleventh Virginia Cavalry, Captain Hess, both under

the command of Major S. B. Meyers, with order to establish

and keep up a rigid picket line across the Valley at any point he

might think best.

Not far south of Strasburg is an irregular chain of hills

reaching nearly across the Valley, and along this chain Major
Meyers thought proper to establish his picket line, with the

reserve near Fisher's Hill, on the Valley Turnpike. The Val-

ley Turnpike is cut in the steep western side of Fisher's Hill

from summit to base, having a stone wall on its left or lower

side and an abroupt bank on its upper side, both increasing in

heighth as the road goes down the hill, until it reaches the heigh th

of thirty feet, where the stone bridge and pike leave the hill at

a right angle, crosses over the rough, rocky ravine, with its

swift stream, along the base of the stone wall.

On the east side, steep and partly wooded, is a narrow strip of

cleared land, a country road, and the North Branch of the

Shenandoah River.

About April 2Oth, Lieutenant Philpot reported to us, his com-

pany having gone with the regiment. Lieutenant Dorsey, Com-

pany B, White's Battalion, of twenty-one men, having been off

on detached service, reported to us.

On April 22d the picket on the pike reported the enemy

advancing in force. The major called in the men from the

nearest posts and with the reserve moved from camp out on to
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the pike, where we met thirty or more members of the First

Maryland Confederate Regiment, brave men, who volunteered

to help us.

When all were lined up ready for orders, we had, all told,

226 men, and here, from our elevated position, we could distinct-

ly see two full regiments and a battalion of cavalry, composed
of the Twelfth and Thirteenth Regiments Pennsylvania Cavalry

(Cole's Battalion) ;
four full regiments of infantry, Elliott's

Brigade, and a battery of four guns. I write full, as it was

early spring, and the regiment had recruited to the full during
the winter, and reported that morning nearly 5,000 men.

The orders given, concise yet clear, revealed to the veterans

the plan which every man approved, and knowing their com-

mander, were thoroughly enthused for the work. Two-thirds

of the men were dismounted and marched off one-third of the

way down the hill, but on the bank on the upper side of the

road, where they would stand full breast-high with the enemy's

cavalry down on the road and be not more than fifteen yards
from them in the heavy brush and woodland.

Here they were placed, with orders not to fire until the

mounted men at the top had opened fire. The rest were formed

across the road at the top. Then Captain John E. Meyers rode

out in front, and asked for a few volunteers to go down into

the bottom below. Seven of us rode out with Captain Meyers
and Lieutenant Philpot down into the open bottom.

We were ordered to move our horses so as to appear nervous,
and thereby induce the enemy to charge us and be drawn into

the ambush.

The enemy allowed us to come within sixty yards without fir-

ing, which seemed rather strange, until Miss Spangler notified

us of a trap to catch us, and to avoid it we must move back

100 yards or more. Seeing their game was up, the two first

regiments of cavalry charged us. As we made the turn off the

bridge to go up the hill the whole regiment in front fired into us,

and I think wounded Lieutenant Philpot. He was clinging
with both hands to the cantel of his saddle. A few seconds

later his horse was shot and 'fell, the lieutenant falling headlong
out over -his horse. One-third of the way up Cliendentes went
down. A few moments later we rounded into line and fired full
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in their faces at thirty yards. We kept up until every chamber

of our revolvers and carbines was empty. By this time the fran-

tic efforts of the men to get away from the telling fire from the

ambush pushed on the men in front, thus driving us back. We
did not run

;
we contested every rod of the way, loading and fir-

ing as we were slowly going back, and, the open space getting

broader, with the enemy pushing around us on both flanks, we
were compelled to give back again and again for about twenty-
five minutes, when they ceased firing and stopped coming.

W;e kept within easy range, at no time neglecting them,

neither showing any fear. This continued for perhaps fifteen

minutes, when they started back down the hill in full run, we

adding every possible inducement. A portion of the rear regi-

ment of cavalry ran back from the ambush, and while the fight

was going on above, General Elliott rallied and reformed the

runaways, brought Cole's Battalion to the front, thus forming
a column, and moving the infantry up nearer to supporting

distance, he ordered the battery into position on our left front

and advanced up the eastern side.

We were soon notified by the videttes, and hurried around to

the eastern side. There we met and had a pretty sharp little

fight with Cole's Battalion, who fought us harder than the Penn-

sylvania.

But soon the dismounted men, having been double-quicked

across the top, came down the steep hillside with a yell and the

impetuous charge of the Ashby Cavalry that no Yankees ever

withstood. In a very short time Cole's Battalion was running

from half its number of men.

The battery now opened fire on the front of the hill, and

shelled slowly but regularly for three and one-half hours, during

which some little movement was made, but no active demonstra-

tion. Occasionally some of the men would get permission to

ride to the front of the hill, where we could see every move-

ment and even hear the commands when given.

Other than these there were only four videttes on part of the

hill, and as neither of these were hurt the shelling did no harm.

After three and one-half hours the battery ceased firing and a

truce was started up, as we supposed, to get the dead and

wounded. But just before reaching the brigade Elliott came at
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full run, calling, "Stop that truce." In half an hour the entire

command was divided into two columns, and were advancing

simultaneously up both sides, and we had to give way. "We

showed no "white feather.'
7 We kept within range, and facing

them, giving as compelled.

There was no active demonstration on their part; they came
far enough ; stayed only long enough to get their wounded and

then moved quietly, leaving us in possession of the field with

thirty-three prisoners and thirty-five horses.

Our lost was one killed, twelve wounded, and two captured.

General Milroy's quarters were in Mrs. Long's house in Win-
chester. Her daughter, Miss Mary, a friend of mine and

staunch rebel, sent me the following:

"Seeing a number of wounded coming in, I know there haci

been a fight somewhere. I watched for General Elliott, took the

raw cotton plug from the keyhole and listened to his report:

Killed, wounded and captured or missing, 227 men.

"I congratulate you. You did more than well. They knew

the number and names of the men, which made it harder f^r

you."

He did not know of the Maryland volunteers.

I write by request of the participants now living, still having
the report, and of this fight the only one in existence giving

us the enemy's loss.

Yours truly,

W. A. CONN,

Company C. Seventh Virginia Cavalry, Second Brigade, Second

Division, A. N. V.

Island Ford, Va.
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THE CONRAD BOYS IN THE CONFEDERATE
SERVICE.

Mr. Robert Y. Conrad, of Winchester, was one of the leading

lawyers in Virginia. He was a member of the Virginia Con-
vention of 1861 and chairman of the Committee of Federal Re-
lations. He had six sons. The youngest was about twelve or

thirteen years of age when the war began, but the other five

were in the service, viz. :

1. Daniel B. Conrad, assistant surgeon United States Navy;

resigned in 1861
;
served in Confederate States Navy, fleet sur-

geon for Admiral Buchanan at the battle of Mobile Bay. After

the war he was superintendent of the Central Lunatic Asylum
for several years, and then of the Western Asylum, at Staunton.

He died in Winchester five or six years ago.

2. Powell Conrad, lawyer, engineer in Confederate States

Army. Died in service from typhoid fever.

3. Holmes Conrad, enlisted in Newtown Cavalry (a Fred-

erick county company), First Virginia Regiment of Cavalry

(J. E. B. Stuart's old regiment) ;
became adjutant of the

Eleventh Virginia Cavalry, commissioned major and served on

the staff of General T. L. Rosser
; practised law in Winchester

until 1893 ;
member of the Legislature, Assistant Attorney Gen-

eral and Solicitor General under President Cleveland, and is

now a resident of Winchester, but has his law office in Washing-

ton, D. C.

4. Charles F. Conrad was a member of Chew's Battery of

Horse Artillery, after the war became a civil engineer, and is

now residing at Staunton.

5. Frank Conrad also served in Chew's Battery, was a lawyer

and civil engineer, and died four or five years ago in Leesburg,

Va.

On one side of the square on which Mr. Robert Y. Conrad's

residence was situated, there were twenty boys and young men

from sixteen to thirty-five years of age, and every one of them

entered the Confederate service and were splendid soldiers.
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Among them was Colonel (afterwards Governor) F. W. M.

Holliday. During the war there were seven dwelling houses

on that square and six of them furnished soldiers to the Con-

federate States Army. The only males who did not enlist were

boys under sixteen and men over fifty years of age.

Holmes A. Conrad and H. Tucker Conrad, the only sons of

Mr. David Holmes Conrad, of Martinsburg (now West Vir-

ginia), and nephews of Mr. Robert Y. Conrad, belonged to the

Martinsburg Company (D) of the Second Virginia Regiment,

Stonewall Brigade. The two brothers were killed by the same

volley at the battle of First Manassas. Major Robert W. Hun-

ter, now Secretary of Confederate Records, was a lieutenant in

that company and adjutant of the regiment. One of the lieu-

tenants of the company was Peyton R. Harrison, a first cousin

of the Conrad boys and brother-in-law of Major Hunter.

Owing to a misapprehension of orders, the left of the regi-

ment fell back and got into some confusion; but as soon as the

mistake was discovered ithe officers tried and succeeded in

rallying the men. Lieutenant Harrison was shot down ; two of

his men undertook to lift him up and take him to the rear. He
said: "Lay me down; you can do nothing for me, I am not

afraid to die. Rally to the charge," and in a few minutes was

dead.

The remains of the two Conrad boys and of Lieutenant Har-

rison were taken to Martinsburg, and reached there after sun-

down, and were buried by moonlight. At that time the people
of the Shenandoah Valley had not been accustomed to war and

its horrors, and the death of these three men made a great im-

pression on the citizens of Martinsburg.
A party who was present at the buriel says : "We buried

them with their cousin, Captain Peyton R. Harrison, together
in one tomb.

"By the struggling moonbeam's misty light,

Our lanterns dimly burning.'
'

E. HOLMES BOND.

Winchester, Va., March, 1908.
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THE MONUMENT TO CAPTAIN HENRY WIRZ.

Mortality in Confederate and Federal Prisoners Con-
trasted and Causes Explained.

Earnest effort has been made towards the erection of a monu-
ment to Captain Henry Wirz in Richmond, but as yet there has

been no definite action. ED.

Over a month ago there appeared in the Atlanta (Ga.) Con-

stitution a bitter attack upon the Daughters of the Confederacy,
of Georgia, by Corporal James Tanner. We old Johnnies re-

gretted very much to see this coming from Corporal Tanner, as,

when he was in Georgia two or three years ago attending the

reunion of the Blue and the Gray, he expressed such love for us

that we thought he had buried the hatchet so deep that certainly

the edge would be molted off, and it would be harmless forever

and ever. But it seems from the first sentence we read in his

onslaught, that he has resurrected the old glory implement, and

put a fiercer edge on it than it ever had before. We cannot

understand 'how Corporal Tanner expects us old fellows in Gray
to love and hobnob with him when he attacks our women in

this way. We will stand many things that he might say about

us, but when he says anything about our women, he gets all

of the fuz turned the wrong way.
The first sentence in his attack is so bitter that I did not be-

lieve that it could emanate from the corporal. He says :

"When the accursed soul of Captain Wirz floated into the

corridors of hell, the devil recognized that his only possible

competitor was there."

The writer of this article served in the First Virginia Cavalry

during the war; was born and reared in Virginia and remained

there until September after the surrender of the Confederate

armies. He was never at Andersonville, and can say nothing

personally as to the treatment of the Federal prisoners at that

point. He, however, is somewhat familiar with the conduct

of the Confederate States government towards it prisoners.
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When Captain Wirz was being tried, I was at that time not

far from Washington. Everybody in that part of Virginia re-

garded the trial of Captain Wirz as a political crime. We were

satisfied that the United States government was using suborned

witnesses, and we knew positively that they refused to allow

persons, some having been guards at Andersonville, to testify

in the Wirz case. The whole aim of the trial seemed to be to

connect President Davis with the ill-treatment of the Federal

prisoners.

Corporal Tanner denies that his government offered immun-

ity to WT

irz if he would implicate President Davis in the ill-

treatment of prisoners at Andersonville. He simply makes a

statement, and produces no evidence to the contrary. I wish

instead of this bitter diatribe Corporal Tanner had undertaken

to give a fair, square and honest history of the question of

treatment of prisoners by the two governments during the war.

We are one people and one country, all desiring the upbuild-

ing of our country. Then why is it that the people of the North

are not willing for the truth to become history where the South

is concerned, but, on the contrary, will continually try to poison
the minds of people at home and abroad against us? I can see

but one reason for it, and that is that the conduct of the North-

ern people and the Abolition party and administration was so

heinous that they do not want the truth known, and they will

not have it if they can prevent it. All the Southern people ask

is that the whole truth be made history, for our children and

their children's children, to know. We did nothing during that

period that we are ashamed of.

But, as to Captain Wirz; Henry Wirz, an educated gentle-

man and physician, came to this country from Switzerland.

While serving in the Confederate Army he was so badly
wounded in the right shoulder as to permanently disable him for

field service; that and likely due to his being a physician he

was detailed for service at Andersonville.

There is much testimony extant of his very kind and humane
treatment of the prisoners under his charge. As to the accusa-

tion of Wirz "beating prisoners," the fact of his having a

broken right shoulder brands that as false.
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Judge Robert Ould, Confederate Exchange agent, and who
knew more about the treatment of our prisoners than any other

man, was subpoenaed, but not allowed to testify in Wirz's behalf.

In the trial of Wirz, certain Federal prisoners swore that he
killed certain prisoners, August, 1864, when he was actually
absent on sick leave in Augusta, Ga., at the time.

When Captain Wirz was offered pardon if he would impli-
cate President Davis "with the atrocities at Andersonville/'
he replied : "I know nothing about Jefferson Davis. He had no
connection with me as to what was done at Andersonville."

In his confession to Father Schadewell the night before he

was hung, he said: "I 'have spurned an offer of full pardon if

I would say President Jefferson Davis instigated the cruelties

claimed to have been perpetrated at Andersonville."

My dear Corporal can you give us from your ranks a nobler

and more heroic spirit than this? Only a little aid to the will-

ing and waiting perjurers to libel Jefferson Davis and you can

go free. Why, my dear sir, were your people so anxious to con-

vict Mr. Davis of cruelty to prisoners? First, it was to draw

the attention of the country from your own outrageous treat-

ment of Confederate prisoners, and other crimes, and, secondly,

to show that Mr. Davis had committed heinous and inhuman

crimes, would blacken the cause and degrade the people he rep-

resented.

If Wirz had shot down 7,000 Federal prisoners, still the

records of treatment of prisoners would have been favorable to

the South.

Surgeon-General Barnes, of the United States, reported that

there were in Northern prisons during the war 220,000 Con-

federates, and of this number 26,246 died, or 12 per cent, and

that there were 270,000 Federals in Southern prisons, and 22,-

576 died, or 9 per cent. Now, my comrade, where does the

cruelty come in? You admit in your statement the above facts,

but say "the explanation of this is extremely simple. The South-

ern prisoners came North worn and emaciated half starved.

They had reached this condition because of their scant rations.

They came from a mild climate to the rigorous Northern climate,

and although we gave them shelter and plenty to eat, they could

not stand the change."
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I do think that the most bald-faced statement to make to an

intelligent people that I have ever read. That "half-starved"

Confederates died because they were well fed and well sheltered.

That argument is about as good as the corporal could produce,

that to feed and shelter men well will cause death.

It has been the custom of Southern people to go North and

enjoy that delightful climate since the first settlement of the

country. The people of the North have always contended that

they could not come South in the summer or hot season because

of the unhealthiness of the climate. This idea obtained all over

the North and South as well.

After the surrender of Lee at Appomattox, I wanted to go to

Georgia where my parents were then living, but my relatives in

Virginia insisted that I should not do so, because I would cer-

tainly die from fevers.

Now, as a matter of fact, nearly all of the great battles were

fought in the summer time, and, of course, at that time the most

of the prisoners were captured. The prisoners of the North

had come from a healthy, salubrious climate and were carried

South into a malarial climate where every member of a house-

hold was expected to take their dose of quinine every morn-

ing before breakfast. At the same time, of course, the major-

ity of the Southerners were captured and carried into the cool,

pleasant and exhilarating climate of the North, the very place

that they naturally would have gone if there had been no war

and they could have done so. But instead of building up from

being taken to this Northern climate, 3 per cent, more South-

erners died than Federal prisoners that were carried to this

unhealthy climate in the South. I beg Corporal Tanner to

explain to us why this was. He says that is was because they

got "good shelter and plenty to eat." God help the mark. But

as a matter of fact they, were given neither shelter nor much to

eat, and we have stacks of testimony of thousands of them

starving to death and many freezing to death from lack of shel-

ter and clothing to protect them.

Let us take Elmira, N. Y., prison and see how well fed and

sheltered the Confederate prisoners were. "The official report

of that pen shows that during the month of September, 1864,

which was the first month that the quota of that prison was
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made up out of less than 9,500 prisoners, the deaths were 386.
The records at Andersonville show that between the 1st of

February and 1st of August, 1864, out of 36,000 prisoners, 6,000 1

or one-sixth died.

In other words, the average mortality at Andersonville, dur-

ing that period, was one thirty-sixth of the whole per month,
while at Elmira, N. Y., it was one-twenty-fifth of the whole. At
Elmira it was 4 per cent.

;
at Andersonville, less than 3 per

cent.

The record also shows that scurvy appeared in this prison

in a very malignant form. "Men became covered with fearful

sores, many lost their teeth, and many others became cripples,

and will die cripples from that cause." On the 1st of September
the report showed out of 9,300 prisoners, examined, 1,870 were

tainted with scurvy. As scrobatic remedies were plentiful,

there was no excuse for this being so prevalent.

Now these reports were made during the healthy season at

the North, and when there was no epidemic in the country and

of Andersonville in the hot summer months. The Federal gov-
ernment had all the world to draw from for remedies for these

suffering men, but they let them die. The North had block-

aded our ports and made medicines contraband of war, and Cor-

poral Tanner himself says that our soldiers when captured were

half starved.

When an army goes into battle all surplus baggage, etc., is

piled up and left under a guard so that they may be better able

to handle themselves. Of course,, when taken prisoners in bat-

tle they have no overcoats or blankets
; they were hurried North

with the light dress that they had been wearing in the South,

and no man has ever yet heard of the United States govern-
ment furnishing the Southern prisoners with an overcoat.

At the beginning of the war the Confederates made a prac-

tice of paroling prisoners. The Federal government would not

recognize these paroles, so we then kept our prisoners confined.

President Davis offered to ship to New York cotton with

which to buy overcoats and blankets for our prisoners North,

but the United States government refused it. He finally suc-

ceeded through England in making a trade by which a few

were supplied with blankets.
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The Confederate government was the first to ask for an ex-

change of prisoners, giving as a reason that they could not give

them the attention that they ought to have.

President Davis proposed to the Federal government that they

should send their own surgeons and medicines to care for the

Federal prisoners, with the understanding that the South would

send like surgeons and medicines North. Tihe Federal govern-

ment refused it.

President Davis turned a sergeant and several men loose with

the understanding that they would go to Washington and tell

Mr. Lincoln of the inability of the Confederate government to

care for their prisoners, and to ask for their exchange, but the

sergeant and men were sent back to prison to die.

In August, 1864, Judge Robert Ould, agent of exchange, sent

a written statement exhibiting the mortality among the prisoners

at Andersonville, to the Federal government.
President Davis then offered to turn over to the Federal

government without exchange 1,300 sick prisoners at Ander-

sonville in the month of August. The Federal government did

not send a vessel to Savannah to receive them until December.

In that length of time hundreds of them had died. When the

vessel came they not only turned over all the sick they could,

but put in many well men, in fact, all that they would receive,

in order to get shut of prisoners.

Not only that, but the Federal government at the beginning
of the war made all medicines contraband, a thing that only one

other civilized government in the world was known to do, and

one of the most horrible crimes that any government could be

guilty of. Your people knew that there was not a pharma-
ceutical laboratory in the South, and the only way they could

get remedies for the sick was from the herbs in the woods and

meadows, and that not only the sick and wounded of the Con-

federate Army in hospitals would die by thus being deprived
of medicines, but the women, children and negroes at home
would likewise perish for the lack of medicines, and your own

prisoners, as well. Thousands of surgical operations on Con-

federates and Federal wounded were performed without

anesthesia. The blockading of our ports and the making of med-

icines contraband of war was an everlasting and black crime.
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The Confederate government was aware of its inability to

properly care for prisoners, and made every effort possible to

turn them over to the Federal government, so that they could

care for them, but they refused continually and finally Gen-

eral Grant put his positive veto upon the exchange of prisoners

upon the grounds that if they were exchanged they would have

to fight them. That is the greatest monument that I know of

to the Confederate soldier; that they could not whip them in

the field and the only way to conquer them would be to starve

them to death.

The Federal prisoners got the same rations that the Confed-

erate soldiers in the field received
;
the only difference being

that the prisoners got their's regularly, while the soldiers in

service frequently failed.

Another unavoidable hardship and one that caused many
deaths in Southern prisons was that, except in Virginia and

Tennessee, the South raised no wheat, and after 1862, the

wheat growing section of these States was lost to the Confed-

eracy. Hence, as corn was our only staple for bread, all were

glad to get cornbread, a diet that the Northern man was unused

to, and a less healthy bread in hot weather than wheat bread.

Your armies had burned our mills, destroyed our crops, both

growing and gathered. Sheridan wrote Grant that a "crow

passing through the Valley of Virginia would have to carry a

haversack." Sheridan also said that "nothing should be left the

people but eyes to lament the war." How then, Corporal, could

we treat our prisoners "more humanely" with our eyes running

great creeks of tears.

Sherman said "war is hell," and he made it so, and I charge
the Federal government with deliberately starving and freezing

to death Confederate prisoners. It was in their power to feed,

clothe and shelter these men, but they gave them insufficient, and

in some cases rotton cornmeal, when plenty of good, wholesome

food could be had, and when remonstrated with, informed the

prisoners that they were giving them the same diet that the

South was giving the Northern prisoners ; and Corporal Tan-

ner says our soldiers were half-starved, and hence we could only

half-feed our prisoners.
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The Confederate prisoners were told in every pen that the

reason they got no better rations was that they were retaliating

for the South's treatment of their prisoners. Now, Corporal,

where does the inhumanity come in? Tell us why that in a

healthy climate, where there was an abundance of fuel, pro-

visions and medicines and all the humanity in America and a

rich government, that 3 per cent, more Confederates died in

your prisons?

Corporal, will you also kindly tell me how you "well fed

and sheltered" the 600 Confederate officers that your govern-

ment placed on Morris Island, S. C, under fire of the Con-

federate batteries. Why did you do this? And why did you
feed these men on rotten cornmeal and pickles, the cornmeal

being alive with worms, and you allowed them no means of

cooking the meal?

When Camp Chase was first established as a military prison

the Confederates were taken to the old Fair Grounds and kept

the first winter in the stalls that had been erected on the ground
for horses. Their other prisons seemed to have been selected

with a view to exposing the prisoners to the hardships of the

climate. For instance, Johnson's Island, Sandusky and Elmira,

N. Y., were about as cold and -bleak places as men could be

placed in prison.

I think Corporal Tanner and his friends should shut up on

this prison business until they can tell us why 3 per cent, more

Confederates died in their hands in a healthy and salubrious

climate, where there was plenty to eat and plenty to wear, than

died in the sickly, unhealthy Southern climate, where men were

not used to it
; when the Confederate soldier was living on less

than half rations, and the women and children at home were

faring but little better, and where the only medicines in reach

were the herbs that grew in the woods.

So far as a monument to Captain Wirz is concerned, the ladies

of the South are going to erect one, and it will be built just as

tall as it will be possible for them to get the money to build it,

and they will inscribe upon it the truth, the whole truth, and

nothing but the truth, so help each one of them God so far as

they know the truth, regardless of Corporal Tanner's opinion
or any one else's. It is a little peculiar that the people of the
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North can put up their fine monuments in the South, right

under our noses, falsifying history, and think it is all right,

but the Southern people must say nothing. The Grand Army
of which he was commander-in-chief, has been objecting to

using histories in the Southern schools not written by North-

ern authors, teaching our children that we were rebels, traitors,

knaves, liars and the most brutal people living.

Unfortunately, the South has always depended upon the

North for their textbooks
;
but when the war was over and

they sent down here such infamous stuff to poison the minds of

our children, we had simply to throw it out, and have published

histories of our own. I will illustrate the case of one little

public school girl in Nashville, Tenn. Soon after the war, upon

being called to her history class, she told the teacher that she

had no lesson, and when asked the reason, informed her that

she had burned up her history. When being reproved for hav-

ing done so, the little girl informed her that she would not

study a history so full of lies as hers was, and went on to ex-

plain that her history stated that the -Confederates were whipped
at the battle of Chickamauga. The fact of the case is that the

battle was begun at Crawfish Springs, thirteen miles south of

Chattanooga, and on the evening of the second day all of the

Yankees \vere cowering under the banks of the Tennessee

River in Chattanooga, and the Confederates were on Missionary

Ridge, a mile and a half from the river, their army not only

being whipped, but all of it except Thomas's corp, having been

panicked. Now, this army was whipped and driven thirteen

miles, and yet their historians claim the victory. Our little chil-

dren knew better and simply resented it.

Corporal Tanner holds the Confederate government respon-

sible for the treatment of the prisoners, and says it was their

duty to treat them humanely, whether the United States govern-

ment would agree to an exchange or not. He therefore agrees

that his government refused to exchange the prisoners.

In the next paragraph, he says, "The plea that it could not

have fed them better is conclusively refuted by the fact that

when Sherman passed through that country he found an abund-

ance of provisions for his great army of 60,000 men." Yes, we
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admit that Sherman did pass through the country and got plenty

to feed his 60,000 men.

The Confederate States government passed a bill requiring

all farmers and planters to pay a tithe of all their products.

Later Congress enacted a law that everything should be taken

for the support of the army, except a certain allowance, which

was stated, for each member of a family.

In the summer of 1864, the writer was detailed to go to

Rockingham county, Va., and was furnished with a wagon
train to collect the tithe and the excess provisions for the use of

the cavalry corps. This was the case all over the South, and

where any family had more than enough provisions to supply

them until next crop, the government took it for the support of

the army. This was the condition in Georgia when Sherman

marched through.

So when Sherman took in his swath of sixty miles he did not

cripple the Confederate Army at all, but he took this from the

mouths of the women and children that were at home. I wish

we could get before the Northern people the horrors of that

march through Georgia of Sherman's, of which they so delight

to sing.

Sherman claims that in passing through Georgia he damaged
the State $380,000; $180,000 of which he used for the support

of his army and $200,000 was destroyed.

As to the responsibility further of the treatment of prisoners,

wont the corporal take the evidence of his famous general,

Benjamin F. Butler. This is Spoons Butler, or Beast Butler,

who attempted to whip the women of New Orleans with his

army. To quote from General Butler's speech at Lowell, Mass. :

"Every one is aware that, when the exchange did take place,

not the slightest alteration had- occurred in the question, and

that our prisoners might as well have been released twelve or

eighteen months before as at the resumption of the cartel, which

would have saved the republic at least twelve or fifteen thou-

sand heroic lives. That they were not saved is due alone to

Mr. Edwin M. Stanton's peculiar policy and dogged obstinacy;

and, as I have remarked before, he is unquestionably the dig-

ger of the unnamed graves that crowd the vicinity of every
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Southern prison with historic and never-to-be-forgotten hor-

rors."

Who is to blame, Corporal Tanner?

My dear friend, the thing that irritates the Southern people
is that you Northern people never fail, when you have an oppor-

tunity to libel the Confederate government for its ill-treatment

of prisoners. We know it is absolutely false, and we know that

any intelligent man in the North who knows the facts, knows
it is false, and hence we very naturally resent it.

Now, I would like to do this : I would like for the G. A. R.

to appoint three good, conservative men from there, and form

a committee to bring out all the facts bearing on the treatment

of prisoners, provided that the result of the investigation would

be published in all the leading magazines of the United States

and one or two each in England, Germany and France.

I think a great deal of the ignorance in the North of the

period of 1850 to 1874, is due to the fact that Northern maga-
zines and papers would not publish anything that reflected upon
the Northern people, particularly during the war. Thousands

of articles have been written for Northern magazines by South-

ern men, trying to put before the country the truth of that period

and denying the scurrilous and libelous articles written by the

Northern people of the South, but the publishers would refuse

them and do even at this time.

Next week I want to inform Corporal Tanner of some reasons

why the South is solid, and why it is so strange to the Northern

people that the Southern people have not forgotten all about the

war.

With much respect, comrade,

J. R. GIBBONS,

Of Stuart's Cavalry.
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From the Times-Dispatch, May 20, 1906.

MEN WHO MARCHED AND FOUGHT WELL.

List of Officers and Roster of Company E, Nineteenth

Virginia Infantry.

Headquarters Gross-Grigsby Camp, No. 93,

Confederate Veterans,

Stony Point, Va.

Editor of The Times-Dispatch:

Sir, I send to your Confederate column muster roll of offi-

cers and men of "E" Company, Nineteenth Virginia Regiment.
In March, 1902, Colonel Charles S. Peyton, now of Ronceverte,

W. Va., who assisted in the organization of the company, and

was its first captain, whilst on a visit to his old home, Stony

Point, Va., with the assistance of the late John W. Goss, and

myself, commenced this work. When Colonel Peyton returned

to West Virginia he requested me to complete the roll. Now
after many unavoidable hinderances, I hand you an official war

record of the company, for not a name, not a remark by "mem-

ory." The roll is verified by first sergeant's books, now in pos-

session of the families of descendants of these officers, and of

four muster rolls of the company in my possession. There may
be some names left out. I do not know. I know as far as this

roll goes it is correct.

LYNN L. Goss.

This company was organized April, 1860, and known as "The

Piedmont Guards," with headquarters at Stony Point, Albe-

marle county, Va. On the loth of May, 1861, at Culpeper

Courthouse, Va., it was mustered into service by Lieutenant-

Colonel John B. Strange. The first colonel of the regiment was

Philip St. G. Cocke ;
the first lieutenant-colonel, John B. Strange,

and the first major, Henry Gantt. Lieutenant C. C. Werten-

baker, of Company "A" was detailed adjutant. He was after-

wards promoted and assigned regiment's adjutant. In the fall

of 1861, Colonel A. T. M. Rust was assigned to command the
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regiment. At the re-organization in 1862, Lieutenant-Colonel

Strange was elected colonel. (He was killed at Boonsboro,
South Maryland, September idth, 1862). Mayor Gantt was

elected lieutenant-colonel, and after Strange's death was pro-

moted colonel. He was badly wounded July 3d, 1863, at Get-

tysburg. Captain Charles S. Peyton was promoted major, Sep-

tember I4th, 1862. (He lost his left arm August 3Oth, 1862,

at 2d Manassas). He was wounded July 3, 1863, at Gettysburg,

and was promoted to lieutenant-colonel in early fall of the same

year.

The brigade was formed of the following Virginia regiments:

The Eighteenth, Nineteenth, Twenty-eighth, and Fifty-sixth.

In the fall of 1861, the Eighth Virginia Regiment was assigned

to the brigade.

The brigade commanders were: First Brigadier-General,

Philip St. G. Cocke; Second Brigadier-General, George E.

Pickett; third brigadier-general Richard B. Garnett. He was

killed July 3, 1863, at Gettysburg. Fourth and last Brigadier-

General Eppa Hunton, to the close of the war. The brigade be-

longed to Pickett's division.

Peyton, Charles S., captain, wounded in Second Manassas

battle, August 30, 1862, left arm amputated; promoted major

September 14, 1862, wounded in left leg, July 3, 1863, in battle

of Gettysburg. Major Peyton was the only field officer left in

the brigade Garnett's which he took command of and brought
off the field. He was the only officer of Pickett's division who
made a report of this battle. He was promoted lieutenant-

colonel early in the fall of 1863, and assigned to post duty and

served to the close of the war.

Pritchet, William R., first lieutenant; promoted captain in

the fall of 1862
; died of smallpox in Richmond Hospital, March

3, 1863.

Goss, William Walker, second lieutenant
; promoted first lieu-

tenant in the fall of 1862; promoted captain early in 1863; mort-

ally wounded in the battle of Gettysburg, July 3, 1863 ; died

there in field hospital, July 18, 1863.

Thurman, Benjamin W., third lieutenant; not re-elected at

the reorganization.
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Taylor, Albert G., first sergeant; accidentally shot at Manassas

June 10, 1861, and died twelve hours afterwards.

Foster, Anthony, second sergeant; discharged by conscript

act of 1862; over thirty-five years of age.

Barksdale, Franklin, third sergeant; captured at Yorktown

April 26, 1862; exchanged August 5, 1862.

Bragg, James Y., fourth sergeant; promoted through dif-

ferent grades to first lieutenant: captured July 3, 1863, at Get-

tysburg; exchanged March 10, 1865.

Salmon, James, fifth sergeant; promoted through different

grades to first lieutenant; wounded in shoulder July 3, 1863, at

Gettysburg; commanded the company from July 5, 1863, to his

death in battle at Hatcher's Run, March, 1865.

Gilbert, Robert M., first corporal ; promoted third sergeant ;

wounded in battle Boonsboro, Md., September 14, 1862
;
con-

cussion of abdomen in battle of Cold Harbor; died March 15,

1865.
Edwards, Samuel W., second corporal; promoted first ser-

geant; surrendered the company April 9, 1865, at Appomattox.

Sandridge, James J., third corporal ;
wounded at Gaines's

Mill June 27, 1862; killed in battle of Gettysburg July 3, 1863.

Feiguson, Reuben P., fourth corporal; wounded in the mouth

in battle of Seven Pines June I, 1862; transferred to Second

Regiment, Virginia Cavalry.

PRIVATES.

Byers, David H., arm shattered in battle of Seven Pines, June

i, 1862. Honorably discharged by reason of fifth wound.

Bowles, John W., detailed brigade blacksmith.

Bellomy, Andrew J., enlisted August 22, 1862.

Brockman, Butley, severely wounded in face in second Ma-
nassas battle, August 20, 1862.

Brockman, James P., enlisted August 22, 1862.

Butler, Jacob W., killed August 30, 1862, in second battle of

Manassas.

Brockman, Waller D., died at home, August 21, 1861, of

typhoid fever.

Beck, T. J., died September 15, 1861.

Bramham, John H., transferred to other service.
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Bramham, James G., promoted first sergeant; severely

wounded in second battle of Manassas, August 30, 1862; right

arm paralyzed.

Garden, William B., Killed in battle of Gettysburg, July 3,

1863.

Garden, R. E.

Garden, John A., wounded in left leg in battle of Hewlett

Lawn, November 17, 1863.

Garden, A. J.

Carpenter, John F., killed in battle of Gettysburg, July 3,

1863.

Condrey, Jerry, joined by transfer August I, 1862.

Carver, James C., died December 25, 1861, at Manassas, of

typhoid fever.

Dowell, Major M., wounded August 30, 1862, in second Ma-
nassas battle; killed July 3, 1863, at Gettysburg.

Dunett, Thomas D., captured April 26, 1862, at Yorktown.

Exchanged August 5, 1862; wounded in hip July 3, 1863, in

battle at Gettysburg, and captured. Exchanged August 28,

1863.

Dowell, R. E., wounded in hip in battle at Brook Church.

May 12, 1864; little finger shot off in battle at Cold Harbor.

Dowell, Ezekiel, enlisted August, 1863.

Duncan, J. B.

Draper, John, discharged on regular detail.

Edwards, Tazewell S., discharged by conscript act, over 35

years of age ;
re-enlisted and promoted fourth sergeant.

Edwards, Brice J., wounded in head in battle of Gaines Mill,

June 27, 1862; discharged by conscript act, over 35 years of age.

Eastin, Granville, wounded in battle of Seven Pines, June I,

1862; killed in battle at Boonsboro, Md., September 14, 1862.

Eastin, Henry, killed at Yorktown April 26, 1862.

Eheart, Adam G., wounded in left arm August 30, 1862, in

second Manassas battle
; wounded in right leg July 3, 1863, at

Gettysburg and captured.

Eastham, David C., promoted fifth sergeant.

Ferguson, Charles M., made corporal ;
died at home of typhoid

fever February 21, 1862.
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Flynt, James T., wounded badly in right hand June i, 1862,

in battle of Seven Pines
;
never fit for duty afterwards.

Flynt, William D., wounded in right arm in second battle of

Manassas, August 30, 1862; detailed October 20, 1862, by order

of Secretary of War.

Flynt, O. K.

Gilliam, James L., detailed government tanner, afterwards

transferred to Fifth Regiment, Virginia Cavalry.

Gilbert, Beverly, wounded May 12, 1864, in battle at Brook

Church.

Gerold, Garland F., wounded in battle at Gaines Mill, June
27, 1862, left leg amputated. Honorably discharged October 7,

1863, for this cause.

Garnett, William J., wounded in right arm, Gaines Mill, June

27, 1862.

Garnett, Milton, transferred Thirty-ninth Battalion, Virginia

Cavalry, December 19, 1864.

Gregory, Benjamin F., enlisted March 15, 1862.

Goss, John W., transferred Company "K," Second Regiment,

Virginia Cavalry, and from there to Thirty-ninth Battalion.

Virginia Cavalry.

Gore, James, discharged 1862, "by conscript act," over 35

years of. age.

Goss, Ebenezer, enlisted October 10, 1864; exchanged with

H. T. McCune to Thirty-ninth Battalion, Virginia Cavalry, No-
vember 23, 1864.

Harlow, Samuel M.

Herring, Henry A., detailed brigade teamster.

Herring, John Henry.

Hill, William H., wounded in hand, Second Manassas,

August 30, 1862.

Hall, Henry J., killed in battle at Gettysburg, July 3, 1863.

Hall, William S., wounded in right shoulder, Gaines Mill,

June 27, 1862.

Hall, Joseph M., enlisted March 28, 1862.

Hall, E. B., honorably discharged and detailed to other ser-

vice.

Harris, William, honorably discharged and detailed to other

service.
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Harlow, Lttcian M., enlisted May 10, 1861.

Johnson, W. W., died Chimborazo Hospital, typhoid fever,

June 27, 1864.

Johnston, W/illiam W., captured at Yorktown, April 26, 1862
;

exchanged August 5, 1862.

Jones, B. C.

Kendricks, J. M.

Kite, William H., enlisted October 30, 1864; transferred to

Thirty-ninth Battallion, Virginia Cavalry.

Leake, William J., enlisted May TO, 1861.

Leake, John W., wounded May 5, 1862, in battle of Wil-

liamsburg ; mortally wounded in Battle of Seven Pines, June

I, 1862; died in Richmond Hospital, June 3, 1862.

Lane, Nehemiah, detailed to other service.

LeTellier, Joseph C, wounded at Gettysburg, July 3, 1863.

LeTellier, William B., promoted second lieutenant, April 13,

1863 ;
wounded in the face, July 3, 1863, at Gettysburg and

captured; died there in field hospital, August i, 1863.

Mundy, Jonathan B., wounded at Gettysburg, July 3, 1863.

Mundy, Isaac L., enlisted May 10, 1861.

Mundy, Thomas W., promoted second sergeant; wounded

August 30, 1862, in battle, Second Manassas
;

killed July 3,

1863, at Gettysburg.

Mundy, Henry B., died November 3, 1861, in hospital at

Charlottesville.

Mooney, Madison, wounded in battle, Frazer's Farm, June

30, 1862; wounded November 17, 1863, at Howlett House; acci--

dently shot June 8, 1864, and died from effects of wound.

Meeks, Henry M., captured at Yorktown, April 26, 1862
;
ex-

changed August 5, 1862.

Mahanes, Tavenor O., promoted fourth corporal; captured at

Yorktown, April 26, 1862: exchanged August 5, 1862; wounded

in battle of Gettysburg, July 3, 1863, and captured.

Minor, Peter H., captured at Yorktown, April 26, 1862; ex-

changed August 5, 1862; killed July 3, 1863, in battle at Get-

tysburg.

Madison, James A., captured at Yorktown, April 26, 1862; ex-

changed August 8, 1862.

Mitchell, W. F.
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Martin, Timothy, by exchange with N. T. Routt, March 24,

1865.

McCue, H. T., exchanged with E. Goss, November 23, 1864.

McCue, W. M., exchanged with Milton Garnett, December 19,

1864.

McAllester, William T., honorably discharged on account o

physical disability.

Norvell, Joseph B., captured at Yorktown, April 26, 1862
;

exchanged August 5, 1862; killed July 3, 1863, in battle of

Gettysburg.

Nimmo, Hiram, enlisted March 15, 1862; deserted April 6,

1862.

Pritchett, Bellfield, wounded at Sharpsburg, Md., September

7, 1862; wounded July 3, 1863, at Gettysburg; wounded MarcH,

1865, at Hulcher Run.

Pritchett, James D., wounded in head June 27, 1862, at Gaines

Mill.

Priddy, Obediah, discharged by "conscript act," 1862, over

35 years of age.

Routt, A. P., exchanged with T. Martin to Fifth Virginia

Regiment, cavalry, March 24, 1865.

Simms, William J., captured at Yorktown, April 26, 1862;

exchanged August 5, 1862
; discharged by "conscript act," 1862,

over 35 years of age.

Smith, James A., enlisted May 10, 1861.

Sampson, George W.
Salmon, Thomas B., detailed at Chimborazo Hospital, June 8,

1862.

Thomas, Tazwell S., died August 3, 1862, in hospital.

Taylor, John R., killed at Gettysburg, July 3, 1863.

Twyman, Travis J., promoted third corporal ; captured at

Yorktown, April 26, 1862; exchanged August 5, 1862; wounded
in battle at Brook Church, May 12, 1864.

Teel, Lewis, discharged under age, July, 1861.

Vaughan, William J., detailed teamster.

Vaughan, Cornelius G., detailed teamster.

Wood, James F., wounded in right side, July 3, 1863, at

Gettysburg.

Wood, Alfred T., enlisted May 10, 1861.
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Wood, Robert B., badly wounded, June I, 1862, at Seven
Pines.

Wood, Marion, badly wounded, June 27, 1862, at Gaines Mill.

Wood, W. M., detailed brigade teamster.

Wood, W. L.

Wood, C. T., enlisted October 16, 1864.

Wood, William C., killed at Gaines Mill, June 27, 1862.

Wood
;
Lemuel E., promoted second lieutenant

;
died at home,

February 17, 1863, of typhoid fever.

Wood, Washington, enlisted May 10, 1861.

Zibinia, Antonio, killed August 30, 1862, Second Manassas

battle.
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From the Times-Dispatch, May 20, 1906.

BRAVE CAROLINIAN WHO FELL AT
GETTYSBURG.

How Colonel Henry King Burgywn Lost His Life.

The presence at Raleigh, N. C., of Colonel William H. S.

Burgwyn, of Northampton county, who delivered the memorial

address May 10, called attention to the fate of his brother,

Colonel Henry King Burgwyn, the gallant young commander

of the Twenty-sixth North Carolina Infantry, who lost his life

at Gettysburg. It happened that among the Confederate veter-

ans who attended the Memorial Day exercises was William M'.

Cheek, of Lundley, Chatham county, who was a private in

Company E of the Twenty-sixth Regiment, and who saw Colonel

Burgwyn when the latter was shot. Mr. Cheek said: "It was

in the first day's fight at Gettysburg. Our regiment had been

formed in line of battle and advanced a considerable distance,

towards the Federal lines. Our colors were very prominent
in the center. Time after time they were shot down by the

hot fire of infantry and artillery, and in all they fell fifteen

times, sometimes the staff being broken and sometimes a color-

bearer being shot down.

"The color-sergeant was killed quite early in the advance and

then a private of F company took the flag. He was shot once,

but rose and went on, saying, 'Come on, boys !' and as the words

left his lips was again shot down, when the flag was takerr by

Captain McCreary, who was killed a moment or two later. Then

Colonel Burgwyn himself took the colors and as we were ad-

vancing over the brow of a little hill and he was a few feet in

advance of the center of the regiment, he was shot as he partly

turned to give an order, a bullet passing through his abdomen.

He fell backwards, the regiment continuing its advance, Lieu-

tenant-Colonel John R. Lane taking command and at the same

time taking the flag from Colonel Burgwyn. In a moment, it

seemed, he was shot, and then Captain W. S. Brewer, of my
company, took the flag and carried it through the remainder of
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the advance, Major John Jones having then assumed command
of the regiment. Our regiment was recalled and retired. I was
knocked down by the explosion of a shell, which injured my
eyesight somewhat, but soon rose and as myself and some com-
rades went back, I saw Colonel Burgwyn being carried off the

field by two soldiers, named Ellington and Staton, who were

using one of their blankets for that purpose.

"Colonel Burgwyn asked me, whom he recognized as being
a member of his command, to help carry him off the field, and

I at once gave my aid. We carried him some distance towards

the place where our line of battle had been formed, and as we
were thus moving him a lieutenant of some South Carolina regi-

ment came up and took hold of the blanket to help us. Colonel

Burgwyn did not seem to suffer much, but asked the lieutenant

to pour some water on his wound. He was put down upon the

ground while the water was poured from canteens upon him.

His coat was taken off and I stooped to take his watch, which

was held around his neck by a silk cord. As I did so the South

Carolina lieutenant seized the watch, broke the cord, put the'

watch in his pocket and started off with it. I demanded the

watch, telling the officer that he should not thus take away the

watch of my colonel and that I would kill him as sure as pow-
der would burn, with these words cocking my rifle and taking

aim at him.

"I. made him come back and give up the watch, at the same

time telling him he was nothing but a thief, and then ordering

him to leave, which he did. In a few moments, Colonel Burg-

wyn said to me that he would never forget me, and I shall

never forget the look he gave me as he spoke these words. We
then picked him up again and carried him very close to the

place where we had been formed in line of battle. Captain

Young, of General Pettigrew's staff, came up and expressed

much sympathy with Colonel Burgwyn. The latter said that he

was very grateful for the sympathy, and added, 'The Lord's

will be done. We have gained the greatest victory in the war.

I have no regret at my approaching death. I fell in the de-

fense of my country.'

"About that time a shell exploded very near us and took off

the entire top of the hat of Captain Brewer, who had joined our
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party. I left and went to search for one of our litters, in order

to place Colonel Burgwyn upon it, so as to carry him more

comfortably and conveniently. I found the litter with some

difficulty, and as the bearers and myself came up to the spot

where Colonel Burgwyn was lying on the ground, we found

that he was dying. I sat down and took his hand in my lap. He
had very little to say, but I remember that his last words were

that he was entirely satisfied with everything, and 'The Lord's

will be done.' Thus he died, very quietly and resignedly. I

never saw a braver man than he. He was always cool under

fire and knew exactly what to do, and his men were devoted

to him.

''He was the youngest colonel I ever saw in all my experience

as a soldier. If he had lived he would have been given high

rank, I feel sure." After Mr. Cheek had given this interesting

story, now told for the first time of the fate of his gallant colonel,

he was shown and viewed with much motion the sword, sash

and gauntlets which Colonel Burgwyn wore during the terrible

first day at Gettysburg; that greatest of battles of all the Civil

War, which marked what came to be known as the "high-
water-mark of the war," and in which the Twenty-sixth Regi-
ment suffered a greater loss than any other regiment, either

Federal or Confederate, during the entire four years' struggle.

FRED A. OLDS.
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From the Times-Dispatch, May 20, 1906.

THE "RED BADGE" EXPLAINED.

In regard to the "Red Badge" mentioned by your Bucking-
ham correspondent in last Sunday's issue, given to Mr. Jamie-

son, I think there is some error. The credit he bestows upon
Mr. J. is deserved, but what he received was not a "badge,"
but a "Red Letter Commission as Lieutenant," given for con-

spicuous gallantry. I have been told only five or six were is-

sued and only then near the close of the war.

Some years ago, in collecting Confederate documents and

relics, Mr. William A. Jamieson, now of this country, gave me
this commission, the only one I ever saw. With the other Con-

federate papers, I sent it to Mrs. Ellyson as a donation to the

museum, and presume she placed them there. Among them

was a counterfeit Confederate five-dollar note, the only one I

ever knew of, which I took from a Federal prisoner.

I have been intending for years to visit the museum while in

Richmond, and ascertain if the relics I sent were there, as I

never received any acknowledgement of their receipt.

I own and have read so many Confederate War books that

I can not now positively say in which can be found the state-

ment, that no promotion on the field, no badge or medal was

ever given by the Confederate commanders or authorities for

conspicuously gallant conduct in face of the enemy. I think it

was in Major Stiles' book, "Four Years With M'arse Robert/"

I can not recall any authentic incident of the kind mentioned

in the numerous war books I take so much, pleasure in reading.

At the battle of Frayzer's Farm, or Glendale, on 3Oth of

June, 1862, Pickett's Brigade gave away under the terrific and

unexpected fire of a larger force of the Yankee army.

In the disorder and confusion amid a storm of bullets, Cap-

tain W. Stuart Symington, of Pickett's staff, rushed at full

speed on horseback to my regiment, the Fifty-sixth Virginia,

and seized the flag from the color bearer and held it aloft, call-
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ing to the men to rally. Some were falling on all sides of him
and his horse was shot through the neck. I was standing near

the head of the horse, with Lieutenant Frank C. Barnes, now
of Charlotte county, on my right. This reminded me of pictures

I had seen about battles in books when a boy. But Huger's
Division came to our relief, over-lapping and capturing the

whole force along with General McCall. General Pickett was

not there, as he was wounded a few days before at Game's Mill.

I will never forget the looks of a tall, whiskered North Caro-

linian as he passed near me, with his musket pointing to the

front, saying, "They got you boys ;
but get out of the way and

we will give them hell."

Some years ago I published this incident, and received a let-

ter from Captain Symington, now of Baltimore, who said that

he distinctly remembered it; but Capt. Charles Pickett per-

formed equally as meritorious service on that occasion. If any
men deserved a badge or medal for extraordinary bravery in

the face and under the fire of the enemy it was Captain Syming-
ton.

THOS. D. JEFFREYS,

Captain Fifty-sixth Va.
Chase City, Va., May 14, 1906.
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EFFORTS FOR RECONSTRUCTION IN APRIL, 1865.

Judge J. A. Campbell's Noble Offices His Arbitrary Im-
prisonment The Character of Lincoln

Appealingly Exhibited.

The highly interesting papers here printed, which present a.

vivid picture of a period of intense anxiety to our people of the

South, have been retained by me since their reception. The orig-

inals will now be deposited in the Museum building for preser-

vation by the Confederate Memorial Literary Society, with the

valuable collection of manuscripts hitherto confided to it by the

Southern Historical Society.

The 3rd paper mentioned is not printed, as all of its essential

details are given in the 2nd paper. It bears the statement :

"This letter was found among Judge Campbell's papers after his

arrest. It is apparently the original letter which some after-

thought prevented its being sent to its destination."

The truly noble devotion of Judge Campbell must command

undying admiration, whilst the character of the "martyred presi-

dent," as exhibited, must appeal to the sensibility of every one,

even the most rancorous. ED.

Norfolk, Va., October 24th, 1904.

R. A. BROCK, ESQ.,

Secretary, Southern Historical Society,

Richmond, Va.

Dear Sir: Enclosed I send you for a place among the archives

of the Southern Historical Society the following original papers

written by the late Judge John A. Campbell.

1. A letter of Judge Campbell to Hon. R. M. T. Hunter, dated

October 25th, 1877.

2. A statement of Judge J. A. Campbell addressed to Hon.

J, J. Speed, Attorney General, U. S., dated August 31, 1865,

written from Fort Pulaski, Georgia.
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3. A letter of Judge Campbell to Hon. Horace Greely, dated

April 26th, 1865, written from Richmond, Va.

The above statement and letter relate to certain interviews be-

tween Judge Campbell and President A. Lincoln, which took

place in Richmond, about the 5th and 6th of April, 1865.

I received these documents from the family of Hon. R. M. T.

Hunter, having been found by them among Mr. Hunter's privace

papers. I was requested by them to deliver them to the family

of Judge Campbell, residing in this city. I submitted them to

the daughter of Judge Campbell, Mrs. V. D. Groner and was re-

quested by her, through her son, Mr. D. L. Groner, to make

such disposition of them as I deemed best, and upon my sugges-

tion they consented to their being placed among- the archives of

the Southern Historical Society. This seems to be the dispo-

sition desired by Judge Campbell himself as appears from his

letter to Mr. Hunter, of October 25th, 1877.

I therefore have the honor to enclose these papers to you as

they may be deemed of historical value and as such worthy of

preservation by onr Societv.

Please acknowledge receipt and oblige,

Yours very truly,

THEODORE S. GARNETT.

169 St. Paul Street,

Bait., Oct. 25, 1877.

My Dear Sir: I enclose you a letter written to Att.o. Gen.

Speed, at Pulaski, and which you heard there and told me if 1

sent it I would remain there for life. I sent it, but my family

were advised not to allow it to go forward and so it remains.

The letter to Greely .was found among my papers. These

give a nearly contemporary account of what took place between

Pres. Lincoln and myself.

You know we sent for members of the Legislature and for

you tc come to Richmond. Transportation was furnished to

the members. On the 13th April, 1865, I had a letter from

Gen. Old, then commanding, saying, 'T am instructed by the Pres-

ident to inform you that since his paper was written on the sub-
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ject of reconvening the gentlemen, who, under the insurrection-

ary government, acted in the Legislature of Virginia, events have

occurred anticipating the object had in view and the convention

of such gentlemen is unnecessary. He wishes the paper with-

drawn and I shall recall my publications assembling them."

On the following day, 14 April, 1865, Mr. Lincoln was as-

sassinated.

You and myself, through Gen. Old, sent a telegram for leave

to go to Washington.
Stanton's deposition is interesting in this connection.

Yours truly,

J. A. CAMPBELL.

Please return these papers or file them with the Historical

Society.

Fort Pulaski, Georgia,

August 3 ist, 1865.
Hon. J. J. Speed, Atto. Gen'l.

I have a letter which contains the following sentence: "It is

charged in substance, and I understand with strong censure, that

in the matter of the call of the Virginia Legislature you abused

the confidence of Mr. Lincoln, misrepresenting his views and

promises and by perversion misled Gen. <Weitzel into grave
error of official misconduct. It is alleged that you violated and

concealed the explicit condition laid down by Mr. Lincoln, that

the public men of Virginia were to meet only as individuals,

called together for consultation and to promote order
; and it

i? further alleged that Mr. Lincoln's memorandum as furnished

by yourself supports the views taken of your conduct. This

affair was stated to be not the sole, but a cogent motive of your

complicity and its continuance."

In reply to inquiries occasioned by this statement, I learn

that the Attorney General made this statement to an eminent

citizen of the U. S. I hope that you will pardon me for intrud-

ing upon you a reply to the charge.

I remained in Richmond at the time of its evacuation on the

2nd and 3rd of April, by the Confederate government and troops.

Scarcely another person who had occupied my position of
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prominence in the country did so. I had determined' to do so

tor weeks before. I had advised others to do so. I had ex-

pressed my opinion fully and repeatedly to the Executive and

to members of the Legislative government that the Confederate

States could not carry on their war ;
that peace should be made,

and that the fall of Richmond (which was inevitable) would

terminate the war. A letter written by me to Gen. Breckinridge,

then Secretary of War, and submitted to Mr. Davis, Gen. Lee.

and read to a number of members of Congress, dated 6 March,

1865, is in existence to substantiate this assertion.

I remained in Richmond to submit to the authority of the

U. S., noon a full conviction that the Confederate government

could not sustain itself.

On the 4th April, I reported to Gen. Shepley, the Governor of

Richmond, and told him that I came to submit, and he gave me

a printed order from protection from arrest. In the course of

this interview he spoke of arrangements for the government of

Virginia. I told him that the war was virtually ended and that

the question was, as to the pacification and settlement of the

country. That the election of Governor and of a government
for the State was a difficult and invidious task and I recom-

mended him to call to the aid of the U. S., men of the character

and class of Mr. Hunter, in consultation moderate and influ-

ential men who were satisfied that submission was a duty and a

necessity. He was impressed with the counsel and communi-

cated in a telegram to President Lincoln the recommendation.

I have it thus that Mr. Lincoln was at City Point, and I said 1

should be glad to see him. The same p. m. (I think) Mr. Lin-

coln arrived in Richmond and Gen. WeitzeFs staff officer came

to my home and said Mr. L. was there and would see me.

Our interview was in presence of Gen'l Wteitzel. I told Mr.

Lincoln that I had no commission from the Confederate govern-

ment; that it was known to Gen. Breckinridge that I should re-

main in Richmond, and that I should seek an interview with

him
;
that 1 had no permission to do so, nor was I prohibited.

I told him that I regarded the war to be at an end, that the

most influential of the public men of Virginia would aid in the

settlement of peace and I urged him to convene them for the

purpose. I stated to him that I had regarded the war as a sec-
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tional one and to envalue principles. That the aims of the dif-

ferent sections could not be otherwise reconciled and that the

fortunes of the war had resulted in favor of the U. S. That I

had regarded it to be the duty of the successful party, in any
event, to make a peace with the loser, as favorable as the cir-

cumstances would allow. That if the South had gained inde-

pendence, still a union with the North of the closest nature con-

sistent with their conditions was sound policy and a duty. I

urged magnanimity, moderation and kindness upon him. "That

when leniency and cruelty contend for the conquest of a king-

dom the greatest player will be the surest winner." Mr. Lincoln

expressed his approbation of these general sentiments and said

the question was as to their application. He concluded to re-

main at Richmond till next morning, arranged for another in-

terview, and told me to bring some citizens of Richmond with me.

I sent off for six or seven persons, but only G. A. Myers,

Esq., an old and established member of the bar of Richmond,
was ready to go, some were absent, others engrossed.

We met Mr. Lincoln on the Malvern (gun boat) in James
River. Gen. Weitzel was present with us. Mr. Lincoln pro-

duced a written paper, which he carefully read over and com-

mented on and gave to me the original. This paper I gave to

Ger/1 Ord, the 12 or 13 April, when the revoking order, here-

after mentioned, was made. I have now an engraved copy.

The substance of this paper was, That the indispensable

conditions for peace were: 1st, That the Confederate States

should cease hostilities, disband their troops, recognize the na-

tional authority; 2nd, That no armistice would be granted and

no receding by the Executive from his official action in re-

gard to slavery as contained in the messages, proclamations.

All other questions would be treated of sincere liberality. He

invited those who had other conditions to propose them, de-

clared he would release confiscations to States that would act

promptly and would exact confiscations as far as the future ex-

penses from the intractable.

He said that nothing was to be released, as respects slaves.

He proceeded to say, "That he had said nothing in the paper

as to pains and penalties. That he supposed it would not be

proper to offer a pardon to Mr. Davis whom we familiarlv
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Jeff Davis who says he would not have one, but that most

any one can have most anything of the kind for the asking/'

He said this with emphasis and gesture.

When he had finished this, I told him that the difficulty in

making a settlement then was the absence of a competent party.

That Gen. Lee had herefore declined to do more than to per-

form his military duty and would not assume counsel, much less

to act upon the question of peace. That Mr. Davis had finally

excused himself from the performance of the irksome duty, by

saying "He could not commit a suicide, and that the States in

convention, only could act." That the Senate had declined, be-

cause of the position of the President, and that thus the subject

had been neglected and disregarded. That the condition of

Gen. Lee's army was precarious and its circumstances, and 1

was sure that a suspension of hostilities for a few days woul'd

bring a peace such as he desired.

I submitted to him the draft of an armistice that I had pre-

pared in February on my return from Hampton Roads, as a plan

by which a settlement could be initiated and which had been sub-

mitted to Gen. Breckinridge, Sec'y of War, and to Mr. Davis,

with a view to induce their action, expecting that there might
be company at the interview I had reduced some of my views

to writing. Mr. Lincoln took my letter and this paper without

further remark. Mr. Lincoln said further, that he had been

thinking of a plan for calling the Virginia Legislature, that had

been sitting in Richmond, together, and to get them to vote for

the restoration of Virginia to the Union. That he had not ar-

ranged the matter to his satisfaction and should not decide upon
it until after his return to City Point, and he would communi-

cate with Gen. Weitzel. He said, "He deemed it important
that the very legislature that had been sitting in Richmond
should vote upon the question. That he had a government in

Northern form the Pierpont government but it had but a

small margin and he did not desire to enlarge it."

He said "That the Virginia Legislature was in the condition

of a tenant between two contending landlords and that it should

attorn to the party that had established the better claim."

Mr. Myers had been a member of the Legislature of Virginia
in former vears and resided in Richmond.
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Mr. Lincoln asked him particularly as to the state of the

Legislature, whether it could he called together without diffi-

culty, whether it had been dissolved, adjourned, or had taken

a recess., &c., &c.

My suggestion to Mr. Lincoln had not extended to the call of

any legal or political body. I say to you the first suggestion

came from him and in the manner I state.

Mr. Myers is in Richmond and his testimony on this subject

can be had. The following day (6th April) Gen. Weitzel sent

for me to read a letter from Mr. Lincoln. This letter has been

published. I understood that letter to authorize a call for the

Virginia Legislature to come to Richmond to vote upon the

restoration of Virginia to the Union and to perform any other

legal acts in harmony with the policy of peace and union.

Gen. Lee was still in army and the war was still going on.

I asked Gen. W. if others than the members of the legislature

would be allowed to come to Richmond. He answered yes and

he would afford transportation and facilities to them. I called

the members of the legislature of Virginia who were then in

Richmond together, and told them of what had occurred and

advised them to take the measures required, and left this whole

matter in their hands. I told them I was not a Virginian, did

not desire to engross any of the care and responsibility of the

movement and declined to be on the committee to manage the

matter. I wrote a letter to Gen. J. R. Anderson, explaining

what I had done, read it to Gen. Shepley in presence of Mr.

Dana, Assistant Sec'y of War, and left this original to be copied

in that office.

Xo objection was made to this letter. The letter convening

the legislature was examined bv Gen. Shepley and corrected

by him. His corrections were assented to and the letter went

forth in the form he agreed to.

After Gen. Weitzel had showed to me the letter of Mr. Lin-

coln, we had some conversation, in the course of which he said,

"That he now understood what I meant, by saying that the

suspension of hostilities for a few days would lead to peace.

We have captured Gen. Lee's letter." The letter referred to, I

learned, was a letter of Gen. Lee, dated 8th March, '65, and

related to the military situation at the date and presented a
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gloomy picture of affairs. Tt was addressed to Gen. Rreckin-

ridge.

On the 6th March, I had written a very full letter to Gen.

Breckinridge on the situation of affairs. It was the last of

several efforts to promote a negotiation for peace. Mr. Rives

and Gen. Lee had conversed upon an unfinished draft of it be-

fore it was handed to Gen. B. This letter as delivered advised

a call for a report from Gen. Lee and a reference of the matter

to Congress.

This letter of Gen. Lee was the report required in that sug-

gestion.

I was familiar with its contents, I felt at liberty to speak
more freely and in more detail upon the subject of Gen. Lee's

condition than before and had I renewed the expression of the

opinion in which Gen. W. concurred, that Gen. Lee's army could

not be held together if an armistice were granted and that peace
must follow upon such a measure. I told him that the action

of Mr. Davis in refusing all negotiation upon the basis of union

had compelled conservative men to act independently of his au-

thority. That Gov. Graham had returned to North Carolina

and had already, I believed, instituted measures for securing

separate State action. That the legislature would meet there in

May next, and would vote for a return to the Union. I advised

that the same measure that Mr. Lincoln had adopted for Vir-

ginia be extended to North Carolina and that it would be pro-

ductive of beneficent consequences. Gen. Weitzel invited me
to repeat in writing what I had communicated to him. This I

did on the same or a following day. This letter I learn was
sent to Washington. My entire action and interference has

now been stated. You will see that I neither misunderstood nor

misrepresented Mr. Lincoln as stated. Mr. Lincoln desired the

Legislature of Virginia to be called together to ascertain and to

test its disposition to co-operate with him in terminating the

war. He desired it to recall the troops of Virginia from the

Confederate service and to attorn to the United States and to

submit to the national authority. He never for a moment spoke
of the Legislature except as a public corporate body,

representing a substantial portion of the State. I was in

doubt whether others than the Legislature were included
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in the permission and asked the question directly of

Gen. W. Air. Lincoln could not have employed the language he
did in his memorandum, his letter to Gen. Weitzel, or his con-

versation to me, with such a signification as is attached to it in

the charge I am answering. It never entered into my imagina-
tion to conceive that he used the word ''Legislature'' to express a

convention of individuals having no public significance or rela-

tions. Mr. Lincoln did not fully credit the judgment that was

expressed as to the condition of Gen. Lee's army. He could

not realize the fact that its dissolution was certain in any event;

that its day was spent. He knew if that "very Legislature^ that

had been sitting in Richmond were convened and did vote as he

desired that it would disorganize and discourage the Confederate

army and government. My own information was precise and

accurate. There was no motive for concealing the fact that

could not be concealed very long. Mr. Lincoln's expressions

and plan of settlement were generous, conciliatory and just.

They met the precise conditions of the case. I was willing

to co-operate with him on his basis to any limit. I had en-

deavored to bring the Confederate authorities to the same point

and had failed, because they could not bear to look at the inex-

orable facts of their condition.

1 had no motive for concealment nor interest in abusing Mr.

Lincoln's confidence. My letter to Gen. Weitzel precedes the

surrender of Gen. Lee. It precedes all information of what took

place after the army reached Amelia C. H. We had rumors of

great Confederate victories then here, but that letter contains a

plain and truthful account of the state of things.

I did not mislead Gen. Weitzel. He heard every word that

Air. Lincoln spoke to me and Mr. Lincoln wrote him, not to my-
self. He had intercourse with Mr. Lincoln to which I was not

a party. There was no explicit condition in Mr. Lincoln's

letter to Gen. Weitzel. Mr. Lincoln authorized him to allow a

call of the legislature and to exhibit to me his letter. The legis-

lature was to act loyally after it met and if not, to be dispersed.

That was all. The memorandum furnished to me only strength-

ened the conclusion that the legislature was to be convened a

public corporate body. The pledge was if any State would

abandon the contest and withdraw its troops, that confiscations
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would be discharged. How was a State to comply except

through its authorities? Mr. L. wanted prompt, efficient ac-

tion to terminate a ruinous war, and we must infer that he

expected the usual means for the purpose, but besides this lie

designated the Legislature as the appropriate instrument to be

employed. My wishes were consistent with Mr. Lincoln's. I

desired peace for a ruined, distressed people. I did not suggest
benefits for myself. I did not importune for amnesty or prefer-

ment. The so-called leaders had all evacuated Richmond Pres-

ident, Secretaries, Governor's officials, principal citizens, were

ail gone, leaving the city in flames, leaving the people panic

stricken and despairing.

It was for the people that I made intercession. I counselled

the conquerors to use magnanimity, forbearance, kindness, for

his own honor and advantage, not, specially for mine.

I asked no boon for myself. I am indebted to you for court-

esy and kindness exhibited to Mrs. Campbell and my daughter
while they were on a visit to Washington in July, and had oc-

casion to call upon you at your office.

I have no reason to doubt that you will consider with candor,

any statement that is made to you and will regret any
erroneous or hasty impression that has been made upon you
to my prejudice. I appeal to your sense of right in reference

to this grave accusation, and to ask you to give me the evidence

on which such charges and assertions depend. I have not com-

plained of Mr. Lincoln, alteration of his policy, nor of the order

revoking the call of the Virginia Legislature.

Gen. Ord assigned to me as the cause of the cliange of the

order, the change which events had made in the condition of

affairs. This change was great and Mr. Lincoln had contracted

no debt by any promise or declaration to me which forbade

a change in his policy. I held no commission nor power to

bind any one. I was but a volunteer, entitled to assert no right

under his assertions or acts. This, I took occasion to affirm in

a card published in the Richmond papers. But, I have a right to

be exempt from all unjust censure and from all misrepresenta-

tion of my connection with these events and from all injurious

accusations. \Vheu Mrs. Campbell was in Washington son e
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two months ago, she was informed by Mr. Stanton that the cause

of my arrest was an endorsement on a letter of a man named

Alston, which had been written to Mr. Davis, as President, and

referred to the War Department. In the regular course of the

routine of the affair, I had referred it to the A. Gen'l, "for at-

tention," it being his duty to examine and dispose of letters be-

tween parties. My own statement and that of Gen. Cooper,

Adjt. General and four of his assistants have been filea with

my application for amnesty to show that this endorsement was

no cause whatever to subject me to death or bonds.

As my arrest was made at night without any notice, or means

to answer or to explain, I had hoped that my discharge would

have been prompt upon the filing of such testimony.

I respectfully call your attention to this condition of my af-

fairs as more than three months of captivity have been endured.

Very Respectfully,

Your Ob't SVt,

JOHN A. CAMPBELL.

Endorsed : "Letter to Atto. General Speed.

This letter was sent from Fort Pulaski. It was thought not

prudent to deliver it by my friends in Baltimore and was re-

turned to me.

It is only as a contemporary record that I preserve it."
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From the Richmond Dispatch, March 4, 1901.

THE LAST SAD DAYS.

From Petersburg to Appomattox Courthouse Foodless

Days Sleepless Nights.

Graphic Description of the Last Hours of the Army of Northern Vir-

ginia by One of Its Artillery Officers.

Editor of the Charlotte (N. C.) Observer:

Following are the recollections of a Confederate States

officer of artillery in the Army of Northern Virginia during the

retreat from Petersburg to Appomattox, who was an eye wit-

ness ?.nd participant, written on the anniversary of the surrender

of Lee's army, April 9, 1865 :

This date recalls many sad memories. Eighteen years ago
I parted with the men of my old battery with whom I had shared

danger, privation and suffering. I saw the cause for which I

had risked life, possessions, and separation from wife, children,

and family go down in blood and defeat. I saw strong men

weep, sullen and bitter men, some hang- their heads and curse

and swear in their sorrow and humiliation. Oh, the agony of

those days ! We were hundreds of miles from home and with-

out the means of reaching home, surrounded by late foes, un-

certain what the future would bring at our homes. If there,

poverty stared us in the face and we did not know where to

look, except to Him who doeth all things well, in whose hands

are all of our destinies, "who plants His footsteps on the sea and

rides upon the storm/' I was an original secessionist, and revo-

lutionist. Rather, I gave my heart and hand to the cause, and

when Lincoln's proclamation for troops to assist in coercing
North Carolina was issued, I volunteered at once and went to

the United States forts in North Carolina by order of the

Governor. I was among the first men who placed hostile feet

on United States soil in North Carolina, and from that day,

April 15, 1861, to the end of the war in 1865, when Lee sur-
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rendered the army, I was in the field and in forts exposed to

danger, risking my life for a cause I thought was right. With
the same lights before me, I would do the same thing again, and

have never regretted what I did then.

ORDERED TO EVACUATE.

During the last year of the war, in 1864, I was in Petersburg,

Va., and had command of the artillery on the north side of the

Appomattox river, sharing in the fighting on the lines and in the

trenches, the roughest of which was the explosion of Burnside's

mine. In the spring (in March) when an assault was made by

night on the Union lines we were actively engaged, and from

that time until the order came to evacuate Petersburg we were

almost daily engaged. This order to evacuate was not unex-

pected. ] knew our line had been much weakened in order to

meet the Union forces. On our extreme right the railroad had

been cut. The order to evacuate came about 9 o'clock on the

2nd of April, and by 12 o'clock that night we had withdrawn

and stood upon Dunn's Hill, overlooking Petersburg. Seated

on my horse I viewed the weird scene, which I shall never for-

get. There was a vast throng of silent, sad men. The sky

was bright from burning warehouses, bridges, magazines, and

depots for stores. The only sounds to be heard were the rumb-

ling of artillery, with an occasional sharp tone of command and

the bursting of shells, fired at the retreating column across a

pontoon bridge over the Appomattox river. Men tramped by in

hundreds, moving by like spectres. All was silent except you
could hear the roar of the flames and shriek of shells that

poured into the doomed city. I rode away in sadness and grief,

still clinging to the hope that with all the forces united we could

hold our own. Next morning a halt was made
; we got the

men together and the march was resumed, after securing some

rations.

LAST SIGHT OF LEE.

Here in this county Amelia I saw General Lee for the last

time in command of the Army of Northern Virginia. Though
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\ li.-ul often seen him, it appeared to me I had never before seen

him look so grand and martial and handsome on horseback. He
was the finest specimen of a man I ever looked at, then ap-

parently about 60 years of age, deep brown eyes, clear skin, a

v/ell-shaped Roman nose, abundant gray hair, silky beard and

mustache, well and neatly trimmed, wearing a gray coat and

soft hat, his uniform buttoned up and fitting to perfection. He
was a picture worth seeing. He was always well mounted. It

was a beautiful spring day, the jonquils and white hyacinths in

bloom, the young foliage being sufficiently advanced to cause

a little shade. In fact, all nature seemed to ''clap its hands with

joy." General Lee and staff rode up and rested a few minutes

under the slight shade of the new leaves. I think General Long-

street was of the party, as well as a few staff officers. Presently

the party moved on and the march was resumed, and when he

disappeared it seemed as if a great light had gone out.

No one can describe the horror and suffering of the march

or retreat. We were pressed on every side. Sheridan met us

at the cross roads and at Detonville we made a stand, but the

troops had become demoralized and panicky. The cavalry made

frequent dashes upon our flank, which added to the panicky

feeling. A cry, "The Yankee cavalry is coming,'' would cause

a stampede, so demoralized the troops had become from loss of

sleep and hunger and fatigue from the march.

At Sailor's Creek a stand was made to enable the artillery and

wagon trains to pass over the creek. There was then a sharp

engagement. By this time the army had been "sifted" down to

as noble a set of men as ever lived. During the week the fight-

ing had been continuous and the want of food and rest had

demoralized thousands, who slipped off into the darkness of

the night, when approaching their homes, and did not again

return. The little handful of 8,000 or 9,000 men who remained

did so with the determination to die, if necessary. We could

net stand long at this place (Sailor's Creek) in an hour or less

it was all over. The wagon train became jammed and the ene-

my's cavalry dashed in, making such a scene as I had never be-

foie witnessed or wanted to witness again. Across the creek
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on a little eminence with some artillery was General Lee, the

guns firing over the heads of the army. The wagons, with their

canvas covers, had been set on fire. The cracking of rifles and

shriek of shells and braying of mules and shouting of men made
such a pandemonium as I had never before witnessed. Several

ineffectual attempts to rally the men and restore some order out

of the confusion were made, but nothing could be done. These

were soldiers veterans of Manassas, Cold Harbor, and Gettys-

burg panic stricken, and there was no help.

DISTRESSING SCENE.

What must General Lee's feelings have been as he witnessed

such a sight. The cavalry retired, we crossed the river, and con-

tinued our weary and hungry march. That morning, early, I

was riding along the road, when I heard my name called out.

I saw a general officer I knew approaching, and he cried our,

'Here, Captain, come and take breakfast with us." I cheerfully

assented, as I had eaten almost nothing for over or about three

days. Riding up to the fire,, he handed me some breakfast, which

consisted of parched corn, which had been obtained for the

horses, so I had to go without anything to eat, except corn,

parched in a frying-pan. I think it was about Friday night be-

fore the last day that an amusing thing happened, which I must

relate. The artillery had been resting awhile, when the Union

cavalry made a dash, and we lost a few men and two. or three

pieces of artillery. After the flurry I rode up to rejoin the rest, 1

heard some one laughing in a most stentorian voice, I* rode up
2nd said: "B, what do you mean in acting thus, and making so

much noise?" He broke out in a loud laugh, and said: "Ofi,

Captain, I am so d d glad I am alive I must laugh," and then

resumed his yells. It seemed a very ludicrous thing.

Well, Saturday night about midnight we bivouacked while in

sight of and nearby the Union camp-fires. With about a dozen

we went into camp in a gorge. As we had been firing all day,

trying to cheer the advancing troops, and had been using the ar-

tillery "advancing" or firing over the heads of our army, we had

not a single round of ammunition left in our chests. About day-
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break I was ordered to move to Lynchburg to refill our chests

and put the guns in the earthworks there, and await the arrival

of the army, which would fall back on that place. We pulled

out about sunrise with nothing to eat, and had gone but a short

distance before we came up with the balance of the army, and

then the firing of the last engagement began. While not ac-

tually engaged we were near enough to hear the cheering and

whirl of the bullets as they fell among us. We pushed on. The

firing did not last long, and there was a long, omnius silence, and

a pall of gloom seemed to settle over us. An officer of artillery

passed us, and said in a low tone, 'Tush on General Lee has

surrendered. When you meet up with the troop at Lynchburg
cut down your guns, destroy your harness, disband your men,

take your horses, and take care of yourselves, and go to you.*

homes in North Carolina the best way you can."

The next day when the paroles were arranged all of the men

with us were included in the surrender. The shock to us all

was very great. A friend, who has been very sick, dies. You
have watched over him, cared for and petted him; you know

death must soon come. Still when it does come you are shocked.

So it was with me. I said little. Lynchburg was reached when

the sun was sinking behind the mountains. I drew the men

up, dismounted the drivers, and told them the news. They

thought it untrue. They themselves were so true, so brave, so

faithful, they said they would follow General Lee to the Missis-

sippi river, if necessary. They could not believe it. But when
I ordered the guns cur down, their harness destroyed, they

could hardly do it. The men gathered around me, some weep-

ing, all saying it could not be true, as General Lee couldn't sur-

render. I bade them good-by, shaking each man by the hand,

and not until I saw the last man leave the hill did I turn to look

at the wreck. It was a terrible disappointment. My heart had

thrilled at the music of those guns, I had seen nine fellows shot

down while working them, for four years they had been my
pride, and for four years I had been at the front, determined to

remain there twice four, if necessary, and the war lasted that

long. Now to see the guns lying there, my brave men gone,
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it was more than I could stand. I rode away in the gloom of

the evening, and my soldier life was forever over. I liked the

life, it was congenial to me, and I had a splendid battery, a fine

set of men brave, prompt, and active. I liked all about the

life of a soldier the march, the bivouac, the dash at the enemy,
and liked the danger and excitement. But, above all, I liked tlie

cause for which I had exposed my life so after leaving wife

and children. It proved to be a mistake, but I have never re-

gretted the part I took in it. It had been my pride. But it is

all for the best. I would not have it otherwise. This country

is too grand and great to be divided. I have the kindest feelings

for every one. Of all this I can truly say, "Miserima vidi pars

fuit."

J. D. GUMMING.
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From the Richmond Dispatch March 4, 1901.

JEB STUART.

How He Played Sheriff in a Lawyer's Bedroom.

To the Editor of the Dispatch:

After a long, and, perhaps, unnecessary hesitancy, I have

concluded to give to you and other friends an account of the

manner in which I became acquainted with him who 1 was after-

wards such a famous general of the Southern Confederacy.

When I was a member of the Richmond bar, the Supreme
Court of Appeals had gotten so far behind their docket that the

Legislature made strenuous efforts to unclog said docket. The

special Court of Appeals, composed of the five senior judges

(by date of commission) of the circuit courts, had proved in-

sufficient for that necessary purpose ;
and there were established

several ancillary district appellate courts. That to which ap-

peals from the Richmond Circuit had to be taken was held

in Williamsburg.

In or about the spring of 1854 (I think it was) I had to argue
some cases in this court in the old ''Middle Plantation," and

went thither for that purpose. But my cases were set for par-

ticular days, and I did not go down until they were about to

be reached. So that when I arrived, the rooms at the hotel

were so occupied that my friend, Albert Southall, could re-

ceive me only by giving me a bed in his large "omnibus" room,

with the reserved right of filling the other two double beds. On
these terms, I took sole possession, with plenty of "elbow room/"

One afternoon, just about dusk, and in a heavy shower, a neat,

light carriage all curtained up and drawrn by two spirited horses,

drove up to the hotel, and as soon as the porter could open the

door, three young gentlemen, with United States army trap-

pings, jumped out and ran into the office. I had seen them

for a few moments through the window of another apartment.
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After supper, I retired to my room, to complete my prepara-
tions for the morrow. The opponent whom I had to encounter

was the late Mr. John Howard, of Richmond. I was in bed,

with a table, lamp, law-books, and manuscript notes by its side,

putting system into what was to be presented to the court, when

in rushed the three young soldiers, merrier than crickets, and I

soon learned what a good time they had been enjoying. They

quickly disrobed, and all three got into the large bed nearest

my own, neither of them being willing to be off by himself.

Then they kept up the liveliest sort of chat, recounting, among
other things, the adventures of that evening, for in order to get

as much as possible out of their opportunity, they had made
several visits. Having been a student of William and Mary,
and being acquainted with the society of the city, more of that

part of their conversation was understood than they supposed.

There was, however, nothing vulgar or improper in it. It was

only very jolly, and at times rather uproarious. Still, it was

not particularly favorable to the logical sequence of a legal

argument. After they Had "carried on" for some time, one

of them spoke up very pleasantly: "See here, fellows, we have

had our fun long enough ;
we are disturbing that gentleman

over there; let us hush up and go to sleep." I immediately

thanked him for his politeness and told them to go on with their

sport, as I had nearly finished my work and could easily do the

rest before the session of the court. Moreover, I put out my
lamp "and pitched in" with them, and it was past midnight when

quiet came to that "omnibus."

The next morning they left the room in good time for me to

make my toilet alone. After breakfast, seeing one of them in

front of the hotel, I engaged him in a chat, in which I learned

that he had been over to Gloucester county to visit an army

friend, who had brought him to Williamsburg that he might

proceed to Richmond. My impression is that this friend was

with him at West Point, though he may not have been in the

same class. Who the two companions were cannot be recalled.

I wish I could call upon my friend, General William B. Talia-

ferro, to aid me, and am sorry T did not think of doing so

before he was taken from us.
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I knew, from his voice, that my interlocutor was the one who

had played sheriff in my behalf, by calling for "silence," but

without "pain of imprisonment'' last night, and I learned that

his name was Stuart. That name interested me and led to

some inquiries. I knew the Stuarts, of Staunton, and the Hon.

A. H. H. Stuart was one of the trustees of the Virginia Female

Institute who had invited me to be the first principal of that in-

stitution, of which, by the way, Mrs. Jeb. Stuart was, for years,

the third.

As to his other connections, of whom he spoke of, Mr. Wil-

liam L. Farm ill, of Fittsylvania county, had sent two of his

daughters to the Home School, in my family, in Richmond, and

I had visited him at his home, Chalk Level, where I met his

mother-in-law, Mrs. Banks. With these facts, I told him that

I had a surprise for him, and that he might know whether or

not it was an agreeable one, he must call and see my wife, who

was his kinswoman, through the Pannills. Before we separated,

I gave him my Richmond address. He had to wait for his

stage, and I went to the court-house. But before he left he

came to that place to see me and bid me good-bye. He could

easily have omitted that, but would not.

Whether he was at my house before my return from Williams-

burg is not positively recalled. But he was there repeatedly

afterwards, and we all took a great fancy to him. Once he

brought with him to show me a leather halter, with a fixture for

very quick undoing, which he had invented and intended to

patent In explaining it, he said that on the western frontier,

where his service was to be with the United States Cavalry, they

were liable to sudden raids and surprises from Indians, and a

few seconds in mounting might be a matter of life or death.

They were compelled to fasten their horses, in order to be sure

of having them at hand, in case of an alarm, and that time was

lost in untying them. He had, therefore, exerted his ingenuity

in trying to get a secure fastener that could be loosened in the

shortest possible time, and he had brought the result to show me.

Whether he ever patented it is not known, but might be ascer-

tained from the Patent Office. It might have been called

"Stuart's lightning horse hitcher;" or, perhaps, unhitcher, as
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that was the important matter. He certainly was a lightning

cavalier.

What struck me in him, besides his gallant and genial court-

esy, was his professional esprit. He wanted to accomplish some-

thing useful and honorable to his country and himself upon
hudable principle. He did; but how different was his grand
career in arms from what he then anticipated !

General Joseph E. Johnston once said to me, in Abingdon,
that "the lot of Polk, Jackson, and Stuart was more fortunate

than that of their survivors." They, at least, escaped the hor-

rors of the spurious peace of Appomattox.

BENJ. BLAKE MINOR.

Richmond, February 25, 1901.
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From the Richmond Dispatch, August 19, 1900.

ESCAPED FROM FORT DELAWARE.

A Mississippi Confederate Tells How He and a Comrade

Escaped Afloat On a Ladder, Then a Tramp.

A Story Told by Sergeant Warren D. Reid, of Mississippi, for Mrs. J.

R, Mclntosh, Vice-Regent, Mississippi Room, Confederate Museum.

The following thrilling story of the escape from Fort Dela-

ware, by Sergeant Reid, of Holliday, Miss., and his cousin,

Joseph G. Marable, now deceased, was written at the request

of Mrs. Mclntosh, to be placed by her in the Mississippi Room
of the Confederate Museum, in this city, where, with relics and

mementoes, and other stories of brave Mississippians, carefully

and affectionately placed by the vice-regents, generations to

come will read of the self-sacrifices and heroism of the Confed-

erate 'soldier.

Sergeant Reid's story is as follows :

CAPTURED AT GETTYSBURG.

On the 3d of July, 1863, the Eleventh Regiment of Mississippi

Volunteers, A. P. Hill Corps, with the other troops of Lee's

army, made the memorable charge at Gettysburg. Company H,

of the above regiment, of which I was orderly sergeant, went

into that charge with twenty-six officers and men. We had

fifteen of that number killed in the charge. The remainder, with

the exception of three, were wounded and captured. I was

among the latter number. My wound was slight.

That evening, after the charge, those of us who were cap-

tured and able to march were corralled (about 1,500) near the

battlefield, and that night and the next day marched to West-

minster, Md., where we were put on a train and run into Balti-

more
;
marched from the depot to Fort McHenry, where we

remained all night a night never to be forgotten by one of

those ragged, half-starved Confederates. It rained all night.
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and we stood huddled out in the open slush, unable to lie 01

sit down. We were then put aboard of a canal boat and car-

ried by way of the Chesapeake and Delaware canal to Fort

Delaware, where we were landed about the 6th of July.

Fort Delaware was situated on an island of about ninety acres

in the upper end of Delaware Bay. We were placed in barracks,

in the northwest corner of the island, with a plank wall around

to secure us. We were barely feel enough to keep us alive.

On the outside of our enclosure stood the fort, officers' houses,

hospital, and other buildings. However, we were never allowed

to go out, except now and then in small details to load or unload

a vessel (a service I had never been called upon to do). On
the way from our barracks to the wharf was a gate in the wall,

about twelve feet wide, through which all communications were

carried on. This gate stood open during the day, with a guard
at each post, and of course, it was regarded as sure death to

attempt to pass it without permission, and I guess no one ever

got that, except to do a job of work at the wharf.

Of course, among so many (1,500 or 2,000) soldiers, there

were some not entirely satisfied with the board and lodging fur-

nished, and so soon as they were assured that there was no

hope of being exchanged began to concept plans of escape.

Among that number were your humble servant and a cousin

a member of the same company, Joseph G. M arable. Our first

plan was to go out by means of canteens, by getting two apiece,

corking them very close, stringing- them together, and placing

them under our arms, and thus making the swim of three or

four miles, as we thought. We also intended to pass out by
another route. But others had been attempting this, and, in

consequence, this route was very closely guarded in fact, so

close was the watch at this point that it was, at that time, utterly

impossible to make it.

GAME OF BLUFF.

So, as Bill Arp has it, we did "considerable ruminating," and

finally on the I5th of August, we decided upon Stonewall's plan
of "taking them in the rear." To do this we must pass the

gate and make our exit from the New Jersey side of the island,

thus going directly from home.
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So on the morning of the day mentioned we walked up to

the gate and passed out, treating the guard with perfect con-

tempt, and not deigning so much as to look at them. They were

thus thrown off their guard, thinking, of course, no one would

attempt such a thing without authority. Once out of the pen
we met a good many, strolling around the island, some of them

our own men who had taken the oath. So we attracted no at-

tention while making a survey of the island. We could find no
boat to leave on that night, hence we selected a ladder made of

scantling about twelve feet long, at an officer's barn, and after

making such other arrangements as were necessary we repasse'T

the gate without any trouble, got a pot, boiled our clothes tc?

get rid of the lice, for we knew we had a long tramp before UJ,

and unless we got rid of the lice they would totally devour us

before we reached our journey's end. So, after boiling and

drying our clothes, we passed out the gate for the last time, one

at a time. After getting out we hid in separate places till good
dark. About 8 o'clock we met, as per agreement, at a little

building being put up for a doctor's office. We then secured

our ladder and tied to it our shoes and a piece of plank, to be

used as a paddle. Then came the most dangerous part but it only

required bluff and impudence, besides a little nerve, and we
were tolerably well supplied with the two former. But to paoS

a good sentinel, continually walking his post, with his turning

points not more than forty or fifty yards apart, laden with the

old ladder, and approaching him at almost right angles on a

bright star-lit night, in a perfectly open place not even a

shrub or bunch of grass to hide us was the cleverest work I

ever did.

CAREFUL CREEPING.

But I should have before explained that there was, and per-

haps is yet, a levee thrown up around the island, I guess for th?

purpose of keeping off tidewater. This was five or six feet

high, and in getting the dirt to make the levee a canal about

twelve feet wide and about three feet deep was formed. Thus,

we had to cross this canal to pass the guard on the levee.

Having arranged everything, we selected our man to slip, and

after carefully getting his turning points, or the ends of his
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beat, we proceeded to slip on him, as he went from us, at an

angle of about thirty degree. Just before he made the turning

point we lay flat on the ground till he made the round and

started back. Proceeding in this way for about one hour and

a half, we at last made the distance of about 150 yards. We
had then crossed the canal, and were quietly lying at the bot-

tom of the levee, with our sentinel marching back and forth,

passing within five feet of us.

Finally, as he passed, we raised our ladder an top of levee,

not more than fifteen or twenty feet behind him, and gently

slipped down in the bay. Sinking our bodies under the water,

we pushed the ladder far out into the bay. When Marable

mounted, unlashed our paddle, and announced everything ready
for me to mount, up I went and down went the ladder. Just

as we feared, it failed to bear us up. However, I slid of! be-

hind and held to the back round of the ladder, while Marable

paddled all night long, and till about 8 o'clock in the morning.
One vessel passed us in the night, and when off at some dis-

tance we were a little uneasy for fear that it might run us down,
but we only felt the waves as it passed. We landed, turned our

ladder adrift, and after wandering around awhile found that we
were on a small island, from which we soon crossed to the

mainland of New Jersey by means of a plank.

Here we remained that day and the next, resting up. Bui:

we got little rest or sleep for the mosquities. So on the second

night we appropriated some farmer's little boat and recrossed

the Delaware bay.

I should have stated that when we landed in New Jersey we

could see nothing of the fort, and concluded that we must have

travelled at least twelve or fifteen miles.

MADE FOR THE CHESAPEAKE.

Once on Delaware soil, we made for the Chesapeake Bay. On
the fifth day after leaving the fort, in an almost starving condi-

tion, we came to a house where the old folk had gone to a har-

vesting, so the children gave us all the loaf-bread and buttermilk

we could consume. This occurred about 10 o'clock A. M. After
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leaving the house we could scarcely walk 200 yards, we were

so full of loaf-bread and buttermilk. However, we continued

our tramp, and about 2 P. M. came to a little country store,

where we had a short rest, some peaches, and a chat with a

"blue-coat" the first we had met. He was very nice, and gave

us peaches and some matches, which we needed very much. We
then proceeded on our way, till about 4 o'clock in the evening,

and having digested our loaf-bread and buttermilk, we called on

an old lady at a farm-house and asked for a snack. She gave us

broiled bacon and bread. However, she was a little insulting,

insinuating that we were "Johnnies." Of course, we resented

the insult in as forcible language as was prudent, and continued

on our way until night, when we had a very good rest and sleep.

The next morning we proceeded on our way, having on the

night before, as I should have mentioned, secured a map of

the country from a little school-house by the way. We learned

from a farmer that we could, a few miles above, cross the Chesa-

peake bay on a coal-boat over to Havre de Grace. We soon came

to the coaling station, and found a boat loaded and ready to put

across the bay. We stepped aboard without leave, and without

speaking a word to any of the crew, passed over the bay in a

short time, landing about sundown.

Once across the Chesapeake bay we had no more matter of

consequence to contend with. Our boat, however, landed above

the mouth of the Susquehanna river, and just after we had

landed about dark a train came and was passed over the

liver on a ferry-boat. We thought this a good chance to cross

the river, and stepped on a car, but were soon discovered by

the conductor, who very impolitely, and in rather vigorous lan-

guage, ordered us off. However, we were in a good humor

about that time, and as we were on furlough and in the enemy's

country, we decided to obey orders. Failing to cross on the

car, we proceeded up the river a short distance, where we called

upon an old darky, with whom we had supper, consisting of old

boiled rooster and green corn, the "toughest go" I ever had.

However, he was hospitable and kind and we were ever thank-

ful to the good old man. After supper we proceeded to the

river, and soon found a boat, broke the lock, and rowed across.
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FOUND FRIENDS.

We then proceeded on our way to Baltimore. One night we
travelled some distance with a negro, who was very communi-

cative, and proffered all sorts of information about the country,
the Unionists, and "Secesh," as he called them: but he was too

friendly to both sides for us to trust; though we knew we had

friends thereabouts, and needed their assistance very much.

In a few days, however, while traveling along in daytime, we
were overtaken by a good and ignorant old darkey, with whom
we travelled for some distance (this was, perhaps, about twenty-
five or thirty miles beyond Baltimore), from whom we learned

all about the "Secesh" in the neighborhood. While with the

old darky we saw in front a large frame building, standing
about 150 yards from the road. We learned from the old man
that it was the residence of one Dr. P., who owned slaves, and

whose son was not in the Yankee army. With this, and other

things told us by the old darky about the country, we were

sure that we were at last among friends.

As we passed in front of the house we saw sitting on the ver-

anda three young ladies and a young man. However, we passed
on with the old negro some distance beyond, when, to get rid

of our new-made friend, we lay down by the roadside for a rest.

GALLANTRY WITH BARE AND SORE FEET.

After the old negro had passed out of sight, we retraced our

steps, and were soon again in front of the house, where the

young man and young ladies were still to be seen on the veranda.

During the whole of our trip, which had been made mostly at

night, I had travelled barefooted. My shoes, which were thor-

oughly soaked in the salt water in crossing the bay, had become

so hard that I could not wear them. But I had not been in the

habit of calling on young ladies in that style, and though all the

ends of my toes had been knocked off by the rocks, which are so

numerous on those macadamized roads, I crammed my feet into

the old shoes and proceeded to call on the young ladies.

But, oh, how my feet did suffer ! I tried to keep from limp-

ing, but it was impossible. Marable was in better shape. His

shoes did not hurt him. As we approached the house, the young
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ladies disappeared, but the young man came down the steps and

met us in the yard, with a smile on his face. After passing the

compliments of the day, I asked for a drink of water. He asked

us to walk around, as we supposed, to the well, but not so. He
carried us to the back door of the dining-room, where we en-

tered. The only words spoken on the way to the dining-room,

was a remark made by the young man, that "You were not born

in these parts?" "No, a good ways from here," was the reply.

To which he replied: "I thought so."

WHISKEY AND SUGAR.

After entering the dining-room he set a decanter of whiskey,

with sugar, water, etc., on the sideboard, and told us to help

ourselves, and, like Crockett's friend, didn't stand and watch to

see how big our drinks would be, but turned off and began put-

ting edibles on the table. The first thing put on was a large

boiled ham. I can see that ham yet. Our soldiers know how
we felt.

While he was thus engaged, in walked a young lady, then an-

other, and another, till all were helping the young man prepare
the table, and, oh, what a table ! I never saw a better with

such waiting-maids !

The young ladies, as soon as we were seated at the table, be-

gan to show their curiosity by asking questions ;
but a wink from

the brother caused us to deal out but little information at that

time. Dinner over we walked out on the veranda, where the

young man informed us that it would not be safe for us to

remain in the house, as a company of "Yankees" were encamped
not far off, and frequently passed. He then walked with us

down to the road, where he gave us some information about

Baltimore. He induced us to hide in a corn patch nearby until

night, as it would be dangerous to travel in daylight. He then

blew his whistle for his pointer dog, which had crossed the road,

and returned to the house, while we secreted ourselves in the

corn patch.

Just after dark, the moon shining brightly, we heard a ve-

hicle leave the house, and when it got opposite the corn patch
the whistle blew. We hurried to the road and soon the carriage
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turned and came back, and the whistle blew again, when we
walked out into the road in front of the horses, a fine pair of

grays. The young man on the driver's seat threw open the

door, and we stepped in and took the front seat, the other being

occupied by his sisters, and a young lady from the city of Phila-

delphia, sitting by the driver.

We had a delightful moonlight ride of about twelve or fifteen

miles, and at the same time had been furnished funds enough
to supply our needs until we should reach Old Virginia. We
then took leave of our friends, they returning to their home, and

we continuing on our way to Baltimore.

Should this be seen by one of the above persons, I would be

very glad to hear from them. I have for a long time ever

since the war wanted to write to young Mr. P., or his sisters,

or Miss -
,
of the city of Philadelphia, but failed to remem-

ber their address, and, although I made frequent inquiries, have

so far failed to learn their postoffice.

REACHED BALTIMORE.

The second morning after leaving our friends, on Sunday it

was, just before day, we came to the edge of the city of Balti-

more. Our route was through the city by way of Frederick,

Md., to Harper's Ferry. But passing through Baltimore was

rather dangerous for a "Reb" at that time ;
but it was a long

way around, and we were terribly footsore and dreaded the

march.

So we finally decided to bluff the city, and remained hidden

in the woods near the road all day Sunday. We came near

being run into several times during the day, but Providence wa^

on our side., and no one saw us. As soon as dark came we hit

the road, and were soon in the city.

We called at a stable to get a turnout to carry us through,

thinking it the safest, but all their teams were out, and, besides,

the proprietor, or some one in the stable, was a little insolent

in suspecting us to be "Johnnies." We gave him some tough

jaw and left, making our way through without attracting any

attention.
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( hit at this edge of the city were many tents, occupied by
United States soldiers. We passed many of them on the side-

walks, but they took no notice of us, or we of them. We passed
on altogether at night after leaving Baltimore,, avoiding cities

and -towns, and met with nothing worth relating until we reached

the Patapsco river, where we passed over the bridge without

being seen by the guard standing at the end, whistling merrily.

From here we went on by way of Frederick to Harper's Ferry.

We did one mean trick over in Maryland, near the Potomac,

which I regret, but it could not be avoided at that time. We
broke into some gentleman's spring house, appropriated a little

piece of veal and some milk and butter, for all of which we ask

his pardon. If he was a good Rebel, as he should have been,

it was all right ; otherwise, we don't care a cent.

We reached the Potomac, just above Harper's Ferry, before

midnight, and with a stick to feel our wray were soon on Vir-

ginia soil. We called at a house close by, got something to eat,

and continued on towards Charlestown. Before reaching

Charlestown we lay over one Sundav with a family, who gave
us directions how to proceed.

We found that Charlestown was occupied by United States

cavalry, with their outpost about three or four miles on the

road to Front Royal. We kept clear of the road till we passed
the outpost, then took the road and reached White Post, just

after day, got breakfast and proceeded on our way to Front

Royal.

About a mile before reaching the latter place we met citizens

running out, saying that the Yankees were coming in on the

Culpeper road. However, we went on to town, and learned that

there was a little raid on the Culpeper road, so we turned our

course up the Luray valley to Luray Courthouse, where we met

the First Confederate cavalry. We put up at a hotel, where a

generous cavalryman paid our bill. The next morning we got

transportation on the stage to Culpeper, and stayed over night,

and the next day went down to Orange Courthouse, where we
found the noble old Eleventh Mississippi, with a few of Com-

pany H. on hand.

W. D. REID.
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From the Times-Dispatch, January 17, 1909.

CAVALRY RAIDS IN THE WAR OF SECESSION,

Major-General John B. Floyd and the State Line-
Surrender of Fort Donelson.

Captain R. F. Gross, of the "South Wales Borderers," whose

command was a part of the advance guard of General Lord

Roberts in the recent Boer War, has favored us with a copy of

his notes on the "Cavalry Raids in the War of Secession."

Captain Gross spent several days in Richmond during Octo-

ber last, and in one of our war talks one evening at Captain

Gordon McCabe's he mentioned the fact that he had made a

study of the cavalry raids during our War of 1861-1865, and

particularly those of General J. E. B. Stuart; whereupon Cap-
tain McCabe and I expressed a wish for copies of these notes,

feeling sure that the observations of an accomplished military

student, who had seen much army service, and who wrote as

Colonel Henderson did in his "Stonewall Jackson and the Ameri-

can Civil War" from an impartial British standpoint, would be

exceptionally interesting. In his letter transmitting the paper

Capt. Gross modestly speaks of it as "very rough and unpol-

ished," but we find it decidedly otherwise
; and, as he has given

us permission to do what we like with it, we will give the

readers of the Confederate column the pleasure of reading a

few selections from his admirable papers.
R. W. H.

The surrender of Fort Donelson by General Buckner to Gen-

eral Grant was one of the deplorable events of the early war

period, which gave rise to much controversy and bad feeling.

The object of the Confederates was to hold Fort Donelson until

General Albert Sidney Johnston could safely retreat from Bowl-

ing Green, and then to make good their own escape. After

three days of hard fighting it was determined at a council of the

principal officers, on the night of February 16, 1862, that the

destruction of life attendant upon a further effort to extricate'
1
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the command would be too great to be thought of. General

Buckner, commanding the Kentucky troops, who constituted the

bulk of the force (the entire Confederate strength being about

10,000), believed escape impossible, and was a strong advocate

of surrender. General Floyd's command held the ground high-

est up the river and nearest the point of practicable exit. He
waj unwilling to surrender, and so was Colonel N. B. Forrest,

who then commanded a regiment of cavalry.

Unwilling to assume the responsibility of an extremely hazard-

ous attempt to cut his way out with his entire command, against

the judgment of a majority of the officers of the council, General

Floyd claimed the "right (we give his own words) individually

to determine that T would not survive a surrender there. To

satisfy both propositions, I agreed to hand over the command to

General Buckner, through General Pillow, and to make an effort

for my own extrication by any and every means that might

present themselves to me." General Floyd succeeded in get-

ting away during the night with a large part of his own com-

mand before the terms of capitulation were made. Colonel For-

rest also got out with all his cavalry.

I recall frequent conversations with the late General G. C.

Wharton
;
also with Colonel Thomas Smith, of Warrenton, and

Dr. (then Captain) I. W. McSherry, of Martinsburg who
were officers in Floyd's command in regard to the conduct of

both General Buckner and General Floyd in connection with

the surrender at Donelson, and they all concurred in the opinion

that General Floyd was fully justified in the course he pursued.
The Confederate authorities at Richmond, however, took a dif-

ferent view and relieved General Floyd of his command.
The Legislature of Virginia, indignant at the treatment he had

received, made him a major-general, and directed him to recruit

and organize the classes not embraced in the Confederate con-

scription. His new command was called "The State Line," and

was independent of the Confederate government. I was aware

that it had rendered valuable services in Southwest Virginia, of

which I was anxious to make a record. But not being a Con-

federate organization no reports of its operations are to be

found in the "Official Records," and General Floyd's reports to

the Governor were doubtless among the files of Adjutant-Gen-
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eral Richardson's office, which was burned on the night of the

evacuation of Richmond.

It was, therefore, with great pleasure that we received last

week a letter from Captain Micajah Woods, of Charlottesville,

who was an officer in the "State Line/'' and for a time an aid on

the staff of General Floyd, in which he says:

"I hope during the coming spring to be able to send you a

condensed history of the State Line., commanded by General

John B. Floyd ;
in fact, I have several letters written to my

parents giving quite a full account of all the history of this

command. The services rendered by the State Line under Floyd
seem to have been completely ignored in large measure in the

current histories of Virginia and of the country. It is a re-

markable fact that, after General Floyd retired from the Con-

federate service, by virtue of his own prowess and personal in-

fluence, he raised a command in Southwest Virginia and in

Eastern Kentucky of about 5,000 men, and these men protected

the Virginia and Tennessee Railroad and the Salt Wbrks, which

were essential almost to the Confederacy, and made large cap-

tures in Eastern Kentucky of equipments and ammunition, and

broke up organizations that would have given great trouble in

that region. I doubt if any other individual in the Confeder-

acy in the fall of 1862 could have commanded the personal fol-

lowing that General Floyd did. While not trained as a sol-

dier, he was intus et in cute, a hero and a soldier. He sounded

his bugle and thousands rallied to- his standard in the mountain?

of Southwest Virginia, where he was born and known.

"I was at his side at Carnifax Ferry when he was wounded:

I was with him also at Cross Lanes (an engagement fought a

few days before Carnifax Ferry), and I have never seen a more

splendid figure on a battlefield, or a more fearless one than he

presented. I was also with him as volunteer aid when seven-

teen years of age on the top of Sewell Mountain, when he was

confronted by Rosecrans, and my recollection is distinct that he

urged General Lee, who commanded the combined forces, to

attack Rosecrans, and I still believe that, had an attack been

made as suggested by General Floyd, who advised both an at-

tack in rear and in front, we might have captured, without great

loss, the whole of the army of Rosecrans."
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From the Times-Dispatch, January 17, 1909.

"WHAT A FEDERAL SOLDIER WROTE OF THE
V. M. I. CADETS AT NEW MARKET.

The charge of the cadets of the V. M. I. at the battle of New
Market was unquestionably one of the most brilliant feats of

arms of our great war. It has been often described, but the

story will be read again and again, and always with thrilling in-

terest.

Comrade C. A. Richardson finds in his scrap-book the follow-

ing account of the part borne by the cadets in this famous bat-

tie. written by Mr. Howard Morton, a Federal soldier, which

appeared in the Pittsburg Dispatch, and which, we agree with

him in thinking, is worthy of republication. In his enthusiasm

Comrade Richardson says :

"In all the heroic annals of time this memorable battle-epic,

like a rich and rare gem, will ever continue to sparkle and glow
in all the effulgent splendor of an undimmed lustre."

Here is Mr. Morton's account:

"Opposite is the enemy's line of gray belching forth fire and

smoke. Those immediately in front of us are comparatively in-

active. They have not yet mended their broken fences. We
look to the further end of the rebel line. Out from an orchard

steps a small body of gray-clad troops. Something about them

attracts our attention; their marching and alignment are per-

fect, their step is unlike that of the veterans who marched against

our front. Their movements are those of a crack battalion on

dress parade. They look like boys ;
the strong glass show they

are boys. It is the battalion of pupils from the Virginia Mili-

tary Institute, 225 in number. These little fellows, whose ages

range from fourteen to sixteen years, drawn from the best fami-

lies of the Old Dominion, have closed their books for the sum-

mer vacation, but instead of returning to their homes and mak-

ing glad the hearts of fond parents and brothers and sisters,

were told to take their cadet muskets and join the army in the
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Valley. They have just arrived and are eagerly marching to

their baptism of blood. War is cruel at best, but who can

excuse the cruelty that risks such bright young lives even in a

righteous cause?

"Opposite them, holding the right of our line, is a battery of

six twelve-pounders. The commander has observed the cadet

battalion and opened fire on it. The shells burst among the

boys, but they don't seem to be disturbed in the least. Forward

towards the black monsters the line moves as though parad-

ing on the smooth lawn of the military institute whence they

came. Palings are being knocked from their fence, but they

close up and present an unbroken line. We ask ourselves. Can

they be so rash as to charge the battery? It is commencing to

look that way. On, on they march, their line as straight as a

rule
;
more palings are knocked from their living fence, and re-

pairs are made as before, but the fence is shorter. They are

almost in canister range. Surely they will face about and re-

trace their steps ;
but no, the little heads bend lower as they

face the iron storm. The little muskets are grasped tighter as

on, on they rush, God have mercy on them. The deadly canis-

ter sweeps through their ranks; shorter and shorter grows their

line. Heaven pity their poor mothers, whose prayers are even

now rising to heaven for their darling's safety. Oh ! that some

pitying hand would stretch out to stay them
;
but on, on, on they

march right into the jaws of the black monsters. Now tEey

enter the smoke
; they disappear. The thunder of six great guns

is silenced. A juvenile shout is heard, and the survivors of

that little band of heroes have captured the battery. Scarcely

have we realized that they are victors until we find that they

man the captured guns and turned them down our lines.
"
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From the News Leader, January 28, 1909.

BRILLIANT EULOGY ON GEN.W. H. PAYNE FROM
GOOD OLD REBELS "WHO DON'T CARE.

Colonel Thomas Smith and Leigh Robinson Make
Notable Addresses.

At a public meeting of Lee Camp Confederate Veterans, Lee

Camp hall, Richmond, on the evening of December 18, 1908, a

very handsome portrait of the late General W(

. H. Payne was

presented to the camp. The attendance was very large, the

members of the camp being present in uniform. Many ladies

representing leading families in Richmond and Virginia, occu-

pied the seats of honor reserved for them and the number of

young men present was especially noticeable. Dr. C. W. P.

Brock presided and called the meeting to order with very brief re-

marks, explaining its purpose.

The Rev. James Power Smith, D.D., one of the most widely

known and beloved veterans of the State and chairman of the

portrait committee of Lee camp spoke a few introductory words

with his usual terse force and eloquent simplicity. He intro-

duced Colonel Thomas Smith, of Fauquier, to make the presen-

tation speech. Colonel Smith spoke as follows :

Mr. Commander and Comrades of Lee Camp:

In appearing before you to-night I represent a distinguished

family in paying tribute to one of its members who has in his

noble career imparted lustre to its record in patriotic devotion

to this Commonwealth, and in performance of all the obligations

of exalted citizenship. Mine is the privileee of inaugurating

the ceremony of -introducing the figure of General William H.

Payne into this gallantry of matchless heroes, and I feel that

this fellowship cannot have worthier addition or more inspiring

companion. Knight of the sabre, his sword flashed in the fore-

front of battle for the love of his motherland.

Undismayed in defeat, he was, in fidelity, heroic in endur-
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ance, and crowned disaster with the glory of manhood that

feared not to worship at the shrine of our cause, unceasingly

sobbing- that 'twas lost.

It may be permitted me to recite at length of him, as he

achieved such eminence as to constitute him leader in all the

relations of life, as man and soldier, and I will venture to in-

dulge my emotions with appropriate moderation. He was dear

to me by close intimacy, and I would that he could have longer

escaped the doom that is Divinity's decree for all mankind. I

deplore separation from him with a sorrow I cannot portray.

No words can suffice the secret soul to show. We were

brothers, not by the ties of blood, but by the bonds of affinity

and sympathy of souls, by the twinship of minds, the fervor

of fidelity, the congeniality of consciences the concurrence of

conclusions. We thought alike without conference, and acted

as one, though not together, and when the sun of the South in

darkness set, and the future seemed an unending vista of agony
and humiliation, we confronted fate with courage, mutuality sus-

taining, ever unrepenting and mourning for our people, inde-

pendent no more, and countryless, save as subjects.

His supreme patriotism was fealty to Virginia, and in the

intensity of his devotion, his prescience impressed the realiza-

tion that her sovereignty could not survive the animosity of the

section, seething with increasing hordes alien to our civilization,

and eager minions for our destruction, and he died as he lived,

unshaken in the belief that had not our people exaggerated
their obligations as citizens of the country, minimized their

rights and grievances, and misconceived their peril, promptness
in withdrawal of the Southern States from the Union would

have assured the success of the South. His State was his

country. She, only, was sovereign to him, her rights were in-

herent, powers delegated by her were revocable at the will of

her unimpaired majesty. Voluntarily bestowed,, their resump-
tion was not less her absolute right. But fre faltered not in

speculation, nor faltered for expediency. For years he recog-

nized that privileges, conferred in good will for mutual benefit,

had become chains for the enslavement of his people, and He

boldly proclaimed himself a disunionist per se, for his State's

safety, for the sake of separation from those who, when weak.
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were fraternal, and witli . power became fratricidal, who, in

tVar, sought clanship for protection against foreign invasion,

and in the consciousness of strength by numbers repudiated their

faith, and with imported allies, denied right canonized in the

hearts of the country's founders.

William H. Payne, in young manhood, foresaw the fate of

Virginia in continuing partnership with a people heedless of

honor, conscious of rapidly increasing growth, and to whom

treaty was troth, "more honored in the breach than in the ob-

servance," if it could be broken for their advantage and with-

out danger to them. It was plain to him that swarms from the

continent were so swelling the myriads of the North its major-

ity would be omnipotent, and unless the South should rescue

herself, ere too late, from the section never sympathetic except

lor self-preservation, never congenial except in calculation, al-

ways covetous of control, it would be a minority without protec-

tion and with a destroyed civilization, imbued with such concep-

tions, he was impatient with argument, and urged action. That

duty to the South demanded dissolution was the conviction of

his sagacious devotion. He distrusted delays, not as dangerous

only, but as parricidal. Though he cared not for the form of

separation, be it one way or the other, he repelled the pre-

sumption that any right was conferred upon the Federal govern-

ment the agent of the States to invade Virginia for any rea-

son, no matter what her action. He could not conceive that

Virginia could commit insurrection. General Lee proclaimed

that "Virginia, in withdrawing herself from the United States,

carried him along as acts and her laws were binding upon him/'

His paramount allegiance was to her. She was to him supreme.

Her cause was righteous to him. The shiboleth of the North

that "this country could not remain half slave and half free,

was enunciation to young Payne, that aggression upon the South

would be pursued until the negro should be emancipated, not for

love of the slave, not for abhorrence of slavery, but in jealousy

of the South for her possession of stable labor. He understood

that the crusade against the South was at the instigation of

hatred, in the realization that property in person was power in

owner, and protection to his property. He says that immigra-

tion was crowding the North with alien suffragans, who, feeling
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their power, were asserting it in aggressiveness upon capital,

trembling for its safety ; whilst the South in the conservatism ot

union of labor and capital in laborer, was exempt from dis-

turbance by enfranchised socialists. Such was the "irrepressible

conflict," in which the South was blameless of this crisis, but

must suffer for its existence. Congress was powerless, the pres-

ident was without authority, but the negroes must be made the

equals of the whites in the South to engender animosities of her

laborers against her former owners, of employes against employ-

ers, through the instrumentality of the privilege of suffrage.

War was the only means by which such result could be achieved,

and "military necessity" was the shameless expedient.

War was the desperation of the North in her extremity to

despoil the South of her advantage in controlling her labor.

May it not, then, be logically concluded that had the South

sooner realized the situation and precipitated the issue, she would

now be entrenched in the glory of independence !

General Payne replied to the imputation that Virginia fought
to maintain the institution of slavery, and vigorously contended

that her resistance to invasion was repetition of the struggle

of our fathers for liberty to govern themselves. He would have

given all the slaves of the South for disunion had he been their

owner, and he advocated freedom to all who would enlist in the

ranks of our army.

Virginia, though her slaves were hers by purchase and not

by piracy, in the intensity of her worship of independence, the

jewel beyond all price to her when our sinews of the war were

strained to the uttermost through her legislature by a special

committee to President Davis, offered to emancipate her slaves

by an act of the general assembly if such a measure could help

our cause. Any sacrifice for Anglo-Saxon liberty was the ten-

der of her soul. Her spirit stifled the thought of subjugation.

Here was "the courage that mounteth with occasion." Hers the

knighthood that felt that

"Hope, howe'er he fly

For a time, can never die."

Robert E. Lee recommended the enlistment of negroes in our
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armies, and Virginia's governor advised it in his first message
after his inauguration the 1st of January, 1864, and sustained

his views elaborately, declaring "that if the result were to eman-

cipate our slaves, there was not a man that would not put the

negro in the army rather than become a slave himself to our

hated and vindictive foe." Perish the imputation that Virginia

battled not for liberty. Proudly can she exalt herself before all

peoples as exemplar of noblest martyrdom. Self-government
was her inherent right, and upon its altar she immolated all else

but faith and honor. More abhorent to her was fear of serf-

dom of her people than the sacrifice of her slaves. Virginia is

invulnerable to any impeachment in connection with slavery. It

is history that she condemned the slave trade and insisted upon
its prohibition immediately upon the adoption of the constitution.

It is history that her greatest statesmen advocated the abolition

of slavery, and that one or more of them gave theirs freedom.

It is history that Virginia fought for freedom, and that sh*

builded a temple of liberty worshipped throughout all the world,

and that all peoples would have it for a shrine. She did not es-

tablish slavery, and she would not restore it, except to abolish

it at her will.

It was not a blessing cherished by her people, but in love of

liberty they defended it, as inseparable from their inalienable

rights. Such are the sentiments of him whom we are now per-

petuating.

General Payne, in recognition of the responsibility of advo-

cacy of disunion, did not minimize the probability of a conflict

at arms, and to the call of his State responded with the 'enthusi-

asm of a captive rejoicing in the prospect of delivery from re-

pulsive association. He gathered friends into a body of troopers,

organized them, became their first captain, and inspired them

to that ardor and courage that gave to the
"
Black Horse'

1

cavalry a prestige that increased with duration of service and

will endure to the end of knighthood. At first Manassas he was

conspicuous with his company in intensifying the confusion and

flight of the enemy, and was not reconciled by the capture of a

number of artillery pieces (delivered to President Davis) to the

abandonment of the pursuit he expected to continue to Wash-

ington.
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At Williamsburg he was wounded unto death, it was believed,

and was left in the hospital unparoled ;
but by love and skill,

after the lapse of months, he returned to the field, though not

sufficiently convalesced for duty. He was, however, commended

by General Lee for gallantry and efficiency in the great cavalry
conflict at Brandy. He was again wounded in Pennsylvania
and captured and retained in prison for months. Upon his re-

turn to his regiment in the Valley of Virginia, though physically

feeble, he was welcomed as a tower of strength and assigned to

a brigade, with which he demonstrated such capacity for in-

creased command that he was honored with the commission of

brigadier-general. His was the action that by determined

charges upon advancing columns of Custer's cavalry, so dense

it seemed as if the world were on horse, that with a regiment
withstood the fearful odds of divisions and rescued comrades

from dispersion into reformed and attacking forces. His were

the troopers that crossed the stream that wears the name given

to a great battle so gently that the murmurs of its waters were

not hushed, and that aroused a sleeping enemy to consternation

that should have been consummated in victory that would have

evacuated the enemy's capital and established a Confederacy.

Wounded at Williamsburg
1

, but one removed from the first

battle of the invasion, and at Five Forks, the last engagement of

the cavalry, his was the glory of shedding his blood for his

State at her gateway and at her grave. Disabled by wounds and

long a prisoner, he was denied opportunities that would have

won him additional renown and assured him promotion, in the

display of those qualities that proved him not only a fighter to

thrill followers, but a commander to plan campaigns and con-

duct them. He was, however, though at the disadvantage of

constrained absence from the fields of active service, chosen by

General Fitz Lee to command his division, with the rank of

major-general.

His joy of contest was almost recklessness, but it was elec-

tric and stimulated his men to elan that on many occasions,

multiplied their numbers, seemingly, to startled enemies.

His trying experience ceased with with the war's close. He

was taken from his home in Warrenton by a special detail from

Washington to arrest him because of his name and would have
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been hung by an avenging mob but that the officers having him
in charge, realizing that he could not. be an assassin, spirited

him to the "Old Capitol" prison, where he was held until passion

subsided and it was safe to release him.

William H. Payne was a citizen with genius that fascinated

and convinced. Endowed by nature, enriched by culture, strong

in thought, magnetic in speech, bold in action, persuasive in ap-

peal, demonstrative by logic, awed by no difficulty, deterred by
no danger, he was master among men. A gentle and wise coun-

selor, a tender and true friend, generous and charitable, chival-

ric and gallant, he was a nobleman who so wore the robes of

royalty that he was an honor to his race.

He was history's student, and so vividly and extensively was

the past with him, he seemed a part of it. He so garnered the

gems of literature they shone in all his thoughts with a lustre

all the brighter for the setting of his skill. He was an orator

of attractive art and exquisite eloquence, both in the beauty and

power of thought and charms of delivery. The classics were

commanded by him and cleverly contributed to the chasteness

of his composition, and the muses sang for him at his will their

choicest melodies, for the delight of his hearers and his vantage

in their appreciation. He pointed morals and adorned tales not

by execrable jests, but by lessons of experience consecrated by

survival for ages.

Politics did not allure him, though tempted by siren with

offers rarely refused, and discoverer of the shadows of coming

events, ere they were cast to many high in place and honored as

statesmen.

Law was his mistress, and returning to her service, and stim-

ulated by necessity, he won from her rewards in the achieve-

ment of triumphs and the accumluation of abundance, almost,

if not altogether, unequalled in the practice of his profession in

the Piedmont section of Virginia.

But despite this career of prominence and prosperity, of honor

and power, it was not the pride of his life 'twas less to him than

the undisputed splendor of his patriotism, and his distinction

in the defense of his State. When the blast of war blew upon

our ears he welcomed the sound, for to him it was hosannah for

Virginia, though his life blood flowed almost to his death at
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the war's beginning; and though battered and .bruised and cap-

tured, his was the manhood to endure, the unconquerable will co

Lope, and the courage to fight unfalteringly to the last. When
the crimson wings of conquest hovered over the countless hosts

of invasion, and our great captain bade our banners furled, he

would fain have passed beyond the stars to our warriors, soothed

by the echoes of victory and never doubting triumphs.

To every man upon the earth death cometh soon or late,

And how can man die better, than facing fearful odds

For the ashes of their fathers and the temples of their gods?

He became a subject but not a slave, and e'en a subject's soul

is his own. His cause was none the less sacred that it perished,

and he proudly recited the cherished memories of its glories, and

imprecated the mystery of its fate. There was no surcease of

his sorrow that we failed to command success, for it passeth all

understanding that the subjugation of the South should have

been decreed. He wept for Virginia in her downfall, and weep
we for him. Prophetic in young manhood, heroic in battle, bril-

liant in war's progress to end, too soon for his hopes, he became

exemplar to his people to stimulate them to fortitude in martyr-

dom and to encourage them in citizenship worthy of their

patriotism as soldiers, and promotive of patience in enforced en-

durance.

"Having run the bound of man's appointed years,

At last life's labor done,

To his final rest has passed,

While the soft memories of his virtues

Yet linger like the twilight hues/'

If 'tis permitted souls to survive dissolution, ours may not

be separated, and ere long we may rejoice in reunion with him.

Commander and comrades, I now deliver to you as tribute of

the affection and admiration of those whom he was dearest re-

presentation of General William H. Payne, and congratulate

you all upon the accession of this picture of this noble soldier

to the grand galaxy in this hall of heroes.

It may be that from the battlements beyond the skies, where
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our reincarnated heroes are assembled, under the Stars and

Bars, he is witnessing the homage rendering to his memory to-

night.

MR. LEIGH ROBINSON'S ADDRESS.

Leigh Robinson, of Washington, son of the late Conway Rob-

inson, one of the most eminent of American jurists, and nephew
of Moncure Robinson, accepted the portrait in an address, re-

markable for its eloquence, epigram and sarcasm.

At the beginning of the war he at once crossed the Potomac,

and throughout our momentous struggle of four years, partici-

pated in the hardest service, being actively engaged in many bat-

tles. He said:

Mr. Commander and Fellow-Soldiery:

The Lee Camp of Confederate veterans stands for a grand
ideal. In the throng of selfish contention, it is your prerogative

to exist, as a shrine amid ruins, that you may preserve as in

amber the memory of that bright sword which, among the

s.words of the captains, shines like yonder sentry of the skies,

around whose serene light the stars obediently bend. In an

anarchial night time of transition this unswerving force burns

in our heavens, like a word of command, whose authority we

reverence, and whose .speech is the "still small voice" of duty.

As the commemoration thereof, this shrine shall be a guide post

in the desert.

THE HERO'S BOOTY.

Unselfish force is a Scripture "given by inspiration of God."

Our world divides itself into the heroes who live and die for

others, and the others for whom they live and die. The hero

is the response to that question of the early Satan, "Doth Job
serve (or fear) God for naught?" The lofty answer is, he doth.

His own heroism is the hero's booty. He gives his greatness to

others for the joy and glory of giving. Save in a mere material

sense, it is not for naught. The life, which, while strong in the

strife forgets itself :.n the striving, is born Commander of the

Faithful, and in every age has found the faithful to command.

We look elsewhere, indeed, for the thrifty patriots who make

the litany of the daughters of the horse leech the mother tongue
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and classic of their Pantheon. We turn to Robert Lee and say :

There is one, who in place of taking from others every present

they might offer, grandly gave all he had of mind, body and
estate to others, and for others. There is one who trod the

path of self-denying greatness. There is one who scaled the

last heights; in whose majestic passion defeat is transfigured into

victory. There behold that power and passion of self-realiza-

tion through self-renunciation, which is a perennial appeal by
and to a divine essence, perhaps latent in the lowest, but forever

patent in the highest. With what a serene unconsciousness the

destiny laid upon him was met and mastered. It is not in hu-

man misfortune, nor in human power to efface the eminence in

which he abides, nor to efface us if we are not unworthy of it.

Long as there is reverence for honor
; long as there shall linger

an honor to revere, the earnest, the fearless, the true will bow
down to him, who having the option of all that this world has to

give, thought of duty first
;
of self last. Success does not con-

stitute his glory. His glory is enhanced, etherealized, more

gloriously revealed by what the world calls his defeat. Sordid

success is as dust in the balance by the side of it. Mr. Charles

Francis Adams has called Lee "the quintessence of Virginia."

As the figure in the forefront of the battle; as the protagonist

of the Southern storm; as the embodied righteousness of the

cause whereof he was captain, he requires and requites our wor-

ship. Viewing him as the concentration of our own soul
;
as

embodying the high duty, the sacred conscience, the martyred

valor, which bore aloft his standard, his fame is the proudest

possession ever vouchsafed to any people of any country, in any

age. We had not known the full stature of Lee, had it not been

for what the world calls his defeat. Great as were his victories

over enemies, the great conquest of this kingly man was his

conquest of himself. Each passing year, more and more, en-

dears him to us. He is more than ever dear to us, for that he

was the matchless hero of adversity and example for our own ;

for that he added to all other victory victory over defeat nay

over outlawry by them to whom his path was a rebuke. The

more he is lifted up by outlaw sentence, the more he draws us

to him.
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VICTORY OVER VICTORY.

Our hero is victor over victory. Not the champion of the

strong against the weak, but of the weak against the strong i*

the Bayard of the heart. Greatness, which having need to say

in the battle, "All things are against me." Yet battles with con-

summate courage to the end, is by that sign shown to be great.

It is not supereminent for one to win when all things are for

him. Of all the great things Lee did for his State, and for

the South, the greatest was the life he gave; a life the world is

unable to measure by reward ;
save that the world reserves for

the highest a crown of thorns. On his outlawed height, he

fought, there he still fights the battle for us. His calm grandeur

calm in the midst of raging .elements because of victory over

them, was and is our warrior. We fight behind the fortress of

an unsullied life, while we have him for captain. We build his

truest monument less by contribution from our purses than by

humble imitations in our lives, though at long interval and with

tender steps. As the likeness of his mind is stamped upon them

who claim to follow him will be his monument. The soul that

rises superior to the storms of fate, it shall live.

Bound up with Lee is that warrior of the Living God led by
the Spirit if man ever was who, facing the sharpest and steep-

est, brought all the mountains of difficulty to their knees before

him; who, patient to plan, infallible to achieve, with one hand

grasped courageously that of his fellow man, because he had

laid the other humbly in that of God. Bound up with Lee is

that right arm of victory, known once and forever as Stonewall

Jackson. We learn of him that the genius which wins victory

all along the line, under conditions which to the common eye

make victory impossible, is the moral and the fruit of faith. In

him we read the old eternal mystery of puissance by persistence.

The stability of soul beneath that inflexible face words translate

not. No stage lightning, no theatric thunder, played part in his

equipment. We who once looked upon his face, so earnestly

silent, felt the silence to be a measure of the depth ;
as if the

storm of life had ended in the silence of victory over it. By a
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power which cannot be put in words we felt the spell of his

mysterious might fall upon his followers, and melt the -sinews

of their strength into his own terrible right arm.

GENUINE STRENUOUSNESS.

Meditation upon Stonewall Jackson inclines one to believe that

grand, genuine strenuousness is most apt to abound where there

is least said about it. Bound up with Lee I have said. To this

twin thunderbolt we give the reverence for true greatness which

deepens with every true approach to it and insight into it. in

death they give defiance unto death
; vanquish death. In death

they are lifted up to be the living word of our ideal. They
are the Bruce and Wallace of the South. Could we rally a

united South to follow in peace, with war's obedience., the ban-

ner of their characters, it were a moral Bannockburn.

This camp of veterans has deemed it a grateful and a grace-

ful duty to group around the portrait of their chief, in death, as

in life, the lieutenants of his fortitude. You felt you would not

do your duty to the hero of duty if you left this undone. Here

then, we may mark and inwardly digest the biography of the

brave ; here breathe in the moral fascination of heroic minds.

Every man who is the hero of a brave, true life is a revelation to

others. In the degree that we bow down to such life is the

enlargement of our own.

It is to-night my privilege, at once proud and sad, to be your

medium to accept, as worthy to be included in this goodly fel-

lowship of fame, the portrait of one who was ever foremost in

life's battle charge. The image of William H. Payne is etched

on our hearts, as by the defining needle on a plate, "wax to

receive and marble to retain ;" or, to slightly change the figure,

the mention of his name evokes the clear-cut cameo of one

whose courage knew no danger, or knew it only to despise it;

with 'whom to be heroic was involuntary. A bearing manly and

refined, adorned by a gentle courtesy, was the visible sign of

knightly grace and knightly valor at all times and in all places,

unafraid, unaffected, unequivocal. At Virginia's school of war

he had applied himself with natural relish to the profession of
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arms. In this camp of preparation he formed a lasting friend-

ship with that fine type of a brave and gentle Southerner, Thomas

Henry Carter. Each was destined, by deeds, not words, to write

a living chapter in the world old epic of "arms and the man.''

Later they met at Virginia's University, whither Payne went to

study the virtue and the truth of law and Carter the ministries

cf healing. After the- lapse of a decade, in the shock of arms

which shook a continent, again they came together to win a

parallel renown; Payne at the head of horse: Carter in the blaze

of his fierce and stubborn guns. Touching are the words the for-

mer wrote in 1882 to Mr. Isaac Winston: "I rejoice that I lived

in the heroic age of the South, and that my early life was spent

in games of chivalry, romance, and, McGregor-like, love for my
own heath. I can say from my heart I loved Virginia

"Beyond her map, my heart travels not,

But fills that limit to the utmost verge."

So he grew to manhood in the days of approaching doom,

when the old mother State was like the quiet lake above which

the hawk is circling. It was when the clouds began to lower

over her house that in full view of the battle she would inherit,

William H. Payne gave her "his promise true."

THE BLACK HORSE TROOP.

At the head of the Black Horse Troop, a band of brothers

which came "not to woo honor, but to wed it," this man, with

the McGregor-like love for his own heath, rode into his fearless

fight for it. They rode together to fight, to bleed
;

if need be,

to die for a Commonwealth in its own limits happy and strong ;

outside its own limits incurring in some parts the envious hate

felt for them who have that whereof the envious feel the force

and feel that lack. He, their captain, quickly proved he was by

training and tradition all that we picture as the beau sabreur.

As the captain rose to the brigadier, the meaning of his life

flamed out for all to see. As he rode with Stuart, Hampton, and

the Lees, as he rode deeper and deeper into the war, that mean-

ing fell like a shaft of light across a darker and darker sy.
War was the steel which struck the spark. He had been
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in boyhood the neighbor and the friend of Ashby and was

of a kindred spirit with that knight and paladin of Vir-

ginia and the valley of Virginia. They read the same books,

they dreamed the same dreams. Nor was either content

to be a dreamer. Each sought to make the dream reality.

For them chivalry was not a mere poetic parable, but the glow-

ing reality of life. For them the book of chivalry was not

chained to the altar
;
but where the book was there rose an altar

and the book was the struggle of man. To each this was an

infallible book of duty pointing to what for each was very nearly

the whole duty of man. To be taught to struggle with obstacles,

to cope with the difficult, is far the best part of education. Faith

to struggle is what is meant by character the highest being that

of moral struggle with material obstruction. At the head of a

charge, whether of the Black Horse Troop or of his brigade in

Fitz Lee's division, Payne was in the place carved out for him

by nature. A trooper's sabre was his faith, his hope and for

the foe of all he loved his charity. As Scott said, after severing

connection with Vera Cruz, Payne might have said of his own

spirit, "The scabbard was thrown away and we advanced with

the naked blade." His was the grace wrhich made daring beau-

tiful. He was a lineal descendant of that old Bersekir daring

which by preference went to sea in a storm. He had the ioy

of danger. We know by all the laws and inferences of knowl-

edge that the bugle call to arms was to him as the cry of hounds

to the hunter or the roll of the reel to one who wanders by

the trout stream. The gleam of his sabre was as the flash of a

knightly eye. He knew by instinct how to excite and sustain

enthusiasm. He was as alert in his disciplined precautions as

he was intrepid in facing odds. He was an enthusiast in war,

he did it with all his might. Briefly, let me illustrate the traits

of one for whom numbers had no terrors ;
who despised numbers

2nd defied defeat They are traits which illustrate the dash and

daring most essential to the cavalry officer.

GUARDING EARLY'S LEFT.

On September 3, 1864, he took command of his cavalry brig-

ade (consisting of the Fifth, Sixth and Eighth Virginia Regi-
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ments) in Fitz Lee's division, then operating with General

Early, in the Valley of Virginia. It was his brigade, with him
at the head of it, which guarded the left flank of Early's army
in the battle of Winchester and repulsed the Union cavalry in

the Luray valley. His brigade, with him at the head of it,

led the advance of Gordon's division, in the attack upon Sheri-

dan at Cedar Creek. Crossing the north fork of the Shenan-

doah, below Cedar Creek, by a swift dash with picked men, he

fell upon and captured the enemy's pickets and out posts with-

out firing a shot. The enemy's camp was taken so completely

by surprise that two divisions of Sheridan's corps, their camp,
with all its equipment, wagons, horses, guns, fell an easy prey

to Gordon's foot cavalry, which followed. Gordon, in his pub-

lished reminiscences, gives this account: "General Payne, of

Virginia, one of the ablest and most knightly soldiers in the

Confederate army, plunged with his intrepid cavalry into the

river, and firing as they went upon Sheridan's mounted pickets

and supporting squadrons, the Virginians dashed in pursuit as

if in steeple chase, with the Union riders, the coveted goal

of both being the rear of Sheridan's army. The Federals sought

for safety. Payne was seeking to spread confusion and panic

in the Federal ranks and camps, and magnificently did he accom-

plish his purpose."

At New Creek, a station on the Baltimore and Ohio rail-

road, in Hampshire county, in November, 1864, as Rosser, then

in command of the division, approached the town, Payne re-

quested that his brigade might lead in the assault. Colonel Cook,

of the Eighth, who well knew the place, did not think it could be

taken by assault. In the absence of surprise, this was no doubt

the case. Rosser, however, gave to Payne the control of the

advance and attack. The latter so moved the first squadron,

that the pickets and reserves of the enemy were captured with-

out firing a shot. He
'

then moved down the road at a walk,

until he reached the foot of the hill on which a fort had been

constructed. No fire came from the fort because the advance

was thought to be their own cavalry returning from a raid ;
as

it had been conjectured would be supposed. Payne, then, order-

ing a charge, rode upon the gunners, in the act of driving the

first shot into their guns. In less than half an hour the fort,
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town and 828 prisoners had been captured. In Payne's last

battle at Five Forks, in command of what had been Fitz Lee's

division, he held in check and repelled a large force of Sheri-

dan's cavalry. A severe wound, received by him in the fight,

spared him the deeper wound of surrender at Appomattox.
While lying helpless, at his home in Warrenton, he was again

captured and again imprisoned.

The spirit of battle which stirred in him was kind as it was
brave. It was the spirit of one born to command. The ties

cemented in war's peril were for him a sacred chain of obliga-

tion. Of all the troops he led; of all the staff who bore his

orders
;
of all under him, or over him, in that fiery horse, I have

yet to meet the man who was not proudly conscious of that

chain and proudly captive to it. His chief of staff writes of him :

"A more gallant soldier, inspiring leader, or resourceful com- .

mander never drew sword in any cause." Wounded and left

on the field at Williamsburg : wounded and captured at Hanover

near Gettysburg; wounded again at Five Forks and captured

afterwards, as we have seen, Payne's life was spared for the

moral battle to which a prostrate South was summoned.

"WAR is HELL/''

The definition, "War is Hell," was given by a prominent par-

ticipant in the war between the States. In the Savannahs of

Georgia ;
the homes of the Carolinas

;
the valleys of Virginia,

deeds were done which merit the definition. In those sweet

valleys, over which, by orders from headquarters, the crow in

flying should carry his own rations, the word was not a mis-

nomer. A warrior's renown consists no longer in the greater

host of armed men his valor hurls to defeat, but in the greater

host of sorrows he fearlessly hurls on the unarmed. Time was

when the warfare of the hero Saints was known as "Imitation

of Christ.'' Our higher altruism knows it as "Imitation of

Hell." Sheridan, defending the conduct of his troops in South

Carolina, said to Carl Schurz : "Before we got out of that State

the men had so accustomed themselves to destroying everything

along the line of march that sometimes when I had my head-

quarters in a house that house began to burn before I was fairly
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out of it.
::: :;: '''

It always has been so, and always will be so."

It has not been always so. On entering Pennsylvania, General

Lee proclaimed: "It will be remembered that we make war only

on armed men." General Scott did the same in Mexico. Mexi-

can ranches found their best market in his camp. Beyond the

Christian pale we may find example. The successor of Mahomet,
in dispatching his army into Syria, instructed as follows : "When

you meet with your enemies quit yourselves like men, and don't

turn your backs, and if you get the victory, kill no little children

nor old people, nor wromen
; destroy no palm trees, nor burn

any fields of corn
;
cut down no fruit trees, do not any mis-

chief to cattle, only such as you kill to eat/' When last sum-

mer the war in Morocco had subsided, it was reported ; they,

the people of Morocco, "have had a chance to see how a civi-

lized nation fights. It has amazed them to discover that French

soldiers respect womanhood and refrain from looting." Never-

theless, it may be admitted, that the war waged by philanthropy

against the South was correctly described as "hell" by one of

the philanthropists.
HELL IN PEACE.

There remained the lesson, "Peace is Hell." To overthrow the

armies of a people is not so fatal as to degrade the ideals of a

people. To crush the body is cruel, but not so cruel as to de-

prave the soul. In the ideals they really pursue is the measure

of the real faiths and reasonable hopes of nations, States, social

and Federal unions. Our motive force is in the ideals which are

really our own. Is the published ideal a reality, or only a blas-

phemous appearance? Very nearly the last word of the Con-

federate Congress had this sob of despair: "Failure will cause

us to drink the dregs of the cup of humiliation, even to the

bitter dregs of having the history of our struggle written by New

England historians." Because this prophecy is so far toward

fulfilment, I am so unmerciful to-night. In 1861 a strife of

swords was invoked to establish a new ideal. "They chose new

gods," cried Deborah: "then was there war in the gates." I

crave your merciful patience with the narrative of what it was

which was displaced and wherewithal it was replaced by Recon-

struction.
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Old as Aristotle and older, is the distinction of governments
into bad or good according as they exist for the sake of the

governed ; according as they are held as a spoil for the governors,
or as a trust for the governed.

The binding force of States, which create, for their own
and for succeeding ages, what wre call grandeur, is the force of

noblesse oblige. The truly strong give to the weakness of others

a sympathy, born of victory over their own. The rock on which

society is built is that of a noblessness conscious of the obliga-

tion to be noble. This is the origin as it is also the ideal of

that ever miraculous force we call society. "It was by Rome's

self abnegation," wrote Mr. Bryce, "that she romanized the

world." Not by material but by moral force, man is made paulo
minus ab angelis. The fevered turmoil known as "progress of

the age'' has not quite obscured this principle of origin. In

speaking of the swift response of every citizen of Japan to his

country's call, Colonel Nogi, who refuse to partake of luxury in

wartime not granted to the soldier, would feel themselves in-

sulted if asked to serve at rates of pay other than those deemed

sufficient for the army. It is this spirit of self effacement for the

public weal, mingled with fervent patriotism, which has w^on

for Japan her long series of victories on sea and land." What

might be called the government of Noblesse Dispense achieves

dispensation from all this. Where the former principle bears

sway, we have the great States which are lamps to distant ages.

Where the opposite is absolute, although the monarch be called,

as in ancient Persia, the great king, his realm in the tale of time

is small. We read the record of a selfishness, which, in the.

midst of palatial graft shrivels the soul. Selfishness is contrac^

tion. Sacrifice is expansion. The human secret is this ot

Nobless Oblige. Obligation measures elevation. Intuitively,, we

impute this correlation to the Almighty height. The foundation

of man's metropolis are two reverence and sympathy the

second made in the likeness of the first. Consciousness of this

caused the men of old to speak of law. As a covenant with God
;

of the State as Divine.
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Freedom is the free dominion of the law ; and the law might
be defined as the condition a creator imposes on his creature,

which, like the condition a mathematician imposes on a curve,

must be satisfied for the creature to properly exist. As we satisfy

the conditions of freedom are we free? Does the freedom of

which you talk mean freedom for duty or freedom from it?

The power to be free is not a quite universal faculty, but the

prize of a battle renewed every morning by them who sleep on

their arms every evening. The issue to be tried is which is

stronger love of justice to others or rapacity for self? The

true "irrespressible conflict" is the conflict between freedom arid

corruption; between Noblesse Oblige and Noblesse Dispense.

What is called the birthright of freedom is the heritage of past

heroisms and sacrifices. The sum total of all the conquests

which have been made of man's inherent selfishness is that on

which his hope is stayed. As this conquest is, civilization, the

refined sense of justice, is.

THE OLD MAGISTRATES.

It seems now a rainbow of romance, but there was once ad-

ministered a justice which, like human life at common law, was

so far beyond price as to admit of none. For some seventy-

five years of her independence, and far back of that in her his-

tory, the administrative and judicial functions of every county

in Virginia were administered by magistrates who, without com-

pensation to themselves, rendered judgment between litigants

who incurred no costs. Washington had been one of these mag-

istrates, and before him Fairfax, baron of Cameron. Jefferson

was one. William B. Giles and John Taylor, of Caroline, were

added to the list after each had left the senate of the United

States, and Monroe after he left the White House. "There is

no part of the country," said John Marshall in 1830, "where

less of disquiet and less of ill-feeling between man and man is

to be found than in this Commonwealth, and I believe most

firmly that this state of things is mainly to be ascribed to the

practical operation of our county courts. The magistrates who

compose those courts consist in general of the best men in their

counties." Here was that "unbought loyalty" which Burke calls,
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the "cheap defense of nations." It comes back to us like a pic-

ture of some far off, fabled, golden age. It is the story of a

society, simply and soundly true; not a new affirmation, but a

reaffirmation of those peaks of the past, which are freedom's

Sinai. The ideal of that old day stood in direct relation to daily

life. It was not a profession. It was a vocation. Men had

faith in each other and were justified in having it. Love for

Commonwealth and willingness to die for it made a moral unit

of their minds. A whole world were the unfair exchange for

that clean and wholesome soul. Will you compare it with the

"prosperity" which, pointing to "rake off,
1 '

"honest graft," and

the like, says these are my jewels? There were free men once

who held it prosperous to be just. A country which is loved

for the honor, the noble sympathy, that is in it ah ! how much

better than the country, which is loved for the corruption which

is in it ! After all, may not magnitude be a poor swap for mag-

nanimity? It is the virtue, not the bigness, of a State which is

greatness. To govern honestly is more than to misgovern

widely.

The convention of 1829-30, in which Marshall's words were

spoken, was the arena of contest between sections having, as they

deemed, antagonistic interests ; the West having the numbers,

the East the property ;
a struggle of the W:est to acquire, of the

East to retain, power ; a geographical difference in which East

and West stood to each other somewhat, as in another war of

sections, the South stood to the North.

A MEMORABLE CHALLENGE.

In that passionote debate, it was asked, in respect of all the men

who had ever voted in the Commonwealth : "Has one of them

ever been bribed for his vote? Has any gentleman ever heard

of a single instance?" It was a memorable challenge. From

the ocean to the Ohio no man could point to a single instance,

nor to one abuse of the taxing power. And why? Because, as

stated by one of the leaders of the West, they, who were invested

with the power to tax, "were governed by the principles of jus-

tice and the feelings of honor." There was another reason. They
who laid the taxes, paid the taxes. They who bore rule, bore

the burden of rule.
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The social structure extolled by Marshall was a freedom which

bound citizen to citizen by stronger ties than those of force. It

was the ascendency of high over low ambitions. It brought jus-

tice to every man's door
;
a justice which held the weak by their

right ;
the strong by their duty. Patriots did not then take of-

fice as a means of support, but, on the contrary, impaired tHeir

names of support in taking office. Eminence and beneficence

were correlative. When the service of Commonwealth at the ex-

pense of self is exchanged for the service of self at the expense
of Commonwealth, it is self, not Commonwealth, which is loved

and served. Like Jefferson, the sons of Virginia might bank-

rupt themselves in the service of their country, but they did not

recoup from the chest confided to their custody. Uncompromis-

ing honesty in public life was their riches. They were trustees

receiving from a cherished Commonwealth powers of \vhich strict

account was given. They became great by sharing burdens

which weighed others down, whereby others shared the

dignity which lifts greatness up. They offered the calm depth?

of lives which bowed seven times a day to the sacred city of

social compact. The arm of a common mother in loving kind-

ness was around her children. These are the forces which ac-

cumulate the moral capital of a community. Whence eminence

means sacrifice; when it means gift of yourself, not gift to your-

self, all do not speak at once. It comes back to us like a breath

from some higher sphere, recalling the truth, sure as anything

reached by mathematical exactness, that it is this obligation of

the greatest to the least which is the root of all good; rather

than the old animal rule of the extinction of the weaker by the

stronger the love of self which is the root of all evil. There

is a difference between the old-fashioned respect which character

commanded and the servility which money and appointing power

buy.
FOR GREATNESS, NOT FOR MONEY.

' The great things of this world have not been done for the

money that is in them. They have been done for the greatness

that is in them. The grandeur of this world, that on which it

turns as on a pivot, has been the work of intense natures seek-

ing as a paramount prize the accomplishment of their work.
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A sense of responsibility in the gifted for the inadequate; com-

passion for the friendless
; sympathy for the wronged, is the

fine expression through human agents of the justice and love of

the Creator. It is the purest and most undefiled religion.

The high men of that old day gave to a Commonwealth char-

acters which touched with their own beauty the very humblest

who stood near them and looked up to them. They were made

in the image of their State ; or, shall we say, their State was

the mirror which threw back their image. We see in them a

certain repose in greatness and not the restless impatience of

them who are forever agonizing to persuade themselves and

others that they are great. It was a Commonwealth whose

binding link was sympathy ; great, because of heartfelt sympathy
with greatness. The trouble with this civilization was not that

it was too low, but that it was too high ; not that it was beneath

them who rallied against it, but that it was above. Because she

was true to her own tradition, Virginia deserved to be called

by James Russell Lowell, "Mother of States and unpolluted

men." Those "unpolluted men" had the self-respect which

springs from respect for others, and is rewarded by respect of

others. So grew Virginia, as grows a high-born tree; spread-

ing by slow degrees in the vital air of sympathy a sympathy,
wide and warm as her own tender sky.

At the first flight of the Eagle of Union, John Randolph, of

Roanoke, saw what he called the "poison under the wings."

Through his life he fought with the gift divine of genius to expel

it. Few there were who could withstand the power of that

piercing eye. He knew how to impale the avowed high motive

for the action that was mean
; how, with a lash of flame to strip

selfishness of all disguises ;
and they who writhed under his

wrath abhorred the terrible truth of his veracious scorn. The
simulation of the ethics of love by the ethics of lust has been

the arch mock to procure each recurring downfall of fair hope.

This simulation it was the mission of his fearless wisdom to

lay bare with a consuming fury. The sophisters could not en-

tice him. He was peculiar, they said too peculiar to be prac-
tical. From of old God's people have been a "peculiar people."

Doubtless, it is true, that in the modern sense no man could

have said to him, "We are practical men." He had looked deep
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into realities. For this reason his speech pierced through and

through appearances. To face the cohorts of the cupidities and

to tell them to their teeth that their evil is not good is a role

which appeals but freely to the opportunist. The fearless speaker

of the truth ;
the fearless scourger of the false, is not the popu-

lar idol. His message is the great message of all freedom, the

restraint of selfish power, the conquest of selfish passion, the

conquest of self. The freeman is he who recognizes the obli-

gation of restraints, to break through which is anarchy.

Like this son of her ardent soul, Virginia shrank not from

"the cause of liberty in the capital." Her battle was to re-

place "the divine right of kings" by the divine right of justice;

to defend the simplicity of truth against the idols of the time.

She stood for that moral order which men may violate, but at

their peril and to their ruin. Can brute force, the law of the

jungle, be supplanted by the moral law of justice, is the problem

freedom undertakes to satisfy. It is a struggle for the deep

things of freedom; for the divine reality of a State, for living

relations to eternal freedom. Against the ever-recurring selfish-

ness of States, slipping like a snake from skin to skin, Virginia

set her face like a flint. She gave her challenge to that gross
materialism which is the hereditary foe of man. Specious de-

vices to make the welfare of all pay special tribute to the pockets
of the few faced at every turn her "stern round tower" of

State's rights. Until overthrown by force in 1865, you will

search the statutes in vain for traces of her selfishness. Every-
where she denied herself with a now forgotten grace.
On the threshhold of independence, her own Bill of Rights

had set forth the inherent rights of freemen. First and fore-

most was their right to that government which "is most effect-

ually secured against the danger of mal-administration ;" and

the correlative of this, that power is held in trust for the people
the magistrates who exercise power being but trustees. As

privilege proceeds liberty recedes, was the doctrine of those

"strict constructionists." The cheerful giver of the money of

others did not strike those "Virginia abstractionists," (derisively

so-called) as a superlative phenomenon. The "protection" they
demanded was protection from power the protection of which"

patriotism is the reciprocal ; security against a less abstracted
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class of "abstractionists," bent upon abstracting the property

of others. At the instance of the "corrupt squadron" (the idiom

borrowed from the lexicon of Jefferson) to despoil the force

(the common weal) confided by the whole and for the whole;

the trust fund of the commons, was, in their eyes, to lay unhal-

lowed hands on the mark of the covenant. It was the fateful

way to bring to the front what Mr. Dooley calls, "those brave

men elected by the taxpayer of America to defend the hearths

of the tax dodger of America."

LIBERTY AND MAMMON.

By the searchlight which the present throws back upon the

past, he who wills to look may see, that they were not narrow,

but wide visioned and far-sighted who foresaw what is to-day

the paradoxical combine of liberty and mammon; who saw in

this the likeness of another paradoxical joinder, spoken of as

that of God and Mammon
; and, in the partisans of paradox,

another kind of strict construction; the strict construction of

God and latitudinous construction of Mammon. It was the

part of statemanship to strike at the root of that which is to-day

so resoundingly denounced as "predatory wealth :" to strike at

the source of malefaction rather than while leaving that in full

force and effect, to blast with spiritual thunder the lineal male-

factors
;
to strike fearlessly the cause, rather to seek to condone

it by Ernulphus rhapsodies of Billingsgate vociferous and vain-

hurled upon the inevitable consequence. Generosity with trust

funds is parent of a multitude of evils
; among the evils Have-

meyer being judge-parent of the predatory trusts, it is just

now courtly to condemn.

True, by others the Mother State was taunted with retrogres-

sion. True, the State which gave to the Union not only the

Northwest territory, but the pastures of Kentucky, was reduced

thereby in territory and in wealth. The rewards of sacrifice and

cupidity are not the same. When sacrifice grows lucrative it

ceases to be sacrifice. Virginia stood with all her power to pre-

vent that spoliation by government which is twice cursed curs-

ing the spoiler and spoilee. The contagion of free government
was sought to be spread by example by intrinsic merit, not by

corruption ;
not by subjugation. There she stood, as afterwards
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at Manassas stood her immortal son, "like a stone wall." How
rich the moral return was shown in the day of her distress, when,

from the four corners of the earth her sons came trooping to

her to lay all they had on earth upon the altar of sacrifice for a

mother! In the high old Roman sense she could say: "These

are my jewels." There came a day when Virginia walked be-

jeweled from sacrifice to sacrifice like the Roman mother with

her resplendent boys, Washington at the beginning, Lee at the

end, of Federal Union, attest the ideal of a Commonwealth.

It was a simple and a grand old day when, in this city, John
Marshall might have been seen each morning wending his way
to the Old market, accompanied by the negro slave, who car-

ried his basket for him. The line, dark and dangerous, between

power and poverty had not then been drawn. If it be replied

"the relation between white master and black slave was just

that line," I answer, it was no such dark and dangerous line as

exists to-day between the extremes of wealth and poverty ;
be-

tween capital and labor. The interval between Marshall and

Marshall's Jack; Wickham and Wickham's Bob, was spanned

by a bridge resting on the two great pillars of reverence and

sympathy. On these two is laid that structure of law and pro-

phets which binds the State together. When the discussion was

transferred to the forum of force, the proof was made conclusive

that this government of honor, by honor, and for honor, was
also the government of love, by love and for love. They who
had not shrunk from sacrifice, did not shrink from danger. In

language which cannot be obliterated, they said: "Our bosoms
are one." The Virginia which had known how to live greatly
knew also how to die greatly. Death for country was "sweet
and beautiful" once more. It is all a dreamland of the past;
that garden of fragrance and bloom

;
of beauty and peace. The

dying landscape of that "First Garden" of free government novv

wears the quaintness of a vanished age, haunting reminscence
with a beautiful regret. It is a memory and a mist. When
this Dominion ended, Virginia could say, like the last of the

Judges "Whose ox have I taken: of whose hands have I re-

ceived any bribe to blind my eyes therewith?" With war's
revolution the Book of Judges closed, the Book of Kings was
opened.
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THE SIN OF SLAVERY.

To all this, there is an exceedingly simple answer. The South

has been condemned at the bar of civilization for holding the

negro in bondage. Of all the cruel ironies of fate none seems

quite so sardonic as the turn of events which made New Eng-
land the judge and executioner of Virginia for the sin of slav-

ery.

In the decade which gave a new world to Castile and Leon

two events conjoined to dramatize, on a colossal scale, that pro-

found parable of the talents which, of itself, epitomizes the rise

and fall of the children of men. In this colossal miracle play,

the negro of the whole unrecorded past was seen, like Adam,
in one of those old plays, standing there waiting to be created.

To exchange such condition of mind and body for usefulness of

some kind was the condition precedent to any rise. A law more

immutable than that of Medes and Persians ; a law which knows

no relenting; the implacable law of "use or lose," caused to be

entered the judgment of which involuntary exodus from Africa

was execution. Our criminal jurisprudence sentences a man to

hard labor as a sign of degradation. Nature sentences a man to

hard labor as a sign of promotion. It is when we reject the

sign of promotion, that we incur the brand of degradation.

South of the Great Desert (the slip north of it being really

Asia) was a continent filled with human beings engaged in con-

tinuing their animal existence; a moral Sahara, as barren of

moral use as the sea of sand which bounded it. Beyond their

existence, what very literally was their bare existence, these

"heirs of the ages" had nothing to show for their inheritance.

As title to the realty he knew not how to use was denied to the

red man of America, so by a parity of reason, title to an intangi-

ble freedom was denied to the black man of Africa. The laches

of six thousand years was the plea in bar to any assertion of

negro freedom. Loaded down with the stagnation of six mil-

linaries; lame and halt with locomotor ataxia of the spiritual

spine, of what use of himself or others was this freedom free-

dom to rot? The sloth of ages had been heaping up death to

everything save anamilities. By a movement so swift as to seem

electric, Europe said, "Let us use the idle sinews of the east to
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develop the idle fertilities of the west ; out of two refractory

negations make one intelligent affirmative
;

thus supplying a

reason for existence to two continents, otherwise having none."

Europe became a huge employment agency for the idle hands

and idle acres of two worlds; lhat two voluntary inutilities might
be fashioned into involuntary utilities

;
and did not trust to bap-

tism unaccompanied by works. Land and the unemployed were

brought together on a business rather than a philanthropic basis ;

but like more modern agencies for profit, this too called itself

philanthropism.
TE DEUM FOR SLAVE TRADE.

The red man, by a mute appeal more eloquent than words, had

said, ''give me liberty, or give me death.
" The answer came

"we will give you death." The negro, who imposed on himself

no such extreme alternative, took the place thus made vacant.

When Hawkins made his voyage to the coast of Africa, there

to collect a cargo of heathen raw material to be built into pious

uses, Queen Elizabeth lent him her good ship "Jesus," for the

prosecution of his missionary zeal. One of the few features

of the Peace of Utrecht which gave general satisfaction (Queen
Ann went in person to communicate it to the peers) was that

Assiento treaty whereby the right to supply Spanish colonies

with negro slaves was transferred to England. A te deum com-

posed by Handel was sung in thanksgiving. The elder Pitt

made this trade "a central object of his policy." Great is Eng-
land's pride in the Somerset case, wherein the greatest judge
who ever sat on a common law bench decided that the law of

England provided no remedy whereby, in England, the master

could reclaim his slave. At that very time the government of

England had negatived every effort of Virginia twenty-three" in

all to prohibit the slave trade.

Nowhere was the profit of this trade enjoyed with keener zest

than in New England. The composition of the first fugitive
slave ship of an English colony the "Desire" was - built at

Marblehead, Mass. At the time of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence slavery was recognized by law in each of the thirteen

colonies. That declaration did not suggest the emancipation of

a single slave, but did arraign George III. for seeking to foment
servile insurrection.
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The close of the revolution was signalized by Virginia's gift,

not of principalities but of empires to cement Federal union

called a "League of Love." The deed of cession of the north-

west territory was executed by the delegation of Virginia in

congress, in 1784, agreeably to an act of the legislature passed
in 1783. Years afterwards, in the debate with Hayne, Mr. Web-
ster took occasion to say that by the ordinance of 1787, exclud-

ing slavery therein, Nathan Dane who wrote it, thereby became

greater "than Solon and Lycurgus, Minos, Numa Pompilius, and

all the legislators and philosophers of the world."

JEFFERSON BANISHED SLAVERY.

The facts are these: Congress accepted this cession and di-

rected Jefferson, of Virginia, Chase, of Maryland, and Howard,
of Rhode Island, to prepare a form of government for this

northwest territory. Their report, in the hand writing of Jef-

ferson, contained a prohibition of slavery after the year 1800.

On motion of Mr. Speight, of North Carolina, to strike out

this prohibition, all New England, New York, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, voted "aye." Virginia, Maryland, South Caro-

lina voted "no ;" North Carolina divided. By the vote of a solid

North, the prohibition was struck out. Afterwards, nemine con-

tradicente, was passed the ordinance of 1787; reduced to writ-

ing, it would seem, by Nathan Dane, as amanuensis. The me-

chanical office discharged by the medium of transcription, sent

to the rear, we are told, all Greek, all Roman fame. In the suc-

ceeding generation a great orator exclaims: how divine in the

donee, in the grantee, the recipient ! Virginians said "we will

deny ourselves the right to go with our own property (purchased

largely from you), upon our own soil." This has the aspect of

a "self-denying ordinance." Virginia chose the sacrifice of sel'f,

crowned with thorns by the beneficiaries
;
rather than the sacri-

fice which crowns itself with place, power, profit the sweet

sacrifice
'

of others. She was solicitous to give to freedom a

spacious empire from a heart more spacious. Webster's praise

commemorates a difference of ideals a difference between the

name and the reality.
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NEW ENGLAND FORCED SLAVERY.

On October 5, 1778, the general assembly of Virginia passed

an act (the first of the session) prohibiting from that date the

importation of any slave into the Commonwealth, by sea or land.

Twenty-nine years before England, twenty-nine years before the

congress of the United States prohibited the slave trade, Vir-

ginia placed her abhorrence of it on the statute book. By whom
was this law repealed? In effect, by the vote of a solid New

England, in the convention of 1878. What old England began,

New England completed. In the sale of opium to China who is

the arch sinner England or the Chinese? In the importation

of slaves by the slave trade, was it the slave trader, or his cus-

tomer, who first and foremost was responsible? "This infernal

traffic,'' said George Mason, "originated in the avarice of Brit-

ish merchants. The British government constantly checked the

attempts of Virginia to put a stop to it. He lamented that some

of our eastern brethren had from a lust of gain embarked in this

nefarious traffic." "Twenty years," said Madison, "will pro-

duce all the mischief that can be apprehended from the liberty

to import slaves." As between Virginia's cession of her north-

west territory for the sake of the union; and New England's re-

fusal (for the sake of union) to relinquish, until twenty years

had passed, "this nefarious traffic," which denotes sacrifice for

union, for freedom, and union for the sake of freedom? "We
demand," said New England, "our rights to fasten upon you the

fangs of this 'nefarious traffic' for twenty years to come." If

New England can forgive herself for this, what should she not

forgive? She did forgive herself without a groan.
It was not slavery, it was the slave trade, which John Wesley

called "the sum of all villainies." This was what New England
made THE CONDITION PRECEDENT TO UNION. The

capital invested in the lucrative exchange of rum for negroes
could not (or would not) sooner adjust itself to the impractical
views of Madison and Mason. The constitutional power of

amendment was inhibited from touching this provision. By
profits thus derived, the sons of New England, their legatees and

distributees, have been enriched. Which of them has flung upon
the ground the tainted money? Of them who received the
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tainted spoil in their own hands, which one failed to close upon
it a tenacious grip, "with the face which good men wear when

they have done a virtuous action ?" An old maxim tells us :

"the receiver is as bad as the thief." None, with which I am ac-

quainted, makes him worse. Old England and New England
handed the forbidden fruit to the South themselves blind and

deaf to the torments of the middle passage (to the negro) in

their zeal to do so. Then rolling up the whites of their eyes,

they join to upbraid the South for retaining property sold for

each still unreturned by the vendors. They retained the appro-

ing conscience of well -filled pockets. That was a wonderful bill

of sale, having no parallel, which assured to one side excom-

munication and anathema and to the other "prevenient grace."

The excommunicated were the same who with all their strength

had protested against the wrong". They who hurled the curse

were the same, who, over protest, had inflicted the wrong.
What created the difference between States with negro slaves

and States without them ? Difference of climate, soil, produc-
tion. Parallels of latitude voted for or against the negro. The

southern man said, "Where we are, there is your home/' The

logic which defined the chasm between convictions was the piti-

less logic of a line. Right and wrong were geographical.

My friend, as I esteem it a privilege to call him, Major John
W. Daniel, in an address at the University of Virginia, quotes

Mr. Hoar, late senator from Massachusetts as saying of Jeffer-

son, "he stands in human history as the foremost man of all

whose influence has led men to govern themselves by spiritual

laws." Of all emancipationists, Jefferson was by far the great-

est. As early as 1778 he sought to begin the work of emancipa-
tion in his own Commonwealth. His words of sympathy for

the slave are often quoted at the North. He was, however, an

emancipationist, not because of ill will to the master, but be-

cause of good will to the slave. He was the friend, powerful
and sincere, of the great struggling masses. It was as the sin-

cere democrat that he was hated. That part of the constitutional

compact which could lend itself to forward the views of this

man and his school (i. e. the three-fifths representation of slaves

in States, which cast votes for his school) was obnoxious to them

to whom his views were visions, not desired to be realized. It
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could not be because of any wish to increase or prolong slavery

that the Missouri compromise fell upon the ear of Jefferson "like

a fire bell in the night." "They are taking advantage," he said,

"of the virtuous feeling of the people to effect a division of

parties by a geographical line." "The movement/' he said, "is

under the false front of lessening the evils of slavery, but with

the real view of producing a geographical division of parties."

To William Pinckney he wrote: "The leaders of federalism de-

feated in their schemes of obtaining power, by rallying partizans

of the principle of monarchism a principle of personal not of

local division have changed their tack, and thrown out another

barrel to the whale." To Mr. Short he wrote: "I envy not the

present generation the glory of throwing away the fruits of their

fathers' sacrifices of life and fortune, and of rendering desperate

the experiment which was to decide ultimately whether man is

capable of self-government. This treason against human hope
will signalize their epoch in future history.'

7 To LaFayette he

wrote : "It is not a moral question, but one merely of power
14 * to raise a geographical principle for the choice of a presi-

dent." To Mr. Holmes (then of Massachusetts), he wrote these

prophetic words: "A geographical line conciding with a marked

principle, moral or political, will never be obliterated, and every
new irratation will mark it deeper and deeper." "Thank God,'"

he wrote to John Adams, "I shall not live to witness its issue."

His race was run. Not for himself, but for his country, was
his warning. It may be that in his far famed "Declaration"

there is "glittering generality." It may be "all that gltters is not

gold." But no false philosophy lurks in this brief chronicle. It

is the aged wisdom of one who from youth to hoary age was free-

dom's friend. It is his last word and testament. "Every new
irritation" reveals new depths to it. It is that dying declaration,

when the eye, in the presence of death, is purged of the films of

self. To him the Missouri question was the cover under which
absolutists stalked their prey. Let the foe tear down the outer

wall for any purpose, it will be abased for all. He saw a move-
ment to make the name of freedom do yeoman service for them
who were in arms against the reality. Geography would hence-
forth be their tireless recruit and slavery the flail wherewith to

beat down freedom. His was the despair of one who embodied,
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as did no other, the democratic idea. His instinct taught him

when to fear and when to hope. He had hoped for a rule whose

force would be justice. He now forsaw a reign whose justice

would be force. The sanguine labor of his life seemed lost at the

close. Events seemed to say: "Aha, Jefferson, we have thee on

the hip at last." Realizing in his old age the triumph which had

come to stay of nominal over real, he turned his face to the wall.

John Quincy Adams noted in his diary: "The discussion dis-

closed a secret. It revealed the basis for a new organization of

parties."
THE BILL OF ABOMINATION.

The convention of Northern States which met at Harrisburg

to outline the tariff of 1828, known as the "Bill of Abomination"

was the confirmation of Jefferson's forebodings.

Had parliament granted to the colonies the right to appear by

representatives (easily outnumbered by the rest of the commons),
how nugatory would have been the colonial vote. So specious

was the scheme to make the South the milch cow for the North.

Real consent of the governed would be violated at the threshold.

"I will," said John Randolph, "put it in the power of no man
or set of men who ever lived, or who ever shall live, to tax me
without my consent. It is wholly immaterial whether this is

done, without my having any representation at all, or, as it was

done in the case of the tariff law, by a phalanx, stern and inex-

orable, who, have the majority and having the power, prescribe

to me the law I shall obey
* * * The whole slave-holding coun-

try, the whole of it from the Potomac to Mexico, was placed

under the ban and anathema of a majority of two." The logic

of liberty thus spoke. That wizzard glance, flashing with a super-

natural insight into the heart of things, saw in this the shadow

of a stroke which would one day fall with destructive force
;
and

which destructively has fallen. The ounce of prevention would

have saved what whole cargoes of cure are powerless to remedy.

The power which buys legislation wholesale is sequence from this

antecedence. The injury of the many for the profit of the few

cannot well have other sequence. Once more, the issue between

good government and bad government ; between free government
and slave government turns on this Is public good or selfish
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greed the propelling power? A liberty to be corrupt! Death

and decay have that.

Was it not natural for ''practical politicians," who had this

matter at heart to ponder, by what common bond the States once

assembled at Harrisburg might be massed again in more formida-

ble phalanx and for the answer to flash "are we not the States

called free, the other, the States called "slave?" Freedom against

slavery could battle cry be more sublime than that? Lifting up

their eyes, they looked across the Potomac, the Monongahela,

the Ohio and whispered with burning breath "Lo Naboth's Vine-

yard."
FREEDOM AND PROFITS.

They who might so easily be solid for the name of freedom,

why not also for the reality of profits ? All that was needed was

a swap of the moral force of freedom for the material force of

empire, brutalizing and diabolizing ;
all the more infernal, because

masquerading under the name of love for others taking in vain

that holy name. The dangerous enemies of a republic are not

the men who make open war upon it ; but the men who insid-

iously undermine.

Events were moving on toward completion, when Andrew

Jackson, in his message of January 2, 1835, found it needful to

denounce the use of the United States mails fo the circulation of

inflammatory appeals addressed to the passions of slaves. In such

use of the mails, the hero of New Orleans could see but one

object, viz. : "To produce all the horrors of servile war."

Mr. William Chauncey Fowler, in his book, "The Sectional

Controversy" (published in 1864), when the author was a mem-
ber of the Connecticut legislature) says, that some fifteen or

twenty years earlier, as a leading member of congress, who after-

wards became a member of a presidential cabinet, was coming
out from a heated debate, he was asked by the writer, an old

college friend : "Will you inform me, what is the real reason

why Northern men encourage these petitions?" (For the aboli-

tion of slavery.) He said to me: "The real reason is, that the

South will not let us have a tariff
; and we touch them where

they will feel it." It was as if, in the darkness, a voice -was heard

which only the wisest then knew how to translate, saying: "Go
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to; we will wage our war against the name of slavery as the

most effectual way to defeat once more the ever baffled fight

against the reality ;
make African slavery free that industrial

liberty may be enthralled
;
in the name of equality rivet inequality ;

break one set of fetters for power to force another."

Was it a symbol of this tumult, that in the year 1828, the ship

of the line, Constitution, was surveyed and pronounced unsea-

worthy ;
her timbers decayed, and the estimated cost of repairs

a sum far in excess of that expended for original construction?

Patriots, not a few. were prepared for out and out abolition;

or (practically the same thing) for the sale at public auction

of material, which for some other purpose than that of "Iron-

sides" of liberty, might be worked up and made available. Then

from a poetic throat rang out: "Ay, tear her tattered ensign

down ;" and a poetic storm drove back the inroad of Goth and

Vandal upon the physical emblem : upon the name of Constitu-

tion. How fared it with the reality; with that moral wall, built

also as bulwark against the foe, of which the wooden wall was

emblem? This also was exhibiting the weather stain of storm;

and there were those who would exchange the old timbers of

tradition for a new fabric, having more of the power of pagean-

try. The assaults were stayed. The ship of state was suffered

to saij on
;
and upon sufferance sailed. Three decades would

hardly pass before this ship would be given "to the god of

storms" with none to prevent ; none to relent. No lyric storm

would pour to countervail that crash. While the hysterical sur-

face thus quivered, the tremble of the real earthquake beneath

the surface was ignored.

The Rev. Nehemiah Adams (whose last act, before leaving

Boston to seek softer skies for a sick daughter, had been to assist

in framing the remonstrance of New England clergymen against

the extension of slavery into Kansas and Nebraska) wrote : "The

South was just on the eye of abolishing slavery. The abolitionists

arose and put it back within its innermost entrenchments." As
it was on December n, 1845. an article appeared in the Rich-

mond Whig advocating the abolition of slavery and saying that
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but for the intemperance of Northern Fanatics, it would be

effected.

NEW ENGLAND AND THE NEGRO.

In the house of them who felt so keenly their mission to call

others to repentance, how fared it with the negro? There no

Federal compact could run athwart benevolent intent. In the

general laws of Massachusetts (compiled in accordance with a

resolution of February 22, 1822) it is provided: "That no person

being an African or negro, other than subjects of the emperor
of Morocco" (and certified citizens of other States) ''shall tarry

within the Commonweolth for a longer time than two months."

In case of such prolonged stay, if after warning" and failure to

depart, "it shall be made to appear that the said person has thus

continued within the Commonwealth, contrary to the tenor of this

act, he or she shall be whipped, not exceeding ten stripes, and

ordered to depart, and if he shall not so depart, the same process

shall be had and inflicted, and so toties quoties." In March, 1788,

this was one of the "perpetual laws of the Commonwealth." it

passed out of existence (subsilentio), in the general repealing

section of an act of March 29, 1834. When in his reply .to Hayne,
Webster said: "The past at least is secure;" this was part of that

past still under the lock and key of statute. Among the kindly

affectioned slaves of my first recollections, remmebered by me
with a kind affection, I am satisfied there was not one who would
have sought, or could have found solace, in the hospitable hand

extended from 1788 to 1834. They who bestowed this liberty of

the lash became our angry judge. Liberty to be whipped at each

recurring sessions of the peace; "and so toties quoties!" What a

"door of opportunity" for the African "not a subject of the

emporor of Morocco."

When war raged for freedom, how was it then? In Septem-
ber, 1862, General Dix proposed to remove a number of "con-

trabands" from Fortress Monroe to Massachusetts. To this Gov-
ernor Andrew replied: "I do not concur in any way, or to any

degree in the plan proposed." For, he explained, thereby you
will be deprived "of the strength of hundreds of stout arms, which
would be nerved with the desperation of men fighting for liberty."

But the negro, despite all invocations to do so, had never offered
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to fight for liberty ;
did not then offer. At that very time no negr>

had ever sat upon a jury; none trained in the militia of Massa-

chusetts. Why should the negro be ambitious to die for Massa-

chusetts? The war governor proceeds: "Contemplating, how-

ever, the possibility of such removal, permit me to say that the

Northern States are of all places the worst possible to select for

an asylum.
* * * I would take the liberty of suggesting some

Union foothold in the South." In this same month, the adjutant-

general inquired of the army of the west: "What is to be done

with this unfortunate race? * * * You cannot send them North.

You all know the prejudices of the Northern States for receiving

large numbers of the colored race. Some States have passed laws

prohibiting them to come within their borders * * * Look along

this river (the Mississipppi) and see the number of deserted

plantations on its borders. These are the places for these freed

men." Was ever altruism like unto this altruism?

Ever, as with the constancy of natural causes, exercised in

some other man's house, on the banks of some far-off, ancient

river. On these terms who would not be an altruist?

CURIOUS BIT OF HISTORY.

There is a curious historical event which the muse of history

has disdained to notice. At Hilton Head, in March, 1862, it

was proposed to organize out of certain loyal blacks, within easy

reach, a patriotic negro brigade. But this reinforcement so

little appreciated the intended honor that the vigilance of a

strong picket of white soldiers was necessary to prevent the es-

cape of the slave to his master. With their Enfield rifles and

other military equipments, one-third of this nucleus did, in fact,

decamp. General Hunter's force succeeded in recovering at least

five of these fugitives from freedom. "Taken when fleeing

toward the mainland, occupied by rebels, they were placed in

irons and confined at the Rip Raps." Fugitives from freedom, en-

countering every peril to escape therefrom, by some fugitive

freedom laws are pursued, overtaken, loaded with irons and

threatened with worse if they make further efforts to free them-

selves from freedom. It may be, in cold iron outline, is imaged

something of deeper import "the name of freedom graven on

a heavier chain."
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''In the State where I live," said John Sherman, on April 2,

1862 "we do not like negroes. We do not disguise our dislike.

As my friend from Indiana (Mr. Wright) said yesterday, Tfie

whole people of the Northwestern States, are, for reasons,

whether correct or not, opposed to having many negroes among

them, and that principle or prejudice has been engraved in the.

legislation of nearly all the Northwestern States.'
'

The Bill of Rights of Oregon (published by authority of am

act approved February 25, 1901) prohibits the free negro, or

mulatto, from coming within the State; from holding real estate,,

making contracts or maintaining suit therein ;
and provides for

the punishment of persons who shall bring negroes and mulattoes

into the State; harbor, or employ them. Lincoln^ was but an

echo, when, in August, 1862, to a committee of negroes who

sought guidance from him, he recommended Central America as

the most charming home he could think of for them. For, he

said
;
"on this broad continent, not a single man of your race

is made the equal of a single man of ours. Go where you are

treated the best, and the ban is still upon you." From an early

period in Illinois there had existed a system of indenture and

registration, whereby the services of negroes were bought and

sold. At December term, 1828, it was held that "registered ser-

vants are goods and chattels and can be sold on execution." Th'e

system had a strong opponent in Edward Coles, who, in the words

of Nicolay, "though a Virginian," waged relentless war against

it, beginning his reform in his own slaves. Where are the

paeans of praise to him? The paeans are reserved for another

who begins and continues his reforms in some other man's house.

On the 1 2th of February, 1853, an act was passed, making it

a crime for a negro to come, or be brought, into the State, pro-

viding that any such negro who remained therein ten days should

be fined fifty dollars, and in case of inability to pay the fine should

be sold to any person who would pay the costs of the trial. The
State constitution of 1848 directed the general assembly "to pas's

such laws as will effectually prohibit free persons of color from

emigrating to or settling in this State, and to prevent the owners

of slaves from bringing them into the State for the purpose of

setting them free." The air north of the Ohio was too pure
for slaves? No for free negroes to breathe.
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In those days, where was the citizen of Illinois so renowned

for the wish to put slavery "in the course of ultimate extinction?''

Where the thunders against the Black Code of Illinois? Hernclon

says: "The sentiment of the majority of Springfield tended in the

opposite direction, .and, thus environed, Lincoln lay down like a

sleeping lion !" The lion heart, the couer de lion of romance, is

not one of profound slumber when danger is abroad, but of fear-

less onset on the foe against whatever odds. Surely there must

have been as much '"environment" for Jefferson. The hero is

brave in his own environment, not in some other man's far-off

environment. Whether girt by friend or foes, the flame that

warms his heart burns on his lip. He sees in the evil that is

nearest the duty that is nearest. Here was the bill of attainder

of a race. Who rose in Congress to call for an investigation?

Who grew hysterical over that? "The misery before their eyes,"

said Randolph ; "they cannot see their philanthrophy acts only

at a distance."

In the Taylor and Cass campaign of 1848, Lincoln spoke in

Boston. Herndon says : "Referring to the anti-slavery men, he

said they were better treated in Massachusetts than in the West,

and, turning to William S. Lincoln, of Worchester, who had

lived in Illinois, he remarked, that 'in the State they had recently

killed one of them.' This allusion to Lovejoy's murder at Alton

was thought by the Free Soilers to be heartless, and it was noted

that Mr. Lincoln did not repeat it in other speeches." Had some

Southern man in Boston made the same speech it would have

been cited, as an instance of the "barbarism of slavery." As the

case, in point of fact, stands, perhaps "expressive silence" may be

becoming.
JUSTICE TANEY'S DECISION.

The press and pulpits of the North have joined to denounce

Chief Justice Taney for deciding (as alleged) at December term,

1856, that "the negro had no rights which the white man was

bound to respect." It is the kind of candor one would evince who
should claim "the Bible says, 'there is no God ;'

"
because the

Bible does say, "The fool hath said in his heart there is no God."

W !hat Taney did say was that at the time of the Declaration of

Independence and when the constitution was adopted, such was
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the case. He followed this by illustrations, demonstrations rather,

from the laws of New England and other States, and it may be

the demonstrations were irritations. What made them peculiarly

offensive was the impossibility of refutation. The dictum of

Taney was incontrovertibly true. This incorruptible jurist, "in

early life manumitted all the slaves he inherited from his father.

The old ones he supported by monthly allowances of money till

they died." He differed by the distance which puts the poles

asunder from them whose absorbing passion is to emancipate

something which belongs to others; differed toto coelo from the

philanthropy feted, crowned, exultant whose most conspicuous

trait is omnipresence of self. He is in the roll of those great

judges who have discharged the grandest of human duties; first

with intrepid vision to ascertain the truth; then, with a moral

courage that knows no danger to fearlessly announce it. For

the supreme cause of justice he was not afraid nor ashamed to

live and to die poor : "The worthiest kings have ever loved least

state." But could he appear once more on this earth, and could

the old tests of elevation of mind and manners, purity of life,

conviction and the courage of conviction, be again invoked, then

of all his defamers there could not be found one worthy to so

much as stoop down to unloose the latchet of his shoe.

THE ERA OF LOW TARIFF.

In 1846 the economic battle had been won so completely that

in 1857 tariff burdens were still further reduced; Massachusetts

voting with Virginia to this end. The leaders of both parties

then joined in enacting the lowest revenue tariff which had been

known since 1820. The result was an era of prosperity, not for

a part, but for the whole. Dogma was put to rout by the event.

The fallacy of hostile views was transfixed by the result. The
retort to the prophecy of evil was the superlative satire of fact.

Experience had been the great expounder. From the end of

the war with Mexico to the beginning of the war between the

States, had it not been for the war waged by one-half of the

States upon the domestic institutions of the other, the Union

would have been in the happy state of having no annals
; no finan-

cial, no economic issue; no broil with foreign parts; no anarchy
at home. There is no pillow of rest for freedom.
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CALHOUN.

In the decade between 1840 and 1850 the warder on the watch

tower had been the great son. I had almost said the great soul,

of South Carolina. In blistering speech, Calhoun had defined the

bond which held the gathering host of pillage. He called it "the

cohesive power of public plunder." The spoils system, he said,

"must ultimately convert the whole body of office-holders into

corrupt sycophants and supple instruments of power ;" and, again,

"let us not deceive ourselves the very essence of free govern-
ment consists in considering public offices as public trusts." With

what subtle analysis, ground fine in debate, he stripped naked the

sophistries of senates : with what "iron worded proof" he chained

truth to truth. The high, the brave, the incorruptible, must make

enemies
;
and the higher, the braver, the firmer, and more dis-

cerning the sense of duty, the more implacable the enmity. He,

too, is entitled to be "loved for the enemies he made." The man
whom corruption is powerless to corrupt shall he not be hateful

to corruption? His moral force had matched itself, not in vain

against the "corrupt squadron." It may be a day will come when

the force of words, beautiful as wise, in the speech upon the force

bill, will strike home to the scorner : "Does anv man in his senses

believe that this beautiful structure this harmonious aggrega-

tion of States, produced by the joint consent of all can be pre-

served by force? Its very introduction will be the certain de-

struction of the Federal Union. No, no, you cannot keep the

States united in their constitutional Federal bonds by force.

Force may indeed hold the parts together, but such union would

be the bond between master and slave
;
a union of exaction on

one side, of unqualified obedience upon the other." The event

which changed his hope into despair was the war with Mexico.

He saw in the victory of war the direct menace to the victory of

peace ;
in the midst of vociferation for the "rights of man," he

saw the rights of States undone
;
an impracticable freedom made

the pretext for the destruction of a possible and extant one.

"Every senator," he said, "knows that I was opposed to that war,

but no one knows but myself the depth of that opposition. With

my conception of its character and consequences, it was impossi-

ble for me to vote for it." The smoke is rolling away from the
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senate chamber scene where this tall, vivid form, meet tabernacle

of prophetic fire, towered in power and, in purity. The smoke

is rolling away. But the grandeur which gave battle there, un-

conquered then, unconquerable now cannot be rolled away.

The crisis came with the victory. The mere demonstration

of the true general welfare the greater the storm which would

overturn proof by force. As the fated bark glided on the smooth

wave of success, louder and louder grew the roar of a cateract

toward whose rage the irresistible torrent of the time was sweep-

ing. All that had been won would be dashed to pieces in this

fury. On May 9, 1828, Benton had said in the senate: "Before

the revolution, it (the South ) was the seat of wealth as well as

of hospitality.
* * * All this is reversed. * * *

Virginia, the two

Carolinas and Georgia may be said to defray three-fourths of

the annual expense of supporting the Federal government; and

of this great sum annually furnished by them, nothing, or next

to nothing, is returned to them in the shape of government ex-

penditures. That expenditure flows in an opposite direction,

in one uniform, uninterrupted, and perennial stream." The pros-

perity of unequal taxes is welcome, as a rule, to them who live

on the open 'site of the sign of inequality. Who are they to-day

whose breasts so quake with terror at the thought of competition

with the foreigners? Those into whose lap the fruit will fall by

excluding competition; the same who underbid Europe for the

delivery of steel products in South Africa; for viaducts joining
1

Burma to South China; rails for the holy railway from Beirut

to Medina
;
for industrial triumphs in the antipodes. These lusty

exporters, with tears in their eyes, demand that their fellow citi-

zens be restrained from dealing with the "man of sin" abroad,

with whom they themselves so lucratively deal. The foreigner
receives preferential treatment under a tariff for the protection
of the native. After enactment of laws called "patriotic" to pro-
tect native toil against the "pauper labor" of Europe, there is

then brought in ship load after ship load of the aforesaid "pauper
labor" to do the work which, with such timely forethought, had
been protected from such labor. It is a benevolence which, on

the plea of raising wages, raises the price of all things bought
with wages. Ah! those happy isles of the "protected" in the

midst of a sea of troubles (growing year by year more trouble-
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some) ; at this time breaking in wrathful agonies .upon all the

coasts of power !

Special privileges to a few, for the sake of the poor! Is not

that like feeding the ravens for the sake of the doves ? The man
whose name is the synonym for treachery was much bent upon

converting ointment into cash for the sake of the poor; "not

because he cared for the poor, but because he was a thief, and

had the bag, and bore what was put therein." Samuel Johnson,

had no such thorough paced sympathy with the doctrine, "Taxa-

tion no Tyranny," as have the citizens of commonwealths which

in Johnson's day, rose in arms against the doctrine. But when
was taxation ever tyranny to the tyrant ? Importunate is the rush

of patriots to clamor for the increase, to inveigh against the de-

crease of public burdens. "Can you expect us to live/' they cry,

"if the load is lifted ?" Never did Roman procurator more sav-

agely protest against being curtailed of his spoil. Does this

patronized pursuit of happiness for the sake of the patrons pro-

ceed from love of others or from the love of self, cruel as the

grave? What is the Standard Oil monopoly against which is

hurled such malediction? Simply a thoroughly perfected method

to exterminate competition. A liberty of the strong against the

weak wild beasts have that. Because they can rise no higher

they are wild beasts. Predatory wealth has been built up by

predatory laws.

TAX EATERS AND TAX-PAYERS.

With a simple dignity befitting senates, on the nth of January,

1861, Mr. R. M. T. Hunter, of Virginia, spoke as follows: "I

have often heard Mr. Calhoun say that most of the conflicts in

every government would be found at last to result in the con-

tests between two parties, which he denominated the tax consum-

ing and the tax-paying parties. The tax-consuming party, he

said, was that which fed upon the revenues of the government,
the spoils of office, the benefits of unequal class legislation. The

tax-paying party was that which made the contributions to the

government by which it was supported ;
and expected nothing

in return but the general benefits o>f its protection and legisla-

tion. And he said, and said wisely, in my opinion, that whenever

the tax-consuming party, as he called it, got possession of the
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government, the people must decay and the government must

either go to pieces or assume another and different form.

"Now, sir, I say that the working of our present executive

system is such as to produce a party of that description in the

country, and give it the power of ruling our affairs. Place the

predominant power in the government in such hands, and I say

one of two things must certainly happen ; the union will go to

pieces in the collision which such a state of things would occa-

sion, or else the government would eventuate in a despotism."

The danger signal was that the bond or union for the tax-

consuming party was geographical. The dominion of the North

would move on with the invariable sequence of the processes of

nature. The natural result would be a government of the South

by the North and for the North
;

a- government under which the

South would have no rights which the North would be bound to

respect.
THE OLD, OLD STRUGGLE.

Richard Henry Lee, in October, 1787, wrote to Edmund Ran-

dolph, "The representatives of the seven Northern States, as they

have a majority, can by law create a most oppressive monopoly

upon the five Southern States, whose circumstances and produc-

tions are essentially different
; although not a single man of these

voters is representative of, or amenable to, the people of the

Southern States. Can such a set of men be, with the least sem-

blance of truth, called representatives of those they make laws

for?" George Mason said: "A majority of interests will oppress

the minority" and refused to vote for the constitution in Federal

or State convention.

The distinguished gentleman, late secretary of war, more lately

still a successful candidate for the highest Federal office, in a

speech at Kansas City some years ago, described the attitude of

protectionists toward Philippine products as "the quintessence of

selfishness." Class legislation may, in general, be so defined.

But it is so, most abhorrently, when it operates to rally section

against section, by making burden to one bounty to the other.

Better way could not be devised for breeding a ruling class to

which honest conditions must be intolerable. The same distin-

guished gentleman, in an address, delivered last July, at the court-
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house of Bath county, described the opposite of free government

abroad, he said, people saw in government "an entity different

from themselves." When people feel that their government is

their own, one for which they are responsible, that the admin-

istration of justice represents their own conviction of what is just;

so long, said the speaker, "we can count on a continuance of free

government." But why go abroad for the object lesson which

on such continental scale, has been seen at home ? The republican

party, said Wendall Phillips, "is a party of the North pledged

against the South."

In 1856, Rufus Choate, in contemplation of a government thus

acquired by the North, wrote : "I turn my eyes from the con-

sequences. To the fifteen States of the South that government
will appear an alien government. It will appear worse. It will

appear a hostile government." Was the government organized

in 1861 "responsive to the will of the people," or responsive to

the will of a North "pledged against the South?" Was it un-

natural for them against whom it was "pledged" to see in it ''an

entity different from themselves
;
in a sense antagonistic to them-

selves ;" and to feel they could not "count on a continuance of

free government" if this became supreme ? It was as if the word
went forth, "That which moral force has wrung from us, by
material force shall be reversed ; persuasion having failed to win

your voluntary vote, we must needs have corruption of coercion/'

The policy to procure this result had been championed as that

of "a higher law than the constitution." A far higher law,

coeval with man's aspiration to be free; not at variance with the

constitution, but intended to be secured thereby ;
was the right

of a free people to be free of alien rule. For a free people there

can be but one ground for submission to such rule
;
that the ability

to resist is lacking. Laws for one community imposed by another

foreign in sympathy, opposed in interest, was not current with

our forefathers as the idea of self-government.

EMANCIPATION.

As incident to the war of 1861, "and as a fit and necessary war

measure,
"

in September, 1862, was issued a paper which (with
the sequel 100 days later) is called "proclamation of emancipa-
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tion." By this in portions of the country called rebellious, slaves

were made free, unless by the 1st of January, 1863, said com-

munities ceased to rebel. Slave ownership was to be the reward

of loyalty; slave abolition the penalty of rebellion. This might

be translated; "negroes shall continue to be slaves to their mas-

ters if only their masters will be slaves to us. Let us have in

peace the jobs which are in sight and your slaves may reap in

peace your harvests, taxed only by our tariffs. We will let you

have your slaves if you will let us have your freedom.'' After

this offer had been made and rejected, who had a right to say

that the South was fighting for slavery, or Lincoln for freedom?

As in the South construed, the motive was not to free the

slave but to enslave the free. The proclamation of September

22, 1862, states: "The executive government of the United States,

including the military and naval authority thereof, will recognize

the freedom of such persons and will do no act or acts to repress

such persons or any of them in any efforts they may make for

their actual freedom."

In October, 1863, Lord Brougham (an abolitionist ab initio)

referring to this proclamation, said: "Hollow we may well call

it, for those who proclaimed emancipation confess that it was a

measure of hostility to the whites and designed to produce slave

insurrection from which the much enduring nature of the unhappy

negro saved the country. My esteemed friend, the prelate, who
exalts by his virtues the name of Wilberforce which he inherits,

declared that the authors of the proclamation cared as little for

the blacks' freedom as the whites'
; and now they call for the

extermination of one race to liberate the other."

The late Henry Ward Beecher, descanting on the advantages
of education, once drew an illustration from the war between

North and South. "Southern leaders," he remarked, "are ac-

customed to say, 'The North wore us out.'
" He then added :

"It is this lasting power which education gives." When on one

side the last man so easily could be, in point of fact, was drawn
and each gap in the ranks, as it was made, be filled only by

closing up more closely ; while the other, from the start, so easily

was able to lose two and more for one; with a whole world in

the rear from which to recruit each gap, the consequence derived

partakes of the non sequitor. When Xerxes wore out by "attri-
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tion" the Spartans at Thermopylae, was that the lasting power oi

education in the victor ? Or was a higher education for the storm

of life evinced by those valiant arms which again and again

hurled back numerical ascendency, and still hurling, while

strength endured, fell finally where they fought? They who
stand in the last ditch, to hold up the sinking standard of their

faith, or fall with it ; they who fall for their altars and their

fires, can always send word to their country: "Here obedient to

thy laws we fall." He who, in stout resistance to the odds

against him, succumbs only to the last conqueror, has been

schooled in the discipline and doctrine of life, is both hero and

scholar. To conquer the difficult is the first command of educa-

tion, and the second is like unto it not to be dismayed by dif-

ficulty. Education is the strain of him who overcomes
;
or who,

undaunted to the end, puts forth all that in him is to be not

overcome
; and so, if fall he must, falls unconquered. He has

been faithful until death. If, as in the republic of which Plato

dreamt, education is the growth out of selfishness into self- satis-

faction, lack of education was not the serious deficiency.

By the endless attrition of endless numbers, and under the ever-

tightening coil on coil of the anaconda stranglehold, the Souch

was drawing to the end of her agonized strain
;
when Lincoln,

in the second inaugural, likened by some to the prophecy of Isaiah

with, as he explained, "malice toward none, charity toward all"

suggested a possible prolongation of the war, "until all the

wealth piled up by the bondsman's two hundred and fifty years

of unrequited toil shall be sunk and until every drop of blood

drawn by the lash shall be paid by another drawn with the sword.

As it was said three thousand years ago, so still it must be said:

'The judgments of the Lord are true, and righteous altogether.'
'

The epitome of Reconstruction was in these words. Mr.

Labouchere said of an English statesman that he did not find

fault with him for being found occasionally with an ace up his

sleeve. What he did find fault with was the claim that the ace

had been put there by the Providence of God.

BANDED BY ILLINOIS.

In 1862 as part of the work of a constitutional convention held

at Springfield, Illinois, were the following sections of Article
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XVIII, of a proposed constitution: (i) No negro or mulatto

shall migrate to or settle in this State after the adoption of this

constitution. (2) No negro or mulatto shall have the right of

suffrage or hold any office in this State. (3) The general assem-

bly shall pass all laws necessary to carry into effect the provisions

of this article.

In the convention the first was adopted by a vote of 59 to 7;

the second by a vote of 42 to 18, and the last by a vote of 45 to

1 8. This article was submitted to a special vote of the people,

each section was approved by a majority ; the constitution itself

was defeated by a majority of 16,051 votes; but the vote on

article XVIII, was as follows : The first section was approved

by a majority of 100,590 votes
;
the second by a majority of

176,291 votes, only 35,649 voting against it, and the final section

was passed by a majority of 154,524 votes. Where was the lash

for them who, under the Illinois act of 1853, reduced freedom

to bondage, and by these provisions prohibited the negro all en-

trance into the State? The answer is obvious. What politics

could reside in such intrusion? But did he who, in one decade,

threw his mantle over the killing of Lovejoy, acquire in the next

a right to corroborate his wrath by that of the Almighty? Nor
had he not been of counsel for a Kentucky master, seeking to

recover fugitive slaves? If slavery was malum per se, how did

that master's sin, surpass his own? Lincoln's biographer, Mr.

Joseph H. Barrett, is much comforted to have such good proof,

"after all that has been said to the contrary, that he had no

objection to a good client with a bad cause." What ! Philan-

thropy could turn coat for a fee ! No man has a right to be

indifferent to the transgression going on around him. But the

transgression which concerns him most nearly is his own. For

indifference here, he does not quite compound by "bloody instruc-

tions" for the rest of mankind. Prophecy is relieved of much
that were afflictive, whe*n the prophets, instead of dwelling sadly

on their own sins, confine their message to dwelling gratefully

on the sins of others. They who were "of purer eyes than to

behold iniquity," undoubtedly had no eyes for their own.

On June i, 1862, Colonel (afterwards General) Thomas Kirby

Smith, of the Union army, wrote home, of "the spacious lawns

and parks, and cultivated grounds kept trim and neat" in Missis-
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sippi ;
of the slaves in the fields, "running to the fences to see us

pass, and to chaff with the men.'' On July nth he wrote: "A
man here with 1,000 or 1,500 acres is a prince. His slaves fare

better than our working farmers." In the moral judgment of

time, will not freedom to work in Mississippi sustain a contrast

with freedom to be an outcast north of the Ohio? One more

word from this officer and gentleman, bearing date July 28th:

"Seventeen hundred people have left Memphis within three days,

rather than take the oath of allegiance. Leaving, they have

sacrificed estate, wealth, luxury." War meant this for the South.

Self was annihilated. The annihilation of self was in death

grapple with the coronation of self-moral with material power.

In the fascinating autobiography of Augustus Hare is narrated,

"Bayard mentioned a Southern lady, who, when the army of

liberation approached, entrusted all her silver and jewels to her

slaves, and they brought it back safely after the army had passed/'

In the trial fire of war the negro said : "I obey where I revere."

Could consent of the governed be more authentically certified?

Under similar conditions would philanthropy in the Philippines

receive a vote of confidence like this? "Have seen/' said John

Randolph, "the dissolution of many friendships, such at least as

were so called
;
but I have seen that of the master and slave

endure, so long as there was a drop of the blood of the master

to which the slave could cleave."

SLAVERY AT UNIVERSITY.

Dr. A. B. Mayo, of Massachusetts, in the report of the

bureau of education (1900-1901) writes: "Here in contact with

a superior class, through a period of more than 200 years, this

people underwent the most rapid and effectual transition from

the depths of pagan barbarism to the threshold of a Christian

civilization on record in the annals of mankind. The 250 years

of slavery had, indeed, been in itself a great university and the

history of the world may be challenged to present a spectacle

so remarkable." In the report of 1895 the same writer stated:

"It was found after emancipation that all the mechanical trades

were represented among these people, a portion of whom were

free and themselves slave-holders." In circular No. i, 1892, he
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had reported "the condition was not one of special hardship;

indeed it was favorable to the growth of the strongest attach-

ments in the more favored household servants. For more than

two centuries the American negro received the most effective

drill ever given to a savage people." The world's great awkward

squad demanded the drill master's accuracy. Southern slavery

was the reform school of the negro. Much is published concern-

ing the higher life of the emancipated ;
the general uplifting by

them who are neighbors "to the man who fell among thieves,"

and whose homes had been "the asylum of the deeply wronged ;"

morning hours devoted to "patriotism, temperance, kindness to

animals, love of plant life and current events ;" the campus here,

the campus there; "enclosed by the handsome iron fence;" and,

more important still, the endowment here, endowment there, "to

warrant salaries sufficient, to tempt the highest class of instruc-

tors." Against all this, I put the following from the New York

Nation, of March 25, 1869: "We may well call attention of the

philanthropist and Christian to Dr. Draper's estimate of the reli-

gious status of the Southern slave at the beginning of the war.

He declares that, 'through the benevolent influence of the white

women of the South, and not through the ecclesiastical agency
was the Christianization of the African race accomplished ;

a con-

version which was neither superficial nor nominal, but universal

and complete ; and the annals of modern history offer no parallel

success.' The paragraph divulges what might be termed the

sumnum bonum of missionary achievement
;
a higher race shar-

ing with a lower the moral ideas which give eminence to the

higher. This can receive no lesser name than the hallowed name
of an evangel. All other sources of enlightened conscience, of

self-respecting growth, of conversion to higher standards are

futilities in comparison. The fittest to survive used their higher

power, not to destroy the unfit, but to make the less fit more

fit. No "sounding brass" resounded for these unobtrusive

women. Self contemplation would seem to have been absent;

only the religious truth of duty present. They asked none to read

their gentle manners in the mirror of their Christian works;
wrote no articles in magazines, besought not others to do so

to tell mankind how true, how beautiful, how good they were.

Save in the sentence quoted, they have received no mention; a
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not uncommon incident of the benevolence which is for the sake

of helping others and not for the means of promoting self. They
in their modesty illumine the text, which, though Jacobinical, is

fine: "Perish our memory rather than our country." "Not unto

us, not unto us," they said. They were doers of the word,

unthinking of the praises of the world. As if they caught the

purity of the sky to which their hearts were lifted, they 'shed

abroad a Saviour's love,' among the humble folk in whose dark

plight (as from old England and New England they had been

received) the ministries of these unrecorded women were as

stars. The chastened sanctity of their toil rises before us.as a

beatitude of the discipline and duty of life. They are in the

number of those great teachers who transfigure into beauty the

inmost force and feeling of high calling, and by so doing, lift

toward their likeness the ignorant and stumbling. Purified love

of the highest shone in purified piety to the lowest. The slave

had been civilized by Christianity, even if spared the curriculum

of post graduate courses and aesthetical belles lettres. Never

was a great trust so greatly discharged.

THE CONSCIENCE OF THE SLAVE OWNER.

By old England and by New England a trusteeship for the

inveterate savage had been imposed. The authority of white

over black was a spiritual supremacy. A higher social conscious-

ness had reclaimed the negro from a savage sociology; out of

dark chaos had educed something of moral symmetry. The negro
had been trained in the school of discipline. What is civilized

man, as he exists to-day, but the pupil of all the adverse strokes

of time? The negro felt himself subject to higher powers, to a

government which was in sympathy with the governed. With
what measure of sympathy it was meted out, with that meas-

use it was meted back by the slave in the stress of war.

It was a high, not a low, ideal of supremacy which was

loved, honored and obeyed. The sincerity of a common
cause had been wrought into the heart and habit of

a race. Not quite two years ago, hard by the plantations once

owned by Patrick Henry and John Randolph, I could have pointed

you to the home of one, whose former slaves, with a reverence
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not assumed, but real., still addressed as "Mistis" the venerable

lady of the manor, who, like another queen, might have celebrated

her reign of three score vears over a lovalty which had never

wavered, never faltered. A higher force had so far counteracted

the lower as to convert the lower into sympathy with the higher.

How does the higher accomplish this? By taking merit from the

lower? No; but by imparting- merit to the lower. The higher is

such, not by what is taken, but by what is given. The slaves had

been taught in the school and out of the book of good example.

They were pupils of the "old masters/' From them the slave had

acquired that which is the secret of all growth ;
the trait of truly

perceiving and then of truly revering a higher than himself.

They had been taught the military lesson of well-disciplined

duty ; and taught so well that, when the master was fighting in

the field, fidelity to discipline, devotion to duty, were unabated.

Mrs. Morse Earle, herself a descendant of the pilgrims, writing

of Boston at a time when this humane city was still a slave mart,

says: "Negro children were advertised to be sold by the pound
as other merchandise," citing proof. "We have/' she adds, "a

few records of worthy black servants who remind us of the faith-

ful black house servants of old Southern families/' "These are

the men," said Wilson, of Massachusetts, of the freedmen after

the war, "who have been elevated from chattelhood to man-

hood." Yes, but it was Massachusetts which sold them into chat-

telhood "by the pound." Virginia and her Southern sisters had

elevated them to what Wilson esteemed "manhood." Not by

Wilson, nor by them for whom he spoke, had the blind received

sight. "Property in man," you say. Well, at least it was property

impressed with a trust
;
a trust which the vendor would not per-

form but which the vendee did perform so admirably as to raise

"chattelhood" to manhood. The social problem is to make author-

ity that of real highest over real lowest. To this the name of

slavery may be given. .The reality of slavery is government of

the highest over real lowest. To this they forced upon the South

in the name of liberty. Of all the crimes committed in that

name none surpass this. It said to the slave: "Be free;" to the

free: "Be slave." The philanthropy which emancipates to cor-

rupt imposes a far more deadly yoke than the one it assumes

to break. The dogma that all men are born, or are by nature,
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"free and independent," may call for some revision, seeing that

man is born, or is by nature, the most dependent of all the ani-

mals on earth
; and rises to some intuition of freedom, if at all,

only through the stern tuition of necessity.

THE LAST ARROW.

In the quiver of doom there remained undrawn one arrow

which none doubted would go straight to the mark. On the

2Oth of September, 1865, Oliver P. Morton said at Richmond,
Indiana : "Can you conceive that a body of men, white or black,

who, as well as their ancestors have been in this condition (i. e.,

slavery) are qualified to be lifted immediately from their present

state into the full exercise of political power? * * * The mere

statement of that fact furnishes the answer to the question. To

say that such men and it is no fault of theirs
; it is simply their

misfortune and the crime of the nation to say that such men,

jusL emerging from this slavery, are qualified for the exercise

of political powers, is to make the strongest pro-slavery argu-
ment I ever heard. It is to pay the highest compliment to the

institution of slavery. In what condition is Indiana to urge negro

suffrage upon South Carolina or any other State? Let us

consider the position we occupy. We have perhaps 25,000 col-

ored people. Most of them are very intelligent and excellent

citizens, well to do in the world, 'well qualified to exercise the

right of suffrage. We not only exclude them from voting, we
exclude them from our public schools," (What a pulpit from

which to anathematize the South for not providing the negro
with academies!) "and make it unlawful and criminal for them

to come into the State. No negro who has come into Indiana

since 1850 can make a valid contract. He cannot acquire title

to a piece of land, because the law makes the deed void; and

every man who gives him employment is liable to prosecution
and fine. * * * With what face can Indiana go to congress and

insist upon giving the right of suffrage to negroes in the South?''

With what face ! O, Heavens, with what preternatural face !

The face was equal to the fate, with the face of Morton in the

lead. "The highest compliment, to the institution of slavery''

was offered
;
"the strongest pro-slavery argument ever heard" by
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Morton, was made by Morton. * * * "You cannot find," said the

orator, "the most ardent anti-slavery man in Wayne county who

will go and locate in a State that has a colored government."
:;: * * "If you do this," he continued, "these States will remain

permanently colored States. The white men who are now there

will move away. They will not remain under such a dominion.

In such case the colored States will be a balance of power in this

countrv. * * *
Finally, they will bring about a war of races."

\Yhat has been the upshot of free government in Haiti? A.

cutlass in the hand of a babe. Within the past few years Mr.

Charles Francis Adams has made known what was for himself

"a reflex light from Africa." In the negro's native continent,

he says, "the scales fell from my eyes.
* * * We have actually

wallowed in a bog of self-sufficient ignorance.
* * * Upon the

sheerest of delusions, due to pure ignorance, we built in recon-

struction days as upon a foundation stone."

Only the other day Viscount Morley, secretary o f
India, an-

nounced that democracy was as un suited to Indian temperament
as a Canadian fur cOat to the Indian climate. Filioino students

take first prizes at our law schools, but for the present, with due

precaution for human rights, "benevolent assimilation" can see

no way to bestow the boom of self-government upon them.

What then was the bestowal of the boon on the black race of the

South? Was that malevolent assimilation? To the South was

said: "It shall be your glory to make a pathway over the im-

passable." This which, in time of peace, the "free States" of

the North with such contumelious scorn had rejected for them-

selves this, the South, when worn by "attrition to the bone,"

like Prussia after the battle of Jena, "a bleeding and lacerated

mass," was blithely called on to perform.

How? are we to explain votes for this enfranchisement on the

part of States which, so long as their own interests only were

involved so unreservedly had voted otherwise? It was a change
sudden as that which, on the road to Damascus changed Saul

into Paul. The fabalist Aesop whose sententious wisdom out-

weighs whole "volumes vast" called history just because the so-

called fable condenses into single instances the experience of all,

so as to be co-operant with all tells of two men, let us call them
A and B, to whom Jupiter agreed to grant whatever wish they
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might prefer, on the following terms : A was to have first wish,

and whatever A received was to be doubled to B. A promptly
wished for the loss of one eye. "Are our slaves," wrote Jef-

ferson to John Adams, "to be presented with freedom and a

dagger?
1 '

The so-called freedom had been bestowed and the

dagger had not been drawn.

THE REAL REASON.

D. H. Chamberlin, once reconstruction governor of South

Carolina, could speak with authority. "Under all the avowed

motives for this policy," he wrote (in the Atlantic Monthly of

April, 1901), "lay a deeper cause than all others, the will and

determination to secure party ascendancy and control at the

South and in the nation by the negro vote. * * * Not one ot

them professed or cared to know more. * * * Eyes were never

blinder of facts; minds never more ruthlessly set upon a policy,

than were Stevens and Morton on putting the white South under

the heel of the black South. * * *
Seventy-eight thousand col-

ored votes were distinctly and of design pitted against forty-six

thousand whites, who held all the property, education and public

experience of the State. It is not less than shocking to think

of such odds, such inevitable disaster. Yet it was deliberately

planned and eagerly welcomed at Washington.
* * * To this tide

of folly and worse, President Grant persistently yielded.
* * *

Those who sat in the seats, nominally of justice, made traffic of

their judicial powers.
* * * No branch of the public service es-

caped the pollution." "No property in man!" No; but justice

is the stuff laid on the bargain counter; justice is bought and

sold; the soul of the State made vendible and venal. The presi-

dent who made Underwood a Federal judge did not carry love

of justice to a fanatical extreme. Is not justice a human right?

It is the one inalienable right of man. The great abolition was

the abolition of justice. To put "the white South under the heel

of the black South !" Nothing devised by Weiler in his worst

estate
;
nor by Alva

;
nor by Attila, promised such hideous doom,

as the calculated cruelty of the design to make the black man in

the South the white man's master.

"Have we," inquired Frank Blair in the senate of the United
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States on February 5, 1871, "a Federal union of free States."

"We have not," he answed. "The senator (Morton) has gone

somewhat into the history of the fifteenth amendment, the right-

ful adoption of which is controverted by his State in the con-

current resolutions passed by the legislature of Indiana." * * ?

In Kansas, in the election preceding, negro suffrage had been

defeated by fifteen thousand majority. In the State of Ohio the

majority against negro suffrage was fifty thousand. * * * In

the State of Michigan the people refused to give suffrage to the

negroes by a majority of thirty-four thousand. * * * The very

gentlemen who claim that the ballot is necessary to protect the

negro; who attach such immense importance to the ballot; when

the ballot has been exercised by their own constituents, adverse

to their wishes and party interests, disregard it, as if it were

no more than waste paper.
* * * The senator from Indiana well

says 'it is a political necessity to his party at this crisis.' Again
on February 20, he asked, "what sort of power have they built

up in the South by purifying the ballot down there?" "You

have put in power throughout that Southern country a class of

men who have made plunder their business and sole pursuit.

Your reconstructed State governments are organized conspira-

cies against the lives, liberties and property of the people.
* * *

The rotten edifices of corruption, built up in the South under

your laws, were never erected by men who had any idea of puri-

fying the ballot. It was done by men who intended by fraud to

destroy the ballot." So spoke this Union soldier, who, in

Missouri, was outspoken in opposition to slavery at a time when
Lincoln deemed it impolitic to be explicit in Illinois. "An in-

destructible Union composed of indestructible States !" But How
can States which a president and congress can overthrow and

reconstruct when and as they please, be "indestructible?" Might
not the phrase be paraphrased "an indestructible Union com-

posed of States whose rights might be perpetuated !" A consum-

mation not unlike the forethought of the Irish agent, who, to

build a wall of defence for the landlord's castle, pulled down the

castle to provide stones for the .wall. In order to secure the

black man's rights the white man's must be taken from him.

Was the negro, as Jefferson surmised, simply a flail in the hands

of enemies of a republic to accomplish results which otherwise
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were foiled? Was slavery the flail wherewith to beat down free-

dom? Was the real problem to put freedom "in course of ulti-

mate extinction?"

RACE WAR AND MILLENIUM.

"Finally," Morton has prophesied, "they will bring about a

war of races." At a much earlier day Joshua Giddings is re-

ported to have said : "I look forward to the day when I shall see

the black man supplied with British bayonets and commanded by

British officers, shall wage a war of extermination against the

whites when the master shall see his dwelling in flames and his

hearth polluted ;
and though I may not mock at their calamity

and laugh when their fear cometh, yet I shall hail it, as the dawn

of a political millenium.* A millenium of polluted hearths !" In

the dark history of hate is there a match for that?

Dark and dark of purpose was the ship which was freighted

to rebuild the South. All the criminology which Beelzebub and

his ardent princes could hoist aboard now Weighed anchor to

feast on the fair soul of a gallant race. Like the beasts, not so

long ago, unloosed on the Phoenix Line steamship St. Andrew,
were the ravenous now uncaged. The decks resounded. Every

plank quivered. So came Reconstruction. It satisfied Glad-

stone's definition of the Bourbon rule in Naples "the negation

of God, erected into a system." It was the essential atheism in-

volved in the disbelief and disdain of a moral government of the

world. It was a "higher law" whereby the higher duties were

insulted
; whereby duty was made the ignoblest word in the lan-

guage. It was "moral ideas" without a fig leaf. As Poins said

to Prince Hal, "The thieves had bound the honest men." It was

anarchy tempered by piratical precautions. The one adequate

image of it is that shape of horror which has become a paragraph
in each day's paper. It was the rape of the highest by the low-

est To Virginia went forth a command, not unlike that of St.

Remigius at the baptism of Clovis : "Burn that thou hast adored,

adore that thou hast burned." There was a past as well as pres-

ent to be rifled. Every natural sentiment operated to confirm the

affection of the former master for the former slave, who, by his

* " Cause of the War," by S. D. Carpenter, page 63.
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unabated reverence in the hour of trial, had refuted the accusa-

tions urged to justify ruin. The problem was to extinguish this

kind feeling; to create antipathy in place of sympathy between

the races; to mass race against race; to teach the negro to ex-

change all the higher qualities of a lower race for the lowest

qualities of a higher race, that the tutors might walk over the

course to offices of profit. The architects of this ruin, in their

own behalf, lifted up the sacred refrain, "Forasmuch as ye have

done it unto the least of these !" And what is it ye have done

"imto the least of these?" Made them part and parcel of the

most predaceous, predatory gang the world ever saw. In the

zeal to make odious what was called "treason," what was really

brigandage was made honorable. "Let us have peace'' was the

name; Reconstruction the reality. The message was: Weakness

has no rights which power is bound to respect. It was the appeal

to all that wa* low to put an end to all that was high.

"THE HEART OF THE SOUTHERN WOMAN/'

What men and women, bound together by a sacrament of blood

and sorrow, then bore, has been hidden out of sight. The ma-

jesty of a broken life, which yet was master of the breaking pain,

drew up in moral squares of battle. If force abounded, faith

more abounded. There could be no better proof of the moral

sceptre of the South than that it has held such sway in the heart

of the Southern woman. She has built the monument to Hector,

though as yet none to Andromache. A force of grandeur dared

to "turn the battle to the gate." It must have been the feeling of

this which caused Mr. Robert Y. Conrad to say of his stricken

Commonwealth, with a son's emotion: "She is lovelier in her

weeds and woe than in her queenliest days." Yet lovelier, with

that divine face of sorrows, whose halo comes from suffering for

the sins of others without sin.

For them who stood beneath what seemed the blows of an al-

mighty malice a voice out of thick darkness said, or seemed to

say: "Flung as you are, by iron-hearted fate, into the vortex of

this foulness, by beating back the baseness of the torrent which

so blackly beats upon you, you may put on a finer strength.

Every truth by which life is lifted stands as the meet-wand of the
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struggle, the sorrow, the constancy demanded for it. You must

be true to it before it becomes a truth for you ;
becomes your

own. Supremacy which endures is fruit of struggle with agon-
ies which wrestle against it. There is no alternative in this

world, between the steady fight for higher things and the steady

rot into lower. You who at Chanceliorsville rolled in rout across

the Rappahannock, like a scrool when it is rolled together, odds

against you more than two to one, now, in this moral battle are

welcomed to a victory of equal lustre. To "the quintessence of

selfishness" oppose, as your great captain did, the quintessence of

heroism. A greater than your enemies has planted injustice like

the sands of the sea around you that you may triumph over it.

In your passion read the prophecy of your resurrection. In the

crux of trial to be unconquered by the pang is to conquer. This

is the image of the Divine. The heavens have decreed you

worthy of it. Make of your humiliation a meritorious cross and

passion. Endure it, "despising- the shame."

PAYNE AGAIN A LEADER.

Out of the injury of wounds whose marks he cherished as

armorial bearings; out of wounds and prison, Payne returned to

stand with worn strength and torn heart against more bitter bat-

tles. As he had fought bravely he as deeply mourned the cause

which had gone down. The warrior scars upon him, the warrior

soul within him, commissioned him to lead. He had returned

to see the natural enemies of government in control of govern-

ment. There loomed before him, and others in like case with

him, the figure of a wrathful Nemesis, commissioned to smiie

hip and thigh the tradition of the past, and bury it face down-

ward. A mother State, chastened by the sanctity of sorrow, held

out her hand. There could be but one course for Payne. The

word tergiversation was not in his lexicon. Apostacy was not

his long suit. With a stern repression of that which admitted

not of suppression; with a kind of mail-clad resolution; with

an intrepid calm, through which one almost saw the gauntletted

hand still resting on the sword hilt, he took his place in the con-

flict, where all that was lofty was at stake. He had the faith of

courage, the courage of faith. Faith without courage is dead.
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As a working' theory, faith might be defined as fidelity to the

law of our being. As is the depth of this faith, so is the sense

of responsibility to acquit ourselves to it. So is the sense of

remorse for dereliction from it. To maintain moral independ-

ence was now very nearly the whole duty of man. To influence

others, Payne had what in his day had not ceased to be the

winning forces of courage, courtesy and rectitude. In his own
Northern Neck he was seen and heard, with cheering word, with

manly hope, with conviction, with resolve. His State lay be-

neath the heel of corruption, more deadly than any of which

George III. had cognizance. Her proud sic semper for him as

the vow of his sponsors in baptism, claimed from him never a

more supreme allegiance than when the figures on her shield had

been reversed. When her misfortune was supreme his allegiance

was supreme. Her proud honor had stood the Erenbreitstein of

heroic hope. Might not that still stand the lofty, battle-scared

rock to which hope might cling, when all around was failing
p

In later years it was said of him, "he lives in the past, out of

place in this hustling scene, as Cato's republic in the dregs of

Romulus." It may be there has come upon the stage a genera-

tion which feels competent to look down upon all that is here

commended. Be it so. Yet just because his own foothold was

so firmly planted in that past, with the greater firmness he looked

through the bitterness of his own time to the resurrection of a

better time. Fight on, brave heart; out of the dust and dark-

ness of the well-fought field emerge, at last, the stars of heaven.

The book of chivalry once more lay wide open ; once more the

altar rose. In the wreck of hope he dared to hope. In the life

of her husband, Mrs. Jefferson Davis tells us his construction of

his stewardship was very strict. His office had for him no per-

quisites. When she once sent a package by his messenger he

said to her: "Patrick's services are for the war department; trie

horse and wagon are for government use. Employ another ser-

vant if your own are not adequate to your use." So once the

trust for liberty was held. To-day we come across it as a quaint

relic dug up from the Old Curiosity Shop of the past. It dis-

closes a discrepancy between post and antebellum, which, in Car-

lylian phrase, is "significant of much."
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GENTLEMEN OF THE OLD SOUTH.

The hour had struck for the abasement of the like of this. In

this forlorn extremity, beautiful once more was the hero's scorn

of self; once more holding the hearts of followers by the spell

of that beauty. As in camp the general sought to fare no better

than his men, so it was in the ravages of peace. -To Hampton,
in his need, South Carolina offered the gift of a home. Great

as was the need of him who had sacrificed wealth and home, the

offer was declined. The people of Texas contributed a purse to

enable Magruder to buy a plantation. The knightly answer

came : "No, gentlemen, when I espoused the cause of the South,

I embraced poverty and willingly accepted it." The trustees of

Washington and Lee offered to their president a deed to the

house he occupied. With appreciation it wras declined. It was

offered to his wife, and again declined. To his son and successor,

for the third time, it was offered. With renewed appreciation

for the third time it was declined. This was that old South, on

the final passing of which we are from time to time felicitated.

Answer might be made. "In that old South, power was sought

for the eminence of which it was the witness
;
for the sincere

'honor, love, obedience' which followed; and no longer follows.

When power is sought because it puts money in the purse, it

ceases to be a spiritual power. It becomes that for which it is

sought, pursued, possessed material power. That old South

left record proof (nobler than proof of mail), that greatness is

in the world not to get for nothing, but to give for nothing ;
that

the sign manual of heroic love the seal wherewith it is sealed

is sacrifice. Because of this spiritual source of power that old

South knew how to follow truth and suffer for it. Because

thereof, though forty years and more look back upon it, our

hearts invincibly are held."

This is the meed of greatness falling overborne by numbers

to fall without loss of greatness ;
to be glorious in ruin

; nay, to

be glorified by ruin
;
because the greatness is deserved, the ruin

undeserved. Robert Lee had shown the futility of a whole hos-

tile world against that armor of proof called character. The

enmities which would if they could humiliate become the ap-
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parel of a finer dignity. A whole world's force breaks in vain

against this ;
crouches at last before this.

And now if his Commonwealth, and others in like adversity,

approach this pattern, may they not also break misfortune by be-

ing broken? I hold up the constancy of Payne as that of one

who in this battle "firm did stand ;" along with others also firm.

Once more he bore him as a knight ;
true to the tradition of his

State
;
true to it in the beginning ; true to it in the middle

;
true to

it in the end. The moral battle now before him, was a hand-to-

hand conflict with the constabulary of Satan and his posse; a

fight against the rulers of darkness of this world. Out of chaos

was to be created a habitable world. Law secures freedom by

imposing limits upon license. "Higher law" tore down those

limits, so as to leave freedom no defense.

Beautiful is courage in response to duty. Sincere expression

in word or work of a man's true spirit; his veritable essence

fascinates. The condition of moral progress is moral courage.

This moral force was the strength and charm of Payne. One
felt that the physical man had been cast in a mould to match the

intellectual and moral. In the grapple with evil at the bottom

of the pit; in the duel in the dark between sincerity and sem-

blance, calling every instant for that patience under strain which

gives strength to the weakest, depth to the shallowest, his own

profound conviction was his eloquent persuasion. All could see

the purpose to put before other minds what was deepest in his

own. The issue was which is strongest, the contagion of base-

ness or the contagion of heroism? Beneath a quiet manner was

felt his alert energy. The energy of worthy passions was hi.1

!

pathos. A force of heart and intellect spoke with a simplicity

of sympathy and force which grasped hearts and intellects
; spoke

without dissimulation. Fealty to the highest that was in him

was his faith. His enemies were the enemies of Virginia; his

friends all who fought for her, wrought for her, suffered for her.

The great heart of her past was for him a sacred heart, beating
in him as his own. He had the reverence of the antique world for

the lofty in deed and thought, the true in heart, the firm in will.

This ( indeed, was ingrained in him
; part of the essential refine-

ment of his nature
;
a spirit enveloping him like a fine ether.

For what so refines as reverence
; what so refined ? He was true
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soldier of the cause which pierced with wounds for us is pure
and crowned with thorns for us is holy. His silver spurs, the

gift of fair women to brave manhood, were torn from him as he

lay insensible on the field of Williamsburg. Of the knighthood

they were intended to adorn he could not be despoiled. There

might be applied to him words spoken of an English statesman by

Argyle "Firm as the rock, and clear as the crystal that adorns

the rock." Perhaps I could not better draw the picture, in

which all who knew him would perceive his portrait, than by

giving as the pilot star of an impassioned life the sentiment of

this verse:

"To set the cause above renown,

To love the game beyond the prize,

To honour while you strike him down,
The foe that comes with fearless eyes ;

To count the life of battle good.

And dear the land that gave vou birth,

And dearer yet the brotherhood

That binds the brave of all the earth."

WITHOUT ONE ENSLAVED THOUGHT.

He was no demagogue, nor did he bow to that material wealth,

which is the mimic counterfeit of greatness. He had not "flat-

tered its rank breath." Yet had he so willed, the highest honors

in his Commonwealth were within his grasp. General Fitz Lee

and Major John W. Daniel bore testimony to this. To a friend

he wrote : "My aversion to public life is genuine, and, I confess

I exult in the freedom of speaking, thinking and acting without

one enslaved thought." In this subordination of self to the

cause more dear than self, he makes us feel anew the force and

charm of those grand old types which flash on us from the age

of chivalry. Not for office, not for renown, still less for his

own pocket, but for herself, he loved and served Virginia. By
the side of this all the trumpets of renown were as naught. The

dearness of a cause which defeat could not dethrone, he char-

acteristically uttered in a letter advocating the election of Gen-

eral Hunton to the senate: "You know/' he wrote, "he was

picked up at Gettysburg, at what the Yankees call the 'high water
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mark,' and brought away from the field in a bloody blanket. I

would not make them a substitute for industry, energy, integrity

and capacity ;
but where industry, energy, integrity and capacity

exist, in my opinion a good Confederate record glorifies the

whole."

It is hard to be popular and pure ; yet Payne was popular and

he was pure. The fact survives for me as a memory and a

monument; as a credible witness that the world, even the sordid,

venal, rocking world of this time and land, still falls at tHe feet

of him who will not swerve from calling and conviction, for a

world. No man had warmer friends
;
no man was more deserv-

ing of them. Ingrained thoughtfulness of others, the natural

courtesy of high breeding, was stamped upon him. He lived

among us like an echo of the olden time. How true he was, how
he tied to his heart the cause for which he fought, disdaining to

desert the rent banner of his faith: holding aloft to the last the

glorified symbol of his heart's devotion, that dying he might fall

upon it, and be buried in it.

With the withdrawal of that "consent of the governed" which

bayonets procure, carpet bag government fell
;
as if consumed to

ashes in the blaze of an Almighty scorn. The fabric of fraud and

falsehood crumbled at a touch. The rubbish lies behind us;

image of the facts of false appearance before firm reality. Con-

stitutions of freedom worthy the name spring from hearts that

will break rather than forsake them. They who mistake the hue

and cry of the moment for the voice of ages, find it easy to put

fanatical hyperbole into statutes
;
not so easy to obtain obedience

thereto or respect therefor. Fiction will not do the work of

fact.

Ernest Crosby, in his life of Garrison, writes : "The slaves were

finally freed, as a war measure to assist the armies in the field.

The war was not desired to help emancipation, but emancipation
to help the war. * * * The practical element in the union spirit

was the desire to preserve the size of the countrv : it was de-

votion to the idea of bigness, and the belief that bigness is a

matter of latitude and longitude.
* * *

Money was needed to

pay the enormous expenses of destruction and the tariff began
to grow, and behind it monopoly ensconced itself.

* * * We
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stabbed the South to the quick, and during all the years of re-

construction turned the dagger found in the festering wound."

"By their fruits ye shall know them." Where are the higher
moral aims to which a crusade of "moral ideas" and "higher
law" should summon? Territorial magnitude has supplanted

compact as basis of union. The prevailing passion is that the

committee on insurance of the American Bar Association has

called "the riotous desire of bigness." A gigantic egotism; a

supreme power cemented by bribes to the phalanx on which that

power depends ;
a Federal force which was ordained for the pro-

tection of the citizen from power ; perverted to one which exists

for the plunder of the citizen by power; all the unclean progeny

brought to the birth by the malign mother of predatory trusts;

a civil liberty which is the crowned courtesan of all the appetites

are our present help in time of trouble.

A HARVEST OF CORRUPTION.

The governor of Indiana, in his message of January 5, 1905,

stated: "The statistics of political debauchery in this State for

1904. if it were possible to present them, would be nothing short

of astounding.
* * * In a single county, casting a little more

than 5,000 votes, there were in the last campaign nearly 1,200

votes regularly listed as purchaseable, and $15,000 raised by
assessments from candidates, and otherwise were spent in efforts

to control the county." He called this "the pollution of the very

fountain of republican government." The present secretary of

state, shortly before his assumption of that office, described the

second city in the land as governed by criminals. The question,

with him was whether it was capable of honest self-government.

It is a solecism to speak of freedom as "corrupt and contented ;''

yet one might find vouchers for what is claimed to be such be-

striding this western world, like a Colossus, from Philadelphia

to San Francisco. A government of corruption by consent of

the governed is that government of the people or government of

them who buy the people? One who in the roll-call of states-

men, without excess of egotism, might answer "Here/' McCall,

of Massachusetts, is reported to have said, "The nation is about

to devour the States." The consequence predicted would seem
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now to be admitted. The States (if they are not already, are to

be devoured by the Frankenstein of their own creation. Rulers

who are isolated from the sympathies of the ruled, holding them-

selves splendidly aloof from the pain and problem of life, holding

the breadth and depth of life around them as a foreign land, a

land of aliens
; they, the alien government, in common parlance

irreverently entitled "government of the gang" are not candidates

for reverence. The riches of violated trust, how can any human

being revere that? At the time of the disclosure under oath

of the criminal use of the fund insured to "the fatherless and

the widow ;" bought, as one might say with the heart's blood.

Cardinal Gibbons (if correctly reported) was moved to lament

what he termned "the putridity of private character." But this

wras illustration not exception.

THE "CRIMINAL RICH."

So it comes to pass we have them, who from the official pin-

nacle are branded as "the criminal rich." Anarchy answereth to

anarchy, lawlessness at the bottom to lawlessness at the top. The

grand triumph of our universal suffrage would seem to be a re-

discovery of the ways and means whereby banded capital can

hurl as the abject instrument of power, a servile proteletariat.

Benjamin Harrison was entitled to know whereof he spoke, when
on the 22nd of February, 1898, referring to the speech : "A house

divided against itself cannot stay half slave and half free," he

gave as present paraphrase ;
"This country cannot stay half taxed

and half free." This is the reality ; the other has done yeoman
service to accomplish the reality. This creates the ruling class,

whose reason for existence is, in place of reciprocal welfare, to

ordain a reciprocal rapine ;
of which the ultimate promise is the

Asiatic system, whereunder the tax-payer shall have no rights

which the tax consumer will be bound to respect. It is the old

eternal conflict between government as a trust and government
as a spoil. Magnitude has taken root as magnanimity. As con-

clusion of the whole matter, the Washington Post of August 14,

1906, has this to say: "Let us be frank about it. The day the

people of the North responded to Abraham Lincoln's call for

troops to coerce sovereign States, the republic died, and the na-

tion was born."
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PURIFIED OR PUTRIFJED SUFFRAGE.

Are these the fruits of a purified or of a putrified suffrage?

Where is the moral regeneration for which such, sacrifices of

ravage and slaughter were laid upon the altar? Does a great

movement for righteousness "win out" in this fashion? Were
moral ideas the expression of moral insincerities? Is is thus the

"new birth of freedom" is justified of her children ; thus the

thunderbolt purifies the sky ? The authors of reconstruction have

called down on themselves the beasts they turned loose to rend

others. Retributions like those foretold by Hebrew prophets

have followed with the force of fate. The tireless force of a

universe takes a terrible revenge on them who pollute the altars

of the highest with the selfishness of the lowest. In the issue,

dark and deep, increasingly, darkening and deepening; between

the toiling and spoiling classes, we already hear the rumble, as

of distant thunder; or it may be of volcanic insurgence against

a rule which presents the antithesis of wealth to Commonwealth.

There are signs of dissatisfaction with spoliation as a means of

grace; a dumb consciousness of feeling rather than perception

that the prosperity of plunder is the adversity of the plundered.

The center of gravity has been shifted from moral to material

power. As climax to a war for human rights, the one inalien-

able right, which seems secure is the right of Lazarus to be taxed

for the table of Dives. What means this antithesis
;

this ac-

cumulation pari passu of material wealth and moral poverty;

this material almightiness seated on the throne? It means that

the South as the conservative force of the union was struck down

by reconstruction. It means that war for the Union, and re-

construction in pursuance thereof, tore up by the roots the civili-

zation of the South, and laid the axe to every best element in

that of the North. It means that carpet bag government has

come home to roost.

For the veneration of reality we have the idolatry of appear-

ance; "the powers that be" dethroned by the powers that seem.

A moral system that has abolished reverence cannot be expected

to receive it. Reverence has been lost in the battle of machinery.

A greatness, strenuous for self (where the strenuous is so ready

to slide into the sinuous), looks out upon the hollow worship of
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a greatness as hollow. The stream of Reconstruction has not

risen higher than the source. Self-aggrandizement and self-

ostentation care little for others
;
are little cared for by others.

If, as from time to time suggested, what is visible is only a bub-

ble on the surface of a deeper putrefaction, we have simply the

old, old story of a material progress whose price is moral decay.

This swirling vortex of delirious cupidities, this welter of the

sensual beatitudes, after all, is but a shining robe of rottenness,

which differs in size chiefly from John Randolph's "rotten her-

ring in the moonlight, which shines and stinks, and stinks and

shines." The old question confronts you. Will you cling to

your own birthright ;
or in the exigency of material desires swap

for the mess of pottage. Be sons of your own sires
;
and in

the future the cause for which your purest spirits yielded up the

ghost will be numbered with the grand "Lost Causes/'' which

conquer by crucifixion. Join your ardours to the opposite ;
and

though you lay field to field, island to island, isthmus to archi-

pelago, the history of the future, whenever the historian fearless

and free shall come will be constrained to write : "Never was

there a people which so purely worshipped bigness or was so

wholly innocent of greatness." O, my fellow Virginians, for

long absent from you, I am one of you ; spurn from you these

ideals
;
leave to the idolaters their idols. To wallow in their

worship is to break the sword of Lee.

PAYNE AS A LAWYER.

When the stress of Reconstruction had subsided, Payne gave
his mind to law with a fair share of the concentration which had

pervaded him in war. In the forum, as in the field, he main-

tained his cause frankly, firmly, fearlessly. As still later, he

retired from general practice, it was his delight to draw around

him, in the circle of his home, his old companions in arms. His

friends admired in him the sincerities of a strong, the sympathies
of an ardent, nature

;
the poise of a masculine good sense ; the

ingrained frankness, the subtle graces of intuitive high breeding.

Had his table talk been taken down, freshly as it was conceived,

it would have borne comparison with more famous dialogue.
It possessed that great charm of life and manners sincerity and
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simplicity. His discussion of a subject enchained attention by
the spontaniety of the though and chastity of speech; which

clothed it this lightened with a genial humor, at times a quiet

wit, which could be both searching and severe. (He was at ease

with those around him because of his self-respect, and courteous

because of his respect for others. He had to the last the strict

habits of a man of business. Punctual to his appointments, exact

in his accounting, he knew as well how to take care of himself

as to defend others. To the last his counsel was sought, valued,

followed. A gentleman's inexorable instinct never failed him on

any field of daring or of grace. Take him, all in all, he was a

fine type of that fine old Virginia gentleman who rose up in a

grand unappeasable wrath on the day that Lincoln called for

troops to conquer commonwealths.

AT THE LAST.

So life wore to a close; until at last to the sadness of many,
on the 2Qth clay of March, 1904, the spark flew upward. Stand-

ing not far from him when he breathed his last, I felt that I

saw expire one who was, if not the last, then among the last

of the knights. It was the close of a life founded on convic-

tion. As he was sinking he was heard to mutter, "Fitz," as if

calling to him by whose side he so often rode to mount the pale

steed with him and once more at full gallop charge the enemy of

all. The last trumpet had roused him to meet the last enemy in

the spirit in which he met the first; with the same true friend,

the same trusty sword by his side. And ah ! so soon the one to

whom he called did follow. Do two, who lived in sight of the

same pattern, will strive together, like racers, for their goal?

Was that, which so soon followed, the response? Have the

old comrades clasped hands once more?

"In what etherial dances

By what eternal streams?"

Never will I forget the beautiful lament which thrilled the

air as his body was borne into the little church at Warrenton

A tender pathos quivered on the lips as of some vox humana

which had wandered from the skies and to the skies returned.
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From no doomed cathedral ever floated purer sorrow than from

this choir nestled in the hills. A -noble life's music, the music

of his own life, rose with it and breathed from it. It was a re-

quiem which swept with tears the eyes of warlike men. His

Black Horse Troop all that was left of them followed him for

the last time to his last rest. The flags of Virginia and the

Confederacy, and his old gray coat, were wrapt about his bier

like the Highland Plaids around Dundee. Over his open grave
there bowed the genuine lament which a life of integrity and"

intrepidity commands. It was one more witness to the unfading
lustre of the Spartan borne upon his shield. The Valhalla of

the warlike is his home. The company of all true knights shall

call him comrade. Each brave, each courteous, spirit will be

there. If the pure in heart shall see God, he is face to face with

his Maker.

It is then my privilege to be your medium to accept the

portrait of this officer and gentleman, this jurist, this Virginian.

It has been painted for you by an artist of his own beloved

Warrenton, one who knew and loved him; whose aim, in this, as

in all other work, hase been to paint the truth. It has been pre-

sented to you by the companion of his courage and his heart. I

accept it as the portrait of one who., in the words placed upon his

tomb, was, in war and in peace, the soldier of Virginia's honor.

I accept it as the portrait oi one worthy to shine in the firmament

of your renown. He is entitled to share the fame who was ever

more than ready to share the fate of the bravest in the brunt.
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From the News Leader, December 30, 1908.

MONUMENT TO WYATT FIRST TO DIE IN WAR.

Charlottesville Progress Says He Was Native of

Albemarle County.

Under the lead of the Selma Chapter of the Daughters of the

Confederacy, zealously assisted by Captain John A. Mitchener,

$844 has been raised for the Wyatt memorial, lacking only $156
of the first thousand needed as a fine beginning to erect in the

capitol square in Raleigh, a memorial to Henry W. Wyatt, of

Edgecombe county, the first man to give his life for the Southern

Confederacy, says the Raleigh (N. C.) Observer.

A letter last night states that a gentleman of means has offered

to give an additional $1,000 to the fund provided the first $1,000

is raised by Friday, the first day of January. Only $156 must

be raised, therefore, within the next three days to insure that

the fund will be $2,000 on the first day of the New Year.

In a private letter Captain Mitchener said: "Now to get this

special gift of $1,000, the Daughters of the Confederacy need to

raise only $156 more by Friday. Urge them to come to the

rescue. The Wyatt monument will then be a certainty and can

be unveiled on the tenth day of next June, the forty-eighth anni-

versary."

This appeal should meet with instant response. There are at

least sixteen chapters of the Daughters who can easilv raise $10
each within three days to guarantee the needed $156 by Friday.

Let them act at once. Contributions should be sent to Captain

John A. Mitchener, Salem, N. C., or if sent to The News and

Observer they will be acknowledged in this paper and the money
forwarded to Captain Mitchener.

Let the money be fully subscribed to-day !

The Charlottesville (Va.) Progress says:

On the 9th of May, 1906, or it may have been 1905, Governor

Glenn, of North Carolina, delivered the address at Appomattox
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on the occasion of the dedication of a monument erected on the

field of the surrender by the Old North State. The monument

bore the following inscription: "First at Bethel; farthest at

Gettysburg; last at Appomattox/' and this legend was the theme

of Governor Glenn's address.

The writer of this editorial happened to be present on the

occasion, and after the address was over he sought an occasion

to speak upon the subject with the amiable governor, who is

portly and good conditioned, with an aldermanic abdomen 'on

good capon lined."

We told him that although Wyatt, the youth who fell at Big

Bethel, the first Confederate killed in actual battle, came to Vir-

ginia as a member of a North Carolina company, he was a native

of Albemarle county, in this State, and went out with his father's

family to the North State when twelve years of age.

We then told him that his claim for North Carolina at Gettys-

burg contradicted the well-established facts of history since all

the world knew that Pickett's Virginia division went farthest at

Gettysburg, part of it having actually gotten over the stone wall

on the crest of the hill.

He said that he did not deny that and did not claim that the

North Carolinians went farthest to the direct front, but that Pet-

tigrew's North Carolina brigade made a detour to the left and

went a greater distance than did Pickett's men. Suppressing
our risibles as best we could at 'this lame and impotent conclu-

sion/ we then informed him, and, indeed, pointed out to him

where the Virginia battery (Poague's, if we are not mistaken)
was stationed that fired the last shot at Appomattox. To this

he had no reply to make since there is no contradiction of it

than can be truthfully made.

"There is no discount on the gallantry of the North Caro-

linians in war, but though they were first in many things, they
were n,)t in all."
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From the Richmond Dispatch, June 17, 1901.

COMPANY G, TWENTY-FOURTH VIRGINIA
INFANTRY.

A List of Its Members and a Brief History of Them.

Following is the muster-roll of Company G, Twenty-fourth

Regiment, Virginia Infantry, William R. Terry's Brigade, Gen-

eral Pickett's Division, Longstreet's Corps.

Winton Absheir, died in hospital, 1862.

Raleigh T. Austin, killed September 30, 1864, at Drewry's
Bluff.

David M. Alvis, died at home, 1897.

Isaac Alvis, killed at Williamsburg, Va.

Ed. Bailey, killed at same battle.

G. C. Bailey, died at home, 1894 or 1895.

Robert H. Bailey, living.

Granville F. Bailey, living.

Nicholas B. Bailey, living.

Festus Bailey, died at home, 1892.

William Boiling, supposed to be dead.

Jesse Bowling, living.

Charles Burroughs, killed at Gettysburg.

John Brown, killed at Williamsburg.

Thomas C. Brown, lost a leg in 1862 at Frazier's Farm; yet

living.

William McH. Belcher.

George P. Belcher, wounded at Seven Pines
; living.

Bluford W. Bird, living.

Rnbert Bacheldor, living.

L. A. Cooper, captured at Williamsburg and never returned.

R. C. Cooper, living.

C. W. Cooper, lived through the war; now supposed to be

dead.

'Squire Cook, killed at Gettysburg, 1863.

John Coburn, living; wounded at Frazier's Farm and Second

Battle Manassas.
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Second-Lieutenant William McCalfee
;
died 1861, of fever at

Camp Ellis, near Manassas.

H. Milton Calfee, killed at Frazier's Farm, 1862.

Henderson French Calfee, killed at Gettysburg, 1863.

William T. Carbaugh, living; wounded at Trent river, N. C.

James Calloway, killed at Drewry's Bluff, 1864.

Jordan Cox, wounded at Gettysburg, and, I think, died since

the war.

John F. Deeds, died in hospital in 1862.

John A. Douglass, living.

Alexander East, wounded at Williamsburg ; living.

John Easter, killed at Williamsburg, 1862.

David French, died since war at home.

B. P. French, killed at Gettysburg, 1863, or second battle of

Manassas.

Zachariah Fellers, wounded at Seven Pines
; died at home since.

Marshall Foley, captured at Williamsburg and never returned.

Hugh M. Faulkner, wounded at Seven Pines
; yet living.

William Farley, died at home since the war.

John M. N. Flick, captured at Williamsburg and never re-

turned.

Robert A. George, wounded at Gettysburg, now dead.

B. P. Grigsby ; living.

Peter Grim, captured at Williamsburg and never returned.

Granger H. Gore, killed at Seven Pines.

William H. Herndon, wounded at Seven Pines; died at home
since.

L. H. Heptinstall, died in hospital, 1863.

Andrew J. Holston, wounded at Fraziers Farm and Gettys-

burg; yet living.

Andrew Hearn, living.

James Hearn, living,

James T. Hopkins, living ; captured at Williamsburg and trans-

ferred to the cavalry.

George Hill, died with fever, 1861.

Joseph H. Hambrick, died since the war.

James Holt, supposed to be dead.

L. C. Hale, living.

George A. Harris, wounded at Seven Pines and yet living.
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James H. Johnston, living.

Dennis Johnston, captured at Williamsburg, and died since the

war.

Addison Johnston, captured at Williamsburg, and died since

the war.

Henry D. Justice, died in 1862.

James Kenney, killed at Gettysburg.

Isaac Karnes, died since the war.

First Lieutenant B. G. McNutt, died at home since the war.

John W. McNutt, living.

N. H. McClaugherty, living.

Albert McClaugherty, died 1861, of measles.

William Mahood, dead.

F. W. Mahood, died since the war.

R. D. Motley, living.

F. M. Mullins, killed at Drewry's Bluff.

James H. Mills, wounded at Williamsburg and died two years

ago at home.

Tobias Manning, killed at Williamsburg.

James Monroe, died in 1861.

Isaac A. Oney, captured at Williamsburg; now dead.

William Odaniel, living ;
wounded at Williamsburg.

Thaddeus Peters, wounded at Williamsburg; since died.

B. Wallace Peck, killed at Gettysburg.

George W. Parker, wounded at Seven Pines; died at home
since the war.

Stephen Prillaman, wounded at Williamsburg; now dead.

James A. Perkins, supposed to be dead.

Jesse Parson, killed at Gettysburg.

Captain Robert A. Richardson, died at home since the war.

Manley Reese, killed on train in 1863.

William M. Reynolds, living.

R. F. Rowland, wounded at Williamsburg in 1862 and Gettys-

burg in 1863 ; living.

Heriales Scott, wounded at second battle of Manassas and

Gettysburg; living.

G. L. Saunders, wounded at Williamsburg; living.

M. B. Saunders, died at home.

Allen Smith, captured at Williamsburg and never returned.
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John M. Smith, captured at Williamsburg and never returned.

\Villiam M. Smith, died at home.

Joseph Stovall, killed at Drewry's Bluff.

George W. Smiley, killed at Drewry's Bluff.

P. H. Shumate, died at home.

George B. Schmitz, died in 1862.

James Snead, wounded at Gettysburg and died since.

William Stuart, captured at Williamsburg and never returned.

George W. Toney, captured at Williamsburg and never re-

turned
; living.

James M. Thompson, died in 1861.

H. C. Thompson, living.

John Pres. Thomas ; killed at Gettysburg.

Jeff. Thomas, living, but lost a leg".

James Thomas, died in 1862.

William H. Turner, wounded at Fredericksburg and died.

Levi V. Vermillion, killed at Gettysburg, 1863.

Crawford Vest, killed at Boonsborough, Md., 1863.

John Wright, died in 1861.

H. G. White, wounded at Drewry's Bluff, May 16, 1864; living.

H. M. White, living.

A. J. Whitteker, wounded at Williamsburg and died since the

war.

William M. Whitaker, living.

This company was made up in Mercer county, Va., (now West

Virginia), and was the first company from the county. It was

continued as a part of the Twenty-fourth Virginia Regiment

throughout the war, and belonged to the First Brigade of the

First Division, commanded by General George E. Pickett, of

Longstreet's Corps.

The brigade was commanded by various brigadier-generals as

follows: J. A. Early, S. P. Garland, J. L. Kemper, and W. R.

(Buck) Terry.

The company participated in several battles, and lost from

death in battle, death from wounds and disease, about 35 per
cent, of its members.

H. G. WHITE,

A Member of the Company.
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From the Richmond Dispatch, February 25, 1901.

THE PETERSBURG GRAYS.

Headquarters

L. O. Branch Camp, N. 515, U. C. V.,

Raleigh, N. C. } February 20, 1901.

To the Editor of the Dispatch:

The enclosed is a printed list of Company B, Twelfth

Regiment, Virginia Infantry. I have been trying for several

years to secure a complete list of my old company. Since I had

the enclosed list printed I learn that I have left out two or three

names, and with the hope of securing these, I respectfully ask

the. insertion of enclosed in the Confederate column of your

Sunday edition.

During General Longstreet's raid upon Suffolk, in 1863, a

recruit was sent to the company he was a character and his

name is forgotten. The boys dubbed him "Jama ica Ginger." I

would like to secure his name.

If any reader of the Dispatch knows the name of any one who
was a member of the company during the war, and which does

not appear in this list, a great favor will be done if it be mailed

to me on a postal card.

It is my intention to have the list reprinted, and I purpose

mailing a copy to each member now living, or to his family, if

the address can be had.

J. C. BIRDSONG,

213 east Hargett street,

Raleigh, N. C.

[The Editor would be glad to have, at this late day, the

desiderata.]

List of officers and privates who volunteered in Petersburg "A.

Grays," Fourth Virginia Battalion, afterwards Company B,

Twelfth Virginia Regiment, Mahone's Brigade, A. P. Hill's

C orps :
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Commissioned officers John Lyon, captain; Robert R. ]o\v-

den, first lieutenant
;
Thomas P. Pollard, second lieutenant ;

Thomas J. Crenshaw, third lieutenant.

Non-commissioned officers W. G. Lea, first sergeant; Wil-

liam S. McCance, second sergeant: W. H. Granger, third ser-

geant; Samuel G. Jones, fourth sergeant; William H. Drinkard,

first corporal; William H. Morrison, second corporal; Alex. B.

Anthony, third corporal ; Joseph O'R. McCleavy, fourth corporal.

Adams, T. J.

Aiken, R. P.

Aldridge, L. A.

Aldridge, W. B.

Andrews, Z. P.

Archer, A. W.

Bass, Thomas W.
Bean, John

Benezette, Charles

Birdson, James C.,

Bott, M. T.

Brady, John B.

Brushwood, John

Brown, Samuel E.

Cayce, E. M.

Cayce, Milton

Cayce, George W.

Chappell, Robert G.

Chase, Henry
Cocke, W. F.

Coldwell, H. T.

Coldwell, J. E.

Cooke, John E.

Cooke, John S.

Cooke, William

Cox, H. E.

Crowder, W. M.

Crowdis, W. S.

Cunningham, J. E.

Davis, John A.

Maclin, Joseph J.

Madry, A. J.

Madry, John W.

Martin, John

Martin, Samuel

McCann, Alex. M.

McCrackin, David

Mathias, C. P.

Miles, Alex. M.

Miles, George W.

Minatree, Jr., John

Mingea, John F.

Newsom, E. S.

Noble, Charles G.

Nolner, S. B.

Northern, Robt. N.

Oliver, M. E.

Page, J. F.

Pannill, Charles

Panill, Walter

Peaman, Charles J.

Penman, John

Pettet, Thomas T.

Poarch, E. J.

Poarch, E. N.

Pool, Stephen

Pool, S. D. P.

Rae, J. E.

Reade, G. W.

Reade, J. T.
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Davis, W. H.

Dean, Leonidas H.

Derring, James

Dunlop, James R.

Folks, Joseph

Farley, George W.

Farley, Peter F.

Farley, Thomas A.

Gibson, Jeb

Gregory, Thomas B.

Grigg, W. E.

Guess, Nelson

Harrison, R. H.

Hobbs, Robert H.

Hobbs, Samuel B.

Ho fman, C. H.

Jelks, William A.

Jameson, W. A.

Johnson, R. H.

Jones, R. E.

Jordan, Orris F.

Kenney, Robert

Kevan, William C.

Kinsey, Levi A.

Kull, Mark E.

Lacy, William P.

Lee, E. B.

Lilly, William E.

Lipscomb, Hersey

Lufsy, H. Lewis

Lyon, Daniel

Robertson, J. T. R.

Roberts, John P.

Rnff'm, Theo. B.

Sandford, Paul W.
Simmons, N. B.

Smith, Joseph A.

Smith, W. C.

Smith, Robert L.

Snead, John W.
Summerville, J. B.

Spottswood, Jos. E.

Steel, Alexander

Stone, Jordan

Stywalt, Hiram

Styles, Waverly R.

Tally, George A.

Talley, Peyton

Taliaferro, J. B.

Taylor, George A.

Tatum, L.

Tomlin, C. B.

Topham, J. H.

Totty, William G.

Vaughan, Lycurgus

Waller, Thomas J.

Webb, Robert T.

White, George R.

Wells, Robert M.

Wills, O. L.

Williams, Win. J.

Weeks, E.

The names in italic type indicate those who were present and

surrendered at Appomattox Courthouse.
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From the Richmond Dispatch, February 25, 1901.

RANSOM'S BRIGADE.

Its Gallant Conduct in the Capture of Plymouth.

By EDWIN Q. MOORE, of Company A, Twenty-fourth North
Carolina Regiment.

In the winter of i86i-'62, by the capture of Hatteras, Roanoke

Island, and New Berne, all the tidewater region of North Caro-

lina east of Wilmington lay at the mercy of the Union forces.

To render these conquests permanent, and to serve as bases

for further inroads into the State, they seized and strongly forti-

fied several strategic points ; among these was Plymouth, situated

on the south bank of the Roanoke river, a few miles above the

Albemarle sound.

The region of country thus brought under subjection included

the principal waterways of the State, the most valuable fisheries

of the South, and many thousand acres of fertile and productive

agricultural lands. Indeed, on account of the fall of Roanoke

Island, Southeast Virginia, including Norfolk, Portsmouth, and

its great navy-yard, was abandoned to the enemy.

These disasters naturally produced great depression among
the people of North Carolina, and in certain quarters discon-

tent and unmeasured criticism of the Confederate authorities.

But there was no wavering in devotion to the cause
;
the State

contributed her treasure, almost to the last dollar, and her sons,

to the number of 120,000, before the conflict ended.

The Confederate Government made an ineffectual effort to

regain New Berne in the winter of i862-'63, but it was not

until April, 1864, that any important success to regain the lost

ground was accomplished. This was the recapture of Plymouth,

by a force under General Robert F. Hoke, consisting of his own

division, composed of North Carolinians, Georgians, and Vir-

ginians, and the brigade of General M. W. Ransom, composed
of the Twenty-fourth, Twenty-fifth, Thirty-fifth, Forty-ninth,

and Fifty-sixth North Carolina regiments. The Eighth North
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Carolina Regiment was temporarily attached to Ransom's Bri-

gade for this expedition, and it should be mentioned that

Branch's Artillery of Virginia formed a part of the brigade.
The first step taken for the recapture of Plymouth was the

construction of the Albemarle, a small, but powerful, iron-clad

steam ram. This boat had been commenced the year previous
at Halifax on the Roanoke, and when completed the forces under

General Hoke were put in motion and arrived at their destina-

tion on the evening of April 17, 1864.

The town of Plymouth was directly accessible from two di-

rections, the west and south. By a flank movement it could be

approached from the east, but on the north was the river, held

by a fleet of gunboats, and beyond was an impassible swamp.
The. object of the preliminary operations was to enable the

Albemarle to pass the river batteries on the western side. The

dispositions of the forces for this purpose was as follows : Gen-

eral Hoke's brigade approached the western side of the town

and General Ransom's the southern. In the absence of the of-

ficial reports of this battle the details of the narrative which fol-

lows must be confined mainly to the operations of Ransom's bri-

gade, and even these to the limited view of the writer's obser-

vations and experience. So, on the evening of the I7th of April,

while Ransom's brigade was resting about a mile distant from

the southern fortifications, Colonel William J. Clarke, of the

Twenty-fourth North Carolina Regiment, called aside the offi-

cers of Company A, of which the writer was a member, and

instructed them that he wished the company to deploy as skir-

mishers, and develop what force held a certain point which he

indicated, and drive them if possible. The order was immedi-

ately obeyed, and the company encountered a spirited resistance

in a few moments. The object for which Company A had been

sent out had scarcely been accomplished before the entire bri-

gade advanced in fine array, firing as they moved. This demon-

stration drew forth the concentrated fire of all the enemy's bat-

teries on the south side, including the heavy guns on board their

fleet.

General Hoke was making a similar show of attack on the

western side, and the two demonstrations so engaged the atten-

tion of the enemy that the Albemarle, commanded by Captain
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J. \\". Cook, succeeding" in passing the batteries which guarded
the river approach and assailed the fleet in front of the town.

Swift and thorough was the work of our little boat, in a short

time the entire fleet of the enemy were either sent to the bottom

or driven out of harbor. The Albemarle succeeded in withdraw-

ing to a place of safety, and the remaining forces withdrew for

the evening.

But the work of capturing Plymouth was by no means ac-

complished. All of its lines of defence were still intact. Fort

Williams, a powerful earthwork, thrown up to a considerable

height, commanded the field directly south and enfiladed the ap-

proaches, both east and west. Extending from this fort to the

river, and enclosing the town,, were lines of breast-works. The
roads leading into the enclosure were protected by stockades, or

timbers firmly set in the ground. The daytime of April i8th

and i Qth was occupied in resting by a portion of our forces, and

in reconnoitering by others. General Hoke selected the eastern

front as the most feasible point of assault along the riverside,

since the fleet, was not there to interfere. To this work Ran-

som's brigade was assigned. Late on the evening of the ipth

Ransom approached a creek of some depth but little width, which

was stoutly defended by an outpost of the enemy. By the aid

of Branch's Battery these were forced to move back, and

quickly a pontoon having been laid a line of skirmishers

passed over and took position at the crest of a gentle rise from
fhe creek. As soon as possible the brigade passed over and took

position. A detachment of one company from each regiment
had been made, Company A, of the Twenty-fourth, being of the

number. These were deployed as skirmishers and advanced

some distance in front of the principal line. We inferred from

these arrangements that an assault upon the enemy's works was

contemplated, and that we of the skirmish line were expected to

lead. Soon word came along the line of skirmishers that Cap-
tain Durham, of the Forty-ninth, would command us. From
this we knew that serious work was ahead.

I must pause here and pay a passing tribute to the memory
of this officer. .He had already distinguished himself for skill

and courage in the service. However, on account of his su-

perior business qualities he was offered the post of quarter-
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master for his regiment. This he would accept only on condi-
tion that he should be permitted to participate in all the dangers
to which his command might be exposed. Thus it came about
that the quartermaster of the Forty-ninth Regiment was fre-

quently placed in command of detachments, both of infantry and

cavalry, which required coo! courage and skillful leadership.

Young, handsome, and lovable, he was popular with the men.
A few weeks later he gave his life to the cause near Drewry's
Bluff, and rarely has a braver spirit ascended from a battlefield

than was that of Captain Durham, of the Forty-ninth.

The information that Captain Durham would command in-

spired us with the faith that we 'would be well led. 'But there

were long hours of waiting. The disposition of the forces was

completed by 9 o'clock. The moon was at her full, and not a

cloud obscured her light. We had not more than fairly taken

position before the enemy turned its batteries upon us. All

night long its shells hurled above and around us, and sometimes

exploded in our very midst. But no response did we make;
dead silence reigned throughout our lines. Action under such

circumstances enhances the courage of men
;
inaction weakens

it. Then it is that thoughtful men engage in introspection and

sit in judgment upon their past lives. They realize fully the

force of Hamlet's conclusion that

"Thus conscience does make cowards of us all,

And thus the native hue of resolution
'

Is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought;

And enterprises of great pith and moment
With this regard, their currents turn awry,

And lose the name of action."

But the longest night, no matter what its horrors, must have

an end. At the first appearance of light in the East the quiet,

but firm, command of Durham, "Forward, men !" was given.

Instantly every man of the skirmishers was upon his feet and

began to press forward.

The ground over which we were to move was a level plane

several hundred yards in extent. All obstructions had been re-

moved, and it had been used by the enemy as a parade-ground

and a place for target practice.
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The pickets gave us a parting shot and retired quickly. We
returned the compliment and pushed forward. When within

fifty yards of the enemy's works of defence the writer was

brought to the ground by an enfilading shot from the left from

Fort Williams, which was pouring down a leaden hail upon
our advance. But Ransom's main line was up, silent, grim, un-

broken, irresistible, firing not a shot. It swept on and over the

enemy's works, and then, as if every energy had been pent up
for that supreme moment, the men gave forth such a yell as only

Confederate victors could give. But the voices of 500 comrades,

equally brave, who had started on that perilous march, were not

heard in that exultant shout. They lay dead or wounded on the

plane.

General Hoke had well held the enemy to its defences on the

western side, but by the success of Ransom, its lines were un-

tenable, and all of the enemy who had not been captured retired

to Fort Williams. This stronghold continued the struggle a few

hours longer, and then surrendered, making the Confederate vic-

tory complete.

It was the fortune of the writer to occupy a place in the line

which defended Marye's Hill at Fredericksburg, and to witness

the repeated onsets of Burnside's thousands against that strong;

position. Well does he remember how Meigher's celebrated bri-

gade from New York, selecting a somewhat different point ol

attack, and advancing in column under cover of some buildings,

sought by a rush to penetrate our lines only to recoil wellnigh

destroyed by the blow which it received. But not upon the

famous field of Fredericksburg did he see anything which sur-

passed the conduct of Ransom's Brigade at Plymouth. Indeed,

the late Colonel Duncan K. McRae, of North Carolina, declared

that it was very similar in manv respects, and compared favor-

ably in all respects, to the storming of the Malakoff in trie

Crimean war.
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FATHERS OF CONFEDERATE VETERANS.

When Rev. Jacob R. Hildebrand died, it was thought that he

was the last man in Augusta county who had sons in the Con-

federate army, but the statement of that fact has brought to light

the names of at least four men \vho are now living- who had

sons in the Confederate army. They are Mr. Henry Harrison

and Mr. John A. Wiseman, of Staunton; Mr. James McDanicK
of Stuart's Draft, and Mr. William F. Bradley, of Cotopaxi, the

last named being nearly ninety-four years of age. There are

not many left, however, and it is really remarkable that there are

any. The Rockbridge County News thinks there is not one left

in Rockbridge. Staunton Dispatch,

The above published in December, 1908, and copied generally

by the Virginia press seems to have failed to elicit any additional

names. ED.
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HOW "DIXIE" CAME TO BE WRITTEN.

Dixie, the most popular song of the South during the Civil

War, was written by a Northern man, Daniel Decatur Emmett,
who was born at Mount Vernon, Ohio, in 1815.

Young Emmett began life as a printer, but soon afterward

gave up type-setting to join a band of musicians connected with

a circus company. He discovered that he had a talent for com-

posing songs used by clowns and he reeled them off in numbers,

and with much success. "Old Dan Tucker" made a great hit.

Emmett became so popular that he concluded to try New York

City, at the Old Gotham Theatre. His performances, with the

help of two companions, were of a jnixed negro song and dance

kind, and the little company was billed as "The Virginia Min-

strels." They took the New York crowd by storm, and the re-

sult was the negro minstrel shows which have ever since had so

great a run.

The company went abroad and had great success in England.

Even royalty became enthusiastic, and the present King, who

was then in his teens, thought "Dan" Emmett one of the most

interesting Americans.

It was several years before Emmett returned, and then he

joined the Dan Bryant Minstrel Company. It was during this

engagement that he wrote Dixie. Years afterwards, when he

was an old man living in retirement at Mount Vernon, he told

his story to a newspaper reporter.

The story follows:

"Are you Dan Emmett, who wrote Dixie?" asked the reporter.

"Well, I have heard of the fellow; sit down," and Emmett
motioned to the steps.

"Won't you tell me how the song was written?"

"Like most everything else I ever did," said Emmett. "It was

written because it had to be done. One Saturday night, in 1859,

as I was leaving Bryant's Theatre, where I was playing, Bryant

called after me, "I want a walk-around for Monday, Dan." The
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next day it rained and I stayed indoors. At first when I went

at the song I couldn't get anything. But a line.

'I wish I was in Dixie
'

"kept repeating itself in my mind, and I finally took it ior my
start. The rest wasn't long in coming. And that's the story

of how Dixie was written.

"It made a hit at once, and before the end of the week every-

body in New York was whittling it. Then the South took it

up and claimed it for its own. I sold the copyright for five

hundred dollars, which was all I ever made from it. I'll show

you my first copy."

He went into the house and returned in a moment with a

yellow, worn-looking manuscript in his hand.

"That's Dixie," he said, holding it up for inspection. "I'm

going to give it to some historical society in the South, one of

these days, for though I was born here in Ohio, I count myself

a Southerner, as my father was a Virginian."

It was at New Orleans that Dixie got its great start as a war

song. In 1861, just after the breaking out of the Civil War,
an actress sang it at one of the New Orleans theatres. It was

received with a storm of applause, and at once passed to the

street, and then to the camp. It flew over the South on wings,

and is now a universal favorite.

Emmett died in 1904, at Mount Vernon.

The song has been changed and paraphrased many times. The

most elaborate attempt of this kind was made by General Albert

Pike, of Confederate fame, who tried to give it more dignity.

But his attempt did not prove successful. The public preferred

Dan Emmett 's doggerel and the tune, which he had adapted from

an old "Coon Song." The Advance.
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From the News Leader, December 30, 1908.

MANUSCRIPT OF CONFEDERATE CONSTITU-
TION ON EXHIBITION FOR HISTORIANS.

The original parchment copy of the provisional constitution

of the Confederate States has not been lost as reported in an

afternoon paper, declares the secretary of the Confederate

Museum, but has been preserved with the knowledge of many
members of the .Confederate Memorial Literary Society in the

Confederate Museum since its establishment in 1897.

It appears that the original constitution was purchased in

1870 by Mrs. Mary de Renne, of Savannah, Ga., for $25,000

and presented to the Southern Historical Society. When the

Confederate Memorial Literary Society was established here in

1896 with a fire-proof building for the care of their relics, they

offered a room in their museum to the Southern Historical So-

ciety, who accepted their offer. In 1907 the Southern Historical

Society turned over its relics and documents to the society here.

About a year ago Dr. Douglas Southall Freeman, an astute

young historian and expert in transcript work, was engaged to

catalogue the documents belonging to the Confederate Memorial

Literary Society in collaboration with a historical manuscript

commission composed of a number of ladies belonging to the

society. His work in this connection has been highly successful

and valuable, and he has published a book showing the results

of his researches in the manuscripts of the Confederate Me-

morial Literary Society.

Quite recently Mr. Freeman took up the work o examining

the Southern Historical Society papers which were in the keep-

ing of the Confederate Memorial Literary Society. The original

constitution was among these papers, carefully preserved in a

tin tube in one of the book cases. The impression created that

the valuable manuscript had been lost or forgotten is an en-

tirely erroneous one. It has been securely and carefully pre-
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served, only awaiting time and means for a proper publication

and exhibition, which Dr. Freeman has now arranged.

The parchment will be exhibited this week to the members of

the American Historical Society, but after that will be withheld

from public view ; as it is feared that the effect of light will dim

the ink with which it is engrossed. The manuscript is the

third most valuable in the United States, and is in perfect con-

dition.

By hard work and perseverance the Confederate Memorial

Literary Society, which is primarily a literary organization, has

collected a most valuable number of papers of all kinds. So

large has the work grown that it was recently found necessary

to appoint a historical manuscript commission.

This work for the classification and arrangement of papers be-

longing to the society is now going on under the direction of

Dr. Freeman.
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WORK OF THE ORDNANCE BUREAU

Of the War Department of the Confederate States, 1861-5.

By J. W. MALLET, ex-Lieut. Col. of Artillery and Superintendent of

Confederate States Ordnance Laboratories.

President Jefferson Davis bluntly stated the truth when he

wrote that "it soon became evident to all that the South had gone
to war without counting the cost. Our chief difficulty was the

want of arms and munitions of war."

In the interval between the election and the inauguration
of President Lincoln, when one Southern State after another

was withdrawing from the Union, men's minds were full of

rapidly passing political events, and much doubt was felt as

to whether there would be a war
; certainly but few looked

forward to war on so great a scale, or to be waged for so

many years, as actually took place.

As soon as it became clear to the authorities of the newly
established Confederate States' government that an armed con-

flict was inevitable, they must have been alarmed at the terrible

lack of material preparation for it at the South. In the arsenals

of the United States within Confederate limits there were 120,-

ooo muskets (for the most part altered from flint-lock to per-

cussion), besides some 12,000 or 15,000 rifles, and with some

arms belonging to the individual States, it may be set down that

about 150,000 serviceable fire-arms for infantry were available.

There were a considerable number of heavy sea-coast guns
at the fortified sea ports, and others were seized on board men-

of-war at Norfolk and among the stores of the Norfolk navy

yard. But there was no serviceable field artillery except a few

old iron guns of 1812 and a few more modern pieces belong-
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ing to the States. There was scarcely any gun powder save

60,000 pounds, mainly old cannon powder, at Norfolk. And there

were practically no arms for cavalry, no fixed ammunition nor

percussion caps, no accoutrements cartridge boxes, knapsacks,

haversacks, etc. no saddles and bridles, no artillery harness,

no adequate stores of shoes, nor of horse-shoes, nor provision

of the many minor articles of equipment required by an army
in the field. Of special machinery for ordinance use there was

none save that for the manufacture of small arms at Harper's

Ferry. This was saved, though somewhat damaged by fire,

when the armory was abandoned by the U. S. officers in charge ;

this machinery was removed to Richmond, Va., and Fayette-

ville, N. C., where it was set up and operated. At first, all

arms and ordinance supplies of the United States were claimed

by the severa4 seceding States, in which they were found, and

no little delay was caused by the necessity for negotiating their

transfer to the custody of the Confederacy.

The first steps towards provision for ordnance needs were

taken by the Confederate government while it was still at

Montgomery, Ala. Col. (afterwards Genl.) Josiah Gorgas, who
had been an ordnance officer in the U. S. army, was commis-

sioned as Chief of the Ordnance Bureau, and near the end of

February, 1861, Capt. (afterwards Admiral) Raphael Semmes
was sent to New York and Maj. (afterwards Lieut.-Col.)

Caleb Huse to London with instructions to buy arms, gun pow-
der and munitions. For a few weeks the supplies bought by

Capt. Semmes came South through the as yet unbroken chan-

nels of commerce, but naturally this very soon ceased, before any

important results had been attained. Maj. Huse found no very

large supplies upon the European market, and for the most part,

had to make contract for future delivery ;
but by December, 1861,

he had sent over many thousand stand of modern rifled mus-

kets, which, with other supplies, were got safely through the

Federal blockade, and thereafter he remained at his post up to

the close of the war, his shipments being of incalculable value

all through 1862, '63 and '64. Originally furnished with a

credit of 10,000 only, he very soon made contracts to the extent

of nearly fifty times that sum.
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The seat of the Confederate government having been moved

to Richmond, Col. Gorgas was, in the spring of 1861, busily

engaged in organizing his work and arranging for the ordnance

demands of the large forces which were being rapidly mus-

tered into service. He had to look to three sources of supply:

arms, etc., already on hand, importation from abroad and man-

ufacture within the bounds of the Confederacy.

The arms already on hand came forward chiefly in the

hands of the men who first volunteered and were equipped as

far as possible by the States from which the regiment came.

In response to a call for private arms, a good many thousand

shot guns and old sporting rifles were turned in, and served to

some extent to satisfy the impatience of men eager to take the

field until better provision could be made for them, or they pro-

vided for themselves on some of the battle fields of the early

part of the war.

The importation of arms and ordnance supplies of all kinds

from Europe through the blockade soon assumed great im-

portance. Maj. T. L. Bayne was put in special charge at Rich-

mond of this branch of the service, agencies were established

at Bermuda, Nassau and Havana to manage it, and gradually

the purchase was made of a number of steamers specially suited

to blockade running, the R. E. Lee, Lady Davis, Eugenia, Stag,

etc., which brought, chiefly to Wilmington and Charleston,

stores for which there was the most urgent need, and took out

cargoes of cotton in payment, which were almost as eagerly de-

sired in Europe. Most of the mercury used in the early part of

the war for making the fulminating mercury of percussion caps
was obtained from Mexico, and after the "Trans-Mississippi"

region had become isolated from the rest of the Confederacy
and had in the main to look out for its own supplies, much
material of various kinds was obtained from Mexican sources

across the Rio Grande, though the long distances to be covered

without railroads seriously limited this traffic. Until a short

time before the fall of Fort Fisher, (in January, 1865) which,
under the gallant Col. Wm. Lamb, defended Wilmington, block-

ade running continued to be of untold importance.
In arranging for the manufacture of arms and munitions

at home, there were set on foot establishments of two different
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kinds those which are intended to be permanent, built and

equipped for their special purpose and intended to concentrate

work on a large scale and those of a more temporary charac-

ter, capable of yielding results in the shortest time, and intended

to meet the immediate demands of the war with such resources

as the country then afforded.

The first of the permanent works undertaken was a first

class powcier mill, the erection and equipment of which were

placed in charge of Col. G. W. Rains, of North Carolina, who
had been an officer of the U. S. regular army, and was a most

accomplished and energetic man. The site selected was a large

piece of land on the line of the canal at Augusta, Ga., where work

was begun in September, 1861. All of the massive machinery
was constructed in the Confederate States, the largest parts, the

heavy incorporating rollers and pans, being made at the Tredegar
Works at Richmond. Powder began to be produced in April,

1862, and the works continued in successful operation up to the

end of the war, furnishing all the gunpowder needed, and of the

very best quality. The statement may seem startling in view of

the difficulties under which this establishment was built up, but it

is no exageration to say that it was amongst the finest and most

efficient powder mills in the world at the time, if not the very
best in existence. The erection of a central ordnance laboratory

for the production of artillery and small arms ammunition and

the innumerable minor articles of ordnance equipment was de-

cided upon in September, 1862, and placed in my charge, and

work was begun a few weeks later. A tract of about 145 acres

was purchased near Macon, Ga., and enclosed, a branch track

was run out from the Macon and Western R. R., and the erec-

tion of buildings begun. The line of the three main buildings,

connected with each other, had a frontage of about 1,200 feet,

the middle building being about 600 feet long. The design which

I prepared for the establishment, and which was approved by
Col. Gorgas, included about 40 other detached buildings. The

main buildings were practically complete at the close of the war,

and some of the smaller ones has been begun. All of the brick

was made at a yard which I opened at another point near Macon.

Orders were sent to England for a large and various assortment
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of special machinery for making- percussion caps, friction

primers, pressed bullets, etc., etc., and for several large steam

engines to furnish motive power. A large instalment of this

machinery, including the largest pair of engines, had reached

Bermuda when blockade running practically came to an end,

near the close of the war.

The third permanent establishment projected was a large

central armory, which was to be equipped with a thoroughly

modern plant of machinery for making small arms, and to which

would have been removed the machinery temporarily in opera-

tion at Richmond and Fayetteville. This was put in charge of

Lieut.-Col. J. H. Burton, who had had experience at the govern-

ment factory at Enfield, in England. It was determined to place

this armory also at Macon, Ga., where one of the temporary
arsenals had already been established. The buildings were begun
in 1863, and they were pushed forward, but they were not nearly

as far advanced as those of the laboratory when arrested by the

end of the war. Col. Burton went abroad to contract for the

necessary machinery, chiefly with the firm of Greenwood & Bat-

ley, at Leeds, England, and a good deal of work had been done

towards filling the large contracts.

The work of preparing ordnance supplies for the immediate

demands of the armies in the field had to be scattered at a num-
ber of different places throughout the South. The railroads

were not very amply equipped at the outbreak of the war, and

were grievously over-burdened in operation, so that it would

have been impossible to transport material to any single point

from great distances or to secure like transportation over long
lines for finished products. It was, moreover, uncertain how
far any particular place could be counted upon as secure from

molestation by the enemy. And there was not time for the re-

moval of machinery and appliances from the places at which

they were to be found. Hence the various temporary ordnance

works grew up about existing foundries, machine shops, railroad

repair shops, etc., and at the few small U. S. arsenals and

ordnance depots. The chief of these in the early part of the

war were at Richmond, Va., Fayetteville, N. C, Charleston, S.

C, Augusta, Savannah and Macon, Ga., Nashville and Mem-
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phis, Tenn., Mount Vernon and Montgomery, Ala., New
Orleans and Baton Rouge, La., Little Rock, Ark., and San An-

tonio, Tex. The events of the war before long compelled the

abandonment of some of these, New Orleans and Nashville being
the most important, and from time to time others were added

to the list, as, for instance, Columbia, S. C, Atlanta and Colum-

bus, Ga., Selma, Ala., and Jackson, Miss. Of these latter places

Atlanta and Selma became most important. At these various

places different lines of work were specially pushed as local facili-

ties made feasible. Heavy artillery was at first turned out only
at Richmond, though later it was produced handsomely at Sel-

ma, first in conjunction with the navy ordnance officers and

afterwards by them alone. Field artillery was made and re-

paired chiefly at Richmond and Augusta, small arms at Rich-

mond and Fayetteville, and caps and friction primers at Rich-

mond and Atlanta, accoutrements quite largely at Macon, while

bullets (cast) and small arms cartridges were prepared almost

everywhere. In like manner the products of the different arse-

nals and work shops naturally went in large measure to supply
such armies and forts as were nearest, though demand from a

distance often had to be met. Thus the Army of Northern Vir-

ginia was mainly supplied from Richmond, as was also Wil-

mington ;
the army of Tennessee drew chiefly upon Atlanta and

Augusta, on which places also Charleston and Vicksburg, to a

large extent, counted
; while all the armies and fortified sea ports

looked to Augusta for powder. It should be added that large

supplies of such articles as saddlery, harness, accoutrements, etc.,

were obtained by contract with private persons widely scattered

over the country. The Tredegar Works at Richmond, under the

able management of Gen. Jos. R. Anderson, were of overshadow-

ing importance.

In 1861, the Southern States were almost wholly occupied
with agricultural pursuits, and their resources immediately
available in the way of manufacturing establishments were poor
indeed. There were two small private powder mills in Tennes-

see, two in South Carolina, one in North Carolina, and a little

stamping mill in New Orleans. There were but two first class

foundries and machine shops the Tredegar Works at Rich-
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mond and the Leeds Foundry at New Orleans ;
the loss of the lat-

ter was one of the sorest consequences of the fall of that city.

There were several fairly respectable machine shops of the sec-

ond class. There were woolen mills in Virginia, notably the

Crenshaw Mills at Richmond, and several cotton mills, turning

out coarse cloth, which, however, proved of enormous value,

two of the largest being at Augusta and Macon. There were

twenty paper mills, for the most part small, of which eight were

in North Carolina and five in South Carolina. There were

small iron furnaces and forges in Virginia, North Carolina,

Tennessee, Georgia and Alabama. But the production of iron

by these were very meagre. There had been recently established

at Ducktown, Tenn., the smelting and rolling of copper, though
u>on no great scale, and some lead was being produced from the

ore of Wytheville, Va. There were, of course, numerous carpen-

ters' and blacksmiths' shops, and there were a very moderate

number of tanneries. Coal was mined chiefly in Virginia, the

Cumberland field of Tennessee, and in Alabama, and as yet

upon no great scale. Skilled mechanics were scarce, and of

those in the country a good many had come from Northern

States and returned thither when actual hostilities began.

As the war went on the newly organized arsenals and ord-

nance shops, in addition to their task of producing new muni-

tions of war, had to do an immense amount of work in repair-

ing arms sent in from the field and utilizing material captured or

gleaned from the battle fields. Arangements were made with the

field ordnance officers for the collection of such material,, and

very large lots of lead, shot and shell, infantry and artillery

ammunition, etc., were thus secured. The small arms from the

fields of the Seven Days battles below Richmond and the second

battle of Manassas, and from the capture of Harper's Ferry by
Genl. Jackson, were, in 1862, of immense value.

In the scramble of the early part of the war to obtain at

once arms of some kind, both at home and abroad, a most hetero-

geneous collection was gathered. There were in the hands of

the troops Springfield and Enfield muskets, Mississippi and

Maynard rifles, Hall's and Sharp's carbines, and arms of Eng-
lish, German, Austrian and Belgian manufacture, of many dif-
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ferent calibres. I had at one time- samples of more than twenty

patterns of infantry weapons alone. Much the same state of

things existed as to artillery, both seacoast and field guns. As
an illustration I' may mention that when I joined Genl. R. E.

Rodes' brigade for field service, the battery of Capt. (afterwards

Col.) Thos. H. Carter, which was attached to the brigade, had a

scratch lot of guns consisting of two smooth-bore six-pounders,

one twelve-pounder howitzer, these all of bronze, and one three-

inch iron rifle. As a natural consequence there was serious

trouble at the arsenals and in the field, from confusion in regard
to ammunition trouble which was made worse by the gauges
in use in the ordnance shops, which were not very accurate and

often did not agree among themselves.

This fact primarily led to my becoming connected with th*e

ordnance corps. I was in the summer of 1862 serving most

pleasantly as aide-de-camp on the staff of General Rodes, whom
I had known well before the war. Another friend of his was
Colonel Briscoe Baldwin, chief ordnance officer on the staff

of General Lee, and who had been for a while in charge of

Richmond arsenal. Colonel Baldwin visited our camp below

Richmond at the time of the battle of Seven Pines, talked with

me about the state of the ordnance service, and asked me to go
with him to the office in Richmond of Colonel Gorgas, who
had expressed a wish to see me. The result of several inter-

views with him was that I was, though with a good deal of

reluctance, transferred to the ordnance corps with a commis-

sion as Captain of Artillery, and ordered to at once endeavor

to bring order out of the confusion that had been referred to.

In August and September, I made a visit to all the principal

ordnance establishments, conferred with the chief field ordnance

officers, and drew up a report, with recommendations for rules

to be observed, which was submitted to Col. Gorgas, approved

by him, and ordered to be printed and distributed. Orders were

sent to Europe for a number of accurately tested steel guages.
Under orders from Col. Gorgas I prepared the plans and pre-

liminary drawings for the Central Ordnance Laboratory which

has been already mentioned. My instructions were then to make

my headquarters at Macon, reporting directly to the Chief of
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Ordnance at Richmond, to set about the construction of the

central laboratory, and with an assistant officer and a military

store-keeper to supervise the erection of the buildings and pre-

pare the specifications for the machinery, but also to personally

visit at frequent intervals all the important arsenals, the head-

quarters of the principal armies in the field and the chief

fortified seaports, in order to harmonize and improve the work

being done, and by reports to the Chief of Ordnance to keep

him informed of the relations of the different parts of the work.

My original orders required that these visits should be made

once a month to each point, but it was quite impossible to

literally accomplish this, and I was often directed specifically to

go to this or that point where some particular trouble had

arisen. Thus I was several times ordered to go to Charleston

during the height of the siege in 1863 to look into complaints

as to the burning of time fuses and injury from dampness to

ammunition in the bomb-proof magazines of Fort Sumter and

on Morris and Sullivan's Islands. Some of the most striking

pictures of the war which my memory preserves are of scenes

beheld during these visits, as for instance the suffocating interior

of the sand-bag bomb-proofs of Battery Wagner on Ivlorris

Island and the assault of this work on the i8th of July, 1863 ;

the skirmishing in front of Rocky Face Ridge of Genl. John-
ston's army in May, 1864, at the opening of the campaign from

Dalton to Atlanta; and the Army of Northern Virginia just

after it had taken position in front of Petersburg in July, 1864,

after the memorable campaign of the wilderness, when I saw

for the last time my well and affectionately remembered chief,

General Rodes, killed in the following September at Winches-

ter.

During the Civil War of 1861, the armament and warlike

munitions of the world were very different from and much

simpler than those of the present day. Armour-clad vessels

and torpedoes had been experimented with, gun-cotton and

nitroglycerine were known, but not in practical use, rifled cannon

were being rapidly improved and brought into service, but there

were no "machine guns," and there was as yet very little use

made of waterproof metallic cartridge cases for small-arms;
the main reliance was on gun powder as the only explosive,
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muzzle-loading artillery and hand rifles, paper cartridges and

separate percussion caps.

To produce on a large scale even such equipment as this

involved in the Southern States, shut out from free commerce

with the rest of the world, most formidable difficulties arising

from dearth of materials, machinery and skilled labor. As

regards the materials for making gun powder, search was made
for nitre earth, and considerable quantities were obtained from

caves in Tennessee, Georgia and North Alabama, as also from

old buildings, cellars, plantation quarters and tobacco barns.

Col. I. M. St. John was, in 1862, given separate charge of this

work, and developed it systematically on a large scale. He also

established artificial "nitre beds" at Columbia and Charleston,

S. C, Augusta and Savannah, Ga., Selma and Mobile, Ala., and

elsewhere. The end of the war had come before these beds

had become "ripe" enough to be leached, but it was estimated

that by that time they already contained some three or four

million pounds of salt-petre. In fact, much the larger part of

the nitre used at the Augusta powder mill came in through the

blockade. Sulphur was early secured, as there were found at

New Orleans several hundred tons intended for use in sugar

making. For the third ingredient of powder, namely charcoal,

recourse was had chiefly to cottonwood (mainly populus

heterophylla) from the banks of the Savannah river. It was

abundant, and gave an excellent product. Lead was obtained

from the ore of Wythe county, Va., from the gleanings of the

battle fields, and quite largely from the collection throughout the

country of iwindow weights, lead pipe, cistern linings, ,etc.

Small lead smelting works were set up at Petersburg, Va., and

under the direction of Dr. Piggott, formerly of Baltimore, not

only was the ore from Wythe county and a few other points

reduced, but even some progress was made in desilverization by
the Pattinson process, several tons of enriched lead being set

aside, which, however, before cupellation, had to be sent as

bullets to the field under one of the sudden urgent demands

for ammunition. Much lead was also brought from abroad

through the blockade. A moderate amount of sheet copper was

found at Cleveland, Tenn., produced from the Ducktown ore,
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but later recourse was had for making percussion caps and

friction primers to the turpentine stills scattered through the

pine forests of North and South Carolina.

R-eally important results were produced in 1862 and '63

in the development of the iron ores of the country, particularly

in Alabama, unconsciously laying the foundation for this great

industry as it now exists. The Nitre and Mining Bureau under

Col. St. John, partly by its own officers and partly through con-

tractors, opened mines, erected furnaces and rolling mills, and

turned out large quantities of iron of superior quality. But

before this work had got well underway much care was taken

in the collection of shot and shell, and of scrap iron of all

kinds. During the bombardment of Charleston, as a heavy
Parrott shell came down, the little street urchins were to be

seen ready for a rush to claim it, or its fragments if it burst,

in order to claim payment for the iron at the arsenal. Much

ingenuity was shown by a few skilled mechanics in constructing

with but poor appliances special machinery for ordnance pur-

poses, such as the rolling, punching and forming of percussion

caps, the drawing the tubes for friction primers, the "squirting"

of lead rods, and making pressed bullets, etc. Much labor

was spent, but success never achieved, in drawing the cop-

per cylinders for small-arms, cartridges. Careful search for

trained mechanics was made throughout the country and among
the army in the field, and details for ordnance service were

made on proper evidence of the value of such service, great

pains being often necessary to prevent any mere evasion of

military duty. Some attempts were made to import mechanics

from Europe, but with practically no success. Every effort

was made to convert unskilled into skilled labor by the teaching
of the few who were already themselves trained.

From time to time, under stress of necessity, some poor
makeshift materials had to be substituted for better ones. At
one time, for instance, the supply of nitric acid for making
fulminate for caps had been exhausted, and two or three million

caps had to be issued which were charged with a mixture of

potassium chlorate and sulphur. These did fairly well if kept

dry, but soon became untrustworthy in damp air, so that an
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extra number was issued with each packet of cartridges until the

use of fulminate could be resumed. In view of the scarcity of

leather, and almost absolute lack of india-rubber, extensive use

was made of heavy cotton cloth, for some purposes in double

or quadruple thicknesses heavily stitched together, treated with

one or more coats of drying oil. Sheets of such cloth were

issued to the men in the field for sleeping on damp ground, and

belts, bridle reins and cartridge-boxes were made in whole or

in part of the same material. Linseed oil answered best for

making this cloth, and much was imported through the blockade,

but it was eked out to some extent by fish oil, a fishery being
established on the Cape Fear river to procure it, while the fish

were in part utilized for the food of operatives.

In spite of the difficulties to be overcome and the constantly

urgent pressure for immediate production of results, the work
of the Confederate Ordnance Department was able to boast of

some useful new experiments and some improvements. One of

the most notable of these was the method of steaming the mixed

materials for gunpowder just before incorporation in the

cylinder mills, which was invented and brought into use by
Col. Rains, and which very greatly increased the capacity of

the mills for work, besides improving the quality of the powder.
As other examples may be mentioned the casting of shells with

polygonal cavities, securing the bursting into a determinate

number of pieces, ingenious devices for the ignition of time

fuses for the shells of rifled guns, etc.

As giving some idea of the scale on which the current

work of the arsenal was done, the following statement may be

quoted from a paper written by Genl. Gorgas after the war.

The principal issues from the Richmond arsenal from July 1st,

1861 to January 1st, 1865, including work done by the Tredegar

Company and by outside contractors, were:

341 Columbiads and siege guns.

1,306 Field pieces (including captured guns repaired).

1,375 Gun carriages.

875 Caissons.

152 Forges.

6,852 Sets of artillery harness.
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921,441 Rounds of field, siege and sea-coast ammunition.

1,456,190 Friction primers.

1,110,966 Fuzes.

17,423 Port-fires.

3,985 Rockets.

323,231 Infantry arms (chiefly arms from battle fields

repaired).

34,067 Cavalry arms (chiefly arms from battle fields

repaired).

44,877 Swords and sabres (chiefly arms from battle fields

repaired).

375,510 Sets of infantry and cavalry accoutrements.

180,181 Knapsacks.

328,977 Canteens and straps.

72,413,854 Small-arm cartridges.

,115,087 Gun and carbine slings.

146,901,250 Percussion caps.

69,418 Cavalry saddles.

85,139 Cavalry bridles.

75,611 Cavalry halters.

35,464 Saddle blankets.

59,624 Pairs spurs.

42,285 Horse brushes.

56,903 Curry combs.

Beside the immediate work of the Ordnance Bureau, it had

to undertake a great number of most onerous outside tasks

rendered necessary by the disorganized condition of society.

While indispensable help was obtained from the railroads, they

had in turn to be helped, and largely, in making repairs to their

rolling stock and tracks. In fact, a silent partnership grew up,

and materials and labor had to be used almost in common for

a common end. It is easy to see how vitally necessary it was

that the railroads should be kept going; but few people now
seem to be aware how nearly exhausted at the close of the

war the railroad system of the South had become. Almost

every yard of siding that could be spared had 'been taken up
to patch the main lines, less important roads had been despoiled

to help out the greater ones, fractional parts of wrecked loco-
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motives had been built up into new ones of more or less feeble

constitution, cars had been mended until they would hardly hold

together, and it may not unreasonably be doubted whether, aside

from sources of weakness, this alone might not in a few

months more at furthest have put an end to the maintenance of

Confederate armies in the field.

To keep up the all-important importations through the

blockake, the Ordnance Department purchased, as has been

stated, its own blockade running steamers, beside contracting

largely with private adventurers. It also erected at. Wilmington
a steam compress for preparing cotton bales for shipment, and

it arranged through its agents for the purchase of cotton in

the interior, and for its transport by railroad to the ports

whence it was to go abroad. And, not only had ordnance

officers everywhere great difficulty in securing and keeping their

workmen, but they had largely to concern themselves with feed-

ing, clothing and housing them, both the men themselves and

not infrequently their wives and children, who were in many
cases refugees from parts of the country in possession of the

enemy. As an example, several mechanics trained in working
the percussion cap machines of the Atlanta arsenal had been

brought from Nashville some of them with their families.

When Atlanta was closely assailed by Genl. Sherman, Col.

Wright, commanding the arsenal, sent his cap factory and the

workmen down to me at Macon, where I had it set up and put

to work again as soon as possible. It had been turning out caps

for but a short time when a telegram warned me of impending

danger to Macon, and as this was the only cap making

machinery nearer than Richmond, I was ordered to save it, if

possible, and to use my judgment as to whether it should be sent

for further use. I decided upon Selma, and had within a few

hours to arrange for taking down the machinery, including a

30 H. P. engine, loading it, with the chemical stores, upon
railroad cars, and sending all off, with about twenty-five peopie,

including several women and children, with some food to carry

them through the very uncertain time of their transit to Selma.

On the whole it is perhaps remarkable that there were so

few serious accidents and disasters in dealing with dangerous
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explosive agents, but there were some such with sad conse-

quences. Quite early in the war there was a destructive

explosion in a building at Jackson, Miss., in which small-arrns'

cartridges were being made, and some fifteen or twenty poor

girls were killed, portions of their bodies and clothing being

thrown up among the branches of trees standing near. Later

a similar accident at Richmond, in one of the shops on an

island in James river, due, it was believed, to careless handling

of a tray of friction primers, caused the death of a number of

women and girls and grievous burning of others. It made a

deep impression on the people of the city at the time. There

were at least two explosions of fulminating mercury ; one at

Richmond and one at Augusta; in each of these but a single

man, I believe, was injured. The incorporating house of a

small private powder mill near Raleigh, N. C, blew up in 1862,

with the loss of three or four lives. At the time of the abandon-

ment of Atlanta in 1864, a number of railroad cars containing

a large part of the reserve ammunition of Genl. Hood's army,

by some mistake were left on tracks of which connection with

the main line had been broken, and these valuable ordnance

supplies were, under orders, destroyed by explosion ;
their

replacement as speedily as possible threw a great strain upon
the arsenals. In the early days of April, 1865, a railroad train

conveying ammunition on the road from Columbus to Macon,

Ga., was blown up, with small loss of life, but with serious loss

of stores and the production of a craterlike depression in the

ground where there had been a low embankment. Tru- march

of great events caused this to be scarcely noticeJ..

Among the trials and tribulations of ordnance officers seme,

little account was to be taken of occasional desertions of work--

men, and occasional reminders of the need for guarding

against treachery. There was not much trouble of this sort,

but it was now and then spoken of, and at one time, I remember,
there was no small uneasiness felt as to the fidelity of a rather

important mechanic at the Richmond arsenal.

In view of the general lack of previous experience in

ordnance matters, the personnel of the corps, both at arsenals

and in the field, honestly deserved praise for intelligence, zeal
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and efficiency. As a rule, the officers not only did their indi-

vidual work well, but showed the most cordial readiness to con-

fer with and to help each other. Many names deserve to be

remembered. Among the most prominent, and among those of

whom I saw most and most corresponded with, were Lieut.

Cols. J. H. Burton,* Superintendent of Armories; T. L. Bayne,
in charge of the Bureau of Foreign Supplies, and I. M. St.

John at the head of the Nitre and Mining Bureau
;
Lieut. Col.

G. W. Rains, of the Augusta Powder Mills and Arsenal, Lieut.

Col. Leroy Broun, commanding Richmond Arsenal, Maj. M.
H. Wright, of the Atlanta Arsenal, Lieut. Col. R. M. Cuyler, of

Macon Arsenal, Maj. J. A. De Lagnel, of Fayetteville, Maj.

J. T. Trezevant, of Charleston Arsenal, and Lieut. Col. J. L.

White, of Selma Arsenal; of the field ordnance officers, Lieut.

Co. B. G. Baldwin, Chief of Ordnance, Army of Northern

Virginia ;
Lieut. Col. H. Oladowswi, Chief of Ordinance, Kenny

of Tennessee, and Maj. W. Allen, Chief Ordnance Officer of

2d corps, Army of Northern Virginia. Some of these officers

held other ranks at different periods of the war, and some of

the arsenals referred to were commanded by others at different

times. All of the men I have named are, I believe, now dead.

Most of them passed away many years ago.

This is also true of our commanding officer, Colonel, in

the latter part of the war, Brigadier General J. Gorgas, the

Chief of Ordnance of the Confederate States, who well deserved

to be held in honored and grateful rememberance by all who
served under him. His difficult task was performed with great

ability. Obstacles that could be overcome were resolutely faced

with intelligent energy, and insuperable difficulties and

hindrances were borne with uncomplaining patience. Out of

confusion his organizing skill brought such order as was possi-

ble. He was firm and at the same time most kindly and

encouraging in his relations with all his subordinate officers.

Never bouyant, he never gave way to depression. By his

personal example and by the tone of his orders and correspond-

*Although doubtless having previously had his rank, Mr. Burton did

not, I believe, in 1863 and 1864 hold any military commission in the service

of the Confederate States.
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ence, he spread about him the spirit of hearty performance of

present duty, regardless of self, but in ever present mindfulness

that it ivas duty. It is pleasant to know that now, after nearly

half a century since Gen. Gorgas' service to the Confederate

Government ended, his son, Col. W. C. Gorgas, of the Medical

Department of the United States Army, is conspicuously

reproducing his father's organizing power as the Chief Sanitary

Officer of the Panama Canal Works.

There remains to mention but one other phase of the work

of ordnance officers in the troublous times of i86i-'65 namely,

the organizing and drilling of forces for local defense against

the enemy, made up of the white workmen and other employees

at several of the arsenals. There was quite a respectable force

of this kind at Richmond; Augusta had a good strong battalion

of infantry and a battery of field guns, and at Macon the

arsenal, laboratory and armory together furnished a small

battalion of two companies, of which I held command, and a

section of artillery commanded by Maj. Talliaferro. As these

forces included a considerable number of detailed soldiers who
had seen service in the field, the moderate amount of drill which

could be given them gave a more efficient product than could

otherwise have been hoped for. To speak only of what fell

under my own observation, the Macon battalion was called out

for service on three occasions. First at the end of July, 1864,

when Gen. Stoneman's cavalry appeared at Macon, having been

detached from Sherman's army in front of Atlanta with a view

to destroying the Macon works and releasing the Federal

prisoners at Andersonville. We were out for a couple of days
and nights and intermittantly under fire for several hours, with

a few casualties, when the enemy was driven off by the small

Confederate force, consisting of a fragment of a Tennessee

battalion, some Georgia troops and the ordnance command, and

a day or two later, Stoneman with about 700 mounted men
surrendered to Gen. Iverson who had been sent after him.

When brought into Macon as prisoners of war, Gen. Stoneman

and his staff officers, who were jaded by hard riding and lack

of sleep on their raid, seemed much mortified on learning by
what sort of force they had been repelled. Again, in the latter
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part of November of the same year, Gen. Sherman, having

begun his march to the sea, the fifteenth corps of his army,
with 'Kilpatrick's cavalry forming the extreme right of the

army, made a feint upon Macon, and there was a skirmish with

the small Confederate force that could be sent out from Macon.
The ordnance battalion was called out, but did not see the

enemy. Finally, at the very end of the war a serious move

upon Macon was made by the heavy column of cavalry com-
manded by Gen. Jas. Wilson. This force came down from

north Alabama, had a heavy fight with Forrest at Selma, and

then swept eastward through Montgomery and Columbus to

Macon, destroying much property on the way. Large ordnance

stores were sent out of his way, to Macon, but could not be

got any further on account of the previous wrecking of the

railroads by Sherman. Gen. Howell Cobb, who was in com-

mand at Macon, determined to defend the place with its

valuable ordnance works and accumulation of stores, though
the prospect of success was not brilliant, there being but a few

hundred men available with which to face a splendid body of

five or six thousand cavalry. The ordnance battalion was again
called out as a part of the defending force. As there was a

practically unlimited supply of ammunition on hand, all of

which would, of course, be lost if the place were captured, it

was ordered that as brave a show as possible should be made

by keeping up heavy fire all along the line as soon as the enemy
should appear. We were on the afternoon of the 2Oth of April

eleven days after the surrender of Gen. Lee's army and six days
after President Lincoln had been assassinated drawn up on

the line of earth work which had been prepared several months

before, and were hourly expecting the arrival of Wilson's force,

known to be near at hand, when a joint telegram was received

from Generals Johnston and Sherman in North Carolina,

announcing negotiations for the close of hostilities, and ordering
an immediate armistice between Wilson's command and the

Confederate forces opposed to him. Our men were kept in

position but ordered not to fire, and a flag of truce with the

telegram was sent out to meet the head of the enemy's column.

The officer commanding the leading regiment refused to halt,
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but sent on the flag to Gen. Wilson, who was at some distance

in the rear.

As soon as he received it he rode forward and halted his

forces, but claimed that the place had been captured, as his

leading troopers had penetrated our lines by literally a few

yards when they were brought to a halt. Gen. Cobb resisted

this claim, saying that the armistice should have been enforced

as soon as the flag of truce had reached the advance, and that

even when it was put in force resistance was still possible. The

Confederate troops were withdrawn from the earth works, a

single Federal regiment only, the I7th Indiana cavalry, was

allowed to come into the city, and a long discussion of the

question of the capture of the city took place, lasting up to a

very late hour of the night, and finally it was agreed that the

question should be left open for settlement by the higher military

authorities, so that a few days later the paroles of all Confederate

soldiers in Macon were made out in conditional form, it being

stipulated that if the capture of the city should be declared by

competent military authority to be valid, rendering the garri-

son prisoners of war, the parole should be binding, otherwise

of no effect. So far as I know, that question has not to this

day been settled! For myself, individually, the temporary

recognition of a state of truce or armistice had the odd result

that in the small hours of the night of the arrival of the enemy
I found myself in command of a squad of cavalry of the

Indiana regiment riding round to post these men as sentries at

the various ordnance works and warehouses of ordnance stores,

by agreement with Maj. McBirney, Chief Ordnance Officer on

Gen. Wilson's staff, he and I acting under orders from Generals

Wilson and Cobb, with a view to safe-guarding the city from

possible disaster by fire or explosion.

What are one's feelings now in recalling these long by-gone

days of the Civil War? days of such activity and physical and

mental strain, of poor and insufficient food, discomfort, fatigue,

turmoil and danger, but of youth ^nd hope, and the infectious

ardor of spirit caught from a whole people united as brothers

in a common cause. As one's mood changes from day to day,

that far distant past, with its great events and one's own little
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insignificant part, seems sometimes a mere unsubstantial dream

of that which never could have had real existence, and some-

times the most real, almost the only real part of one's life, the

part most thoroughly worth living, and in comparison with

which all that went before and all that has come since appears

but petty and of small account.
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STUART'S CAVALRY IN THE GETTYSBURG
CAMPAIGN.

By Col. John S. Mosby.

A Review by COL. T. M. R. TALCOTT.

After reading Col. Mosby's book, which I had not seen until

recently, I asked Col. Walter H. Taylor whether he had made

any reply to it, and received the following letter from him :

"NORFOLK, VAV MARCH i2th, 1909.

COLONEL T. M. R. TALCOTT, RICHMOND, VA.

Dear Colonel, I have received your letter of the loth

inst. I read what Mosby had to say about Gettysburg some

time ago. I did not attach much importance to his statements

and did not publish, neither have I any intention to publish, any-

thing in reply. I think some of the partisans of General Stuart

have done him more harm than good in their contributions con-

cerning army movements in the Gettysburg Campaign.

What I have claimed is simply this: Although certain dis-

cretion was allowed General Stuart as to his movements, he

was admonished all the while to keep in touch with our main

army and to keep General Lee informed as to the movements

of the enemy. Secondly : that General Lee was greatly disturbed

and embarrassed at not receiving any tidings from General

Stuart concerning the movements of the enemy.

Some of General Stuart's defenders have claimed that he sim-

ply exercised the discretion allowed him when he crossed the

Potomac where he did and pursued the route that he did; and

that it was impossible for him to keep General Lee informed

of the movements, of himself and the enemy because the enemy
intervened between him and General Lee. It is not a good de-

fense of General Stuart to say that it was impossible for him

to communicate with General Lee when he had himself put him-

self in a position where it was impossible, although admonished
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all the while not to do this. In a few words, it seems to me that

this describes impartially just how far General Stuart was to be

blamed. * * *

Yours very truly,

(Signed) W. H. TAYLOR.

In the preface of his book, Col. Mosby says:

"These pages have been written as a duty I owe to a soldier

to whom great injustice has been done. The statements in the

two reports of the commanding general in regard to his orders

and the management of the cavalry in the Gettysburg campaign
have been generally accepted without question; and the criti-

cisms of his staff officers and biographers on the conduct of the

Chief of Cavalry have assumed them to be true. * * I have

tried to explain how his name is signed to papers that do so

much injustice as well to himself as to General Stuart."

In a note on page 203, Col. Mosby says :

"My criticism of General Lee's report, which I believe he

signed without reading, does not imply any criticism of him as

a general.
* * * * It is doubtful if he ever read it, or if it was

even read to him."

On page 209 he further says:

"The report is understood to have been written by a staff

officer. * * * It is unfair to Stuart as it says nothing about Ewell

having gone several days in advance into Pennsylvania ; and that

Stuart was ordered to join him with three brigades of cavalry

or that Stuart had .authority to cross the Potomac in Hooker's

rear or that he left two brigades of calvary with Longstreet

and General Lee."

As regards Col. Mosby's belief that General Lee signed his

reports without reading them, or even having them read to him,

Col. W. H. Taylor, whose attention I called to Col. Mosby's
note on page 203, of his book, has this to say:

"In reference to Colonel Mosby's note on page 203 of his

book, you and I know that General Lee never sent a formal bat-

tle report to the Department that was not carefully revised be-
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fore he signed it
;
and Col. Mosby's gratuitous assertion that the

report of Gettysburg was signed without being read, and his

doubt if General Lee ever read it, or if it was even read to him,

is a bald assumption on his part, contrary to the evidence of

those who were present and know the manner employed and the

care exercised in the preparation of all of his reports."

My own observation, as a member of his staff, of General

Lee's preparation of official documents was not as frequent or

for so long a period as that of his Adjutant General; but even

without this emphatic statement from -Col. Taylor, I cannot for

one moment entertain the suggestion made by Col. Mosby that

General Lee signed his official reports of the battle of Gettysburg
without reading them, or having them read to him.

Col. Mosby says that General Lee's report is unfair to Stuart

because it says nothing about Ewell having gone several days
in advance into Pennsylvania. It was not that Ewell advanced

ahead of time, but that Stuart was two days behind time in

crossing the Potomac, which permitted the Federal army to in-

tervene between his command and that of Ewell
;
so that after

crossing the Potomac, instead of going west to Fredericktown,

Md., as indicated by General Lee, Stuart was forced to moye
northward through Westminster to Carlisle, Penn., in order to

effect a junction with Ewell at that point.

Col. Mosby is mistaken in saying that General Lee's report

made no mention of the fact that Stuart had authority to cross

the Potomac in Hooker's rear, as will be seen by reference to

the extracts from the reports, hereinafter quoted.

Col. Mosby's statement that General Lee's report is unfair to

Stuart, in that it says nothing about Stuart's having "left two

brigades with Longstreet and Lee," is in support of his con-

tention, in defense of Stuart, that Lee had sufficient cavalry to

keep him informed of the enemy's movements during Stuart's

absence. The two brigades referred to were by General Lee's

instructions to Stuart, left in Virginia, to watch the flank and

rear of the army until the enemy retired from their front, then

picket the passes of the Blue Ridge and close upon the rear of

the army ; but it was not until after the enemy was in Maryland
and the order to follow had been repeated, that they crossed the
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Potomac and joined General Lee. It cannot, therefore, be prop-

erly said that Lee had these two brigades of cavalry available to

mask his movements and keep him informed of the enemy's
movements during the absence of Stuart. If they were not

available because of failure to obey orders, Stuart must have

erred in the selection of the officer whose duty it was to carry

them out.

To facilitate comparison of the two reports, in so far as they
relate to the cavalry, the following extracts from them are given
in alternate quotations from each report, under nine different

headings, as follows :

(1) Cavalry zvas directed to hold the mountain passes until the

enemy crossed the Potomac.

First Report:

General Stuart was left to guard the passes of the mountains

and observe the movements of the enemy, whom he was in-

structed to harass and impede as much as possible, should he at-

tempt to cross the Potomac.

Second Report:

General Stuart was directed to hold the mountain passes with

part of his command as long as the enemy remained south of the

Potomac.

(2) If the enemy attempted to cross the Potomac a part of the

cavalry was to cross into Maryland.

First Report :

In that event General Stuart was directed to move into Mary-
land.

Second Report:

And with the remainder to cross into Maryland.

(3) Discretion as to his crossing the Potomac east or west of

the Blue Ridge was given at the suggestion of Stuart.

First Report:

Crossing the Potomac east or west of the Blue Ridge as in

his judgment should be best.

Second Report:

Upon the suggestion of the former officer that he could damage
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the enemy and delay his passage of the river by getting in his

rear, he was authorized to do so, and it was left to his discretion

whether to enter Maryland east or west of the .Blue Ridge.

(4) After crossing the Potomac Stuart zvas to take position on

the right of the advancing column.

First Report:

And take position on the right of our column as it advanced.

Second Report:

But he was instructed to lose no time in placing his command
on the right of our column as soon as he perceived the enemy

moving northward.

(5) When Longstreet and Hill were encamping near Chambers-

burg June zjth, nothing had been heard from Stuart.

First Report:

By the 24th, the progress of Ewell rendered it necessary that

the rest of the army should be in supporting distance, and Long-
street and Hill marched to the Potomac. The former crossed

at Williamsport, and the latter at Shepherdstown. The columns

reunited at Hagerstown, and advanced thence into Pennsylvania,

encamping near Chambersburg on the 27th. No report had been

received that the Federal army had crossed the Potomac, and

the absence of the cavalry rendered it impossible to obtain ac-

curate information.

Second Report:

It was expected that as soon as the Federal army should cross

the Potomac, General Stuart would give notice of its move-

ments, and nothing having been heard from him since our en-

trance into Maryland, it was inferred that the enemy had not left

Virginia.

(6) By the route Stuart pursuel the Federal army was inter-

posed between his command and our main body.

First Report:

General Stuart continued to follow the movements of the Fed-

eral army south of the Potomac, after our own had entered

Maryland, and in his efforts to impede its progress advanced as

far as Fairfax Court House. Finding himself unable to delay the
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enemy materially, he crossed the river at Seneca and marched

through Westminister to Carlisle,, where he arrived after Gen-

eral Ewell had left for Gettysburg. By the route he pursued the

Federal army was interposed between his command and our

main body, preventing any communication with him until he ar-

rived at Carlisle.

Second Report:

(Nothing).

(7) The march towards Gettysburg was sloiver than it would

have been if the movements of the Federal army had been

known.
First Report:

The march towards Gettysburg was conducted more slowly

than it would have been if the movements of the Federal army
had been known.

Second Report:

General Ewell was recalled from Carlisle and directed to join

the army at Cashtown or Gettysburg, as circumstances might

require. The adance of the enemy to the latter place was un-

known, and the weather being inclement the march was con-

ducted with a view to the comfort of the troops.

(8) Intelligence of Stuart's arrival at Carlisle was received on

July ist, after Hill had met the enemy.

First Report:

The leading division of General Hill met the enemy in advance'

of Gettysburg on the morning of July ist. During the afternoon

intelligence was received of the arrival of General Stuart at

Carlisle, and he was ordered to march to Gettysburg and take

position on our left.

Second Report:

(Nothing).

(9) Jones and Robertson were ordered to join the army as soon

as it was known that the enemy was in Maryland.

First Report:

(Nothing).
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Second Report:

As soon as it was known that the enemy had crossed into

Maryland, orders were sent to the brigades of Robertson and

Jones, which had been left to guard the passes of the Blue Ridge,
to join the army without delay, and it was expected that Gen-

eral Stuart with the remainder of his command would soon

arrive.

These are in substance all of the statements in General Lee's

two reports "in regard to his orders and the management of the

cavalry in the Gettysburg campaign," which Mosby says, "have

been generally accepted without question," but which he does

not believe General Lee is responsible for, although they appear

over his signature. He thinks the advance of Longstreet and

Hill on the 24th was premature and resulted disastrously ;
he

claims that Stuart was carrying out orders of General Lee when

he moved directly to Carlisle after crossing the Potomac at Seneca

(probably through failure to give due weight to General Lee's

letter of the 23rd) ; and he endeavors to show that General Hill

was responsible for the miscarriage of General Lee's plans ;
and

that the scout's report and Ewell's recall were not as stated, but

if he has made any specific denial of the above statements of

General Lee "in regard to his orders and the management of

the cavalry in the Gettysburg compaign," it has escaped my at-

tention.

General Lee says in his first report : "No report had been re-

ceived that the Federal army had crossed the Potomac, and the

absence of the cavalry rendered it impossible to obtain accurate

information." Mosby says in answer to this that the cavalry,

with Stuart, was not needed to obtain information of the enemy's

movements, and that it was better employed elsewhere.

In his second report, General Lee says : "General Stuart was

directed to hold the- mountain passes with part of his command

(i. e., Robertson's and Jones' brigades), as long as the enemy
remained south of the Potomac, and with the remainder (three

brigades), to cross into Maryland and place himself on the right

of General Ewell. Upon the suggestion of the former officer

(Stuart), that he could damage the enemy and delay his passage
of the river by getting in his rear, he was authorized to do
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so, and it was left to his discretion whether to enter Maryland
east or west of the Blue Ridge ;

but he was instructed to lose no
time in placing his command on the right of our column as

soon as he perceived the enemy moving northward. * * It was ex-

pected' that as soon as the Federal army should cross the Potomac
General Stuart would give notice of its movements., and nothing

having been heard from him since our entrance into Maryland,
it was inferred that the enemy had not yet left Virginia.

"
Mosby

says (pages 179 and 180), "he could not have expected Stuart

to communicate with him while he was executing the movement,

simply because Stuart was too far away and the Blue Ridge and

Hooker's army was between them." This is a denial of what

General Lee says he expected of Stuart, and is justified only by

Mosby's assumption that Stuart was acting under General Lee's

orders in moving directly to Carlisle.

Whether or not General Lee had a right to expect that Gen-

eral Stuart would promptly take position on Ewell's right, and

keep him informed as to the movements of the enemy, either

directly or through General Ewell, must be determined by the

instructions General Stuart had received from General Lee. Col.

Mosby himself says (page 214), "The gravamen of the com-

plaint the report makes against Stuart is that the cavalry was

absent and that it was needed, not in the battle, but to make

preliminary reconnaissances before the battle."

LEE'S INSTRUCTION TO STUART.

Col. Mosby says (page 72), that General Stuart rode to see

General Lee on the night of June 2ist
;
but there is no record

of what passed between them at that meeting. The next day

(June 22), General Lee wrote to General Stuart as follows

(page 89) :

"I have just received your note of 7:45 this morning, to Gen-

eral Longstreet. I judge the efforts of the enemy yesterday were

to arrest our progress and ascertain our whereabouts. Perhaps

he is satisfied. Do you know where he is and what he is doing?

I fear he will steal a march on us and get across the Potomac

before -we are aware. If you find that he is moving northward

and that two brigades can guard the Blue Ridge and take care
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of your rear, you can move with the other three into Maryland
and take position on General Ewell's right, place yourself in

communication with him, guard his flank, keep him informed of

the enemy's movements and collect all the supplies you can for

the use of the army. One column of General Ewell's army
will probably move towards the Susquehanna by the Emmitts-

burg route, another by Chambersburg. Accounts from last night

state there was no enemy west of Frederick. A cavalry force

(about 100), guarded the Monocracy bridge, whicji was barri-

caded. You will of course take charge of Jenkins' brigade and

give necessary instructions."

On the same day (June 22), General Lee wrote to General

Ewell, as follows : "I directed General Stuart, should the enemy
have so far retired from his front as to permit of the departure

of a portion of the cavalry, to march with three brigades across

the Potomac and place himself on your right and in communica-

tion with you, keep you advised of the movements of the enemy
and assist in collecting supplies for the army. I have not heard

from him since."

Col. Mosby says (page 88), that this letter "settles a ques-
tion that has been raised whether Stuart's instructions required

him to remain in Virginia and march north on the right flank

of the two corps that were with Lee, or to move into Pennsyl-

vania and join Ewell on the Susquehanna." It merely advised

General Ewell, who had been authorized to move towards the

Susquehanna, that Stuart would be on his right and in communi-

cation with him during his march, and not after he reached the

Susquehanna.

When on June 22nd, Ewell was authorized to move towards

the Susquehanna he was in Maryland, "opposite Shepherds-

town," and Anderson's division of Hill's corps was to be at

Shepherdstown the next day 'which would relieve Early 's di-

vision and enable Ewell to move his whole corps into Pennsyl-

vania, with Jenkins' cavalry in advance and Imboden on -his left.

If Hooker was moving northward, Stuart was to cross the

Potomac with three brigades of his cavalry, "take position on

Ewell's right, place himself in communication with him, guard
his flanks," etc., and he was also to "take charge of Jenkins' bri-
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gade." The other divisions of Hill's corps were advancing to the

Potomac at Shepherdstown. Longstreet had been withdrawn

from the Ashby's and Snicker's Gap Roads, west of the Shenan-

doah, aud was to follow the next day* The first and third corps

were moving to follow Swell's advance when General Lee wrote

to General Stuart on the 22nd, and asked : "Do you know where

he (Hooker) is and what he is doing? I fear he will steal a,

march on us and get across the Potomac before we are aware."

Col. Mosby says (page 91), that General Stuart received an-

other letter from General Lee, which differed from the first (of

June 22), "in suggesting to Stuart to cross the Potomac in

Hooker's rear." He quotes from this letter of June 23rd, but

does not give it in full. According to the official records, it was

as follows:

"Headquarters, Army of Northern Virginia,

June 23, 1863, 3:30 P. M.,

MAJOR-GENERAL J. E. B. STUART, COMMANDING CAVALRY.

General, Your notes of 9 and 10:30 A. M. today have

just been received. As regards the purchase of tobacco for your

men, supposing that Confederate money will be taken, I am

willing for your commissaries or quartermasters to purchase
this tobacco and let the men get it from them.

If General Hooker's army remains inactive, you can leave two

brigades to watch him, and withdraw with the three others, but

should he not appear to be moving northward, I think you had

better withdraw this side of the mountain tomorrow night, cross

at Shepherdstown next day, and move over to Fredericktown.

You will, however, be able to judge whether you can pass

around their army without hindrance, doing them all the dam-

age you can, and cross the river east of the mountains. In

either case, after crossing the river, you must move on and

feel the right of Swell's troops, collecting information, provis-

ions, etc.

Give instructions to the commander of the brigades left be-

hind, to watch the flank and rear of the army, and (in the event

of the enemy leaving their front), retire from the mountains

west of the Shenandoah, leaving sufficient pickets to guard the
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passes, and bringing everything clean along the Valley, closing

upon the rear of the army.

As regards the movements of the two brigades of the enemy

moving toward Warrenton, the commander of the brigades must

do what he can to counteract them, but I think the sooner you
cross into Maryland, after to-morrow, the better.

The movements of Ewell's corps are as stated in my former

letter. Hill's first division will reach the Potomac today, and

Longstreet will follow tomorrow.

Be watchful and circumspect in all your movements.

I am very respectfully and truly yours,

(Signed), R. E. LEE,

General."

The letter of the 23rd was- written by General Lee after re-

ceiving two notes from General Stuart, which no doubt stated

in reply to his letter of the 22nd that General Hooker's army
was still inactive, although Mosby did not so report to General

Stuart until the next day. In it General Lee tells Stuart that

Longstreet and Hill are moving to the Potomac
;
and Stuart chose

the route via Seneca, with full knowledge that they were fol-

lowing Ewell.

According to the first order, Stuart was to cross the Potomac

if Hooker's army was moving northward, and according to the

second order he was to do so even if Hooker's army remained

inactive. In his last order General Lee suggested that he cross

the Potomac west of the Blue Ridge mountains "and move over

to Fredericktown," which would place him on the right of Ewell ;

but discretion was allowed Stuart to cross east of the mountains

if he could do so without hindrance. In either case, after cross-

ing the Potomac, "he must feel the right of Ewell's troops,

collecting information, provisions, etc." He was to be with Ewell

on the march tozvards the Susquehanna and not merely to join

him "on the Susquehanna."

Of the movements of Longstreet and Hill while Hooker was

still lying quiet south of the river, of which Stuart was advised

as above stated, Col. Mosby says (page 103) :
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"This premature movement of Longstreet's and Hill's troops
* * * * made the Gettysburg campaign the Illiad of the South.

It set Hooker's army in motion for the Potomac the next day."

And on page 173:

"The selection (by Stuart), of the route through Hooker's

army was based on the theory that the conditions would be main-

tained as they were until Stuart got through. The preservation
of the status in Hooker's army depended on Lee. At that time

the design was perfectly practicable; his army corps were sepa-

rated by many miles."

And he further says on page 179:

"If Longstreet and Hill had rested one day longer in the Shen-

andoah Valley, Hooker would have done the same, and Stuart

would not have found the roads blockaded by his (Hooker's)

column, marching to the Potomac. Early on the evening of the

25th Stuart would have crossed and bivouacked for the night

at Seneca."

And again on Page 192 :

"If Longstreet and Hill had stayed quiet a day longer Stuart

would have crossed the Potomac in advance of Hooker's army

early in the evening of the 25th, and the fate of the Confederate

cause might have been different. There was no pressing neces-

sity for the movement."

General Lee did regard the movement of Longstreet and Hill

as a pressing necessity, for he says in his first report: "By the

24th, the progress of Ewell rendered it necessary that the rest

of the army should be in supporting distance."

From the above quotations it would appear that Col. Mosby
holds General Lee responsible for the failure at Gettysburg, be-

cause he ordered Longstreet and Hill to cross the Potomac "pre-

maturely," and thereby set Hooker's army in motion, which de-

layed Stuart's crossing at Seneca two days ;
but Stuart knew they

were moving before it was too late to change the route he had

selected.

The only ground upon which the advance of Longstreet and

Hill could be regarded as premature is that it put the Federal
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army in motion and delayed Stuart's crossing of the Potomac;
and if that made the Gettysburg campaign "the Illiad of the

South," it must have been because of the absence of Stuart's

cavalry ana lack of information; but Mosby elsewhere repeat-

edly denies that it was the absence of the cavalry that caused

the failure at Gettysburg. He goes so far as to say (on page

180) : "It would have been far better if the orders had been

less rigid and Stuart been given discretion to operate independ-

ently of the main army." Furthermore he claims that Hill and

Heth should bear the blame because they precipitated the battle

by an unexpected collision with the enemy. This might have been

avoided if they had been informed of the movements of the Fed-

eral army, of which they were ignorant because the cavalry was
absent.

There is nothing in either order to Stuart, or in General Lee's

letter to General Ewell, of June 22nd, that justifies Col. Mosby's

inference that Stuart was "to move to Pennsylvania and join
Ewell on the Susquehanna," or to justify his statement on page
180:

"Lee had informed Stuart that he would find Ewell on the Sus-

quehanna. Stuart obeyed orders, and on the morning of the

28th, moved in that direction."

The reason why General Stuart availed of the discretion al-

lowed him to cross the Potomac east of the Blue Ridge will, I

think, be found in Col. Mosby's Book (pages 76, 77, 78, 79),
where he says:

"I pointed out to Stuart the opportunity to strike a damaging
blow, and suggested to him to cross the Bull Run Mountains
and pass through the middle of Hooker's army into Maryland.

* He could pass the Bull Run Mountains early in the

morning and cross the Potomac early in the evening.
* * * *

"When I got back from my trip inside Hooker's lines with my
drove of mules, Stuart told me that General Lee was anxious
to know if Hooker's army was moving to cross the Potomac.
He did not ask me to go, but I volunteered to return and find

out for him. With two men I recrossed the mountain on the

path where I had been bushwhacked the day before; and on
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the morning of June 23, was again riding between the camps of

the different corps in Fairfax and Loudoun. All was quiet, there

was no sign of a movement. Hooker was waiting for Lee. * * The

camps of the different corps were so far apart that it was easy
to ride between them. After gathering the information General

Lee wanted, I turned my face late in the afternoon to the Bull

Run Mountain. . . Reynolds with the first Corps was at Guilford,

about two miles off; the third corps (Sickles), was at Gum
Springs about the same distance in another direction; while

Meade's corps and the cavalry were six or eight miles away at

Aldie."

He says on page 81 :

"I got to Stuart early the next morning. He listened to what

I told him, wrote a dispatch, sent off a courier to General Lee.
* * * * The information was that Hooker's army was still rest-

ing in the camps where it had been for a week."

And again, on pages 169 and 170, June 24th:

"Stuart was anxiously waiting to hear what Hooker was doing.

He must then have received General Lee's order of 5 P. M.,

of the 23rd.
* * * I told him that Hooker was quiet, waiting

on Lee."

"After hearing my report, Stuart wrote a letter to General

Lee the most of it at my dictation giving him the information

I had brought."

The information obtained by Col. Mosby on the 23rd and

communicated to General Stuart on the morning of June 24th,

after he had received the second letter from General Lee, dated

June 23rd, giving him permision to cross the Potomac east of

the Blue Ridge, provided he could do so without hindrance, no

doubt influenced him to cross at Seneca instead of Shepherds-

town, for Hooker's army had then made no movement north-

ward
;
and he believed that by crossing at Seneca he would lose

no time in getting into the position assigned him on Ewell's

right ;
but at the critical moment Hooker's movement toward

the Potomac began, and delayed Stuart's crossing of the river

two days. Thus it occurred that when he entered Maryland on
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the night of the 27th, the whole of the Federal army was also

in Maryland, and communication with General Lee was cut off ;

for, as Mosby says, Pleasanton's cavalry, which was the rear

guard of the Federal army, crossed the Potomac at Edwards'

Ferry at the same time that General Stuart crossed at Seneca.

Ewell was by that time at Carlisle, and Longstreet's and Hill's

corps were also in Pennsylvania at Chambersburg, having, as

General Lee says, advanced so far without any report that the

Federal army had crossed the Potomac.

General Lee says in his second report that General Stuart

was directed to lose no time in placing his command on the

right of our column as soon as he perceived the enemy moving
northward. He might have said that Stuart was authorized to

cross the Potomac and join with Ewell in his advance with-

out waiting for the enemy to move northward
;
for Swell's right

was the place assigned to him at the time Swell's advance was
ordered. There was no uncertainty about his instructions to take

position on Swell's right and guard his flank, for they were re-

iterated whether he crossed the Potomac at Shepherdstown, as

General Lee suggested, or elsewhere. That was the essential

point of his instructions, and General Lee had the right to expect
that they would be carried out.

Stuart knew he was expected to be on Swell's right and in-

tended to be there. His report as published by Col. Mosby,
states the causes of his delay in getting into position, (pages

176, 177 and 178) :

"Accordingly, three days rations were prepared and on the

night of the 24th, the following brigades Hampton's, Fitz Lee's

and W. H. F. Lee's rendezvoused secretly near Salem Depot.
* * At one o'clock at night the brigades, with noiseless march,

moved out. * *
Moving to the right we passed through Glasscock's

Gap without difficulty and marched for Haymarket.
* * As we

neared Haymarket, we found Hancock's corps en route through

Haymarket for Gum Springs, his infantry well distributed through
his trains. I chose a good position and opened with artillery on

his passing column with effect, scattering men, wagons and
horses in wild confusion; disabled one of the enemy's caissons,
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which he abandoned, and compelled him to advance in order

of battle to compel us to desist. * * I sent a dispatch to General

Lee concerning Hooker's movements and moved back to Buck-

land to deceive the enemy."

From this it appears that at the very outset of his enterprise,

General Stuart encountered such a "hindrance" as General Lee

anticipated might occur if he tried to pass through Hooker's

army, but he did not then abandon his own plans and adopt
General Lee's suggestion to cross the Potomac at Shepherds-

town; for as Mosby says (page 177):

"He made a wide detour through Fairfax and crossed the

Potomac the night of the 27th at Seneca, and went into bivouac

on the Maryland shore. On the same night Pleasanton's cav-

alry corps, the rear-guard of the army, crossed ten or twelve

miles above on the pontoon at Edwards' Ferry, and marched on

to Frederick."

If Stuart had crossed the Potomac at Shepherdstown on the

25th, as suggested by General Lee, he would have been in posi-

tion on General Swell's right on the 26th of June, on which date

the two columns of the Second Corps left Chambersburg, going

towards the Susquehanna and General Lee arrived at that place.

(Seepage 115).

If he had crossed at Seneca on the 25th, as he expected to do

before Hooker's army moved, he might still have had time "to

move over to Fredericktown," as indicated by General Lee; but

when he had crossed the Potomac on the 27th, it was too late

to go to Fredericktown, and Ewell's movement had so far pro-

gressed that it was too late for Stuart to join him en route to

the Susquehanna. The only thing that was then left for him to do

was to go on to Dover, where he had reason to believe he would

find Ewell's corps. Unfortunately he was again too late, for

before he got to Dover, looking for the column that General Lee

said would probably move by Emmittsbur^,
both columns of

Swell's corps had been withdrawn and General Lee was con-

centrating his army for the battle of Gettysburg.

It is a pleasure to concur with Col. Mosby, when he says, on

page 59:
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"As the Chief of Cavalry of an army as a commander of out-

post service in masking his own side and unmasking the other

Stuart never had an equal."

General Lee knew this from past experience, and for that very

reason felt more keenly the absence of Stuart and his cavalry

when they were most needed in the Gettysburg campaign, to

mask the movements of his army, and keep him informed of

every movement of the enemy.
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CAPT. WILLIAM HENRY MURDAUGH.

Naval Career and Reminiscences of this Distinguished
Officer.

One of the most interesting contributions to Portsmouth war

history was the sketch of the naval career of Capt. Murdaugh,
one of the most distinguished officers sent out by Portsmouth

during the Civil War, delivered by Mayor J. Davis Reed before

Stonewall Camp, C. V., recently. The address was as follows;

Commander, Veterans, Ladies and Gentlemen :

I feel highly honored at being asked by Stonewall Camp,
Confederate Veterans, to deliver an address on the naval career

of my kinsman, Capt. William Henry Murdaugh, who served

both in the United States and Confederate States navies.

No task you might have given me could have been more

cheerfully done, but I regret that one better qualified than my-
self had not been assigned this work.

Fortunate, Capt. Murdaugh wrote something about his naval

career, and much of this I will use.

The subject of this paper should really be the "Naval Career

and Reminiscences of Capt. Murdaugh."
William Henry Murdaugh was the eldest son of John D.

Murdaugh, who, after graduating at the College of William and

Mary, came to this city from his ancestral home in Nansemond

county to practice law.

He was a man ever active in city affairs, representing it in the

General Assembly for years and also in the State Senate.

Among the few instances of father and son meeting in the same

service his was one. He was an elector for this district at the

election of Harrison and Tyler. President Tyler offered the

appointment of midshipman to his son, the subject of this sketch,

whose naval career began first on the frigate Constitution, which

sailed from here in October, 1841. After an absence of three

months she returned disabled and the whole ship's crew and

officers transferred to the Brandywine.
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While absent in the Constitution, his father, who he had left

in perfect health, died, and from this time his life was devoted

to the task (which he made a pleasure), of assuming that father's

place.

His life when not off in the performance of his naval duties

was lived here among many of you, and all with whom he asso-

ciated can bear testimony to his high sense of honor and un-

blemished life of modest worth.

In the year 1846 he began the completion of his education as

a naval officer at the naval school at Annapolis, this school not

having been established when he received his appointment.

Of this school and of his cruise on the Brandywine he writes :

"After my voyage around the world I was granted a leave of

absence of three months, but little of it did I get. Mr. Ban-

croft, the Secretary of the Navy, had just established the naval

school at Annapolis ;
this was a pet scheme of his and he caught

up all midshipmen he could lay his hands on and corralled them

at the school ; so a lot of the Brandywine midshipmen met again

sooner than had been anticipated. Fort Severn had been turned

over to the navy for the school. It had been unoccupied for a

long time and was in charge of an old artillery sergeant. We
had to shake ourselves down into quarters as best we could and

we Brandywines took possession of a detached building that

had, I believe, been the bake house for the garrison and called

it Brandywine cottage. A row of one-story frame buildings

was called Apollo row, because a lot of dilettante fellows had

herded together and taken some of the best rooms. Some shed

rooms leaning against the west wall which had been used as a

cover for field pieces became Mustark Abbey on account of a

very handsome fellow amongst those who occupied the rooms

who was named Byrons. These rooms went by the name of

the Abbey. A large mass of the youngsters who didn't care

where they were put brought up in what had been the soldiers'

barracks, a large two-story frame building, and this got the

name of Rowdy Row. All those names held for years; in fact,

until the place was remodeled and better quarters built. Our

cottage not being quite ready for occupancy, we had to hold out

temporarily in room No. 13 Rowdy Row, so numbered because
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thirteen fellows occupied it. The cots had not come when we

got there, so there were thirteen mattresses on the floor, with

pillows towards the walls.

While I was there Nag Hunter threw a somersault on his

mattress and stuck the heels of his boots through the plastering

at the head of his bed. Books had to be piled high to keep these

marks from Capt. Buchanan during his daily inspection.

Franklin Buchanan, he who afterward commanded the Mer-

rimac in the first day's fight in Hampton Roads, was sent to

organize the school in its new condition. Buchanan was one of

the tartars of the service and the way he slammed us about

in those early days of the naval Academy was a caution. It

took but a small offense to bring about the carrying out of the

terminating clause of most of the rules for the government of

the school, "he shall be dropped from the rolls and restored to

his freedom." There was quite a weeding out process going

on, and while much simply mischievous conduct only brought
a heavy bullyragging, as we used to call it, upon offenders, any-

thing that smacked of ungentlemanly conduct infallibly caused

one to be restored to his friends.

One Sunday afternoon I was in St. John's Church in the

gallery. In a pew below I saw Captain Buchanan. In the midst

of the service one Peter W., a large and remarkably handsome

fellow, came into the gallery in his midshipman's jacket, a suit

service fatigue uniform. Peter was very drunk and would not

keep still
;
he would wander about and once he gave a kind

of warhoop. For such conduct we did not think old Buck, as

we called him, could wait for the next day to run him out of

town.

The next morning all the delinquents were assembled at 9
o'clock at the captain's office. I was one of them, I remember,

but my offense was the not expressing myself with sufficient

clearness in an official letter I had sent through him. After

an awful nagging from the eagle-eyed, eagle-nosed martinet, I

fell back and he said, "Mr. W." Poor Peter! How he looked

as he stepped forward. He was seedy and disheveled from his

spree of the day before, and knowing that he was going to be

dismissed, he was a sight to behold. "Mr. W.," was hissed
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at him, "I saw you in church yesterday afternoon in a round-

jacket, and every time you stooped down I saw a fathom of your

shirt-tail. Now, sir, this may be dress for a jacktar, but not

for a gentleman, I'd have you remember." Poor W., as we

trooped out of the office, threw up his head in exultation. Old

Buck had not seen that he was drunk nor had he heard the

whoop.
The first night I was at sea there was a very heavy swell

running and the wind was rising. I was attending to the taking

in the jib when the ship made a dip. I saw a green mass of

water coming over the catheads. With this sea I went on my
back until I was stopped half stunned by my head coming in

contact with some hard substance. I was fully sure that I had

gone with the water down the fore hatch and that I was down

in the bowels of the ship. However, I was only jammed in be-

tween the foremast and the pipe rail, my head being caught

between two fixed blocks. I might here, as Pepys in his diary

says, "be funny," did I choose, after the manner of Sidney Smith,

who, when there was a question of putting down a pavement
of wooden blocks about Westminster Abbey, said, if they could

only get the bishops to put their heads together the job might
be done. I have told of my baptism at sea.

We hauled the Constitution alongside the frigate Brandywine
and transferred to that ship all our stores, and even the yards

and sails. The change from the dark, old-fashioned Constitution

to the light, airy, beautiful modern ship, the Brandywine, was
a delight to me.

Notwithstanding the glories of old Ironsides, I have ever

held her in horror. The horrid winter cruise in which I suf-

fered from cold, wet, hunger and loss of sleep, and when with

a heart full of the delights of anticipation of the joys of home
to find that home a house of mourning.

Today I got hold of a delightful book written by my old

friend and classmate, Admiral Franklin. The title is "Memoirs
of Admiral Franklin." The style in which the book is. written

is admirable and the kindliness with which he speaks of his old

friends who went with the South in her troubles is just what

might have been expected from such a true, large-hearted man.
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Franklin and I stood near together on the navy list. At the

parting of our ways his lead to high honors, to the commander

of ships and fleets and the companionship of kings and potentates

and grandees both native and foreign. Mine led to insignifi-

cance and the companionship of mule drivers, tanners, ferry-

men and brick makers. Sure I am that he and I have one thing

in common, and that is a clear conscience. The great honors

might have been mine, too, but in heart I should have known

myself to be a poltroon. I have never for a moment regretted

taking the course I did take. I thought I did right at the time ;

I know I did right now.

In the spring of 1843 I sailed from Norfolk in the Brandy-

wine with the corvette St. Louis in company bound to the East

Indies, the squadron commanded by Commodore Foxhall A.

Parker. The cruise of the Brandywine was an ideal one.

It was the opinion of all officers, old and young, and of the

men, old and young, whom I met in after life, that a happier

and a better representation ship of the American navy never

floated. First our commander-in-chief, a Virginia gentleman of

the old school with a distinguished ancestry. Courtly but al-

ways gentle and simple in manner and remarkably handsome

in person, he was beloved by all who knew him. Then the lieu-

tenant, Charley Chauncey, the executive officer, thorough sea-

man, great on organization and discipline. He went in the

dinghey every day when the ship was in port to pull around

her to see that she was free from spot or blemisfy. on the out'

side. Inboard no yacht was ever neater or more presentable.

Commodore Parker has a fatherly interest in the midshipmen
and everything in his power to make us comfortable and to

help in the making of us good men and officers. Every fine

night at sea he would have the band on deck to make music

for us to dance by, and often we would be joined by the older

officers of the ship in our waltzes and quadrilles.

We were to be joined at Bombay by Caleb Cushing, whom we
were to take to China, the first American diplomat sent to that

country. We had with us a number of attaches, etc., belong-

ing to the mission. Among the attaches was Dr. E. K. Kane,
afterwards the Arctic hero.
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Our voyage to Rio de Janeiro was one of fifty-four days.

The novelty of sea life made it interesting to us neophytes. We
caught sharks and dolphins and struck porpoises and shipjacks.

Sea birds, too, we could catch, such as petrels and boobies, with

baited hooks. As we approached the Brazilian coast we were

becalmed on the Abrolhoes shoals and we hauled in lots of gouper

and red snappers. We luxuriated on this fine sh diet, but we

had also not disdained the meat of the shark and porpoise.

As illustrating the force of attraction of objects on the ocean,

which is well known, I mention this instance. An English mer-

chantman brig called the Condor was becalmed near us for sev-

eral days, and two or three times we had to lower our boats

and tow her away to a safe distance from our ship.

The St. Louis kept company with us all the voyage to Rio.

Sometimes the commodore would signal for her to come within

hail and she would run along parallel with us so graceful in

her movements I thought, showing the bright copper on her

bottom as she lazily dipped or rolled on the long ocean swell.

Nobody could speak on these occasions but the commanding
officer. On one of these speaking times, when a stone could

easily have been thrown from one ship to another, one of the

midshipmen of the St. Louis was, we thought, playing smart.

He would shin up to the main royal masthead and put his cap
on the main truck. This attracted the attention of our com-

modore, and after the ships had parted company he said to the

pitt luff: "I don't see our midshipmen much aloft, Mr. Chaun-

cey. Give the order hereafter that these midshipmen of each

watch keep watch in the three tops." This was news to us. Up
in the tops we could sit down, even lie down if we thought
fit, and nobody could see if we read a novel in our high perch.
I was the unfortunate one that got this delightful condition

broken up. A soft bright warm day I was in the maintop. To
get rid of the gabbling of the men who were on the weather
side of the top I took the lee side, and making a sort of an

awning of the royal studding sails stretched myself out with
the "Hunchback of Notre Dame" in my hand. The quiet and
the opportunity were too much for me and I fell into a snooze.

Unfortunately the officer of the deck hailed the top. Now it
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was my province to answer the hail. The men in the top would

have given me a shake had they known the condition of things,

but they fancied I had gone below for a minute or so, and

one of them answered the hail. Then came "where is the officer

of the top?" It took some little time to find me in my canvass

cover, and as I had heard nothing of what had been going on,

they knew as well as I did that I had been asleep. The com-

modore happened to be on deck. He did not punish me indi-

vidually,, as I had every reason to expect, but he broke up the

watch keeping in the tops. My station, when "all hands 'were

called" was in the main top. Well I remember how my heart

, would sink within me when I heard in the voice shouting to us

in the steerage, "turn out, fellows; it's all hands reef topsails."

This we always knew meant very bad weather, as the watch on

deck could reef the topsails unless it was blowing very hard.

To a sleepy headed growing boy, who got too little rest anyway,
to have to get out of his warm hammock, hunt maybe for his

shoes which were going from side to side of the ship awash in

sea water, to have to crawl up into the main top, plastered

every now and then against the shrouds and ratlines by the

force of the wind, then to have to spend maybe an hour in the

top, on the cap of the mainmast head in rain, hail or snow, strain-

ing his shrill pipe to be heard through the fury of the gale, the

rattling of blocks and flapping of canvass, to get some rope
hauled on deck below or another one slackened, was hard lines

to say the least of it.

The topsails nowadays are cut in half with another yard added

between the dead hours of the night a midshipman's halves, the

greatest boon to seamen. Sometimes the old huge topsails while

being reefed would catch the wind the wrong way and belly over

the ward and put the men in danger of being knocked from the

foot ropes. As this condition of things cannot always be seen

from the deck in the darkness, often with my heart in my throat

would I be shouting to the persons below to luff the ship or

brace the yards more in to save the men. How often I think

when I heard of the hard times professional men have on shore,

preachers of all others getting the most of the pitying, how men
go through life never experiencing that agony that comes to
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one when they feel that the lives of many men are hanging upon

his weak judgment. Hie opus est.

From Rio we went to Bombay, a voyage of eighty days, dur-

ing which we never sighted land. My recollection of India are

a confused jumble the smell everywhere of burning sandal

wood, it was before the days of the common use of matches, of

Hindoo temples, of endless balls, dinners and picnics given us

by the governor general, navy men, army men in red coats, and

native princes, veritable princes some, merchant princes others.

The country places of these natives, with the trees in the

spacious ground twinking with colored lights, the beautiful open
arched houses, the music, the dancing naucht girls, the delicious

viands and the cooling drinks made all an earthly paradise

to me.

From Bombay we ran down the coast of Hindoostan, sighting

the ancient city of Gou in passing. After a short run we anch-

ored off Colombo, in the Island of Ceylon. Here again we were

the recipients of all sorts of courtesies and attention.

The Governor, Sir Colin Campbell, was one of England's
heroes. A noble looking old Scotchman. I remember that when
he came on board the Brandywine the band played "The Camp-
bells are Coming." The commodore and Mr. Cushing were

quartered at the Governor's palace during our brief stay at the

delightful island. We gave a midday entertainment to the peo-

ple who had treated us so generously. The anchorage at Co-

lombo being an open roadstead and the ship rolling a good deal,

it was not safe to get the ladies from the boats to the ship by
the side ladder, so an arm chair was attached to a whip from
the main yard arm and after the lady was seated, her skirts en-

veloped in a flag, at a pipe from the boatswain's mate the men
would run away with the whip, the fair one would go half

way up to the yard arm and then, by tightening an inboard

whip and lowering on the other, she would be landed on the

deck."

In the year 1848 he acted as passed midshipman on the sloop

Jamestown, a vessel of twenty-two guns and a tonnage of 985.
This vessel being in service during the Mexican war.

In 1849 he- was transferred to the sloop Decatur, of sixteen

guns and of but 566 tons.
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In 1851 he was granted a leave of absence to go with the

Grinnell Arctic expedition in search of Sir John Franklin, and

was master and acting first officer of the two schooners of this

expedition.

Dr. Kane, in his history of this expedition, writes as follows :

"August 15. The Rescue, which has proved herself a dull

sailer, had lagged astern of us, when our master, Mr. Murdaugh,
observed the signal of 'men ashore' flying from her peak. We
were now as far north as latitude 75 min. 58 sec., and the idea

of human life somehow or other involuntarily connected itself

with disaster. A boat was hastily stocked with provisions and

dispatched to the shore. Two men were there upon the land

ice, gesticulating in grotesque and not very decent pantomime

genuine, unmitigated Esquimaux. Verging on 76 min. is a

far northern limit for human life, yet these poor animals were

as fat as the bears which we killed a few days ago. Their hair,

manelike, flowed over their oily cheeks, and their countenances

had the true prognathous character seen so rarely among the

adulterated breeds of the Danish settlements. They were jolly,

laughing fellows, full of social feeling. Their dress consisted

of a bearskin pair of breeches, considerably the worse for wear;
a seal skin jacket, hooded but not pointed at its skirt, and a

pair of coarsely stitched seal hide boots. They were armed

with a lance, harpoon and air bladder, for spearing seals upon
the land floe. The kaiack, with its' host of resources, they seemed

unacquainted with.

"When questioned by Mr. Murdaugh, to whom I owe these

details, they indicated five huts, or families, or individuals, to-

ward a sort of valley between two hills. They were ignorant
of the use of bread, and rejected salt beef, but they appeared
familiar with ships, and would have gladly invited themselves

to visit us, if the officer had not inhospitably declined the honor."

September 19, Dr. Kane writes : "The sun, so long obscured,

gave us today a rough meridian altitude. Murdaugh, always
active and efficient, had his artificial horizon ready upon the

ice and gave us an approximate latitude. We were in 75.20
sec. ii min. north."

On January 1 1 : "It blows at times so very fiercely that I
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have never felt it so cold; five men were frostbitten in the at-

tempt to save stores; thermometer at 23. In less than two days

everything about us was as firmly fixed as ever. But the whole

topography of the ice was changed, and its new configuration

attested the violence of the elements it had been exposed to.

Nothing can be conceived more completely embodying inhos-

pitable desolation. From masthead the eye traveled over a

broad champagne of undulating ice, crowned at its ridges with

broken masses, like breakers frozen as they rolled toward the

beach. Beyond these you lost by degrees the distinction of sur-

face. It was a great plain, blotched by dark, jagged shadows,

and relieved only here and there by a hill of upheaved rubbish.

Still further in the distance came an unvarying uniformity of

shade, cutting with saw-toothed edge against desolate sky.

"At one time, on the I3th, the hummock ridge astern ad-

vanced with a steady march upon the vessel. Twice it rested,

and advanced again a dense wall of ice, thirty feet broad at

base and twelve feet high, tumbling huge fragments from its

crest, yet increasing in mass at each new effort. We had ceased

to hope, when a merciful interposition arrested it, so close against

our counter that there was scarcely room for a man to pass be-

tween."

This expedition was in the Arctic regions for over a year.

Capt. Murdaugh was given a Victoria medal by ttu= British

government for his services in this expedition, which, how-

ever, he did not receive from the Navy Department, to whom it

was sent for delivery, until after his disabilities were removed

during the administration of President Cleveland. He also re-

ceived a medal from the St. George's Society, of New York

city, composed of British residents of that city, for the same

service in search of Sir John Franklin.

From 1853 t X8s6 he was on the steamer Water Witch; in

1857 and 1858 lighthouse inspector; 1859 flag lieutenant of

the Brazilian squadron; in 1860 and 1861 on the United States

frigate Sabine, and of his service on this ship I will quote from
a paper written by him for this camp and read to it some time

before his death. (Read pages I and 2, lower half of page 3
and part 4, lower part 6, 8, last of page 10) :
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Capt. Murdaugh entered the service of the Confederacy on

the acceptance of his resignation from the United States navy,

about May I, 1861, shortly thereafter taking part in the defense

of Fort Hatteras in an attack made by the United States fleet

consisting of the Minnesota, Wabash, Susquenanna, Cumber-

land, Pawnee and Harriett Lane, August 29, 1861. During this

engagement he had his arm badly shattered and never fully re-

gained the use of it.

He was, as far as I can ascertain, the first Confederate naval

officer to be wounded. He escaped being made prisoner at that

time by being carried to the Confederate gunboat Winslow by
his men before the fort surrendered.

I find in a scrap book kept during the war the following ac-

count of the defense of Fort Hatteras:

"Much of the disaster which occurred on Thursday may be

attributed to the fact that we did not possess ourselves of Fort

Clark by the bayonet that night, but wiser heads than mine

thought otherwise. Certain it is in my opinion that it was one

of the causes, second only by the shameful neglect of the author-

ities in not properly fortifying the coast that caused our defeat.

From these two causes we have the following result: The pos-
session of Fort Hatteras, the key of the sound, the road open
to invasion at any moment, Capt. Barron, Lieut. Sharp and about

700 or 800 men prisoners.

"I must not forget to mention a trivial circumstance, it may
seem, but one which exhibits the brave man and patriot, on going
to the fort about 2 o'clock at night Lieut Murdaugh might be.

seen standing in the moonlight upon the well defended ram-

parts of Hatteras ; he was calmly superintending the work about

the guns, having one fixed so as to better bear on the enemy
with which he himself intended to fight. No one who saw him
could doubt but that he would do good service.

"Fort Clark, then in the possession of the enemy, opened fire

also on Hatteras and several land batteries which the enemy had
erected on shore. This, with the continuous firing of the fleet

composed of the Minnesota, Wabash, Susquehanna and Co-

lumbus, pouring a continuous stream of shot and shell. All

eyes were turned on the gallant little fort fighting against such
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desperate odds, amid a perfect hailstorm of shot and shell a boat

leaves the fort. What can it mean? My! they are bringing

the wounded to the steamer. What a terrible scene. Never

shall I forget it. Surely that blackened face, that body cov-

ered with blood, cannot be the noble, chivalrous Lieut. M.' Alas

it is. He had fallen battling against them by the side of his

gun. With words of encouragement on his lips, after several

effective shots, but finding the enemy beyond the range, he re-

marked to his men : 'Well, boys, we will wait until they come

up and then give it to them again.
5 But he had hardly uttered

the words ere an eleven inch shell exploded close by, sent sev-

eral fragments through his left arm, shattering it to pieces."

After his wound had been dressed he was taken to Newbern,

receiving every kindness and attention from the people of that

hospitable town. From there he was removed to his home,

where, after months of illness and suffering, he recovered suffi-

ciently to report for duty, this first being selected with another

to seek a safe place for the removal of the navy yard stores

and machinery. Charlotte was the place chosen to become our

inland navy yard, rendering much service to the country. Soon

after he was ordered to join Commodore Barren and Capt. Bui-

loch in England, who were superintending the building of sev-

eral ships, one of which he was to command. Capt. Bulloch,

in a letter to Commodore Barren, dated Liverpool, August 31,

1864, says:

"I feel now a reasonable certainty of getting a ship very

shortly and the commander should be placed in communication

with me. Murdaugh, I suppose, ought to have the ship, and

he would do his work well. If you can detail him please send

him to me at once. If his duties as ordnance officer preclude

this, I hope you will let Whittle come. The service requires a

man willing to put his shoulder to the wheel and capable of

making an executive."

While awaiting the building of these ships his duty was to

visit the various arsenals in Europe to obtain the latest improve-
ments in guns, etc.

As an instance of his popularity in the old service as well as

the new, some years after the war ended his brother, John Mur-
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daugh, met an officer of the United States Navy at Panama and

after enquiring after his brother William, said : "Had I known

Buck Murdaugh was in that fort I'd have aimed my gun to fire

over it." The United States officer was on one of the opposing

fleet.

He missed the command of the Shenandoah, the vessel re-

ferred to in Capt. Bulloch's letter, owing to his absence from

England at the time of her completion, and it was feared the

vessel could not have been gotten out if held in port a day longer

than was necessary.

Capt. Murdaugh conceived a plan of carrying the war into

the enemy's country by making an attack on some of the ports

on the Northern Lakes.

Of this plan Lieut. Minor, of the Confederate States navy,

has this to say in a letter to Admiral Buchanan :

"Early in February of last year Lieut. William H. Murdaugh,
of the navy, conceived the plan of a raid on the Northern Lakes,

based on the capture by surprise of the U. S. S. Michigan, the

only man-of-war on those waters, and on mentioning his views

to Lieut. Robert Carter and myself I need not tell you how cor-

dially we entered into them, and endeavored by every means in

our power to carry them into execution; but it was only after

repeated efforts that the government was induced to take any
active part in promoting the expedition, though Mr. Mallory,

the Secretary of the Navy, was in favor of it from the inception

of the plan, but money, or rather the want of it, seemed to be

the cause of delay, which, however, being provided to the amount

of $25,000, we, together with Lieut. Walter R. Butt, one of our

wardroom mess on board the old Merrimac, were at last ordered

to hold ourselves in readiness to proceed on the duty assigned

us, when suddenly the order was changed, it having been de-

cided in cabinet council that our operations on the lakes might
embarrass our relations with England and thus prevent the

completion of ironclads and other vessels building for us in the

private shipyards of that country.

"With this expedition thus broken up, Murdaugh, disheart-

ened, sought other duty, and he, Carter and Butt were ordered
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abroad, leaving me here as the only representative of a scheme

whose prospects were so inviting and so brilliant."

Capt. Bulloch again wanted Capt. Murdaugh detailed to com-

mand one of three vessels to make an attack on the New Eng-
land ports.

In a letter to the Secretary of the Navy from London, Jan-

uary 10, 1865, Capt. Bulloch says:

"I have long thought that a severe blow might be struck

at New Bedford, Salem, Portland and other New England
towns by sending from this side ships prepared with incendiary

shells and Hall's rockets. If you will send out Commodore
Davidson and Lieut. J. Pembroke Jones and will detail Lieut.

Murdaugh, who is now in Europe, these three officers to com-

mand the ships, and each having not more than two subordinates

of prudence and experience, I think the expedition could be

secretly managed in the spring or early summer."

This scheme, was never consummated, coming as it did so

soon before the termination of the war.

What I have here recorded does not do justice to the naval

career of Capt. Murdaugh. That the services he performed do

not appear to be brilliant or distinguished, yet nevertheless they
were of great value to the Confederacy.

Nothing was more vital to the success of the Confederacy
than the securing of guns and ammunition, and this service re-

quired a man of intelligence, tact and diplomacy, and was well

performed by him.

One thing is certain, no one sacrificed more for his beloved

State and Southland than he did; none were more faithful in

the discharge of duty, no matter how insignificant the work

assigned might have been; no officer in the United States or

Confederate States navies was braver and his record is one
that I believe his city and' his State can feel justly proud of.

I thank you for your attention.
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BLACK EAGLE COMPANY.

A Typical Command of Confederate Soldiers,

By H. E. WOOD, Ex-Color Sergeant, Eighteenth Virginia Regiment.

As it has been requested that a roster of the different organiza-

tions of the Confederate army be given, I will endeavor to give

as completed record of the Black Eagle Company of Cumberland

county, Va., as I can now remember, after an interval of thirty-

eight years. This company was mustered into the service at

Richmond, April 23rd, i86i
;
and was known afterwards as Com-

pany E. Eighteenth regiment, Virginia Voluntee^ and had the

following list of officers, non-commissioned officers and privates :

Harrison, Carter H., first captain, promoted major, Eleventh

Virginia Regiment; killed at Bull Run, Va., i8th July, 1861.

Harrison, Randolph, second captain; promoted colonel in

Wise's Legion; lost his leg near Petersburg, Va., April, 1865;
dead.

Shields, Dr. Thomas P., third captain; wounded at Games'

Mill, Va., 27th June, 1862
; promoted surgeon.

Leitch, Thomas M., second lieutenant
; exempted from ser-

vice 1862.

Cocke, Edmund R., fourth captain; wounded at Gettysburg,

Pa., 1863.

Weymouth, John E., first lieutenant; wounded at Gettysburg,

Pa., 1863; dead.

Austin, Cornelius, second lieutenant ; killed at Gettysburg, Pa.,

1863.

Cocke, William F., third lieutenant; killed at Gettysburg, Pa.,

Dobbs, Henry J., color sergeant; promoted lieutenant; wounded
at Frazer's Farm, Va., 1st July, 1862.

NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS AND PRIVATES.

Bagby, Bates, killed near Petersburg, Va., 1865.

Barker, Charles, exempted from service, 1861
; dead.
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Barker, Jesse, color sergeant; killed at Sharpsburg, Md., 1862.

Barker, Joce, exempted from service, 1862.

Barker,, John, killed at Gettysburg, Pa., 1863.

Bootwright, James, killed on picket post near Richmond, Va.,

1862.

Boston, Solon A., color sergeant, killed at Williamsburg, Va.,

May ist, 1862.

Bragg, William, exempted from service, 1862.

Bryant, Richard A., died in service, 1862.

Carroll, John D., lost his life capturing a Federal gunboat,

winter, 1864.

Clift, M. B., died since the war.

Clopton, Walter, wounded at Gettysburg, Pa., 1863.

Cosby, Charles, exempted from service, 1861.

Cosby, George, corporal ;
wounded at Games' Mill, Va., 1862

;

dead.

Cosby, Richard, killed at Games' Mill, Va., 1862.

Daingerfield, John } exempted from service, 1861
; dead.

Daniel, John C, transferred to cavalry 1862; dead.

Dawson, Judson, wounded at Games' Mill, Va.^ 1862.

Dawson, William, exempted from service, 1861.

Dowdy, James, killed at Gettysburg, Pa., 1863.

Duncan, Joseph, on detail service during the war.

Fleming, A. J., orderly sergeant ; exempted from service, 1862.

Flippen, E. A., wounded at Games' Mill, Va., 1862.

Frayser, James, exempted from service, 1862.

Frayser, Robert, color sergeant; wounded near Richmond,

Va., 1862.

Frayser, William, wounded at Gettysburg, Pa., 1863.

French, Hugh H.
;
wounded at Gettysburg, Pa., 1863; dead.

Gilliam, Carter, orderly sergeant ; killed at Gettysburg, Pa.,

1863.

Goodman, E. M., exempted from service, 1861.

Goodman, Robert T., wounded July 2Oth, near Manassas, Va.,
1861.

Goodman, W. D., transferred to cavalry, 1862.

Gray, Thomas A., substituted, 1862; dead.

Harrison, Dr. T. J., promoted surgeon, 1861 ; dead.

Harris, Henry J., transferred to cavalry, 1862.
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Hudgins, Elijah G., substituted, 1861 ; dead.

Hudgins, Frank, wounded ~at Sharpsburg,, Md., 1862
; dead.

Hudgins, T. W., on detail service, 1862.

Hughes, Thomas Anderson, transferred from Twenty-eighth

Virginia regiment, 1861
;
died in service, 1862.

Isbell, James T., exempted from service, 1862
;
dead.

Jackson, B. F., sergeant, exempted from service, 1862; dead.

Jackson, P. H., exempted from service, 1862; dead.

Johnson, Columbus, on detail service; dead.

Johnson, E. A., killed at Seven Pines, Va., 1st June, 1862.

Johnson, E. S.

Johnson, Howard, came as a substitute in the winter of 1861 ;

deserted near Williamsburg, Va., May 1862; evidently a spy.

Johnson, Lyttleton T., wounded at Frayser's Farm, Va., ist

July, 1862.

Martin, Austin, killed at Manassas, Va., 2ist July, 1861.

Mayo, Joseph H., transferred to Cavalry, 1862.

Mayo, William H., transferred to Cavalry, 1862; dead.

Morton, James, killed at Gettysburg, Pa., 1863.

Page, William Nelson, killed at Manassas, Va., 1861, July 2ist.

Pendleton, E. H., on detail service during the war; dead.

Pettit, Lucius H., killed near Petersburg, Va., 1864.

Ryals, James D., served as courier to General Pickett.

Sclater, Richard O., wounded at Games' Mill, Va., 1862.

Spencer, John M., (volunteer), wounded at Games' Mill, Va.,

1862.

Steger, A. C, wounded at Games' Mill, Va., 1862.

Steger, Robert H., killed at Sharpsburg, Md., 1862.

Toler, Samuel A., killed at Games' Mill, Va., 1862.

Toler, William, exempted from service, 1861
; dead.

Walton, Dr. Richard P., promoted surgeon of the regiment;
dead.

Weymouth, William, died from the result of wounds received

at Games' Mill, Va., 1862.

Wilkinson, George, exempted from service, 1861.

Wlikinson, Richard, exempted from service, 1862; dead.

Wood, H. E., color sergeant; wounded at Games' Mill, Va.,
1862.
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Wood, J. Hv sergeant ; wounded five times, losing at one time

a pound and a half of flesh from his thigh and hip from a canon

shot; is now living near Eaton, Weld county, Colorado, and an

active business person.

RECRUITS.

Anderson, Nat., Carrington, Robert, wounded at Gettysburg,

Pa., 1863; Clopton, Mortimer, Covington, Creasy, Creasy, Cren-

shaw, Dodson, Dyson, Goodman, William; Gordon, Haley,

Hewitt, Hurt, Moore, Padgett, William; Poole, Quarles, Ran-

som, Henry, transferred from Company H., 1863 ; Smith, Var-

ner, Wakeham, John E., killed near Petersburg, Va., April, 1865 ;

Webb, Winfree, William, was on detail service during the war.

In giving the roster of the Black Eagle Company, of Cum-
berland county, Va, I venture to say that the morale of that com-

pany could be taken as a fair representation of the Virginia

troops. In its rank and file were soldiers who had been edu-

cated at the University of Virginia, the Virginia Military In-

stitute, Princeton, New Jersey, and the very best medical in-

stitutions of learning in the United States. Along with these

soldiers of culture and refinement came another class not so

fortunate in the walks of life, but who had been educated to a

certain standard in the common schools of our country. There

were soldiers in this Company who represented as much negro
and other property interests as could be found in the State.

There were other soldiers in this company who never owned
a negro nor property of any value. These two separate and dis-

tinct classes of soldiers, financially and socially, so to speak,

contended for their rights on the field of battle as if each indi-

vidual soldier had been a millionaire.. The humble and unpre-
tentious cot of the peasant was his castle and was no more to

be invaded and devastated than the palatial residence of the

prince. There was one motive which impelled and united this

sentiment into one common thought, that of driving from their

homes the invaders. Much has been said since the war about

the Confederate war being the rich man's war and the poor
man's fight. A palpable fallacy and a flagrant injustice done

the brave, patriotic volunteers of that army. I think I can re-

fute to some extent such heinous charges in relating the death
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of two soldiers of the Black Eagle Company, Captain Carter

B. Harrison and Private Jesse Barker.

Captain Harrison, representing, as he did, to the highest de-

gree, the intelligence, culture, wealth and chivalry of the South.

He was a soldier and a patriot by birth. With these natural

endowments he had been thoroughly trained at the Virginia

Military Institute. He organized the Black Eagle Company
and mustered it into service, but soon afterwards was promoted

Major of the Eleventh Virginia Volunteers. At Bull Run,

Va., 1 8th of July, 1861, the enemy made an attack on his regi-

ment from the opposite side of the stream. Major Harrison

asked permission to dislodge them. It was granted. He, with
the Jeff Davis Guard, of Lynchburg, Va., charged and drove

the enemy from their position. Major Harrison fell mortally

wouned, living only a short while, thus exemplifying in life

and death all the characteristics of his grand and glorious an-

cestry, having filled every station in life to which he had been

called, according to his highest standard.

A GOOD MAN.

Jesse Barker, the counterpart as a soldier, was of humble and

obscure parentage, possessing no earthly comforts unless it was
the battered and faded Confederate uniform which wrapped his

body, serving as a winding sheet for his burial, he having been

buried where he fell.

Jesse Barker had seen more than a score of his comrades

killed and wounded carrying the flag of his regiment. He saw

Boston killed at Williamsburg, Va. He saw the entire color guard,

consisting of a sergeant and eight corporals killed and wounded

at Games' Mill, Va. He witnessed the same fatality among his

comrades four days afterwards at Frayser's Farm, Va., when
the entire color guard was again shot down. He saw the head

of Garland Sydnor, of Lunenburg county, Va., one of the noblest

soldiers in the army, crushed to a pulp with a cannon shot, bear-

ing aloft this same emblem of liberty and love. With these

facts before him, knowing, as he did, that to be the standard

bearer of the regiment made his killing or wounding inevitable,
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yet when a volunteer ensign was called for, Jesse Barker offered

his services.

The test came at Sharpsburg, Md. It became necessary to

change the position of the regiment, then in action. Major

George C. Cabell, of Danville, Va., commanding the regiroent

at that time, than whom no truer patriot or braver soldier

ever drew a sword in defense of a country, gave the command,
"Color and general guides post/' which meant that the color

sergeant should advance fifteen paces to the front of the regi-

ment.

A SAD AFFAIR.

In the din and confusion of battle Barker did not hear the

command and did not advance. Major Cabell, seeing his orders

disregarded, and supposing Barker was hesitating about it, rep-

rimanded him, called him a coward, and asked that same brave

soldier take the flag and go forward with it. Barker heard that

and told Major Cabell he was no coward and was ready then to

make as much sacrifice for the cause as any soldier in the army,

and, if ordered to do so, he would advance with his flag as far

toward the enemy as any other soldier would do, and asked

that the order be repeated. Major Cabell again gave his order.

Barker quickly advanced the fifteen paces to the front and stood

waving the flag he loved so well in the face of the enemy till

he fell a corpse.

While Jesse Barker was poor in purse, he was rich in patriotic

devotion. He was as true patriot, as fearless and intrepid a

soldier as ever faced an enemy, and as proud of being a volun-

teer soldier in the Confederate ranks as if he had been com-

mander-in-chief of the army.
So much for the rich man's war and the poor man's fight.

Each of these soldiers did his duty to the death, rich and poor

alike, learned and unlearned.

There is another instance of patriotic devotion and loyalty to

the Southern cause, that of John M. Spencer, of Buckingham
county, Va. Spencer was too young at the beginning of the

hostilities to be enrolled as a soldier, but being very patriotic,

he volunteered his services with the color guard of the Black

Eagle Company for the battle of Seven Pines, Va. He passed

through that baptism of fire and leaden hail unscathed, which
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nerved him to try his luck again at Games' Mill, Va. He was
more fortunate this time when he received his mark of honor:

was wounded and afterwards joined Mosby's command; was

captured and confined at Fort Warren, Mass., till the cruel war
was over, and is now living at Berkley, California, as patriotic

as ever a good old rebel yet.

The Black Eagle Company was mustered into service with

sixty members, twenty-two of whom were killed in battle, twenty-
two wounded, two died of disease contracted in camp, seven

were exempted (too old at that time for the service, in 1862, the

Confederate Congress at that time made that provision for them),
six were retired from physical disability. Only one of the first

organizations whose name I can now recall who remained with

the company from its inception to its ending escaped a gun-
shot wound, and he was on detached duty.

When the roll was called on the fatal field of Gettysburg be-

fore that immortal charge was made eighteen of the first en-

listed members answered ready for duty. When the charge had

ended eight were dead, nine were wounded and prisoners. Only
one escaped an injury. A nobler band of patriots never banded

together for any cause. I am sure they would have done their

duty as the Spartans did at the Pass of Thermopylae, or as the

allied forces did at Balaklava, or anywhere on earth where de-

votion to a cause or loyalty for a country would have been con-

spicuous.

It can be truthfully said of them that they gave their bodies

to their country and their souls to their God. If in making this

roster I have erred, making it as I had to do from memory, I

am sure my ex-comrades will pardon me, and I trust they will

not think I have been making an effort to discriminate in men-

tioning them, as I have done the names of Major Harrison and

Jesse Barker. It is a difficult task to discriminate or draw a

line of distinction when so many gallant and meritorious soldiers

were doing their duty.

THE ROLL BOOK.

Carter Gilliam, our orderly sergeant, was killed at Gettysburg

and his body left upon the field. He had the roll book of our

company with him, and as such it was lost. I will relate an
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incident in connection with our roll book which may be of in-

terest to the surviving members of the company, as told me by
Thomas W. Shiffleth, who was color sergeant for the Fourteenth

Regiment, Virginia Volunteers a soldier never known to shirk

a duty nor flinch in battle. Shiffleth, in attempting with his

flag in his hand to follow General Armistead over the stone

fence, had a Federal soldier to thrust his musket in his face,

shooting him below the eye, the ball coming out through the

back of his head. He fell unconscious and remained in that

condition during that day and the following night, till next

morning, when he was around to consciousness by a Federal

soldier, giving him a kick, supposing him dead, remarking to

a comrade he had killed him the day before when attempting to

climb over the stone fence.

The Federal, realizing the fact that Shiffleth was yet alive,

entered into conversation with him, and in making a display of

the valuables he had rifled from the bodies of Confederate dead,

our roll book was seen among them, showing he had robbed

the dead body of our orderly sergeant.

The Federal soldier at once gave Shiffleth all necessary at-

tention, and had him taken to a hospital, placed upon a cot near

the cot of a wounded Federal, who began twitting Shiffleth about

the disaster which had befallen our army the day before, re-

marking that they had whipped us. Shiffleth told him he had

not been whipped, and if his cot could be placed near enough for

him to get hold of him he could then whip him.

Shiffleth survived the war a year or more, and died from

the effects of his wound at Gettysburg. I regret that I could

not be more explicit and accurate in recording the names and

deeds of the recruits, most of whom came to the company during
the winter of 1864 and were not long with the command before

its surrender and came from different sections of the State, un-

like the old organization, all of whom I knew personally and
who were Cumberland county men to the manner born.

H. E. WOOD,

Ex-Color Sergeant, Eighteenth Regiment.
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[From Richmond, Va., Times-Dispatch.]

MAJOR ANDREW REID VENABLE, JR.

By W. GORDON McCABE.

Died, on October 15, 1909, at "Millwood," near Farmville, Va.,

Major Andrew Reid Venable, Jr., formerly Adjutant and In-

spector-General of the Cavalry Corps of the Army of Northern

Virginia, in his seventy-seventh year.

"This fell sergeant, Death, is strict in his arrest," as Shake-

speare tells us, and thus has been struck from the rolls of sur-

vivors of that glorious army the name of one of the noblest gen-

tlemen and most daring soldiers who ever periled life for hearth

and home and country.

But it is only from "the roll of survivors" that his name has

been stricken, for on the deathless roll itself, his name shall blaze

so long as freemen shall revere those stern and warlike virtues

that make men strong to meet with unshaken front the very

stroke of fate.

Born of an ancient and honorable race, distinguished from

Colonial days for inflexible integrity, high courage and keen in-

tellectual gifts nourished in the most heroic traditions of the

Commonwealth he proved himself in every relation of life as

husband, father, kinsman and comrade worthy of the noble

stock from which he sprung.

His life before the war ("the war" to us beyond all other

wars it must ever be), was uneventful just the life of the aver-

age young Virginian of good family, "straining at the leash" and

eager to get beyond the somnolent life of prosaic surroundings.

It may be told in few words, for his real life lay within the

four years of war. He was born at the "Vineyard" (one of the

old Venable estates), in Prince Edward county, on December

2, 1832, son of Samuel Woodson and Jane Reid Venable was

graduated from Hampden-Sidney College before he was twenty,

in the class of 1852 disdained to settle down as "a small

planter," and so "went West" to seek his fortunes, speedily de-

ciding on St. Louis as his new home. There, owing to his in-
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dustry, quick intelligence and spirit of enterprise, his business

success was almost instant. What is far more to the purpose,
it was there that he met socially two people who were to play
the chief part in his life Miss Stevens, a niece of Governor

Stevens, of Maryland, a lady destined within a few years to be-

come his wife under the most romantic circumstances while

he was an escaped prisoner in the enemy's country and Lieu-

tenant J. E. B. Stuart, U. S. A., who, though but twenty-two,

had just proved his warlike mettle in the campaign against the

fierce Apaches, as a young officer of the famous old "Rifles," and

who, now transferred to the First Cavalry, had been assigned

duty at Jefferson Barracks, St. Louis.

An intimate friendship sprung up at once between Venable

and the. brilliant young officer, for they were both enthusiastic

Virginians, both far from home and both in the very "May-morn
of their youth."

Little did either then dream that, within ten years, one should

become a great cavalry leader, "dazzling a world with deeds,"

and the other ride by his bridle-rein as his most trusted staff

officer. But Stuart soon went his way to fight the Sioux and

the Cheyennes, receiving in the campaign against the latter a

grievous wound in the desperate action at Soloman's Fork, Kan.,

while Venable, with characteristic tenacity, stuck to his business

enterprises with such effect, that, within a few years, he had ac-

cumulated what was then reckoned a handsome competence.

But party spirit was running high through all the land

and nowhere, North or South, were sectional animosities so in-

tense and bitter as in St. Louis. "The Southern element," as

it was called, dominated "society," but the bulk of the population,

"the plain people" (in large measure Germans), sided with the

"Abolitionists" and "Free-Soilers."

Young Venable, who had been bred up in the "strict States'

Rights school," and who, through temperament, contemned every-

thing savoring of compromise" or "expediency," threw himself

with all the passion of his ardent nature into the struggle that

had even then begun between Secessionists and Union men for

control of Missouri in the impending conflict.

Then burst the storm of war, and Venable, without a mo-

ment's hesitation, threw up his prosperous business (though toe
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well knew that it meant the sacrifice of everything he had ac-

cumulated), and sped to his mother State, where he at once en-

listed as a private soldier in the "Third Battery" of "Richmond

Howitzers/' then under orders to join the "Army of the Penin-

sula."

He was at this time, as the writer of these lines remembers

(for we were in the same gun-detachment), a singularly hand-

some man, genial, yet dignified, blessed with a keen sense of

humor, fond of a good story, but instantly austere at any hint

or irreverence touching religious matters, always cheery when

hardships had to be endured, and speedily became known to offi-

cers and men as one of the most resolute and daring soldiers in

the command. The "Third Battery" of Howitzers" saw, per-

haps, more actual fighting than any other artillery company in

"the Army of the Peninsula," and Venable, born trooper though
he was, was always proud and glad, during the years after the

war, to meet in "reunion" his old artillery comrades, with whom,
as simple cannoneer he had received his first "baptism of fire."

He took part with his battery in all the actions and minor

affairs of that army in '61, and of the "Army of Northern Vir-

ginia" until the summer of 1862, when he was made "Captain
and Commissary" of the First Regiment of Virginia Artillery,

commanded by the gallant and accomplished Colonel John
Thompson Brown (former Captain of the "Second Battery" of

"Howitzers") who at the very beginning of the "Campaign of

'64" fell in action at "The Wilderness," mourned by an army.
This position Venable held until the spring of '63.

Commissaries and Quartermasters, with few exceptions, never

went into action. Indeed, for them to do so, was contrary to

explicit and very proper "orders." So, too, of Surgeons. But
Venable could no more keep out of a fight than Stuart's "Chief

Surgeon," Talcott Eliason, of whom Stuart says in his rollick-

ing fashion (in his official report of the Gettysburg Campaign) :

"Surgeon Eliason, though without a superior in his profession,

would, from his conduct on the field, excel as a Colonel of Cav-

alry."

The "Commissary of the First Virginia Artillery" had a way
of suddenly turning up in the very thick of things to ask his

Colonel some utterly idle and irrelevant question about rations
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for the men, and the Colonel tried to look severe and the bat-

tery commanders winked at each other and at Venable, when
the latter said, "And now, sir, if I could carry any orders for

you, as I see your Adjutant has gone."
Thus it was that Stuart, who, on Jackson's fall on the even-

ing of May 2nd, at Chancellorsville, had been put in command
of Jackson's Corps, met Venable in the very thickest of the bat-

tle of the 3rd day. Venable had come up to ask his Colonel

whether he didn't think "a bean ration would be good for the

men."

He never proposed that momentous question to his "Regimen-
tal Commander."

Stuart, who handled Jackson's Corps on that day with superb

skill, came suddenly in the woods upon the conscientious "Com-

missary." They had never seen each other since the old St.

Louis days, but the recognition was instant. Stuart, who had

sent off every staff officer with urgent, and almost inspired,

orders, grasped his hand, and said, "Venable, I've sent off my
last man. You must take this order to the left. There is no

one else. I assume all responsibility." "Certainly, sir," replied

Venable, saluting, and most delighted, and away he sped through
the woods reverberating with the fierce, wild cries of the victo-

rious Confederates, driving the enemy from their last stubborn

stand. All through that glorious day (the tactical masterpiece

of the nineteenth century, as was Leuthen of the eighteenth),

Venable carried Stuart's orders, and when night fell, as they

lay by the camp fire, told a kindred spirit how he chafed at "be-

ing in a bomb-proof."

"I shall ask that for your services to-day," said Stuart, "you
be assigned my staff."

For Stuart to ask (after his own brilliant work), was to have,

and so Venable, within a few days, was assigned to the Head-

quarter Staff of the Cavalry, with the rank of Major, and an-

nounced in "General Orders" as "Assistant Adjutant and In-

spector-General of the Corps."

From that time until his capture at the battle of Hatcher's

Run (or Burgess's Mill), in the autumn of 1864 (Oct. 27th),

the story of Venable's career is the story of that splendid body

of horse, whose deeds gave Stuart his imperishable renown.
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It was "an open secret" at Cavalry Headquarters, that of all

the splendid and capable staff officers there Heros Von Borcke

(of the "Madgeburg Dragoons") and Henry McClellan and

young "The." Garnett Venable was closest to Stuart. When-
ever most perilous service was to the fore, Venable was selected

for that service, and wherever the Headquarter guidon of Lee's

horse blazed in the van of trampling squadrons, there always
was Andrew Venable, riding "bit to bit," by the bridle-rein of

the gay and debonnair Rupert of the South.

It is sad, in a way, to his surviving comrades, that the story

of his brilliant career will never be told. But it is no worse in

this case than in that of "Willy" Pegram, or "Jim" Breathed, or

Beckham, or "Jimmy Thompson," or Victor Girardey, and many,

many others, whose names were "household words" as stubborn

fighters, in an army of stubborn fighters, who are yet unknown

to-day to the people for whose liberties they yielded up their

lives.

Still, one may be allowed to cite one or two instances in that

career if only for his children's sake to evidence how absolute

was his Chief's confidence in the readiness of resource and cool

daring of this favorite staff officer in desperate and critical

events.

In the Gettysburg Campaign, when Stuart had lost touch with

Lee's columns (because of his daring raid towards the Susque-

hanna), and had finally recognized the imperious necessity of

communicating with the commanding general, Venable was

the officer chosen to make his way through the hostile country,

swarming with the enemy, and carry to Lee the first direct mes-

sage from his Chief of Cavalry.

The perilous ride was successfully accomplished, and Lee's

official report tells us that on the evening of July 1st, Venable

reported to him the exact whereabouts of his cavalry.

Stuart himself, in his official report of the campaign (dated

August 20th, 1863), says: "The untiring energy, force of char-

acter and devotion to duty of Major Andrew R. Venable, In-

spector-General, and of Lieutenant G. M. Ryal, C. S. Army,
Provost Marshal, deserves my special gratitude and praise."
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As we shall see later on, Venable and Ryal were again to

have special mention together for signal service, after their bril-

liant chief had fallen in battle.

In October, 1863, three months after Gettysburg, Lee, ever

ready to strike and confident in the aggressive morale of his

veterans of confirmed hardiness, began a movement around the

right flank of Meade's army (then lying in Culpeper), with a

view to forcing his late
'

anatagonist again to battle. This is

known to old soldiers as "the Bristoe Campaign."

The duty assigned Stuart was to guard Lee's right and screen

the movement from the enemy's powerful and skillfully-handled

horse. It was a most difficult and delicate service, and Lee's in-

structions prove beyond question how entirely his Chief of Cav-

alry retained his great commander's complete confidence. Stuart,

chafing under half-muttered cavillings, and eager to have a

chance to sweep away every cloud of adverse criticism, showed

up at his best from start to finish. In the saddle day and night,

he handled his small cavalry force against the preponderating

squadrons of the enemy with a happy blending of prudence and

audacity that friend and foe alike (among trained soldiers) ap-

plauded with generous accord.

But his wise audacity (which, if unsuccessful, would have

been termed "foolish rashness") had at one point what is known

as "a very close call." The story is familiar to the old troopers

of his command and is too long to detail here. Suffice it to say,

that he discovered a movement of the enemy's infantry that

neither he nor Lee had suspected. As usual, he selected Vena-

ble to carry the news to the commanding general, instructing

him to "ride by way of Auburn," which Lomax, with his brigade
of horse, was supposed to hold. Venable sped upon his mission,

and rode confidently into Auburn, only to ride out as fast as he

could put spur to horse under a tempest of bullets, for Lomax
had just been driven from the place and Kilpatrick's troopers
held all the roads. But the trusted staff officer, with more than

one "touch-and-go" escape, made a wide detour, knowing every
foot of the country even in the darkness, and safely delivered

the message to Lee.
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In those heroic days, compliments did not fly thick and fast,

as in "the great Spanish War/' and to be mentioned in dispatches

meant a good deal. Of this daring ride, Stuart says simply, in

his official report: "Major Andrew R. Venable, Jr., A. A. and

Inspector-General, deserves special mention for his conduct in

evading the enemy near Auburn and reaching the Commanding
General with important dispatches on the night of October I3th."

To this generation, those few words may not mean much. To

Andrew Venable's surviving comrades, they are pregnant with

martial meaning.
But the "hero of Gettysburg" had no desire to "try conclu-

sions" with his fierce and wary adversary, and slipped away
from the crucial test, counting its avoidance a clever manoeuvre.

What a complete answer to latter-day military sciolists, who
blame Meade for not pursuing Lee after Gettysburg, blatantly as-

suming the demoralization of that veteran soldiery that had

stormed "Cemetery Hill."

The story of Venable's services during the winter of '6^64,
when Stuart, despite his being compelled to scatter his command
because of lack of forage, was yet continually "beating up the

enemy's quarters" (as his Cavalier prototype was wont to ex-

press it), must be sought in official dispatches.

Then, in the spring of '64, began the greatest of Lee's cam-

paigns a grim wrestle of eleven months, with the guns "going"

night and day in which the Confederate commander, from the

Wilderness to Cold Harbor, put hors-de-combat more men than

he had taken into the campaign, and again, from Cold Harbor
to Five Forks, put hors-de-combat as great a number as had

been left him for the defense of Petersburg and Richmond.

Grant crossed the Rapidan on May 4th, and on May 5th.

"Stuart in person conducted Lee's advance (A. P. Hill's Corps)
to strike the enemy on the Plank Road. It is no exaggeration,
but only severest truth to say that from that moment, the Com-
mander of the Cavalry Corps, night and day in the saddle, with

only a few hours' sleep during the twenty-four, never lost ag-

gressive contact with the enemy's infantry and cavalry, until the

fatal May nth, at "Yellow Tavern," when he fell mortally
wounded from a random pistol-shot fired by a retreating Fed-

eral trooper.
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The story of that desperate fight, so tragic in the cruel dis-

parity of numbers, has been too often told to need repetition

here. As they lifted Stuart, stricken with his mortal hurt, into

the ambulance, he saw some disorganized troopers retreating to

the rear. Raising himself up, the old light of battle shining in

his eyes, his voice rang out in imperious tones: "Go back! go
back! Do your duty as I've done mine. I'd rather die than be

whipped." And once again the little handful turned and stayed
the tide of thundering onset.

Venable tenderly bore his chief from the field to Richmond,
and then, like a true soldier, galloped back at once to the front.

He had looked his last on the face of the man of whom to his

dying day he could never speak save with deep emotion.

But, as the brilliant cavalry leader lay a-dying, he did not for-

get this loyal friend and comrade, knit to him by so many ties

of joyous camaraderie and common danger.

As was natural, Stuart was passionately fond of horses, was

always superbly mounted, and rode like a Centaur. Of all his

horses, his "gallant gray" was his favorite, and, just before he

breathed out his dauntless soul, after directing that his personal

effects shouldd be sent to his wife, turning to his faithful Ad-

jutant-General, Henry McClellan, whispered, "Take the bay and

let Venable have my gray."

He then added, "I am going fast: God's will be done," and

so the bugles sang "Lights Out" to the wearied trooper, and he

fell on heroic sleep.

It may not be impertinent to set down here that the writer of

these lines was sittting on his horse at Spotsylvania C. H., close

to Lee, when the telegram was handed the latter announcing

Stuart's fall at "Yellow Tavern." Lee's simple words on read-

ing the telegram constitute, to our mind, Stuart's noblest epitaph

and should have been graved upon the pedestal of his statue:

"Gentlemen," he said (evidently greatly moved), "we have very

bad news. General Stuart has been mortally wounded." He

paused for a few moments, and then exclaimed impressively : "He

never brought me a piece of false information!' Think of it!

from the commander of a veteran army, touching his Chief of

Cavtlry "the eyes and ears" of that army!
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After Stuart's death, Venable was for a brief time assigned

staff-duty with the Major-General W. H. F. Lee, but in August
was reassigned to the Headquarters of the Cavalry Corps, with

his old duties as Inspector-General, on the staff of General Wade

Hampton.

Time would fail to deal in detail with the active part he bore

in the constant cavalry engagements of those stirring August
and September days.

But one signal service may, at least, be touched upon.

On September I4th (1864), Hampton, having ascertained

through his scouts the exact location of the great "corral" for

the "supply cattle" of the Army of the Potomac, determined to

make a bold raid in Grant's rear, and, if possible, to "lift" (in

Hieland phrase) the fat beeves there congregated, of which the

Federals always had plenty, while at this time the chief food of

the hungry Confederate was but half a ration of "hard tack" and

rancid pork. For many months, indeed, Lee's veterans, like the

English just before "Agincourt," had been "shrewdly out of

beef," but Hampton knew that (as the Constable of France al-

lowed of his adversaries on the eve of that historic day) "give

them great meals of beef, and iron and steel, they will eat like

wolves and fight like devils."

To penetrate so far to the enemy's rear seemed to many of

the boldest a rash undertaking, but the actual "cutting out" of

this immense herd (by official count, two thousand four hundred

and eighty-six) was brilliantly accomplished under the very noses

of the astounded Federals, and then came the most critical part

of the expedition. To "round up" and bring off such a number

of cattle demanded the readiest shrewdness, coolest courage and

wariest management. The enemy, after their first overwhelm-

ing amazement, recovered their wits
; telegraph wires were kept

hot from City Point to Grant's front, and very speedily Hampton
was so hard pressed by both cavalry and infantry that a less reso-

lute fighter would have abandoned his booty and thought only
of escape. But Hampton knew Lee's great need of proper food

for the men, and at all times was an officer of prompt resource

and most stubborn courage. He placed Venable and Ryal in

charge of the escort that was to drive the cattle, and turned about
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himself to hold the swarming enemy in check, until the cattle

might be herded across the Nottoway to some point of safety.

'Twas a great feat, accomplished with consummate skill and judg-

ment, and who of us can ever forget the great shout that went

up from the gaunt veterans in the trenches, to whom it meant

returning health and vigor and renewed strength to fight on for

the cause that grew even closer to their hearts.

In his official report, Hampton says (September 27th, 1864) :

"Major Venable, of my staff, was ordered to superintend this

movement of the cattle, and, with Major Ryal, Provost Marshal,

who had been very efficient in conducting it up to this time, to

place them quickly across the Nottoway River at Freeman's

Ford. These officers discharged their duty admirably, and the

successful manner in which the cattle were brought off is due

very much to their zeal and enterprise."

On October 27th, in the great action at Hatcher's Run, in

which Grant received another lesson that we "still could sting,"

and sting sharply, Venable, while carrying an important mes-

sage from gallant "Jimmy" Deering (one of Lee's "Boy-Briga-

diers") to Hampton, in making his way through the heavily-

wooded country, rode headlong into the enemy's pickets and

was promptly captured. He was at once carried before the

officer commanding that part of the picket line, who, very im-

properly, threatened him with direful bodily harm when Venable

flatly refused to answer a single one of his questions. He would

not even tell him to whose command he belonged. The officer

became more irate, and more insistent that he should tell him

at once the position and number of troops engaged and other

like information. Venable, who never "set his life at a pin's

fee" in any matter involving soldiery honor, and who could be,

on occasion, as scornful as he was fearless, blazed out upon the

Federal commander with such scathing words as the latter pro-

bably never forgot. In his official report of the part borne by
his command in this battle, Brigadier-General Trios. V. Eagan,
U. S. V. (on whose line he was captured) has but little to say

of the incident, but that little "speaks volumes" to those who
knew Venable, and who can "read between the lines:" "Here

my skirmishers captured Major Venable, formerly Inspector-Gen-
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eral of Stuart's Cavalry, and now Adjutant-General (it is thought,

[sic]), of Hampton's Division. He would give no information!"

That officer little knew the adamant he was "up against !"

The romantic story of Venable's adventures after his capture

and confinement in the "Old Capitol Prison," in Washington,
his dare-devil escape by leaping through the window of the car

that was carrying him to "Fort Delaware," as the train slowed

up in the dusk of evening near Philadelphia his successful con-

cealment, through the active help of "Southern Sympathizers" in

that rabid and envenomed "City of Brotherly Love" (old St.

Louis friends of Stuart's were these sympathizers), who not only
secreted the young Virginian at great personal risk, but pressed

upon him unlimited money for emergencies his cool assumption
of the role of an "oil-land promoter" his frequent trips to the

Pennsylvania oil-fields to pick up hints, for better playing the

"part" his writing his fiancee, Miss Stevens (who had come
on to Baltimore with her aunt, to avoid the persecution in St.

Louis of "Rebel sympathizers"), begging her to make a few

rapid preparations for marriage, following up the letter (charac-

teristically) with a telegram, "Come with your aunt at once"

their marriage by the Rev. Dr. W. S. Plummer in his "study,"
who had been his father's classmate at college, and who was
then living in Philadelphia his wife's departure within a few

days Southward for Baltimore, while he fared Westward to the

oil-fields his making his way gradually, through help of "the

underground," to Hagerstown, Maryland his dash, one stormy

night, on a fleet horse to an unguarded point on the Potomac
the perilous swim across and so back to freedom, and "Old

Virginia" all this, as wild as any chapter in Stevenson or

Dumas, must be told at another time and in another place. A
comrade heard him recount the story soon after his return, and

begged him to write it down then, and he half-promised to do

so, but, as so often happens, never did.

Just after the disastrous "Retreat," which culminated in the

"Surrender" at Appomattox C. H., Mrs. Venable got permission
from the Federal authorities to come to Virginia, and after many
inevitable hardships reached her husband's home in Prince Ed-
ward. The whole of that section had been ravaged by the enemy,
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and desolation reigned supreme. He had now a wife to care

for, besides others dependent on him, and, without any idle re-

pining at the malice of fortune, at once went to "work with a

will/'

Of his life after the war there is small need to speak. It was
the same as that of the great majority of his old comrades.

Enough to say, that he illustrated in every task he essayed
that pithy dictum of a great English thinker that "the reward
of one duty is the power to fulfil another."

His wife now fortunately came into her property, and he him-

self again accumulated a comfortable competence, which within

a few years -was lost through misplaced confidence in others.

Once more with no repining, he began the battle of life, this

time as a simple farmer, and thenceforth devoted himself in

chief measure to advancing agricultural interests throughout the

Commonwealth, being for years prominently identified with the

revived "State Fair" and active in the management of other

kindred organizations.

A simple farmer he indeed continued to the end outwardly,
but in his "heart of heart" (as Hamlet hath it), he always re-

mained a soldier.

He was never "reconstructed" and disdained to pretend that

he was. He was not "glad that the war ended as it did," and

was not slow to express his virile scorn for those who thus

"bowed down in the House of Rimmon."

For the past two or three years, his health had been steadily

failing, but the spirit of the man was invincible, and he never

for a moment abated his activities, so that when the, blow fell at

last, his death proved a great shock to family, kinsmen and

friends.

On October I5th, after a few days' illness, he passed quietly

away at "Millwood," "surrendering his pure soul unto his Cap-

tain, Christ."

He lived in a great time and bore himself through all the

"stress and storm" of it in a manner worthy of his historic line-

age.

After the war there were long years in which he was tried as

by fire, but he ever proved all gold. And he has left to wife
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and children, to kinsmen and comrades, as a precious legacy,

the fragrant memory of his tenderness and purity, his generosity

and integrity, his nice sense of honor and chivalric courage, and

of all those stern and gentle virtues that we unconsciously asso-

ciate with the loftiest type of the high-bred gentleman and daunt-

less soldier.

In contemplating this heroic life, thus rounded, at the last,

with the sleep which He giveth His beloved, we, who miss him

and hold him in our hearts, rising above our own selfish sorrow,

can surely say of him, as Milton says of Sampson:

"Nothing is here for tears, nothing to wail ;

* * * *
nothing but well and fair,

And what may quiet us in a death so noble."

W. GORDON MCCABE.
December 6th, 1909.
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REVIEW OF THE GETTYSBURG CAMPAIGN,

By One Who Participated Therein.

I have frequently been asked by friends and members of my
family to write something of my experiences during the great

Civil War.

The pressure of a busy professional life has left me little in the

way of leisure to gratify this request, and I have always felt that

personal experiences were difficult to recall, and at best interested

but few people.

I have not been unmindful, too, of Max Muller's caution that

he doubted whether any historian would accept a statement made

thirty years after the event, without independent confirmation.

In writing his autobiography, he says, "All that I can vouch for

is, that I read my memory as I should read the leaves of an

old manuscript, from which many letters, nay whole words and

lines have vanished, and when I am often driven to decipher as

a palimpsest what the original uncial writing may have been,

T am the first to confess there may be flaws in my memory, there

may be before my eyes that magic azure which surrounds the

distant past, but I compromise that there shall be no invention,

no Dichtung, instead of Wahrich, but always as far as in me
lies, truth."

An occasional visit to the battlefields of Gettysburg in these

latter years has served to revive my interest in the scenes, some
of which I witnessed nearly fifty years ago.

I have been led to read again some of the discussions which

were so rife after the war as to the causes of General Lee's fail-

ure. These again caused me to review the whole campaign in

the light of the official reports and correspondence which have

since been published, and the result of these investigations in

connection with the facts of which I was personally cognizant

are embodied in the following pages.

Popular interest in the battle of Gettysburg has suffered no

abatement from the lapse of time. In popular imagination the

shouts of the contending hosts, and the echoes of musketry and
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artillery still resound through the valleys and linger upon the op-

posing heights. While the battle is not accounted as sanguinary
as Sharpsburg, and not as picturesque in its setting as Fredericks-

burg, and while there was no brilliant coup de main like that

of Jackson's at Chancellorsville, yet, as marking the turning

point in the fortunes of the war, and repelling the tide of South-

ern invasion, it is by common consent regarded as the most mo-

mentous of all the struggles waged between the army of the Po-

tomac and the army of Northern Virginia.

To the military student of the campaign, the tactical move-

ments on either side, the manner in which the troops were brought
into action, the nature of the ground, the strength of the sev-

eral positions, and how each of them bore on the final result, fur-

nish on a large scale rich material for the study of the art of

war. Notwithstanding the volumes which have been devoted

to the subject, no writer has yet appeared, able to paint the pic-

ture in all its fullness, tracing with bold sweep the general out-

lines, and deftly filling in its multitudinous details.

Historical truth evolves itself slowly. In the diary of the Hon.

Gideon Wells, Secretary of the Navy, now being published, he

records that Mr. Lincoln was extremely dejected at Lee's escape

after the battle, and much displeased that Meade did not press

Lee vigorously. The average Northerner, however, while he

failed, as did Mr. Lincoln, to realize how close the Union army
had been to defeat, was quite willing when success was assured

to forget the panic which swept the country ahead of Lee's invad-

ing army when it made its swift march to the Susquehanna, and

was too elated over the result to care to go much into the in-

quiry how it all came about. This feeling to some extent, affected

the subsequent investigation before a Committee of Congress

upon the conduct of the war. Everyone could afford to be gen-

erous when there was so much cause for mutual congratulation.

In the South it was different
;
the increasing exigencies of the

Confederate government and its narrowing resources, left it no

time during the remainder of its existence, to institute inquiries

into the cause of Lee's failure, and at the conclusion of hostili-

ties, the people were too much engaged in their efforts to re-

pair the waste of war, to think of the past and its mistakes.
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Still, with the army of Northern Virginia and among its of-

ficers and men, from the day their faces were turned again to

the Potomac, the causes of the failure have been a theme of re-

peated, and sometimes angry, discussion.

When the magnanimity of General Lee prompted him, at the

end of the third day, to assume the responsibility for the disas-

ter, it allayed for the time any disposition to fix the responsibility

elsewhere, and so long as he lived, his influence was felt in

restraining heated discussions, which he discouraged as produc-
tive of no good, and the effect of which would be to alienate

from each other those who had been comrades in arms.

The subject, however, was of such a nature, its discussion could

not be finally suppressed. The Gettysburg failure touched too

keenly the pride of the army and the reputation of General

Lee, to permit silence on the part of his followers when it was

believed by many that the responsibility rested upon other shoul-

ders than his own. As time passed the discussion widened, and

it became more and more apparent that General Lee's broad and

generous mantle had covered the shortcomings of more than one

of his lieutenants. One of the contemporary criticisms was di-

rected against General Stuart,, the cavalry leader, who was

charged with having not only committed a fatal blunder, but

with violating his instructions in detaching himself from the

army when the Potomac was crossed, and failing to furnish the

Commander-in-Chief with the information which it was essential

for him to possess. Stuart's brilliant service afterwards, and his

death in battle disarmed any disposition to emphasize whatever

error he may have committed; but it remained for some of the

general staff afterwards to point out and lay stress upon this

feature of the campaign. This view was endorsed by General

Longstreet, to whom Stuart was reporting immediately before

the passage of the Potomac. Colonel John S. Mosby in his book

recently published, entitled, "Stuart's Cavalry in the Gettysburg

Campaign," and in his letters to the press, has undertaken to re-

fute these charges, and to show that Stuart not only acted within

his instructions, but that his detour between Hooker's army and

the city of Washington, was justified by the result, and that had

he been with Lee on the march he could have rendered no spe-
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cial service, and his presence at Gettysburg would have been

practically useless.

The most serious controversy, however, growing out of the

campaign has been over the conduct of General Longstreet on

the second and third days of the battle, and his alleged tardiness

and failure to co-operate cordially with the Commander-in-Chief.

In his book "From Manassas to Appomattox," and in various

publications given to the press, General Longstreet has vigorous-

ly defended himself, and adopting the old Roman method has

sought to carry the war into Africa, and made counter charges,

sometimes with an exhibition of temper which his best friends

must regret.

Now, that nearly all the chief actors in the memorable strug-

gle have passed away, certainly those whose feelings were most

enlisted in the controversies growing out of it, it is not inoppor-

tune to attempt in a dispassionate way a brief historical sketch

of the campaign, tracing the movements of the two armies from

the time they left the neighborhood of Fredericksburg, Va., not-

ing the objects had in view by the Confederate leaders, and point-

ing out the causes of General Lee's failure at Gettysburg.

Mr. Davis in his work entitled "The Rise and Fall of the Con-

federacy," has put himself on record, that the main purpose of

the movement across the Potomac, was to free Virginia from the

presence of the enemy. "If (he says) beyond the Potomac, some

opportunity should be offered so as to enable us to defeat the

army on which our foe most relied, the measure of our success

would be full
;
but if the movement only resulted in freeing Vir-

ginia from the presence of the hostile army, it was more than

could be fairly expected from awaiting the attack which was

clearly indicated."

General Lee's own view of the situation is set forth in a

confidential letter, written by him to M'r. Seddon, the Confederate

Secretary of War, on June 8, 1863, in which he points out that

nothing could be gained by his army remaining quiet on the de-

fensive, which it would have to do unless reinforced, that it was

difficult to take the aggressive with so large an army in his front,

intrenched behind a river where it could not be advantageously

attacked, "and that unless it can be drawn out in a position to
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be assailed, it will take its own time to prepare and strengthen
itself to renew its advance upon Richmond, and force this army
back within the intrenchments of that city." At the date of this

letter General Longstreet, with two divisions of his corps, was ab-

sent from the army, having been detached after the battle of

Fredericksburg and sent to the south side of the James to co-

operate in the capture of Suffolk. Mr. Davis says that in antici-

pation of General Hooker's advance in May, instructions were

sent to General Longstreet to hasten his return to the army with

his two divisions, and notwithstanding the instructions were "re-

peated with urgent insistence, has movements were so delayed

that though the battle of Ghancellorsville did not occur until many

days after he was expected to join, his force was absent when it

occurred."

Some explanation of this apparent reluctance on Longstreet's

part may possibly be gathered from his account of an inter-

view between himself and Mr. Seddon on his way back to the

army, published by the General in his own defence in 1878 in the

Philadelphia Times, and republished in the Southern Historical

Society Papers, vol. 5, page 35. At that interview, when the

situation of the Western armies was being discussed, General

Longstreet says- he unfolded a plan of his own, which was to

concentrate the Western forces under Joe Johnston, against

Rosencranz at Tullahoma, and add his two divisions, which

would enable Johnston to crush Rosencrans
;
after which they

could turn their faces North, and with this "splendid army march

through Tennessee and Kentucky and threaten the invasion of

Ohio." In the march through those States, he thought the army
would meet no organized obstruction, and supplies would be

plentiful. Mr. Seddon, he says, did not accede to his views, not,

he thought from any want of confidence in them, but from the

difficulty of weakening Lee.

The General adds that he was so thoroughly impressed with

the practicability of his plan, that when he reached General Lee

he laid it before him with a certain confidence "justified by their

close personal and official relations." He failed to convince

General Lee, mainly, he says, because if adopted it would force

Lee to divide his army: He says General Lee then asked him
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if he did not think an invasion of Maryland and Pennsylvania

would accomplish the same results, to which he replied he did

not see that it would, and the movement would be too hazarous,

"and the campaign in thoroughly Union States would re-

quire more time and greater preparation than one through Ten-

nessee and Kentucky." The account proceeds,, "I soon discovered

that he (Lee) had determined he would make some forward

movement, and I finally assented that the Pennsylvania campaign

might be brought to a successful issue if he could make it of-

fensive in strategy, but defensive in tactics. This point was urged
with great persistency," &c. These interviews, as reported by
General Longstreet 'himself, are referred to because they reflect

at the very outset his mental attitude, and indicate an unwilling-

ness to enter upon the Maryland-Pennsylvania campaign be-

fore it began. They also reveal an aggressive attitude on the

part of Longstreet towards Lee, which was unsuspected until

this announcement.

After the battle of Chancellorsville, the two armies lay con-

fronting each other on the banks of the Rappahannock : Gen-

eral Hooker's correspondence at that time shows that notwith-

standing his recent disastrous repulse, he was meditating another

advance, and this seems to have been General Lee's expectation.

Hooker, however, was handicapped by instructions from Wash-

ington. The administration seemed unwilling to commit itself

to the hazard of another forward move, and when Hooker in-

quired of headquarters whether it would be within the "spirit of

his instructions" to throw his army South of the river, it met

with that well known response from Mr. Lincoln, "I would not

take any risk of being entangled upon the river, like an ox,

jumped half over a fence, and likely to be torn by dogs, front and

rear, without a fair chance to go one way, or kick the other."

Animated by the views contained in the letter to Mr. Seddon,
and assured of the return of Longstreet's two divisions, General

Lee took the initiative, and on the 3d of June, just a month af-

ter the battle of Chancellorsville, the movement began. McLaws'
divisions of Longstreet's corps, which had remained with the

army, was quietly withdrawn from the front at Fredericksburg,
and put on the march to Culpeper Court House, where Hood's
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division, marching from Hanover Junction, joined it. On the

following day Ewell's corps was set in motion for the same point,

proceeding by a circuitous route through Spotsylvania Court

House and Verdierville, to escape observation, and crossing the

Rapidan about twenty miles above its junction with the Rappa-
hannock. The third corps under A. P. Hill, with extended

front, was left to face the enemy. These movements were con-

ducted with the utmost secrecy, but their magnitude prevented

them from entirely escaping the observation of the enemy.
Hooker's balloons were on the lookout during the day time,

and deserters and spies brought him information that changes
were in progress, but their object and meaning remained a rid-

dle, and he received little or no assistance from the cavalry to-

wards its solution. On June 4th he telegraphed Mr. Stanton,

Secretary of War, that it was reported several of the enemy's

camps had moved during the night previous, and on the 5th he

sent word to Meade, the enemy appeared to have moved the

greater part of its forces from the front.

In a letter to Mr. Lincoln on the same date, after stating what
he thought would be the probable direction of the enemy, he

added, "After giving the subject my best reflection, I am of

opinion it is my duty to pitch into his rear, although in doing
so, the head of his column may reach Warrenton before I return.

Will it be within the spirit of my instructions to do so." It would

appear from this, that General Hooker's confidence in himself

had either been destroyed, or he was in the anomalous position of

being in command of a large army without the power of direct-

ing its movements. Hooker, however, was not entirely sup-

pressed by the reply from Washington.
On the 6th inst., General Sedgwick, with part of his corps,

crossed the river on pontoons, below Fredericksburg, and made
a demonstration on Hill's right, occupying the highway which

led to Bowling Green in Hill's rear, but the movement did not ap-

pear to excite serious apprehension with the Confederates, al-

though Hooker, South of Fredericksburg, was nearer Richmond

than Lee at Culpeper, and although Hill was without a support-

ing musket nearer than Longstreet and Ewell, thirty miles

away. On Sedgwick's advice Hooker withdrew his force to the

north side of the river.
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In separating his army so widely, General Lee doubtless

counted upon the concealment which he had practiced in the

movements of the troops. The cavalry did admirable work in

acting as a screen. He had a right to reckon, too, upon the for-

bearance of his opponent. He felt assured that Hooker would
never venture, or would not be permitted to uncover Washing-
ton, and while he had put the bulk of his army farther from

Richmond than where Hooker's army lay, he was not without

rail communication to the capital. About the same time Hooker

planned a more important expedition to the right. In a letter

to Halleck of June 6th, he expressed his determiniation to break

up the rebel force of cavalry in Culpeper, saying he meant to

send for this purpose all his cavalry, stiffened by about three

thousand infantry, and Pleasanton, the Chief of Cavalry, was

directed to disperse and destroy the rebel forces in the vicinity

of Culpeper, and destroy its trains and supplies, after which he

would be free to move as he thought proper, the instructions

added, "It is believed the enemy has no infantry."

General Stuart had now under his command five brigades of

cavalry, and that arm of the service was greater in numbers and

in better condition than it had ever been before, or ever was

afterwards.

On the 7th of June Stuart arranged for a grand review of his

cavalry by General Lee, who was greatly pleased at their ap-

pearance, and on the following day, in writing a private letter

to his family, he says, "I reviewed the cavalry in this section

yesterday. It was a splendid sight. The men and 'horses looked

well. They had recuperated since last fall. Stuart was in all

his glory," &c.

At daylight on the morning of the 9th, under Pleasanton's

directions, Buford with a division of cavalry crossed the Rappa-
hannock at Beverly Ford, while Gregg with two divisions and

the infantry crossed the stream about seven miles below at

Kelly's Ford, the objective point of both columns being Brandy
Station, about six miles north of Culpeper Court House, towards

which the roads from the two fords converged. The south bank

of the stream at the upper ford was picketed by a single company
of cavalry, Jones' brigade being encamped about a mile and a

half in rear, with a battalion of horse artillery parked in front
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of the brigade and between it and the river. Buford's advance
overwhelmed the small force at the river, and came near running
over and capturing the guns in rear before the horses could be

harnessed and the pieces put in position. A few moments hesita-

tion enabled the gunners with the prompt assistance of the cav-

alry, to check the first onset until better positions could be gained,
and fresh supports arrived. After a stubborn and exciting strug-

gle, Buford was checked and driven back. Gregg, meanwhile,

crossing at the lower ford, and meeting little opposition, ad-

vanced rapidly to Brandy Station, and Stuart, whose camp was
at Fleetwood, a half mile distant, found himself with the enemy
in his rear and front at the same time. The situation was enough
to dismay anyone with a heart less stout than Stuart's, but he

proved himself equal to the occasion. Leaving a brigade to hold

Buford in check, he quickly gathered his remaining forces, and

threw himself upon Gregg with the strength of a giant. The

most sanguinary cavalry battle of the war ensued, and Gregg
was finally forced to withdraw, and he and Buford re-crossed

the river during the afternoon, without having made the dis-

covery that Longstreet's and Ewell's forces were in the vicinity.

In his official report of that date, Pleasanton states that a

train of cars was run up to Brandy Station, filled with infantry,

who opened on his men, and on the following day he reports

having learned from contrabands that five or six divisions of

infantry were near Culpeper and Orange Court House, but the

Confederate infantry were kept concealed, and it proved un-

necessary for them to participate in the engagement.

General Hooker seems to have been possessed of the idea

about this time, that a cavalry raid on a large scale was pro-

jected on the Confederate side. In a letter to Lincoln of the

loth inst., he suggests the probability of a heavy column of in-

fantry being sent by the Confederates to "accompany the cavalry

on the proposed raid," in which case there would be nothing

left to prevent a rapid advance on Richmond, and he concludes

with the inquiry, "If it would not promote the true interests of

the cause for me to advance to Richmond at once?" This pro-

posal, like the previous one, met with no favor from Mr. Lin-

coln, and under the circumstances, it is not surprising.
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Hooker was ignorant of the true situation of Lee's army, and

so were Lincoln and Halleck. In a letter to General Dix, of

the 1 2th instant, Hooker says, "All of Lee's army, so far as I

know, is extended along the immediate bank of the Rappahan-
nock from Hamilton's Crossing to Culpeper. A. P. Hill's corps

is on his right, below Fredericksburg ;
Ewell's corps joins his

left, reaching to the Rapidan and beyond that river is Long-
street's corps."

At the date of that letter, Ewell was crossing the Blue Ridge,
more than two days march from Culpeper, and Longstreet in

a direct line was thirty miles or more from Hill.

Any disposition felt by Hooker to advance, does not seem to

have been seconded by his corps commanders.

General Sedgwick had given it as his opinion, that it was

not safe to mass troops south of the river below Fredericks-

burg, and General Sykes expressed himself as opposed to any
movement across the river with his forces at Banks' and United

States Fords. Baffled and perplexed, and weighed down by his

instructions from Washington, Hooker informed Halleck on the

1 3th, that he was about to transfer the operations of the army
from the line of the Aquia to the Orange and Alexandria Rail-

road, and as daylight dawned on the morning of the I4th, the

last division of the Army of the Potomac could be seen filing

over Staffords Heights on its way to Aquia.
A. P. Hill had been instructed that when the enemy evacuated

his position, he should, if he deemed it practicable, cross the

river and attack his rear, but this he did not see fit to attempt,
and setting out at once on the march, he reached Culpeper in

the evening of the i6th, from whence he proceeded to cross

the Blue Ridge at Chester Gap, reaching Shepherdstown on the

23d, and relieving the division of Ewell's left there to watch

Harper's Ferry.
The first point in General Lee's game of strategy was now

won. He had succeeded in drawing out his adversary from be-

hind his intrenched -works, to a position where he could be as-

sailed on equal terms, and this without a hostile shot, except
on the part of the cavalry. But this was not the only success.

On the day before Hill moved, Ewell had Milroy surrounded
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at Winchester, and on the I4th he captured the place with about

four thousand prisoners, and all the artillery, Milroy escaping

with a fragment of his force to Harper's Ferry.

What must have been Hooker's surprise at receiving on that

date, a telegram from the President, "Do you consider it possi-

ble that fifteen thousand of Ewell's men can now be at Win-

chester?" Later in the day Mr. Lincoln sent another message
from Washington: "So far as we can make out here, th^

enemy have Milroy surrounded at Winchester, and Tyler at

Martinsburg: If they could hold out a few days, could you

help them? If the head of Lee's army is at Martinsburg, and

the tail of it on the Plank Road between Fredericksburg and

Chancellorsville, the animal must be very slim somewhere, could

you not break him?" But it was now too late, the opportunity

had gone. Had there been wise counsel at Washington, the

forces at Winchester and the garrison at Harper's Ferry would

have been withdrawn to the defenses of Washington, and the

safety of that place assured, Hooker should have been allowed

to strike Hill and advance on Richmond.

As the duty of protecting the Confederate capital was en-

trusted to General Lee, much solicitude was excited about this

time by the reports of a Federal expedition threatening Rich-

mond, by way of the Peninsula, which caused him to write to

Mr. Davis, on the I5th, "I hesitate to draw the whole of A. P.

Hill's corps to me; two of Pickett's brigades are at Hanover

Junction and Richmond, so that I am quite weak." On the I9th,

writing from Milwood, he says the difficulty of procuring sup-

plies retards, and renders more uncertain our future movements.

To draw Hooker still further away from his base, however, and

to embarrass him as to the Confederate movements, Longstreet

was pushed forward from Culpeper, along the east base of the

Blue Ridge, through Fauquier and Loudoun counties, with in-

structions to occupy Ashby's and Snickers' Gaps, which he con-

tinued to do to the 2Oth, when he withdrew and camped on the

left bank of the Shenandoah. When Longstreet began his move

from Culpeper, Stuart with his cavalry was directed to cover his

right flank, and guard the passes through the Bull Run Moun-

tains, a range which runs parallel to and east of the Blue Ridge.
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In the meantime Ewell crossed the Potomac on the I5th, with

two of his divisions and proceeded to Hagerstown, Maryland,

while Jenkins's brigade of cavalry was sent to Chambersburg, to

scour the country and gather in supplies.

These movements of the Confederates greatly mystified

Hooker; it was of the greatest consequence to him to know

whether they portended simply a reconnaissance and cavalry

raid, or whether they were the prelude to another invasion. He
could not afford to follow Ewell, and throw his army across the

river, leaving Washington exposed from the South side, and

Lee's whereabouts, and whether he might not be sending re-

inforcements to the Western army remained a great perplexity.

On the other hand, General Lee expresses himself in doubt,

when Hooker swung his right wing towards the waters of the

Upper Potomac, whether his purpose was to occupy Harper's

Ferry, or whether he meditated crossing the mountains and

pushing into the valley.

While it was part of Lee's plan to get Hooker out of Vir-

ginia, he had no wish to hurry him at this juncture. On the

iQth he wrote to Ewell, "Longstreet's corps has been operating

with a view to embarrass the enemy as to our movements, so

as to detain his forces east of the Mountains, until A. P. Hill

could get up to your support ;
should the enemy force a passage,

you would be separated, which it is the object of Longstreet to

prevent if possible.
* * * I very much regret that you have not

the benefit of your whole corps, for with that north of the Poto-

mac, should we be able to detain Hooker's army from following

you, you would be able to accomplish as much unmolested, as

the whole army could 'perform with General Hooker in its front.

Not knowing what force there is at Harper's Ferry, or could

be collected to oppose your progress, I cannot give you definite

instructions, especially as the movements of General Hooker's

army are not yet ascertained."

Hooker now had his army posted to cover all the approaches
to Washington from the Orange and Alexandria Railroad, his

right resting about Fairfax Station, and his left at Warrenton,
about thirty-five miles distant. Such being the position of the

two armies, a most important duty was devolved on the respective
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cavalry leaders. On the one side, General Pleasanton's task was

to penetrate the Confederate lines, and ascertain the situation;

on the other side, General Stuart's duty was to keep down the

curtain, which had heretofore kept Lee's force concealed.

Pleasanton had declared, "He would make the enemy show his

hand, if he had any in this part of the country." He dispatched

Gregg with a division to Aldie, at the mouth of a pass in the

Bull Run Mountains, and a stiff fight occurred on the I7th of

June. Stuart's forces were somewhat scattered over the large

area covered by them, and the engagement was fought on his

side chiefly by Fitz Lee's brigade. Captures were made by both

sides, and the losses by each were severe. On the I9th, the

fight was renewed at Middleburg, to which point Pleasanton had

dispatched another force, taking Stuart in rear. A division of

infantry reinforced Pleasanton, and Longstreet sent back a di-

vision to Snicker's Gap to assist Stuart, who was finally com-

pelled to retire beyond Upperville. The fighting lasted several

days. Pleasanton in his reports, claims to have penetrated sev-

eral of the gaps in the Blue Ridge, but admits he met there no

bodies of infantry, and the extent of the information imparted
to Hooker was that the enemy's infantry was west of the Blue

Ridge.

On the 23rd, General Lee wrote to Mr. Davis, "The attempts
to penetrate the mountains have been successfully repelled by
General Stuart with the cavalry. General Stuart, last night, was
within a few miles of Aldie, to which point the enemy had re-

tired."

The campaign had now reached a stage when the part which

Stuart was to play was second only in importance to that of

the Commanding General. To an army operating in the field, an

efficient cavalry force is its most important auxiliary; moving
in the enemy's country it is doubly so.

It was now to be seen whether Stuart would "make good"
the confidence of his commander, and the hopes of his friends.

He was now in the full flush of youth and early manhood,

being scarcely thirty years of age. He was a splendid horse-

man and possessed a superb vitality. His courage was con-

spicuous, and the appearance of his black plume always in the
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thickest of the fight, made him the idol of his troopers. To

him, if to anyone, would the words apply :

"From plume to spear a cavalier,

Whose soul ne'er parleyed with a fear,

Nor cheek bore tinge of shame."

Did he now fail Lee in the hour of supremest need?

Did he violate instructions upon which the safety and welfare

of the army depended? The answer to the latter question must

be determined from the records, and to these we will briefly

refer.

On June 2Oth, General Lee's headquarters were at Berryville,

on the road from Snicker's Gap to Winchester. On the 22d, the

first and third corps being within reach, he addressed a letter to

General Ewell, telling him if he was ready to move, to do so.

The letter advised Ewell that his best course would be toward

the Susquehanna, taking the routes by Emmittsburg, Chambers-

burg, and McConnellsburg, and that the trains, if possible, should

be kept on the centre route, and the cavalry should be used in

gathering supplies, obtaining information and protecting his

flanks. "It will depend (said General Lee), upon the quantity

of supplies obtained in that country, whether the rest of the army
can follow. There may be enough for your command, but none

for the others. Every exertion should, therefore, be made to

locate and secure them. Beef we can drive with us, but bread

we cannot carry, and must secure it in the country." The let-

ter farther added that his progress and direction should depend

upon the development of circumstances; "If Harrisburg comes

within your means, capture it." A. P. Hill, the letter announced,
had arrived the day before in the vicinity of Berryville, and

would be moved on immediately: that Longstreet had with-

drawn from the Blue Ridge, and that on the day before the

enemy had pressed the cavalry so hard that McLaws' division

had to be sent back to hold Ashby's Gap.

Later on the same day, at 3 130 P. M., Lee sent Ewell the

following letter :

"I have just received your letter of this morning from oppo-
site Shepherdstown. Mine of today, authorizing you to move
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toward the Susquehanna, I hope has reached you ere this. After

dispatching my letter, learning that the enemy had not renewed
his attempts of yesterday, to break through the Blue Ridge, I

directed General R. H. Anderson's division to commence its

march towards Shepherdstown. It will rest there tomorrow. I

also directed General Stuart, should the enemy have so far re-

tired from his front to permit of the departure of a portion of

the cavalry, to march with three brigades across the Potomac,
and place himself on your right, and in communication with you,

keep you advised of the movements of the enemy and assist in

collecting supplies for the army. I have not heard from him

since. I also directed General Imboden, if opportunity, offered,

to cross the Potomac and perform the same offices on your

left," &c. * * *

The letter to Stuart, written the same day, is as follows :

"General: I have just received your note of 7:45 this morn-

ing to General Longstreet. I judge the efforts of the enemy yes-

terday were to arrest our progress, and ascertain our where-

abouts. Perhaps he is satisfied. Do you know where he is, and

what he is doing? I fear he will steal a march on us, and get

across the Potomac before we are aware. If you find that he

is moving northward, and that two brigades can guard the Blue

Ridge and take care of your rear, you can move with the other

three into Maryland, and take position on General Swell's right;

place yourself in communication with him, guard his flank, keep
him informed of the enemy's movements, and collect all the sup-

plies you can for the use of the army. One column of Gen-

eral Ewell's army will probably move toward the Susquehanna

by the Emmittsburg route
;
another by Chambersburg. Accounts

from him last night state there was no enemy west of Fred-

erick," &c.

It is quite plain from this letter, that Stuart's taking his three

brigades into Maryland and putting himself on Ewell's right,

was, in case he found the enemy moving northward, and that

the two remaining brigades could guard the Blue Ridge and take

care of the rear; and it would also appear that the instructions

contemplated that if such a move were made, Stuart would be

able immediately to put himself in touch with Ewell, and be able
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to assist him m collecting- supplies. This letter was sent by
General Lee to Stuart, through Longstreet, as acknowledged by
the latter in his letter of the same date, at 7 130 P. M., addressed

to General Lee, in which he says : "Yours of 4 o'clock this after-

noon is received. I have forwarded your letter to General

Stuart, with the suggestion that he pass by the enemy's rear,

if he thinks that he may get through." In forwarding Lee's

letter, General Longstreet also addressed a letter to Stuart, dated

Millwood, June 22, 1863, 7 P. M., saying: "General Lee has

enclosed to me this letter for you, to be forwarded to you, pro-

vided you can be spared from my front, and provided I think

you can move across the Potomac without disclosing our plans.

He speaks of your leaving, via Hopewell Gap, and passing by

the rear of the enemy. If you can get through by that route, I

think that you will be less likely to indicate what our plans are,

than if you should cross by passing to our rear. I forward the

letter of instructions with these suggestions. Please advise me

of the condition of affairs, before you leave, and order General

Hampton, whom I suppose you will leave here in command, to

report to me at Millwood, either by letter or in person, as may
be most agreeable to him. I think that your passage of the

Potomac, by our rear at the present moment, will in a measure,

disclose our plans. You had better not leave us, therefore, un-

less you can take the proposed route in rear of the enemy." As

the letter from Lee to Stuart said nothing about moving by

Hopewell Gap, which is a gap in the Bull Run Mountains, any

allusion to that Gap must have been contained in a letter from

Lee to Longstreet, enclosing him the letter to be forwarded to

Stuart; and if such a letter exists, the official records do not

disclose it.

It must be borne in mind, that at this time Longstreet was at

Millwood, in the valley, west of the Shenandoah, with his

columns headed north toward the Potomac. General Lee was

in the neighborhood of Berryville, a little north of Millwood,

while Stuart was holding the gaps in the Blue Ridge. It was

possible for Stuart to have withdrawn three brigades and pass
between Longstreet and the enemy towards the Potomac, and

this seems to be what Longstreet meant when he speaks of pass-
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ing "by our rear." At the time the instructions were given, it

may have been regarded feasible to cross the river east of the

Blue Ridge. "The proposed route in rear of the enemy" would

necessarily require a detour, and lead Stuart to the river at a

much lower point. It appears most extraordinary that "the pro-

posed route in rear of the enemy" should not be alluded to in the

direct instructions given by Lee to Stuart, but come indirectly

through Longstreet. At any rate, the "suggestions" made by

Longstreet, fell in with Stuart's temper, and he proceeded to

act upon them, notwithstanding General Longstreet, in the arti-

cle already referred to, says : "As I was leaving the Blue Ridge, I

instructed General Stuart to follow me, and to cross the Potomac

at Shepherdstown, while I crossed at Williamsport, ten miles

above. In reply to those instructions, General Stuart informed

me that he had discretionary powers; whereupon I withdrew."

The correspondence between Lee and Stuart is not complete

without adding an extract from a letter, dated 23d June, in

which General Lee says:

"* * * If General Hooker's army remains inactive, you can

leave two brigades to watch him, and withdraw with the three

others, but should he appear to be moving northward, I think

you had better withdraw this side of the mountain tomorrow

night, cross at Shepherdstown the next day, and move over to

Fredericktown. You will, however, be able to judge whether

you can pass around their wing without hindrance, doing them

all the damage you can, and cross the river east of the moun-

tains. In either case, after crossing the river, you must move
on and feel the right of Ewell's troops,

* * * but I think the

sooner you cross into Maryland after tomorrow, the better."

In view of these letters, it seems reasonably plain that while

General Lee's first purpose, communicated to Stuart the same

day he gave orders to Ewell to move, was to have Stuart join

Ewell at once, if the move could be made, that purpose was

modified by the letter of the following day, leaving the crossing

at Shepherdstown or east of the mountains to his own judg-

ment, with the injunction that in either case, he should move
on and feel the right of Ewell's troops. In giving Stuart this

discretion, General Lee did not anticipate, nor did Stuart foresee
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that in availing of it, he might be put completely out of touch

with Ewell. Colonel John S. Mosby, in his book, "Stuart's Cav-

alry in the Gettysburg Campaign," makes himself largely re-

sponsible for Stuart's decision as to choice of routes. He says

that after the affair at Middleburg, he penetrated the enemy's

lines, and found the different army corps widely separated, no

corps being nearer than ten miles to any other : That he re-

ported their location to Stuart, and that it would be an easy

matter for a column of cavalry to pass between them, and at

the same time strike a damaging blow at the wagon trains with

which all the roads were filled, and suggested to him to cross

the Bull Run Mountains and pass through the middle of Hook-

er's army into Maryland. Mbsby was a great favorite with

Stuart, and had frequently supplied him with valuable informa-

tion. No one knew the country so thoroughly as he did, and

his opinions were entitled to great weight. He supported his

suggestions with arguments that appealed to Stuart. He pointed

out that the Bull Run Mountains could be passed in the morn-

ing, and the Potomac crossed early in the evening, and com-

munication be severed between Pleasanton and Hooker, and that

if the former's cavalry were sent in pursuit, it could never over-

take them, and that the best way to preserve Lee's communi-

cations was to assail Hooker's, &c.

According to Colonel Mosby, Stuart told him that Lee was

anxious to know if Hooker's army was moving to cross the

Potomac, which he volunteered to find out. That he did so,

and found no signs of movement. That Hooker seemed to be

waiting for Lee; that this information was given to Stuart on

the morning of the 24th, who was to forward it to Lee. Stuart

and Mosby then arranged that the latter should again cross

the Bull Run Mountains, and meet Stuart the next day at a

designated point, where Mosby would guide the advance as it

moved on through Hooker's army to Seneca Ford.

The idea, no matter by whom suggested, of passing through
Hooker's army or by his rear, and interposing between him and

Washington, doubtless possessed great fascination for Stuart.

It suited his daring spirit and love of adventure. The prize
held out in the way of spoils had its attractions, for if the cav-
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airy on either side had a weakness, it was for intercepting and

capturing wagon trains. Probably Stuart was not unmindful

-of the fame and success he had achieved by his successful ride

round McClellan in 1862, and regarded this as offering oppor-
tunities for even a more brilliant adventure. If he drew in ad-

vance any parallel between the two, he failed in the present

instance, to reckon on the fact that its whole success was de-

pendent upon his ability at a critical moment, to unite with a

distant and independent force.

Stuart's movement began during the night of the 24th, but

the meeting at the appointed place between Stuart and Mosby
never took place. Stuart found Hooker's army in motion and

Hancock's corps in possession of Thoroughfare Gap, and across

his path to Haymarket. He could not resist throwing a few

shells at Hancock's passing columns, but the road being blocked,

and finding himself unable to pursue his course west of Centre-

ville, he determined to make a wide detour, which carried him

around the enemy's rear to Fairfax Station, which the enemy
had just left, moving westward to Leesburg. In consequence
the Potomac was not reached until the evening of the 27th,

when it was crossed during the night, under many difficulties.

If everything else had gone smoothly with Stuart, this delay

was fatal, and threw his plans out of gear.

Hooker's army, after concentrating about Leesburg, began
the passage of the Potomac on pontoons at Edwards' Ferry,

about twelve miles east of and below Harper's Ferry, on the

25th, and the movement was completed on the 26th. In the

meantime Hill crossed the river at Shepherdstown on the 24th,

and Longstreet at the same time at Williamsport. The two

columns united at Hagerstown, and proceeded thence to the

neighborhood of Chambersburg, which was reached on the 27th,

where a rest was made of two days. The two cavalry brigades

of Robertson and Jones followed, and instructions were sent to

Imboden, commanding a cavalry force, to move from Hancock

and join the army.

When Stuart crossed the river, he learned that Hooker was

at Poolesville, Maryland, and his army in motion for Frederick.

Had he paused when he reached the river and turning back,
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moved up by the south bank and crossed at Shepherdstown, he

would have had no more miles to travel following Lee in reach-

ing Gettysburg than he passed over in the route he took, and

with the road free of obstacles, could have accomplished it in

less time. But his choice of routes in the first instance, how-

ever unhappy it proved to be, cannot be said to have been a

violation of his instructions. In his official report of the com-

paign, made on the 2Oth of August, 1863, he says, that after

the affair at Aldie, "He began to look for some other point at

which to aim an effective blow, and he submitted to the Com-

manding General, the plan of leaving a brigade in his front, and

passing through some gap in the Bull Run Mountains, attain

the enemy's rear, passing between his main body and Washing-
ton, and cross into Maryland, joining our army north of the

Potomac. The Commanding General wrote me authorizing this

move, if I deemed it practicable, and also what instructions

should be given to the officer in command of the two brigades

left in front of the enemy. He also notified me that one column

should move via Gettysburg and the other via Carlisle, towards

the Susquehanna, and directed me after crossing, to proceed
with all dispatch to join the right (Early), of the army," &c.

The report of which this is an extract, is written with unusual

care, and apparently to meet some of the criticisms^ which even

at that time were levelled at Stuart. It was addressed to Gen-

eral Lee's Chief of Staff, and its accuracy does not appear to

have been challenged by any endorsement on the report.

In the official reports of the campaign by General Lee, dated

July 3 ist, 1863, and prior to the date of Stuart's, he says:
* * *

"General Stuart was left to guard the passes of the mountains

and observe the movements of the enemy, whom he was in-

structed to harass and impede as much as possible, should he

attempt to cross the Potomac. In that event General Stuart

was directed to move into Maryland, crossing the Potomac east

or west of the Blue Ridge, as in his judgment should be best,

and take position on the right of our column, as it advanced,"

&c.

In a subsequent, more elaborate report on the 2Oth of January,

1864, substantially the same language is repeated, with this ad-
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dition,
"* * * Upon the suggestion of the former officer (Stuart)

that he could damage the enemy and delay his passage of the

river by getting in his rear, he was authorized to do so, and it

was left to his discretion, whether to enter Maryland east or

west of the Blue Ridge; but he was instructed to lose no time

in placing his command on the right of our column as soon as

he should perceive the enemy moving northward. * * * It was

expected as soon as the Federal army should cross the Potomac,
General Stuart would give notice of its movements, and nothing

having been heard from him since our entrance into Maryland,
it was inferred that the enemy had not yet left Virginia." The

accuracy of this last report has been questioned by some of

General Stuart's friends and partisans, and it has been sug-

gested that not being written by the hand of General Lee him-

self,, it does not properly reflect what he intended to say.

There can be no doubt of the fact, that there was prevalent
at the time in the army, a deep sense of disappointment over

Stuart's absence during all the march into Pennsylvania, and

a disposition to hold him strictly to account. It is equally true

that General Lee was greatly disturbed, and keenly felt his ab-

sence, so that we are disposed to accept the language of the

report, notwithstanding the fact that Stuart must be acquitted

of any violation of the letter of his instructions.

At a small dinner party, composed of ex-Confederates, some

years after the War, at which Col. Charles Marshall was pres-

ent, the discussion turned upon the Gettysburg campaign, and

those present were not a little startled, by Col. Marshall's declar-

ing, that he had tried to have General Stuart court-martialled.

"Who?" everyone exclaimed, "not Jeb Stuart." "Yes, Jeb

Stuart," he said, and proceeded to make the following state-

ment, which I reduced to writing the next day, and is in nearly

these words: "It was my habit and duty to prepare General

Lee's reports, that is, a skeleton draft, which I would submit

to him to modify or reject, and to this end, all the official re-

ports, from those of corps commanders down to infantry cap-

tains, were referred to me. It was often necessary to reconcile

conflicting reports, and to do this, I would send for the officers,

point out in their presence the discrepancies, and require them
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to be so modified as to substantially agree. I never could get a

report from Stuart after the Gettysburg campaign. I sent for

it repeatedly. Finally General Lee said he must have it, and I

went to see Stuart. He gave me a first-rate dinner, the best he

had, but no report. He promised it however by a certain day,

and it came. I then concluded my report for General Lee. In

doing so I dealt with Stuart in the plainest language, in fact,

I had told him before, I thought he ought to be shot.

"General Lee was unwilling, however, to adopt my draft. I

had explicitly charged him with disobedience of orders, and

laid the full responsibility at his door." Here the narrator de-

tailed the orders which Stuart had received, to move forward

along our flank, and that he had not occupied the position he

was expected to, but by his own confession had pursued a dif-

ferent course. Marshall proceeded to say, "that in declining

to adopt his report, General Lee did not question the accuracy

of the report, but said he could not adopt my conclusions or

charge him with the facts as I had stated them, unless they

should be established by a court martial."

Marshall added, "that General Lee was excessively fond of

Stuart as he was himself, that he possessed a most noble and

lovable nature," and described how deeply General Lee was

affected at hearing of Stuart's death, "leaning forward and plac-

ing both hands over his face to conceal his emotion."

After crossing the river and damaging the canal, Stuart re-

sumed his march on the 28th. He met, as anticipated, large

wagon trains, much of which was captured, with a number of

prisoners, which added greatly to the length of his column and

impeded his march. The destruction of stores, and the tracks

of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad further delayed him, so that

Westminster was not reached until the evening of the 29th,

where a slight skirmish occurred. The next morning, June 3Oth,

the march was resumed in a direct line for Hanover, Pa. Here

a considerable body of cavalry was encountered, which had to

be disposed of, and sending the wagon trains and prisoners by

way of Jefferson, Dover was reached on the morning of July
1st. Here Stuart learned that Early had marched his division

in the direction of Shippensburg, and after a short rest, he
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moved on to Carlisle, which was held by a considerable body of

militia. During the night of July 1st, he learned through dis-

patches from General Lee, that the army was at Gettysburg, and

had been engaged on that day.

The late Judge James D. Watters, of the Third Judicial Cir-

cuit of the State of Maryland, then in Harry Gilmor's command,
has related to the writer more than once, his thrilling experience
connected with carrying these dispatches. He was ordered to

report with a small squad of well mounted men at General Lee's

headquarters. Each man of the squad received sealed orders, ad-

dressed to General Stuart, with the injunction to scatter and

find Stuart at the earliest moment possible, and if there was

danger of capture, destroy the dispatches, but reach Stuart at

any hazard and direct him to join General Lee with the least

possible delay. Stuart according to the narrative, was found

and the dispatches delivered. With a brief rest for the mes-

sengers, and with orders for the command to follow, Stuart

set out in hot haste for Lee's headquarters.

The larger part of Stuart's forces reached the army during
the day of the 2nd, in time, he says, to thwart a movement of

the enemy's cavalry upon the Confederate rear, from the direc-

tion of Hunterstown. His ammunition, he says, was nearly ex-

hausted from his numerous skirmishes, and his men and horses

greatly jaded. During the previous marches, he said, whole

regiments slept in the saddle, their faithful animals keeping the

road unguided. In some instances they fell from their horses,

overcome with physical fatigue and sleepiness.

Stuart, however, did not forfeit the confidence of Lee, as

will appear by the cordial correspondence between them after

the battle, on the retreat to the Potomac, where Stuart was again

in his element and rendered most valuable service. In one of

these letters, signed by General Lee, he says, "I know it to be a

difficult, as well as a delicate operation, to cover this army, and

then withdraw your command with safety, but I rely upon your

good judgment, energy and boldness to accomplish it, and trust

you may be as successful as you have been on former occa-

sions."
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The last communication between Longstreet and Stuart was

Longstreet's letter of the 22d, already quoted. The last be-

tween Lee and Stuart, was Lee's, of the 23d, written at five

P. M., the closing injunction of which was, that "in any event

the sooner he crossed into Maryland after tomorrow, the better."

The information referred to by Mosby, as given by him to

Stuart, if forwarded by the latter, must have been intercepted,

as it never reached General Lee. When two divisions of Swell's

were thrown across the river at Williamsport, and one held

at Shepherdstown, General Lee wished to mark the effect of the

movement on Hooker, but Hooker remained quiet, and Ewell

maintained his position until he set forward on the 22d, march-

ing through the Cumberland Valley, and occupying successively

Hagerstown, Greencastle, Chambersburg and Carlisle, making

requisitions and securing supplies. He reached Carlisle on the

27th, with two divisions, Johnson's and Rodes', while Early was

deflected to the east, and directed to move across South Moun-

tain to Gettysburg and York. Early passed through Gettysburg

without opposition, on the 26th, and reached York on the 27th.

While the requisitions made by Early upon the authorities at

York, were being complied with, Gordon with his brigade was

dispatched to Wrightsville, on the 28th, to secure the Columbia

bridge over the Susquehanna, his purpose being, if he obtained

possession of the bridge, to cross his force over the river, cut

attack Harrisburg from the rear, expecting the balance of the

division to move on it in front. Gordon found a body of militia

the Pennsylvania Railroad, lay Lancaster under contribution, and

entrenched to protect the bridge, which he tried to take in flank,

and cut off from the bridge, but his ignorance of the ground

prevented his doing so.

The opening of the artillery upon the militia, put them to

flight, but when Gordon, following closely, reached the middle

of the bridge, it was found to have been fired, and he was com-

pelled to halt.

The calavry operating with Early, consisted of a batallion un-

der Colonel White, who was dispatched to Hanover Junction to

destroy the depot and bridges in that neighborhood. A similar

force under French, was sent to destroy the bridges over the

Codorus, between Hanover Junction and York, and those at the
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mouth of the Conewago. Had Stuart been twenty-four hours
earlier and met Early at York, the whole situation would have
been changed, and Meade's dispositions made, upon hearing that

the pressure against Harrisburg was relieved, would have been

altogether different.

When Ewell was in occupation of Boonsboro and Hagers-
town, for some days prior to the 22d, he could easily have turned

east and occupied Frederick. It has been asked by military
critics why General Lee did not make such a move, as Hill

was nearby at Shepherdstown, and Longstreet less than a day's

march away, and it is claimed that by concentrating at Fred-

erick, he would be well on the way towards Washington and

Baltimore, and could have beaten Hooker in detail, as he crossed

the river and approached to give battle.

The answer is, that Hooker never would have delivered bat-

tle at Frederick
;
he would have retired precipitately to the

neighborhood of Washington, and as one of General Lee's ob-

jects was the securing of supplies, such a move would have

diverted him from that purpose. On the 25th, he wrote to Mr.

Davis, from Williamsport, "I have not sufficient troops to main-

tain my communications, and have to abandom them. I trust

I can throw General Hooker's army across the Potomac, and

draw troops from the South, embarrassing their plan of cam-

paign in a measure, if I do nothing else and have to return."

Besides the larger field for collecting supplies, nothing would

be so effective in drawing the Federal forces from the South,

in General Lee's estimation, as an extended excursion into Penn-

sylvania, and threatening the capital of that State.

To return to the Army of the Potomac: Hooker and Hal-

leek were not agreed as to the policy to be pursued. Halleck

wished him to march to the relief of Harper's Ferry. Hooker

considered the occupation of that place as of no military conse-

quence, and he wished to remove the stores and abandon it,

making use of the garrison elsewhere. That Lee should pass it

by with a garrison there and on the surrounding heights, of

thirteen thousand men, would indicate that he agreed with

Hooker.
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On the 24th, Hooker reported to Halleck, he concluded Ewell
to be over the river, and as soon as the force which marched to

Shepherdstown yesterday should cross, he should commence

moving himself, and if he could do so without observation,

send over a corps or two to sever Ewell from the balance of

his army. In his testimony before the Committee on the Con-
duct of the War, General Hooker thus explains his movement:

"As soon as I ascertained that another corps of his (Lee's)
was crossing the Potomac, I commenced crossing my own army,
and by the time I was over, the whole of the rebel army was
on the north side of the Potomac. From Edward's Ferry,
where I crossed, I directed General Reynolds to send detach-

ments to seize the passes of South Mountain, Turners and

Cramptons, in order to anticipate the enemy passing through

them, and confine him to one line of invasion, and directed him

to follow those detachments with the first, third, and eleventh

corps and take position at Middletown. On the 23d of June,

the following instructions were communicated to the I2th corps:

'Hold your command ready to march tomorrow at four A. M/
It was to march in the direction of Harper's Ferry, where I was

going myself. It had been placed under my command by the

orders of the General in Chief, and I directed the twelfth corps

to march in that direction for the purpose of being joined by
the garrison there, and moving upon Lee's rear upon the Poto-

mac. My object was to destroy his bridges, if he had them;

to draw away the guard that was left upon the river, and also

to intercept the commerce that Ewell had established in flour,

grain, horses and horned cattle, which he was constantly send-

ing to the rear. * * * In connection with this I may state that

I was unwilling to send one corps upon Lee's rear, apprehending

he might turn upon it and crush it. I had taken the further

precaution to send three corps to Middletown to be in position

to attack his flank, if it was attempted."

On the evening of the 26th, Hooker proposing to carry out

his purpose, telegraphed Halleck, asking, "Is there any reason

why Maryland Heights should not be abandoned?" adding that

he proposed to visit the place on the next day to satisfy himself

on that point. Halleck replied the next morning: "Maryland
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Heights have always been regarded as an important point to
be held by us, and much expense and labor incurred in fortify-

ing them." This seems to have been the last straw with Hooker
to break the camel's back. On returning to his headquarters
and finding Halleck's reply, at I P. M., on the 27th, Hooker

telegraphed Halleck, asking to be relieved at once of the com-
mand of the Army.

Halleck replied at 8 P. M., that his request would be referred

to the President. No doubt he was secretly pleased at the op-

portunity afforded of getting rid of Hooker, but it was an awk-
ward thing to change commanders in the field on the eve of

an impending battle, and the situation caused grave anxiety at

Washington. The matter was one which admitted of no delay,
and after a conference with his advisers, the President selected

Meade to succeed Hooker, and an order was immediately pre-

pared to that effect, which, together with a letter from Halleck,

was entrusted to General* Hardie, to be delivered in person to

Meade. The letter was received by him during the early hours

of the morning of the 28th. In reference to the selection of

Meade, Mr. Wells, in his diary, says, with some apparent

chagrin, the cabinet were advised about it the next morning, and

"were consulted after the fact."

In his modest acknowledgment of the order, General Meade
announced that he should move toward the Susquehanna, keep-

ing Washington and Baltimore well covered, and if the enemy
was checked in his attempt to cross the Susquehanna, of if he

turns toward Baltimore, give him battle. Meade's letter must

have been satisfactory to Halleck, for he was assured that every

available assistance should be given him: That General

Schenck's troops outside of the line of defenses, at Washington,
and General Couch's forces on the Susquehanna, were subject

to his orders, and were directed to co-operate with him. At the

same time Meade asked permission to withdraw a portion of

the garrison at Harper's Ferry, leaving a detachment to guard

Maryland Heights, to which Halleck replied: "The garrison at

Harper's Ferry is under your orders, you can increase or diminish

it as you think circumstances justify." In addition to these

re-inforcements, a large number of horses as remounts were for-
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warded by the Quarter-Master, which helped to swell the num-
bers of the cavalry.

On the 27th, Hooker had written to Halleck, when he asked

for more troops, saying, "That there may be no misunderstand-

ing as to my force, I would respectfully state that including
the portions of General Heintzelman's command, the General

Schenck now with me, my whole force of enlisted men for duty
will not exceed one hundred and five thousand men."

General Meade in his testimony before the Committee on the

Conduct of the War, puts the number slightly less. The field

returns of the Army of the Potomac, on file among the official

records at Washington, show present for duty, officers and men,
on June 3Oth, 117,930.

There are no existing data from which the strength of the

Confederate army under Lee, can be gathered with equal ac-

curacy. Colonel Walter H. Taylor, assistant Adjutant General,

after consulting the Archives in Washington, and making a

study of the subject, estimates General Lee's strength, embrac-

ing his entire effective force of all arms, to have been in round

numbers, 67,000.

The 28th was employed by General Meade, in making himself

acquainted with the situation. On the 2Qth he informed Halleck

that the army was in motion towards Westminster and Emmitts-

burg, the first and eleventh corps being destined for the latter

place, the third and twelfth for Taneytown, and the other three

for Frizzelburg, Union and New Windsor, with the cavalry

guarding the flanks and rear: That if Lee was moving for

Baltimore, he should get between his main army and that place.

If he was crossing the Susquehanna, he would rely upon Couch

holding him in check, until he should fall upon his rear and give

battle. That he had abandoned Harper's Ferry?
and the garri-

son there, with the exception of a detachment sent to Wash-

ington, would join him. That the line by rail from Frederick

to Baltimore was abandoned and in moving forward he should

incline to the right toward the Baltimore and Harrisburg Rail-

road (Northern Central).

Early's demonstration towards York, caused Meade's inclina-

tion to the right, but when informed from Washington that
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the pressure towards the Susquehanna was relaxed, he swung
his rigfat wing forward so as to touch Manchester, and his line

then connected that place with Taneytown.

On the 3Oth of June, Reynolds was again assigned to the

command of the first, third and eleventh corps, constituting the

left wing of. the army. On the evening of that day, two

divisions of the first corps lay at Marsh Run, half way between

Emmittsburg and Gettysburg, and within about five miles of

the latter place. The remaining division lay a little to the south-

west at Moritz Tavern. The eleventh corps was at Emmitts-

burg, and the third a mile or so to the east in the direction of

Taneytown.

The distance of these troops from Gettysburg was about as

follows : The first corps five miles, the eleventh corps ten miles,

and the third corps ten or thirteen miles, according to either of

two routes open to it. The twelfth corps, under Slocum, near

Littletown, was about ten miles away, and marching to the

battle-field, on the day of the 1st, reached there about 7 P. M.,
a little in advance of the third corps under Sickles, marching

by the Emmittsburg road. Buford, with a division of cavalry,

had moved on the left of the army when it left Frederick, into

the Cumberland Valley, which he reported clear of the enemy.

Passing through Fountain Dale, where the roads from Emmitts-

burg and Gettysburg unite, he took the Gettysburg road, and

occupied that place at n A. M. on the 3Oth.

A brigade of Heth's under Pettigrew, which had been sent

forward on that day, found Buford's cavalry in possession of

the place, and retired without a collision. Heth's camp fires

could be seen that evening on the mountain side at Cashtown,

by Buford's pickets, who advanced some miles from Gettysburg

on the road to that place, and Buford in his report says, that

by daylight on the morning of the ist of July, he had gained

positive information of the "enemy's position and movements."

The other two cavalry divisions under Gregg and Kilpatrick,

moved on the right flank of the army and were busily engaged

looking up Stuart, who was now discovered to be moving still

further to their right. Kilpatrick succeeded in coming up with

him at Hanover, where a sharp engagement ensued, but Stuart,
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though superior in numbers,, could not afford to have his progress

delayed, and he shook off Kilpatrick as quickly as possible and

resumed his march. In a letter written by General Reynolds, on
the 30th, to Butterfield, chief of staff, he says: "If we are to

fight a defensive battle in this vicinity, the proper position is

just north of Emmittsburg, covering the Plank road to Taney-
town. He (the enemy), will undoubtedly endeavor to turn our

left by way of Fairfield, and the mountain road leading down
into the Frederick and Emmittsburg pike near Mt. St. Mary's

College."

Circulars and orders issued on the 3Oth, from army head-

quarters, show General Meade to have been altogether unde-

cided at this time what course he should pursue. It was an-

nounced in one of these, that the Commanding General had re-

ceived information that the enemy was advancing, probably in

strong force, on Gettysburg, and it was his intention to hold the

army "pretty nearly in its present position until the plans of

the enemy were more fully developed."

General orders of the same date from headquarters, directed

the advance of the first, third and eleventh corps to Gettysburg,

while a letter, also of the same date, written by Meade to Rey-

nolds, at 1 1 130 A. M., after advising him of the location of

the enemy, adds the following postscript : "If, after occupying

your present position, it is your judgment that you would be in

a better position at Emmittsburg than where you are, you can

fall back without waiting for the enemy or for further orders.

Your present position was given more with a view to an ad-

vance on Gettysburg, than a defensive point."

During the day of the 3Oth, and as late as midnight, dispatches

from General Couch, at Harrisburg, continued to pour into

Washington, that the Confederate forces were rapidly leaving

Carlisle and moving towards the Cumberland Valley. These

dispatches forwarded to General Meade, must have caused him

to change his mind, after the orders were issued to Reynolds
to occupy Gettysburg the next day, for on July 1st, a circular

was issued from headquarters at Taneytown, stating: "The

Commanding General was satisfied the object of the movements
made by his army had been accomplished by the relief of Har-
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risburg, and the prevention of the invasion of Pennsylvania

beyond the Susquehanna, and it was no longer his intention to

assume the offensive,, unless the enemy's movements or position,

made such an operation certain of success, and further, that

should the enemy attack, it was his intention, after holding them
in check a sufficient time, to withdraw the army from its pres-

ent position, and form line of battle along the direction of Pipe
Creek. That for this purpose General Reynolds, in command
of the left, would withdraw the forces at present at Gettysburg.
The time for falling back, it was added, would be developed by
circumstances."

It is apparent from these orders, that General Meade did not

design to bring on a battle at Gettysburg, and that he attached

no strategic importance to the place. He was evidently in no

hurry to seize it, for like every one else, he was in ignorance
of its strength as a defensive position. The letter from General

Meade to Reynolds, advising him to withdraw, never reached

the latter. It required several hours for a courier from head-

quarters at Taneytown to reach Reynolds, and he moved from

Emmittsburg early on the morning of the 1st, to accompany
Wadsworth's division on the way to Gettysburg. So late as

12:30 of the ist of July, and after the battle was begun, the

contemplated withdrawal was still in the mind of General Meade,
as will be seen by a letter, written at that time by Butterfield,

chief of staff to Hancock, directing that "in view of the ad-

vance of Generals A. P. Hill and Ewell, on Gettysburg, and

the possible failure of General Reynolds to receive the order to

withdraw his command by the route through Taneytown, thus

leaving the centre of our position open, that you proceed, with

your troops on the direct road to Gettysburg from Taneytown.
When you find that General Reynolds is covering that road in-

stead of withdrawing by Emmittsburg (which it is feared he

may do), you will withdraw to Frizzelburg, as directed in cir-

cular of directions for the positions issued this morning."

So far then as General Meade was concerned, the battle of

Gettysburg was a pure accident.

Let us see how it was on the other side. In his official re-

port of July 3 ist, already referred to, General Lee states "that
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preparations were made to advance upon Harrisburg, but on

the night of the 28th, information was received from a scout,

that the Federal Army, having crossed the Potomac, was ad-

vancing northward, and that the head of the column had reached

South Mountain/' &c.

In General Longstreet's official report he makes a similar

statement: "That on the night of the 28th, one of the scouts

came in with the information, that the enemy had passed the

Potomac, and was probably in pursuit of us," and his book,

"From Manassas to Appomattox," the scout is described as one

who had been employed by him, and that he brought the addi-

tional intelligence of Meade's assignment to the command of

the Federal army. Colonel Mosby has pointed out the extreme

improbability, or as he thinks impossibility, that the scout re-

ferred to could have brought the news of Meade's assignment.

The messenger conveying the order of assignment did not

reach Frederick until the morning of the 28th, and the order

would not be promulgated and become known generally among
the troops, so that it could be picked up by a spy until probably

late in the day, when it would be next to impossible for a scout

in the Federal camps at Frederick to reach Longstreet at Cham-

bersburg the same night. It would appear too, notwithstanding
the language of both these official reports, that General Lee

must have had some knowledge of Hooker's movements prior to

the news brought in by the scout on the night of the 28th. For

in his letter to General Ewell, dated June 28, 1863, 7:30 A. M.,

from Chambersburg, he says, "I wrote you last night stating that

General Hooker was reported to have crossed the Potomac, and

is advancing by way of Middletown," &c. He adds, "That in that

letter he had directed him to return to Chambersburg, or if there

were any reason against it, to proceed in the direction of Gettys-

burg." The information, then, which reached General Lee on

the 28th must have been that the column had reached South

Mountain and not that it had crossed the Potomac. That it had

reached South Mountain, and that up to this time, he had not

heard a word from Stuart, doubtless surprised and disturbed him.

Two cavalry brigades of Jones and Robertson, which had been

left behind on the Potomac, and who were to receive their orders
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from Stuart, appear to have been still lagging on the banks of

that stream, and Robertson only reported on the 2d of July.

General Lee was in a hostile country, and the only information

he could pick up was the loose and uncertain news gathered
from rumor, and brought to him by scouts. It was of the ut-

most consequence to him to have accurate and reliable informa-

tion of the movements of the enemy : As the cavalry are said to

be the eyes of an army, General Lee was like a blind man grop-

ing in the dark.

As an illustration of the conditions which prevailed at the time

with the Confederate forces, the following incident may be men-

tioned. A number of the artillery horses in the third corps had

given out since the march began from Fredericksburg, and there

was urgent need for fresh ones to supply their places. Before

Fayetteville was reached, Lieut. J. Hampden Chamberlayne of

the corps, a brave and resolute officer, was directed by the Chief

of Artillery to proceed with a small detachment of men drawn

from the several battalions into the country adjacent to the line

of march and gather up some draft animals. The lieutenant and

most of his men were quickly gobbled up by the hostile cavalry

hovering upon the Confederate flanks, and the mishap was only

learned through those who escaped.

Up to this time the chief occupation of the army had been

gathering in supplies; it now became necessary to concentrate.

As soon as positive information was received of General Meade's

movements, General Lee issued orders to bring his different corps

within supporting distance.

His headquarters were with Longstreet's corps at Chambers-

burg. Colonel Charles Marshall, General Lee's Military Secre-

tary, was heard to say on one occasion, "It is a fact which seems

to have escaped comment, that when the army was in motion.

General Lee always moved with Longstreet's corps, and there

was a reason for it. That General Lee once said, 'that when he

wanted General Jackson to do a thing, all he had to do was to

send him an order; when he wanted General Longstreet to do a

thing, the safest way was to go along with him.'
' ;

Early says that orders recalling him were received at York on

the 29th. As these came through Ewell, who was thirty miles
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distant at Carlisle, and Carlisle is about the same distance from

Chambersburg, it is probable that Ewell sent orders to Early

immediately on receipt of the first letter from General Lee,

written the night previous to the 28th. On receipt of General

Lee's letters, Ewell, who was about to set out for Harrisburg,

having sent forward his engineer to reconnoitre the defenses of

that place, recalled his scattered divisions and turned his im-

mense trains to the rear. The latter moved in a continuous

stream towards Chambersburg, passing through that place the

greater part of the night of the 29th. Johnson's division accom-

companied these and moved to Green Village, about seven miles

from Chambersburg, whence it turned east on the 3Oth and

marched via Scotland towards Gettysburg. The other two di-

visions of Swell's countermarch, and Rodes moved, on the 3Oth,

almost due south, about twenty miles to Heidlersburg, nine

miles northeast of Gettysburg; and Early moved almost due

west to a point three miles distant from Rodes on the road lead-

ing to Berlin.

In view of the order to Ewell to return to Chambersburg, and

the subsequent order "to proceed to Cashtown or Gettysburg as

circumstances might dictate," it is a little surprising to find in

A. P. Hill's official report, after stating that his corps on the

29th was encamped on the road from Chambersburg to Gettys-

burg, that he proceeds to say, "I was directed to move on this

road, in the direction of York, and to cross the Susquehanna,

menacing the communications of Harrisburg with Philadel-

phia, and to co-operate with General Ewell, acting as circum-

stances might require," without any mention of change of plan,

or the reception of orders other than those originally given. His

report proceeds, "accordingly on the 29th I moved General Heth's

division to Cashtown, some eight miles from Gettysburg, fol-

lowing on the morning of the 3Oth with the division of General

Pender, and directing General Anderson to move in the same

direction on the morning of July 1st. On arriving at Cashtown,

General Heth, who had sent forward Pettigrew's brigade to

Gettysburg, reported that Pettigrew had encountered the enemy
at Gettysburg, (principally cavalry) but in what force he could

not determine. A courier was then dispatched with this infor-
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mation to the General commanding,, and with orders to start

Anderson; also to General Ewell informing him, and that I in-

tended to advance the next morning and discover what was in

my front." Heth's division of Hill's corps moved on the 2Qth
from Fayetteville to Cashtown, at the east base of South Moun-

tain, where it remained until the morning of the 1st. Fender's

division on the afternoon of the 3Oth, moved up to the north

or west side of the mountain, from which point it moved on the

morning of the 1st.

Anderson's division reached Fayetteville on the 27th, where it

remained until the morning of the 1st. Longstreet's corps, ex-

cept Pickett's division, which was left at Chambersburg to guard
the rear, was moved on the 3Oth to Greenwood.

The respective distances of these two corps from Gettysburg on

the morning of the 1st was as follows: Heth's division nine

miles; Fender's in rear of Heath's a short distance further;

Anderson's at Fayetteville, seventeen miles; two divisions of

Longstreet's corps, Hood and McLaws at Greenwood, four-

teen miles
; and Pickett's at Chambersburg, twenty-four miles.

General Lee, writing from Greenwood on July 1st to Imboden,
who with a force of cavalry had marched from West Virginia

and was about joining the army, directs him to relieve Pickett,

who was to move forward to Greenwood, and giving further direc-

tions says, "You will at the same time have an opportunity of or-

ganizing your troops, refreshing them for a day or two and getting

everything prepared for active operations in the field, for which

you will be speedily wanted. Send word to General Pickett at

this place to-morrow, which is eight miles from Chambersburg,
the hour you will arrive there, in order that he may be prepared

to move on your arrival. My headquarters for the present will

be at Cashtown, east of the mountains." This letter does not

indicate that Lee regarded an action as then imminent, but

the opposing columns must have been almost, if not quite, in con-

tact before the letter was dispatched.

Neither side showed any haste to get into motion on the morning

of the day that was again to witness a trial of strength between

the Army of the Potomac and the Army of Northern Virginia.

Wadsworth's division, the nearest to Gettysburg, after a leisure-
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ly breakfast, took up its line of march at 8 o'clock along the Em-
mittsburg pike. Fender left at the same time from the top of

South Mountain, and as the two divisions of Heth's and Fen-

der's filed into the Cashtown pike, the rays of the morning sun

were already adding to the heat of a sultry day. Heth's division

led, the infantry to the front, a battalion of artillery, Pegram's,

following ; then Fender's Division
;
a battalion of artillery, Mcln-

tosh's, well to the front, the infantry following. The smell of battle

was already in the air and the jocularity which always attends the

early stages of a march, was tempered by a secret feeling that

serious business was ahead. A few miles march brought Heth's

skirmishers up against Buford's pickets, and the first scattering

shots served as tell-tale messengers that the conflict was at hand.

A running fight followed between the dismounted cavalry and the

infantry, the former offering a stout resistance wherever the

ground afforded cover. At 10:10 A. M. Buford sent to Meade

this dispatch, "The enemy's force (A. P. Hill's) are advancing
on me at this point and driving my pickets and skirmishers very

rapidly. There is also a large force at Heidlersburg that is driv-

ing my pickets at that point from that direction. General Rey-
nolds is advancing and is within three miles of this point with his

leading division. I am positive that the whole of A. P. Hill's

force is advancing." Buford could not then have received Pleas-

anton's order of July 1st, directing him "to fall back to Taney-
town and then to Middletown in case the enemy should advance

upon you and press you hard."

When Heth's line of skirmishers paused before a heavy line of

dismounted cavalry posted on both sides of the road, he ordered

forward his two leading brigades, and Archer moving to the

right, formed in line on that side of the road, while Davis mov-

ing to the left, formed on the opposite side. Buford had massed

his cavalry and posted the.ni along a ridge which extended across

the road, as a favorable point to make a stand. Before Heth's

brigades had fully deployed, Pegram, who never lost an oppor-

tunity to be first in the fight, unlimbered in the road, a section of

rifle guns and threw a number of shells at a body of horsemen

in the distance. It was currently reported at the time that one of

these struck General Reynolds and caused his death. Pegram's
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battalion of artillery, moving on the north side of the road, fol-

lowed Davis' advance, and Mclntosh's battalion, quickly coming

up, followed Archer on the south side of the road, the guns of

either battalion being used in the advance whenever a favorable

opportunity offered.

When Davis moved to the attack, the dismounted cavalry oc-

cupied the east slope of Willoughby Run, and several hundred

yards beyond and in the rear of the ridge occupied by them, was
a higher and more commanding ridge, running generally in the

same direction and extending northerly to Oak Hill where the

view was lost in the forests. Davis' right rested on the turnpike
and overlapped, for a considerable distance the line of an unfin-

ished railroad, running nearly parallel with the turnpike, with al-

ternate cuts and fills. A considerable portion of the ridge was

in wood, the intervening spaces being open and under cultivation

or in grass and intersected by ditches and fences. As Davis

advanced the contest became warm and he soon discovered that

the position he was assailing was supported by artillery and in-

fantry. General Reynolds, riding with Wadsworth's division when
it left Marsh's Creek, hearing the firing, turned the head of the

column to the left and marched it across the fields to the Cash-

town road at Seminary Hill, riding on himself in advance.

It was while observing the ground and giving directions

where the approaching infantry should be posted that he was

mortally wounded and the command devolved on General Double-

day.

The leading brigade of Cutler had scarcely time to form in

line before meeting the shock of Davis, who had ordered a

charge. A fierce fight followed, but Cutler was finally driven

back, and after one or two vain efforts to resist the rush, was

forced from the field towards the town, the artillery being got-

ten away with much difficulty. In a short time the fight was

renewed, and Davis was in turn driven back, but rallying his

men, he made a second charge and regained his advanced' posi-

tion. By this time Cutler was receiving support, and the appear-
ance of a considerable force on Davis' right forced him to re-

tire, and in doing so a number of his men were captured in the

railroad cut. The loss in this engagement was severe, and the
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captures considerable on both sides. Cutler reported his loss in

one regiment as two hundred and seven killed and wounded out

of three hundred and eighty in the space of half an hour. Some
of the other regiments fared no better. Davis reported that

out of nine field officers present, but two escaped unhurt.

Archer, after pushing the cavalry out of his way, crossed Wil-

loughby Run in the face of the enemy, and moved forward to

the charge on the eastern slope of that stream. His progress
was retarded by the undergrowth, but after clearing that with

great effort, his men advanced with a yell, and delivered their

fire within forty or fifty feet of the enemy's lines. They were

met by the "Iron Brigade" under Meredith, composed of a

splendid body of troops from Wisconsin, Michigan and Indiana.

Meredith largely overlapped Archer and the .latter's flanks be-

came exposed and subjected to a cross fire which compelled a

retreat. In recrossing the stream, he together with a considerable

portion of the command were taken prisoners.

In describing how the action was brought on, General Heth

says, that being ignorant what force was at or near Gettysburg,
and supposing it to consist of cavalry, most probably supported

by a brigade or two of infantry, he made a reconnaissance to

determine in what force the enemy was, and whether or not he

was massing his force on Gettysburg, and that accordingly
Davis and Archer were directed to advance, "the object being
to feel the enemy;" that ascertaining from the first conflict, that

the enemy was in heavy force, he proceeded to form his division

in line of battle, and after resting an hour or two, he received

orders to attack, and was notified that Fender would support
him."

The question has pertinently been asked, if the movement was
in the nature of a reconnaissance, and the object was "to feel the

enemy," why was it necessary after that had been done to renew
the battle. The enemy had been pretty severely felt, and the

reconnaissance had ended in a most serious engagement, and it

was known that General Lee did not wish to bring on a general

engagement.

General Heth's reply is that he was ordered after a rest to re-

new the attack. The question recurs, why then, was the battle
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renewed? The discussion of the question has provoked some
criticism upon the conduct of the corps commander and the events

of the first day.

Captain Cecil Battine, of the I5th Hussars in the English army,
who has written a most graphic and intelligent account of the

campaign, thinks Hill did not display his usual vim during the

first day, and that his actions were characterized by a timidity

unusual to one of his intrepid nature, and that he committed a

mistake in putting his troops into action by brigades and fight-

ing the battle piecemeal. On the other hand, Colonel Mosby

fiercely assails Hill in having departed from General Lee's plan

in moving beyond Cashtown. He contends that this place and not

Gettysburg was selected by Lee as the point for the concentration

of the army, and. that Hill and Heth in making the so-called

reconnaissance, were acting entirely upon their own initiative,

and with a selfish desire to acquire a little glory on their own
account. Neither of these criticisms, the one suggesting timidity,

the other charging unauthorized temerity, are deserved. Hill

and Heth were both brave and gallant soldiers, and Hill met

an honorable death in the face of the enemy in front of Peters-

burg on April 2d, 1865.

When General Lee ordered Hill's division to report to Jack-
son in July, 1862, he wrote to Jackson that he would find A. P.

Hill a "good officer," "with whom you can consult."

Previous to the battle of Cedar Run, Hill was ordered by

Jackson to move his division on a certain road at daylight the

next morning.
Hill was ready to move at the appointed time, but found the

road occupied by another division, which delayed the movement.

This greatly angered Jackson, who put Hill under arrest. Hill

made counter charges, and demanded a court martial, but Gen-

eral Lee decided the good of the service would not permit it.

Notwithstanding this early friction between the two men, Jack-
son had high regard for Hill's ability, and it is said the last

words which passed his lips in his dying moments, was calling

upon A. P. Hill to bring up his division.

As to the first point made by Colonel Mosby, that Cashtown and
not Gettysburg was the objective of the army, the authorities are
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all against him. Ewell was directed towards Cashtown or Gettys-

burg, as circumstances might require. The movement ultimately

was determined towards Gettysburg. General Longstreet, in his

official report made at the time, after speaking of events on the

3Oth, says, "On the next day the troops set out for Gettysburg."

But if there could be any doubt about so plain a proposition, it

is settled by a personal letter from General Lee to Mr. Davis,

written on the 4th of July, just after the battle, in which this

passage occurs, "Our whole force was directed to concentrate

at Gettysburg."

As to the charge that Hill should have remained at Cashtown,
and that his advance beyond that place was reckless and unauthor-

ized
;
had he stood still at Cashtown, he would have blocked the

passage of Longstreet's corps, which was on its way to Gettysburg,

and which, as it was, was greatly retarded by Anderson's division

and by Ewell's trains. In the absence of special instructions for the

day, it may be asked what was the natural and proper thing for

Hill to do. General Lee stood greatly in need of information as

to the enemy. Hill was his lieutenant, and in the absence of

cavalry, who, it may be asked, but the lieutenant in charge of

the advance, could furnish the information wanted, and in what

other way could this be done than by a reconnaissance, even sup-

posing Gettysburg were not the objective point of the movement.

The effort to make it appear that Hill's advance beyond Cashtown

was unauthorized, in the light of these facts, falls to the ground.

As to how far and with what insistence the reconnaissance should

have been pressed, opinions may differ. On the one hand he

was handicapped by the knowledge that General Lee did not wish

a general engagement brought on ; this led him to put his troops

into action by detachments and exposed him to the criticism

which Captain Battine makes
; at the same time he was too

sturdy a fighter, willingly to give ground, and he must have

thought the alternative, in the face of increasing numbers, was

between a vigorous offensive and abandoning his ground. Doub-

leday, on the Union side, has been censured for pretty much the

same thing. In replying to criticisms against him on this ac-

count, he says, "A retreat without hard fighting has a tendency
to demoralize the troops who retreat, and would in the present

instance, in my opinion,, have dispirited the whole army and en-
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courage the enemy in the same proportion. It has been said, too,

of Reynolds that he committed a blunder, which cost him his life,

in not halting at Cemetery Heights instead of rushing his men on

to Seminary Ridge, but he acted on the true military instinct

which impelled him to the firing line where assistance was

wanted, and his action in doing so has made him the Federal

hero of the battlefield."

Could Hill have known the strength of the force in his front,

he could have overwhelmed it at the first with his superior num-

bers, and moved to the occupation of Gettysburg and the sur-

rounding heights, and such it now seems would have been the

thing to do. But in ignorance of the situation and knowing
the wishes of the Commander/ he temporized for delay and for

the arrival of Ewell. As the result proved, the policy cost him

dearly.

When Archer's brigade was shattered, and Davis driven back,

the Federal infantry occupied substantially the same positions

they did when the fight opened. Heth now moved Pettigrew's

brigade forward to his centre, and placed the remainder of

Archer's brigade on the right, while Brockenbrough's brigade

was moved up on Pettigrew's left and reinforced Davis. These

movements occupied some time, during which a spirited artillery

fire was kept up on both sides, the advantage being apparently

with the Confederates. In the meantime the Federal forces were

not idle. The two remaining divisions of the first corps had come

on the ground. The first under Robinson was held for a time

in reserve on Seminary Ridge, and the other under Rowley was

advanced to the support of Wadsworth. General Howard, with

the eleventh corps, was also near at hand. He had ridden in ad-

vance of his corps, and upon arriving on the field, took over

the command from Doubleday, and turned over the command
of his own corps to Schurz.

When the attack was renewed the contest waxed fiercer if pos-

sible, than before. Those engaged at the first had recovered

their wind and replenished their ammunition, while the fresh

troops who had only scented the battle were full of zeal and con-

fident they would be able to turn the scale.

The Northern troops felt the influence of being on their own
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soil, and their spirits were animated by the stirring appeals is-

sued from headquarters, admonishing them of their duty and urg-

ing them to a supreme and heroic effort. This was manifest in

the determined resistance offered to every fresh assault from

the Confederate lines, and in the dash with which they deliv-

ered a counter-charge. Each side fought with the most desper-

ate valor. There were times wften the opposing ranks delivered

their deadly volleys almost in each other's faces.

The railroad cuts and embankments played as before, a con-

spicuous part in affording protection at one moment and serving

as a death trap the next. The cut was sometimes raked by artil-

lery and again taken in flank by infantry. The smoke of battle

added to the terrific heat of the day, and the suffering of the

troops was aggravated by the want of water.

While Howard was sending urgent messages to his own corps,

and to those of Slocum and Sickles, to push on as rapidly as

possible, Hill, with another division at hand, permitted Heth to

cope single-handed with his antagonists. He was waiting to

hear from Ewell. When the latter learned from Hill on the

morning of the 1st that he was advancing on Gettysburg, Rodes'

division, moving in the direction of Cashtown, was turned to the

left at Middletown, and its course directed towards Gettysburg.
It was after 2 o'clock when the bright steel barrels of Rodes'

men were seen glistening in the sun as his brigades emerged
from the woods and deployed on the slopes of Oak Hill. They
were none too soon, for Heth's men were well nigh exhausted,
and they welcomed the hour of relief. The three leading bri-

gades of Rodes' moved across the slope in splendid style, with

ranks evenly dressed, at right angles to Heath's front, with the

purpose of taking the enemy in flank and rear. The distance to

be traversed was greater than expected, and unexpected obsta-

cles made several changes of direction necessary. Before the

enemy was reached, Robinson's division had been moved forward
to connect with Wadsworth's right, forming at the junction, the

apex of an angle, while Schurz's division was pushed forward
on Robinson's right, leaving, however, a gap between.

Iverson's and O'Neil's brigades, sent forward by Rodes, missed

their direction, and became involved in much confusion, during
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which they suffered a flank attack themselves, and met with

stunning losses. The remaining brigades fared better and af-

ter a severe struggle, succeeded in forcing back their opponents.
The appearance of Rodes was the signal for Fender's advance.

Herri's men opening ranks, Fender's swept through them with

extended front and the combatants were again locked in deadly
embrace.

The struggle continued as before with varying success. While

at its heighth, Early with his division came up on Rodes' left.

Gordon's brigade made an impetuous charge on Barlow's division,

which in general prolongation of Schurz' line, faced north a short

distance beyond the town.

Gordon took advantage of a gap between Schurz and Barlow,

and after a short struggle, Barlow's division was routed, and

the General left for dead upon the field. This was the begin-

ning of the end. The eleventh corps soon gave way and beat

a hasty retreat into and through the town, Ramseur, Daniel and

Gordon in pursuit.

Fender was meanwhile, hotly engaged, and confronted with

the same obstinate resistance and valor, which earlier in the day
had withstood for so many hours the Confederate assaults. Wad-
worth's division in the centre of the first corps, had continued

the fight from the time it relieved the cavalry,, and now with

the assistance of Rowley's and Robinson's divisions was still

holding its antagonists at bay. Nothing, however, could finally

resist the rushes of Fender's fresh troops, and after many fierce

struggles the first corps with its batteries was driven back to

Seminary Ridge. Here a last and determined stand was made,

and the artillery of the Federals massed in great force. Colonel

Perrin, commanding McGowan's brigade, reports that the charge

up the hill, which drove the enemy to his last position at Semi-

nary Hill, was made without firing a shot. Here, he says, he

received the most destructive musketry fire to which he had ever

been exposed, and which for a moment staggered his men, and

it looked as if one regiment had been entirely destroyed ;
that

finally piercing the enemy's lines and turning in either direction,

he succeeded in taking them in flank and effecting, a complete

rout. Two of his regiments reduced to one-half the number they
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carried into battle, pursued the enemy into the town of Gettys-

burg, capturing two field pieces and many prisoners. While

this was the work of two regiments, a third attacked the forces

posted behind a stone fence to the right of the college, which was

entirely successful, and made it easy for the remainder of the

brigade now coming up to drive the enemy down the opposite

slope and across the open field west of Gettysburg. 'This (he

adds) was the last fight of the day. The enemy completely

routed and driven from every point, Gettysburg was now com-

pletely in our hands."

Having the town in their power, apparently gratified the am-

bition of the Confederates, and its possession .unfortunately

caused them to relax further efforts. A greater military blunder

was never committed. It is the more surprising, because by

this time General Lee and both his lieutenants, Hill and Ewell,

were on the ground. The Union troops driven into the town

from different directions 'were wedged and jammed in the

streets, and soon became a disorganized mass. Artillery and

ambulances struggling to get through the tangled crowd added

to the confusion. Had the fugitives been allowed no pause,

and had the Confederates followed close upon their heels the

very momentum of the flight, to say nothing of the contagion of

panic, would have swept aside every support, and the pursuers

could easily have rushed the cemetery and the surrounding

heights. As it was, a part of Steinwehrs division, which in

responce to urgent calls for aid from Schurz, had been sent into

the town to his assistance by Howard, was involved in the re-

treating mass, and the only remaining troops left upon Ceme-

tery Hill, consisted of a single brigade with some artillery.

Colonel Taylor says, that General Lee witnessed the flight of

the Federals through Gettysburg, and up the hills beyond, and he

went to Ewell with a message from Lee, that the enemy were

seen retreating without organization and in great confusion,

and it was only necessary to press them to get possession of the

heights, and if possible, he wished it done.

The reason given by General Ewell in his subsequent official

reports for failing to press forward, are that he understood the

order to be to attack, if he could do so with advantage; that
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he feared he could not bring artillery to bear on the hill; that

his troops were jaded by twelve hours' marching and righting,

and he was told that Johnson's division, the only one of his corps
not engaged, was close to the town, that he proposed with John-
son to take possession of a wooded hill, which could command

Cemetery Heights, but before that was effected night had come
on. The official reports of the brigade commanders of the sec-

ond corps show that several of the brigades, notably Hays' and

Ramseur's, were almost intact, and equal to any further calls

which might be made on them.

General Early seems to have had a better perception of the

situation, and after the first halt, was inclined to attack, but

hesitated, he says, to procure co-operation, that he rode to find

Ewell or Rodes or Hill for the purpose of urging an immediate

attack, but before he could find either of these officers he was in-

fluenced by a report, which he did not believe, that the enemy
was appearing on his left, and his resolution seems to have given

way under the influence of the rumor. General Hill rested, he

says, because being under the impression the enemy was entirely

routed, and his two divisions exhausted by six hours' hard fight-

ing, prudence led him to be content with what had been gained.

No one can read these subsequent reports without a painful con-

sciousness that there was a lamentable want of vigor on all sides,

and an utter failure to apprehend the situation.

When Perrin cleared Seminary Ridge, and as he says "made

it easy to drive the enemy down the opposing slope and across

the open field west of Gettysburg," another approach to Ceme-

tery Heights was open besides that from the town, which seems

to have been overlooked.

Looking from Seminary Hill at that time across to Cemetery

Heights, the confusion from the town was seen to extend to the

Heights, and batteries could plainly be seen limbering up and

apparently making for the rear. There is no reason why the

Seminary Ridge should not then have been occupied with Con-

federate artillery to play upon the opposing heights. Had this

been done, and the demoralized troops on Cemetery Heights
been subjected to an artillery fire, it is certain the effect must

have been disastrous, and might have led to an abandoment of
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the position. The two artillery battalions of the third corps,

which had been actively engaged during the day, had met with

severe casualities and several guns had been disabled, but their

fighting efficiency was still unimpaired. Each had a complement
of sixteen guns, about one-half of which were rifled pieces, and

by this time Garnett's battalion of artillery had arrived. It was

easily practicable to have placed thirty or forty guns on Semi-

nary Ridge, south of Cashtown road, and used them precisely

as they were used before Pickett's charge on the third day.

General Pendleton, chief of artillery of the army, says the pro-

position did occur to him, but on General Ramseur's suggestion

that it would draw fire upon his troops in the town, it was al-

lowed to drop. The suggestion was an untimely and ill-judged

as its acceptance was weak and unfortunate.

Viewing the intervening ground as it looked the next day,

and as it looks now after the lapse of forty-four years, it is al-

most incomprehensible how the situation could have escaped the

attention of General Lee or of General Hill, or their subordinates

in rank. It would appear that everybody was of the same mind

as A. P. Hill, and was "content with what had been gained."

Up to this time two brigades of Fender's divisions had not

been seriously engaged. Lane's brigade with Johnson's battery

was looking out for Buford's cavalry on the flank, and both

that and Thomas' brigade were fresh enough for further work.

There was still three hours of daylight, and Anderson's division

was close at hand. But the golden opportunity was let go

by, and the Confederates contented themselves with the capture

of about four thousand prisoners and a few pieces of artillery.

It is due to General Early to say that after the war he pub-

lished an article in the Southern Historical Society Papers, in-

spired doubtless by a generous desire to vindicate the reputation

of his corps commander, to whom he was greatly attached, in

which he zealously and eloquently defends the action of General

Ewell on this occasion, and admits that he himself had changed
his opinion in reference to the advisability of further pursuit on

the afternoon of the 1st, owing, he says, to information subse-

quently acquired by him, in reference to the preparedness of the

enemy to resist further attack. The article further undertakes

to show, that the possession of Cemetery Hill on the afternoon
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of the 1st, by the Confederates, was a matter of no importance
and not worth the effort, inasmuch, as it would not, if occupied
have been decisive, and would only have pushed back the battle

ground to another field, probably to Pipe Creek. In reference to
General Early's first point, if the facts as we have cited them,
and the concurrent opinion at the time are not reasonably con-

clusive, we will supplement them by the opinion of General Han-
cock, expressed in a letter written to General Fitz Lee, dated

January 17, 1878, in which he says,
" - I am in receipt of

yours of the I4th instant, and in reply have to say that in my
opinion, if the Confederates had continued the pursuit of General
Howard on the afternoon of July 1st at Gettysburg, they would
have driven him over and beyond Cemetery Hill. After I arrived

on the field, assumed the command, and made my dispositions
for defending that point (say 4 P. M.) I do not think the

Confederate force then present could have carried it." John B.

Bachelder, of the Union army says there is no question but what
a combined attack on Cemetery Hill, made within an hour, would
have been successful.

As to General Early's second point, it would seem to be suf-

ficient to say, that if the Confederates had taken Cemetery Hill

the first day, they would have accomplished what they vainly
tried to do on the 2d and 3d days ;

the moral effect would have

been as inspiring to one side as depressing to the other; the

tremendous losses suffered in the efforts to take it on the 2d and

3d days would have been averted, and Meade could nowhere

have selected or stumbled upon a line of defense so impregnable
as Cemetery Hill and Round Top proved to be.

In the engagements 'which have been described as occurring
on the first day, six pieces of my command, Johnson's battery

and a section of Hurt's were put in position on high ground
to our right, and with Lane's brigade were engaged in holding
in check Buford's cavalry. The two long ranged Whitworths oc-

casionally shelled the woods and distant points wherever the

enemy could be seen. The remainder of the battalion under

my immediate command actively supported the attacks of Archer

and Pender. This gave me an opportunity to witness a large

portion of the battlefield, including Oak Hill where Rodes' bri-

gades deployed in line.
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It also gave me the opportunity of witnessing from the col-

lege near the Cashtown road, when the enemy had been put to

flight, the confusion which prevailed on Cemetery Hill, and

which even without the aid of field glasses was plainly discerni-

ble. The casualties of the first day were surprisingly small.

Lieut. Wallace had one rifle piece disabled by a solid shot strik-

ing it full in the face.

Early on the morning of the second day the battalion with

the exception of the Whitworths was placed in position along

the crest of the Seminary Ridge extending south from the col-

lege. To make room for Pegram to get in line, Rice's battery

was withdrawn a short distance in rear and held in reserve.

Pegram and Garnett subsequently changed their relative posi-

tions. Mine was maintained with little change during the 2d

and 3d instants. From this point the country was open to Ceme-

tery Hill opposite, and the heights south of it, and the attack

of Anderson's division on the afternoon of the 2d and the

greater portion of Pickett's charge on the 3d could be seen to

advantage.

During the night of the ist, skirmish lines were established in

the intervening valley between Seminary and Cemetery Hills by

l>oth sides, and during the two succeeding days, there were fre-

quent and fierce encounters between the skirmish lines, some-

times supported by heavy reserves. These engagements were fre-

quently participated in by the artillery of both sides.

Along the new line on Fender's front ran for part of the way
a rough irregular stone wall or fence from two to three feet

high, with occasional gaps a few feet in width. One of Capt.

Hurts' guns happened to be placed opposite one of these gaps.

The wall afforded some protection, and observing the location of

the gun I directed it to be changed; before this could be done,

however, a sharp engagement sprang up, and a shot passing

through the gap mortally wounded the lieutenant in charge,

taking off one of the poor fellow's legs.

General Meade, as we have seen, was at 12:30 P. M. on the ist

still issuing orders looking to the withdrawal of his troops. At

i :io P. M. he heard of General Reynold's death, and immediate-.

ly sent Hancock to the front to assume command. Meade's plan
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and intentions were fully known to Hancock, and he was in-

structed, that if in his opinion the position at Gettysburg was
favorable for a battlefield that he should advise him and he

would order up all the troops. At 5 125 P. M. Hancock dis-

patched to Meade from the field that he had arrived an hour be-

fore, and found that the troops had given up the front at Gettys-

burg and the town, and had "taken position in Cemetery, which

could not well be taken, but could easily be turned. That the battle

was then quiet, and 1 he thought they would be all right until

night, when it could better be determined what was best to be

done : That he thought they could retire, and if not, they could

fight, as the ground appears not unfavorable with good troops."

Shortly after Hancock sent another dispatch saying, that he

regarded the position as a very strong one, that it had the dis-

advantage, however, of being easily turned, and that it remained

for the General commanding to determine whether the battle

should be fought at Gettysburg or at the first place selected by
him. When Slocum arrived on the field, Hancock transferred

the command to him, and returned to report to Meade. The lat-

ter left Taneytown at 10 P. M. and arriving upon the ground
at I A. M. on the morning of the 2d. Hancock rejoined his

corps, which arrived about 7 A. M., the three divisions being

posted along the crest from Cemetery Hill towards Round Top,

connecting on the right with the eleventh corps, and on the

left with a division of the third corps. Sykes, with the 5th

corps, left Union Mills the morning of the 1st, and marching

by Hanover, reached the ground about 8 A. M., on the 2d, cover-

ing a distance of twenty-six miles, and took position on the right

near Rock Creek.

Sedgwick with the sixth corps left Manchester on the 1st, and

after a march of over thirty miles, was on the ground by the

afternoon of the 2d, and one division supported the fifth corps

in its engagement after 5 P. M. Two brigades of Birney's di-

vision of the third corps reached the ground about sunset the

first day, and two brigades of Humphrey's division arrived on

the following morning.

There is no doubt that Meade, before he reached the battle-

field, anticipated a renewal of the fight on the 2d, and even con-
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templated an attack himself. He was satisfied his army was

sufficiently united to give battle. At 6 P. M'., on the evening
of the ist, he dispatched a joint message to Howard and Double-

day, in which he said : "It seems we have so concentrated, that

a battle is now forced on us, and that if we get up all our peo-

ple, and attack with our whole force tomorrow, we ought to de-

feat the force the enemy has."

A memorandum addressed to Sedgwick at 10 P. M., says:

"The general purposes to make a vigorous attack upon the

enemy tomorrow, and on the morning of the 2d, a note was ad-

dressed by the Chief of Staff to the commander of the twelfth

corps, directing him to make an attack from the frpnt and that

he would be supported by the fifth corps, and that the attack

should be a strong and decisive one.
" These instructions must

have been recalled. General Meade's intentions to attack never

materialized, and no mention is made of them in his official re-

port.

It has been stated, that General Meade upon his arrival on the

field, was not favorably impressed with the position, and that an

order to withdraw was prepared. It is even said that so late as

3 P. M., on the 2d, he sent a dispatch in cypher to Halleck, that

if the enemy failed to attack, and he found it hazardous himself

to do so, or became satisfied that the enemy was manoeuvering to

get in his rear, he should fall back to Westminster. The official

records as published do not disclose such papers, if they exist.

Lee now had his army fairly united, one division only besides

the cavalry being absent, and he too, proposed an early morn-

ing attack, which was doomed to disappointment. The failure

to execute it as planned, has given rise to much discussion.

General Lee's report, which is the only authoritative expres-

sion we have from him on the subject, says: "It had not been

intended to deliver a general battle, so far from our base, unless

attacked, but coming unexpectedly upon the whole Federal army,

to withdraw through the mountains, with our extensive trains,

would have been difficult and dangerous. At the same time, we

were unable to await an attack, as the country was unfavorable

for collecting supplies in the presence of the enemy, who would

restrain our foraging parties, by holding the mountain passes
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with local and other troops. A battle, had therefore, become in

a measure, unavoidable, and the success already gained gave
hope of a favorable issue." The report continues, "that to carry
out this purpose, it was determined to make the principal at-

tack upon the enemy's left, and Longstreet was directed to place
McLaws and Hood's divisions on the right of Hill, partially en-

veloping the enemy's left, which he was to drive in. Ewell and
Hill were expected to make demonstrations and co-operate with

Longstreet, when he made the real attack."

The ground occupied by the Federal forces during the 26. and

3d days fight may be thus described: The high well defined

ridge, which begins at the Cemetery on the southern outskirts

of the town, runs in a southerly course, about three miles, and

terminates in a high rocky and wooded peak called Round Top,
which was regarded as the key of the position, because it en-

filaded and commanded the line north of it. The less elevated

portion near where the crest rises onto Round Top, is called Lit-

tle Round Top, being a spur of the former. The crest of the

ridge has a general slope to the east, while to the west it falls

off in a cultivated and undulatory valley which it commands.

The ridge at its northern extremity at the Cemetery, turns

eastward a short distance, and then southward, terminating in

a bold promontory called Culps Hill.

The Federal line on its right wing, thus faced northward to

the town, with a bend to the east. Its extension along Cemetery

Heights and Round Top faced to the west. The Confederate

forces occupying the outer line, were spread over a greater dis-

tance, and from the Cashtown road southward, occupied what is

known as Seminary Ridge, a little less than a mile distant from

and generally parallel to the Cemetery Ridge. Longstreet faced

Round Top, and part of Cemetery Ridge ;
Hill continued the line

from the left of Longstreet, and Ewell held the town, sweeping

round the base of Cemetery Hill, and ending on the left in front

of Culps Hill.

There is a mass of concurring testimony from a number of

officers of high standing in the army, and some of whom par-

ticipated in a conference, held by General Lee during the night

of the ist, that the attack should be made by Longstreet at sun-
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rise the next morning, or at least as early as possible on the

enemy's left. General Longstreet in publications, emanating
from him since the War, denies this statement and claims that

General Lee never in his life gave him orders to attack at a

specific hour, and that no conclusions was arrived at as to the

point of attack until n o'clock. There is no doubt that Long-
street and Lee were in company at 5 o'clock P. M., on the after-

noon of the 1st, and that Lee then declared his intention, of

attacking the next morning. Longstreet, according to his own

account, was opposed to a direct attack and urged a flank move-
ment to the right.

Orders for a concerted attack at an early hour on the morning
of the 2d, must have been issued, as shown by the report of

Early, and that such orders were received and extended by

Longstreet, appears by the fact that his two divisions present
acted upon them.

General Hood arrived in front of the heights shortly after day-
break and filed his troops into an open field nearby. Brigadier

General Kershaw says he bivouacked two miles from Gettys-

burg, and was ordered to move at 4 o'clock on the morning
of the 2d. General E. P. Alexander, commanding Longstreet's

reserve artillery, arrived at 9 A. M., and was directed to accom-

pany McLaws and Hood in the attack on the left. General Mc-

Laws' account is that he reached the field at an early hour, and

went to General Lee, who pointed out to him on the map the

road across which he was to place his division, that Longstreet

who was walking back and forth some distance from Lee, came

up and pointing to the map, showed how he wanted the division

located, to which General Lee replied: "No, General, I want

it placed just the opposite," and that Longstreet appeared irri-

tated and annoyed.

General Lindsay Walker, commanding the artillery of the

third corps, says General Lee rode to where he was between 9

and 10 o'clock A. M., and eagerly inquired where General Long-

street was, that he offered to ride with him to where he thought

they would find Longstreet, and on the way, so great was Gen-

eral Lee's impatience at the inaction, that for a little while

nlaced himself at the head of a brigade to hurry the column for-

ward.
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The attack instead of being made at sunrise, was not made
until 4 o'clock P. M. No matter what may have been General

Longstreet's suggestions to General Lee, as to the advisability

of the attack, and no matter what pretexts or excuses may be

offered by him or in his behalf for the delay, they cannot break

the force of the fact that an attack which was to be made at

sunrise or at an early hour, did not come off until late in the

afternoon.

An attack at sunrise would have found only the second corps

and a division of the third in occupation of the heights south

of the Cemetery, and General Lee's idea of enveloping the

enemy's left by Longstreet's extension, appeared feasible enough.

By 4 o'clock the remainder of the third corps of the Federal

army had arrived and taken up its position in prolongation of

the Federal line. The fifth corps when relieved by the sixth,

was also moved up to reinforce and extend the left.

In the early morning Meade's line of battle did not take in

Little Round Top, and no guns were posted upon it or on Big
Round Top beyond. When the brigades of Hood's division com-

pleted their flank movement in the afternoon, and wheeling to the

left, emerged through the woods, they found upon the crest and

sides of the hill two lines of infantry and a number of guns

frowning down upon them.

It is difficult to account for General Longstreet's course

throughout all the forenoon and into the afternoon of the 2d. He
was always regarded as a sturdy fighter, and was called General

Lee's "Old War Horse" : The soldiers familiarly spoke of him as

"Old Pete," and he enjoyed the fullest love and confidence of his

command. The only complaint ever made of him was that he

was slow to move, and it is said that General Lee expressed him-

self to that effect to some of his general officers on the niglit of

the ist.

His loyalty to Lee, however, was never questioned, and the re-

lations between them were cordial and friendly. In the publica-

tions of General Longstreet since the war, the tone of superiority,

which he assumes in speaking of his intercourse with Lee and

the claims made by him for the possession of superior judgment
in the conduct of the campaign, have astonished all who knew
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the two men. They contain statements which are not easily re-

conciled with the official reports made at the time, and the air

of hostility and even arrogance, 'which is sometimes manifested

towards the General commanding in some of his utterances, must
be attributed largely to the rancorous feeling which sprang up
between himself and some of his old comrades on account of

political differences.

When the battle was finally opened by Longstreet at 4 P. M.,
the veterans of the first corps were not wanting in their old

time spirit, and they added renewed lustre to the splendid record

which they have always borne. General Longstreet pronounced
the battle to be "the best three hours' fighting ever done by any

troops on any battlefield."

The alignment of the Federal forces was now quite different

from what it was in the early morning. The lines were not

only extended, but Sickles had swung his right from its first

alignment about three-fourths of a mile to the front, with the

object of securing high ground on the extension of Seminary

Ridge, and his right rested on what is now known as the Peach

Orchard. This necessitated a wider movement on the part of the

Confederates, but inasmuch as it put Sickles' right in advance of

Hancock's left, it made an awkward situation, for which General

Sickles has been severely criticised. General Meade says that

he had ridden to the extreme left when he discovered Sickles'

change of line, and was explaining to him that he was too far

in advance, when the shock of McLaws' attacked occurred. Mc-
Laws' first object was to get possession of the Peach Orchard

where Sickles' right rested. This was accomplished only after

a hard fight, and that position was gained and proved valuable

for the use of artillery. The marshy ground which lay between

the two ridges was the next theatre for a long and protracted

struggle, every foot of which was contested. When this ground
had been gained, the fences and boulders near the foot of the

mountain formed good rallying points for the Federals, and large

reinforcements were sent to Sickles' assistance. In the mean-

time Little Round Top, the importance of which then came to

be realized, was occupied with newly arrived troops, and with

that stronghold in the occupation of a large force, the Confed-
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erate position became critical. An attempt was made to carry
it both from McLaws' and Hood's front. On the part of Mc-
Laws it brought on a series of desperate charges which were only

partially successful. Hood, on the right of McLaws, who was
to make the enveloping movement and begin the attack, had a
still longer detour to make than McLaws. His Texan's and Ala-

bamians clamboring over heavy bowlders and up the precipitate

sides of Round Top, gallantly led the assault on the right.

General Hood and Brigadier-General Anderson were both se-

verely wounded and compelled to leave the field soon after the

action began. No full and satisfactory report of the occurences-

on this part of the field have been given. Colonel Gates of the

fiftieth Alabama, says that after many struggles with the enemy
and forcing his way over almost inaccessible ground, he found

the enemy posted in force behind large rocks and at still greater

elevation, and after repelling a number of charges, finding the

enemy appearing on his right and threatening his rear, he ordered

a retreat. General Longstreet's account is largely devoted to*

the operations of McLaws' division, with which he was present.

He complained that McLaws' left was not sufficiently protected

by the brigades of Anderson, of the third corps, which he claims

were to move in echelon on his flank: That Hood's extending:

to the right left McLaws only a single line of battle, and finding"

no co-operation on any side, to have moved his men further for-

ward would have been madness, and McLaws was withdrawn to

the Peach Orchard..

Major General Anderson on McLaws' left, in his account of

the battle says, "It was not until 5 130 o'clock in the evening that

McLaws' division, by which the movement of my division was to-

be regulated, had advanced so far as to call for the movement of

my troops. The advance of McLaws' division was immediately
followed by the brigades of mine in the manner directed. Never

did troops go into action with greater spirit and more determined

courage. The ground afforded them but little shelter, and for

nearly three-fourths of a mile they were compelled to face a storm

of shot and shell and bullets, but there was no hesitation or falter-

ing. They drove the enemy from the first line and possessed them-

selves of the ridge and much of the artillery with which it was.
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crowned. But the situation discovered the enemy in possession

of a second line with artillery upon both our front and flanks.

From this position he poured a destructive fire of grape upon
our troops. Strong reinforcements pressed upon our right flank,

which had become disconnected from McLaws' left, and the

ridge being untenable, the brigades were compelled to retire."

General A. R. Wright, who commanded the leading brigade,
has given a most graphic and spirited account of the charge of

his brigade over nearly the same ground upon which Pickett

charged the following day. This charge was witnessed by the

portion of Hill's corps not actively engaged, and filled them with

admiration and delight at the splendid behavior of their com-

rades. Wright say that his men leaping over the stone fence

from which the enemy was driven, charged up to the top of the

crest and drove the infantry in rear of their batteries : That

he gained the key of the position, but with his narrow front,

was unable to hold it for the want of support upon his flanks,

and was forced to beat a retreat. This failure of Wright to hold

the position he had won on the 2d, filled the minds of many with

mistrust, when it was learned on the next day that Pickett would

attempt the same thing.

General Ewell on the left was directed to delay his attack until

he heard Longstreet's guns upon the right. About 5 P. M., a

cannonade was directed from Johnson's front against Cemetery

Hill, followed by an attack just before sundown by Johnson on

the hill in his front. Johnson described the position as a rugged,

rocky mountain, heavily timbered and difficult of ascent, a natu-

ral fortification, rendered more formidable by intrenchments and

abbattis
; nevertheless, George H. Stewart's brigade on the left

seized a portion of the breast-works and held them until the

following day.

Two of Early's brigades, taking up the movement begun by

Johnson, also penetrated the enemy's lines, bringing off several

pieces of artillery and a number of prisoners. Before Rodes had

completed his arrangements, Early had withdrawn and dusk

set in, so that he did not, nor did Fender's division on the right

participate in the attack. It is apparent there was want of con-

cert throughout. The attack which was to be made at sunrise, or
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at an early hour by Longstreet, was not made until 4 P. M. In-

stead of a simultaneous attack by Ewell, he opened his guns at

5, and not until after an hour's fighting. The attack was begun

by Johnson on the left a little before dark and taken up by Early,

but not followed up by Rodes and Fender.

In spite of those discouragements, success lay on the whole,

with the Confederates at the close of the second day. Their

lines had been materially advanced, a number of prisoners and

some artillery had been captured, and they had inflicted enor-

mous losses on the enemy.
On the right the high ground near the Emmittsburg road had

been secured for the use of the artillery, and McLaws and Hood
had pushed . forward beyond Devil's Den, and reached out to

the foot of Little and Big Round Top.
On the left, Johnson had captured a considerable line of breast-

works, and was in immediate proximity to the enemy's main

line. Though not aware of it, he was within a short distance of

Meade's headquarters and a park of reserve artillery.

General Lee, while disappointed, was not dismayed. He says

in his report, "The result of the day's operations induced the

belief that with proper concert of action and with the increased

support that the position gained on the right would enable the

artillery to render the assaulting column, we should ultimately

succeed, and it was accordingly determined to continue the at-

tack. The general plan was unchanged. Longstreet, reinforced

by Pickett's three brigades, which arrived near the battlefield dur-

ing the afternoon of the 2d, was ordered to attack the next

morning, and General Ewell was directed to assail the enemy's

right at the same time."

In passing upon the correctness of General Lee's judgment
in renewing the assault on the third day, no one can venture to

say that success was not possible and that his plans could not

have carried with better co-operation. In that case success would
have borne its own vindication. Judged by results, the most

sagacious critics will probably agree that General Lee did not

correctly estimate either the difficulties of the position or the

difficulties of procuring the concert of action upon which he
relied. He had already, on the previous day, experienced the
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difficulties of the latter on such an extended line, and the failure

of Anderson's assault on the same ground was an ominous warn-

ing that the conditions were too difficult to be overcome.

He thought, however, to supply this by making the assaulting

column larger and putting in fresh troops. His confidence in his

army was unshaken, and his own courage rose with the occasion.

General Longstreet, on the other hand, was full of foreboding

and had no confidence in the attack. He was for adopting the

move which Reynolds wrote to Butterfield, the Confederates

would attempt, that is, to turn their left in the direction of Fair-

field.

It was most unfortunate that while differing with the General

commanding as to the policy of the campaign, the difference

was one not simply of opinion, but one which seems to have af-

fected General Longstreet's conduct, and was in itself sufficient

to mar the success of any enterprise.

In his official report he says, "On the following morning (3d)
our arrangements were made for renewing the attack by my
right, with a view to pass around the hill occupied by the enemy
on his left, and to gain it by flank and reverse attack. This would

have been a slow process probably, but I think not very difficult.

A few moments after my orders for the execution of this plan

were given, the commanding General joined me and ordered a

column of attack to be formed of Pickett's, Heth's and part of

Fender's divisions, the assault to be made directly at the enemy's

main position, the Cemetery Hill."

It appears then, that Longstreet had given orders for the ex-

ecution of a movement at variance with the plan of the command-

ing General, and which was only prevented by Lee's joining him

and countermanding the order. Inserted, as it is, in his official

report made at the time, it bears the marks of a purpose not

only to act independently of his superior, but also to distinctly

declare and put on record what the purpose was.

In the account of the battle subsequently given, speaking of

General Lee's report, he says, "This is disingenuous. He did

not give or send me orders for the morning of the 3d day, nor

did he reinforce me by Pickett's brigade for the morning at-

tack. In the absence of orders I had scouting parties out during
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the night in search of a way by which we might strike the

enemy's left and press it down towards the centre. I found a

way that gave promise of results, and was about to move the

command when he rode over after sunrise and gave his orders.

His plan was to assault the enemy's left centre by a column to

be composed of McLaws' and Hood's divisions reinforced by
Pickett's brigades. I thought that it would not do, that the point

had been fully tested the day before by more men while all were

fresh," &c.

The singular thing about this account is, the statement that

the assaulting column was to be "composed of McLaws' and

Hood's divisions, reinforced by Pickett's brigades." This con-

firms the language of General Lee's report that the attack was

to be made "by Longstreet, reinforced by Pickett's three bri-

gades" and supports the contention of certain of General Lee's

staff and others in the army, that the attack was to be general
and that the assaulting column was to be actively supported on

either flank.

As a matter of fact, McLaws' and Hood's divisions did not

unite in the attack.

The official reports on file coming from these divisions, as

well as the Federal reports from the fifth and sixth corps con-

fronting them, show that there was no engagement between these

respective lines on the 3d day beyond occasional skirmishing,

and the activities of a brigade in Hood's division warding off

a threatened attack of cavalry.

While the failure of McLaws and Hood to attack and co-op-

erate actively with Pickett may 'well be said to have affected the

result, the personal attitude of General Longstreet during the

day of the 3d should be taken into account.

Granting that he differed with Lee as to the policy and plan

of giving battle, and that his conceptions were right and those

of Lee were strong, and granting, too, that he was affected, as he

says he was, by the prospect of a useless effusion of blood, it

was no less his duty to give a hearty and cordial support to his

commander when the plan of battle was once determined.

Whether this was done, any one may judge for himself from the

following extract taken from his own account :
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"General Lee said the attack of his right -was not made as

early as expected, which he should not have said. He knows
that I did not believe success was possible; that care and time

should be taken to give the troops the benefit of positions and the

grounds ;
and he should have put an officer in charge who had

more confidence in his plan. Two-thirds of the troops were of

other commands, and there was no reason for putting the as-

saulting column under my charge. He had confidence in General

Early, who advised in favor of that end of the line for battle.

Knowing my want of confidence, he should have given the bene-

fit of his presence and assistance in getting the troops up, post-

ing them and arranging the batteries ; but he gave no orders or

suggestions after his early designation of the point for which

the column should march." These post bellum utterances of

Longstreet and similar expressions found in his book, accentuate

the attitude displayed by him before the opening of the cam-

paign, and throw light upon his conduct during the third day.

According to Ewell the attack on the third was to be renewed

at daylight in co-operation with Longstreet.

In compliance with Ewell's orders, Johnson was about to do

so, when he himself was attacked, and a vigorous effort made

by the Federals to regain the works captured by General George
H. Stuart the evening before.

Johnson attacking in turn pressed the enemy nearly to the

top of the hill, when he was checked by abattis and other earth-

works. Ewell in his report says that a half hour after Johnson
attacked and when it was too late to recall him, he received notice

"that Longstreet would not attack until ten o'clock," but it turned

out his attack was delayed until after two o'clock.

This scarcely justified Longstreet's retort, speaking of the pre-

vious day, that "He (Ewell) was to hold himself in readiness to

support an attack when it was made. It is silly to say that he

was ready at sunrise, when he was not ready at four o'clock,

when the attack was really made."

The countermanding of Longstreet's move to the right in the

early morning, and the unexpected engagement of Johnson on

the left, necessarily interrupted General Lee's plan of an early

attack.
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The difficulty of getting a move on General Longstreet was
found to be as great as on the previous day. He confesses that

he shrunk from the task before him, and intrusted its execu-

tion to subordinates. The positions for the guns were selected

by the artillery officers, and General Pickett was charged with

the duty of arranging the lines behind the batteries. It was two

o'clock when these arrangements were completed.

The assaulting column was formed under cover of a wood.

It consisted of Pickett's division, with two brigades, Kemper's
and Garnett's in front and Armistead's as a support in rear.

Heth's division, under Pettigrew, was formed in two lines on

Pickett's left, with a space of several hundred yards between the

two, and two brigades of Fender's division under Trimble formed

in rear and in supporting distance of Pettigrew.

Wilcox's brigade from Anderson's division was ordered to

move on Pickett's right flank and in his rear as a protection

to that flank.

The whole number of troops composing the assaulting column

was between fourteen and fifteen thousand. The distance be-

tween the two opposing lines on Pickett's front was about four-

teen hundred yards, and the column was directed towards a

Salient of the Federal line on Cemetery Heights, occupied by
Hancock with two divisions under Hays and Gibbon, Hays being

nearest the Cemetery. Pickett's division was to guide the as-

saulting column, and to strike the desired point it was necessary

to oblique slightly to the left. As the opposing lines were not

exactly parallel, and Pickett's right was nearer the enemy than

Pettigrew's left, it was designed that the movement on the left

should be accelerated, so that the two divisions should arrive to-

gether and strike the Salient at the same time.

The ground occupied by McLaws and Hood and their ad-

vanced brigades was much nearer the Federal lines than where

Pickett formed, and the positions occupied by the fifth and sixth

Federal corps were also in advance of Hancock's line, so that

the Confederate advance was exposed to a fire from the right as

well as from the front.

On the Federal side, Hays' and Gibbon's divisions were

posted along the crest of Cemetery Hill, facing to the west. A
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stone wall ran just below the crest of the hill a portion of the

way, which was supplemented in places by earthworks, behind

which the infantry lay, with another line on the crest in rear, so

that the latter could fire over the heads of those on the slope in

front. Infantry reserves were distributed at desirable points in

rear of the crest, and at intervals on this part of the line were

twenty-six guns of the second corps, so placed as to rake the

ground to the front and sides.

A house and barn upon Hays' front was burned so as to afford

unobstructed artillery fire. Besides the guns in front, additional

guns were placed on the left, making according to General

Hunt's estimate seventy-five guns on the western crest line.

To the right of Hancock a number of guns had been massed

on the preceding day. Major Osborne. reports that thirty-two

were sent him, among which were six twenty pound rifles, four

ten pound rifles and sixteen three inch rifles, which he says were

effectively used in replying to the Confederate guns, and in play-

ing on the infantry as they advanced across the plain. On the

Confederate side there was, according to General Pendleton, sixty

guns engaged excluding howitzers/ belonging to the first corps.

In the third corps, excluding twelve pound howitzers and bat-

teries in reserve, the number did not exceed forty-five. In addi-

tion, Ewell's corps contributed eighteen guns, making the whole

number engaged on that side about one hundred and twenty-five

guns, which was in excess of the number in use at any one time

by their opponents.

The Federals had the advantage of higher ground and heavier

metal. The Confederates were able to bring into action a greater

number of pieces, and had the advantage of a convergent fire.

The plan of battle was, that the assault should be preceded by
a heavy and concentrated artillery fire, directed upon the point
of attack, which was expected to silence the opposing batteries,

and so disorganize the infantry, that the assaulting column seiz-

ing the opportune moment should advance and pierce the enemy's
main line, to be followed up by a general advance on the right
and left of the assaulting column.

The success of the scheme depended in the first place upon
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the ability of the Confederate batteries to overcome the fire of

their opponents and carry confusion into the ranks of the in-

fantry, and the initial effort as it turned out was a failure.

When the signal was given, the Confederate cannoneers sprang
to their guns, and began a rain of fire upon the hill in front.

Alexander of the first corps had posted a number of guns in

advance of the assaulting column and these fired rapidly and

effectively. Other guns to the right and left at greater distances

opened fire at the same time. The challenge was instantly taken

up by the opposing batteries, and in a moment over two hundred

guns were belching forth volumes of flame and smoke, and the

air became thick with flying missiles and bursting shells. Rifts

of smoke floated over the landscape amidst which the occasional

explosion of a caisson or limber chest lit up the scene, and added

to the terror of the battle.

No such cannonade had been experienced before by either

army, and it required all the staying qualities of those under

fire to resist its effects. After a time the fire of the Federal

batteries slackened and it was believed they had been partially

disabled and silenced.

Pickett was waiting the signal for him to move, and the

supreme moment had now arrived when the order was to be

given. When Alexander, in charge of the advance artillery, and

who was to give the signal, informed Longstreet that his am-

munition was nearly exhausted, the latter advised him to stop

Pickett until his ammunition was replenished, to which Alexan-

der replied there was no ammunition with which to replenish,

and that if the assault was to be made, it should be made at once.

General Longstreet says, "That he then saw there was no help

for it, and that Pickett must advance under his orders."

The impression that any very serious effect had been pro-

duced upon the enemy's lines by the artillery fire proved to be a

delusion; the aim of the Confederate gunners was accurate, and

they did their work as well as could be, but the distance was

too great to produce the results which they sanguinely hoped

for. Previous experience should have taught them better. It is

not a little surprising that General Lee should have reckoned so

largely upon the result. Both sides had been pretty well taught
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that sheltered lines of infantry cannot be shattered or dislodged
when behind breastworks, by field artillery, at the distance of one

thousand yards and upwards.

The soldier who has been taught by experience to hug tight

to his breastworks, and who knows that it is more dangerous
to run than to lie still, comes to regard with stoical indifference

the bursting missiles which are mostly above or behind him.

The slackening of fire of the Federal batteries, which was
taken to be an auspicious moment for the advance, proved to

be for the purpose of removing disabled guns and bringing up
fresh batteries instead, and before Pickett's column was fairly

launched, their places were supplied by others.

When Pickett and the other divisions emerged from cover and

advanced to the open, they presented a thrilling spectacle, and

one which no beholder can ever forget. The ranks were beauti-

fully dressed and the battle-flags told off the different com-

mands. Many a brave heart in the Federal ranks must have

blanched at the prospect which loomed so terribly before them.

One of them, conveying his impression at the time says, "The per-

fect order and steady but rapid advance of the enemy called

forth praise from our troops, and gave them the appearance of

being fearfully irresistible."

As the lines advanced, and the batteries of the enemy again

opened, and the gaps in the ranks began to grow wider, and

then to shrivel and shrink up beneath the deadly withering fire

of the infantry, and the stream of the wounded began to pour
back in increasing volume, the hearts of those who were specta-

tors were filled at first with a deep hush of expectancy, and then

with a feeling of agonized despair when the goal seemed to

be reached and hanging suspended a moment, the tide rolled

backward broken into fragments, and the brave fellows who a

half hour before marched so valiantly up to the cannons' mouth

now lay prostrate on the green slopes, or else came tramping
back battered and bleeding. There is no need for repetition of

the details. The monuments on the ground attest the desperate

valor with which each side fought.

Of Pickett's brigade, commanders, Kemper was first shot and
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borne from the field, Garmett was killed near the stonewall, and
Armistead leaping the wall with sword aloft, at the head of a
few followers, finally fell overcome by his foes. Pettigrew and
Trimble met with the same fate as Pickett. Wilcox reports
that shortly after the advance began, he received successive

orders to advance in support of Pickett : that he put his brigade
in motion and advanced, "near the hill upon which were the

enemy's batteries and intrenchments," but that owing to the

smoke of the battle he was unable to perceive a man of the

division he was ordered to support, and being subjected to a

severe fire, he determined to retire.

Anderson says he was about to move forward Wright's and

Posey's brigades when General Longstreet directed him to stop
the movement as useless, the assault having failed.

Rodes to the north of the town, says his troops were about

half way between the artillery of the 2d corps and that on

Cemetery Hill, that while on the lookout for a favorable op-

portunity to attack, and having notified Ewell he was about to

do so, and just as he was about to give the order to advance, it

was announced and was apparent to him that the attack had

already failed. Outside of the artillery, the attack was made on

the part of the Confederates by two divisions and a half, out

of nine divisions in the army. General Warren, in his testimony
before the Committee on the Conduct of the War, stated that

Meade had nearly half his army in a good and sheltered posi-

tion on his left, from where he could conveniently reinforce

other points on the lines, and that when the repulse took place,

Meade intended to move forward all the forces he could get,

and in turn assault the enemy. That he ordered the advance of

the 5th corps, but it was carried out so slowly it did not amount

to anything. The Confederates anticipated that a countercharge

might be attempted, and Anderson's division with the nearby
batteries was prepared to receive it; the demonstrations proved
too slight however to excite serious apprehension.

General Lee rode forward to encourage and animate the scat-

tered troops as they returned.
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His greatest concern at the moment seemed to be to break

the shock of the repulse, and its possible effect upon the troops,
and probably it was this, coupled with his great magnanimity,
that led him to say as reported, "It is all my fault." Whether
this speech fell from General Lee or not, it is conceded on all

points that the assaulting column was not lacking in courage, and

that the failure did not rest upon the shoulders of the troops.

Was the failure then because the plan was inherently weak
and incapable of success ; or because there was no concerted and

simultaneous action from the centre and wings at the same time,

or because of both?

It would seem the plan was inherently weak because of the

immense distance to be traversed by the assaulting column be-

fore reaching the point of attack, and because of the want of

cover to shield its progress. The distance to be traversed, and

the projection of the column so far in advance, necessarily made

the movement largely independent, and .put it out
of^

reach of

support at the critical moment of its life, even had a general

advance been vigorously pressed. No general advance could

have kept pace with the assaulting column. It could not have

been expected to do so. The most that could have been ex-

pected was that a vigorous attack all along the line would keep

the enemy's attention engaged, and prevent reinforcements being

sent to the crucial point. But unless Pickett succeeded in estab-

lishing himself securely in the enemy's position so that he could

hold it, he was out of reach of immediate help.

A more vigorous attack by the Confederates would doubtless

have aided Pickett, and prevented to some extent the relief sent

to Hancock, and to the disabled Federal batteries, but it is un-

reasonable to suppose that such an attack however general or

vigorous would have successfully carried the lines at other points

or brought it in reach of Pickett, or materially interfered with

Meade's dispositions. As Meade occupied interior lines with

shorter communcations, and now with superior numbers, and

with his troops under excellent natural cover, it was well nigh

impossible by any attack the Confederates could have made,

to prevent the easy shifting of his men to points where they

were most needed.
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The road from Gettysburg to Taneytown ran just in rear of

trie Federal line and the conformation of the ground not only
afforded cover for the troops, but made it easy to move them
from one point of the line to another.

While, therefore, there was great want of concert of action on

the part of General Lee's lieutenants, as will be seen from
their several reports, and while a more vigorous demonstra-

tion on the part of McLaws and Hood as well as on the part
of Hill and Ewell, would have been useful in dividing the at-

tention of the enemy, it is not believed it would have materially

affected the result.

General Lee assigns as a reason for giving battle the difficulty

of withdrawing from Meade's front through the mountains in

his rear with his large train. The fact that he was able to do

so after the battle, justifies the belief that Longstreet was right

in his opinion that an atack in front was not advisable, and that

General Lee committed an error in determining upon that course.

It is seen now from their correspondence that Meade and Rey-
nolds both were prepared to withdraw, in case a flanking move-

ment had been attempted.

General Lee's fame as a soldier will not suffer, however, from

the untoward result. The greatness of his character was most

conspicuous in the hour of defeat. He never appeared more

serene than on the days succeeding the battle, when after hold-

ing his lines for twenty-four hours, he quietly withdrew, and

conducting his army through the mountain passes, again offered

battle to the enemy, and awaiting for the swollen waters of the

Potomac to subside, effected his passage safely without loss of

stores or baggage.

The night of the 3d and part of the 4th were spent in the

sad duty of burying the dead and removing the wounded to

places of greater safety, and also in the task of refitting and pre-

paring for the future.

The ordnance officers report after the battle showed an ex-

penditure of 1,395 rounds of ammunition fired during the three

days engagement by my battalion. The number of rounds fired

by Pegram's battalion was more than double that number. That
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of the other battalions of the corps much less. Pegram's bat-

talion had more guns actively engaged on the first day than

mine had, and his fire was so free preceding the charge of Pick-

ett's division on the last day that his ammunition was nearly ex-

hausted, and he came to me when the battle was over to borrow

from my supply.

On July 4th, General Lee issued orders for the withdrawal of

his army from the positions occupied by it, and on the evening
of that day, my command was moved to the "Stone Bridge,"

and from there to the village of Fairfield, where the corps was

united.

On the following day I was directed to report to Gen. R. H.

Anderson with two batteries. His division moving by Monterey
crossed the mountain before dark. A section was left behind to

guard the Emmittsburg road, and a battery with a regiment of

Posey's brigade was thrown forward to the right upon a high

hill overlooking the town of Waynesboro, to guard against any

hostile force on that flank.

The army moved rapidly, and on the 6th the main column

reached Hagerstown, and a battery was sent on pickett with An-

derson's division, arid another with Lane's.

While in the neighborhood of St. James' College the enemy

appeared in force. Entrenchments were quickly thrown up and

Gen. Lee offered battle, but Gen. Meade showed no disposition

to renew the conflict.

At the opening of the campaign on June 21, 1863, Gen. Lee

issued from headquarters certain orders prescribing regulations

for the government of the army in striking contrast with orders

from the other side. These orders were in part as follows:

"Headquarters Army of Northern Virginia, June 21, 1863.

General orders, No. 72.

While in the enemy's country, the following regulations for

procuring supplies will be strictly observed and any violation of

them promptly and vigorously punished.

i. No private property shall be injured or destroyed by any

person belonging to or connected with the army excepting by

the officers hereinafter designated."
* * *
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That this was not a perfunctory order was unexpectedly

brought home to the writer about this time. When the retreat

was suspended in the neighborhood of St. James' College, it

was the first opportunity for rest since -the struggle began on

the first inst. We were told at that point to go into camp, that

rations would be issued and the men would have an opportunity
to do some cooking. The sight of a nearby grove arrested our

attention, and the battalion at once took possession. Worn
out with fatigue, I dismounted and threw myself on the soft

grass in the grateful shade, and was soon locked in the em-

brace of Morpheus. My sleep was of short duration. I was

aroused by my faithful colored valet and told that General Lee

wanted to see me. Making my way to where he was, I awoke

to the fact that a long row of camp-fires were blazing brightly

in full view, piled high with fence rails, and I became duly con-

scious that something was wrong. General Lee received me with

grave austerity of manner, and inquired if I had received gen-
eral orders No. 72. I replied that I had, and that the orders

had been duly published. Looking at me for a moment, he said :

"Then, sir, you must not only have them published, but you
must see that they are obeyed," and

r
with a bow and majestic

wave of the hand he turned and rode away, leaving me de-

cidedly crestfallen.

On the evening of the I3th we left the trenches at St. James'

College at dark, and withdrew to Falling Waters. It still rained,

the road was next to impassable, and the night was blackened

itself. On reaching the river, Lieutenant Price was ordered to

cross on the pontoons with all the caissons of the battalion, and

proceed to the rear. The guns were retained on the north side

until all the troops, with the exception of the cavalry, had gotten

over. While waiting here, a dash was made by a squadron of

Federal cavalry, which for a moment produced much confusion

and excitement, and during which General Pettigrew was shot

and mortally wounded.

In writing to the President of the Confederacy on July 8th,

General Lee says of the Army: "Though reduced in numbers

by the hardships and battles through which it has passed since
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leaving the Rappahannock, its condition is good, and its confi-

dence is unimpaired. I hope your Excellency will understand

that I am not in the least discouraged, or that my faith in the

protection of an all merciful Providence, or in the fortitude of

this army is at all shaken."

That the army soon recovered its morale and that General

Lee's faith in its fortitude was not mistaken was abundantly

proved by the attitude of the two armies within three months

after crossing the Potomac. The Union Army again lay in its

old position north of the Rapidan and around Culpeper Court-

house, with the Confederates south of the river. On October

9th, General Lee resumed his aggressive tactics, and advanced

to meet his old enemy, when General Meade retired from Cul-

peper across the Rappahannock declining battle, and removing
all his stores.

Lee made another determined effort to reach him, and cross-

ing the river moved rapidly through Warrenton on a route par-

allel to Meade's. The swift-footed Confederates outmarched

their opponents and overtook the latter at Bristoe Station, but

through a hasty and ill-advised attack by the leading column,

the enemy were suffered to escape, and General Lee gave up
the pursuit.

The final result of the Gettysburg campaign was to stay all

further attempts on the part of Meade to advance on Richmond

until the following spring, when hostilities were resumed by
General Grant.

DAVID GRIGG MC!NTOSH.
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GENERAL ARMISTEAD'S PORTRAIT PRESENTED.

An Address Delivered Before R. E. Lee Camp No. i,

C. V., Richmond, Va., January 29, 1909.

By Rev. JAMES E. POINDEXTER, Late Captain in 38th Virginia

Regiment, Armistead's Brigade, Pickett's Division.

Mr. Commander and Comrades:

It was my wish that this address should be made by Col.

Rawley W. Martin, of Lynchburg, who led the Fifty-third Vir-

ginia in Pickett's charge, and fell by the side of Armistead on

Cemetary Ridge. But this could not be, and so I come to take

his place. For the task assigned me I feel myself but poorly

equipped. Unlike Col. Martin, I followed our old Commander, as

St. Peter followed the Master, "afar off." It is, I may say, with

unfeigned diffidence that I venture to speak of war to the veteran

soldiers who are here to-night.

On me, however, through your kindness, is this honor con-

ferred, that I should present to the Camp the portrait of Lewis

A. Armistead. I thank you for it with all my heart.

The Armistead family, coming direct from England, settled in

Virginia in 1636, and became ere long a family of soldiers. Five

brothers, three of them in the regular army, took part in the

war of 1812. Col. George Armistead, the oldest of the five, de-

fended Fort M'cHenry. The flag which waved over it during the

bombardment, which Key immortalized as the "Star Spangled

Banner," was long guarded as a sacred heir-loom by his de-

cendants. It is now laid up in the National Museum. A second

brother, Lewis Gustavus Adolphus, named for the Swedish hero,

"The Lion of the North," fell at Fort Erie. Walker Keith Arm-

istead, the father of our old chief, graduated at West Point in

1803, fought in Canada, closed the Seminole war, and was, when
he died in 1845, second in command in the regular army. Miss

Stanley, who became his wife, was a native of the old North

State, and so it happened that Lewis A. Armistead was born at

Newbern, N. C., in 1817.
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As a matter of course, the young Lewis entered West Point

in 1836. Here, however, his career was cut short. He became

involved in a personal conflict with Jubal A. Early, who had in-

sulted him on the parade ground, and cracking that worthy's head

with a mess-hall plate, as the story runs, was retired from West

Point; but in 1839 entered the regular army as lieutenant in the

Sixth Regiment of Infantry, and fought against the Seminoles

under Zachary Taylor and under his own father. During the

war with Mexico he did splendid service. He led the storming

party at Chapultepec, and was brevetted Captain and then Major
for gallantry displayed at Contreras, and Cherubusco, and Molino

Del Rey. That war being ended, he served for fourteen years

on the frontier, and in 1859 marched against the hostile Indians

and defeated them.

On the secession of Virginia he promptly resigned his com-

mand in the old army, tramped on foot across the plains to Aus-

tin, Texas, came straight to Richmond, and in April, 1861, was
made Colonel of the Fifty-seventh Virginia, and twelve months

afterwards, in April, 1862, was commissioned Brigadier-General.
In that capacity he fought at Seven Pines, at Malvern Hill, at

Second Manassas, at Sharpsburg, displaying everywhere conspi-
cuous gallantry, and winning by his coolness under fire, by his

stern perseverance and his indomitable pluck, the applause of his

superiors and .the entire confidence of his men.

During the first Maryland campaign he was made Provost

Marshal of the army, and received the personal thanks of Gen-
eral Lee for the ability with which he discharged the duties of

that office.

In September, 1862, his brigade, which comprised the Fifty-

seventh, Fifty-third, the Fourteenth, the Ninth and the Thirty-

eighth Virginia, was incorporated with Pickett's Division.

General Armistead was no "holiday soldier," no "carpet-

knight." "He was," says Col. Martin, "a strict disciplinarian,
but never a martinet. Obedience to duty he regarded as the first

qualification of a soldier. For straggling on the march or neglect
of duty on the part of his men, he held the officer in immediate
command strictly responsible. The private must answer to the

officer, but the officer to him."
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Thus far have we followed his career. Born of a noble stock,

a Virginian to his heart's core, linked by ties of blood with many
of our best, the son of a soldier, familiar from childhood with

tales of war, trained at West Point, tested by years of service in

Florida, in Texas, in Mexico, in Virginia, obedient to duty, de-

manding in turn obedience from others, resolute, unyielding, with

courage tempered in the flame of battle, he waited only for a

fit opportunity to prove himself the hero he was, to write his name

high on the roll of fame and win the plaudits of the world.

That opportunity came at Gettysburg. Of the charge made

by Pettigrew and Pickett on Cemetery Ridge, I do not propose to

speak at length. On the controversies which have raged around

it, I shall not touch. But in order to appreciate the heroism of

Armistead we must picture in few words the part played by
Pickett's Division.

During the artillery duel which preceded the charge we lay

quiet and (some of us) hugged the ground. When the cannon-

ade subsided we fell in at the word of command and moved in

line of battle over the wooded ridge in front, past our artillery,

and down the slope to the edge of the woods. Here, for the

first time, we caught sight of the field of battle. A thousand yards

away lay Cemetery Ridge, curving around on the left to Gulp's

Hill, and off to our right stood Round-Top and little Round-

Top, crowned with artillery. Beyond that ridge arid on its crest

lay eighty thousand men, every breastwork finished, every reserve

posted, every gun in position, awaiting our assault. Between us

and Cemetery Ridge was a field as open as this floor, not a tree,

not a stone to shelter one man from the storm of battle. The
scene which met the eyes of Armistead's men as we descended the

slope was splendid. Before us, one hundred and fifty yards away,

moving on like waves of the sea, marched Garnett and Kemper,
their battle-flags flashing in the sunlight. The regiments of

Armistead, marching in perfect order, with disciplined tread, fol-

lowed where they led.

Soon the heavy guns on Round-Top were trained upon us,

and howling shells burst around us or crashed through our

ranks. The further we advanced the more tremendous was the

cannonade. Our own artillery on the heights behind thundered
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over our heads at the enemy's guns on Cemetery Ridge. And so

we marched "vaulted with fire."

As we crossed the plain beyond the Codori house, we halted

at the word of command, moved by the left flank, till opposite

the point we aimed to strike, then in line of battle, the guns on

Cemetery Ridge blazing in our faces, and every regiment of

Armistead's brigade dressed on its colors as stranght as the line

of yonder door.

The gallant men who met our onset thrilled with emotions of

fear and admiration they tell it themselves at the "grandeur"
of the scene, at the "magnificence" of our advance. To the Count

de Paris, as he watched the Confederate column bearing down all

opposition, buffeting with unshaken courage the fierce volleys that

met it, "it seemed," he says, "to be driven by an irresistible force."

Meanwhile the fire of the enemy grew ever more violent,

ever more destructive. The cannon on Round-Top "volleyed

and thundered.'* From Cemetery Ridge grapeshot and canister

tore through our ranks. We marched, says Longstreet, "through
a fearful fire from the batteries in front and from Round-Top."
"The slaughter," he says, "was terrible, the enfilade fire from

batteries -on Round-Top very destructive." But worse remained

behind. From the stone wall which sheltered their ranks the hos-

tile infantry "poured down," as Longstreet says, "a terrific fire."

The hiss of bullets was incessant. Men fell at every step; they

fell, I thought, like grass before the scythe.

Such were the scenes which some of us witnessed that day.

The severity of our loss attests how deadly were the perils

through which we passed. Of three Brigadiers, two were buried

on the field, and one left weltering in his blood. Of the fifteen

men who led the regiments of Pickett not one escaped. Seven

were disabled, some with ghastly wounds, and eight of them

were slain outright. Of all the field officers in the whole division

only two remained unhurt. "It was a miracle," says the Count

de Paris, "to see them safe and sound."

And now, bearing these things firmly in mind, let us follow

Armistead. "A short time," says Col. Martin, "before the ad-

vance was ordered, the General, as his custom was, marched up
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and down in front of his troops, encouraging them in every way/'

for the shock of arms so soon to follow.. "Remember, men,

what you are fighting for. Remember your homes and your

firesides, your mothers and wives and sisters and your sweet-

hearts."

When the signal guns were fired, he promptly called "atten-

tion," and instantly every man was on his feet. Coming then

right to the front of the Fifty-third Virginia, which was that

day the battalion of direction, he said to Color-Sergeant Black-

burn; "Sergeant, are you going to plant those colors on the

enemy's works over yonder ?" "Yes, General," was the firm reply,

"if mortal man can do it, I will." Then the chief exhorted his

men to follow their colors and to remember the brave words of

Sergeant Blackburn, and giving the command, "Battalion, for-

ward
; guide-centre, march," he placed himself in front of the Fif-

ty-third Virginia, and, marching on foot, twenty yards ahead of

his brigade, watched and directed our advance. It was not long

before the battle was raging in all its fury.

The brigades of Garnett and Kemper were in our front, and as

we drew near the advance lines Kemper rode back to Armistead,

who marched on foot, and said: "Armistead, hurry up; I am

going to charge those heights and carry them, and I want you
to support me." "I'll do it," he replied. Then, glorying in the

conduct of his men, he said to Kemper : "Look at my line
;

it

never looked better on dress parade."

And now came the supreme test. He quietly gave the

order, "Colonel, double-quick." And putting his black felt hat

on the point of his sword, he led the advance, all the time in

front of his line of battle, marching straight ahead through a

hail of bullets, "the very embodiment of a heroic commander."

The sword pierced through the hat, and more than once it

slipped down to the hilt, and we saw above it the naked steel.

As often as the hat slipped down the old hero would hoist it again
to the sword's point. And so, borne aloft with matchless courage,
it caught the eye, it nerved the hearts of his devoted men, a stand-

ard as glorious, as worthy to be sung, as the plume that floated

at Ivry above the helmet of Navarre.

And now the battle raged with redoubled fury. "As we got
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within forty yards of the stone wall," says Lieutenant Whitehead,

"came all along the line the order of charge, and charge we did.

From behind the fence the Yankee infantry rose and poured into

our ranks a murderous fire. Garnett's brigade and Kemper's had

almost entirely disappeared ;
their brave commanders, their gal-

lant officers, with hundreds of the rank and file, were stretched

on the field, and it remained for Armistead's men to finish the

work. After a desperate fight the Yankees began to give way ;

and as they fell back our men rushed forward to the stone wall

with unfaltering steps, Armistead still leading the
~

charge."

The advance line halted here, but only for an instant. The

veteran Armistead took in with the eye of a trained soldier the

whole situation, and saw in a flash that to halt there meant ruin

and defeat. Just ahead, bristling with cannon, was Cemetery

Ridge. Just beyond it Hancock, "a foeman worthy of his steel,"

was hurrying up his heavy reserves. On the right and on the

left the enemy's lines were still intact. On both flanks fierce as-

saults would soon be made on Pickett's men. "Colonel," said

Armistead to the commanding officer of the Fifty-third, "we can-

not stay here."

A word to Martin was enough. "Forward with the colors,"

he cried, and over the wall they went, Armistead and Martin;
and with them went a gallant band resolved that day to conquer
or die. The flag of the Fifty-third regiment, borne by Lieu-

tenant Carter, flashed like a meteor in the van. The indomi-

table Armistead, his hat on the point of his sword, towered be-

fore them like a pillar of fire. "Follow me, boys; give them
the cold steel." A hundred and fifty undaunted men followed

their chief.

They left behind them the stone wall. They passed the earth

works. They seized the cannon that, double shotted at ten yards
distance, had torn our ranks with canister. Victory seemed
within their grasp. But alas ! the support they looked for never
came. In the nick of time Hancock's reserves were hurried to

the front. They came on, he says, "four lines deep," and firing
at close range, poured into the little band that followed Armistead
a destructive volley. In that "hell of fire," as Bilharz says, "noth-

ing could live." The intrepid Martin fell maimed for life. For-

ty-two of his brave Virginians lay dead around him. And there,
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in the Bloody Angle, our heroic chief, grasping a captured can-

non to turn it on the fcfe, fell amongst his devoted men, pierced

with mortal wounds, and sealing with his heart's blood the

high-water mark of the Confederate cause."

As they bore him to the rear they met the gallant Hancock

hurrying to the front.* Each recognized the other. They had

been comrades in the old army. And learning who he was, Han-

cock dismounted, and grasping Armistead's hand, told him with

a soldier's sympathy, how sorry he was to see him wounded, and

promised to send mementoes and messages to his loved ones

in Virginia, and tried to cheer him with the hope that his wounds

would not be mortal, as our hero said. But Armistead was right.

He knew that death was near at hand.

Carried from the field a prisoner, he lingered through the 4th

of July and died on the 5th, "leaving," says Martin, "an example
of patriotic ardor, of heroism and devotion to duty which ought
to be handed down through the ages."

When his kinsmen heard of his glorious death they came and
took his body, took all that was mortal of him, down to Baltimore,
and with reverent hands laid him to rest amongst his own peo-

ple, in the church-yard of old St. Paul's, the hero of Gettysburg
besides the hero of Fort McHenry. A granite obelisk marks the

spot where he fell on Cemetery Ridge. The sword which

dropped from his dying grasp you may see it now in the Confed-

erate Museum.

Such, comrades, was the soldier whose portrait we unveil to-

night. As I stand before you my thinghts leap back over the

forty-five years that lie between, back to the day when I saw him

leading his brigade through the storm of shot and shell on the

field of Gettysburg.
"None died on that field with greater glory than he, though

many died, and there was much glory." Yes, comrades, we
know how many died whose names we hold in deathless honor-
Edmonds and Owens, and Patton, and Williams, and Allen, and

Stewart, and Hodges, and Magruder, and the knightly Garnett.

The heart of Virginia was wrung with anguish. Her stately

*A different account of this is given in Junkin's "Life of Hancock,'*
page 117. I followed Colonel Martin.
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head was bowed in grief. The flower of her chivalry fell in that

fatal charge. But none fell so lamented as Armistead, none

crowned with glory like his. Many another had done valiantly,

but he surpassed them all. He did -a deed that was matchless,

unique, without a parallel on that field, when, leading his men

with unflinching courage through the storm of fire, he pierced

the enemy's line and fell there in the Bloody Angle. Not Wolfe

at Quebec, not Ney at Waterlee, ever exhibited a grender exam-

ple of heroism and devotion than that displayed by our lamented

chief.

The fame of his heroic deeds has spread through all the world.

In every history they stand recorded. A generous foe unites

with us to honor his memory. The stolid Longstreet kindles

with enthusiasm to tell how "the noble Armistead fell on Ceme-

tery Ridge by the wheels of the enemy's cannon."

And so, comrades, we present you now the portrait of a sol-

dier, "without fear and without reproach," of one who, tried

with fiery trials, was always equal to the test; who, true as steel

to his convictions, upheld on every field the honor of Virginia,

and added yet another leaf to the chaplet of glory which shall

forever encircle her queenly head. He comes to take his place

in this "Hall of Fame" with the heroes of our heroic age, who

leaped to arms forty-eight years ago, at the call of Virginia,

and followed even unto death that starry cross which was to

them the very symbol of duty and of self-sacrifice.

He comes to take his rightful place with Ashby and Pelham

and Jackson, with Stuart and Pegram and A. P. Hill. They wel-

come him, this noble band, they hail him as a kindred spirit, as

a comrade true. Our peerless Lee, we may well believe, looks

with approval on this scene.

Long may that portrait hang upon these walls. May ot show

to all the world what men they were who followed once the

banner of Lee. And if ever again the youth of Virginia are

called to contend on the field of battle for her honor and her

rights, may one glance at that noble face nerve their hearts with

unflinching determination to do or die in her defence.

Hail then, unconquored chief, "Dead" once, like Latour d'

Auvergne, "on the field of honor." We welcome thee to thy

predestined place, "numbered now among the immortals."
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From Pennsylvania-German, July, 1909.

THE BURNING OF CHAMBERSBURG.

NOTE. This article, published in the Baltimore American,
March 28, 1909, and written by Lieut. Fielder C. Slingluff, who
was a member of the First Maryland Cavalry, C. S. A., and

is now a prominent lawyer, citizen, clubman and churchman of

Baltimore, Md., was sent for publication by Captain Frederick

M. Colston, of the same place. The letter, beside the follow-

ing: "As an act of simple justice and for historical accuracy,
I ask you to publish this, as an addenda to the Rev. Dr. Seibert's

account of the burning of Chambersburg," contained a clipping

from the Baltimore Sun of April 26, 1909, as follows :

"Sheridan, like Sherman, indulged his proclivities for pillage

and destruction only after the last vestige of Confederate mili-

tary organization had vanished from his front, and it was on a

people incapable of armed resistance that vengeance was wreaked.

Some idea of the pitiless and wanton devastation wrought in

the valley may be gathered from the report of a committee ap-

pointed just after the close of the hostilities by the county court

of Rockingfham to estimate the havoc inflicted on the property
of noncombatants under Sheridan's orders in that county alone :

"Dwellings burned, 36; barns burned, 450; mills burned, 31;

fences destroyed (miles), 100; bushels of wheat destroyed,

100,000; bushels of corn destroyed, 50,000; tons of hay destroyed,

6,233; cattle carried off, 1,750 head; horses and hogs carried

off, 3,350 head; factories burned, 3; furnace burned, I. In ad-

dition, there was an immense amount of farming utensils of

every description destroyed, many of them of great value, such

as reapers and threshing machines, also household and kitchen

furniture, and money, bonds, plate, etc., pillaged.

"We are glad to print this article written 25 years ago, sup-

plementary to Dr. Seibert's vivid description written 50 years

ago. The two papers give us opposite aspects of the same

events and have for this reason unusual historical value."
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MR. SLINGLUFF'S LETTER.

An interesting contribution to the literature of the Civil War
is an account of the burning of Chambersburg written by Mr.

Fielder C. Slingluff, of the law firm of Slingluff & Slingluff,

Baltimore. He was present at the destruction of the town as a

member of the First Maryland Cavalry, and his account is, ac-

cordingly, from the standpoint of a Confederate soldier. For

25 years Mr. SlinglufFs narrative has been tucked away in

archives, which gives it added historic interest.

The account of the event is in the form of a letter to Mr. Eph-
raim Hiteshew, of Chambersburg, Pa., who prevailed upon Mr.

Slingluff to write it in connection with some reminiscences com-

piled by Mr. Hoke, of Chambersburg. The letter telling of the

destruction which Mr. Singluff has permitted to be published,

is as follows:

BALTIMORE, AUGUST i, 1884.

Epraim Hiteshew, Esq., Chambersburg, Pa. :

My Dear Sir: I have received the papers sent me by you

containing Mr. Hoke's reminiscences of the burning of Cham-

bersburg, and have carefully read them. At your request I will

give you my recollection of the events which immediately pre-

ceded and followed that occurrence.

I write from the standpoint of the private soldier, having had

no knowledge of the reasons which dictated official orders at

the time, nor had my associates. We simply obeyed orders.

I do not pretend to give dates, distances, names of places, of

persons or localities with precision. Twenty years is a long

span in a man's life, and as I passed through many stirring events

during the war this one did not make as great an impression

upon me as it did upon those who immediately suffered from it.

I believe, though, that that 20 years has so curbed and temp-
ered the excitement of early manhood and mollified the pas-

sions and resentments of war that I can write calmly and with-

out bias on the subject. At least such will be my endeavor. At

the same time I shall not hesitate to speak frankly and freely

from my standpoint. To do less would render valueless, for

the purpose of impartial history, anything which I might say.
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THE FIRST MARYLAND CAVALRY.

Mr. Hoke's articles are as temperate as possible from one
whose house was burned by an enemy, and as, he thinks, with-

out justification. It is true he calls us "villains" occasionally,
and says we seemed accustomed to the business from the expert

way in which we proceeded to the task. I will not quarrel with

him for this, but I think it proper to take a look at these villains

to see who they were then and what they are now. I was a

young man not yet arrived at maturity. I had just left college

when I joined the Confederate army. When I marched for

Chambersburg, I belonged to the First Maryland Cavalry. This

regiment was composed of the very first young men of our State.

If they were not guided by the strongest instincts of principle

in going into the Southern army and staying there they are

certainly a very peculiar set of young men, for there was any-

thing but pleasure in our lives.

We were generally hungry, slept often, winter and summer,
in the open air on the ground, got no pay that we could buy

anything with, were scantily clad and were apt to be killed,

sooner or later in battle. I believe the unbiased man must say
this was patriotism, although he can, if he wishes, reconcile his

conscience by calling it "misguided patriotism." And you may
be surprised to know that these young "villains" have generally

developed into good citizens and successful men. Go where you
will through our State, and you will find them respected and at

the head of the communities in which they live. In business I

can name you a dozen of the leading houses jn this city whose

members were with Johnson and McCausland, when your city

was burned. The bar throughout the State is full of them ;

and they are, in many cases, among the leaders of their circuits.

They are doctors in good standing in their profession ;
and many

of the most thrifty farmers in this State, whose fine farms attest

devotion to duty and to home, especially in such counties as

Howard and Montgomery, were also present on that occasion.

In addition to our regiment there were five or six others in

the brigade, most of them from Southwest Virginia and the

Valley of Virginia. The men who composed these regiments
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were the substantial citizens of their respective counties, and

would compare favorably with the like number of men selected

from any agricultural community in our country.

A RETALIATORY MEASURE.

Now you would like to know if the men whom I have de-

scribed justified the burning of your town, in their individual

capacity, irrespective of the orders from headquarters, under

which they acted. I must say to you frankly that they did, and

I never heard one dissenting voice. And why did we justify so

harsh a measure? Simply because we had long come to the

conclusion that it was time for us to burn something in the

enemy's country. In the campaign of the preceding year, when

our whole army had passed through your richest section of coun-

try, where the peaceful homes and fruitful fields only made the

contrast with what he had left the more significant, many a man
whose home was in ruins chafed under the orders from General

Lee, which forbade him to touch them, but the orders were

obeyed, and we left the homes and fields as we found them, the

ordinary wear and tear of an army of occupation alone ex-

cepted. We had so often before our eyes the reverse of this

wherever your army swept through Virginia, that we were

thoroughly convinced of the justice of a stern retaliation.

It is no pleasure to me to have to recall the scenes of those

days, nor do I do so in any spirit of vindictiveness, but I sim-

ply tell the truth in justification of an act which Mr. Hoke

claims was without justification. We had followed Kilpatrick

(I think it was), in his raid through Madison, Greene and other

counties, and had seen the cattle shot or hamstrung in the barn-

yards, the agricultural implements burned, the feather beds

and clothing of the women and children cut in shreds in mere

wantonness, farmhouse after farmhouse stripped of every parti-

cle of provisions, private carriages cut and broken up, and women
in tears lamenting all this. I do not put down here anything

that I did not see myself. We had seen a thousand ruined homes

in Clark, Jefferson and Frederick counties barns and houses

burned and private property destroyed but we had no knowl-

edge that this was done by "official orders." At last wlien the
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official order came openly from General Hunter, and the burn-

ing and done thereunder, and when our orders of retaliation

came they met with the approbation, as I have said, of every
man who crossed the Potomac to execute them.

Of course we had nothing personal against your pretty little

town. It just so happened that it was the nearest and most
accessible place of importance for us to get to. It was the un-

fortunate victim of circumstances. Had it been further off and
some other town nearer that other town would have gone and

Chambersburg have been saved.

THE PEOPLE OF CHAMBERSBURG.

And now having given you the feelings and motives which

actuated us, permit me to give my views of how your people
felt about the affair. I must be frank enough to say that I

think the reason the tribute demanded of you was not paid was
because you people had no idea that the rebels would carry

out their threat to burn; nor was this confidence shaken until

the smoke and flames began to ascend. I know that this is di-

rectly in the teeth of Mr. Hoke's tribute to the patriotism of his

fellow-townsmen, that sooner than pay money to the rebels they

saw their homes laid in ashes
;
but he is himself a little illogical,

for he gives greater condemnation to a cruel enemy for burn-

ing out a helpless people after they had shown to them that the

banks had removed their deposits, and it was impossible for

them to get the money demanded. Had your people believed

that the town was actually in danger I think they could have

raised enough money to have avoided the catastrophe.

Why this confidence of security? It grew out of the posi-

tion taken by your people during the war; that we were rebels,

soon to be conquered ;
and that whatever cruelties were inflicted

upon the homes of these rebels were in the nature of penalties

for rebellious conduct; and that such like acts would never

dare to be attempted against loyal men. It was further strength-

ened by the fact that when the whole Rebel Army was in your

State, no atrocities were committed. I saw this confidence, al-

most amounting to contempt, on our march to your town itself,

when the negotiations, preliminary to the fire, were in progress.
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I happened with a comrade or two, to get behind the command
on the march to the town, and, in passing through a village of

some size (I think it was Mercersburg), the knots of men on

the corners poked fun at our appearance, and jeered us, and*

never seemed to consider that the men upon whom they ex-

pended their fun had pistols and sabres in their belts and might
use them. The strange part of the matter to us was to see able-

bodied young men out of service a sight never seen in the

South during the war. In Chambersburg itself, it seemed im-

possible to convince your people that we were in earnest. They
treated it as a joke, or thought it was a mere threat to get the

money, and showed their sense of security and increduliy in

every act.

THREE CLASSES OF BURNERS.

When the two brigades of Confederate cavalry marched to

your town the order came to certain regiments and portion of

regiments to enter and burn it. Our regiment, as a whole, ac-

cording to the best of my recollection, was not sent in, but there

were several detachments from it on different kinds of duty sent

there, and I was with one of them. It was afterward a source

of congratulation to our men that they had not been detailed for

the purpose, for although they regarded it as a proper measure

of retaliation, they did not seek the unpleasant task. The men

who actually applied the torch may be classed in three divisions :

First, those whose own homes had been ravaged or destroyed,

or whose relations had suffered in that way. These men were

anxious for the work to begin, and the spirit of revenge which

actuated them made them apparently merciless. There were

many such in the brigade. Second, the far larger portion who

simply obeyed orders, as soldiers, and who saved what they

could, and to whose humanity and liberal construction of the

orders given them no doubt you must be thankful for the portion

of the city that was saved. Thirdly, the men to be found in all

armies who looked upon the occasion as an opportunity to plun-

der, and who rejoiced in wanton destruction. This last ele-

ment was, I am glad to say, small, but I have no doubt to those

who unfortunately came in contact with them they were but

types of the whole commana.
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APPLYING THE TORCH.

As I had never seen the town before, and did not know the
names of your streets, I can give you no detailed account of
the burning. After it began it was quickly done. Men plead
to have their homes saved; but the women acted in a much
calmer manner, after they understood the thing was inevitable;

and, in some cases, excited our admiration by their courage
and defiance. I saw a number of houses fired, but I saw no
abuse of the citizens. Through the scenes of terror which your
people passed, I have read Mr. Hoke's annals in vain to find men-
tion of an unarmed citizen injured, or a woman insulted. Some
of the men became inflamed with liquor, but I believe they were
few. The most usual method of burning was to break the furni-

ture into splinters; pile in the middle of the floor and then fire

it. This was done in the beginning, but as the fire became gen-
eral, it was not necessary, as one house set fire to the other.

Most of the houses were vacant when fired, the occupants hav-

ing fled.

When the command was given to retire, it was quickly done.

One little incident which happened after we left the town will

illustrate all I have said about the feeling which actuated many
of our soldiers. I think it was two or three miles from the

town (it may have been more or less), some of us halted for a

few minutes to get a drink and perhaps something to eat. A
brick farmhouse, with a porch, was located on the road, with

a pump to the side of it. Not far off was what we called a

Pennsylvania "Dutch barn," larger than the house. It was full

of the recently gathered harvest, and bore all the evidence of a

plentiful yield to a good farmer. I hitched my horse to the

lightning rod on the side of the barn next to the house, and

was just returning to get him when some- one cried "fire." In

an instant the barn was in flames. I had hardly time to un-

hitch my horse. Some of our party demanded in angry tones of

two troopers who came from the barn and mounted their horses,

what they meant by such uncalled for vandalism. The reply

was, "Why, d -
it, they burnt our barn," and on they rode.

But I am making this letter longer than necessary, and must

hurry on.
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MOTIVE OF THE RETREAT.

One word about what happened after our retreat. Mr. Hoke
seems to think that the fear of Averill was uppermost in our

minds. This is a mistake. Whatever may have been the mo-
tives that actuated the commanding officers the men did not

fear him at all. They had perfect confidence that they could

whip him whenever he thought proper to give us the oppor-

tunity, and any soldier will tell you that a feeling, like that means

victory. At one little town we stopped to feed our horses and

rest. His columns were in sight, but no attack was made. As
we passed through Hancock, his advance fired into our rear

guard, and made a little dash at us. I saw in this little fight

Harry Gilmor, who was the last man to leave the town, struck,

and severely stung by a spent ball, which made him whistle with

pain. We also heard on the retreat that some of our men had

been left in Chambersburg drunk, and had been thrown in the

flames by the citizens and burned to death. This was camp

gossip with us, but I never heard it verified.

We crossed the Potomac with some little opposition from an

iron-clad car in our front on the track of the B. & O. R. R.,

which was struck by a ball, fired by the Baltimore Light Ar-

tillery and immediately left. We also had quite a severe little

fight in the Blue Ridge Mountains, near Cold Spring, on the

advance, in which several from our regiment were killed and

wounded, and in which a body of your cavalry showed great

spirit and determination ;
but aside from this we had no fighting

at all. I dislike again to destroy a thrilling episode in Mr.

Hoke's very cleverly written annals; but the truth compels me
to do so. He says when Averill came up to us in the Moore-

field Valley, and captured and scattered our command, that

they charged us with the cry of "Remember Chambersburg,"
and cut us down without mercy. The fact is, we were down
when he charged us. I will give you the plain, prosaic facts,

of which I was the unfortunate witness and victim.

ATTACKED BY AVERILL.

After we recrossed the Potomac we marched to the Moore-

field Valley to rest and recuperate, after a severe campaign.
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There is no lovelier spot in all Virginia than this little moun-
tain-locked valley; and, as it had escaped the desolation of war,
it was the very spot for rest. Our regiment was camped near-

est the river, and the company to which I belonged was nearest

the river of all. My messmate and myself had crossed the

fence from the field in which the regiment was camped to make
our bed in a soft green fence corner, so that I believe we were
the nearest of the whole brigade to the enemy. We had been

camped quietly a day or two when, in the middle of the night,

the order came to "saddle up." We soon were ready for a re-

ported advance of the enemy, but after waiting an hour or two

with no further orders, the men gradually got under their

blankets and went to sleep. Just at the break of day I felt a

rude shock, which I supposed came from the careless tread of

a comrade, and I made an angry remonstrance. This was fol-

lowed by a kick which I thought came from a horse. I, furious,

threw the blanket from over my head and found a couple of

Averill's men, with cocked pistols at my head, one of whom
said : "Get up, you Chambersburg burning !" I got

up at once and at this moment, had Mr. Hoke been there, he

would have been delighted, for I mildly intimated that I had

nothing to do with the burning of Chambersburg and considered

it altogether wicked and unjustifiable.

As soon as I collected my thoughts I took in the situation at

a glance. I saw the blue-black column of Averill winding down

the road and breaking off into the fields where our men slept.

I saw them, to my utter humiliation and disgust, dashing in

among the men and waking them up from their sleep. Some of

our command who had heard the rush of the charge succeeding

in mounting their horses and escaping. With such, some shots

were exchanged, but the greater part of our regiment was caught

asleep and captured without firing a shot. A complete answer

to the statement adopted by Mr. Hoke is that not one of my regi-

ment (to the best of my recollection), was killed or wounded,

and, as I have already stated, they were nearest to the enemy

and received the first shock of the charge. Farther on down

the road, where the shouts of combat had aroused the other
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portion of the brigade, and they had time to rally to some ex-

tent, there was fighting, and some of our men were killed, and

I saw some of Averill's wounded brought to the rear, but our

rout -was complete and irretrievable and the rallies, as I after-

ward heard, were without vigor on our part.

As soon as the comrade with whom I was sleeping (a cousin

of mine,, now in business in this city), and myself had given

up our arms the usual and almost invariable compliments passed
on such occasions took place. "I want them boots," said trooper
No. i, I had just gotten them in Hancock a day or so before

and, as they were regular cavalry boots and worth, with us at

least, $150 to $200 in Confederate money, it nearly broke my
heart to part with them. But the occasion was pressing and

they 'were soon exchanged for a very sorry looking pair. My
hat, which was also a recent Maryland acquisition, with a mar-

tial black plume, was appropriated by trooper No. 2. The ob-

ject with which he replaced it was a much greater insult to my
dignity than the loss of my boots. My pockets were carefully

investigated, but that part of the raid was a complete failure. I

was not at all surprised at their attentions, for, as I have said

above, the custom was a general one and I had myself paid the

same compliments to my guests when the situation was reversed.

EXPLANATION OF THE ROUT.

And how was it that the burners of Chambersburg were thus

ignominiously routed, scattered and captured by a foe whom I

have said they despised. The answer is a simple one. It was

through the carelessness of our commanding officer, and was

inexcusable. It happened in this way, and I am again in posi-

tion to give the exact facts. When we camped in the little val-

ley, a detail was called on for picket duty. That duty fell to

the lot of Lieut. Samuel G. Bonn, of my company. No truer

man or more charming gentleman ever wore a saber in our

cavalry than he. After the war he settled in Macon, Ga., be-

came a prosperous merchant, and died some years ago. He
went out on picket post with about 10 men, some two or three

miles from our camp. This was the only guard between Averill
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and our sleeping men, it must be remembered, that when this

little band went on the outpost they were worn out with the

fatigue of the nearly incessant marching for the four or five

previous days and nights. So wearied were the men that after

that first night's duty, Lieutenant Bonn sent word to camp and

begged to be relieved, stating that his men were absolutely un-
fit for duty. I take it for granted this message was sent to

headquarters, but whether it was or no it was an unjustifiable

piece of cruelty to keep those wearied men on duty. His ap-

peal was unheeded. He told men, after the surprise was over,
that the men on the outpost actually went to sleep upon their

horses and that, in addition to all this, no provisions was made
for their rations.

While in this condition, just before the dawn of day, they
heard the welcome sound of what they supposed was the relief

picket coming from our camp, and soon they welcomed 20 or 30

troopers in gray in their midst. Their rejoicing was shortlived,

for, as their supposed friends surrounded them, they quickly
drew their revolvers and in an instant our men were prisoners.

To run down the outpost of two men was the work of a moment
and then there was nothing between Averill and the men who
burned Chambersburg but a few moments of darkness and a

couple of miles of dusty road. These men in gray were what
in those days were known as "Jesse Scouts." They were familiar

with this country knew the little mountain roads and had

clothed themselves in the Confederate gray and had managed
to slip in between our main body and the picket post and then

played the part of the "relief."

As we were captured we were gathered together in a circle

and soon poor Bonn, with his pickets, was brought in looking

unhappy and dejected. He felt keenly the responsibility of his

position, but after his story was told no one ever attached any
blame to him. About 500 of our brigade were captured and

taken to Camp Chase, Ohio, where for eight long, miserable,

weary months we bewailed the day that Chambersburg was

founded, builded and burned. One more little episode in which

I am happy to say I agree with Mr. Hoke's statement and I am
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done. When we arrived at Hancock, tribute was also laid on

that little town, and it was soon rumored in our regiment that

in default thereof McCausland had determined to burn it. The

spirit of indignation aroused by this report was intense and had

the threat been carried out there would have been a fight right

then and there without the participation of the boys in blue.

And now, with thanks for your patience, I can only say in

conclusion what I have said in the beginning, that this is not

intended as anything but what an individual Confederate saw,

and that it has been written in the same spirit in which you
asked for. it and that is the spirit of kindness and good will. I

am, very truly yours,
FIELDER C. SLINGLUFF.
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From Richmond, Va., Times-Dispatch, May 13, 1909.

MEMORIALS TO MEN WHO FELL AT
SPOTSYLVANIA.

Monuments Are Unveiled at Bloody Angle and Salem
Church Tributes Paid by North and South to

Victims of Famous Battles.

FREDERICKSBURG, VA., May 13, 1909.

A memorial tablet on the battlefield of "Bloody Angle" and a

monument at Salem Church in memory of the New Jersey volun-

teers who fell on the battlefields of Spotsylvania county in the

Civil War were unveiled to-day.

Colonel E. C. Massey, representing Governor Swanson, de-

livered the address of welcome at the tablet unveiling. General

Joseph Plume then transferred the memorial to the State of New-

Jersey, and Governor Fort, of that State, made a speech accept-

ing and transferring it again to the Fifteenth New Jersey Volun-

teer Veterans' Association. An address on behalf of the lat-

ter body was delivered by Theodore F. Swayze, of Washington,

D. C. Similar addresses of presentation and acceptance were

made at the unveiling of the monument. Miss Lena Rowe and

Miss Grace Jones, of this city, and Miss Jennie Cawley and Miss

Miriam Gordon, of New Jersey, jointly drew the cords which

disclosed the memorials to public view.
'

One of the events which excited most interest was the return

of the battle flag of the Fourteenth Georgia Regiment. Repre-

sentative Parker and Colonel A. W. Whitehead made speeches.

About 400 members of the New Jersey Veterans' Association

were in attendance. Lunch was served on the battlefield.

An immense crowd gathered at Salem Church to witness the

unveiling of the monument, the parade from the Bloody Angle be-

ing two miles long. The ceremonies began at 3 o'clock with pray-

ers. J. Taylor Ellyson, Lieutenant-Governor of Virginia, repre-

sented Governor Swanson and delivered an address. After the
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singing of the "Star Spangled Banner" by the assemblage, the

four young women pulled the cords which unveiled the monu-

ment.

General Joseph Plume presented the monument to New Jer-

sey, and Governor Fort, of New Jersey, accepted it and trans-

ferred it to the Fifteenth Regiment Association. The accep-
tance speech was made by Theodore F. Swayze, after the sing-

ing of "Columbia." The principal address of the occasion was

made by State Senator Joseph S. Freelinghuysen, of Raritan,

N. J., who received much applause. In referring to the Fifteenth

Regiment, Senator Freelinghuysen said:

"It was recruited from five of the northern counties Run-

deston, Sussex, Somersex, Warren and Morris. They came
from plow and workshop, from desk and pulpit, the flower of

mankind, eager at their country's call.

"With banners flying they marched peacefully away from

Flemington, N. J., most of them never to return, but all destined

to engage in a conflict unparalleled in the annals of war. They

fought from Fredericksburg to Appomattox: in more than twen-

ty-four conflicts, such well known battles as Gettysburg, Wilder-

ness, Chancellorsville and Spotsylvania. It was on this battle-

field Spotsylvania however, that they accomplished a crown-

ing achievement by passing the enemy's line and holding a most

strategical position. This enemy did not yield before it had

exhausted half of the regiment. So desperate did both sides fight

that their deeds of valor will be remembered as long as the

war itself, and after this monument shall have crumbled into

dust."

The closing address was made by Col. A. W. Whitehead, of

Newark, N. J. Colonel Whitehead said in part : "These men shed

their young blood and laid down their lives so that you and I

might enjoy the privilege of a free country, and be benefited

by the great institutions which always emanate therefrom.

"How loudly these things speak of the existence in the minds

of men of a religious belief that there is a fundamental law which

provides that the well being of one is the concern of all. It is

on this theory that our government rests, and it is the belief

in that principle and love for the government so founded that'
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has produced so high a percentage of self-sacrificing patriots in

the hour of natural need. Since the close of the great Civil War
the custom of erecting monuments to commemorate deeds of

valor has grown rapidly, not only upon battlefield, but in towns

and cities, and they are object lessons which will stand to create

and keep alive loyalty and patriotism among the people. We
commit this stone to the care of the Southern people, knowing
that all will be well."

Colonel Alexander Bacon, of Brooklyn, also spoke. Then taps

was sounded and benediction pronounced. The entire party, ex-

pressing its delight in Virginia hospitality, returned to Fred-

ericksburg, and to-night left on a special train for Washington
en route to Gettysburg to spend a day before returning home.

This double unveiling took place on the anniversary of one of

I REMARKABLE CONFLICT.

the most remarkable conflicts in all war annals. Forty-five years

ago to-day General Hancock's corps was in line of battle at the

Landram house, and half a mile away, at the crest of the rising

ground on which is called the Bloody Angle battlefield, General

Edward Johnson's division of the Confederate army lay en-

trenched awaiting an attack. General Grant's order to General

Hancock was to move upon the Confederate works at 4 o'clock

in the morning of that day. Under cover of darkness and fog,

Hancock's men got within a hundred yards of the Confederate

line before they were discovered, and then began one of the most

sanguinary battles of the war. The Confederate line was broken

and driven back by Hancock's columns which afterwards, being

reinforced, came back upon the Union line, recapturing the posi-

tion it had lost. For the length of time of the struggle and the

number of men engaged the slaughter at the Bloody Angle of

Spotsylvania surpassed anything on record. It was the culmi-.

nating clash of contest by the bravest and most determined men

on both sides.

BLOODY ANGLE TABLET.

The tablet on the Bloody Angle battlefield is made up of a

carved granite shaft, nine feet high and four feet wide, mounted

on a solid granite pedestal two and one-half feet high. On the
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shaft is a pedestrian statue of a private soldier seven feet high,
with musket at "arms rest" position. The cost of that shaft was
$10,000. It bears he following inscripion:

1861-1865.

Fifteenth Regiment, New Jersey Volunteers.

Erected by the State of New Jersey to mark that portion of

the Confederate line held by the Fourteenth Georgia Regiment
and assaulted May 12, 1864, by the Fifteenth Regiment, New
Jersey Volunteer Infantry, commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel.

Edward K. Campbell. Men engaged, 423; loss, 116 killed, 159

wounded, 33 missing.

On the opposite side is the following inscription:

Commissioners appointed by Governor John Franklin Fort,

viz., Hon. John F. Dryden, chairman; Sergeant William H.

Wyckoff, treasurer
; Private Stephen W. Gordon, secretary ;

Ser-

geant William H. Crawley, General Joseph W. Plume, Private

Albert W. Whiteland, Private John S. Gibson and Private

Henry W. Hoffman.

AT SALEM CHURCH.

The monument at Salem Church is built of New Hampshire

granite, and is said to have cost $20,000.

The shaft bears the following inscription :

"Sixth Army Corps, 1861-1865. To commemorate the ser-

vices of the Fifteenth Regiment, New Jersey Volunteer Infantry,

commanded by Colonel William H. Penrose, U. S. A. Engaged
two hours on this line of battle on the Federal side, May 3, 1863.

Loss, 41 killed, 105 wounded, 4 missing."

On the west side is the following:

"Erected by the State of New Jersey, under authority of an act

of the Legislature of 1908, introduced by Senator Joseph S.

Freelinghuysen, commissioner appointed by Governor John
Franklin Fort, namely, Hon. John. F. Dryden, chairman; Ser-
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geant William H. H. Wyckoff, treasurer; Private Stephen W.
Gordon, secretary; Sergeant William H. Crawley, General Jos-

eph W. Plume, Private Albert W. Whitehowie, Private Henry
M. Hoffman and John S. Gibson."

On the east side is this sentiment :

"The suvivors of the Fifteenth New Jersey Regiment honor

the memory of their comrades who bravely bore themselves in

this contest and bear witness to the valor and patriotism of the

men who opposed them on this field."

On the rear side is the following:

"Dedicated to national unity and perpetual peace."
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From Richmond, Va., News Leader, January 8, 1910.

CENTENNIAL OF GRIMES' BATTERY.

Portsmouth Artillery Celebrates Hundredth Birthday
of Organization.

Grimes' battery, a famous artillery organization of Ports-

mouth, is 100 years old and the anniversary is being celebrated

by its members.

Not many citizens of the city of Portsmouth are aware of

the fact that Grimes' battery is the oldest artillery organization
in the State of Virginia, and that the year 1910 marks its one

hundred anniversary, says the Portsmouth Star.

Grimes' battery was organized in the year 1810, and is as well

known in the records of the government and war department and

outside the State of Virginia, as any organization in the country.

The battery is an historical organization of which the city of

Portsmouth and her citizens may well be proud of, and its record

is one filled with the glorious achievements through when Ports-

mouth came to be one of the makers of the history of our country

and our State.

The Portsmouth Light Artillery was organized in 1810, and

under the command of Captain Arthur Emmerson, it achieved

an enviable record in the war of 1812 between the United States

and Great Britain. One of its principal engagements in that war

was at the battle of Craney Island, in 1814, which is contributed

materially to the repulse of the British. >.

It continued in existence and was ordered into the service of

the Confederacy on the 2Oth of April, 1861, under the command
of Captain Carey F. Grimes, and on the night of April 20, 1861,

was on duty with its guns parked at the intersection of High
and Court streets, Portsmouth.

During the Civil War, this command, then known as Grimes'

battery, its name having been changed on the 2Oth of July, 1861,
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was known throughout the Confederate army as a fighting or-

ganization. It was common knowledge that Grimes' battery

never shirked a duty or shrunk from obeying an order because

the execution thereof was attended with danger, for the courage
of its officers and men was proverbial bordering even upon
rashness, and on numerous occasions the battery received the

commendation of General Anderson, to whose division it was at-

tached.

The battery served in the following engagements of the Civil

War: "Hoffiers Creek, April 23, 1862; Pasquotank River, May
2, 1862; Seven Days' Fight, June 26, 1862; Malvern Hill, July

I, 1862; Warrenton Springs, August 26, 1862; Second Ma-

nassas, August 30, 1862; Crampton Gap, September 14, 1862;

Sharpsburg, September 17, I&62. In this last battle Captain
Grimes was killed, and after this, horses becoming scarce,

Grimes' battery was merged into Huger's and Moorman's bat-

teries, but as far as possible kept up a separate organization

known as Grimes' battery.

Thus it will be seen that this organization, besides being a pres-

ent credit to the city, has been, indeed, a maker of history.

Battery "C," First battalion field artillery, Virginia Volunteers,

has in the last five years made rapid strides to make itself an

organization worthy of its predecessors. Three years ago it had

only a few men who could be depended upon and very few uni-

forms, with four obsolete muzzle-loading three-inch rifles. At

present its equipment is second to none in the United States

army or the National Guard. It has upon its rolls eighty-two

officers and men who are ready for duty at all times. In these

three years it has, through persistent efforts, built up an organiza-

tion fully uniformed, with equipment and uniforms for 133 men.

It has gotten the city to build a gun-room in the rear of the

Park View engine-house, in which it has stored the most modern

type of three-inch field battery, which cost the government

$100,000. This battery consists of four three-inch breech-load-

ing field pieces, eight caissons, one battery wagon and one store

wagon, with the personal equipment and harness for 108 horses,

and 133 men, and is a sight well worth the time to any person
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to see. It is in charge of a competent caretaker, who is there

from 8 A. M., until 5 P. M., and always willing to show visitors

the gun-room and its equipment. The battery has full uniforms

and equipment of the latest pattern for all of its officers and

men, and is prepared to take the field at the shortest notice.

Portsmouth can well afford to be proud of Battery "C," and

her younger citizens are always eager to fill its ranks whenever

a vacancy occurs, for being a member of this organization means

something to a young man which he will carry proudly with him

through life.

The city and its citizens are proud that they have for their

own, the oldest artillery organization in the State of Virginia,

which maintains and will always maintain a record which the

city of Portsmouth can hold up with pride to the world.

The present officers of the battery are: Captain, Harry H.

Brinkley; first lieutenants, J. Lewis Thomas and Lewis W.
Thoman; second lieutenants, J. Warren Thompson and I. Lind-

say Leafe.

The present storage facilities are by far too small for its needs,

and some effort will be made to at least double the size of the

gun-room. The members say it would be a paying investment

for the city to help this organization by doubling the size of

its gun shed.
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STORY OF BATTLE OF FIVE FORKS.

And Other Events of the Last Days of the Confederacy
The Appomattox Surrender.

Graphically Told By Lieutenant-Colonel ROBERT M. STRIBLINQ,
of Virginia Artillery.

Colonel Robert M. Stribling, who was captain of the Fauquier

Artillery, more commonly called after him, "Stribling's Bat-

tery," and who became the distinguished commander of a bat-

talion of artillery, is well known as one of the most intelligent

and gallant officers of the Army of Northern Virginia. He is

also a student of military science and has written many able

articles on military matters, displaying fine ability as an historian,

and also striking and original views as a critic.

It will be pleasing to his many friends to know that he has

composed a military work, which will soon be published, relating

to the history of the Army of Northern Virginia. No one who
knows him can doubt but that it will be of great value and an

instructive contribution to the history of that immortal army, in

which he was a brave, able and faithful officer.

The enclosed article on Five Forks is from his pen. It is

composed by reference to the record, which is the primary and

best of all sources of information. A study of that record will

dispel many illusions produced by hasty and erroneous publica-

tions, and it has been closely studied by Colonel Stribling.

JOHN W. DANIEL.

}General Sheridan, having concentrated his cavalry corps at

Dinwiddie Courthouse after some skirmishing, on the 3ist of

March, moved against General Fitz Lee, who had assembled the

Confederate cavalry corps at Five Forks, from four to five

miles west of Burgess' Mill. Fitz Lee had called for some in-

fantry to equalize, as far as possible, his strength with that of

Sheridan. Pickett's division was sent to him that morning.

These two commands, then, drove Sheridan back in confusion
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to Dinwiddie Courthouse. On the same day (3ist of March),
Warren advanced 'his corps from the neighborhood of Arm-

strong's Mill towards Five Forks; so that when the engagement
between Sheridan and Fitz Lee closed for the night, Warren's,

corps was on Fitz Lee's flank, and almost in his rear. Pickett

and Fitz Lee, perceiving the conditions, fell back at light the

next morning (April 1st), and arranged their commands in

line of battle at Five Forks, with Pickett's division in line,

Munford covering its left flank, W. H. F. Lee its right flank,

and Rosser in reserve on the other side of Hatcher's Run. Be-

tween this line and the fortified line at Burgess' Mill, held by
Lieutenant-General R. H. Anderson, with Johnson's division,

was a gap of several miles in width, only picketed by Roberts'

small command.

Sheridan, reinforced by Warren with his corps, that had been

placed under his command, advanced, and, by 3 P. M., had un-

covered Fitz Lee's line. Having ascertained the extent of the

line, Warren was directed to move around its left flank, between

it and Burgess' Mill, and thus to completely sever it from the

body of the army, and cut off its retreat or any reinforcements

to it; and then he was to press in upon it, whilst the cavalry,

dismounted, engaged Pickett's attention in front.

WARREN'S ADVANCE.

In the advance on the flank Warren was encountered only by

Munford, with his two small brigades of cavalry, that he drove

back until he had room to deploy in the line upon the flank

and rear of Pickett's division. He then quickly moved upon

it, doubled it up, and drove it from the field in the utmost con-

fusion towards the west, and captured the greater part of the

artillery and many prisoners. Warren then arranged his corps

so as to preclude the possibility of these forces reuniting with

the body of the army. It had happened that Fitz Lee, during

the day, notified Lieutenant-General R. H. Anderson, who was

at Burgess' Mill with Johnson's division, that the Fifth Corps

was with Sheridan, and that Sheridan, now with overwhelming

force, was pressing upon him. Anderson, in person, with Wise's

and Gracie's brigades, moved to his relief, but as Warren had
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already crossed the White Oak road, the direct line of communi-
cation between the two places, and Humphreys (see his report)
had sent Miles' division around on that road to confront the

forces at Burgess' Mill, Anderson made a circuit around Miles

and Warren, reached the neighborhood after Fitz Lee and Pickett

had been routed, and without affording any assistance what-

ever, added those brigades to the routed and disorganized,

and left the right wing of Lee's army with almost no infantry
and without any cavalry.

WARREN SUCCESSFUL, BUT RELIEVED.

After the very successful operations of this day, in which

Warren had played so important and conspicuous a part, and

his corps had done the work, that evening he received the fol-

lowing orders :

Fields Orders, No. .

Cavalry Headquarters, April i, 1865.

Major-General Warren, commanding Fifth Corps, is relieved

from duty and will report at once for orders to Lieutenant-Gen-

eral Grant, commanding armies of the United States.

By command of Major-General Sheridan.

JAMES W. FORSYTH.

Brevet Brigadier-General and Chief of Staff.

Warren at once reported to Grant and was assigned to the

command of the Department of Mississippi, where there was no

army and where righting had long since ceased. In his report

Sheridan gives as his reason for relieving Warren his want of

promptness in executing his orders, and Warren in his report

claims that as far as practicable he was prompt in executing

them.
THE FIGHTING AROUND PETERSBURG.

After the rout of the right wing of Lee's army, it appeared

possible to destroy or capture the whole of Lee's army before it

could move from position, and with that in view, Grant ordered

that as early as possible on the morning of the 2d, assaults should

be made along the whole line by Parke, from the Appomattox
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to the Jerusalem Plank Road; by Wright from the Plank Road
as far as his command extended

; by Ord, with the Army of the

James, between him and Humphreys, and by Humphreys, upon
the intrenchments about Burgess' Mill, whilst Sheridan, with

the cavalry and the Fifth Corps, was to sweep around and clear

out everything to the Appomattox River.

Longstreet, not having found out that "the Army of the

James" had been withdrawn from his front, though it had been

withdrawn on the evening of March 27th, the seventh day be-

fore, remained on the Richmond and Bermuda lines, under the

impression that he was confronting that army, so that the pro-
tection of the whole line from the Appomattox to Burgess' Mill,

from twelve to fifteen miles in length, when assaulted by the

concentrated strength of Grant's army, devolved upon Gordon's

and A. P. Hill's Corps, the greater part of which had, there-

fore, to be entrusted to the artillery, unsupported.

THE CONFEDERATE LINES BROKEN. FALL OF A. P. HILL.

Before it was light on the morning of the 2d of April, Parke

broke through the line near the Appomattox, but was soon

driven back at that point. Later he broke through the line near

the Plank Road, and after a severe engagement, lasting through-
out the day, in which every available man of Gordon's and A.

P. Hill's command were used to re-establish the line, Parke, rein-

forced by the seserves from City Point and troops from Wright
and Ord, succeeded in holding on to a small part of the works

captured in the morning. In this engagement the brilliant corps

commander, General A. P. Hill, was killed, who, during the

campaign of '64, commanded the right wing of Lee's army and
was so successful in defeating all of Grant's efforts. Wright
was resisted by but few troops in his assaults upon the rest of

the line, and soon swept the line until he connected with Ord,

who, likewise meeting with but little resistance, had 'passed

through the lines, faced his army towards Petersburg, and was

advancing towards the inner line of redoubts immediately sur-

rounding the city. Humphreys, as soon as he could get his

corps together (Miles' division having been ordered by Sheridan

to him), captured all the works around Burgess' Mill, as the
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few troops holding them were in the act of being withdrawn,
after Ord had gone in between them and Petersburg, and swept
around to Sutherland Depot, on the Southside Railroad.

Ord during the evening succeeded in capturing several re-

doubts to the northwest of the city, when, at last, Longstreet
arrived with his two divisions and held a line protecting the

city in that direction until night closed the engagement.

RETREAT.

During the night General Lee evacuated his lines around the

city, crossed over to the north side of the river and commenced
his march to Amelia Courthouse, where he ordered all the de-

tachments of his army to assemble, and where he had ordered

that provisions should be sent by rail from Richmond. In the

same night all the lines around Richmond were evacuated, and

the troops from them moved also to Amelia Courthouse. All

the columns were assembled at that place in due time, but the

rations had been carried on towards Danville, and the army was

without any food. That necessitated a day's delay in order to

feed the men, and Grant got ahead on the line of the railroad to

Danville, and Lee had to turn off in the direction of Lynchburg,
which took him back across the Appomattox at the High Bridge,

near Farmville. Just before the column reached the river it

was struck in flank and rear at Sailor's Creek, where the trains

were blocked at the ford, and the rear part of the army halted

to protect them; and nearly half the army was broken up and

the greater part of it captured.

LEE AT APPOMATTOX SURRENDER.

On the 8th, General Lee, with the remainder of the army, re-

sumed his march towards Lynchburg and reached Appomattox

Courthouse; but during the evening of that day Sheridan, sup-

ported by Ord, cut across his line of march just beyond the

courthouse, and in doing so, cut off from the rest of the army

the artillery of A. P. Hill's corps, under the command of Briga-

dier-General R. Lindsay Walker, and the artillery of R. H. An-

derson's corps, under the command of Colonel H. P. Jones.

Sheridan evidently did not understand the situation, for this
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artillery about one-half the artillery of Lee's army, without any
infantry or cavalry with it would have fallen an easy prey to

his ambitious cavalry. After spending nearly the whole night
of the 8th in marching around Sheridan, in the attempt to re-

unite the army, when it was light, rinding that was impossible,

Jones' artillery moved on to Lynchburg and reported to Gen-

eral L. L. Lomax, in command there, and Walker buried his

guns near an old church and disbanded his command.

On the Qth General Lee ordered Gordon and Fitz Lee to drive

Sheridan away, that the army might resume its march, which

they did very promptly, but found that Ord was there also and

further efforts must be vain.

The surrender of the army was then arranged for and the

officers and men paroled.

This ended the career of the Army of Northern Virginia, and

the downfall of the Confederate States quickly followed.

There were paroled 28,231 officers and men. But of that num-

ber only about 11,000 bearing arms, the rest, in the main, be-

longed to the class of "Impedimenta."

CONCLUSION.

From their organization, "The Army of the Potomac," and
"The Army of Northern Virginia," had confronted each other,

had manoeuvered and fought with skill and valor, if ever, but

seldom equaled, and had elevated warfare to an ethical plane

never contemplated before. How rapidly the names that were

conspicuous in the history of "The Army of the Potomac," has

disappeared from its rolls in succession. In November, 1864,

Hancock, the hero of its one acknowledged victory, "The battle

of Gettysburg," took his leave, and Warren, in the moment of

triumph, was retired from command. Meade's was almost the

only conspicuous name left on the rolls when the crowning vic-

tory came. None of those who had been its most conspicuous

figures were to be participants in the final triumph. None of

them possessed the special qualifications that the administra-

tion required, or else they possessed qualities not conformable

to its purposes. Of them, Meade, almost alone, appeared in the
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closing scene of the drama. And, with the disappearance of the

distinguished names from its rolls, the distinguishing charac-

teristics of the army had gone also. It had ceased to be "The

Army of the Potomac;" it was a component part of "Grant's

army," and scarcely lived in name.

In "The Army of Northern Virginia" all answered to its last

roll call that had not already made final answer at the summons

of the Master.

Each of these two great armies had found in the other, a

foreman worthy of its steel, and each, in a manner, lies buried

in a common grave, overwhelmed by a tidal wave.

With the surrender of "The Army of Northern Virginia"

ended the life of "The Confederate States," whose birth-throes

shook a continent.

"The Confederate States" died a-borning, and upon its

"IN MEMORIAM,"

With spirit pointing to heaven this inscription :

"No nation rose so white and fair,

None fell so pure of crime,"

Will survive the effacements of time; and two figures will al-

ways stand out upon it in bold relief

JEFFERSON DAVIS

and

ROBERT E. LEE.

Around them, the others will be grouped. Near to them, per-

haps, nearest, will be:

JACKSON AND FORREST.

ROBERT M. STRIBLING.

Markham, Fauquier county, Va.
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FIGHTING THAT WAS CLOSE BY US.

One Who Was There Tells About the Battle of Drewry's
Bluff Many Errors Corrected.

Herewith is an article of Captain John W. Sumpter, of Chris-

tiansburg, who is well known in Virginia as a railroad man,
and as formerly connected with the Railroad Commissioner's
office in Richmond.

The war records, Vol. 36, part 2, contain the reports of the

heavy battle of Drewry's Bluff, and show that he is right in his

declaration that it was fought on May i6th, 1864. On pages
200-20 1 of the volume above referred to General Beauregard's
circular order of battle for the i6th of May is quoted in his re-

port of the engagement, and on page 205 appears the list of

causualties in Ransom's, Hokes', and Colquitt's Divisions. Ran-
som's Division, commanded by Major General Robert Ransom,
was composed of Barton's Brigade, under Col. D. B. Fry ; Graves'

Brigade, under Brigadier-General Gracie; Kemper's Brigade,
under Col. William R. Terry, of the Twenty-fourth Virginia In-

fantry; Hoke's old Brigade under Lieutenant-Colonel (after-

wards Brigadier-General) Lewis, and a battalion of artillery,

under Lieutenant-Colonel Lightfoot.

The casualties in all of these commands appear, except in

Kemper's Brigade.

On the next day, May I7th, 1864, Kemper's Brigade was

transferred to Hoke's Division in exchange. Bushrod Johnson's

Brigade, and Kemper's Brigade, under the new arrangement
marched through Richmond displaying the colors it had cap-

tured the day before. It appears that Brigadier-General Heck-

man and some four hundred of his men were captured, but not

his brigade as a whole. There is no report in the war report

from the commander of Kemper's Brigade (Col. W. R. Terry).

Its immediate transfer and movement to the north of the James,

is the probable cause of this deficiency, and we discover no

statement of its casualties.
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The battle of May i6th, 1864, at Drewry's Bluff was the cul-

minating and well designed execution of Beauregard's well con-
ceived plan that bottled up Butler the blusterer. The plan was
so well made that but for the failure of General Whiting with
his division to execute Beauregard's idea, Butler would not

only have been bottled as he was, but much more seriously dam-

aged, perhaps destroyed. There seems to be the difference of

opinion on this point.

General Beauregard says of General Ransom and his division

in the battle of the i6th May:

"Ransom moved at 4:45 A. M., being somewhat delayed by
a dense fog -which lasted several hours after dawn, and occa-

sioned some embarassment. * * * He was soon engaged, car-

rying at 6 A. M., with some loss, the enemy's line of breast-

works in his front, his troops moving splendidly to the assault,

and capturing five stand of colors and some 500 prisoners. The

brigades most heavily engaged were Grade's and Kemper's op-

posed to the enemy's right, the former turning his flank." (See
War Records, Vol. 36, Part 2, p. 201).

Major-General Robert Ransom says in his report:

"The conduct of the troops throughout was unquestionable,

but the brigades of General Gracie and Colonel Terry (Kem-

per's), deserves special notice; also the regiment of Colonel

Lewis, which he so gallantly led at double-quick against the

enemy. It has been impossible to get reports from subordinates,

and I wish this meagre outline may answer for immediate re-

quirements." (Vol. 36, Part 2, War Records, p. 213).

General Ranson adds on a postscript that "on taking the breast-

works, five stand of colors, one brigadier-general and about 400

prisoners were captured."

As the official reports of the battle at Drewry's Bluff, of May
1 6, 1864, do not state what particular part was taken by the

brigades of Ransom's Division, other than a few references of

the major-general commanding, the differences between Gracie's

men and those of Colonel Terry cannot be settled by these re-
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ports. Captain Sumpter's account is from a soldier of worthy
service, and from a man whose testimony is known by all who
knew him to be reliable. There are doubtless officers and men
still living wh9 were participants in the action of Kemper's bri-

gate at Drewry's Bluff, and one of them, Colonel Maury, of the

twenty-fourth Virginia, is now living in Richmond, where he

is well known. A statement from him would be welcomed.

JOHN W. DANIEL.

WHO CAPTURED HECKMAN'S BRIGADE?

Editor of the Times-Dispatch :

SIR. In reading the December, 1904, copy of the Confederate

Veteran, a few days ago, I came across an article signed by
Comrade Stansel, of Gracie's Alabama Brigade, in which he

takes issue with Sergeant Marion Seay, of Company E, Eleventh

Virginia Infantry, as to whom belongs the honor of capturing
Heckman's Brigade, in the Drewry's Bluff fight of May 16,

1864. Let me say that both Sergeant Seay and Comrade Stan-

sel are mistaken as to dates. The battle of Drewry's Bluff was

fought on the i6th of May, 1864, and not on either the I5th or

I7th.

Our brigade, that of Kemper, under Colonel (afterwards

Brigadier-General), William R. Terry, of the Twenty-fourth

Infantry, had been in front of Newbern, N. C, and afterwards,

under General Hoke, assisting in the capture of Plymouth and

Little Washington, in preparation to take Newbern, but on ac-

count of our ironclad gunboat (The Trent), having run aground
at Kingston, the attempt on Newbern was abandoned, and we
were ordered to return to Virginia as soon as possible. We
got back to our lines, in rear of Manchester and Drewry's Bluff,

on the morning of the 7th or 8th of May, and took position in

the first line of entrenchments, under command of General Bragg.

On the night of the I4th of May, General Beauregard came over

from Petersburg, by way of Chesterfield Courthouse, and took

command, and on the I5th, extra ammunition was issued and

everything made ready for the advance the next day, the i6th
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of May. We started to our assigned position about 2 o'clock
on the morning of the i6th, and marched to where the Rich-
mond and Petersburg River Road crossed a creek (Falling, I

believe), which we crossed, and formed line of battle on the

right of the road, near the crest of the hill, and lay down. We
had been there but a very short time when the Eleventh and

Twenty-fourth Virginia Infantry were ordered to the front to

relieve Grade's Brigade, who were being badly cut up. In go-
ing forward we met a number of Gracie's men coming out, and

they seemed to have been badly worsted. One of them, an offi-

cer, said: "Hurry up, boys, they are tearing us all to pieces."
We went forward until we got to the edge of the woods, where
we opened ranks to let Gracie's men pass, and as soon as our
front was clear of the Alabamians we went to work to give the

Yanks the best we had. On account of the very heavy fog and
smoke we could not see ten feet in front of us. Mr. Butler's

boys made it hot for us for about an hour. They were about

ten or fifteen feet above us and knew the ground so well that

they had a great advantage, for we did not know the land and

were wasting lead in the ground, thinking we were on a level.

Colonel Terry, finding that their line was weak on their right,

ordered the First and Seventh forward. We charged them,

doubled them up, and came sweeping up the line. As we were

only about thirty steps from the enemy's line, we could plainly

hear the enemy yelling out to "stop shooting, that they were

friends," but they soon found that the boys in gray had them,

and right then and there Buck Terry's boys captured Heckman's.

Brigade.

Colonel Maury was in command of the Twenty-fourth Vir-

ginia in that fight, and he and the gallant Richmond boys of

the old First Virginia, I think, will corroborate my statement.

I do not know what became of the Alabamians, but suppose

they were somewhere on the line doing their duty and fighting

as Alabamians know how and always did. But they did not

capture Heckman's Brigade. Terry's Brigade did that the

First, Seventh, Eleventh and Twenty-fourth Virginia and on

the 1 7th marched through Richmond with all four of the regi-

mental colors of Heckman's Brigade drooping beneath our glo-

rious Southern Cross.
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I very much regret the necessity of having to write this arti-

cle, but I think it the duty of every one, especially the old sol-

diers, to correct all errors in statements that might prevent a

true history of the part taken by the Southern soldiers being

written. I believe we all tried to do our duty, and earned honor

and glory enough by acts actually performed, without claiming

honors that were earned by others.

J. U. SUMPTER,

Company G, Eleventh Virginia Infantry.

Christiansburg, Va. ? June 30, 1904.
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COLONEL JAMES GREGORY HODGES.

Address By Judge JAMES F. CROCKER, Before Stonewall Camp,
Confederate Veterans, Portsmouth, Va., June 18th, 1909.

James Gregory Hodges was born in Portsmouth, Va., on the

25th day of December, 1828. His father was Gen. John Hodges.
Gen. Hodges was one of the most noted citizens of Norfolk

county for his high character, intelligence, wealth, social posi-

tion and for his public services. For a number of years he was
a member of the county court. He served in the General Assem-

bly of Virginia. In the war of 1812 he, as captain, commanded
a company attached to the Thirtieth regiment of the third re-

quisition for the State of Virginia, commanded by Maj. Dempsey
Veale, and mustered into the service of the United States on the

26th of April, 1813, at the camp near Fort Nelson, situated on

what is known as the Naval Hospital Point. This regiment was

engaged in the battle of Craney Island. He subsequently held

the commission of colonel of the Seventh regiment of Virginia
in militia and later was elected on joint ballot of both houses of

the General Assembly a brigadier general of the Ninth brigade

in the fourth division of the militia of the Commonwealth and

commissioned by Gov. John Tyler on the 7th day of January,

1826.

The mother of James Gregory Hodges was Jane Adelaide

Gregory. She was a descendant of the colonial clergyman, John

Gregorie, who was rector of Nansemond county parish in 1680.

Her grandfather was James Gregory, who married Patience

Godwin, the daughter of Thomas Godwin and Mary Godwin,

his wife. This Thomas Godwin was a descendant of Capt.

Thomas Godwin, the original settler and ancestor of the Godwins

of Nansemond county, who was a member of the House of Bur-

gesses and the presiding justice of the county court of Nanse-

mond county for many years. James Gregory was a vestryman

of the upper parish, and afterwards, by a change of the bounda-

ries of the parish, a vestryman of the Suffolk parish of Nanse-
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mond. His son, James Gregory, the father of Mrs. Hodges,
married Mary Wynns, the daughter of Col. Benjamin Wynns,
of the Revolution, and Margaret Pugh, the daughter of Francis

Pugh and Pherebee Savage.

James Gregory Hodges was educated at the once famous Lit-

erary, Scientific and Military Academy of Portsmouth, of which

Capt. Alden Partridge, A M., of New England, was superinten-
dent. His associate professors were: William L. Lee, A. B.,

professor of mathematics, natural philosophy and civil engineer-

ing; William H. H. Davis, A. B., professor of mathematics,

topographical drawing, military instructor and teacher of fenc-

ing; Lucius D. Pierce, A. B., professor of ancient languages;
Moses Jean Odend'hal, professor of modern languages, and H.

Myers, instructor of martial music. To show the high character

of this school, I beg to mention the names of the gentlemen who
composed the board of trustees, and who are remembered as

among the most honorable citizens of Portsmouth: Gen. John
Hodges, president; Holt Wilson, Dr. Joseph Schoolfield, Capt.

James Thompson, Col. M. Cooke, John A. Chandler, Dr. R. R.

Butt, Dr. A. R. Smith, Dr. William Collins, William H. Wilson,

Maj. Gwynn. This school had a large number of cadets. Of
these cadets James Gregory Hodges, of the senior department,
and John Collins Woodley, the brother of the late Dr. Joseph R.

Woodley, of the junior department, were by common consent

elected to decide all disputes that arose among the cadets; and
such was the cadets' great admiration and respect for their high
character and judgment that. all readily acquiesced in their de-

cisions.

He chose medicine as his profession and graduated at the

University of Pennsylvania. He gained great success and emi-

nence in his profession. During the yellow fever in 1855 he

gave untiring and faithful devotion to the sick day and night
from the beginning to the end of the epidemic.
He was elected mayor of the city of Portsmouth April, 1856,

and again in April 1857.

The Third regiment of Virginia volunteers of this city was

organized in 1856, and Dr. James Gregory Hodges was elected

colonel
; David J. Godwin, lieutenant colonel

;
William C. Wing-
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field, major; John W. H. Wrenn, adjutant; C. W. Murdaugh,

commissary; John Hobday, quartermaster; Dr. H. F. Butt, sur-

geon, and Dr. V. B. Bilisoly, assistant surgeon. At the time

of the organization of the regiment it was composed of the fol-

lowing companies: Portsmouth Rifle Company, Capt. John C.

Owens
;

Old Dominion Guard, Capt. Edward Kearn
;

the

National Grays, Capt. John E. Deans
;
the Marion Rifles, Capt.

Johannis Watson
;
the Union Guard, Capt. Nathaniel Edwards,

and the Dismal Swamp Rangers, Capt. James C. Choat. On

Saturday, the 2Oth day of April, 1861, when the regiment was

ordered by Gov. Letcher into the service of the State, it con-

sisted of the same companies except the Union Guard, which

had been disbanded the year before.

The twentieth of April, eighteen hundred and. sixty-one

memorable day!. On this day commenced in Virginia an unpro-

claimed war. The ordinance of secession had been passed on the

i/th, day of April, 1861. The proclamation of President Lincoln

calling on Virginia for her quota of military forces to wage war

against her sister States of the South brought all Virginians

of true loyalty together. War was the inevitable result of na-

tional and State action. Gov. Letcher had sent down Gen. Will-

iam B. Taliaferro to take charge of the organized forces of this

section when called into the service of the State. At noon the

United States authorities closed the doors of the navy yard and

began the destruction of its buildings, its ships and stores. It

was an act of war and was so regarded by all. At 2 P. M. the

volunteer companies of the city were called into the service of the

State. At that hour the long roll sounded summoning our local

military to arms. All who survive remember the profound inter-

est and emotion of that hour. It stifled all light feelings and

gave to each brow a thoughtful aspect, and to each eye a depth of

light which arises only when the heart is weighted with great

moving concern. Men pressed in silence each others hands and

spoke in tones subdued by the solemnity and intensity of the.r

inexpressable feelings. All knew that when the long roll once

sounded, it would thrill the land, and that it would not cease to be

heard, day or night, until silenced in victory or defeat. Our mili-

tary responded to the roll call with a unanimity and with a pa-

triotic devotion unsurpassed.
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Near sunset of the 2Oth of April the Pawnee passed the foot

of High Street on her way to the navy yard. I see her now as

vividly as I did at that hour. Her officers at their posts her

men at their loaded guns and upwards of 40x3 marines and sol-

diers at quarters all standing ready, on the least provocation,

to give and to receive the order to fire. She moved with a

firm steadiness and the silent majesty of authority. She seemed

a living thing with a heart beating to stirred emotions and shar-

ing the hostile feelings and defiance of those whom she bore.

Her power and readiness to do harm inspired a kind of terror

in every breast. On her arrival at the yard the work of de-

struction received a new impetus. On every side were heard the

vulcan sounds of destruction
;
on every side were seen the flames

of burning buildings and blazing ships. Our forces were not suf-

ficient to interfere and there seemed to be a mutual understand-

ing on both sides the result of weakness on our side and igno-
race on that of the enemy that the Pawnee, with the Cumber-

land in tow, at the end of the destruction of the yard, might
leave without molestation.

The enemy left early in the morning of the 2ist, and Col.

Hodges, under the order of Gen. Taliaferro, entered the navy

yard to take charge, to restore order and to protect what was

left and to turn the yard over to the civil and naval officers of

the State. This was done, and leaving one of his companies in

the yard as a guard he took the other companies of his regiment
to the naval hospital grounds and there threw up breastworks

for protection against any United States vessel that should at-

tempt to re-enter the harbor. It was a Sunday morning. We all

remember the work of throwing up the breastworks. It was

done with a will with patriotic devotion. I did some spading
on that work, citizens also helped, and the mothers and daugh-
ters of our city came down and cheered us in our work. All ap-

prehension soon left us and we were exuberantly cheerful and

happy. Troops from every quarter came pouring into our midst.

Batteries were thrown up at every point of defense. We soon

felt that the enemy could never again come into our harbor by
land or water against our will.
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(Very soon after matters bad become well ordered at the naval

hospital grounds Gov. Letcher appointed and assigned to the,

Third regiment, Virginia volunteers, Col. Roger A. Pryor, and

his field officers and assigned Col. James Gregory Hodges, Lieut.

Col. David J. Godwin and Maj. William White to the Four-

teenth Virginia regiment. This was done on the alleged policy

that it is better for a colonel to command a regiment of strangers

than a regiment of his personal friends. Maj. William C. Wing-
field and the other staff officers of the old Third Virginia regi-

ment resigned and afterwards did distinguished service under

other commands.

Col. Hodges with his regiment was ordered to take command
of Jamestown Island, and we find that on the 3ist day of May,
1861, he was there in command not only of his own regiment of

ten companies but also of five companies of artillery and two

additional companies of infantry. His adjutant at this time was

Lieut. Evans.

This assignment of Col. Hodges to the Fourteenth Virginia

regiment and to the command of Jamestown Island took him

from his home from the companionship of his wife and two

infant boys. On the nth day of August, 1853, ne married Sarah

A. F. Wilson, the daughter of William H. Wilson and Ellen

Keeling. His son, William Wilson Hodges, was born on the

29th of April, 1854, and his son, John Nelson Hodges, was born

on the 3rd of May, when he was in command at the Naval Hos-

pital grounds, and he gave to his little baby son the name of

Nelson, after Fort Nelson, erected on those grounds in the revo-

lution. To him and to his wife it was a most painful separation,

yet bravely and cheerfully borne in the spirit of patriotic duty to

their country. His letters to his wife were ever full of the most

devoted love to her and of the keenest, tenderest interest in his

two infant children, whom he calls so dearly "my boys." There

was an ever intense longing to be with his wife and children

and always the firm recognition of his duty to be ever with his

regiment.

On August i, 1861, Gen. Magruder ordered Col. Hodges to

take six companies of his regiment and to join him in the lower

part of the Peninsula. Gen. Magruder with 5,000 men, made a
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demonstration of a regular line of battle before Newport News

with the purpose of drawing out the enemy at that place, but the

enemy failed to appear. He afterwards made a like demonstra-

tion near Hampton to draw the enemy from Old Point to make

an attact, but the enemy failed to appear. On the 7th of August
Gen. Magruder ordered Col. Hodges to report to him at New-
market bridge. Col. Hodges reached there about 9 o'clock P.

M. when Gen. Magruder ordered to his command two other in-

fantry companies and two companies of cavalry, and directed

him to proceed to Hampton and destroy the town. He reached

Hampton about n P. M. He found everything there as still

as death, and not a sound to be heard excepting the sound of

the horses feet and occasionally the clanking of a sabre. He
marched his men to St. John's Church yard, dismounted his

cavalry and sent a picket guard to the bridge leading to Old

Point. Here the enemy's picket guard opened fire, and for some

time there was an active firing, but no serious 'harm was done

and the enemy withdrew. Then the work of destroying the town

commenced. Col. Hodges, in his account of his expedition to

his wife, says:

"It grieved me sorely to have to destroy the town, but I be-

lieve it is all for the best, as it embarrasses the enemy very much
and takes from them elegant winter quarters whilst our troops

will have to suffer in log huts and tents. I went into many houses

which formerly had been well taken care of; the furniture was

broken to pieces and scattered all through the houses. They were

filled with filth of every description, and most obscene expres-

sions written all over the walls. If I had lived and owned a

house there I would willingly have applied the torch to it rather

than have had it desecrated in the way the whole town had been."

The regiment was afterwards stationed for a while at Mul-

berry Island, and also at Lands End. In May, 1862, it was

ordered to Suffolk and was there made a part of Armistead's

brigade. On the reorganization of regiments in the spring of

1862 Adjutant Evans was made Lieutenant Colonel and C. W.
Finley was made Adjutant of the Fourteenth Virginia regiment;
and Lieutenant Colonel David J. Godwin was made Colonel of

the Ninth Virginia regiment. The brigade now marched to
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Petersburg, where the Ninth Virginia was made a part of it. It

then moved to Richmond, and then to a camp on the Williams-

burg road below Richmond. It was at Seven Pines, but only

slightly engaged on the second day of the battle. The brigade
was at Malvern Hill and engaged in that memorable charge.
Col. Hodges thus speaks of it:

"The battle of Tuesday, July i, was the most terrific that can

be conceived of. My imagination never pictured anything to

equal it. I lost in killed and wounded on that day about one-

fourth of my regiment. They all acted nobly. Men never

fought better. The battle flag of the regiment which we carried

into the fig
iht has forty-seven shot holes in it

;
and every man

in my color guard wounded. During a charge a shell burst near

me, killing two of my men, wounding Capt. Bruce so severely

that he only survived twenty-four hours, wounded several others,

knocked me down and burnt all of the beard off the right side

of my face, scorched the sleeve of my coat from my hand up. The
shock was so great that I did not recover from it for several

hours."

From this description you can form some idea of that terrible

battle in which our forces attempted to dislodge the enemy from

the crown of Malvern Hill, defended by fifty pieces of artillery

and compact lines of infantry, raking an open field of three-

fourths of a mile. Brave men of this city, of my own regiment,

the Ninth Virginia, poured out on the battlefield that rich blood

which even at this late day brings sorrow to hearts still beating.

The Fourteenth regiment remained in the neighborhood of

Shirley until Gen. McClellan embarked his forces and left for

Washington. It then went to Hanover Junction, then through
Louisa county and on to join Lee's army, which it did on the

upper Rappahannock. It was at Second Manassas and was in the

Maryland campaign.

The battle of Sharpsburg was fought on Wednesday, the I7th

of September, 1862, from 3 A. M. to night. The two armies

held their respective positions all the next day without firing

a gun. Lee crossed the Potomac into Virginia early on the morn-

ing of the I9th. Col. Hodges writing on the 22nd of September,

says that General Armistead was wounded early on the morning
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of the 1 7th and that he took command of the brigade and that

he was still in command, but expected Gen. Armistead to be

able to return to duty in a few days. Gen. Early in his official

report of the battle says: "Shortly after the repulse of the

enemy Col. Hodges, in command of Armistead's brigade, reported

to me, and I placed it in line in the position occupied by my bri-

gade and placed the latter in line on the edge of the plateau which

has been mentioned and parallel to the Hagerstown road under

cover." This battle was the most destructive battle of the war
for the time engaged.

In his letter last mentioned Col. Hodges says : "We have had

a very hard time since we left Richmond. I have not slept in

a tent since leaving there and have only been in three houses.

We eat whatever we can get. and sometimes the quality is any-

thing but good and the supply scanty. This army has accom-

plished wonders and undergone the greatest amount of fatigue."

On the 1 5th of October, 1862, Armistead's brigade was en-

camped near Winchester, Va. On that day Col. Hodges writes:

"On Monday last we had a grand review of our division, by
Gen. Longstreet, who commands our corps d'armie. There were

two members of the British Parliament present. We had about

ten thousand men in line, and the whole passed off very well.

It was quite an imposing sight. I suppose the Englishmen did

not know what to make of such a dirty, ragged set of fellows.

The orders forbade the barefooted men from going out. I think

they ought to have let our army be seen just as it is. I have now
some eighty men without shoes, notwithstanding that I have

within the past ten days issued to my regiment one hundred

pairs." I

Burnside had superseded Gen. McClellan in the command of

the Union army, and was now moving towards Fredericksburg.
When this intention manifested itself, our forces concentrated

in the neighborhood of Culpeper Courthouse. Our brigade was
ordered thitherward. I remember the first day's long, severe

march. The first day's march is always trying to soldiers who
have been in camp for weeks. Speaking of the shoeless con-

dition of the army, I remember an incident that occurred under

my very eyes. I beg to mention it. Moses Young, a member of

my regiment from this city, as he marched along the road, saw a
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discarded old pair of shoes. He stopped and looked at them
an then at his own shoes. He took them up, turned them over,

and then looked again at the old shoes he had on. It was evi-

dently with him a close question at to which pair had the ad-

vantage. He finally shook off his old shoes and put on the pair

which a preceding comrade had discarded as worthless. The
wearer of these old shoes was a patriotic and gallant soldier.

When our brigade arrived at Culpeper Courthouse, it was in

Gen. Anderson's division. It was here on November 7, 1862, that

Armistead's brigade was placed in the new formed division of

Gen. Pickett and all the Virginia regiments in Anderson's

division were taken from it and Southern regiments substituted

in their place. It was here that John S. Jenkins, of this city, on

the 1 7th of November, 1862, entered on his duties as adjutant of

the Fourteenth Virginia, appointed in the place of Adjutant G.

W. Finley, who resigned to go home to attend to the affairs of

his father, who had recently died. He subsequently joined Gar-

nett's brigade and was at Gettysburg and there captured. He
afterwards became a distinguished Presbyterian minister and

held the title of D. D. On the 2ist of November, 1862, Armi-

stead's brigade left Culpeper Courthouse, and reached camp near

Fredericksburg on the 23rd. The brigade was in line of battla

on the 1 3th of December, 1862, when Burnside crossed the Rap-

pahannock and attacked our forces, but it was not actively en-

gaged. It wintered at Guinea Station on the Richmond and

Fredericksburg road. In the spring it was ordered to Suffolk,

from there it was ordered to join Lee's army, then ready to com-

mence its march into Pennsylvania.

Col. Hodges, writing on the Qth of June, 1863, from Spotsyl-

vania county, says : "We left Hanover Junction yesterday morn-

ing and have proceeded forty miles on our way to join Gen. Lee,

either in Culpeper county or beyond if he has crossed the upper

Rappahannock. We have now been marching every day for a

week, averaging a full day's march of seventeen or eighteen

miles every day. My men are in excellent condition, and I know
will perform their whole duty should they be required to meet

the enemy. So you may expect to hear a grand account of the

regiment and I am proud to say that it has always done well, and

in some instances far excelled those they were thrown with."
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Pickett's division pushed hurriedly on to catch up with Lee's

advancing army. The division was at Chambersburg on the 1st

day of July engaged in ordinary camp drill, while Lee's advanc-

ing forces were engaged in severe battle at Gettysburg. It left

the next morning for Gettysburg, and arriving in the afternoon

at a camping ground between Cashtown and Gettysburg. Only
three brigades of the division were present, Kemper's, Garnett's

and Armistead's. The field officers of the Fourteenth Virginia

were, at this time, Col. James Gregory Hodges, Lieut. Col. Will-

iam White, Major Robert Poore, and Adjutant John S. Jenkins.

Early on the morning of July 3 these brigades were taken to the

battle line. I will not undertake here to describe Pickett's charge.

This was done in an address delivered before this camp on

November 7, 1894, published in the Southern Historical Society

Papers, vol. 33, p. 118.

The charge of Pickett's division, made up entirely of Virgin-

ian's, is recognized the world over as unsurpassed in all the an-

nals of history for steadiness of march, unwavering courage,

and for the patriotic, calm determination to do all that "was pos-

sible to be done to win victory at any sacrifice of life. All know
the awful fatality among the officers and men of the division. Of
its generals, Garnett was killed, Armiistead fatally wounded, and

Kemper desperately wounded. Of its colonels of regiments six

were killed outright on the field : Hodges, Edmonds, Magruder,

Williams, Patton, Allen, and Owens and Stuart were mortally

wounded. Three lieutenant-colonels were killed: Calcott, Wado
and Ellis. Five colonels, Hunton, Terry, Garnett, Mayo and Ayr
lett were wounded, and four lieutenant-colonels, commanding

regiments, Carrington, Otey, Richardson and Martin, were

wounded. Of the whole complement of field officers in fifteen reg-

iments one only, Lieut. Col. Joseph C. Cabell, escaped unhurt.

Of the field officers of the Fourteenth Virginia, Col. Hodges,

Maj. Poore and Adjutant John S. Jenkins were killed, and Lieut.

Col. William White was wounded.

Col. Hodges led his regiment in this memorial charge with con-

spicious courage and gallantry. He was an able and experi-

enced officer. His devotion to his official duties was never sur-
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passed. His regiment was never in the presence of the enemy
without his being there in command. His officers and men were

devoted to him. He fully enjoyed their admiration, esteem and

confidence. Many letters to him in life and after his death to

his widow, convey unqualified appreciation of him as a man and

a commander. His family made every effort to ascertain where

his body was buried, but all in vain. He sleeps in the trenches

with those who made that charge of Pickett's division immortal.

He was the idol of his family, admired and loved by them with

an affection and devotion which words fail to convey. For their

sake and for the sake of those survivors here who knew him, I

make as a part of this address a touching incident of the re-

union of the association of Pickett's division at Gettysburg on

the 3rd of July, 1887, as published at the time in the Landmark:

Adjutant J. F. Crocker, of the Ninth Virginia, in the course of

his remarks, in receiving from Col. Andrew Cowan, of Cowan's

Battery, the sword of the unknown Confederate officer who fell

within a few feet of the guns of the battery, while giving the or-

der : "Men ! take these guns," alluded to the sad memories

awakened by the scenes of the day;
In this connection, and as

illustrative of them, he had come to the battlefield of Gettysburg

bearing a sacred request from the invalid widow of a gallant Con-

federate officer who was killed in the charge of Pickett's division,

asking him to make a prayer at the spot where her dear husband

fell, for his long sorrowing widow and orphan sons, with the

hope that God, in some way, would bless the prayer to their

good. That gallant officer was Col. James Gregory Hodges, of

the Fourteenth Virginia regiment, the brother of the speaker's

wife. He stated that early and careful but unavailing efforts had

been made to find the place of his burial and he now desired to

find and have identified the spot where he fell. The simple

story brought tears to many who stood around. When the speak-

er closed his address, General H. J. Hunt, chief of artillery of the

Union army, in whom kindness and courage are equal virtues,

came promptly forward and gave his hand warmly to Adjutant
Crocker and in sympathetic tones said, "I can tell you something
of Colonel Hodges, of the Fourteenth Virginia ;

I can carry you to
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the very spot where he fell." The general said that immediately

after the battle, hearing that General Garnett, whom he knew in

the old army, had been killed, he went out to look for him and

when he came to the stone wall a long line of Confederate dead

and wounded, lying along the wall, met his view, but his attention

was arrested by the manly and handsome form of an officer lying

dead on his back across other dead. He thought he had seen the

face before, and on inquiry was told that it was Col. Hodges of

the Fourteenth Virginia, whom he remembered to have seen in

social circles before the war. The spot where Col. Hodges fell

was identified by General Hunt and others, and is at the stone

wall near the monument of the Sixty-ninth Pennsylvania. With

General Hunt and other Union officers and men standing around,

uncovered, a brief prayer was made that God would remember

and bless the widow and sons of the brave officer who fell at this

spot, but now rests in an unknown grave. It was a sad, solemn

scene, full of touching pathos. The sun was sinking beyond

Seminary Ridge, with its slanting rays mellowing the sheen of the

grain waving fields, while here and there were groups of Union

and Confederate veterans, mingling in peaceful, heartfelt -and

fraternal accord.

There is another incident, which I must here relate.

In October, 1903, Senator John W. Daniel, who knew my re-

lation to Colonel Hodges and that he was killed in Pickett's

charge, was in the National Library at Washington, engaged in

getting official information for a future paper on "The Virginians

at Gettysburg," and seeing in the library a m>an whose appear-

ance attracted him, he said to himself that man is a Northern

man and was an officer in the war and I will speak to him, and he

approached him. His conjecture was right. It was Capt. John
D. S. Cook, of the Eightieth New York regiment of volunteers,

known, however, in the service as the twentieth New York State

Militia. He informed Senator Daniel that Col. Hodges fell at

the stone fence, within less than one hundred and fifty feet of

the Federal line, directly in front of the said New York regi-

ment, that after the struggle was ended his body was discovered

and identified as Col. James Gregory Hodges, of the Fourteenth
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Virginia regiment, by some papers found upon it. His sword and

scabbard had been destroyed by a shot, but a soldier detached his

sword belt and handed it to him and that he had kept it as a

treasured relic of the battle to be an heirloom in his family. He
stated to Senator Daniel that if any of the family of Col. Hodges
still survived he would gladly send it to them. Senator Daniel at

once wrote me, giving me an account of this interview with Capt.

Cook and his address at Kansas City, Mb. I wrote him, inform-

ing him that Mrs. Sarah A. F. Hodges, the widow of Col. Hod-

ges, was living and that she would ever appreciate his kind offer.

Capt. Cook sent at once to her the sword belt with a letter of

noble sentiments and sympathy. This sword belt is the same that

Col. Hodges wore when his picture was taken, which now hangs

in Mrs. Hodges' room. The noble act of Capt Cook is tenderly

appreciated by every memlber of the family. A correspondence

with Capt. Cook has given me a high estimate of his character

and ability. He moved from New York to Kansas City after the

war, where he has practiced law with eminent success and dis-

tinction.

Col. Hodges was handsome and manly in appearance. He had

dark hair, bright dark eyes, and a highly intellectual face. He
was gentle in manners, and he ever bore himself with kindness

to others. He had a generous and noble nature, and he enjoyed,

in a high degree, the esteem and confidence of the community.

His
'

leading characteristic to the public was his high sense of

duty and his strict observance of it. He illustrated this in his

conduct as colonel of his regiment. Under trying temptations,

which involved the tenderest feelings of his heart, he still held

that to be with his regiment was his supreme duty a duty which

he recognized as due to his position and to his country. He was

ardently patriotic and his whole being, convictions and feelings

were with the Confederate cause.

But the fairest, sweetest phase of his character was found in

his domestic life. No one can read those letters he wrote in

every camp, on every march, before and after every battle writ-

ten to a tender, loving wife whom he idolized and about his dar-

ling little boys, without realizing that all his highest happiness and
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interest centered in these loved ones. His son, John Nelson Hod-

ges, died on the 2ist day of July, 1890, and his son, William

Wilson Hodges, died on the 26th day of April, 1893, unmarried

thus leaving their widowed mother now childless an added

grief, which, like that other, is ever presant in the heart, but

bravely borne with that resignation which comes fromi the sanc-

tifying faith that God does all. things well.

Again I commend to the keeping of Heaven, as I did on the,

battlefield of Gettysburg that saintly wife and mother, whose
sorrows and piety have made her a priestess, and her room to all

who know her well, a sanctuary of God.
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WAR TIME STORY OF DAHLGREN'S RAID.

Gallant Defence of Richmond by Departmental Battalion.

The very interesting account of the Dahlgrcn rafd, by Prof.

John Pollard, which appeared in this column two weeks ago,

has called forth many comments and recollections of that famous

event of the war.

There is talk of holding a reunion of those living who took

part in the exciting work of heading off and driving away from

Richmond the raiders under Dahlgren. These facts make any-

thing on the subject interesting.

Col. John W. Anderson has furnished us with the following

clipping from the Richmond Sentinel, a wartime paper bearing

date March 3rd, 1864.

The account is given just as it appeared in the Sentinel. It

will be seen that this is the continuation of a story of the day

before. It is a pity the first installment has not been preserved.

But here is the second installment.

Our last account represented the column of the enemy that

had been repulsed on the Brook Turnpike, as having crossed

the Chickahominy in full retreat, and having encamped on Tues-

day night near Mechanicsville. They were attacked in camp by

Gen. Hampton, who put them to flight, with the capture of sev-

enty or eighty, and a large number of horses. The remainder

yesterday made their way down towards Piping Tree Ferry on

the Pamunkey.
The column that appeared on the road that comes into the

city from the West, lost no time after their repulse on Tues-

day night in hastening after their comrades of the other column.

On yesterday they crossed the Chickahominy, and at half-past

four in the afternoon found themselves confronted at the Old

Church by a small body of Colonel Bradley T. Johnson's Mary-
land Cavalry.
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The Yankees, in desperation, charged through by mere weight

of numbers ; with a loss of several killed and wounded, and about

thirty prisoners remaining in our hands. They then pursued
their way towards the Piping Tree Ferry. We had two men

wounded, of whom, we are pained to say, Lieut. Ditty was shot

in both eyes.

Thus has passed away Kilpatrick's second attempt at raiding

into Richmond. He has been pretty well hackled by our forces,

having lost, probably, at least one-tenth of his force in killed

and captured. As far as the grand objects of his undertaking
were concerned, he has reason to feel very foolish. Prisoners

say it was the design of the Brooke Turnpike column to attract

our whole force, and leave the river-side column to make a dash

at Belle Island, and liberate the Yankee prisoners there. They
have failed in everything, except some temporary damage to our

railroads, the burning of some barns and mills, the seizure of

some horses, the hanging of one negro, and the stealing of some

spoons. For these he has paid, probably, two hundred and fifty

picked men, and he has thoroughly broken down the rest, both

men and horses, for a time.

Of the damage to the railroads the extent is not yet known.

The Fredericksburg road has had one of its engines reburnt;
it was burnt in the former raid and three or four small gon-
dolas. The Central road is thought to have suffered considera-

bly.

As if waiting for Kilpatrick to get through, Butler is under-

stood to be moving again. Some of his cavalry appeared yes-

terday at Tunstall's Station, it is said; and it is alleged that a

heavy co-operating column of infantry (twelve regiments), are

at the Burnt Ordinary, in New Kent. Perhaps it is well he

should come while our hand is in.

SKIRMISH ON THE WESTERN ROAD.

We have obtained some particulars of the skirmish with the

enemy to which we referred on yesterday, on the Plank Road,
about three miles West of Richmond, on Tuesday evening. The

troops engaged on our side were composed wholly of our city
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organizations, who, on this occasion, had their first encounter with

the enemy. The forces of the latter were about five hundred

picked men, of five regiments of Gregg's cavalry, with two pieces

of artillery. The artillery was not brought into action.

The Tredegar Battalion, Maj. , was the first to come
into collision with the enemy. As the battalion was ascending
the hill which descends from Benjamin Green's house, the Yan-

kees, who were coming over it, suddenly appeared close at hand.

The meeting was unexpected, and found our men unprepared
for it, miany of our guns being unloaded. The enemy deployed
under the shelter of a piece of wood, and our men got into such

line as they could in the open field. Volleys were exchanged,
from which the Yankees suffered most, and were made to give

ground. They subsequently made a charge under which the

battalion recoiled and made a rapid and broken retreat, and took

no further part in the operations. The enemy pressed vigorous-

ly, making an attempt to cut off the men, but with indifferent

success. Some were captured, but afterwards released, as the

enemy could not afford to be encumbered with prisoners. Five

horses and two dead soldiers left on the field show that the fire

of our men was not without effect. On our side Lieutenant

John Sweeney and private Blunt were killed. Much allowance

is to be made for the circumstances under which the battalion

went into action. As it was, the enemy were the greatest suf-

ferers.

The enemy's column now came forward with celerity, expect-

ing to find no further obstacle to their progress. The depart-

mental and quartermaster's battalions, who were following the

march of the Armory Battalion, suddenly beheld the approach
of the enemy. Capt. John McAnerny, of company B, Depart-
mental Battalion, who was in command of the whole as ranking
officer present, swiftly deployed his lines to the right and left

of the road, and had barely time to order out his skirmishers

before the cavalry charged him. They charged down on both

sides of the road. They came yelling, and rattling their sabres

and firing their carbines, their officers vociferating to them to

"charge the rebels ! Cut them down ! They are nothing
but melish !" It was already quite dark, and growing more so,
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so that objects were with difficulty distinguished. Our skirm-

ishers' line waited until the enemy were very near, and, pouring

in a beautiful fire, retreated to the main line. The enemy pressed

on, our men reserving their fire until the word of command,

when they delivered it at close quarters and with admirable

effect. The enemy was checked and broken, and a couple of

volleys more drove him from the field in flight.

Our troops deserve very high praise for making so gallant a

debut under circumstances so perplexing and a call so sudden.

They repulsed and drove back a greater number of the enemy's

picked veterans. Our loss is stated in the following:

Officers Killed : Captain A. Ellery, Co. D. Wounded : Lieu-

tenant R. A. Matthews, Co. D, slightly; Acting Lieutenant R.

A. Tompkins, face and arm slightly.

Privates D. T. Carter, Co. A, slightly; F. M. Cary, Co. D,

slightly in face
; J. W. Burson and - Mclndoe, Co. D, both

slightly; S. M. Levin, Co. F, slightly in leg; R. B. Green, Co.

F, in hand
;
Miles Cary, Co. K, sabre cut on shoulder

; Gray Dos-

well, Co. K, shot through the thigh (flesh wound). Missing:

Private T. Y. Catlett, Co. I.

The fierceness of the charge which the Departmental Bat-

talion met in line of battle is evidenced by the sabre cuts re-

ceived. Several of the enemy rode through our lines, and were

shot down or captured.

Of the loss of the enemy we cannot speak with positive pre-

cision. They collected eighteen of their wounded at Mr. Green's

house, in the rear of the fighting. Seven of these they after-

wards carried away with them. Four of their dead were picked

up on the battle-ground yesterday morning, as also several

wounded. Of the latter, three died in a few hours, and another

is evidently mortally wounded. Some indication of the casualties

is given in the ten dead horses that lay near here.

The loss of the enemy in the two skirmishes may be set down
at ten killed, one mortally wounded and seventeen disabled by
their wounds, of whom ten are prisoners. Besides these a num-
ber of prisoners were taken, fifteen horses killed, and several

captured. A pretty fair start, for Henley's Battalion fought
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against a superior force of veterans, in the dark, and without

notice, or time to get ready ! They had no support from regu-
lar troops, for, though some were near at hand, they did not

arrive till the fight was over.

After their repulse the enemy went back by the road they

had come until they reached the Ridge Church. Here they

struck off to the right and made for Hungary Station, on the

Fredericksburg railroad, reaching that point about daybreak.

They seized a citizen of the neighborhood and demanded that

he should pilot them ; but leading through a piece of pines he

made his escape, and left them to find their way out as best

they could. The Yankees unquestionably hung a negro, belong-

ing to Mr. Weems, whom they had as a pilot, but who led them

astray by getting lost himself.

As an incident of the fight near Richardson's farm, and of

the darkness which prevailed, we may mention, that a Yankee

charged the fence just where it passed on the edge of a deep pit

of an abandoned ice-house. Horse and rider went in
;
the former

was killed by the fall, the latter drawn out a prisoner the next
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ANOTHER STORY OF THE CRATER BATTLE.

PETERSBURG, VA., 1905.
Editor of The Times-Dispatch:

SIR, The enclosed account of the charge of Mahone's Bri-

gade at the battle of "The Crater," Saturday, July 3Oth, 1864,

written by Major William H. Etheredge, who commanded the

Forty-first Regiment of Virginia, of that brigade, will prove

interesting just now to many survivors.

This was a personal letter to me in March, 1892, and I have

not had until recently, his permission to publish it.

Very truly yours,
GEORGE J. ROGERS.

GREAT BRIDGE, NORFOLK COUNTY, VA., March 23rd, 1892.

Captain George J. Rogers:

My DEAR FRIEND. Your favor of the i6th instant came to

hand on Saturday, I9th, and I can say it gave me genuine pleas-

ure.

At your request, I will undertake to give a description of

the battle of the Crater on the suburbs of the city of Peters-

burg, July 3Oth, 1864.

"Colonel" Parham, as you know, was wounded at the first

battle of Malvern Hill in 1862, which rendered him unfit for

duty, and Lieutenant "Colonel" Minetree was wounded on the

sixth day of May, 1864, in the battle of the Wilderness, and

was unfit for service, so you see the command of the old Forty-

first Regiment fell upon my shoulders, and while I felt unequal
to the task, I determined to do my duty to the best of my ability.

We were satisfied that the enemy was undermining somewhere
on the line, but could not tell where until the mine was sprung
on the morning of July 3Oth, 1864, the whole country for miles

around was startled when the explosion took place, and every

piece of artillery that could be brought to bear on that particular
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spot, opened fire and a most terrific cannonading followed. We
knew there was hard work ahead for some of us, and sure

enough just about sunrise there came an order for Mahone's

old Virginia Brigade to hold itself in readiness to move at a

moment's notice, and before we could get ready, (here came

the order for us to fall into line, without knowing what was

ahead of us. After the line was formed, we were ordered to

divest ourselves of all baggage, and to carry nothing but our

arms and ammunition and a canteen of water, this being done r

we headed towards the cemetery, and when arrived at the mouth

of the covered way, used to protect our men when relieving

picket, we marched up that covered way until we reached an

angle, we then left the ditch, flanked to the right and marched

a short distance down a ravine until nearly opposite the point

where the mine was sprung, and w<ere ordered to lie down. Gen-

eral Mahone was at the angle in the ditch, and saw the brigade

pass. He ihad ordered the Georgia Brigade to form on the

right of the Virginia Brigade, but failing to get there in time,

he took a position in rear of his old brigade, for the purpose,

as I supposed, to watch the movements of the enemy, and well

enough did he, for they were getting ready to charge us, as

we heard distinctly the command "Fix bayonets and no quar-

ters." Just at that juncture, General Mahone being in rear of

the brigade with General Weisiger on the right, the order came

from General Mahone, as I have always thought, from that day
to the present, to charge the enemy.

It has been a disputed question ever since the war as to who

gave the command to charge the enemy, some claiming the order

came from General Weisiger, while others say the order came

from General Mahone. If General Weisiger gave the order, I

did not hear him, as he was on the right of the line, and I on

the left. I did hear the order, however, and coming from the

rear, as I thought, and while I would not say or do anything

(even if it was in my power), to wrest from General Weisiger

any of the honors to which ihe was entitled on that occasion, I

am still of the opinion the order to charge came from General

Mahone. In a moment we were up and started up hill, where

we could see the enemy in line, and fortunately for us, the first
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line were negroes, who could not stand the rebel yell and cold

steel, and in order to get out of the way, threw their guns down

and broke for the rear. The next line were white men, and so

great was their desire to keep the negroes in front of them as

a sort of breastwork, they lost sight of us until we were only

a short distance from them, and I believe every shot took effect,

as they were as thick in the breastworks as they could stand,

and it was almost impossible to miss a man
;
but the Yanks were

determined we should not have it all our way, and before we

reached the breastworks they poured a volley into us, and about

one-half of our little brigade went down. Notwithstanding all

this, we pushed to the front, and reaching the ditch, in we went

with empty muskets, depending on the bayonet and breech of

the gun, and a regular hand to hand encounter took place. The

scene that follows beggars description: our men would drive

the bayonet into one man, pull it out, turn the butt and knock

the brains out of another, and so on until the ditch ran with

blood of the dead and dying. So great was the slaughter that

Lieutenant-Colonel William H. Steward, of the Sixty-first Regi-

ment, in command, and myself, of the Forty-first, had to make a

detail to pile up the dead on the side of the ditch to make room

so we could reinforce to the right or left, as occasion might

require.

The Yanks fought bravely to maintain the foothold they had

gained, but the powers of the Southern soldier were too much
for them at that particular time, knowing as we did, that if they

succeeded in carrying out their designs, our friends in the city

would fare but common, and with us it was to do or die; and in

an incredibly short time the breastworks to the left of the Crater

for some distance occupied by the enemy were taken back and

hostilities for a few moments ceased, but the end is not yet,

the breastworks to the right of the Crater were still in the

enemy's hands, and General Lee said they must be taken back.

About that time, the Georgia Brigade was on hand, and General

Mahone called on them to perform that service. Accordingly
the line was formed, and when the command was given they
started as gallantly to the front as any set of men could, but
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by the time the enemy had filled the breastworks as full of men
as they could stand together, and as soon as the Georgians

got near enough the enemy opened fire on them, and they fell

like autumn leaves. They reformed, and tried it a second time,

but with no better results. General Mahone then called . on the

Alabama Brigade ;
the line was formed the command given, and

when they reached the point where the Georgians suffered so

severely, they too met with a heavy loss, but, unlike the Geor-

gians, as soon as they received the shock every man that was

left standing started in double quick, and before the enemy could

reload, the Alabamians were on them, and as was the case on

our side of the Crater, a hand to hand fight took place, and in

a few minutes the gallant Alabamians had driven out and killed

those who couldn't get out, and were masters of the situation.

The loss of life on both sides was heavy, and I have often said,

if a correct history of the late war is ever written, the fight at

the Crater will be second to none, but the battle of Gettysburg,

during the war.

And now, as you have requested me to do so, I will give you
a short history of the part I took in the fight at the Crater. When
we made the charge and reached the breastworks, I was among
the first to jump in the ditch, where the Yanks were as thick

as they could stand. First sergeant of Company D jumped in

about the same time I did, and was killed instantly. Where I

was there was a small bomb-proof, and two Yanks squatting

down near its mouth to keep out of danger; they were white

men with muskets in their hands, with fixed bayonets). My
feet had not more than touched the ground when they rose up
and stood before me. Just then the man that killed the sergeant

stooped down and picked up a musket, evidently with the in-

tention of killing me. I took in the situation at once, took hold

of the two men in front of me, and kept them so close together

it was impossible for him to kill me without endangering the

lives of his own men. Just at that moment, our men were

jumping in the ditch like frogs; one of them jumped in just be-

hind me, and I sung out to him at the top of my voice to kill

the man in front of me. The man, Peter Gibbs, by name, of
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Company "E," Petersburg, stepped one pace to the right of me,

and killed him as quick as you could wink your eye. The

fellow was so intent on killing me, he died with his musket in

his hands, trying to shoot me. I then made the two men throw

down their arms and started them to the rear. It has been said

that drowning men will catch at a straw, so you can readily

imagine my feelings while facing death, but I never lost pres-
ence of mind during the terrible ordeal to which I was sub-

jected. Would that I had the mind to picture to your imagi-
nation the heroism and many deeds of valor of our men on that

memorable occasion, but have not, and will leave it for wiser

heads than mine.

And now, my dear friend, I have given you all the points

in the fight of the Crater that came under my notice, to the

best of my recollection, and hoping this to some extent will

satisfy you until you can gather all the facts in the case from
some who took part in the struggle better qualified for the task

than I am, I have the honor to be,

Your sincere friend,

WILLIAM H. ETHEREDGE.
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GENERAL LEE'S LAST CAMP.

BUCKINGHAM, VA., Dec. 27, 1901.

When the Confederate forces on the 8th day of April, 1865,

were retreating and the Federal forces pressing hard in pursuit

from Amelia Courthouse to Appomattox, a piece of ordnance,

which it became necessary to abandon in order to hasten their

progress, was left by the Confederates concealed in a bottom

off from the public road not far from Curdsville, and remained

there for a time after the war. A rear guard was left to cover

the line of retreat taken by the Confederates, and when this

guard reached the old McKinney place (where Governor Mc-

Kinney was born and raised), one of the Confederate soldiers

slipped off his boots and climbed a large oak tree (which stands

now at this point covered with mistletoe), to reconnoitre, when
a bullet from a Federal gun cut off a twig just above his head

and he came down and went; nor did he stand on the order of

his going, but went at once, dropping from the limb of the tree

astride his horse, leaving his boots on the ground.

When the old place, owned by Mr. William D. Jones, was
reached by the Federal army, the soldiers learned from the ne-

groes that a barrel of brandy was concealed* under the front

porch, and they imbibed freely of this and committed many acts

which were a shame on them. There was a beautiful parlor in

this home, and they took the feather beds and ripped them up
on this floor and poured molasses on the feathers and stirred

the mess up together. Some member of the household had a

$20 note in "greenbacks" (as we called the currency then), and

they gave it to a wounded Confederate soldier to keep, and he

pulled off his boot and laid the note in the bottom of his sock,

but he was searched, and the money taken from him.

Many of the people of this vicinity took refuge in a nearby

mountain until both armies had passed. On the return march

the Federal forces spent a night at a place called "New Store,"
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which is owned by Mr. Louis D. Jones, and many of the Fed-

eral officers spent the night at Mr. Jones' house. General Nel-

son A. Miles 'was one of the officers in charge, and he made his

men behave as they should. Meanwhile General R. E. Lee had

taken another route leading toward Richmond, and passing

through this village with only his personal attendant, he was

recognized by a lovely lady, who went out and asked the privi-

lege of shaking his hand. General Lee only went two miles

further when, night coming on, he decided to camp in a piece

of woods on the place then owned by a widow, Mrs. Martha

Shepherd. When his tent was made and Mrs. Shepherd learned

of the fact that this distinguished soldier was preparing to camp
so near her, she sent an invitation for him to spend the night
at her house, which was declined with thanks. This was the

last camping ground of this distinguished commander and the

legislature of Virginia should appropriate a suitable sum to

erect a monument to mark the spot. A small stone has been

prepared to mark this place, but it should be marked by a splen-

did shaft such as we have at this place.
W. W. HASKINS.

The News Leader is informed that Mr. Haskins probably is

mistaken. We are told that General Lee's last camp was in a

grove nearly opposite the main gate of "Windsor," the home of

his brother, Carter Lee, in Powhatan county, near Five Creek

Mills, twenty-five miles from Richmond. It is further said that

when he received pressing invitations to go to the house General

Lee declined, saying he preferred to spend his last night before

going home sleeping in a tent among his comrades.
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GENERAL J. E. B. STUART IN THE GETTYSBURG
CAMPAIGN.

A Reply to Colonel John S. Mosby.

By RANDOLPH HARRISON McKIM, late First Lieutenant and A.D.C.
Third Brigade, General Edward Johnson's Division,

Army of Northern Virginia.

Col. John S. Mosby, the brave and able commander of a

famous partisan corps in Virginia during the Civil War, has

published a book in exposition of the part borne by Gen. J. E.

B. Stuart's cavalry in the Gettysburg Campaign, and in defence

of that heroic officer from the unfavorable criticism passed on

his course in that campaign.* The splendid services of Jeb
Stuart to the Southern Cause are written on the heart of the

Southern people; and his superb leadership in that brilliant,

though mistaken, raid round the Federal Army between June

27th and July ist, and, later, his invaluable service on the retreat

from Gettysburg, are, I think, universally acknowledged. They
were long ago celebrated, among others, by General Fitzhugh

Lee in his description of the Gettysburg Campaign contained in

his life of Gen. Robert E. Lee, pp. 265-6^ The most brilliant

Cavalry officer of the Army of Northern Virginia did not have

to wait for Col. Mosby to sing his praises in the year 1908.

But there have been, and are, many of the soldiers of

Lee, who, though they yield to none in their admiration of Gen.

Stuart, nevertheless are of opinion that he made several serious

*" Stuart's Cavalry in the Gettysburg Campaign," 1908. He also pub-
lished in November, 1908, an article on the same subject in the Journal of

the Military Service Institution.

t It is remarkable that Col. Mosby should include Gen. Fitz. Lee among
those who have thrown the blame of the Gettysburg campaign, on Stuart.

For Gen. Lee says : "This officer has been unjustly criticised for not being
in front of Lee's army at Gettysburg, but Lee and Longstreet must be held

responsible for his route." "Life of Gen. Lee," p. 265.
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errors of judgment in the Gettysburg Campaign, and that these

contributed not a little to the Confederate failure. Unfortu-

nately, these recent publications of Col. Mosby are of such a

character that it is necessary to reopen this painful subject, and

tq speak as plainly as that writer has done. This is the more

necessary because his argument is so plausible, and is stated with

so much dialectical skill, that only the very careful reader is likely

to detect its fallacies.

Col. Mosby first impeaches the accuracy of both of Gen.

Lee's Reports of the Battle of Gettysburg (of July 3ist, 1863,

and January, 1864), in several important statements made therein,

viz.: I. That Gen. Lee was in ignorance of Hooker's move-

ments until the night of June 28th, 1863, when Gen. Longstreet's

scout reported his army approaching South Mountain; 2. That

Gen. Lee then, and therefore, changed his plan and ordered his

army to concentrate east of South Mountain
; 3. That it had been

Lee's intention to concentrate at Harrisburg and that he ordered

Hill and Longstreet to that place after reaching Chambersburg ;

4. That "the absence of the Cavalry rendered it impossible to ob-

tain accurate information" of the movements and position of

the Federal Army.
This serious impeachment of Gen. Lee's accuracy in regard

to the particulars of his own campaign, is largely based on a

letter taken from Gen. Lee's Official Letter Book, and dated

at Chambersburg, June 28th, 7:30 A. M., in which Gen. Lee

says to Gen. Ewell:

"I wrote you last night stating that Gen. Hooker was re-

ported to have crossed the Potomac and is advancing by way of

Middletown, the 'head of his column being at that point in Fred-

erick county. I directed you in my letter to move your forces

to this point."

Col. Mosby declares that this letter refutes "every word" of

the statements of Gen. Longstreet, Col. Marshall, Gen. Long,
Col. Walter Taylor, Gen. Fitz Lee and Gen. Lee's own report in

regard to the compaign in the particulars above named. He
further says that Gen. Ewell's and Gen. Early's reports show
that the movement against Harrisburg was arrested on June
27th, and thus agree with the statements of the letter of June
28th, which he quotes.
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Now I affirm, on the contrary, that the reports of Ewell and

Early are irreconcilable with the accuracy of the date of this

famous letter. Nobody can reconcile this letter, as dated (June

28th, 7:30 A. M.), with the indisputable facts of the campaign.
The genuineness of the letter is undisputed it is in the well

known handwriting of Col. Venable, of Lee's staff but the ac-

curacy of the date is called in question. Suppose it to have

been written on June 29th, and it is then in complete harmony
with Gen. Lee's report, with the statements of his staff on the

points at issue, and with the reports of Gen. Longstreet, Gen.

Ewell and Gen. Early.

Now this famous letter turns out to have been copied in the

letter-book of General Lee from memory, by Col. Charles Vena-

ble. It is marked thus : "From memory sketch of a letter.'
9

It is not the original letter. It was copied afterwards some-

time before July i the date of the next letter. It cannot there-

fore have the same authority as the original would have. Espe-

cially on the question of date, it is more liable to error. Let us

now suppose that there was a mistake in the date, and that it

should have been dated "June 29tn > 7 :3 A. M.," instead of June

28th, 7 130 A. M."* Then the first order to Ewell to march back

from Carlisle written "last night," would be dated June 28th, not

June 27th.

If this hypothesis harmonizes with the Reports of Ewell and

Lee and with the dates when the Divisions of the 3rd Corps

began their march to Cashtown, then the probability of its cor-

rectness becomes very strong.

It seems to me it does thus harmonize.

Consider that, such a dispatch was of supreme importance, and

would therefore be sent as fast as a courier could carry it. Col.

Marshall testifies that it was long after 10 P. M., June 28th,

when he found Gen. Lee in conference with the scout who

brought the intelligence of Hooker's movements. Even if the

dispatch was not sent until midnight, Gen. Ewell might easily

have received it by 6 in the morning, for it is, as Col. Mosby
reminds us, only 30 miles from Chambersburg to Carlisle.

* Since writing the above I have learned that Col. Stribling has made a

similar suggestion, but I have not yet seen his paper.
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Now, if it was -written on the 27th, and received by Ewell

early on the morning of the 28th, why did Gen. Edward John-

son's division not receive orders to march back southward from

Carlisle till 9 A. M., on the 29th, as my diary proves? (I was

a staff officer in Johnson's division and kept a careful diary of

the campaign). But, if it was written on the 28th, dispatched

at midnight, and received by Ewell by 6 or 7 A. M., of the 29th,

orders to Gen. Edward Johnson and to Gen. Rodes might well

have been issued as early as 9 A. M.

Again, if Ewell received the order on the morning of the

29th, it exactly harmonizes with his statement in his report that

he "was starting on the 29th" for Harrisburg "when ordered by
the General Commanding to join the main body of the army."
He says, "I was starting on the 29th for that place when ordered

by the General Commanding to join the main body of the army
at Cashtown."

Again, it appears that Johnson's reserve artillery and trains

were passing through Chambersburg after midnight of the 29th.

Mr. Jacob Hoke, Mosby's authority, says it was between I and

2 A. M. From this Col. Mosby infers they "must have started

on the evening of the 28th." But why? If they had started at

9 or 10 A. M., on the 29th, could not the head of the train have

covered 30 miles and reached Chambersburg by one or two hours

after midnight? Thirty miles in sixteen hours is not at all ex-

traordinary, especially in an emergency. Mr. Hoke, whom
Mosby cites as a witness, says the trains were moving "hur-

riedly" "at a trot." This shows they were making a forced

march.*

Turn now to Early's report. He says that on the evening of

the 29th, he received Gen. Swell's instructions to move back to

the west side of South Mountain, together with a copy of Lee's

order to him evidently the first order. Now if my hypothesis
is correct, and if Ewell received Lee's letter in the early hours
of the 29th, what was to prevent Captain Elliott Johnson from

* If this was the artillery of Col. Snowden Andrews, that was camped five

miles south of Carlisle, so that it had only twenty-five miles to march to

Chambersburg.
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riding from Carlisle to York, a distance of 36 miles, as Col.

Mosby points out, between 8 A. M., and 5 P. M.? I myself

rode for General Geo. H. Stewart 50 miles by daylight on June

23rd, in Pennsylvania. But on the supposition that Ewell re-

ceived that famous letter and order on the morning of the 28th,

how can we account for the fact that Early did not receive

Swell's order till the evening of the 291)1?

I submit that these facts make it beyond contradiction that

there is an error in the date of the letter as it was copied from

memory. The supposition that General Lee sent that letter to

Ewell on the night of June 27th bristles with improbabilities.

There is the improbability that Lee would have waited till the

3Oth to order Hill and Longstreet to march to Cashtown. There

is the improbability that an order of such importance would not

be dispatched with due military expedition. Its omission from

Lee's letter-book is suggestive of haste. It was written at night,

and would seem to have been dispatched at once without tak-

ing time to copy it in the letter-book. This increases the im-

probability that it would not be sent post haste to Ewell.

Then there is the improbability that Ewell, having received so

supremely important an order should have put off its execution

for 24 hours from the morning of the 28th to the morning of

the 29th. Again, there is the improbability that he should have

waited 24 hours before he sent his staff officer to transmit Gen-

eral Lee's order to General Early at York. Then finally there is

the improbability that General Longstreet and Colonel Taylor
and Colonel Marshall and General Long and General Lee himself,

should all have believed and stated that the news of the proximity
of Hooker should have been brought by a scout on the 28th,

if the fact was really known on the 27th.

Colonel Mosby's whole argument on this point hinges on the

accuracy of the date of the letter or rather "sketch of a let-

ter" written down from memory. It appears to me immensely
more likely that Colonel Venable made a mistake of date in writ-

ing that sketch of Lee's letter, than that all the improbabilities
I have enumerated should have occurred.

Colonel Mosby says: "Nobody can reconcile this letter with

Lee's report." Neither can anybody reconcile this letter, as
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dated, with the facts of the campaign as reflected in the reports

of Ewell and Early. Either Colonel Venable in writing the let-

ter from memory made a mistake in dating it the 28th, or Gen-

eral Lee and General Longstreet, and General Long and Colonel

Marshall and Colonel Taylor were all mistaken in the belief that

the change in the plans of the campaign was due to the arrival of

a scout on the night of the 28th. Which is the more likely sup-

position? If it was written on the 29th, it is in complete har-

mony with Gen. Lee's report. But even if it were granted that

Lee knew on the 27th of June that Hooker had crossed the

Potomac, this fact would not advance one step the contention of

Colonel Mosby that Lee had no need of Stuart's cavalry with his

army during those critical days from June 27th to July 1st.

In order to confirm his denial that General Lee intended to

concentrate his army at Harrisburg, Colonel Mosby points to the

fact that A. P. Hill's corps was turned eastward on its arrival

at Chambersburg and camped near Fayetteville. This, he

thinks, conclusive against any such intention. But General Hill

in his report says: (Rebellion Records, Vol. XXVII, pt. 2, p.

606.)

"On the morning of June 2Qth, the Third corps
- was

encamped on the road from Chambersburg to Gettysburg, near

the village of Fayetteville. I was directed to move on this road

in the direction of York, and to cross the Susquehanna, menacing
the communications of Harrisburg with Philadelphia, and to co-

operate with General Ewell." These doubtless were the orders

written by Colonel Marshall the night of the 28th of June.

General Early also in his report says it had been his intention

to cross the Susquehanna by the bridge at Wrightsville and move

up the left bank of that river against Harrisburg.

.Thus General Early, General Hill and General Ewell all testify

that they had been ordered to move against Harrisburg; yet
Colonel Mosby asserts that Lee had no such plan, though it is

stated in both his Reports, as well as by his staff officers.

It may be granted that there are certain inaccuracies in the

Reports of the battle signed by General Lee, but it is asking too

much of our credulity to have us suppose that General Lee did

not know when and why he changed his plan of campaign at
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Chambersburg. There are also inaccuracies in General Stuart's

report, as when he says that General Lee informed him it was

likely one column of the army would move through Gettysburg,

the other through Carlisle. What General Lee wrote was that

one column would move through Emmittsburg., the other

through Chambersburg.*********
And now as to the second, and main, point of Colonel Mosby's

contention that General J. E. B. Stuart acted in strict accordance

with General Lee's instructions between the 23rd of June and

the 2nd of July. What were General Lee's instructions to Gen-

eral Stuart? He wrote to Ewell that he had instructed General

Btuart "to march with three brigades across the Potomac and

place himself on your right and in communication with you, keep

you advised of the movements of the enemy, and assist in collect-

ing supplies for the army." To General Stuart himself Lee wrote

on June 22nd, "You can move with the other three (Brigades)
into Maryland and take position on General Swell's right, place

yourself in communication with him, guard his flank, keep him
informed of the enemy's movements and collect all the supplies

you can for the use of the army. One column of Ewell's army
will probably move towards the Susquehanna by the Emmitts-

burg route, another by Chambersburg."

[Observe that when General Lee gave General Stuart this

order to take position on General Ewell's right, that officer was

just leaving Hagerstown. In his report (Rebellion Records,

Vol. XXVII, part 2, p. 443,) he says that on June 22nd, he "re-

ceived orders from the Commanding General to take Harrisburg,

and next morning Rodes and Johnson commenced their march

into Pennsylvania."]

This order was repeated in a letter to General Stuart dated

June 23, a part of which I will quote:

"HEADQUARTERS, ARMY OF NORTHERN VIRGINIA,

JUNE 23, 1863, 3:30 P. M.

"Major-General /. E. B. Stuart, Commanding Cavalry.

"General,
* * *

"If General Hooker's army remains inactive you can leave two
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brigades to watch him, and withdraw with the three others, but

should he not appear to be moving northward, I think you had

better withdraw this side of the mountain to-morrow night, cross

at Shepherdstown next day, and move over to Fredericktown.

"You will, however, be able to judge whether you can pass

around their army without hindrance, doing them all the damage

you can, and cross the river east of the mountains. In either

case, after crossing the river, you must move on and feel the

right of Ewell's troops, collecting information, provisions, etc.

"Give instructions to the commander of the brigades left be-

hind to watch the flank and rear of the army, and (in the event

of the enemy leaving their front) retire from the mountains west

of the Shenandoah, leaving sufficient pickets to guard the passes,

and bringing everything clean along the Valley, closing upon

the rear of the army.

"I am very respectfully and truly yours,

(Signed) R. E. LEE, General."

Thus, in the very last communication received by General

Stuart from General Lee, the order was emphatically given

that as soon as he crossed the river, he should place his command

on Ewell's right and march with him towards the Susquehanna.

The Commanding General indicated Frederick as Stuart's first

objective, and he thought he had better cross the river at Shep-

herdstown, but gave him the option of crossing east of the Blue

Ridge if he could do so without hindrance. General Stuart

found Hooker's army in the way a big "hindrance" surely but

yet chose to cross east of the Ridge, thus cutting himself off

from both Ewell and Lee.

Now, the first question is, did General Stuart carry out the

above instruction and do these things? The history of the cam-

paign shows that he did none of these things. He was not on

Ewell's right in the march towards the Susquehanna; he did

not guard his flank; he did not keep him advised of the move-

ments of the enemy. The second question is, did General Lee

give Stuart discretion to take such a route as, in the event, pre-

vented his carrying out these instructions? Was he allowed to
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cross the Potomac east of the Blue Ridge, and "pass by the

enemy's rear," and so find himself in such a position that he

could not carry out those instructions?

Now Colonel Mosby here puts a gloss on the record, and re-

presents that General Lee instructed General Stuart to "move

to Pennsylvania and join Ewell on the Susquelianna," (p. 88.)

Throughout the whole discussion he again and again represents

General Lee's order in this way, as an order to proceed to the

Susquehanna and join General Ewell. (Pp. 89, 91, 154, 180.)

But this is not what General Lee ordered him to do, but to

place himself on Ewell's right in the latter's movement "towards

the Susquehanna," to guard his flank and keep him informed of

the enemy's movement. Colonel Mosby eliminates all this and

represents the order received by General Stuart to be to "join

Ewell on the Susquehanna" and then "act as Ewell's Chief of

Cavalry." (P. 89.) Again, "Lee had informed Stuart that he

would find Ewell on the Susquehanna." (P. 180.)

Lee had done nothing of the kind. I submit that this is a com-

plete misreading, or mis-statement, of General Lee's instruc-

tions. Though General Lee and General Longstreet both sug-

gested that Stuart should cross east of the Blue Ridge and pass

in rear of Hooker's army, it was evidently the intention that he

should, as soon as possible, connect with General Ewell in his

northward march "towards the Susquehanna," General Stuart

himself says in his report that he was directed "to proceed with

all dispatch to join the right of the army in Pennsylvania."
In his zeal to justify General Stuart, Colonel Mosby has mis*

read and so mis-stated the records. Such carelessness in a cru-

cial point like this is inexcusable.

Here, let it be noted that, in order to interpret correctly the

meaning and intent of General Lee's communications to General

Stuart in those critical days, June 22-24, it is essential to place

before the mind's eye the situation of the two armies at the time.

General Stuart in his report says :

"I submitted to the Commanding General the plan of leaving a

brigade or so in my present front, and passing through Hopewell
or some other gap in the Bull Run Mountains, attain the enemy's

rear, passing between his main body and Washington, and cross
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into Maryland, joining our army north of the Potomac. The

Commanding General wrote me authorizing this move if I

deemed it practicable."

Now, at the time of this correspondence, Ewell's corps, whose

right flank Stuart was "to guard," was just beginning its march

northward from Hagerstown, and General Hooker's army was in

Virginia. General Stuart's plan, then, contemplated passing round

General Hooker's rear, while his army was still south of the

Potomac; and General Lee's authorisation contemplated that,

and that only. It did not authorize Stuart to carry out his plan

of passing round the enemy's rear after the enemy had trans-

ferred his army to the north side of the Potomac. Colonel Mos-

by confirms this view, for he says: (p. 212), "The orders contem-

plated Stuart's crossing the Potomac in advance of both armies."

And General Stuart's plan, proposed to General Lee, and to

which he understood General Lee agreed, was, to use the words

of his report, "to cross into Maryland, joining our army north

of the Potomac." He gives no intimation that he understood

that he was to join Ewell "on the Susquehanna," as Colonel Mos-

by states the case. General Stuart also tells us that Gen-

eral Lee "directed me, after crossing, to proceed with all dis-

patch to join the right of the army in Pennsylvania."
Colonel Mosby himself says: "The object was to go the most

direct route to Ewell." (P. 212.) ;

Precisely here was the error of judgment committed by the

gallant Stuart he did not keep in view the main object of his

expedition, which was to co-operate with Ewell in his march
from the Maryland line to Harrisburg. This, the first and prin-

cipal duty imposed upon the Chief of Cavalry by the Command-

ing General, was subordinated to the secondary and incidental

object of damaging General Hooker's communications and mak-

ing a raid around his army.
When General Stuart discovered that the Federal army was

moving to cross the Potomac, which it did three days before he

crossed at Seneca Ford, two things should have been considered

by him, first, that the reason given by General Longstreet for

the suggestion that he should pass in rear of the Federal army
(viz., that his passage of the Potomac by Shepherdstown "would
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disclose our plans") no longer existed, for evidently the enemy
had discovered Lee's northern movement and were following
him

; and, second, that General Lee's permission to pass around

the rear of the Federal army did not apply to the situation now

developed when the Federal army had left Virginia. He had

permission to make that movement only if there was no "hin-

rance" in the way. To take that course now (after June 25th),

would completely prevent the main object of his expedition,

which was to "join the right of the army in Pennsylvania" on

its march "towards the Susquehanna."

These observations receive support from the comment of an

able and accomplished military critic, Captain Cecil Battine.

In his "Crisis of the Confederacy," (1905), he says, referring

to General Stuart's raid:

"By the light of what happened, it may now be said that the

raid was a mistake, and especially when Stuart found the Fed-

eral army to be moving northward did he commit an error of

judgment in attempting to traverse its lines of communication,

thus severing his connection with Lee at the crisis of the cam-

paign." P. 156.

"Balancing what might be gained against what was certain to

be lost for the invading army by the absence of the best half of

the Cavalry with its distinguished Chief, the same judgment
must be made as Jackson pronounced on Stoneman's raid six

weeks earlier." P. 158.

"Having acquired this knowledge (that the Federal army was

marching north), Stuart would certainly have done well to have

marched up the right bank of the Potomac and so made sure of

rejoining the army, but his character was not one to lightly

abandon an enterprize which he had once undertaken." P. 160.

Col. Henderson, the distinguished author of the Life of Stone-

wall Jackson, is of the same opinion. He says: "Stuart for-

got for once that to cover the march of the army and to send

in timely information are services of far greater importance

than cutting the enemy's communications and harrassing his

rear." "The Science of War." P. 303.
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It must also be acknowledged, I think, that Stuart erred in

judgment again in the course he took after he had brought his

five thousand horsemen across the Potomac during the night
of June 27th. Instead of proceeding, "with all dispatch" to

join Ewell, he stopped to break up the canal, to intercept and

capture boats (at least a dozen of them), and burn them. He
also captured a great wagon train and "took it along." Some
of the teamsters were chased into the suburbs of Washington.
That was on the morning of the 28th. These proceedings con-

sumed valuable time that should have been devoted to marching
to Ewell. By that time Lee was at Chambersburg and Ewell

had already been one day at Carlisle. Was it not Stuart's duty

to make all speed to overtake Ewell, as three precious days
had been lost? And could he do this encumbered by captured

wagon trains? It is about 75 or 80 miles from Seneca ford to

York, which could readily have been covered by Stuart's horse-

men in two marches if that was his objective. He knew that

Hooker had crossed the Potomac and was marching north-

ward. Then would it not seem that his supreme purpose should

have been to march day and night and to place himself in com-

munication with Ewell, and be at hand for whatever service his

cavalry could render? He does not seem to have been of that

opinion, for he had only gone as far as Westminster by the

evening of the 29th. Now Westminster is about 50 miles or

less from Seneca ford, where he had crossed. Had he pressed

on the morning of the 28th, he could easily have reported to

General Early at York (30 miles farther), before nightfall

of the 29th, not long after that officer received orders to march

to Cashtown, or certainly before day break of the 3Oth. In

either case he would not have made the fruitless march to Car-

lisle on July the ist, but would have marched with Early on

the 3Oth, and would almost certainly have been interposed be-

tween the enemy and the infantry of Early and Hill, and would,

thus probably have prevented the battle from being precipitated

by Hill on the morning of July ist. Since writing the above, I

find that Col. Henderson reached the same conclusion. See

his "Science of War," p. 289.
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There can be no doubt that the march of Stuart's horsemen

was seriously impeded by the captured wagon train which he

"took along."* Col. Mosby admits (p. 191), that he might
have reached York on the 3Oth instead of July the 1st, if he had

burned the wagons. He crossed the river the night of the 27th,

and York is about 80 miles from the ford. More important is

the statement of General Stuart himself in his report in more

than one place. Thus, on p. 695, Rebellion Records, Vol. XVII,
he says, speaking of the engagement at Hanover:

"If my command had been well closed now, this Cavalry
column would have been at our mercy; but, owing to the great

elongation of the column, by reason of the 200 wagons and

hilly roads, Hampton was a long way behind, and Lee was not

yet heard from on the left."

Again on page 696, he says :

"Our wagon train was now a subject of serious embarrass-

ment, but I thought by making a detour of the right by Jeffer-

son, I could save it."

Two possibilities were eliminated by the drag put on General

Stuart's column by the captured wagon train: I. But for the

delay thus occasioned he might have marched from Westminster

to Gettysburg by Littletown, as apparently he hoped to do,

for he could have reached Westminster certainly by the morning
of the 29th, instead of at sundown (for that place is only 45

or 50 miles from Seneca ford), and at that earlier hour he

probably would not have found the Federal Cavalry on that

road.f That cavalry reached Littletown during the night of

*This is also the judgment of Gen. E. P. Alexander, who says, page
375, "In saving a large number of wagons instead of burning them, and
in delaying twelve hours to parole his prisoners instead of bringing along
the officers and letting the men go, Stuart committed fatal blunders." And
he adds, "The delay caused to subsequent marches by the long wagon
train and the embarrassment of protecting it, was responsible for the loss

of time, which made, on the whole, a sad failure of the expedition."

f In his report Gen. Stuart says he reached Westminster at 5 P. M. and

camped at Union Mills, midway between Westminster and Littletown, on 1

the Gettysburg road (p. 695). Scouts reported that the Federal cavalry had
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29th. And 2cL Had he decided instead to press on through

Hanover to York he would have been able to effect a junc-

tion with General Early at York by the evening of the 29th, or

the early morning of the 3Oth, and his superb leadership would

then have been available in the march from York to Cash-

town on the 30th, and in the operations on the fateful 1st of

July.

Certainly it is not strange that General Lee should have been

surprised that he had no intelligence from General Stuart be-

tween the 23rd of June and the 2nd of July; and the question

is whether that long delay was unavoidable under the circum-

stances in which General Stuart found himself after he parted

with General Lee. Col. Mosby says Gen. Lee had studied as-

tronomy and knew the nature of an eclipse. Yes, but General

Lee was not surprised at the eclipse, but at the length of its

duration. He sent couriers in every direction to gain, if possi-

ble, news of Gen. Stuart. Col. Mosby insists it was no part of

Gen. Stuart's duty to report to Gen. Lee the movements of

Hooker's army. Yet Stuart himself writes in his report, "It

was important for me to reach our column with as little delay

reached Littletown during the night. But for this it would appear Stuart

would have marched to Gettysburg. Instead he marched to Hanover.

Gen. Kilpatrick in his report says
" Stuart was making for Littletown."

Gen. E. P. Alexander, in his important work, p. 375, says that had Gen.

Stuart's column "here followed the direct road via Littletown to Gettys-

burg, only about sixteen miles away, it could have occupied Gettysburg
before n A. M. on the 3oth, when it would have found itself in good posi-

tion in front of Lee's army, then concentrated at Cashtown." And he adds

that in that case " Lee's army would have occupied some strong position

between Cashtown and Gettysburg, and the onus of attack would have

been on the Federals, as had been the plan of the campaign."
It would have been natural for Gen. Stuart to make Gettysburg his objec-

tive, for in his report he says he had been instructed that one column of our

army would move "
by Gettysburg." His language is not conclusive as to

whether he had meant to march by Littletown and Gettysburg, but it is a

natural inference from what he says that but for the news that during the

night of the 2gth the Federal cavalry had reached Littletown, he would
have marched to that place and so on to Gettysburg. But for that unneces-

sary and fatal delay he would have been at Littletown before the Federals,
and could have reached Gettysburg by the early morning of the 3oth.
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as possible, to acquaint the Commanding General with the na-

ture of the enemy's movements, as well as to place with his

column my cavalry force," p. 695.

Colonel Mosby tells us of Stuart's energetic action in Hooker's

rear between the 2/th of June and the 1st of July; but General

Lee did not instruct, him to destroy Hooker's trains, or to dam-

age the canal, or to break Hooker's communication with Wash-

ington, or to burn the railroad bridge at Skyesville, but "after

crossing the river (at Shepherdstown, or Seneca), you must

move on and feel the right of Ewell's troops, collecting informa-

tion, provisions, etc." It was a brilliant raid, executed with

great skill and with marvellous endurance and intrepidity but

it was not ordered by General Lee, and the results were very un-

satisfactory.

Does it not appear reasonable that General Stuart, having

been, even if without fault of his own, delayed two days in

crossing the Potomac, would then have felt, if he was to per-

form the service entrusted to him by General Lee on the 23rd of

June, he must march with all possible haste, by the shortest

practicable route, to place himself in touch with General Ewell?

Did he do this? Or, did not his eager and aggressive nature

lead him to undertake enterprises which greatly delayed his

march? The infantry of the Fifth Corps of the Federal army
was only one day behind Stuart's column at Westminster, though

when he began his movement that corps was in Virginia.

But there is a previous question. When Longstreet and Hill

had crossed the Potomac, and Hooker, learning the fact, had

followed, the plans of the -Confederate Commander, were, as

I have stated, revealed to General Hooker, and the reason given

for Stuart's march being made in rear of Federal army, no

longer existed. Should not that officer then have reverted to

the other route and crossed at Shepherdstown so as to be able

to carry out his instructions as promptly as possible? Was not

this course also the more important when he found that he

could not cross the Potomac on the 25th, because the Federal

columns were moving north? His cavalry had been assigned

a definite part in the campaign then opened that is, to guard
Ewell's flank, keep him informed of the enemy's movements, and
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collect supplies for the army. Everything should have been

subordinated to the accomplishment of this end. Had it been,

General Stuart would have resisted the temptation to break the

Federal communications with Washington, and to capture and

carry off the enemy's wagon train, and would have joined Ewell

several days before he did. However brilliant and daring his

operations in Hooker's rear, and however beneficial their re-

sults, it is not pertinent to the question at issue, which is sim-

ply this : Did General Stuart exert himself with whole-hearted

energy to carry out the instructions he received, and in tlje

most expeditious manner? In so critical and fateful a move-

ment as the invasion of Pennsylvania, it was supremely im-

portant that every officer should carry out the orders of the Com-
mander-in-Chief with the strictest fidelity and exactness. As
a matter of fact, Ewell made his march to the Susquehanna

(starting on June 23rd from Hagerstown) without receiving any
aid from General Stuart. That officer was not able to accom-

plish any of the things he was charged to do in connection with

Ewell's advance. And he was not able to accomplish them be-

cause, first, he took the course behind the Federal army when
the reason for that line of march no longer existed and when
the circumstances under which he had received permission to

do so, had completely changed; and, second, because having
crossed the Potomac on the 27th, he did not then march as

directed, and as expeditiously as possible, to effect a junction
with General Ewell. It cannot be supposed that when Lee gave
Stuart his instructions on June 22nd, he had any idea that

that officer would not report to General Ewell until the 1st of

July the 9th day after.

Colonel Mosby says that Stuart's cavalry could not have been

of any material service to Lee even had they been present at

Gettysburg from the beginning of the battle, and yet he says

(page 189), that "the withdrawal of Buford's cavalry left Sick-

els' flank in the peach orchard uncovered 'in the air'," "and
that Longstreet took advantage of it and struck him a stunning
blow." These two statements are inconsistent. Col. Henderson
is of opinion that the skillful handling of the Federal cavalry

"practically decided the issue of the conflict." "Science of War,"
p. 278.
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Colonel Mosby makes much of the alleged inconsistency of

the statement in General Lee's Report of Jan., 1864, that Stuart

was instructed "to lose no time in placing his command on the

right of our column as soon as he perceived the enemy moving
northword," with the orders he actually received to accompany
the column of General Ewell. But is there any inconsistency?

In using this language, Lee was thinking of his army as a unit,

and could not have meant that he expected Stuart to be with

Longstreet when he had ordered him to be with Ewell, as is

stated in the report which Mosby criticizes. This is explicitly

stated in the same report a sentence or two before the allusion

to "the right of our column." "Our column," in the connec-

tion in which it stands, can only mean Gen. Ewell's column.

Such criticism is captious and unfair.

In analysing Colonel Mosby's defence of General Stuart, and

pointing out what I consider his mistakes, I have had no desire

to associate myself with those who seek to cast the whole re-

sponsibility for the failure of the Gettysburg Campaign on the

shoulders of the Commander-in-Chief of the Cavalry of the Army
of Northern Virginia. General A. P. Hill, General Ewell, Gen-

eral Longstreet especially the last must all share it with him.

I think it must be acknowledged that the battle was precipitated

by the unauthorized advance of General Hill on July 1st. I

think also that Col. Mosby is right in the opinion that Lee had

no intention of righting a general battle at Gettysburg: he was

dragged into it by his Lieutenant. But on the other hand, I

think that if General Stuart had been with Early, as he might
and ought to have been, on the night of the 29th, or the morn-

ing of the 3Oth,* his cavalry would in all probability have pre-

vented the rash advance of General Hill. Marching from York
to Cashtown on the 3Oth, by way of Heidlersburg, he would
have felt the enemy, ascertained his position and his strength
and left no excuse for that reconnaisance which prematurely

brought on the battle on a field Lee had not selected. * * *

* Col. Mosby says, p. 191, if Stuart had arrived on the 3oth at York " he
could not have communicated with Lee." No, but he would have received

the orders Lee had issued for concentration at Cashtown, and he would
have marched that day with Early towards Cashtown.
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Colonel Mosby's book involves very serious strictures on Gen-

eral Lee, which his soldiers are loath to accept save on the most

incontrovertible evidence. He asks us to believe, as I have

said, that the Report of the Gettysburg Campaign which Gen-

eral Lee signed' in January, 1864, not only reflects gross in-

justice on General Stuart, but bristles with, inconsistencies and

grievous mistakes on points of capital importance. It is in-

credible that these two reports of the battle were signed by Gen-

eral Lee without reading them. It is inconsistent with his habit

in other cases. We know that he took time to read Gen. Pickett's

report of the battle. Why not then read his own report? And
if General Lee read them, then certainly their salient statements,

to say the least, have the stamp of his authority. But Col. Mosby
asserts that it was not Lee's purpose on the 28th of June to ad-

vance against Harrisburg, though he says so in his report, and

though Col. Marshall says he himself sent orders to that effect

to Hill and Longstreet on the night of the 28th. He insists also

that the change of plan and the orders to concentrate at Cash-

town were not the consequence of the intelligence brought by a

scout on June 28th, although General Lee affirms it in his re-

port. No matter : Col. Mosby knows better : He is sure that

Lee had ordered Ewell back from Carlisle on the 27th, and he

is satisfied by this by the letter in Lee's letter-book, not copied,

but written from memory afterwards by Colonel Venable. His

whole argument on this point rests, as I have said, on the ac-

curacy of the date of that letter. I have shown that on the

hypothesis of an error in date, the 28th instead of the 29th, the

inconsistencies Col. Mosby alleges disappear.*

*Col. Mosby is of opinion that the scout who came in at Chambersburg
late on June 28th was as unreal as Caesar's ghost at Philippi. "No spy
came in at Chambersburg," he says. Yet General Longstreet positively

affirmed it. General Lee's report states it as a fact and Colonel Marshall

says that he was sent for to General Lee's tent after 10 P. M., June aSth and
found him in conference with a man in citizen's dress, who proved to be

General Longstreet's scout. This is a threefold cord of testimony not to

be easily rent asunder by the ipse dixil of Colonel Mosby. What appears
conclusive proof to Colonel Mosby that the story of the scout is a myth is

the statement, in after years coupled with it, that the said scout also brought

intelligence of the appointment of General Meade that very day to the
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Now General Lee's Report does reflect on General Stuart, so

far as to intimate surprise that he did not report to Ewell or to

Lee before the 2nd of July, and it reflects the feeling of the

Commander-in-Chief that he was greatly embarrassed by this

absence. But it leaves it an open question whether that absence

was unavoidable. Now, if there was one feature in Lee's char-

acter that was conspicuous and undeniable, it was his magnani-

mity. He showed it in a remarkable degree at Gettysburg, and

when he states in his report the fact of Stuart's absence, and

the embarrassment it caused him, his soldiers feel that the state-

ment is to be accepted as absolutely true. Military critics at

once recognize that the absence of the Cavalry was the most

serious drawback to the success of the campaign. We think

Lee was a better judge than Colonel Mosby whether the cav-

alry of Stuart, under such a superb leader as he was, would

have contributed to the success of the campaign, or would have,

at least, prevented the precipitation of the battle when and where

it occurred.

command of the Army of the Potomac; but there is no mention of this in

General Lee's report. It may be a later edition to the original story. But

whether true or false, it does not concern the defenders of the accuracy of

General Lee's statement in his report. It is not alluded to either in that

report or in the report of General Longstreet. However, the fact is that

General Hooker telegraphed his resignation on the evening of June ayth.

Meade was at once appointed in his place, and the news of his appointment

reached Frederick in the forenoon of June 28th. Colonel Mosby thinks it

impossible that the alleged scout could have carried this news so soon from

Frederick to Longstreet at Chambersburg. But if by some chance the said

scout learned the news in the forenoon of the 28th, is it certain he could

not have travelled 55 miles before 11 P. M.? President Roosevelt could

have done it; perhaps he could. I do not think his quotation from Colonel

Freemantle proves that the news of Hooker's being suspended was not

received by Longstreet until the 3oth of June. But, as I have said, the

question is of no importance in the argument on behalf of the accuracy

of General Lee's statement in his report.

Gen. E. P. Alexander is another witness in both these points. He says,

p. 379, that on June 28th, General Lee still believed Hooker had not crossed

the Potomac; that he issued orders for an advance of his whole army next

day upon Harrisburg; but that his plan was changed by the arrival of

General Longstreet's scout about midnight of the 28th, with news thai

Hooker had crossed into Maryland, and that he had been superseded.
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I do not think Colonel Mosby has shown that Stuart was
without blame, and I therefore feel that part of the responsi-

bility (I do not say the larger part), for the failure of the

campaign must rest on him. And when I say this, I neverthe-

less yield to none in my admiration of that superb soldier whose

military genius and magnificent intrepidity place him so high

among the great leaders of the Confederate army.

It is greatly to be regretted that Colonel Mosby should have

deemed it proper, in defending General Stuart against what he

considers unjust criticism, to indulge in these strictures upon
the conduct and the military judgment of General Lee. He de-

clares, as we have seen, that General Lee was absolutely in

error in several of the salient and most important points of his

reports. Or, if we wish to save General Lee's reputation in

these respects, he suggests an alternative, inconsistent with Lee's

whole character and record, and dishonorable to ihim as a re-

sponsible officer, viz. : that he signed his reports without read-

ing them. Was Lee than an automaton to do the bidding of Col-

onel Marshall, his military secretary?

Again, in referring to General Lee's suggestion before he em-

barked on the Pennsylvania campaign, June 23rd, that General

Beauregard should be sent to Culpepper Courthouse with an

army, however small, to threaten Washington, Colonel Mosby
dismisses the subject lightly with the remark that "if it had

been practicable to raise such an army, as the campaign closed

the next week at Gettysburg, it could not have been assembled

in time to render any assistance to General Lee in the Pennsyl-
vania campaign," p. 84. Yet there were five brigades at Peters-

burg, Richmond and Guinea Station, besides three brigades in

North Carolina, and if General Beauregard and even two of

these brigades had been at once sent forward to Culpepper,

they could have reached there by rail in a few days, and the

moral effect would have been such as probably to turn back

some of Hooker's army for the defence of Washington greatly
to Lee's advantage in the approaching battle. Capt. Battine, a

military critic of ability, remarks that it would have been "worth

incurring great risks" to have drawn four of these brigades "to

comply with this suggestion about Beauregard," p. 166.
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Again, Colonel Mosby challenges General Lee's statement that

he was embarrassed by the absence of General Stuart with the

larger part of the cavalry. Col. Mosby knows better Lee had

all the cavalry that he needed. It does not appear to be neces-

sary to ascribe infallibility to General Lee, in order to justify

the conclusion that that great soldier probably knew better than

the gallant partisan Colonel whether or not the presence of

Stuart and his horsemen would have been of great service to

him in the campaign. General Lee doubtless was not infallible,

but his judgment in military matters was, if we may say so with-

out offence, much less fallible than that of Colonel Mosby.

The same able writer already referred to says, p. 195 :

"Probably it was the want of information due to the lack of

co-operating cavalry which lay at the root of the halting tactics

of the Confederate leaders. Thus every move of the enemy took

them by surprise and inspired them with unnecessary caution

at the very moment when boldness would have gained so much."

(See p. 219 and 220.)

But the most painful thrust which Colonel Mosby makes at

the reputation of General Lee, is contained in the following para-

graph :

"There is a floating legend that General Lee assumed all the

blame of his defeat. He did not: his reports put all the blame

on Stuart."

That General Lee said to his soldiers after the repulse of

Pickett's charge that he was responsible for the failure is not a

"floating legend" but a well attested fact. That he refrained

from reproaching his three Lieutenants, Hill and Ewell and

Longstreet, with their share in the defeat is another well known
fact. That he wrote to Jefferson Davis that touching and pa-

thetic letter asking that a younger and better man be placed in

command of the army, because of his lack of success is yet

another proof that he assumed the responsibility of the failure.

And to say that in his report he "put all the blame on 'Stuart"

is a grave inaccuracy. The first report states the simple fact,

without any animadversion that "the absence of the cavalry ren-

dered it impossible to obtain accurate information." The second
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rehearsed the orders given General Stuart, and added that it was

expected that officer would "give notice of the movements" of

the Federal army, but as ''nothing had been heard from him,"

it was inferred that the enemy had not yet left Virginia."* The

report leaves it an open question whether Stuart was, or was

not, to blame for his absence and for the lack of information.

General Fitz Lee in his life of General Lee, with these reports

before him, states that General Lee and General Longstreet were

responsible for Stuart's absence, a statement with which I cannot

agree.

The untoward conclusion of the Pennsylvania Campaign in

a drawn battle which compelled him to retreat, instead of in

the decisive victory he had a right to expect must have been

a crushing blow to the spirit of General Lee
;
and it must for-

ever remain a splendid illustration of the magnanimity of that

great soldier that he made no attempt to shield his military repu-

tation behind the shortcomings of his Lieutenants. To state

the consequence of the absence of General Stuart was a part

of the story the res gcstac of the campaign, and could not

have been omitted in any intelligent account of the same. But

to refrain, as he did, from stating that the absence of that officer

and his command was clue to a failure to strictly observe the

orders he had received was a generous and magnanimous act

which has few parallels in military history. It is to be deeply re-

gretted that any officer who ever drew sword in Lee's army
should seek to tarnish the splendor of such noble self restraint.

On the whole I fear the careful critic will be constrained to

pass on Col Mosby's book the criticism that writer has passed
on Col. Marshall's work in Lee's report : "It is a fine example
of special pleading, and the composition shows that the author

possessed far more of the qualities of an advocate than of a

judge."

*
I have quoted on a previous page a passage from Gen. Stuart's report

of his operations, in which he states that it was "
important

"
for him "

to

acquaint the Commanding General with the movements of the enemy."
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AN INCIDENT OF THE BATTLE OF WINCHES-
TER, OR OPEQUON.

The following incident of the evening before the battle of

Winchester, or Opequon, and of the early morning on which

it was fought, is illustrative of the situation:

I was at that time second lieutenant of the Charlotte Cav-

alry, Company B, Fourteenth Virginia Cavalry, of McCausland's

brigade. I had charge of a line of pickets extending from

Brucetown, on the banks of the Opequon, to the crossing of

the Berryville pike. I had gotten acquainted with some of the

officers and men of the Federal army, who picketed the opposite

side of the stream, and we exchanged civilities when not firing.

One of my acquaintances was a Yankee lieutenant, and we had

gotten on as easy terms as were compatible with our hostile re-

lations. On the afternoon of the iSth of September, 1864, this

officer hallooed across the Opequon to me : "'Don't you want

some newspapers?" Of course, I replied that I did. He rolled

them around a stone or stick and flung two papers over to me.

One was a Baltimore paper, the other of Washington, D. C.

In both of them I read the statement of a union man, who had

spied out the situation in Winchester, and who reported that

Early's force of all arms did not exceed 15,000 men, and that

Kershaw's division had left Early and returned eastward across-

the mountain. As soon as I saw this I said to myself and told

my companions we will be speedily driven from here. The next

morning the Yankee lieutenant hallooed to me again, and in a

good-natured way, said : "We don't want to kill you fellows,

and you had better get away ;
we are coming after you." I im-

mediately ordered my men to mount, for I felt that trouble was

on hand. In a few moments I heard the sound of artillery to

my left, and in a little while the battle was on. The fact was

that Early had been so active and aggressive attacking Sheridan

in various directions, by rapid marches playing such a bold
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hand, and demonstrating under appearance of power that he

had completely pulled the wool over Sheridan's eyes, and made
him believe that he was far stronger than the reality. I felt

at the time that as soon as Sheridan was satisfied of the fact

that Kershaw was gone and that Early's display of force had

been more seeming than real, he would lead his heavy force

against him. Grant was expecting it, and was constantly prod-

ding Sheridan to go forward. The administration at Wash-

ington, which had supplied him with an overabundance of men
and resources, also expected it, and as soon as Sheridan got in-

telligence of the true condition he did advance.

His timidity, however, which he himself acknowledged later,

was manifested by his plan of battle, and had he not felt

misgivings he would have thrown his cavalry corps on Early's

right across the Valley Pike and pressed his battle in that direc-

tion. Had he done so and sustained his assault with sturdiness,

it looks as if he ought to have captured all of Early's army. On
the contrary, he felt his way forward with extreme caution,

and up to 4 o'clock in the afternoon, notwithstanding his over-

whelming force, he was checked and beaten by Early in the

battle, which for sturdy valor has no superior in the whole war.

Ramseur, on our right, held his own against Sheridan's as-

sault most gallantly. Rodes came in and drove the enemy's

front, a splendid achievement. The battle "trembled in the

balance," as Colonel Thomas H. Carter says, and the artillery,

of which he was the chief, rolled back in disaster and dismay
the assaults, made upon it. The turn of the battle came about

the time the Eighth Corps and Torbet's whole corps of cavalry,
with the exception of Wilson's division (which had been

thrown to our right and held in check by Lomax), advanced,

overlapping the small commands of Fitz Lee and Breckenridge
a mile in distance and seeming to cover the whole face of the

earth with their massive numbers. Just at that juncture Rodes

fell, while directing his division with great skill and energy,
and but for this deplorable misfortune it is far from certain that

the Confederates would not have prevailed. But the two things
came at once, the enemy's reinforcements and the fall of Rodes.
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I never saw such a sight in my life as that of the tremendous

force, the flying banners, sparkling bayonets and flashing sabres,

moving from the north and east upon the left flank and rear

of our army. It is wonderful to relate that notwithstanding
this tremendous force, which overnumbered Early fully four

to one, and notwithstanding the fall of the gallant and efficient

Rodes, Early extricated his army, and the battle closed, with

the losses of Early (plus the loss in his cavalry, which for all

of September was sixty killed and 288 wounded, supposing that

all to have been incurred at Winchester), Sheridan's force would

still largely exceed Early's.

From my observation of that command and from my knowl-

edge of the numbers which Early encountered, my opinion has

long been fixed that Lee had no lieutenant whose talents for

war were more brilliant than those of Early. The records

prove his achievements so clearly that they cannot either be

rubbed out or diminised by the pretensions of rivals or the carp-

ings of critics.
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MARYLANDERS IN THE CONFEDERATE ARMY.

Messrs. Editors:

How many Marylanders served in the Confederate Army is

an inquiry that is periodically made.

Maj.-Gen. Isaac R. Trimble, in a prepared address, delivered

before the Society of the Army and Navy of the Confederate

States in Maryland, on February 22, 1883, said :

"Gen. S. Cooper, Adjutant-General of our Government, told

me in Richmond that over 21,000 Marylanders had entered the

Southern armies."

General Trimble was a man of unquestioned high character

and integrity. It must be remembered that the Adjutant-Gen-

eral's office contained the records of all the Confederate armies,

including the nativity of all soldiers.

General Cooper was Adjutant-General of the United States

Army before the war, and, having resigned early in 1861, was

given the same position in the Confederate service. This state-

ment, therefore, may be regarded as official.

General Trimble further said:

"General Lee often told me that he had much at heart the

separate organization of the Marylanders. They are, he said,

unrivaled soldiers, and, if brought together, we may get many
other Marylanders to join us."

This was attempted in 1863, but it was then too late, as the

Marylanders who were serving in other organizations were un-

willing to leave their present comrades and associations, formed

through the ties of many campaigns and battles.

They were found in every army and every organization, and

were specially noted for their refusal to desert, although home
and comfort awaited them.

Of the First Regiment General Trimble said that they "were

the dandies of the army, better dressed, better shod, better drilled

and in gayer spirits than any in the whole' army and never

one deserter."
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THE BATTLE AT BETHESDA CHURCH.

One Among the Bloodiest Contests of the Great War of

the Sixties The Color-Bearer Killed.

Graphic Description of It By Lieutenant Colonel C. B. CHRISTIAN,

The sharp combat at Bethesda Church, on the afternoon of

May 30, 1864, was the beginning of the series of battles at Cold

Harbor, which wound up by the decisive repulse of Grant on June

3rd. Our loss on that occasion, except in Pegram's brigade, was

small, says General Early in his report, which is found in Vol. 51

Part i, Serial i, of the War Records, Serial Number 107. He
was at that time commanding Ewell's corps. Colonel Edward

Willis, of Georgia, and Colonel J. B. Terrill, of the Thirteenth

Virginia, had both been named as Brigadier Generals, but were

killed ere their commissions reached them. Willis was .a bril-

liant young officer of great promise and of distinguished service.

A West Pointer by training, he had won a name which will live

in the annals of the Army of Northern Virginia.

Colonel J. B. Terrill was a graduate of the Virginia Military

Institute; had long commanded the Thirteenth Virginia with

great courage and skill, succeeding James A. Walker and A. P.

Hill as colonel of a regiment which had no superior in the Con-

federate Army. His brother, General Terrill of the United States

Army, was a West Pointer, and had been killed at Perryville,

Ky.
Colonel Christian's account of this combat gives us a pictu-

resque glimpse of the charge of the Forty-ninth Virginia Regi-

ment, which made its mark under Colonel (Governor) William

Smith, at First Manassas, and sustained its reputation to the

close of its career. Colonel Christian was a V. M. I. man and

one of those sturdy fighting men who always had "his, place in

the picture by the blasting of the guns." His adventures from

Bethesda Church to Morris Island, bring vividly before the mind

the days that verily "tried men's souls."
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The army was so steadily fighting at the time of this action that

reports were scant, and Colonel Christian is doing his State and

his comrades worthy service in thus giving his memory of val-

iant deeds.

JOHN W. DANIEL.

Editor of The Times Dispatch:

Sir, This was the bloodiest fight of our Civil War consid-

ering the number engaged on our side. The per cent, in killed

and wounded was three times as great as that of the French at

the battle of Waterloo. The loss of officers was full ninety per
cent, of all engaged (mostly killed). It was there the dashing
Colonel Edward Willis, of the Eighty-Second Georgia (in temp'

orary command of our brigade), was killed. His staff officer

the chivalrous young Lieutenant Randolph, of Richmond, also

was killed; 'twas there the brave Colonel J. B. Terrill, of the

Thirteenth Virginia, ended his useful career, as did, also, Major
Watkins, the brave soldier of the Fifty-second.

'Twas there Colonel J. C. Gibson, like an old "war-horse,-"

always scenting the battle in the breeze, came down from the

hospital on one leg and got the other shattered to pieces. In

fact, every field officer, and nearly every company officer, in the

brigade, present in action, was either killed, or wounded. Gen-

eral Lee's lines were formed at right angle to the

road leading down James River near second Cold Har-

bor. Then enemy on our front shifted their position and threw

up earthworks lower down the road, and parallel to it. Orders

came to Early 's old brigade (the Fourth Virginia), composed of

the Forty-ninth, Fifty-second, Fifty-eighth, Thirty-first, and

Thirteenth Regiments, to march down the road and make a re-

connoissance preliminary to second Cold Harbor battle. Our regi-

ment, the Forty-ninth Virginia,having lost nine color-bearers in

the battle from Wilderness to Richmond, I went down the line to

select another, I came to a tall, lanky beardless boy, from the

mountains of Amherst, with a "red cap" on, so soon to die, but to

die game. I said, "Orendorf ,
will you carry the colors ?" He re-

plied, "Yes, Colonel, I will carry them. They killed my brother

the other day ; now. damn them let them kill me too." He took
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the flag, so soon to be his winding sheet, and the brigade was

marched out and down the road, the Forty-ninth at its head, for

some distance, and halted, General Ramseur "bossing the job."

I then heard a single piece of artillery firing at intervals in a

strip of woods on the left, and being at the head of the column I

heard General Ramseur say to General Early: "General, let me
take that gun out of the wet." General Early vigorously ad-

vised and protested against it. Ramseur insisting, General Early

finally acquiesced in the move.

The brigade was fronted to the left and the advance started.

The gun immediately retired to the works as a decoy and no re-

sistance was made to our advance then. Presently we came to a

level, open field, one-half mile across, and could see on the op-

posite side at the edge of another strip of timber behind which

artillery was massed heavier than I had ever seen, unless it was

at Malvern Hill, although I had been in every battle of the war,

from First Manassas down, fought by the Army of Northern

Virginia ;
and bayonets bristling as thick as the "leaves of Val-

lambrosa," supported by three distinct lines of battle, as will

hereinafter appear.

They had evidently taken the exact range to the edge of the

woods. As soon as the brigade was well into the open fields the

enemy opened with the heaviest and most murderous fire I had

ever seen with grape, canister and musketry. Our veterans of

a hundred fights knew at a glance that they \vere marching up
to die, but like the old guard under Cambranne at Waterloo

they preferred to die, rather than to waver. Our line melted

away as if by magic every brigade, staff and field officer was

cut down, (mostly killed outright) in an incredibly short time.

I brought our regiment, (the Forty-ninth Virginia), to a

"right-shoulder shift arms" to prevent firing and breaking ranks

during the charge and pushed at a run through this maelstrom of

death and carnage. The men who usually charged with the

"rebel yell" rushed on in silence. At each successive fire, great

gaps were made in our ranks, but immediately closed up. We
crossed that field of carnage and mounted the parapet of the

enemy's works and poured a volley in their faces. They gave

way, but two lines of battle, close in their rear, rose and each

delivered a volley into our ranks, in rapid succession. Some of
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our killed and wounded fell forward into the enemy's trenches

some backwards outside the parapet. Our line already deci-

mated was now almost annhilated. The remnants of the regi-

ment were formed and sheltered behind a fence (to shoot over)

just outside of the parapet, and continued the unequal struggle,

hoping for support that never came.

But not so with the little red-cap color bearer. He stood erect

within twenty feet of the muzzles of the enemy's guns and waved

his flag defiantly in their faces. They must have hesitated to

kill him in admiration of his bravery. Though finally a heavy

gun was trailed on him not twenty yards distant. His little

''red cap" flew up ten feet, one arm went up one way, the other

another fragments of his flesh were dashed in our faces. They
had "killed him, too."

The Forty-ninth was the extreme right of our line. The

enemy's line overlapped, outflanked and encompassed us. It

seemed we were shot at from everywhere. Finally the brave

old Captain Stratton from Nelson, said : ''Colonel, in five minutes

you won't have a man left, let them surrender !" Seeing the

futility of continuing the unequal struggle of three officers and

eighteen men against twenty thousand of the enemy, I said:

"Captain, that is so, let them surrender, but I'll be hanged if I

will." Eugene Flippin, of Lowesville, (whose leg had just been

torn off), lying close by, heard this and raised a so-called white

flag, red with blood and black with powder, and the enemy
ceased firing. The little remnant of the Forty-ninth Virginia

Regiment stood up at an order arms, after which the writer

started to run the gauntlet of death and cut his way out, if pos-

sible. I got about fifty yards and cleared the men when, as

General Anderson, who commanded the Pennsylvania reserves

we were fighting afterwards told me, three thousand shots were

fired at me, all at once.

One of the first struck me between my ear and head, but was

turned out by a double gold cord around my hat, cutting off a

small piece of my ear, and while falling I was shot through both

shoulders, but fell in a deep water furrow, which saved me
from being riddled. I had already been shot in the throat. Later

they threw out a line of skirmishers these advanced to where I

lay a sandy-haired fellow leveled his gun at me and ordered me
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up. I told him I was wounded and "perhaps bleeding to death.

He gazed at me an instant and soliloquized : "What a likely fel-

low ! What a pity! What a pity!" and moved on a few yards,

when a shot from the woods fatally wounded him. He came

staggering back, saying, "Johnny Reb, please kill me" fell a

few yards off crying out with pain got up and staggered a few

yards further fell and all was hushed in death. The skirmish

line then retired into the trenches until after dark, when they

covered the ground and commenced removing the wounded.

The enemy treated me with great consideration and kindness.

I was the ranking living officer of the brigade they had to deal

with. General Anderson (I think that was the officer's name), who
commanded the Pennsylvania reserves, whom we fought, had me
carried on a stretcher to his headquarters, administered whis-

key to me with his own hands as I was cold and chilly offered

me something to eat gave directions that I should have special

medical attention and said that "I, and every man I had, should

be well treated that he had never seen men come up at a 'right-

shoulder shift arms' and meet death like mine did before." He
asked me specially about the "red cap" "color bearer," whose

taking off he saw.

The next morning I was taken to a field hospital in the beau-

tiful yard of Dr. Brockenbrough, the brother of my old friend,

Judge John W. Brockenbrough, and his tiny little girl bravely

came into the enemy's tent with the maimed and dying and fed

with a spoon her fallen defender. (God bless her.) All of their

ambulances being engaged hauling their own wounded to the

"White House" for shipment North, they fitted up a spring

wagon drawn by four horses, by filling the body with pine tags,

specially for me alone, and detailed one of my own men, slightly

wounded, to wait on me. On my arrival at the wharf, while wait-

ing, my three officers Captain Stratton, Lieutenant Reid, and

Lieutenant Anderson (under gurad), found me in the wagon. I

made one of the "Sanitary Commission," constantly passing, dis-

pensing every known delicacy to eat and to drink to their wound-

ed, give them a drink of French brandy, and made the driver fill

their haversacks from the barrel of privisions in the wagon. I

never saw but one of them again.

I was shipped hence to Lincoln Hospital, Washington, D. C.
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While lying on my cot afterwards I could hear the boom of

General Early 's guns around the walls of the city, after having

chased Hunter down the Valley from Lynchburg, and I heard

the Yankees say, "I believe the rebels will get in in spite of us."

After weary months in Washington, during which time I was

shown many kindnesses and attentions from Southern sympa-

thizers, I was carried to Fort Delaware prison. After a lapse

of some time I was drawn in with the lot of six hundred officers

to be carried to "Morris Island," to be placed under the fire of

our own guns at Charleston. We were crowded in the dark

hole of the vessel, only equal to the "Black Hole of Calcutta,"

and packed on shelves like goods in a store, without any light

or air, except that driven down a shaft by wind-sails.

On our arrival at our destination we were put in a "stockade

pen," between "Fort Wagner and Fort Gregg," and guarded by
a negro regiment. For forty-five days we sat upon the sands

and witnessed the burning fuses from bombs, larger than nail

kegs continuously fired night and day by our men at the forts.

If they overshot the one or undershot the other they'd hit us.

But that God that marks even the sparrow's fall, protected us.

On the eve of our leaving for "Hilton Head," the negroes on guard
fired into some of us. I saw three fall either killed or wounded ;

they were hurriedly moved out. I never learned their fate. On
our arrival in "Port Royal Harbor" we cast anchor eight miles

out from shore. Three of our number got the cabin maid to

steal them life preservers from the cabins and quietly slid over-

board where sharks were as thick as minnows. Two were ex-

hausted from thirst and lack of food and were captured on

Pinkney Island; the third reached Charleston.

The six hundred officers were now divided three hundred

were confined in Fort Pulaski and three hundred at Hilton Head.

We had "jumped out of the frying pan into the fire." We
were all put under what they call "retaliation," for forty-five

days. They claimed that we starved their prisoners at Ander-

sonville (not having much to feed them, as they had cut our

lines and refusing to exchange), and with all their Christianity

and philanthrophy they held it was right for them to starve us

as a vicarious punishment for the sins of others. They gave
us absolutely nothing at all to eat for forty-five days but a little
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rotten cornmeal filled with black bugs, without salt or anyway,

to cook it. Our comrades were dying by squads daily, the dead

house was filled all the time with the corpses. Scores of cats

would enter through holes and prey upon the dead. Some of us

would put bags over the holes through which the cats entered,

and some would go in with clubs, and soon we would have

a full supply of cats. They were eaten ravenously by the starv-

ing officers, as Lieutenant Peary's men ate their comrades. At

last we were ordered back to Fort Delaware. The remnant of

the six hundred left that Yankee hell, where Southern braves

cried for bread and fed on cats, gorged with the corpses of their

dead comrades. We reached Fort Delaware a short time before

the surrender. One morning I was aroused by a familiar "rebel

yell" looked out and saw the flags dropping at half mast and

heard that Booth had killed Lincoln. Soon all privates and line

officers were paroled, and sixty field officers were held in prison

until August.
In conclusion I will say that some years ago Captain James

Bumgardner, of Staunton, who was an officer in the Fifty-

second Virginia Regiment, next on the left of the Forty-ninth,

told me that his regiment also had only three officers and eigh-

teen men left. Thus and there at Bethesda Church well nigh

perished one of the grandest corps of men the world has ever

known---made up of the best young blood of Virginia, fighting

for their "Lares and their Penates" their exploits would

brighten the fairest name upon the roll of Battle Abbey, and vie

with the knightliest of any age. A brigade that had been led to

victory by General Early and others on a hundred battlefields
;

that had swept everything before it like a tornado
;
a brigade un-

der whose flag you had fought and bled
;
a brigade that had fur-

nished to the Confederacy four or five generals : Early, William

Smith, A. P. Hill, J. A. Walker and J. B. Terrell (whose com-

mission was on its way to him when he fell), thus to be slaugh-

tered. The absent wounded returned; the ranks were recruited

by conscription, but this historic old Fourth Virginia Brigade
died then and there at Bethesda Church.

Your friend and comrade,

C. B. CHRISTIAN,
Walker's Ford, Amherst county, Virginia.
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JEFFERSON DAVIS.

A Statement Concerning the Imputed Special Causes of

His Long Imprisonment by the Government of the

United States, and of his Tardy Release

by Due Process of Law.

Contained in a Letter from the Honourable GEORGE SHEA, of

New York, One of His Counsel.

PREPARATORY NOTICE.

During the session, 1.875-6, of the Congress of the United

States, a bill was introduced to grant universal amnesty to all

persons engaged on the Southern side in the late war between

those States. Mr. Elaine, now the Senator from the State of

Maine, urged upon the House that the bill should by name ex-

clude the Honorable Jefferson Davis, President of the late

Southern Confederacy, from the intended beneficial relief of the

proposed legislation, for the reason that Mr. Davis had con-

ducted the war in a manner not permitted by the rules of civil-

ized nations, especially in the treatment of prisoners. Mr.

Elaine's speech was very violent, and intended to further in-

crease any unfriendly feeling which may yet exist against Mr.

Davis, and, as there was no cause for personal animosity be-

tween them, it was thought, and regretted, by many people of

both political parties in America that Mr. Blane's purpose was

simply to promote partisan objects. The letter of Chief Justice

Shea was published in the New York Tribune, the leading organ
of the Republican party in America, and is so generally accepted

as an authentic and full refutation of those charges, reiterated at

this late day by Mr. Elaine, that we think it advisable to publish

it in a form more durable than that afforded by the pages of.

a daily newspaper, and likewise bring it within reach of all those

who are interested in the truth of an important episode in the

late American struggle ;
and about which there has been so much
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debate in their national councils, and among their people. Of the

letter, now republished The Tribune in its issue of January 24,

1876, says, in a leading editorial, "No more important statements

than these concerning that phase of the Civil War have been

given to the public."

THE LETTER.

To the Editor of THE TRIBUNE:

Sir, I apprehend no one will accuse me with having ever har-

bored disunion proclivities, or of any inclination toward seces-

sion heresies. But truth is truth, justice is justice, and an act of

proposed magnanimity should not be impaired by both an un-

truth and an injustice. The statement in the House of Represen-
tatives on Thursday last, made by General Banks during the

debate on the proposed Amnesty Bill, was more entirely correct

than, perhaps, he had reason to credit.

What I now relate are facts: Mr. Horace Greeley received a

letter, dated June 22, 1865, from Mrs. Jefferson Davis. It was

written at Savannah, Georgia, where Mrs. Davis and her family

were then detained under a sort of Military restraint. Mr. Davis

himself, recently taken prisoner, was at Fortress Monroe
;
and

the most conspicuous special charge threatened against him by
the "Bureau of Military Justice" was of guilty knowledge relat-

ing to the assassination of President Lincoln. The principal

purpose of the letter was, imploring Mr. Greeley to bring about

a speedy trial of her husband upon that charge, and upon all

other charges of supposed cruelties that were inferred against

him. A public trial was prayed that the accusations might be as

publicly met, and her husband, as she insisted could be done,

readily vindicated.

To this letter Mr. Greeley at onCe forwarded an answer for

Mrs. Davis, directed to the care of General Burge, commanding
our military forces at Savannah. The morning of the next

day Mr. Greely came to my residence in this city, placed the

letter from Mrs. Davis in my hand, saying that he could not be-

lieve the charge to be true
;
that aside from the enormity and

want of object, it would have been impolitic in Mr. Davis, or any
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other leader in the Southern States, as they could not but be

aware of Mr. Lincoln's naturally kind heart and his good inten-

tions toward them all; and Mr. Greeley asked me to become

professionally interested in behalf of Mr. Davis.

I called to Mr. Greeley's attention that, although I was like-

minded with himself as to this one view of the case, yet there

was the other pending charge of cruel treatment of our Union

soldiers while prisoners at Andersonville and other places, and

that, unless our Government was willing to have it imputed that

Wirtz was convicted and his sentence of death inflicted unjustly,

it could not now overlook the superior who was, at least popular-

ly, regarded as the moving cause of those wrongs ;
and that il

Mr. Davis had been guilty of such breach of the rules for the

conduct of war in modern civilization, he was not entitled to the

rights of, nor to be manumitted as, a mere prisoner of war. I

expressed the thought that my services before a military tribunal

would be of little benefit. I hesitated
;
but finally told Mr. Gree-

ley that I would consult with some of our common friends, whose

countenance would give strength to such an undertaking, if it

were discovered to be right, and that none but Republicans and

some of the radical kind were likely to be of positive aid. In-

deed, any other would have been injurious.

It occurred to me, from recollecting conversations with Mr. '

Henry Wilson,* the previous April, while we were together at

Hilton Head, South Carolina, that if Mr. Davis were guiltless

of this latter offence, an avenue might be opened for a speedy

trial, or for his manumission as any other prisoner of war. I

did consult with such friends, and Mr. Henry Wilson, Governor

John A. Andrew, Mr. Thaddeus Stephens,t and Mr. Gerrit

Smith were among them. The result was that I thereupon un-

dertook to do whatever became feasible.

Although not in strictness required to elucidate our present

intent, it is, nevertheless, becoming the history of the case sim-

ply to mention that Mr. Charles O'Conor was, from the first,

esteemed the most valuable man to lead for the defence by Mr.

* Since the Vice-President of the United States.

fThen the acknowledged leader of the radical and controlling wing of

the Republican party in the House of Representatives.
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Greeley and Mr. Gerrit Smith. A Democrat of pronounced re-

pute, still his appearance would import no partisan aspect to

the great argument, and would excite no feelings but those of

admiration and respect among even extreme men of opposite

opinion. Public expectation looked to him, and soon after it

was made known that he had already volunteered his services

to Mr. Davis. Mr. O'Conor's course during the war was de-

cided, understood and consistent, but never offensive nor intru-

sive; his personal honor without reproach; his courage without

fear; his learning, erudition and propriety of professional judg-
ment conceded as most eminent.

There was a general agreement among the gentlemen of the

Republican party whom I have mentioned, that Mr. Davis did

not by thought or act participate in a conspiracy against Mr.

Lincoln
;
and none of those expressed that conviction more em-

phatically than Mr. Thaddeus Stevens. The single subject on

which light was desired by them was concerning the treatment

of our soldiers while in the hands of the enemy. The Tribune of

May, 17, 1865, tells the real condition of feeling at that moment,,

and unequivocally shows that it was not favorable to Mr. Davis

on this matter.

At the instance of Mr. Greeley, Mr. Wilson, and, as I was

given to understand, of Mr. Stevens, I went to Canada the first

week in January, 1866, taking Boston on my route, there to

consult with Governor Andrew and others. While at Montreal

General John C. Breckinridge came from Toronto, at my re-

quest, for the purpose of giving me information. There I had

placed in my posession the official archives of the Government

of the Confederate States, which I read and considered, es-

pecially all those messages and other acts of the Executive with

the Senate in its secret sessions concerning the care and ex-

change of prisoners. I found that the supposed inhuman and

unwarlike treatment of their own captured soldiers by agents of

our Government was a most prominent and frequent topic. That

those reports, current then, perhaps even to this hour, in the

South, were substantially incorrect is little to the practical pur-

pose. From those documents, not made to meet the public eye,

but used in secret session, and from inquiries by me of those
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thoroughly conversant with the state of Southern opinion at the

time it was manifested that the people of the South believed

those reports to be trustworthy, and they individually, and

through their representatives at Richmond, pressed upon Mr.

Davis, as the Executive and as the Commander-in-chief of the

Army and Navy, instant recourse to active measures of retalia-

tion, to the end that the supposed cruelties might be stayed.

Mr. Davis's conduct under such urgency, and, indeed, expos-

tulation, was a circumstance all-important in determining the

probability of this charge as to himself. It was equally and de-

cisively manifest, by the same source of information, that Mr.

Davis steadily and unflinchingly set himself in opposition to

the indulgence of such demands, and declined to resort to any
measure of violent retaliation. It impaired his personal influ-

ence, and brought much censure upon him from many in the

South, who sincerely believed the reports spread among the peo-

ple to be really true.

The desire that something should be attempted from which a

better care of prisoners could be secured seems to have grown
so strong and prevalent, that on July 2, 1863, Mr. Davis accept-

ed the proffered service of Mr. Alexander H. Stephens, the

Vice-President, to proceed as a military commissioner to Wash-

ington. The sole purpose of Mr. Davis in allowing that mission

appears, from the said documents, which I read, to have been

to place the war on the footing of such as are waged by civil-

ized people in modern times, and to divest it of a savage char-

acter, which, it was claimed, had been impressed on it in spite of

all effort and protest; and alleged instances of such savage con-

duct were named and averred. This project was prevented,
as Mr. Stephens was denied permission by our Administration

to approach Washington, and intercourse with him prohibited.

On his return, after this rejected effort to produce a mutual

kindness in the treatment of prisoners, Southern feeling became

more unquiet on the matter than ever; yet it clearly appears
that Mr. Davis would not yield to the demand for retaliation.

The evidence tending to show this to be the true condition of

the case as to Mr. Davis himself was brought by me and sub-

mitted to Mr. Greeley, and in part to Mr. Wilson. The result
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was, .these gentlemen, and those others in sympathy with them,

changed their former suspicion to a favorable opinion and a

friendly disposition. They were from this time kept informed

of each movement as made to liberate Mr. Davis or to compel

the Government to bring the prisoner to trial. All this took

place before counsel, indeed, before anyone acting on his be-

half, was allowed to communicate with or to see him.

The Tribune now, at once, began a series of leading editorials

demanding that our Government proceed with the trial
;
and on

January 16, 1866, incited by those editorials, Senator Howard,
of Michigan, offered a joint resolution, aided by Mr. Sumner,

"recommending the trial of Jefferson Davis and Clement C.

Clay before a military tribunal or court-martial, for charges

mentioned in the report of the Secretary of War, of March 4,

1866." It will be interesting to mention now that if a trial

proceeded in this manner, I was then credibly informed, Mr.

Thaddeus Stevens had volunteered as counsel for Mr. Clay.*

After it had become evident that there was no immediate

prospect of any trial, if any prospect at all, the counsel for Mr.

Davis became anxious that their client be liberated on bail, and

one of them consulted with Mr. Greeley as to the feasibility

of procuring some names as bondsmen of persons who had con-

spicuously opposed the war of secession. This was found quite

easy; and Mr. Gerrit Smith and Commodore Vanderbilt were

selected, and Mr. Greeley, in case his name should be found

necessary. All this could not have been accomplished had not

those gentlemen, and others in sympathy with them, been al-

ready convinced that those charges against Mr. Davis were un-

founded in fact. So an application was made on June u, 1866,

to Mr. Justice Underwood, at Alexandria, Va., for a writ of

habeas corpus, which, after argument, was denied, upon the

ground that "Jefferson Davis was arrested under a proclamation
of the President charging him with complicity in the assassina-

tion of the late President Lincoln. He has been held," says

the decision, "ever since, and is now held, as a military pris-

*This has been since verified by the Hon. Andrew G. Curtin, lately

United States Minister Plenipotentiary at St. Petersburg, upon information

given to him by the literary executor of the late Mr. Stevens.
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oner." The Washington Chronicle of that date insisted that "the

case is one well entitled to a trial before a military tribunal
;

the testimony before the Judiciary Committee of the House,

all of it bearing directly, if not conclusively, on a certain inten-

tion to take the life of Air. Lincoln, is a most important element

in the case." This was reported as from the pen of Air. John
W. Forney himself, then Clerk of the Senate, and is cited by
me as an expression of a general tone of the press on that oc-

casion. Then, the House of Representatives, on the motion

of Mr. Boutwell, of Massachusetts, the following day passed

a resolution "that it was the opinion of the House that Jefferson

Davis should be held in custody as a prisoner and subject to

trial according to the laws of the land." It was adopted by a

vote of 105 to 19.

ilt is very suggestive to reflect just here that, in the inter-

mediate time, Mr. Clement C. Clay had been discharged from

imprisonment without being brought to trial on either of these

charges upon which he had been arrested, and for which arrest

the $100,000 reward had been paid.

This failure to liberate Mr. Davis would have been very dis-

couraging to most men
;
but Mr. Greeley, and those friends

who were acting with him, determined to meet the issue made,

promptly and sharply, and to push the Government to a trial

of its prisoner, or to a withdrawal of the charge made by its

Board of Military Justice. The point was soon sent home, and

was felt. Mr. Greeley hastened back to New York, and The

Tribune of June 12, 1866, contained, in a leader from his pen,

this unmistakable demand and protest:

"How and when did Davis become a prisoner of war? He
was not arrested as a public enemy, but as a felon, officially

charged, in the face of 'the civilized world, with the foulest,

most execrable guilt that of having suborned assassins to mur-
der President Lincoln a crime the basest and most cowardly
known to mankind. It was for this that $100,000 was offered

and paid for his arrest. And the proclamation of Andrew
Johnson and William H. Seward offering this reward says his

complicity with Wilkes Booth & Co. is established 'by evidence

now in the Bureau of Military Justice.' So there was no need
of time to hunt it up.
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"It has been asserted that Davis is responsible for the death

by exposure and famine of our captured soldiers
;
and his of-

ficial position gives plausibility to the charge. Yet while Henry
Wirz a miserable wretch a mere tool of tools was long ago

arrainged, tried, convicted, sentenced and hanged for this crime

no charge has been officially preferred against Davis. So we

presume none is to be."

The Tribune kept up repeating this demand during the fol-

lowing part of that year, and admonished the Government of the

increased absurdity of its position, for not daring, seemingly,
to prosecute a great criminal against whom it had officially de-

clared it was possessed of evidence to prove that crime. On
November 9, 1866, The Tribune again thus emphasized this

thought :

"Eighteen months have nearly elapsed since Jefferson Davis

was made a State prisoner. He had previously been publicly

charged, by the President of the United States, with conspir-

ing to assassinate President Lincoln, and $100,000 offered for

his capture thereupon. The capture was promptly made and the

money duly paid ; yet, up to this hour, there has not been even

an attempt made by the Government to procure an indictment

on that charge. He has, also, been popularly, if not officially,

accused of complicity in the virtual murder of Union soldiers,

while prisoners of war, by subjecting them to needless, inhuman

exposure, privation and abuse; but no official attempt has been

made to indict him on that charge. ... A great Govern-

ment may deal sternly with offenders, but not meanly ;
it cannot

afford to seem unwilling to repair an obvious wrong."

The Government, however, continued to express its inability

to proceed with the trial. Another year had passed since the

capture of Mr. Davis, and now another atempt to liberate him

by bail was to be made. The Government, by its conduct, hav-

ing tacitly abandoned those special charges of inhumanity, a

petition for a writ was to be presented by which the prisoner

might be handed over to the civil authorities to answer the in-

dictment for treason. In aid of this project Mr. Wilson, Chair-

man of the Committee of Military Affairs, offered in the Sen-

ate, on the 1 8th of March, 1867, a resolution urging the Gov-
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eminent to proceed with the trial. The remarkable thoughts
and language of that resolution were observed at the time, and

necessarily caused people to infer that Mr. Wilson, at least,

was not under the too common delusion that the Government

really had a case on either of these two particular charges against

Mr. Davis individually ;
and a short time after this Mr. Wilson

went to Fortress Monroe and saw Mr. Davis. The visit was

simply friendly, and not for any purpose relating to his libera-

tion

On May 14, 1867, Mr. Davis was delivered to the civil au-

thority; was at once admitted to bail, Mr. Greeley and Mr.

Gerrit Smith going personally to Richmond, in attestation of

their belief that wrong had been done to Mr. Davis, in holding

him so long accused upon those charges, now abandoned, and as

an expression of magnanimity toward the South. Commodore

Vanderbilt, then but recently the recipient of the thanks of Con-

gress for his superb aid to the Government during the war,

was also represented there, and signed the bond through Mr.

Horace F. Clark, his son-in-law, and Mr. Augustus Schell, his

friend.

The apparent unwillingness of the Government to prosecute,

under every incentive of pride and honor to prosecute, was ac-

cepted by those gentlemen and the others whom I have men-

tioned as a confirmation of the information given to me at

Montreal, and of its entire accuracy.

These men Andrew, Greeley, Smith and Wilson have each

passed from this life. The history of their efforts to bring all

parts of our common country once more and abidingly into

unity, peace and concord,* and of Mr. Greeley's enormous sacri-

fice to compel justice to be done to one man, and he an enemy,
should be written.

I will add a single incident tending the same wa^y. In a con-

sultation with Mr. Thaddeus Stevens, at his residence on Capi-
tol Hill, at Washington, in May, 1866, he related to me how the

Chief of this "Military Bureau" showed him "the evidence"

upon which the proclamation was issued charging Davis and

Clay with complicity in the assassination of Mr. Lincoln. He

*See Appendix, page 252.
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said that he refused to give the thing" any support, and that he told

that gentleman the evidence was insufficient in itself, and incre-

dible. I am not likely ever to forget the earnest manner in

which Mr. Stevens then said to me : "Those men are no friends

of mine. They are public enemies
;
and I would treat the South

as a conquered country and settle it politically upon the policy

best suited for ourselves. But I know these men, sir. They
are gentlemen, and incapable of being assassins."

Yours faithfully,

GEORGE SHEA.
No. 205 West Forty-sixth Street,

NEW YORK, JANUARY 15,1876.

APPENDIX.

From the NEW YORK HERALD, September loth, 1875.

A SHORT CHAPTER OF HISTORY.

Lexington, Ky., September 8, 1875.

Some years ago, when John C. Beckinridge, after the fall

of the rebellion, was an exile in Europe, a story was put in cir-

culation that his return to this country was due to an invita-

tion from the late Horage Greeley. This story was never con-

tradicted, although an attempt was made at the time to throw

doubt upon it by the political friends of Mr. Greeley. Since

the death of General Breckinridge, the true facts attending his

return to America have come to light, and as both parties have

departed, it seems due to history that they should be given to

the world.

The letter written by Mr. Greeley concerning Mr. Breckin-

ridge's return is addressed to Judge George Shea, of New York.

This, and the letter inclosing it, written by Judge Shea to Mr.

Breckinridge, are as follows :
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Office of THE TRIBUNE,

New York, April 8, 1867.

MY FRIEND, Since nearly all the military chiefs of the South

in our late struggle Generals Lee, Johnston, Beauregard, Long-

street, &c. have stoutly advised their people to accept their

situation unreservedly, and organize their respective States, in

accordance with the dictates of Congress, it seems to me a pity

that the presence and counsel of General Breckinridge are

wanting. We need them not in the South proper, but in his own

Kentucky, where a most unfortunate attempt to perpetuate class

distinctions, which have no longer any national justification or

solid basis, threaten to perpetuate a fued and a struggle, which

can do no good and must work great mischief. I wish, there-i

fore, that you would communicate to General Breckinridge my
assurance that his presence in this country (which is still his

country) is needed, and will not, I think, provoke any exhibi-

tion of ill-will.

Yours,
HORACE GREELEY.

George Shea, Esq.

54 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK,

April 17, 1867.

MY DEAR SIR, I enclose a letter which I have received from

my friend, Mr. Horace Greeley, which I would have forwarded

by the former mail had I then known your address. The letter

will speak for itself, and I send you the original (with Mr.

Greeley 's cordial concurrence), so that, if you act upon the

suggestion it contains, it may be in your power to make such

public use of the letter as your own convenience and judgment

may approve.

Last summer I thought it would be prudent under certain

assurances, which I have reason to believe would be given to us

at Washington, for you to come into the United States, and I

designed to go to Canada and confer with you on the subject;

but just as I was about to go there I heard that you were leaving
for Europe to return this spring. I thought it better to delay.
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I have frequently spoken to Republican gentlemen in the

United States Senate and House of Representatives as to your-

self, and find no ill-will against you personally; indeed, they

generally have the same thought and wish, so well and manfully

expressed by Mr. Greeley in the enclosed letter, that your aid

is needed by all interests here, especially in your own Kentucky.

I write briefly and in haste, as I wish this to leave by to-

day's mail, which closes within the present hour.

I am, most faithfully yours,

GEORGE SHEA.
To the Hon. J. C. Breckinridge.
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From Richmond, Va., News Leader, November 12, 1909.

GEN. W. L. CABELL TELLS HOW CONFEDERATE
FLAG WAS DEVISED.

Editorial in Atlanta Journal Quotes Commander of

Trans-Mississippi Giving Honor to Beauregard,

Johnston and Certain Ladies.

General William L. Cabell, of Dallas, Texas, the commander
of the Trans-Mississippi department of the United Confederate

Veterans, makes an exceedingly interesting contribution to the

literature of the Conquered Banner by telling of the circum-

stances under which the historic emblem was adopted. The ac-

count is best rendered in the exact language of General Cabell

himself.

Says he :

"When the Confederate army, commanded by General Beaure-

gard, and the Federal army confronted each other at Manassas,

it was seen that the Confederate flag and the Stars and Stripes

looked at a distance so much alike that it was hard to distinguish

one from the other. General Beauregard, after the battle of

July 1 8th, at Blackburn Ford, ordered that a small red badge
should be worn on the left shoulder of our troops, and, as I was

chief quartermaster, ordered me to purchase a large quantity

of red flannel and to distribute it to each regiment.

"During the battle of Bull Run it was plain to be seen that

a large number of Federal soldiers wore a similar red badge.

General Johnston and General Beauregard met at Fairfax

Courthouse in the latter part of August or early September and

determined to have a battle flag for every regiment or detached

command.

"General Johnston's flag was in the shape of an eclipse red

flag with blue St. Andrew's cross and stars on the cross (white)

to represent the different Southern States. (No white border
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of any kind was attached to the cross.) General Beauregard's
was a rectangle, red, with St. Andrew's cross and white stars,

similar to General Johnston's.

"After we had discussed fully the two styles, taking into con-

sideration the cost of material and the care of making the same,

it was decided the'ellipitcal flag would be harder to make; that

it would take more cloth, and it could not be seen so plainly

at a distance ; that the rectangular flag, drawn and suggested by
General Beauregard, should be adopted. General Johnston

yielded at once.

"No one else was present but we three. No one knew about

this flag but we three until an order was issued adopting the

Beauregard flag, as it was called, and directing me, as chief

quartermaster, to have the flag made as soon as it could be done.

I immediately issued an address to the good ladies of the South

to give me their red and blue silk dresses, and to send them

to Captain Colin McRae Selph, quartermaster, at Richmond, Va.

(Captain Selph is now living in New Orleans.) He was as-

sisted by two elegant young ladies, the Misses Carey, from Bal-

timore, and Mrs. Henningsen, of Savannah, and Mrs. Hopkins,
of Alabama.

"The Misses Carey made battleflags for General Beauregard
and General Van Dorn, and, I think, for General J. E. Johnston.

They made General Beauregard's out of their own silk dresses.

This flag is now in Memorial hall, New Orleans, with a state-

ment of that fact from General Beauregard. General Van
Dorn's flag was made of heavier material, but very pretty.

"The statement going around that this flag was first designed

by Federal prisoners is false. General Beauregard's battle flag

is in Memorial hall, at New Orleans. The Washington artil-

lery battle flag can be seen at the Washington Artillery hall."
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MY PERSONAL EXPERIENCES IN TAKING UP
ARMS AND IN THE BATTLE OF

MALVERN HILL,

Address by JAMES F. CROCKER, Before Stonewall Camp, Confed-

erate Veterans, Portsmouth, Virginia, February 6th, 1889,
and Published at Its Request.

Commander and Comrades:

It is my turn, by appointment, to give to-night some

reminisences of the war. It is expected, as I understand it,

that these reminisences may be largely personal and that it is

not to be considered in bad taste to speak of one's self. In fact

our soldier lives were so much the same, our experiences and

performances, our aspirations and devotions to our cause were

so common to each and all, that to speak of one's self is but to

tell the story of the rest.

Let it be understood at once that no true soldier can speak
of himself and of his services in the Confederate Army, however

humble the sphere of his service, without a tone of self commen-

dation. And if I seem to speak in self praise, remember I but

speak of each of you. Comrades ! I would esteem it the highest

honor to stand an equal by your side. For here before me
are men heroes in courage and in patriotism equal to those

who fell at Thermopylae who with those to whose sacred mem-

ory yon monument is erected, aided in achieving a lustre of arms

such as is not recorded in all the annals of the past.

The one thing in my personal history touching the war which

I recall with most delight and hold in my supremest pride and

satisfaction before all else, is, the ardor with which I took up
arms. This ardor was not the mere ebullient force of passionate

excitement, but the inspiration of unquestioning conviction that

our duty to ourselves, to posterity, to our State, imperiously de-

manded that we should at all hazards and whatever might be

the outcome, take up arms in defence of our rights as a free,
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independent and liberty-loving people and to repel any invasion

of our soil by hostile forces. You recall the glow of this ardor

you felt it it burned in every' true heart of the South. May
those who come after us ever bear it in honorable memory, for

it was a most sacred feeling, akin to that we feel for our re-

ligion and our God in our most devout moments.

It was a bitter alternative that was presented to Virginia,

either to submit unresistingly and unconditionally to the deter-

mined and persistent encroachments on her equality under the

Constitution, or to withdraw herself from the Union of the

States which she had been chiefly instrumental in forming and

which for that reason, she, more than all the other States, loved

pre-eminently. She did all she could to avert this alternative.

She sent her most illustrious citizens to Washington to implore
for adjustment, for peace and for the perpetuity of the Union.

Their petition was most haughtily disregarded. Notwithstand-

ing this, she, through her people in solemn convention assem-

bled, repressing all resentment, still stood majestically calm,

though deeply moved, with her hand on the bond of the Union,

refusing to untie it. And thus she stood until she was sum-

moned to take up arms against her kindred people of the South

and to receive on her soil an advancing hostile force. Put to

this alternative, she resumed her delegated rights and sovereign-

ty. In that solemn act, I was passionately with her with my
whole soul and mind. And standing here to-night after the

lapse of upward of a quarter of a century, summing up all she

suffered and lost in war in the waste of property, in the deso-

lation of homes and in the blood of her sons, and also fully

realizing all the blessings of the restored Union, I still declare

from the deepest depths of my convictions, that she was right.

Yes, I rejoice that my whole being responded in approval and

applause of that act of my State. I rejoice in recalling with

what willingness I was ready to give my life in its support, and it

is the summation of the pride of my life that I served humbly
in her cause.

Well do I remember that memorable day, the iQth of April,

1861. Animated by the feeling I have described, fully realizing

the immediate imminence of strife, and determined to be ready
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for it how soon soever it might come, at my own expense I

armed myself with musket and accoutrements, took my stand

at the Ocean House corner, and there with eagerness awaited

the first beat of the first drum that sounded in Virginia the

first call to arms.

(You remember the profound interest and emotion of that

hour. It stifled all light feelings, and gave to each brow a

thoughtful aspect, and to each eye a depth of light which comes

only when the heart is weighted with great moving concern.

Men pressed in silence each others hands, and spoke in tones

subdued by the solemnity and intensity of their inexpressible

feelings. All knew that when that long roll once sounded, it

would thrill the land, and that it would not cease to be heard,

day or night, until silenced in victory or defeat. The long roll

beat; and the vulcan sounds of destruction in the navy yard, and

the flames of burning buildings and blazing ships told that an un-

proclaimed war had commenced.

Comrades, is it all a dream? Sometimes to me and doubtless

sometimes to you, absorbed and environed as we are by the

present, the war seems a mystical and mysterious thing, and

we feel that its reality is in some way slipping from us. If in

us who were its active participants there be such tendency, what

must it be in those who are taking our places. It is on account

of this tendency to lose the reality and meaning of the great war

that I have dwelt on this part of my theme. And I cannot al-

low this occasion to pass without availing myself of it the oc-

casion of the organization of "Sons of Veterans," who are now
before me to say to them : Believe and know that your State

and your fathers in taking up arms, were right. Fail never to

know and learn to know that the posterity of no race or people

have inherited from their fathers such a legacy of true pa-

triotism, such sublime devotion to duty, such imperishable

wealth of arms as you have received from yours, and let the

precious memory of this ennoble you, enrich your spirit, and

make you the worthy inheritors of their fame and glory.

The personal reminisence of the war which I next most value

and cherish is the feeling with which we made that memorable
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charge at Malvern Hill. It was our first battle, for the occur-

rences in which we shared at Seven Pines, did not amount to

an engagement. It can never be indifferent to note the feelings

with which a soldier enters his first battle. Of all things bat-

tle is the most terrible. And to us all life is the dearest thing,

and the love of life is by nature made the first law of our being.

We instinctively shrink from imperilling our lives, and yet with

what glad shout we have seen soldiers rush into the fiercest bat-

tles. What a glorious thing is manhood! How God-like is the

devotion of man to duty to a cause in cheerfully giving up
life to its service. What a noble and master passion is pa-

triotism. How it exalts and glorifies man. To have once felt it

propitiates one's self-esteem and makes us ever a hero to our-

selves. Shall I say it? Yes, for it can be equally said of each

of you who were there. I have ever seemed to myself to have

been a hero at Malvern Hill if to be a hero is to feel the loftiest

enthusiasm of patriotism to disdain danger to stand in the

raging storm of shot and shell with a glad sense of duty and

privilege to be there, and to be unreservedly willing to meet

death for the good of one's country. All this you felt with me
on that memorable charge.

It was in this spirit of devotion, the good, the brave and the

loved Vermillion gave there to his country his life. This hero's

name bids us pause. How tenderly we all remember him as the

warm, generous, frank hearted friend. Brave and chivalrous in

spirit, ardent and devoted to duty, graceful in deportment, man-

ly in character, true and proud in self-respect, he commanded
the admiration and love of all who knew him. In peace and in

war at home and in camp, he was the same true manly man.
He was ardently patriotic and was passionately devoted to his

State and to its cause. He fell while gallantly leading his com-

pany on this charge. He fell in the flush of young manhood
when life to him was full of high hopes and full of all the

sweet endearments of home. He cheerfully gave his life to his

country, and his blood was a willing libation to its cause. As
among the departed braves Heaven tenderly keeps his happy
spirit, so may his memory be ever lovingly cherished among the
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living. In this same spirit of devotion there fell Prentis, Dozier,

Lewer, Parker, Bennett, Fiske, White and others dear in the

memory of us all.

Let us recall the part which our own regiment, the Ninth

Virginia, took in this memorable charge. Armistead's Brigade,

to which our regiment belonged, were the first troops to reach

the immediate vicinity of Malvern Hill, arriving there at 10

A. M. Tuesday, July I, 1862. On arriving our regiment was

detached from the Brigade to guard a strategic point and did

not rejoin it until after the battle. From 10 A. M. to 5 P. M.

we lay exposed to the shells of the enemy. At this hour we>

were sent for and conducted to a deep wooded ravine which ran

along the very edge of the open field on which the enemy haci

made a stand, and where they had planted many batteries and

massed a great body of infantry. When we took our position

in the ravine we found that Gen. Magruder was there in com-

mand with a considerable force, all lying down in successive

lines on the steep sloping side of the ravine. Nearest its brow

was Cobb's Legion; next to them and almost in touching dis-

tance was Wright's brigade ;
next below them was our own gal-

lant regiment forming a line by itself; below us was Mahone's

brigade and other forces near us were Gens. Magruder., Cobb,

Wright and Armistead. The day was fast declining. The

deep shade of the majestic trees with which the valley was filled

and the smoke of the enemy's guns brought on twilight dimness

before the close of the day. As we lay in close rank, we marked
the flash of exploding shells that kissed the brow of the ravine

and lit it up with a wierd light, while the incessant firing of

the massed batteries filled the air with constant roar and deafen-

ing crash. At one time, as the sun approached the horizon,

the air seemed to change; it gained a new elasticity a clearer

ring, so that from the sound of the enemy's artillery you would

have thought that they were approaching nearer to us. Gen.

Magruder must have also thought so, for he gave direction that

some men should ascend the brow of the hill and see if the

enemy were advancing. The enemy had not and were not ad-

vancing, but from an elevation in the open field they poured
from their batteries a living fire and a constant flow of shells.
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The scene was solemn and grandly inspiring. We felt that

the very genius of battle was astir, and the martial spirit was

thoroughly aroused. All waited with impatience for the order

to charge that order which whenever given either fires the

heart or pales the face of the soldier. At last Magruder gives
the order. It is first repeated by Gen. Cobb, and his brave Le-

gion with a shout that for the moment drowned the roar of the

artillery, arose and rushed forward. Then Wright repeats the

order to his brigade, and as quick as thought his men spring
forward. Then came from Gen. Armistead: "Ninth Virginia,

charge!" The men arose with a shout a joyous shout that

rose above the din of battle and with a passionate enthusiasm

we rushed forward. Danger seemed to be banished from every
bosom. Victory and glory absorbed every other feeling. We
rushed on and forward to within a short distance of the crown
of the hill on which the enemy was massed. On us was con-

centrated the shell and cannister of many cannon and the fire

of compact masses of infantry. It was murderous and a useless

waste of life to go further. Our regiment was halted and it

took position in line with other troops which had preceeded us

in the charge along and under the slope of the field, and here

held its. ground until the morning disclosed that the enemy had
left. This gallant charge immortalized the Ninth Virginia and

gave it a fame which it was its pride ever after to maintain in

all the great battles in which it was engaged.

On this charge there came to me a new experience a com-
mon experience on the battlefield that of being wounded.
When our regiment had taken its position just described by mov-

ing to the right, I found myself on its extreme left standing up
on an open field in the face of the enemy a short distance off

with a storm of shot and shell literally filling the air. I remem-
ber as I stood there I looked upon the enemy with great ad-

miration. They were enveloped in the smoke of their guns
and had a shadowy appearance, yet I could easily discern their

cross belts, and I watched them go through the regular process
of loading and firing. They seemed to be firing with as much
steadiness and regularity as if on dress parade. It was a grand
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sight, and I was impressed with their courage and discipline. I

had not then learned the wisdom and duty of a soldier to seek

all allowable protection from danger. I had a foolish pride to

be and to appear fearless as if it were a shame to seem to do

anything to avoid danger. I remember that immediately on my
right a soldier had sheltered himself behind a low stump. While

silently approving his conduct in this respect yet apprehending

he might only shelter himself, I said to him, "Do not fail to

fire on the enemy." I had scarcely uttered these words when

I heard and felt that sounding thud of the minie ,ball which be-

came so familiar to our soldiers. My left arm fell to my side

and the blood streamed from my throat. I staggered and would

have fallen had not two members of the Old Dominion Guard

stepped quickly up and caught me and bore me off the field.

I was shot through the throat, through the shoulder and through

the arm. And I to-day wear six scars from wounds then re-

ceived, scars more prized by me than all the ribbons and jeweled

decorations of kingly grant. When Moses P. Young and Jas.

H. Robinson came to my relief I delivered to them what was

my first and what I then regarded my last and dying request,

for I then thought the wound through my throat must soon

prove mortal. It was in these words, which I have ever since

borne freshly and sacredly in my memory: ''Tell my friends

at home that I did my duty." These words expressed all that

was in me at that moment friends, they express all that

is in my life. Well do I remember that supreme moment, how I

was without fear, and was perfectly willing to die to die the

death of the patriot, and how then came upon me the tender

thought of home and of home friends, and all my earthly aspira-

tions concentrated into the one wish that my memory might be

kindly linked to the recognition that I gave my life honorably

and bravely in duty to myself, to my country, and to my God.
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From Richmond, Va., Times-Dispatch, December 29, 1909.

HELPED CAPTURE ENGINE "GENERAL. 1

Anthony Murphy, Had Part in Wild Race

During Civil War.

His Exploit One of Famous Incidents of Conflict Between States.

ATLANTA, GA., December 28, 1909.

Anthony Murphy, aged eighty years, a pioneer citizen of the

South and one of the two men who pursued and captured the

famous engine, "General," when the latter had been seized and

carried off from Marietta, Ga., by Federal raiders during the

Civil War, died here to-day.

Murphy was born in Ireland, and came to this country when

twenty-six years old. He became one of the constructors of the

Western and Atlantic Railroad, but when the war broke out

entered the Confederate service, and, owing to his skill in me-

chanics, was assigned by Governor Brown, father of the present

Governor, to assemble men to make guns. On April 12, 1862,

the Federal secret service arranged to seize a train at Marietta,

cut off the engine, run it from Big Shanty, Ga., to Chattanooga,

Tenn., burning bridges and cutting wires between the two

places, and thus cutting the Confederate line of communications.

The plan was carried out almost successfully. The Federal of-

ficers boarded the train at Marietta, and while the passengers

and crew were at breakfast at Big Shanty, seven miles north

of Marietta, cut off the engine and started on a mad race of de-

struction.

The action of the Federal party, who posed as Southern re-

fugees anxious to join the Confederate army, aroused the sus-

picion of Mr. Murphy, who was then foreman of the Western
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and Atlantic round-house at Big Shanty. When the "General"

started on its wild race, Murphy and two others started on foot

in pursuit, seized a handcar later, ran it to Etowah, Ga., where

the engine "Texas" was taken.

>For fifty-one miles the race continued to Ringgold, Ga.
?
where

the "General" was captured as the men in charged attempted
to burn a bridge. Several of the Federal officers were sum-

marily executed. But the plan of the Union forces to cut the

Confederate communications was defeated. Although the en-

gines were of a crude type, most of the race was made at the

rate of sixty miles an hour. Murphy was the engineer, and Jeff

Cain the train engineer and Captain Fuller, the conductor, fired

for him.

The war left Murphy penniless, but he set to work again

cheerfully, and when he died had amassed a fortune of half a

million dollars in the saw-mill and lumber business.
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THE COLOR EPISODE OF THE ONE HUNDRED
AND FORTY-NINTH REGIMENT, PENN-

SYLVANIA VOLUNTEERS.

In the First Days Fight at Gettysburg, July i, 1863.

Paper Read Before The Lebanon County Historical Society, October

18, 1907, by J. H. BASSLER, Late Captain of the Color Company.

The Reverend J. T. Lumpkin, of the Methodist Episcopal

Church, South, enjoys the highest regard and confidence of our

people generally. To know him is to love him. So gentle and

unassuming is he, it seems difficult to picture him in your mind's

eye in a position so fraught with daring and imminent peril.

As his so admirable qualities enlisted the spontaneous praise of

the enemy, so his intrinsic worth, commands us. Editor.

This paper is dedicated to the memory of Henry G. Brehm,

Color Sergeant of the I49th Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteers,

who, in the first day's fight at Gettysburg, was detached with

his colors and guards to deceive the enemy and draw away from

the regiment a destructive enfilading battery fire. He was never

recalled; and his heroic efforts to save his colors against hope-

less odds, after the brigade was flanked out of its position, and

his escape practically cut off, stands unparalleled in the history

of that great battle.

PREFACE.

Justice to as gallant a little band of soldiers as ever faced

the enemy, demands that Bates' history, and the official reports

of Lt. Col. Dwight and Lt. Col. Huidekoper, in their reference to

the colors of the i4Qth, P. V., at Gettysburg, be thoroughly inves-

tigated and subjected to the lime light of facts, in order that the

cloud, which, through the false claims of others, obscures the he-

roism displayed by the bearers and guards of those colors, may be
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finally dispelled, and the desperate fight of these Lebanon County

boys to retrieve the errors of their superiors and save their

colors from capture be spread upon the pages of history, and

entrusted to the care of the Historical Society of their native

County. Brehm, Friddell and Lehman were from Myerstown;

Spayd, from a farm, south of town; Hammel, from a farm,

east of town; and Hoffman, from Newmanstown.

As captain of the Color Company in that fight, it devolves

upon me to see to it that my men are not robbed of their well

earned laurels by antagonistic claims unsupported by evidence.

The proper place for a record of our color affairs would have

been the regimental history. But the comrades, who were suc-

cessively appointed to write it, passed away before either of

them had made a fair start. There is no one of my regiment

left who is willing to assume the task. The most I can do

before joining the innumerable army that has gone before is to

preserve from loss the facts relating to the Color episode and

lay bare the falsity of opposing claims.

That I delayed this task so long in hopes that it would be

performed by another is owing to the fact that it involves the

censure of Lt. Col. Dwight, a gallant soldier, and one to whom
I am indebted for many favors.

A RUSE TO ESCAPE AN ENFILADING BATTERY FIRE.

That war is hell, as expressed by General Sherman, is per-

haps never more fully realized than when a regiment of sol-

diers is exposed to an enfilading artillery fire. It was such an

ordeal that faced my regiment after being placed in position

(about ii A. M. July ist, 1863), at the apex of a right-angle
in our line of battle. About two-thirds of the regiment lay

along the McPherson lane, facing west, and the rest were

aligned along the south side of the Chambersburg pike, facing
north.

A gentle rise in the surface immediately west of us, known
as McPherson's ridge, screened us from view from the next

elevation, beyond Willoughby's run, where were stationed the

confederate batteries of Pegram and Mclntosh; the former of

twenty guns and the latter of fourteen.
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The enemy's infantry, which had been heavily engaged with

Meredith's and Cutler's brigades a great part of the forenoon,

were now making new dispositions and awaiting re-enforce-

ments. In the meantime the infantry fire was confined to the

skirmish lines, while the artillery fire passed over our heads.

Close on to I P. M. the scene changed. The enemy's re-

enforcements were now arriving on the field. The first intima-

tion we had of it was the fire of one of their batteries (Carter's)

stationed on Oak hill, north of us. The crash of a shell through
the tops of the old cherry trees along the lane admonished our

Commander that we were exposed to an enfilade fire which

might do us great damage. He at once swung our left out on

the pike in line with the right, and ordered a left side-step move-

ment to bring as much of the regiment as possible into the

shelter of the dry ditch on the southern edge of the pike, in

which we then lay down. We were now comparatively safe

from the battery on Oak hill, but, unfortunately, the enemy
to the west got a glimpse of our left before we lay down, and

shrewdly guessing our position, at once commenced to drop
shells into our ranks over the crest of the ridge.

With those thirty-four guns on our flank the regiment was

in danger of annihilation, should the enemy concentrate their

fire upon us.

It was now that Roy Stone, commanding the brigade, con-

ceived the idea of using our colors to deceive the enemy and

draw their fire away from the regiment. Accordingly, Color

Sergeant Brehm, having been quietly instructed by an orderly

of Col. Dwight's, marched in a northwesterly direction and

planted the colors behind two rail piles, forming a right-angle,

one side facing west and the other north.

This breastwork had been made as a safe guard against lurk-

ing enemies, by pickets of Buford's cavalry, who occupied the

ground the night before. The rails had been carried together
from a fence that formed the eastern boundary of a field of

wheat, extending from the summit of the ridge down its west-

ern slope, and from the pike to an old R. R. cut north of it.

The colors were now some fifty yards north of the pike, a
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little to the left of the left front of the regiment, and about one

hundred and fifteen yards south of the R. R. cut where it had

its greatest depth.

In this position our flags were plainly visible over the stand-

ing wheat, to the battery west of us, but the rail piles and the

men lying behind them were hid from their view
; and, evidently

thinking that the regiment had changed front, they now diverted

their fire in that direction. Stone's ruse had succeeded.

Half an hour or so later, we were approached from the north-

north-west by Daniel's brigade, of North Carolinians, and our

regiment was ordered across to the cut to meet them.

It is not my object to describe the battle, but only to tell the

story of our colors. Suffice it to say that up to about 3:15 P.

M. the regiment did heavy fighting on that part of the field,

including charges and counter-charges and several changes of

front, and, incredible as it may seem, it fought without its colors

during all /that time; and when the brigade was forced out of

its position in the vicinity of the McPherson farm buildings

by Brockenbrough's and Scales' Confederate brigades, the latter

enveloping its left flank, our precious standards still remained

planted in their isolated position.

The deep R. R. cut to the north had proved a barrier to the

advance of the enemy from that direction. But at an early

stage of the fight the right of Daniel's brigade crossed the R.

R. bed west of the cut and advanced obliquely up through the

wheat field. Had its advance not been checked, our colors

would then have been captured, unless its custodians had made
a timely escape to the regiment.

Some may think that now was the time for Brehm to run.

Not so in the judgment of men noted for their thorough study
of the fight. There is ground for belief that it was of great
service to our cause that Brehm stuck to his post. True, he

might then have left with a good excuse and saved the flags ;

but the results attained by his remaining, far outweigh in im-

portance the loss of the colors. This is what Stone believed

after reading Daniel's report, and such was the view taken by
Col. Batchelder, who stands pre-eminent as the historian of

the battle.
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I was introduced to the Colonel while attending the G. A.

R. encampment at Gettysburg, in 1881, my first revisit to the

battlefield. He questioned me minutely about our color affair,

and my queries in return elicited the fact that he had investi-

gated it before to some purpose by consulting Confederate re-

ports and interviewing prominent officers on that side
;
and he

expressed high admiration of Brehm's conduct and firmness

under such trying circumstances.

We must remember that Daniel's brigade had just arrived on

the field, and that they naturally supposed that our colors repre-

sented a regiment of Federals lying concealed in the upper

edge of the wheat field, and whose right flank was protected

against attack by the cut north of it. When the right of that

brigade made its aforementioned advance, how could they help

thinking but that the supposed regiment was waiting to strike

them in flank and rear at the opportune moment. Fronting
them were companies A, F and D of the isoth, a body of men
so small compared with theirs, that they must have supposed
their object, was to draw them into a trap.

The tide of battle was turned by the daring charge of the

gallant Wister when he hurled those three companies upon the

a'stonished foemen. All honor to those brave Bucktails ! They
have our unbounded admiration! It was one of /those critical

moments pregnant with far-reaching results. Had Brehm then

flinched, and fled with his colors, the illusion that had cast a

spell over the enemy would have been instantly dispelled; and
we can well imagine the piercing "rebel yell" that would have

followed, and the onward rush of the Confederates; firing with

fresh courage and enthusiasm the rest of their line, north, north-

west and west of our little brigade.

To think of it! Daniel's brigade of four regiments and a

battery; Davis' brigade of three regiments (the fourth was ab-

sent at the time) ; all veteran troops and renowned fighters
and how many more of Heth's regiments south of the pike I

cannot tell opposing our brigade of three regiments, and these

depleted by the absence of Company D of the i4Qth at Division

headquarters, and Company K of the i5Oth in Washington,
guarding the Presidential premises. Had the Rebs not been
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deceived as to our numbers, they would then in all probability

have swept the "Key Point," as Gen. Doubleday called our

position; and how could our Corps commander have retrieved

such a disaster, hard pressed as he was at all points.

Was it chance, or destiny, that blinded Brehm and his men
to the nearness of their capture at this important juncture?

If the proximity of the enemy was unnoticed because they were

then engaged in one of their "hot discussions" over their pecu-
liar position, and what was best to do, it was a most fortunate

co-incidence. If as Stone quotes Nicholson of the Battlefield

Commission to say every minute then gained was worth a

regiment, Brehm's firmness was of priceless service. Let us

honor then the intrepid Sergeant and the devoted little band

that stood by him so nobly, though some of them, if not all,

thought their chief should act on his own authority and return

to the regiment.

In the final advance of the Confederate line, towards 3 P. M.,

there was one part of the enveloping semi-circle that did not

move on with the rest. This was Davis' brigade, stationed

down along the wheat field, west of our colors. This brigade
had lost heavily in the forenoon and was instructed to follow

in rear of the first line in the final onset.

Just then there was no line of Confederates in front of Davis,

and all he needed to do to carry out his orders, was to delay

marching, until, by the contraction of the semi-circle, further

east, the right of Daniels' brigade connected with the left of

Brockenbrough's.

This accounts for the fact that our colors were not driven

back or captured, at, or before, the time that the two Bucktail

regiments were flanked out of their position at McPherson's,
and fell in on the left of the I43rd P. V., which had changed
position and was now facing west, south of the pike. Our line

was then about 100 yards east of the McPherson buildings. I

was lying at the time in the southeast corner of the McPherson

barnyard, disabled by a wound received about an hour before,

in the field north of the pike. Though unable to shift my body
I could turn my head, sufficiently, to get a view of part of the

meadow east of the McPherson lane, but could not see our line.
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It was then at 15 to 20 minutes after 3 P. M. that the

dash on our colors took place, and I will let the surviving actors

in that drama tell the story in their own language, in the fol-

lowing affidavits, the originals of which were sent to Captain

Ralph E. Gamble, U. S. A., stationed at San Juan, Porto Rico,

who lost seven blood relatives out of my regiment in the first

day's fight, and is engaged in the commendable work of writ-

ing its history in that eventful battle. To aid him in elucidating

the facts of our Color episode, is one of the objects of this

paper.
AFFIDAVITS.

To Whom it May Concern:

I hereby certify under oath that in the first day's fight

at Gettysburg, July 1st, 1863, I was bearer of the State flag;

that while my regiment, the I49th P. V., was lying in line of

battle in a dry ditch on the south side of the Chambersburg

pike, north of the McPherson barn, and subjected to a de-

structive, enfilading fire from Confederate batteries to the west-

ward, the colors, both State and National, were ordered out

into the field north of the pike, to deceive the enemy and draw

their fire away from the regiment; that we took a left oblique

direction until we had cleared the left front of the regiment
and planted the colors behind a rail pile, or rather two rail

piles, forming a right angle, one side facing an old railroad cut

and the other side facing a wheat field, covering the west slope

of the McPherson ridge; that in the subsequent movements of

our troops none came very near to us; that we were undis-

turbed during the progress of the battle until finally a squad of

Confederate soldiers made a dash on us out of the wheat field,

and, that while being startled to our feet by the rebel yell, I

collided with Color-Sergeant Brehm and was pushed over on

my knees, my flag being tilted over the rail pile, and that it

was immediately laid hold of by an enemy on the other side,

while another enemy on top of the rails was aiming his gun at

me
;
that I grabbed the barrel of said gun and turned it aside ;

that my assailant was shot and the flag-staff wrenched from

my grasp at the same time. When I got to my feet the Con-
federates were all around us

;
I saw a rebel stretched on his
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back and Sergeant Brehm on top of him
;

I saw a Confederate in

the act of striking him with the but of his gun and another picking

up the flag. I saw that I was not yet a prisoner and started to

go to the regiment for help; that when I got near the pike I

saw that the Confederates occupied the ground where recently

we had seen our regiment; that I changed my course and got

by the left flank of the enemy, but before getting far was dis-

abled by a gun shot wound through my leg.

(Signed) FRANKLIN W. LEHMAN.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 4th day of March, A.

D., 1907; and I hereby certify that the contents of the above

declaration were fully made known to him before swearing,
and that I have no interest, direct or indirect, in the prosecution
of this claim.

LUTHER G. WITT, Notary Public.

MINERSVILLE, SCHUYLKILL Cov PA., May 3rd, 1907.

CAPT. J. H. BASSLER, Myerstown, Pa.,

Dear Sir and Comrade : I hereby respectfully refer Capt.

Gamble to my statement in your "Reminiscences of the First

Day's Fight at Gettysburg/' a copy of which you told me you
had sent to the Captain. I now reiterate under oath, that ex-

cepting the first advance of our regiment to the railroad cut,

and later on the dash at us of a squad of Confederates out of

the wheat field, after, as subsequent events proved, our regi-

ment had been flanked out of its position near the McPherson

buildings, there was no movement of troops, of either our own
or of the enemy, so near to us as to attract our attention. Of

course, we were crouching behind the pile of rails to shield

ourselves from the aim of the rebel sharpshooters and it was

only at intervals that one of our number would rise to take a

hurried survey of the long semi-circle of Confederates to the

north, northwest and west. I further reiterate that after I

had rescued the State flag from the foeman who had wrenched
it from the grasp of Corporal Franklin W. Lehman, and made
a dash for our regiment, I noticed before reaching the pike
that the Bucktails, had left, and that the ground was occupied
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by men in gray ;
that I then changed my course hoping to get

around their flank, but was presently disabled by a gunshot
wound in the right thigh, and that very soon after the colors

were taken from me.
H. H. SPAYD,

Late Color Bearer 149^/7 Regt. Pa. Vol.

Sworn and subscribed to before me a Justice of the Peace in

and for said County of Schuylkill, this 6th day of May, A. D.,

1007.
C. K. TAYLOR, J. P.

My commission expires on the 1st Monday of May, 1912.

To complete the above account I will quote from Comrade

Spayd's statement as set forth in my pamphlet, in which he

says, when he was startled to his feet by the rebel yell, the first

thing he noticed was Corporal Franklin W. Lehman, bearer of

the State flag, on his knees with his colors stretched across the

rail pile and a rebel pulling at them on the other side. Frank

held on with his right hand and with his left had hold of the

barrel of a musket in the hands of an enemy on the top of the

rails and was pushing it aside. Spayd instantly shot down
Lehman's assailant, then clubbed his musket and flung it with

all his might at the Confederate on the other side, who had

just plucked the flag from Lehman's hand and was drawing it

across the rails. The blow stunned the foeman; he dropped
the flag ;

the next instant it was in Spayd's possession, and he

was making for the regiment at the top of his speed.

SOLDIERS' HOME, N. D. V. S.,

CENTRAL BRANCH, May nth, 1907.
To CAPT. J. H. BASSLER,

Dear Comrade: Below find my sworn statement to be

sent by you to Capt. Gamble, to assist him in getting at the

facts regarding the loss of our colors at Gettysburg. After

being detached from the regiment and being posted to the left

of its left front (to deceive the enemy in regard to the posi-

tion of the regiment), we then took shelter behind two rail piles

placed together so that one faced north and the other west, and

felt easy enough at first, though the shells dropped around us
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in a lively manner, for we expected to be recalled to the regi-

ment shortly, but as the time lengthened and the fighting got

rather close to us we felt very uneasy about the colors and

there was a hot discussion among us, some arguing that we

had better return to the regiment without orders. Color-Ser-

geant Brehm, however, refused point blank, as his idea of a

soldier's duty was to stick to his post as long as he was able

unless sooner relieved. He at last agreed though that I should

go and report that there was great danger of the colors being

captured unless they were ordered back to the regiment at once,

but in the confusion of battle I could not immediately find either

General Stone or Colonel Dwight, and before I succeeded the

Bucktails were on their retreat back towards Gettysburg and I

followed, seeing it impossible to return to Brehm without fall-

ing in the hands of the enemy. I had failed in carrying out

*my orders, but whenever the brigade made a fresh stand I re-

mained with them and did the best I could in helping to check

the enemy.
(Signed) FRED. HOFFMAN,

I49th Color Guard, Gettysburg.

Sworn and subscribed before me this nth day of May, 1907.

JOHN J. MARTIN, Notary Public,

in and for Montgomery Co., Ohio.

The above is an exact copy of the original except the spell-

ing and punctuation.

To aid the historian in sifting the facts regarding the colors

of the 1 49th P. V., in the first day's fight at Gettysburg, from

a mass of contradictions, I hereby testify that when lying in

the southeast corner of the McPherson barnyard, the Confede-

rates already being along the lane east of the barn, I saw Color-

Bearer Brehm, with his flag, run obliquely through the meadow
east of the lane; that he evidently entered said meadow at its

northwest corner where the lane connects with the pike; that

soon after he was out of sight, a Confederate came into view,

having our flag, and in hurrying to the rear, passed near me;
that sometime after the storm of battle had swept by, Color
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Guard John Friddell, (now dead), came to me on his way to

the pump to fill his canteen; that he was very pale and weak

from loss of blood issuing from a wound in his chest; that he

gave me a thrilling account of a fight with a squad of rebels

that dashed upon them from the nearby wheat field; that when

startled by the rebel yell they had barely time to jump to their

feet when the enemy was right by them
;

that one of them

laid hold of the National flag in the hands of Brehm, saying

"this is mine;" that Brehm said "no by G it isn't," seized

him by the throat and threw him on the ground, but the Ser-

geant went down too on top of him; that evidently the rebels

had not expected any resistance, and so, in the anxiety of each

one to get one of our flags, they were unprepared for the hot

reception given them and which gave our men the advantage;

that in a few seconds, the guard having shot the majority of

their assailants, and clubbed others, Brehm was on his feet*

again with his colors and running at the top of his speed for

thel regiment, and that he (Friddell) and another comrade

(Hammel) were following close behind; that they got near the

Confederates along the lane before discovering, amid the smoke

of battle, that they were men in grey; that Brehm dashed right

through their line, but himself and comrade were shot down
in the lane in a struggle with the enemy.

Further, that in a heavy thunderstorm late in the afternoon

of July 4th, my clothes were completely soaked by the rain
;
that

I was lifted out of a pool of water by a wounded comrade, aided

by two Confederates (who had taken shelter from the rain under

the fore-bay of the barn), was carried into the horse stable,

stripped of my wet clothes and then placed on clean hay and

covered with a blanket, presented for the occasion by Capt. F.

B. Jones ; that, then and there I was greeted by a comrade, who

while lying on the field of battle, not far from the rail pile, had

witnessed the fight over the colors, and characterized it as the

most gallant imaginable, saying it was over quicker than he

could describe it, with three of the enemy stretched on the sod,

and our men bounding away for their regiment; but that the

foe being then in possession of the ground around the McPher-

son buildings, they were all shot down.
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To my great regret, I neglected noting down the name of this

comrade, as I was very weak then and my water soaked diary was

not within my reach.

J. H. BASSLER,

Late Captain Co. C, i4Qth Regiment Pa. Vol's.

iSworn and subscribed before me this fourth day of June, A.

D., 1907.
H. S. GOCKLEY, Justice of the Peace,

Myerstown, Pa.

AFFIDAVIT OF SUPERVISORS OF Co. C, i4Qth REG'T. PA. VOLS.

State of Pennsylvania, County of Lebanon ss.

Personally appeared before me a Justice of the Peace in and

for said county, Edward L. Manderbach, William H. Reigart,

John Schaeffer, Lorenzo Blecker, Adam Loose and Henry W.

Moyer, who being duly affirmed according to law, do depose and

say, that they were present in the first Day's Fight, at Gettysburg,
and that the regimental colors were never again returned to

the custody of the Company after being sent out into the field

north of the pike and planted by a rail-pile to the left of the left

front of the regiment, and that there, at said rail-pile, was the

last we saw of them.

Affirmed and subscribed before me, this 25th day of May,
A. D., 1907.

H. S. GOCKLEY, Justice of the Peace.

Edward L. Manderbach, William H. Reigart, John Schaeffer,

Lorenzo Blecker, Adam Loose,

Henry W. Moyer.

These accounts harmonize so completely as to leave them free

from all doubt. Note well the striking fact, that, when our tem-

porarily victorious Color Guards came rushing along to rejoin
the regiment, they saw only men in gray where but a short time

before they had seen the blue, the enemy being in possession of

that part of the field.

Had the dash on our colors been made but five or ten minutes

sooner, or, had Brehm not lost twice that length of time in wait-
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ing, in vain, for Hoffman to return and report, our little band

of heroes could have reached the regiment, while it was yet at

McPherson's, and the colors would have been saved from cap-

ture.

Since I could never learn of any one of our brigade who
claimed to have seen Brehm approaching through the meadow,

the inference is that our line was then being withdrawn, as Col.

Dana, who was now in command, had discovered that he was

flanked both right and left.

Now for the Confederate side of the story. I will quote from

a booklet Pickett or Pettigrew written by Captain W. R.

Bond, of Daniel's Brigade, who, in speaking of Davis' men

says as follows:

"To illustrate the individual gallantry of these troops I will

relate an adventure which came under my observation. It must

be borne in mind that this brigade had been doing fierce and

bloody fighting, and at this time not only its numerical loss but

its percentage of killed and wounded was greater than that

which Pickett's troops had to submit to two days later, and that

it was then waiting to be relieved. Early in the afternoon of

this day my division (Rodes') arrived upon the field by the Car-

lisle road and at once went into action. My brigade (Daniel's)

was on the right, and after doing some sharp fighting we came

in sight of Heth's line, which was at right angles to ours as we

approached. The direction of our right regiments had to be

changed in order that we might move in front of their left bri-

gade, which was Davis'. The Federal line, or lines, for my im-

pression is there were two or more of them, were also lying in

the open field, the interval between the opposing lines being about

three hundred yards. Half way between these lines there was

another, which ran by a house. This line was made of dead and

wounded Federals, who lay 'as thick as autumnal leaves which

strew the brooks in Vallombrosa.' It was about here that the

incident occurred. A Pennsylvania regiment of Stone's brigade

had their two flags ^state and national with their guard a

short distance in front of them. One of these colors, Sergeant
Frank Price, of the Forty-second Mississippi, and half a dozen

of his comrades determined to capture. Moving on hands and
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knees till they had nearly reached the desired object, they sud-

denly rose, charged and overcame the guard, captured the flag

and were rapidly making off with it, when its owners fired upon
them. All were struck down but the Sergeant, and as he was

making for the house above referred to a young staff officer of

my command, having carried some message to Heth's people,

was returning by a short cut between the lines, and seeing a

man with a strange flag, without noticing his uniform he thought

he, too, would get a little glory along with some bunting. Dis-

mounting among the dead and wounded he picked up and fired

several muskets at Price
;
but was fortunate enought to miss him.

Sergeant Price survived the war. His home was in Carrollton,

Mississippi. Recently the information came from one of his

sons, a name sake of the writer, that his gallant father was no

more."

The line of killed and wounded spoken of above were those

of my brigade, and the house mentioned by which this line lay,

was the McPherson house the only one in the vicinity.

This narrative of Capt. Bond's is easily reconciled with the

sworn testimony of my men. There is no more discrepancy than

is reasonable to expect from the circumstances
;
for it can read-

ily be understood how awkward it would have been for Capt.
Bond to give all the details.

Price and his comrades must have noticed our colors on top
of that slope, for the last hour or more. But they wisely post-

poned their adventure until they knew by the firing that the Con-

federate line south of the pike had reached the crest of the ridge.

According to the rules of strategy the regiment they supposed
to be with our colors should then have changed front and at-

tacked its enemy in flank. No such movement taking place, and

those colors still flaunting, as it were, in their faces, they de-

termined to solve the mystery, and with commendable caution

to escape detection they moved up the wheat covered slope "on

hands and knees" as Bond relates it. Directly west of the colors

the field had not been marched over and the wheat was still

standing erect.

When these men reached the edge and peered out they saw
at a glance that our troops were gone. Only a short distance
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before them stood our colors, their lovely folds gently swaying
in a light breeze. Not a guard was visible. Not a musket showed
above the rails. With an exultant yell they dashed forward.

Never was there made a worse mistake than that yell ; and it

may truly be said that it sounded the death knell of more than

one of those who gave it. But for that yell they could have

jumped on my men before they were up. That yell startled our

Union boys to a consciousness of their danger and gave them a

few precious seconds of time in which to jump to their feet and

cock their rifles. The foe was so close that there was no need

of taking aim. Every shot took effect. The next instant the

rifles were used as clubs, and quicker than it takes to relate,

the foemen were all laid low, and the little band of Bucktails

were speeding away with their colors to rejoin the regiment.

Three rifles against seven ! The bearers of the seven all struck

down but one, and that one temporarily stretched on his back

by Brehm ! The owners of the three off without a scratch ! If

it were not confirmed by the Confederate report it might well

tax the credulity of my auditors.

How do we account for it? Easily enough. Those Missis-

sippians than whom there were no better fighters either North

or South had not anticipated any serious resistance. Each of

them was so eager to secure one of the coveted prizes that they

forgot all danger, and threw caution to the winds. Their hot re-

ception took them completely by surprise, and, before they had

time to recover from it, the clash was over.

The wounded comrade who witnessed the melee over the

colors, saw but "three of the enemy stretched on the sod." It

is presumed that the two victims of Spayd's rifle lay west of the

breastwork and could not be seen by him. Price may have had

only five comrades with him
;
but if he really had "half a dozen,"

as stated by Capt. Bond, then there is one more man to be ac-

counted for, and he too must have lain in a position where the

aforementioned comrade could not see him.

Price, the leader, was evidently the man whom Brehm clutched

by the throat and hurled to the ground, and it is probably to

this humiliating experience he owed his preservation from seri-

ous injury; otherwise he too might have received the blow of
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a rifle-butt over his skull. When he got on his feet again and

had picked up a gun and was ready to fire, Brehm's bold dash

through the enemy's ranks may have already been accomplished ;

but Spayd, noticing in time that he was running right into the

Johnnie's, and having changed his course to clear their left flank,

was nearer to Price, who, presently brought him down by firing

a bullet through his thigh. It took him but a minute to cover

the distance between them, when he pulled out from under our

seventeen year old hero the flag which he had but a few minutes

before so gallantly rescued; and Price, who had had his grasp
on the staff of our national flag, but slipped up on its capture,

as narrated, now had possession of our State flag, while the

National flag and its noble bearer went down over a hundred

yards further on, south of the pike and east of McPherson's.

This furnishes a striking illustration of the rapid succession

of stirring events during the whirlwind of battle, and the sud-

den changes of fortune from one side to the other.

As a further confirmation of the above account, I will quote
from Capt. Bond's letter to Comrade W. R. Johnston, secretary

of our Regimental Association:

SCOTLAND NECK, N. C, Nov. 29, 1901.

W. R. JOHNSTON, Belleview, Pa.,

Dear Comrade: Yours of the 2ist with stated enclosure

to hand. I have read Capt. Bassler's address with very great
interest. The more so for the reason that I was a witness in

part, and I might say an actor in part of one of the incidents de-

scribed, for I was the mounted staff officer who fired several

shots at the Mississippian who captured your State flag.
* * * *

When I dismounted and picked up a musket there could have

been nothing very formidable about my appearance for I was

only a pale-faced boy, yet several of the wounded thought I was
an inhuman monster, for with hands raised in a deprecating way
they besought me not to kill them. Poor devils ! I would have

helped them if I could, had the time been not so stirring.
* * * *

Yours fraternally,
W. R. BOND.
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Was Brehm to blame for clinging to his post so long? No!

By all that is just and reasonable, no ! He was perfectly justified

in waiting for orders. He had a right to expect that his safety

was looked after. He naturally thought that there must be a

good reason for holding him to his post, or else he would be

recalled. He considered it cowardly to go back withut orders.

He, like all the' rest of us, had learned that Col. Dwight would
brook no infraction of his commands, and hence was determined

to stick to his post to the last minute. Nevertheless he sent a

messenger to ask for orders and a watch was kept on Davis'

brigade, one of their number getting up at intervals and taking
a hurried glance in that direction. It would have been fool-

hardy to expose themselves to the fire of sharpshooters longer
than absolutely necessary, for by needlessly braving that danger,
there would shortly have been no guard left to protect the colors.

Daniel's brigade having moved further east, Davis' men were
the only troops from whom Brehm anticipated any danger; and

his intention, no doubt, was, not to let that line get too close

before leaving his post, orders or no orders. But as explained

before, Davis did not move with the rest of the sweeping semi-

circle, and Price and his squad came up through the wheat field

so stealthily that they were not discovered.

The last time but one that I saw Brehm, was immediately after

he was compelled to surrender his flag. He followed the cap-
tor of his colors to the Confederate rear and passed near where

I lay. Though mortally wounded, he carried his head high, as

became the undismayed warrior he was. His eyes were still

ablaze with the fire of battle. He looked neither to the right
nor to left. His gaze was fixed upon his beloved flag. I was

wondering what were then his thoughts. Was he considering
some scheme to attempt the recapture of the lost treasure?

It would be interesting to know how many shots were fired

at the Color Sergeant while making his way across that meadow.
In the end it seems to have been a fragment of a shell that struck

him down, if subsequent reports concerning the nature of his

wound were correct.

The captor of Brehm's flag was J. T. Lumpkin, of Company
C, 55th Virginia Regiment. While he was advancing with his
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command south of the McPherson buildings, being one of those

wide-awake and observant fellows whose eyes take in more than

those of the average man., he got a glimpse of both our flags, as

the bearers were making the race of their lives to reach our

line. Amid the smoke, hurry and confusion of battle, it appeared
to him as if both flags had shot out from the barn. He and his

nearest comrades at once directed their fire on Brehm
;
and when

he was struck down, this fleet-flooted Virginian was the first to

reach him. As he hurried to the rear with his trophy, he passed

near me, and though the sight was anything but pleasing, I can-

not efface it from my memory.
In an address, which I delivered in after years, (embodied in

the pamphlet repeatedly referred to in this paper), I alluded to

this gallant Confederate in rather intemperate language, which

subsequently, when my war-time animosities had finally died out,

I regretted. I then reflected that had I been born and bred as

far south of Mason and Dixon's line as Mr. Lumpkin, I too,

would most likely have been fighting in the Confederate ranks,

as sincere a rebel as any of them, and would have been proud of

capturing a Federal flag.

Thinking that the pamphlet, containing said address, might

possibly fall into Mr. Lumpkin's hands, I wrote to him lately,

tendering an apology for the language I had used, and in reply

received a charming letter bearing the impress of a cultured

mind, filled with lofty ideals, and evincing a warm attachment

to our common country. He entered the Gospel ministry after

the war and bore aloft the banner of the Prince of Peace for

many years. He is now nearly blind, the effect of an attack of

la grippe.
WHOSE WAS THE FAULT?

Having now given the facts of our color episode, it is not

difficult to determine who is responsible for their loss. Not a

particle of blame attaches to the Color Bearers and guards, nor
to the Color Company. It is the Lieut. Colonel commanding the

regiment, and the officers successively commanding the brigade,
who are accountable. The responsibility of ordering Brehm back
to his proper place, rested on them. The major part of the blame

belongs to Dwight. Next in the order named are Stone, Wister
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and Dana. That attaching to the last two is comparatively

slight ;
and if Stone had not been severely wounded and car-

ried into the barn, he would no doubt have kept a watch over

the colors and got them back in time
; but, badly wounded though

he was, he should not have forgotten that the colors were ex-

posed to capture by his very unusual military stratagem of order-

ing them away from the regiment to confuse the enemy ; and he

should not have passed over the matter in silence when writing
his official report, giving outside interests a chance to distort it.

Not a word of reference to it does he make in that document.

As far as I know, it was only when I sent him a copy of my
pamphlet, thirty-three years after the battle, that he expressed
himself on the subject. This he did in the following letter:

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

OFFICE OF BOARD OF INQUIRY,

Washington, D. C, Sept. 26, 1896.

My Dear Comrade : I have read with much pleasure your ex-

cellent address on the "First Day at Gettysburg," and I write to

ask you to send me another copy for the "U. S. Battlefield Com-

mission," who are anxious to gather all the facts and to do

justice to all who fought so well on that day.
Our position is described by General Doubleday as the "key

point" of the line of battle and the enemy so regarded it, as

appears from their official reports and from the fact that they
focussed 64 guns upon it, enveloping and enfilading both wings
of our line.

I am glad to see the incident of our flag properly under-

stood; of course, I intended to take care of it, and would have
done so in good time if I had been spared; but if I had not

detached it the regiment could not have lived to do the grand
work it did later in the action. (Daniel's Confederate report
does more justice to this work than all the Union reports.)
The colors of the I49th were a target for the 34 guns which

practically enfiladed the regiment from the ridge beyond the run
and when they had got the range, there was no safety for the

regiment from quick destruction, but in confusion and deceiving
the enemy to its location. My plan was to fire a volley or two
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from the edge of the R. R. cut and bring the regiment back

under cover of the smoke, leaving the colors to draw the fire

of the batteries. But the movement, as it was executed, had

greater results than I hoped. It deceived the enemy in our

front also, with the idea that we had force enough to take the

offensive, and they delayed their final attack on that account, and

"every minute gained then and there was worth a regiment," as

Col. Nicholson says. With an undisciplined command I should

have hesitated to detach the colors, but the i4Qth needed noth-

ing, as I believed, nor as it proved, to "rally round."

I have proposed to the Commission to establish the "key point"

and mark it with a special monument, and shall ask the survivors

of the I49th at their next re-union to co-operate in this work of

justice to the brigade.

Please let me know what the plans of the regiment are for its

next meeting, as I would like to attend.

With many thanks for your kind remembrance and the hope
of seeing you and the rest of the "boys" soon,

I am respectfully yours,
ROY STONE.

To Capt. J. H. Bassler, Myerstown, Pa.

Stone left the task of explaining our color incident entirely
to Col. Dwight, and the humiliation he must have felt on read-

ing the Colonel's official report was a deserved punishment for

his neglect.

"OLD GOBBLE-EM-UP."

Col. Dwight was a brave and forceful man, possessing in a

large degree the qualifications of a successful commander. He
had great push; good judgment; was a thorough disciplinarian;

enforced strict obedience to orders; looked well after the sani-

tary conditions of his camps, and always saw to it that his men
got the best that was to be had. He was one who had the cour-

age of his convictions; was free and outspoken in his opinions,
and never said behind a man what he would not say to his face.

He was apt to be rough and profane when provoked, but to

those who pleased him he was generous to a fault.
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The Colonel was of a noted New York family; drifted into

lumbering at an early age in Tioga County, Pennsylvania; and

in the Spring of the year accompanied rafts down the Alle-

gheny, Ohio and Mississippi rivers. Such a life inured him to

hardships, but it was probably also through it that he acquired

a taste for strong drink, and on rare occasions he was liable to

indulge beyond the point of safety. With this exception he was

the right man in the right place as Commander of a regiment;

and it is a pleasure to mention, that though badly wounded be-

fore leaving McPherson's, he stuck to the men until they reached

town.

In the Chancellorville fight, the Company C boys, in playful

humor, nicknamed him "Gobble-em-up," which stuck to him ever

after.

It pains me to say ought against my old-time friend, but truth,

historical accuracy, and justice to my men., demand that the cur-

tain be drawn aside and the Colonel's condition during the en-

gagement on the McPherson farm be revealed. Especially is

this incumbent upon me, because in his official report he ignored

(unknowingly it may be), the desperate struggle of my men to

save the colors and retrieve his own mistake in neglecting to

recall them; then, too, his report is so misleading and at vari-

ance with facts, that it leaves room for the false claim of a re-

capture that has done endless mischief
;
not only putting a stigma

on my regiment, but doing great wrong to the actors in our color

drama, tending to rob them of their laurels, and, what is worse

yet, expose them to the shafts of slander.

That Col. Dwight was drunk during the fight is well known

to the men of his regiment. This statement is confirmed by com-

paring the testimony on both sides with the following extract

from his official report, which says :

" * * * * Whereupon Col. Stone ordered me to move my regi-

ment forward and take possession of the railroad cut, about 50

paces to my front," (it was over three times that distance) ;

"also, to plant my colors about 20 paces on the left flank of my
regiment, all of which was accomplished in good order. * * *

The enemy had planted three or four pieces of artillery in an

orchard on our left, about one-half mile distant, commanding the
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cut I occupied, and had also, under cover of the hill we were

fighting over, succeeded in moving up on my left flank part of

a brigade, all of which was discovered in time to save my regi-

ment by moving it rapidly back to my first position on the pike,

but, I regret to inform you, not in time to save our colors, which

were still where I first planted them; 20 paces on the left flank

of the regiment, the color guard all being killed or wounded

while defending them. To have saved my colors would have

been to advance between two forces of the enemy, both my supe-

riors in numbers
; also, to have put my command under an en-

filade battery fire. It would have been certain surrender or de-

struction."

The Colonel must have found it quite a task to write his offi-

cial report. His recollections of the battle were evidently so in-

distinct and confused, that, cudgel his brain as he may, it was

impossible to get order out of chaos. He fixes the time of the

loss of our standards over one hour before its actual ccurrence.

He had no opportunity to post himself on the color affair by

interviewing the survivors, who were scattered in hospitals.

The resulting document was about what could be expected

from a man in his condition during the fight. He could not re-

call when and why the colors were detached, but having an un-

defined recollection of it concluded it took place after the regi-

ment had reached the cut.

If Stone's order had really been what Dwight says it was,

it would stamp him as a man lacking common sense. To plant

the colors 20 paces on the left flank of the regiment with an

overlapping brigade of the enemy approaching* in front, could

have done no possible good. It would have been a senseless and

criminal exposure of the colors and the men in charge of them,

who would have drawn the enemy's fire with a vengeance, and

would all have been struck down in a few moments, with the

Color Company, too far away to supply fresh victims.

The conditions the Colonel describes as a reason for not being
able to save the colors out there at the cut did not exist until

an hour or so later, that is, after both wings of the brigade were

left unsupported. During the greater part of that time there was

nothing to prevent him from sending an order to Brehm to re-

turn to the regiment.
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The Colonel's well worded official report, so carefully drawn
to shield him from blame, and which passed current these many
years, is a dismal failure when subjected to the light of truth ;

and standing out distinct and prominent is the melancholy fact

that it was the whiskey which muddled his brain that is to blame

for the loss of our flags. It is simply one of the endless array
of examples of the evils of alcoholism, that curse of our Chris-

tian civilization, to which is traceable nine-tenths of the crime,

misery and degradation that stalk over our fair land.

THE RECAPTURED CANARD.

(Thus characterized by a well posted comrade of the i5Oth.)

Having now seen how complete is the chain of evidence that

the colors remained undisturbed at the rail piles where first

planted until our position at McPherson's became untenable and

the regiment was withdrawn, the question may well be asked,

why was it deemed essential that the actors in the color affair

be sworn or affirmed. Why? Because Gen. Huidekoper of the

i5Oth has questioned my veracity and that of my men, by an-

tagonizing our statements as given in my pamphlet. The Gen-

eral still clings to a modified form of the statement he gave in

his official report, namely, that our colors were captured by the

enemy at an early stage of the fight but were soon after re-

captured by the I5oth and restored to our regiment. But, after

the lapse of these many years, he now says, he does not know
whether the re-capture was made by his or our men.

As his claim has gone into history we cannot pass it by in

silence, though the foregoing indisputable evidence from both

Union and Confederate sides prove it to be utterly without foun-

dation.

I quote first from his official report; second from a private

letter of his which necessity requires to be made public, and

third from an interview of his with Captain Gamble.

(i)
"* * * * After lying under shelter for an hour, the com-

mand of the regiment fell to me, Col. Wister taking com-

mand of the brigade.

Almost immediately, by order of Col Wister, a change of front

forward on first company was made, and in that new position,
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protected by a fence (on the south side of the pike), our men
awaited the charge of a rebel regiment which' was attempting to

flank the 1430! and I49th regiments, which had gallantly re-

pulsed an attack on their front. At a distance of fifty yards a

volley was fired into the rebels, which staggered them so com-

pletely that a second one was fired before an attempt was made
to advance or retreat. At this juncture Col. Wister ordered

the regiment to charge, and led it in person. The rebels were

utterly routed; and the colors of the i4Qth Pa. Vols., which had

been lost were re-captured and restored to the regiment. The

I5oth then fell back to the position from which they had opened
fire and advanced."

In other words the I5oth recaptured and restored the colors

while north of the pike and then returned to the fence south of

the road, the position from which they had opened fire and ad-

vanced.

(2) PHILADELPHIA, March 9, 1906.

DEAR CAPTAIN BASSLER:

Thanks for your pamphlet on the First Day's Fight, which

I read (for the second time), with interest. It was always in

my mind that our three regiments being hidden from observa-

tion by Hill's men, but in sight of Rodes' men, the two regimen-
tal colors were placed to draw the fire of Carter's batteries, on

Oak Hill. For this purpose the flag of the i5Oth was planted

near the stone quarry and that of the I49th not far from where

the Reynolds monument is, with the color guard close by, at the

N. W. corner of the barn.

As I was with Gen. Stone, along about 11:30, reconnoitering,

I got his views as to the purpose of this arrangement, and saw

with him the benefit of it.

All of a sudden I saw Daniel's men swoop down upon our

brigade from the northwest
;
and as they rushed towards us, they

struck your flag which was carried along with them until they

reached the isoth and your color guard, but they left it in our

hands. I now believe that it was your guard which had the

colors when we recovered our breath after the closest, wicked-

est struggle I ever saw. I cannot but feel that the I49th was

without its colors when it drove Daniel from the railroad cut
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the first time, and that it fought with the colors after your first

encounter.

\This question is so profitless, that I make no mention of it in

anything I now say or write. As I wrote to Capt. Gamble, at

Porto Rico, only a few days ago, in answer to a lot of questions

he asked, the loss your regiment sustained at Gettysburg was

phenominal, and that the flag question should be dropped for-

ever, as unimportant and not worthy of remark in any paper he

might be preparing about the I49th. Of course I sent him a

copy of my pamphlet. I presume he would like your pamphlet
if he does not have it. His address is Captain Gamble, Fort

Morro, San Juan, Porto Rico. I presume he is the son of one

of the 149*.
* * * * *."

Yours sincerely,

H. S. HUIDEKOPER.

(The italics in both of above are my own.)

(3) "I had a personal interview with Gen. Huidekoper last Oc-

tober (1906), upon this question (the Color question). He states

positively and firmly that right after the charge to the cut of the

1 49th, apparently soon after you were wounded, that a force of

rebels came down on your left and crossed the pike ; and that

they had the colors of the I49th, that the right of the I5oth, and

for all he can say the left of the I49th, went after those fellows and

the colors
;
drove the enemy back, and that the flag of the I49th

was brought to him by men wearing "Bucktails," whom he sup-

posed to be his men ; but who may have been I49th men as well,

as all he noticed was the "Bucktails." They brought him the

flag and he ordered it taken to Colonel Dwight with hjs com-

pliments."

In the above quotation H. gives three different versions of

''the recapture canard," too contradictory in several essentials to

ensure their credence in a court of law. In the first, as given

in his official report, when the incidents of the battle were fresh

in his memory, the recapture and return of the colors is claimed

to have taken place during Wisters charge, north of the pike.

In the second version given 43 years after the battle, he says the

colors were "not far from where the Reynold's monument is,"
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and curiously locates the color guards "close by at the N. W.
corner of the barn."

Why the color guards should be posted at the N. W. corner

of the barn, (south of the pike), while the colors were north of

the pike,, is a question that would puzzle a Philadelphia lawyer.

They could not have been "close by" the colors, for the barn is

50 yards away from the pike in a direct line, and how could

the color guards protect the colors 100 to 120 yards away?
In this version of H's story, the recapture must have taken

place south of the pike; and, strange as it seems, he now be-

lieves that it was our color guards who got the flag ;
which flag,

whether State or National, he does not say. It is strange that

the enemy should take only one flag when they could just as

easily have picked up both
; strange, that if it was my men who

recaptured "the flag," as H. now believes, that they should bring
it to him; strange, that when ordered to take it to Col. Dwight
with H's compliments, that they were sent back to the rail pile

again, for there is where they were an hour or so after, as is

proved /by affidavits, corroborated by Confederate reports;

strange, that not one man of the Color Company (nor of the

regiment as far as I could ever learn), knows anything person-

ally about such a capture, recapture and return of the colors;

strange, that the force of the enemy that stole down on our left,

(as H. says), struck our colors and carried them along south

across the pike, is not mentioned in any official report on either

side, not even in that of his own; strange, that in the spring of

1906, H. should consider this flag question so profitless that he

resolved not again to make mention of it in anything he said

or wrote, but that in the following fall we find him down in

Porto Rico, revamping the recapture claim with added emphasis
to Capt. Gamble, and giving it a sort of a stage setting to make
it more impressive.

Strange it is, that H. wants my brave boys turned down they,

who were so faithful to their trust, and who, after being so.

shamefully left to their fate, gave such a splendid account of

themselves, exhibiting the highest qualities of the American sol-

dier, and adding renown to their regiment; strange, indeed, that

it did not strike H. how unreasonable was such advice, which,
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if given by an outsider to the historian of his regiment, urging
him to leave out an unimportant, all mention of their brave color

bearer, Sergt. Peiffer, would have aroused his (H.'s) indigna-

tion, and he would have justly denounced it as the height of im-

pertinence; yes, surprisingly strange, that H. has the effrontery

to suggest to our historian that he pass over our color affair in

silence and leave the stigma which his fictitious claim has placed
on our regiment, without an antidote to its concealed poison.

Stigma? Yes, the worst kind. The recapture claim, as given
in H.'s official report, looks innocent enough on its face; but,

as it is a well-known fact that the enemy got permanent pos--

session of both our standards, it is equivalent to charging us

with having lost our colors twice that day, a record bad enough
to blacken the reputation of any regiment, no matter how severe

and bloody was its fighting, or how heavy its losses.

Strange it is, too, that H. adheres so persistently to his story,

though unable to produce any evidence of its truth. Forty-three

years have passed and the name of the hero who made the re-

capture is still a mystery. Is it not reasonable to suppose that if

it had really occurred, his name would have been known to

every man in the regiment within 24 hours? In the nature of

the case, such a conspicuous affair would not escape the notice

of a goodly number of men, who would be sure to spread the

news and the name of their valiant comrade. It would haye

formed a topic of conversation around the camp-fire for weeks

to come.

It is astonishing that a man of the General's standing should

place himself in such an indefensible position; for the proof is

indisputable that there was no capture of our colors while the

brigade held its position around the McPherson buildings, and

since there was no capture there could not possibly have been

a recapture.

For years I kept a watch to see whether anyone would claim

the mythical honor of having been the central figure in this as-

sumed recapture. When, in 1882, on the publication of Kief-

fer's fascinating serial, "The Recollections of a Drummer Boy,"

Sergeant John C. Kensill, Company F, isoth, posed as the long-

souo-ht-for hero, I at once opened a correspondence with him;
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but soon found that this comrade's mind was somewhat off its

balance, and I subsequently learned that it was caused by a

wound in his head.

Incidentally our correspondence did me a valuable service,

for which I shall always hold him in kindly remembrance, for

it led to my acquaintance with a comrade of his company, Ser-

geant \V. R. Ramsey an acquaintance which ripened into a

warm and lasting friendship. As the Sergeant has something
to say on the "recapture canard," I claim the privilege of in-

troducing him to my auditors with a few complimentary remarks.

Comrade Ramsey's marvelous power of endurance enabled

him to survive war experiences which not one man in a thousand

could have passed through and lived. He had a leg shattered

in the Battle of the Wilderness at the most advanced point to

which our line had penetrated, lay for a time between the firing

lines, and as our troops were driven back, was unavoidably left.

;Mr. Ramsey is a gentleman of fine intelligence; and, that

he is one of the notable men of his splendid regiment, is evi-

denced by the fact that he was selected as one of the speakers

at the dedication of their battlefield monument; and, that the

very complete roster of his regiment, involving a vast deal of

correspondence, and which is embodied in Chamberlin's his-

tory of the isoth, is from his pen. He is a historian by natural

instinct; brimful of facts relating to the first day's fight at Get-

tysburg; has carefully investigated all points of interest that

presented themselves; among them Comrade Kensill's above

mentioned pretensions, and through pure love of truth and fair-

play, he sifted to the bottom, the recapture claim as set forth in

Bates' history. It gives me great pleasure to present to you
the result of his investigation in the following letter:

PALMYRA, N. J., Aug. 12, 1907.

CAPT. J. H. BASSLER, Late Co. C, i4Qth P. V.,

My Dear Comrade: I have yours of Aug. 5th, in which

you ask me to furnish you with the result of my investigation
of the Kensill claim to have headed the squad of the isoth men,
who were said to have recaptured the colors of the I49th P. V.,

in charge made by the right wing of the i5Oth regiment, during
the battle of July 1st, 1863, at Gettysburg.
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In reply would say that I have all my notes taken in 1883-84,
and I will gladly place a copy at your disposal ; you are at lib-

erty to use all or any portion thereof, in any way you may desire.

To begin at the beginning, in Feb., 1882, an old tent-mate of

mine, Sergt. Jno. C. Kensill, then
residing

in Fort Wayne, Ind.,

visited Philadelphia and called on me. During our conversa-

tion he told me he was engaged in a controversy with Capt.

Bassler, of Co. C, i4Qth P. V., who wanted to make him believe

that we did not recapture their colors for them at Gettysburg on*

the first day ;
he asked me to sustain the claim that we did, for

the honor of Co. F., God bless her.

This I told him I could not do, as I did not believe that any
such recapture was made, and gave him my reasons for doubt-

ing the claim.

Jack did not tell me that he was a candidate for a Congres-
sional medal because of his having headed the squad which made
the recapture, but he did tell me that the St. Nicholas was pub-

lishing a series of articles, written by H. M. Kieffer, of Co. D,

i5Oth, under the caption of "Recollections of a Drummer Boy,"
in which the recapture was narrated.

From an officer of the i5oth, P. V., I learned the nature of

Jack's claim
;
Kensill had asked for his recommendation and in-

terest in procuring the medal
; having no personal knowledge,

this officer referred the matter to me, as a member of Co. F,

who had been present at the time of the alleged occurrence.

I stated that while I knew of Jack's acting with great gal-

lantry on another occasion, I could not credit his claim in re-

gard to the Gettysburg affair, whereupon he said that he him-

self thought that Jack was a little gone in the head.

I procured the back numbers of the St. Nicholas, and in the

letter column saw the statement made that at a reunion of the

88th Indiana, held in Fort Wayne, in January, 1882, a com-

rade being called on, had responded by quoting the i4Qth flag

recapture and other incidents from Kieffer's article: when he

sat down Kensill took the floor and said he knew these inci-

dents were true, because he was the man who headed the charge
for the recapture of the colors; and he then went on to describe

with great minuteness the details of the terrific hand to hand
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struggle for possession of the flags ;
this was published in the

next issue of the magazine, of which more anon.

After Jack's return to Fort Wayne in February, 1882, he and
I entered into a correspondence, the result of which was that in

August, 1883, he met me at Gettysburg, where we spent a week

together, this being the first time either of us had been on the

ground since July, 1863.

Jack so persistently stuck to his story of a recapture, that I

began to wonder whether it could have taken place during my
temporary absence from the line, while five of us carried Major
Chamberlin into the house in our rear, he having been badly
wounded as we changed front from the pike, facing north, to

the barn, facing west.

Not washing to do my old comrade an injustice, I determined

to investigate the matter thoroughly.

I soon developed the fact that Jack had been wounded inside

of twenty minutes after we became actively engaged, and had

never crossed the pike north of which the i4Qth colors were

located. I notified him of the result of my inquiry, but he re-

terated his story, adding that when old Gimber (our captain),

ran away he took the company in. As this was an outrageous

falsehood, I wrote and so informed him
; also told him that his

claim was a base slander on his superiors, two of whom were

dead and could not defend themselves, but that in their behalf

I would leave no stone unturned to get full particulars of the

whole affair; that I would begin by writing to Capt. Bassler,

asking him for a copy of his (Jack's) first letter, so as to know

exactly what claim had been made for the men of Co. F. and

their gallant taker in, as well as leader in the color dash.

As you know, I wrote you on March i/th, 1884, and in re-

ply received a copy of. Jack's first letter, which you informed

me was in answer to a letter of inquiry addressed by you to Jack
after reading his claim in St. Nicholas. This letter of Kens ill's

was a tissue of falsehood from commencement to close.

He was our fifth sergeant, and there were present, to my cer-

tain knowledge, four officers superior to him in rank, to-wit :

Capt. Gimber, Lt. Keyser, Ord. Serg. Evans and First Duty

Sergt. Chas. T. Street. Keyser was killed in field north of
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pike after Kensill was wounded; Evans was with the company
till the close of the day, and he and I left the Seminary together ;

Street also was there through the engagement; I saw and spoke
to Gimber a full hour after Kensill had gone to the rear.

I will now give you some extracts from my note book, under

head of "Statements of sundry persons in regard to reported

recapture of 149^1 colors by squad of isoth P. V."

Ramsey, of F, crossed the pike, saw your colors when we

swung out from barn to fence on south side of pike, from which

point we opened fire on the advancing rebel line, which was

then partly across the R. R. grading, west of the cut remained

in field until the right wing A, F, D fell back, under orders,

to the south side of pike ;
he saw no fight around your colors,

to which Co. A, i5Oth, was nearest, on account of our positioa

being diagonal to the pike, with right of A farthest north of the

road.

John Hines, of Co. F, crossed the pike, was wounded in field

north of it
;
saw no dash, knows nothing of recapture ;

F. M.

James, of F, wounded in field north of road, saw nothing of

dash; Ned Fowler, of F, was in field north of pike, saw Lt.

Keyser killed, noticed 149111 colors, but says we did not get

them; Ned Hess and Geo. Bates, both of F, crossed pike, know

nothing of dash
; MacDonald, of F, crossed the pike to fence

on north side, but did not enter field, he saw I49th colors and

locates them to our front and right, which agrees with Ram-

sey's recollections; he says the colors were still there when he

fell back to the barn. MacDonald was a veteran of the Mexican

War, cool and observant, a thoroughly reliable man in every way.

Many other members of A and F were written to, or inter-

viewed, and with but one exception, none had any personal

knowledge of the recapture, although several had heard of it as

a camp-fire rumor after the battle.

The one exception was a man of F, who, like Kensill, described

in glowing language the color episode, with this difference, how-

ever, that he himself was the gallant leader
;
there were some weak

spots in his story: first, he assigned to the command of F an

officer who was not at McPherson's, having fallen by the way-
side before reaching the field, and not rejoining the regiment
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until August 3 1st, following; second, this same leader number

two, had previously stated, at a gathering of F in 1883, that our

regiment never crossed the pike ; third, this glorious hero was,

like Kensill, wounded and off the field before the isoth crossed

the pike.

In July, 1863, Sergt. Major Lyon, a tentmate and intimate

friend of mine, who was then in Philadelphia, having been

wounded July 1st, at the request and dictation of an officer of

i5Oth, wrote up the part taken by our regiment at Gettysburg;

this, with some modifications of phraseology, corrections of or-

thography, &c., was published m the Philadelphia Press, of July

25th, 1863; Lyon sent a copy to me, which I still have; this was,

I believe, the first public claim of the recapture of the I49th P.

V. colors, by a squad of the isoth; the statement in Bates' his-

tory, page 651, is substantially the same, and was doubtlessly

based on the newspaper article referred to.

In July, 1884, I wrote to Lyon, then in New York, in rela-

tion to the claim made by Kensill
;
he forwarded to me the origi-

nal M. S., which he had written in July, 1863, this also I still

have in my possession.

Lyon died at the Home of Incurables in Philadelphia, Dec.

12, 1898; while he was an inmate of that institution, I fre-

quently visited him, and in one of our war talks, not long be-

fore his death, while speaking of the recapture incident, he said

to me: "You know, Bill, that was all poppy-cock," a favorite

expression of his for buncombe.

I have always been of the opinion that the advance of our

right wing into the field north of the pike, saved your colors

from capture at that time, and that fact was magnified into their

having been recaptured by us; many a goodly edifice has arisen

from a much slighter foundation.

I think the responsibility for the final capture of your colors

is a divided one, including Stone, Dwight, Wister and possibly

Dana.

Their detachment by order of Col. Stone, had served its pur-

pose long before the position at McPherson's had been aband-

oned, and the guards could have been recalled to their place in

the regiment at any time prior thereto.
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Stone being wounded, probably overlooked the matter, as did

also Wister, who succeeded Stone in command of the brigade,
Dana was in command but a short .time before we were flanked

out of the position.

Dwight in his report frankly assumes all the responsibility for

their loss, but his explanation of the cause is such a mixture

of fact and fancy, that one is compelled to look elsewhere for

the true reason, which, in my judgment, and that of other par-

ticipants, is that he was "shot in the neck" as well as in the

thigh.

My own observation, confirmed by that of others, assures me
that he was under the influence of liquor. He was a gallant

soldier, and stuck to the front after being badly wounded, but

if his judgment had not been obscured by his condition, your
colors would, no doubt, have been recalled by him in ample time

to assure their leaving the field in safety, although they might
have met the same fate as the flag of the i5Oth during the re-

treat through the town.

Trusting that this may be of service in proving your conten-

tion that no recapture took place, I am.

Fraternally,
WAI. R. RAMSEY.

Kensill had served three years in the navy and was well-known

as "Sailor-Jack ;" he was a good comrade and gallant soldier.

I think his severe head wound, on the first day at Gettysburg,

was responsible for much of the nonsense which he talked and

wrote.

CAST IN A DIFFERENT MOULD.

In striking contract to General Huidekoper's course, is that

of the highly cultured and versatile Rev. Dr. Henry M. Kieffer,

author of "The Recollections of a Drummer Boy." The Doctor

had accepted the recapture claim as a fact, upon the authority

of Bates' history, and in his serial for St. Nicholas, he, with cus-

tomary literary license, dressed it up in fine style. But, with a

nobility of nature worthy of his high calling and his title of

D. D., as soon as he learned the truth about the matter, he made

all the reparation that could be asked for, in the following let-

ters : .
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EASTON, PA., October 27, 1896.
MR. H. H. SPAYD,

M\ Dear Sir and Comrade: By your kindness I am in

receipt of a pamphlet entitled Reminiscences of the First Day's

Fight at Gettysburg, by Capt. J. H. Bassler, for which I desire

to thank you most cordially. At once on receiving the pamphlet,

though very busy, I sat down and read it with the greatest in-

terest; and I wish to say that of all the addresses of a similar

nature in my possession, I know of none that I shall more highly

treasure. I do not know or even recall Capt. Bassler, though
I must often have seen him in the army but 36 years is a long

time to look back through but if I had the opportunity I should

very highly congratulate him on this little pamphlet. The ad-

dress is simply charming in its straight-forward and unpreten-

tious simplicity, and possesses certain literary characteristics

which I find it difficult to specify. I have been careful to pre-

serve all such orations and addresses, and some day shall have

them bound that they may be preserved for generations to come ;

and I am sure that when those who are to come after us, read

this little brochure of Captain Bassler's, it will make the blood

tingle for them when they peruse his account of how the i4Qth

Color Guard defended the flag. May that flag never want brave

defenders.

Sincerely yours in F. C. & L.,

HENRY M. KIEFFER,

Late Drummer Boy i5Oth Penn. Vols.

P. S. I wish you would put me in correspondence with Cap-

tain Bassler. I have some interesting correspondence with a

Johnny Reb (Allen C. Red,wood, of the Century Co., Artist Staff,

who illustrated my book), on the subject of the capture of your

flag. He says a messmate of his captured it now a preacher

in Richmond. "Tempora Mutantur, et nos cum illis."

EASTON, PA., January 2, 1897.

My Dear Comrade:

I should have replied to your esteemed favor of October

28th, at an earlier date, but I was awaiting a reply to a letter I
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had sent to Rev. Mr. Lumpkin, at Richmond, who I think is the

man that got away with you and the State flag of the I49th
the first day at Gettysburg. He did not reply for so long that

I had almost given it up ;
but to-day his reply reached me and

I now send it to you, with the very particular request, that after

you have read it you return it to me, as I want to keep it. It

will greatly please me if I can feel that I have been the humble
means of bringing you and the Rev. Mr. Lumpkin together,

two valiant foemen of former days. Do you write to him and

let me know the result of your interview.

As for my statements in the Drummer Boy Book concerning
the recapture of your flag by a squad of my regiment when I

wrote that book little had been written in any of the magazines
about the war indeed nothing but several sketches in the Cen-

ury, by Allen C. Redwood, now on the artist staff of the Cen-

tury, who did the illustration of my book. Mr. Redwood's arti-

cles, in "Johnny Reb at Play," in the Century about 1879, gave
me the thought of writing a serial for St. Nicholas, likewise

published by the Century people. My story ran through a year
of that magazine ;

was afterwards published in book form by the

Century people at their own suggestion and was really the way-
breaker for the great series of war papers that afterwards ap-

peared in the Century.

Now you see, my dear comrade, at that time when I began to

write, the facts of our history were in a chaotic state. Little

attention had been paid to them, and the few statements here

and there made were as it were, at random; at least there was

little of any opportunity of verifying and connecting impressions

that were vague, or statements that were hasty. In Bates' his-

tory of Penna. Vols. Vol. 5, I think in the sketch of my
regiment, written by Maj. Thomas E. Chamberlin, of the I5oth,

a very well educated man and a most competent officer, you will

find the statement made that your colors at one stage of the

fight were recovered by a squad of my command. I do not think

that Major C. would now say what he did then he gave what

his best information warranted at the time. Nor would I now,

were I engaged in writing my book, state what is evidently

apocryphal. What would I not now give had I had at hand

when I was writing, these most valuable papers of Captain Bass-
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ler, your own and the Rev. Mr. Lumpkin's. And it gives me
some little satisfaction that, in seeking to make amends to you
and the members of your noble regiment, at this late day, I

have been instrumental in searching out your antagonist c nd

captor.

Suppose you send him a copy of Captain Bassler's fine ad-

dress. Perhaps it wouldn't do though. The address calls one

of the captors a "freckle faced traitor." Was Lumpkin freckle

faced? * * * * Will you pardon my evident haste. I am very

busy. With good wishes.

Yours sincerely,

HENRY M. KIEFFER.

In conclusion, the evidence is indisputable that the only re-

capture of colors in the first day's fight was made by Color

Guard H. H. Spayd, who temporarily rescued from a foeman our

State flag; and, had our regiment still been at McPherson's, he

would have brought in his trophy in triumph. Too modest to

blow his own horn his heroic deed remained for a long time un-

recognized ;
and he and his brave color comrades were maligned,

on the supposition that the fictitious recapture claim in H.'s offi-

cial report and in Bates' history, was true that the colors were

returned to them, and that they lost them a second time.

But truth is mighty and must in the end prevail.
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From Richmond, Va,, News Leader, September 22, 1909.

TELLS STORY OF FLYING MACHINE
OF CONFEDERACY,

Was Designated by Richmond Inventor and Partly Built,

Scheme Was to Drop Explosives from Air Into

Washington Destroyed by Gale.

Inspired by recent pictures and articles published in The News
Leader regarding the flying machine being built by George

Bebout, of this city, the following letter has been received, which

throws light upon a little known incident of the Confederate

war:

"The notice of the aeroplane of Mr. Bebout given in a late

issue of your paper reminds me of the trite saying that there is

nothing new under the sun. At the same time we hope that

Mr. Bebout will not feel badly under the circumstances when
he is informed that he is not the first projector of a flying ma-

chine in Richmond.

"During the war between the States a machine was commenced

which was to take President Davis and his cabinet, together

with some ordnance officers, to the upper air of Washington.

"The officers were to be supplied with an abundance of large

hand grenades, and when these argonauts of the air were at a

point immediately over the top of the White House, perchance

during a session of Lincoln's cabinet, combustibles, as if aero-

lites, were to be dropped.

"It would then proceed to the upper air in the neighborhood

of the capital during a session of congress and compel incon-

tinent adjournment. Needless to write that if the mortars in

Washington could not have been successfully trained upon this

new power in the air, before the executive and legislative

branches had been killed or demoralized, the North would have

petitioned for peace.
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"The yard in which this early flying machine was in progress
of manufacture was at the east corner of Seventh and Main

Street, a lumber yard. No modern war engine can compare with

the potentialities for destruction which was to have been pos-

sessed by the Confederate device. Hence, during its construc-

tion many spectators observed it.

"It is not known to the writer whether these persons saw

only the model, or the parts of the final machine. There was

an extensive framework composed of rectangular bars of light,

white pine. So far as my recollection goes no canvas for wings
or balloon appointments were seen

;
no motor and no wheels to

furnish the machine with a start.

"Doubtless wheels were sufficiently numerous in the inventor's

head.

"I regret that I do not know the name of the would-be inventor.

For one of its purposes the machine was an eminent success,

even before it was completed, for it was made to fly. Indeed it

flew into pieces. One night a strong wind came up and re-

lieved the inventor of all embarrassment. There was a rattling

of pine bars of an inch in diameter, and splinters filled the air,

and thus fled the hope of the Confederacy to appeal to Wash-

ington from high heaven.

"It is improbable that President Davis encouraged such dia-

bolism as was intended to be carried out by the promoters of that

.enterprise.

"In return of the idea the people in Richmond often surveyed

the heavens at night and sometimes thought they saw a Yankee

balloon ready to drop explosives on the city.

"Had invention progressed as far as it will in the near future,

the Federal government of the sixties would not have hesitated

to have used air machines for the destruction of the South, or

until it should have surrendered. This it would have sought to

have justified by the well-worn plea of 'war measure/ "

THOMAS R. EVANS/'
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From Richmond, Va., Times-Dispatch, February 6, 1910.

WITH FORREST IN WEST TENNESSEE.

Winter Campaign of 1862 Filled With Adventures
and Incidents.

By DAN W. BEARD.

About December n, 1862, we broke camp at Columbia and

took the Mt. Pleasant Road and thence the road to Lawrence-

burg. We there took the road to Clifton, where we arrived on the

1 5th, but our brigade turned to the right and bivouacked in the

bushes, without fires for fear of attracting the gunboats, which

we had learned were patrolling the Tennessee River. During the

night we were moved close to the river bank, which was a bluff.

The river had a good boating tide, and was very swift and ap-

peared to be rising. A little beyond the middle of the river was
an island, or large sandbar, on which were several men and

horses and two or three big bright fires. On our side they were

pushing the horses off the bluff, about ten feet clear fall into the

swift, icy cold water, the horses going out of sight. When they

came up the poor brutes would swim round in a circle until

one would see the fire on the sandbar and strike out for it. Some

would never see the fire at all, but exhausted themselves trying

to climb the same bluff they were pushed off. We lost eight

horses. My company had taken off their saddles and tied them

together with their blankets, overcoats and private belongings, in

as small, compact bundles as possible, to be carried to the is-

land in canoes. We stood there in a cold drizzling rain until

we were wet to the skin all over, and so numbed with cold we

could barely stand. After about two hours in this condition, order

came for us to saddle up and move up the river and cross on a

flat boat, two of which Forrest's vanguard had built and hidden.

It was broad day when we got upon the opposite bank, where

those who had preceded us had formed a temporary camp until

the rest of the command came up. Then we took the Lexing-

ton Road.
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The first indication we had of the presence of the enemy came
from a battery concealed in the cane on the bank of Beech

Creek. It was more like a slough or small bayou than a creek.

We got across the creek somehow and charged the battery. The
first command I heard was : "Shoot the men who are cutting the

harness." We did, and wounded some of the artillery horses

accidentally. We pushed on to Lexington, where we took Col-

onel "Bob" Ingersoll and his command prisoners. Ingersoll

made a good fight. It was enough to make a Christian of him,
but it did not. His famous lectures years after show that while

we did not convert him, he loved everybody during the rest of

his life, and if he really believed there is no hell we convinced

him that there was something mightily like it.

We pushed on to Jackson, but by this time Forrest, by many
crafty methods, had spread the report far and wide that he had a

large force with him, and the private soldiers aided in exagger-

ating our number to the friendly citizens and the good women,
who rushed to their front gates with whatever of good things

to eat they happened to have. In answer to a question by a

woman as to how many soldiers Mr. Forrest had, I heard Tom
Jones say : "Madam, I would tell you if I could. Do you know
how many trees there are standing in West Tennessee?" She

said she didn't, and Tom told her Forrest had men enough to put
one behind each tree, and two or three behind the biggest ones.

Of course, these exaggerated reports reached General Grant

through the commanders of the various blockhouses and towns,

and reinforcements were being hurried from every available

point. Forrest was virtually surrounded while at Jackson. Our
attack on that place was a feint.

When we got within a mile or so of Trenton we heard four

shots from a battery and hurried up to find that the Federal gar-

rison had surrendered and the Confederates taken possession.

We captured an immense lot of stores, guns and ammunition

and a good lot of wagons. I got two new army six-shooters,

for which I turned over to the ordnance sergeant my old ones.

We got a little sleep that night and some rest next day. Tom
Jones and I had been living on "Otard" brandy, strawberries and

crackers, and our stock was running low, most of it having been

stolen. "It was reported that the proprietors of a big sutler's
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store had refused to take Confederate "script" for goods, and
Tom Jones and about a dozen others went to "remonstrate" with

them on the unfairness of their conduct. There were three of

Jhem, either Hebrews, Greeks or Italians, we didn't know which,

and cared less. One of them wanted to fight. They were all

three standing outside the front door on a platform. While

Jones and others were gently "remonstrating" with them there

came a crash, as the back door was forced open. The fighting

man unlocked the front door, rushed in and promptly collared

a big cavalryman and struck him in the face. In about two sec-

onds he had a shelving board split over his head. In the subse-

quent proceedings he took no part. When he came to if he

ever did he found his store empty and the shelving and other

fixtures a complete wreck, for word had gone out that the mer-

chants had killed a soldier and in a few minutes the' storehouse

was crowded with angry armed cavalrymen. All the stores kept

by foreigners or Yankees were barred up and the owners in

hiding. Among the loot taken was an immense quantity of

counterfiet Confederate interest-bearing notes. It was printed

so much better than, and the paper was so superior to, the gen-

uine Confederate money it could be detected on sight. It was

just as good to play poker with as gold, and our boys brought

away with them what "Granny" Tom Bass called "dead oodles"

of it.

We moved out a mile or so and camped on Christmas Eve,

and the next morning were sent to press axes from the citizens

and cut down a long high trestle across Obion bottom. The

men worked like heroes, but with slow effect. About noon Col-

onel Woodward rode up and asked me how we were getting

along. I told him they were losing time, as the trestles were as

hard as horn and the axes as dull as froes and had poor handles.

I furthermore told him if I could get permission I would divide

my squad, put half the men to splitting dry kindling and the

other half to building fires on top of the trestle and build a

fire at every point where the sills crossed the bents. He thought

it a good idea, so we began building the fires. The colonel

stayed until several fires were burning griskly and went down the

line giving orders to the other gangs to burn instead of cut the
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the trestles. We made such good speed that by dark we had

destroyed at least a mile of trestle, some of it fully fifteen feet

high. The weather had turned bitter cold and the trestle was

covered with sleet and ice.

IN WEST TENNESSEE.

Leaving a strong rear guard, the command started north along

the railroad, burning every bridge and capturing every block-

house as far as Union City, save the one at Forked Deer River.

There I saw a force of Confederates trying to capture the block-

house, and, thinking it my regiment, I stopped after passing the

blockhouse, hitched my horse and went to join them, when I

found it was Dibrell's regiment, and also learned that Starnes's

regiment had pushed on to capture Humboldt. Mounting, I

made the best speed my horse was capable of, but I heard can-

nonading when about four miles distant. From the increasing

fire of artillery, I judged my regiment had "cut off more than it

could masticate," but when I arrived on the scene I found that

Starnes had captured the garrison, set fire to the depot, bridge

and a house containing a large amount of ordnance stores, and

it was the shells exploding that I had taken for a heavy cannon-

ade.

It was a magnificent daylight fireworks display. The explo-

sions were incessant; pieces of shells, of the warehouse, chunks

of fire and clouds of smoke and ashes were flying in all di-

rections. . . .

A few days later we took the road to Dresden, which had been

cut up by wagons and horses and was now hard frozen, and

offered the worst travel I had ever experienced. Our horses

were half dead with starvation and exposure, but we arrived at

Dresden before dark. The enemy was closing in on us from

all directions. Our various commands, which had been very

much scattered, were now concentrating in the direction of

Clifton, which was the only possible route by which we could

get out of West Tennessee.

Next morning we took a road leading south and halted at

noon at a crossroad leading from Huntington to McLemores-

ville. After feeding our horses the men dropped down wherever
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they could and soon were fast asleep. I hitched to a bush close

beside the road, kicked the snow off a brush pile and went to

sleep on it with my shotgun in my arms. I don't know whether
I slept a minute or an hour, but I awoke amid a most infeinal

din of firearms, clattering of horses' feet and yells. It was a

minute or two before I could realize where I was and what it all

meant. I saw a detachment of Federal cavalry, about eighty in

number, pass me in a sweeping gallop with drawn pistols, coming
from the direction of Huntington. Just past me some Confed-

erates had formed and poured a volley into them which sent

them flying past me, and I fired both barrels at them at a dis-

tance of less than twenty feet with no visible effect. I loaded and

capped my gun with fingers so numb I could not feel the caps,

mounted and set off in a gallop after the fleeing Yankees. On
the road we found one dead Yankee, and met two of our men

coming back wounded. One I did not know. He was shot in

the head or face and was very bloody. He said: "Boys, we'

whipped them, but they got me!" The other man was Ander-

son Hagar, of my company, shot through the lungs, and bleed-

ing from his mouth copiously. According to my theory of the

"death pallor," I decided that neither was mortally wounded.

Nor did they die.
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From Richmond, Va., Times-Dispatch, February 6, 1910.

MUNFORD'S MARYLANDERS NEVER
SURRENDERED TO FOE.

Belonged to Famous Command Which Cut Its Way Out
on Eve of Lee's Surrender.

By JOHN R. STONEBRAKER,

After repulsing the Yankees when we made the last charge
at Appomattox, and General Munford, having most emphatically
declined to be included in the surrender of General R. E. Lee's

army, General Munford's command moved off slowly and un-

molested, reaching Lynchburg that afternoon. The First Mary-
land Cavalry crossed the James River about dark and encamped
in the Fair Grounds. At sunrise the next morning, April 10, we
were formed in line, and Colonel Dorsey informed us that it

had been determined at yesterday's conference to disband the

cavalry for a short time. Acting upon this agreement, we were

free to go where we pleased until April 25, when he would ex-

pect every man to meet him at the Cattle Scales, in Augusta

county. We at once broke ranks
; our color-bearer, John Ridgely,

stripped our beloved flag from its staff, placed it in his haver-

sack, and carried it with him to Albemarle county, Va. The
men scattered in every direction.

About April 15, while riding along the road, I was invited

by a boy to the house of his mother, a widow, who owned a

small place in Deep Gully, through which ran a small stream

called Hickory Creek. Here I remained until April 24. On that

date I started for our appointed rendezvous, met Lieutenant Dit-

ty and Private Johnson, of our command, on the road, and

together we crossed the Blue Ridge at Rockfish Gap. Upon
reaching Waynesboro I left them and proceeded five miles farther

to the Cattle Scales.
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Here I found that a number of our boys had already assem-

bled. By 10 o'clock next morning nearly every member of the

command which had marched to Lynchburg was present. Col-

onel Dorsey then formed us in line and said :

"General Munford has ordered me to meet him at Salem,
Roanoke county, with my battalion. From there we expect to

go South and join General Joseph E. Johnston. I want every
man to feel that he is at liberty to do as he pleases. Those who
are willing to accompany me will side to the right and form in

line."

Ridgely in the meantime had fastened our banner to a crude

staff, under which every Marylander present rallied, and with

Colonel Dorsey at the head of the little band, we moved forward,

passing through Waynesboro, encamping for the night five miles

south of the town. At sunrise the march was resumed, and pro-

ceeded southward for three days and a half, passing through

Greenville, Midway, Fairfield, Lexington and Springfield. We
crossed the James river at Buchanan and reached Cloverdale at

noon on Saturday, April 29, 1865. We then went into camp and

the men were given their discharge. The following address was

read to the men by Lieutenant Ditty:

THE FAREWELL ADDRESS.

"To the gallant band who claim Maryland as their song:

"Soldiers, You, my veteran friends, who have weathered the

storm, may now sing your song with proud hearts. It once could

be heard on every lip, but after the Maryland campaign it was

discarded and your gallant little band caught up another air from

Virginia.

"Three years ago the chivalrous (Ridgely) Brown joined my
old command, with twenty-three men twenty-three Maryland

volunteers, with light hearts and full of fight. If they had a care,

a trouble or a wish, it was to whip the Yankees. They increased

so rapidly that the captain reminded me of the old woman who

lived in a shoe.
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HEROISM OF MARYLANDERS.

"As they grew in number their reputation and friends in-

creased. They were soon too numerous to remain with me, and

able to take care of themselves. It was here I learned to admire,

respect and love them for all the qualities which endear soldiers

to their officers. I tell you now, when I see you standing high
above all other soldiers and alone, that my heart swells with

pride to think that your career, so bright and glorious, was

linked in a small degree with my old regiment. Would that I

could see the mothers and sisters of every man of this proud old

command, and tell them how well you have represented your
State and our cause. But the people of Virginia will not forget

you. The fame you have won in after years will be guarded by
old Virginia with the pride she feels in her own true sons. You
have fought the good fight, and the few remaining members of

this old command and of Company K, might well say:

" 'When I remember all

The friends, so linked together,

I've seen around me fall

Like leaves in wintry weather,

I feel like one who treads alone

Some banquet hall deserted,

Whose lights are fled and garlands dead

And all but me departed.' ....

"It becomes us now to separate, but the ties which have so

long bound us together will not be forgotten. They will live in

memory, and in after years will revive amidst our joys and dan-

gers, and whenever we meet we may say, 'This is my old and

familiar friend.'

"The cause is not dead. I feel sure the great battle is yet to

be fought. I have ordered the 'Old Brigade' to remain at home

and be ready, and whenever and wherever we are called, I know

the gallant Colonel Dorsey and his braves will rally again, and

though Maryland and Virginia are now overpowered, we will

yet join hands and fling our glorious battle flags to the breeze as

the emblem of their majesty and strength.
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"In conclusion, let me urge upon you to remain quiet and keep
your armor burnished. You, who struck the first blow in Balti-

more and the last in Virginia, have done all that could be asked
of you. Had the rest of our officers and men adhered to our
cause with the same devotion to-day we would have been free

from the Yankees.

"May the God of battles bless you. With many thanks for

your generous support and a hearty God bless you. I bid you
farewell.

"THOMAS T. MUNFORD,

"Brig.-Gen'l, Commanding Division.

"Cloverdale, Botetourt county, Va., April 29, 1865."

The flag, by a vote of the officers and men, was given to Colo-

nal Dorsey. He took each man by the hand, bidding each an

affectionate farewell. I was paroled at Harrisonburg, Va., May
7, iSfS-

I am not one of those who half-apologize by saying "we fought
for what we believed to be right." I think we fought for what

was right, and I have never had a regret for the part I took in

the strife.

Baltimore, Md., January 29, 1910.
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EIGHTH VIRGINIA'S PART IN SECOND
MANASSAS.

Colonel N. B. Tells How His Regiment Shared in Honors of

Memorable Victory Over John Pope.

On August 27, 1862, we filed into one of Robert Beverly's

bluegrass fields, just west of the Thoroughfare Gap, to await

the detour of General Wilcox by the Hopewell Pass to flank

the enemy from the eastern end of the gap. This he did so

thoroughly that when we passed through a little later there was

not one of them to be seen, and it was well for them it was so,

for the Eighth Virginia was just then in the temper to whip

anything in sight. We had been fighting bumble bees all the

morning, and bumble bees are very inspiring. It was really mar-

velous the number of bees we found in that field, or rather the

number that found us.

There being no enemy around, we went into bivouac west of

the Chinn House, and presently were ordered to prepare for a

night attack. Soon after dark we were in line north of the turn-

pike, near Groveton. We had just started to move forward when
the right encountered a pond. It might be ten feet deep for aught
we knew. I had just given the order to double quick by the left

flank to pass the obstacle, when a little fellow dashed up, ex-

claiming : "Your men are running, sir ! Your men are running !"

"Yes," I replied, "and by my order. What have you got to

do with it?"
I

We had quite a spat about it, but an order for our return

coming just then, every one was soon in good humor. I do be-

lieve that Jim Bearing and a few more I could name really en-

joyed a fight when the weather was bright, but fighting in the

dark well, "that is another story."
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MOVING INTO PLACE.

The next morning as we were forming line I found our right

lapped by about one company of Jenkins', but he, fortunately

coming just then, moved his men to the right, as our touch was

to the left. I think the men moved off with a more elastic step,

knowing we had Jenkins on one flank and the Fourth Texas on

the other.

We passed though a light fringe of timber, and flushed a small

body of the enemy, lying behind a fence. They went off in a

hurry, taking with them some sort of conveyance, which some

of our men about twenty, I think tried hard to catch, ap-

parently supposing it contained something very good. It was

impossible to stop the men. Under less serious circumstances the

race would have been amusing, but as they ran far ahead of the

regiment, several were struck going over the field. One man,

Dave Hixson, was shot through the foot as he ran. We lost a

good man in him, but Mosby gained one.

Jenkins presently changed direction to the left, intending, I

suppose, to take a battery that had an enfilading fire on him. He
came up on us, and as my men, having given up the chase, they

joined his left. But very soon the battery was taken, and firing

ceased. Who took this battery I cannot say, but I have always

thought that both Hunton and the Fourth Texas had something

to do with it.

The next morning as we were forming line I found our right

lapped by about one company of Jenkins's, but he, fortunately

coming just then, moved his men to the right, as our touch was

to the left. I think the men moved off with a more elastic step,

knowing we 'had Jenkins on one flank and the Fourth Texas on

the other.

We passed through a light fringe of timber, and flushed a

small body of the enemy, lying behind a fence. They went off in

a hurry, taking with them some sort of conveyance, which some

of our men about twenty, I think tried hard to catch, appar-

ently supposing it contained something very good. It was im-

possible to stop the men. Under less serious circumstances the
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race would have been amusing, but as they ran far ahead of the

regiment, several were struck going over the field. One man,
Dave Hixson, was shot through the foot as he ran. We lost

a good man in him, but Mosby gained one.

Jenkins presently changed direction to the left, intending, I

suppose, to take a battery that had an enfilading fire on him.

He came up on us, and as my men, having given up the chase,

they joined the left. But very soon the battery was taken, and

firing ceased. Who took this battery I cannot say, but I have al-

ways thought that both Hunton and the Fourth Texas had some-

thing to do with it.

The enemy being gone, we returned to our bivouac and sent

out a detail to look for our missing men. After awhile Aden

Rogers, with one or two more, came in with a finely equipped

horse, on which was French Gulick, with a broken thigh.

"Colonel," Rogers said to me, "this saddle and bridle is for

you, but I want the horse to go courting on after the war."

Poor fellow, he rode no horse courting, but rode one to his

death soon after his exchange to the cavalry. Awaking the next

morning, I looked up towards Company D and thought Rogers
and his horse had quickly come to an excellent understanding.

Going up to them I found all hands asleep and Rogers reclin-

ing against the horse, which was dead as a mackerel. I saw

then he had been shot through, though it had shown no signs

of distress when brought in.

We started in pursuit, but the events of the next two or. three

days are so accurately related in McCabe's "Campaigns of Gen-

eral Lee" that every one remembers them. Our men were hun-

gry, but cheerful. They did not expect the commissary to keep

pace with Lee and Jackson, who were driving the enemy from

hillock to hill, until finally they broke from Fairfax Court-

house for Washington.

We wanted to see our friends in Maryland, so turned north

by the Fryingpan Road, and at night stopped near the home of

some of my men.

"Colonel," a man would say to me, "my wife and children are

just over that hill. I have not heard of them for months. Please
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get permission for me to go for a little while; I will surely be

back before you move.'
7

Hardly knowing what to do, the next

morning, I went to General Corse (we were happy to be under

this gallant man even for a short time), and explained the situa-

tion to him.

"You are right," said he, "but you must have General Long-
street's permission. He has just passed up the road. I put out

after him, and found him, dismounted and alone. I asked per-

mission to send out one or two men to warn some absentees,

as we were about to move. "Not a man/
7
said he

;
"better hold

on to all you have got."

These men joined us before night. We needed them.
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WHO WAS LAST SOLDIER TO LEAVE
BURNING CITY.

The September Confederate Veteran contained a statement

that there was dispute concerning what soldier, or command of

soldiers, was the last to leave Richmond on the morning of April

3, 1865, and asked information. Colonel Clement Sulivane, of

Cambridge, Md., replied in the December issue, and as his com-

munication must be of interest to all Times-Dispatch readers as

part of the history of Richmond, I beg leave to submit it for

their benefit:

"There should be no dispute about it," to give Colonel Suli-

vane's answer verbatim. "It was a fragment of General G. W.
C. Lee's command, known as the Local Defense Brigade, and

attached to his division, placed under my command, then assist-

ant adjutant of Lee's Division, by Lieutenant-General Ewell on

the morning of April 2. This was immediately after receipt of

the news that our lines had been broken before Petersburg. The
last bridge over the James Mayo's at the foot of Fourteenth

street, was guarded by this command from about 4 A. M., on

April 3, until General M. W. Garey's Cavalry Brigade crossed

at 8 A. M., and at 8:15 (in pursuance of instructions from

Lieutenant-General Ewell given me just before daylight), I

burned the bridge with my own hands, assisted by an engineer

officer, who had placed barrels of tar along it at intervals from

shore to shore for that purpose, I never knew his name, having

simply found him there to await my orders. This was in the face

of the cavalry of General Wetzel's army, who had poured down
Fourteenth street in pursuit of Garey. I then marched on and

overtook my division on the road to Amelia Courthouse about

2 P. M., that day."

COINCIDENCE OF PROMOTION..

This same account was published in the "Battles and Leaders

of the Civil War," issued by the Century Magazine some twenty-
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five or thirty years ago. That magazine, having learned in

some manner that I was the last soldier of General R. E. Lee's

army to leave Richmond, wrote to me for a narrative of the

circumstances of my retreat.

Colonel Sulivane has written elsewhere: "Concerning that

retreat from Richmond there has been a curious coincidence of

record between Lieutenant-Colonel H. Kyd Douglas, of Hagers-

town, Md., and myself. When not quite twenty-three we both

left our homes in Maryland and enlisted as private soldiers in

the Confederate Army in the spring of 1861. That fall we

were both promoted to the staff as first lieutenants and aides-

de-camp. In 1864 we were both in the Adjutant-General's De-

partment with the rank of captain on the brigade staff. When
our respective generals became major-generals in the early spring

of 1865, we became entitled to the rank of lieutenant-colonel,

but application was not made for our commissions as such, be-

cause we were both recommended to be made brigadier-generals.

The order for such commissions was issued by President Davis,

but did not reach us in the general turmoil and confusion of

the last days of Richmond. When General Ewell was ordered

by General Lee, on April 2, to evacuate the north branch of the

James and march on to Amelia Courthouse, he selected me to

command his extreme rear guard, and placed me in command

for that purpose. When Lieut-Gen. Gordon was directed by

General Lee to cover his retreat on the south side of the James,

that officer selected Kyd Douglas, in command of his brigade, for

that purpose. And thus it happened that in that famous fight-

ing army the same posts of honor and danger were entrusted to

two young Marylanders, each twenty-six years of age. Each

made good his retreat. One was the last to see the Capitol dome

of Richmond, the other the last to see the spires of Petersburg.

Finally we both surrendered within a week, and returned to our

respective homes in June, 1865, after having served throughout

the entire war in exactly parallel lines.

X. X.
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FURTHER RECOLLECTIONS OF SECOND COLD
HARBOR.

By JOSEPH V. BIDGOOD, Late Adjutant Thirty-Second
Virginia Infantry,

In a recent article Colonel E. M. Morrison, of Smithfield,

Va., who commanded the Fifteenth Virginia Regiment of In-

fantry at Second Cold Harbor rights, wrote of Captain Camp-
bell Lawson, who was wounded there. I remember very well

the incident mentioned, and desire to add something that Colonel

Morrison had forgotten. But before stating it I wish to tell

what caused the pressure on our lines that day.

I had a first cousin, John Langhorne, a gallant fellow. No
doubt many of the Richmond men remember him. He was just

on the right of our line with two guns of his battery. The enemy
had been worrying us a good deal with their artillery, and Lieu-

tenant Langhorne made up his mind to give them some of their

own medicine. He picked out a place just at the foot of a little

rise in the ground, where, rigging his guns mortar fashion, and

getting the range, he commenced to drop shells in their lines and

battery that made the enemy think they had started the worst

kind of hornets. Langhorne had his fun, but overlooked the

fact that it was a game two could play. After standing it as

long as possible, they turned loose all their guns on our lines.

LOOKING FOR GENERAL CORSE.

We infantry boys did 'surely hug the ground. General Corse,

our brigadier, had been near us just before the fuss commenced.

My colonel, Montague, Major B. P. Lee and myself had picked
out the safest place we could find, when all of a sudden the colonel

said to me, "Bidgood, where is General Corse? Go out, find

him and ask him to come with us." I looked at the colonel

and said to myself, "Does he want to get rid of his sergeant-major
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this way?" The shells were coming as thick as hail, bursting

and kicking up such dust as no tornado could. However, when

the colonel ordered it, and it was my duty to obey, I started to

find the general, but as "Old Grand Dad," as we called him,

was a wise man as well as a good general, he had doubtless se-

lected a safe place. I dodged the shells and took a hasty look,

but nothing was to be seen, not a man, nothing but shells and

dust. I finally made my way back to the colonel, and reported

the general could not be found. Colonel Montague looked me
full in the face, smiling, said, "Bidgood, this is the first time I

ever saw you scared."

I think it was the day after this the enemy commenced to

press our picket line with so much vigor as to force Colonel

Morrison to send Captain Lawson with a body of men to

strengthen the line. I saw Lawson with his brave fellows go

out, and nobly did they do their work. The attack was resisted

and repulsed, but with much loss to us. Captain Lawson was

shot, and as they brought him in our line on a stretcher, I went

up to him and said : "I am truly sorry to see you are hurt
; you

made a big fight and saved the line." Looking me full in the

face, the glow of battle still there and a smile, said : "Oh, I

have a furlough for ninety days." He lost his leg, and, of course,

never came back to the army. He was one of the gamest little

soldiers I ever saw. Always ready for a fight. He had grad-
uated from the V. M. I. in 1861, and died after the war in

Maryland, though I do not know the date of his death. Colonel

Morrison was also a graduate of the same school. He lost the

use of an arm at Sharpsburg, I think, and for the rest of the war
commanded his regiment with one arm.
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From Richmond, Va., Times-Dispatch, August 1, 191*9.

THE GALLANT DEFENCE OF STAUNTON
RIVER BRIDGE.

Editor of the Confederate Column:

Sir, You recently published in your Confederate Column an

inquiry from Philip Alexander Bruce for my address, and also

expressed a wish for an article on the engagement at Staunton

Bridge. I enclose a letter to Mr Bruce explanatory of the con-

ditions and circumstances of that engagement, which you are at

liberty to use in your Confederate Column.

Yours very truly,

B. L. FARINHOLT,
Late Colonel C. S. A.

WEST POINT, VAV July 14, 1909.

Mr. Philip Alexander Bruce, 118 Beachwood Place:

DEAR SIR: Seeing a letter from you to Major Hunter,

concerning the preservation of the fortifications which I had

erected at Staunton River Bridge, and whicrf enabled the forces

under me to make such a gallant defense of the position and

hold it against the bold and determined attack of about S,ooo of

the best armed and well-seasoned veterans of .General Grant's

army, supported by three batteries of choice artillery, the whole

constituting three brigades, under the command of their cavalry

generals Wilson, Kautz and Speer I write to advise you of my
address, and to tender my services in any way in which I can

assist to further the laudable purpose which prompted your in-

terest in the preservation of the fortifications, as yet plainly ob-

servable, but which time and the encroachments of nature, or

perhaps those who have no sentiment or appreciation of the

patriotism and heroism of the men who erected and defended

these works, will within a decade or two efface entirely.

I am truty glad to know that,, as one of the thoughtful leaders
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and prolific writers of Virginia in her palmiest days, you are

yet sufficiently alert and watchful to advise the good old county
of Halifax to preserve sacredly these fortifications, which will

be a priceless heirloom for her sons and their posterity for all

time, and an inspiration to guard and defend with their lives, if

necessary, as did those brave men in June, 1864, the soil of Hali-

fax from invasion; and Charlotte, Mecklenburg, Pittsylvania,

Lunenburg, Nottoway and Amelia can well afford to lend a

helping hand for this worthy purpose, as they each and all fur-

nished men who did their part nobly in that battle; the momen-
tous results from which were the saving of the most important

bridge from Danville to Richmond, and from absolute destruc-

tion all the rolling stock of the Danville Railroad, which had

been run just beyond my command, and also the saving not only

of the road itself from Staunton River to Danville, but probably

Danville, with its vast army stores, from being given to the

flames. They had already destroyed the road and all the depots

and telegraph officers from Burkeville to Staunton Bridge, and

all rolling stock caught between these points, and their object

was a complete destruction of the entire road to Danville and

all cars and depots on the entire route.

Over this road much the greater portion of our supplies came

for our armies around Richmond and Petersburg, and had I

yielded to the superior force of the enemy or acquiesced in the

Fabian policy adopted by some of our distinguished generals,

fallen back and endeavored to gather a larger force and con-

front the enemy at Danville, as was discretionary with me, and

which was advised, and possibly might have been creditably exe-

cuted, but which I never entertained for a moment, it would

then have been quite questionable if all the wagon trains in oui

service in Virginia at that time could have hauled the vast sup-

plies needed at Richmond and Petersburg rapidly enough to

have kept our armies from starving, or evacuating those cities

nine months earlier than we did; as it was, we were weeks re-

pairing the destruction on the road from Burkeville to Staun-

ton River, and during that time every available wagon was called

in use, and our quartermaster and commissary departments

taxed to their utmost ingenuity until this connection was made

over the damaged road.
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Colonel Charles Marshall, of General Lee's staff, on several

occasions talked with me of the anxiety expressed by General

Lee for the safety of the Danville Railroad at this crisis, and

of his satisfaction and gratification at the result of this battle,

and as a further mark of his appreciation expressed his pleas-

ure in a congratulatory order sent to me soon thereafter, which

I had read on dress parade, where it was received with much
enthusiasm by the entire command, my men being proud of this

recognition from General Lee. What soldiers would not have

been at any time, but especially when this commendation was

not to seasoned veterans, but in recognition of their fortitude in

their baptismal fire against a force far better equipped and num-

bering over five to one.

My artillery consisted of two twenty-pound guns, mounted in

bastions at the outer angles of the fortifications, effective a

distance of two miles, and two rifled six-pounders, and four

smooth-bore six-pounders, these last more noisy than servicea-

ble, carrying effectively barely 1,000 yards. The two twenty-

pound pieces and the two rifled Napoleons I had but just re-

ceived after persistent appeals following much procrastination

on the part of our Ordnance Department.

H had only 1,238 men and officers, including Captain Paul Ed-

munds, with about fifty mounted men, whom I stationed to de-

fend the first ford above the bridge, and Colonel Stanhope Flour-

noy, with about the same number, whom I stationed at the first

ford below the bridge, each about one and one-half miles off

as I now recollect, to prevent or advise me of the enemy cross-

ing above or below, and attempting to get in my rear.

I shall always feel thankful to Col. R. E. Withers, who was

commanding at Danville at the time, for his prompt response

to my telegram to send me every available man from Danville,

including every one in the hospitals able to handle a rifle.. These,

with the two Danville companies added to my men and boys,

made a more seasoned force, which I used effectively.

I am pleased to have you arouse the good people of Halifax

to what is due to them and those who come after, in perpetua-

ting the history of this spot in the borders of old Halifax.

The New England States attained a great deal of their promi-
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nence in the history of our country by the persistency with

which they have noted copiously in all our histories the great

importance of every battle fought during the Revolution of '76
to '81 within their borders. Yet many of them were not more

important or fought against such odds as was the battle of

Staunton Bridge, and even Big Bethel, the first affair between

General Butler and General Magruder, was not fought with such

dire catastrophy resting upon the result as was in the scales

at Staunton Bridge had we been defeated. The boys from the

V. M. I. are duly glorified for their intrepid charge and heroic

fight at New Market, but they were trained to implicit obedi-

ence and under the immediate control of those who had drilled

and instructed them in tactics and military duties for over two

years, and each and every one of them knew well the duty of a

soldier and the importance of alertness and cohesive action. It

must be remembered that my command was a heterogeneous

mass, the greater part of which had been assembled only three

months, the rawest kind of recruits, from fourteen to twenty and

from fifty to sixty-five years of age, whom I was as rapidly as

possible instructing in the duties of a soldier when they were not

working with pick and spade on the fortifications, and that to

these I had added the volunteer citizens of the county and the

force from Danville, both hastily summoned to my assistance,

after being informed by a special messenger from General

Beauregard that this large force of the enemy had been detached

from General Grant's army and it was thought their object was

the destruction of the Danville Road and bridges and rolling

stock, then so important for us to hold at all hazards.

There was some criticism of my conduct of this battle by

General Dabney Maury many years afterwards in the Richmond

Times, based, I think, upon information furnished him by a man

whose name I do not recall, who came to me just as the enemy

was approaching and then in sight, requesting to be assigned to

an officer's place over one of my recently improvised companies.

As I had no place for him as an officer, I gave him a rifle and

ordered him in the ranks. If he expected to perform proper

service that was the place for him. At this he took offense,

and as my duties called me imperatively elsewhere at the mo-

ment, I did not place him under arrest, as I should have done.
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I should never have replied to General Maury's article and should

have passed it by in silence, for General Maury had no just

foundations for his criticisms, but meeting with General Fitz-

hugh Lee, who was a warm friend of mine, he, knowing all the

circumstances of the engagement at the bridge, advised me not

to let Gen. Maury's article go unnoticed, and I replied, though
then as now, I think we had enough to do to fight the enemy.

Having been wounded and captured nearby the intrepid

Armistead in the heroic charge where he led the remnant of

Pickett's Division over the stone wall at Gettysburg; having
been honored with this independant command after eight months'

confinement and subsequent escape from Johnson's Island, and

congratulated by President Davis, for, as he facetiously said,

"arranging my own cartel," General Grant at the time refusing

to exchange prisoners ; having been fortunate to come out victor

when attacked by so superior a force, and received the thanks

and compliments of my superior officers and commanding gen-
eral for the great service which they recognized had been ac-

complished only by handling to the best advantage undisciplined

troops, though as brave and patriotic as seasoned veterans, I

should have been and am content to let history and posterity

take care of the facts.

I regret to have written at such length, especially as I have

been so often disgusted with many magazine writers, who being

invisible in war and invincible in peace, yet now know all about

it, and from a perversion of facts draw false conclusions with a

facile pen. And I have time and again promised myself not to

talk or write anything more about the War between the States,

but as no doubt Noah and his sons being saved in the Ark from

the vortex of water talked about the flood for the next hun-

dred years, so I think it likely those who participated in the War
of the Confederacy and were saved from the crucible of fire

through which the Army of Northern Virginia passed from

Seven Pines to Gettysburg, and from the Rapidan to Appomat-

tox, will be apt to talk about it as long as life lasts, and chron-

ologically reckon everything from that era.

Yours very sincerely,
B. L. FARINHOLT.
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From Richmond, Va., Times-Dispatch, February 19, 1905.

FIRST DAY ON LEFT AT GETTYSBURG.

General Early's Advice An Oft-Repeated Incident Cor-

roborated by a Witness Who Was There.

Major JAMES McDOWELL CARRINQTON Tells a Thrilling

Story of Thrilling Deeds.

The article below is from the excellent pen of Major James
McDowell Carrington, who in the battle of Gettysburg was cap-'
tain of the Charlottesville Artillery, and is now a distinguished
lawer of Washington city. The Major's statements confirm the

close presence of General Early and Ewell on the field the first

day at Gettysburg, and gives evidence as to one of the occasions

upon which General Early advised an assault on Cemetery Hill

that afternoon. Colonel Harry Gilmore, of Maryland, in his

book, "Four Years in the Saddle," tells almost identically the

same story as Major Carrington.

John G. Williams, Esq., a respected lawyer of high standing
at Orange Courthouse, writes to the same effect on this topic,

and I myself, was a personal witness of the fact, which I re-

call as if it were yesterday, of the message sent in my presence

by General Early to General A. P. Hill before he met General

Ewell, telling him that in his opinion assault should not be de-

layed, and that if General Hill would put in his corps, he,

Early, would take the responsibility of joining the assault with-

out waiting. The witnesses on this subject are so numerous and

so reliable and General Early's own repeated testimony found

in his book and in his historical papers which have been pub-

lished, make the fact as plain as any fact about the war that

Early was close upon the field in troops and both advised and

urged an immediate assault. The account given by General

Gordon in his book of this day's operations is erroneous when it

refers to General Early, and it contains many errors which I

suppose later to show with the proofs thereof. The time at
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which General Gordon speaks in his book of being commanded
to halt was just at that time when Hay's and Hoke's Brigade

(under Colonel Avery), and Captain Carrington's Artillery was

being brought forward by Early on Gordon's left to capture
Heckman's battery and to repulse the troops of General Custar,

who were very troublesome at that juncture. The gallant Louisi-

anians and North Carolinians did capture the guns and hurled

back Custar's troops, but are not given even a scant reference

by General Gordon in his book, although they were the adja-

cent troops of the division to which he belonged ;
nor does he

give his division commanded any credit for the rapid and vig-

orous movement by which he accomplished this result. While

Major-General Rodes, his comrade on many fields, and Briga-

dier-General Hayes, Df Louisiana, likewise his comrade on many
fields, fought gallantly and effectively on that day, the one to

the right and the one to the left of him, so far as General Gor-

don's book is concerned, one would not know that these men
ever existed. General Gordon had at that time, according to his

report, which is in the war records, only about 800 men present

with him on the field after his charge was over. Yet he speaks

of my command "as if it were an army corps." If he alone

could have captured the Federal works and driven away the

Federal army from the summit of Cemetery Hill as his book

intimates, he would have done with this handful of soldiers,

had he not been halted, he and his brigade had better have been

detailed to fight the war out by themselves for the rest of the

Confederate army would have been a surplus quantity. I do

not suppose that any general ever thought of assigning that

job to one brigade. The truth is, no one ever had an idea that

Gordon's brigade could have accomplished it, and at the time

he was halted there was war-like business enough on hand im-

mediately to his left (though probably not in his sight because

of the undulating ground), that> gave abundant occupation to

two brigades of Early's
division in their successful assault to

which he makes no reference whatever.

Major Carrington does not refer to the intervening facts

which induced General Ewell to advance his corps on the after-

noon of the first against Cemetery Hill. That fact was the

message that came from our left that the enemy were there ap-
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pearing, and of this in all probability Major Carrington was
not apprised at the time of the battle. Circumstances of the

incident have often been related and it is needless to repeat
them here. Major Carrington's article presents certain phases
of the first day's fight accurately, and ably; and with a high

spirit of comradeship and good grace, which are worthy of that

officers's brave and honorable career.

JOHN W. DANIEL.

At the time of the battle of Gettysburg, I was captain of what

was known as "The Charlottesville Artillery," and commanded
it in that momentous struggle. This battery was one of four

which composed Jones' Battalion, the other three being Courtney

Artillery, Captain W. A. Tanner; Louisiana Guard Artillery,

Captain C. A. Green, and the Staunton Artillery, Captain A. W.
Garber. This battalion composed the artillery of Early's Divis-

ion. Permit me to say just here that I think I knew General

Early as well as could be expected of a young officer of my
rank. I knew of him before the war

;
he was quite an intimate

friend of my father, General Edward C. Carrington, Sr., and

was major of the First Virginia Regiment in Mexico, in which

my brother, General Edward C. Carrington, Jr., commanded
the first company. I always entertained great respect for Gen-

eral Early. Like the rest of humanity, he had some weaknesses,

but he was undoubtedly a brave man and skillful soldier. Emi-

nent as a patriot, and intensely devoted to his native State, few

men had stronger convictions, and dared to maintain them with

more courage. He was kind and considerate to his subordinate

officers, and was always ready to defend and advise them. He
had a quaint humor, and a good deal of sarcasm, but. with it all

he was kindhearted and magnamimous. The termination of his

splendid career as a soldier on account of the odds against him

and the disadvantages under which he labored in his last valley

campaign, was touching and pathetic.

I am disposed to do anything in my humble way to prevent

any aspersion of his memory or any unjust criticism upon him.

I had also great respect for General Gordon, and admiration

for that distinguished officer. I believe he was the best citizen
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soldier of the war. If he had been educated at West Point,

great as his achievements were, there is no telling what more
he might have accomplished in the military line. He was daring
and absolutely fearless in battle, and a most thorough and ac-

complished gentleman.

GENERAL EARLY's ENFORCED CONTRIBUTION.

When \ve went into Pennsylvania, of course, my battery
moved with Early's Division, and we finally, on June 2, 1863,

landed in the Fair Grounds of York, without any incident wor-

thy of mention here. In that city we were treated with much
kindness by many of its citizens, and there I met friends and

acquaintances who were cordial and hospitable. General Gor-

don, in his article in Scribner's of July 1903, refers to the fact

that General Early levied a contribution upon the citizens of

York to satisfy the urgent necessities of his men
;
but I do not

know that he "contracted to pay for these things some time after

the independence of the Confederacy." It sounds a little char-

acteristic of the old general, and like one of. his jokes. Per-

hapes he had faith in the ultimate independence of the Con-

federacy, and considered he was making an honest contract.

Maybe it was attributed to him as many jokes were attributed

to Mr. Lincoln without any foundation. However, I think it

was a fact that his men were more comfortable when they left

York than when they entered.

On the morning of June 3Oth, we left York and moved along

the turnpike towards Heddlersburg. After resting that night

near that village, Early's Division, with Lieutenant-Colonel Hil-

ary P. Jones' Battalion of Artillery accompanying it, marched

toward Gettysburg, which was south of us, and near which we
could hear the roar of .the battle, in which Lieutenant-Generai

Hill's corps had become engaged. On reaching a position, from

which Gettysburg came in view, about a mile distant, we could

see the battle raging on our right. My battery was halted in

the road, somewhat further in the direction of Gettysburg, and

on the north side of Rock Creek, an open undulating field lying

between us and the suburbs of Gettysburg, which was situated

on the slope approaching Cemetery Hill, and was about twelve

hundred or fourteen hundred yards distant.
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The other three batteries of Jones' Battalion had been ordered

a short distance to the left of the road and immediately went
into action, firing at Federal batteries that were coming into

position over the northern side of Rock Creek and other side of

Gettysburg. These Federal batteries responded almost simul-

taneously with the firing of our own, and it was at this point
that the remarkable incident occurred of a solid shot from one

of the enemy's guns entering and lodging in the muzzle of one

of the guns of Garber's Battery. I suppose this is the only
occurrence of the kind on record. While these batteries were
thus engaged, I and my men became a little impatient, and Gen-
eral Early passed by towards the front. He paused for a mo-

ment, and I playfully stated this to him. He replied to me good-

naturedly that I need not be impatient, that there would be

plenty for me to do after a while. Now, this undoubtedly locates

General Early on the northern side of the creek at that moment.
He rode off, and I suppose an interval of ten or fifteen minutes

elapsed, when I saw Gordon's men on the southern side of the

creek gallantly advancing towards the enemy in the open field I

have described. General Gordon in leading them presented a

splendid picture of gallantry, there being nothing to obstruct

the view. In a few moments an order came to me to move
across the bridge in front of me over Rock Creek, and follow

up Gordon's men. My recollection is General Early gave me
this order in person, because I remember it seemed to be very

hazardous, and I hesitated as to the best method of doing it.

The enemy's batteries wrere throwing occasional shells at the

bridge, and, if any of my horses had been knocked down, it

would have blocked the way. The order was peremptory, and

it was suggested that I should take one piece across at a time.

This was done, and this order was given by some person in

authority; and while I am not certain, I think it was no less. a

person than General Early himself. I did obey this order, and

in a short time had my entire battery across safely.

After reaching the southern side, turned to the right and got

into the field I have described, and there it is certain that Gen-

eral Early joined me and rode with me slowly at the head' of

my battery, in the direction of Gordon's troops and the town,

General Early was silent as we rode together, most of the time,
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his attention being absorbed by what was going on in front.

He was perfectly cool, but manifested the deepest interest. He
stated to me very briefly in substance, that if anything happened
to Gordon's men, he wanted me to tmlimber my battery imme-

diately ;
I suppose, as a rallying point, in case such a thing be-

came necessary. When we got about the middle of the field, Gen-

eral Early suddenly turned his horse towards me and in quick

sharp tones, ordered me to prepare my battery for action. My
six guns were soon in line and unlimbered. General Early

standing by when we executed the movement. Just then there

seemed to be some halt or cessation, momentary in General Gor-

don's fire, which I did not understand. General Early then

rode slowly in the direction of the town, and stopped for a

few moments. I rode up, stopping my horse near him. My
battery was then probably fifty yards in the rear of us, un-

limbered and ready for action.

While in this position one of my sergeants rode up to me
and stated that a wounded Federal officer was lying near the

battery, and had expressed a wish to see me. General Early
heard this, and in a kind manner said to me : "Go back and see

what 'he wants." I did so, found lying between one of my
caissons and a gun, a Federal officer in the uniform of a lieuten-

ant-colonel. I got off my horse, told him I was captain of the

battery, and wished to know what he wanted. He stated to me
in a manly way that he was helpless from the effect of his

wound, and asked me to remove him to a place of safety. I im-

mediately said to him : "Certainly, Colonel, that shall be done.'*

Four of my men took him up and laid him in the corner of the

fence near by. I rode over to where he was, and had some
conversation with him. I raised his head and placed his over-

coat under it to make him more comfortable. At this he ex-

pressed much surprise, and intimated that he did not expect
such kindness from a Confederate soldier. I remonstrated with

him for such a sentiment. He had on a handsome pair of field

glasses, which he offered to me. At first I declined them, re-

minding 'him of General Lee's strict orders in regard to such

things. He insisted, however, that I should take them, saying
that they would be a temptation on account of their value for

some Federal or Confederate who might pass by, to knock him
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in the head. I at last accepted the glasses as a present. Some

years afterwards I was in Gettysburg and related this incident.

It got to the ears of Colonel Batchelder, who was in command
there. He informed me that the officer was Lieutenant-Governor

Lee, of Ohio. I have never heard personally from Governor

Lee since. I then rode back to General Early. I suppose all of

this consumed perhaps ten minutes. I had hardly reached the

General when he suddenly and 'hurriedly started off, telling me
to remain where I was until further orders. During all this

time I do not remember any member of his staff, not even the

courier, speaking to the General. I suppose they were all oc-

cupied elsewhere.

In ten or fifteen minutes perhaps, some of Hay's Brigade
made their appearance upon our left, and on their left Hoke's

Brigade soon came up. In a few moments afterwards the fight

began again, in Which Gordon's, Hoke's and Hay's brigades par-

ticipated, and, I think, a part of General Hill's corps, on our

right. The wild Confederate yell was soon heard by us, indi-

cating victory. I rode a little further with my battery, and

it seemed to me, as a youthful soldier, in the confusion, that the

whole Federal army was routed. Such an impression speedily

grew among my men and those about us. Much to my delight

and that of my company, an order came to me to advance into

the town. I had not advanced perhaps over four hundred yards
into the main street. I think, of Gettysburg, when I received an

order to halt. I did so, of course, and seeing the confusion

ahead of me in the street, and not knowing what would turn

up, I unlimbered three of my pieces and ordered my men to get

several rounds of canister from the caisons and place them near

the muzzle of the guns. I notice General Ewell says, in his re-

port of the battle: "So far as I can learn, no other troops than

those of this corps entered the town at all." I can add to that

that no other Confederate battery entered and unlimbered in the

streets of Gettysburg except the Charlottesville Battery, which

I had the honor to command. I remained in this position for

perhaps twenty minutes or half an hour, when I saw General

Early ride up, and then General Gordon and several other offi-

cers, to join General in the field I had just left. I could not re-

sist the temptation to ride up myself to see what was the mat-
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ter, and why the battle had so suddenly stopped. I naturally
and modestly held my horse a little back from this distinguished

group, but caught portions of the conversation, but too indis-

tinctly to attempt to repeat it at this late day; but I think I can-

not be mistaken when I say that both General Early and Gen-

eral Gordon were earnestly urging an immediate and 'further

advance. I could not hear General Ewell's language, but evi-

dently General Swell's manner indicated resistance to their ap-

peal. We did not hear of General Lee's appearance about our

lines, I should think, for an hour and a half or two hours after

this. Then it became rumored amongst us that General Lee was

on the grounds. Of course, I knew nothing of the interview

General Gordon spoke about in the red barn, as he says that oc-

curred at 2 o'clock at night, and at that hour I and my men and

horses were enjoying much needed rest.

I do not know that General Gordon had any knowledge of

what I have just written in regard to my movements with my
company and General Early. I never made any report of it, and

I do not know that General Early did
;
and General Gordon's

attention, of course, was directed to the front. My battery was

not engaged at all on the 2nd and 3rd. I was ordered back to

a certain point on the railroad. My instructions were to remain

there and guard that point. I do not know the object; and it

turned out I had nothing to do. The consequence was that my
horses and men were rested and in good condition, and I was

ordered by General Early to carry up the rear of his division in

the retreat.

I think it was very near daylight the next morning when I

left Gettysburg. There appeared to be. no hurry or confusion.

My recollection is that Colonel White's battalion of cavalry re-

mained between me and the enemy during the day, and acted as

a sort of escort for me, though I had to unlimber several times

to make a show against the enemy's advance, nothing of conse-

quence occurred until we reached a place called Fairfield, on

July 5th, when they brought up a battery upon the hills in the

rear of us and killed several of my horses, and broke the tongue
of one of my pieces. This blocked the road for a few mo-

ments, but it was not five minutes before General Early was
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by my side telling me not to leave the piece. I soon got fresh

horses, moved into a field near by, ready for action; General

Early moved off, and in a very few moments several of his bri-

gade, if not the whole of his division, was in line of battle, ready

to meet the enemy. This was done with wonderful quickness

and skill, but the enemy did not advance upon us. There were

no other incidents that I remember worthy of mention during

the day.

GORDON, EARLY, EWELL (?), LONGSTREET AND LEE.

I do not think General Gordon ever intended in his book, to

say anything that might reflect upon the memory or reputation

of his two distinguished comrades, Generals Ewell and Early,

for it would be directly in opposition to the spirit indicated in

his article, where he speaks of General Longstreet, and says :

"It is a source of profound regret that he and his friends

should have been into such unprofitable and ill tempered con-

troversy with the friends of our immortal chieftain."

He does, however, speak as follows :

"On the first day neither General Early nor General Ewell

could possibly have been fully cognizant of the situation at the

time I was ordered to halt."

Then General Gordon goes on and describes the scene, and

says further:

"It is not surprising, from the full realization of the conse-

quences of disobedience even then, but for the fact that the

order to halt was accompanied by an explanation that General

Lee was several miles away, and did not wish to give battle at

Gettysburg."

He then goes on with the old story of what General Lee is

said to have said about what would have occurred if Jackson
had been there. General Gordon continues and says that he

longed for the presence of General Jackson, &c. ow this does

imply that he, though the order coming to him, either from

Ewell or Early was so ill-time, that he, as a subordinate officer,
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was inclined not to obey it, and he only obeyed it because he

thought it was in accordance with General Lee's wishes.

With the memory of this great event before him, and the gal-

lant and conspicuous part he had acted in it, I think General

Gordon is pardonable for speaking in this enthusiastic way,
without intending to accuse him of any reflection upon his de-

parted comrades.

Now, on the other hand, what did General Early say about the

matter? He delivered an address before the Washington and

Lee University in 1875 or '7^, I think (if you have not a copy
of this, you can find it in the Congressional Library), in

which he uses this language :

"There was a time, as it appears now, immediately after the

enemy was driven back, when, if we had advanced vigor-

ously, the heights of Gettysburg would possibly have been taken.

But that was not then apparent. I was in favor of the advance,

but I thing it doubtful whether it would have been resulted in

any greater advantage that to throw back the two routed corps
on the main body of the army, and cause the great battle to be

fought on other grounds. Moreover, it is not improbable that

the arrival of two fresh corps may have turned the fate of the

day against our troops."

Now, that shows that General Early was in favor of the ad-

vance, but not apparently enthusiastic about it, and he is mag-
nanimous enough to give his views about it, in order to shield

General Ewell from adverse criticism.

Now, what does General Ewell say about it? "I notified the

general commanding of my movements, and was informed by
him that in case we found the enemy's force very large, he did

not want a general engagement brought on until the rest of the

army came up." Evidently there was a good deal for General

Ewell to think about. In another part of his report he says :

"The enemy had fallen back to a commanding position known
as Cemetery Hill, south of Gettysburg, and quickly showed a

formidable front there. On entering the town I received a mes-

sage from the commanding general to attack this hill if I could
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do so to advantage. I could not bring artillery to bear upon

it, and all the troops with me were jaded by a number of hours

of marching and fighting, and I was notified that General John-
ston's division (the only one of my corps that had not been en-

gaged), was close to the town/' Now, that is General Ewell's

reasons assigned for not pushing the advantage of the first day.

I am not military man enough to express an opinion as to their

sufficiency. There are many different opinions upon the subject.

i

GENERAL EWELL DEFENDED.

But what does General Lee say? "General Ewell was there-

fore instructed to carry the hill occupied by the enemy, if he

found it practicable; but to avoid a general engagement until

the arrival of the other divisions of the army, which were

ordered to hasten forward. He decided to await Johnston's di-

vision, which had marched from Carlisle by the road west of

the mountains to guard the trains of his corps, and consequently

did not reach Gettysburg until a late hour." Now, General Lee

left ie entirely to the discretion of his subordinate, when he

might have given .a peremptory order. Of course, that grand
man is to magnanimous to blame him for the way he exercised

this discretion. The responsibility placed upon General Ewell

was -tremendous. Instead of blaming him, for he says : "It was

ascertained from the prisoners that we had been engaged with

two corps of the army formerly commanded by General Hooker,

and the remainder of that army, under General Meade, was ap-

proaching Gettysburg. Without information as to its proxi-

mity, the strong position which the enemy had assumed could

not be attacked without danger of exposing the four divisions

present, already weakened and exhausted by a long and bloody

struggle, to overwhelming numbers of fresh troops."

General Hill says: "My own two divisions being exhausted

by six hours
5 hard fighting, prudence led me to be content with

what had been gained, and not push forward troops exhausted

and necessarily disordered, probably to encounter fresh troops

of the enemy."

Now, with such testimony as this, I coudl never never see the
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justice of the criticisms upon General Ewell. In fact, I think

they are unjust, and I am inclined to believe that it was not en-

tirely magnanimity upon the part of General Lee and General

Ewell was very much influenced by their views. I am not one

of those of the Army of Northern Virginia who is disposed to

criticise the conduct of our brave comrades, who are not here

to defend themselves. No man will doubt that Ewell and Early

attempted to do, and did do, their duty as experienced, brave,

patriotic soldiers should do, and it is temerity upon the part

of any one who attempts to criticise at this late day these heroic

soldiers.

JAMES M'DOWELL CARRINGTON.
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From Richmond, Va., Times-Dispatch, June 20, 1909.

MEMORIAL SERMON.

In Old St. John's Church " No Fight for Right and Truth
and Honor 'Was Ever Truely Lost."

Delivered before the Oakwood Memorial Association on May
9, (8 P. M.), 1909, by Rev. R. A. Goodwin, the rector, Lee and

Pickett Camps and committees from Hollywood and other me-

morial associations being present.

"Thou shalt remember all the way which the Lord thy God
led thee these forty years in the wilderness." Deut. viii, 2.

My Brethren: The present is the product of the past; the

future will be the outgrowth of the past and the present.

That man is not without a heritage who can point with thank-

fulness and commendable pride to honest and God-fearing an-

cestors, especially if he makes it manifest by his conduct that

his character is built upon the principles that govern them. And
it is equally true that an honorable and glorious history is the

most valuable asset of any people. Even barbarous peoples have

their traditions which mark the ideal which they hope to at-

tain.

The peculiarity of God's ancient people, Israel, was that God
made His power and wisdom manifest in their history. By so

doing He prepared them to receive "the oracles of God," that

they might make His truth known to all people. And now in

this "dispensation of the fullness of times," all Christian nations

know that "God is in history." The evil one may try to subvert

God's purposes, and he may seem to prevail ;
he may even change

times, and seasons, and countries, but "He that sitteth in the

heavens shall laugh him to scorn, the Lord shall have him in

derision!" Because He causes the wrath of man to praise him,

and the remainder of wrath He .restrains.

God is in our history as truly as He was in the history of

Israel, and we should hear his word: "Thou shalt remember

all the way which the Lord thy God led these forty years in

the xvilderness."
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Over and over again God called upon his people to remem-

ber, that they might realize that He had been with them from

the beginning, turning evil into good, saving them from what

seemed certain destruction, chastening them as a father chasten-

eth his son
;
but ever turning what was intended to be a curse

into a blessing. Only by knowing and keeping in mind the

past could they have faith to meet present perplexities, and dis-

turbing doubt about the future. We are here to-night for a

memorial service we are here to remember. As the years pass

these services become more important. Those who were actors

in the great strife for constitutional liberty are rapidly passing

away. Those who are left are becoming feeble arid broken, their

heads are grayer than the loved uniform they made immortal.

Another generation of men and women have become actors on

the stage of Southern life. They are living amid scenes vastly

different from those which thrilled and crushed the heart of our

people .from 1860 to 1875. Many of them do not remember

how "the iron entered into the soul'' of those who were left

after '65, when "envy, hatred, malice and uncharitableness" held

sway over our beloved southland, when a determined effort was

made, backed by bayonets, to subject the remnants of a brave

and heroic people, who had honestly surrendered to "overwhelm-

ing numbers and resources," to a servile and hostile electorate.

But some say, why revive that hideous night mare? Nay, my
brethren, it was no dream, it was no midnight fancy; it was a

stern reality, a hideous fact, it was a part of the wilderness

through which we were led, in which "there were fiery serpents

and scorpions." And "Thou shalt remember all the way which

the Lord thy God led thee these forty years in the wilderness."

It was only by the Lord's mercy that we \vere not consumed,

and that the ignorance and barbarism of a mixed negro race

does not now hold swa"y in this "land of the brave, and home of

the free."

Those brave boys who sleep in Oakwood fought and died to

save us from this thing, and their example stimulated the rem-

nant to determine that they would lie in the cemetery with them

before this thing should be. It is not a dream but a disgrace-

ful fact that old Virginia, the home of Washington, the father
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of this country ;
of Jefferson., the author of the declaration of

this country's independence ;
of Marshall, the great Chief Jus-

tice became district number one. Our children and those who

con^e to live among us should have these things in remembrance.

Our rightful position in the government which our fathers

founded will depend upon whether we are true to the principles

of constitutional liberty for which the flower of our land died;

and to the principles of self-government, self-defense, self-re-

spect and loyalty to our traditions for which we have contended

ever since Appomattcx. By the good hand of God the past

has made the present, we must see to it that the future shall

be worthy of the past and the present.

It is too late to be asking or discussing the question, Were we

right? That has been proved and reproved, and proved again,

to Him that hath an ear to hear, and who has not subscribed

to the heresy that "might is right." My brethren, you know

you feel it in your souls that you did not fight for "the right

as you thought it was," or "as it was given you to see it," and

so you may be forgiven, because you did it "ignorantly in un-

belief;" but you fought for the right as it was, and hence we

do not need, and do not ask for forgiveness for doing what

was right. In those days it was not the custom of our people

to discuss the question, "Is it expedient ?" when we were satisfied

it was right. And just so far as this cannot be truthfully said

of our people to-day, do we need to look to the past, and stand

by the graves of our heroes and remember.

Less than two weeks ago the President of the United States,

in a public address, is reported as using these words: "They
said that Grant had not the military genius that other generals

displayed in the war. To my mind, his mind and brain repre-

sented the very genius of war to suppress the rebellion, because

it was his mind that grasped the thought that until we had fought

it out with our brave opponents and met them in the field and

fought them as soldiers, until we convinced them by our strength

that the battle was hopeless, we could not expect -to have a

united country. And therefore, from the time he began in Bel-

mont until he accomplished the surrender of Lee, at Appomat-

tox, he fought not cities, not points of strategy, but he fought
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the enemy, and he fought, and fought, and fought, until he wore

out the opposition, because only by wearing them out could he

hope to bring about the condition in which there would be a com-

plete peace."

Here is, at last, a practical acknowledgment in public by the

President of the United States to a Northern audience of the

truth of the oft-repeated, concise statement of the case. We
were not whipped, but we were worn out whipping the enemy!
We read that these words of the President were applauded.

How many of that audience understood what he so adroitly said

about "the enemy" and about "wearing out the opposition?"

The inference would naturally be drawn that" he fought the

armies of Lee and Johnston; but how? Lee was defending
Richmond and Petersburg, and Johnston was holding points of

strategy; and we read: "He fought, not cities, not points of

strategy he fought the enemy !" Who were the enemy ? Some
of the enemy were prisoners of war, nearly starving amid plenty,

while a greater number of Northern prisoners, nearly starving,

because we had very little with which to feed our soldiers in the

field, were dying in Southern prisons. But under no condition

would they agree to exchange prisoners. Why not? Because

it kept Southern soldiers off the field to guard them, and every
Northern prisoner helped to eat the remnant of food in the

South. They even refused to take home their sick and dying

prisoners when urged to do so, none being asked in return.

This week a monument will be unveiled at Andersonville, Ga.,

to Major Henry Wirz, C. S. A. It will be recalled that he was

executed, in the time of peace, while under the protection of a

parole. "He was condemned to an ignominious death on charges
of excessive cruelty to Federal prisoners. He indignantly

spurned a pardon proffered on condition that he would incrimi-

nate President Davis!" These words are upon his monument.
But note, my brethren, the following words are on the other

side of his monument: "It is hard on our men held in Southern

prisons not to exchange them, but it is humanity to those left

in the ranks to fight our battles. At this particular time to re-

lease all rebel prisoners would insure Sherman's defeat and
would compromise our safety here. Aug. i8th, 1864. Ulysses
S. Grant."
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Who were the enemy? Follow in the wake of the army in the

Valley of Virginia in '64. View the beautiful plantations on the

lower James. Follow Sherman's army in its march to the sea,

and read the general's report of how he fought the enemy.

Burning barns, milch cows, which furnished sustenance for

babes and sucklings shot and left to decay in the pastures ; fowls

shot and left in the barnyard; fields of grain, the hope of food

for the winter, deliberately destroyed and trodden under foot;

stacks of straw and hay lighting up the darkness of night !

The result was 9,000 ragged, starving heroes, eating parched

corn, march from Richmond to Appomattox. And the surren-

der of Lee is accomplished ! This was "the very genius of war
that suppressed the rebellion." Yes, "they fought, and fought,
and fought, till they wore out the opposition." But whom did

they fight, and how? The Army of Northern Virginia is to

pass through Maryland into Pennsylvania. Strict orders are

given that all private property is to be respected, and noncom-
batants are in no way to be molested. The orders are signed

by R. E. Lee, General.

The battle of Gettysburg has been fought ;
Lee's army is march-

ing through the enemy's country on the retreat. As he is rid-

ing along, sustaining by his matchless bearing the courage of

his tired army, he sees that some one has thrown down a worm
fence around a Pennsylvanian's wheatfield. He dismounts, and

with the bridle of his horse over his arm, he puts up that fence,

rail by rail, that he may protect the private property of the

enemy ! Evidently Lee did not have that kind of the "very genius
of war that suppressed the rebellion." My brethren, these are

facts
;
and for our part, we are not ashamed of them ! And we

must see to it that history gives facts. Not that we would keep
alive the embers of strife God forbid ! But we would preserve
the truth. We would have our children and our children's

children know, not that we fought bravely in a cause that was

not just, and that we were magnanimously forgiven by a gen-
erous foe, because we did it ignorantly in unbelief, because we

thought we were right; we would not have it believed that we

fought on equal terms, and in the same way they fought ;
but that

we could not be conquered, even by vastly superior numbers and
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inexhaustible resources, till the women and children of the South

as well as the armies in the field were brought to the verge of

starvation by the systematic destruction of the necessities of life.

I tell you we are not true to the memory of our brave soldiers

who died for us if we suppress the facts for the sake of peace!

I am a man of peace. I plead for peace and harmony, and a

united country. But I would have it on true and scriptural

grounds "first pure, then peaceable." I would not have that

peace which is gained by the cowardly yielding of principle for

the sake of material prosperity. Truly, the Lord our God has

led us through a waste howling wilderness, and we must remem-

ber all the way He has led us these more than forty years.

How often, with all power in his hands, He allowed His chosen

people to be defeated, and how often He brought good out of

evil ! That did not make the evil good, but only showed that He
was good and wise.

If prosperity is the worldly Canaan, we have, as Southern peo-

ple, entered the promised land. When Israel stood at the en-

trance of Canaan, Moses said to the people : "Take heed to

thyself, and keep thy soul diligently, lest thou forget the things

which thine eyes have seen, and lest they depart from thy heart

all the days of thy life; but teach them thy sons, and thy son's

sons/'

"Thou shalt remember the Lord thy God; for it is He that

giveth thee power to get wealth." * * * "Lest when 'thy gold

and thy silver is multiplied, thine heart be lifted up
: : * and

thou say in thine heart, my power and the might of mine hand

hath gotten me this wealth; but thou shalt remember the Lord

thy God, for it is He that giveth thee power to get wealth. * * *

But if ye be drawn away and worship other gods, and serve

them, ye shall surely perish." (Deut. 30:17.)

In the case of Israel, history teaches that they did not heed the

words of their inspired leader. They did forsake the teachings

of Moses, which contained the principles of liberty and true

worldly prosperity, as well as the great truths of religion. They
served other gods ;

and they perished as a nation. God intended

them for an example for all the nations, that all might know that

God is in history.
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My brethren, what thoughtful man can fail to see that God is

in the history of our country, and that this people has a great

part to play in the onward march of the events of the world.

"God moves in a mysterious way His wonders to perform." He
is not in haste like we poor mortals. He has eternity in which
to work! And we must "not judge the Lord by feeble sight."

This nation was rocked on the island of Jamestown. Its lullaby

was the rippling waters of the James. The infant has grown
to be a giant.

Those lovers of liberty from Old England landed here with

the open Bible and the Christian religion. They dedicated them-

selves anew to God at the Lord's table; the emblem of redemp-
tion being served to them from a plank nailed to two trees.

Surely every one must see God's guiding and protecting hand

over this people who reads the history of those days of starva-

tion and massacre of the little craft with the starving rem-

nant sailing down the James, and meeting in Hampton Roads,
at the right time, at the right place, the vessel with supplies and

reinforcements of the struggles with Indians and fever
;
of the

determined contest for justice and equity with the mother coun-

try; of the cry expressing the determination of brave hearts,

which sounded within these walls from the lips of Henry, and

which was echoed in the hearts of the people of thirteen colo-

nies
;
of the desperate struggle of the following eight years ;

of

the struggle of parties which followed the revolution
;
of the

growth of these colonies, till the country extended from the At-

lantic to the Pacific, from Canada to Mexico
;
of the establish-

ment of a government of the people, by the people, for the

people, which was to be an example to the nations of the earth.

Following this example America and Europe have established

constitutional governments, and in our day we see Japan, China,

Persia, and even Turkey, adopting constitutions, and giving the

people a voice in governing themselves. Who can measure the

influence of this country? God is in history; He is leading the

nations to the light of liberty, so that His truth may make them

free, and in a marvelous way He has used, and is using, our

country to enlighten the world.

Without the love of liberty, and of the constitutional rights,
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which fired the hearts of our people in 1861, this country would

not have remained. Many were going after other gods! With-

out the welding together of our people by the fiery trials of war,

of reconstruction, of threatened servile domination, we could not

have been the conserving power we have been. If this govern-
ment is still to stand for liberty and freedom, it will be the South

which will preserve it, and in the good providence of our God,

bringing good out of evil, our sufferings will help to bring a

blessing to all people.

Our real cause was not lost. No fight for right and truth and

honor was ever truly lost. The spirit of the men of
?
6i goes

marching on !

My brethren, this is cur country. This is the land which the

Lord our God hath given us to possess. He has loved us in the

furnace of affliction, and He hath hardened the fibre of our souls

that our pulse may beat true and firm for liberty and for truth.

See that ye serve not false gods !

Millions of people who know not liberty are mingling with

our people. False notions of government, of religion and of

personal rights are proclaimed We have resisted and prevented
the legalized pollution of Anglo-Saxon blood. Though in the

minority, we have held the majority in check and saved our fair

land. Let us see to it that we lose not our heritage ;
that we

lose not the infusion of iron which entered into our souls through
the trials and temptations and sorrows and oppressions of the

past. "Thou shalt remember all the way which the Lord thy

God hath led thee."

In a few days hundreds of those who came to Virginia as in-

vaders will meet in Petersburg hundreds of those who resisted

them. These visitors will -be welcomed with genuine hospitality.

On Virginia soil a monument to soldiers from Pennsylvania will

be unveiled, for "they fought for the right as it. was given them

to see the right," and we can forgive their blindness. We can

respect brave men who made an open, honest fight, though we

may know they were on the wrong side.

It would not be hospitable to remind our guests, but history

should record the fact, that in beautiful Hollywood, there is a

monument which was intended to grace the city of Philadel-

phia, but permission to place it there was refused.
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It bears this inscription, in part :

"In loving and grateful memory of 224 known and unknown
Confederate soldiers, from Virginia,

* * * who lie buried in

national cemeteries in Philadelphia."

On the other side may be read:

"Dying in captivity and tendered a monument in Philadelphia,

where they lie buried, this stone is erected to their everlasting

honor in the heart of the Confederacy."

Virginia can afford a monument for brave men from Penn-

sylvania. It is said that 6,000 bullets shot by Federal and Con-

federate soldiers will be in evidence in Petersburg, and that the

menu cards will each have a Confederate bullet tied with a gray

ribbon, and a Federal bullet tied with a blue ribbon. As breth-

ren, they will sit at the same board, and with the evidence of

bullet for bullet beside each plate, they will talk of the past, and

then smoke together the Virginia cigar of peace. And they will

respect, and, maybe, love each other, for they were soldiers !>

The blood so freely shed on those battlefields has consecrated the

soil. The wounds on the breast of Virginia have healed, and

the scars are honorable !

This birthplace of constitutional liberty was chosen in God's

providence as the place where much blood from Northern and

Southern hearts should mingle with the soil and make it more

sacred to all the country. Virginia stood for four years as the

bulwark of the South. She must stand in the future as the bul-

wark of the nation, because her soil holds the dust of more

heroes than any other State.

My .brethren, God is not on the side of the heaviest artillery,

but on the side of truth
;
and truth is mighty and will prevail.

Mothers and s'isters, ye daughters of the South, brave, true,

and faithful in the past, help us to make the present worthy of

the past, that the future may be glorious.

Let your memorial to future generation^ be They kept with

perpetual care the graves of those who died for what we love.

And see to it that the world shall know that for us it is more
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than a decoration, that it is even a thankful, loving, loyal tri-

bute to those who died for us, and for the perpetual principles

we love, and which we would have our children love. Yes for

us, let it be Memorial Day !

Veterans, beloved and honored, it was given to you to live

while they died; but you will ever be associated with them in

the minds and hearts of your grateful countrymen. Let me re-

mind you that even the paths of glory lead to the grave. When

you reach that last breastwork when you have to face to face

and hand to hand fight with the last enemy, though your body

may fall before him may you be able to say with Jackson, and

Lee, and Davis, and thousands of your comrades, who, like them,

were soldiers of the cross "Thanks be to God, who giveth us

the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ."
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From Richmond, Va., Times-Dispatch August 1, 1909.

A PARTICIPANT IN THE MOST BRILLIANT
BATTLE FOUGHT BY MOSBY'S COMMAND.

Replying to Captain W. L. White's inquiry in regard to the

late Joseph Bryan's service as a soldier in Mosby's command,
Colonel Mosby writes as follows:

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,

Washington, July 16, 1909.
MR. WILLIAM L. WHITE:

Dear Sir: Your letter of inquiry in reference to Joe Bryan

just received. I do not remember the date when he joined me,

but do know that in 1864 he was wounded in a fight near Up-
perville; that in 1864 he was detailed to watch in the Bull Run

Mountain, when I was lying wounded in Fauquier, and that

in February, 1865, he was in what I have always said was the

most brilliant affair of my command, when Major Richards

with thirty-seven men attacked and routed a Major Gibson with

150 men (Fourteenth Pennsylvania Cavalry), killing, wounding
and capturing nearly the whole force. I was then absent

wounded.

Very truly,

JOHN S. MOSBY.
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CLOYD'S MOUNTAIN BATTLE.

Major Thomas L. Broun's Recollection of the Battle.

The Federal loss in this battle was 108 killed, 508 wounded and

72 captured or missing; the Confederate loss 76 killed, 262

wounded and 200 captured or missing. The casualties were

mainly in the Forty-sixth Virginia Infantry Regiments, Mor-

gan's dismounted men and the Forty-fifth Virginia Battalion.

Crook's force was three times as great as that of the Confede-

rate, under. Jenkins and McCausland.
R. W. H.

Editor of the Confederate Column:

Sir, The reports of the Confederate officers about this bat-

tle are published in the War Records, Washington, D. C, 1891,

Vol. 38, part i.

I was volunteer aide on Colonel Beuhring Jones' staff, of the

Sixtieth Virginia Regiment, and was assigned to duty just where

it turned out the battle was most hotly fought. General Jen-

kins, Major Tom Smith and I went into the fight together, and

were at its close, taken off the field at the same time together in

ambulances and left at Guthrie's house. There General Jenkins

died on the tenth day after the battle. Major Tom Smith got

well, and I was removed on a litter the Sunday following the

battle (Monday, May 9), by the kindness of David McGavock,
aided by his negro man, to Mr. McGavock's home, where I

lingered for several months critically ill.

I was, when shot, executing an order Colonel W. H. Browne,

of the Forty-fifth Regiment, gave me to gallop off, stop one

of the artillery companies that was retreating, and open fire on

the enemy, who had surrounded the Forty-fifth, and were playing

havoc with them by shooting them and demanding surrender.

I did as was ordered, and had shot four times with cannon

into the enemy on the ri^ht and left of the Forty-fifth, thereby
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enabling Colonel Browne to escape with the Forty-fifth, and re-

treat safely. On the fourth fire, I made with the artillery a vol-

ley from the Yankee sharpshooters killed several horses of the

artillery company, one officer and wounded one, and a minie ball

passed through me and knocked me nearly off my horse. Lieu-

tenant Steele, of Monroe county, an officer of the artillery com-

pany near by, shouted out to me: "Cling to your horse, Major,
he will take you right to the ambulances," which were a little

ahead of me. This I did, and then I was taken off the battle-

field.

General McCausland passed me in retreat just as I was shot,

and his horse was then slightly wounded.

A squad of Yankee cavalry with surgeon were sent to Outli-

ne's dwelling house the day after the battle to make prisoners

of us. They paroled Jenkins and Smith, but after examining

my wound pronounced me dead, as in the opinion of their sur-

geon, I was bound to die that night, and I was then published in

the newspapers as "killed in battle."

To check the invading army, aid was solicited to assist the

Confederate forces. Rev. Mr. Hickman, of the Presbyterian

Church, was one of several who volunteered their services anfl

went into this battle. He was badly shot, and died Monday

night on the battlefield, the Yankees declaring he was a bush-

whacker, and entitled to no attention after he was shot.

I shall ever feel grateful to my Confederate friends in Pulaski

county for the kindness and attention given me during my long

and critical illness from the dreadful wound I received May

9, 1864, at Cloyd's Mountain battle.

It is now nearly forty-five years since I was wounded and

published as "killed in battle," and yet I am decidedly alive,

having a wife, three children and six grandchildren living, and

much interested in my daily work, though eighty-five years old.

I send you a photo of Lee on Traveler and my letter about

same, written in August, 1888.

Yours sincerely,
THOS. L. BROUN.
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COL. ULRIC DAHLGREN, THE DEFEATED
RAIDER.

Editor of the Confederate Column:

Sir, In reply to the thrilling and romantic story of Colonel

Ulric Dahlgren, and his attempt to enter Richmond and carry
off President Davis, dead or alive, which appeared in the Con-
federate Column of your paper of March 21, ultimo, I have

nothing to say; but that, if not drawn from the imagination of

the writer, it may well be accepted as an interesting foundation

for a war novel, but the incidents therein related, if true, were

not creditable to the hero.

I have been, however, requested to state the facts about this

young man's death and burial in the interest of history, as I may
justly claim in this connection to have been "magna peri fui."

In March, 1864, an orderly of General Arnold Elzey, who at

the time commanded the department of Richmond, came to my
headquarters on the Williamsburg Road with an order, he stated,

from President Davis, transmitted through General Elzey to

me, to go the next morning to the depot of the York River Rail-

road with a detail of men from my command the Tenth and

Nineteenth Confederate Artillery, at the battery called the Rich-

mond Defences.

Under this order, with a detail of some half-dozen men and

a wagon, I went to the York River depot, and was shown the

body of a man in a rough, undressed pine coffin, and found it

marked in stencil on the lid of the coffin with his name "Ulric

Dahlgren."

Colonel Dahlgren had been killed by a squad of men while

rapidly retreating from the attack on Richmond, in which he

had been defeated. On his person was found the order to his

men, should they be able to enter Richmond, to at once pro-

ceed to the Libby Prison and deliver the prisoners; and also
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to President Davis' house and take him "dead or alive" to Col-

onel Dahlgren or General Kilpatrick.

The Libby Prison, so called, and the President's residence

were clearly described in the aforesaid orders, some of which

were also found on the person of the few followers of Dahlgren
who were taken prisoners by the Confederates.

The fact that Dahlgren had himself entered Richmond and

thus familiarized himself with these locations was thus made

plain.

The fact of these orders was made known to President Davis,

and he directed that these orders and Dahlgren's body should be

sent up to Richmond by the railroad. The lid of Dahlgren's
coffin when I saw it had been removed, and was lying by the side

of the rough box in which the body had been placed. He was

apparently a young man, of about twenty-three or twenty-five

years of age, dressed in an unbleached cotton shirt, and in green

pants, apparently uniform pants. He had one leg cut off near

the knee by a surgeon. There was no evidence of his having
been shot apparent, as he was lying on his back in the coffin.

I at once had the lid of the coffin screwed on, and it was

placed in the wagon, which proceeded immediately to Oakwood
for burial. He was buried near the entrance, a young sapling

only marking the grave, and there we left him, as we supposed,

until the great resurrection.

A few clays thereafter Colonel Ould, our Commissioner of

Exchange, rode up to my tent, and, on dismounting, said that

he knew that I had superintended the burial of Colonel Dahl-

gren, and that lie wanted me to show him the grave; that he

wished to disinter the body and take it down in the next leaving

exchange boat and deliver it to his father. Admiral Dahlgren,

who had communicated with him on the subject, and promised
if his son's body was delivered to him that he would have Gen-

eral Grant's order forbidding all exchanges of prisoners re-

voked.

Having received an order from President Davis not to divulge

the burial spot of Dahlgren to. any one, I felt obliged to refuse

Colonel Quid's request. A few days subsequently I received
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through Sergeant Maccubbin an autograph direction from Mr.

Davis to show to Colonel Ould or his sergeant the place of

burial of Colonel Dahlgren, for the return of his body would

be of material advantage to the confederacy.

I at once ordered my horse and rode with Sergeant Maccub-

bin to Oakwood and pointed out the spot. I, after a few days,

learned that Maccubbin had opened the grave, but had found

the coffin had been removed, and I received a sharp reproach
direct from Mr. Davis, in having, as he supposed, been disobe-

dient to his directions, to . show Colonel Ould where this body
was laid. I replied that I had shown Maccubbin the grave where

it was buried, and if it was subsequently removed, I knew noth-

ing of it. i

After the war, when I saw in a Washington newspaper a

notice that Admiral Dahlgren had recovered the body of his son,

and that there was an imposing funeral in Washington, I was

greatly surprised, and expressing this in the presence of Patrick

Gibson, who at one time was on the staff of the Richmond Ex-

aminer, he said he knew who had taken up the body of Dahlgren,

and had been paid a handsome reward by his father for its de-

livery to him; that it was disinterred by Martin Meredith Lips-

comb, who was at one time quite a well-known character in

Richmond, and said to be during the war a Union man.

JOHN WILDER ATKINSON,

Late Commanding Tenth and Nineteenth Battalion, Artillery,

C. S. A.
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A GOOD SHOT EXPLODED THE BOILER.

Sir, Will you please allow me a little space in your paper to

make a statement that I know to be a fact. In the Confederate

Column of last Sunday's issue of The Times-Dispatch, there

appeared an article written by Lieutenant Fielder C. Slingluff,

in which he speaks of an ironclad car that disputed our passage
across the river at what we heard called Green Spring Station,

on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. He says the ironclad car

was struck by a ball from the Baltimore Light Artillery, and

immediately left. His memory is at fault. I was gunner of

the piece, and I know, as I supposed every one present knew,
that the shot entered the boiler and blew it up, thereby destroy-

ing its propelling power.

The ironclad car, or battery, was made up of four freight

cars and a locomotive engine, the engine being in the centre.

The cars were loop-holed for riflemen. The outer cars had one

cannon each. The ironclad disposed of, we had yet a blockhouse

to reckon with
;
so running the gun across the river we unlim-

bered in the water, then sent a flag of truce and demanded the

surrender of the blockhouse, which was complied with, and we
marched on, after burning the cars.

Where are all those men that I heard yell that morning when

they saw the stream burst from that boiler? Isn't there one of

them yet living who can attest to the truth of what I say?

Very respectfully,

G. W. MCALWEE.
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SUFFERING IN FREDERICKSBURG.

Refugees Returned After Battle to Find Chaos in

Old City.

By Mrs, FRANCES BERNARD GOOLRICK.

What a scene met our eyes when we left the house after the

shelling. Our pretty garden was strewn with cannon balls and

pieces of broken shells, limbs knocked off the trees and the grape
arbor a perfect wreck. The house had been damaged considera-

bly, several large holes torn through it, both in front and back.

While we were deploring the damage that had been done Lieu-

tenant Eustace returned in breathless haste to say that he had

just heard an order from General Lee read on Commerce street,

saying that the women and children must leave town, as he would

destroy it with shell that night sooner than let it fall into the

hands of the enemy, who were rapidly crossing the river on pon-

toon bridges. They urged my mother to take her children and

fly at once from the town. After resisting until the men, in de-

spair, were almost ready to drag her from her dangerous situa-

tion, she finally consented to leave. The wildest confusion now

reigned, the servants wringing their hands and declaring they

could not go without their "chists," which they all managed to get

somehow, and put upon their heads, but the men insisted so

that we had only time to save our lives, that they would not

even let my mother go back into the house to get her purse or a

single valuable.

So we started just as we were; my wrapping, I remember,

was an old ironing blanket, with a large hole burnt in the middle.

I never did find out whether Aunt B ever got her clothes on,

for she stalked ahead of us, wrapped in a pure white counter-

pane, a tall, ghostly-looking figure, who seemed to glide with in-

credible rapidity over the frozen ground.
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"She stopped not for a brake and she staid not for a stone,"

Gates, fences and bars delayed not her flight ;

One bound and she cleared them, not breaking a bone,

Intent upon sleeping in safty that night.

We plodded along under the heavy cross-fire, balls falling

right and left of us. We felt the town by way of the old "Plank

Road," with batteries of Confederates on both sides. The ground
was rough and broken up by the tramping of soldiers and the

heavy wagons and artillery that had passed over it, so that it

was difficult and tiresome to walk, and the sun got quite warm

by this time and the snow was melting rapidly, the mud was sim-

ply indescribable.

MULE WOULD NOT LEAVE TOWN.

I think the only vehicle we encountered (of which I often

heard my mother tell in after years), was a dilapidated wagon,
to which an old colored man had hitched a decrepit but vicious-

looking mule, hoping to drive off from the wars, but lo ! upon
the steepest and most exposed place of a very high hill the mule

had halted, planting his forefeet firmly in the ground, whilst with

his hind legs he was displaying the usual agility of the mule

species in kicking the spatterboard. No coaxing, cajoling, beat-

ing or "cussing" would induce him to budge one inch.

The exasperated driver, after many efforts, exclaimed, "fo'

the Lord, Casbianca, you thick head brute, if t'warnt for de val-

eration uv yer harness I'd let you get kilt right heah." Suddenly
his countenance brightened and he said, "But I gwine move yer

now, 'cause I sees some corn comin' !" A man with a bag of

corn was passing just then, and "Casbianca's" attention directed

toward it by the old driver, he unstiffened his forelegs and started

after it in a brisk trot, dragging the broken wagon and his irate

master, who rained unmerciful blows on his hardened back. W"e

had now reached the "resevoir," a wooden building over. "Poplar

Spring," and about a mile from town. I had already lost one

of my shoes several times, because of having no string in it,

and my little brother insisted on giving me one of his, so we
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sat down by the "Reservoir," feeling very secure, but were terri-

bly alarmed in a few moments by a ball coming through the

building and whizzing very close to our ears. No, this would

not do, so we went, footsore and weary; sometimes we would

meet a soldier wrho would carry one of us a short distance. All

of our servants, except Ca'line, who was only seven years old,

had taken some other direction.

REACH SALEM CHURCH.

When we got about two miles from town we overtook many
other refugees ;

some were camping by the way and others were

pressing on, some to country houses which were hospitably

thrown open to wanderers from home, and others to "Salam

Church," about three miles from Fredericksburg, where there

was a large encampment.

Our destination was a house not far from "Salem Church/'

which we now call the "Refugee House." Exhausted, we reached

the house by twilight, found there some friends who had been

there some weeks, and who kindly took us into their room and

gave us every attention. And so great was our relief* to feel

that we had escaped from the horror of that day, that such

small matters as having to sleep in the room with a dozen people,

having no milk and no coffee, our principal diet consisting of

corn bread, bacon and sorghum, seemed only slight troubles.

Next day G. F., the two L boys and myself walked up to

the church. All was bustle and confusion. I suppose there were

several hundred refugees there. Some were cooking outside in

genuine gypsy fashion, and those who were infirm or sick were

trying to get some rest in the cold, bare church. The leafless

trees, through which the winter wind sobbed mournfully, the scat-

tered groups seen through the smoke of numerous fires, 'and the

road, upon which passed constantly back and forth ambulances

and wagons full of wounded soldiers, presented a gloomy and

saddening spectacle.

To our great astonishment we beheld Aunt B., the queen of

an admiring group, giving orders right and left, her liveliness

and self-importance in no degree abated, and being waited upon

by all.
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We remained at the "Refugee House" for three weeks, my
mother in the meantime making efforts to get into town; each

day she would walk almost there. When she did get there she

found the vandalism was great, the beds ripped up, every mir-

ror was run through with a bayonet, one panel of each door cut

out, although none of the doors were locked, and the furniture

nearly all broken up.

CHAOS AT HOME.

The confusion and dirt were appalling and it required a stout

heart to begin to put things straight. I think my mother had

fondly hoped that she would find something left somewhere

about the house, but of course everything of value was taken

and all of the china broken into small bits. Our house seemed

to have been used as a storage house, or something of that kind,

from the amount of provisions we found, but of course we could

not use any of them. We were very thankful to find no dead

bodies there.

My mother went back to the "Refugee House" that night,

and after several days there, having found a wagon going into

town, she took us out to the public road and we bade adieu to

to refugeeing for a time. My mother, with no assistance but

what we children could give, succeeded in cleaning up the house

and we took up our abode in one room, as we could barely find

furniture for that.

A stove was found, and fortunately before the shelling, my
mother had gotten a good supply of wood, which was in the

cellar. That night about dark we heard a low tap on the win-

dow, and my mother asking who was there, found it was Bev-

erley Brooks, a colored man, who had just heard she was in

town and came with a loaf of bread and a pitcher of milk, and

every night during the rest of that dreadful winter did he tap

on the window and hand in a pitcher of milk and a loaf of

bread.

He had staid in town during the shelling and had managed
to keep his cow and all his belongings. We three children

with Ca'line would sit around the stove every night and toast

our bread on the old bayonet brother had found on the battle-
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field. My mother through the kindness of friends and through
her own industry managed to find food during the winter, but

each week did we stay in bed all day while she washed and

ironed our clothes with her own hands, as she had no money to

buy with, nor were there any stores in Fredericksburg from

which she could have bought. After some weeks she succeeded

in getting us more clothes, which was certainly more comforta-

ble for us all.

In the spring, my mother, through the kindness of a friend,

was enabled to go to Danville, Virginia, where we remained

until after the war was over, but never, even if I live to be a

very old woman, will I forget the horrors of the "shelling," or

the different events as they appeared to me as a child, and though
I may have forgotten other scenes of later date, those enacted

during that terrible time are as present with me as if they had

only happened yesterday.
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TREACHERY OF W. H. SEWARD BROUGHT
FIRE ON SUMTER.

Details of His Correspondence With Judge Campbell
Showed Clear Design to Deceive Southern Leaders

By L. W. WISE.

Of course, when the Confederate authorities found out how

they had been treated and the bad faith which had been prac-
ticed towards them, they had no other alternative left but to

open fire on the fort unless Major Anderson would agree peace-

ably to evacuate it. To give him a chance to do so, the Con-

federates opened negotiations with him. All they could get from

him on April n, was that he would evacuate it at noon on the

1 5th, which was then several days off. But he added this proviso:

"Should I not receive, prior to that time, controlling instruc-

tions from my government or additional supplies." As the ad-

ditional supplies were then on the way to him, the Confederates

then notified him that fire would be opened on Fort Sumter in

one hour, which was done early on the morning of April 12.

The Confederates were none too soon, for by 12 o'clock of that

same day the relieving fleet began to appear off the bar of Char-

leston, and it would have been there earlier had it not met with

bad weather on the way.

The next day, April 13, Judge Campbell, through whom Mr.

Seward had given his assurances to the Confederate authorities

in regard to the evacuation of the fort, wrote and published

an open letter to Mr. Seward charging that systematic duplicity

had been practiced upon the Confederates throughout. Though
the Judge had been a strong Union man and had been heartily

and earnestly in favor of perpetuating the Union, he was so

disgusted with the duplicity and bad faith of Mr. Lincoln's

administration in this Fort Sumter matter, that he resigned his

position as a Justice of the Supreme Court.
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LINCOLN'S PROCLAMATION.

Two days after the fall of Fort Sumter, April 15, 1861, Mr.

Lincoln issued a proclamation calling for troops to "repossess/*

as he this time had it, "the forts, places, and property which

have been seized from the Union." Of course this meant war
and nothing else. In the circular which accompanied the procla-

mation and fixed the quota of troops to be furnished by each

State, States like Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee, Arkansas

and other Southern States which whilst they fully recognized the

right of a State to secede at any time it saw fit to do so, had not

yet seceded themselves, but had all of them refused to secede,

were each called on to furnish their quotas of troops.

Now, of course., none of them could consistently furnish troops

to Mr. Lincoln to prosecute a war which had been brought on

by the bad faith and duplicity of his own administration.

As a result, they all refused. Governor Letcher, of Virginia,

though he had been an ardent Union man, answered Mr. Lincoln :

"You have chosen to inaugurate civil war," and that Virginia

could furnish no troops to carry it on.

ACTION OF VIRGINIA.

The Virginia Convention, then in session, which had, only

eleven days before, on April 4, voted down an ordinance of se-

cession by a vote of 89 against 45, now turned around and

passed the ordinance by almost as large a vote. When this ordi-

nance came before the people for ratification, though they had

at the election for delegates to the Convention, voted for the

Union by an immense majority, they now ratified it by a vote

of almost exactly four to one. North Carolina, Tennessee and

Arkansas all followed suit, and went out of the Union as quickly

as they could; North Carolina by a unanimous vote of her con-

vention; Arkansas with only one dissenting vote, and Tennessee

by a vote of her people of considerably more than two to one.

Thus, by the bad faith and duplicity of Mr. Lincoln's adminis-

tration the country was plunged into the bloodiest war which

the world has ever seen before or since, the cost of which during
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its actual continuance was enormous, aggregating considerably
more than $10,000,000,000, or enough money to have paid for

the 4,000,000 slaves at their full value three times over.

PAYING FOR THE SLAVES.

The North could very well have afforded to consent that the

United States should have paid the South a fair price for its

slaves, considering the fact that of all the peoples of the earth

next to the English, who, by the way, paid for the slaves which

they set free in their dominions, they, the Northern people, were

far more largely engaged in the business of bringing negroes
from Africa to the South than any others. In fact, had it not

been for the English and Northern people together, there would

not have been a great many slaves in the South.

The course of Mr. Lincoln was also as inconsistent about this

matter of slavery as it was about Fort Sumtdl", for in the very

beginning of his inaugural address, March 4, 1861, he declared:

"I have no purpose, directly or indirectly, to interfere with the

institution of slavery in the States where it exists I believe 1

have no lawful right to do so, and I have no inclination to do

so." And further on in the same inaugural he declared him-

self in favor of a constitutional amendment which, so far as

the United States was concerned, would have made the negroes
of this country slaves forever. His exact words were: "I un-

derstand that a proposed amendment to the Constitution (which

amendment, however, I have not seen), has passed Congress to

the effect that the Federal government shall never interfere with

the domestic institutions of the States, including that of per-

sons held to service. Holding such a provision to now be im-

plied constitutional law, I have no objection to its being made

express and irrevocable/'

LINCOLN'S CHANGE.

As we have already said, this would have fastened slavery on

the country forever, so far as the action of the United States was

concerned.

And yet, in exactly eighteen months and eighteen days from
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that time, September 22, 1862, Mr. Lincoln issuing a proclama-
tion to free the slaves in most of the Southern States, an act

which he had declared in his inaugural, he had neither any pur-

pose, any inclination nor any lawful right to do.

When Lincoln came in, one of the earliest acts of his Secretary
of State Seward was to assure the Confederates in the most

positive and solemn manner that Fort Sumter would be evacu-

ated, and to repeat and repeat those assurances. Yet, as we have

seen, while the Confederates were waiting for the promises to

be fulfilled a secret expedition was fitted out and sent there to

reprovision the fort. We will add that there can be no mistake

about what Mr. Seward promised the Confederates, for after

each interview with him, Judge Campbell would put down in

writing what he had been told by Mr. Seward, and then after

reading the same to Judge Nelson, the other Supreme Court

Justice, who was present at each interview, and obtaining his

sanction as to the correctness of the communication, he would

then transmit it to the Confederate Commissioners, and after

so doing, would report in writing to Mr. Seward what he had

transmitted. Mr. Seward was, therefore, kept posted as to ex-

actly what communications were being sent to the Confederates.

And to place the matter beyond all doubt, in the very last com-

munication which passed between Mr. Seward and the Commis-

sioners, and which was on April 7, Mr. Seward was addressed

in writing over the signature of Judge Campbell, and asked if

the assurances which had been given were well or ill-founded.

And he answered in writing, "Faith as to Sumter fully kept ;

wait and see," though the relieving fleet was at that time on its

way.
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FORREST'S MEN RANK WITH BRAVEST
OF BRAVE.

By DAN W. BAIRD.

When General Bragg returned from his Kentucky campaign
Forrest furloughed his Middle Tennessee troops, with instruc-

tions to visit their respective homes and to secure as many re-

cruits as possible. In recruiting they were highly successful,

and when the Wilson county contingent joined the main com-

mand at Lavergne, November 2, 1862, Company C, of Starnes'

Fourth Tennessee Regiment numbered about 180 men and boys,

the majority of them wholly untrained either in cavalry or

infantry tactics. On the same day they were furnished with arms

and accoutrements, such as they were, Enfield rifles, Belgian

muskets, shotguns and what were called "Mississippi rifles," pro-

bably because these guns were made in Nashville, Lebanon and

various other towns.

Early next morning the command moved toward Nashville on

the Murfreesboro Pike a few miles, when our regiment turned to

the left, crossed the railroad under the bridge over a dry branch

and were formed in line behind a rail fence. On the other side

of the fence was a stubble field, in which Freeman's Battery of

six brass Howitzers was engaged in a lively duel with a Federal

battery which was out of our sight beyond a slight rise. The

men of the Federal battery evidently saw our line, for an occa-

sional shot or shell passed over our heads among the tree tops.

With the exception of frantic rearing and plunging of the

new recruit horses, the men sat in their saddles like veterans,

watching the actions of the artillerymen with absorbing interest.

After about half an hour a Federal shell a percussion shell

struck a corner of the fence about the middle of the line of our

company, and exploded, throwing rails high in the air. I looked

around to see how many were killed and saw about a hundred

of our recruits riding pellmell down the hill to the railroad
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bridge. As the piers of the bridge were only about eight feet

apart, they could not all get through quick enough and many
of them galloped along the railroad fill until they found a place

to cross over. The rest of the company remained until the bat-

teries ceased firing and were ordered back to camp. Just as we
turned to form into column by twos, a boy about 18 years old

fell from his horse near me. There had been no small-arm fir-

ing heard, and it was a mystery where the minie bullet came

from that struck him down. In assisting his comrades to place

him on his horse for he did not belong to our command I took

good notice of his face, an extremely handsome, boyish one,

though covered with the pallor of death, and I can recall its

lineaments now.
MISSING RECRUITS.

When we reached camp we found about twenty or thirty of

our recruits missing. They had gone home and we learned had

scattered the report all over the upper part of Wilson county

to the effect that the Southern Confederacy was whipped and

the army gone to demnition bowwows, and that there were a

million of Yankees in Nashville, and every one of them carried

a double barreled, self-cocking cannon. That is what the other

boys told on them after they were brought back. Except the

unmerciful "guying" by their comrades nothing was' said or

done to them. It is a curious fact that the recruits gathered

up or rather those who voluntarily attached themselves to the

various companies in which they had friends and relatives,

were never sworn into the service. I lived to see these same

boys who ran away from one shell make the best soldiers and

the most -stubborn fighters that any army ever contained. I

formed an opinion then that I hold still, that Forrest never at-

tached as much importance to exact drill and strict discipline as

most successful commanders. I doubt if he knew enough of

Hardee's tactics to drill a squad properly. If a soldier would

stay at his post and fight whenever and as often and as long as

necessary, he was satisfied.

That same night a soldier a stranger came to me and asked

how badly hurt did I think the young man was that I had as-

sisted to place on his horse. I told him I thought he would die.
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"Did you see the wound?"

"No," I replied, "but I saw the death pallor on his face."

Another soldier by his side said :

"I don't think so, because I left the field hospital since dark

and one of the lady nurses told him he was resting quietly and

the doctors said he was doing as well as could be expected."
The two friends went to see him next morning. He was dead.

This incident and some others similar gave me a reputation

that brought me into bad repute with our chief surgeon, Dr.

Swanson. A few days after the incident a young man named

Grandstaff was on camp guard duty. He had set the butt of his

shotgun on a low stump and was twirling it around when it

slipped off the stump, the hammer, or hammers, struck the top

of the stump, the gun was discharged and one or both loads

passed through his right shoulder, entering the armpit and came

out between the point of the shoulder and the neck, grazing

his ear and singeing his hair. Being on duty nearby I was among
the first to reach him. I took a good look at his face and saw

on it the "death pallor," Drs. Swanson and Gooch dressed the

wound where the boy fell and he was removed to a nearby house.

Next day Lieutenant D. W. Grandstaff came to me and said

there was' a wagon in camp from his neighborhood, and that if

he knew his brother would die he could hold the wagon over

till next day and send the remains home for interment at once

by his friends without trouble or cost The lieutenant was over-

come with grief, as it was his only brother, and he a mere boy
about 1 6 years old and the pride of his mother. He begged me,

with tears streaming from his eyes, to give him my candid opin-

ion as to his brother's chances to get well. For a long time I

declined to say, but yielding to his pleading at last, I told him

to hold the wagon till next day.

Dr. Swanson heard of it. He was an exceedingly hot-tempered
man and the most comprehensive, exhaustive and fluent "cusser"

in Forest's entire command. Having "cussed" me "out," he

assured Lieutenant Grandstaff that his brother had a fair chance

to recover. The wagon was permitted to go home. The young
man died the next day.
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We lay around to the south of Nashville with headquarters

at various places, Nolensville, Franklin, Spring Hill and Thomp-
son: Station, doing outpost and picket duty, which involved some

fighting every day.

Most of us thought we were having a hard time, but we found

before the year ended that we were, in reality, having the best

time of our lives. Food and forage were plentiful, the men

and horses in good condition, and, as a matter of fact, most

of us preferred a scout or a fight to lying in camp and doing

camp duty for if there is anything a cavalryman hates worse

than another it is doing camp guard duty. And it really was of

no practical service, for it" a soldier wanted to spend a day off to

see "his girl" and get a good dinner, all he had to do was to

see a friend on guard duty. But even that was unnecessary,

for the officers were very lenient and would sign a pass with-

out a question when there was no prospect of fighting on hand.

Even Colonel Starnes and General Forrest would countersign

a private's pass upon a plausible request.

It was the best army, the best material and the strangest mix-

ture of men that composed any army that history gives any ac-

count of. It was essentially a volunteer army. Young men
whose parents were wealthy slave owners, and who had never

blackened their own shoes or brushed their own clothes in their

lives, served as private soldiers under a captain whose father

was, perhaps, a tenant on his father's farm. When in camp
and off duty the company officers were called by their first

names, and even by their nicknames if they had one, and nearly

every cavalryman had one. Yet these sons of rich men obeyed
orders from their officers as promptly and more cheerfully tlian

the privates in the United States regular army under officers

educated at West Point.

This class of soldiers needed but little knowledge of mili-

tary tactics. On the contrary, it is my opinion that a perfect

drill would have detracted from their fighting value. A regi-

ment of well drilled men was simply one fighting machine. A
regiment of Forrest's troops was composed of so many hundreds

of individual fighting machines, each endowed with sufficient
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intelligence to take advantage in a fight of every obstacle, as a

stump, tree, fence, or rise in the ground, to shield himself from
the enemy's fire and enable him to deliver his own fire with (de-

liberation and accuracy. Starnes' men did not much fear to

charge a line of Yankee infantry who fired by volley by word of

command. It looked to be probable that every one of our

men would be killed or wounded, but these terrible volleys were

often without any effect, as the Confederate lines were open,
and all the men who could were behind some obstacle, and when

they could deliver their fire it was effective.

From Richmond, Va., Times-Dispatch, November 26, 1909.

ORIGIN OF MEMORIAL DAY.

Because there has been some confusion between the Memorial

Day observed by the women of the South since the war between

the States and the day adopted for the decoration of the graves
of Northern soldiers who fell in the same war, the following

account, written for the Neiv York Herald by Mrs. John A.

Logan, is given here. Mrs. Logan writes : "In the spring of 1868

General Logan and I were invited to visit the battle-grounds of

the South with a party of friends. The South had been desolated

by the war. The graves of her soldiers, however, seemed objects

of the greatest care and attention. One grave yard that struck me
as being specially pathetic was in Richmond. Just before our

visit there had been a memorable observance, and upon each grave

there had been placed a small Confederate flag and wreaths of

beautiful flowers. When I returned to Washington, I spoke of

it to the general and said I wished there could be concerted

action of this kind all over the North for the decoration of our

own soldiers' graves. At that time General Logan was com-

mander-in-chief of the Grand Army. The next day he sent for

Adjutant-General Chipman, and they conferred as to the best

means of beginning a general observance. On May 5 of 1868,

the historic order was issued."
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HETH INTENDED TO COVER HIS ERROR.

Colonel John S. Mosby Gives His Version of New Chapter
in Lee-Stuart Controversy.

By Colonel JOHN S. MOSBY.

The Times-Dispatch of February 20, at the request of Colonel

T. M. R. Talcott publishes a letter written by General Heth over

thirty years ago in reference to the manner in which he brought
on the battle of Gettysburg without order from General Lee.

Heth's letter was published in the Southern Historical Society

Papers ;
but they did not publish my reply. This is the way that

history is manufactured in Richmond.

I refer in my book, "Stuart's Cavalry in the Gettysburg Cam-

paign/' to Heth's letter and quote it on pages 150-151-152-154.

Heth gives an entirely different account in this letter of the

way the battle was precipitated against orders by A. P. Hill and

himself from both his own and Hill's official reports to General

Lee. The latter says they went on July ist after shoes: both re-

ports say they went to make
<
a reconnaissance and do not say

they went after shoes; nor do they pretend they went under

orders. Heth's motive in writing his letter was to create a di-

version from himself and to put historians on a false scent.

WHAT RECORDS SHOW.

He says that the letter was written to give information to the

Count of Paris. He succeeded in fooling the Count. According
to Heth's letter only his division went after shoes. The Records

show that A. P. Hill took Pender's and Heth's divisions and two

battalions of artillery to make what he calls in his report to cover

his blunder, a reconnaissance; but which it is clear he, intended

as nothing but a foray. In my book (page 152) I say, "Now
Heth's story is contradicted by A. P. Hill, the commander of the
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corps, whose report says that he put Fender's division in to sup-

port Heth's that was in distress, and that about 2 130 in the after-

noon, Ewell with Early and Rodes' divisions came in and

formed a right angle to his line and the field was won.

"Just as true an account of the battle as Heth's letter can be

found in the Pickwick Papers. Rodes' report shows that Heth's

story is a fable. The truth is that when Heth, early in the

morning went into action, General Lee was ten miles away west

of the mountain, Heth tries to make it appear that Lee was on

the field."

OTHER REPORTS ON THE MOVEMENT.

"Pendleton's report says they heard the firing when they were

on the western slope of the mountain and that General Lee did

not understand it. When Rodes arived on the field Heth's divis-

ion was in fragments. Heth says he 'stumbled' into the fight; he

ought to have said he blundered into it. He says that had the

cavalry been in position, General Lee would have known of Rey-
nold's approach to Gettysburg and would have occupied the

place and made it impregnable. But the absence of cavalry was

no reason for Heth's going there on a raid; it might have been

a good reason for his staying in camp. This statement assumes

that Gettysburg was Lee's objective point ; it was not. Lee was

as willing for Meade to be at Gettysburg as anywhere else; he

had no idea of going there himself before he heard the firing.

He went to the rescue of A. P. Hill and Heth/'

"General Lee had known for a week that Meade was moving
North from Frederick and that he must be in the vicinity of Get-

tysburg. As a cavalry division was already there, he knew with-

out being told that Meade's army must be ifear. 3
T" -selected and

held Cashtown Pass as his point of concentration because nature

made it impregnable. He would have a mountain-wall to cover

hi.-, flank ar/d the rich Cumberland Valley behind him.

"If he had ordered the army to Gettysburg he would have been

with the ieauing division and would have occupied the place

several days Icfore, instead of halting Hill's corps at Cashtown.

"There was more reason for censuring Lee for being absent

from the field than Stuart.
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"It is impossible to believe that General Lee ever professed

the ignorance of the movements of Stuart that Hetji, Long, and

his staff-officers have attributed to him. If he had done so, it

would have been affectation. He knew that his and Longstreet's

orders would carry Stuart for a while into a state of eclipse;

around the enemy, out of sight, and out of communication with

him.

"Heth delivered the judgment in his letter that 'the failure to

crush the Federal army in Pennsylvania can be expressed in five

words the absence of cavalry; 'I would rather say it was due

to the presence of Heth/ "

THE MUCH-MOOTED LETTER-BOOK.

"In another letter in the Philadelphia Times of December 27,

1877, Heth professes to have read in General Lee's letter-book

his instructions to Stuart to keep in close contact and communi-

cation with Longstreet. Now the contents of the letter-book

have since been published and I have read the original copies.

Heth's account of what he read in the book is pure fiction. In-

stead of ordering Stuart to keep on Longstreet's flank, he ordered

him to leave Longstreet in Virginia, cross the Potomac, and

join Ewell on the Susquehanna a hundred miles away.
"It was all the same to Lee at what ford Stuart crossed the

Potomac.

"Heth's letter was written to give information to the Count

of Paris. It is the origin of his criticism of Stuart in his His-

tory of the War.

"As for cavalry there were as many with Ewell as there were

with Reyno
1

'hat "ay. Buford fought his two brigades dis-

mounted in the morning^ when Heth attacked him. There were

no cavalry charges on either side. If there had existed any neces-

sity to make a reconnaissance Lee's headquarters were near and so

were Swell's cavalry. The order should have come from the

commander-in-chief. Hill and Heth never informed him of the

exploit they meditated. He would never have sanctioned it."

Now Heth says that if our cavalry had been there there would

have been no battle at Gettysburg. He does not say how cavalry

could have kept him and Hill away; he unconsciously pays a
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high tribute to the commander of the cavalry and criticizes

General Lee. Stuart was away by Lee's orders. If anybody
\VcxS to blame for the absence of the cavalry it was General Lee.

STUART COULD HAVE DONE NO MORE.

All tliat Stuart could have done if he had been there would

have been to tell Hill and Heth that if they went to Gettysburg

they would be sure to precipitate a battle before the army was

concentrated and where Lee did not intend to fight one.

A body of cavalry could have done no more. But Hill and

Heth were not blind they knew the enemy held Gettysburg;

so they did not need cavalry to tell them. They evidently ex-

pected to bag a few thousand Yankees, return to Cashtown, and

present them to General Lee that evening. But to use a com-

mon expression "they bit off more than they could chaw." They
left Cashtown at 5 in the morning in as gay spirits as John Gil-

pin's when he started off to Edmonton to have a wedding feast.

It was after all not much of a feast.

WISDOM'S FAMOUS RAID.

Heroic Journey Recalled by His Death in Alabama.

GADSDEN, ALA., July 29.

John H. Wisdom, who died near here to-day at the age of eighty-

seven years, won fame in 1865 by a daring all night ride from

Gadsden to Rome, Ga., a distance of sixty-seven miles, which

resulted in the capture by the Confederate cavalry leader, Gen-

eral N. B. Forrest, of General Abel D. Straight, and the saving
of the Confederates of the foundries and stores at Rome.

Wisdom started from the east shore of the Coosa River shortly

after night-fall on his perilous trip, covering the distance in less

than seven hours, and using on the trip seven horses. He ar-

rived at Rome six hours ahead of General Straight, and the

city was prepared for the latter's coming, General Straight and

many of his raiders taken prisoners.
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